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FILM ‘FUTURE’: Gl BABY Ml 
‘Variety’ Buys Bronx Printing Plant 

From N.Y. Post in an Expansion Move 
TEEN’ MARKET IN fVaster Astor Keys Theatre Square; 

In a major expansion of its me-*--—-— 
chanical facilities, Variety has r* • i r* u 
purchased the Bronx plant of the viITSly uCrman Humor 
N. Y. Post, situated on East 148th Frankfurt. March 4. 
St. just west of Third Ave. Deal German music biz storv mak- 
was closed Friday (28). Under the ing the rounds has to do with 
purchase Variety Inc. acquired a Berlin diskery producing an 
the land, a three-story, 50,000 sq. LP titled “Music To Listen To 
ft. fireproof building of steel and World War III By.” 
reinforced concrete construct c*i. Pseudo-song titles include 
and various items of prin ng | ‘T Remember New York” and 
equipment, including a six-unit ■ t “Where Were You When The 
Hoe press. Fallout Fell?” 

Hotel Deal Sparks Much Show Biz 
By ABEL GREEN 

This press will triple the page 
capacity of Variety as well as pro¬ 
vide run-of-paper spot color. | 

It will also increase production j 
facilities of The Rogowski Co. Inc. ( 
(wholly-owned Variety subsidiary), 
presently situated at 444 Pearl St., 
and will make the Rogowski job 
printing plant capable of trebling 
its output generally. When finally 
installed in its new location, the 
Rogowski Co. will have one of the 
largest and best-equipped news- \ 
paper job shops in the eastern 1 
part of the country. I 

Rogowski will move in stages 

ASCAP’s Mil 

A Sixmonth Mark 
Hollywood, March 4. 

i If it’s true what the surveys say, 
: that it's primarily the young peo- 
j pie who make up the motion pic- 
i ture audience today, then Holly- 
| wood has cause for optimism. 
; Thanks to the baby boom that 
. followed the cease-fire of World 
! War II. the number of young peo¬ 
ple under 21 in this country is due 

! to rise by leaps and bounds start- 
I ing with 1958. Add to this that 
: they’ll be better educated than 
: ever, and have more spending 
| money than ever, and motion pic- 
j tures have the potential for a great ! 
! attendance revival. 

The growth of the “teen” mar- 
I ket is bound to make itself felt in 
! many areas, but now here is it of 
greater significance than in the 

j film field, both in terms of audi¬ 
ence potential and as a guide to 

Imported Sex Only 
While many art film theatre- 

owners are showing marked 
preference for pictures with 
sexy angles, they do have one 
important reservation. 

The exhibitors insist that 
this type of product be for¬ 
eign—mainly French or Ital¬ 
ian. They don’t care about the 
American. meaning Holly¬ 
wood. brand of sex. 

Europe Has Had 

It-Big Bosoms 

Show' biz highlights, with a 
strong socialite flair, are the end- 
result of the three-way realty deal 
involving the Hotel Astor. famed 
Times Square landmark. With the 
Webb 8c Rnapp-Sheraton Hotels 
Cnrp. of America deal now finalized 
it will result in: 

■1 ' A Theatre Square, with alu¬ 
minum marquee, from thje Broad¬ 
way frontage of the Hotel Astor to 
the recently refurbished Manhattan 
•nee' Lincoln Hotel, directly back¬ 
ing it on 8th Ave.. with the same 
44th-45th St. boundaries. Both will 
be William Zeckendorf Jr. hotel 
operations, along with the Commo¬ 
dore Hotel, latter on a 10-year 
lease, instead of an outright buy 
which was an original intention un¬ 
til Robert R. Young’s suicide 
stalled a $3,000,000 payment. 

■2 i A revitalization of the Astor 
as a social-theatrical hub for ball¬ 
room events, fetes, and the like. 

'3 ) A new nitery to be called 

Rogowski Co. will have one of the I _ Distributions of the American motion' Picture. content **«>«)> | European audiences are fed up ,2 , A revitalization of the AM 
largest and best-equipped news-: S°«ety of Composers. Authors St are these the fu ure homemakers. with bosoms This observation ;ls a social theatrical hub for ba 
paper job shops in the eastern ' Publishers hit a new six-month but ™n,,iaL u | came last week from Spanish film room events. fet and ,he ]jk 
Dart of the countrv ! peak durlnS the last half of 1953 element of the population, the peo- ■ S(ar Santa Montiel who is no apol- ,3 , » niterv to he rai: 

Rogowski will move in stages ^hn^e half-year total topping the! P'e wh<> ^n^ want to stay home „gy in that department herself. The plttjh H revived from 
from its lonetime Pearl St loca-} SM.0°0.00° mark. That compares! to watch tv and who are still lm- ; “They re fed up to here, said Miss n, e World War I catchDhrase ahn 
tion as demolition for a lower east I wi,h a S10.400.000 distribution for mune to any sophisticated disdain j Montiel. placing her hand above PM Astor's Dluih horse** t 
side housing* development* gets *un- j °f the?”iU S"een °ffe""g,S j her head' the vfTrik'T M°u?cherhe 
der wav quarter, ending last Oct. 1, ASCAPf The teen market (age 13-21) ! According to Miss Montiel. wife hostelrv was a social rpntr-. side housing development gets un-1 ending iTstOc" !?ASCA? 

Originally built to house the j “p* 
formeT Bronx H’oni’e New^ ihe ! £ ft* 
property was acquired by the N Y ?nL l , f5,6-420,00, 

i*. ' ^ addition, AstAI- distributed 
Bronxnedu1onf°rp?ant'has-been on i 52 174 000 t0 publishers and writers! ifll hit 24.600.000 and by 1965 it'll • 

SS,tSXS& MayhopetsJ Z,MtSSSS TStuFSI 
tional timetable calls for press! at ^The most significant faction—17 
modifications to begin as soon as j Beverly* Hilton P Hotel here iasJ to)p 01 age—is growing like topsy. | 
possible, with printing expected-toj Thwsdav <27'? 'ait, Lait year, compared with 1952, its! 
commence at the new Rop a* 9m^e lncome climbing, ex- ,°"£r 
(Variety site some time.* I = '“(Continued on n»ee 7Q) lt 11lbe 17 c larger than in 52 and _ 1 ^ominueii on page 79) if win hn ]ar,7^r ! 

pre-World War I catchphrase about 
‘Mrs. Astor's plush horse” when 

the Frederick A. Muscherheiin 
According to Miss Montiel. wife hostelrv was a social centre- 

stood at 19.600.000 in 1952. Last of director Anthony Mann, Euro- .4 , \ renewed accent on the As- 
year, it rose to 21.800.000. In 1958 pean film patrons prefer good act- : tor ballroom, with its 2 250-caDac- 
U’s going to jump to 22.400.000 ; ing to exposure. She maintains itv ‘bigger than the Waldorf* o r»nH 
and in 1959 to 23.000.000. By 1960 they’d rather see Maria Schell. In- eCampffgn by Cof Serge Obolen 
it 11 hit 24.600.000 and by 1965 it’ll grid Bergman and Anna Magnani sfcv aided bv Peeeen <& Fdi Fitz 
ctjmb over 30,000,000. | than many of the sexpots who have geraid to bring to the midtoun 

•The most significant faction—17 recently become popular in the hostelry some of Gotham’s top so- 
to^l of age—is growing like topsy. | United States. , rial events which usuallv revolve 
Last year, compared with 1952, its! Referring to Brigette Bardot.: (Continued on page 27) 
growth was only 5nc. By 1960.' Miss Montiel, who has appeared in; ___ 
it’ll\be 17^c larger than in ’52 and j two American films (“Serenade”* (Variety, site some time ^ .-^(Continued on ge 79) ’ 

mer. Press will .be adafJten for_ 
color w^ork so that run-of-the- 
paper spot color will be available IfCVA TA APPRAVF AH 
in*regular as well as most of the xill HUVC /ILL 
special issues of Variety. niV CVPAPTQ TA CAVIIiTC 

Variety was represented in the riAfiAlUAlu 1U uUTlljl J 
(Continued on page 72) u. S. Government 1 e the II 

rial events which usually revolve 
(Continued on page 27) 

by ^965 it will be 46^c larger.! and “Vera Cruz”) declared: “She 
Coma 1970, the 17 to 21 group will j shows her body. I show my face, 
total' close to 18.500,000 against I’m sorry but I never see her face. 

ill be 46^c larger.! and “Vera Cruz”) declared: “She 

the current 11,000,000. 

(Continued on page 7z) U. S. Government, i.e. the U.S. 
Information Agency, mukt approve 

FRI llncnf (lv»r H’urnnd’c . a11 film exports to Russia and/or rDI upset wer n WUUU a any of the Communist countries. 

I want to be all the time with my 
The figures are taken from a dis- face on the screen. I don’t say it 

sertatiqn on “The Economy of because I don’t have it. I have it, 
1958-59Y by Arno H. Johnson, v.p. too.” 

Gotham Sports Writers 
Still Loyal to Dem Boms; 
N.Y. Vs. LA Press Rivalry 

and sensor economist of the J. Wal- 
. (Continued on page 27) 

Miss Montiel stopped off in N. Y. 
(Continued on page 27) 

New Gangster Pix Cycle, 
Despite Took’ Depictions 

Hollywood. March *4. 

any of the Communist countries. 
Confirmation of this policy 

comes via the now-current Motion 
Picture Export Assn, talks with the 
Hungarians. If a deal is made with 
Hungary, it won’t be done within 
the framework of the International 

FBI is understood to be taking Media Guarantee program inas- 
a dim view of the upsurge of gang-1 much as the Hungarian govern- 

Y & k s Two-Hour TV Spec Honoring 

Irving Berlin on 70th Birthday 

I Vero Beach. Fla., March 4. 
j The switch of the Dodgers from 
! Brooklyn to Los Angeles, and the 
. decision of the New York papers 
• to cover them in spring training 
j d e s p i t e the move, has brought 
about an Alice-in-Wonderland situ- 

| ation. Dodgers’ sprawling base in 
: Indian River County is now* an 
armed journalistic camp with Newf 

' York and California writing con¬ 
tingents engaged in a vendetta 

ster biopix, latest trend to hit the i ment won’t approve U.S. informa- Young & Rdbicam has set in mo-[ possible that it may emerge as a which w'ould be harrowing if it 
inHiac With “Marhinp Gun Kpllv _:__ _1_ __u:*:l_ a___ 4.1_4_1. _i~_ .. . 5 u 11 indies. With “Machine Gun Kelly” tional use of IMG monies within tion plans for* an ambitious two- two or even three-network under-. wasn’t funny Af a/i * * U n ntr h i. i_ _ _a  . t . i . • • • » m • i * * already completed, “Baby Face the country. 
Nelson” in release and both Regardless of this, the U. S. off the’58-’59 ^ason honoring Irv-1 Berlin, although heretofore re-\r 
Pretty Boy Floyd and At Capone Information Agency will pass on ing Berlin on his 70th birthday.I luctant to lend himself to such tv ilng 
up for future depiction on screen, the pix that may be shipped to (Actually Berlin’s birthday falls! undertakings, has expressed en- ‘tPa’'.iniHai/kJ h” C ,rai>t u° 
J. Edgar Hoover and his agency Budapest. In Poland, w'here a deal earlier in the yfear but the mam-! thusiasm over the proposed two- ” ia ™floaaftar u?rn 
are said to be very concerned is virtually concluded for 26 MPEA moth tv-show bis salute is being; hour show’, particularly since the hif4 vvlrt .AIso. former 
about what appears to be the be- pictures, the IMG currency ex- pushed back to October to give the Boy Scouts of America, which ha* paru riva.s] are no.w 
ginning of a cycle. change program is in effect. This new season a majqr curtain-raiser, shared in other Berlin ventures, ?_ °™er excIuslv^s in 

hour tv network spectacular to kick taking. Ex-Dodger writers from New 
York are still sporting baseball 
caps with fancy “B” in contrast to 
“L.A.’’-initialed headgear w’orn by 

owuut *'*• **•»' *'*• piv. iui ca, uic imvj tuucilLy CA- pUMlCU UdUk iu v/uiuuci iu give me wuj oluuis ui auici wiiilji uam fppjjn{y l . 

ginning of a cycle. ! change program is in effect. This new season a majqr curtain-raiser, shared in other Berlin ventures, nPfW ? ®™er excIuslv^s in 
FBI officials in Los Angeles last carries with it an automatic review Y & R, w'hich reserves the right will be brought into the picture. . . . ne" comers mak- 

week visited Production Code Ad- by IMG of the types of films to pitch the show up to its own Paul Cunningham, prexy of the g ei league debuts, 
ministrator Geoffrey Shurlock and shipped. Any deal with the Soviets clients by virtue of the fact that American Society of Composers,: Attitude of Arthur E. (Red) Pat- 
are reported to have stated their also wouldn’t fall under the IMG the agency has incepted the idea, Authors & Publishers, will also Dodger flack, hasn’t helped 
views that films w'hich glamorize program. has already enlisted the support help sparkplug the spec. Top fig- an>- According to New York writ- 
hoodlums could have a toad effect American film executives say of many key show biz personalities ures in the showr biz talent arena :ers« Patterson refused to cooper- 
both in the U. S. and abroad. Pro- they actually welcome the govern- and has had preliminary talks with are being enlisted. a*e with housing accommodations 
duction trend, however, appears menial review procedure which in NBC for its network facilities. Berlin spec is one of several barracks which have been long- 
to show gangsters as the punks effectconstitutes insurance that, at However, as pointed "out, Y & R is major undertakings on the Y & R time spring home of both players 
they were, rather than pretty them some later date, there mightn’t be not bound to an NBC airing for griddle designed to give r58-’59 and writers since end of World 
up via glamorization. criticism of the films exported. the “dream showcase,” for it’s still telecasting a live hypo. I (Continued on page 27) 
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See D. of J. Probe of Talent Agencies 
Lead-up to Overall o.o. of Show Biz 

Announcement by the Dept, of*| 
J-^iic-e Ar.’ilrust Division that it 
v :i 1 investigate Music C'orp. of 
A.m-rica and the William Morris 
Agency. two of the world's largest 
l.iient ofliees, may lead to a l'ook- 

mto all phases of show biz by 
the Federal Government. Depart¬ 
ment feels that the ramifications 
ol the pcrconteijes is of such pro¬ 
portions that, not a single phase of 
the entortairimeiit industry is ex¬ 
empt from their influences. 

The Dept, of Justice is taking the 
view that' because Of their con¬ 
trol of t)ic name acts, the-agencies 
Jia\ e been able to force their will 
on fi'!iii studios, ^networks, tele-;' 
\ i-inii -~t at ions, telefilm, producers, 
nil (Ties, legit and theatres, a*-- -well-' 
a-: the itidU'-trial show field:- resen t 
and hotel business, and virtually 
every other enterprise in which en¬ 
tertainers are an integral part. 

The DJ is apparently collecting 
evidence that with control at' im-; 
port ant personalities, the agencies 
have been able to force, a studio. ’ 
network, etc., to buy less desirable; 
performers. in support, take on 
favored directors, writers, and 
other craftsmen. . They are .also 
looking, into reports Of block look-, 
mg wherein a buyer, to obtain a 
desired attraction or package, had 
to puxrhase less desirable items 
as well.. 

The Government, it’s, learned, 
will also look into the oft-slated 
contention that the virtual clinii1; 
nation of stageshows arid the de-’ 
dine of night clubs might in a 
great measure be due to the prac¬ 
tices by some talent agencies. ! 

Offices Clam Up . 1 
Thus far, the two directly af-; 

footed offices aren’t issuing any i 
statements. The • Morris office 
takes the view that it is only an 

i Continued on page 68+ 

‘Live of Film9 

Less Important Than 

6Good or Bad9 

Sez Phil Cohen 
rv.p„ ssem 

On# of the intoresting 

features In 

PSftlETY 

Sem i-Ainitial TV Film Issue 

OUT IN MARCH 

For Frank Cooper Pilot 
In French Co-Prod. Deal 

Art Buelnvald has been tapped 
as -emcee and Francpise Sagan the 
“subject” for the pilot of a ne\y 
Frank..Cooper- package to be filmed 
In France this week. Sy Fischer. 
N. Y. veep of the- Cooper office, 
planed to Paris over the weekend 
to supervise the pilot, which treats 
a subject from his or her . owih 
^viewpoint and. as their friends and 
associates see them. 

Pilot is being filmed in assoeia- 
. lion with the Societe Internation¬ 
ale de. Programmes Pour Teleitjil¬ 
lusion. French company - which*' is 
financing.. In the event of a silc 
to U. S. television by the Cooper 
office, the French company would 
drop its coproduction status, but 
would retain a financial interest in 
the show. Miss Sagan Would ap¬ 
pear only in the . pilot, naturally, ' 
but Buehwald, the N. Y. Herald 
T r i b u n e Paris man-about-tou n. 
might get . additional emceeing.. 
chores, particularly when the. show 
does portraits of other celebs Iiv-, 
ing. in Europe, 

ROYALTY AT LONDON 
CONCLAVE OF VARIETY 

London, March 4. 
Royal and diplomatic patronage 

is to be accorded the International 
Convention of the Variety Club, 
which Will be: held here for the 
first time April 22-25. The Duke 
of Edinburgh, who is. a life mem¬ 
ber of Variety International and 
has frequently, attended functions 
of the local tent, is to be honor 
guest, at the Humanitarian Awards 
dinner April 25. /Apart from pres-, 
eritation of this award, checks will 
be handed to reps of charities Who 
are to benefit from; the income of 
the convention. 

Initial social event of the con¬ 
clave will he a Savoy luncheon 
April 22 at which the American 
Ambassador, John Hay Whitney 
(a member of the tent) will be 
guest of honor. Night of same day 
there'll be a banquet at which the 
top table guests will include Earl, 
and Countess Mduntbatten and the 
Lord Mayor, and Lady Mayoress of 
London. Initial business session 
opens April 22 with C. J; Latta, 
past Chief Barker arid interna¬ 
tional European rep, in the chair. 
Election, of International officers 
will be held April 23. • The, follow¬ 
ing;. day, a. panel of British and 
American. tradepaper men. .. will 
judge the Hearts Awards. 

State likes Hope & Hurok, 
Considers Mike Todd Just 
Too Undiplomatic (Pushy)! 

Washington, March 4. I 
Though Bob Hope’s proposed. 

' film-making junket to Moscow 
comes under the heading of “pri¬ 
vate enterprise,” comic pierces the ; 
Iron Curtain with full State Dept, j 
approval and cooperation. Though 
there was no official stand on the i 
Hope stint, there was approval of 
his ‘‘cooperative” attitude and pos- -. 
sible ... benefits to the recently ■ 
enacted East-West Cultural Ex¬ 
change program from, use of Soviet 
talent on Hope’s NBC tv show. 

In sharp contrast: to this smiling 
attitude is the. frown ~ the mere.: 

‘ mention of Mike • Todd . brings. to 
diplomatic brovvs. Todd’s. flamr 
bovant efforts to push his “80 Days 

; Around the World” as first film in 
the formal exchange between the 
U S and Russia, is looked upon 

/here as a possible monkey wrench 
j iri.the .delicate mechanismpf up-{ 
coming negotiations. Eric John- 

' ston is said to ■' be'./readying these j 
negotiations momentarily, I 

•First . step in the cultural:: ex¬ 
change program is the current 
(and repeat) visit of concert im-1 
presari’o."Sol.,-.Hurok to Moscow, 

Show Lobbyists in D. C. 

Case for the 

Animated Specialist 

Diagnosed by 

Adrian Woolery 
(Pres, of Playhouse Pictures) 

in 

PfistlETY 

Semi-Annual TV Film Issne 

COMING OUT THIS 

MONTH 

♦ 4 4-vO-4~f< 4* 

Washington, March 4. 
A number of entertainment biz 

figures registered with Congress as 
lobbyists during the final’quarter 
of 1957, according to a report just 
made public on Capitol Hill. Among 
those listed: 

For the American Federation of 
Musicians, Hal Levshen; 

For Columbia Broadcasting Sys¬ 
tem, its D: C. vice president, Jo¬ 
seph H. Ream, 

For the Clear Channel Broad¬ 
casting Service, Hollis M. Seavey. 

For ASCAP, Paul Cunningham 
and Harold C. Miller. . . 

For the National. Assn, ot,Broad¬ 
casters. its president Harold E. Fel¬ 
lows. and. Vincent 1\ Wasilewskf. . 

Earl Gammons;, former CBS vice 
president in Washing.on, for vari¬ 
ous broadcasting clients. - 

For the. Record Industry. Assn, 
of America, Lovell H. Parker. 

For the Automatic Phonograph. 
Mxrs. Assn., Perry S! Patterson, 

Frieda Hennock, former FCC 
Milwaukee, March 4. Commissioner and now a radio-tv 

Rock 'n' roll has been banned attorney, for various Clients, 
by radio station WISN, which had ! COMPO belatedly reported that 

Hurok is ironing-out details of the : given that idiom an. honest but5 Robert W. Coyne, Charles B. Mc- 
visit of Moiseev Ballet to this'Shortlived trial. ! Carthy and Robert J. O’DonrieU 
country American Ballet Theatre I . After 18 months of programming ; were its lobbyists during the third 
leaves” after its .Washington run, only standards and the less nervous quarter of 1957. 
startmg March/lO, for a USSR P£PS, WISN tried a switch to the j 

THE SHORT & UNHAPPY 
LIFE OF R&R ON WISN 

“Top 40” concept that took its 
listeners by surprise. Without fore¬ 
warning, station signed on one 
morning With the gamut, of top- 
ranking hits. Within five hours the 
station was back to its former pol¬ 
icy, shutting the door on'r&r. 

Station reports that over 600 
phone-calls protested the new top 
pops policy in the five-hour span. 
Some of the. calls were from ad¬ 
vertisers. 

METRO SEEKS LEGITER 
FOR W MUSICAL 

Metro plans a legit-style presen¬ 
tation for. the New: York i*un of 
“Gigi,” the film musical by Alan 
Jay Lerrier and .Frederick Loewe.; 

The film company is dickering 
for a legit house and has its eye. 
either on the Royale or the Am¬ 
bassador, both . of which can be 
converted for films. The. Arnbas^ 
sador once /operated, on a filin poli¬ 
cy. V Originally, Metro , hoped to 
land the/Booth where its. filnv Ver¬ 
sion of “Julius Caesar” was offered 
uih1<h’ a legit policy. However, the 
click of “Two for the Seesaw” at 
the Booth sent M-G looking: for 
ariother house. 

Hollywood. March 4. 
Paramount has finally joined the 

list of major film studios going 
into vi'dpix production, prexy .Bar¬ 
ney Balabah okaying telefilm pro¬ 
duction via coiripany*s subsid, 
Paramount-:Sunset Corp. Balabah 
gave the greenlight to Par-Sunset 
v.p.-general manager James. A. 
Schulke in conferences- in N. Y. 
Subsid is already perusing the Par 
backlog and is considering series 
based on theatrical. films, ■! namely, 
"Perils of Pauline,” “Conquest of 
Space,” and "Shane,” Schulke dis¬ 
closed here. 

Other majors in tv production 
are Metro, Warner Bros., Univer¬ 
sal, 20th-Fox: (via. its subsid, TCF- 
TV), Columbia (via its. subsid, 
Screen Gems).. .. . /■ 

Schulke explained Par series 
will bo developed by creative pro- 
ducers “but we will own most of 
those shows. We will cut the 

(Continued on. page 2’7) = j 

‘Blacklist’ Plea Loses; 
Douglas Alone of Justices 

Sees 23 Filmites Hurt 
Washington, March 4. 

The U. S. Supreme Court yes¬ 
terday (3) threw out the appeal, of 
23 former filmindustry people 
who complained they were victims 
of the all-film industry “blacklist” 
because they had taken the 5th 
amendment. 
. After hearing the appeal,, a cou¬ 
ple of months ago, the court 
ruled yesterday: that, on technical 

Paris, March 1, : grouiids, it should never have 
Fashion history was made last agreedt0 review the action of the 

week. In a two-hour show that • California state bourts. 
created the biggest emotional Up-1 The; ex-Hollyvvooders sought over 
set of all time, Yves Saint-Laurent | $50,000,000 in damages' from the 
—Dior’s 21-year-old successor—j film studios, and distributors and. 
proved he had th^master’s touch: an order which would terminate 
plus his own. youthful approach. At. the “blacklisting.” The court found 
last, Paris can relhx: /that the .ruling of the California.. 

. Looking/like an-.American piep courts for the studios “rests.on an 
school boy the night before final 'adequate state, ground.” 

Paris Fashious 
-By LUCETTE CARON_ 

exams, the slim youn^ man in 
black Edwardian trousers, was 
trampled, smothered, lip-sticked, 
interviewed, televised, all at the 
same time—and was. pushed out 
on the balcony, to show himself to 
the crowd in the street below. 
Never had Americans seen such a 
demonstration. At fast; as the 
presses could Toll, “Le Petit Roi de 
la Couture” and his team, Madairie 
Raymonde and Madame Marguer- 

The lone dissenter, Justice Wil- . 
liam O. Douglas, wrote: “The 
complaint alleged,, and the deiriur- 
rer conceded, that petitioners had 
considerable experieiice in the mo¬ 
tion picture industry;:and that re¬ 
spondents directly or indirectly 
controlled all motion picture pro¬ 
duction and distribution in- the 
United States and all employment 
opportunities therein. 

“I can. see no difference where 
ite—the “queen mothers”—were i the ‘right to work’ is denied be- 
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'-••_/•.• / Paris, March :4. 
Only a couple of weeks ago, 

there Were no French shows sched¬ 
uled- for exhibition in Brussels dur-' 
irig the fair. No money. Now, sud¬ 
denly, plans have been set for the 
Comedie Francaise, the Theatre/ 
National; Populaire and the Jean- 
Lo.uis Barrault Company., There 
will also be a few performances by 
the Paris Opera: Ballet troupes if 
the "strikes which have currently 
shuttered ;these two have been set¬ 
tled. Considerable scrambling is go-' 
ing on to augment this with 'three 
or four other legit, coWert and mu¬ 
sic highlights and: word has gone 
out that there is—^suddenly^am-! 
pie “subsidy” available': j 
\ No one knows. where the mew < 

bankroll came fronri (Editor’s Note: 
Could the coin have arrived frpm 
Washington?) . 

all over the front pages of the in¬ 
ternational newspapers. /. 

Buyers and manufacturers fell 
iall oyer one another to put in their 

•i orders: ^By midnight, the $250,000 
i (Coritinued on page 24) 

I; 

cause of race arid where, as here, 
because the citizen had exercised 
5th amendment rights. To draw 
such a line is to discriminate 
against the assertion of a particu¬ 
lar federal constitutional right.” 

WW—SS of ’58 
Los Angeles, March 4. 

.Local chapter of. Saints and 
Sinners has named Walter .Winchell 
as “Mr.. Saintly Sinner of 1958,” in 
recognition of Ahis contributions 
y - . to journalism and his unstinted 
timq and effort to the Damon Run¬ 
yon Cancer Fund;” '! 

News broadcaster will be kudosed' 
by organization April 2 at the Mou¬ 
lin Rouge; with top show biz per¬ 
sonalities/ set to appear.. Joe E. 
Brown and Adolph Menjou are pre¬ 
vious' film names honored by S-S. 
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. “(Ws is a helluva vitalbusi- ... 
nessi we jusi lose our. perspec¬ 
tive jonce in a while.” . 

The; statement came from Leon¬ 
ard H. Goldenson, president of 
American Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres;'.and wraps up the situa¬ 
tion in the picture industry cur¬ 
rently- While economic disaster 
had been^glibly forecast in many 
quarters, the industry has. now 
found itself facing a surprising (to 
the gloom merchants) twist: Busi¬ 
ness is better. 

Both Goldenson and Edward L. 
Hyman, AB-PT y.p, noted sub¬ 
stantial improvement at the boxof- 
fice for several weeks running and 
until the recent storm took its toll. 
Hyman, feels assured of still better 
things ahead.: Sol A. Schwartz, 
president of RKO Theatres, as well 
as several other circuit operators 
similarly have offered upbeat re¬ 
ports on the state of ticket sales.. 

10 Whoppers Right Now \ 
’ As Goldenson underlined, the 

present period is a rare one in 
the light of the number of big- 
money pictures currently in re¬ 
lease. This is a major point, for 
currently on the market are about 
TO productions which’ qualify for 
Variety’s all-time list of top gros- 
sers. These are pictures which 
will take a minimum of $4,000,000 
in; domestic (United States and 
Canadian) rentals. 

Metro’s “Don’t Go Near the 
Water” is in this category. Walt 
Disney’s “Old Yeller” likely will 
take close to $6,000,000. “Sayon- 
ara” from Warners ; and “Peyton 
Place” from 20th-Fox were esti¬ 
mated at $10,000,000 each by Gold- 
ensoif. Columbia's “Bridge on the 
River Kwai” IS definitely a block- 
•buster but not sufficiently circu¬ 
lated yet to permit a forecast of 

(Continued bn page. 14) 

Par Takes Budget 

Hollywood, March 4.. 
Paramount has embarked on a 

hew policy of lining up small-budg- 
etters in already completed form to 
augment its studio-produced pro¬ 
gram: As first step in this direc¬ 
tion, company last week purchased 
two eastern-produced indie fea¬ 
tures, “When Hell Broke Loose/’ 
Sol Dolgin production, and “The 

. Hot Angel,” Stanley Kallis" pro¬ 
duction. . 

Although Paramount over the 
fttst years has acquired finished 
product from time to time, it has 
never before been a policy to seek 
such features, relying instead on 
its own produced pix plus an order¬ 
ly flow of reissues. . 
/One reason given for the .need 

by Paramount of the .indie* prod¬ 
uct, most of it exploitation fare, is 
the sale of its pre-1948 backlog 
which has been part of its reissue 
program until disposal to tv. , 

FAME-AFTER-DEATH 
ROSS NOVEL TO lp 

Deal for Metro to acquire the 
film rights to “The Immortal," first 
novel by Walter, Ross, public rela¬ 
tions director for BMI, Was final¬ 
ized this week. Ross will report¬ 
edly receive: $50,000. for the prop¬ 
erty.....; 

Rod Serling has been assigned 
to write the screenplay. Since, the 
story is about a young film idol 
who is killed early in his career in 
a plane crash and becomes more 
famous after his death, some trade- 
sters have no difficulty seeing a 
resemblance between Ross’ hero 
and the late James Dean. 

Roy Rowland ankled Metro di¬ 
rector post to embark oh new indie 
production deal. 

Bardot Film for Metro 
(Via Mme. Rena!) Likely 

Despite Columbia Tie 
Negotiations for Metro to help 

finance a projected Brigitte Bardot 
film, “The Woman and the Pup¬ 
pet,” are well advanced and prob¬ 
ably will; be concluded in Paris la¬ 
ter this month when Metro’s Maur | 
rice “Red” Silverstein goes to 
France.' • 

This was reported over the week¬ 
end in New York by Madame 
Christine. Gouze Renal, producer 
of “The Woman and the Puppet,” 
who produced the first Bardot pic¬ 
ture to bring the actress to prom¬ 
inence (“The Light Across the 
Street”). and another current Bar- 
dot film (“The Bride Is Much Too 
Beautiful.”) . ^ 

: Madame Gouze Renal had to cut 
short her U. S'. stay, returning to 
Paris Sunday night (2) because of 
the sudden death of her father, 
head of a university in France; 

She said that she was negotiating 
With Fernando Lamas to play op¬ 
posite Miss Bardot in “The Woman 
and the Puppet”, inasmuch as the 
part required someone who spoke 
English and Spanish fluently. 
Whether Metro; will take the. film 
in, the : States is still undecided, 
Madame Gouze Renal said: 

Though Columbia has Miss Bar- 
dot under exclusive contract to 
1960, the French actress will make 
“Woman and the Puppet” for 
Madame Gouze Renal this year, 
and another fiim in.l960y for which 
preparations already . are under 
way. Madame Renal explained that 
the Bardot commitment was to her 
and not, as,, had been reported, to 
Pathe. Latter distributes for Ma¬ 
dame Renal and may coproduce 
with her. 

HAIL WARNER, BUT IT’S 
A DULL-WITTED AFFAIR 
In' one of the more unusual 

“tribute” dinners on record. Jack 
L. Watner, president of Warner 
Bros., last week received the an¬ 
nual humanitarian award from the 
National Foundation for Infantile 
Paralysis. . 

Some 800 persons - attended the 
testimonial at the Waldorf-Astoria. 
It was what 20th-Fox prexy Spyr.os 
P. Skouras frankly called a “cold” 
audience, which rarely went be¬ 
yond appreciative chuckles in its 
reaction to the speakers and to 
hardworking m e. Tex McCrary. 

During the course of the evening 
Skouras had Warner read Off his 
own citation and McCrary had the 
dais stand to applaud the floor, 
which Tb. did with notable reluct¬ 
ance. (“Cracked McCrary : “I hope 
they’ll give you. more applause 
than you gave them.”) 

Warner abandoned most of his 
prepared speech (causing the N. Y. 
Times, for one, to skip running a 
line oh It the next day)1 and en¬ 
gaged in some clowning and wise¬ 
cracking somewhat out-of-tune with 
the. occasion but helpful in warm¬ 
ing up his audience. 

In his' prepared speech, Warner 
paid tribute to Dr, Jonas Salk and. 
stressed that the war against polio 
was no^ yet Over. Gerald M. Lofeb,. 
edehairman of the March of Dimes, 
presented the award to Warner. 

On the dais were, among others, 
S. H. Fabian (“a cousin, once re¬ 
moved by the Dept, of Justice”), 
Leonard Goldenson, Eric Johnston, 
Skouras, Loeb and others. Victor 
Borge, Bambi Lynn: and Rod Alex¬ 
ander, Alan . King and: Mimi Ben- 
zell entertained after the speeches. 

Theatre Owners of America has 
received assurance that Columbia 
Pictures will hot sell its post-1948 
pictures to television. The pledge 
came iii/a letter from distribution 
v.p. Abe Montague to TO A prexy 
Ernest G. Stellings. 

Montague’s statement, released 
by Stellings, declared: “It is the 
policy decision of Columbia .Pic¬ 
tures that they are. not interested 
m making any further sales of fea¬ 
ture pictures to television at the 
present time, nor do they have any 
plans for the future, and possibly 
never/’ Stellings. indicated that 
.Col’s position resulted as a follow¬ 
up to the talks TOA reps had with 
the heads of the major film compa¬ 
nies to convince: them to withhold 
the post-1948 backlog, from tv. 

, CHEER TO CRITICS 
raking the bull by the horns, 

circuit operator. Walter ■ Reade Jr, 
last week invited some of the lead¬ 
ing newspaper critics to lunch and 
gave them an “upbeat” slant on 
the state of the industry. 

Present for the “briefing” which 
Confined itself to the healthy cur¬ 
rent status of the Reade circuit, 
were Bosley Crowther of the 
Times, Irene Thiref of the Post 
and Jesse Zunser of Cue Maga¬ 
zine, The Tribune was invited, 
but couldn’t make it. : : 

Reade told the crix thai his “A” 
houses during January and Februr 
ary were 15% ahead of last year, 
but that the “B” houses ’were 
lagging 7%, giving the chain an 
overall gain of 7%. He also out¬ 
lined the Reade Theatres’ various 
showmanship activities, suchyas its 
refurbishing program, the ; “Cur¬ 
tain at 8:30” foreign .film series, 
the kiddie shows, etc. *'/. 

Without attempting to speak, for 
the . whole : industry, Reade put 
across the. idea that. his circuit 
wasn’t down-in-the-dumps and that 
exhibition .was here to stay, despite 
some Of the gloomy predictions of 
recent months. Reade left Mon¬ 
day (3) for Europe. 

Balaban’s O’seas Quickie 
Barney Balaban, president of 

Paramount, came in Monday (3) 
after two. weeks in Europe. 

. It was part business, part vaca¬ 
tion, for the chief exec. 

Want It Both Ways, But 
Theatres Rebel When Anni 

Film Goes 16m Day-Date 
; Minneapolis, March 4. 

State ; Centennial committee, 
planning this year’s observance of 
•Minnesota’s 100th anniversary, ap¬ 
pears to have goofed in fooling 
around with release date for cen¬ 
tennial film:. . u 

The film, “Agricultural Por¬ 
trait,” is 26-minute short detailing 
history of agriculture in state, and 
is considered an artistic job. It was 
offered to theatres, at first with 
provision there would be. three 
months, delay before 16m prints 
were released for organization use. 

• On that basis, it. was assured 
many theatrical playdates, includ¬ 
ing in all houses of Minnesota 
Amusement Co., area’s principal 
circuit. Release delay was later 
chopped to a month, and theatres 
still went along, with some tighten¬ 
ing of schedules to play it off be¬ 
fore it was released to all comers. 

When over-eager centennial ag¬ 
ricultural committee, however, de-; 
cided to release 16m . prints at 
the same time . as 35m . • prints, 
Minnesota Amusement hollered 
‘foul” and cancelled its bookings, 

as did raft of other houses. 
Touted centennial subj ect is now 

expected to hit screens of very few 
fullrsized houses. 

COMES 1935‘QUIXOTE’ 

. Another version of “Don Quix¬ 
ote” may reach; U.S. theatres and 
television before Mike Todd gets, 
his. mammoth undertaking under 
way. According to Sam Lake, 
head of the indie distributing firm 
of Onyx Pictures, he has acquired 
all rights to a 1935 British produc¬ 
tion which starred the late opera 
star, Feodor Chaliapin, and . George 
Robey. 

Lake said he is readying the 
picture for immediate distribution 
in the U.S. . He is aiming for the¬ 
atre dates before making the film 
available to television. The picture, 
according to Lake, was seen in the 
U.S. in 1935. It was filmed in 
England by Nelson Films Ltd. and 
Vardas Films. *•• 

/BOB TAPLINGER INJURED 
Robert S. Taplinger, late of War¬ 

ner Bros, and now back with his 
own agency, tore a ligament in . his 
shoulder last week while water- 
skiing at Acapulco. 

He flew to L. A. to have it 
treated. 

National Boxoffice Survey 
New Pix Hamper Pace; 4Witness’ SCill Champion, 

; ^ms’ 2d, /Peyton’ 3d, ‘SO Days* 4th 

■ Hollywood, March 4. 
Deal whereby Henry Ginsberg, 

who co-produced “Giant” with 
George Stevens, was to have made 
“Holiday for Lovers” and possibly 
others for 20th-Fox. has been 
called off. - 

Parting Was declared “amicable” 
by both parties... 

Gordon MacRae bought “Means 
to an End,” William* Copeland yam 
which he’ll indie produce through 
his Kintail Enterprises. . 

With some of the new product 
coming into release not shaping up 
uniformly strong, key cities cov¬ 
ered by Variety are finding the 
going tougher than in recent weeks. 
Weather is a plus factor in many 
spots, but some new frigid waves 
and snowstorms will hurt In the 
middle-west. 

Witness For Prosecution” (UA) 
again is finishing No. I, same as 
a week ago. Courtroom,, mystery 
thriller Is playing in some 15 keys 
with not a mild spot in the lineup: 
“Farewell To Arms” (20th) is 
winding up in second place, same 
as last round. 

“Peyton Place” (20th), sixth a 
week ago> is proving a big surprise 
by.. climbing to third position. 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA), 
third last stanza, is copping fourth 
money. 

‘‘Search For Paradise” (Ciner¬ 
ama), eighth a: week ago, will cap¬ 
ture fifth spot. “Raintree County” 
(M-G) is winding. In. sixth place. 
“And God Created; Woman” 
(Kings) is taking seventh money, 
same as last stanza. 

“Hills of Rome” (M-G) Is moving 
up from 12th to eighth position: 
“Old Yeller” (BV) Will finish 
ninth. “Wild Is Wind” (Par) is 
landing in 10th place. “Bonjour 
Tristesse” (Col) will be 11th, while 
“Seven Wonders; of World” (Cin¬ 
erama) rounds out the Top: 12 list. | 

“Darby’s Rangers” (WB), “Paths 

6f Glory”. (UA) and “Gervaise” 
(Cont) are the runner-up. films in 
that order. 

“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) 
adds further, indications that it will 
be. heard from among newcomers. 
It is in for a good opening round 
in L. A., and Is big on second at 
Ni Y: Music Hail. Other new pix 
are not too promising. “Under¬ 
water Warrior” (M-G) is rated fair 
in Portland. 

“Cattle Empire” (20th), nice*-in 
Chi, is sluggish^ in Omaha and 
mild in Minneapolis. “Scared 
Stiff’-‘.‘Jumping Jacks” (Par), oldie 
package, is proving a big boxoffice 
surprise in Buffalo, doing better 
than many recent newcomers there.. 

“Cowboy” (Col, not. so good in 
N, Y., shapes fine iii Chi -and fast 
in Portland. “Lady Takes Flyer” 
(U is" disappointing on four play- 
dates this Week. 

“Day of Bad Man” (U), sturdy 
in Chi,.is okay in Buffalo and so-so 
in Cincy. , “All At Sea” (M-G) 
is doing some tidy trade in some 
four keys. 

“Gift of Xove” (20th) is rated 
good in Buffalo. “Ft. Dobbs” (WB) 
shapes okay in Washington. “Fe¬ 
male Animal” : (U) looms fair in 
Frisco. 

“Beautiful but Dangerous” (2Qth) 
is fair in Chi. “Don’t Go Near 
Water” (M-G) looks great in Bos¬ 
ton and big in! Toronto. . 

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on| 
Pages 8-9.) I 

Film Industry observers have 
been commenting on the fact that 
despite the economic recession In 
the States during the past few 
months—President Eisenhower re¬ 
cently termed it both a recession 
and a depression—motion picture 
business actually has improved or 
at least has held its own. 
. Some recall that, during the de¬ 
pression days of. the. early thirties, 
the film industry enjoyed good at¬ 
tendance because the public sought 
escape. Situation isn’t comparable 
today, partly because things aren’t 
as bad and partly because of the 
cheaper and more convenient com¬ 
petition of tv. 

Nevertheless, it’s considered 
significant that, in the face of ris¬ 
ing unemployment and the spiral¬ 
ling cost-of-living, the film busi¬ 
ness (today far from being the 
cheapest entertainment around) 
has perked.. A number of films are 
doing standout business and the 
Wail of, “crisis” has—for the mo¬ 
ment at least—died down. 

Even , so, many feel that the in¬ 
dustry Is outpriemg itself, particu¬ 
larly in the firstruns and specific¬ 
ally on Bre^dway. Exhibs are actu-. 
ally caught in a squeeze. On the 
one hand, they’re told that prices 
are too high and are affecting at¬ 
tendance. On the other, their own 
operating costs have rocketed and 
.the- distributors, forced to squeeze, 
every last penny out of their ex- 
pensive productions, are tough on 
terms. 

Additionally, there is the argu¬ 
ment, defended by some, that it’s 
the quality of the attraction that 
counts, not the admissions price, 
David O. Sejzrtick said in N. Y. 

(Continued on page 14) 

French Film Bureau in New 
York, which in the past has con¬ 
tented itself with publicity and 
contact work, may expand into the 
Producer’s representative direction. 
Involved would be authorization to 
check up on. or at least “super¬ 
vise,” contracts written by the U S. 
independents on French films. 

When the bureau originally Was 
set up, this was one of the an¬ 
nounced purposes. However, it’s 
never worked- out that way, and 
in fact the office now doesn’t have 
the necessary authority that would 
enable it to act as producer’s rep. 

It’s understood, though confir¬ 
mation is lacking for the moment, 
that the French producers and the 
government are . seriously consid¬ 
ering broadening the scope of the 
French office in Manhattan. This 
Would. take in more intensive su¬ 
pervision of the performance of 
French pictures, plus a closer 
check on their earnings, this being 
of interest to both the French pro¬ 
ducers and fiscal authorities in 
Paris. 

Joseph Matemati, head of the 
bureau, is currently in France and 

(Continued on page 19) 

LEONARD GOLDENSON: 

Head man of the country’s big¬ 
gest circuit is hot joining In the 
widely-heard clamor for reissues. 
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of 
American Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres, liiakes the point that “the 
basis of the business is new and 
different product” and he can’t see 
the values of dated features. 

Actually, those asking for more 
re-runs had reservations. Second- 
time-around pictures were asked 
for either as a means of keeping 
them away from television or to 
fill the programming needs of 
some, but . not all, exhibitors such . 
aa tins dr.ivfi.-inj. _ 
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Death Strikes last of Studio Czars’ 
Harry €ohn a Showman Who Knew Scripts, Stars, 

Editing;and Everybody Else’s Business 

First funeral service In Hol- 
J>wood memory to be held on 
» motion picture studio stage 
were conducted Sunday (2) 
for Harry Cohn. Around 1,300 
people from#show biz crowded 
Stage 12 at Columbia for the 
rites. Casket reposed on 
raised platform that simulated 
an altar. 

There were no visible religi¬ 
ous symbols. Services were 

devoid of semblance of re¬ 
ligious . denomination. T)anny 
Kaye delivered simple eulogy 
pointing up fact that Cohn 
had been an individualistic 
and independent man who had 
•‘true sense of being what 
you are-r—let chips fall where, 
they may.” -Pointing, Kaye 
said, ‘•this'was./Cohn's cathe¬ 
dral.” 

Services were opened by. 
Columbia conlractee Gloria 
Kreiger singing "Lord's Pray¬ 
er.” I oMowing Kaye eulogy, 
Ilanny Thomas recited 23rd 
Psaho. 

Interment . Hollywood 
Memorial Park Cemetery was" . 
private. 

BRING THE CHILDREN 

John Farrow’s Wife and Brood of 
7 In Spain 

Madrid, March 4 
. John Farrow, director, producer 

and writer, has arrived here with 
his wife, actress Maureen O’Sulli¬ 
van, and. their seven children, to 
take up residence, in Madrid for ap- ./for detail,; heWould stop at noth- . _ 

> ing to close a deal, and for this' proximately six months, while Far- 
:.reason kept, his studio In constantj. row directs “John. Paul Jones.” 
i arid successful operation through i Production operations on "John 
‘the years. Very often he was the paul Jones” will Center at the Es- 
: last out of the studio, at night. , ' . . tudios C.E.A.. in Madrid, with loca- 
I A martinet with his helpers,; tion scenes being .filmed off the 
..luncheon for-execs and. producers j Spanish Coast and in Galicia, An- 

. [ was regarded as a command . per- j dalucia and the Naval Base at Rota. 
! fqrmanc tv Prior ...to sitting down, Later, additional scenes will, be 
' he had thoroughly familiarized him- filmed in France and Scotland, 
t .seirxUth ia.st-minute 'developrnents , \v:here Jones \vas horn, and in Vir- 
1 on every picture and. studio *situa-J ginia and at Annapolis.;, 

lion, and many waited with edrisid-! John Farrow,. w ho Was born In 
! erable trembling the questions he ■ AUstraJia, and is Navy Commander 
| would fire. ./. / himself as well.as a GB.E. (from. 

Ilis direct methods led to several /the QueerFs Coronation honor list); 
. lawsuits; among, them Rita Hay- j directed such sea dramas as “Two 
worth and Charles Vidor, the di-1 Years Before the Mast.” “Botany 
rector, both of whtrh were long and Bay,” and ‘/Commandos Strike at 

/drawn out. Vidor he ..suspended ■: Dawn.”-..’, 
/ outright when director refused to;j . LIe wroie the strip! of “John Paul 

. ! lake over ;*T^(ty Girl.”-and Miss i j0nes,” . . :. 
I layworth's'suit stemmed from her . .’ 
refusal to do; “Joseph, and His ; 
Brethren.”. . ..... ;; 

' Made Capra ” 
/Colin called -in; Frank. Capra,. 

when latter was starting out as a . 
cdrnecly director with .Harry Lang- . 
don. and . turned over to . him. the ,. 

. ; .making of “Submarine,” which also 
. ‘ hiade Capra: Among sortie’ of. the - 

Ilarrv Cohn. fib’. proxy of Co- siqr names he developed, in addi . Although it won a grand prize: 
lumhia Pictures which he helped tion to Miss Hayworth, were JeaiV ^ .the Cannes: Film Film Festival 
form and last, “absolute, monarch”: Arthur. Glenn. Ford, .'William Hoi- Jtnd adjudged best of all entries 
among the pioneers of the business, den, Grace Moore. He took .-a f at die San Francisco. Film Festival, 
died suddenly.of a heart attack in. 0{iai’K.e (hv Clark Gable irra comedy |. exhibitors are a;oof to the Indian 
Phoenix Feb, 27. He had been in .,.()]c ;ind “It Happened .Cine Night” \ film “Pather Partcliali” (Saga of 
rather poor health , for some time.eventuated. It was Cohn, too, .who ! the Little Road).. / j 
and had been advised to slow .started off the cycle of screwy coni- j Edward Harrison, who has j 
down, but the well-known Cohrt ’^dies, leading off with “Theodoraj American distribution rights to the 
drive precluded this and he was. Goes Wild.” • picture, stated last week that art 
active tO the ^ud. . » Born Jii.ly 23, 1891, on N. Y/s j film theatre owners in New York 

The attack was the second for East Side. Cohii from his earliest have all the product they need or. 
Cohn, who ..suffered What was re- years was headed, toward show.r are holding; out for imports that 
ported as "phyricai exhaustion” business; At 14. he appeared in | have the emphasis on sex./‘Pather5’ 
w hile planing back -from N. Y... the chorus of “The Fatal . Wed-; focusses bn family life among the 
about two months ago, but actually ding.” a play produced, by Al I peasants in a small Indian village; 
was known privately, as a mild ; Woods; and shortly afterwards be- j/ . ■ '■ . '/■/•' 
heart attack. As- that, time he was-: came/a- song piugger .fpr Watersori,I 
given oxygen on .the plane. Exec,: Berlin and Snyder. After a stint' 

- had been suffering .-from an enlarged in the cavalry, he returned .to the 
heart for some time and had been stage as.a singer in. early film 
under the (-are of Pasadena heart houses.■/.; 
specialist Dr. George Griffith as] He entered motion pictures, in 

- welt as his personal' physican, I)r. rHH3, joining his brother Jack, who 
Stanley Immerman.. had become affiliatedwith; Carl 

Colm was. fifth of the . motion Laemmle s Imp.. Productions-^ 
picture pioneers taken by death later to become Universal—on the 
during the past year, and his pass- production, “Traffic, in Souls.’ 
ing came within- a week of two. Al C°hn became one of several travel- 
Liehtmaa and L. K. -Sidhev. On ing exhibs who took prints of this 
the Tuesday preceding his demise, sensational feature arid exhibited 

Schneider Gives Lie to ‘Hiatus’ 
Cites * Productions Readying to RollColumbia 

1 Board Gathers on Coast—Kahane Active 

STEINBERG NEW PAR 
STUDIO AD-PUB CHIEF 

In a major realignment of the 
Paramount Pictures ad-pub and 
promotion staff, Herb Steinberg has 
been named to the newly-created 
post of Paramount studio adver¬ 
tising and publicity director. Move 
is described by veep-in-charge Jer¬ 
ry Pickman as; “a major.step in ah 
overall program designed to 
strengthen and broaden Paramount 
Pictures’^ global merchandising ac¬ 
tivities.” . . 

With Steinberg in the new post, 
Bob Goodfried becomes studio pub- 

| lici'ty : manager succeeding. Teet 
f Carle. Latter joins the . Cecil B. 
i DeMille organization in an exec 
publicity post on “The.Buccaneer.’1; 

Prior to the Steinberg moveup,. 
Martin Davis was named exec as¬ 
sistant to Pickmari.. Steinberg, with 
Par since 1949 and the company’s 
national exploitation manager for 
the past three years; has arrived 
on the Coast to start on the new- 
job. Goodfried, who u^ed to be as¬ 
sistant studio publicity manager, 
is a vet Hollywood publicist and 
joined, the Par publicity depart¬ 
ment in 1952. 

Carle had been studio publicity 
manager for more than six years. 
The promotional pattern on “The 
Buccaneer” will closely follow' the 
one adopted by DeMille for his 
‘‘Ten Commandments^' 

Pierre Boiille Defends 
to 

on 
Hollywood, Match 4.-- 

. Pierre Boulle.. Oscar nominee for 
his screenplay, “The Bridge On the 
River Kw'ai.” has cabled Academy 
of Motion Picture Arts .& Sciences 
prexy George Seaton, categorically 

the British 

; press reports, but both' the writer 

.After remaining, with Laemmle] ?^mpr?du^er . Sani ?p,egel deny 

Boulle cabled Seaton' be was 

died less than 15 months before 
the Columbia., production chief 

TncoritroUable 
While no successor has yet been 

named to take. over Cohn's posi- 
tion as liead of Columbia, -whoever' 
does-become company’s production 
liead w ill he forced to . operate 

luonai xeaiuie ana yxiuuiicu ‘ . t M 

two days before, ^ had ■■flo.ftn/to ^ ^il Pi:e^ W the.VKwM” 
Hollywood trqm Phoenix, wliece lie ric ^eosr 5>o.<uu . an£* r Screent)lav Seaton had cahlpd 
and his wile were winter vacation- grossed $4o0,000, which convinced.j ip London follOwinff Such 
ing. to attend, the funeral of Sid- i the brothers that motion pictures | Boulle m London follpyrng. such 
ney. Louis B. Mayer and Jesse tl,e business with a future. 
I,. Laskv also, preceded him in • .After' remaining with Laernimc ; thpm/ 
death, and his brother. Jack, who some time the brothers, with j _ • 
started C-’bhh in the film business. Joe Brandt, who hJid'Cpnie over to \ B . 

- - the eompiinv from the same Hamp-j awarded the credit because Spiegel 
. fdn -ad agency as Jack/decided to • felt “the. final screenplay-vvas main- 
set up tlveir own . outfit in 1919. /based, on my work and participa- 

'■ Their first effort was a series of! tion.” Siegel said lie and director 
two-reel comedies; “The Hall Room ‘ David Lean r had /helped on /the 
Boys,” “adapted from a comic strip: screenplay, but that sole credit.be- 
theii running in the N.Y: Tetegram.' longed to Boulle., 
Neelev Edw:ards, and Edward Vanes; 

tuTtc uiiforTnlULlwrn. '• 
Ilis niU- «as Virtually mu-unlroiled '• ^ > 
and -.uiM-un ro'liahlc boeause (if his C<,h,,s. and. Brandt . started a, fan . 
and l-.is familv-s (mner.ship of 22D.. masaaruae on fil.p, lasted Screen;; 
000 of tin' adproxiniateiy "1.080.000 Saa»shf>^,iKhKh . C<>hxmt»!> .still, 
common shares outstanding. - produces. . ■■ ■ . 

(W Of HnPvunndV: n'uwt eon ’ The partners formed C.B.C Na-„ . , 
trdvoishi •mi,' often storniv fioures tional Film Productionsr-initials of] - . .Hollywood, March 4. 
tShn rtKt and foremost ‘/ the Cohn,.Brandt. Cohn.combine— j Starting with Roger Corman’s 

•■ ' * which later was changed to Colum- • “Machine Gun Kelly,” all Ameri-] 
1HV ihiect u tien Yt bta after punsters started to call; can-international contracts with ex-, 

„nnii - rohn fre •tlie company Corned Beef and .Cab-/ hibitors. w ill carry an eight-year 
c'iem'\ iCse-ted * He naid SI 000 - bage Hroductionsv Brandt became television clearance , clause. This, 
ttoo uir film Vishts to the stlg^htti . f*Iarr-v >'cape/charga of. i accortUng to v.p . Samiiel Z. ATkoff, 
-Korn \csicr,probably high- Prodti.-Uon and Jack .sales veepeo j w.lj be standard procedure. - 
cst price evdr paid to that ttae Tllfe iohna,.,at?1; ln ,l92^i b,°.ugM 
tm a slorv property. Previously. . “ut ««»«*-»■"<(, 
be paid bctiieeh S20tL000 and $250.-. hecame.prexy, a post he. held until 

di'O lor the tegiter, “You Can’t mc' 
lake It With You.” in the '30s: ; Sur\i\mg, in addition to.Cohn,. 

Censors Again 
Strengthened, by the recent i 

U. S. Supreme Court decision re- | 
versing^ the Chicago censor oh^ 
“Game of Love,” the fight against 
the police-controlled bluepencillers 
continues. 

Chicago has banned Continental j 
Distributing’s “The . Snow' Is; 
Black.” French import based on 
the George Simenon novel, and 
Continental has engaged Felix Bil- 
grey to battle it out in the courts: 
It was Bilgrey who won the re¬ 
versal on “Game of Love” for 
Time's Film. ] 

“Snow’” was banned for “oh- s’ 
scenity and immorality,” .Conti-] 
nerital ;has sugmitted an adminis- ! 
tfative appeal to the Chicago may-: 
or prior to taking legal action. | 

Hollywood, March 4, 
Abe Schneider, first veepee of 

Columbia Pictures,' . yesterday 
(Mori.) declared reports of produc¬ 
tion . hiatus *at studio are “Wholly 
unfounded.” He . stressed that at 
all meetings prior to death last’ 
week of Harry Cohn and all meet-: 
ings since have been devoted to 
plans for stimulating aiid speeding 
up tempo of production. 

“We have no intention of, closing 
our studio, but are goirig ahead. 
with our program as agreed before 
Mr. Cohn's death. - These untrue, 
rumors are disturbing in view of 
activity on lot now.” 

“Wreck Of The Old . 97,”. Doris 
Day starrer, is . set for April start 
at Columbia, Producer Fred- Kohl- 
mar and Director Danny Mann 
readying "Last Angry Man.” 
George Sidney is prepping, ‘'P£p.e/’ 

. to .star Mexico’s Gantinflas. /King 
I Vidor is readying “The Number 
. Orie.” Daniel Taradasn is finishing 
•script of “Andersonville”,-noVel. 
Writer will, soon be assigned; “They 
Came To Cordura.” 

] Columbia’s bonrd meets at stu- 
I dio Friday, when .it’s expected to 
' elect Schneider as Cohn’s successor 
/as company prexy, and also decide 
: on production administrator,, 
j Schneider, Abe Montague. Ralph 
i Cohn, Al Hart and Donald Stralem 
' are all now here. 

Directors Lee ;M: Blancke, Ab- 
; raham M. Sonnabend arrive from 
] N.Y. on Friday. Nate . Spingold, 
j other Columbia board member is 
rill in N.Y. and will not attend ses- 
. sion. 

Meanwhile, B. B.. Kahane, who 
went into semi-retirement several 
months ago/has returned to studio 
on» a fulhweek basis,, at least tem¬ 
porarily. 

M»ow m:i.n, 
“Mornn 

. < <>mc> X 

A’oIir had what seemed to be an widow, former actress. Joan Perry. 

umanny faculty for determining 
«hat uaa wrong with a picture te Jr-/2- and Tw0 
script. ,‘:He cotdd put bis'finger on p/.>5 
something wrong—and he usually ,'e*pae;“£/aI ef” VelJ“'t 
was right." a,forme!* Col producer f.rt- «ho had been working with 
reported, vile was one of the fety-i.Cohn on stones;aho gbroHier. Nat 
men who knew what, the word -en--^-0*111' branch manager, 
tertaimrient’ really meant.” 

Great Film Editor 
Another former production em-| 

plo\ee termed Cohn as “the great¬ 
est film editor in the business. He ! 
could take a bad picture and edit! 
it into a good picture.” 

Known for his enemies as well 
as his close friends, Cohn prob¬ 
ably more than .any other studio 
head knew' the inner workings of 
•very facet of his lot, A stickler 

N. Y. to L A. 
Brooks Atkinson . 
Theodore Bikel. 

. Terry Clyne 
Leonard Loewinthan 
Ann Ronell 

Joseph Schildkraut 
Mickey Scopp 
Kurt. Unger 
Jack L. Warner 

Corman film goes into release 
May 28. . . . 

, N. Y. to'Europe 
Leslie Barnett 
Diana Barth 
Anthony Bartley 
Majorie Davies 
Ronald Gow . 
Moss; Hart 

. Van Heflin 
Wendy Hiller 
Frank Kassler 

. Deborah Kerr 
; James Lee 
Jerry Leiden 
Alan Jay. Lerner 
Herman Levin 
Flip Mark 
Tom McKnight 
Neva Patt«son -.... 
Walter Reade Jr, 
Peter Riethof - 
Tony & Eddie 

CHI AMERICAN CRITIC: i 
COP-CENSORS FUZZY; 

Chicago, March 4. / 
Fitness of Chicago's Police Cen- j 

sor Board, was questioned in her j 
Feb. . 28 amusement page column j 
by. Ann Marsters, Chi American ] 
film critic. Her remarks were; 
pegged to board’s pink-slipping of 
“Desire Under the Elms” (Par). 
•; “Undoubtedly,” Miss Marsters ■ 
wrote, “the board is comprised of 
good people trying to do their job 
honestly . . . But do we need such 
a board to judge our movies? And 
if w-e must have one, shouldn’t the . 
matter of deciding w’hat films are ] 
fit or unfit for young people be' 
placed in the hands of educators, 
scholars and psychologists?”* 

If there's to be respect for cen¬ 
sorship; she added, it should come 
from citizens whose “background, 
education, experience, knowledge 
and wisdom fully qualify them for 
the delicate job.” 

Board’s membership seems to be 
drawn mainly on a religion-per- 
capita basis. 

TEXTILE MAN SEES RED 
SURE AT CUEVER CITY 

On the basis of a recent visit to 
Metro's Culver City Studio, Lester 
Martin, a millionaire textile manu¬ 
facturer with substantial interests 
in. motion picture stock, is of the 
opinion that the studio this year. 
.will lose between $10,000,000 and 
$15,000,000. 

Martin’s views were made known-. 
in a letter to Loew’s prexy Joseph 
R. Vogel and were read to stock¬ 
holders at last week’s annual meet¬ 
ing by Judge Louis Goldstein who 
represented Martin. Martin also 
made the point that Loew's is 
faced with the serious problem of 
borrowing money at high interest 
rates “to continue to produce pic¬ 
tures which, at best, will show ho 
profit,” 

“No one likes to talk about 
liquidating,” Martin noted, . “and 
no one likes to liquidate, but there 
is no alternative. It is foolish to 
continue aiiy business that is eco¬ 
nomically unsound—and the ! pro¬ 
duction of pictures is in this cate¬ 
gory” 

Europe to N. Y^ 
Mel Allen 
Ram Copal 
Al Read 
Wolfgang Schneiderhan 
Irmgard Seefried 

L A. to N. Y. 
Harold Hecht 
James Hill 
Earl Holliman 
Robert E. Kintner 
Robert Lewine 
Delbert Mann 
Otto Preminger 
Sol C. Siegel 
Dana Wynter 

KUDOS VS. KNOCKS 
Chicago, March 4/ 

Latest issue of “Voice of St 
Jude,” national Catholic monthly . 
published in Chicago/ concedes 
there’s a “certain validity” to Hol¬ 
lywood’s plaint that it gets “all 
knock and no boost” from the 
Church. Magazine suggests a policy 
of "praise, patronage and publici-, 
ty” for worthy films in place of 
what it calls a proclivity for "pick¬ 
ets, protests and parades” by Cath¬ 
olic lay groups. 

Article asks, “if the : Catholic 
War Veterans feel disposed to 
picket a theatre' .showing a “C” 
(condemned) picture, *does it sot 
likewise have a responsibility to 
support worthwhile productions? 
W.e wonder whether a, blend of 
praise, patronage and publicity for 
acceptable movies would not ba 
conducive to the production of 
more desirable films.” 

Magazine proposes, also, the for¬ 
mation of qualified Catholic film 
study groups in the U. S.f similar 
to those operating on the Conti¬ 
nent. If they were to “reflect, ob- 
jectiv# moral and artistic values' 
with meaning for noh-Catholics, 
too, who is to say (hat dome day 
there would not he a Catholic ’Os¬ 
car* as coveted as the Academy 
Award?” 
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First Actions of New Loew’s Board 

Loew’s new board: of directors, which was overwhelmingly elected 
at last weefc;s stockholders’ meeting, met soon after the stockholders’ 
session and took the following actions: ' 

—Reelected Joseph R. Vogel president and chief- executive officer 
for another year. . 7 

—Recreated the position of chairman of the board and named George 
Killion, president of American President Linen and a staunch , sup¬ 
porter of Vogel, to the post. Killion is also chairman of Loew’s execu¬ 
tive committee. . . 

—Enlarged the executive committee from four to six members, and 
added two ;■ newly-elected board members—Louis A. Green and Ira 
Guilden to the committee which formerly was. made up of Killion, 
Vogel, John L. Sullivan and William A- Parker. 

—Established a new finance committee with a membership including 
Vogel, Ellsworth E: Alvord, Green, Benjamin Melniker, Jerome New¬ 
man, Robert] H. O’Brien, Parker and Philip A. Roth. It's understood 
that Green unit be named chairman of this committee when the group 
meets. ; I 

Femme Investor 
Enlivens Loews 

A femme; stockholder right out 
of “Solid Gold Cadillac’’ enlivened 
the Loew’s. annual meeting last 
week .with some caustic and humor¬ 
ous comments that brought more 
laughter than some recent Holly-7 
Wood comedies. 

Mrs. Victoria Davis, who de¬ 
scribed herself as “just a plain East 
Side housewife,’’ started Off tear¬ 
fully by stating that she. and her 
husband,, who is suffering from a 
heart condition; had purchased 100 
shares of Loew’s stock as ian in¬ 
vestment and that they depended 
on the dividends for their income. 

At first, those present at the 
meeting felt they were in for some 
maudlin, embarrassed outpourings, 
but Mrs. Davis was only warming 
,up.. She let the company’s directors 
have it right between the eyes. 
She charged the board with wallow¬ 
ing in champagne parties. Com¬ 
plaining about the size of the 
board,: she declared: “Must we 
have 19 bad directors? Let’s have 
seven good ones.. They will have 
a better party with less cost.” Still 
harping on the fact that the com¬ 
pany had 19 directors, each of 
whom (with the exception of em¬ 
ployees) receive $5,000 annually, 
Mrs. Davis continued: “If you say 
19 directors, the masses are asses 
and they say 19.” When this re¬ 
mark was greeted by a burst of 

(Continued on page 24) 

Loew’s spent a total of $6,318,000 
for advertising and publicity dur¬ 
ing 1957 as compared. with $6,600,- 
000 the previous year. However, 
further reductions will be made. 
. •/. Questioned.on the subject of 
pay-tv, Loe^’s prexy Joseph R. 
Vogel said,that “if pay-tv becomes 
the thing, our pictures will go to 
pay-tv.” However, he noted that 
nobody has come up with a propo¬ 
sition ip make it worthwhile. . . . 
Vogel did not issue as strong a 
statement to the stockholders re¬ 
lating to the release of post-1948 
films to television as he did to ex¬ 
hibitors at Allied States Assn.’s re¬ 
cent drive-in convention:. He told 
the theatremen that he personally 
was opposed tb the sale of the post- 
’48 films but that the decision was 
up to the board of directors. He 
told the stockholders that the di- 

. rectors would have to decide the 
problem when it comes up. . . , 
Lewis Gilbert, the ubiquitous bat¬ 
tler for minority stockholders, op¬ 
posed the suggestion that a* stock 
dividend be paid if the company 
were unable tb make cash pay¬ 
ments. He said it would, be. “a di¬ 
lution of the stock.” . ,. According 
to Vogel, the company expects to 
complete tbfe split between the pro¬ 
duction-distribution company, and 
the theatre Circuit In “a month or 
two.” .. . . Loew’s pension plan, 
Vbgel reported, will cost the com¬ 
pany $25,000 this year as compared 
with the_ $3,500,000 once paid into 
the fund’. ^ . . 

LOEW'S PROFIT OUTLOOK 

Nb Resumption of . Dividends This 
Year Is Forecast 

Loew’s per share earnings for 
the first six months of the current 
fiscal period is expected to hit be¬ 
tween 4c and 5c, living up to the 
prediction of prexy Joseph : R. 
Vogel, that the company will be 
“slightly in the black” for the 
stanza; 

The earnings for second quarter 
will offset the net. loss of $1,290,- 
000 sustained in ; the preceding 
quarter, but it’s not considered 
sufficient to resume dividend pay¬ 
ments. Vogel told the stockhold¬ 
ers at last week’s annual meeting 
that he would not recommend a 
divvy payment because the com¬ 
pany needed the; coin for future 
production activities. The board 
apparently agreed with Vogel and 
did not declare a dividend at its 
meeting. 

Some exhibitors of foreign prod¬ 
uct in New York are making things 
tough for independent importers, 
according to sources among the 
latter. Theatremen, it’s said, are 
veering , toward “house” deals un¬ 
der which the distributor must pay 
the expense of each theatre (fre¬ 
quently padded,. it’s alleged) along 
with the costs of advertising before 
any rental can be collected: 

One distribution spokesman said 
his picture would have to gross 
about $6,000 per w,»ek before he 
could collect arty rental. Under 
this kind of setup, he added, the. 
exhibitor in effect guarantees him¬ 
self a profit with the distrib tak¬ 
ing all the risk. Such a deal would 
provide for a 90-10 split-^-the big 
part going to the distrib—but only 
after that $6,000 mark is reached..1 

By HY HOLLINGER 

, If Loew’s Ihc., pays all the bills; 
in connection with the recent proxy 
fight, including those . submitted 
by Joseph Tomlinson, and Harry 
Brandt's Loew’s Protective . Com¬ 
mittee, the total sum will be about 
$1,000,000. _ • 

Already paid, it was disclosed 
at the stockholders’ meeting last 
week, were $45,000 to two; Dela¬ 
ware law firms, $200,000 to Phil¬ 
lips, Nizer, Benjamin & Krim, 
$50,000 to the law firm of Judge 
Simon H. Rifkin, and $169,000 for 
various expenses, including the 
proxy soliciting . and ; public rela¬ 
tions of Dave Karr, printing, brok¬ 
erage fees, clerical help, postage 
and telephone. 

Additional bills which have been 
received and which the board has 
to act Upon are an additional $150,- 
00Q from Louis Nizer’s law firm 
and $20,000 more from Rifkindrs 
firm. In addition, Tomlinson has 
Submitted a bill for $230,000 as 
his expenses in the recent proxy 
battle. According to Tomlinson, his 
costs for the actual. proxy battle 
were . only $77,000. However, he 
said the other expenses go back to 
last year when the original comT 
promise board was named. He 
claims that the Loew’s management 
paid out a considerable sum in ex¬ 
penses at that time, These ex¬ 
penses, headded, were not in¬ 
cluded in the total for. the recent 
proxy fight. 

Loew’s board also has a bill for 
$15,000 from Judge Ernest A. Ham¬ 
mer, who represented two stock¬ 
holders in a N. Y. Supreme Court 
action which resulted in an injunc¬ 
tion preventing Tomlinson from in¬ 
terfering with the special, stock¬ 
holders meeting several months 
ago. 

There , are indications that the 
Lbew’s board may decline to pay 
Tomlinson’s bill and that a suit 
may follow. Other stockholder suits 
are also anticipated on the basis 
of comments from the floor. Many 
shareholders expressed the view 
that the charges were excessive 
and they demanded court action to 
determine the propriety and legal¬ 
ity of the payments. 

SOL SIEGEL STILL FENDS 

Believe Vogel Will Pitch Loew’s 
Board. Thinking 

Hollywood, March 4. 
Sol C* Siegel, departed by- 

air last night (Mon.) presum¬ 
ably to confer in Manhattan 
with Loew’s toppers anent 
plans, for him to . take over as 
Metro production chief. 

While, east he’ll also huddle:, 
with Harry Belafonte and 
complete arrangements, for 
filming of feature being jointly 
produced by them for Metro. 

Official confirmation was un¬ 
obtainable but. it's thought that the. 
issue of Sol C. Siegel becoming 
Metro studio production chief at 
Culver City was a prime theme of 
discussion at last week’s N. Y. 
meeting of the new Loew’s board 
of directors. President Joe Vogel 
wants Siegel appointed. . 

Apparently as a result of the 
matured instructions at the meet¬ 
ing Vogel will confer privately 
again with Siegel to see if con¬ 
tractual terms can be reached. 

Producers Mostly Re-Elect 
Hollywood, March 4. 

Eric A. Johnston and Y. Frank 
Freeman have been reelected 
prexy and board chairman, respec¬ 
tively, of Assn, of Motion Picture 
Producers at annual meeting of . or¬ 
ganization. Also reelected: B. B. 
Kahane, Steve Broidy, veepees; 
Charles S: Boren, veepee in charge 
of industrial relations; Jarnes S. 
Howie, secretary-treasurer. . • 

Lew Schreiber of 20th-Fox re¬ 
placed late Fred S. Meyer ; on 
AMPP board.. All other directors 
reelected. 

Vancouver, March 4. 
Year of wrangling and scissor¬ 

ing assertedly “salacious” scenes, 
by British Columbia film censor 
criteria, that is, finally cleared 
“Baby Doll” for Vancouver and 
provincial theatres. Expurgated 
feature opened last week (24) sim¬ 
ultaneously in four situations, to 
brisk biz, said Earle H. Dalgleish, 
Warner’s head-man here. 

“Only one lengthly scene was cut. 
1 can’t recall which,” he said. 

R. W. McDonald, British Colum¬ 
bia’s censor, called WB release ‘‘the 
first picture to cause a sensation 
in ‘these parts for several years,” 
adding, “The real value of this of¬ 
fice is that it (censorship) exists. 
Pictures don’t have to show a moral 
lesson. We.let. them through where 
there is any redeeming feature, be¬ 
cause it’s often impossible to make 
changes, it’s the teen-age pictures. 
That -Motor Cycle Gang’ picture 
was. quite wild.” (Apparently the 
Marlon Brando film.) 

Censor said his chief ^difficulty 
was with Italian and French re¬ 
leases. “Their standards are dif¬ 
ferent to ours. Some exhibitors 
try to sneak;, them through.” Mc¬ 
Donald said he screens an average 
of one pic a day, for approval, . 

Overall activities of Loew’s Inc. 
will be “slightly in the back" for 
the first six months Of the current 
fiscal period and the company’s 
film-making division will show a 
small profit for the second quarter 
Of the fiscal stanza, Loew’s prexy 
Joseph R. Vogel told the stock¬ 
holders Thursday (27.) at the com¬ 
pany’s annual meeting in New 
York. 

Although the bitter corporate 
conflict that has plagued Loew’s 
for the past year appeared tb be 
settled, the meeting nonetheless 
was a spirited one as shareholders 
put Vogel on the hot seat with 
queries about dividends, the size 
of the board, the future potential 
of the company, and the cost of. 
the recent proxy fight. 

Perhaps the most startling de¬ 
velopment at the three-hour meet¬ 
ing was a suggestion that the com¬ 
pany liquidate its film production 
activities. This was made . by 
Judge Louis Goldstein on behalf 
of Lester Martin; textile million¬ 
aire with substantial holdings in a 
number Of film companies. Gold¬ 
stein, who represented the Lester 
Martin Foundation, a philanthropic 
group, read a letter from Martin 
in which the latter stated that in. 
light of the fact that Loew’s film¬ 
making division had been losing 
money for a number of y/ars, the 
board of directors should consider 
liquidating the; Culver City studio. 

Vogel made an impassioned plea 
to the stockholders against the de¬ 
mands for liquidation of produc¬ 
tion activities. He pointed out 
that the film business has been in 
difficulty before and has managed 
to .survive. In addition, he called 
attention to the tremendous gross¬ 
ing potential of the current block-, 
buster pictures. He stressed that 
the directors of the company were 
substantial investors in the com¬ 
pany and that “if a year from now 
pictures are not doing well, they 
are not going to continue to dissi¬ 
pate your (the stockholders) as¬ 
sets.” He added that the direc¬ 
tors had “a sincere feeling that 

(Continued on page 27 ) 

When Is A Board of Directors A Crowd ? 
A number of Loew’s directors 

are in agreement with complaining 
stockholders that the 19-man board 
of the company is “excessive.’’ 
Joseph Tomlinson,.; who with Sam¬ 
uel J. Briskin is a holdover from 
the dissident group which involved 
Loew’s in a hectic proxy fight, said 
so openly at the : stockholders 
meeting last week. 

Louis A. Green, who has ac¬ 
quired more than 100,000 shares 
of Loew’s stock and appears to be 
emerging as a strong voice in the 
management, also believes that a 
19-man board is unwieldly although 
he did. not voice his views on the 
open floor. Greeii and Jerome A. 
Newman, who . were*-elected to 
board at the meeting, represent a 
strong faction on the board as a 
result of their holdings.. It’s un¬ 
derstood that G?*een is a little diSr 
appointed that . the management 
found it necessary tb add two new 
board members—Ira Guilden and 

Philip A. Roth—after four Tomlinr 
sin supporters—Stanley . Meyer, 
Louis Johnson, K. T. Keller and 
Ray Lawson---had been dropped as 
candidates for reelection: The 
dropping of the Tomlinson quartet, 
Green. is reported to have said, 
would have given the company a 
chance to reduce the board to 17: 

However, it’s understood that 
the management is playing it. safe, 
at least from the standpoint of the 
Green faction, by having Guilden 
and Roth on the board as a “brake” 
against the new, large investors. 
This situation is somewhat curious 
in light of the fact that Green has. 
stated, that., hie “won’t play unless. 
Vogel runs the show.” Apparently, 
the Loew’s : management, . punch- 
drunk from corporate struggles, 
is. taking an ounce of precaution. 
Green dobs not question the abil¬ 
ity of Guilden and Roth and is. 
said to consider them highly com- ! 
Petent. I 

The management, too, would like, 
to see the board reduced, but finds 
itself in an awkward loyalty posi¬ 
tion. .; The board was deliberately 
enlarged to 19 to help the manage- 

A bomb scaK added another 
touch to Loew’s Inc.’s animated 
stockholder meeting last week. 

At 10 a. m; the operator at 
Loew’s switchboard received a call. 
“I’m surprised the building hasn't 
blown up already,” the caller said. 
“There’s a bomb in the building!” 

Police sent. 18 men, including an 
emergency and bomb squad. They 
went through the building and 
Loew’s State Theatre where the 
meeting was being held. They 
found nothing and were convinced 
it was a crank call. 

While the meeting was' taking 
place, Loew’s was screening “Cry 
Terror” in the 17th floor screening 
room for magazine critics. During 
the picture, police walked in look¬ 
ing under the seats for the bomb. 
“Cry Terror,” Incidentally, is about 
a bomb scare. 

Few of the stockholders present 
at the meeting w’ere aware o& the 
bomb threat. . 

Peter Crown Seeks Hefliii 
For Australian ‘Mountain’ 

, . -✓ Hollywood, March 4. 
ment win the proxy fight against' “Blue Mountain,” by Peter 
Tomlinson. As a result, the man-! Crown, has been bought by direc- 
agement is faced with a dilemma., tor Francis D: Lyon for his Leo 
How can it ask its board members: Productions, and Lyon is negotiat- 
who came to its help in a time of , ing with Van. Heflin to star in 
need to resign after serving on the : the adventure story localed in 
board for Only six months? i Australia 

Except for- the. size of the board, •.. Lyon is currently directing Bat- 
Toinlinspn appears to be satisfied ; jaG’s “Escort West,” sold Batjac 
with the calibre of men who have . by Leo,, and starring Vidor Mature, 
been elected He told ^he stock- . Director plans a summer start for 
holders that he intended “to carry . “Mountain,” and Heflin will by 
on and-support anything that is in . then be free from his,co-starring 
the best interests of the. stpckhold-; roIe w ith. silvana Mangano in Dino 
ers, and anything that i$ not,. I • Laurentiis’ “The Tempest.” 
will oppose.”. J " ;___ 

However, he indicated , that he Salvatore Baccalonl signed for 
did not plan to. spend, any more of iead role in Columbia Pictures’ 
his own personal money bn behalf.; “The Roses,” John Fante prodiic- 
of all the stockholders. tion. 



FILM REVIEWS ■, : 

Tho hammer Welles' rpmantif Vli-a-vis; she 
1 mo Mai; sninmer g,v<* lt hUm0* 4*4 tenderness. 

; Richard Anderson as the washed 
Violence and wild humor are 
well-mixed in this sex-ridden 
melodrama of the South. Top^. 

out aristocrat give an appealing 
performance; Sarah Marshall makes 
her few scenes vivid, and. among V. — - - - f UC1 1VW ViVIU, AUU. A1I1UIJK 

notch young cast_plus veterans ; $we others in the large east, Mabel 

The \anotiea Story 

Semi-documentary: of unusual' 
. realism.in actual mechanics of 
addiction,. Exploitation item. 

forecasts strong b.o. | Albertson, J. Pat O’Malley and Hollywood;: Feb. 21. 
• — 1 William Walker make helpful con- Harry Stem release of Police Science 

Hollywood, Ft’b. 28. . , tl'ibutiohs.- \ ' Production.. Cast, includes Sharon Strand, 
■ .. . - ,V Most of “Long Hot Summer” narlene Hendricks.. Herbert Crisp. Fred 20lh (enliirv Fox release of Jerx> W;,ld. tVlOSl or l^ong - MOI, aummer MarraUo>AllenPllt> Patricia Lynn. Bob 

-jptudut'litin. Stars I\ml Newman, Joanne Was Shot in Louisiana and tbe^fo- . Hopkins. Produced and . directed by 
.Woodward. ,Ynihi.n> Fjanciosa. <wm, cations pay Off in the authentic Robert W. Larsen." Screenplay, Roger E. 
Welles. I.ee KcniM k. An^rl.t Eansb'-Iii.fea-. „ v well CaOtured ' bv Camera- Harris: camera. Jerfy :L. May; music, 
lines Kt< bard Anrlerson. Sarah Marshall, : “dvot wen Cdptureil. uy -tdilitid A|avartdpr I a<.-7in~ editor-. Dave DePate. 
Mabel Albertson. J l*at O'Malley. William ! man. Joseph . LaShelle. Highlight- Previewed at the ’Four .Star1 thealre, Feb. 

Hollywood, Feb. 28. 1 
20th Centurv Fox release of Jerry Wald-.! 

_ Hollywood;: Feb. 21. 
Harry. Stern release of Police Science 

Production.. Cast, includes Sharon Strand, 
Darlene Hendricks.. Herbert Crisp. Fred 
Marralto, Allen Pitt.,. Patricia Lynn. Bob, 

jerfy -L. May; music, 
;• editor;- .Dave DePate. j 
Four .Star thealre; Feb. ■. 

lai’n ! moods is the fine score by Alex 
and vKoith^ conducted by Lionel New-: 

man. North has also contributed a 

(.Vo Character.Names) 

"The Narcotics Storyi” a ;< 

Walker Produced bv Jerry W’aRLIiirected ; jng the diverse and contrasting 19, '5H . Running time: 75 MINS, 
v.^ih, Jf.Mrie. l-.an’k moods Is the fine score bv Alex <No Character.Names) 
Burning," "The Spotted Horses." and..t North; conducted by Lionel. New-. . 

V •’'! man. North has also contributed a .."The Narcotics Storyi” a ;semi-.' 
t,,r.Louis’ R i.oe"fu:r. Previewed ai the. good title song, with, lyrics by Sam- .dociunerriary. . originally produced 
Village Theatre,. Westwood. Feb. 27. 'SB. my 0ahn\ thrt is, sun^ behind the ! for use by police as a training film 
Running turie. H5 mins. . main titles- byJimmie Rodgers,. in the■■■habits- 'of nafeotie. addicts, 
cfa^v™ -juanSewiSSd “vil1 be A .plugger for the -their arrest and imprisonment, is 
Jody . .. Anthony Flam.OS4 puture.. getting a theatrical release. It 
Varner Orson •Welles Art direction by Lyle R. Wheeler i opens in the L. A. area Feb. 26 at 
jvimmearnfr ‘ ** Angci^^sbdiv Maurice Hansford, with set five theatres. :ori a bill with :the 
Alan StewartRichard Ande. soli, decoration by Walter M, Scott and ' British. "Dance Little Lady,” re- 
Agne«. Stewart — Sarah Marshall.- Eli Benneche, carries through onJ leased some vears ago: : 

■Kui.H,,'*,,,t   *>'/'jalpitA»wiaiu’y •.•t-he interiors.with the rich apd or- , -The Narcotics Stpry’' should do 
lamus -.•• I'.V.V.william Walker nate beauty of the authentic ex-j weii as an exploitation item, al- 
I'eabodv ............... George Dunn teriors-, Sound by E. Clayton j though there is h.0 story to it in 
wmkStla<1 .. •*•** Jess. Kirkpamck;- 'vy.ard an(j Harry M. Leonard, and [ the' conventional sense. The!: pic- 
iinustin i Stanford Joiiev editing by Louis R- Loeffler, are ture, in Eastman Color, was pro- 
ji.hn'Kishcr ............ Nicholas King both first-rate. Poire. - dueed/and directed by Robert W. 

Running turn-, 

Ben Quick 
C lara Varner 
Jody . 
Varner . . 
Eula Varner 

Agnes Stewart . 
Mrs SI-wait .. 
K.itlrU .... 

115 MINS. 
....-. Paul New man . 

. ....1 Joanne Woodward" 

....... Anthony Fran< uisa . 
,.. Orson Welles . 
.. Lee Itemuk 

Angela I.ansbui y 
....... Richard An'dci son ■ 

1‘eabodv ..... 
Armistc.nl .... 
W’dk. .'.... 
lloustin ... 
Juhn'Kisher . ., 
Tom Slmrtlv 
J V liooki ight 
Pete Armi.stead 
Builtlv Peabody 
linos (Hits. 

.... Ralph Iteed 

... TeirvRango 

.. Steve VV-idders 
... j Jim Brandt 
.. Helen. Wallace ■ 

Brian Corcoran. 
.. Byron Fdulger 
.. Victor Hodman ■■ 
..Eugene' Jackson 

"The Long . Hot Summer” is a , 
simmering story of life in the Deep 
South, steamy with sex and laced 
with violence and. bawdy humor. 
Although the setting of Jerry 

- — Larsen for Police Science Produc- i 
Family !)<»<*! or. ; tions, and ^..scs-professional actors ; 
(RRITISH-C’SCOPE) to enact the roles: of addicts, push- } 

ers and those innocently involved. : 
• 1 It will gain its, greatest interest j 

Little stellar or dramatic ini- 1 from the wealth of intimate .de-; 
pact in this routine drama that tail on the actual mechanics of the | 
isuffers. from sluggish writing f racket-curse. 
and direction. . Acting and The picture, apparently was not j 
tensing okay. . vsuhniilted to the Production Code j 

. Administration for approval: ' It ; 
London Feb 18 (.violates, clearly one section of the , 

?nr T j n . •’ . ' ^ 1 Code relating to the. portrayal off 

pact in this routine drama that 
isuffers. from sluggish writing 
and direction. . Acting and 
tensing okay. . 

with violence and. bawdy humor. London, Feb. 18. [e Dortra^l of 1 
Although the setting of Jerry I 20th-Fox production and release. Stars ! menn^nfoV ' 
Wald’s Drodnction is Missi'rsiDDI Ruk Jason. Marius obring. Lisa Gastorti. I narcotic usage, lhe means 01 00- 

P*^2LKI»^ • ’I)lFt,cted by Derek Twist. Screenplay;! taining and using both. marijuana \ 
race relations play no. pail m i)0r«*R Twist from novel, ."The: Deeds, cf.j i.rd heroin_how reefers are made, 
20th-Fox release; it is instead a ; Dr. Deadcert". by Joan.- Fleming; yaitor; ■ Dprformed ■ etc 
kind of “Pevton Place” with the 1 i^nu-nd Saunders; camera, Arthur how mjections aie penormea, etc. 

0 ck;ffLi aio.wi I Grant: music. John Wooldridge. At Rialto, —are showed m closeup and with 
locale shifted from New^ England i,0ndo„. Dunning time, as mins. clinical .attention. This obvious- 
to the warmer cliinate and . appar- j^thro —-....■ -Rick.Jason iv had a"special interestfor^^the-pot¬ 
ently—hotter-blooded citizens. . Kitty Mortlock                 Lisa Gastbni L^ 

. * *1 i Doctor Dysert Marius Goring lice, for whom the picture was nrst 
Four of the newest and most Stella . .. Sahdu; Scott intended, but it also has a grisly 

popular young stars, Paul Newman, I.Miss Bettybiii ............. Mary Merroli fascination for the lay-public as 
Joaiine Woodward, Anthoiiy RTrari- [ * '.V/ W **7 ‘r' iieien1 shirirfer well. 
ciosa and Lee Remick are. teamed j iJady Lacy......,...Phyiiis Neiison-Terry. Although the-ways and means of 
vjith two veterans. Orson -•Welles'i Colonel .. Nicholas Hannen nVifainine and using these illicit 

"Srnnme?— xSSnStvt0 h.Sd ' ^ dnigs is blue-printed with .minute 
bummer txcoptionajly bioad-Dr. Alexander....;..,.. Frederick Leister detail; the overriding, impact.is of 

marquee value. This picture, strik- sir George Watson... Patrick wa.ddingtoii thp ApodTv toll these narcotics take 
ingl? airocu,. by Martin Hilt, will 
be—despite its flaws—a conversa-.j. . - " . The Cast, Sharon.Strand,.Darlene 
tion Piece; V.- , ,, . , : ,, ,. Hendricks, Herbert Crisp. Fred. 

The screenplay, by Irving i Family Doctor is a drama that iviarrattb. Allen Pitt and Patricia 
Ravetch and Harriet Frank Jr., is never , rises above the level, of a Lynn, acts mostly in pantomime 
based on two stories. "Barn Burn- ; cheap novelette, despite some help- w>th continuity supplied by narra- 
ing” and “The Spotted Horses'’Performances. It .is an im- tion. Larsen has kept sight of pace 
and a part of the novel, “The Ilani- plaus*ible yarn taken from Joan an^ tempo so the narrative does 
tel,” all by AVilliam Faulkner, it; Fleming s novel; “The Deeds of Dr.. not drag despite its unprofessional 
is about a young Mississippi red-1 Deadcert.” • .Derek Twist’s sluggish nature, and the / photography by 
neck, Paul Newman, who has a) direction of his own uninspired VJerry-.Ei.- '>lay‘.explores- every pos- 
reputalion for settling his: grudges : screenplay Relps to show up these sibie : angle to aid in keeping up 
by setting fire to the . property of - implausibilities. "Doctor’’ cannot: interest. Roger E. Garris’ screen- 
those he opposes. This notoriety be recommended as anything but a play is unemotional but effective., 
follows him when he driftsinto.' routine program filler. Other credits are adequate, 
the town owned-and operated by | . . The pic . his Rick Jason as a Poioe. : y 
Orson Welles, a gargantuan Ciiar- voting American doctor visiting -:- 
acter^who has reduced the town , Frogmouth, a Devonshire seaside Saddle The Wind 
to snivelling peonage; his one son. resort. He poses as a journalist on. v li__ 

- . Hollywood, ;Febi 28. 
Metro' release- of an Armand Deutsch. 

Anthony Franciosa,: to the point vacation. Actually he is there to old tiW western with 
where he seeks perpetual escape m probe the suspicious death of his teeri aS anbelr Hand- 
the ove of his pretty wife Le.e.; ex.,vifef-. who hda re-married the Se %iw^?kgr«S?Go^^ 
Remick; and. by his tactics, frozen <]ocal medico. Played with suave co • r D Kg ” 
his daughter, Joanne Woodward,; nsSurance by Marius Goring, 'this Hollvwood Feb^ 28. 
IlitO .a premature Old lliaid: [ doctor is a highly respected Char- Metro release of an Armand Deutsch 

Welles, senses, iriimediately in acter around the district. But Ja- production., stars Robert Taylor,^Julie 

Newman , a . fellow predator , and ! son discovers that Goring had beiie- c?i"p°nchatesCM?dSwS;! feathr^^oyai 
they set to trying to outdo each, fitted financially from the unusual Dano' Richard Erdman. Douglas Spencer, 
other in villainy and connivance. I endings of his two previous Wives. Ray. Teal, Directed; by Robert PaiTish. 

Before the diverse^polt elements | Aiso,Gprihg is treating Lisa Gas-. | Thomas -Thompson; camera, George J. 
JlftVf Stldi^nten^d" themselves i foni his <?prrptarvr' for r mvstpriou^ Polsey; .musiCi. Elmer Bei'nstciri; editor* 
Franciosa has attempted to kill his ^mnlifnf whSv * J&wJ John MeSweeney . Jrr Previewed^at the 

. lather and put the blame on Ke«;-! ^ ^-*• *7*^: 

SanF"•-niano*S- ?15rt0St i Putting two and two together Steve Sinclair ...i.a...... Robert Taylor 
the Franciosa-Remick marriage 'is; v rf making it a Snanbv fivb I-son Joan Blake. ... Julie London 

marriase m 
tress Angela LaIisburv • ”?S0.n °Ve.r!a^ Dallas Hansen .....-Richard Erdman 

tV ’ ; , ; - , ...Cliff; Of course. It IS Goring him- Ilomp Scribner ..Douglas Spencer 
Ravetch and Miss trank have ;Seif himsBlf -who. doBs the death /Brick Larson Ray Tea* 

done^a phenomenal job of putting j fali iri the one scene this film • • ; - ■ . , ,,0 . 
together elements, of stones that that has any tension. . ^Jh^a^ttmg of Metro s Saddle 
are actually connected only by ■ jason. making his BriUsh debut; The Wind is the froptier That 
their core of atmosphere, Faulkr»gives a pleasant, relaxed perform-.-wa^-west.^ The. basic conflict in¬ 
ner s preoccupation with , the ris-j anpe, __ cujic)us yank though volved is the oh-so-farniliar one be- 

a gun is more exciting than a beau¬ 
tiful woman, even though he does 
bring back saloon singer Julie 
London from a trip to the big city. 

He also brings back a hair-trig¬ 
gered six-shooter and proceeds to 
prove his manhood, not with Miss 
London, but with the gun. He 
shoots down Charles McGraw, once 
a top gun himself but now on the 
dreary decline. This gunning whets. 
Ms blood and he takes on a party 
of squatters next, firing their piti¬ 
ful belongings. The boy is even¬ 
tually snot and wounded by Don¬ 
ald Crisp and he crawls off to die; 
Taylor finds him. bleeding to death, 
in a beautiful field of blue: lupines, 
and before the older brother can 
reach him to take him in, Cassa¬ 
vetes shoots himself. The suicide 
is a bit nat but by this lime;, who 
cares? The kid is all bad and he 
has to go. 
' Taylor gives a lot of ruggedness 

to his role, still gentle and loving 
with the kid brother, understand¬ 
ing and attempting to be helpful 
even past the point where he 
Should be. Miss London, who also 
sings the lyric title song by Jay 
Livingston and Ray Evans, gets ex¬ 
ceptional believahility into her 
part, somewhat' hackneyed, as. the 
dance hall girl who really wants 
to settle down. , Cassavetes has a 
tendency to be rather’ mannered 
but his intensity gives great con¬ 
viction and he is especially impres¬ 
sive in the closeups: Donald Crisp 
has moving dignity; Charles Mc- 
Graw is tough and taciturn and 
others In the cast who -stand out 
include Royal Dano, Richard Erd¬ 
man, Douglas Spencer, Ray Teal 
and Stanley Adams. 

George Folsey’s photography 
captures the sweep of the back¬ 
grounds without slighting the, hu¬ 
mans, in the foreground and John 
McSweeney Jr.’s editing does a 
slick job. of matching location and 
interior shooting. Art. directors 
William A. Horning and Malcolm 
Brown, aided by set decorators 
Henry Grace and Otto Siegel, have 
made the settings authentic and 
honest. Helen Rose has helped 
Miss London by. some attractive 
costumes. Elmer Bernstein’s music 
is an able component of the pic¬ 
ture and Dr Wesley C. Miller’s 
recording utilizes the location 
sounds in maintaining the realistic, 
wind-swept feeling of the locale. 

Poire. 

Steel Bayonet 

All-male War melodrama. Fill¬ 
er fare. Only Leo Genii name 
for identification. 

Hollywood. Feb. 28: 
. .United Artists release .of Hammerscope 
Production. Stars Leo" Genjj, Kieron 
Moore, Michael Medwin; features Robert 
Brown. Michael Ripper. Produced and 
directed by Michael. Carreras. Story and 
screenplay, Howard Clewes: camera, John 
Asher; music, Leonard Salzedo; editor. 
Bill Lenny. Previewed at the Goldwyn 
studio, Feb. 27, '58. Running time, M. 
MINS. 
Major Gerrard_.-.. . Leo Genn 
Captain. Mead .............. Kieron Moore 
Lieutenant Vernon.. Michael Med.win 
Sgt. Major Gill .Robert Brown 
Pt. Middleditch .. Michael Ripper 
LL-Col. Derry --- John Paul 
Sgt. Gates ........--   Shay Gorman 
Sgt. Nic-holls ... Tom Bowman 
Pte. Livingstone......... Bernard HorsfaU 
Cpl. Bean John Watson 
Jarvis .... Arthur Lovegrove. 

Wednesdays March 5, 1958 . 

i. Naehta, Wem Her 
s Tealel Kam 
f (When the Devil Came By Nicht) 

(GERMAN) 

-Berlin, Feb. 25. 
- Gloria release of Dlvina production. 
Stars Mario Adort, Claus Holm .^Anne- 
marie Dueringer. Directed by Robert 
Siodmak. Screenplay, Werner Joerg 
Lueddecke; camera, Georg Krause; music. . 
Siegfried Franz; editor, Walter Boos; At 
Marmorhaus, Berlin. Running time, 195 

Bruho Luedke ..... /........ Mario/ Adorf . 
Inspector Kersten -.-- Claus Holm. 
Rossdorf, SS Leader... .Hannes Messemer 
Willi Keun . ...,...... >.. Werner Peters 
Helga Hornung 1. . Annemarie Dueringer 
Major: Wollenberg-..^: Carp Lange 
Mollwitz .. .. Peter Carslea 
Lucy Hansen, Waitress,..., Monika John ; 
Heinrich; SS Officer ....-. .Wilmut Borell 
Keun’s Lawyer ..J. Lucas Art>anri : 
Anna Hphmann . ; - - Rose Schaefer 

Clark ...... 
Ames . . 
.Wentworth . 
Harris .... 
Ferguson ..., 
‘Tweedle' .. 
Wilson ..... 

Percy Herbert 
... Paddy Joyce 

. Jack Stewart 
David. Ciowley 

... Barry LOwe 
. Michael Dear 

. Ian Whittaker 

ners preoccupation wiin.me ^: ance aS the curious Yank, though 
ing rednetrk moneyed class and j he has little opportunity to dp more tween the farmers and: the cow- 
their dominance of the former |•fir,1^eannf^^'hrniVgiV lKieV men over the fencing; of land, liec- 
aristoerncy. There are still holes ;rjorinB ;s debonair and suffiei- essary to the. farmers and violently 
in the screenplay, as it is -shown, 1 p°u siifstercrook^^Though^^ in ^tfie °PP°sed by the cattlemen. But ac- 
but director Ritt slams over them ; mill out all hA ^kill tually Armand Deutsch’s produc- 
so fast that you are not. aware;of ffj^nt hS nerfn?mance?ol^ ticn is the stoty of a. wrong kid, 
any vacancies until you are past \ jn^oabsurditv Mis^ Gastoni a real bad one, dangerous as he is 
them. What makes tlie picture are ^ Charming, that -is as germane ta 
the full-bodied, full-blown charac-ln0rhmitSs arf a shade Restricted today’s headlines, as it was when 
ters and their twice-RS-^^^ ".the restless . gunslinger^ roamed 
size actions.1 it is melodrama frank | ■££ hSa the west. . 
and unashamed. It may be pre-Rod Serling’s screenplay is col- 
posterous but it is never dull-.: i P c f^ Snl orfuL and exciting and director 

Newman slips into a cracker-; :^0§J?rLu Robert Parrish has kept it, keyed 
slouch with professional - e;ase; high for A fastr- exciting: picture 
never allowing,a CornpOne and mo- ' s that will .have particular appeal 
lasses accent to completely dis-[brittleness that fails to come off. to younger ticket buyers. Robert 
guise h>s latent energy: and. na-1Mor® successful are_Goimt, s two- Taylor; Julie London and John 
tive intelligence. Miss WoodWard : Pfevi0UST ^lvcs. Viaa Hopp. a. Cassavetes act out this tale of com- 
1s convincingly iev but you sense i hlowsy alcohGhc. ana Helen Slung- pulsiye evil against the magnificent 
that the cold reserve can be melted i le^vs drab npurotic. . location backgrounds of the Colo¬ 
an d it is. Franciosa is pitiful and j , Mary Me^all practicarly steals i rado Rdckies photographed iii Me- 
broken for. much of the story, his \ the film-wth an excellent study trpcolor. It: is a studied and ef- 
scene with his/father near the end i of a fib0d"hearted, :?sbby spinster. £e(pHve contrast, 
is a memorable one. ; AlsOj there^ are some.Tair cameos Taylor plays a. retired gunman, 

Orson Welles plays high and . from Rhyllis Neilson-Terry. Nich- j sic^ of death and sick to death of 
handsome although he' has a ten- [ olas Hannen, Patrick Waddington I guns. He is farming, the lush val- 
dency to hit some of his lines so and Kynaston Reeyes as visitors at J iey presided over by Donald Crisp, 
hard that they are completely lost,; the hotel. Told in^an irritating patriarchal landowner , who. has 
the words smashed in projecting S series of flashbacks. “Doctor” is afi given Taylor, his ,chance to fore- 
the intent. Miss Remick is a cud- [ aimless item. However, the Devon- swear violence and bring up his or- 
dlesome object, full of meaningful [ shire setting makes a refreshing pbaned, much-younger brother, 
squeals and wiggles. Angela Lans- ; change and Arthur. Grant's lensing John Cassavetes. But Cassavetes 
hurv whs insnifed casting for : is very effective. Rich. J is one of those young men to whom 

"Steel Bayonet” is a British- 
made war melodrama with an -allr 
male cast that is an earnest, but 
inept, attempt to show the forging 
of character in the heat of battle. 
The Hammerscope production be¬ 
ing released by United Artists was 
produced and directed by Michael 
Carreras who has not been able to 
extract much out of -the tight- 
lipped. loose-drawn characters in 
Hovyard Clewes’ screenplay. “Steel 
Bayonet” will barely fill out the 
lower half of a twin bill. 

Leo Genn plays, the British offi¬ 
cer who must take, his men on a 
suicidal mission to hold an African 
outpost against Rommel’s German 

[troops until ail.. Allied counter¬ 
offensive in the rear can be suc¬ 
cessfully mounted. A simple, one 
set situation like this must be 
played for atmosphere and charac¬ 
ter,. But in this presentation the 
personalities are. never individual 
enough to be arresting,, the dia¬ 
logue is of the “good show,” stout 
fellow” school and beyond that un¬ 
inspired. The action is at first un¬ 
believable and finally completely 
confusing, building a solid wall be¬ 
tween the story and potential audi¬ 
ence interest. 

Leo Genn, Kieron Moore and 
Michael Medwin head the cast and 
they do what they can to make the 
lacklustre script seem interesting. 
Authentic backgrounds in ght have 
added some values to the picture 
but here too there is no such aid 
since the picture obviously was 
filmed in Britain amid scenery that 
bears little resemblance to the 
North- African locale called for. 

Powe, 

l This German pivina production 
is noteworthy for four reasons. It’s 
been chosen as West Germany’s 

[ only entry at the forthcoming Osr 
j ear Derby. It is Robert Siodmak’s 
third (after “The Rats” and “My 
Father, the Actor”) directorial job 

j oh a German postwar pic. Third is 
; that it depicts via the incredible 
I but true case of Bruno Luedke, 
mentally-deranged German mass 

: murderer (more than. 80 victims, 
j all women), one of the darkest 
( chapters in the history of Nazi 
j Germany. Last but not least, 
j “Devil” is a strong film, one of the 
; most gripping domestic* produc- 
j tions in years and. one that looks 
j to be' a stout boxoffice contender 
- here. : 

There have been several, not too 
many, West German films with an, 
anti-Nazi slant dn these last 13 
postwar years: Although this film 
dedicates itself only to an individ¬ 
ual case, with a Nazi himself even 
being the victim, it|s perhaps the 
most depresring aind also most con¬ 
vincing one. Pic depicts the bru¬ 
tality of the Nazi regime in a most 
realistic manner. 

. Although this has been declared 
“particularly valuable” (meaning 
considerable tax relief here) by the 
West German "film classification 
board; it certainly does hot look to 
meet everyone’s taste. Word-of- 
mouth should help this here since 
two sisters of Luedke have sought 
court action, claiming that his 
guilt has never been proved. Gloria 
has countered that it has documen¬ 
tary material at its disposal which 
proves to the contrary. 

The Luedke case was. widely 
publicized here after 1945. It then 
became' known that the Reich’s Se- 

. cufity Service had done everything 
to keep the existence of a mass 
murderer a secret, strictly follow¬ 
ing the Fuehrer’s order. The case- 
of Luedke, who was neither a Jew 
nor a foreigner, just didn’t suit the 
“honorary era” of the then rulers.. 
Film shows only one of Luedke’s 
killings. An innocent man, Willjr 
Keun (a Nazi official), is arrested 
as he is the logical suspect. A po¬ 
lice inspector, however, believes in 
KBun’s innocence and manages to 
track down the real murderer. The 
Gestapo which doesn’t want this 

Lase publicized (as to Hitler’s order) 
sacrifices;. the innocent Keun and 
Luedke is “liquidated” secretly. 
“A.Bruno Luedke has never lived!” 
reads the SS order. The inspector 
who tried to save the innocent man 
is suspended from his job and sent 
to the battlefront. 

Film benefits greatly from the 
tight script by W. J. Luedeke and 
the fastrmoving direction ;of Siod-. 
mak. Story could have been un¬ 
bearably tasteless but. Siodmak’s 
skillfully avoids all corny thriller, 
elements/ His direction is hard¬ 
hitting, open, direct and impres¬ 
sive, with his year-long Hollywood 
experience obvious^in every scene. 

Mario Adorf (of “08/15” fame) 
gives, the role of Luedke depth and . 
authenticity which borders on the 
sensational. One is never aware 
that he’s acting. His portrayal of 
the insane kilier should cause long 
and favorable word-of-mouth. Han¬ 
nes Messemer is excellent as the. 
cynical SS leader who takes care 
that the Leudke case remains a 
secret. Werner Peters is likewise 
impressive as Willi Keun, the Nazi 

. /ho’s sacrificed by the very regime 
ne has been serving so obediently. 

Claus. Holm plays sympathetical¬ 
ly the police inspector while Anne- 
marie Dueringer (under contract to 
20th-Fox) provides the inevitable 
romantic interest. Remainder of 
the cast helps to make, this a tell¬ 
ing pic of an unholy time. . Tech¬ 
nical credits are very good. Thi* 
applies particularly to Gar 4 
Krause’s camerawork wHich c j- 
es the whole atmosphere in .rb 
fashion. . r 

Vernon Carr Is new mai«ager of 
the S. E. 14th Street Drive-In The¬ 
ater at Des Moines. He managed 
theatres for Central States in 
Sioux City, Iowa for 10 years and 
succeeds Art Farrell who has been 
transferred to Omaha, to manage 
a drive-in theater there and to 
supervise another at’ Council 
Bluffs, Iowa, 
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A Film 'Still Big Sell on Paperbooks 

—Over 200 Film Tie-Ups With Publishers in 1958 —Screen Even Sells ‘Half-Read Classics9 
—15,000,000 Paperbacks Now Sold Monthly —*Soft Books Purchased a la Pushcart 

By JO RANSON W T • m 

More than 15,000,000 paperbacks are being devoured. 
every month, much of it stemming from tie-ins with'films. 
Softcover book and film promotion departments have ap¬ 
proximately 200 title deals worked out together for 1958. 
A reading revolution, sparked by pocket books (200 mil¬ 
lion copies of some 4,500 titles were sold in .1957) and 
movie tie-ins, is spreading across the country. 

Bantam, Signet, Dell, Pocket Books, Avon, Gold Label, 
Popular and other publishers of paperbacks are awash 
in promotion deals with film producers. Reason: a paper-, 
back with a Hollywood still on its cover can sell more 
copies than an artists’s conception in color. 

A Bantam editor said this week that paperbacks are 
being read “not only by people who regularly read books, 
but more important, by vast numbers for whom. Guten¬ 
berg toiled in vain.” He cited “War and Peace” as an ex¬ 
ample, saying it is frequently dubbed the best-known half- 
read novel in the world. He quipped “It is now presum¬ 
ably half-read by millions who had . never heard, of Tol¬ 
stoy before.” 

'Pushcart’ Psychology 
The unprecedented acceptance of the paperbacks is. 

largely due to its “casual, unsnobbish” appearance, and is. 
purchased like “fresh fruit from a- pushcart . . the buy* 
er. browses,,sniffs and frequently squeezes the merchan¬ 
dise.” When the first cheap softcover book, appeared about 
ten years ago, many readers wouldn’t be caught dead with 
a copy. Today it’s different Americans buy paperbacks 
in supermarkets, liquor stores, tobacco shops, bus termin¬ 
als, news stands, university bookshops and powder rooms. 

Avon’s tie-ins include at least six titles. “Lady Takes A 
Flyer” (U) and “Cry Baby Killer” (AA); “Young and 
Wild” (Rep) and “High Cost of Loving” (MGM), and some 
June, “Raw Wind in Eden” (U. Later tie-ins include “Born 
Reckless” (WB). 

Gold Medal has five tie-ins on agenda: “Ripe. Fruit” 
(UA); “The Name’s Buchanan” (Col); “Heller With a Gun” 
(Independent production by Michael Rennie and Louis L. 
L’Amour); “To Tame A Land!’ '(Independent production . 
by Marlon Brando) and “Last Stand At Papago Wells” 
(Col). Current collabs are “Cowboy,” published this month 
and to be released by Columbia and “The Law and Jake 
Wade,” originally published in March 1956 and scheduled 
for, reissue in May to tie-in with MGM version starring 
Robert Taylor and Richard Widmark. 

Bantam has 26 titles in the hopper for 1958: Its 400-man 
Curtis field force, largest in publishing field, is well-equip- ■'! 
ped to promote book titles!. 

Bantam’s 1958 tie-ins (several will probably be held 
over until 1959) are: “Quiet American” (UA);. “Home Be¬ 
fore. Dark’! (WB); “Sierra Baron" (20th; “Screaming Mi-, 
mi” (Col); “Green Mansions” (MGM); “.Tubie’s Monument” 
(Col); “Guns of the Timberlands” (WB);. “Touch of Evil” 
(UI; “The Big War” (20th); “The Last Hurrah" (Col); “The 
Tiger Among Us” (Col); “Ten North Frederick” (20th; 
“The Philadelphian” (WB); “The Light in the Forest” 
(Buena Vista); “Never Love a Stranger” (AA); “The Hunt¬ 
ers”. (20th); “It’s Always 4 o’clock” (Warwick); “Bell, Book 
and Candle” .(Col); “Harry Black” (20th); “Wine of Youth’” 
(UI); “Inn of the Sixth Happiness” (20th); “Outlaw” (AA); 
“Teacher’s Pet” (Par); “Rally Round, Boys” (20th); and 
“The Matchmaker” (Par). . 

200,000-To-350,000 Copies 
Each of the aforementioned titles will have a press run 

of between 200,000 and 350,000. Currently, Bantam has 
been licking its literary chops over two rousing soft-cov¬ 

ers tied-in with film hits “The Bridge on the River Kwai” 
(Col) with a 750,000 printing thus far, and “Saypnara” 
(WB) with over 900,000 now off the press; Bantam and 
WB are co-sponsoring, a nationwide: book-movie contest, 
with a prize of an all-expense trip for two to Hollywood 
to attend the Academy Award Presentations; 

Dell has been clicking with several, active, movie tie- 
ins: “Peyton Place” (20th) with astonishing number of 
4,200,000 copies off the press^ and with the movie push¬ 
ing sales, the promotion department of Dell, says the 
sky’s the limit; “Raintree County,” (MGM), one of the 
fastest moving. titles on list and which just went back to 
press with another 200,000 copies; “Bonjour TristesSe.”; 
(Col) the bestselling paperback of 1956 which recently 
came off the press with another 100,000 copies carrying a 
special movie tie-in sticker; “Witness For the Prosecu¬ 
tion,” (UA) released this month With tie-in cover. 

; Dell is flooding distributors with all types; of promo¬ 
tional matter stating that “1958 is Dell’s great,Movie tie- 
in Year” and that they can reap benefits of. these two-, 
way deals.. Their mailing pieces continually proclaim, that 
“Big* movies make Big Books Bigger!” and carry line: 
“Dell Books—the Best, in paperback—the Best in movie 
tie-ins!” - .. 

Other 1958 Dell tie-ins include “The Brothers Kara¬ 
mazov” (MCM); “Paths of Glory” (UA); “The Big Coun¬ 
try” (UA); ‘.‘The Vikings” (UA); . “The Bravados” (20th). 
and “Vertigo” (Par). In most instances, Dell has initial 
press run of 200,000 copies and wheri4>icture tie-in is con¬ 
summated, another 50,000 to 100,000 copies are imme¬ 
diately shipped to dealers. Also on Dell, upcoming movie 
list for 1958 are “Ben Hur” (MGM); “Blood and Sand” 

• (20th) and film version of “Elmer Gantry.” 
Theatre Lobby Sales 

Nor dues Dell overlook lollypop brigade with its. tre¬ 
mendous potential at newsstand and boxoffice. Publishing 
firm has worked out effective tie-ins for its .“Movie Clas- . 
sics.” Oyer 700 magazine wholesalers distribute Deli 36- 
page comic book editions. In addition to being sold in. lob¬ 
bies of theatres in advance of playdate and during pic¬ 
ture’s run, Dell distributor spots the comics; in magazine 
racks in drug Stores, book shops, supermarkets and other 
high traffic locations. Ordinarily, the movie tie-in comic, 
book is released a month before film makes its appear¬ 
ance, and has 90-day. life span, Recent Dell “Movie Clas¬ 
sics” included “Around the World in 80 Days”. (UA); “Old 
Yeller” (Disney); “The Hunchback of Notre Dame” (AA); 
“Bombers B-52” (WB) and “Fastest Gun Alive” (MGM). 
Soon:to be released are “The Big Country” (UA);. “No 
Time For Sergeants” (WB); “Sleeping Beauty” (Disney); 
“The Viking” (UA) .and “Left Handed Gun” (WB). As in : 
soft cover books, covers of the comic books carry still : 
of actors and full picture credits on inside cover. 

Can Hit Million-In-Month 
‘ Signet, one of the big soft cover book branches of New 

American Library, has nearly 50 movie tie-ins scheduled 
this year. It uses every conceivable type of proinotional 
matter to promote its book-film projects including trade 
paper ads, dealer bulletins, playdate bulletinsj whole¬ 
saler brochures, truck bumper strips, rack cards, . book 
holders and; sundry other promotional devices and dealer 
aids. .Signet’s usual first printing on a movie tie-in title 
is 300,000, but it can go up to a first printing of 600,000. 
Also in cases like “Don’t Go Near the Water” (MGM) . books 
go back to press so fast the title can hit the million mark 
within a month. Signet regards its “Don’t Go Near the 

Water” as biggest use ever made of a paperbound edition 
in film advertising. 

Signet’s 1958 cinema tie-ins-include “The .Brothel’s Ka¬ 
ramazov” (MGM); “Sing, Boy; Sing” (20tli); “Cry Terror” 
(MGM); “Bitter Viclofy” (Col); “The Young Lions” (20th); 
“Marjorie Morningstar" (WB); “The Long Hot Summer” 
(20th); “Desire Under the Elm” (Par); “This Ang^v Age” 

^formerly “Whispers of Love” (Col); “Gigi” (MGM>; “No 
' Time for Sergeants” (WB); “The Townsend Harris Story” 

(20th); “God’s Little Acre” (UA);.“Tunnel of Love” (MGM); 
“Too Much, Too Soon” (WB); “The Naked and the Dead” 
(WB); “I Stole $16,000,000” (UA); “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” 
(MGM); “Separate Tables” (UA) and “Requiem for a Red¬ 
head.” 

Late this year Signet will release “The Blessing” (MGM); 
“Mud on the Stars” (20th); “The Unvanquished” (MGM); 
“The Angry Hills” (MGM); “Messr. Marco Polo” (20th) 
and “The Oregon Trail" (20th). Other possible late 1958 
or early 1959 releases include “Bon Voyage” (UI); “The 
Hitchhiker” 'UA); “Company of Cowards” (MGM); “The 
Rouse. Next Door” (UI); “The Night of the Tiger” (UI); 
“The Kiss-Off” (Col) and'“The Tooth and the Nail!” The 
1859 roster also includes “Andersonvllle” (Col); “Don 
Quixote” : (UA); “Raquel” (MGM); "Lucy Crown” (UA'; 
“Mari of Montmatre” (Seiznick); “The Summer of the 17th 
Doll” (UA); “On the Beach” (UA); “The Ballad of Cat 
Ballou" (UA); “I’m Owen Harrison Harding” (WB); “Nev¬ 
er So Few’’(MGM); “Gretta” (UA); “The Love Seekers” 
(20th); “The World of Suzie Wong” (Par) and “Gova” 
(UA).. 

Additionally, Signet has these titles with possible movie 
tie-ins: “Thirty ^Notches,” „ “After Midnight,” “Kiss Her 
Goodbye," “The- Execution of Private Slovik,”. “Sons and 

■ Lovers,” “Lie Down in Darkness," “Death Rider.” “The 
Birdman of Alcatraz;” “Back Street,” “The Comedian,”. 
“The Demolished Man,”. “Emmet Till,” “The Lorig Ships!” 
“A Law for the Lion,’’ “The Street,” “Soldiers’ Pay,” 
“Spark of Life,” “Studs Lonigan” arid “Street of the Bare¬ 
foot Lovers.” Some foreign film tie-in may result fronv 

. such Signet titles as “Confessions of Felix Krull,” “The 
Brothers Karamazov,”- “Agostino,” “Beyond Desire” and 
“The Iliad.” 7 

. Other Powered Houses 
It’s going to be an active movip-book year for Popular 

Library; Publisher will re-issue Erich Maria Remarque’s 
“A Time to Love” in Jurie, tying in With Universal film. 
“A Time to Love” was originally. Scheduled to be reissued 
end. of 1958 but was moved up six months to get it out 
With the film. Popular Will also, do movie tie-ins with 

. “Oniorihead” (WB) in August; “Auntie Marne/’ end of year; 
“Lady Sings the Blues” and; another campaign on “Heav¬ 
en Knows, Mr. Allison,” if it wins an Academy Award, 
plus big “quality” western, “Hell Bent Kid’’ (20th). Popu¬ 
lar Library’s minimum pririting order is 250,00D-300;0Q0 
copies, but with movie tie-ins figures frequently reach al¬ 
most celestial heights: ; 

Pocket Books,: another high-powered, promotion-minded 
paperback institution, goes in for movie covers, stream¬ 
ers, rack cards, placards and its initial print order runs 
from 225,000 to 375,000 copies on each title. It is ready¬ 
ing 1958 campaigns on such film deals as “Tales of the 
South Pacific” (20th); “Run Silent, Run Deep” (UA); ’‘Stel¬ 
la” (Col); “Combat Mission” (UA); ?*Twilight For the: 
Gods”. (U); “Diary of Anne Frank" (20(h); “The Nun’s 
Story” (WB) and “These Thousand Hills” (20th). Pocket 
Books also hais 70 other properties scheduled for movie 
deals but riot yet in production. 

New York Sound Track 
Kirk Douglas thinks, he sez. that picture theatre prices ought to be 

“reasonable.’’ Does this mean no advanced admission prices for “The 
Vikings,” his independent production which needs $10,000,000 to break 
even? UA’s William Heineman is not saying yes or no at the present. 
. Financier David Baird huddled; With Serge Semenenko and Univer¬ 
sal’s Milton Rackmil in Acapulco . . Jack L, Warner back to the 
Coast. The March of Dimes testiirionial in his honor netted around 
$60,000. 

Leonard H. Goldenson, American Broadcasting-United Paramount 
prexy, at the Jack L. Warner dinner last week: “I don’t know, really, 
why I should pay tribute to Jack. As one of his largest customers 
we’ve been doing that for years” . ... Mrs, Jack Warner didn’t attend 
the dinner . .... 20th-Fox prexy Spyros P. Skouras leaves Friday (7) for 
Europe and S. Africa ... Frank Kassler and family to Europe March 
8 for a prolonged stay. Kassler, connected here Via Sandy Weiner and 
Harold Salemson, will headquarter in Paris and scout for films . . . 
Roxy launches CineMiracle April 24 , . . Slogan for a future toll-tv 
age: “You can bet your last dollar on Channel 3” ; . . End of a rumor: 
The lease on the Trans-Lux 52nd St. Theatre isn’t running out . < . 
Technicolors amateur film division hit some snags !V> Hope at 20th: 
That Joanne Woodward (“3 Faces of Eve”) will come in: ahead of Deb¬ 
orah Kerr (“Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison”) for the Best Actress Oscar. 
So happens 20th has Miss Woodward In “Long, Hot Summer” coming 
up. • 7 - ' ■■ / . . ''’ 

The “Renal,” in the last name of French producer Madame Christine 
Gouze Renal, is the name she used during her years of activity-in-the 
French resistance. After the war, she kept it. 

Dick Winters, 20th-Fox syndicate and special events contact, en¬ 
gaged to Nancy L. Truax of the Fairchild Publications staff. It’ll be a 
June wedding. 

- Engaged in a contract dispute with Paramount, William Holden 
stayed away from the Par homeoffice during a brief stopover while en 
route to Europe. He spent all his time in Gotham in huddles with Otto 
Preminger ... Frank Nugent’s screenplay for “The Last Hurrah,” called 
for the casting of “a city councilman in his early thirties.” Signed for 
the. part by director John Ford was Edmund Lowe, who’s 66. 

One of three Burlington (Vt.) Boy Scouts who campaigned for the 
title of Mayor-for-a-Day put himself on. a real solid platform. Nick 
Maichacos, 15, promised to give free movie tickets from the Strong 
theatre to all scouts who cast their ballots for him. 

‘.Tommy Sands, young crooner and rock ’n’ roller who’s under contract 
to 20th-F6x for one picture a year, Just completed a p.r. tour of the 

South with his first film, “Sing, Boy Sing.” Manager Ted Wick reported 
a big teenage turnout for the new star who’s a Capitol Records artist.. 
Main problem, now is to keep Sands; from being “over-exposed,” Wick 
said, and that’s one reason why Sands for the! time being won’t have 
a tv show of his own. Also, he Was dissuaded from doing a show from 
Las Vegas so as not to stick him with that; identification. Sands; who’s 
20, Will tour the midwest next-and he’ll decide, on his second picture in 
six weeks: 

Boston: Globe’s refusal of theatrical advertising for “The Respect¬ 
ful Prostitute,” now in fourth week at- the Trans-Lux, drew a “BraVo!" 
editorial, from the Pilot, official newspaper of the Catholic Archdiocese 
of Boston, this week in which it nominated the Boston Globe for the 
“decency award of the year.” 

Photoplay Mag is going all-out in text to reprise the history of the 
Oscars in Hollywood. For the sake of the prim statue, quote: “a prin¬ 
cess-to-be (Grace Kelly) melted in tears and a revered stage star (Shir¬ 
ley Booth) almost fell on her.fariious face. He has aroused crosscur¬ 
rents of emotions between sisters (Olivia de Havilland and Joan Fon¬ 
taine). To claim him, the kirig-to-be of male, stars (Clark. Gable) went 
into the doghouse and two of the town’s highest-priced directors 
(Frank Capra and Frank Lloyd) collided in public” . . . Look is mak¬ 
ing something of Rock Hudson’s name (he used to be Roy Scherer Jr. 
(certificate) and was tentatively Roy Fitzgerald) . . . George Q. Lewis, 
inventor of National Laugh Week and such-like gags, will have a “Hu¬ 
mor-Mobile,” on display at City College April: 17. 

RKO Theatres prexy Sol. A. Schwartz yis;w!k! among his friends as 
a rabid camera hound but even he was. amazed, at the recent Photo¬ 
graphic Show at New York’s Coliseum, to see. a miriature Cinemascope 
attachment for 16m cameras. Upon inquiring, he learned that the de¬ 
veloper of the C’Seope for home ..(amateur) cameras is married to the 
daughter of the late Prof. Henri Chretien, the Frenchman with whom 
Spyros Skouras tnade the original, deal, tieing in the BausCh & Lomb 
CU.S.) lens manufacturers for the mass professional production line. 

Dorothy Lohman, of William Schuller agency, shipped off boy actor 
“Flip” Mark, following N.Y. City Center closing of “Annie Get Your 
Gun,” to Vienna Where lad will appear in the Yul Brynner film, “The. 
Journey!’ . . . Variety managing editor Robert J, Landry details Hol¬ 
lywood’s progress, with racial stereotypes through-the years in lead 
piece of current Anti-Defamation League bulletin . . . Miss R. Coplan, 
of Philly, informs this journal that “William K. Zinsser’s claim that 
he. received letters backing him 100%, on his review of ‘A Farewell to 
Arms,’ must be in error,” as she, for one wrote.him in opposition . ... 

May Britt takes oyer femme star role in 20th’ “The Hunters” . 
Mel Ferrer to South America to scout locations for Metro’s “Green 
Mansions/’ which he’ll direct ... Victor Mature cast Elaine Siewart to 
appear opposite: hirii in “Timbuktu,” which he’ll coproduce with Ed¬ 
ward Small for United Artists release .;. ; Irving Shulman’s novel, “The 
Big Brokers,” purchased by Harbison Productions for reported $25,000. 

20th s lions hto 
Par, Times Sq. 

Parariiount’s flagship house on 
New York’s Times Square, has 
booked “Young Lions " from 20th- 
Fox, in a change of policy that will 
see: the house seeking the top prod¬ 
uct of all companies. Immediate 
reasoning behind the switch is that 
the Roxy; with its new CineMiracle 
tieup, is not likely to be an outlet 
for the full 20th lineup, as It has 
been. As a consequence, the Par 
intends to step in. 

Also, however, it’s indicated that 
the_ Par, whose policy has been er¬ 
ratic in past, will be seeking the 
top productions from the various 
distributors (not. alone 20th) and 
will be adding to the competitive 
bidding situation in the first-run 
area. .. : 

Par has proved itself an on-and- 
off top-grossing house, even meas* 
uring up to the Radio City Music 
Hall, but in these cases there ,was 
live programming Involved. Robert 
Shapiro, managing director of the 
UPT outlet, thinks though that top 
pictures alone can provide the big 
payoff, without reliance upon the 
rock ’n’ roll outings; Jerry Lewis, 
etc! : 
! Of major significance is the fact 
that the theatre will now be seek¬ 
ing the top pictures from all dis- 
tribs, in light of the shrinking num¬ 
ber of Gotham showcase outlets. 
Time was (recently) when the trade 
underlined the abundance of first- 
run situations in N.Y., and the thea¬ 
tres’ ability to enjoy a “buyer’s 
market.” 
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26G, 12th; ‘Witness 
Los Angeles, March 4. 4- 

Absence of any new big drawing, 
pix this frame is throwing the bur¬ 
den of holding up the boxoffice to 
extended-runs and h old o vers. 
However, several of these are 
continuing strongly, which helps. 
‘'Brothers Karamazov” is pacing 
fresh entrants but it shapes only 
$20,000 or near at Pantages. 

"Lady Takes Flyer” paired with 
‘'Damn Citizen” looms slow $11,- 
000 or over in three theatres. 
“Narcotics Story” is rated good 
$10,500 at State. “Across Bridge 
To Mexico” is rated dull $6,500 at 
Downtown Paramount.” 

“Peyton Place” looms mighty 
$26,000 in 12th round, four houses, 
while "Favonara” is terrific $18,- 
000 in 10th . week at Hollywood 
Par! “Witness For Prosecution” 
shapes hefty in second round ,in 
three spots. 

“10. Commandments” still Is 

Broadway Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 

This Week ..! . . $514,100 
(Based on 25 theatres) 

Last Year.., ,$548,500 
{Based on 23 theatres> 

Washington, March 4. 
General level of biz currently is 

... . up over recent storm-ridden weeks. 
strong in two;. locations on 19th I Of the three newcomers, however, 
week. All liyid-ticket pix, “Seven only one, “Paths of Glory,” at: RKO 
■Wonders.”. "Around World”' and Keith’s is showing much life. “Lady 
“Bridge on Kwaj,” are showing ! Takes a Flyer” at Capitol .is very 
well. - ! thin. Such longruns as “God Cre- 

Estimates for This Weex . ated Woman,” in 17th stanza at 
Pantages RKO), <2.812; $1.25- ! Trans-Lux Plaza, and. “Search for 

$2.40) — “Brothers Karamazov ’ j Paradise” in. eighth week. at. the 
. " . ’ 1 x Warner, are on the upswing. “Bpn- 

jour Tristesse.”.: in 5th week at 
Traiislux, continues mild, and gives 
way to “Bridge on River Kwai” on 
March 13. “Farewell to Arms” con¬ 
tinues solid in, second : week at 
Palace! 

Estimates, for This Week 
Ambassador-Metropolitan (SW). 

(1.490; $l!000; 80-$1.10> — “Fort 
Dobbs” (WB.i, Okay $12!500. Last 
week, "Deep Six” (WB>, $11,800. 

Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 90-$1.25)— 
“Lady Takes a Flyer” <U); Slim 
$10,000. Last week, “Gift of Love" 
(20th), $9^:000 and well below esti¬ 
mate. : 

Columbia (Loew) < 1,154;: 9Q-$1,25) 
—“Raintree . County” (M-G) (2d 
run) (5th wk). Pleasing $8,000 after 
$10,000.last week. Stays. 

Keith’s (RKQ) Cl 850; 85-$ 1.25V— 
“Paths of Glory” (UA). Socko $12,- 
000, and best of newcomers, Holds. 
Last week.. “Old Teller” (BV)-.. i5th 
wk), $7,000. 

Palace (Loew) (2,350;. 90-$1.50)— 
“Farewell.to Arms” .(20th) (2d wk). 
Big $17,000 after $25,000.. Con¬ 
tinues. 

Plaza (T-L' (276; 90-$ 1.50)—“God 
Created Woman” (Kings) (17th wk). 
On the upbeat to tune of smash 
$5,000 after $4,500 lastweek. Holds 
over. ' 

Trans-Lux (T-L).'.i600; 90-$1.50)— 

(M-G). Fair. $20,000 o^-close. Last 
week, with State, “Seven Hills of 
Rome” (M-G) (3d wk, Pantages; 1st 
wk. State), $12,500. 

Ilillstreet, Ritz, New Fox (RKO- 
FWC) <2,752; 1,320; 965; 90-$1.50) 
—“Lady Takes a Flyer” ,(U) and 
“Damn Citizen” tLI). Slow. $11,000 
or over. Last week, Hillstreet with 
Hawaii, “Wild Is Wind” (Par) (1st 
multi-house run), "High Hell” 
(Par), $15,800. Ritz. New Fox with 
Rialto, “Farewell to Arms” (20th) 
(2d wk). $8,900. 

Downtown Paramount (ABPT> 
(3,300; 90-$1.50i — "Across Bridge 
to Mexico” (Rank) and “Third 
Key” (Rank».: Dull $6,500. Last 
week. “Darby’s Rangers” <WB.», 
“Oregon Passage-’ (AA (2d wk), 
$7,900. 

State (UATC) (2,404; 90-$i.50t— 
“Narcotics Story” i Indie). Good 
$10,500. 

Warner Beverly . (SW) (1.612; 
$1.50-$1.75) — “Spanish .Affair” 

(Continued on page 24) 

Cold Clips K.C. Trade; 
‘Anxious’ Modest $6,000, 

Teller’ 10G in 5th 
Kansas City, March 4. 

Wintry weather continues to be t _...__ __, __ 
a key to the week’s business cur-j “Bonjouir Tristesse” (Col) (5th wk). 
rently, this session being, hampered So-so $5,000 against last week’s 
by a cold, stormy weekend. Only $4!500. Stays. y'.; 
newcomers are “18 and Anxious”!. ' i'intnwii (SW) (T lfifi- cr ok ' 

“Old Teller’.’:.being iri second week 'I* W. a ,v nnn 
Iri Fox Mid\vest mbveover.s and fifth ! Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.300; 
Week downtown, and “Witness fOr;$l-2Q-$2.40) — “Search for Para- 
Prosecution” looking good in sec-j disc” (Cinerama) (8th wk). First 
end week at the Midland. “And j sighs of spring upping this to fancy 
God Created Woman” in fourth ' $11,000, thahks to tourists and spe- 
week at the artfilm Kimo continues cial bookings.. Last week, $10,000. 
tq set records. “Farewell To Arms” j .Stays. 
In second.session at Tower is okay. 

‘Arms’ Lusty $9,000,4th, 
Indpls;‘Raintree’ 11G 

: : Indianapolis, March 4. 
Biz is quiet here this stanza, first 

round of month long state high 
school basketball tourneys getting 

major attention of the young 
crowd. “Farewell to Arms” in 
fourth stanza at Keith’s and “Raib- 
tree County” in third at Lyric con¬ 
tinue boxoffice leaders: “Girl Most 
Likely” at Circle is okay, but “Ft, 
Dobbs” at the Indiana is dull. . 

. Estimates for This Week 
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 

75-90) — “Girl Most Likely” (U) 
and “Flood Tide” (U). Oke $8,000. 
Last week, “Old Teller” (BV) (3d 
wk), $9,000. . 

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-90) — 
“Ft. Dobbs”, (WB). and “Spanish 
Affair". (Par).: Slow $7,000. Last: 
week, . “T e e n a g e Frankenstein” 
(AIP), $7,500. \ 

Keith’s (C-D) (1,200; 90-$1.25)— 
“Farewell To Arms” (20thJ (4th 
wk). Big $9,000. Last week, $9,500. 
.TLoew’s (Loew) (2,427;, 75-90) r— 

“Witness for Prosecution”; (UA) 
(2d wk). Okay $6,000: Last week, 
$10,000. 

Lyric (C^D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)— 
"Raintree County” (M-Q) (3d wk). 
Sock $11,000. Last! week, $12,000. 

Cincy; ‘Wind’ 9G 
Cincinnati, March 4. 

“Farewell to Arms,” socko at 
Keith’s, is far afront in this stanza’s 
parade of newcomers and boosting 

the downtown biz total' above par; 
Film is likely to hold through Lent, 
In fairish" ' stride are “Wild is 
Wind” at the Albee,“MOnolith 
Monsters” at the Palace and “Day 
of Badman” at the Grand. “Con- 
stant. Husband” rates sb-so at the 
Guild, hilltop artie. “Search for 
Paradise” retains winning stride in 
13th round at the Capitol. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)— 

“Wild is. Wind” (Par): Mild $9,000! 
Last week, “Don’t Go Near Water” 
(M-G) (3d wk), $9,500. : 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; 
$1.20-$2!65)-r-“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (13th wk). Keeping 
step with last week's pleasing 
$13,500. . 

Grand (RKO) (1,400;. 75-$1.10)— 
“Day of Bad. Man” (U) and “Flood 
Tide” (U). So-so $5,000. Last week, 
“Safecracker” (M-G) arid “Under¬ 
water Warrior” (M-G), $5,200. . 

Guild !; (Vance)(3.00; ; 50-90)-^ 
“Constant Husband” (Indie). Mild 
$1,700. Last week, “All At Sea” 
(M-GJ (9th wk), $1,500. , 

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 9(L$1.25)— 
“Farewell to Arms” (20th). Sock 
$15,000. Long l(65-minute running 
time causing- turriaways. On - week¬ 
end ; nights. May hold through 
Lent. Last week, “Old Teller” (BV) 
(4th wk), $7,000. 

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)— 
“Monolith Monsters” (UV and “Love 
Slaves of Amazons” (U>. Tame 
$7,500. Last week, V ‘ D a r b y ’. s 
Rangers” (WB), $9,000; 

on 

Pittsburgh, March 4- . 
Film biz still is on a binge here, 

with everythirig downtown a hold- 

“Raintree County” is finishing its 
stand at the Roxy after 10 weeks. 

Estimates for This Week 
Glen i Dickinson) (700; 75-90)— 

“Street of Shairie” (Iridie' (2d wkK 
Light $1,000. Last week. $1,500. 

Kimo (Dickinson! (504; 9(K$ 1.25V 
'“God Created Woman-’ (Kings' 

(4th wk'. Buxom $4,500. Last week, 
$4,800.' . 

Midland :Loew' f3,500; 90-$1.25' 
^-“Witness for Prosecution” (UA' 

"L(°^ ,(C:ol), : over and, largely coming, through 
Pleasant $7,000. Last week, $lQ,000. j handsomely: “Peyton Place” is the 
<l19,3s|°“ri | amazing longrun!: still smash in 

Scle" ,5 [ eighth round at the Harris.: “And 
1 l T i God Created Woman” has caught 

dirtaai°Und ^S'00^‘ Lasl; uTek»j its second breath .at Squirrel Hill 

Paramount .VR) <1.900: 75:?0»-lo? 

being sold. Last Week; “Ft. Dobbs” : session ^are^eu ao Arms , 
(WB' and “Shortcut To TIpII’’ iPtt' tulton and. Old Yel»e_ at Stan- 
12 A^fid^s^.5b0^ '-C lPa' fley, are both booming In exira 

Rockhill (Little Art Theatres' stanzas._ . 
(750; 75-90'—“Brothers in Law’’ Estimates for This Week. 
(Conti, Moderated sSo LSt ^, 
“Don Giovanni” (iridic' same i “Farewell To Arms. (20th) (3d wk), 
‘ Roxy- iDurwood' <879- 90-SI 25-: .Skedded to come out tonight 
$1.501—“Raintree Countv” (M-G'5 'Tries.) so house could take adVan- 
(10th wk'. Spurting to $3,500 as it tage of Tommy Sands’ .personal to- 
Clbses out longrun. Last week, ;day and bring m ‘'Smg, Boy, Sing” 
$3,000. ; (20th) but doing too weir to pull 

Tower (Fox Midwest' (2,100- 90-’ arid stays ori again. Looks , fine 
$1.25'—“Farewell To Arms” (20th>: $8,800 or. over. Last week. $9,500. 
(2d wk). Nifty $8,000, likely to move 
ever next week. Last Week, $10,000. 

;Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox 
Midwest) (2,043; 700; .1,217; 75-90) 
—“Old Teller” (BV) (m.o.) (2d. 
wk'. Okay : $10,000. . Last week, 
$15,000.. 

Guild (Green) (500; 99-$l!25^— 
“Devil’s. General’’ (DCA). (2d wk). 
Curt Jurgens’ German picture 
holding up very nicely, an unex¬ 
pected surprise, and holds. Should 
top nice $2.Q()0. Last week, $2,800. 
. Harris (Harris) (2,165; 99-$1.50) 

—“Peyton Place” (20th) (8th wk). 
Management will know better now 
than ; to advertise “positively last 
Week.” They can’t possibly let it 
go. at $9,000, smash at this stage of 
run.; Last week, $9,500. 

Penn (UA) (3.300; 99-$1.50) 
“Witness for. Prosecution” (UA) 
(2d wk). Best thing here in a long 
time. Shapes wow $17,000 or near. 
Last week, $20,000. 

.- Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 99-$1.25) 
—“God ..Created Woman” (Kings) 
.(il.th. wk). Nothing ever, like this 
iii the little art Rouse’s history! It; 
was originally slated to go a fort¬ 
night ago,, has since caught its sec¬ 
ond wind arid is goii.g great guns 
again. Headed for an uribelievable 
$5,500, even better than last week’s 
$5,000 which was the best sineg the. 
4th week of run. 

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 99-$1.50)— 
“Old TeUer” (BV) (3d ;• wk). Slip¬ 
ping some but still plenty strong at 
$10,000. Last week’s $15,500 topped 
the first stanza. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) . 11,300; 
$1.2£h$2.40) — “Search for para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (21st wk). Bottom 
has fallen out of it and closing no¬ 
tice has been posted for March 22. 
Down to $5,000, same as last-week. 

'Glory’ Grand $18,000, Dei.; ‘Bonjour 
Good 15G, 'Jet’ Okay 12G, ‘Quiet’ 14G 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 
This Week... . .. . ... $234,700 

(Based on 23 cities arid 249 
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬ 
cluding N~. Y.) 
Total Gross Same Week 
Last Year..: .$2,727,300 

f Based on .23 cities and 240 
theatres.) 

Toronto; ‘Six’ 13G 
Toronto, March 4. 

Holdovers are pepping up city 
biz but such newcomers as “Mil¬ 

ler’s Beautiful Wife” and “Silken 
Affair” also loom lively. “High 
Flight” shapes mildish. . “Peyton 
Place” for its second stanza of 
turnaway biz is city topper at: the 
imperial, largest theatre in Can¬ 
ada, and Famous Players’ flagship. 
Also big is fifth frame of “Old 
Teller” at a three-house combo. 
Same goes for ‘.‘Farewell to Arms,” 
now in fourth frame. “Seven Hills 
to Rome” looms big in second. 
"Deep; Six” is rated nice. 

Estimates for This Week 

Carlton (Rank* (2,318; 60-$l)-^ 
“High Flight” (Col). Poor $8,000. 
Last week, “Cowboy” (Col), $7,OQ0. 

Danforth, Humber, Hyland 
(Rank) (1,330;. 1,203; 1,357; $1)— 
“Wee Jeannie” (AA) (2d wk). Fine 
$12,000. Last week, $16,000. j 

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, 
State: (Taylor) (1,054; 995; 698; 694; 
50-75) — “Deep Six” (WB) and 
“Green-eyed Blond” <WB). Nice 
$13,000: Last week, “Teenage 
Frankenstein” (Indie) and “Blood 
Demon” (Indie), $13,500. 

Eglinton, Palace, Runriymede 
CFP) (1,080; 1,585; 1,485; 50-$l)— 
"PId Teller”. (BV) (5th wk). Hep 
$15,000. Last week, same. 

Fairlawn (Rank) (1;165; $1.25- 
$2.50) — "Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank) 
(2d wk). Fine $11,000. Last week, 
$12,000. 

Hollywood (FP) ‘(1,080; $1-$1.25) 
—“Farewell To Arms” (20th) (4th 
wk). Hefty $14,000. Last week^ 
$16,000. 

Imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-$1.25)— 
“Peyton Place” (20th) (2d wk). 
Wham $31,000. Last Week, $33,000. 

International (Taylor) (557; $1)— 
“Silken Affair” (IFD). Neat $4,000. 
Last week, “No Time for Tears” 
(IFD) (2d wk), $3,500. 

Loew’s (Lbew) (2,098; $1-$1.25)— 
“Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) (7th 
Wk). Big $11,000. Last week, ditto. 

Tivoli (FP) . (955; $1.75-$2.40)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
*29th wk). Swell $8,000. Last 
iiTODlr comp 

Towne (Taylor) (695; $1—“Mil¬ 
ler’s Beautiful Wife” (IFD). Nice 
$4,500. Last week, “French Funny 
Race” (IFD) (2d wk), $3,500. 

University (FP) (1,233; $1.50- 
$2.40)—“This Is Cinerama” (Cine- 
rafna) (19th wk). Fine $12,000. 
Last week, $12,500. 

Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 60-$U— 
“Seven Hills! of Rome” (M-G) (2d 
wk). Big $10,000. Last week, 
$13,500. 

York (B&F) (745; 75-$1.25)— 
“This is Russia” (IJ) (2d wk). Night 
biz pushing this to $4,000. Last 
week, $3,500. 

'Wind’ Slow $5,000 In 
Sealde; ‘Witness’ 9G 

Seattle, March .4! 
First-run biz is swinging loW 

currently with not much help from 
new entrants and pix just in second 
rounds. “Wild Is Wind” is slow at 
Paramount while “Witness for 
Prosecution” is barely good at 
Fifth Ave. “Around World in 80 
Days” still is fast in 46th week at 
Blue Mouse. Seven Hills of Rome” 
is sagging in second frame at Music 
Hall. 

Estimates for This Week 
Bine Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 

$1.50-$2.50> — “Around World” 
(46th wk). Fast $6,000. Last week, 
$6,800. 

Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870; 
90-$1.25)—“Going Steady” (Col) 
and “Crash Landing” (Col). Fair 
$6,000. Last .. Week, -“Stopover 
Tokyo” (20th) and “Unknown Ter¬ 
ror” (20th),$7,100. 

Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen) 
(2,500; 95-$1.50)^ “Witness for 

(Continued on page 24) 

. Detroit, March 4. 
Pace is generally slower among 

the downtowners this session but 
biz still is rated good. Some mild 
new product is hurting some spots. 
“Paths of Glory” looks great at the 
Palms. “Bonjour Tristesse” shapes 
good at the Madison. _ “Sing Boy 
Sing” at the Fox looms weak. 
“Quiet American" is unexciting at 
the Michigan. “Jet Attack” looks 
average at the Broadway-Capitol. 

Among the holdovers, “Search 
for Paradise” stays tremendous in 
fourth session at the Music Hall. 
“Raintree Country” continues ter¬ 
rific in fourth round at the Adams. . 
“Farewell to Arms” is still okay in 
fourth week at the United Artists. 
"And God Created Woman” stays 
torrid in seventh stanza at Trans- 
Lux Krim. 

Estimates for This Week . 
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; .90- 

$1.25)—"Sing Boy Sing” (20th) and 
“Satchmo the Greht’’. (UA). Weak 
$12,K)0: Last week, “House of 
Wax” (WB) and “Phantom of Rue 
Morgue” (WB) (reissues), $14,500. 

Michigan- (United Detroit) (4,000; 
9Qr$l!25)t—“Quiet- American” (UA) 
and “Gun Fever” (UA). Slow $14,- 
000. Last week, “Tarnished An¬ 
gels” (U) and “Oregon Passage” 
(AA). $16,000, 

.Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$l.25)— 
“Paths of Glory” (UA) and “Man 
from God’s Country” (AA). Swell 
$18,000. Last week, “^t. Dobbs” 
(WB) and “Across Bridge” (Indie); 
$15,000. 

Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$l,25)— 
“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col). Nice 
$15,000 or near: Last week, “Old 
Teller” (BV) (6th wk), $9,000). 

Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; 
90-$l 25)—“Jet Attack” (AI) »and 
“Suicide Battalion” (AI). Average, 
$12,000. Last week, “Big Beat” (U)! 
and “Summer Love” (U), $15,000. 

. United Artists (UA) (1,667; $l;25- 
$1,80)—“Farewell to Arms’’ (20th) 
(4th wk). Oke $12,000. Last week, 
same. 

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25- 
$1.50) — “Raintree County” (M-G) 
(2d wk). Terrific $20,000. Last 
Week, $22,500. 

Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,- 
205; $1.20-$2.65)—“Search for Par¬ 
adise” (Cinerama) (4th wk). Wow 
$25,000. Last week, ditto. . 

Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) (1,- 
000; 90-$1.65)—“And God Created 
Woman” (Kings) (7th wk).: Great 
$12,000, Last week, same. 

Hub Spotty But ‘Arms’ 
Fancy $16,500; ‘Witness’ 

Giant 25G,‘Water’17G 
Boston, March 4. 

Biz is spotty currently with re¬ 
issues. spotted in . several houses. 
“Witness For Prosecution” contin¬ 
ues as biggest thing to hit Hub in 
months in secorid week at: State. 
“Light Across Street” is torrid at 
Ben Sack’s new arty. Capri, making 
second'Bardot film here with “God 
Created Woman” hot in return to 
Beacon Hill, in fourth week. It 
previously played the Gary on 
lOrigrun. Paramount and Fenway 
combo returned “House, of Wax” 
and “Phantom Rue Morgue,” 3-D 
pix, to okay returns. ‘.‘My Man 
Godfrey” shapes okay at Memorial. 
“Jumping Jacks” and “Scared 
Stiff” reissues at Pilgrim are sat¬ 
isfactory. .: 

Holdovers predominate as real; 
moneymakers. “Farewell to Arms? 
in fourth at Met Is lively. “Ger- 
vaise” is rated nice at Kenmore in 
seventh round. Hard ticket shows 
are doing fine despite weather , bar¬ 
riers; earlier with “Around World . 
in 80 Days” hotsy in 47th- at the 
Saxon; “Search For Paradise” at , 
the Boston slick in 15th week and 
“Bridge on River Kwaj” neat at 
Gary in 10th stanza. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; 90-$1.50)— 

“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (2d wk)— 
Oke $15,000. Last week, $17,000. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90- 
$1.50) — “God Created Woman” 
(Kings) (4th . wk). Third week, 
crackling $9,000. 

Boston (SW - Cinerama) (1,354; 
$1.25-$2.65) — “Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (15th • wk).: Fine. 
$17,500. Last week, $17,000! ; . 

Capri (Sack).(990; 50-$1.50) — 
“Light Across Street” (UMPO) and 
“Beachcomber” (UA). Hotsy $12,- 
000. Last week, “All At Sea” (M-G) 
and “Invitation to Dance” (M^G) 
(4th wk), $7,500. 

Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$l,25)— 
“Ladykillers” (Cont) and “To Paris 
With Love” (Cont) (reissues) (3d 
wk). Second week, happy $7,500. 

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 60-$1.10) 
—“House of Wax” and “Phantom 
of Rue. Morgue” (reissues). These 
3-D oldies look good $7,000. Last 

(Continued on page 24) 
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Wb, ‘Cattle’ Fast 8G, ‘Sea 11G, 
s’Tall 26G,‘Woman’9G 

Chicago, March 4. 
Despite a snowy weekend, Loop 

biz this session looks to be gener¬ 
ally lively, paced by “Peyton 
Place.” Opening week at Chicago 
looks a tremendous $63,000. Durr 
able holdovers are contributing to 
the perky pace. 

Garrick’s. “Day of Badman” and 
“Damn Citizen” combo shapes 
fair $6,500. “Beautiful But Dan¬ 
gerous” and “Plunder Road” is 
modest at the Monroe. “Cattle 
Empire” is shaping fine $8*000 in 
Grand first week. 

“Quiet American” looks good in 
Roosevelt second frame. “Cowboy” 
is riding to a nice second State- 
Lake round. 

‘‘Bonjour Tristesse” is a mild 
third weeker at the Woods while 
“Witness for Prosecution” looks 
great .at United Artists in third. 
“Gervaise” is standup in Carnegie 
fourth session. Oriental looks fine 
in sixth with .“Farewell To Arms.” 

Sturdiest of holdover pack, ex¬ 
cluding the roadshows, is “And 
God Created Woman,” warm for 
any weather in 10th round at the 
Loop. “Raintree County,” in 19th 
week at Me Vickers, is sluggish on 
hard-ticket policy. “Around World 

. in 80 Days” in 48th. session at 
Todd’s Cinestage continues solid. 
“Seven Wonders of World” in 63d 
Palace round is good. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (485; 

$1.25)—“Gervaise” (Cont) (4th wk). 
„ Fat $5,900. Last week, $6,200. 

: Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80) 
— “Peyton Place” (20th). Wham 
$63,000. Last week, “Sayonara” 
(WB) (9th wk), $19,200. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1.350; 
$1.25-$1.50)—“All At Sea” (M-G) 
(2d wk). Great, $11,000. Last week, 
$12,300. 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)— 
‘Day of Badman” (U) and “Damn 
Citizen”. (U), Fair $6,500 or. near. 
Last week, “Gift of Love” (20th), 
$7,000. 

Grand (Nomikos) (1.200; 90- 
$1.25)—“Cattle Empire” (20th) and 
“Blood Arrow” (20th). Fine $8,000. 
Last week, “Rock Around World” 
(Indie) arid “Reform School Girl” 
(Indie), $6,300. 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$l,50I— 
“God . Created Woman” (King) 
(10th wk). Torrid $9,000. Last 
week, $9,400. . 

McVickers (JL&S) (1,580; $1.25 
$3.30) —“Raintree Courity” (M-G) 
(19th wk). Lean $9,600. Last week, 
$11,500. 

Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 57-79) — 
“Beautiful But. Dangerous” (20th) 
arid “Plunder Road” (20th). Fairish 
$5,700. Last week, “Spanish Affair” 
(Par) and “Thunder Over Tangier” 
(Rep), $4,600. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; $1.25- 
$1.80)—“Farewell To Arms" (20th) 

(Continued on page 24) 

Estimates Are Net - 
Filin gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities, are net; l.e., 
without, usual tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take, when 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. . 

The parenthetic admission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include the. U. S. amusement 
tax 

L’ville Warmer, Sors Big 
‘Wind’ Hot 7G, ‘Rangers’ 

Same; Teller’ Boff 13G 
Louisville, March 4. 

Strong array, of product, plus 
sunny weather, hai brought the pa¬ 
trons into, the downtown area again 
after a cold spell Which was the 
most persistent^ of any hitting here 
in years. ,fWi£d* Is Wind”, at the 
Kentucky shapes nice. “Darby’s 
Rangers” at the Mary Anri is doing 
solid biz. The Brown’s* ‘‘God Cre¬ 
ated Woman” is still trim in sixth 
week. “Old Yeller” in second 
stanza at Rialto and ‘^Witness For 
Prosecution” in third at the United 
Artists both are holding profitable 
paces: 

Estimates for This Week 
Brown (Fourth Ave-Loew’s) 1,- 

800; 85-$1.25) — “God Created 
Woman” (Kings) (6th wk). Step¬ 
ping up pace as patrons are eager 
to gander film ori finfl stanza. Fine 
$6,500 looins as against last week's 
$5,500. 

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 50-85)— 
“Wild Is Wind” (Par). Praised by 
crix arid: going for nice $7,000. Last 
week, “Lady Takes Flyer” (U), 
.same. 

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.000; 
50-85) — “Darby’s Rangers” (WB). 
Solid *$7,000. Last week, “Ft. 
Dobbs” (WB) and “Forbidden Des¬ 
ert” (WB). $5,000. 

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 50- 
85)—“Old Yeller” <BV) (2d wk). 
Slackening somewhat, but weekend 
was strong. lively $3,000, good 
enough after opening stanza’s 
$18,000. 

United Artists (UA) (3,000; 74- 
99) — “Witness For Prosecution” 
(UA) (3d wk). Oke $6,000 after sec¬ 
ond week’s $10,000. 

■ San. Francisco, March 4. 
Firsi-run trade generally is only 

so-so this stanza. However, there 
are some bright Spots. “Female 
Animal” with “Damn Citizen” 
looms fair at. Golden Gate but 
“Gift of Love” is weak at the Fox. 
“Jet Attack” is rated just so-so at 
Paramount while ‘‘Bitter Victory”: 
shapes okay at St; Francis. “Wit¬ 
ness For- Prosecution” looms as 
standout longrun, with fancy tak¬ 
ings in fourth United Artists week. 
“Around World in 80 Days”, is 
rated great in 62d Coronet session. 

Estimates for This Week 

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90 
$1.25)—‘‘Female . Animal” . (U) and 
“Damn Citizen” (U). Fair . $9,000. 
Last week, “Lady Takes Flyer” (U> 
and “Flood Tide” (U), ditto. 

Fox (FiVC) (4.651; $1.25-$1.50)— 
“Gift of Love” (20th) arid “God Is 
My Partner” (20th): Weak $13,000. 
Last week. “Peyton Place” (20th) 
(5th wk), $11,000. 

Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25) 
—“Seven Hills of Rorne” (M-G) 
and “Gun Fever” (UA) (3d wk), 
Okay $9,000. Last week; $12,500. 

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l.25) 
—-“Jet Attack” (AI) . and “Suicide 
Battalion” (AI). So-so $13,000. Last 
week, “Wild Is Wind” (Par): arid 
“Crowded Paradise” (Par), $13,000. 

St. Francis (Par). (1,400; 90-$1.25> 
—-“Bitter Victory” (Col) : and 
“Curse of The Demon” (Col). Okay 
$10,000: Last week, ‘‘Viking Wool¬ 
en and Sea Serpent” (AI) and “As¬ 
tounding She - Monster” (AI), 
$11,000..: 

Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; 
$l;75-$2.65),— “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (67th wk). 
Dandy $12,000 or near. Last week, 
$19,700. 

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; 
90-SI.25)-—“Witness For : Prosecu¬ 
tion” (UA) arid. “Ride Out For Re¬ 
venge”. (UA) (4th wk). Fancy $10,- 
000. Last week, $12,000. 

Stqgedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-$2)— 
“Raintree County” (M-G) (10th 
wk). Okay. $4,000. Last week, 
same. 

Presidio / (Hardy-Parsoris) (774; 
$1.25-$i.50)—‘‘Novel Affair” (Cont). 
Oke $3,000. Last week, “Gervaise” 
(Cont) (8th wk), $3,000, with 2 ex¬ 
tra shows. 

Vogue (S.F, Theatres) (364; 
$1.25)^-“Goldeh Age of Comedy” 
(Indie) (3d wk). Big $5,200. Last 
week, $5,700. 

Coronet (United California) (1,- 
250; $1.50-$3.75)—“Around World 
In 80 Days” (UA) (62d wk). Great 
$13,000 or close. Last week, $13;800. 

‘RANGERS’ LIVELY 13G, 
CLEVE.; ‘WITNESS’ 15G 

Cleveland, March 4, 
Boxoffice here currently shapes 

somewhat uneven even with new 
entrants. “Darby’s Rangers", is 
rated good at the Allen. “Witness 
For Prosecution” shapes smart at 
State in second session. “Raintree 
County” still is fine in fourth at 
Stillman. : “Seven Wonders -of 
World” looms okay in fifth at 
Palace.1 

Estimates for This Week 

Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90-$1.25)— 
“Darby’s Rangers” (WB); Good 
$13,000 or near. Last week. “Fare¬ 
well To Arms” (20th) (3d w.k), 
$11,000/ 

Continental (Art Theatre Guild) 
(850; $1.25)—“God Created Woman” 
(Kings) (m.o.). Sturdy $3,500/ Last 
week* $2,900, 

Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70- 
90)—“Black Tent” (WB) and “Ft. 
Dobbs” (WB). Strong $6,000 or 

(Continued on page 24) i 

‘Witness’ Sharp 20G, 
Buff; ‘Arms’ 10G, 4th 

Buffalo, March 4. 
■Biz is stacking up very well here 

in current session. Standout is 
“Witness For Prosecution,’’ With a 
smash take at the Buffalo. Big sur¬ 
prise is the way two oldies, 
“S.ca red Stiff” and “Jumpin’ 
Jacks,’’ .. is. landing such great 
money' at Paramount. It did more 
in the. first two • days than many 
new pix. “Farewell To Arms” still 
is stout in fourth round at the 
Center while “Gift of Love” shapes 
fairly sweet at Century/ 

Estimates for This Week . 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-$1.2o) 

—“Witness for Prosecution” (UA). 
Sharp $20,000. Last week, “Quiet 
American” (UA) arid : “Outlaw’s 
Son”. (UA) (5 days), $7,500. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- 
90) — “Scared Stiff” (Par) and 
“Jumpin’ Jacks” (Par) (reissues); 
Great $12,000 or near. Last week, 
“Wild Is Wind” (Par) and “Angels 
of Darkness” (Par) (8 days), 
$14,000. - 

Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 90-$1.25) 
-^-“Farewell To Arms” (20th) (4th 
wk). Stout $10,000. Last week, 
$11,000. 

Lafayette (Basil)<(3,00b; 70-90)— 
“Damn Citizen” (U) arid “Day of 
Bad Man” (U). Oke $8,000. Last 
week, “From Hell It Came” (AA) 
and “Disembodied” (AA), $7,500. I 

Century (UA-TC) (2.900; 7(W<|). 
—“Gift-of Love” (20th) and “Es¬ 
cape from Red Rock” (20th). Good 
$9,000, Last week, “Borijour Tris¬ 
tesse” (Col) and “Tijuana Storyr 
(Col), $5,500. ; • r. 

‘Bros/ Big 140G, 2d, ‘Witness' Smash 
i, 4th, ‘Ramtree Fine 17G, 11th 

. . Philadelphia, March 4. 
First-run trade wgs perky over 

the weekend. “Farewell To Arms’* 
shapes great opening week at the 
bandbox Arcadia Theatre. “Wild 
Is Wind” looms strong at Randolph 
while “Witness For Prosecution” 
is torrid in third Stanley week. 
“God Created Woman” continues 
terrific in fourth weeks at Studio 
and the World: 

Estimates for This. Week1 
Arcadia (S&S) (526; .99-$!.80)— 

“Farewell: to Arms" (20th). Bright 
$19,000 or near. Last week, “Don't 
Go Near Water” (M-G) (8th wk), 
$5,800. 

Boyd (SW - Cinerama) (1,340; 
$1.20-$2.80) — “Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (21st wk). Fine 
$8,500. Last week, $6,500. 

Fox (National) (2,250; 65-$1.25)— 
“Peyton Place” (20th) (9th wk). 
Socko $16,000. Last week, $17,000/ 

Goldman (Goldman) (2,250; 65rj 
$1.25)—“Feiriale Animal” (U> and 
‘‘Flood Tide” (U). Weak $8,000 or 
near. Last week,. “Gift of Love” 
(20th), $7,600. . 

Green Hill. (Serena) (750; 75- 
$1,25) (closed Sundays)—“All at 
Sea” (M-G) (3d wk). Tidy $5,300: 
Last week, $2,900. 

Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 99-$1.49) 
—“Lady Takes Flyer” (U) (2d wk). 
Grounded at $7,000. Last week, 
$12,000.. 

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 99- 
$1.89)—“Raintree County” (M-G) 
(9th Wk). Neat $8,500: Last week, 
$10,000. 

Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65- 
$1.25) — “Wild Is Wind” (Par); 
Strong $20,000. Last Week, “Sayo¬ 
nara” (WB) (9th wk), $14,000. 

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)— 
‘Witness For Prosecution”. (UA) 

(3d wk). Hotsy $21,000. Last week, 
$23,000. . 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— 
‘‘Legend bf Lost” (UA). (4th wk). 
Helped ,by preview to hold at $8,- 
500.. Last Week, $9,000. ' 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80>— 
‘Smiles of Summer Night” (Rank) 

(3d wk). Wane. $2,200. Last week, 
$3,500. 

Studio (Goldberg) (485; 99-$l.£9) 
—“God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(4th wk). Wow $9,000. Last week, 
$10,000. 

Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.49)— 
“Seven Hills of Rome* (M-G) (4th 
wkK Solid $9,500. Last week, 
$12,000. 

World (Pathe) (500; 99-$1.89)— 
“God Created Woman” (Kings) (4th 
wk). Wham $8,500. Last week, 
$9,000/ 

U Manager Hospitalized 
' Chicago, March 4. 

. Manie Gottlieb, U’s midwest dis¬ 
trict manager, was. rushed to Meth¬ 
odist Hospital, Indianapolis, Feb. 
25, after complaining of pains. 

Tests are still being made to 
determine the ailment - He was in 
the Hoosier capital to. visit the 
local; branch. 

Milder weather and clear, skies, 
excepting for all-day . rairi last 
Thursday (27) and some rainfall 
late Monday (31, are helping Broad¬ 
way .film business considerably in 
the current; session. Absence of 
many openers, of course, is cutting 
down the over-all total although 
several long-runs still are strong. 

“Last Paradise,” foreign-rriade 
pic, is. getting more attention than 
at first anticipated, with a nice 
$18,000 likely opening stanza at the 
Victoria. There are a number of 
newcomers at arty houses, standout 
appearing to be “The. Awakening” 
Which started off. the first two-day 
weekend*with a stout figure at the 
Little Carnegie. 

Biggest irioney, of course, is go¬ 
ing to ‘‘Brothers Karamazov” with 
stageshow at the Music Hall. Sec-r 
ond session ending today. (Wed.) 
looks like big $140,000. It will stay 
two weeks more. With “Merry An¬ 
drew’’ arid Easter stageshow open¬ 
ing on March 20. ; 

. “Witriess. for Prosecution” Is 
holdirig in great fashion With a sock 
$24,000 in prospect for current 
(4th) week at the Astor, arid a 
smash $20,000 likely in same round 
at. the Plaza, where day-dating. 
“Raintree County” continues fine 
at the State, with $17,000 in sight 
for the 11th week, only a step be-/ 
hind the 10th frame. 

“Cowboy” was mild $26,000 or 
close in second session attheXarii- j 
tol after a disabpointing opening ] 
week. “Unholy Wife” is coming into 
the Mayfair tomorrow (Thurs.). 
With second round of “Sing Boy 
Sing” sagging very low. 

“Gift Of Love” wound up the 
third stanza (8 days at the Para¬ 
mount with an okay $20,000. It is 
being jreplaced today (Wed.). by 
“Mark of Hawk.” “Gervaise” con¬ 
tinued, to amaze .^’ith healthy fig¬ 
ures at Baronet, where it just fin¬ 
ished a 16th round, and at the 
Fifth Avenue Cinema where it just 
rounded out its .seventh week.” 

“God Created Woman” is edging 
ahead of last week to land a smash 
$14,300 in 19th session at the Paris. 

Hard-ticket films also are looking 
up. “Around World in 80 Days” 
was'back to capacity $37,700 in just 
finished (72d) round at the Rivoli. 
“10 Commandments” shapes big 
$28,000 in current (69th) week at 
the Criterion: “Search, for Para¬ 
dise” riow in 24th week at the War¬ 
ner, also climbed in 23d roiipd to 
get a-neat $27,500. 

Estimates for This Week- 
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75^$2)— 

“Witness For Prosecution” (UA) 
(4th wk). This session winding to¬ 
day (Wed.) looks like great $24,000. 
Last week, $25,000. Stays, natur¬ 
ally. . f 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(550; $1.25-$1.80J—“The Awaken¬ 
ing” (Kings). Opened Saturday (1), 
With big $4,000 in first two days. 
In ahead, “Adultress” (Times) (7th 
wk-5 days), $3,200. Sixth full week; 
$4,200. 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 
$1.70) — “Gervaise” (Cont) (17th ; 
wk). The 16th week finished Sun¬ 
day (2) pushed to big . $6,200: The j 
15th week, $5,800. 

Capitol (Loew) (4.280; $l-$2.50); 
—“Cowboy” (Col) (3d wk/ Initial 
holdover week ended yesterday 
(TuesJ was mild $26,000 or close. 
First, $30,000: 

Criterion (Moss) (1,671; .$L80- 
$3.30)—7“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(69th wk). Current session ending 
tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for 
big $28,000, With usual 15 perform¬ 
ances. The 68tli week, $27,000 for 
same number of shows: “South 
Pacific’r (20th) opens March 19/ 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
—“Demoniaque” (UMPO). Opened 
Moriday (3). In ahead, “Gates of 
Paris” (Lopert) (7th wk-6 days), 
okay $4,900 after $5:700 for sixth, 
full week.' 
. 55th; St. Playhouse (Moss) (300; 
$1.25 - $1.80) -- “Bolshoi Ballet” 
(Rank) (12th wk). The 11th round 
ended last night (Tries.) looks like 
smooth. $4,400. The 10th week, 
$4,100/ / 

Guild (Guild! (450; $1-$1\75)— 
“Corifessions of Felix Krull” (DCA). 
Opened yesterday VTues.l.' In 
ahead,; “Spanish Affair” (Par) (4th 
wk-6 days), good $6,500 after $8,500 
in third full week. Could have 
held longer, but “Krull” was al¬ 
ready set. 

Mayfair . (Maurer) (1,736; 79- 
$1.80)—-“Sing Boy Sing” (20th) (2d 
w”k). Current week ending today 
(Wed.), with : special previews on 
several days, was thin $7,000. First 
was $9,000. “Unholy Wife” (U) 
opens tomorrow .(Thurs.). 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
$1.80)—“Snow White” (BV) (4th 
wkL This week ending tomorrow 

(Th'urs.l looks like smash $14,500. 
Third w'as $15,000. 

Palace (RKO) (1,700; $l-$3)— 
“Bridge on River Kwai” <Col) (12th 
wk). The llth round ended last 
night (Tues.) w'as terrific $35,700 
for 11 performances. The 10 th 

week, $36,200 for same number of 
shows. 

tOdeon (Rank) (854; 90-$1.80W 
“Henry V” (Rank) (5th wk». Fourth 
stanza finished yesterday (Tues.) 
Was big $7,800 or close. Third was 
$7,500. “Desire Under Elms” (Par) 
opens March 12. 

Paramonnt (AB-PT) (3.665; $1- 
$2)—“Mark of Hawk” (U). Opens 
today (Wed.). Last week. “Gift of 
Love” (20th) (3d wk-8 days), was 
okay $20,000. Second week, $21.- 
000. “The Young Lions” (20th) 
opens early in April. 

Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (256; 
$1.80)—“Gervaise” (Cont) (8th wk)/ 
Seventh week ended yesterday 
(Tries.) was sturdy $4,300. Sixth 
was $4,100. 

. Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
$1.80> “God Created Woman” 
(Kings) (20th wk). The 19th stanza 
ended Sunday (2) was smash $14,- 
300, The 18th week. $14,200. 

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6,200; 90-52.75) — "Broth¬ 
ers Karamazov” (M-G) w’ith stage- 
show (2d Wk). Current round wind¬ 
ing today <Wed.) is heading for a 
big $140,000; First wras $157,000. 
Stays a third session, w ith “Merry 
Andrew’’ (M-G) set to open as the 
Easter picture plus the annual Has¬ 
te** stageshow’ on March 20. 

Rivoli (UAT) (1.545: $1.25-$3 50) 
—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(73d wk). The 72d session finished ’ 
yesterday (Tues.) was capacity $37.- 
700 in 11 performances. The 71st 
w'eek Was $33,000 for like number 
of shows. 

Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)— 
“Witness For Prosecution” (UA) 
(4th wk). This week ending today 
(Wed.) looks like sockeroo $20,000. 
Third, $23,000. StaVs on, natch! 
House had longest line in its his¬ 
tory last Saturday, night. 
, Roxy (Nat’I. Th,) (5,717; 65-$2.50) 
—^Now closed down to make full ; 

(Continued on page 24) 

‘Witness’High $15,000 
In Balto; ‘Hills’ Slight 

8G, ‘Bonjour’ Oke 6G 
Baltimore. March 4. 

Warmer temperatures and im¬ 
pressive eritries will brighten the 
scene here this frame, “Witness 
For Prosecution” at Mayfair, 
“Wild Is Wind” at the New and 
“Seven Hills of Rome” at the Hipp 
shapes, nicely as does “Bonjour 
Tristesse” at the Film Centre. 
Queen of the longruns. “And God 
Created Woman” is holding strong 
in a 16th .frame at the Cinema, 
something of a high mark here. 
“Peyton Place” still is pleasant in 
10th frame at the Century, a rec¬ 
ord, run for this house. 

Estimates for This Week 
Century (Fruchtman) (1,100: 50- 

$1.50). — “Peyton Place” (20th) 
(10th wk). tlood $7,000 after $8,000 
in ninth. 

Cinema ^Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25). — “God Created Woman” 
(Kings) (16th wk). Nice $2,000 after 
near the same last round. 

Filin Centre (Rappaport) (890; 
50-$1.25) — “Bonjour Tristesse” 
(Col). . Okay $6,000. Last wrcek. 
“Raintree County” (M-G) (8th wk), 
$5,500. 

Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25/—“Smiles of Siftnmer Night” 
(Rank). Okay $2,5001 Last week. 

J‘Nana” (Indie) (6th wk), $2,000. 
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; 

50-$I.25)—“Seven Hills of Rome'5 
(M-G.Modest $8,000. Last week. 
“Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G) (5th 
wk), $6,500. 

Mayfair (Fruchtman) (980; 50- 
$1.25J—“Witness. for Prosecution** 
(UA). Whopping $15,000. jn ahead. 
“Quiet American” (UA) (2d wk), 
$4,000. * : 1 

New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- 
$1.25)—“Wild Is Wind” (Par). Neat 
$8,000. Last week. “Gift of Love” 
(20th)’) (2d wk), $6,000. 

Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—“All At Sea” (M-G) (2d 
Wk). Holding at around $3,000 
after abqut same iri opener. 

Stanley (Fruchtman) (3.200; 50- 
$1125) t— “Old Yeller” (WB) (4th 
wk): Oke $6,000 after $8,000 iu 
third. 

Town (SW-Cinerama) (1,125; 
$1.25-$2.25) — "Seven Wonders of 
World’’ (Cinerama), (10th -wk). 
Pushed to sock $8*500 after $4,200 
in ninth. 
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Co peri 1 ki 4 en, March 4.. H 

Ai'Inmch 34 theatres in the Co- 

1,or:!;airon branch of the Danish. 

Ixinriitors As-n. voted in favor of 

a^reritinK file recommended terras 
di ;i recently negotiated settlement 
v.ith the ,MFKA, nine, first-rim 
Iimjses have succeeded in- nega¬ 
tiving the agreement. Result of 
the poll, announced here last week, 
may well lead to a serious breach 
in the ranks of theatre owners. A1-. 
leady two ■members of the Kxecu- 
•live Board, who were on. the ncgo- [ 

■tinting'committee, have threatened.'' 
to harid 4n their resignations. The 
t’vo nid). ILirry Krandsen,. presir ; 
dent of the Assoeiation, and Taiga : 
Isof /.ianl, have been prevailed 
upon to stay on for the time be¬ 
ing. 

The nine first-runs were able, to 
sway the adverse decision by vir¬ 
tue of the Danish voting system; 

■which cal e u 1 a t e s the voting 
strength- Of each theatre on the 
basis of its gross.. Thus the nine 
$vho voted against, conjured lip 63 
votes, while tiie 34 who were in 
favor were credited with 99 yotes. 
As there was not the requisite ma- 

Gina Tops In Belgium 
Brussels, March'4. 

Belgian exhibs voted on 
leading b.o. players for ’57 and 
topper was Gina Lollobrigida 
followed by Romiy Schneider, 
BrigiUe Bardot, Maria Schell, 
Sophia Loren, Martine C’arol,■ 
Michele Morgan, Francoise :: 
Arnold. Only Yank is 'Kim 

' Novak.- 
Men faves were Fernandel, 

Rock Hudson and Gary Cooper. 

Rome* Feb. 25. . 

A formal complaint.has been reg¬ 
istered with the Italian, government unit «a.T uwu Lift ILlJUIOtlC Ilia- *”• --* . _ . / . '• 

joritv required under the rules, the Entertainment Office, reaffirming 
settlement was rejected. 

Last week’s vote was the cul¬ 
mination of a series of recent 
events which began with the per¬ 
sonal intervention of the Danish 
Prime Minister, who urged the lo¬ 
cal industry to reach a fast, settle^ 
nient. As a result, an agreement 
was drafted, ending the Danish in¬ 
sistence oh -a 30rr ceiling for film 
rentals. Which was subsequently 
approved by the. MPEA in Paris 
and in N. Y. The pact, which was 
initialled by the executive board 
of. the Danish Exhibitions Assn., 
also required the approval of their 
three member associations. The 
first of these having rejected the 
terms, it is thought likely that the 
whole thing will shortly be tossed 
back to the Prime Minister. 

Now felt that more theatres 
will, if a settlement is not quickly 
inked, follow the example of the 
25 exhibs who quit.-the associar 
tion last year to obtain for them¬ 
selves complete freedom to play 
American product. Although there 
are a total of 460. theatres, in Den¬ 
mark, these 25 situations yielded 
over 40rr of the gross distributors 
share of all the American com¬ 
panies in the last full year before 

the right of the’ Italian exhibitor 
organization, AGIS, to be informed 
of and present at all international 
negotiations involving the Italo in¬ 
dustry.. Beef was contained in a 
letter by AGIS prexy. Italo .Gemini, 
who noted that his organization was 
not informed of reported meetings 
between . MPEA and ANICA, the 
Italian industry association. 

Gemini’s letter emphasized the . 
exhib wish that in all.future nego-; 
tiations regulating the interchange 
pf: pix, AGIS be informed and in-' 
vited to. participate. Request also 
was made that AGIS be invited; on 
any committees intended to Work 
on film agreements. 

Squawk was aimed at recent re¬ 
ports that ANIcDA topper Eitel Mo¬ 
naco was about to. initiate talks 
with the MPEA regarding future 
Yank-Italian relations. At the time, 
Monaco said that he would press 
for clearing up of several point's 
long pending between the two in¬ 
dustries’ reps. However, it’s point¬ 
ed out here in comment to . the 
Gemini protest, no actual meeting 
between1 Monaco and MPEA reps 
took place. 

Conjecture here is that. AGIS- 
and the exhibs are worried lest any 

which began in. May, ■ drastic and to them damaging ac- 
J tion (such as the withdrawal of old 

In local trade circles, . it is ■ pix from the market! be taken by 
strongly felt that the nine dissi-1 ANICA without their knowing 
dent first-runs took their negative' about it. 
stand because of their close affilia^ l -'': ■ ' . •'•'■- 
tions with Danish distributing: out¬ 
fits. By blocking Yank product and 
giving more playing to local pix, 
they’re able to take the fullest ad-, 
vantage of the government, subsidy 
for native films and insure a 
profitable return fo.r: their opera¬ 
tions. 

Skouras Offers To Do 
Half of 20th-Fox Tele 

Film Work in Mexico 
Mexico City, Feb. 25. 

. Offer by Spyrbs Skouras, head 
of. 20th-Fox, sizing up the Mexi¬ 
can scene, to produce half of the 
films the company makes" for tv 
down here, using Mexicans in the 
basts, elated Mexican tele, filmdom 
and film players and labor. They 
became happy as soon as. Skouras 
arrived here to supervise the pro¬ 
duction of two pix, total cost of 
which is $5,000,000. . 

These pix are “The Bravos," 
starring Gregory Peck and. Joan 
Collins, which the. 2Qth-Fox chief¬ 
tain is supervising hirnself, and 
“Sierra Baron" with Rock Jason, 

Sydney, Feb., 25. 

Plenty of talk along the . local 
film row that before very, long 
major distributors will operate 
through one central outlet to off¬ 
set fast-riding operational over¬ 
head and a biz downbeat. One dis¬ 
tributor. Who handles considerable- Mala Powers and Rita Gam. 
British product, said the solo, setup L Skouras expressed amazement at 
idea, would eventuate here in the the progress Mexican tv. has made, 
not too distant future, irrespective - While not mentioning the amount 
of denials m many quarters. J of investment for his proposed 

It is a fact that some distribs i production of. pix for tv. in Mexico, 
are operating branch offices minus! he indicated that this production 
any great profit margin: Key com-! would be inexpensive because of 
bined outlet would be located here,: players here of great Continental 
Ai ilh product routed direct to re-j popularity, abundance of ■ good 

Role in ‘Kwai’ Gives 
67-Year-Old Hayakawa 

Chance for New Laurels 
. Tokyo, Feb. 25. 

■ Comics.' will have to get. another 
throwaway line to substitute for 
“Whatever happened. . to Sessile 
Hayakawa?-’ \ because the silent 
day Oriental Villain prototype, has 
roared back so that no one can 
now question his doings, either in 
jest or in earnest. Hayakawa, for 
his portrayal of the rigidly mili¬ 
taristic Colonel Saito in “Bridge 

.. On. the River kwai," has already 
started filling a prize bag that may 

! get heavier by the end of March. 

. j In addition, the 67-year-old Ja- 
! panose returns to the.U .S. late in 
February.. to appear bn a Kraft 
Theatre one-hour drama March 12 
called "The Sea is Boiling Hot" 
Hayakawa also; :has his pockets 
filled with other American picture 
offers, and On his. return to Japan 
in March! he will begin work on 
“Genghis Khan" for Japan’s Toei. 

Hayakawa, a fatalist, takes it all 
in stride. He told Variety, “I 

1 never look for. any thing, but any- 
: thing that comes from consequence. 
■ I accept as my destiny. Just like I 
started.. I never. thought I would 
become a motion picture actor. I 
never knew anything about it. It 
just' came to me. That’s the way 
I think* it goes,” . 

Hayakawa- explained how he 
happened to be sighed for “River 
Kwai.”.' •--■ 

“One day I received a telephone 
call frond Sam Spiegel,, the pro¬ 
ducer, I had never met him, but 
had known of his- work. He said 
he wanted to see me. I went, not 
knowing what it was all about: He 
handed me the script and I read, it 
very quickly. I was signed to a 
contract in one hour." . 

Sensitivities Strained 
Because sensitivities, her e are 

strained With each Telease of an 
American picture depicting Japa¬ 
nese, : Hayakawa was asked if his: 
characterization of the. brutal 
Colonel Saito had aroused any ill 
feeling among his . people; He re¬ 
plied, “Nothing at all. They all ad¬ 
mire . and; say I suited the part." 

In his ; disarming way, Haya¬ 
kawa attributes his devotion to the 
ancient: sport of ; kendo, a Japa¬ 
nese form of fenping, to his suc¬ 
cess as a villain. He explained, 
“My heart, is not bad, but my'| 
physiognomy, my sharp-looking 
eyes, come from kendo. There are 
iron bars on the mask . and you 
have to squint through. I started 
with kendo when I was 1L If a 
man was attacked in olden times, 
swords came from all; Over. His 
eyes had to go around his head. 
Therefore one’s eyes had to be 
sensitive. That’s the way I Was 
trained. So I’n^ taken as a very 
mean man. Sometimes in Japan 
I’m mistaken for. a detective or 
pickpocket " he offered. .. 

Hayakawa,. who pulled in some 
$5,000 to .$6,000 weekly In the pre¬ 
income . tax years, left Hollywood 
in 1927, returning only for one pre¬ 
war picture after a Broadway play. 
He spent 13 years' in France and 
returned. to Japan after the war. 
He said that according; to his Wife’s 
recent count, he had made 123 
pictures - in 44 years. Forty-two 
were made in America during his 
first stay, and 12 in , France. Three 
are British films, xix are post-war 
American and the others are Ja¬ 
panese., 

To Premiere de Falla Work in Italy 
Britain’s Champ Pix Fan 

London, Feb. 25. 
Most ardent picture; fan in . 

: Britain, Clarry Ashton, hopes 
. to take in around 570 feature 

pix this year, Ashton, who’s 
already seen 94 films, since 
Jan. I, saw a total of 567 dur¬ 
ing 1957. 

When he’s not at a .film 
theatre, he plays the piano In 
the pit of the Savoy Theatre. 

(two houses) .and the. Theatre Na- 
....... „ . .„. . fi'onal Populaife are still running 
spcctive centres,under key staffers. (music and numerous first class ^hut. they tod have .been subject, to 
The exhibs could then deal direct; technicians. •. 

Strikes Blamed For 
Paris Opera Closing 

Paris, Feb. 25.- . 
Due to continued strikes among 

technicians : and - performers for 
higher wages, the state-subsidized 
Opera and Opera-Gomique were 
shuttered until further. notice by 
the French Ministry for . National 
Education, under whose aegis these 
nationalized , cultural- gambits suf-i 
yive. ' 

The. state-run Comedie-Francaise 

Rep At Paris Fest 
Paris, March 4. . 

As of the moment, it looks like a 
British play (“The First Born”) 
by Christopher Fry), with a British 
co-star Anthony Quayle), will be 
the American representative at the I 
annual Paris Theatre. Festival this 
summer. At least that is the most 
recent message sent to the Festival 
by ANTA from New York, which 
points out that this would be a fine 
way for Paris to get to see Kath¬ 
arine Cornell, who is, undeniably, 
a- Yank theatre product. 

With the Festival almost ready 
to start (opening date is March 
25), A. M. Julian has lined up 
what he calls his strongest list of 
attractions in years, including the 
Moscow Art Theatre In three plays, 
a troupe from Korea, a troupe from 
China, the Old Vic from Lonckm, 
et cetera, but still has nothing def¬ 
inite from America, for which he 
has set aside two weeks, hopefully. 

Some weeks ago he was told to 
expect the Ballet Theatre and pos¬ 
sibly two other productions. Pre¬ 
sumably these would trickle down 
from Brussels, after showing at the 
Brussels World Fair. But, of course, 
the money for the" World’s Fair 
has not yet been alloted for Amer¬ 
ican theatre attractions and that, 
presumably, is holding up the pro¬ 
gram for Paris as well. Meanwhile, 
the management of Ballet Theatre, 
on its own, is trying to book the¬ 
atres in Paris and elsewhere oh the 
Continent, Which means they may 
drop out of the ANTA-State Dept, 
picture. 

Anatole Heller, ANTA’s booker- 
contact in Europe, left for New 
York over the weekend to see 
whether he could find out what’s 
cooking on bookings. 

Other possibilities now being con¬ 
sidered for showing in Brussels and 
or Paris are “Carousel,” “Oh, 
Susanna" and “Look Homeward 
Angel." The previously mentioned 
production of “Glass Menagerie,” 
starring Marlon Brando now seems 
to have, been dropped. 

Milan, Feb. 25. 

Reports that a posthumous work 

of Spanish composer Mahuel de 

Falla will be premiered in Italy 

this year have resulted in a flood 
of protests from the musician’s ha* 
ti ye country. Particularly vexed is 
his birthplace of Cadiz which 
agreed to finance completion of 
“La Atlantida,” an unfinished op¬ 
era that could also be presented as 
an oratorio. 

De Falla, who wrote such ballets 
as “The Three Cornered Hat” and 
“Love the Magician,’’ died 12 years 
ago in Argentina at the age of 69. 
After -the unfinished “La Atlan¬ 
tida” was discovered among the 
composer’s effects, it was turned 
over to German de Falla, his 
brother and only heir who resides 
near Cadiz. 

Municipality of Cadiz took a 
keen interest in the work arid pro¬ 
posed to pay all completion, ex¬ 
penses on condition that first pres¬ 
entation take place there. Maestro 
Ernesto Half ter, top Spanish com¬ 
poser and former pupil of de Falla, 
was retained to prepare the final, 
edition. He lived in Cadiz for two 
years as guest of the town; 

While Half ter Was laboring 
among the score and notes, Ger¬ 
man de Falla delegated the publicar 
tion of “La Atlantida” to the Milan 
publishing firm of G. Ricordi & Co. 
Following the deal Halfter came to 
Milan to further polish the work 
on Rieordi’s account. 

Shortly . thereafter announce¬ 
ments were made that “La Atlan¬ 
tida’’ would be unveiled at the' 
Music Festival in Venice next. 
September, and it also would be 
preemed as an oratorio during the 
La Scala opera’s 1958 spring con¬ 
cert $eason.; Naturally, these pro- 
nunciamentos . stirred the: ire of . 
both Cadiz and Spanish music; 
lovers. 

Cadiz, of course, wants to pre¬ 
sent the work since it has paid /ill 
expenses necessary to put the opus 
in order. In addition, the impres¬ 
ario of the Grand. Teatro del Lice® 
in Barcelona claims he has the 
right to present it as an opera “at 
soon; as it is completed." And the 
government in Madrid, spurred on 
by musical circles, wants to have 
the same privilege oh the ground 
of prestige. 

No official explanation has been 
issued by the Ricordi publishing 
house. However, some quarters 
feel that Ricordi may think it’s 
within its rights to decide who gets 
the honor of first audition. 

at .the one centre instead of having 
to hotfoot it to eight ..distribution 
offices, say those1 favoring the one 
hookup idea. 

20th-Fox, Paramount, Pietro and 

Caroline Raitt's U.S.\ Datris 
Edinburgh, March 4. 

Carpline. Raitt, an Edinburgh 

j sudden personnel strikes in the last 
• few. months. So far -they still are 
in operation. 

Brisson Seeks Flays O’Seas 
Paris,. Feb. 25. 

Frederick Brisson, Yank play and Vniversal-InrernatiPhal own mod-?singer, who_ became an opera ... ..-. 
ern buildings in this kev eitv, with ‘ singer eight-years ago,’ has . signed ■ fL ”!S? -Rri«nnPSSic^w 
other rowor V. S..distributors leas-1to sing in, the U. S.. next winter 
itiftofflce spare aroarul tlw city. j.Kith the. Minneapolis Symphony;stage ana film purposes, ate goS 

p s refuted here that New York , Orch as part of a six-weeks .c.on^ - in5U.rarii.e.- *• 
film executives are not "very ■ cert tour^ .' ■■ •■ ‘ Brisson :now concentrating on 
happy" oyer the biz downbeat and Antal Dorata,. conductor o£, the. stage pieces, .but is . also keeping 
are said to be looking for ways and 1 Minneapolis, heard her sirig in /an eye out for those with pix pbs- 
means to stabilize the Aussie setup. l Apisterdani. recently/ ; ; .1 sibilities. 

ANICA Prexy Continues 
Optimistic of European 

Film Pool Working Out 
Rome, Feb. 25. 

ANICA president Eitel Monaco 
still holds hope for the future of 
the European Film Pool despite 
pessimistic reports of German Eco¬ 
nomic Minister Ludwig Erhart’s re¬ 
cent flat turndown of compromise 
iproposals. . 

| While previously the feeling had 
'been that German "equalization” 

■with France and Italy with regard 
[vto film legislation was a necessary 
premise to the actual foundation of 
a Continental film community, the 

jxepent German, nix has apparently 
swung the local camp to another 
argument. 

The Italo film official now opined 
that a solution is still possible. 
Talks meanwhile will proceed on 
the Rome-Paris axis despite rumors 
of French cooling to the Film Pool 
idea and their ankling of the Bonn 
conference. In this respect, Mona¬ 
co hinted that he was personally 
in favor of working towards a basic 
fusion of the French and Italian 
pix legislations, which “are already 
so similar,” when the Franco-Ital- 
ian film agreements come up for 
renewal. 

Madrid,; March 4. 

U. S. and English film produc¬ 
tion program, in. Spain this year 
will swell beyond anything experi¬ 
enced in this Country to date as 
an already record number of proj¬ 
ects have been submitted locally 
for shooting permits. 

Now prepping for a March 17 
start- is the Sam 'Bronstori indie 
“John Paul Jones" (Warners), with 
close to a QP-day shooting sched¬ 
ule in Spain. Half the film, will be 
interiored at CEA Studios in Ma¬ 
drid arid remaining sequences will 
travel to a variety of land and sea 
exterior sites. Director John Far* 
row, back from lead casting chores 
in U. S., is heading operations. 
Michel Kelber will lens.. 

Mike Todd expects “Don Qui¬ 
xote” will go here in June. His 
production associate, Vincent Kor¬ 
da, is now setting up operations. 

British and European Warner 
exhib G. L. Blattner is currently 
in Madrid to set Spanish location 
lensing for upcoming Cinemiraele 
version of “The Miracle.” Director 
Irving Rapper surveyed late last 
year, when he told Variety (Dec, 
25) Greta Garbo was interested in 
playing Mother Superior role in 
the Frank Butler screenplay, and 
estimated budget. , at around 
$5,000,000; 

British indie producer Danny 
Angel, accompanied by associate 
producer Hugh Percival and loca¬ 
tion. manager .'Basil Somner, are 
here to begin arrangements, for 
May-June exteriors for “Sheriff of 
Fractured Jaw,” an oater with 
satire for 20th-Fox. 
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Arts ot Brussels 

’ Trinidad, Feb. 25. 4————:———^—1—r—-—-- ■ 

lHhN"omLCnXl“rtheVehderatred[sTAYS WITH VANCOUVER FESf 
British West Indies, Will.11*con-J . ' . 
vene its .first parliament here at - Nicolas Goldschmidt Quits Toronto 
Port-of'Spain and <2) launch a Conservatory--Settinjr 1959 
West Indies . Festival of the Arts 
during April and May upcoming. Vancouver, March 4. 
Princess Margaret .will b^ Jiere > Ntc61as Goldschmidt, operate 
from. Br,tain tovlena royal dumb headman pf R6yal Conservatory 
t°. both events. . • ; Opera School; Toronto, has formal- 

man government include the Ko(K ia:nnj4i TTpctivoi Snriptv i»ct war to 
efeller Foundation which nas con ? tional ^“Yf1 s°Pjety last year to 
Trihuted funds for foreign teehni, ' 
cal assistants and the Canada Cotin-, decided to 
cii which has financed the .visit awl j ^ ^Vancouver, 
consultancy of Tom Patterson, Goldschmidt, onetime with Stan- 
founder of the Stratford Shake- ford U;, as."artistic” and managing, 
spearian Festival in Ontario. Pat-' director of the west coast fest, is 
tefson’s arrival follows by: a year ■ already lining up - talent imports 
that of his Stratford, colleague, .in. the longhair line .for 1959 and 
Tom Brown, wlio selected the site ! 1960 Vancouver fests. 
for the open-air stage now under I • ——. ’-y- ■ 
construction locally for various: of 
the festival divertissements. MuH Changes In 

Italo Govt. 
Film Ventures Due To if Off-Expo 

Be liquidated Shortly, 
Rome, Feb. 25. ‘-Festival Mondial 1958” cultural events lined up for the Belgium 

Persistent reports here indicate capital during the World’s Fair period but not part of the exposition 

the, ithree, remaining, gpvernmeht-^;| ^i,^?-iliZirig halls are’ to date’ scheduled 

subsidized Italian pic Industry ven¬ 

tures,. Cines Productions, the Luce 

Institute: and the Cinecitta Studios 

themselves are sooner or later due April 27-28 

for liquidation via sellout; or via ! End April 
May 5, 

May 8, li 

May 12 

June 3:4 

June: 5-18 

■ Port-of-'Spain as the capital city 
of the. new Federation and the set¬ 
ting of the festival ishumming 
with cons1 ruction arid other, activ¬ 
ity. It is hoped that nearly all 
the islands in the Federation will 
send dramatic or entertaining com-1 -p Ptlh 
panies. Jamaica has promised a folk : . . '•£ , ‘ - ... v- ....... yr..._- 
musical by Louise Bennett and j Jacques Flaud, head of the gov- ijx-ansfer of the entire Cinecitta Cn. 
Noel Vaz. “Busha Bluebeard and 1 ernmental Centre Du Ginema, is j terpri$e th another location, pos- 
Brer Anansi.” St. Lucia Island_ meeting with representative bodies sibly at Castelfusano, between 

by" ir n!i^iveW1bn>thers!*Vrrspe*r- i lh<! industry to get their view ’ Rome and 1 ho sea. aro once more, 

bankruptcy. A fourth government- 

operated group, the ENIC theatre 
chain, largest in the country,, is al¬ 
ready in the throes of disposal. 

Talk that Cines Productions -May 13-25 

might shutter came as ai'surprise, | 
as . it had; only recently been an¬ 
nounced the state-owned company 1 
would soon return to" active produc¬ 
tion, with a pic, “Gra'. l . Hotel:" 
Similarly, the Luce Institute col¬ 
lapse is felt to be merely an acces¬ 
sory in the general house-cleaning 
of the deficit-ridden government- 
backed enterprises. Luce is -prinr" 
cipally a lab-sourid stage studio. 

The future of the three remain¬ 
ing groups is obviously linked to 
thatof the vast Cinecitta .Studios. 
This plant Jong operated in the red, 
now reported at. some. $6,000,000, 
despite the flurry. Of Yank; pix 
which have kept, it in operation 
since the war. It’s claimed that 

j most of the deficit is still attribut- 
[ ed to the postwar reconditioning 
• expenses, never completely cov- 
i.ered. 

I . Reports of the contemplated: 

i current. Move, with the aid of 

Jack Lamont On 

tively Derek, and Roderick Walo-; points on the coming termination igovernment land expropriation in 
cott. Trinidad .will present two : of the present Film Aid Law. Con- ' the new area, would allow for sale 
one-acters by Jack Archibald and •sensus now seems to be that gov- of. current studio, site at profitable 
Errol Hili. : prnmpnt film ctiii 5c return; from interested real estate 

Grenada has not yet pledged but. needed for filmmaking but that its operators. This sale, as currently 
may dispatch ‘‘The, Pot and the, easily balance the 
Cannery, “a native play by WilM | deficits of Cinecitta, Cines 

new; proposals miist’te; and: Lu^e: V ■; v . - 
SertifftO have1 a^ngrformtng troupe brouSht before the National As- ! Though currently contemplated,, 

land dancine ctouds will be:in: The Syndicate of French• Film De pbssip.e in the near future, for 
prominence aiid a panorama of Producers and Exporters feels that: on.^ the C“rr^nt deart!} of industry 
5” and^'handicrafts "-is 'as- the Film Aid law was essential, but! C0U1t ™"1.d.n.<* U;+secon<L 
sured volunteered changes in its applica- - of Cmecitta is tied up through 

A big attendance of Americah , tion; The SFFBE.believeMhat.riew; }f5B.with several Ita Ouf mosUy 
and Canadian tourists is looked for. \ aid should he compatible with the j H;,;?'.+v?e,n 

[ Common Mart with aid - extended : ^lir and 'The Nuds Story i Jhjrd, 
I to all French films and coproduc-i "eaw s®t,Up would have to build 
! tions even if the partners of the ::f^ ^td. :al^,f0F ian. immediate; 
' latter;productions do not have sim- ^ansi^ 'vl‘hopJ mterirn,. because 
ilar setups. . Cinecitta handlers the bulk, of 

. , . : . - 1. ■ . i Italian cinema production of any 
It flso is for eventually doing ,s^pe ■ ■ • 

. away with all film quotas between j p 
1 . CM members. This may also cur-1 ' ^ ■ 

: • : tail the various French foreign film 
Madrid, March 4. quotas since a similar quota ar- 

“Spanisli distribs -are •turning- fangement is envisaged for all CM 
their backs on Yank pix,” ac-: signatories.. 
oordinR to Jack; I-amoot, for.mtf.j SFFPE also feels that producers 

- H1 Pro‘luc-ls i should notv6e forced to Put all aid 
,SlMl>Pi rep. in l-nwtpc and now , 0„ l0^i returns and 21C!-: in 
here to vend for individual, pro- • forpl),n) imniediaUly back into 
dueers. and it has become mipos- . roductiolls but slloj)ia be ailoWed 

. sible to sell any American film in - - - - 
the $15,000 class.” 

Pointing out that Continental 
filnis are imported at about one- 
third the charges imposed dn U, S. 
product, the indie salesman ad¬ 
vocated local government action to 
either raise fees for neighboring 
flickers or lower discriminatory 
rates on tT. S. films to restore mar¬ 
ket equilibruni. 

Ev#n» Location 

Philharmonic Orchestra of . Bochum Palais des. Beaux-Arts 
(West Germany;; Conductor: Franz- 
PaUl Decker. .. 

Orchestra and Choruses, of Aix-la-Cba- Palais des Bcaux-Arts . 
peUe (France); Conductor: Wolfgang ■. 
Sawallisch 

* lnbai,” National Ballet of Israel. - To be booked (•) 
Vienna Opera: "The Marriage of Fi- Palais des Beaux.-Arts . 
’. garo’*; Conductor: Herbert von Kara¬ 

jan.. ■ . 
Vienna Opera: ."Salome”; Conductor: Palais. des Beaux-Arts 

. Karl Boehm. 
London Symphony Orchestra; Conduc- Palais des Beaux-Arts . 

tor. Edouard Van Remoortel.. 
_ Sveichnikov Chorale . (SOvlet Union) Palais des Beaux-Arts (.*) 
May 19; 21, 23 Orchestra and Choirs of the Philhar- Palais des Beaux-Arts 

monic Society of Warsaw: works .of 
J. S: Bach and Szymanowski's "Sta-' 
bat Mater." 

May 27-June 1 Royal Ballet of London (Sadler’s Wells) Theatre Royal, de la Monnaie 
May 27-June 8 "Coros y Danzas”. (songs and dances Theatre Royal de la Monnaie. 

. • Vif Cnuini ■ Rrand’Plapt. of Spain). Brussels Grand’Place (•) 
Municipal Theatre of Bochum (West Theatre Royal Flammand ; 

Germanyl: Shakespeare’s ."Much Ado 
About Nothing.” 

Mazowsze Ensemble (songs and dances Palais des Beaux-Arts 
of Poland). . Brussels Grand’Place (*)■ 

Ju. 15-Sept. 15 Moscow Circus starring acrobafcplown Arena of the Royal Circus 
Popov. of Brussels 

June ltf-1? Philharmonic Orchestra of Berlin; Con- Palais des Beaux-Arts 
ductor: Herbert von Karajan. 

JUrie 17-19 'Festival of Beirut Theatre. Royal de lb Monnaie 
Ju. 21-July 16 Bolshoi Theatre Ballet of Moscow.- Theatre Royal de la Monnaie 
July 1-31. "CHangwe Yetu et. Watutsis” (songs Palais des Beaux-Arts <*); . 

-and dances of the Belgian Congo • . 
and. Ruanda-XJrundi); 

: July 5-Aug. 17 National Theatre of Belgium. Theatre de la Regence 
July 12-16 Parades, by the Royal Scots Guards. Brussels. Graiid’Place. (•> 
July 18 Juillard School Orchestra (New York Palais des Beaux-Arts . 

' -City). . • 
Old Vic Compahy of London: "Hamlet” Theatre Royal de la Monnaie 

arid "Henry VIII” starring Sir John 
Gielgud. 

National Orchestra of Belgium; Con- Palais des Beaux-Arts 
ductor: Andre Vandernoot; Beetho' 
veri’s Ninth Symphony. 

Philharmonic Orchestra of Prague; Palais .des Beaux-Arts- 
Ccnauctor: Karel Anceri. 

National Orchestra of Madrid and Or- To be booked , 
pheon Donnostiarra; Conductor: 
Ataulfo Argenta; Soloist: Victoria . 

. de Los Angeles. . ',"■■■ 
Antonio Ballet and Naticnal Orches- Palais des. Beaux-Arts 

tra of Madr>d. 
"Etorki” -Ballet and Choirs (Basque (*) 

country, France). 
Ukranian SOhg and Dance Ensembles Palais des Beaux-Arts 

(Cnvist ITninni Bruccclo <♦) 

July 18,20 

July .25 

Julj 28 

(Soviet Union). Brussels Grand'Place (•) . 
Ensemble of the Soviet Republics Palais des Beaux-Art6 

(songs and dances of the U.S.S.R.). Brussels Grand’Place (•) 
Moiseyev Dance Ensemble (Soviet Un- Palais , des Beaux-Arts 

ion).; Brussels Grand’Place (*) • 

July 29-30 

Aug. 1-31 

Aug. 2-14 

Aug. 8-15 

Aug.ia-Sept. 9 

Sept. 5 

(•) Indicates additional tours of other Belgian, cities; and- towns to be selected. 

Appearances by the following groups are in process of negotiation: 
—Dance School af the Bolshoi Theatre, 
—Deutsches Theatre of Berlin 
—Opera of Zagreb 

.—Bodrasmiana Choir (Children’s Choir of BulgariaL 
■—Dresden Philharmonic. . 
—Enesco Philharmonic Orchestra of Bucharest, 
-r-Philharmonic Orchestra of Moscow. 
—Girls’ Symphony Orchestra of Sofia... . 
—Ensemble of Bulgarian Dances. 
—Ensemble of Hungarian Dances. 

in 
Kwai’ Grosses $500,000 

In Paris 7-Week Run 
' Paris, March 4. 

Judging by its recordbreaking 
. firstrun. grosses, ‘‘Bridge on River 
i.Kwai” ( Col) may, prove to be one 

p ■ . . | of the top moneymakers in . France 
tp. utilize it for such: projects as i since ,the War. . ”Kwai”. took in 
Finacinef. Incidentally, it looks -$500,000 dqring its seven week run 
like Fmacinef will soon be renting! ^ three houses,: and is now doing 
houses, or buying them outright, in | SRO at a small firstrun house on 
some U, S. key cities, for test pur- ; the . champs-Elysees. Some see 
poses: . i *‘Kwai” grossing as much as $2,500,- 

The. SFFPE also believes that ] 000,in France, 
present special payments to films j . Big money last year went mainly 
of top quality should be . stopped , to Gallic features pix, . but their 
in favor of such handouts, going ; complete, riins only just. topped 

Ar'lviii" last u-PPk- u-ith ohly to producers taking chances i ‘‘Kwai*s‘’ first time. around. ‘‘Notre 
r-illpd “i (T tfVtV Hr'iVu 1, e : with young filmmakers and actors, = Dame De Paris” (The Hunchback 

a i The Syndicate of French Film of Notre Dame) (Hakim) grossed 
he^found (li^rihc forn?/nir'gAT dJ1-SJ Exhibitors is also for continued ; $750,000; “Four Bags Full”: (Franco 
“ forming Madnd fflm afd reportedly necessary in London), $550,006; “Gervai^ 

tae to dMFfor ‘ ^ antiquated: G a l 1 i c; (Coni), $575,000; -Michel Strog- 
■ ' • ootnbinod packages, houses. Most technical-syndicates’ off.” $587,500; .and “Arsehe Lupin;” 

| aj3b favor-continued, handouts, ‘$380,000. 
sojourn, he told Variety. The • _ ■ ’. ... ■, ■ ' .; 

number of U. S, films now enteriag 
Spain is no sreater than shipmeids 
from Italy. Germany and. other Eu¬ 
ropean countries’ and there is no 
longer justification for import fee 
discrenancies. Until a more rea¬ 
sonable eouality is established I 
don’t care whether Iisell or not.” .' . 

British Terhrii Shows 

French Gov’t Film Head 
Would Give Cafes Using 

Tele a Break on Hours 
Paris, Feb. 25. 

Film circles are angered by a 
resolution put. before the National 
Assembly this week by Guy Des- 
son. Proposed law favors cafes 
who have installed tele sets: Des- 
son would have all rural cafes al¬ 
lowed to serv;e drinks until 11 p.iii. 
when tv signs off, instead of the 
present 10 o’clock curfew, 

Desson feels that tv serves to 
keep rural peoples entertained and 
down on the farm, so to speak, be¬ 
sides giving some important gov¬ 
ernmental income via added tv li¬ 
censes, 

. Film people are peeved because 
they feel . that the' tv threat . to 
films is growing and this would 
cut into film -receipts for late 
shows. They are also perplexed 
§ince this resolution was given by 
Desson, who is head of the govern¬ 
mental Superior Council of Cin¬ 
ema as well as the Cannes Film 
Fest. 

Growing tv set sales and a com¬ 
ing second channel has film peo¬ 
ple up in arms over this proposed 
law. They feel it is time /to treat 
tv as a menace rather than a 
harmless kid brother. 

London,. March, 4. 1 darts, tomatoes and carrots were 
A matinee performance of the flung on to the, stage; The Panto¬ 

ja -140 00(1 "V<vf Pr^ipu pantomime “Goldilocks and the mime,was abandoned at the inter- 
' " 11 r ri 11 Three Bears” had to be abandoned vail and the audience, which in- 

a n London. March. 4. at the Royal Court, Liverpoool, oW- eluded a large number of children 
p/p,lt «f $440,000 for the , ing to an organized riot :by stu- in parties, organized from .orphan- 

F ; , Wst.Nov. 30. Was report-• dents from Liverpool .University, . ages and schools, had their money 
nitrt - i!(0 0r Ltd - British ■ Star of the show .is; rock’ V-' roll - .refunded.. The police had to inter- 

1 a fX- UC1 operates under li-! singer. Tommy Steele,More, than vene to prevent the disappointed 

Luht-Fontanne Back 
In Edinburgh Letter 

Edinburgh, March 4. 

Peter Brook’s production . of 
“The Visit,” a new drama by Fried¬ 
rich Duerrenriiatt, adapted by Mau¬ 
rice Valency, is at the King’s Thea¬ 
tre here on a 12-day run. Starring 
Alfred Lunt arid Lynn Fontanne, it 
marks the duo’s first appearance 

the U.K. since “Quadrille,’ 
lronv^'the American company. >100 undergraduates.booked.a'block: audience from, attacking the stu-1 which ran at the Phoenix Theatre, 

Inis ngure is almost S24,(i00 less of seats iri the gailerj’ in the name: dents. i London, ih 1952-53. Presented here 
than the last fiscal year. of a non-existent working men’s . The:;theatre manager said: “The! bY M-. M. Tennent organization, 

Profit for the year, after depre- club. ' cost of cancelling the show Will be: play ^*ill go to N.Y, before being 
ciation of just below $426,000, but; , Immediately Steele appeared the between $1*400 arid $L700 and we seen in London, 
before taxation, was.$881,000. Foot- ‘ students produced rieWspapers. and are; seeking legal adyiceJ’ Liver- ;. The play will open at the Lunt- 
age sold in the rear was 154.377.- . began to read. The proceedings on * pool University officials stated that Fontanne (previously the . Globe) 
354 compared with 190.079,286 feet stage: were drowned.: by booing.' a complete1 enquiry into, the matter Theatre, N. Y., in April ahd may 
a year ago; ' ■ cheering arid ringing bells. Paper! is: to beheld. " go to London next fall. 

v Rome, Feb! 25. 

Early .passage of two vital issues 
concerning the Italian film indus¬ 
try appears doomed by the very 
imminent adjournment of the 
Italian legislature in view of the 
upcoming national elections. Des¬ 
perate last-minute efforts are be¬ 
ing made by film people here’ to 
get both the new censorship law 
arid the proposal for an adiriission 
tax reduction past house arid sen¬ 
ate before the recess... Feeling is 
that the delay arid government 
changes could sink both proposals 
indefinitely. 

ANICA president Eitel Monaco 
told Variety he held little hope 
that either proposal would get 
through during the current legis¬ 
lature, but that he hopes that the 
tax cut proposal at least would 
have progressed sufficiently. to in¬ 
sure its passage even under , the 
new government. Law has at least 
80 supporters among current house 
members, led by film industry 
lobbyist Gabriele Seirieraro. 

The tax : cut possibility so far 
has kept exhibs (AGIS). arid the 
producer-distrib group (ANICA) 
together in their fight for govern¬ 
ment approval. But talk is that 
the AGIS group already has 
threatened to ankle the “Comitato 
dTritesa” (joint AGIS-ANICA corii- 
mitt.ee) unless. the tax cut were 
guaranteed or at. least insured for 
the future. Exhibs have also via 
public statements made very clear 
that if no government concessions 
are forthcoming, they will con¬ 
tinue in their. theatre shutdown 
protest tactics. 

r If exhibs and ANICA groups de¬ 
cide to stick together after all, the 
grapevine has it that the reported 
5-year circulation lirriitation on 
foreign pix may once more be 
aired. 
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20th’s policy of Continuous Performance means that 

20n HAS ANOTHER 

AAOTIEI BOLB LOOK AT ABOTBEB TOWN BY THE FBOBUCER OF “PEYTOB PLACE”! 
J|| A searing study of A searing study of 

love in today’s South . ; • 
told in the frankness 
of Faulkner I 
the story of a 
stranger who could 
sure stir up a town •. • 
and its women! 

Juj 
. the 

nearness 
of him 

was 
enough., 

Paul Newman-Joanne Woodward-Anthony Franciosa^^ 

Orson Welles • Lee Remick • Angela Lansbury Ijimmie rodgers 
CINemaScOP^ 

* Lth KtMIUK * nlNUtLA LAINbbUKY ' JIMMIE RODGERS 
i lum Directed by MARTIN R1TT • Screenplay by IRVING RAVliTCH and HARRIET FRANK, Jr. I sing^vihe Long, Hot SummerP 
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Feb. B.O. 
‘Farewell To Arms 

5 v ’ a 

FEBRUARY TOP 12 
V 1. “Farewell Arms”; \20th) 

2. "Around World” (tlAi: 
3. "Peyton Place” (20tti). 
4; "Old Yeller” (BV).. 
5. "Raiiitree” fM-G). 
6. “Sayohara” i WB).: 
7. '‘Created Woman” (King) 
8. "Near Water” <M-G). 
9. “Paradise’* (Cinerama). \ : 

10. "7 Hills of Rome” '<M-G)/ 
11. “7 Wonders” (Cinerama). 
12. "Gervaisc” fCont). 

(Variety's regular weekly - A 
iboxofjiee reports are summar¬ 
ized each vionth, retrospective¬ 
ly. Based on an average of 24 
key situations, the source data ■ 
constitute an adequate sarri- 
pling of current releases but is 
7iot, 0/ course, fully definite. 
An index of relative grossing 
strength in the U. S.-Canada 
market, . the. monthly report 
does not pretend to egress 
total rentals.) 

By MIKE WEAR 

Despite the worst February 
weather in. many yearssevere 
cold, snowstorms: and transporta¬ 
tion snarls—first-run film business 
last month maintained a gait at 
the wickets not far behind an.ex¬ 
cellent January. And most, en¬ 
couraging to exhibitors was. th1 
fact that the big grossers. of. that 
moriti? again were in ti e . fore¬ 
ground and -still doing strong trade 
in February. : With the' prize holi-; 
day—Feb. 22—falling on Saturday 
this year, this mitigated against 
obtaining the extra gravy usually 
ladeled out on WashingtonVBirth¬ 
day. The month also again estab¬ 
lished that television must have 
too fare if it is to compete with, . _ .. ... . ...... • - 
the cinema as w itness the, exodus j inE signified their intention of par- 

Dobbs” t WB) was a bit uneven but 
chipped iii with solid engagements, 

“Bridge on River Kwai”. (Col) 
continued to amaze with its longrun 
biz. in three big keys. “Sing Boy 
Sing” <20.th) so far shapes .uneven.. 
“Snow White” (BV),. out on re¬ 
lease again; ranged from potent to 
sock in three test, engagements. 

BERLIN FILM FESTIVAL 
SELECTING WITH CARE 

With 23 countries already hay- 

Sj 

Of people away from their homes 
and to the theatre once the weather 
moderated the final week last 
month. 

“Farewell To Arms” (20th): won 
the February b.o. sweepstakes in 
handy fashion and. perhaps attest¬ 
ing to the popularity of this story 
and the Hemingway name. “Around 
World in 80 Days” (UA) again dis¬ 
played Its stamina by grabbing off 
second place as against third posi¬ 
tion in January. In actual money, 
it was not far. behind “Arms.” 

“Peyton Place” (20th), which 
was second-place winner in . Jan¬ 
uary, finished a strong third, be¬ 
ing in No. 1 spot one week. “Old 
Yeller” (BV), which was sixth in 
the previous month, landed in 
fourth position. “Raintrce County” 
(M-G), fifth in January, again 
wound lip in fifth slot, with the 
popular-price, regular run policy 
paying off in spades, 

“Sayonara’M WB >champ in Jan¬ 
uary. finished sixth. ; "And God 
Created Woman” (Kings) moved 
up to seventh place. It was eighth 
in the previous month. “Don’t Go 
Near Water ’ tM-G L in fourth spot 
a month ago, copped eighth money. 

“Search For Paradise” (Cine¬ 
rama) again wound up in ninth 
position, same as in January. 
“Seven Hills of Rome” <M-G). a 
new entrant, was 10th, “Seven 
Wonders of World * (Cinerama) 
landed 11th place while “Gervaise” 
(Cont) rounded out tlve Big 12 
list. It is the first time two for¬ 
eign pictures have finished among 
the first 12 in Variety's monthly, 
survey, demonstrating perhaps how 
foreign fare: has caught On in the 
u.s, • 

. “Darby’s Rangers" . (WB) and 
“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) w:e.re the 
two ru iiner-up pix last month; 
neither, showing marked strength. 

“Witness For Prosecution tUA). 
which obviously promises to be one 
of the big boxoffice winners, was 
not included in February listings, 
because the two weeks it was.out 
in’ release to any extent precludes 
it from making a representative 
showing: Pie, which has been uni¬ 
formly big to smash on nearly all 

ticipating in the 8th International 

Film Festival' in Berlin this sum¬ 

mer, fest regulations have been 

tightened to assure a better quality 

pf .. films. .^Competition. is skedded 
for June 27 to July 8. 

Under the-hew rules, each coun¬ 

try will haVe one official entry, 

However, only pictures that have 

not yet been seen . outside their 
country of.: origin are eligible. 
While the fesf authorities can in¬ 
vite films, the total of such, pic¬ 
tures is- riot to exceed eight, and 
no more than two films from any 
one country can be invited. 

In addition to the feature, each 
country . can enter two . shorts. 
There will be a jury of 11, 

Ed Sullivan Tops in Pop 
Appeal to 

Of Current Releases 
Ed Sullivan is cunently the 

darling of the. film industry’s tub- 
thumpers. Or, at least, a repre¬ 
sentative number of them, 

Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town” 
ty’er is regarded as top showcas¬ 
ing for clips, from new pictures 
knd, more importantly, there’s no 
“risk” involved^ 

Publicity director of a major dis¬ 
tributor .this week said he .couid 
breathe easily through a tieup with 
Sullivan. -because the latter stays 
with the script and is liberal with 
the plugs for the pictures being; 
excerpted for airing. . ; . . I 

In contrast, the ‘ Steve - Allen 
Oirer is not .so. “reliable;” The p.r. 
man claimed that during Colum¬ 
bia’s team-iip with Allen drawing 
attention to “Bridge ori the River 
Kwai” the film company had no 
knowledge: that Allen was going to 
present a . parody of “Kwai” after 
running specially-shot footage. Col 
personnel were red-faced when 
this, happened, particularly since 
Harry Cohn, president of the out¬ 
fit, outspokenly blew off steam 
anent the Allen experience. 

It’s also noted that Sullivan has 
been particularly accommodating, 
such as in .arranging for Mercury 
(one of his sponsors) transporta¬ 
tion when, needed for traveling 
stairs. 

On the overall, the matter of pic- 
excerpt, exposures on tv has been 
controversial,. Ad-pub : directors 
have taken varying, views from, 
time to time as to positive or nega¬ 
tive values, .‘Paramount has come 
with the .idea of offering footage 
for ty • similar in nature to the 
type of art work used in newspaper, 
ads.. 

Par is currently, doing this with 
“Wild As the . Wind.” Tv’eed clip 
shows Anna Magnanl in an emo¬ 
tional outburst. It’s this same scene 
on Which the ad is based. 

Knock Silver—Biz Is Better 
; Continued from page. 3 ; 

specific gross. . Paramount’s “Sad related that theatremen are. con- 

American’s 1 st Meet 
HOHyWobd, March 4. 

American-International Pictures 
holds.,its first national conclave 
here March 24-26; to be attended 
by franchise - holders throughout 
country. 

Firm’s unreleased product to be 
screened during “convention.” 

Sack” promises close to $5,000,000. 
United Artists’ “Witness for the 
Prosecution” is a major contender. 
20th’s: “Farewell to Arms” and 
Par’s “Wild is the Wind” probably 
also will rate the “ail-time” spot¬ 
lighting although there are no ac-; 
curate estimates available at this 
time. • ' 

There have been cases in past 
where an entire year hasn’t 
brought forth so many blue-chip 
features. 

Additionally, the picture indus¬ 
try is still riding high with those 
hardy perennials—the epics. Out-; 
standing, of course, are Mike 
Todd’s “Around the World in 80 
Days” and Cecil B. DcMille’s “Ten 
Commandments:” Key angle with 
these is that they’re moving into 
wider exhibition instead of con¬ 
tinuing in a limited number of key 
situations. T h i s particularly ob¬ 
tains with “80 Days,” which so far 
has played in only about 120 the¬ 

atres but shortly will be going, 
across the country: “Command¬ 
ments” has played, about 1,000 
spots. 

What: about the future? Hyman 
recently was in Hollywood where 
he saw the , new product at the ma¬ 
jor studios and has this to report: 
The various companies have no 
less' than i05 “duality” produc¬ 
tions on their distribution pro¬ 
grams, 

Firmer tone of business at the 
theatrical boxoffice is further re-, 
fleeted in the success of “And God 
Created Woman.” 

This is-a French import starring 
Brigitte Bardot that likely will rake 
in over $1,000,000 in rentals in the 
United States. This kind of money 
is rare for a foreign languager al¬ 
though, of course, the Bardot pub¬ 
licity also has been rare and ac¬ 
counts for a good part of the com¬ 
merce. 

Hyman Reads The Signs 
Edward L. Hyman, v.p. on the 

exhibition end of American Broad¬ 
casting-Paramount Theatres, stated 
this week that exhibitors generally 
are showing more enthusiasm about 
the business and an eagerness to 
participate in showmanship endea¬ 
vors. 

Following a tour of many key 
cities and trade huddles, the exec 

vinced that quality product will do 
“terrific business” regardless of the 
season. There’s to be something of 
a test of this, however, during the 
upcoming, months of May and June 
and involving distributors as well 
as the exhibs. . . 

Hyman, continuing on his “or¬ 
derly distributibri” kick, in effect 
asked the film companies to “load 
the cards” in favor of this so-ealled 
orphan period—that is, make im¬ 
portant. productions available in¬ 
stead of awaiting the July. 4th holi¬ 
day. He further called upon the ex¬ 
hibs to go all out with “showman¬ 
ship and ingenuity” in advertising 
and exploitation so that maximum 
benefits can: be realized from, the 
better product, as it is, released in 
May and June.. 

In pursuing his crusade for the 
spacing of top-caliber pictures 
throughout the. calendar year Hy¬ 
man recently called upon producers 
at nine Hollywood studios and dis¬ 
cussed the matter with, exhibitors 
in various key cities.. He’s ad-. 
dressed exhib groups in Boston, 
Detroit, Salt Lake City, San Fran¬ 
cisco and Los Angeles and will ap¬ 
pear before others in Kansas City 
March 11 and Minneapolis March 
13. '• 

He’s had the "expressed support 
of everyone: he’s talked to so far, 
including, the film-makers, Hyman 
relayed; in effect, he stated, the 
entire industry has “embraced or¬ 
derly. distribution” and this has 
come two years, after he and AB- 
PT Leonard H. Goldenson con¬ 
ceived the idea and began work bn 
it. ■■ 

Hyman prepared a list of upcom¬ 
ing releases from all companies to¬ 
gether with notes concerning pro¬ 
duction activities, put these tpgelh- ; 
er in soft-cover book form and. is 
sending copies out to many indus- 
tryites. He said he was so im¬ 
pressed with the lineups that he 
thinks the distribs ought to “shout 
to the housetops” , about the merits 
bf the product. “I think, they 
should, too,” amened Goldenson. 

41 Westerns On Hoof In 1958 
Hollywood, March 4. 

The Western trail to be followed 

by the motion picture industry in 

195S will be lined with gpid-^$65,- 

01)0.000 worth to be exact With 
their sights on the oater market,, 
the industry .Will produce or release 
41 Westerns this year, each to cost 
$1,000,000 or more. Climbing to the 
$65,000,000 total, at least a half 
dozen of the pictures will be in the. 
$3,000;000 to $5,000,000 bracket. . 

United Artists leads, the pack 
with the: scheduled release of eight 
properties, followed closely by 20th- 
Fox with seven; Columbia and 
Warner Bros, with six each, Metro 
with five,. Paramount with, four. 
Universal with three and. Buena 
Vista with one. Releasing negotia¬ 
tions on one indie production have 
not been .set: 

. United. Artists; two Hecht-Hill- 
Lancaster Westerns — “The Way 
West,” for which Burt Lancaster. 
Gary . Cooper, Kirk Douglas and 
James Stewart have been men¬ 
tioned, and “The Unforgiven,” Lan¬ 
caster starrer to be produced by 
Harold Hecht and. directed by Del- 

play dates so far, showed enough ibert Mann. Also skedded for UA 
in these two weeks to finish first. release are John Wayne’s Batjac 
the final week in February and ; production, “The Alamo;” the 
third in the other stanza j Mirisch. Co/s “Man of the West,”; 

“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) j Walter Mirisch producing Anthony 
looms as a potentially strong en-; Mann directing and Gary Cooper, 
trant at the boxoffice judging from : Julie. London, Lee J. Cobb and 
its sock opening week at the N.YJ Arthur O Connell starring; jVIir- 
Music Hall. “Wild Is Wind” (Par), ! isch’s “Cast a Long Shadow,” with 
another newcomer, likely will be j Audie Murphy starring; the Wyler-, 
heard from considerably in the fu-' Melville production, “The Big 
ture. It displayed enouglv to cap-1 Country,” with Gregory Peck, and 
tiire ninth place in the final week 
of February. :: 

“Gift of Love” (,20th), also new, 
copped 11th place the. same week. 
“Tarnished Angels” (U) did |vell 
enough to land 10th position an¬ 
other stanza. “Cowboy” (Col), an¬ 
other newie, was inclined to be 
spotty though nice in some cities. 

“Lady Takes Flyer” , (U), also 
fresh entrant, ranged from. big 

William Wyler producers, Wyler 
director and Peck, Jean Simmons, 
Charlton Heston, Carroll Baker arid 
Burl lyes starring;. Stanley 
Kramer's “Invitation to a Gun- 
fighter” to be produced by Kramer 
and directed by Paul. Stanley; and 
the Greene-Rouse Production for 
Seven Arts, “Between :he Thunder 
and the: Sun,” Clarence Greene pro¬ 
ducing, Russell Rouse directing; 

to modest on initial dates, “Ft.! Susan Hayward and Jeff. Chandler 

starring. No release has been set 
for Samuel Gbldwyn, *Jr.’s “The 
Proud Rebel,” Alan Ladd-Olivia 
deHavilland; starrer directed by 
Michael Curtiz. 

20th-Fox:. “The Braivadoes ” Her¬ 
bert B. Swope, Jr., producing, 
Henry King directing, Gregory 
Peck and Joan Collins starring; 
“The Hell Bent Kid,” Robert Buck¬ 
ner producing, Henry Hathaway 
directing, Don. Murray arid Diarie 
Varsi starring; “Enough Rope.”. 
Swope producing, Gordon Douglas 
directing, Hugh O’Brian starring; 
“End of the Santa Fe Trail,” 
Samuel G^ Engel producing;..“War¬ 
lock,” John. Wayne starring; “Three 
.Thousand Hills,” David Weisbaft 
producing^ Richard . Fleischer 
directing; . “The Day . of the Out¬ 
law,” Eugene Frenke producing. 
;. Columbia: “The. Case,” which 
producer Sam Spiegel has dis¬ 
cussed .with Gregory Peck^ Marlon 
Brando, JohnWayne, William 
Holden and ; Audrey Hepburn; 
“They Came to Cordura,” no assign¬ 
ments; “Cowboy,” Phoenix pic¬ 
ture produced by- Julian Blaustein, 
directed by Delmer Daves and star¬ 
ring Glenn Ford and Jack Lemmon; 
“Gunman’s Walk.” Fred Kohlmar 
producer, Phil. Karlson direttor; 
Vari Heflin and Tab Hunter star¬ 
ring; “The Naine’s Buchanan,” 
HarFy Joe Brown producing, Budd 
Boetticber directing, Randolph 
Scott starring; . “Bent’s Fort/’ Boris 
D. Kaplan producing. 

. Warner Bros.: Baroda Produc¬ 
tions’ “The Hanging Tree,” Martin 
Jiirow and Richard Shepherd pro¬ 
ducing, Delmer Daves directing, 
Gary Cooper and Maria Schell star¬ 
ring; Jaguar’s “Guns of the Timber- 
land,” Albert J. Cohen producing, 
Rudy Mate directing, Alan Ladd 
starring; “¥ellowstone Kelly/.’ no 
assignments; “Rio Bravo,” Howard 
Hawks producing arid directing; 
“The Left-Handed Gun,” Fred Coe 
producer, Arthur Penn director, 
Paul, Newman starring; “West¬ 
bound,” Henry Blanke producer. 

Budd Boetticher director, Randolph 
Scott and Virginia Mayo starring. 

Metro: Edmund Grainger’s. “Ci¬ 
marron,” for which Elizabeth Tay¬ 
lor and Rock Hudson have been 
mentioned; “Saddle; the Wind,” 
Armand Deutsch producer, Robert 
Parrish director, Robert Taylor, 
Julie London and John Cassavetes 
starring; “The Sheepman,” Grain¬ 
ger producer, George Marshall di¬ 
rector, Glenn Ford and Shirley Mac- 
Laine starring; “The Law: and Jake 
Wade,” William Hawks producer, 
John Sturgis director, Robert Tay¬ 
lor, Richard Widmark and* Patricia 
Owens starring; “The Badlanders,” 
an Areola Production with Aaron 
Rosenberg producing^ Delmer. 
Daves directing and Alan Ladd, 
Ernest Borgnine and Katy Jurado 
starring. 

Paramount: “The Last Train from 
Harper’s Junction,” Hal Wallis pro¬ 
ducing, John Sturgis directing, 
Kirk Douglas and: Anthony Quinri 
starring; “Ride Comanchero,” 
George Glass arid Walter Seltzer 
producing for Marlon Brando’s 
Pennebaker Productions;. Brando 
directing and starring; “The Jay- 
hawkers,” Norman Panama, and 
Melvin Frank producing, Frank, 
directing; “The Trap,” Panama and 
Frank producing, Panama direct¬ 
ing. 

Universal; “Last of the Fast 
Guris,” Howard Christie producer, 
George Sherman director, Jock. 
Mahoney, Gilbert Roland and. 
Linda Cristal starring; “Ride 
Crooked Trail,”- Howard Pine pro¬ 
ducing, Jesse Hibbs directing, 
Audie Murphy and Gia Scala star¬ 
ring; “Money, Women and Guns,1 
Howie Horwitz producing, Richard 
Bartlett directing; Jock Mahoney, 
Kim Hunter and Tim Hovey star¬ 
ring. : 

Buena Vista: “The Young Land/’ 
C. V. Whitney’s production, with 
Patrick Ford producer, Ted Tetzlaff 
director,, and Patrick Wayne, Den¬ 
nis Hopper and Dan O’Herllhy star¬ 
ing. 

Beat ‘Recession’ 
- Continued from -page 3 

some months back that theatremen 
had assured hiiri that a lowering 
of admissions wouldn’t appreci¬ 
ably increase attendance. 'More 
and.more, the industry is coming to 
believedhat, if the attraction is big 
ahd important enough^ the public, 
will pay anything to see it. ; 

This view takes its expression in 
the current trend towards ,;‘big’• 
films and away from the medium# 
priced productions. What this does, 
of course, .is to raise the risk on A 
Comparatively small number of 
releases/ There’s little “cushion- 
irig” nowadays. A company could 
easily go down the drain if two or 
three of its top releases fail at th^ 
boxoffice. In 'years past, that risk 
was more evenly spread. The Co¬ 
lumbia annual report for 1957, 
when the company didn’t have that 
all-important ‘lead” picture, and 
suffered correspondingly bears tea-:. 
timoify to the new conditions. 

Those who argue that price* 
must come down point to the re¬ 
cent statistics proving that take 
home pay is dropping (it was 4: 
below the. January, 1957, level last 
month) even as tbe cost-of-living 
Continues to rise. 

'NIGHT BOAT TO PARIS' 

Barry Sullivan-Joe Kaufman Ready 
Two. Features 

Hollywood, March 4. 
Barry Sullivaii and Joe Kaufman 

are forming an indie . production 
company and plan two theatrical 
films starring Sullivan. 

First property on their agenda 
is “Night Boat to Paris,” and it 
will probably be lensed next July 
or August in Spain and on the: 
French Riviera, Second vehicle, 
not yet selected, will follow imme¬ 
diately. 

Sullivan, who may direct him¬ 
self in the pix, said producer 
chores will be Kaufman’s solelyf 
adding “I have no desire to be a 
producer. You can’t be both, and 
anybody 'who says you can Is a 
liar.” 

Acton has just nixed a lead rolt 
in “The Fly,” at 20th-Fox, and he 
explained he didn’t feel the scien- 
tifiction picture “was right for 
me.” 
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M-G-M presents 

A CANDID CONNUBIAL COMEDYI 

JOSE FERRER 
in 

12V\NG 
co-starring 

JOANNE GILBERT • JIM BACKUS 

„GENA ROWLANDS 
with BOBBY TROUP • Screen Play by RIP VAN RONK&L 

SteiybyRIP VAN RONKEL and MILO O. FRANK, JR. 

in CinemaScope 

^ Directed by JOSE FERRER 

Produced by MILO O. FRANK, JR. 
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“II.'iwMo mouth” kind of opera-, 

allowing next to no backlogs 

u< films go into release virtually 

tiie day the*’re completed, is gtv- 

in# the companies headaches in: 

quota .-countries abroad. 
Problem is a tough one in the 

first place in these days of de¬ 

pendence on foreign market reven¬ 

ues. A company Iikey20th-Fox, for 

instance. \yith 50 or 60. releases, 

must resign itself to losing revenue 

on a large percentage of these 

pictures in some key markets like 

France and .Japan and possibly also 

Berger ‘10*0’ Complaint 
Acknowledged; Justice 

Asking Par .Comment 
■ Minneapolis, March A. 

Dept, of justice has advised cir¬ 

cuit. owner Bennie Berger that it’s 

taking up with Paramount Pictures 

Washington, March 4. 
A • bill providing $250,000 to 

transfer a large number of old pa¬ 
per prints of early motion pictures 
to celluloid,; has- been introduced 
by Sen, Thomas H. Kuchcl (R., 
Calif.).! 

II would his complaint against the distribu- 

collection that . is rapidly deteri- ! f°r for. refusing to deliver The 
orating, Ruchel said the $250,000; Ten Commandments” to his.Fergus 
would be “a small price to pay for j-pail's, Minn., theatre unless he’ll' 

. . insuring that succeeding genera-; ,*97™ enaranfee for the 
in Italy and - (Jermany, Indonesia,: tions will be able to visualize Amer-j ® • ■■ ’ ... ^ 
etc. ica as our parents and grahdpar-.; engagement.. 

(implicating the situation is ihe ents saw it:” .1 Berger charged in his appeal to 

.rise in the number of independents “The films are merely objects! fhe DJ that Paramount came up 
being financed by, or releasing 0f curiosity,” Kuehel explained, j with this alleged “discriminatory 
through the majors. The choice of “These prints are documentary and • and “unlawful” demand when he 
■which picture to release or not jn large part the work of early ama-; rejected the company’s request to 
to release on scarce .licenses is be- lours, in the era from 1892 to [ specify vvliat advanced admission 
jug made more difficult. ; around 1912. With these pictures, [ Fergus Falls theatre would 

What bottlers the companies is ’ future Americans;. willbe abie to ; charge for the DeMille smash, 
that, due to tlie lack of backlog get vivid ideas of such historical] This demand came, he informed 
even in their foreign operations./ happenings as the ,San Francisco j the D.J.: after he had accepted the 
tliey have the problem of pickmg Fire, inaugurations; of Presidehtsi Pa’'aT"f 

For Cinerama Overseas 
Via Reisini Setup 

. Expansion of Cinerama installa¬ 

tions overseas will be undertaken 

by Robin International Ciiierama 

Carp., a. subsidiary. of the import- 
firm headed by Nicolas 

Paramount contract, and said he’d 
. the'right kind "of-.films to iqUmso early day automobiles and. air, 
in; quota territories. There was a planes, the way people, lived, and 
time when foreign was between ri\ the clothes they wore.” 
months to a year behind the V.S. / 1 1 1—- . " " 
market. Today, the two in most; _ .. . __ 

eases run simultaneously or only ! Additional TOOIHIS’UDS 
a month or two behind one another.' ® r . 

This necessitates the release of 
films as they come along and! allows 
little selection in terms of what 
type of release might be most 
suitable for a given market. “If we 
could draw on a year’s supply and 
select from it, our schedule would 

. look very differently,” commented 
a foreign exec. 

Under their ..contracts with the . .. . . 
Independents Which, they release.' u,nde'a new .deal signed 
the majors ho.longer obligate theni-. with Stanley Warner Cinerama, 
selves to handle a film in the quota ‘ The contract, negotiated by SW 
countries. In the instance of 20th. vp. B. G. /Kranze, excludes the 
a producer has the right 'to make . United States, Canada,. Australia, I 
his own deal in a quota country j Venezuela and Cuba,.but otherwise 
two vears after the picture’s gen-; covers the . principal population 
eral release . centres of the world. Selected lor 

• But it's not the permit Queslion /^inns. ^ however,: must; be ip- 
alone that at times keeps nn.'ijor; Pr"^ed by Stanley Warner. , 
from releasing a film. Increasing-J Reisini Is presently operating 
lvT the companies weigh the cost j Cinerama theatres in England, 
of preparing a given picture j France, Italy and Japan and will 
against its potential gross, and de- i shortly open one in Belgium for 
cide that iu isn’t worth while to 1 the Brussels • World Fair: Deal 
bother! This is true in a market does not limit Robin to One in-; 
like Germanv. for instance, where '.stallatidn in each city, but allows 
there is a fgenerous) solf-liinita- the opening of multiple situations 
lion, but the cost of dubbmg.! in countries with sufficient popu- 
prints, etc. is high and quite a lation centres or where theequip- 
flock of films have lost: money in: ment may be used on a limited, 
the long run. , basis as mobile units. -. 

This in turn is a thorn in the side ] Negotiations are now taking 
of the local industries which claim place for installations in Berlin, 
their market’s being “flooded” even { Dusseldorf, Madrid, Barcelona, 
though there may be no direct! Vienna and Copenhagen, 
profit to the American distribs. - | . -- . — --■ ■ ■ .; 

In the “tight” countries like ' Pedro Armandariz 7 withdrew 
France, some of the. American ; from title role of Plato Skouras’ 
majors like Columbia, which are 
active in both coproduction and. 
the release of French’ films in the 
States, gain advantages via . extra 
permits. Indie French and: Japar 
nese distributors also aje handed 
licenses by their governments and 
are able to import a limited num¬ 
ber of American films. 

raise the theatres’ admission, but 
without stating the amount,' . 

lie claims Paramount. “unlaw¬ 
fully” is trying to fix the admission 
and he requested the DJ to require 
the distributor to license the pic¬ 
ture to the Fergus Falls house sans 
the guarantee and without any ad¬ 
vance information by him as to the 
price scale.: He asserts that in this 
territory no other' deals have; called 
for. a guarantee. 

Britain’s Variety Tent 

20th production,,“Villa!” to be re¬ 
placed by Rodolfo Hoyos. 

London, Feb, 25. 

Frankie Vaughan is. to be named 

show biz personality of the year 

by the Variety Club of Great 

Britain and will receive his award 

at a Savoy luncheon April 8. 

Vaughan, who has just finished his 

first West End season as topper on 
a variety bill at ,the Palace, is one 
of Britain’s top diskers. Recently 
he made his film starring debut in 
"Those Dangerous Years.” He also 
stars in “Wonderful Things,” 

Other awards to be made by the 
Variety Club include. Heather: Sears 
as the moist promising newcomer 
for her title role in “Story of 
Esther Costello.’’ (Col); Sir Lau¬ 
rence Olivier, as actor of the . year 
for his performance in “The. Enter¬ 
tainer”; and Yvonne Mitchell * as 
best actress for “Woman in a Dress¬ 
ing Gown.” An additional award 
-will go to. Alec Guinness as the; film 
actor of the year.for his portrayal 
of the British, army officer in 
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col). Janet 
Blair will hand. out the. prize to 
Frankie Vaughan. 

Week Ended Tuesday (4) 

N. Y. Stock Exchange 
1957-’58 

Tnes. 
Net : 

High Low Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Change 
in 100s High Low Close for wk. 

171'* 11% ABC Vending 34 153% 15V* . . 1534 + % . 
247a 11% Am Br-Par Th 145 14%. 13% 13% + 1 ' 
361/a 23V* CBS “A” .... 69 253/8 24% 253/8 + 1% 
35 V* 22% CBS “B’, .... 51 • 243% 24% 24% —1% 
20 V* 11% Col Pix .... 158 .15^4 14% , 15%. + 1% 
195/tf- 13% Decca 191 16 147/a ' 15% + % 

. 15% 13 Disney --- 45 ' 17% 15% 17 V* V* . 
115 8134 Eastman Kdk. 99 104 100% 103% -f 2% 

434 3% EMI . ..... 37 ■4 33% : 3% • 
10% ; 71/a List Ind. .... 35 7V* 7% 7% + v* 
22 11% Loew’s ...... 192 147* 14% 14 — 7* 
9V* 7 Nat. Thea.... - :45- 8% 8% : 8% '+ 

38% 28 Paramount .. 45 34% 33% 33%. •4-2% 
18% 11 Philco .. 144. • 14%: 14 14% ■'. 
56% 30 Polaroid .... 493 567/s 51% 557%' .+2% 
40 27 RCA ...... 204 33% 32% 33 —1 
8% 43%. Republic .... 16 6% 6% 6% — 3* 

13% 9 Rep., pfd, . . . 7 • 10% 10 . 10 — % ; 
18V* 13% Stanley War. 27 15V* 15% 15% -% 
29% 18% Storer . 12 22% 21V* 21% — % 
30% 19% 20th-Fox .... 41 243% 24 24% .+ V* 
25% 15 United Artists 31 18% ' 18% 18V* 4- V4 
307% 18V4 Univ. Pix .... 1 22 22 ; 22 •4-1 
73 65 Univ., pfd. . . *20 70 69 70 
287* 16V* Warner Bros. 19 18 17% 177/s — % 
70% 67V* Zenith . -_ 139 70% 69 69 '• — 

* American Stock Exchange 
4V* 2V* Allied Artists 15 • 3% 3% . 3% .—" 

10V* 6% Al’d Art., pfd. 2 7% 7%. 7%. — % 
11% 6% Assoc. Artists 51 9% 9% 9%. — 

1% % C. & C. Tele. 75 V* 7/16 .% .:— 
6% 3 DuMont Lab. 17 3% 3% .334 ^ % ■ 
4% 2% Guild Films . 49 3 23% 27* —■ 
93% 5% Nat’l Telefilm 38 6V4 6 6 — 
9 3% ; Skiatron .... 7ft 4%. 33% 4 —■ 
8% 27* Technicolor . 45 4% 33% 4 •'—. 

■ 57/8 - 3% Trans-Lux ... 4 43/8 4% 4%. — % 

Ampex ........... 
Chesapeake Industries 
Cinerama Prod. 
DuMont Broadcasting . 
Magna Theatre ...... 
Official Films ......... 
Teleprompter. 
U. A. Theatres ....... 

Over-the-Counter Securities 
Bid 
49 V* 

1% 
1% 
m 
2% 
1 
6 
5% 

Ask 
54 Vi 
2 
2% 
7% 
*% 
1% 
6% 
5% 

+ V* 

— Vi 

+ V* 

* Actual Volume. 
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.) 

‘Favors to Russians Might Inspire 

Washington, March 4. 

Industry feeling here is that if 
American producers promise spe¬ 
cial efforts to get Russian films into 
our theatres, under the new. cul¬ 
tural trade agreement, they may 
meet with demands for the same 
treatment from other nations. 

At present our Industry does put 
up subsidies to two countries— 
Italy and France—which cash sub¬ 
sidies are used to exploit their 
filips in the United States. This is 
to assure adequate playing time for 
American pix in France and Italy. 

So far as the Russian-U.S. agree¬ 
ment, it merely provides that our 
industry will negotiate with Soviet 

States Gradually Opening To Foreign 
Pictures As OSeas Supply Thins Out 

That elusive industry goal.—ar¬ 
bitration— aeain appears to be tee¬ 
tering on the brink of failure. A 
stalemate has developed between 
the distributor and exhibitor ne¬ 
gotiators on the question of the ar¬ 
bitrability of availability and clear¬ 
ance. 

According to. Allied States 
Assn., the exlribitor representatives ' lease material for his Continental 
ha\e presented: several proposals ’ 
pn the subject of availability; all of 
which have been rejected by the 
distributors. In: addition, it's 
charged that the distribs have 

we are in no hurry to do it.” Rich¬ 
ard Davis of United Motion Pic¬ 
ture Organization in the past has. 
invested in French films. . Frank 
Kassler leaves for Europe soon to 
“scout” for pictures. He said last 
week, that, if he found a worth¬ 
while property, he’d probably in¬ 
vest in it to at least get an option. 

; Columbia’s Policy 
__ __ , The big outfits, like Columbia 
jaunt which will take him to Eng-1 for instance, coproduce in Euro°pe, 
land, France, Germany and Italy1 of course, and then import the.) 
among other places.: Reade makes ' films, which could, appeal at the 
ho bones about the fact that he ' American boxpffice. 
wants to invest in.European films.i Indies now increasingly are 
whichi he believes. could make re-. 

With the development of the 
foreign film market in the U. S„ 
the independents; are increasingly 
anxious to assure themselves of 
their source of supply- They’re 
talking coproduction and similar, 
arrangements with European pro¬ 
ducers.. . 

Walter Reade Jr., chairman of 
Continental Distributing, left this 
week for ah* extended European; 

failed to come up With any pro¬ 
posals of their own. 

As a consequence, AUied’s board 

looking for .pre-production tieups 
since, the availability of top pix is 

outfit. . I scarce and the uncommitted good 
Reade at one time was dicker-- pictures Carry a high, price tag. 

ing for an exclusive! arrangement! For instance, Reade had to pay 
with Britain’s J.. ..Arthur Rank oub • $125,000 for. “GeryaiSe.’v . It /so 
fit. This fell through when Rank • happens the Maria Schell starrer 
established his; own. distribution/is a hit; but it’s a big risk never-, 
company in the States. Reade will1 theless; Other indies, having paid 
huddle with British Lion with the j high prices, have gotten stuck. It 

of directorsat its meeting in Louis-1 hope of working out a similar ar- j happened to Reade on. “BrOthers- 
ville, last week resolved that un¬ 
less the distribs offer a proposal on 
availability at the hext meeting of 
the arbitration negotiators, “Little 

. or nothingpvould be gained by fur¬ 
ther meetings.” 

rangement. Ijn-LaWi”. to Davis with “French 
Along with Reade, Distributors/CamGari” arid to Jean Goldwurm 

Corp. of America is interested in 
coproduction, and Richard Brandt, 
prez of Trans-Lux . Distributing; 
said, he might go in for it “though 

with his “The Smallest Show on 
Earth,”, to name just a few. 

Trouble is that, despite consid¬ 
erable European production ac¬ 

tivity, the product availability ac¬ 
tually is limited. The Italians, 
once a prime source of films, have 
shrunk to nothingness. .They have 
a few interesting films, but most 
of their potent pictures are co¬ 
productions with American outfits. 
The Germans produce primarily 
for their own language market, 
though they have a number of re¬ 
leases of potential American ap¬ 
peal. Britain’s production is down 
generally, and the Rank pictures 
no longer are on the market for 
the indies. .That .leaves the French 
who, last year, made considerable 
strides as a result. 

On the open inarket, however, 
the bidding for the good French 
productions is fierce. . Coluiribia 
has several tied up: Now United 
Artists, which recently bought 
“Une Parisienne,” the Brigitte 
Bardot starrer with Ilya Lopert, 
may be getting into the game, and 
Metro also is showing interest. 

As for the noh-British-Italian- 
French-German films, the market 
is limited. Occasionally the 
Swedes or the Greeks will come 
through, but on the whole their 
potential, is small and the risks are 
great* 

officials for an exchange of enter¬ 
tainment Aims and will seek to 
obtain , each nation’s pictures play¬ 
ing time in the other country. . 

It is known here that the Russians 
have a habit of giving nothing un¬ 
less they receive egual value. Thus 
the playing time given American 
films in Russia would be carefully 
arranged to be in exact ratio to 
the amount of playing time Russian 
pix get here. 

However, if the Russians receive 
special consideration here, it is 
expected to put ideas into the 
heads of officials of other foreign 
countries where our pictures play 
and from which we take few or no 
films for American theatres. 

Meanwhile, in a luncheon -talk 
before the National Press Club last 
week, Ambassador William Lacy, 
who worked out the U.S.-U.S.S.R. 
cultural agreement * lauded “the pa¬ 
triotic manner in which the entire 
motion picture industry has closed 
ranks and offered its cooperation’V 
to make the deal a success. He did 
not elucidate. 

BOSTON’S 10 P.M. CLOSE 
ON OSCAR-CAST NITE 

Boston, March 4. 

At a meeting in the office of Ed¬ 

ward Canter of American Theatres. 

Corp.y New England chairman for 
theatre participation in the Acad¬ 
emy Awards telecast, it was agreed 
that Boston houses will; end their 
shows at 10 p.m. on March 26, 
night of the telecast, and place tv 
receivers in. their lobbies so that 
patrons may watch the awards. 

Nabe house ops are to give their 
customers of March 26 a pass for; 
another date, as they will be see¬ 
ing only one film on awards night. 

Monat - Sanders Inc.. has been 
authorized to conduct . a. motion, 
pictures and entertainment busi¬ 
ness in New York, with capital 
stock, of 200 shares, no par value. 
Ostrow, Goldman & Sklaire of 
Manhattan were filing attorneys at 
Albany. 
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THE 
DOUGHBOY 

GETS 
A MEDAL! 

With all the prize- 
/ winning war pictures coming 

/ to your theatre, the Prize Baby thought 

/ you might like to see his most recent cita- \ 

f tion for expert marksmanship. • Received in \ 

service lor trailer performance beyond the ' 

call of duty, the Prize Baby is in on every theatre 

engagement—aiming for increased patronage 

and grosses. • Accounting for $429 out of j 

l every $1,000 taken in at the boxoffice*, / 

\ trailers hit the bull’s eye with far greater / 

\ efficiency than any other advertising / 

\ medium—and for a trifle in S 
comparative cost. 
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Pufeau of jftlis&mg PusutesfjS 
Cliart<*n*<l Buses & Pre-Orgaiiized Audiences 

By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

\t.iJ Hattie Rowley of Toledo. who would be 104 if.glive today, had 
i.i - c i :n all her life, as the wife of a . Methodist minister, entered a. 
t re of any description. She wais. about 82 when .her curiosity got 
l.;«• better of her and she asked her grand-nephew,. a worldly fellow 
M-tdorn seen at the gatherings of the Dp-worth' League: '-Robert, .tell me 
i bat is an act?" 

Well, today Aunt Hattie Rowley s naive question could be echoed by 
praetieitllv any modern day film theatre operator. To them, as to the 
gocid i:.dy missionary. Acts is a chapter. in the Bible, and neither-meant 
nor'means this Variety. Yet. unt il the mid-1980s hundreds, of film ex- 
lobitois u^ed acts * if only to allow the projection machines . to cool 
(dl t. and sometimes it was admitted that the live entertainers: on the 
s'are were a lot more enteriaihing than the. current offering on the 
s: reeu. . ( 

A\ to what, and who. killed vaudeville, ending the “combination” 
j'o;i< \ vvInch prospered for something like a quarter of a century, the 
pinnhts have always been, and still, are, divided. Did the films get bet- 
tir and the nets worse? I)ld'the stagehands and the musicians choke. 
\jmdo\ilio in a featherbed?:.Or .was dish night the villian? All together 

adverse economies, the. hr it a- ♦— ' ; ./ •..< 77* ; the 
tiwr.'. the difficulties, were lethal 
in tlieir consequences. The country 
v. as changing. More'radio'..and few¬ 
er railroad stations dotted, the land. 

But Ami! Hattie Rowley’s ques¬ 
tion. "what is an act?" can still he 

tising director 
Amusement Co, 

.for Minnesota 

Exhibs Pool For Airings 
Detroit, March 4. 

;cis\\ iTt'd tbal.it. was 

item of liOTiimce--.appeal, Pcop.le- sjo.OOO for a six-month, tv and ra- 
('."«(• out tor. the acts, and qttg- .dj„ Campaign to boost theatre bir. 

iTomotion will be handled; by the 
inally ilet it not be forgotten), the 
-moyie” on the screen itself was; w R Doner ad acencv 
just an added act on the bill. Costs are allocated to individual 

It worked out that except for the theatres as follows:-first run, $1,- 
hig town, big time reserved seat .600; second run, $800; pre-key, 
houses, vaudeville show’s needed $600; key, $400; others, $200. 
something more than acts. ; And . Exhibs have a choice of easy 
lor a long time, in,the balance that. weekly or monthly installments, or 
was established and mtiintained full payment. 
between live and canned talent, the, j / .;/- 

operating assumption of pop show-| Chicago Whistles Up Courage / 
men was that the average film re-| Chicago March 4 
lease needed something more for It*s gotta be a bloc k b u st e r 
eomeon at the paybox. Easter for the Loop. Sock lineup 

Speaking of acts., the legitimate at major downtowh. houses is'.Cx-. 
stage play, which has acts of an- peeted to reap a take that hasn’t 
other kind, is now being very sue- been totted up in years, 
eessfully trouped into the hinter- The holiday period wicket, lures 
lands on an economic Concept bor- will include “Peyton Place”; <Chi- 
rowed from the concert platform eago), “Bridge on River Kwai” 
—the -organized audience.” There ,State-Lake),: “Young Lions” tRoo- 
is an arrangement made in advance seveltf “Run Silent, Run- Deep” 
to send a specified number of road ignited Artists), “Brothers Karans 
shows into a town on the guarantee azov” (Woods) and “Long Hot 
of a sufficient number of season .Summer” (.Oriental). ; V 

.subscriptions. Gloomy exhibitors here (espe- 
Film showmen groping for that dally smaller ones) can also take 

something added that something heart re Chi’s 3theatre tax/It’s 
new’ which might break the grip almost a certainty the mayor’s i'e- 
of' despondency, the slow sinking . eently created nine-man Citizens, 
into the mud, might be advised Committee studying the tax will 
that the theatrical enterprise, reg- favor at least modifying it, rifost 
ularly reported in the legit, ;mu- likely so the levy wouldn’t apply 
sie. cafe .and. excuse it please, the oh a tariff less than 90c. How the 
television sections of Variety con- city fathers will act on a favorable 

theatres,” and said he-.thought the.; 
group’s business could be handled • 
with dispatch. Unit has had one ! 
brief meeting so. far, that,one deal-.1 
ing: with procedural matters.- It 
probably won’t convene for an¬ 
other two weeks or so* since Roy 
left last Thursday (27). for a fort¬ 
night’s vacation, ‘ "//. 

Movie Critics’ Film Festival j 
v Pittsburgh. March .4. - 

Two- nabes here. Studio /and 
Shadyside,. hive- latched on: to. a 
Movie Critics. Film Festival for a*:, 
three-week-stretch, day^arid-dating 
dual bills of only attractions listed ; 
in the 10 Best and Next Teh Best' 
of local, reviewers,, Harold V, j 
Cohen of the Post-Gazette-. Karl 
Krug, of . $urt-Telegraph. and Kap 
Monahan of the Press. 

Films disted for. “Hatful, of 
| Rain,” . “Rairiniakejr,”' “12 Angry 
• Men,” '“Bachelor Party,'’ “Opera- 
; lion Mad .Bally” “Great Manv” “3 
Faces of Eve,” “Spirit of St: 
Louis,” “Les Girls,” “Time Limit,”. 
“Enemy .Below,” “Affair to Re¬ 
member,” “Pal Joey” and “Face in 
Crowd.” /•/'./ ■ d 

Only - release two. . houses had 
trouble .getting in. the beginning 
was “Hatful of; Rein/’ That -was 
because 20th figured, to grab a flock 
of Oscar nominations and wanted 
to held it up for re-runs until afr 
ter .ceremonies, hut; when only An- 

queen of local civic org, Ak-Sar- 
Ben; Lieut. Commander Jones, 
Omaha Naval Recruiting which 
brought .out its Navy Beef-State 
Company; vet. vaudeville team of 
Jimmy Conlin and Dorothy Ryan; 
and McCrea. 

Variety Club scaled house at 
$25 for ‘‘Golden. Circle,” $5 for 
mezz, $3 for- main floor arid $1:50 

■for balcony. Turnout was about 
600.' 

Hooligans Vs.'Ballyhoo 
' Charlotte, N. C./March 4. 

Charlotte’s Center Theatre, a 
neighborhood, flicker house, was 
running a bill of wild west items. 
Outside the house, as a promotion 
gadget, sat a covered wagon—the 
schooner type, of the. gold rush 
days. ■/"- . 

. Now the setting turns modern/ 
Up drives a station wagon with six; 
palefaces in blue .denim. They; get 
out and case .the joint. 

The wagon is gone. Scouts find 
it battered and beaten in Char¬ 
lotte’s odoriferous ; Sugar Creek, 
two miles away. 

house, ran this newspaper ad head¬ 
lined: “Wanted! 999 teen-age wit¬ 
nesses!” Text said: 

"We want you to preview .the 
! most electrifying entertainment of 
our time, ‘Witness for. the Prosecu¬ 
tion,’ as our guest. We’re- not be- 

i ing generous. We’re so. sure you’ll 
j love it, we’re counting mn your 
i talking about it even before it is 
j presented to the. public at this thea- 
j tfe! All you have to do is write to 
the Palms Theatre, requesting, your 

\ free preview tickets. In ypur note, 
! mention any organization, chib or - 
community group you arc a mem- 
her of. Requests Will be granted in 

;.order of their receipt—so write to- 
j day for your preview tickets to the 
• most electrifying, entertainment of. 
; our time—‘Witness for the Pros¬ 
ecution.’ .. 

■ ■ Response...was reported ris over¬ 
whelming, But is that a. boast? 

thony Franciosa came through, 
• With a tap for best actor, distribu¬ 
tor figured there was no' point.. 

tain fertile ideas. 

Don’t say that a chartered bus 
and a pre-organized audience have 
no. magic which film operators 

: might not borrow and adapt to 
their ov n. problems., .' 

committee report is less predicta; 
ble. but the. feeling now is that 
they’ll go along. Feeling derives 
front the mayor’s, known, sympathy 
toward exhibs’ plight. 

Hotel exec Pat Hoy, committee 
topper, told Variety he wo u 1 d 
“recommend all possible relief for Are Percentage Terms All? 

Minneapolis, Miirch 4. 
Bennie Berger, longtime warrior 

in behalf of exhibitors, has had. a 
change of heart and will “proba¬ 
bly” attend: a theatre owners’, 
hii'iness-building meeting March j 
13 at . Piek-Nicollet Hotel here. \ 
Alceting .will -summon independent I 
and circuit exhibitors from three ] 
states to hitar details of over-all 1 
campaign to get customers back] Chicago, March 4. 
into theatre seats. j The public is under , an obliga- 

Berger said he disagreed - With tion to rescue the film business in 
idea, believing first duty is to get ! the name of culture and good citi- 
big pictures at “equitable percent- /zenship. . That’s the viewpoint of 
ages” for small-town theatres. Chicago newspaper, publisher Leo. 
“You can’t build business unless: A. Lerner who recently devoted a 
Aou have pictures-,“ said he, full column, to this theme in his 

Idea of the plan, to be submitted, chain of northside nabe .weeklies, 
however, will be to emphasize pic- Day after Lerner’s sizeup of the 
lures of lesser stature than the' theatre. boxoffice situation ap- 
blockbiisters. but still of good en- peared Balaban & Katz; .prexy 
tertainment quality, with the idea Dave Wallerstein ordered extra 
of re-developing the theatre-going copies and sent clips to an assort- 
habit. Big pictures, the, plan’s ment of. industry moguls and as- 
exponents say/don’t need building: sbeiations including the Council 
it’s the more routine product that of; Motion Picture Organizations. 
.p!a\> .m profit less weeks between “To destroy . through neglect,” 
the big ones that need the shot in Lerner wrote,/“the American film 
the arm. y as jin art source, an educational 

Meanwhile, committee calling source and a pleasure Source is in. 
the meeting, disavowed any intent the long run a destruction of the 
to associate the group with any ex- best that is in us. in; my mind, 
isting exhibitor organizatidn; it’s a the answer to this problem., is to 
gray-voo's move born of necessity, go consciously, to motion picture 
they say. and its idea cuts across theatres, once or twice a week 6r 
aR,. erg.nii/ational lines. as often as possible . . . ” . 

■Speaker at a morning session Taking up the cudgels for the 
x\>5! be Fdward L, Hyman, execu- exhibitor, Lerner argues that ;the- 
tr. e i'-e president of • AB-PT.. atremen have, been unfairly treat- 
Afie:boon, meeting will be devoted ed .by the public since the advent 
to T>.tiiuiional and advertising of tv. “We expect the movie 
ccn.-.-'-irri tor area, details of whieli houses to stay open 365 nights a 
w es t. v ( ;k: d pujt by Harry Greene, year.” he emphasized,, ‘‘fqr the 
ge .e ■ m-unger of Welworth;-r .r-; possibility that we may go there 
Co/. r jd Kyerett E. Seibeh adve.iv whenever we .feel like-.if, under. 

Street. Parade ‘Trumped’, 
/Omaha, March 4. 

; World; premiere . Of 20th-F0x’s 
“Cattle Empire” here last Thurs¬ 
day (27) took a lacing from the 
weatherman. However,. the spon¬ 
soring Variety Club Tent 16 
netted nearly $2,000 for its charity, 
the Omaha. Children's Hearing 
School. Tri-States donated the 
Omaha Theatre for. the occasion 
aiid 20th furnished, both the pic 
and Joel McCrea in person^ 

After a . week of summerish 
w eather, rain arid snow-hit Omaha 
the day of preeni arid a huge down- 
towri night sti*eet parade featuring 
bands from Nebraska, and Iowa, 
floats, dignitaries, saddle clubs and 
McCrea, had to be cancelled at last 
minute,: . Also.. kayoed was some 
hoopla in front of the theatre. 

Publicity for event, /handled by 
,20th’s Chick Evens, and Variety 
Club’s Glenn Trump, found local 
paper, .the. •World-Herald, accom-r 
modating several: excellent stories 
arid all. radio and tv outlets con¬ 
tributing much time, .including sev¬ 
eral McCrea interviews, : 

Stage show preceding, pic was 
emceed by Chief Barker Pat Hal- 
loran and. consisted of Lennie 
(“Queen Of Cattle Empire”) De- 
Sariti, baton twirler; Jann Walker, 

. Numismatics, Ohoy! 
Minneapolis., March 4. 

. Matinee-building '• gimmick de¬ 
veloped by World Coin Co. of 
Minneapolis is getting area thea¬ 
tre operators excited. 

Idea has been tested in Canada 
arid In couple of special situations 
in this country, and in mid-month 
Will get its first full-scale Ameri¬ 
can test. 
. Gimmick involves giving kid 
ticket-buyers at certain matinee 
each week a foreign coin, each 
week for 15 w-eeksi a different one. 
At first show, he gets a world map 
with first coin attached. At end of 
the series, youngster submitting 
best map arrangement or essay on 
the subject gets a larger world rnap 
'with 65 coins attached/ 

Minnesota Amusement Co. leads 
off, and has. signed the deal for 
all Its 30-odd outstate houses and 
Uptown and Rialto - neighborhoods 
in Minneapolis, to kick off /about 
March 15. 

The deal, arid others pending, 
puts World Coin Co. up against 
the / business of getting supply of 
coins, not an easy task in many 
eases. Japan, for instance, refuses 
to let metallic coins cross its bor¬ 
ders, and plan to include yen in 
the collection had to be abandoned. 

Singapore Showmanship 
Singapore, Feb. 25. 

Show'manship is very much alive 
at the Shaw Brothers circuit/.which 
runs houses throughout Malaya. 
For the Opening of “Around the 
World in 80 Days” at the Sky 
Cinema, Singapore, the Shaws pro¬ 
duced, a ten-page special newspaper 
supplement to tell about Mike Todd 
arid the making of the film. Issue 
was studded with ads from mer¬ 
chants. 

Is ‘For Free’ The Answer? 
Detroit, March 4. 

The 2,961-seat Palms Theatre, a 
United. Detroit Theatres downtown 

whatever conditions; suit tis. . 
“Witli television and the old 

pictures keeping us in the house, 
the number. Of times we go to the 
movies is constantly reducing, so 
fhat our implied demand that the 
riiOvie stay ppen 365 days a year 
no loriger, has the validity it had; 
when we use'd to go to the pictures, 
once or twiOe wTeek.” : 

As fOr wliat: w’ill happen when 
exhibs finally f decide they can’t 
take such treatment and shutter, 
Lerner O pines that “it would be 
the biggest blow to American cul- 
ture in the history of our country. 

/There is no question at all. in my 
blind that the film is the most im- 
portant form: of native art pro- 

: duced in. America today.” 
j .. Lerner says the response to-, his 
j comments so far has been impres- 
j sive. “We’ve been swamped .with- 
j iriquiries for permission to use re- 
r prints / arid, blowups . Of the col- 
! umn,” Most of the inquiries, 
!he said, have come from/: ex¬ 
hibitors. 

Lerner acknowledged, in. . his 
; piece that televiewers may enjoy 
1 an occasional old film of blOck- 
• buster . dimensioris / (he Cited 

“.Watch on/ Rhine,” which he’d 
| seen at horiie ,a few.bights earlier),, 

“but the . point is that if there are 
i np people griipg. to,, rapfioq.picture: 

houses; (such) films will never be 
made, and will never, be shown in 
the future in theatres or bn tv 
screens.” 

The columnist-publisher added, 
“Only the motion picture theatre 
is the proper place to see a wfell- 
made, well-presented film, from 
the,-point of view of color, sound, 
and scope.” 

Lerner said he went out to three 
picture houses last w'eek, and that 
he tries to go to a theatre “at least 
once a.week” He said he “hardly 
ever” watches tv, although he be¬ 
lieves it's a "good thing” and has 
its merits. 

He told his readers of attendirig 
nabe theatres on several Saturday 
nights recently and finding Only 
a few dozen people on the .main 
floor. - He had paid less than a 
dollar to see a film that cost mil¬ 
lions to make, “while the rest of 
the people stayed home watching 
the ‘Best: of MGM’ on 'television 
with conditions of poor sound, bad 
photographic reproduction and 
terrible commercials.” . 

“Dear friends arid gentle hearts, 
I submit to you that this is mad- 
riess. May I go further to say it 
is bad citizenship?” Such Was the 
lead-iri to his thesis that public 
neglect is destroying the - film as 

Lan art source. 

Kansas City. March 4. 
Enthusiasm is running high in 

the exhibitors convention which 
has been tabbed "Show-A-Rama” 
and . will be held at the Hotel Pick¬ 
wick March 11-13, This one is a 
unified effort of the Allied Inde¬ 
pendent Theatre.Owners and the 
Kansas Missouri Theatre. Assn.,, 
the . first put on by the two or¬ 
ganizations as a team. 

. Both the agenda of speakers and 
events arid the trade-show promise 
to outdo anything of recent vin¬ 
tage, according to Beverly Miller, 
Allied, and M. B. Smith.. KMT A, 
presidents of their respective or¬ 
ganizations. Already indications 
are that registrafiori will also out¬ 
strip anything In recent years, as 
interest is. permeating all levels of 

‘the industry. 

The list of imported speakers 
includes: Edward Hyman, vice 
president of American Broadcast¬ 
ing-Paramount Theatres; Mis? Es¬ 
telle Steinbach, manager of the 
Fox Strand Theatre, Milwaukee; 
Jack Braunagle, general manager 
of United Theatre Corporation, 
Little Rock, and widely known, 
here from Iris days as a Common¬ 
wealth circuit exec; James Niehol-" 
son, president American-Interna¬ 
tional Pictures: Kroger Babb, 
president of Hallmark Productions, 
a return erigagemerit for him; 
Roger Lewis, United Artists direc-. 
tor of advertising; publicity and ex¬ 
ploitation. 

Indicative of the high-level In¬ 
terest is the fact that the booth 
display, space has been sold out? for 
some time, according to Richard 
Orear. show section chairman. 
Likewise space in the 50-page con- . 
vent-ion; brochure also is sold out, 
according to Beverly Miller in 
charge.; • 

Unusual Interest is stemming 
from the two-way organizational 
efforts and advanced planning and 
publicity, and goal of convention ; 
officials is the heaviest turnout 
ever racked up here for a compar¬ 
able event. Recent attendance at. 
conventions has flirted with the 
200 figure, but ; orily unusually 
severe weather could hold this 
year’s attendance to that mark; 
Richard Brous, chairman. of the 
convention planning committee, 
said. 

Advance registrations are being, 
handled through both exhibitor or¬ 
ganizations. 

‘South Pacific’ at $2.50; 
Rowley's Big Re-Do 

Dallas, March 4. 
Rowley United. Theatres will 

open an indefinite run of “South 
Pacific" in Todd-AO at the subur¬ 
ban Wynne wood April 15. Prexy. 
John H. Bowley said the 1,000^ 
seat deluxer will be completely 
renovated, reseated with push-back 
seats and—with installation *of. the 
Todd-AO equipment—at a cost of 
$35,000. House will close April 1 
for refurbishing. 

Musical will go on reserved seat 
basis, tentatively $2.50. Boxoffices 
will be opened in midtOwn DaUas 
and eight nearby towns. 

Rowley* chain Outbid other, cir¬ 
cuits to get “South Pacific,” first 
time a roadshow film has debuted 
in a suburban area. “Oklahoiria” 
and all Cinerama releases have 
played, film row in midtown Dal¬ 
las, in long runs and on a reserved . 
seat scale.. .• .. . 
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Delinquents Hang Around i Drive-In Restaurants— 
Create Unsavory Association I 

Houston, March 4; 

(Growth of Houston's drive-in 

restaurants as headquarters for un¬ 

savory elements in teenage popu¬ 

lation has won them bad reps that 

Oddly enough has the clean-nosed 

ozoner ops squirming. 

Result is that pix man would like 
to escape “drive-in” tag & have 
Crime-conscious public make “out¬ 
door theatre” the popular term. 

Case in point is Loew’s Sharps- 
town,. a Texas-style nabe skedded to 
open tomorrow in an area full of 
new homes which will provide a 
top grade babes-in-arms family 
trade; for years to come. Location 
Is on border of Sharpstown ; . . 
“World’s Largest Development” if 
projected 16- 20,000 homes ever get 
built, but currently far enough 
along to keep b.o. coin jingling. 

“We are definitely, going after 
the family trade, which is one of 
the main reasons we want to be 
knpwn as an outdoor, theatre, not 
a drive-in,” said Jim Shanahan, 
Loew’s rep who’s in Houston to 
handle ballyhoo connected with 
theatre debut. . 

“The word carries a bad conno¬ 
tation down here, -and with, the, 
kind of investment we are putting 
into the theatre, we want to help 
it succeed in every way possible.” 

Shanahan said construction, costs 
for theatre were “a little more 
than $1 million.” Following fea¬ 
tures of new 1600-car ozoner illus¬ 
trate whys of tab: 50-by-120 screen 
seven Stories high; kiddies’ play¬ 
ground; kids’ miniature railroad 
Which includes a. trip through 60 
feet of make-believe diamond mine 
tunnel where mechanical elves 
swing the picks & shovels; a zoo 
starring several bears; a Disney 
fairyland; an adopt-a-dpg kennel 
(With cooperation of the local dog 
saving society); and Bill Fee, full¬ 
time clown. 

As part of “family-style” cam¬ 
paign, Shanahan said* 38,000 homes 
in the southwest section of Hous¬ 
ton, the prosperous growing area 
Where theatre is situated, have been 
Circularized. Every school teacher, 
find homeowner in Sharpstown will 
get a personal letter. 

Booked for opening bill are “Sad 
Sack,” which had its first lain here 
Several months ago, and. “Pawnee,” 
ft local preem. The usual stars will 
b« on hand & $25,000 has been 
budgeted for; hoopla, Shanahan 
•aid. • - 

“The program reflects our plans 
to not make this a first-run the¬ 
atre,” he said. 

Nominate‘Angry,' 

Nomination of “12 Angry Men” 

for an Academy Award brings new 

attention to a situation where a 

icture has been rated unusually 
igh within the trade itself and 

among the professional critics and 
reviewing groups. 

The Henry Fonda Independent 
production, released by United 
Artists, was placed on. the “10 
Rest” of numerous lists. The cam¬ 
paign was regarded as an effective 
pne and UA gave it strong sales 
attention, actually pressing two 

.sales campaigns, the original , and 
a follow-up when the film was 
given the critical spotlight. 

Yet, “Angry Men” has been only 
a modest grosser so far. It was 
listed as a $1,000,000 grosser (in 
terms of United States and Cana¬ 
dian rentals) in Variety’s 1957 
roster. And at the last count that 
figure still remains. 

Of course, the Oscar competition 
could help bring further returns 
and, if by chance, it turns up the 
winner, this would be an especially 
important bolstering factor. 

WB Shutters Milwaukee 

Chicago, March 4. 

Warner Bros., in another econ¬ 
omy step, shuttered: its Milwaukee 
branch office last Saturday (i). 
Move leaves only two or three 
salesmen in the beertowh, while 
all other departments are being 
absorbed by. the Chicago office. 

Some clerical help fell by the 
wayside as a result. ' , 

Hollywood is no longer focused 
at the world through rpse-colored 
glasses. Instead, films today are 
overwhelmingly in the more realis¬ 
tic .black-aftd-white, which also, is 
less hard on the production budget. 

Survey of film approved, in 1957 
by the.Production Code shows that, 
out of a total of 380, a big percent¬ 
age—260 or 68%—w\ere in mono¬ 
chrome and the remainder (32%) 
in color.; This confirms a trend 
that’s been evident since 1955, 
When Hollywood started to worry 
about its expenses. 

Back in 1955, the color:to-black 
"and white ratio still favored color, 
with 51% of the films in one tint 
process or the other. . By 1956, the 
ratio had been reversed; with color 
account for only 42% .. and black- 
and-white for 57%. In ’57, the 
swing away from color became even 
more pronounced. 

Producers haven’t given up on 
color and most of the top films 
still are tinters. However, a more 
careful evaluation of What values 
cplor. would bring an individual 
production now. is the rule. It’s do 
longer felt that tinting .alone will 
intrigue the customers, though it’s 
still a bargaining point for higher 
rental. At the same time, there’s 
little question that, on the “right” 
story, color can enhance its enjoy¬ 
ment. 

; How much more, flexible Holly¬ 
wood’s attitude in that respect lias 
become ; is evident. at 20th-Fox 
Where, under the aegis of Darryl 
F. Zariiick, Cinemascope in color 
was a. “must:” Today, the com¬ 
pany no longer is committed to 
that policy and is turning Out 
black-and-white C’Scope films. 

Also, color more and more is be¬ 
ing utilized to create a story mood; 
This was done effectively in Met¬ 
ro’s. “The Brothers Karamazov” 
and in several other pictures. 
There has been a good deal more 
experimentation with color. effects 
abroad, than in: the States. Elia 
Kazan said last week that he would 
make his “Mud on the Stars” in 
color if he could get. the kind of 
tint effects to suit the setting. 

Hyman Reports 36 From 
U to How ‘Regularly’ 

Edward L, Hyman, v.p. of AmerL 
can Broadcasting-Paramount Thea¬ 
tres, is high on. the future activi¬ 
ties of Universal, which is signifi¬ 
cant, of course, in view of this stu-. 
dio’s production hiatus. 

Hyman reported that on a recent 
Coast visit he confabbed With U 
execs Milton Rackmil. Nate Blum- 
berg, A1 DafF and David Lip ton 
and Was assured that U will release 
its backlog of 31 features' as sched¬ 
uled, He further related that the 
ITbrass were meeting on the Coast 
“to formulate future plans on a 
continuing basis.” Hyman con¬ 
cluded: “From what we have seen, 
we believe you-can expect a good.. 
number of quality, pictures from 
this company.” 

New York film trade observers 
believe, that the elimination and/ 
or consolidation of exchanges Will 
indirectly have the effect of closr 
ing down many, fringe theatres 
throughout the country.. Many of 
these houses which. have, been 
-barely hanging ort during the tele¬ 
vision era will not he able to afford 
the. additional. shipping costs for 
prints originating at more distant. 
points. (See separate Albany story 
herewith concerning Universal.) 

For. some time now distributors 
have felt that numerous small ac¬ 
counts have been uneconomical to 
handle and have preferred to book 
pictures at some 2,000 to 3,000 key 
situations. The fringe accounts^ 
which deliver small rental comT 
have, just about been breaking 
even or losing money in recent 
years. Any added cos.t, such as an 
increase in shipping charges, cart 
make a serious difference irt the 
economic. position of these .the¬ 
atres. For . some , houses, it’s as¬ 
serted, "the extra transportation 
costs will, force them to close 

. down, operations.1 . . . 

Economic necessity has been 
forcing the .major distributors to 
alter the” operations of their ex¬ 
changes.. The film, companies, al¬ 
though they did. not set' but to do 
so deliberately, do not regard the 
closing of many fringe houses as a 
tragedy. Since the; entire com¬ 
plexion of the business . has 
changed, the distributors no long-, 
er find it profitable tp service , the 
numerous small houses.. 

In.the first place, they no longer' 
have a large airiount of pictures 
needed for the many changes re¬ 
quired by the small houses. Sec¬ 
ondly, the blockbuster pictures are 
playing longer and at higher ad¬ 
missions at key situations and are: 
earning as much, if not more, 
money than the films Which were 
formerly mass-distributed. 

. To . some observers, the closing 
of the exchanges Will have a long- 
range salutary effect oil the busi¬ 
ness as a whole. It will cut down 
distribution costs and, at the same 
time, eliminate a number of ac¬ 
counts that have been uneconomi¬ 
cal to service. It’ll probably bring, 
numerous squawks from exhibi¬ 
tors, it’s felt,, but tradesters feel 
that a realistic view must be taken 
and that under present conditions 
the film market; if it is to survive,, 
must be contracted.. 

France’s Office 
Continued from page 3 — 

expected back shortly. The func¬ 
tioning of the office and its future 
are among the topics that he dis¬ 
cussed In Paris with the producers 
arid the Centre National flu Cine- 
matografie. Partly as an outcome of 
these talks it was decided to skip 
the idea of theatre leasings or ac-; 
quisitions in theU.S.. 

A rep of Finacinef, the French 
company set up to acquire French 
showcases all oyer the world, was 
in the US. recently for a few 
days, but failed to. explore any ex¬ 
pansionist plans. Latter are said 
to be centered, for the moment, 
on French Canada. 

French producers at the moment 
rtiust. rely entirely, on the veracity 
and honesty of the indies with 
.whom they deaf There, are a num¬ 
ber of matters French producers 
would like to have handled by their 
office in the States; but which they 
cannot delegate Until and unless 
the bureau is giving the necessary 
authority. 

Marie D. Meyer Steps Up 
Detroit, March: 4; , 

Marie D; Meyer, is the new- di¬ 
rector of publicity and advertis¬ 
ing for the 14-house United. De¬ 
troit Theatres circuit. She suc¬ 
ceeds the late Alice N. Gorham 
whose executive assistant she had 
been since 1945. . 

Prior to joining UDT, Miss 
Meyer Was a script Writer arid pro¬ 
duction, assistant at WXYZ. 

Exhib Squawks Prompt Universal 
To Retain Its Albany Print Service 

Rank-Yank’s 17th Branch 
in pronounced contrast to 

.the current frame of mind of 
other outfits, Rank Film Dis¬ 
tributors : of America continues 
to add both to its setup and 
its. overhead. It has just 
opened its 17 th American - 
office. 

Latest RFDA branch is es- 
; tablished in Portland, Ore., to 

cover both the Portland and 
Seattle territory. Jack Partin 
has been named branch man¬ 
ager by Irving Socliin, RFDA . 

. general sales topper. 
-. •Several American distribu¬ 
tors in recerit months .have. , 
either pulled out of Portland ■" 

; or are planning to do so. Rank .. 
outfit ^lans to release. 13 films 
during the first nine months : 

. of 1958. ; ' '. 

“Every company in the business 

Is- talking about cutting down! or 

merging distribution facilities 

abroad.” . This flat statement was 

made privately this week by the. 

foreign, operations chief of a ma¬ 
jor company. 

■Exec said, that in many coun¬ 
tries ’the distribs simply do not 
draw enough inconie to warrant 
overhead. Such outfits as Para¬ 
mount, for one, is equipped to 
handle. 40 Textures annually but 
has only half that, number on its 
release schedule. 

'• Albany, March 4. 

* Warnings by circuits and inde^- 

pendents of wholesale “pulling” of 

dates, if Universal went through 

with its plan, to cease the shipment 

of prints from Albany, effective 

Friday (28), and to substitute New 

York or Buffalo (whichever, was 

nearer) as . points of forwarding, 
led the company to cancel the plan. 

After “full consideration,” a let¬ 
ter mailed to exhibitors Thursday 
(27) explained, Universal had ed- 
cided to corttinue shipping prints 
out of this city, using the Clark 
Film Service for such purpose. 

For the .‘next week or t wo, Clark 
will utilize the facilities of the Uni- 

. versa!. exchange—closed except 
for. Norman Weitman. as sales rep¬ 
resentative. When the installatioil 
of additional racks lias been com¬ 
pleted by Clark in its headquarters 
on Shaker Road (two blocks from 
Film Row), the shipping and in¬ 
specting will be bandied from 
there. Clark is shipping for Para¬ 
mount, United Artists and several 
smaller companies. 

Head shipper Jim Tunney, who 
has beeri associated with Universal 
since it . opened an Albany branch 
30 years ago, and inspectress Ma¬ 
bel Van Amburgh have been tem¬ 
porarily retained. They may be ab¬ 
sorbed by Clark later. 

Universal’s change of plans was 
considered significant, because of 
its effect on possible cutbacks by 
other distributors here and else¬ 
where. If Albany could be elim¬ 
inated as. a shipping center by U, 
there would be no particular rea¬ 
son for other companies to main¬ 
tain shipping-inspecting facilities 
here, observers thought. 

Exhibitors strenuously., protested 
the. idea of cutting out Albany as 
shipping point, on the ground of 
the cost factor. They have been 
notified that future payments on 
U billings should be sent, to the 
Buffalo exchange. 

Problem of economics is par¬ 
ticularly difficult, said the foreign 
department topper, in Portugal, 
parts of Latin America and the 
Far East. Mergers of. various types 
are ahticipaled in several parts of 
Europe. 

Currently, RKO is now checking 
all sorts of statistics relating to its 
global operation to determine 
economies that can be .put into ef¬ 
fect immediately. It’s evident that 
this company is bent on trimming 
foreign expenses to the absolute 
minimum. 

: This matter w-3s taken up in de¬ 
tail in New York oyer” the past 
two weeks at meetings attended by 
Toni O’Neil, head of the company, 
homeoffice execs and all super¬ 
visors ot foreign- territories. 

Forms Own Finn 
Ray Stark has resigned as V.p. 

of Associated Artists Productions 
to form his own company. Seven 
Arts Productions, which will en¬ 
gage in remaking old Warner Bros, 
properties or presenting the pre¬ 
viously filriied stories as stage 
Plays. 

All rights^ to the pre-1949 pic¬ 
tures are owned by AAP. Contin¬ 
ued mutuality of interests between 
Stark and AAP extends further, 
for Eliot Hyman, president of AAP, 
is Stark’s private partner in the 
Seven Arts venture. 

Faces New Woe—Col Pic 
Adding: to Brooklyn’s headaches 

since the departure of Dem Bums, 
is. the upcoming release of “The 
Case Against . Brooklyn,” a Colum¬ 
bia picture with Darren McGavirt, 
Maggie Hayes, .Warren Stevens and 
To! Avery. It’s due in May. 

From muddy. ;banks of Gowarius 
Canal to the Coney Island beach¬ 
head there are civic , rumbles that 
Columbia ain’t done right by title 
of the flicker. Based on an article 
by Ed Reid in True, it tells .of, 
bookies running rampant and beau- 
coup police corruption. There’s 
also a scene in film of Reid, former 
Brooklyn Eagle, crime reporter and 
Pulitzer Prizewinner, shellacking 
local crime Indifference. .. 

Irate citizens have brought mat¬ 
ter of “The Case Against Brook¬ 
lyn’’ to attention of Brooklyn 
Chamber of Commerce andv Bor¬ 
ough President’s office but it is un¬ 
likely that the. civic organization 
will carry through with any offi¬ 
cial protest. 

Consensus is. that Brooklyn sur¬ 
vived Betty Smith's “A Tree Grows 
in Brooklyn” and it’ll certainly lick 
“The Case Against Brooklyn.” 

This new’ setup stems from, an 
AAP decision tor abandon Its own. 
plans to produce theatrical films 
and stage plays. Reason behind 
this, according to Hyman, is that 
Lou Chesler, key stockholder In 
AAP. was against any kind of new 
production, preferring instead to 
reap dividends on proceeds from 
the WB product licensed to televi¬ 
sion or other sales involving the 
property rights. New production 
would have meant re-investing this 
revenue and Chesler wouldn’t rec¬ 
ommend it to the banks which 
finance AAP. 

Chesler subsequently sold out 
| his AAP interests to United Artists. 

Hyman stated he then figured it 
was too late to maintain a produc¬ 
tion operation. 

Kenneth Hyman, AAP exec v.p., 
in addition to other, duties, will 
serve as AAP’s liaison with Stark 

. in the Seven Arts activity. 

Hyman further disclosed that,- 
since the Chesler sellout to UA, 
the latter company has entered a 
deal to take oiV the theatrical re¬ 
issue of some of the AAP-WB prod¬ 
uct. It’s believed irt some trade 
circles that this arrangement might 
be extended so that UA .would turn 
over its television releases to AAP. 
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“Lawrence Welk is ntore than a 

Television personality. 

He is 

.. as all the Polls indicate. i. .inducting 
the Winchell Poll .. and as documented 
by ‘Mr. and Mrs. America and 
all the ships at sea’ ” 

—WALTER WINCHELL 

GABBE, LUTZ, HELLER & LOEB 

Personal Managers for Lawrence Welki. 

DON ^EDDERSON PRODUCTIONS 

Welk. 
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Hollywood Production Pulse 

ALLIED ARTISTS 
Starts, This Year..v.... 5 
This Date, Last Year; ..... 3 

"GANG GIRL" 
jjfi : i i ( oiiii.<n I'rofl ) ■■ ■ 

I*: Ml <;< in* (oini.ui 
r,i •. I',« ( itdi(i KowjilMu. 
idr ti.inl jii. Jtiiit* Kenru-.v. Jonn 

Iti till-.it *.. ItoLrit Kuiil'P. Jana LumL 
SIumI.i Me Kiiy 

Frh- 24) 

"STALLION TRAIL" 
Pf«.«l • It«>n Si'hwalb 
i>-it. spiuipsttron: ■ 
ai'jnzr Monti'onu l v. Diane Hr<*yvst<*r- 

•)i‘ii\ Il.irtlcbcn. Dair Shyndan, Den- 
. v,.,: iwi«- . 
tSiaiHMl Man-h 3i 

COLUMBIA 
Starts/ This Year . . .. . .. 5 
This Date, Last Year., .5 

Boyd, Albert Salmi, Henry. Silva, 
Barry Coe, Ken Scott, Kathleen Gal¬ 
lant, Andrew Duggan, Herbert Rudley, 
Jack Mather. Lee Van Cleef, George 
Vaskovec, Lee.De Rita, Robert Adler, 
Juan Garcia 

(Started Feb..3). 

Fontaine, Brad . Dillman. Johnny- 
Mathis. Steve Geray, Kathryn Givney, 
Trude Wyler, Jttjnate'Hoy :. 

(Started Feb.- 17; " 

UNIVERSAL 
Starts, This Year......... 3: 
This Pate, Last Year...... 5 

"BELL, BOOK AND CANDLE1' . ' 
(I*hociu\ l*ro<l ) 

I'k (!. Julian Itlaiisl'em 
Du Itu hal'd- ttiunr 
Janu s sii-wait. Kim Novak. Jack: I.<in . 

moil. Krriie Kovacs. Kl*a Lan<lu-stcr..: 
Her inline Gi'ngold. Janice Rule- Bvk 
Nelson I’hilipe. ( lay. Fete and .Chute 

. ('..iHloli.'Jack ('o.stanzo- • ' 
.(Started. Feb- 3) . 

"THE LAST HURRAH" 
1'iod. John Ford 
I»tr. John Ford 
Npem-er Tr.uy, Jeffn-yliunter. Dianne 

FoMi\. Pat O/Brien; ,Donahl t’lisp. 
B.'isil . Rathboiie. John Carradine. 
Janies: Gleason.' Wallace -Ford, -Basil 
Ruy.sdael; Ricardo Cortex Ed Broph.v:; 
Frank . .Mrlfugh. Carleton Voun«. 
David. Butler'. Edmund. Lowe. Charles 
Fitzsimmons. Anna Lee, O. Z. White 
head.: Arthur Walsh, Ken Curtis... 

■ Willis Bourhev, 'William Leslie 
(Started Feb, 24) 

WARNER BROS. 
Starts, This: Year .........., 2 
This Date, Last Year .. . . ... 5 

"HOME BEFORE DARK" . 
I»rod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy 
Jean Simmons. Dan :0’Herlihy; Rhonda 

Fleming, Efrem Zimbalist Jr., Mabel 
Albertson, .‘Joanna Barnes, Steve 
Dii.nne;' Albert Godderio 

(Started Jan. 13). 
"THE NUN'S STORY" 
(Fred Sinhemann Prod,) 
(Shooting, in Africa). 

Prod.--Henry Blanke 
Dir --Fired Zinnemann 
Audrey Hepburn, Dame Edith Evans;. 

Dame Peggy Ashcroft. Peter. Finch, 
Molly Urouhart, Dorothy Alison 

(Started Jan. 27) 

WALT DISNEY 
Starts, This Year......... 0 
This Date, Last Year..... > 0 

INDEPENDENT 
Starts, This Year.. ... .16 
This Date, Last Year ....,. 24 

METRO 
Sfdrts, This Year...... .. 6 
This Date, Last Year,... .4 

"IMITATION GENERAL" 
Prod.- William Hawks 
Dir- -George. Marshall-. •_ 
Glenn- Ford, Red Buttons, Taina Elg. 

Dean Jones. Kent Smith. Bint- Doug 
las. Tige Andrews, John Wilder 

(Started Jan. 20) 
"THE TUNNEL OF LOVE" 
(Joseph Fields Prod.) 
(For MGM Release) 

Prods.--J. Fields. M Meleher 
Doris Day. Riehard Widmark. C.ia Scala, 

Gig . Young, Elizabeth Fraser. .Eliza-■ 
beth .Wilson. John Wilder 

(Started Jan. 22) 
"THE RELUCTANT DEBUTANTE": 
(Avon Prods.) 
(Shooting in Paris) . . 

Prod- — Pandi o S . Berman 
I)ir - -Vincente Minnelli- 
Rex Harrison. Kay Kendall. Sandra 

Dee. John Saxon. Angela Lansbmy 
(Started Feb 10) 

"THE BADLANDERS". 
(Areola Prod.) 

Prod. Aaron RoseiibeT 
• Dir IVeliner Daves 
Alan I.idd Ernest. Botgnine, Katy 

Juradii. Vlaire Kelly 
(Started Feb :i» 

"INFAMY AT SEA" 
tY & A. I. Stone Prods' 

Prod. Dii'- Andrew 1.. Stone 
James Mason. Brodeiick Crawford. Dor 

otbv' D lindndge. Jaek Kru'-'ehen. 
Stuart. Whttm n. Katharine Bard 

(Started Feb. 1T*» 
"HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL" 

Prod. ' A’hQ't Zugsioiih 
Dn Jaek Arnold 
Jan Sterlind. John Drew Barrymore. 

Diane Jergens. Mamie Van Doren. 
Ceorge It.ft.'Charles. Chaplin Jr. • 

(Started Feb 18) - 

PARAMOUNT 
Starts, This Year,. . . .. ... 3 
This Date, Last Year...... 3 

"KING CREOLE" 
Prod.- Hal Wallis 
l)ir. Miehael-Curtiz. 
Elvis P'esley. Carolyn Jones. Dolores 

Hart. Dean YJagger. Lilliane Mbnte- 
vccehi, Walter Marthau. Jan Shepard. 
Paul Stewart 

(Started Jan. 20) 
"THE BLACK ORCHID" 
CPonti-Girbsi Prods.)' 

Prods, - Carol Ponti. Marcello Girosi' 
Dir Martin Hitt 
Sophia Loren. Anthony Quinn; Ina 

Balm. Mark Richman. Naomi Stevens. 
Virginia Vincent. Frank Puglia, Jane 

, Rose. Majel Barrett ' 
(Started Feb. 3) 

"TOO YOUNG FOR LOVE" 
Prod.— William Allahd ' 
Dir.—Bernard Girard • 
Robert Yureatis, Phillipa Scott, Majel 

Barrett. Barry Atwater' 
(Started Feb. 17) 

20th CENTURY-FOX 
Starts, This Year.......... 3 
This. Date, Last Year...... 7 

"A NICE LITTLE BANK THAT SHOULD 
BE ROBBED" 

Prod.—Anthony Muto 
Dir.—Honr> Levin . 
Tom Ewell, Mickey Rooney. Dina Mer- ■ 

rilL Mickey Shaughiiessy, Madge Ken¬ 
nedy, Richard Deacon, Jack Kerny. 
F'rances Bavier 

(Started Jan. 27) 
•THE BRAVADOS" 

Prod.—Herbert Bayard Swope Jr. ■' 
Gregory Peck. . Joan Collins, i Stephen 

1 "FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON" 
\ (Benedict Bogeaus Prod.) 
J (For RKO Release) ' 

(Shooting In Mexico) 
Prod.—Benedict Bogeaus 

(George Sanders, Debra Paget. Don Dub- 
, . bins, Patric Knowles. Melville Cooper, 

Carl Esmond, Henry Daniel), Ludwig 
i Stoesei, Morris Ankrum 
i . Dir.—Byron llaskin 
j - . Joseph Cotten 
f (Started Jan. '31) 

j -'MAN OF THE WEST'* 
(A^htonProds.) - 

’ (Fm .UA Release) 
] . Prod.—Walter M; Mirisch ! 
I Dir.^Anthony .Mann 

Gary Cooper. Julie London. Lee. J. Cobb.. 
! ' Arthur'D'Connell, Royal Dan6, Jack 
; Lord, John Dehiier. Robert J. Wilke 
| (Started Feb. 10) 

j "TARTAN'S FIGHT FOR LIFE" 
, (Sol Lesser Prod.) - 
; (F'or -MGM Release) , . - 

Prod;—Sol Lesser 
Dir.—-Bruce .Humberstone 
Cordon Scott. Eye Brent. Rickie-Soren¬ 

sen. (’beta the Chimp, Jill' Jarmyn,. 
•Carl Benton. Reid; Harry Lauter, 
Woody Strode. James Edwards, ltuss 
Evans, Otis Greene, Nick Stewart ■ 

(Started Feb. 10) 

"THE LOST MISSILE" 
, (William Berke Prod.) 
- (For UA Release). 

. Prod.-Dir.—William Berke 
Robert. Loggia, Ellen Parker, .Lorence 

■j'' Kerr ■ 
|‘ . (Started. Feb.-10) ge . 

1 "ESCORT WEST" . 
_ <Batjiu--.Romiha Prods.) 
- (Foi I’A Release) . 
j Prods.—R..E. Morrison-Nate Edwards 

Dir.--Francis. D, Lyon ■■-.'■■■ - 
-Victor Mature, Elaine. Stewart, Faith 

Tiomergue.Beba Waters. Rex Ingram,. 
- Harr.v Carey Jr.i Noah Beery Jr. 
| . (Started Feb, 10) 

I "DADDY-O" 
i (Imperial Prod.) . 
! (Shooting at Kline) - 

Prod.- Elmer C Rhoden Jr. 
._ :I>ir---Lou Place. 
T - Dick ('.ontino, Sandra Giles. Rori McNeil, 
j Bruno. ViSoto, William :Riggs, Ruth 

Scott ' 
f (Started Feb. 17) 

"TOM THUMB" 
'■ (Galaxy- Prods.) 

(For Metro Release) • 
(Shooting in England). 

I Prbd.-Dir.—^George Pal 
I Russ Tamblyn. Alan Young... Terry- 
i Thunias. Peter Sellers, June Thorburn, 
• Bernard Miles 

(Started Nov.-25) 

;"THE EXTRA EDGE" 
(Seven Arts. Inti. Prods.-Hammer Films) 

! (For UA Release) . 
1 (Shooting in Berlin) 

Prod-—Michael Carreras' 
Dir.—Robert Aldrich 
Jeff- Chandler, Jack Palance, Martihe. 

' . - ■ Carol ■ 
(Started Feb. 17) .. 

I "SATELLITE OF BLOOD"; 
•’ (Algamated Prods.) 
: (Shooting in London) • 

Exec. Prods;^—Richard Gordon, Charles 
j Fi. Vetter Jr. . 

Prods.^—John Croydon, Robert Day 
Marshall' Thompson 

(Started Feb. 24) ' 

: "REVENGE OP. THE COLOSSAL MAN" 
; (American International Piets.) . 
i Prod.—Bert7 1. Gordon 
I Dir.^-Bert I. Gordon 

Sally Fraser, Roger Pace. Dean Parkin, 
Russ Bender, Charles Ste.wart,. Jack. 

.Kosslyn, Bob .Garnet. June Burt, Rico 
Alanix. June Jocelyn. 

(Started Feb. 24) 7. 

"THE DEFIANT ONES" 
(Stanley Kramer Prods.), . 
(For UA) 1 •. : 

Prod.-Dir.—Stanley Kramer. 
Tony Curtis, Sidney Poiter, Theodore 

Bikel. CaraWilliams, Charles. McGraw’, 
• Loh Chaney, Lawrence Dobkin, Whit 
Bissell,. Claude Akins, Carl Switzer • 

(Started Feb. 28) 

"VILLA!" 
(Artys Films for 20th Fox) 
(Shooting in Mexico) 

. Pro«L—Plato Skoifras 
Dir,—James B. Clark 
Brian Keith, Cesar Romero,. Margia 

Dean,. Rudolpho Hoyas 
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IN BRITAIN 

ANGLO A’LG’MATED 
Starts, This Year.. ..... I 
this Date, Last Year... 5 

"CRIME OF HONOR" 
. Prod.-^-Jack G ro.enwood 

■ 'Dir.—Montgomery Tiilly 

BRITISH ELSTREE 
Starts/ This Year;.,. .,.... I 
This Date, Last Year 

"GIRLS At SEA" . 
•'Prod.—Vaughan -N. Dean. 

Dir.—-Gilbert Gunn 
Ronald Shiner. Guy Rolfe, Alan White, 

Michael Hoidern 
. (Started Jan. 22) 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year....:... .., I 
This Dater Last Year.. .. .. 2 

"REVENGE OF. FRANKENSTEIN" . 
(Hammer Filrti Productions) : 

Prod.-^Anthony Hinds 
■ - Dir.—Terence Fisher - 

! Peter Cushing. Eunice; Gaysori, Francis 
• :•• MEttheWs, Michael Gwynn . 
■ (Started Jan. t>) ’ 

RANK 
Starts, this Year. .. /...., .. 4 
This Date^ Last Year. /. 4. 

l "A MIGHT TO REMEMBER" 
. Prbd.—William Mc-Quitty 

Dir.^-Roy Baker 
-.- Kenneth More, David McCallum, Jill 

Dixon . 
(Started Oct: 14) ;. 

"NOR THE MOON BY NIGHT" ■ 
(Shooting in Africa atod Pinewood) 
..Prod.—John-Stafford 

Dir.—Ken Aiinakin . .." 
' Belinda Lee, Patrick McGoohan, Michael 

• .Craig 
j (Started Nov. 23)' 

"THE WIND CANNOT READ" 
(Shooting in India and Pinewood)- 

Prod-r-Betty Box. 
Dir.—Ralph Thomas 

: Dirk Bogarde, Yoko Tani, Ronald Lewis 
, ' (Started Dec. 16) 
'"SEA'FURY."' ■' 
"(Shooting in Costa Brava. Spain and 

Pinewood) 
Prod.-^S. B: Fisz. 

. Dir.^Cy Edfield 
■ Stanley Baker, Victor McLaglen, LucP 

-. ana Paluzzi . 
(Started Jan. 27). 

20TH-FOX 
Starts, This Year.. . ..... 3 

This Date, Last Year.. .. 0 

"SMILEY GETS THE GUN". 
(Canberra Film Productions) 
(Shooting in. Australia) - . 

Prod.—Anthony Kimmins 
Dir.—Anthony. Kimmins 

' Sybil Thorndike, Chips Rafferty, Keith 
■ Calvert ■ 

(Started Nov. 11) ■ 

"HARRY.BLACK" . . 
(Mersham Productions) 
(Shooting in India and National Studios 

. Prod.—John Brabourne 
Dir:—Hugo Fregonese . : . . 

. Stewart Granger; Anthony Steel; Bar¬ 
bara Rush 

"(Starting Jam.2) 

"INTENT TbrKl,LL". 
(Zonic Productions). 

Prod.^-rAdrian Worker 
Dir.r^-Jack Cardiff 
Richard -Todd, Betsy Drake, Herbert 

• Lorn. Lisa GastOrii ' ^ 
(Started Feb. 2) 

METRO 
Starts, This Year.. /..... ... 2 
This Date, Last Year. . . ... 2 

"TOM THUMB" 
(Galaxy. Productions) ; 

Prod.—George-Pal . 
. Dir.—George Pal 

Russ. Tamblyn. . Alan "Young, Terry- 
•- -.Thomas,.-Peter Sellars -V 
(Started Nov. 25). 

"NOWHERE TO GO" . 
(Ealing Films) 

■ Prod.—Michael BalcOn. 
Dir.—Seth Holt 
George Nader, Bernard. Lee . 
(Started. Dec. 9) 

Tm 
Starts, This Year:. '2 
This Date, Last Year..;. .. 0 

"THE EXTRA EDGE". 
(Hammer Film- Productions and Seven 

Arts Productions) • 
(Shooting in Berlin) . ' 

Prod.-^-Michael' Carreras 
Dir-—Robert Aldrich .. 
Jeff Chandler, Jack Palance, Marline 

Carol 
(Starts Feb. 17) 

"THE HORSE'S MOUTH" 
(Rnightsbridge Films)/. 

Prod.—John Bryan ^ 
Dir.—Ronald Neame 

. Alec..Guiness,'Kay Walsh 
. (Started Jan. 20) . 

\V^R.NER BROS. 
l| Starts, This Year .. .... .. I 

This Date/ Last Year*..... 0 

"INDISCREET" . 
: Prod.^r-Staniey Donen 

Dir.—Stanley - Doneri 
Ingrid Berginan; Cary Grant 
(Started Nov. 18) : 

Inside Stuff-Pictures 
Senator Irwin Pakula, and Assemblyman Anthony P. Savarese, Jr., 

Republicans of Queens, have re-presented to the New York State Leg¬ 
islature a bill amending the Labor Law, to permit women over 21 
engaged in the processing or editing of films for television or newsreel 
use to Work more than the prescribed number of hours, but "in no 
events” in excess of 48 hours in any week. 

Governor AverelL Harriman vetoed a similar measure on April 20 
last, because, it went beyond the problem sought to be alleviated: 
women working in emergencies connecting with the processing or edit¬ 
ing of films. 

The Labor Department, whose head, Isadore Lubin, contended the 
bill’s phraseology would permit conditions to which he had not agreed, 
asserted it hot only permitted an employer to work female employees 
for “an unlimited number of hours two days in any one work week,” 
but also made an exemption for the processing, of /‘all” film. It would 
not be solely the processing of “newsreel film as had initially been ! 
sought by this industry.” 

The Labor Dept, feared that approval of the act would be the “fore¬ 
runner” of many additional requests, as well as the introduction of 
similar legislation for other industries like affected by the present 
provisions of the law.” 

j Governor Harriman promised that if a bill were resubmitted which 
[“solely” met the emergency nature of the problem, and still afforded 

“the necessary protection to female employees,” . he would give it 
consideration. ' ; - 

The measure, said last year, to have union support, would take effect 
immediately. 

Many sided activities of the Singapore-based Cathay Organization -are 
outlined in a 108-page booklet the company has just, turned out. Writ¬ 
ten in three languages—English, Chinese and Malayan—it give's an in¬ 
sight on this production-distribution-exhibition firm’s scope in the 
southeast Asia amusement industry. 

Paper-bound volume points out that the company had its origin in 
1935 as Associated Theatres. Ltd. Completion of the Pavilion Theatre in 
Kuala LujnpiH\ and the Cathay Cinema, Sing'apore, in 1939 formed the; 
nucleus of what is now the Cathay Organization—a chain of some 50 
first-run houses in Malaya, Sarawak, Borneo, Brunei and Bangkok. 

• Most of the outfit’s expansion took place after the end of World War 
II. It absorbed several circuits, made a partnership arrangement with 
the Rank Organization, set up distribution and production divisions 
and even entered the hotel business. This “story of achievement” is 
concisely told amid a profusion of color plates of some 10 femme stars, 
all of Whom are under contract to the Cathay group. 

Cathay, which is headed by Loke Wan Tho, controls the Keris Film 
Studios in Singapore and also produces in Hongkong. To date it’s turned 
out more than 40 pictures, mostly in Mandarin and Cantonese. Its dis¬ 
tribution division releases Chinese, French, Malay, American and other 
films to Cathay as well as other circuits.. 

Not only does the booklet tell the Cathay story, but it obviously is R 
revenue producer too. For its pages are replete with full-page ads rang¬ 
ing from whiskies and watches to airconditioning and autos. 

NBC’s Berlin correspondent Gerhardt (Gary) Stindt’s father, Bruno 
Stindt, who died recently at 69 in his native Berlin, was a pioneer news¬ 
reel cameraman in 1909 for Pathe Freres which was when he opened 
the first cinema in Berlin. He was Germany’s only civilian newsreel 
war correspondent-cameraman in World War I; in the early days he 
used to accompany Kaiser Wilhelm on his trips throughout Europe. 
Outspokenly anti-Nazi, he was sidetracked in 1941 until war’s end when 
the American military government called on him in 1945 to help set 
up the first postwar U S. State Dept.-sponsored German newsreel, “Welt 
im Film” (The World in Films), where he was chief cameraman. A 
serious automobile accident in 1949 forced him to give up his news 
work. 

In the early 1920s he represented Pathe News and was one of a group 
of cameramen who helped Emanuel Cohen establish Paramount News 
for which he traveled all over the globe. Among his outstanding news 
stories were the 1919 Revolution, the first flight of the Zeppelin, Cham¬ 
berlain and Levine’s transoceanic, flight arrival in Germany and back 
to the U.S. in record time (it took seven days in 1927), the famed Mu¬ 
nich and Godesberg meetings between Hitler, Chamberlain, Daladier 
and Mussolini, and others. 

Al Sokolsk^, owner of a small Chi nabe house, is as gloomy as they 
come. Even if the city’s 3% amusement tax is recinded, he thinks it 
will Only forestall the doom of doom of operators his size. The Ameri¬ 
can film, critic Ann Marsters quoted him seeing a future in which 
only the large downtown theatres will survive j playing only important 
pix at a $2.50 .tarriff . per head. Sokolsky’s sentiment isn’t new, 
really, but, reaching print as it -did* points up the morose outlook of 
most Chi exhibitors to the lay folks.. 

Sokolsky said Hollywood doesn’t give a hoof about small operators. 
“I think they may want the death of the theatres, which would leave, 
them <ree to produce primarily for .television and would eliminate 
one of the main oppositions to pay-as-you-see tv. Certainly pay-ty 
would mean a fortune to producers and I donT think we can figure it 
much longer, because you can’t stop progress.” Sokolsky said he 
hadn’t showed a profit in over a year. 

JackWinocour,^^ former-U.S. correspondent for the London Picture 
Post and a specialist in picture journalism, has devised a new format 
for theatre programs applicable to the two-a-day blockbuster films. 

Instead of the usual photos and biographies of the cast, Wihqcour 
provides historical and film-making background in text-'and. pictures. 
For example, his program for the new Superscope version'of Laurence 
Olivier’s “Henry V” which the J.' Asthur Rank Organization is re-re^ 
leasing, contains information' on the making : of the pictiire, historical 
notes on the battle of Agincourt, the development of the long bow as 
a weapon, and information about the Globe Theatre in Shakespeare’s 
time. 

According the Winocour, his objective is raise the level of the film 
program and “bring it in line with public tastes which have been edu- 
eated by the big picture magazines.” 

i Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in Hollywood for first 
time since establishment of the Documentary Awards in 1942, by-passes 
the short subject in this classification this year. For the Feature Doc¬ 
umentary Award, three films are nominated: “Torero,” Produccipnes 
Barbachano Ponce (Mexican), distributed by. Columbia Pictures, Manu¬ 
el Barbacano Ponce, producer; “On the Bowery,” Lionel Rogosin Pro¬ 
ductions, Film Representatibns Inc., Lionel Rogosin, producer; “Al- . 
bert Schweitzer,” Hill and Anderson Productions, Louis de Rochemont 
Associates, Jerome Hill, producer. 

Cinerama statisticians gave this report bn the original widescreen 
medium’s fifth anniversary in Detroit: Each of the. three productions 
have established long-run records, “This is Cinerama,” 100 weeks; • 
“Cinerama Holiday.” 78 weeks and “Seven Wonders of the World,” 
79 weeks; viewers numbered 4,420,000, 1,768,000 of them from outside 
the Detroit , area; biz at the Music Hall, located in an off-the-main- 
stem downtown' location, has rejuvenated nabe. Newest, “Search for 
Paradise” now is in its third week. 
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Cries Out Against ‘New Isolationism’ 
Johnston Bespeaks Vital Necessity of Free-Flowing 

International Trade 

Washington, March 4. 
Fn vont support for the proposed 

fiU-> car extension of theRecipro* 
cal Trade Agreement Act was 
voiced here last week by Eric 
Johnston, president of the Motion 
Picture Export Assn. Johnston 
was testifying before, the-House 
Wajs and Means Committee at a 
time when “protectionist” forces 
appeared to have, made some head- 
v.ay in thojr battle agaihst exten¬ 
sion. • ^ 

“Reciprocal trade is essential to 
our domestic economy,” stated 
Johnston. “There is no doubt it 
causes dislocations. These occur In 
every competitive marketplace. 
But how infinitely greater and in¬ 
curable the dislocations if \vc were 
to return to the days of the Smoot- 
Hawley tariff! I can think of noth¬ 
ing else that would so surely and 
quickly smash bur American, econ¬ 
omy.” 

Reciprocal trade, Johnston told 
the committee, lias made the U. S. 
the greatest international trader in 
the world’s history. ‘fThe. very 
core of our success is reciprocity. 
If we don’t buy, we can't possibly 
sell,” he argued, adding “We need 
stability in our total trade policy. 
An unstable trade policy does not 
just pull out the rug froni under 
our friends abroad. It invites re¬ 
ciprocal rug pulling against us. 
The jive-year extension will achieve 
that vital stability.” 

OLD FILMS REVIVING 
BETTE DAVIS VOGUE 

Showing of old films on televi¬ 
sion is creating a new group of 
fans for some of the fading .film 
idols of the past. According to 
Bessie Little, editor of the fart 
mag Screen Stars, she has been re¬ 
ceiving requests from teenagers 
to run stories and pictures, of Bette 
Davis and other screen stars, whose 
pictures are now appearing regu¬ 
larly on television. : 

Miss Little cites this interest in 
detailing the “bortboo” Hollywood 
made in selling its old films to tele¬ 
vision. She feels that these pix 
“certainly would have done exceed¬ 
ingly well if they had been’rerun 
in local neighborhood theatres ’■ As 
another example/ of Hollywood’s 
mistake. Miss Little points to the 
tremendous interest -of the eight 
to .11 set when "Heidi,” starring 
Shirley Temple., appeared on t\\ 
Miss Little is convinced that , if 
“Heidi” had played in local'-thea¬ 
tres throughout the, country, “it 
would have been a sellout.” 

Oscar’s Tab: $850,000 
Hollywood,. March 4. 

. Breakdown in expenditures 
for the overall cash outlay of . 
$850,000,. cost of the Academy's 
upcoming 30th annual Oscar 
sweepstakes, has been revealed 
by. treasurer Fred Metzler. . 

' N]BC time and related ex-:'. 
penses—$400,000. ... . 

Sets, oreh, use of Pantages 
Theatre and construction of a 
new press pavilion—$400,000. ; 

Voting and tabulation ma¬ 
chinery,. and screening of nom-/ 
inated . films for / Academy 
members, plus related costs— 
$150,000; ; 

Promotion—$100,000. 

Indoctrinating Kurt Unger 
For His London Chores 
When Kurt Unger returns to 

London from his firsttime trip to 
America he Will. as. reported. here 
previously-, assume charge of Unit¬ 
ed Artists production in Great 
Britain. For that reason he has 
been in New York and is currently 
in Hollyv ojd for- further indoc¬ 
trination.-/: 

Unger was longtime sales chief 
for UA- in Italy, via its D:E A.R. 
distribution affiliate, so the switch¬ 
over into productiort.is a shift also 
in occupational responsibilities as 
-well as. geography. Myron Karlin, 
long with Metro in. Germany, has 
since been designated as Unger’s 
successor with UA in Rome. 

“The Devil’s Disciple,” Hecht- 
Hill-Lancaster production for UA 
release, will be the first to come 
under Unger’s production orbit as 
the company’s liaison. It will’ also 

■ mark Marc Spiegel’s, bow with 
H-H-L as general' European pro¬ 
duction rep after a longtime spot 
as . Paris rep for the Motion Pic¬ 
ture Export Assn. 

Minneapolis, March 4. 

After supposedly being available 

for nearly two years, a government 

loan to ah exhibitbr ih this, terri¬ 

tory—-one for a substantial amount 

—is now being processed, accord¬ 
ing to R. G: Aim, federal small 
business administrator here. The 
chances for the application going 
through are good, he believes. 
. The money in this instance is 
desired to remodel and improve 
three theatres, he says. 

Since exhibitors became eligible 
for such loans. Aim asserts he. 
has received only about six inquir¬ 
ies and in no case was any of 
these , followed through. Several 
persons desiring to borrow govern¬ 
ment money with which to buy 
theatres, were turned down as not 
eligible. 

Industry :members say that few 
exhibitors can comply with the 
stiff requirements for such small 
business government loans and 
they’re discouraged from Applying 
for same; ;• 

UP TOILS. COMPANIES 
ON FESTIVAL POLICY 

Motion Picture Export Assn, will 
participate in this year’s Cannes, 
Berlin, Venice and Brussels film 
festivals, but will leave it up to 
the individual companies to decide 
oh whether or not to enter the' 
rest.; . 

. Intel-national Federation of Film 
Producers Assns. puts fest into the 
two main categories: Cl) Recbm- 
mended.r which this year includes 
the big festival plus Brussels, and 
12; Recognized (which in 1058 takes 

! in, for the first time, an American 
| competition at San Francisco as. 
j well as a. Soviet ong at Leningrad). 
' Difference is that, where .'MPEA 
goes in under an “industry” head¬ 
ing, it also allocates a budget for 
publicity, imports stars where pos¬ 
sible, etc. ; . 

The companies have always , been 
somewhat. cool to the idea of an 
American fest, and this feeling con¬ 
tinues despite the splash made by 
the Frisco event last year. The dis- 
tribs don’t see where they stand 
to gain a lot via an American fest, 
and MPEA prefers each company 
to follow its own lights in the mat¬ 
ter. 

PITTSBURGH 
Butler, Pa.* City Council re¬ 

pealed its, amusement tax, which 
has been steadily declining as a 
source of revenue for the commu¬ 
nity. It originally brought in $10,- 
000 a year, theh. fell off to: $7,500 
and is expected to be considerably 
less than that for ’57. 
. William Basle, of Basle Broth¬ 
ers Theatres, to build new . ozoner 
at Donaldsons . : Crossroads . on 
Route 19 adjoining his Mt: Leba¬ 
non Drive-In. . 

Jack Balmer, for several, years 
manager of Exposition Hall in 
Omaha,, resigned to join- /staff of 
“Ice. Capades.” He’s the son .of 
James. G. Balmer, Harris, circuit 
executive for nearly :50 years,. . 

Thomas-A. Bello,' Nanty-Glo ex¬ 
hibitor since 1932 arid a leading 
business man there; elected a. di¬ 
rector of Nanty-Glo State Bank. 

Local branch of /National Thea¬ 
tre Supply merged with Alexander 
(RCA) Theatre Supply. Alexander 
firm is headed by Torn McCleary, 
who had been with RCA prior to 
joining with Sam Fineberg and the 
late James Alexander. . 

:M; A. (Moe). Silver; zone , man¬ 
ager, for SW Theatres here, arid 
his wife; Lily Jay Silver, whose 
first novel, “Shadow. O" Sun,” has 
just been published, left for annual j 
month-long . vac a .tip n in Palm 
Beach. 

DENVER 
The. new Rocky Mountain Screen 

Club, with ; clubrooms on film row, 
will hold an election soon after 
March 1.. 

. . Stanley/ Dixon .will operate the 
Valley .drive-in, Hotchkiss, Cpib.; 
this year. 

Atlas Theatres is closing the 
Salida,. Salida, Colo., for an indefi¬ 
nite period; house: will be face¬ 
lifted . while shuttered. 

V. J. Dugan, formerly branch 
manager here for 20th-Fox, out of 
the business for three years, named 
city salesmanager for coiripany in 
Cleveland. 

Ralph Batschelet, head of con¬ 
cessions for Fox Inter-Mountain 
Theatres, named manager of the 
Mayan, with , the concessions post 
left vacant. • . 

Hank Fischer, booker for the 
southern district of Fox Inter- 
Mountain Theatres,, returned to his 
former, post in the film statistical 
department, with Si Saunders,. 
northern district booker, taking 
over southern district also. 

Pete Anselmo, manager of West 
drive-in, set as manager of the 
Federal; succeeding ' Luke Petry, 
who has been moved to the West- 
wood. There he takes post vacated 
by Janies Ecker, Who became office 
manager and auditor for Buena 
Vista. 

KANSAS CITY 
New manager at Rockhill Thea 

tre:is Ross Caccavale. He’s:in fron 
Columbus, O., where he was name< 
to job at homeoffice of Little Ar 
Theatres, which operates the Rock 
hill. Former manager . A1 Kodda< 
is leaving the industry. 

Motion Picture Assn, of Create 
Kansas City elected Richard Oreai 
veepee of Coriimonwealth Thea 
tres IhC;, as prexy for 1958, beini 
chosen by the directors at thei 
first 1958 meeting.. Grear succeed 
Ed ; C. Hartman, booking agenc1 
.head; ■ / 
/ H x> w c o. International Picture 
opened art exchange on film rov 
with Robert Carnie manager. Ar 
rangements were \ade througl 
Visit here of W.; C. Kroeger, mid 
west district manager, out of Mem 
phis. • 

-RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL — 
. Rockefeller Center • Cl 6-4600 

“THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV" 
starring YUL BRYNHER 

MARIA SCHELL • CLAIRE BLOOM 
An M-G-M Release - In METR0CQL0R 

and SnCTACIUK STASE mUNTimsit . 

Stanley Quits Troy Lease 
Albany, March 4. 

American, a 700-seat theatre. in 
Troy dark for approximately five 

[ years, has been turned back to. its 
.’owner, by Stanley Warner circuit 
; —on expiration of a lease- . 

The house, which usually played 
subsequent-run product,'' is a block 

1 from the Troy; Stanley Warner’s 
I ace situation in the Collar City, 
i American outside display / cases 
[ had been tised to . advertise The 
; Troy, since the former closed, 
i Frank . Da mis, aide to General 
j Manager Harry Kalmine, arid 
i other SW men. were in Troy for 
! the turnback. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
Marlon Walker, manager of Uni 

ed Paramount’s Minot, N. D., the 
, tre, granted year’s leave of absen 
to take his ailing wife to Californi 

Circuit owner Eddie Ruben coi 
muting between Minneapolis ai 
Miami,.. Fla., in which latter pla 
his family is hibernating. . 

Reid H. Ray, Twin Cities* i 
film and trailers producer, elect 

■ national treasurer of Society 
LMotiort Pictures and Televisl 
' Engineers; he’s served four yea 

on board of governors. 
Local Warner Bros, salesmi 

Don Urquhart promoted to Denv 
branch manager; Perry Smoot r 
joins the exchange here to repla 
him.:- V : 

• with majority of loop cinem 
upping admissions frequent! 
Minneapolis American Assn, b- 
club has announced a price tilt, tc 
for coming season from $1.75 
$2. top... 

Many out-of-town newspape 
again editorially appealing to pu 

i lie for better cinema support 
- that showhouses will not have 
I shutter., -./ 

m-VIA-PR'RUMORS 
MAR FOREIGN PRIZES 

Hollywood, March 4, / 
Last week’s Golden Globe awards 

by the Hollywood Foreign Press 
Assn, have blown up a storm sig¬ 
nalized by the resignation of for¬ 
mer prexy Henry Gris from the 
AsSn.’s board on charges by him 
that “certain awards are being 
given more or less as favors.** • 

Current Assn, head Fred Porges, 
[ after a meeting Saturday with the 
current board, refused to be drawn 
into the controversy stating only 
that “all awards presented 
were given in accordance with the 
rules/ and regulations of our Asso^ 
ciation.” 

Tradesters had asked “howcum 
so many award winners were the 
clients of one public relations 
firm?” Gris explained that while 
in some categories voting was done 
by the whole membership of the 
Assn>, in . others winners were 
named by the board which he said, 
had been shunted aside by Porges 
who presented award-winners for 
approval only. 

I Foreign Press 
I World Awards 

Hollywood, March 4. 
Hollywood Foreign Press Assn, 

kudosed Tony Curtis and Doris 
Day With its “Henrietta” awards, 
signifying the world’s favorite ac¬ 
tor and actress, at org’s 15th an¬ 
nual Golden Globe awards pres¬ 
entation held here last week. 

Buddy Adler, 20th-Fox produc¬ 
tion veepee, copped the annual 
Cecil B. DeMille Award for “out¬ 
standing achievement and contri¬ 
butions .to the industry.” Excess of 
900 persons attended ceremonies in 
the Cocoanut Grove, where 29 
presentations were ; made for mo¬ 
tion pictures plus four for televi¬ 
sion. 

Columbia Pictures netted the 
most awards among: companies in 
categories relating to specific pro¬ 
ductions. It won: four prizes to 
Metro’s three arid one each for 
Warn er Bros., 20th-Fox and 
United Artists. 

Curtis and Miss Day were given 
the ‘’Henrietta” awards based on 
polls conducted by newspapers, 
magazines, radio and tv stations, 
and in theatres in the 58 countries 
throughout the world represented 
in Hollywood by members of the 

the voting of the membership 
the association. They are: 

„ " GOLDEN GLOBES 
v Bes.t. Picture—“Bridge On the Hit 
Kwai/* Sem Spiegel-Coliimbia. 

Actor (Dramatic)—Alec Gulnrie 
’.Bridge on River Kwai“ 

Best Actress (Dramatic)—Joanne Woi 
Wa^\ '^ree.!Faces o£ Ev®“ 20th-Fox 

Best Direction—David Lean, “Brid 
on River Kwai.J* 
. Best- Actor (Comedy or Musical) 
Frans Sinatra.-“Pal Joey“ Essex-Geor 
Sidney-Columbia. 

Rest Actress (Comedy or Musical)—K 

MGMraU' ^CS Glrls’” So1 U. Sieg 

Best Picture (comedy or musical) 
"Les Girls,” Siegel-MGM. 
„ Best Supporting Actor—Red Buttoi 
Sayonara,” William Goetz-Warners. 
.Best Supporting Actress—Elsa Ls 

Chester. “Witness for the Prosecutlor 
Edward Small-Arthur Hoimblow-UA. 

. Best Film Promoting International l 
derstanding— 'The Happy Road,” Ge 
Kelly, producer-director-star, MGM. 

[ .International Stardom’* awards ' we 
were made to Sandra Dee, Carolyn Jom 
Diane Varsi, James-Garnet,' John Sax 
amL Pat Wayne for “graduating’* fre 
U- S. stardom-to international stardoi 

Best Foreign films were said to he t! 
German “Confessions of Felix KruL 
Filmaufbeu Co.; Japanese “The Yell< 

I Crow,** Shochiku Co.; Mexican “Tizol 
Makouk Co.; British “Woman in a Dre; 
lnsGown,” J. Arthur Eank-Warhers. 

T, 

1 Hugo Friedhofer—“For bettering stan 
ar“ of motion, picture music by consi 
ently five scores over the past 25 yeai 

ZsaZsa Gabor—1957’s most glambro 
actress. • 

Bob Hope—Goodwill ambassador. 
Leroy Prinz—1957’s outstanding choi 

ographer. 
George Sidney—"Contributions to wor 

entertainment through . musical motii 
pictures.” ... • 

of11957 f.iniinoI^s~‘"inos.,l versatile actre 

_-Ty awards made by/the group were 
Eddie Fisher Show (NBC) as best music 

I show; Alfred Hitchcock ' Presents (CBi 
best^-niystery; Mike Wallace (ABC), be 

'new interviewer, and to Jack Beniiy 
outstanding comedian and comedy sho 

Rank Invades St. Louis 
Rank Film Distributors of 

America has opened a new branch 
office for the St. Louis territory 

[ and has appointed Clifford M. 
Mantle to head it. 

| This brings, to 16 the number of 
[ RFDA branch offices in the U. S. 
[Mantle reports to regional man¬ 
ager, Sam Gorelick, in Chicago. 

Baltimore, March 4. 

Bill, designed to establish a new, 
kind of censorship herer—one which 
would specify the permissibility of 
pictures for adults /and those for 
children (16 find under)^-was 
killed this week following the 
usual maneuvering on both -the pro 
and eon sides. . 

Measure had been given the. 
support of the Catholic Church. On, ; 
the opposite end was the Mdtion 
Picture Assn, of America, as repre¬ 
sented by Manning (Tim) Clagett. 

Bill first was killed in a Senate. 
^committee apd a full House, vote 
was taken last Tuesday (25) where 
it was voted down 59 to 57. Advo¬ 
cates, of the rating censorship 
brought the rneasure up for recon¬ 
sideration the following day when, 
it lost by a vote of 71 to 40,. 

State Legislature adjourns March/ 6 and unless there’s some last- 
minute device to revive the matter; 
which is a remote possibility, the . 
idea of rating pictures is dead. 

Church pressure for the bill was 
intense over the .past couple of 
months. Because i>f. various court 
decisions, the Maryland state cen¬ 
sor, while still in existence, is 
barely effective and. the rating sys¬ 
tem was designed to provide a new 
power. 

Strangely enough, while Catholic 
elements were strong in pushing 
the measure, it was the film indus¬ 
try that was accused of. operating 
a potent lobby. This accusation: was. 
made in the Catholic Review,, dio¬ 
cesan weekly published in Balti-. 
more,/': . 

The “lobby” was Clagett, he be¬ 
ing the only film industry rep who 
was openly fighting the bill, al¬ 
though, of course, he did have the 
support of theatremen in the area. 

Bill was feared by all exhibs 
throughout the state, the fear hav¬ 
ing been based on the possibility 
that many pictures such as the 
“horror” product would, get the 
adults-only tag whereas these have 
particular appeal for children./ 

Action came after long .and 
laugh-sprinkled debate in which 
Bill of Rights, Ten Commandments 
and Brigitte Bardot were given 
special mention. The 59-57 vote up- ; 
held unfavorable report. attached 
earlier to measure by House Ju¬ 
diciary Committee. 

.•The bill, which had the backing 
of C. Morton Goldstein,, chairman 
of the three-member State Board 
Of Motion Picture Censors,• would 
have given the Board the right to 
bar children from, attending film* 
which could incite them to im¬ 
morality or crime and also given 
the Board the right to levy fines on 
exhibitors guilty of violations.- 

A companion Senate bill, is still 
before the Judiciary Proceedings 
Committee but chances of it being 
passed before, close of session - on 
Thursday are virtually nil since 
action of one house largely deter-? 
mines action of other on. compan¬ 
ion bills. 

Only in event of sufficient agita¬ 
tion and confidence on part of 
backers that feeling has shifted in 
House of Delegates, would there 
be’a likelihood of Senate passing 
the bill. 

Still in the air and considered 
more of a threat by opponents is 
House Bill 140 now with Judiciary 
Cominittee which reads: “It shall 
be unlawful for any* person to 
knowingly exhibit to a minor, un¬ 
der the age of 16 years a motion 
picture film any part of which is 
obscene, or the tendency of which 
is to corrupt morals.” 

Measure sets fines of $100 for 
first offense and $1,000 for each 
subsequent conviction, with jail 
terms of up to 30 days for the first 
and up to six months. for subse¬ 
quent offenses. 

Among opponents of this one is . 
Goldstein Who calls it “terribly con¬ 
fusing” and almost impossible to 
administer and enforce. 

He contends that hill now under 
consideration - would turn over 
censorship to local police and then 
to the courts and would make in¬ 
dividual exhibitor his own censor. 

And, he further contends, under 
this bill, .films licensed by the 
Board of Censors and thereby 
labeled free of obscenity and im¬ 
morality might be termed immoral 
arid obscene by the police and 
courts, bringing them into conflict 
with. the Board and the; law as it 
now stands. 
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| Editorials CoH TT Toll-Bigoted f 
In the whole, long controversy over the authorization of over-the- 

. air tollvision tests, promoters of the pay systems, have enjoyed strong 
support from newspaper editorial writers all over the country.. Main 
theme is that anything new, good or bad, should be allowed to com¬ 
pete for public favor. ' 

Virtually every important paper in. the country has expressed..itseif 
on the subject of pay-tv, and while some don’t cate much for. the. idea 
of the home boxoffice, most still think it ought to have its fair beating. 

N.Y. Times some Sundays ago said that “To suggest that the pro¬ 
moters of toll tv are embarking on some undemocratic scheme be¬ 
cause they want to/-use the airwaves for personal profit is just so 
much nonsense.” It .felt that the opposition networks, are “protesting, 

-too much” in their “frantic” determination to make sure pajvtv is 
stillborn.' 

Denver Post, taking apart the networks’ arguments, said that “Un- 
, democratically, they charge that to permit anyone to go into the tv 
business on a different basis from their own is undemocratic.” It said 
the public should be allowed to decide the pay-tv issue. 

Detroit. Free Press, noting the sudden opposition on the part of the 
networks to free enterprise, commented that NBC prexy. Robert W. 
Sarnoff “appears to believe that pay-tv would be a product so superior 
that the kind of tv he defends could riot survive its presence,” The 
Free Press said it doubted this, but that:. SarnofFs thinking pu t him 
in a poor position to “even Speak in favor of free, enterprise^” . 

Boston’s Christian Science - Monitor recently commented it was “dif¬ 
ficult to see why it’s somehow unethical or downright destructive of 
American values, to have toll tv tested. It’s akin to a. publisher trying 
out a new magazine which carries no advertising-^-where the sub¬ 
scriber pays the entire cost of production. It may succed or fail, but 
there’s' no constitutional provision against the venture; in fact it’s 
free enterprise.” • 

‘Vaster Astor’ Keys Theatre $q. 
Continued from page r 

VXssSEr? 

FANSHAWE UNDSLEV TiilbianilImHim 
EXITS OWN COMPANY 1 ICSDg 

Fanshawe Lindsley, who founded 1 
CloSedcircuit Telecasting System fTPP I Plf*VKIAIl 1 
Inc , a company devoted to pre- IIW l VlV fiaiUU 
seriting closed-tv programs in color. 1 " 
has exited the company, He had ' ’ /• '.'/■ ' ■: ... . ■ " 
served as president since the firm ILLEGAL TOLLVISION? 
was started over a year ago.. I / __ 

According to Lindsley, he has re- British Coffee Bar Charges 30c 
signed as a. result of a basic dis- An Hour To Watch 

TOLL.VISION 

Tree' Television Vs. Tree Enterprise 

| agreement in corporate policy. 

Gl Baby Boom 
; Continued from page 1 ; 

Washington, March 4. 
Subscription tv* Via the air, will 

be in cold storage for at least six 
months. So the Federal Commu¬ 
nications Commission declared last 
week in an order stating that no 
applications for trial operations 
will be processed until 30 days fol- 5 Britain’* fi'Vl11 be Procesised until 30 days fol- 

Bntams first attempt at lowing adjournment of the present 
slon has been, axed by the Inde-, sossjon 0f Congress ^expected soine- 
pendent /.Television Authority., linie. in August). P 

I- deeded that in view of 

around the posh hostelriefS like the 
Waldorf, Plaza, Pierre, Ambassa¬ 
dor, St. Regis , etc. (The ballroom 
business is one the top riioneyget- 

(tirig aspects of any big league ho-r 
tel, in any key city). 

(5.) The erection of a special 
; television-radio studio in the Astor, 
probably on the west end of the 
hostelry fronting on Shubert Al¬ 
ley, from which Ed and Pegeen 
Fitzgerald will originate a daily 
and/or nightly AM-tv show, much 
as Tex & Jinx from the Waldorf’s 
Peacock Alley, (and the Starlight 
Hoof in the summer), 

. The_ Sheraton Astor has shifted to 
the Zeckendorf interests in a $10,- 
000,000 swap (plus $500,000 cash) 
for the Ambassador on Park Ave. 
and 53d St., of which Col. Obolen¬ 
sky was. vice-chairman and Robert 
K.: Christenberry (long at the As¬ 
tor) president. 

3-Way Realty Deal 

This deal was complicated last 
week by Webb & Knapp’s sale and 

. lease-back of the Astor to realty 
operator Joseph I. Lubin. Latter, 
dn turn, had assembled a. square 
block of realty on 48th-49th St., 
First . Ave. to the Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt Drive (East River. Drive), 
and this parcel is going to Webb & 
Knapp as part of the deal which; 
was finalized pn Monday (3). 

Lubin had planned two apart¬ 
ment houses on. that parcel (which 
is at the northern end of the Unit¬ 
ed Nations site) but when the .city 
authorities banned his proposal of 
a. connecting bridge between' both 
of the two new proposed apartment 
buildings he made the deal with 

. Webb & Knapp. Latter is holding 
it. for investment. 

The Lubin-Webh & Knapp (Zeck¬ 
endorf) sale-leaseback of the Astor 
had been timed to the Zeckendorf- 
Sheraton deal for the Astor-Am¬ 
bassador swap. 

. Bill Zeckendorf Jr. will operate- 
the three hostelries—Astor, Man¬ 
hattan and Commodore—under in¬ 
dividual, not Webb & Knapp, idehr 
tification. Intent is to build, a glo¬ 
bal Zeckendorf Hotels chain in the 
Hilton manner’ Zeckendorf Sr. is 
president.of Webb & Knapp. . 

As part of the rehabilitation of 
the Astor,: Pegeen Fitzgerald will 
be executive aide to Obolensky. 

The cream legit houses flank 
both sides of West 44th arid 45th 
St., arid this has given the Zecken- 
dorfs, senior and junior, the idea 
of an •aluminum awning from 
Broadway to 8th Ave:, connecting 
both hotels and protecting the 
theatres in between. They will 

. call it* Theatre Square. 

As part of the, “the vaster Astor” 
—a merchandising phrase coined 
by Pegeen Fitzgerald, -who Is the 
public relations and merchandising 
executive working right with Col, 
Obolensky—-there will also be some 
unique lighting flanking the 44th- 
45th St, Broadway to 8th. Ave. 
Theatre Square. The N.Y. Times 
will cooperate on '.that- since the 
newspaper’s West 43d St, .building 
backs on 44th, right next to Sar^ 
di’s. ‘ " 

David O. Alber and Gene Shef- 

frin, his partner, who already 
handle the .Manhattan, will, do 
press for all three, hotels and des¬ 
ignate an on-the-premises flack. 
Needham & Grohman is the. ad 
agency. = Arthur:Selin, ex-Sheraton 
Hotels Cdrp.. which, until the March 
3 finalization of the deal still op¬ 
erates the; Sheraton-Astor, has now 
gone over, to the Webb & Knapp 
operation. ;; 

Plan Refurbishing 
A corps of airconditioning en¬ 

gineers, architects, interior decora¬ 
tors, builders etc,; are all over, the 
Astor with; an eye to the facelift. 
Valerian: Rybar is in charge of the 
redecorating and Mme. Claude 
Alphand, wife of the French am¬ 
bassador, Herve Alphand—and re¬ 
membered as a socialite nitery 
singer in the Gotham plush bistros 
a decade ago—is redecorating some 
of the key . suites.; 

Frederick A. Roozeri, -longtime 
chief aide to Jan Mitchell, owner 
of Luchow’s, has gone over to the 
Zeckendorf operation in charge of 
all food and beverages. 

Among the7 showmanship ideas, 
j that Obolensky, who. incidentally, 
is still retaining part stock own¬ 
ership in the Hotel Ambassador, 
and Mrs. Fitzgerald have unearth¬ 
ed are the yesteryear original pho¬ 
tographs when the. Astor was first 
built. They will try to recreate, 
the turn-of-the-century plush aura, 
with an eye to the fashion. shows 
and pageants which are part of the 
grand ballroom events. It is for that 
reason that a new dramatic lighting 
panel is part of the hew -architec¬ 
ture. 

tommuearrom page .i —5= breach of the Copyright. Act The} the HonandSnuiZ 

ter Thompson Co., before the Trade owner of ^a V dverhamptom coffee \ Commerce Committees that a trial 
Assn. Executives in N. T.: recently, bar. had a _meter to, his 21-:be withheId PCTldillg specific 

If the 17 to 21 group is expand- inch tv set which gave customers 3ulhorization antf in ^ tJ gi™. 
ing, the, growth of the 13-16 year the opportunrty of .viewing coin-, Constess^opportunity to act on 
category is even more impressive, mercial programs for about 3Qc various bifis to prohibit feevee th« 
In 1952 they accounted for. 8,- an hour , - “status quo” should be maintained 
900,000, Last year, they rose to .The ITA, however heard about commission said it has been in- 
10,600,000. By I860 they’11 hit the money;in-dhe-slot-tv, aito sent’ formed by Chairman Oron ltoriis 
12.100,000, by 1965 14;500,00D and a letter to its operator stating that ,D-,vfk.) fhat the House Commerce 
by 1970 around 16.300.T)00.: In ^ 'ras.SwMlBMdhe Coitfnght A?t. committee Intends to £ld hrartaS 
other words, they’ll close to double. But the coffee bar owner is keepin, on pending bills loban feevee’ Aeen- 

This corcesponds to the baby^Sn«sl»S "<^d »«i"oun<SmenH^t 
boom. In 1940, 2,600,000 babies f 'vlllIe he taxes legal advice. the . Senate Commerce Committee 
were born. In 1943, the number ' - ■/■..■' | plans to do likewise “In these 
of births hit 3*1<H>,00Q. Then it If • ! circumstances,” it decided, “until 
went down for a'while, but in 1957 1/am I Iwam U Congress acts on the pending bills 
it perked up to 3,800,000, reach- llvUs VI Vli llill 1 Ive it becomes reasonably. evident 
ing 4,300,000 last year. * | that no action may be expected on 

The industry’s own figures dra- iff 11 If IV A ’ we consider it appropriate to 
matize the importance of the young H Alffl H AttlA K 11 niaintam the status quo.” 
audience. The Motion Picture 1IUIU llVlliU Should prohibitory legislation be 
Assn, of America’s recent survey / .enacted,-the Commission said, its 
showed that 52% of the entire ; Washington, March 4. subscription proceedings would be- 
audience during one summer Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.), ^°°K’ But **.if Congress 
month last year was between nine,.chairman of the House Interstate snouid decide to give express 
and 19 years, of age. - ^ Comrherce Committee, said today ^U^or!zatlon,to the Commission to 

As for the “new adults,” John, (Tiies,) he would ask the FCC for n 
son said in his speech: “The num- another postponement on author!- n/ Dth^ba4suis 
ber of persons reaching 18 years of zation of tollrtv in the eveiit Con- o di:j s . ...the . 
age will start to increase substan- gress fails:to take a stand on.thel\S <nal -ua 
tially in 1959—from 1960 on the matter this year, * men& laid^Sln^-VZ? 
increase will asSunie major pro- . FCC had indicated it was putting ! on i he subject” ^ legisla^6n 
portions: If 18 is considered the off any decision on pay-tv to . ai-J Meanwhile vrr n,a;rm,n 
start of. the family formation low Congress to estabiish 
pertod. we can soon expect^ in- on tollvision during the currant Long (D-La.) that he expects to re- 
creased pressure on house and all session. H Congress takes no ac- port to him soon on a Request ^ 
the consumer market items, asso- tion before recess, the FCC will determine “the treatment lhat 
ciatgd With family life.-rf % go ahead on the matter nn its own, 

increasingly yputhful aspect jjarris. whose comiriittee su- (v since October of 1957 particu- 

pervises the FCC and whose Sub- larly wi.h regard to the fairne!4 

Rep. Oren Hank 
Hold Home B.O.’ 

ciated with family life.” ... " 
. The ihcreasingiy youthful aspect 

of the American population make- 

have been exerted”. to have the 
anti-feeyee resolution by Sen. 
Strom Thurmond (D-S.C.) recom¬ 
mended by the Senate Commerce 
Committee. 

“It would have made just as 
much sense,” he said, “to have per¬ 
mitted the motion picture theatres 
to outlaw radio and tv as it would 
to adopt” the Thurmond resolution. 

Long said that as a result of 

Paramoant = 
55^3 Continued from page t 

creative' people in on participa¬ 
tion deals.” .In addition, Par-Sun- 

. set wifi furnish indie tv producers 
with risk capital for pilots, and 
the studio seeks deals with, com¬ 
panies such as Four Star Produc¬ 
tions, McCadden Productions and 
other indies. “We will be a source 
of risk financing. We will leave 
them alone as United Artists does 
in the picture field. We will give 
our partners as. much freedom as 
possible, and. only go to them if 

^ they get out of line, on the budget,” 
said Schulke. • 

Schulke stressed Par-Sunset is 
also anxious to have indie , tv and 
theatrical film producers, and said 
saved $150*000 on belowTthe-line 
costs at the studio/ Balabari ori¬ 
ginally bought the. lot for real es¬ 
tate values, arid to find out. how 
tp produce high value, low cost 
tv pictures, so converted the stpdio 
into a vidfilmery,” he said. Risk 
financing mentioned by the exec 
would be; not only for pilots, but 
for interim bankrolling where a 
-company needed capital to get pro¬ 
duction underway before the spon¬ 
sor began picking up the tab, he 
stated: ' 

Balaban was. forrifierly prexy of 
Paramount-Sunset, but the presi¬ 
dency has been transferred, to Y. 
Frank Freeman, in charge of thg 
Paramount studio. 

S3S7] of their presentation oi the suto 
sight is currently conducting hear- I ject.” (The Commission order au- 

^ aReged influence peddling ] thorizing a feevee trial run was 
Sift ^ ^vinS whirh ^ within the FCC, said he’ll attempt [issued on Oct. 17.) 
hnnn,/°fnf extend the FCC postponement: Long told the Senate he knew 
nn Sd fnm hiT until Congress is able to take up ; “something of the pressures that 

average U S. increase was 12%. LOCW’S! SSB B aCk Sta ^ C°mmerce 
the suburbs spurted ahead 36% . *■ vw hih«ii “It would - + 

over 1950, the metropolitan areas i=== continued from page i -- much sense ” he said “to 
went up 6%; urban areas 7% and 7” . 7T mitted tbe morion 
rural areas 2% the coriipany would prosper again.” me IIl?tlon P^ture theatres 

Anothe? important change has Vogel had high hopes for the com- adoot” th1?Thfi?mn VS 11 TWrUld 
occurred in ^he discretionary pany* upcoming product. Lohl Te?°™'oni 
spending power of the American .. He reported that Jhe.Brothers; .jepi^enta^ns^^v^KNOF^Tv' ?n 
public, which is continuing to Karamazov” had gotten off to a Vonrne Ta fvf,tS^K^ In 
grow. Discretionary spending good start, and that a number of rto?^^ We*e 
power represents the money avail- other Metro pix were performing’!™11). thein pp to 
able after fixed expenses, have well. He added that the company ?701) pa3^^ TonnnUth0r' 
been met.: This spending power had a good chance/to break even Stations A 
should reach $180,000,000,000 in on “Raitttree County/’ He re- ^V^n^Shr’^nn^f l KS^-A- 
1958-59* $230,000,000,000 by 1963 iterated .the tremendous savings : hA}h |0 .wh^h 
and $295,000,000,000 by 1968. that had been in the company’s 1 bras™ea “ ?a:rd did not 

• ■ / ■ /•: ■ ■ • ■■ ' ■- " operations and appealed to the;generate a smgIe Iotter’ -he said. 
stockholders to bear with him until < \ m - • 

ll ■ p-: the benefits of the cuts could bei Asscitibiyiiian Fears’ Toll; 

Dem Bums ;^0},ed Governor’s Action 
■ ■■ ■■ Continued from page 1 j=5= On the basis of the company’s! Sacramento,-Cal., March 4. 
War TI New York srrihes haA to current cash position, Vogel said . - Assemblyman Louis Francis, San 

Dndppr virpnrpqiripnt intprrpde mend resumption of dividend pay-. J. Knight to call a spe- 

Eveh So, housing has been aeeision; f f thcf 1S,aIpAeRiS,*“r* 
inelv <iih-nar with three mpn the divvy payments will -have to 11 ..|esuiaiionoi toll-tv. Francis, 
iammed into oiiarters furnished made by the directors “in the chdirman of an ^interim legislative. 

interest of the stockholders.” . . ^mmiltee which has been inyest- 

resentatives Pof/Newsf Mirror and There was considerable criticism, tfon^faid-^ ^ tolIvislon regula- 
Times, representing combined cir- jbout thg necessity of -the 19-man, that thi, entirelv new 
culation of mor^ than 31i million, board which, w^ith the exceptionjf Vjndl Jr™UPd califoniZ'SnU 
troTtinirr? on Parh oihprs tops iri emPloyce-direetors. receive $5,000. ", L.3Iiioinia presents 
tiornping on eacn otners toes in h indications arP many complexities, ramifications 
a tiny two-cubicle suite: ’ . - annuauy ,eacn-, tnoicauons are and darigers.” 

•-■NTput Vnrlr nanpre pvnprt trt sf-aff ■ that. efforts . Will, .be made, to CUt ■ -1___ 

and $295,000,000,000 by 1968. 

Dem Bums 
Continued from page'1 ; 

interest of the stockholders.” . commit tee which has been invest- 
Theire was considerable criticism, ^“ng need for tollvision regula- 

about the necessity of /the 19-man. tu * <v. .... , 
board which, with the exception, of f fou?d tba\.tbis entirely ne.w 
employee-directors, receive $5,000.' ”1bltstry in, California _presenls 

tiniy two-cubicle “suite:” / - 2 
New York papers expect to staff 1 

V"'-* j the hoard "Defeh'dintf thp hnard^Tbe assemblyman claimed “many 

end, have their men cover the Los. 
Angeles, opener, arid , play it/ by 
ear from that point. 

£«'«»’*H«I« lawwsass sag- riiSSFrH'f'-F r.'fiS-.s: ,■;„!»» ’ 
last week en route to the Coast ,bfe ti.e fir.t to rpsivn ” I w -^7*;-——- 
where she will appear in “Ripe L. A. Lineup For Bout 
Fruit,” to be produced by Antonia , .. . r, . ,, Los Angeles. March 4, 
Productions; , a company jointly MOCK UD dt Ll)2.rl0lL6 , Five local houses and two in out- 
owned by Miss Montiel arid her _ , . .: lying areas will carry big-screen 
husband. Mann will direct the film J^me^ O. Mock has been pro- telecast of. the Basilio-Robinson 
and United Artists will release it. moted to rrianager of. 20th-Fox s ■. middleweight championship .fight 

In Spain, Miss Montiel is one of Charlotte branch, according to from Chicago Stadium March 25. 
the country’s leading actresses. She ..Alex Harrison, 20th’s sales topper.; Battle won’t be seen on home 
has appeared in 47 -pictures over Mpck had been acting manager of; screens. 
the last 14 years. Her current pic- the branch since the death of John ; Quintet include fhe Pantages, 
ture, “The Last Song,” a Spanish E. Holston. Wiltern, Orphcum, Paramount 
film, is one of the big hits in Eu- Mock joined 20th in 1933, vt'as ! Downtown and Warner Downtown, 
rope and Soiith America, having advanced to head boqker at the} Others are the Warner Huntington 
run a total of . 47 weeks in five "branch, in 1936, to salesman in 1938 [ Park* Huntington: Park, and Muni- 
countries. arid to office manager in 1949. j cipal Auditorium, Long Beach. 

not freeloaders and we don't want ' ^‘’i"V* .ahelr,- c.ons.l)tu™‘s of 
to fnilk this company of S5-000.-: i f? 
He said the board, was aware of „ K . .. 
the need'for conservation of cash . / ' .I rn/ 0 ] ie best, m- 
fo rehabmfate the company and £*.?£ 

if the city, councils continue to 
grant franchises before the^State 

pass < regulatory) legislation.” I L. A/ Lineup For Bout 
Los Angeles. March 4, 

: Five local houses and two in out- 
: lying areas will carry big-screen 
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Washington, March 4. 
Bichard A. Mack resigned as 

Federal Communications Commis¬ 
sioner yesterday (Mon.) as the Con¬ 
gressional investigation of the Com¬ 
mission and pressures upon it 
reached a new climax. 

Hollywood, March 4.. 
John Giiedel and Art Linkletter 

have sold NBC 138 half-hour 
“People Are Funny” films for over 
$1,000,000. Past releases of the 

‘Aladdin’to‘Catch’ 
A Fire & Gets Hell 

Loulsyille, March 4. 
WHAS-AM & tv, Louisville, got 

Along the road to the ousting of. comedy series .are to be reissued 
Mack were these previous develop- by the weh after current senes 
ments during the day: ends. 

Senator Richard L. Neuberger . Present “People” pact expires in 
asked Attorney General William P. September. _ Involved in cash deal 
Rogers to take action to Vacate j are title and format of show, 
the grant of television Channel 10, J . . . ■ \ .... 
in Miami, to National Airlines. ‘ ., imfifl n 
Neuberger contended that the d is- yillS VfllAj DUIIIPS 
closures at the House probe fully 
warranted such action. 

Hep. Oreri Harris, Chairman of 
the House Subcommittee on Legis¬ 
lative Oversight, Conducting the in¬ 
vestigation, announced he would 
seek impeachment of Mack. 

Baker, pSaent^rNSaKAiT- Mews scoop Feb. 21 by staying at 
lines, whose company Is accused pf home, and the station almost got 
bringing heavy pressure on the j singed by its neighboring and gi- 
FCC to win Channel 10, angrily gantjc “Aladdin” ini the process. 

A three-alarnr *2*0.000 firg at bhe 
with the most pressure. He cut i local Federal Building in down- 
loose with a rough barrage against town Louisville, directly opposite 
senators and congressmen u. horn, ; Courier-Journal building* sum- 
he said, had pressured for Kaizen- 
tine and demanded that they be 
called to testify before. the com^ 
xnittee. 

Senate Rebuttal Likely 
There were indications that One 

or two members of the Senate 
might, insist upon being heard, fol¬ 
lowing the battering from Baker. 

moned 14 fire trucks, 80 policemen, 
and hundreds of spectators. In 
addition, WHAS’ live coverage of. 
the fire for over an hour extended 
the. total number of spectators, to 
many. thousand more.. Station ^re¬ 
acted to the fire.: by wheeling a 
camera onto the station roof and 

, focusing on the action. WHAS 
However, although discounted by: Atews Director Bill Small hurried 

numerous printed predictions, thefrom home to joiiri newscaster Ed 
resignation of Mack was the real; Engles and news editor, Bill Min- 
topper. In a letter to President j shall in describing the fire for both 
Eisenhower, the hapless Commis- ; radio and tv.audiences., 
iioner admitted that ’ perhaps I j Decision to give complete cov- 
should have been more careful in! el.age t0 the conflagration was 
the. handling of ray personal af- made by Victor A. Sholis, station 
fairs. ’ . . . ’ ‘ ; • director-and vp, and received both 

Then he went on to insist, but^ praise and complaints from view- 
I have not violated my oath of of- ■ ers wh0 were deprived of “Alad- 
fice in this instance or in.any other the ; DuPont Show , of the 
during my career in public office, , :vTonth> after it was about ' two- 
nor will the facts show sueh a vio- thirds finished. Station didn’t need 
lation. . •■ ' a rating service to tell that folks 

“During the last two weeks I were watching since some 3,000 
have suffered the indignities and phone calls were received, shortly 
embarrassments that frequently at- after the station began its “red hot” 
tend such public investigations . . news coverage. Entire staff of the 
along with me, my family has suf- station on duty at the time was 
fered, as have my good friends, deployed, to report the fire and 
Including those whose .kindness' to many staff members and members, 
me drew them into, this -investiga- !"0f-their .families were called in to 
Hon ... i man the jangling telephones. 
-Despite my persttnaj contte- i gh]js .prorafea, the complainers 

*W“fc that he would attempt to televise 
of the Federal Common cations. k, t -Aladdin” at a later date. 
Commission has beer. brought- into | (lcpending on the -network's com 
question . : therefore I submit |it£tUralObligations.” He stated 
my res.piat.on xs a member of the [ that.it would tiaVe been shiikmg 
Commission Jake effect ; at yout : responsibility, to : the: public not 
pleasure. . . _ ; to have covered a news event of 

TheM bite House released Mack s 
letter and the reply from Eisen¬ 
hower in which he. commented i 
coldly: r • 

“Without attempting to: pass • 
judgment upon the questions you 
have raised in your letter. I nev¬ 
ertheless agree with you that your 
usefulness as a member of. the 
Commission is so seriously im¬ 
paired that you are wise to tender 

.iContinued on page 52) 

i such importance as the fire. 

JIMMY NELSON 
DANNY O’DAY arid FARFEL 
, With HUMPHREY HIGSBYE 

Currently TV Spokesman for. the 
NESTLE CO, 

On Radio for Libby, McNeill & 
Libby. ... . 

Management: Directional. Enter-, 
prises, .200 West' 67th Street, , New 
York. 

Booking: Mercury . Artist*:. Corp. 
730 Fifth • Avenue, New York. . 

CBS-TV GETS NOD 
ON SHEAFFER SPECS 

Sheaffer Pens has tapped CBS- 
TV for its; two spectaculars next 
fall,, the Talent Associates produc¬ 
tions of “Little Women”, and “Gift 
of the: Magi:” Pen company and 
BBD&O had first made their deals 
with the production company and 
then set. about looking for a; net¬ 
work. They placed an order with 
CBS . laslr week, subject only to 
negotiation on time periods, 
though; dates .have been agreed 
upon. ■ 

“Little Womien” will air Oct.. .30, 
while “Magi” is. set for Dec. 7. 
CBS is now working oh obtaining 
the necessary preemptions... 

CBS-TTs "Sing Along’ 
CBS-TV cut a kirinie over ..the 

weekend on a new audience-partici¬ 
pation, stanza which blends in the 
community sirig. Project, out of 
Lester Gottlieb’s programming area 
ait the web, is titled “Sing Along” 
and is down as an hoiirlong entry 
for the web, Jim Lowe* WCBS, 
N.Y;, deejay and recording star, 
emcees and Dick Brill produces. 
. . Network owns the “Sing Along” 
title, show of that name starring 
the .Landt Trio haying been a. CBS. 
Radio fixture some years back. 

m 

j this weekj to . have the Federal 
; Communications Commission deT 
clare void its action in awarding 

.' the channel to a subsidiary of Na¬ 
tional Airlines. 

NBC is taking a hard look at the Proceeding on the basis that one 
cost sheet of its daytime color (“tainted”- vote; regardless of 
stripper, “Matinee Theatre.”. Dpcir • whether crucial, or hot, invalidates 
sion to extend the hour dramatic the deeision: in.the case, attorneys 
series beyond its June expiration for the three losing applicants for 
will rest on'the economic factors—j the channel are known to be 
outgo vs. income. Understood that weighing various procedural ap- 
if billings continued to fall behind proaches. 

Washington, March 4... | ployed, the consensus: of legal 
Because of Congressional dis- : opinion . hvthat the Commission 

enures rejecting on the .ogaU,, j 
of . the channel 10 Miami grant, a l ease would go back to the exam- 
move is expected sobn, possibly J iner for new hearings or decided 

’ on the basis of an oral argument 
or merely put to: another vote is 
to he determined. 

Obviously, the case would be 
reconsidered . with one. less com¬ 
missioner. Had Comr. Richard A. 
Mack abstained in the first place, 
the vote would have been 3-1-1 in 
favor of National, with one .vote 
for Katzentirie and one for L. B. 
Wilson. The fourth applicant was 
North Dade . Video Inc. Comr. 

IT. A ■ Nl Craven did not partici- 
tlie production costs, the weh/\vill . Since an appeal of the decision ‘ pate in the decision, 
break up the hour and substitute . has been; brought:by one .applicant; i.. Should the decision be set aside 
two half-hour audience partieipa- A. Frank Katzentine, before the; pending reconsideration, it’s pos- 
tion shows, which, \vith their low U. S. Court of Appeals, a motion ! sible that .an arrangeipent would 
cost, have been profitable. opera- may be filed with the. tribunal to : be worked out for a temporary 
tions. remand the case to the FCC and ; trusteeship so that the station 

Cancellation of “Matinee” would reconsider its vote in. the light of (WPST-TV) can continue in opera- 
deprive hundreds of Hollywood .ac- the Congressional revelations. '. tion. It went on. the air last Au- 
tors of paychecks. In the post; Another possibility. is that one ; ^ust, with ABC affiliation. : - 
two seasons the show’s losses have j or, more of the.applicants, may pe-.i It’s expected that a section "of 
been written off against color set ; tition the Commission to set aside , the Communications; Act prohibits 
promotion. How well this hris its decision and reconsider its • ing ex 'parte discussions by appli- 
worked out.in the .matter of sales , vote. ■ caat% with .'-commissioners. during: 
is conjectural. It.is bruited in the ; Still another possibility; is. that the> pendency of a case will be 
trade that RCA lias been dissatis-. the CommisSipii, on its own. initi-, cited as the basis for the move, 
fied with .the number of sets sofcl , ative. may .reconsider its vote. 'Apparently., there is no clear cut 
to date, said to be around SOOjOClO.. Whatever machinery t is erriT i precedent for such action. . 

Wednesday, March 5, 1958 

Life Begins at 9 (or CBS-TV 
Television’s second-guessers could have a^ ball with this puzzler. 
Whit with the spring selling season rolling around and the 

networks mapping, tentative schedules for next fall, CBS-TV 
has discovered that virtually any and all changes next season will. 
occur between 7:30 and 9 p.m. After 9, the network has dis¬ 
covered, it’s all gravy,, with the entire schedule set to ride over . 
into next fall with possibly two or three program switches at the 
outside. 

Rundown, nightrby-night, confirms this. On Sundays, web will; 
be riding again with “GE Theatre,” “Hitchcock Presents” and 
“What’s !My Line,” with only “$64,000 Challenge,” a question 
mark. On Monday, Danny Thomas, “December Bride” and “Studio 
One” returns. Tuesdays, “To Tell the Truth,” Red . Skelton arid 
“$64,000 Question” are surefire. Wednesdays, it’s “The Million¬ 
aire,” “I've Got a Secret” and the alternating “U S. Steel Hour” 
and “Armstrong Circle Theatfe” due to return. Thursdays, “Cli¬ 
max” and “Playhouse 90” will be back. Fridays, Phil Silvers, 
“Schlitz Playhouse,” “The Lineup” and “Person to Person” are 
shoo-ins. Saturdays, ‘‘Gale Storm Show” looks set and “Have Gun* 
Will Travel” and “Gunsmoke” are Sureshots. . 

It’s just those early-evening periods that are giving . CBS. all 
the trouble. 

CBS’ 'Invitation to Learning’ At 18th Milestone Duo 

For Book Industry Promotion 
—r———-—-^^ ---f.; ■' ■' 

Philco Shoots Works On 
Miss America Pageant 

Philco Corp; has decided to ex¬ 
pand its annual pickup of the Miss 
America Pageant finals from . AL 
lantic City this fall. Company has 
ordered the 10 p.m. to midnight 
period on CBS-TV for Saturday, 
Sept. 6, an expansion from prev¬ 
ious years when it covered the 
event from 10:30 to midnight. 

Reason presumably is. the 
higher-than-ever rating Philco 
pulled down with the event last 
September on CBS, drawing a 40- 
plus Nielsen on the telecast. Order 
so far is verbal* but when CBS 
gets the official papers it will set 
about preempting “Gunsmoke” on 
that date. 

NBC’s No. 1 Status On 
ARB’s Top 25 for Feb.; 
CBS Commands Top 10 

NBC-TV steams ahead in the 
American Research Bureau’s Top 
25 television shows for February 
capturing 12 out of the 25 to CBS- 
TV’s; nine arid ABC’s four. How¬ 
ever* in the Top 10, CBS takes the 
honors, with five entries vs. three 
for. NBC and two for ABC. Big 
splash for NBC comes in the 11th 
to 20th grouping, where it takes 
eight places, 12th through 19th. 
The westerns, incidentally, are 
dowri in the February ratings, with 
only five-of them appearing, in the 
Top 25 and three in the Top 10. 

Gunsmoke ,... CBS 48.9. 
L. Ball-D. Arnaz... CBS 46.0 

. Perry Como ...... NBC 45.5. 
Shirley Temple 

Storybook .. NBC 40,0 i 
I’ve Got A Secret . CBS 39.9 ! 
Maverick . . ABC 38.5 

; You Bet Your Life. NBC 38.0 
Danny Thomas .. . CBS 37.9 
Person To Person. .CBS 36.8 
Wyatt Earp ... . i., ABC 36.2 
Have Gun, Will 

Travel .... .:;. . CBS ; 34.8 
People Are Funny. NBC 34.1 
Chevy Show^-Roy 

Rogers . ... NBC 33.3 
Loretta Young 

; Presents .:.... NBC 33^ . 
Wagon.Train -. . NBC 33.2 
Father Knows Best NBC 32:9. 
Ernie Ford . . . NBC 32:6 
Bbb Hope ,. NBC 32.2 
Price Is Right ... .. NBC 32.2 
Lawrence Welk .. ABC 31.8 
What’s My Line .. . CBS 31.6 
This Is Your Life. .NBC 31.3 
December.Bride .. CBS 31.1 
Gzzie & Harriet . , ABC 30.4 
Red Skelton. ...., - CBS 30.2 

Findley to MBC in Chi 
Chicago, March 4. \ 

Chi bureau of -Mutual Broadcast¬ 
ing System, which has been func¬ 
tioning as a one-man operation for 
about a month, added a second man 
last week. John Findley, ex- 
WBBM radio salesman,, joined 
MBS to assist Bob Jones, v.p. of 
the 'central division. It’s under¬ 
stood another , salesman will be 
added in coming weeks. 

Findley left WBBM in August. 
' last year to/ operate his own em- 
■ ploymerit agency. 

For the first time in history, the 
venerable “Invitation to Learning” 
on CBS-Radio will get a hangup 
promotion by members of the 
book distributing industry. 

When CBS’ “69th most popular 
program” begins its 18th year 
shortly and launches its new 13- 

i week series on “Understanding the 
Arts,” the Paper Editions Corp., 
with offices in N. Y., San Fran¬ 
cisco, and St. Louis, and Barnes & 
Noble, N. Y., both wholesale dis¬ 
tributors, will flood bookshops of 
tl^i nation with detailed- lists of 
the coming series, of book discus¬ 
sions. 

. Paper Editions Cprp;, reportedly 
the nation’s foremost distributor . 
of paper-covered books* will pro-, 
vide its list of 1,708 bookshops 
with a large poster calling atten¬ 
tion to the “Invitation to Learn¬ 
ing” upcoming series and urging 
customers to listen to the program 
and buy the books. Barnes & 
Noble contemplates doing likewise 
with its 700 outlets;; New York 
University Bookshop will also her¬ 
ald the event. 

Numerous aspects of the the¬ 
atre, as well, as allied fields, will 
be explored in the forthcoming 
series on “Invitation to Learning.” 
During. April, May and June, 
there’ll be probings of such works 
as Richard Sheridan’s “The Critic”; 
Somerset Maugham’s : “Cakes and 
Ale”; Constantin Stanislavsky’s 
“My Life in Art” and William 
Bulter Yeats’ “Autobiography.” 

Dr. Lyman Bryson continues to 
emcee the celebrated CBS sustain- 
er estimated at an audience of 
more than a million every week. 
To. date more than 800 books have 
been gandered by Bryson and his 
two weekly guest panelists. Strict¬ 
ly ad-libbed, “Invitation to Learn¬ 
ing” is iiibre like conversation 
than debate. Dr.: Bryson says it 

(Continued on page . 53) 

“Leave It to Beaver’” is moving 
to Wednesday nights on CBS-TV 
as a consequence of the slicing of 
“The Big Record” to a half-hour.. 
Comedy will take over the WedneS* 
day at 8 period effective March 26, 
with “Dick & the Duchess” replac¬ 
ing it as a sustainer Fridays at 
7:30 the same Week. 

Remington Rand will continue 
as alternate-week bankroller—in 
fact, switch from Fridays is being 
made at Remington’s insistence. 
Moreover, now that “Beaver" is 
out of the Friday night slot, the 
network has a couple of hot* sales . 
prospects to take over the skip- 
week.'* 

Decision to slot. “Dick”. as the 
“Beaver” Friday replacement 
ineans that the network has all but 
given up hope of selling the 7:30 
Friday period for the remainder of 
this season. “Dick” will ride sus¬ 
taining through the rest: of the 
year, thus fulfilling the network’s 
contractual arrangements with pro¬ 
ducer Sheldon Reynolds. Show 
had been cancelled by its Saturday 
night sponsors, Helen Curtis and . 
Mogen David. “ . 
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‘IT’S MOSCOW OR BUST 
James Riddel as ABC Topper? 

It’s understood that the Leonard H. Golderison-Ed Noble fail- 
ure-to-see-eye-to-eye has been somewhat resolved by a decision to 
bring in a new head of the corporate company’s broadcasting di¬ 
vision, namely the radio and television networks. It’s reported that . 
James G. Riddell, president and general manager of WXYZ in, 
Detroit, considered to be perhaps the most lucrative of alf the 
ABC owned-and-operated stations, is in line for the top AM-tv, job, 
with title of executive veepee in charge of the AB-PT broadcast; 
division. As such, it’s understood, he would be over Ollie Treyz, . . 
recently designated as ABCtTV prexy, and Robert Eastman, prez 
of the radio network. (Designation of Treyz as ABC-TV prexy was 
reportedly over the protest of Noble.) 

In turn this would free Goldenson and Simon B. Siegel, trea¬ 
surer of AB-PT and ABC, to “mind the store” on the theatre end : 
of the operation, which, from all accounts, is sorely in need, of 
“store minding.” 

Action on Riddell by the AB-PT board is reported to be immi¬ 
nent. Reached ip N.Y., Riddell said "no comment.” 

Chi WBKBV Early Morning Trio of Egghead Shows 
In Emulating Zulli’s Gotham Click 
-= —-* 4-t' •.--■ ", 

Chicago. March 4. 
Anybody for a: quick' session on 

nuclear physics before gulping 
down the orange juice and running 
for the bus? 

That’s what WBKB, the ABC 
station here, wants to Arid out. 
Blueprinted and ready to roll on 
March 17 are a trio of egghead for¬ 
mats by which the station hopes to 
lasso the Windy City intelligentsia, 
Who, unless legend lies, go to bed 
early and are early to rise. This 

. will be the first attempt by a Chi 
station to emulate the quick click 

. great books show? that are early 
morning phenomena in Gotham; 

Overture to the- gray-matter 
trade means advancing the sta¬ 
tion’s signon to 7 a.m., two hours 
earlier than it now goes on. Week¬ 
days will start with the heavy- 

. weight “Science 58” educational 
series for half an hour;, and that’s 
tu be followed by bookseller Stuart 
Brent’s 30-minute iiterary stanza. 
At 8, until the news , comes on at. 
8:55, Norm Ross will host a long¬ 
hair music show reviving the old 
multiscope\ devices. From that 
point on—the usual lowbrow 
handout to the small fry and haus- 
frau. 

.' Timeslot for the science show 
is perhaps the most unique yet for 
a pubaffairs offering, and especial¬ 
ly for one scoping topics like nu¬ 
clear energy, Sputniks, missies and 
outer space; Yet Doubting Thom¬ 
ases may find it hard to reconcile 
the 3;000 requests the station 
claims it has already received for 
the 35-page prospectus of the, show. 
This represents the response so 

(Continued on page 52) . 

Alan Neuman’s production of 
•'American Theatre —1958”. on 
“iWde Wide World” over NBCrTV 
Sunday, March 18, will include 
comment from Helen Hayes, Mel- 
vyn Douglas, Robert Preston and 
Peter Ustinov bn various aspects 
of the American theatre, off and 
on Broadway. 

Also pencilled in are William 
Inge on playwriting; • Robert White- 
head, production; Harold Clurman, 
direction; and William and Jean 
Eckart, designing, and Louis Kron- 
enberger, theatrical c r i t i c i s. m. 
Both performers and production 

.people will be seen from Sardi’s. 
New York's off-Broaduray seg¬ 

ment will originate from Theatre 
de Lys with scenes from the mati¬ 
nee performance of “Threepenny 
Opera.” Out-of-town pickups in¬ 
clude the Children’s Theatre, 
Evanston, ill., showing how1 kids 
ere taught dramatics; Carnegie 
(Pittsburgh) Tech’s theatre work¬ 
shop during rehearsal of Inge’s 
“Picnic”; Houston’s Alley Theatre 
during performance of Noel Cow¬ 
ard’s “Still Life” and San Diego 
Community Theatre where per-1 

formers will be preparing for 
Shakespearean festival. 

‘Colt .45’Cancelled 
Hollywood, March 4. . 

A western finally bit the dust. 
Gunned: d o w n; was ABC-TV’s 
“Colt .45” out of the Warners cor¬ 
ral. Campbell aiid Mennen put 
through the stop order but web 
will keep it on the air to attract 
other bankrolled. 

It’s the first casualty among the 
prairie sagas, 

It finally happened. , For the 

first., time in its history;- WINS 

nosed out the longtime champ of 

New York radio, WNEW, and teen¬ 

agers made the difference. For the 

whole day, between 6 a.m. and 

midnight, WINS (not. too long ago 

way down in the Gotham radio 

ratings) edged WNEW out by a„ 
fraction on the full-day averages; 
WCBS, the CBS web key, ran 
third. 

. WINS owes its fop. position (on 
every day except. Sunday when 
WNEW regains: the lead) to the 
fact that it leads in the teenage 
audience.Detailed Pulse audi¬ 
ence composition figures show that 
it has a substantially greater num¬ 
ber of teeners than any other N. Y. 
station. Take for instance a ran¬ 
dom time period, 3 to 4 p m; on 
weekdays, when it’s actually her 
hind WNEW in ratings but when it 
has almost twice the number of 
teeners as the other indie! WINS 
had 40 to every 24 of /WNEW’s 
then.:- 

According to Pulse, between 6 
a!m.. and noon on weekdays, WINS 
had a 12, WCBS a 13 and WNEW 
a 14 average rating. But then 
WINS, between noon and 6 p.ra., 
got a 14, to WCBS’ 12 and WNEW’s 
14. And from* then to midnight 
WINS really took over, with a 14, 
to WCBS’ and WNEW’s 11 apiece; 

Gillette’s Triple Crown’; 
Carter’s Hoop Tourney 

CBS-TV this week: pinned down 
a couple df sports sales, with Gil¬ 
lette returning for its perennial 
sponsorship of racing’s “Tripie 
Crown” (Kentucky Derby, Pfeak- 
ness and Belmont Stakes) and Car¬ 
ter Products pitching in for one- 
fourth sponsorship of the National 
Invitational Basketball Tourney on 
March 22. 

Gillette ; will also bankroll the 
three races on CBS Radio. Sched¬ 
ule is May 3 for the Derby, May 
17 for the Preakness and June 7 
for the Belmont. Gillette was 
repped by the Maxon agency, Car¬ 
ter by SSC&B. 

Goldenson s Barrow Kickoff: ‘Just 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

Everybody’s on a ^‘Moscow br 
Bust” kick, with U.S. television 
literally knocking itself, out to 
court Soviet, favor in the wake of 
the recent greenlight on a step¬ 
ped-up cultural exchange between ] 
the two great, powers. If the State 
Dept, and Khrushchev & Co. give 
the nod, a-whole flock of Moscow 
originations will be circling the 
U.S. spectrum in coming months. 

NBC in particular is moving in 
fast to cement the U.S.-Soviet' tv 
tie, . which is one of the reasons 
why the network. and the parent 
BCA were inclined;. to go along 
with the recent request of the So-, 
viet’s Amtofg trading corporation 
turning oyer RCA color .camera 
equipment: for use in the Russian 
Pavilion at the upcoming Brussels 
World’s Fair: NBC-RCA left the 
decision up: to the State Dept... 
but the latter failed to sanction the j 
request. | 

On the other hand the, State j- 
Dept!, it's been learned, has made; 
overtures,. to NBC to. permit pel*- j 
formances in Moscdw and other 
iron Curtain capitals of the NBC ] 
operas, including the new Gian-! 
Carlo Menotti “Mafia Golovin,”. 

•hich the . NBC Opera Co! will 
world-premiere at” the : Brussels 
Fair in August; Russia wants to re-=. 
stage the operas which the net-| 
work toured in this country and 
presented on tv.. If NBC. sanction ;. 
comes through; ‘‘Maria; Golovin” i 
may go direct to Russia from Brus- ‘ 
sels, even before the U.S. tv pre- • 
mlere of . the opera, which is slated ] 
for next fall. 

Boing! 
Washington, March 4. 

Experimentation in program¬ 
ming can be costly, CBS prexy 

. Frank Stanton. toid the FCG 
toddy (Tues.i; but “we must 
go forward since it is our job 
to satisfy the public taste, and 
stay just a tittle ahead of that 
taste with new forms so that 
the public; if it chooses, may 
develop new and different 
tastes.” . 

“These experiments do not. 
always succeed,” he said, “blit 
to stand still in this business 
is'-to-fall, behind.” As examples . 
of some costly failures; -he 
cited “The Seven Lively Arts” 
un recovered loss of $1,359,000 
and the case of the UP A “Bo-. 
ing-Bping” series, in which ■ 
only half of the 26. films was 
used and the total.unrecovered 

..cost of which totaled SI.695,-: 
.000. •; 

By JACK LEVY 

Hollywood, March 4. . 
Leonard Goldenson, president of 

American Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres, told the FCC yesterday 
(.Mon:) that what the television in¬ 
dustry needs is more three-station 
markets rather than more regula¬ 
tion of network operations. 

■ Testifying as the opening wit¬ 
ness at the Commission hearings 
on the Barrow Network Report, 
Goldenson urged immediate pro¬ 
ceedings looking towrard the alloca¬ 
tion, of a third VHF channel in 
each of the important markets of, 
the country with only two stations. 
Toward this end, he said, ABC will 
shortly submit specific proposals to 
provide at least three services in 
98 of first 100 markets. 

Dr. Frank Stanton, president of 
CBS, and a trio of his. associates, 
took the stand today (Tues.» to of¬ 
fer a point-by-point rebuttal of-the 
Report’s proposals. Stanton ac¬ 
cused the Barrow Committee of 
constantly “shifting the burden of 

| proof to the networks” and of bas- 
• ing many of its conclusions on "the 
I shadows of speculation.” 

! Report, he stated, in failing to 
I prove :that the networks have 
| operated against the public in- 
J terest, uses “‘the device of piac- 
; ing on the networks the burden 
iof affirmatively establishing that 
. they could not survive w ithout 
: these practices, and that the net- 
j works have operated not only, con-- 
J sistently with, but. to advance, the 

.1 

Changes in American Broadcast- ' public interest.” 
Here are some of the specifics in jng Network's program status may ! Commission 'also heard testi- 

Pusl? by tBe. not be. finished yet. -Tlie radio Wei); ^'&D1>relxy of U.S. tv impresarios: . , . ABC-TV,- and Alfred R. Beckman, 
WWW’s Eurovision Story is expected to alter still further 'ABC veep' in charge of tv station 

Item*- As thf* final “Widp. Wide ^ie ^oheept of "iive fun radio”, in-1;relations. 
World” show of the season in Alav -Produced last year by proxy Rob- While expressing pride in ABC’s 

^ec producCr°Barrv^Wood Js sen^. ert Eastman. , 
Ing a,crew over to Europe to do • The certainty of maintaining thw ^ . ,8 ° ‘ g 
the Eurovision, story,, with seg- live, musical ■'shows that remain is. (Continued on page 54 
ments of the 90-minute show to be . absent, since, as a . member of, the j 1 ^ r- 
kinned in all the lirikedrbyrtv court-1 parent American Broadcasting- <| 
tries. For this particular program, paramount Theatres board put it ’ 1 
NBC is currently trying to nego- on Monday <3i, “We’re still not. 
tiate a deal to encompass Russia j satisfied with the. radio network,'’ : 
in. the / Eurovision , pickup. If it ; Eastman must make tip his. mind 
eomes . through NBC Ayill do . some . this week, probablv todav ( Wed.) 
scenes from Moscow^. ,;:or tomorrow, Whethershe’ll retain: 

Item: NBC’s. “Youth Wants To' Jim Backus in 10 to 10:55 a.m. strip 
Know” discussion show’ is: arrang-! and Merv Griffin between 1 and Daytime television’s newest phe1 
ing to send a group of U S. youths 2:55 and Herb Oscar Anderson in : nom is .“Dotto.” which since the 
to the .Soviet to put Khrushchev; a nightly_7:15 to 8:55 cross the- j first of 4he year has climbed to 

e heap as the highest-- 
er in tv. The Frank 

li.c x « a., T . - „ . . ,package, .which re- 
to go with a show from tlie Soviet, ‘ Breakfast Club, which VvaS placed the longrunning “Strike It 
Union utilizing the services of U,S. j the yvebs prototj’pe pf live enter-: Rich” for Colgate early in January, . 
correspondents in Moscow, Incliidr 1 lainment prpgramming. | has' pulled down ■ a 12.1 average 
ing the network’s, own Trying R. ! -What- is held possible by some . audience Nielsen rating in file first. 
Levine, ;for a give-and-take with sources is that mstead of renewing j report for February, to place it as 
Khrushchev & Co. | the doubtful shows on 13-week firm ! the No. 1 daytime strip. It’s total 

Item CBS TV’s “See It Now^” talent deals as has been the case i audience rating Climbed to 14.1. 
had blueprinted a 90-minute oh- | until , now the network will offer j Astonishing part of all this is . 
thp-snot'Soviet amiraisal as a com- -them, much shorter. pacts so that; that the latest rating covers the 
panion0t stow1 t?PSa ■} theyyan be jettison^ if thrtoayd lasr week in . January and ..he first 
Story” now in preparation:. How- f directors desires to .make any | m February, so^ that it reflects the. 
ever, when Russian authorities dh- further financial cutbacks m + he ;. show s status after only five weeks 
manded the right to censbr the ! organizatmn. One^feeling^was that on the air. .Meanwhile, tne mail 
program after the editing had been that the .shows will [pull on the show has been climbing 
completed in N Y producers Fred : h^ncefonh °Perate on tour to six- at an unprecedented, rate. (Home 
FrXlv aid Ed Miiremv walked ; week. talent pacts. - viewers must write in to become 
aw'ay from it Meanwhile howeveri Previous to cutbacks this, month, eligible for prizes on a telephone 
away irom it. Meanwnne, now ever, each Qf the- shows reportedly cost j quiz, element of the'show). Total 

(Continiied. on page 52) 

WGN’s Hot Billings 
Chicago, March 4. . 

Recession or not, WGN radio is 
boasting the fattest billings in its, 
history so far this year.; In mak- 1 
ing the claim,, William A. Me- , 
Guineas, station-s commercial man- ‘ 
ager, cites a 15% increase in Jan¬ 
uary. 1958 billings over the same 
month-a year ago, and he estimates 
that.February will climb 7% over!; 

$16j000 a week for the, talent. Now, I mail on the show as of the week- 
with various retrenchments in the. j end was near the 8,500,000 mark; 
number. of performers and other .,, and last .week’s mail alone 

-J incidental economies, the aggre-1 amounted to 2,923,000 cards. 
gate cost each week of the three ‘ ---— 
shows is said to be closer to $25,- ^ ^ ___ 

o°o . . . |5-DAY PAD COIN FOR 
j TANTOMIME QUIZ’ 

ITAIir m r 1 TIf CrT . Miice Stokey’s “Pantomime Quiz” 
WOW llAo A IV JLl ■ going to be back for another 

... V . i summer. When American Tele- 
: . . Glasgow,-March 4. J phone & Telegraph finishes its last 

Television is expanding at such ; “Telephone Time” drama on Anri! 
January. This past February, com- a rate in Scotland .that there are i on-ABC-TV, Five-Day PadsP is 
pared with February ’57, should ; now tv sets in one in every three stepping into the 9*30 to 10 Tum. 
show a 23% increase, he said. homes. Estimated, that some 583,- . dayP vacancy with the Stokey 

McGuineas attributes the radio | 063 families have tv. \ paneler and will sponsor the ABC 
gain, in the midst of a general ] .The city of Glasgow’ has now time through the summer. ~ ! 
business slump,. to The Increased i 173,266 -sets, 100,000 more than j When the Five-Day pact With 
activities of Radio Advertising | Edinburgh, New viewers are buy- • ABC is concluded next fall, the 
Bureau and to the fact, that radio j ing sets at fate of 450 per. day. V] web plans - to install “77 Sunset, 
is particularly attractive today- to Both BBC-TV and STV < the. in- ; Strip” in the 9:30 time. “Strip.” 
advertisers reluctant to make long-. die group! are pepping up activity,: which has no sponsor yet, is being 
term commitments. ! j and planning more local programs, j produced for ABC by Warner Bros. 
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M«re ‘Variety’ Service to Vidpix 
On Page 1 of this issue is a news story detailing a major ex¬ 

pansion of Variety’s mechanical departments. This expansion 
wa$ necessitated by an ever-growing need for. greater , page ca¬ 
pacity and flexibility to give our readers as much news as pos¬ 
sible of the .various segments of international show business. 

A mechanical expansion, is certainly a big step forward in the 
operation of any paper; however, Variety is not letting expan¬ 
sion stop at the pressroom:. Within the past six months new 
staffers. have been added to the Radio-Television Department to- 
further broaden the coverage of. this vital industry. 

Now, to further enlarge its' service to TV Films; .Variety' is 
incorporating a new,- two-page, Pulse, chart covering 10 markets 
per week: This chart, which appears on the next two- pages, lists, 
the top 10 network shows, time slot, station, and the average rat-, 
ing. Top 10 multi-week shows. list day and; time slots, arid also 
whether the show is local, or network, the . station and average 
rating. Perhaps .the most outstanding feature of the'chart is 
the listing of the top 20 syndicated shows including time slot, 
station, distributor, average rating and average audience share 
coupled with a listing of the top. competition, its station and 
average rating. This chart, packed with usable, up-to-date. in¬ 
formation, now becomes a regular, weekly feature Of Variety and . 
will cover 40 markets per month, both large and small. The . 
standard ARB Feature Film chart will remain as is. 

Another new. once a month feature will be a national listing 
of the top 20 film shows based on the top 22 markets. 

To further improve, editorial coverage of the vidpix business 
a homeoffice editorial man; with a thorough background in 
radio-television, as well as. vidpix, is being transferred to. Holly¬ 
wood and the Daily Variety office. Increased coverage of the 
production centre of live as well as the filmed mediums of tele-^ 
vision will increase Variety’s use.to its readers. 

SAG Ballots Members for Strike 
Okay in Vidblurb Stalemate 

.. Hollywood, March 4. ■ ■,————-;-—1—— 
Screen Actors Guild yesterday. .. : , n .. 

(Mon.) sent ballots to members MUrDDY tO U6S11U 
asking to vote authority to the * J „ 
board to call a strike in the tele- _ Hollywood, March. 4. 
film commercial field after reach- George Murphy, formerly in 
ing an impasse in negotiations with charge of pub relations at Metro, 
vid blurb producers and ad agen- has jomed Desilu Productions. as 
C£es V.p. m charge of public affairs. 

Guild also sent a summary of ,/rP^?cy"0'Y1I}®li' ,Desi. saif* 
current negotiations, revealing Murphy, will act as his liaison of- 
sharp cleavage between SAG and ficfr charge of relations with 
employers in many categories. networks, sponsors, ad agencies, 
SAG contract with; employers ex- industrial and commercial ,ac- 
pired Saturday (1), but members counts, and mdie tv and theatrical 
are still working in teleblurbs with film producers, 
the understanding that any agree- ^ ' “ . 
ment be retroactive to date the |u VwyWjII aa1 

PW.Sg negotiation commit syndicated ; 
on both coasts and by N.Y. and _ _ _ _ 
Chicago branch councils unani- If If II 
mously recommended the strike 11211" 1X0111 V llllW 
authorization,. the Guild informed I1WU A1V"T ‘ 
members. “While we earnestly their* aa/v 

(Continued on page 55* Pam A A of l-K ftlMI 

’ Hyman Pegs AAP s Gross From 
| Warners Backlog at $45,W 

STANWYCK SERIES ON 
WM. MORRIS AGENDA 

Hollywood, March 4.. 
An anthology vidpix series host¬ 

ed by Barbara Stanwyck, and with 
the actress starring in 26 of the 39 
episodes, has been packaged by 
the William Morris agency, cur¬ 
rently in negotiations with ad 
agencies and sponsors for a fall 
start for the series. 

Miss Stanwyck would form her 
own company to film the shows.. 
Several discussions have already 
been held between agencies, spon¬ 
sors and the Morris agency, ex¬ 
clusive reps of the Stanwyck pack¬ 
age. v' - ; 

‘Live of Film? 

Less Important Than 

‘Good or Bad9 

Sez Phil Cohen 

On* of the liitorottinf 

foohiroa In 

U&RiEfr 
Semi-Annual TV Film Issue 

OUT LX MARCH 

Geo. Murphy to Desilu 
Hollywood, March. 4. 

George Murphy, formerly in 
charge of pub relations at Metro, 
has joined Desilu Productions. as 
V.p. in charge of public affairs. 

Prexy-owner Desi Amaz said 
Murphy, will act as his liaison of¬ 
ficer in charge of relations with 
networks, sponsors, ad agencies, 
industrial and commercial ac¬ 
counts, and indie tv and theatrical 
film producers. 

New Syndicated 
Half-Hours Now 
Pegged at $35,000 

Days of the old rule-of-thumb on 

maximum production costs for 

syndicated vidpix series appear to 
be over. Syndication houses have 
abandoned any arbitrary, figure 
such as the $25,000 level which 
used to obtain and afe now going 
as high as'$35,000 per negative in 
their syndicated entries. ( 

Theory, as it was used a couple 
of years back, was based on a 
“maximum’’ first run gross, which 
after deducting distribution costs 

; would be equivalent to the nega¬ 
tive costs of the show’s: Under 
such a theory, it was felt that 
$25,000 was generally the most 
that a syndicator could Spend for 
production if he expected to break 
even on firstrun sales. 

However, most syndicators today 
have abandoned that theory, and 
a spot check on hew syndicated 
half-hours reveals the majority of 
them budgeted at between $30,000 
and $35,000 each. In fact, the pilots 

(Continued on page 52) 

G-TVTluIip Marlowe’ 
Hollywood, March 4. ; 

'‘Philip Marlowe;” based on Ray- 
mond Chandler whodunit novels, 
is set. as a new vidpix series, to be 
produced by Goodson-Todman in 
association With CBS-TV. Pilot 
rolls this week with Philip Carey 
in title role. 

Matthew Rapf will produce and 
Ted Post direct. Chandler will act 
as technical advisor. ' 

\ Syndication, which pointed the . 
way to “bread and butter” pro¬ 
gramming adopted in a measure 
by the networks, may be cueing'an¬ 
other tv trend, the . return of 
comedy. ..... .,. I 

Item; Jackie’s Gleason’s “The 
Honeymooners,”; distributed by 
CBS Film Sales, is kicking up the 
heftiest rating dust of. all fall pre¬ 
miered syndication shows, accord¬ 
ing to. the latest national Pulse rat¬ 
ings.- ...’ ., 

Item: Television Programs of 
America’s “Tugboat - Annie,” ; an¬ 
other in the comedy category, just 
launched , in syndication has inked 
deals in the major cities of. Los 
Angeles, Cleveland, Detroit, and 
Philadelphia, as well as a number 
of other situations. 

Item: “Colonel Flack,” a pilot of 
which has been lying dormant on 
CBS. Film Sales , shelves. for sea¬ 
sons; has been getting a good re¬ 
sponse in a syndication scouting 
expedition and in all likelihood the 
contingency of writing $20,000. per 
episode in Orders will be met. 

The gamble on the return of; 
comedy as a fave among the public j 
was first discerned in a Variety 
rundown of the pilots being 
prepped for next season. Comedy, 
as a category, ran second only to 
the westerns. ~ 

Feeling is that in more difficult 
economic times such as the present, 
the public will be turning, to their 
tv sets for laughs. Therefore, the 
parade of comedy pilots. 

When Initially telecast “The 
Honeymooners” on the net was an 
also ran. entry. But in syndication, 
aired since the fall, it’s been a rat¬ 
ing winner in market after market, 
in a period of a recessive economy. 

Another straw iiT the wind is the 
experience Of. “The Thin Man” 
series on NBG-TY. Colgate-Palm- 
Olive renewed after 26 weeks, with 
the decision made to accent 
comedy in the skein rather; than 
mystery. 

Syndicators; feeling that they 
are closer to the local situation 
then the nets Or the ad agencies, 
find a ready response on the local 
level to a good comedy show. • 

The rub, of course, is that it’s 
hard to. come by a fresh “Phil Sil¬ 
vers Show,” for example, the writ¬ 
ing and acting demands for good 
comedy being what they are. For 
a long while,. syndication veered 
away from the comedy format for 
that reason. 

But TPA was able to kick off 
“Tugboat Annie” via. a deal with 
Lever Bros, of Canada for expo¬ 
sure north of the border, It also 
has been sold in England. Now, it’s 
being peddled in the States xand 
finding the same receptive climate 
apparently afforded to “Colonel 

.Flack." . 
The wind may be blowing in the' 

direction of yoks instead of shoot- 
; em-ups. 

‘Counterspy Set 

“Counterspy,” a radio series, 
will be converted, into a telefilm 
series by Bernard L. Schubert, 
prexy of Telestar Films, 

All rights, to “Counterspy" were 
acquired by Schubert from Phillips 
H. Lord, Inc., a subsid of RKO 
Teleradio Pictures, for $150,000. 
Skein will be filmed in Hollywood 
and England,: with Jacques Finke 
slated to do the scripting.. A cast 
and director will-be chosen short¬ 
ly- \ 

“Counterspy” is the third Lord 
radio property to be converted to a 
telefilm series,; others having been 
“Gangbusters” and “Mr. District 
Attorney.” Schubert at one time 
was associated with Lord in the 
packaging . of radio shows. The 
Lord properties and company were 
sold to RKO in 1954. 
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THE 

HONEY DREAMERS I 
• Currently On “The. Jim Backus| 

Show.’’ Da.ily-Ameri.ean Broadcast- i 
iiigr Network. ; j 

Records Transcriptions j 
Mgmt: ART WARD Direction , 

. Oxford 7-9034 • . : MCA . j 

Metro TVs 3-in 1 ] 
Yen;‘Thin Man As 
A Theatrical Too 
If the Metro project to link 

three episodes of “Northwest Pass- ■ 
age” together in the feature, format j 
for theatrical distribution abroad; 

works out, the Loew’s Metro TV;; 

expects to follow through with aj 

feature on “The Diary of the Thin J 

Man,” : . • j 

; “Thin Man” feature also would ! 

be composed of three half-hour j 

episodes, connected together via.; 

freshly shot bridging footage. The ; 

samp method is being utilized for, 

“Northwest: Passage,” due to be ' 

aired on NBC-TV next season, j 
"Passage.” which ...was shot in ,■ 
color, will be released for foreign! 
theatrical distribution in late 

spring-. ! 
Metro move marks another at¬ 

tempt .to bridge both mediums, with i 
essentially the same product. 20th- 
Fox distributed the “20tb-Fox; 
Hour” theatrically abroad* without j 
too . much success. Warner Bros. ? 
RKO Radio. Pictures and other < 
studios have been utilizing features ' 
as pilots for projected series—but, 
not too successfully as yet. And, ; 
of course, there is the deluge of ; 
vintage theatrical pix being shown . 
on tv screens, the strongest repre-: 
sentation bj' far of: essentially the . 
same product utilized for the two 
media. 

MCA TV REACTIVATES 
BELLAMY SERIES 

; With Ralph Bellamy enjoying" a! 

new popularity due to his starring , 

role in the Broadway legiter “Sun-: 

rise at Campobello,” MCA TV is. 

giving “Follow That Man,” a Bell-). 

amy starrer, •another syndication j 

ride, - ; ; 
MCA TVr purchased all rights to i 

the skein, consisting of 82 episodes f 
and ainis to sell them for stripping, j 
It distributed the series, known' 
as “Man Against Crime” oil the < 
CBS-TV.net, until June 1956, when j 
its second-run rights expired. The ; 
entire 82 segments have been sold ; 
to WCBS-TV, N.Y., for across-the- ] 
board programming at 5 p ro. Also, j 
the Storer Broadcasting Co. has! 
purchased the series for WJKB-TV,.1 
Detroit; WJW-TV, Cleveland; and: 
WSPD-TV, Toledo. » 

Associated Artists Productions' 

take from the distribution of mo¬ 

tion pictures to television puts it 

second only to Metro TV's $51,- 

000,000 gross. Since July, 1958, 

AAP, having paid $20,000,000 to 

Warners for. the. negatives to all 

.its pre-1949 celluloid^ has written 

“in excess of $40,000,000” in regu-. 

lar sales, and there’s another $5,-. 

000,OOd due from contracts, made 

with tv stations on a “profit-par¬ 

ticipation arrangement.” 

New tally for AAP comes from 
Fliot Hyman, the company’s prexv. 
Thirty-five tv stations have made 
profit sharing arrangements with 
AAP, which incepted this selling 
tactic a year ago. 

Generally, according to Hyman, 
: AAP will take a guarantee on a 
; regular three-year installment deal 
• and also ,$0?c of the receipts on 
; total time aiid talent fi*qm stations 

. I which cannot afford to pay cash 
I for the AAP-Warner flicks. Hy- 
! man said :that prices oh- the pic- 
! tures were hiked last year, making 
j it feasible for the 35. stations to 
i work it via the profit plan. He 
; added that the net consequence of 
' the profit sharing setup meant. 
| “substantially: more in profits for 
[ AAP than by the usual station ar- 
! rangement.” 
! While he did outline the general 
j plan for profit sharing, Hyman in- 
! dicated that some of the deals 

; vary, but still provide AAP with 
a goodly hunk of coin for the fea¬ 
ture and cartoon films, 

r Warner flicks are on 144 differ¬ 
ent tv stations, he said. 

NBC ktl in Big 
PiWairs Play 

NBC International, along with 
CBS Film Sales, is feeding the for¬ 
eign m arket with upper grade pub¬ 
lic affairs programming. 

Shows distributed by NBC In¬ 
ternational include. “NBC Opera.” 
“Wide Wide World.” “Project 20,” 
“Rome Eternal,” “Wisdom,’ and 
such specials as “Look at Russia,” 
“Southeast Asia” and “Eleven 
Against the Ice.” . 

Kinnes are utilized for such live 
vehicles as “WWW” and “NBC 
Opera.” The shows are being aired 
in such countries as Australia, Eng¬ 
land, Austria, Belguim, Denmark, 
Germany, Iraq, Italy* Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, Sweden and Switzer¬ 
land. 

Kinnes . of the World Series, a 
public affairs show of a different 
vein, were sold in Japan. 

For the pub-affairs shows, NBC 
claims international rights have 
been cleared. NBC fan into a 
union hassle with AFTRA and tal¬ 
ent agencies when it sold the Perry 
Como show for exposure in Eng¬ 
land. 

WPIX'S 'LASSIE' BUY 
WPIX, N. Y„ has bought the 

original “Lassie” series, which will 
be retitled for its syndication ride. 

Deal was made via. Television 
Programs of America, which is dis¬ 
tributing the off-network property, 
produced by Robert Maxwell. 

958 Goose Hangs High 

Dpines 

Earl Rettig 
(Pr»g., Calif. Natianal froductiohi) 

In 

USriety 
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NEW YORK Stations: WABC, 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS \ AV, | 

RK. PROGRAM—DA Y—TIME V' ST A, RTG. RK. 

1.. I.uo-Dcsi Show 'Mon. 8:00-9 00)..; 
2; Perry Como 'Sat. 8:00-9:00 i 
3. PIa.vlioii.se 90 Thurs. 9:30-11:001,:. 
4. Danny Thomas 'Mon, 9:00-9:30» 
5. Person fo Person 'Fri. 10:30-11:00). 
6. Alfred Hitchcock (Suji. 9:30-10:00.. 
7. Loretta Young 'Suri. 10:00-10:30) . . 
8. December Bride iMon. 9:30-10:00) , 
9. Dean Martin Show 'Sat. 9:00-10:00) 

10. Gunsmoke 'Sat. 10:00^10;30‘ 

WCBS 43.0 
WA ' 42.4 

WRCA. 34.2 7. 
WCBS 33.6 

T()P TEN MU LTI-W EE KEY SHOWS 

RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. 

vNcwsr W’eat Sports 'M-F 11-11:15): .WCBS 
*GB8 News (M-F 7:15-7:30»..WCBS. 
v New s & Wea < M-F 11 -11:151. .. . . . WRCA 
;7 O’clock Report .'M-F 7-7.15) . WCBS 
♦Mickey Mouse Club -(M-F 5:30-6:00) .WABC 
♦Price Is Right ' M-F 11-11:30' . ...WRCA 
I Late Show fM-F 11:15-12 Micl:) . .. . WCBS 
: Popeye ‘M-F 6-6:30.) . . ... WPIX 
-Early Show 'M-F 5:30-7:00) . .,. WCBS 
;Looney Time «M-F 6:30-7:00) ..... . WABD 

AV. io. 
RTG. 
—— li. 

22.3 12. 
14.0 
14.0 13. 
14.0 14. 
12:8 15. 
10.9 16. 

. 10.8 
10.8 16. 
104 18. 
9.8 19. 

• r 20 

TOE TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRB. RTG. SH, PROGRAM STA. RTG. 
Sea Hunt (Sat.; 10:30) . . .......... WCBS... . Ziv ' 23.6 42 Your Hit Parade Y..... . WRCA 17.2 
Honeymooners (Tues. 7:00) .... WRCA. . .. CBS 17.4 38 . I 7 O’Cloek Report .. v . ; .WCBS 14.5 

1 CBS News—Edwards ..WCBS 14.0 
If You Had a Million'(Sat. 7:00).. WCBS.... CBS . 16.1 41 Children’s Hour ...... . - WABD 6.4 
Mike Hammer .'Tues. 10:30J ... .Y WCBS... . .MCA 15.3 33 Vice - . . WRCA 11.7 
Code Three (Wed. 10:301 ... WRCA.. , , ABC 15.2 28: Circle Theatre ;.;; i . WCBS 2A2 
Highway. Patrol (Moh.-: 7:00).,. ...,. i. WRCA..Ziv 14.7 35 ) 7: 0’Clo6k Report ,..; • WCBS 12:3 

1 CBS News—Edw'ards ,. V/CBS 13.0 
Death Valley Days.(Wed. .7:00) t\.: WRCA. .. . U.S. Borax 12.2 28 i 7 O’clock Report - . ..WCBS 15.0 

1 CBS News—Edwards . - WCBS 14.5 
Silent Service. <Fri: 7:00) . WRCA . . NBC 10.7: 26 i 7 O’Clbck Report . . .WCBS <m 14.0 

) CBS News—Edwards ..WCBS 14.5 
Popeye 'Mon.rFriYSuh. 6:00) ...,; WPIX.AAP 10.3 27 Early Show ........ . .WCBS 11.0 
Boots and Saddles (Thurs. 7:00). . .. WRCA : .. . NBC 9.9 • 24 17 O’clock Report . . .WCBS: 14.0 

i CBS News-r-Edwards ..WCBS 138 
Looney Tuiies (Mon.-Fri. 6:30) . WABD.... AAP-Gpild 9.8 25 Early Show .......... . WCBS io:8 
Popeye (Sat, 5:00) WPIX . , . .AAP ^ 9-1 27 (Susie - . WCBS 7.2 

) Early Shoxy ------ . .WCBS 10.1 
Amos V Andy (Mon.-Fri.- 6:30) ... . V . WPIX ... . CBS 8.3 22 Early Show. . .WCBS 10:8 
Harbor Command..'Fri. 10:30) .... WABC..:. Ziv 8.2 13 Person to Person . . WCBS 37:5 

■ Annie Oakley (Sun. 6:00) . . v.... WABC:CBS'- o ■ 7.7 22 Beat the .Clock__, , .WCBS .8.6 
Annie’ Oakley ' Sait. 6:30.).. .... ; .. WABC . . . CBS / 7.4 24 (Early Show.. . .WCBS 6.8 

) 6:45 Report ..WCBS 6 3 
Susie (Monv-Sat 5:00> WCBS....TP A 7.4 25 Fun at Five . . ..WCBS 6:5 
Highway Patrol (Wed. 9:30) ... :.... ..wpix-.:.:. .ziv 9 Kraft TV Theatre •. • ..WRCA 27.8 

: My Little Margie 'M-F 9:30 a m.) .. WCBS . —Official ■^1 42 Sandy Becker Show....; ..WABD 4.4 
Twenty. Six Men (Tues. 10:30), WABC .:. ABC 13 1 Mike.Hammar' . WCBS 15:3 

OKLAHOMA CITY _ 
; TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Stations: K6EO, KWTV, WKY. TV Homes: 1 19,100. Survey Dates; Jan. 13-20, 1958. 

Gunsmoke (Sat.. 9-9:30) 
Bobe Hope (Fri. 7:30-8:30) 
Perry Coma (Sat. 7:00^9:00) 
Have Gun, Travel «Sat. 8-:30-9:00), 
Loretta Young (Sun. 9-9:30) ... 
Ernie Ford (Thurs. 8:30.-9:00) .... 
Danny Thomas <Mon. 8-8:30) . 
Dinah Shore «Sun. 8:00^9:00> ' . 
What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10 00) . 
Alfred Hitchcock (Surt. 8:30-9:00) 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

Highway Patrol (Thurs. .8:30).: 
State Trooper: iThurs. 9:00)... 
Whirlybirds (Tiies. 9:30) ./..; 
Silent Service (Sat. 9:30) : 
Captain David Grief .(Fri. 8:00) 
Decoy (Fri. 9:00) . 
City Detective (Thufs. 9:30* .. 
Sheriff of Cochise (Fri. 6:30) 

. 0. Henry Playhouse (Wed.. 9:30) 
Harbor. Command (Sun: 9:30) • 

.Popeye Theatre (M-F 6:00) ! 

(News, (M-F 10-10:15) 
vWea, Sports (M-F 10:15-10:30) ..... .WKY 
vNews (M-F 10-10:15) . . .. .KWTV 
!■ Popeye Theatre (M-F 6-6:30*..... .KGEO 
vWea, Misc. ‘M-F 10:15-10:30) .... .KWTV 
vNews «M-F 6-6:15). WRY 
1‘Wea (.M-F 6:15-6:30) . , WKY 
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00). KGEO 
^Satellite Four <M-F 5-5:45) ., . WKY 
tNews Room (M-F 12-12:15) . ... . WKY 

Martin Kane (Thurs. .8:00.). ; 
: Men of Annapolis (Tues. 9:30) 
Cisco Kid' (Sun; 3:00* .. .. ;. 
Annie Oakley (Fri. 6:30) . 
Sky King. (Sat. il:00). . 
Boots * SaddleY (Tues: 9:30) .. 
Casey Jones (Sun. 5:00) .. 
Studio 57 (Thurs;.10:301, :..., 
Charlie Chan (Wed. 8:00) 

,.V. .KWTV. . ...Ziv 269 
. WKY : :. .. .MCA 26.9 

KWTV.. ..CBS 25.9 
. .KWTV/. .. NBC 25.5 

. i-,.. kwt.v; . :. Guild 24,5 
,... .KWTV: . ;. Official 24.5 
. . . . KWTV .. .. MCA 24.2 
: WKY .. . . .-.NTA- 24.2 
...... WKY..... .. Gross-Krasne 23.2 
... i . WKY : .. ... Ziv 22.2 

AAP .21.3 

.... WKY.:.. , Ziv 20.5 
WKY;,.: ■ Ziv 19.5 

..... KWTV.. . ; ziv 18.2 

.. .. .KWTV. . • CBS 17:9 
_ WKY . . . Nabisco 17.9 
. . . . KGEO .. • NBC 15.2 

: WKY ;. : . Screen Gems 15.0 
,. KWTV.. ..MCA 14.5 
. . . . . KGEO V. TPA 11,9 

Ernie Ford 
Lineup 

Your Hit Parade 
M.. Squad ....... 
Boxinp 

What's M j Line . . 
. 1 News <6 P.M:) . 

) Wea. (6:15 P.M.) 
CHmax ... 
Whirlybirds: 

1 Sheriff of Cochise 

Texas Rangers 
Tonight. Show . 

..: WKY 32:2 

...KWTV 27:5 

.. . WKY 19.5 

...WKY 21.5 

...WKY 26.9 

...WKY 30.2 
:. . WKY 24.5 
. . KGEO 18.3 
.. .KWTV 23.5 
.. . KWTV 30.2 
...WKY 1R.7 
...WKY 18:6 
.. .KWTV 28.9 
,. KWTV .25.9 
:. IWKY 18.5 

. .WKY 24.2 
rt. .KWTV 7.2 

. . . KWTV 259 

..KGEO 13.2 

. .WKY 13.2 

... WKY 28.2 

AMARILLO 

1. Gunsmoke 'Sat. 9-9:30) . KFDA 
2. Have Gun, Travel <Sat. 8:30-9:00) KFD A 
3. Perry Como (Sat. 7-8:00)- ... KGNC. 
4. Tales of Wells Fargo 'MY 7:30-8:00) KGNC 

Restless Gun (Mon. 7-7:30) ..... KGNC 
‘6. Lineup (Fri. 9-9:30) ....KFDA, 
.7. Wrestling ‘Thurs. 9-10:00) ........ .KFDA 

8. Oh Susanna (Sat. 8-8:30) ... •....KFDA 
: 9. Ernie Ford (Thurs. 8:30-9:OO> ..... KGNC 
10. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8-8;30> . 1 KFDA 
10. 1’vis Got a Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00) . .KFDA 

" *7wky 14.1 l 

OWS L 
. . KFDA ~43^3 2. 

KFDA 39.3 3, 
. . KGNC 38.1 

)) KGNC 37.8 4. 
, . KGNC 353 5, 
...KFDA 34.8 6. 
. .KFDA 33.8 :7.V 
.. . KFDA 33.5 8. 

is: KFDA, KGNC, KVII. TV Homes: 38,700. Survey Dates : Jan. 13-20, 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

vCode. Three YW-F 10-10:30), 
{•News—Bill. Johns «M-F 10-10:15) 

3. fNews. W’ea. (M-F 10:30-10:45) 

. KGNC 

. KFDA 

..KGNC 
4. vNews-Wea. (M-F 6-6:15) ... KGNC 
5. vPopeye iM-F 4-4:30). .... KFDA 
6. *NBC News (M-F 6:15-5:30V ... .KGNC 
7. tNews—Bill Johns (M-F 6-6:15) KFDA 
8. *Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00) KVII 
9. iSports, Wea, Today (M-F .6:15-6:30 > KFDA 

10. +Art Linkletter (M-F 1:30-2:00) . KFDA 

—_ ' 12. 
20.5 13. 
19.9 
19-1 14, 
18.3 15. 
18.2 15. 
17-7. 17. 
185 18, 

* 18 4 is. 
15 2 20; 
13.2 

Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 9:30) ;:. :; KGNC . .. NTA 30.8 54 Harbor Command '... ... KFDA 1318 
Death Valley Days (Thurs. 8:30) .. . KFDA . . U.S. Borax 29!8 43 Ernie Ford ...... .. KGNC 33.3 
Highway Patrol (M6h. 10:00).... KGNC.. ., Ziv 28.8 59 1 News—Bill Johns , 

1 Wea.. Misc. .... 
.. KFDA 
... .KFDA 

19.5 
14.0 

Victory at Sea (Sat. 9:30). * :.. ■.. KFDA. . . NBC 27.3 46 Your Hit Pa’rade .. KGNC 18.8 
Mayor of the Town (Sun. 8:30).... ..KFDA:. . .MCA 26.3 41 Dinah Shore ........ . . KGNC 28.3 
Popeye (Sat. 10:30 a.m.) . KFDA . .. .AAP 25 8 68 Andy’s Gang . ...... ...KGNC 12.3 
Twenty Six Men (Wed* 9:30) ... . . KGNC . . : ABO. 25,0 45 U.S. Steel Hour _ ...KFDA 16.8 
San Francisco Beat (Thurs. 9:30)./. . KGNC.. . . CBS 23,8 38 Wrestlmg ...... KFDA 33.0 
Captain David Grief (Sun. 4:3.0):.. ; KFDA .. . Guild 23.3 73 Town Forum ____ ...KGNC 5.3 
Silent Service (Mon. 8:30) : . .... ... KGNC . ..NBC 22.5 34 December Bride . . .: :.. KFDA 30.8 
Stage Seven (Thurs; 10:00) .. ... . . KGNC . . . TPA 22.3 47 f News—Bill Johns ,. 

) Wea/, Misc. . .. . ..; 
.. KFDA 
...KFDA 

20.0 
16.5 

State Trooper (Tues. 7:30) .KFDA . ; - MCA 21.8 . 35. Wvatt Earn : ; . :Y .. .. KVII 29.3 
Code Three (Wed., Fri. 10:00)..... .KGNC, .:. ABC 20.5 45 1 News—Bill Johns 

1 Wea.. Misc. ..: . : 
. KFDA 

. . .KFDA 
24.0 
22.0 

Cisco Kid (Thuirs, 6:30) ......... . .KFDA V Ziv 20.3 35 Tic Tac Dough ..... . .KGNC 21.3 
Decoy (Mon. 9:00) ■ ........... .KFDA .. ..Official 19.3 .31 Suspicion .. KGNC 29.8 
Gray Ghost (Sun, 9:30) .... . .KGNC. . . . CBS 19.3 34 Alfred H’tchcok ..:KFDA 30.8 
Kit Carson (Fri!: 6:30) ;.... . KGNC .. MCA 18.8 34 Rin Tin Tin ........ ...KVII 20.5 
Popeye .(Mon.-Fri. 4:00) .. . . ... ..kfda.: .AAP 18!2 57 Comedy Time ...., .. KGNC 7.3 
Captain David. Grief .<Mon. 9:30) .. . . KFDA Guild 17.8 31 Suspicion ._ .... KGNC 32.8 
Whirlybirds (Tues. 6:30) ..... ... ..KGNC . ; CBS : 16.8. 28 Cheyenne ...... . ■ KVII 24:3 

RICHMOND __ 
" TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

-Stations: WVRA, WTVR, WXEX. TV Homes? 93,300. Survey Dates: Jan; 2-9, 
Esso Golden Playhouse (Tues. 8:30) ... WTVR . 

1. Perry Como (Sat. 8-9:00) ...-.WXEX 
2. Gunsmoke ‘Sat.. 10-10:30* . . WRVA 
3. Maverick ‘Sun. 7:30-8:30* .yWTVR.' 
4. Tales of Wells Fargo tM. 8:30-9:00): . WXEX. 
5. Sugar Foot (Tubs. 7:30r8:30) WTVR 
6. Restless Gun (Mon. 8-8:30) . ......WXFX 
7. Zorro (Thurs. 8-8:30) .:. V;. 1 WTVR 
8. G. E. Theatre 'Sun. 9-9:30) . ;.. v. WRVA 
9. Chew Show < Sun. 9-10:00) ‘ . . . . WTXEX 

10. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8 30-9:00* . . WTVR 
10. W’agon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30) WXEX_ 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY’ SHOWS: 

“ir ♦News—John Daly “(M-F 7:15-7:30»'' WTVR “ 
2. ♦American Bandstand M-F. 3-5:00) . WTVR 
3. *Mickev Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00) WTVR 

•4. vWTVR News Reporter ‘M-F 7-7:15) WTVR 
5. *As the World Turns 'M-F 1:30-2:00)WRVA 
6. vRanchhouse Tales 'W-F 6-6;30) .. WTVR 
7. • Autry-Rogers (M-W-F 6-7:00' . . WRVA 
8. : MyUttle Margie cM-W-F 1-1:30' WRVA 
9. *Do You Trust‘Wife *M-F 3 30-4:00* .WTVR 

10. ♦Guiding Light (M-W-F 12:45-1:00).. WRVA. 
10. -NBC News ‘M-F 6:45-7:00) WXEX 

Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 7:00)... . WXEX .:.. NTA 

Whirlybirds (Wed: .7:00) 

O. Henry Playhouse (Tues. 10:30) .. 
Martin Kane (Tues. 9:00) 
Death Valley. Days (Mon. 7:00).. 

. WRVA .... Gross Krasne 19.5 
. Ziv 
; U.S. Borax 

Hopalong Cassidv (Sun., 6:30) 
Silent Service (Sat. 10:30* 

:. Yotir' All Star Theatre (Sun. 5:30) 
Gray Ghost (Thurs. 7:30).. 

. Susie (Wed. 10:30) ;; 
Guy,Lombardo; (Thurs. 7:00) , 

.WTVR 
.: WTVR 
.WTVR. 

...I., WRVA ..; CBS 

NBC 
..NBC 
.. Screen Gems 

: Sky Kings (Tues. 6:00) ; \ 
Annie Oakley (Mon. 6:00.). 

.Marna. (Tues. 6:30) 
My Little Margie (M-W-F 1-J:3.0),: - WRVA 
Public Defender (Fri. 7:00) 

Nabisco 
CBS 
CBS 

: Official 
. Interstate 

Men of Annapolis i Moh. 8;00) . . 
Victory at Sea (Sat. 10:00*. , 
I Search fbr Adventure (Sat, 7:00) 

.. Ziv 

.. NBC 
Bagnall 

40 Eddie Fisher'. . WXEX 
50 ) WTVR News Rptr: . WTVR 

1 News—John. Daly _. WTVR 
. 44 J WTVR News Rptr. .... WTVR 

I News—John Daly .....WTVR 
51 National Wrestling ..... ,*WXEX 
30 Adventures of McGraw. . WXEX- 
46 < WTVR News Rptr. .... WTVR . 

) News—John Daly .;.. .WTVR 
45 ] 20th Century WRVA 
38 Your Hit Parade ....... WXEX 
40 Saber of London ....... WXEX 
32 Circus Bov ;.. . . WTVR 
37 Boxing., Misc.. . . WTVR 
34 ( WTVR News Rptr. ... . WTVR 

1 News—John Daly :..WTVR 
, .42 ; Autry-Rogers ........; WRVA 

-88 ; Autry-Rogers...... .. . WRVA 
. 33 I Autry-Rogers . ....... .WRVA 

62 [ President Eisenhower ... WRVA 
35 | ( WTVR News Rptr.. WTVR 

... ! ! News—John Daly: ... WTVR 
. 19. • Restless Gun .. ... ,,. . WXEX 

... WXEX 16.9 

... WTVR 20.0 

... WTVR 13,5 

... WTVR 15.0 

... WT VR 15.3 

...WRVA 13.3 

.. WRVA 11.2 

...WRVA 13,0 

.. .WRVA 7.0 
...WTVR 13.7 
...WTVR 14.7 
... WXEX 31:2 
... . WRVA 35-7 

COLUMBUS 
TOP TF.N NETWORK SHOWS . 1. Highway Patrol/‘Tues: 10:30) .,.. -WBNS. . . Ziv .,. 32.9 

--1 2.. Death,! alley Days (Sun. 9:30) WBNS . . U.S. Borax . 32.5 
Gunsmoke Sat. 10:00* . . .... W’BNS 45,5 3. Last of the Mohicans'Sat. 10:30) .WBNS.. : TPA ....... 30.7 
G. E. Theatre (Sun. 0:00* ,..,. WBNS 39.5 4. Honeymooners (Sat;. 7:00) .WBNSY. CBS : . 26.2 
I.ucy-I)esi Show. ‘Fri. 9:0()V .. WBNS 39:4 D. Popeye-Theatre 'Tues.-Fri, 6:00);.. ..WBNS.. / Apo. Artists > 22.9 
Danny Thomas 'Mon. 9:00-' . . . .; . WBNS 37.2 6*. . Sky King ' Fri. 6:30) ..WBNS .; .'Nabisco .... . 22,2 
Ed Sullivan ‘Sun. 8:00> ... ;.... AVBNS 36.8 7.: Soldiers: of Fortune (Thurs.: 6:30) : . WTVN,. ... MCA . 22,0 
Perrv Como ‘Sat. 8:00’ 
Playhouj e 90 ‘ThuL. 9:30> . 

.WL1V-C 
... , . WBNS . 

•36.1 
, 35.3 

8. O. Henry Playhouse (Frj. 7:00* . . . . WTVN \ . .. G. Krasne .. . 21.9 

Lassie ‘Sun. 7:00) . ;:Y.WBNS 
Lineup .‘Fri. 10:00) WBNS 
$64,000 Question (Tues. 10:90);..'•WB^S. 

_ TQP fEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

Whirlybirds (Thurs. 7:00) 

• Popeye Theatre (Tues.-Fri. 6-6:30'. 
♦CBS News, i Mort.-Fri: 7:15-7:30) ; 
VLooking-Long (Mpn.-Fri. 7-7:15'. .; 

Mickey Mouse Club (M-F; 5:30-6 00) 
'• News-Penper, _Wea (M-F 1-1:15) 
tCasner Capers* 'Moni-Fri. 4-5:00) ,. 
♦Capt. Kangaroo (M-F'. 8-8:45 n.m.) 
♦Art Linkletter. iMrF 2:30-3:00). .... 
150-50 Club (M-F. 12-1:15) .. V . - 
(News, Wea. ‘M-F 11-11:15) 

Annie Oakley (Mon. 6:00). 
Cisco Kid (Sim., 5:301 . 
Mama .'Wed, 6:30* 
Gray. Ghost.(Fri. 7:30) . 
Silent Service .(Mon. 7:00) 

25.1 Million Dollar MovieWXEX 17.9 

Stations: WBNS-TVf WLW-C, WTVN. TV Homes: I 73;,600. Survey Dates: Jan. 2-9, 1958. 

rol/iTues: 10:30) ......WBNS. 7 Ziv .—...32.9 61 The Falcon .V,:.. WTVN 11 2 
Days (Sun, 9:30), WBNS ... U.S. Borax .. . 32.5 . 48 Chevy Show .:. ........ WLW^C 22*2 
Johicans (Sat.. 10:30) ;. WBNS... :• TPA . ... 30.7 49 Your Hit Parade . Y...... WLW-C 17.5 
;s; (Sat;. 7:00* ... WBNS... CBS /. 26.2 52 Midwest Hay ride ..;. .WLW-C 14.2 
Ere (Tues.-Fri. 6:00)... ; WBNS.../Asso. Artists \ 22.9 .58 Casey Jones ..........WTVN 13 2 
ri. 6:30) .. .... WBNS .': . Nabisco .... 22,2 58 J. Macic Brown ......... WTVN 11.0 
ortune. (Thurs.. 6:30) :. WTVN..... MCA ..... ... 22,0 50 Martin Kane ......;... WBNS 15,5 
yhouse (Frj. 7:00) .".., WTVN .... G. Krasne . . 21.9 43 1 Looking-Long . ..... . WBNS 20.0 

I CBS News—Edwards .. WBNS . 20.3 
Captain DayidGrief (Thurs. 7:30) WBNS Guild ....... 21.2 36 Circus Boy WTVN . 25.2 

nice (Thurs. 8:00) „• .... WBNS. .:. Official 20.5 28 Zorro . . .. . ■..,...... WTVN 2819 
Thurs. 7:00) .WTVN.. . CBS 20.3 36 J Looking-Long ........ WBNS 21:0 

■ " „ - ) CBS News—Edwards .. WBNS 20.7 
(Mon. 6:00)...... ... WBNS . CBS 19.9 48 Hopalong Cassidy . . .... . WTVN 16.2 7 

mu 5:30L-.C/..:..AVTVNj;. Ziv 19.5 42 Popeye ....WBNS 16.9 
6:30' ... .v. - .WBNS ... CBS .19.2 55 Col. Bleep .........,.. : WTVN 9.5 

Fri. 7:30) WBNS . . . CBS 19.2 33 Rin Tin Tin :WTVN 25.2 
e (Mon. 7:00) WTVN .. NBC 18.9 39 1 Looking-Long . WBNS 22.0 
' V •• • • • ' ) CBS News—Edwards . - WBNS 22.7 
‘s.. 6:30) , .. WTVN .. . NBC 18.4 49 Outdoors—Mack WBNS 12.9 
rues,- 7:30) WBNS : . . MCA 17.9 28 Sugarfoot _WTVN 29.7 
rgie (§pn.. 4:00),WBNS ...Official ....17.5 40 Sunday Showboat ....:. WTVN 13:0 
(Wed. 7:00)..,.,.,,.,., WTVN.,.. TPA 17.2 35 S Looking-Long ... .. . WBNS 213 

1 CBS News—Edwards .. WRNS 21.7 

Star Performance (Thurs. 8:00) WBNS. 

Frontier (Tues. 6:30) 
. Waterfront ‘Tues,-. 7:30) .:.... 

My Little Margie (i§j.in. 4:00),..,. . 
Charlie CHan (Wed. 7:00). . 

WTVN... 
WBNS . 
WBNS . . 

. WTVN.,. 



Wednesdays March 5, 1958 UfistlETr TV-FIfcMS 

^S/Sw.TFJ FPI IT riTV irT riTV PROrP Alii m APT Variety’s weekly chart is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Tele- 
. • yl^pri Ijl 1 I-o?I-til 1 I * A"vAA*t1 LtlAUl* pulse each month, in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated 17:5. markets, covered 

over the course of a year. Cities-will be rotated weekly. The Variety. ,cnart is a coinpildtion. of data on. syndicated films; as well as network and live programs, in each 
market Under the top''.10'■multi-weekly heading, the Cf) stands for local, programming and the •(")for network shows. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

RK; program:—DAY-^TIME S' 

1. Playhouse 90 (thurs. 9:30-11)..... WK 
2. Perry Como iSat. .8-9) ..,.WB 
3. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:30) ......,... Wb 
4. Groucho Marx (Thurs 8-8:30).../•.. wfi 
5. Climax (Thurs. 8:30-9:30): ' . : ;W1S 

.7 . WNAC 42.3 

.7 . WBZ 40.8 

...WNAC 40.2 

...WBZ 37:9 

...WNAC 37.3 

... WN AC 35.0 

.. . WNAC 35.0 

., :WNAC 34.8 

...WNAC/ 34.8 
:. ..WBZ 34.4 

SHOWS AV. 
' STA. RTG. 

• av. ; 

RTG. BiK. 

Stations; WBZ; WHDH, WNAC. TV Homes; 873,200. : Survey. Dales: Four Weeks ending Feb. 7, 1958. 

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS . AV AV i TOP COMPETITION av 

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME 

Whiriybirds (Tues. 7:00);.. 

STA. DISTRIB. 

....... WBZ.. ..CBS 

Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30 '! 
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30) 

RK. PROGRAM—-DAY—TIME STA. 

1. INews, Weather (T-F 7-7:15). WNAC 
2. tNews,- Weather (M-F 6:45-7),;7. : WBZ 
3. vLate News, Weather (M-F 11-11:15) WNAC-' 
4- tBoston Movie Time (M-F 4:45-6:45).. WBZ 
4. "Mickey Mouse Club <M-F 5:30-6) . . WNAC 
6. tAmos’n’Andy (M-F .5-5:30). . . . WNAC 
6. "Arthur Godfrey (M-Th 10:30-11:30) ,. WNAC 
8. "Garry Moore < M-F 10-10:30) . .. .WNAC 
9. ’"Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1) ...:. WNAC 

10. "Search,- Tomorrow (M-F 12-30-12:45) WNAC 

PHILADELPHIA 

;_ top teeTxetwqrk shows ; 
1. Perry Como: (Sat. 8-9) .:.... . ,'WRCVT 
2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:301... ,7 . ,;... WCAU : 

Annie Oakley (Sun ,5:00)7,. . WNAC:. 
Code Three (Tues. 10:30).. . WNAC.. 
Honeymooners (Sat. 10:30) .......... WNAC .. 
Gray Ghost (Wed. 7:00) . ; ... . ; ; . . WBZ .., , 

Highway Patrol (Sat: .7:00) .7 ;7 .../;. . WBZ 
Frontier (Sun. 4:30) .. ...WNAC - • 
Harbor Command (Sun 7:00)........: WNAC . 
Martin Kane (Sun 5:30) .. _.. WNAC.. 
Silent Service (Fri. 7:00>/...7...... . WBZ ..; . 

Topper '.(Fix 6:30)/.: ......:... - . WNAC . 

, .CBS . /.' 27.5 

.CBS 26:9 

..ABC 25.4 
. CBS 25:4 
/CBS 24,4 

> Ziv 24.4 
. . NBC : 24.0 
//Ziv 7 24.0 
. .Ziv 24.0 
/NBC 24.0 

-—- 12. Twenty Six Men (Sun. 7:00).. — WBZ ..- . ABC / 23.2 
16.4 
16.3, 

13. Dr. Hudson’s Secret J’l. (Fri. 10:30). WNAC,. ...MCA 23.0 

15.8 14; State Trooper (Sun. .10:301 WNAC/. / MCA ■. 21.8 
15.3 15. Boots and Saddles (Sat. 7:00)- WNAC/. , NBC 21.2 
15.3 16. Sheriff of Cochise (Sun. 6;30L , . WNAC.. . .NTA /.••'. . . ' 20:7 
15.1 17, Decoy (Sun; 10:30) ...--- WBZ . . Official : 20.4 
15.1 17, . Sky King (Wed, 6:00)-, . . WNAC,: ./Nabisco 20.4 
14.5 
14.4 

19. Count of Monte Cfisto (VTed. 6:30) .: /WNAC.;, • TPA 20.2 

14.1 20. Frontier Doctor (Thurs; 7:0Q). WBZ.,/. / .HTS : • 20.0 

.Stations: WCAU. WFIL, WRCV, WVUE. TV Homes: 

AV. i TOP COMPETITION 

SH.; PROGRAM STA. 

56,.: ( News,-Weather,...... WNAC" 
/■ ( Comedy Theatre.......WNAC 

541 Wide Wide World....... WBZ 
53 ! Studio 57:/. . . ........ WBZ 
5.0 j Your Hit Parade.WBZ 
54 | ) News, Weather.___ .WNAC . 

, I Political .. .......... WNAC 
49 Boots and: Saddles....... WNAC. 
48 Wide Wide. World.......WBZ 
40 Twenty Six Men...WBZ 
42 Movie .... r.,.... WBZ 

\51 l News, Weather........ WNAC 
. I Patti Page ,:...... WNAC 

55 ' Boston Movietime......WBZ . 
J News, Weather ......... WBZ 

39 Harbor Command ...:.. . WNAC 
42 i Boxing,' Miscellaneous.; WBZ 

- (Sports ............... WBZ 
40 Decoy ............WBZ 
43 Highway Patrol:,....... •.'WBZ 
38 Movie :.WBZ 
38 i.-State- Trooper ......,.,. WNAC 
47. Boston Movietime ../.... WBZ 
45 Boston Movietime....,. WBZ 

- f. News, Weather ....... /.WBZ 
44 i News. Weather.,....;. WNAC 

. . ( Sports Time' . :... ..... WNAC 

2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:301_7WCAU 
3. Last Word (Sun. 3:45-4)..... __; . WCAU 
4. Danny Thomas (Moil. 9-9:30) ..7.... . WCAU 
5. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11).. ..... . WCAU 
6. Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 8-9). __. WCAU 
7. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10)._WCAU 
8. Groucho ..Marx (Thurs; 8-9:30) .;;.. WRCV 
9. What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11):.... WCAU 

10. Loretta Young 'Sun. 10-10:30) .WRCV 
10. Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon.. 8:30-9) WRCV 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS ~ 
1. fPopeye* (M-F 6-6:30) - .; WFllT- 
2. "Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).. .. WFIL 
3. tNews, Weather (M-F 11-11:15). . WCAU 
4. tStar Theatre (M-F 6:30-7).... ... WFIL- 
5. "American Bandstand (M-F 2:30-5) . WFIL. 
6. tSp’ts, Final, misc (M-F 11:15-11:30) WCAU 
7. "Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1) .,. WCAU 
8.. "As the World Turns (M-F 1:30-2) .. WCAU 
9. "Search, Tomorrow /M-F 12:30-12:45). WCAU 

TO. tWTd's Best Movie (M-W-F12:45-cl). WFIL . 

KANSAS CITY : ,; - .: 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1.. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30)... KCMO 
2. Perry Como (Sat. 7-8) .. ___:. WDAF 
3. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 7-8) . ......... KMBC 
4. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8-9)......... KCMO 
5. Lassie (Sun. 6-6:30);.. :...;... . . KCMO 
6. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 8:30-10) .iKCMO 
7. What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10). ..... KCMO 
8. Cheyenne (Tues. 6:30^7:30) KMBC 
9. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8-8:30) .... ..: i KCMO 

10. Ozzie and Harriet (Wed. 8-8:30):KMBC, 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. "Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:30) . KMBC 
2. tl0:00 News (M-F 10-10:30).... . : .KMBC 
3. tSports, Weather (M-F 10:15-10:30).. KMBC 
4| t5 Star Thea;, Misc (M-Th 10:30^12.. KCMO 
5. "Queen for a Day (M-F 3-3:45).. . .WDAF 
6. tWhizzo’s W’derland (M-F 11-12:00) KMBC 
7. : "American Bandstand (M-F 4-5)-KMBC 
8. "Big Payoff (M-F 2-2:30) . :. ...... KCMO 
9. "Art Linkletter (M-F 1:30-2)....... KCMO 

10. t3 Star News, Sports (M-F 6-6:15).. V; KCMO: 

SAN DIEGO " , 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30). i...KFMB- 
2. Lassie (Sun. 7-7:30).. ........... KFMB 
3. Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9) . , KFSD 
4. Ed Sullivan (Siih. 8-9). . . . .... .KFMB 
5. Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30)......... XETV . 
8. Bob Hope (Fri. 3-9) .KFSD 
7. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9).,...,...... XETV 

/8. Climax' (Thurs, 8:30-9:30)..... i.... .KFMB 
;9. G.E. Theatre (Sun. 9-9:30) . ....... KFMB 
9. Groucho Marx (Thurs. 8-8:30)i iKFSD 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. tfhis Day ’58 (M-F 7:30-8)   .• : KFMB 
X tPopeye (M-F 5:30-6).., ,, .. KFSD 
3. tS. D. Dateline (M-F 6-6:15):..,.... KFMB 
4. "CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30) ■ • - . i . /KFMB. 
5. tJ. Dowiis Express (M^F 4:30-5:30). .KFSD 
6. tBig Movie (T.-W-Th. 6-B) -- .KFSD 

•7, "Art Linkletter (M-F 11:30-12) . .... .KFMB 
■ 7. ': "QUeen for a Day (M-F 1-1:45) .... ,'KFSD 

9. tEarly Show (M-F 4-6) . .. . • i .KFMB 
10. .. tPantry Playhouse (M-F 3-4:30)... . KFSD 

SYRACUSE 
_ •“ TOP. TEN.NETWORK SHOWS 

i; finnsmnlcft (Sat. 10-10:30) .. . . . 1 . WHEN 
2. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).. WHEN 
3. Oh Susanna (Siat. 9-9:30) . . WHEN 
4. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. .9:30-11) . WHEN - 
5. December Bride (Mon. 9:30-10),.... .WHEN 
6. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9-9:30).WHEN 
7. Groucho Marx (Thurs. 8-8:30).,...... WSYR 
7. Perry Como (Sat. 8-9) ........,.. WSYR 
7. Phil Silvers (Tiles. 8r8:30) .... . ..... WHEN 
8. Bachelor Father (Sun. 7:30-8)..  -WHEN_ 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. tNews, Wea., Sports (M-F 11-11:15) ., WHEN" 
2. "Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).. .WSYR 
3. tNews, Sports, Wea. (M-F 6:45-7), ... WSYR 
4. tNews (M-F 6:30-6:45),,....., • • • -WSYR: 
5. "CBS News (M-F 6:45-7)... .... .WHEN 
6. tNews, Sports, Wea. (M-F 6:35-6:45) . . WHEN 
7. tStar Theatre (M-F ll:15-S.O..;. . . .WHEN 
8. "Captain Kangeroo (M-F 8-8:45) . WHEN 
9* "Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45). WHEN 

10. . tHollywood Matinee (M-F 1-2:30).. ..WSYR 

San IFrancisco Beat; (Sat. 10:30)i.: 
Popeye (M-F 6) /..'. .:..... 
Highway Patrol (Sat. 7) . 

. Mike Hammer (Tues. 10:30).__ 
Honeymooners (Tues. 1)......;.,> 
Annie Oakley (Sat. 5:30). ....... 
Sheriff of Cochise (Sun, 6) .;., .;. 
Gray Ghost (Mon. 7) . : ....... 
Harbor Command (Fri. 7).. ....: 
Sky King (Sat: 6).,. .:;..:; 
Whirlybirds (Wed. 7):. , , ,V.,.,; 
Frontier. Doctor (Thurs. 7). 
Martin Kane (Wed. 10:30)....... 
26 Men.(Wed. ?)•- • 
Deatjhi Valley Days (Mon . 7) . 
Bootk and Saddles (Tues. 10:30) . , 
Popeye Theatre (Sat. 6:30) . 
State. Trooper (Thurs. 7) 
Captain David Grief (Sat. 7) .. 
Charlie Chan (Sat. 5) ...... .. 

. WCAU.. 

.WFIL ., 

.WCAU,. 
WCAU.. 
WRCV; 

.WCAU.. 
WCAU., 

. WCAU:. 
; WCAU.:. 
WCAU.. 

.WCAU... 

. WCAU .. 
wrcv: , 
WRCV. , 
WRCV.. 

.WRCV.. 
; WFIL,. : 
.WRCV-, 
. WRCV.. 
. WCAU.. 

..CBS 

... AAP 

. Ziv 

..MCA 
. .CBS 
. - CBS : 
.. NTA 
...CBS 
-Ziv 
/.Nabisco 
..CBS 
. HTSr 
/.Ziv 
V i ABC 
.. US. Borax 
: .NBC 
.AAP 
/•/MCA .- 

. Guild 
. . TPA 

: 1,160, J00. Survey Dates: Feb. 1-8, 

Your Hit Parade ..... WRCV 
■i Million $ Movie ....... .-WCAU 
, Captain David Grief ..._WRCV 
■ Boots & Saddles ....../ .WRCV 
l Official Detective ... . .WCAU 
, Damon Runyon Theatre. .WFIL 
/Reader’s Digest .   _WFIL 
j Death Valley Days... .'.WRCV 
i Studio 57./. :,... ...WRCV 
! Progress ............... WRCV 
i 26 Men .  WRCV 
• State Trooper ’.WRCV 
j Circle Theatre.. ...._WCAU 
i Whirlybirds ..........., : WCAU 
■ Gray Ghost ,.......... .WCAU 
; Mike Hammer...WCAU 
! Byline : ..... .U. .WCAU 
' Frontier Doctor........ /WCAU 
- Highway Patrol. •....--WCAU 
Ray Mi’land Show____ WRCV 

Championship Bowling (Sun. 12:00).. 
. Sheriff of Cochise (Fri: 10:00).. 

Byline. (Sun/3:30).. ;. . ...... . 
The. Falcon (Sun. 3:00) . . . 
Last of the Mohicans (Sat, 5:30) ., . 

Stations: KCMO, KMBC, WDAF. TV Homes: 293,700* Survey Dates: Jan. 13-20, 

9:30).........../WDAF.... MCA 29,2 . 47 1 Studio 57 .. KCMO~ 
IQ) /;._;.. KMBC,.. Ziv .. 25.7 : 58 : » News, Sports Headlines WDAF 

' ' t NBC News . . . . .. WDAF 
10)...v. . . KMBC.'.. .tfabisco 24:9 60 . (News, Sports Headlines "WDAF 

; ) NBC News . .......WDAF. 
ed. 7:30).KMBC-. /. Ziv 24.0 36 i Father Knows Best...... WDAF 
3:00).. . .:.;..,;. KCMO.,: NBC . 23.4 43 10 O’Clbck News . ..KMBC 
3:30).... KCMO.... Ziv 22.2 34 J Tombstone Territory ..... KMEC 
L0:00).,...KCMO.:,/CBS 22.2 39 • 9:30 Theatre:...........WDAF 
LOO) WDAF. .. . CBS 20.9 34 ; Trackdown /... KCMO 
6:00)..: /... ..KMBC.. .CBS 202 44 L i 3 Star News, Sports: . .KCMO 

d’shal (Sat. 6:00).’WDAF.. NBC 19.5 , 52 1 J Wea., 3 Star Personality KCMO 
‘MV Hero • ........_KMBC 

f (Wed. 9:30)..... WDAF... Guild 19.2 . 32 U.S. Steel Hour *KCMO 
s/ 10:00)... . .... KCMO.... Ziv 19.2 36.i I 10 O’Clock News.. /.., .KMBC 

I t Sports, Weather .___KMBC 
..'■/.: •...:..... KMBC . /. Official 19.0 31 : Trackdown . /.. /....... .KCMO 
1,9:30)........ .KMBC...: CBS 1T:5 29 f Studio One . /.......... .KCMO 
:0)/':;;. .. .KCMO., . MCA 16/7 27 [State Trooper . . .WDAF 
ing (Sun. 12:00).. KCMO .... W. Schwimmer 16.5 .55 i Lariat Playhousel...... - KMBC, 
Fri/ 10:00)..KCMO., : .NTA . .16.5 32 !Bob Hope . .WDAF 

------ KMBC.... Alexander 16.2 . 33 ! Million Dollar Movie.... KCMO 
00) ... ... KMBC,..,NBC 15-2 ' 32 : Million Dollar. Movie.... KCMO 
is (Sat, 5:30) ., .. WDAF.. / TPA/ 14.9 41 i I 3 Star News . KCMO 

I ( Sports, Weather---..KCMO 

.W. Schwimmer 16.5 
/NTA..16.5 

:. Alexander 16.2 
, NBC. 15-2 
TPA/ 14.9 

. .. / .KFMB 43.9 

... .,KFMB 37.2 
-9)... KFSD 34;2 

. . /. .KFMB 33:7 

.....XETV .32.0 

.....KFSD 31.8 

... . .XETV 31.2 

.... .-KFMB ; 31.0 
/....KFMB 30.9 
...: /KFSD 30.9 

Twenty Six Men (Wed, 7:00), 

Highway Patrol (Fri. 9:30)...:. . . .XETV 
Honeymooners (Fri. 6:301.:.: . / . KFSD 

■ Popeye (Mon.-Fri, 5:30)....... KFSD 
Whirlybirds (Tues, 6:00)........ „.XETV 

Sky King (Fri,'G:00),;:KFSD.: 

Captain David Grief (Thurs. 7:00) . KFMB.. 
Gray Ghost (Mon, 6:30) . . KFSD . , 
Dr. Hudson’s Secret J’l (Sat, 6:00) i,. KFMB -. 
State Trooper /Mon. 7:00) .; KFSD , 

/ KFSD, XETV. TV H Omes: 270,200. Survey Dates: Jan 13-20, 1958. 

: KFMB: / ./NTA . 22.2 511 Gisele McKenzie.,..:.. KFSD 15.9 
KFMB .. ,. ABC 24.5 . 43 ' Boxing . /. XETV 16.5 
KFMB,, . - Ziv . 22.5 ■ 51 End of the Rainbow..... KFSD 11.2 
XETV... . TPA 21.3 39 - Name That Tune........ KFMB 17.5 
XETV... > Ziv 20.9 35/ Thiij Man , .......... KFSD . 22.5 
KFSD... ..CBS 19.5 40 ’ Leave It to Beaver...... 

45 ' Early Show ... 
KFMB 21.9 

KFSD :.. •, AAP , 19-0 KFMB 12.3 
XETV... .CBS 18:9 38/1 S.D. Dateline ........ 

( CBS; News—Edwards.. 
KFMB 
KFMB 

16.0 
15.7 

XETV:. . /Bagnall... .18.5 30 Phil Silvers .... . ..... KFMB 27.9 
KFSD.:. . •Nabisco : 18.5. 43 ) S.D. Dateline .. KFMB 16.7 

- . i CBS News—Edwards... KFMB 
irs. 7:00) .. KFMB... / Guild 17.9 35 Big Movie ............ .KFSD 

. .KFSD.,:..CBS 17.5 34 Robin Hood .KFMB 
iat, 6:00)i,.KFMB..., MCA 17.2 43 i Frontier. Doctor____ . .KFSD 
) :.;.'/. ::. ;KFSD.,. ,MCA, 16 5 .28 ; Burns and Allen,....... .KFMB 

...... KFMB'. ... CBS 15.9 . 43 ’ Sunday Movie Spec,  KFSD 
6:00) ..... KFSD:.. / NBC. 15.5. 35 i S.D: Dateline   .KFMB 

• i CBS News-^-Edwards...KFMB 
. ...... :KFSD..... .NBC 15.5 30 - Peri^v Mason.. /: ..,..... .KFMB 

) ..... KFSD:.. ,. HTS. 13.9 , : 39 . Dr/ Hudson KFMB 
7:30) ... . .XETV:7.. -Ziv • 13.9 24 -This Day ’58 .KFMB 

: .XETV,/. / MCA 13.9 24 . Burns and Allen...... 7. . KFMB 

Stations: WHEN, WSYR. TV Homes: 106,200. Survey Dates: Jan. 13-20,. 

16:5] 15. Annie Oakley (Sun/5:30)V. .. /KFMB . . . . CBS 15.9 
16.4 16/ Boots and Saddles (Mori: 6:00)7.. .. .KFSD:. NBC. • 15.5 
16.3 
12.9 16. Silent Service (Sat/ 7:00) ,7 .. .7 . .. :KFSD . . NBC 15.5 
12:9 18. Frontier Doctor (Sat. 6:00) / .,. .. KFSD:.. - .HTS 13.9 
12.6 18. Men of Annapolis (Mon: 7:30) .. . . .XETV/: . ,-Ziv • • 13.9 
n:6 18. Waterfront (Mon. .7:00).. :. ,Xetv. : . /•MCA. . - 13.9 

Sheriff of Cochise (Fri. 9:30)._ 
Frontier (Sat: 10:30) ....:..,. 
Men of Annapolis (Wed. 7).,,..... • 
Whirlybirds (Tues. 10:30):. 
Gray. Ghost (Thurs, 7). ....:., 
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 7).. . /.. .7 
Sky KingtTues: 6):. ,..... . ...;. 
Silent Service (Mon: 7). /,. ,/,.. ,,. 
Code 3 (Tues. 10:30)...:....:/..., 
Mama' (Tues, 7): . ... 
O. Henry Playhouse (Fri. 71 ../: 
Esso Golden Playhouse (Sat, 7) ,: ,. 
26 Men (Wed.-7) V. :.7,7//. 
Man Called X (Sun. 5:30):....., 
Annie Oakley (Sat. 12:38):. ..... 
Martin Kane (Fri, 11) . /., .:,. / . 
Rin Tin Tin (Sat. 12) . 
Championship Bowling (Sat. 12:30) . 
Gene Autry (Sat. 9) .. /. 
Hopalong Cassidy (Sat. .12)/..;. 

.NTA 32.3 51 Playhouse of Stars,. WHEN 
NBC. , 31.5 55 Yoiir Hit .Parade ......... WSYR 

. Ziv . 30.3 59 26 Men ......,....... . WHEN 
..CBS 26.8 53 Code 3 __..._..WSYR 

. CBS 26.5 • 50 Sea Hunt : /.7.WHEN 
,Ziv 26.0 : 50 Gray Ghost ............WSYR 

. Nabisco 25.8 79 Eoriy Show ...._. . . . WHEN 

. NBC 24.8 • 53 Jim. Bowie . ........ ./W TEN ■; 

. ABC 23.8 : 47 Whirlybirds .:..... . WHEN - 
/ CBS . 23.3 42 Broken Arrow'. ......,..WHFX 
, Gross Krasne. 22.5 50 Fun Time . ,WI?FN 
/Official. 7 21.3 38 / Wyatt.. Earp ........... WHEN 

.. WHEN /. . . ABC 21.3 41 Men of Arinapblis . .. .WSYR 30.3 
,. WSYR,. . Ziv. 19.8 65 Conquest . '■ .. .... WHEN 10.8 
..WHEN.7 ..CBS 15.8 :55 Championship Bowling. WSYR 12.8 
. WSYR,; .’Ziv 15.8 40 News/ Weather. Sports. .WHEN 26.0 
., WHEN.-/ .. Screen Gems; 14.8 61 Hopalong Cassidy.. /..;. . .WSYR 9:3 

) . . WSYR. . .. Schwimmer . . 12.5 44 Lone Rarger . . . .WHEN 16.3 
WSYR.: CBS 9.5 44 Toy Shop Jamboree7, v/ . ..WHEN 12.3 

. WSYR . /.NBC. 9.3 38 Rin Tin Tin.. . .. ..._ ..WHEN . 14.8 
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Gross-Krasne’s TMake ’Em Yourself 
Overseas Pattern for Fatter Profits 

Philip Krasne thinks it’s foolish* 
for American syndicators in the! 
fciinre to figure on making their 
tel.efilni profits, through rerun 
sale.-. The president of " Gross-. 
Krasne productions, in New York 
OH a variety-of-'financial matters," 
said tiie other, day that telcfilmers 
must aim. for the assurance of a 
substantial overseas. sale, and that 
the way to do it is not necessarily 
through the now typical foreign 
co-production-deal,, since that cats 
away at the producer’s share of . 
the take. • 

Hence, Gross-Krasne has he- 

‘Tug* Bites Dog 
. ‘‘Tugboat Annfe" in its first 
U.S. airing on WTRF, Wheel-- 
jng, W. Va., drew a big 31.9 
American Research . Bureau 

. rating, with a 54.9% share of 
audience, according to . a spev 
cial ARB survey. 

The Television Programs of 
. . America show was ailed Sun¬ 

day <21 fronti 7 to 7:30 p.m., 
.when the special ARB was. 
taken. Its opposition was "Las- . 

on WSTV. a Steuben- 

ABC-TV took an.optioh on Guild. 
Films’ bible series, “Light of the 

sie, 
come tiie only U. S. telefilm pro- f ;: vilIe, Pa., station which covers 
duet ion house to establish its own . the Wheeling area, -which, 
permanent functioning studio op-! drew only a mild 13.8 rating 
eration abroad, in England. Krasne j and a 23.8 share, 
disclosed that Gross-Krasne Ltd. Incidentally, original "Las-, 
skirted co-production offers and sie” episodes for the first time 
went mtt and got its own financing . are now being distributed in 
for its future series. On a four- syndication by TPA. 
series foreign, production kick,): 
G-K got Bankers Trust Co. here • 
to i‘-sue letters of credit to the j 
company, which are being used to i 

draw up to $3,000,000 in British 
pounds. 

Krasne. maintains .that because 
he didn’t seek a co-production deal 
In England, and made 30 half- 
hours in the “African Patrol” 
package instead of "trying to pro¬ 
mote” a financing deal from the W/"™ ru- 
start, it enabled him to get tfie the Sundav 7 n f V11 
best guarantee ever from the Brit-. 
ish tv’ers on a new series: Dqal .w • i/u * 
-u«t- made with ABC-TV, in Eng- .“gj***; taken an 
laml. w hich has guaranteed t; K ; 11,0 ‘ on, a Guild stanza, 
approximately 2,000 pounds (about : In the past, Guild-almost turned 
$5,000 in U. S. currency) for Show- r "Liberace” over to a national ad- 
ing of each flick in England and . vertiser and at another time. the 
•has’ bought. outright, for between i.i ompariy, primarily iir syndication, 
800 and 1.000 pounds (depending -had^ optioned off its "Tobo.r” pilot 
on the package!, the distribution to a bankrbllerr but It never had a 
lights to the show.in the remainder bite directly from a web on any 
of Europe. series. . 

G-K is also .producing "Mr. . "Light" is typed as an anthology, 
Gleiicannon.” a new Thomas Mil- and the pilot is bailed "Flight of 
chell-stari'cr aimed at web or na- 'I)avid.” ABC has priced the show 
tional spot sale. in England, arid— ait $3,835,845 total time and talent 
as with everything else—with its; i.commissionablefora year). Each 
own roin iborrowed at 6br with, iiew half-hour episode runs at 
the Bankers Trust paper). . ABC- • $41,900 /and reruns at $11,765, 
TV has - guaranteed to . buy the ' •/ —;-' 
skein, of. which only two half-hours 
have been completed. Krasne is A Rf pilm Pa pirn A no 
currently in the throes of closing 111111 * aVIVflgCd 

The ” 

9 58 Goose Hangs High 

Opines 

Earl Hcttig 
■ (Pros. Calif.; National Productions);. 

UAhiett 
Semi-Annual TV Film Issue 

OUT IN MARCH 

Brit Exhibs to TV: 
‘Why Don’t You Go 

a simitar guarantee with ABC-TV j 
for another series, this also ■ for i, 'Galaxy 20’ Features 
network sale, called “Adventures Some top draw pix, initially, on 
of Jungle Bo>,” the ABC-TV net, have been pack-. 

‘_If American producers make aged by ABC Film Syndication for 
thci^ foreign customers their sale to stations, 
bankers too.” Krasne said. "they. 'it,- on« 

;'!!m<:!Sa,“t T'eo'nrul "v'u a« inodes lavender Hill Mob" 
,u..f,l. To get a co-prod.ui.-Ucm and promoter/’ both starring. 

-1 ontmued on page o5) Alec Guinness: "The. Red Shoes/* 
“ ’ •• - ■ ’ ■ ■ . starring Moira Shearer;“Caesar 

n, j nn .and Cleopatra,” Vivien Leigh, 
/iff e I hft*AA Vkaiat ; Stewart Granger; ‘The Importance 
£IV O lIllKrjIlOW , of. Being Earnest/’“The Mikado,’’ 

“In Which We Servb,” ^‘Odd Mari 
put," and "Tight Little Island.” ... 

; This is ABC Film Syndication’s 
second feature package,, the initial] 
one being the "Anniversary Pack-1 

Ziv has inked some hefty bust- age.” 
nevs on three, shows, "Target/’ •i—-—^ 
"!Tigin\ay Patrol,” and ""Sea! „ tl . J,„.’ 
]lunl» ; Hollywood-—Bill Goodwin 

Billings Bonanza 

• will 

R J. Reynolds, in a major move double over-from radio-tv-perform- 
to bolster Camel s network buy “Jg.'^to an executive capacity at 
w ith added exposure on the local fre^ , Telefeatures here; Crest, 
level, has purchased alternate ! headed by Doc Merman, specializes 
week sponsorship of "Highway |111 filming, of tv commeicials. 
Patrol” and “Sea Hunt” for 25 ^ 
markets. Reynolds, . via Esty 
agency, will launch the drive im- 

'mediately. 
“Target." Ziv’s new anthology 

"impact” themed series hosted by 
Adolph Menjou, was bought by. an/ 
other brewer. Progress Brewing 
for Oklahoma City. Kroger Stores 
inked the series for Dayton; Brad-, 
ley Field Restaurants for Spring- 
field. 51 ass:;.Savannah Sugar Refin¬ 
ing for Atlanta; and. Pine Grove 
Dairy for 'Norfolk:' Major regibn- 
als for the series include Ol.ympia 
Brewing for 35 western markets 
and Drcwry’s Beer for 15 midwest 
tern situations. 

Stations, on which Reynolds will 
be u>mg “Highwav Patror include 
AVJBK-TV, Detroit; KWTV. Okla¬ 
homa City;. KARD-TV, Wichita; 
AVSPLVTV. Toledo; and: KBET-TV, 
Sacraincnfo. “Sea Hunt” buv in-, 
eludes KTRK-TV. Houston; W:TVJ. 
Miami: WISH-TV, Indianapolis: 
K-F\ 1, St. Loujs; and WTVR,. Rich-i 
mond. f 

Among '-rations buying "Target” | 
for soring airing are WTCCO-TVJ 
^Minneapolis; AVHC-TV. Pittsburgh; t 
KOTV, Tulsa; KSL-TV, Salt Lake ! 
City: WDSU-TV. New Orleans,' 

-5VCKT TV; Miami; and . W’TVC.! 
Chattanooga. 

Manchester, Eng., March 4.. 

• Television contractors can find 

other means of filling in ,t h e i r 

screen time,, hut It is difficult. for 

cinemas to present any form of en¬ 

tertainment other than films. 

J. R. Killeya, leading exhib, 
made this;, point at a . Cinemato¬ 
graph Exhibs’ Assn; meeting, here. 

Another, exhib, T. E. Robinson^, 
said' he was concerned about the 
"terrific backlog” of films, and by 
the copyright position. 

llie rente.rs, he said, did hot own 
the: copyright of the films, and 
the producer’s did not .-always ow’ri 
it. Very often the copyright be-: 
longed to; the. person w ho. supplied 
the finance .arid who w;buld be will¬ 
ing to sell to the highest bidder. 

THREE PILOTS ON TAP 

Hollywood, March 4. 
Bridget Productions .will film 

three pilots within the next three 
months, to be produced by Howard 
Duff, .directed by Ida Lupino. Pro- 
jected series will be budgeted at 
from $35,000 to $50,000 per epi¬ 
sode. 

• "The Teenage Idol” will be 
aired,' as a pilot, over the, com¬ 
pany’s current series, “Mr. Adams 
arid Eve.”. Bridget :is searching 
for a ‘‘.cross between Tommy Sands 
and Elvis Presley” to essay, the 
lead. .-j 

.Other two pilots will: be "The 
House of Seven. Garbos” and "The 
Green Peacock/’ 

Sterling Drug’s Telepix 
Buy lor Can. Markets 

.'Vancouver, March 4. 
. Dancer-Fitzgierald-Sample agency 

picked up the Vancouver telepix 

musical series "Meet Lorraine” for 

Sterling Drug; The 15-minute show, 
which was once live on CBUT-TV/ 
will-he aired in five to six major 
Canadian markets. 
. Vancouver outlet also has an- 
bther quarter-hour telepix package 
op stock, a project titled "Call for 
Music;” “Meet Lorraine” features 
singer Lorraine McAllister With 
the Chris Gage Trio. 

Agencies Play Easy to Get 
Almost ft complete, switch in the agency-packager relationship 

relating to pilots : . screenings has; . c.o m e about in the 
. past year. Once, hot too long agb, the vidpix packagers used to 
have to break down the doors to get to agency. execs to screen their 
pilots. Now, the reverse Is true; with the agencies virtually hound¬ 
ing the packagers and producers tb get first crack at the screening. 

. of a pilot film. 
Reason lies in the faet that, more and more selling is being 

done directly to advertisers, arid there has been more than one 
occasion when: a. client saw a pilot and asked the agency about it, 
only to draw a blank when the agency execs had to admit they 
hadn’t seen it yet. So now, the agencies are demanding to see 
all pilots the minute they’re, in from the labs, even without any 
specifio clients In inind for them. : : v 

The networks and packagers are now refusing to show their 
pilots unless the Agency presents the name of a specific advertiser 
and, In the case of the webs/a specific time slot. Reason is that 
the agencies, to cover themseiyes, want to see the film well in . 
advance of any specific sale, but once; a client, does become inter- / 
ested a couple of months later, the agencies give out . with the 

. “that’s been around for. some time” routine and discourage the 
client on the property.: “ . '. -:\ 

: But the agencies have become so. avid to "let me see. it first” 
that they’ve even resorted to subterfuge.Some. have taken the 
gambit with the networks that / we’re interested in this as a re¬ 
placement for a .show we have on another network. If we like 
this, we’ll bring our other sho.w over to your network and then. . 
.we’ll replace it with this new series.” \ So far, the . webs aren’t 
taking them up on it. '■ 
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United Artists is about to file with the Securities & Exchange Com¬ 
mission about making a public offering for the remaining shares in 
Associated Artists Productions. It’s expected that the offer, designed 
to give UA absdute control in the tv distribbery, will he made within. 
60 days. 

Having recently bought Chester & Co.’s 700,000 AAP shares through 
its wholly-owned subsidiary, Gotham Television, UA already has a 
controlling interest in the Eliot Hyman-headed company, but two-thirds 
of the stock is needed to effect a merger of UA and AAP. Bid to 
other stockholders will be the same as the one UA made. to Chesler: 
$6 in cash and $6 in debentures per share. . . 

CBS Newsfilm and Independent Television News of Great Britain 
have reached an .agreement to pool their facilities for World-Wide 
coverage. 

Under the deal, CBS Newsfilm will be primarily, responsible for 
film coverage of North and South America, the Far East, the Pacific 
and other non-European areas. TTN, the news division of commercial 
UK tv stations, will supply daily film coverage of events in Britain, 
Europe, the middle east and the British Commonwealth countries. 

CBS Television Film Sales will distribute the newsfilm. 

TV-radio branch of Writers Guild of America West/ in protest at 
out-of-town stations snipping off . tv credits on syndicated telefilm 
series, plans to write letter to the stations pointing out depriving 
writers of their credits, is an unfair practice. 

Move was voted by the branch board, and branch plans to notify 
sponsors of shows involved if channels continue despite the protests* 
Credits are cut to make room for more blurbs. 

Warner Bros. TV Commercial & Industrial Films Division will have 
finished a total of 156 minutes of filmed tv. commercials for the Kai¬ 
ser-sponsored "Maverick” vidpix series by end of March. 

Company delivers a filmed entertainment package which includes 
the commercial each week. Commercials cover such diversified prod¬ 
ucts as Kaiser Aluminum, Kaiser-Willys, Kaiser Industries, Kaiser En¬ 
gineering and ^ermanente Cement. 

The special emblem for tv filni producers subscribing, to the Na¬ 
tional Assn. of Broadcasters Television Code is now set for utilization. 

The seal is available to affiliate subscribers of the code, which in¬ 
cludes the 19 members of the Alliance of Television Film Producers 
and two network-affiliated film producers, CBS Film Sales and Cali¬ 
fornia National Productions. . 

Arrangements for issuance of the insignia were made at a meeting 
of the Television Code Review Board and the Alliance in October, ’57. 

Leading the list of new sales exec appointments at ABC Film Syri- . 
dication is Sherman Gregory, who has been named to newly-created 
post of manager, of the N.Y. sales division. Gregory was most re¬ 
cently with. V/FlL-TV, Philadelphia, as. sales manager. 

Gregory and his division. will concentrate exclusively on sales and 
service to tv stations, ad agencies, station reps and station buying 
groups and advertisers in.tire N>Y. area. 

ZIV EXPANSION; 11 
NEW ACCOUNT EXECS 

Ziv is continuing with its sales 

• expansion kick, adding 11 new ac- 

: count execs and promoting two 

; present sales staffers to manager¬ 
ial posts. 

j In the national sales department* 

= Richard Stark joins the N.Y. na- 

! tional saies force. Stark formerly 

was with ABC-TV network sales/ 

The promotions took place in the 
syndication department, topped by 
Walter Kingsley, John. Davidson 
has been named spot sales manager 
and . will .headquarter, ini Atlanta. 
He has been a Ziv account, exec in 

. the southeast section for three 
years. 

J Don Brogdoh, spot sales man- 
! ager in the eastern division has 
[ been named spot sales manager in 
: the Central division, headquarter¬ 
ing in Dallas. 

*. Joining the syndication depart- 
1 merit are Leon Taylor, assigned to 
Florida; Harry Littler, assigned to' 
Atlanta; Pat O’Brian, to Chicago; 
Michael Eisler, to Louisiana; Rohr. 
ert Neece, to Texas; Lloyd Coney,. 
to Los . Angeles; William Guy, to ■ 
north and central California; Ed 
Gerrnaine, to Montana, arid Robert 
W. Burrows arid William R. Hiker 
to the “Cisco Kid” sales division. 

AFRICAN PATROL 
With John Bentley, Diana'Lam¬ 

bert, Michael Partridge, Ronald 
Adams, Allen Tartleton, others 

Producer: Kenya Productions Ltd. 
Director: George Breakston 
Writers: Leonard Fincham, Allan 

Reeve-Jones 
Distributor:. Gross-Krasne Inc. 

As a commercial item, "African 
Patrol” has many virtues: it has a 

story vehicle that combines ele¬ 

ments of the . video westerns and 
sleuth yarns, the exotic background 
of semi-civilized Kenya, and a star 

(John Bentley) who looks a bit like 
John Wayne and dresses like a 

cowboy for his own wedding. Be¬ 
sides which it’s handsomely photo¬ 
graphed and craftily scripted. 

About all it lacks, then; is soriie 

kind of cachet, an ineffable distinc¬ 

tive stamp that sometimes is called 
"style” and sometimes "personal¬ 
ity.” "Dragnet” has it, Bilko and 

“Gunsmoke” have it, but "African 
Patrol” as yet is, ironically, noth¬ 
ing more than .a fine show. This 
could have a bearing on whether 
or not it will inspire the dialing 
habit in viewers: 

Installment caught for review 
was titled "Bad Samaritan” and 
had to do with the atteiripts of a 
middle-aged man to dispose of his 
young business partner while both 
are on a safari in the Kenya game 
reserve. The murder device is 
clever enough. As the intended 
victim Is a diabetic, the older mian 
merely filches his insulin supply 
in camp and tries to keep him from 
getting back to town for more. The 
young man would surely have died 
had not Inspector Derek (Bentley) 
sriielled a rat from a coincidence 
of clues and hastened to. the scene 
in an African station wagon, all 
prepared with* the hypodermic 
syringe. With his, as it happened, 
was the victim’s pretty sweetheart 
(Diana Lambert), so the romance 
angle got written in. ' 

It’s an engrossing and wel’L told 
yarn that weakens only when the 
apprehended bad guy. (Ronald 
Adams) starts spewing out his. mo¬ 
tives. which, as they aren’t pre¬ 
pared for, seem far fetched. Others 
wise the script is brisk: and skill¬ 
ful, with justified pauses from the 
main action for glimpses of African 
culture and wild life. The wildlife 
shots particularly are a bonus. 

Performances were sound all 
around, and. George Breakston’s di¬ 
rection was. slick. Les. 

Leslie Harris, CBS Film Sales 

topper, will address the Television 

and Advertising Club of Philadel¬ 
phia on Thursday (13) . . -.- Albert 
B. Taylor, formerly head of RKO’f 
story department, has joined the 
Ziv organization on the Coast... 
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, proqio- 
tion-prize contest on "Harbor 
Command” recently drew over 6,- 
000 entries ... Jack Sebastian, CBS 
Filiri Sales publicity director, has 
sold, an article on the Civil War to 
Coronet Magazine. Article/dealing 
with the resurgence of interest in 
the War Between the States, will 
appear in the. June or July issue, 
... Orville McDonald Associates, 
Dallas-based national public rela¬ 
tions firm, has been inked to do 
the exploitation on ABC Film Syn¬ 
dication’s "26 Men.” , . . Gun duelr 
ing contest in Denver between 
Kelo Henderson, of "26 Men’? and 
Sam Toole, a local amateur gun¬ 
slinger, drew a crowd of 6,000. 
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a few facts 

Fact one: ABC Television’s average share of audience for its nighttime programs is up 12% over a year ago, 

says Nielsen. During those same twelve months, a second network slipped 12%, the other improved by only 1%.* 

Fact two: ABC Television’s delivered homes per nighttime minute grew by 29% last year. One competing network 

dropped 2%; the other increased by only 11%.* 

Fact three: ABC Television’s total billings last year leaped up by a heart-warming 36%.** 

The third fact is a direct result of numbers one and two, of course. Because in television, advertising dollars 

follow the audience. 

Conclusion: If you’re gunning for customers, take aim with ABC Television. ABC TELEVISION 
* Source: Nielsen, Janiiary II Reports, 1958 vs. 1957 (average program share of audience, weighted by program tength, Sunday through Saturday, 7:30-10:30 P.M.). 

* * Source: P.I.B., January, 1958 vs. Januaiy, 1957^ 
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Spedor to Fold Agency Wdi 

$7,( 
IPP I t A i 

on 
By JACK BERNSTEIN I 50 announcements per. week in the 

t. ^ -50. tv markets. Saturation 

joportcdly /arty to close »is aiien- [ Ogilvy, Benson ^ Alather. ^ ; 
c v doors with the probable sale of! Fcpsodent, via Foote, Gone & 
Hazel Bishop. Since its the Spec- i Belding, said to be readying a spot 
tor agency’s sole major account.! ty campaign-us-ing- top 50> market^ 
Spector is said to be . currently of- ^ Number of spots planned to be useti 
fering the Bishop. Arm (Cosmetics! ’ currently estimated at 40 per week, 
to the highest bidder and asking ;■ Exquisite Form Brassiere.' will 
for $7,000,000. Although a leading/launch a consumer and retailer 
executive of (Tieseborough-Ponds ’ contest* backed, by $1,5.00,1)00 in 
denied his company was interested television time, including one-mih- 
jii the account, it has been estab- ute spots in the top 175 markets, 
lishod that Spcrlor is currently - Drive to start March 1 and run for 
t arrying on iu'gorrations .with the ■ 60 days. 
thin Knorhark Manufacturing Co., 

The salt* of Hazel Bishop would makers of Esquire Lano-Wax arid 
of course mean the folding of the Seuff-Kote liquid polish, plans a 
agency. Spcctoi\ it is recalled by two month;drive starting on March 
trade Sources, tried a few years 9v Print and television ty to be 
ago to sell Ila/el Bisliop .to Gillette/ used by firm. ; 
but Gillette thereafter bought the Calso. via REDO; said to be 

"Toni Go. Insiders, feel that Spec-; propping for huge spot - television 
for, who is the largest. stockholder..'--campaign.: 
is asking too much for Bishop and Standaird Oil renewed for third, 
'.claim Gheseborough would be in-: year as sponsor, of iate news on 
forested in buj ing only if Spector WTMJ. Milwaukee, 
reduces his .demands. /v/ American Sugar Refining Go 

Chrysler Publicity Account starting extensive spring campaign; 
A sidelight to McCann-EricksbnV f«r its Magic Domino Brown Sugar, 

snaring ot the Buick account and Drive will use 02 tv and radio 

giving the gate to Chrysler is the nv^^s- - __ -V , , „ 
expected announcement from Me- ; j>borts:. MacManus^ John & 
Gann’s public relations arm, Com-1 Adams has organized a ne\^-inters 
munieations Counselors, that they « national department which will 
have resigned the television pub- t have ai network of affiliated agen- 
licity business, for “Climax” and in 35 or jnore countries. John 
“Shower of Stars.” Tv account is j™- Byrne has been appointed a vee- 
said to be up for grabs and 'Cvortli pee of the agency^ and director of 
a reported $60,000 annually , with international department, 
nearly 15 public relations firms! Sullivan, Stauffer, .Colwell 4c 

Brorby:‘Do Something’ 
Dallas, March 4. 

: A suggestion that all groups 
Involved with television get 
together to help guide it to its 

.: “full destiny” was made here 
: by Melvin Brorby of Chicago, 

chairman of the board of the 
American Association of Ad- 

. vertising Agencies. 
“Television is our . most, vul¬ 

nerable' spot, , our Achilles 
heel," he told members of the. 
AAAA’s Southwest Council in 

. the Statier Hilton Hotel.. 
“I would not propose regu¬ 

lation of television from with¬ 
out., . But ;isn?t it possible for 
all'.of the groups involved in 
this, critical medium to come 
together/ occasionally as a 
sounding board to help guide 
television to Its full, destiny.? 

“We have scarcely touched 
the . creative genius, . literary 
and musical, of America; in 
our hiiriied show production. 
I say this with due regard, to 
the .great moments when tv 
has shown a flash of what it 
could become; what it could do 

/for. America;” 

bidding. 
Foreman’s Proposal 

One solution to the sponsor 
identification has been suggested, 
by Robert L. Foreman, BBDO’s 
veepee in charge of radio and tele¬ 
vision, who proposes that four ad¬ 
vertisers should utilize an hour 
each month for the presentation of. 
planned and qualtiy shows., . | 

Foreman set forth his .idea be/; 
fore the RTFS time buying and ‘ 
selling seminar on Tuesday (25) by 
saying that within such a frame¬ 
work, art advertiser could budget 

Bayies has volunteered to do. ad¬ 
vertising campaign for National 
Assn, of Mental Health. 

Maurice M. Goldberger, preky 
of Gramercy Advertising, accepted, 
the .1957 award for the best sales 
campaign given by the League of 
Advertising. Agencies. Campaign 
was conducted oh behalf of Ham¬ 
ilton Watch Co, 

identification. 

That Madison Ave/ Stigma 

Chi Agencies 
By LES BROWN 

Apparently there is ho such 

13 shows and have time to develop ; thing a , sacred account ..these 
‘days. Chicago office of J. Walter. 
Thompson last Friday:. (28) “asked 

■ out” of the 65:year Swift & Co.; ac¬ 
count. . It was JWT’s oldest rela- 

FurthCr proof of the. Madison tionship with a client, and! the ohb 
Ave. concern over the stigma car- Cst of. the Chi shop, 
ried by the agency men. in the eyes. There’s no question -the jWT 
of the public was brought out : resignation caught Swift by sur- 
tiiis week when A. W. .Lewi-n,- .chair- fp:rise; with result that Ray Weber, 
man of I.ewin. Williams & .Saylor, Swift ad manager; and others,were, 
told fellow agencymeri the Indus- “no commenting”. all day. ~ All 
try ought to collect a campaign j\vt and , account .supervisor, 
battle chest for the purpose of ere- George. Dilbert would say was “if 
ating a new public image of the was a business decision .. under 
advertising profession. Clay Buck- '‘mutually, agreeable circumstances. 
bout. Life magazine advertising 
manager, suggested that the pro¬ 
fession could be upgraded by the 
estab! ishnien t of a d v e r t i s i n g 
awards on a par with Oscars and 
Emmies, thereby : giving the pro¬ 
fession, its due recognition. : 

Lost & Found Accounts: J; M. 

Chicago trade sources, however, 
tied in the JWT announcement, re 
Swift . with rumors that Quaker- 
Oats was pulling the Ken-L-Ration 
account. Out of Needham, Louis & 
Brorby and handing it to ;JWT. 

. This account, of course, would have 
conflicted with Swift’s Pard dog 

''Math.cs; lias reduced the numberfood, which Thompson handled 
Of auto; manufacturers seeking along \vith Allsweet Margarine apd 
agencies to one by. snaring the es- . Vigoro products. . 
timated $l .000.000 Volkswagen ac-j Neither, JWT nor Swift would 
count. Volkswagen had not previ- comment op the, size of billings in. 
ously had an agenev represent; the relinquished business, but the 
them in the U. S. * j estimate bandied about is . about 

Foote. Cone. & Bolding h.is land- ,;4;,]inu0'®00- ’■ _ 
ed the $100,000 account of the An- ■ »he Thompson office 
gostura,Wupperman Corp.. makers soirtf spot t,v„busln5ss 
of Angostura bitters. JBitlings for- i Amostbf on .Allsweot), the. 

merly handled bv Erain, Wasev,! ?^nc>’ ha<l.n * h6®" “‘‘t* ,n„Vlde0 
Ruthrauff & Ryan. ' ' gh;-«<e <*»nt Mnce-tt*-.. Homm. 

„ 1T e ^ .- v• j Heidt - Swift. Show Wagon two 
Fuller. ^H.mith 4c Ross hjs been . years ago on NBC-TV. Show was 

appointed as agency for the Car-:: bought as part of the Swift Centen 
bonated Beverage Institute. , ’ nial program, and \ybile the ratings 

Switehes: John J. Warren, for- were poor, the ' merchandising 
merly associated with Young & therefrom was felt to be effective^ 
Rubicam, has joined the D*Arcy 1 Swift went sour on network tv 
agency as a producer in the tv de- J after , a. couple spectaculars last 
partment. 

Merle Arinitage has joined the J 
Walter E. Kline public relations ! 
firm as executive veepee and. 
chairman of the management com¬ 
mittee. 

year, including 4,Ruggles of Red 
Gap;” which was handled by 
MeCann-Erickson. 

McCann Getting: Biz? 
Within the trade it’s felt, that 

McCann, in the Swift picture for 

; agency was trying to prevent ah- 
Other-Bnick-Mariqn Harper “ring 
around the-rosy.” JWT p.r. men 

; were candid about their feelings 
j anent that kind of behavior.. “It 
i gives the ad business no stature,” 
i said ope, 
[. : Cracker Jack on TV 
i ' Cracker jack,' through Leo Bur- 
. nett Co.; is entering network tv 
for the; first time, this month via 

: alternate sponsorship of -Tone 
| Ranger” on 75 stations of the ABC 
| net, . Company is also indulging in 
;,a tv spot campaign in 18 key marts. 
: TV and print drive for both Crack- 
; er Jack and Campfire Marshmal- 
; lows during the month of M^rch is 
i by far the biggest advertising ven¬ 
ture in Cracker Jack Co. history. 
Robert Everett is the .account su¬ 
pervisor and Vernon . S. Mullen Jr. 
the account, exec, for. Burnett, 

John M-. Tyson Jr., ex-marketing 
exec with . Leon Burnett shop, 
joined McCann-Erickson Inc. in 
Chi as marketing director and 
member of, the plans board, 

Wayne M: Ramsey named ac¬ 
count exec for Ekco Products Co. 
and one of its subsidiaries by Ful¬ 
ton, Morrissey agency/ 

George Bamberger came up 
from St. Louis for a supervisory 
post at Tatham-Laird here. . 

Fairfax Cone, chairman of Foote, 
Cone & Belding executiyfe .commit¬ 
tee, penned a book review of 
Martin Mayer’s “Madison Avenue, 
U.S.A.” for last Sunday’s (2) Sun- 
Times. . 

Tony yvreirirott upped to produc¬ 
tion. Coordinator of McCann-Erick- 
soh. Hei. and his father, Les, for¬ 
mer WBBM-TV program director, 
collaborated on the song, “Soda 
Pop Rock.” recently recorded on 
Stephany label. 

Winfred Green got veepship at 
Selvage .& Lee. 

H’wood Agencies 
Hollywood, March 4; 

Roy Campbell has retired as 
.i exec veepee of Foote, Cone & 
f Belding in. Hollywood, hut contin- 
! ues as . consultant. Arthur Bailey, 
formerly, with Ward Wheelock and 
Marschalk & Pratt moves up as 
veepee in charge of the office. Nel¬ 
son . Garter becomes veepee and 

• general manager. Bailey joined 
i FCR last October. 

Larry Davidson being trans¬ 
ferred by Wade, from. Chicago to 
the Coast as creative director. 

Dorothy Arzner; onetime film 
director, will be consultant to Ken¬ 
yon & Eckhardt on entertainment 
and commercials for Pepsi-Cola 

• T. J/ “Tim” King of the D P. 
Brother agency, hospitalized with 
collapsed lung. ••/' : 

,'. Betty Meiggs, manager of Len- 
• hen & Mitchell Bevhills office, has 
been Mrs. Rod Williams since Jan; 
,3L ■■/. / ; ;v . 

Chet Miller shifted here from 
Chicago to - supervise . Star-Kist 
tuna account, for Leo Burnett. 

Jack Davis, formerly of Trans-. several years,, will make a stron; 
film, has moved over to Grey as a J bid for the business JWT has ank- 
produetion supervisor. 

Gene McMasters has joined War¬ 
wick & Legler as a vice presiderit. 
He had be?n a veep at DowdK Red- 
field 4c Johnstone. 

Campaigns: Lever Bros, is ini¬ 
tiating a saturation campaign for 

led, although Swift in recent years 
seems to have inclined to the mii'l- 
ti-agency setup. Swift also, places 
some industrial business through 
Russell ,T. Gray Inc. 

In JWT’s handling of the trade 
press at the news of the Swift di- 

ZDove soap scheduling an estimated { \ orce, it was obvious that the 

By BARRY BARNETT 

Loiidon, March J4. 
The Arnerican influence, in Brit¬ 

ish advertising has .been ! even 
more strongly felt since commer¬ 
cial: tv came on the scene.. With 
a completely new advertising out¬ 
let dropped into, their laps, and 
only very limited knowledge of tv 
plugging; it was only natural that 

(Continued on page 54) i 

IN NEW YORK CITY 
Madison Ave. is the subject of the next “Open Hearing” session on 

WRCA-TV next Sunday (9), with David Ogilvy, prez of Ogilvy, Ben¬ 
son & Mather; Martin Mayer/whose “Madison Ave., USA” is shortly 
to be published by Harper & Bros.; and Gilbert. Seldes, tv critic of the 
Saturday Review, slated as panelists On the session . . . Sportscaster 
Mel Allen bark from Europe Monday (3) on the S.S. America. Also ar¬ 
riving was A1 Read, British radio and stage comedian . . . Dennis James 
takes over for Bill Cullen on WRCA’s “Pulse,” from March 10/to 24, 
while Cullen vacations , ; ;. WRCA producer-director Bud Ford upped 
to production manager and music coordinator at the station . . . Martha 
Raye, recovered from her appepdectomy, does a guest shot on “The 
Big Record.” tonight (Wed.) , . . Red Barber enroute to the Yankee 
training camp at St. Petersburg . . . Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV 
exec v.p., back from trip to the Coast . . . Three-year-old Janice Manzo 
flies to Jamaica March 27 for filming of a Tide commercial there . . . 
Iggie Wolfington reprising his. Broadway role in the “Omnibus” pro¬ 
duction of “Mrs. McThing,” Sunday (9) . . . Wendy Barry appears on 
the Jack Paar show tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Alain Dale signed for guest 
shots on tonight’s “Big Record” and the Steve Allen show of April 6 

. CBS casting: Alfred Shirley, Millicent Brower and Elizabeth Mor¬ 
gan into -‘Backstage Wife”; Jada Holland and Fran Carlon into “Road 
of Life” and Bruno Wick, Helen Choate and Charles Carroll ijnto .“Helen 
Trent” . . . Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy tapped for a “Poor Rich¬ 
ard Award” in Philly last week for their contrib to American enter¬ 
tainment . . . Mike Baker and Bill Windom back in N.Y. from. Florida, 
where they completed shooting on a series of Ford commercials . . . 
Patti Goldstein, formerly with CBS-TV press info. as. a mag publicist, 
becomes senior magazine editor at NBC Press Dept. ... Dick Heffner’s 
“The Open Mind.” has won a Freedoms Foundation Award for the 
second year in a row . . .Howard Whitman and WABD parted ways at 
the beginning of the week, when the station cut down on the: number 
of “Probe” interviews on the assumption they weren’t as “entertain¬ 
ing” as “Night Beat.” which does not go in for panel analyses but 
deives into only one guest at a time with John Wingate doing the quiz¬ 
zing. Two weeks ago, Len Zweig, the same station’s public affairs-news 
chief, ankled . . . WMCA prexy Nathan Straus, endowed Brandeis . U. 
with an annual lecture in memory of Rabbi Stephen S. Wise ... Louis 
Nye and John Raitt into Patrice Miinsel show Friday (7) • < . Mary 
Bracken new. pubaffairs assistant to John Clayton at WHLI, Long Is¬ 
land ... Show, biz Oidtimer Freeman Hammond b$ck in the. swing again, 
with'-two Shows on two successive days this month: As a cop on “Scott 
Island,” on ABC-TV Sunday (9) and as an ex-con on. CBS-TV’s. “Edge 
of Night,” the following Monday . /The “Ted Steele Variety Show,” 
WOR-TV, has joined the contest parade, with viewers being asked to 
identify a ‘‘mystery tune.” Prizes go to the tiinesleuths whose cards 
have, the earliest postmarks . /. . For the fifth consecutive year, Hoff¬ 
man Beverage Co. has signed np for full sponsorship of WPIX’s St. 
Patrick Day Parade coverage. Jack McCarthy again will do the com¬ 
mentary with Kevin Kennedy, handling the commercials.; 

Ed Kobak to Na.ssau for a couple of weeks rest. . . . Bob Keeshan 
(Captain Kangaroo) making the personal appearance rounds, with a 
panel stint tomorrow (Thurs). in Baltimore at the Westinghpuse Broad¬ 
casting conclave on public service programming, a starring stint in 
Richmond JSaturday (8) to open a new shopping centre, and an appear¬ 
ance as Grand Marshal of the Easter Parade March 16 in Waltham, 
Mass. /. . Jules Dundes, CBS Radio station administration veep, ad¬ 
dresses the Media Research Directors Assn. March 19 at/the Lexing¬ 
ton Hotel in N.Y. on the web’s motivational research study. 

; Rowan and Martin into Joe Franklin’s WABC-TV strip today (Wed.), 
follow'ed by Jacqueline McKeeyer tomorrow /. .. Terper Tyhee Afra 
(formerly of'Havana Riviera) into Art Ford’s “Greenwich Village Party” 
Friday (7).... Al Kelty interviewed tonight oh “Night Beat” ... Anthony C. 
Krayer Jr; appointed business manager of NBC owned stations and 
NBC spot sales . . . CBS-TV to do a kinnie of “For Love or Money,” 
new Walt Framer package; with Bob Kennedy as emcee . . i Bob Reh- 
bock, Compton agency tv producer, back from Toronto where he dis¬ 
cussed daytime programming deals for Canadian television . ... Ed 
McMahon, who does the Procter & Gamble Cheer blurbs, doing four 
voice-over commercials for White Owl cigars. for Young & Rubicam 
. . . Xavier Cugat & Abbe Lane guest on “Big Record” March 26. . 

IN HOLLYWOOD . 
Telecast of the annual Emmy event will originate at Cocoanut Grove. 

New York site is still to be selected ; . . Gisele MacKenzie heard a dis¬ 
tant voice on. the NBC set, investigated arid found that, it belonged to 
her chief cairieraman, Lee Mossman. So the next week he was a guest 
singer and did a duet with her. The moral; never turn a deaf ear to a 
singing cameraman . . . Rusty Draper’s radio strip on CBS was re¬ 
newed for another cycle ... Gene Gordon was takeri off his coordina¬ 
tion duties with the Disney Productions by ABC arid moved up as as¬ 
sistant program service inanager ior the net’s western' film division 
. - . Norman Marks heading up the newly-created filrii continuity de¬ 
partment at KNXT . . NBC’s Robert Kintner and Robert Lewine in¬ 
spected most of the available shows for next season but made no definite 
commitments . . . Jack Webb’s “Pete Kelly’s Blues,”; looks, like a fall 
starter, . . George Gruskin suffered a bad relapse from his recent bout 
with-pneumonia and will be out of action at the William Morris office 
for five or six weeks .;/. Ex-NBC’ite Sam Fuller bought into a restau¬ 
rant. There’s no summer replacement for eatirig 

IN CHICAGO 
Eli Henry, ad-pub chieftain of the ABC shop here arid prez of Broad¬ 

casters Promotion Assn.; doing a mess of traveling. He’s in Gotham 
this week where be sat on a panel for Academy of Television Arts and 
Sciences seriiinar yesterday (Tues.) arid leaves Chi iri mid-April for his 
cuffo trip to Hawaii, the reward for his department’s work on “Mave¬ 
rick” . . WIND looking to fill two anriouncer pbsts with/experienced 
men . . . WNBQ-WMAQ assistant general manager/Henry Sjogren, 
found out by mail that his father-in-lawH William McKay, was skipper 
of the ship that was pirated a week ago by 21 escapees pf the Isabella 
Island penal colony . . . Ernie Shomo, assistant general manager of 
WBBM, this year notches 20 with the station . , . Charles Stroud, ex- 
WLW-WLW-TV, Cincinnati, joined WGN Iric., in Chuck Wilson’s sales 
promotion department . . . Jules Herbuveaux, NBC: Chicago veep, be¬ 
came a grandfather for the fourth time last week When daughter Na¬ 
nette begot a son . . .. WBBM-TV upped Jack Wartlfeb to production 
manager, succeeding Don Dillion . . ; Kroger stores shifted coin from 
“Boots arid Saddles,” to two-day sponsorship of Lea O’Connor’s news 
oh WNBQ 

IN WASHINGTON 
TV playwright Reginald Rose scripted a special poem read by actor 

Franchot Tone at “Diriner with Congress,” given by Anti-Defainatioa 
League of B’nai B’rith . . . Two animated 20-second tv spots are cur¬ 
rently being distributed to stations throughout Country by Civil. Air 
Patrol to highlight organization’s cadet program . . . “Teen Talk/’ prize 
winning tv juve show producer by Sophie Altman for WRC-NBC, cele- 

(Continued on page 46) 
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RALPH BELLAMY 
■■||| | JjfcBMi FOLLOW THAT MAN on the CBS TV Network scored a smash 322 

■* H I S ll ll average Nielsen and a 53% share of audience for a full year. Audience 

composition: 46% women, 36% men, 18% children. Network-sponsored 

by CAMEL 3 straight years. 82 half-hours On film are immediately 

___ available to regional and local advertisers. 

ALREADY SOLD TO WCBS-TV AND TO STORER STATIONS-BOTH ACROSS THE BOARD FOR DAYTIME STRIPPING! 

Jpfe MiBI' 598 Madison Avenue, 

BE GREAT IN>58 WITH... IlICa If FILM SYNDICATION FILM SYNDICATION and principal citie* everywhere 
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Local Live! Television Programniiiig 
[PART 2 OF A CROSS-COUNTRY SURVEY] 

WHETHER OR NOT sponsored andregardless of 
their i intrastation or competitive position on the 
audience measurement scoreboards/ informational 

programs of . every conceivable variety are, in numerous 
instances,, the major contribution by local .stations to Live 
Television. It does not matter whether the city market 
is below 50,000 in population, or over a million—the story, 
is nearly the same. In. fact,-many stations in small com¬ 
munities are superior in this regard to their big brothers 
in metropolitan areas. In general, rio particular market 
has a ‘‘stranglehold” or “exclusive” on inventivness and 
imagination, ability and knowledge, though it is: obvious 
that, in line with the economic graphs; stations in the 
larger markets are belter equipped technically and in back- 
stage and camera personnel; at least, they can demand the, 
best by paying the most, even, if money in itself is not the 
see-all and end-all in superior and vigorous “public ser¬ 
vice” and related programming. 

Herewith is the informational programming phase of 
Part 2 of a cross-country survey by Variety of local live 
television habits and program structures. (Part I appeared 
on Pages .33 and 52 of. the Jan. 22 issue). Forthcoming 
articles will get down to specifics on which stations slot 
what in these four other main categories: kiddie or ju¬ 
venile, variety-music, teenage, and an amorphous but tra¬ 
ditional consisting of housewife, daytime quiz, general 
family appeal. . : 

First, then, the .informational-public affairs programs, 
presenting only the highlights or .“top of the milk”, from 
the replies received from approximately 22% of the sta¬ 
tions covered. These are given at random, with no Order 
as to comparative quality of programs or size of the mar-: 
ket covered by the stations. It should be borne in mind 

. as well that many of these live local, programs are up . 
against strong competition froip -both networks and their. 
liome base, including the cream of syndicated film pack¬ 

ages and theatrical pix. - ' 
In Atlanta, Ga., WAGA-TV offers “Two Bells—TV Edi¬ 

tion,” beaming a local and regional feature-type show in . 
magazine format and covering, "interesting ^personalities, 
unusual industrial stories, humorous facets of the city,/ 
talent, etc.” At 6 p.m.. Sunday since Oct. 27* 1957, and 
aimed at 26-week cycles. ; 

A Prof’s—‘This Is Your World* 
In Hartford/Conn., WNBC slots “This Is Your World,” 

hosted by Prof. Albert Burke; talk on various items of na- 
tional and international interest—-sputnik, education; na¬ 
tural resources. At .2 p.m. Sunday since Nov. 17! 1957, 
also in 26-week skeins. 

In Syracuse, N.Y., WHEN-TV presents “These Things ; 
We Share,” a cross-the-board interfaith series, in a rotat¬ 
ing slot, running since 1952. 

In Sacramento. Cal., KRCA-TV has “No Man Is. An Is¬ 
land,” a world affairs roundtable ; in a "relaxed format’* . , 
(cigarets and coffee), with special guests ranging from a 
Prime Minister to a leading authority on the Kerensky 
regime to Morocco’s Mohammed. Y. Year-ropnder at 1:30 
p.m. Sunday since February, 1957. ' -- 

In Washington, D C., WTOP-TV offers with “City Side/* 
with city officials and people in the news interviewed by- 
three Washington newsmen/ discussing city budgets,.police 
forces, the highways and other news of public interest. 
All-year-round at 1 p.m. Sunday since February, 1956. 

In Little Rock, Ark., it’s “Little Rock Today,” a general 
format described as similar to NBC-TV’s “Today,” i.e.j 
weather, news, guests. Crossboarded at noon since April, . 
1954. ... 

In Mobile. Aia:, WKRG-TV cards. "Academy of Science;” 
explaining all phases rif science and medicine. Formatted 
for 52 weeks and running at 10:30 a.m., Sunday since Jan-. . 
uary, 1957. 

An Educator Takes ‘Weekend' 

In Salt Lake City, Utah. KTVT puts forth = “Weekend,” 
interpretive roundup, of the week’s news, featuring Dr. 
G. Homer Durham, vicepresident of the Univ: of Utah. and 
Allen Moll, with film sequences of news stories used. A 
year-rounder at 9:30 p.m. Saturday since mid-i956. 

In Burlington. Vt., WCAX-TV offers “You Can Quote 
Me;” a "newsmaking” press.panel interrogation of public 
figures. Running all year (except for July and. August) 
at 7:30 p.m. Friday since October, 1954. Station also pre- V 
seuts "Current Events Quiz.” for severith. and eighth 
graders, at 5 p.m. Friday, running since October, 1956. 

In Bellingham. Wash., KVOS-TV. puts on “Around the 
Work! Press Conference” with this format: A foreign stu¬ 
dent at either the U. of Washington or the U^.of British 
Columbia is quizzed each week by a panel of eight high-., 
school, seniors on the foreign student’s ' homeland—its 
customs, ^agrieulturei industry, politics; government, other 
topics. Eight different highsehool students are chosen 
each week, and the outstanding senior during the year, is 
awarded a* trip around the world, \yith all expenses paid 
by the station. Planned as a year-round show, it is slot¬ 
ted at 4:30 p.m. Saturday and has been running since Nov. 
30. 1957. Same station conducts "The World and the Peace 
Arch. Country;” public affairs program at noon Sunday, 
launched Oct. 20; 1957. 

In Columbus, Ga.. WRBL-TV presents “Chattahoochee 
RFD,” a farm program with various farm communities 
participating; includes demonstrations of farm and home 
techniques, farm news, films of various communities, 
“demonstrations by experts.” A 52-week program at noon ! 
Saturday since March, 1954. 

In Seattie-Taeoma, Wash., KTNTrTV. has “6 -O’clock 
News,” with four, men on camera, utilizing UP ^and AP 
film plus local, film, plus 67 stringers or correspondents 
supplying the station .-■'with additional local and regional 
film. Year-round, cross-the-board, at 6 p.in. Running since 
April 29, 1957. 

In Clarksburg, W. Va., WfiOY-TV (new station) sched¬ 
ules "The Notables”, with Wendell Poe, at 6:30 p.m! Sat¬ 
urday. Premiered Nov. 23, 1957. 

In Portland, Ore., KPTV puts on "Sunday News Reel” 
(presumably some of it is live), at 5:30 p.m. Sunday and 
running since Oct. 6,1957. 

In Birmingham, Ala.. WBRC-TV offers Wally Fowler, 
gospel singer, at noon Saturday since its launching in 1956. 

In Louisville, Ky., WHAS-TV $lpjt$ “YVhat’s Your Ques- 

= By LEONARD TRAUBE 

tion,” at 10 p.m., .Wednesday, running since 1950. . 
In Cleveland, O;, WJW-TV presents “Adventures in Mu¬ 

sic,” described as. in the public service category, at 1.1:30 
a.m. Saturday. Bowed Nov. 23,1957. . 

In Raleigh, N.C., WNAO-T.V makes this observation: “At 
present this station has only one half-hour show which is 
on a public, service basis (not otherwise described); Other 
hour. andr half-hour Shows. have only live-camera seg¬ 
ments.” 

A Flagship’s ‘Hi, Mom*: Catch All 

In New York, WRGA-TV, flagship; of NBC-TV, limits! its 
response to the survey questionnaire to but One. show, 
“Hi, Mom ” a service show (entertainment and instruc¬ 
tion) addressed to pre-school children and the mother and 
described by the .station as “a commercial blend of enter¬ 
tainment, culture, education into a ‘good’ attractive pro- ' 
gram for . mother and . child.” A. year-rouhder,: cross-the- 
board from 9 to 10 a.m! Launched Aug. 15, 1957. 

In' Baltimore, Md.,. WMAff-TV offers “Medicine 1958”. 
(segueing from “Medicine ;1957,” etc!), a study of the 
progress of medicine, its.. current problems and achieve-, 
ments. Some recent titles: . “The Influenza Problem,” “Con¬ 
sideration of Antibiotics:” P’anel consists of prominent phy¬ 
sicians, many of them teaching at medical/schools. Slot¬ 
ted at 5:30 p.m. on alternate Saturdays and running since 
November, 1955, Same station'/ Conducts “The. Port That 
Built ai City,” about the Port of Baltimore, at 3:30 p.m. 
Sunday. Started .1951. 

'ITH TWO OF its! stations already included in the 
- reply to the questionnaire by Variety, the: West-" 

inghouse Broadcasting Co!, on the basis of its chain Op¬ 
eration. and With: foreknowledge of its quality, program¬ 
ming; was invited to; enter additional data early in Feb¬ 
ruary, after the survey proper had been declared "closed.” 
From this supplementary and .new information, here are 
the; highlights of neWs-publie service-public, affairs seg¬ 
mentation by. various local components of the company: 
/ WJZ-TV, Baltimore, Md.; “Baltimore Gloseup” with 

Jack Wells. Cross-the-board, 7 to. 9:30 a.m. Service arid 
entertainment program for. the. early morning, featuring 

news, time and weather checks, comedy by;Jack Wells, Ed 
Baekey, Mack Edwards and staff; . . 
/.. 7:20 and 10:30 News, Sunday through Saturday! Keith 
McBee and Gary Franklin, station’s news reporting team, 
shoot their, own film and write their own commentary for 
these 10-minute reports ori news, weather, sports’. McBee 
is presented “in limbo” with no desk separating him from 
the viewer. "!:•.•!' 
. “Aaron Sopher’s Baltimore.” Once monthly, Sunday, 5 
to 5:30 p.m. Drawings of Aaron Sop'her, popular local ar- 
tist,: tell, the story of., a particular phase of life in Balti¬ 
more. 

Sari Francisco’s Six-Show Schedule. 

KPIX, jSari. Francisco: “This Morning,” Monday,-through- 
Friday, 8:30! to 9 a.m. Described as the only .local, live 
morning show in the Bay Area; A service-type show con¬ 
sisting of news, weather, along, with recipes,, etc., strung 
on an entertainment fOrihat; 
! “Adventure School,” crpssrihe-board, 10 to 10:30 a.m. 
Another .service-type show hosted by Marian Koehler 
Rowe from idea started 20 years ago via -Nursery School 
and transplanted to tv. At-home participation. with “fun 
sheets” mailed out to enable kids to carry on with games 
and stunts as. they sit in front , of their sets. Described as 
“a program Set up as an example for parerits on. ways to 
handle problems of pre-school children; 

“‘Deputy Dave’s Roundup,. Saturday from Al:45 to 2;30 
p.m. Another example, of the mating of service: and spe¬ 
cial. information to entertainment facets. Deputy Dave 
stresses the father-son association (with his son Mike on 
the program) and teaches families to have fun together 
with outdoor living. Includes a section on fish and game* 
hobbies^‘all the things, kids can do with parents.” 

.... “What’s Your Opinion, Sii^day ..from 1:30 to 2 p.m. 
“Oldest panel discussion show in the area” (ninth year). 
Features discussirin of local, pfobiem; as they relate to na¬ 
tional “or perhaps strictly local” issues. Program is guided 
by a 32- member advisory! Committee composed of top 
educators,; business and labor leaders, judges, women’s 
groups, etc; -••!.•’ 

“New Horizons.” Sunday from 8:30 to 9/a!m. Recently 
.installed show “filling a definite need- in California.” Says 
the.Station:; “Sri many senior citizens come to retire in this 
state, KPIX felt they should, have a sounding board of 
their own. unusual problems. Consists, of discussions and 
lectures on -what' Caiifornia’s senior citizens are. doing to 
maintain , useful, productive, happy lives After retiring 
from Tegular business. Many famous people, still active 
in! their 60s; 70s and up* have appeared on the show as 
inspiration (Eleanor Roosevelt is one example); Unusual 
twist is that, the moderator for ‘New Horizons’ is the same 
Woman, who runs. daily, program for very small children 
-^-Marian. Koehler Rowe.” (see “Adventure School” above); 

"House. Call,” Saturday from 4 to 4:30 p.m. No drama¬ 
tizations or pre-written plays. Actual remote telecasts from 
hospitals in the Bay Area, , showing: activities of doctors 
and nurses - ‘busy saving lives ” All persons used are real 
—no Actors.“One interesting program took a little boy to 

THE LIVE ORBIT BIT 
. Post-Sputnik And pre-ExpIorer, a tv station in a city 
of less than 100,000 population became perhaps the 
first to start Anri, finish a short live series dealing with/ 
the significant issues of rockets, space travel and satel¬ 
lites. ; . ; /';•' 

KOYR, Stockton, Cal., on Feb. ,4 concluded a six* 
park“Orbit -13.” The moderator, Charles A. Koepke, 
is, a general science teacher at Stockton’s John Mar¬ 
shall-Juriior. Highsehool and a member, of the Rocket 
Research Institute. "Guestars” were of the learned 
variety— natch. “Orbit 13” was slotted at 6 p.m. Sun- 

■'Wi-' ■ ;> /.: 'L-.r—' 

have his tonsils out, arid he told story of just What hap¬ 
pens so that other children Watching would not be terri¬ 
fied of hospitals. Iri the Works is a four-part (one hour 
each) section on the training and education of a doctor.” 

: KYW-TV, Cleveland: “Today. In Cleveland,” cross-thh- 
board capsules at 25 minutes after and five minutes before/ 
the hour, between .7 and 9 a m;, covering northern Ohio 
news, weather, sports and human interest angles integrat¬ 
ed with the networked (NBC) “Today.” Hosted by Tom. 

-Haley; : ; 
•: "Pete French and the News,” cross-the-board, 2:50 to 
3 p.m. News pius interviews with key personalities; also 
on from 6:55 to 7 p.m. with spot reports and interviews 
and. at 11 to 11:10 p.m., latter followed by five; minutes! 
each of “Joe Finan, Weatherman,” and “Bob Neal, 

.Sports.”; r . ’• 
‘‘The Land: Is Ours,” Saturday from 7:30. to 8:30 .a.m. 

Aimed at farmers, with agricultural films, livestock re¬ 
ports. Lawson Derriirig is master of ceremonies; 

“11th Hour News With Jay Miltnef,” Saturday from 11 
to 11:05 p.m., segueing to capsule “Sports Review With 
Johnny Bell”; v 

“TV Sunday . School,” Sunday from 8 to 8:30 a.m. Host-, 
ess, Sunday school teacher Ethel Brewer; studio cast of 
actual students in discussion of religions of all faiths; 

“Mary Holt Show,” Sunday from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. Ne¬ 
gro hymns and spirituals, church choirs, singers in .studio; 

“Breakthrough,” alternate Sundays from 5:30 to 6 p.m. 
Host Tom Haley in a science and engineering series. . 

Boston ‘Goes Forward’ in Science 

WBZ-TV, Boston: “2*000 A.D., science program conduct¬ 
ed by Prof. Jonathan Karas, of the Univ. of New Hamp¬ 
shire. “An exciting, dramatic presentation” of the future 
in science. Sunday at 1 p.m., running iri. 13-week cycles 
launched in July, 1956. Same station presents “Starring 
the Editors,” Sunday at 1:30 p.m. Since 1955. ! 

KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, Pa.: Crossboards the news On 
six-a-day. schedule, starting 9:55 a.m. with Paul Shannon, . 
Bill Bui'ns at noon, the woman’s angle at 2:20 with. Pat 
Kelly, at 7 o’clock with Carl Ide> at 11 with Burris arid At 
1 a.m. with Ray Scott’s “Final Edition.” The Saturday night 
news lineup—Burns at 6:30, John Roberts at 11:30 and 
Scott at 1 a.m!; Sunday—Ide at 2 p,m. and Al McDowell 
at 11. , 

Station’s public service programs are: “Spotlight,” 3:30 
p.m. Saturday— educational series produced in coopera¬ 
tion with Carnegie Institute of Technology, “dealing with 
people and things surrounding our world today”; “Sound- 
Off,” 2:30 p.m. Sunday—a springboard for highsehool and 
college students to express opinions and ask questions of 
leading civic leaders, educators, political arid sports fig¬ 
ure’s with Paul Long as anchorman; “House Call,” .2 p.m. 
Sunday once a month, medical, program produced with the 
U. of Pittsburgh Medical Health Centre in which leadirig 
medical authorities appear; “Mari-Space-Time,” 2 p.m. .. 
Sunday once a month! produced with Buhl Planetarium 
and assembling leading scientists . (Willy Ley, Werner von 
Braun, et al!) in discussion of science and space travel, 
w;ith Rege Cordic as anchorman; “Dilemma of Diversity,” 
5 p.m. Sunday, educational series in which Dr. Thomas, 
Professor of Education at U. of Pitt, “decries the lack of 
adequate! school properties and systems available to give 

. proper education and is challenged each week by a panel 
of educational leaders,” 

‘Mfici Oyez & |h Nri 
A FOREMOST model of public service pfogramriiing . 

is having its troubles iri the halls of justice; This 
is the ideally titled "Traffic Court”!—just what the name 
implies and presented/by several stations around the coun- 
try. ’ ■' ! . 

The first axe fell, in January, on the head of Detroit. 
There, WWJ-TV’s eight-year-old “Traffic. Court” was 
fbreed' off the air when, the Michigan Bar Assn, objected 
to. the Traffic Judge’s participation in the prograrii. The. 
station turned right around and, on Feb. 4, replaced that 
show in the 6:30 p.m. slot with “Up for Appeal,” a live 
reenactment of the problems of motorists whose licerises 
have been revoked. The program is produced by. WWJ- 
TV in cooperation with the Traffic Safety! Assn. and. with 
participation by representatives of the Secretary of State, 
the Attorney General’s office and the Detroit Police Dept. 

A more elaborate case was made of another “Traffic 
Court”— that of KABC-TV in Hollywood, whose prograrii 
of that name has.been running for about seven years, and 
is touted as the highest-rated local live, television entry. 

It may be pure coiricidence, but it was only a few days . 
after a glowing description of the show’s workings, in-: 
eluding an interview with the presiding, judge—3,000 
miles across the country by way of the New York Times’ 
Sunday television page — that the hammer fell on the 
judge, Evelle Youriger. Fifteen jurists of the Judicial 
Ethics Committee of the California Conference of Judges 
found, with but one. dissenting opinion, that Judge Young¬ 
er’s weekly appearance was “in violation of judicial 
ethics.” 

The N.Y„ Times said that “the comiriercial sponsorship 
of the program formed the basis for the ruling.” The 
sponsor is the Southern California Chevrolet Dealers 
Assn. According to. the dispatch, Judge Younger’s whose 
stipend is $49.50 a week, which he gives to the Legal Aid 
Society, left the show, 

(A few days later, undaunted, Los Angeles Superior 
Court Judge Elmer D. Doyle said he would officiate on 
a new show which was launched on rival channel KTTV 
in a series called “Divorce Court.”) 

There is at least one other tv “Traffic Court”; it shows 
up in the survey by Variety, from WBNS, Columbus, O. 
That station’s version is similar to the others in that it 
is a live reenactirient of traffic cases, with the actual judge, 
policeman and criurt officials. Only the defendants are 
portrayed by actors. As in KABC-TV’S show, the Ohio 
city’s “Traffic Court” is programmed at 6:30 p.m., on Mon¬ 
days. It has been on the .air since last September; making, 
it probably the newest “Traffic Court” op local live tele- 
vision. It is prp§^nIpd.yjBaj:-round. 
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Perhaps one of the more interesting footnotes to the current tv 

season is -the Saturday night turn-in-fortunes which finds 
NBC dumped, from its longtime supremacy dating back to the ’51 
era when the web was riding high with its: “All-Star Reyue’V 
“Show of Shows”-“Hit Parade,” toprated parlay. Even during the 
later years when Jackie Gleason was top kick for CBSi the lineup, 
of “People Are Funny,” Perry Como, George Gobel and “Hit Pa¬ 
rade,” gave NBC much the better of if over the evening span. 

But this season, based on Nielsen's latest average audience re¬ 
port for the last two weeks in January, it's, .strictly. CBS’. night, 
with even “Perry Mason,” coming within two rating points of 
matching Como £ to 8:30 and inflicting punishnient on the Art Link- 
letter 7:30 display. At 9 o’clock CBS’ Gale Storm doubles the ro¬ 
tating “Club Oasis”-Polly Bergen ratings, with “Have Gun,”, 
trouncing Gisele MacKenzie 37,1 to 13.7 and “Gunsmoke,” decimat¬ 
ing the how-defunct “End of the Rainbow,” 44.6 to 14.2. “Hit Pa¬ 
rade ratings are the lowest in its tv career. 

By JO RANSON 

Dentists no longer tell their suf¬ 
fering patients such jokes as: “Do 
you wish a local anaesthetic?” “No, 
doc, I’m wealthy. Give me some¬ 
thing imported.” Or: {“Will you 
take gas?” “Yes, doc, and be sure 
to check the oil, at the same time.” 

These infected wheezes went out 
. of the storm windows when dentists 
In the Greater New. York-New Jer¬ 
sey region discovered that the soft- 
music policy of WPAT, Paterson, 
N. J., was a vastly superior replace¬ 
ment for oral jokes as a “laughing 
gas” anaesthetic during drilling 
sessions on a broken bicuspid. 

A recent poll, reveals that the 
Paterson outlet is. supposedly tops, 
four to one, as the old Forhan’s 
toothpaste ads used to say, in den¬ 
tists ’officers. More than any other 
station in the frenzied metropoli¬ 
tan market, WPAT has. subtly 
drilled its .way into, the formalde- 

-.hyde-smelling offices of countless 
dentists because of ity “Painless 
Parker” program policy^ Next. to 
WPAT, according' to the molar 
maulers, is WQXR’s therapeutic 
properties, and lately, WNYC, the 
municipal mouthpiece of New York 
City.: . ' 

These three outlets, according to 
many members of the First and 
Second District Dental Societies, 
are most easy to take for a swollen 
jaw. This view is -maintained by 
experts in prosthodontics, ortho¬ 
dontics, periodontics. and pedodon- 
iics. 
. When asked why tv is npt as val¬ 
uable a tool as AM radio in the 
dentist's office* the men In the 
short white coats reply that it pre¬ 
vents their talking to patients 
about mouth hygiene, “It is tough 
to speak above. the shouts from a 
tv receiver,” one dentist replied. 

. “But with soft music like portions 
of ‘My Fair Lady,’ ‘South Pacific’ 
or a Straus Waltz I can tell them | 
how important it is to brush their 
teeth twice a day and see their 
dentist twice a year/’ . 

Leaders of the dental societies 
also urged their members to tune 

(Continued ort page 48) 

Okay WHK700G Sale 
: Sale of WHK, Cleveland, to Du- 

i Mont Broadcasting Corp. was final- 
•. ized for $700,000. Forest City Pub- 
: lishing Co; (Cleveland Plain Deal- 
i er), which sold it, is filing with the 
j FCC for okay on the sale this 
, week. . 

Station is a 5,000-watter and Was 
started in 1922. 

Leonard .Sillman becomes what 
may be the first Broadway pro¬ 
ducer to get not only his own regu¬ 
lar tv show but. one bearing his 
name (“Leonard Sillman Show”). 
Beginning March 20, Sillman, who 
has produced “New Faces,”* “Miss 
Isobel” and “A Night with T, C, 
Jones” for the New York stage, 
kicks off a variety affair as a local 
offering on WABD, the DuMont 
o&o.> 

Sillman, in addition tG hosting 
the show, will produce and front 
a new face (comedic or musical) 
each outing. Addition of this new 
show gives WABD a live local 
stanza at 8:30 on Tuesday, Wednes¬ 
day and Thursday. “Put It In Writ¬ 
ing’’ launched last week, on Tues¬ 
day and earlier “Hy Gardiner Call¬ 
ing” took over the Wednesday slot 
in a move from WBCA-TV, New 
York. 

Radio Corp., of America made 
record sales during 1957, but. its 
net profit was down slightly from 
the previous, year because of “soft¬ 
ening of general economic condi¬ 
tions and the ..highly competitive 
situation in the radio-tv industry,” 
the company’s annual report re¬ 
vealed. : ' 

Sales, over the billion-dollar 
mark for the third year in a row, 
increased 4.3% to the new peak of 
$1,176,277:000. ; But profits were 
down 3.7% to $38,549,000, equal ta 
$2.55 a share, as compared with 
$2.65 the previous year. Dividends 
paid out were the same as: 1956, 
totaling $23,909,000, equal to $3.50 
per share on the preferred and 

; $1.50 bn the common stock. 

Report, for the first time, indi¬ 
cated in some detail the role. of 
NBC InV the company’s gross 
revenue. The network’s contribu¬ 
tion to RQA volume during 1957 
came to $292,212,000, equal to 
24.9% of the overall RCA volume, 
It was the second largest branch of 
the company’s operations, bested 
only by manufacturing and serv- 

; ices, which accounted . for 50%. 
Sales to Government (defense) 
totaled 22.7%, RCA Communica¬ 
tions contributed 2.2% and RCA 
Institutes grossed 2%. 
. With reference to broadcasting, 
report.stressed gains in “five major 
areas,’’ tv programming gained in 
audience popularity (daytime au¬ 
dience Up 30%, nighttime up 
10%); network radio business in¬ 
creased 41% over 1956; television 

(Continued on page 54) 

ROY ROGERS PACTS 
CBS-TV RERUN DEAL 

Roy Rogers, who recently bought 
! out the NBC-TV interest in his vid- 
■ pix series and now has 100% own¬ 
ership of the 104 episodes he pror 
duced for NBC-TV over several 
years, has switched network al- 

! legiances. He’s set a deal with 
: CBS-TV for the reruns under 
I which Columbia gets first crack 
[ at a network sale on the repeats. 

CBS is trying to peddle the re¬ 
runs for Saturday mornings at 
11:30, and if it finds a sponsor, the 
show will start this spring. HoW- 

j ever, if CBS can't find sponsorship, 
I-all bets^ are off. - 

Upcoming summer semester: on 
tv shapes up as the doggiest of 
them all, general feeling by prac¬ 
tically everybody concerned being, 
“let’s just tfy to live through it 
Without inflicting: too much pain 
or damage.” Fact that even{“The. 
Arthur Murray Party,” a perennial 
summertime .. entry, . refuses to 
make itself available as a hot- 
months .filler, is perhaps the tip-, 
off to what’s in store for the tele¬ 
viewer when the June-July-August 
dog days roll around. 

One particularly disturbing as¬ 
pect-disturbing to the networks 
—is the {fact that for the first time 
some sponsors are not even both/ 
ering to protect their time fran¬ 
chises over the summer period 
and. are checking. out at the end 
of ’ the current season. All of 
which means some frantic scram¬ 
bling and jockeying for program- 
time positions in the. fall. 

In a nutshell the sponsor, eye¬ 
ing the summer, is intent on one. 
thing—catching, up on inventories, 
recouping his losses and amortiz¬ 
ing his investments. Thus, for ex¬ 
ample, Royal Typewriter v/ill. re¬ 
tain its Sunday. 7:30 period on 
NBC-TV after “Sally” gets the 
boot, but. will reactivate the 
“Panic” series,. taking advantage 
of unspboled . hal^hbur segments, 
that have been; lying idle in the 
Can. Similarly, such unlamented, 
casualties as “The Brothers" and 
“On Trial” will be restored to the. 
network skeins making available, 
in addition to reruns, already-com¬ 
pleted but as yet unshown install¬ 
ments. (“Maybe we’ll even get 
/Norby’ back?”, observes one tv ob¬ 
server.) 

Otherwise everybody and his 
uncle will be playing “rerun time,”; 
with but few exceptions, as in the 
case of “Thin .Man” which Will in¬ 
sert some fresh celluloid. 

. Nobody’s wasting time on ex¬ 
perimental programming, and live 
showcases remaining on through 
the summer will be, for the most: 
part, low'-budgeted affairs. Steve 
Alien wants to.{take the summer 
Off but his Greyhound sponsor, 
alerted to the summer pickup in 
travel, is trying to persuade him 
to stay put. Dinah . Shore goes off 
for the summer with Chevy prun¬ 
ing its budget with replacement 
fare. Perry Comb goes off,: with, 
another go-round of rotating sing-; 
ers filling in. Such on-and-off 
perennials as .“Pantomime Quiz” 
will be dusted off, with “Quiz” al¬ 
ready earmarked fbr Tuesday 
9:30 on ABC-TV. {; 

4-Day Balto Powwow to Tracer 

-And Only Half Sold 
Bob Hope Coasted to his second 

highest Tfendex of the season 
(highest since his opening show) 
Sunday, night (2) on NBC-TV, easi¬ 
ly topping his combined opposition 
and winding up with a 9 to 10 av¬ 
erage of 33.5. 

Hope hit a 33.8 at 9, vs. .1-6.3: 
for “General Electric Theatre” 
(Charles: Laughton starring) and 
9.1. for iSid Ceasar. At 9:30, Hope 
pulled a . 33.1,; “Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents” drew a 20.3 and “You 
Asked for It” a 4.8. Yet' oddly 
enough Hope is only half-sold. 

ABC-TV Flaunts 

Loretta Young, NBC 
Dicker New Contract 

..Hollywood, March 4. 
Discussions are. under way. for 

a new. contract . with NBC for 
Loretta Young and her Lewislor 
Productions, which produces her 
vidpix series. Negotiations are cur¬ 
rently being finalized, inasmuch as 
the star's five-year-pact with, the 
web ends March 20; when she will 
have filmed the. 170th vidpix in her 
series: { 

Abe Lastfogel, head of the Wil¬ 
liam Morris agency, and Norman 
Brokaw of that agency, rep her in 
the negotiations with Tom Sarnoff 
of NBC. { 

,, For the- :m.oment ABC-TV is: 
flaunting the national soft economy 
by having written between $7,000,- 
000 and $8,000,000 in immediate 
time billings. This gross figure is 
all for shows. that are already on 
the air or will .be on by April. 

Beech Nut-Life Saver made a 
dear last Wed. (26) and went on 
the air March 1 as full:sponsor of 
the new nighttime “Dick Clark 
Show:” Beech Nut, controlled by 
Edward Noble, who is a large 
American Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres stockholder, has a 52- 
week pact for the show With the 
usual. 13-week options on renewal 
throughout the year. 

Two other large deals were con¬ 
summated during February Which 
push ABC. time billings—including 
Beech Nut’s nearly $2,000,000 for 
a full year—to about' $5,500,000.; 
American Tobacco signed for 
“Make Me. Laugh,” which is worth 
almost $2,000,000 on the full year 
also. General Foods inked for 
about a $1,500,000 worth of day¬ 
time (via “Trust. YOur Wife?”, 
rounding out the major buys. 

Most recently, Five-Day Pads 
came in for a spring-summer buy 
worth an estimated $500,000 on 
“Pantomime Quiz.” And another 
$1,500,000 worth of ABC-TV time 
has gone to participating adver¬ 
tisers in daytime video: Welch; 
Eastco. and. Corn Products in 
.•.“American'-, Bandstand” and - Col¬ 
gate-Palmolive in extensive day¬ 
time buys, including “ L one 
Ranger;” 

t Baltimore, March 4. 
J Nation’s trenchant observers of 
j radio-tv .will sound off in shirt- 
! sleeve fashion at second Local Pub¬ 
lic Service Conference under aus- 
pices of Westinghouse Broadcasting 
Co. starting tomorrow (Wed.* at 

{ Johns Hopkins. University. 

This four-day powwow on a 
shorthair, realistic level is bring- 

; ing together local station working 
program people from small and 
large outlets across the country. 

.They’re primarily concerned with 
making public service features 
more showmanly and the WBC 
agenda, for the next few days is 

. geared along these lines, 

j One of many major panel discus¬ 
sions will concern itself with“The 
\ Audience.” Moderated by Richard 
j Heffner,. program chief of Metro- 
j politan Education Television Assn.. 
} and moderator on WRCA-TV’s 
j .‘‘The, Open Mind,” it will present 
; divergent thoughts of David Suss-' 
. kind, exec veepee of Talent Asso- . 
| ciates; Gilbert Seldes, essayist and 
) author of “The Seven Lively Arts”; 
' Irving Gitiin, CBS Director of Pub-. 
j lie Affairs; Stockton Helfrich, NBC 
[{Director of Continuity Acceptance; 
Herta Herzog, veepee of research 
at McCann-Erickson; William Ka- 

I land, national program manager for 
0WBC, and Melvin Goldberg. WBC 
Director of Research. 

Spearheading the gathering on 
i public ; service programming an 
WBC’s . President Donald H. Me- 
Gannon and Richard M- Pack, vee¬ 
pee' of programming. Their lineup 
for the next few days is something 
like the Yankee batting order. 

A lampoon on tv tagged “So . 
This Is Television,” with Bil Baird 
and his Marionettes, wall precede 
session on “The Audience.” 

Stemming from remarks made 
i by Sen. John F. Kennedy of Mass:- 
! at , last, year’s conference in Bos- 
; ton, WBC launched a Radio-Tele- 
j vision History Award Contest, 
Winning names will be released on 
last day of conference, March 8. 
Judged, include Bruce Catton, nov¬ 
elist. and editor of “American 
Heritage”; Allen Nevins. Colum¬ 
bia U prof and American historian; . 
Carl Haverlin, BMI prexy, and 
others. Radio-tv stations, with ex- 

I cepti'on of WBC outlets, have sub- 
> mitted tapes, films, transcriptions 
• for;. judging. There’ll be a cash 
grant and two honorable* mentions 
for winning selections. 

today’s (Wed.) gathering Will 

(Continued on page 481 
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DENNIS NO MENACE 
AS A PINCHHITTER 

. They’re now'- calling him come- 
tp-the-resciie Dennis James. The 
emcee-announcer on Monday (10) 
goes in for Bill Cullen bn “Pulse,”; 
the four-hour (6 to 10 a.rri.) cross-j 
boarder on WRCA, the N. Y. flag-' 
ship of NBC. Cullen was reported;: 
last week as ready to throw in the , 
towel after two and a half years; 
as the anchorman .on “Pulse’7 and; 
concentrating on his network, tele-: 
shows.;;. ; 

It’s not believed, however, that, 
James, who w’ill be the “take • 
charge guy” for two weeks, is iri-j 
terestbd in the assignment perrria-;. 
nently. WRCA is shopping around 
for a replacement for Cullen, and 
whether Cullen returns after 
James’ fireman duty, ending March : 
24, is np known, now. 

It’s recalled. that among James’ | 
rescue; duties of the recent past 
for NBC. (tv) were these: - Last 
summer he went to Chicago for a 
tw'O-week booking on “Club 60” 
and stayed, around for six months; 
and a few months ago he did hur- 
ry-up one-night duty for Jan Mur¬ 
ray on the network’s “Treasure 
Hunt.” ' W-. -I 

Coin on TV News 
News appears to be one of tele¬ 

vision’s hottest sales commodities, 
at. least on the local New Yrork 

level. WCBS-TV, the CBS flagship 

in Gotham, sold six five-minute 

news segments. within the last 
couple of weeks, even.to the point 
of deciding CBS-TV to release one 
of its network news strips to local 
co-op sponsorship. 

That’s the Walter Cronkite 1:25 
to .1:30 p.m. cross-the boarder, 
.which has been running sustain¬ 
ing : on the network. WCBS-TV 
signed. Ehler’s Coffee to three-a- 
week sponsorship in N.Y. for a 1.3- 
week ride,, then went to the net¬ 
work ‘ and got the show' released 
for co-op sale, effective March 15. 
At. the. same time, station signed 
Esso to sponsor three five-minute 
segments a week on its “7 O’clock” 
report, replacing Cities Service. 
Esso had already been on the sta¬ 
tion with a 7:55-8 a m. strip,which 
it’s dropping, but the move to even¬ 
ing time involves several times the 
morning expenditure. Actually, the 
morning, buy by -Esso had ‘ been 
merely to get position for a better 
news spot, since the station has a 
strict priority setup for news spon¬ 
sorship. -' • - • ^1 3 * ■ 
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Now available for exclusive regional and 

local sponsorship . .. the freshest, 

newest TV sports sensation 

TOP PRO 

v 

First Hun off the ABC-TV Network (as ALL-STAR GOLF) 

... A Natural for Spring and Summer! 

"The sports world's freshest . . right 
up television's alley." 

-TIME 

"Championship Bowling is how in its 
fourth year and has a better audience 
than any other syndicated sports show 
on television. Golf may do even better. 

-JOHN CROSBY 

"Fascinating show" . atmosphere of 
links pleasanter than gridiron, dia¬ 
mond or bowling alley," 

-VARIETY 

"All-Star Golf should attract plenty of 
non-golfing viewers, as well as the 5 
million or so active devotees of the 
game.": 

-SPORTS ILLUSTRATED 

"Attractive to more than just golf en¬ 
thusiasts . . ; a truly engrossing show/' 

— BILLBOARD 

thrjlling one-hour 18-hole matches/ with all the 

excitement and suspense of a live sports event - 

filmed especially for television. Now available 

for the first time at the local level for the 

Spring and Summer of 1958. There is nothing in TV 

that can be substituted for great sports competition. 

This is the first time that modern TV techniques 

have been properly applied to the game of golf .., 

we graphically capture all the shots and all the 

drama that make this game famous. Seven cameras 

photograph the action and every nuance ... 

you see and you hear what's happening better 

than if you were there in person. 

Tournament Golf • Medal Play 

$100,000.00 in cash prizes 

Jini Britt does on-the-spot commentary 

PRODUCED BY PETER DEMET 

DIRECTED BY SID GOLTZ 

— the same production team 

for TV's famous 

CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING 

For Audition Film and Prices—write, wire or phone 

Walter Schwimmer, Inc. 
75 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago 1, Ill. • FRanklin 2-4392 

527 Madison Aye., New York 22, N. Y. • ELdorado 5-4616 

S, 1958 

CAIY MIDDLECOFF- 
Twice Winner of the 
National Open 
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THE WORLD’S GREATEST PROFESSIONAL STARS ARE FEATURED IN “TOP PRO GOLF 

iC '& ’* " " \ 

SAH SNEAD-The JULIUS 10R0S-The JACK BURKE Jr.-1956 JIMMY OEMARCT-1957 EO FURGOL-TheU.S. DUTCH HARRISOM - MIKE SOUCHAK-Wa* 
treafest money winner World Champion at Golfer for the year-Mas- Thunderbird Invitation- Open Championship 1956 All American winner of the St Paul 
in folf history Tam-o'-Shanter in 1955 ter^ and P6A winner it winner. Palm Springs winner in 1956 Championship winner Open in 1956 
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PUT IT IN WRITING f ... TTT?TTTMMMMfftMmttttfMtttttM 

With Dan Anthony, Dr. Kenneth f i fTl 1 Tl' " 11 f T m 

1 ele r ollow^Up Comment - 
ca I.indfors, Carlton Fredericks, A ■. 1. 
guests , T-fl ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ »4 » 4 ♦ ♦♦ ♦» | »♦ ♦ ♦♦ ♦ »> + ♦♦ »+♦-»♦♦♦♦ 

Producer: Rqhert C. Bloom •,' ., ' ' \. .. ; ' I - 
Director: H. Wesley Kenney See It Now. . : . to the removal of hi^ fiddled body it out as to whether Williams Is 
Writer: Betty L. Freedman Attainment of Statehood for. the from a barber’s chair. really that kind of guy. 
30 >lins., Tue.s., .8:30 p.m. territories of Alaska and Hawaii There were vigorous vignettes Of Other contributions to Williams’ 
WARD; New York ; ■ ■ - ' ■ -has been one of the longrunning COrv doines on occasidn but there writing personality were what he 

I ^ things ^ congressional serlalsMlt’s now up e'vasileness too In ’explaining described his loss of -‘Infantile 
v«ron- . with... rut It In wilting, , again), but toe pro & con issues whv the most nfomihent gangster omnipotence”—which comes when 
tit.* panel, show. that, premiered a . were never set forth so vividly or inthe Brooklyn underworld could as the child emerges from infantil- 
V.,ck aL'o Tuesday 'Feb. 25; as a dramatized so effectively as on last' ism and stiffens a sense of outrage 

1.;, :.I half-hour on WABD.Newj Sunday’s ’’See It Nov’< under Ed ^ «mf was mCntTon mad?of the "hen all his demands are So 
York 1 hat s oven if you believe .Murrow and Fred ;Friendly’s con-..Ki - ; •+., district attorney who longer met. with love and care and 
m the -.science of graphology in strUctively probing auspices. was8 lav in ~ Dressing indictments what, according to Williams, is the 
relation tq character analysis., -\vjsee It Now” toSSed:the debate and flnii^. ^ S^cu?e pS5ect rimt.of anger in a“ P^ple, He 

A\ cs Kenney an excellent direc- around: in:.word and picture, from murder cases against Aiiastasii. didn t-however, say why this made 
I oi- in oilier areas; goofed bh sound; every conceivable angle, doCu^ Blaming it alL ontheebmmon ‘‘pee- 121,rn angrier than anyone else, 
aiid caineia pickup: Sandy Becker,; meriting both sides of. the .story pul” wasn’t sufficient. Also, three years,of enduring as 
the moderator of a three-man pan-; with- on-the-spot capsule siimma- . t>„_ • u-Wn dirpctcd did a ,sh°c c’erk gave him an insight 
cl of handwriting--experts” (that tions. from all walks of life while iri SiiSees iS? ?}° most .people go through 

mclmrcs Virginia Graham who was al the same time Updating the -ha-, ll rather than living 
at oiire modest about her knowl- ticii bri the Washington, D. C., ■Ocularly.if . it. He also has a deep suspicion 
cd *c ot graphology and . loaded temper. The. Visual . montages of i wHerJ ^the People^who try to become his 
w ith opinions' about the character Alaska - Hawaii resources, their . t** fiends—they’re interested in Ten- 
of the mystery guests on -the;people, economy and behaviour dTnt Williams-Xather than Tom 

kept the nice-guy qualities he nor- conipanying arguments: Almost as many adjective jerkers 
were . involved in the creation of 

r . Williams seems to feel the re- 
mally shows during his juve tv em- • Fr0ITi AlasKa> the closest of the ihls gaSgster scriDt as covered the P0*? aboV-t the anSer and yiplencf 
ce,* chores, but uas jmcertom in Uvd; to the lhr^hbid Df Statehood, v^liSSr^ InA^ Script |n hls writing are exaggerated,- and 
bis new nighttime rplc And the;(.ame foVceful arguments from col-1 °“f bv MaMn ^ hf PQinted to his^haPPter plays 
framework of Put It Inf Writing ■ i■.$.ge students,. States-born home. Grlcmb^ along with his belief that the more. 

S, by v* ieed-1 ^leaders, Eskimos. Gov;:Mil^,Step: Thi^iSS^aJStefs 

Tvt° ^‘iet with 'ineSe ’standtag hp1 fdlSfc there’VnS*c?y • % was able to duck the question 

S 'ivVBIMntt’nds1 lih^ringylt° to | f.(iej.ests^freiglit-^ahd1^shlppinf 
V.r.e mvstpvv mipst ner show from house. Rans. in fm'm 
inai YY,\mj lnienns jimmiig ic iv ititProsts •.-'■freight and shiDDing I i. 
one mystery .guest-- per^sho\y froiii - jdricture'S: Similarly, from Hawaiii -ouse? 
.5™ ' th'e. effect of statehood on diverse . 

l of life on the islands] . w . 
Bob Hope. Show 

Wallace framed the question with¬ 
in the context of a quote from 
George Jean Nathan, and Williams 
observed that Nathen has panned 

■‘ise mentioned .so far. Idea of Pirii^V^- , cane ^ineanDle - Bob ; Hope's: March airing .on an but one of his works am 

«“f eti,i were L- seeI? to ‘'afflnity’ 
themselves against those, oi tne ex-. r - r ramifications tne course, nope s sessions nave | f0r him. * 

. pmts. who derive theirs from hand-; ploied in.aUit? .an n . freached^'..a- kind of. assembly line i PerhaDS most interesting was 
writing alone proved, to' be only / But it was when Murro^c 5c Casformat;.In.:.which regulars virtuallyfwni;ami» evaluation of hil ow’rt 
embarrassing for the guests andinvadedthe^■ D. C. piecincts fol i Can guess what he’ll be doing and „ k ue»s never fei> he’s been 
mil the least bit arresting for the ^vmvs with ■Senators^ap^ j s^. y : .... Ze to reach thf. S he Set'fo?’ 
audience. The foolishly generalized Kastland and Geoige W. Malone, ] There was one essential differ- himSelf in anv of hfs Dlavs and he 
questions, couldn’t be honestly an- fwP outspoken opponents of the^ ence jn tbis telecast. Normally, wouldn»t class himselfPinythe same 
sweretl by anyone, and it’s doubt-;: statehood. btljs,- that ...See It Now. Hope’s staiidiip c°medy sessions, at-JGagUA as Hemingwav and - -Faulk- 
ful that many more stars will per^. provedl anew.its forcefull. penetrat- tbe beginning give the show stiff i- ner8 for examnie ^Wallace hadDer- 
mit themselves to appear on a pro-= mg role m three-dimensional per- cjent strength to overcome stiuc- haoVas muchPfriistration ih oene- 
grani. especially a local one where ; sonality exposure.^Eastland.s trot- weaknesses in the sketches. + ratine Williams’ thoughtful gbard- 
the promotional returns , are lim- j ring out. of .the _ red heii ing bu^a- jhis time, the. opposite took place. edness as characterizes the8 frus^ 
ited. where they are torn apart ohlgpm and .the fear of .-Abe Harry; K wasnrt. that Hope’s monolog ;Sfon of wflliW own chara^ 

swell a flimsy-_pretext.■ as:han^wMtf -^s^tSs^ma- • 5any laughs, but tefs,'but it was'still an Interesting 

liu ,inal>sis. , Ajt. j jor squaw k against Hawaii. State- d°ne better m -hlS del>alt' and at times fascinating closeup of 

ROBERT TROUT WITH NEWS j ji°od was.: perhaps, par for the j Hope collected a cast comprising the perionalttos11 S topgra<Jfhaaea' 

Din^r^axC^lH,; - «rtJined lor Sen; 
with ho: particular talent, Natalie Lowell Thomas Writer: Tf put ' t nnt*^Wn so' >vith do pariicular talent; Natalie Lowell Thomas 

CBSTV l^ightehing ^oth^ to content andlWood and Robert ’Wagner, Ring one of the belt in the “High 

Tim new lineup replacing “Beat; Ration, uni^.^djeen^StS H’f a^ ^ gg 

Sund'ivs^make's^for^^hap'pv'ton- ‘ ttibute to MurrOw that he could ^ia^^chJrirdng^and niSht- It was Lowell Thomas’visit 
deni. “The Last Word,” which scin^- hold in himself in check (though■ a•[^ootil -^i^tl^th^Sem not to to 'the ?emote count^ of Tlbet 
till at od. last time-up i2>, was fol- y^wer could, sense a champmgat;^0^- The expedition took place, ac- 

'-lowed; for the last five minutes the blt'■ as Malon,e,.went, off the lind-take'does? it for them 8 cording to the commentary, prior 
boforo R:30 by “Robert Trout^ with ; deep end - ;There. foUoAvedan to the Chinese Communists’ take- 
tho Nows.” Vefeian ne\vsgabbervconating-diatribe not only against) Miss Wood also a looker, was over of Tibet. What was captured 
Trout, unaided by film, clips or' accepting.non-contiguous areas in-; in several bits of bttsiness with by the cameras was the multi- 
anv (itlior visual assist^ gave a to Statehood ‘which he envisioned iHope. Two Sleepy People, done faceted, different culture existing 
resonant and often humorous dis- . inevitably as embracing . Puerto.; in the then-and-hmv vein, went at othe roof of the world.” 
tiiK-lioit ti).Jiis;i;e;vs briefs ' , « pther^e «14 

THE RAY DOREY SHOW 
With Jesse Cain, announcer; Pris¬ 

cilla Howe, Bill Green and Park . 
Squares (4); Tabby Boots, Frank 
Ceratti, guests 

Producer-Director: Bob. Kinkead 
30 Mins., Mon-thru-Fri., 2:30 pjn. 
PARTICIPATING 
WHDH-TV, from Boston (color) 

WHDH-TV, Channel. 5, has: 
Hub’s only live color variety show 
and it's a good one, nicely, paced,- 
musically strong and with unusu¬ 
ally slick sets. An interesting pre¬ 
opening before the credits in show 
caught Friday. (28) was a steam- 
room set, with two. fat boys in 
steam cabinets, both guests, the 
pro nitery comic, Tubby Boots, 
weighing in ait 353, and Frank 
Ceratti; a 350 pounder of the 
Watertown Highway Dept, who 
pipes and had extra hit in “Home 
Before. Dark” filmed in and around 
Hub. 

Opening brought forth some one 
liners between Boots and Ceratti 
with announcer Jesse Cain referee¬ 
ing and. then both fat boys stood 
up and scampered off : with the 
steam cabinets to catch “The Ray 
Dorey Show.” It was a slick bridge 
into the show, which . had . four 
scenes with some handsome sets , 
by Henri Lion. Dorey rode with 
guest Ceratti in a prop Watertown 
Highway Dept, truck and talked 
his guest into a nice rendition of 
“Sleepy Time’ Down South.” Bill 
Green at the 88, Don Alessi, guitar, . 
Russ Centamore, base, and Lou... 
Magnano on vibes, backed up love¬ 
ly songstress Priscilla Howe, who 
warbles with the band at the near¬ 
by Statler-Hilton, for rousing “You 
Belong To Me” with Jesse Cain, 
announcer, assisting. 

I Tubby Boots, featured guest, did 
his wr.k. pantomine of Anna Rus¬ 
sell, with a lectern provided by 
Lion and placard, addressing a la¬ 
dies’ club sesh using recording of 
Miss Russell’s ictiial voice on tape 
to close the show in smooth fash¬ 
ion. Color came through fine. All 
in all, Ray Dorey Show shapes as 
rewarding viewing and WHDH-TV 
rates for first tv showcasing of. va¬ 
riety talent In Hub on across the 
board basis. ' Guy. 

Foreign TV Reviews 

tinc-tum to his news briefs. 

day evening item. ' 

BLUE FAIRY 

’‘ieli 1 v K-ileahle Sun r^bsa and thus changing the whole i tine with feeling effect and appre- ] 'J“JL.fr 
io,S - 'Vleabl.e rfun' j complexion of. Congress but wound dates a comedy situation. Wagner, at 
tcm- A t’ up deploring the imminence of the 1 although not given much to do. did {j1® S°rnbaJJ 

travelog was 

g»*eatest depression in history ; lar that which was demanded of him in j tion in parts, references to expedi¬ 
tion porters paying no taxes,, a * ft • hixltncrTT ax; O nnn-npareahle stvle liuii puruers paying nu iaAes, a 

MiriSSS,*“-• lKe:Sn which. half 6£ this hour show 
Fvp1 p,PrnH.fill I it V V u would serve its purpose. wvould was sponsored by. Johnson Motors, foi'SioV 
Executive Producer: Leslie Urbach • and fin. ; uhn mt-W stim.VTatinw Vnmmer- equal time), a Tibetan festival com- Pr<Hli1Mr. - annex Mexic.6 tomorrow, and fin-i who. got. some stihiulating commer- • .u «*• 
ntipptnr ninf Kally feeling sorry for Murrow and : cials. NBC took out the other half lnba^!bfJJ 
Director. Don Kane all New Yorkers who live on a for plugging, its shows. It’s an in- .^m.Pts to popularize the subject at 

RC l1 V^CTOftypDi’ KrlRRn?' ‘‘10rr override” behind glass win- ; teresting commentary.on television actual,ty de' 
JSJi /—*jIw. BROS... • dows and have no inkling of wdvat’s, itself when a Bob Hope isn’t SRO. pictad by the camera* 

v. l nicaRo happening anywhere else in the i Jose. . The footage had some fascinat- 
. jAciij/mt & .Eckhard.t\ . • world. • - - .. \ ;. ' ing moments. Thomas and son 

v\ hat Chicago television seems to ’■ if Malone represents democracy |. \ Person to; Person Lowell Jr, were forbidden by the 
need [east today , ts another kid- in aciioii. one coqld only Wonder i 'ffiev brought up the curtain then Tibetan government from tak- 
stmw. but tins oris so attractively why Alaska or Hawaii would Want ;..s0me ‘40 minutes earlier at New ihg their regular camera crew on 
.wrought it s worth adding to the equality. Rose. . York’s Shubert Theatre Friday the expedition. So, father and "son, 
tisl it only to boast bv. to exemplify . 1 ,, -. 1.28^ where-Sells Axe Rhiging” accompanied by guides and porters; 
enh he-^ ^ y a sinn’1^ local opus , :■ . Climax , f showing to-gtie .Judy Iloltiday an took off from India to Dhasa, the 
ca; he dom. . . v - I ' Albert Anastasia, chief of the ex-= opportunity to get home in time to capital.. On the, outskirts, they 

t‘lin“A ar<f immediately in terriiination department and. Lord ■ Piav hostess to Edward R. Murrow' visited villages, trekked the coun- 
lt> distayor, ;but both are external High Executioner of Murder Inc., ; 0n CBS^TV tryside, and finally reached the 
and don t n’fiyct on the shows, in-: got drilled plenty at the -end-of tlie ; ’.- - She - came* 'oii- in the last auarter capital and the^ imposing “Palace 
trinsic (lualitv,. One. “Blue Fairy” , 60-minute Chrysler Corp.,“Climax” • 0f the show and seemed none the of the Gods” Of the Dalai Lama: 
IS hticking sonic prettv fast netT , production over CBS-TV (27 > but i worse for her arduous song-and- The Thomases had an interview 
woi k com petit ion at 7:15, and two, i some small fry viewing the pro- dance stint in the tuner that same with the “living Buddha.” On the 
it s hard to imagine even moppets.' ceedings must have thought they: 'pyoning it was of course just an- way home, the elder Thomas suf- 
Mtting still for a drawnout. serial- bumped off the Wrong guy.v -A other routine fan mag styled Inter- fered a broken hip from a fall off a 
i/ed tel.mg of a story like . Pinoc- , The ..dirty yegg from Brooklyn.; view .but Miss Holliday was com- horse, which was not really mend- 
clno. especially when that story;.. crackerjack; exponent of murder.^(pletely at ease oiid projected the ed until he reached the States, 
ana others-like it have been un-; violence, syndicate crime, forgery.; amiable charm that comes off so There were treacherous mountain 

equal time), a Tibetan festival corn- 

ally feeling sorry for Murrow and ; cials. NBC took out the other half PiSS.*?. 
ail New Yorkers who live on a for plugging, its shows. It’s an in- S?p^lar+K® w.??hE 
“iOrf override” behind, glass win- > teresting commentary.on television tbe* J*LxPenfP actuality de- 
d(iws and have no inkling of wdvat’s, itself \vhen a Bob Hope isn’t SRO. pict®d by the camera, 
happening anywhere else in thei Jose. . The footage had some fascinat- 
\\;orld. f . , . - ,■v ing moments. Thomas and son 

I. If Malone represents democracy j . Person to Person Lowell. Jr, were forbidden by the 
in acliori. one could only wonder i They brought up the curtain then Tibetan government from tak- 
w hy Alaska or. Hawaii would, want i.some *40 minutes earlier at New ipS their regular camera crew on 
equality.; . Rose. .. York’s Shubert Theatre Friday the expedition. So, father and'sbn, 

■: . rr- . «28I. w here ‘^Beils. Are Ringing” isJaPCpmpanied by guides and portei^; 
j . Climax showing, to give Judy Holliday an took off from India to Lhasa, the 

fpl jed en toto by the networks in; salary kickbacks, embezzlement, well on. stage! Also in for a briefie Passes, a narrow bridge to cross, 
the mere ^ space of an hour. This [extortion and. every other phase of; q and a was Miss Hollidav’s moth- turbulent waters to navigate. The 
MM-sion ot “Pinocehio.” at the rate; mayhem emerged . not quite ..as :er. Mrs. Tuvim. • - natives were primitive and strange 
it is unraveling, looks like it’ll run ruthfess as heWas in rieal life in i In before' the musicdriiedv star —-a feudal land lost ifi time.. It was 
a month at least _. . ■ .-■ ’ the rugged environs of. Red Hook !^•as . photographer Dave Duncan, truly a high adventure. 

()\ e room ing this is the fact that and South, Brooklym. Eli AVallach, '.He had some interesting things to Tbe commercials by Delco util- 
tae script is very i.atothaent,. with although riot meaning to, gave.the sav about his photo work during ized some of the footage Thomas 
a sott-pedaled .moral tosson in each Anastasia role a toiich of sentimen- ; \V6rld War II and his soon due took on his treks for the series, 
installment and an assort merit -.nf ;'.tiflity/.and~ despite the .gangster’s ' pictbrial book. “The Private World While effective, as an entity, they 
interesting side characters wjio untidy end; incipient; hoods; catch- 0f. Pablo Picasso.” Gros. detracted frorii the credibility, of 
never appeared m the motion pic- ing the show may have regarded j __^ r -the-.program, tpjt nt-times the view-’ 
ture or; televised versions; of. the ; him with considerable admiration; { Mike Wallace Interview er didn’t know where the commier- 
tale bet ore What.- mot*', it s eri- .Certainly Anastasia could have; Mike Wallace’s interview with ^ c^al began and ended. Horo. ; 
..acted by the- Kutus Rose Marion-/ been painted in^^ darker hues than pia^wSght T^n&seA W^flM An s ’^ 

was showm in the ‘‘Climax” pr.o- bad' more than its share of ^mo- The Twentieth Century 
AJs . A1*/ ’110'- U s. sometimes duction and Don Ameche’s banal ments of candor; but it also had Unpleasant memories of World 

nl? r. - r T t0 £o-rg?t moralizing lacked the necessary w hat Can only be characterized as War II were revived Sunday (2) on 
uu> it not rial people. > bite to inflame the viewers. Much iicrhtPr mnmentc CBS-TV’s “The Twentipfh r«»n. 

^ r j tbe; newsreel cliPsj0f ;the gangster ,W.miams to discover why his playl Nuremberg/’ when the machinery 
ht;ri u Jo flms hkc Peter Pan. t reign m the video . version ; of . are obsessed With tragedy, vio- J of Allied justice dealt with some 
loea’1 ‘ Anatasia: His Life .and"Jence,. frustration, bitterness and-21 top Nazi leaders. A profusion 
R(’\l ?rn conim-1b •DeDtbu ' ^ j >• r ij- -bate. Playwright replied that he i of well-edited clips, Andy Logan’s 
Bros ^ ^ ‘ +i Per4haps the method of unfolding really didn’t believe-they were but ‘ tight script and Walter Cronkite’s 
S nmnt f J k l . ltb^ ripi v w^s bad. It was patchy ; his analyst does, and the matter is j able narration helped recreate the 
rm^ipirK- fui SJniwr tVrir!fv 2?* ai1? disjoinved. It had- Ameche as .currently under discussion between ; atmosphere of this historic event, 
p wlvt', , nl'r.5 r lnn P i n g ' a lv commentator selling his boss, the . two. of. them. Williams sug-‘ For the most-part the script han- 
tici.KrivIn' Mv2* P !; ^ on the gisted that Wallace and his Satur- ; died the trial and.its multi-faceted 
i,vd costn nW : dt‘mI5?r -f t0 pi'q>!e h.ls ^ night ABC-TV audience .would aspects in chronological order, 
and costumes of. Robert Stebbins,, case traced the lund passages m just have to wait for.:the reason .’ Field Marshal Hermann Goering. 

Les. i Anastasia s rise from ship-jumping- until he . and. his analyst have had 1 . (Continued On page 48) ; 

THE WHITE JUNGLE 
With Okoli Onyekwena, Edric Con¬ 

nor, others 
Director: Claude Whatham 
45 mins., Tues., 10 p.m. 
Granada-TV, from Manchester. 

To a majority of. colored people, 
Britain “is the end of the rain¬ 
bow.” Granada-TV, taking another 
step into the experimental program 
field, probed the reasons, why col¬ 
ored folks are coming to U.K. at 
the rate of thousands each week; 
how they are treated. when they 
get here; and their views on this 
country after they’ve been here for 
a while. For some of the immi¬ 
grants, there was a rainbow’s end, 
for others life got pretty tough 
when they landed. The program¬ 
mers have a flair for the offbeat, 
and generally succeed In getting 
across out-of-the-rut topics, and in 
this all colored offering there was 
the basis of a fine program; , which, 
however, lost a lot of its. impact 
through its length. As a 30-minute 
show. “The White Jungle” could 
have registered as a taut, gripping 
inquiry, but the extra 15 minutes 
led to some repetition and spoiled 
the interest. . 

Edric Connor and Okoli Onyek¬ 
wena handled; the emceeing chores 
between them, and: brought to light 
the problems confronting the im¬ 
migrants. Among the settlers were 
four stowaways from British Gui¬ 
ana, a midwife, a school teacher 
arid a business man. Some had 
succeeded in making a go of life in 
Britain, but others had had, and 
were having, difficulty in .finding 
jobs and homes. There were plenty 
of jobs for people content to do 
manual work, but for those with 
higher ambitions, jobs; were harder 
to find. Finding homes too, was 
not easy—that is. “decent” homes. 
One West Indian said that rents <. 
were immediately doubled for col¬ 
ored people 

The program made a fairly good 
try at explaining color -problems, 
and was much helped by the frank;- 
honest statements made by partici¬ 
pants who appeared to be com¬ 
pletely unaware of the cameras. 

- Bary. 

MYSELF WHiiN YOUNG 
With Dennis Price, Maxine Audley, 

Zena Walker, Andre Maranne, 
Stuart Hutchinson, Phyllis Mor¬ 
ris, Jeremy Brett 

Writer: Dario Bellini 
Director: John Moxey 
90 mins.,: Wed., 9 p.m. ... 
Associated-Rediffosion from Loh- 

don 
As the saying goes, “there are 

always ;two sides to a story,” and 
there certainly were in this tv 
adaptation of Dario Bellini’s “Paul 

(Continued on page 48) 
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THE AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY 
arid its Television Network affiliated stations 

congratulate Lawrence Welk for being voted “America’s 

Most Popular Television Personality” in the 

Walter WihcheU Poll.* 

Congratulations to his sponsors, too — The Dodge and 

Plymouth Divisions of Chrysler Corporation. 

jjc as tabulated by the Direct Mail Division, The Reuben H. Donnelley 

Corporation, an independent audit organization, 1958. 



HOUSTON 
TOP IQ TITLES AND OTHER pATA TIME SLOT v 

ARB 
RATING HIGH LOW 

SHARE OF 
AUDIENCE 

JANUARY, 1958 
TOP COMPETING SHOWS 

ARB 
RATING 

1. TREASURE OF SIERRA MADRA— Award Theatre - 25 9 27.4 . ; 23,7 53.4 Your Hit Parade , ........ KPRC 
.KPRC , .......11.2 

Warn cm- Brothers; Associated Artists 
Productions 

• 9:30-11:00 p.m. 
KGUL 

MGM Theatre ...........v, KPRC 

2. SARATOGA—i 
(’lark Gable. Jean Harlow; 1937; 
MGM; MOM-TV 

Best of Hollywood. 
Sun; Jan. 19 

12:30-2:00 ■ a.m. 
KPRC 

.25.6 27.0 24.9 721 Utah Carl .m... 
Yellow Tomahawk, Academy 

Theatre . : . . . 

. KGUL . 

; KGUL . ........ 8.9 

3. COMMAND DECISION 
(Mark Gable. Walter Piilgeon, Van 
Johnson;. i948; MGM;,MGM-TV 

MGM Theatre 
Fri. . Jan. .24 

10:40-12:10 a.m. 
KPRC 

• 15.0 17.3 84 48.5 All This and Heaven Too, 
Academy A ward Theatre. K G UL . .,.10.1 

4. BLAZING BULLETS— 
Johnny Mack Brown; 1951; Monogram; 

Roy- Rogers Feature 14:5 15 0 : i3:8: 35.8 Superman ..;... :........ y. 
Mickey Mouse Club.;... 

. KTRK ; 

. KTRK . ..._22.0 
Iiiterstate-TV 5:00-5:45 p:m. 

KPRC 

5. ROUGH RIDERS ROUNDUP— 13.8 14.6 12.6 421 Sir Lancelot ..... . KTRK . __..10.1 
Roy Rogers; 1939; Republic; 
MCA-TV 

Tues:. Jan: 21 
5:00-5:45 p in. 

KPRC 

Mickey Mouse Club.,...... . KTRK '. ..... ..16.5 

6. SAGA OF DEATH VALLEY— 
Roy Rogers; 1948; Republic; MCA-TV 

Roy Rogers Feature 
Fri. Jan. 24 

' 5:00-5:45 p.m: 
KPRC 

12.7 13.2 . .11.9 47.0 Buccaneers ..... 
Mickey Mouse Club.... 

. KTRK . 
KTRK . ..11.9 

7. ABILENE TRAIL— 
Whip Wilson; 1951 Monogram; 
Interstate-TV 

Roy Rogers Feature 
; Wed. Jan. 22 

5:00-5:45 p.m, 
KPRC 

12.3 12.8- • • 11.7 38.8 ' Wild Bill Hickok .......... 
Mickey Mouse Club ....;.;.. 

KTRK . 
.KTRK 

_ 13.5 

8. WALL STREET COWBOY— 
Roy Rogers; 1939; Republic; 
MCA-TV 

Roy Rogers Feature. 
Thlirs. Jan. 23 . .. 
5:00-5:45 p.m. 

KPRC 

/ 12.1 12.3 11.7 31.4 Woody Woodpecker .......... 
Mickey Mouse Club.....:.... 

. KTRK . 

. KTRK . 
.......19.5 
... .. .,20,8 

9. HOMECOMING— 
Lana Turner. Clark Gable. Anne Baxter; 
1948; MGM:. MGM-TV 

MGM Theatre 
Wed. Jan. 22 

10:40-12:30 a.m. 
KPRC 

12.0 : 15.0 7.4 741 No Time for Comedy, 
Late Show .....::_..... .KGUL . __3.1 

10. BLACK CAT— 
Boris Karlofr. Bela Gugosi; 1934; 
Universal; Screen Gems 

Nightmare theatre 
Sat. Jan. .25 

11:00,1:15 a.m. 
KGUL 

10.3 18.5 '•< 2.7 57.9 MGM Theatre___ 
No competing shows telecast 

from 12:30-1:15 a.m. 

• KPRC . ...10.1 

INDIANAPOLIS 
1, HIGH NOON— 

■Gary' Cooper. Grace Kelly; 1952; 
. Late Show 

Sat. Jan. 11 
24.9 . 26.1 - 23.4 65.9 The CanterVilie Ghost, MGM 

Theatre .........._ . WLWI . .. 7.f 
United Artists; NTA 10:45-12:30 a.m. 

WISH 

2. TARZAN. THE APE MAN— 
Johnny Weismuller, Maureen O’Sulli¬ 
van; 1932; MGM; MGM-TV 

Weekend Moviehouse 
Sat. Jan. 11 

12:40-2:20 prii: 
WLWI 

16.4 17.8 13.5 56.0 Pro-Basketball ..... 
Senior Bowl ... 

WFBM 
.WFBM .......HZ 

3. THEY WERE EXPENDABLE— 
Robert Montgomery,. Donna Reed, 
John Wayne; 1945; MGM; MGM-TV ' 

MGM Theatre . 
Fri: Jan, 10'• 

10:20-12:45 am. 
WLWI 

15.0 18.5 6.3 53.0 Studio 57 ...... 
News; Weather .:....... 
Invisible Mari, Late Show._ 

.WISH . 
WISH . 

.WISH ; .......10.0 

4. OLD CORRAL— 
Gene Autry; 1939; Republic; MCA-TV 

Gene Autry Feature 
Sat. Jan. 11 

10:00-11:00 p.m. 
WF’BM 

13.2 13.9 12.5 57.9 Sweet Time .... .WISH ,■ ....... 7:6 

5. MY PAL TRIGGER— 
Roy Rogers. “Gabby” Haves; 1946; 
Republic; MCA-TV 

Roy Rogers Feature 
Sat. ipn, 11 ; 

4:35-5*5 p.m. 
WFBM 

ii.8 ... 13.2 10:2 38.7 All Star Golf .. .. 
Soldiers of Fortune.. 
Cisco Kid .. 

WLWI . 
WLWI . 

. WISH . 

6. HOMECOMING—; 
Lana ..Turner. Clark Gable,. Anne Baxter; 
1948; MGM; MGM-TV 

MGM Theatre 
Bun. Jan. . 5 . 

10:20-12:30 am: 
WLWI 

11.5 13.2 8.9 55.3 If You Had a Million......... 
Four Sons, Late Show......... 

WISH . 
WISH . 

7. THE CANTERVILLE GHOST— 
Margaret O’Brien. Charles Laughton; 
Robert Young; 1944; MGM; MGM-TV 

Weekend Moviehouse 
Sat. Jan. 11 

2:40-3:50 p.m. 
WLWI 

11.3 12.9 ;-::" 9,9 43.0 Senior Bowl .... WFBM . ....... 11.5 

8. SPITFIRE— 
Leslie Howard, David Niven; 1943; 
RKC): Screen Gems 

Late Late Show. , 
Sat! Jan. 11 

12:30-2:00 a m. 
WISH • • 

10.6 14.5 7.3 100.0. No ‘ competing programs. 

9. INVISIBLE MAN— 
Claude Rains. Una O’Conner; 1933; 
Universal; Screen Gems 

Late Show 
. Fri. Jan. 10 
10:45-12:15 ami. 

WISH 

10.0 11.2 69 32 9 They Were Expendable, MGM 
Theatre ..............;; WLWI ... 15.0; 

10, AFRICAN QUEEN— 
Humphrey Bogart. Katharine Hepburn; 
1952; United. Artists; United Artists-TV 

•Three Star Theatre - 
Mon. Jan. 6 

10:15^1:30 p.m. 
WFBM 

9f 10.8 8.6 36.0 Martin Kane . 
News; Weather . ...;____ 
Pittsburgh, Late Show ........ 

WISH .. 
WISH .. 
WISH .. 

.....12.9 

-- - 7.9 
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IN THE PHIL ADELPHIA MARKET. ., 

WHICH GOES TO WORK FASTER? 

Most advertisers agree . . .WCATJ-TV is the fastest way to better sales! They choose the station that 

offers a combination of priceless ingredients... deeper penetration... greater acceptance ..; effective 

merchandising effort.. .and low cost per thousand. .Right now 4 prime nighttime spots net 

you 2 out of 3 Philadelphia TV homes a week. The cost per 1,000 families is less 

than a couple of bottles of your favorite headache tablet. 

Sales are better, faster, when you buy 

WCATJ-TV 
... .the statiffli that means business in Philadelphia 

Represented Nationally by CB9-TV Spot Sales 



46 RADIO-TELE VISION 

DON AMECHE’S REAL LIFE 
STORIES 

(Unscheduled Romance) 
With A ra c c h e, Ruth Warwick, 

Jacky Grimes, Santos Ortega, 
Ralph Bell, Lawson Zerbe. Eve¬ 
lyn J.uster 

Producer-Director: Hi Brown 
Writer: David Driscoll . 
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:30 a.m. 
PARTICIPATING 

' NBC, from New York 
. NBC Radio’s decision to. chop a 

half-hour, .from- its daily ‘‘Band- 
Stand” show and install this , liew 
Hi Brown package in back of the 
10 to 10:30 “My True Story" strip 
makes eminently good program¬ 
ming sense. It gives, the network, a 
Sol’d hour of morning soaps to 
with which buttress its position 
against CBS' Arthur Godfrey and 
ABC’s musicals: 

Ameche show is patterned like 
“True Story.” in that it completes 
a new’ drama every Week. This 
appears to have been the format 
that appeals most to the socalled 
“younger housewives," in prefer¬ 
ence to. the standard soap format 
of continuing characters and story. 
It’.i uniisu ah, though, in that 
Ameche does both the narration 
and the lead role, and since he’s 
the same old pro as in the old 
days of radio and his voice comes 
across with the same charm and 
appeal, his presence is a decided 
plus for NBC. 

First story has him as a bachelor 
airline pilot who’s managed to 
avoid the matrimonial route while 
chalking up 10,000.000 air miles 
but. who’s about to be moved into, 
a desk job and who’s begun to 
ponder his personal future. First 
enisode sets the stage and. intro¬ 
duces him to an attractive widow. 

With the subsequent chapters pre¬ 
sumably to carry him over a rocky 
road to eventual happy marriage. 
S? riot, by Dav’d Driscoll, if some¬ 
what on the over-romantic side, 
are adultly written and figure to 
keen those housewives on the 
.liodk. Supporting cast, including 

. Ruth 'Warwick, Santos Orteca and- 
Jackie Grimes, is fine. Chan. 

appeal as his others and should do 
as well, which means bought and 
paid for by national advertisers. 

Douglas will have a camei-a cara¬ 
van of seven roaming the globe for 
interesting events. To kick off 
the opener he showed film of how 
dope smugglers operate around 
Singapore, then moved to Brussels 
for a visit to a. nightclub that was 
comparable to what Frank Scnnes. 
stages at the; Moulin Rouge. One 
of the acts was a familiar figure On 
our own saloon. circuit. Gali Gali 
arid hiS disappearing chicks.. High¬ 
ly interesting and novel were the 
horse fishermen of the North Sea, 
who drag' the nets for the shrimp 
catch. Crowning of the Aga Khan’s 
son as spiritual ruler of the Mos¬ 
lems was colorful and historic and 
the festive dances of Brittany a gay 
touch to the filmed Cook’s tour. 

In the “live” portion Lisa Si¬ 
mone, onetime Miss France, gave 
her own version of the can-can, and 
Tom McHugh presided with-Doug¬ 
las in the narration. The camera¬ 
men, and. a woman, were intro’d 
before taking off for far places. 
Hosting pf the series by Douglas, 
as he does the others, reflects an 
easy manner and persuasive friend-, 
liness as one might find with a 
personal guide. To get away from 
it all, the Douglas travels have 
their own special attraction for 
those hemmed in by boundaries. 

/Helm. 

ARLINGTON HOTEL SHOW 
With Eddy Rogers Orch 

Arlington Glee Club, Frank 
Sihieone, George Frewert, Troy 
Watkins, Tosi Bfandenbergv Wal¬ 
ter Brown. John Cardia, Jack 
Coffin 

Producer: R. E. MeEachin . 
Director;. Larry Higgins . 
30 Mins.. Sat!. 10:30 p.m. 
KWFC, Hot Springs, Ark. 

Hero is a 30-minute remote from 
this swank Arlington Hotel from 
the heart of Hot Springs’ famed 
resort center that .is one of the 
brightest and neatest packages on 
the airwaves beamed over KWFC 
in this area. The stanza is definite 
network calibre loaded With top 
talent spearheaded, by. maestro 
Eddy Rogers who has been swing¬ 
ing a baton in the major leagues 
for many seasons including a turn 
as NBC music director at Denver. 

The smooth moving show Was 
engineered by R. E. McEachin. 
W.k. skipper of the. multi-million 
dollar snazzy Arlington, along with 
radio vet Larry Higgins, of the Hot 
Springs outlet. The half-hour stint, 
is well spotted and handled in su¬ 
perb style not only by the Rogers 
crew but the emcee chores of. Hig¬ 
gins come in for a salvo of ap¬ 
plause: 

Orch leader Rogers, who 
“triple/: oh the piano, violin and. 
vocals, knows his way in front of a 
mike and comes up ’with talent 
that earns him added, spurs, 
throughout the session] He scored 
heavily when caught tlrwith terrif 
tonsil renditions of “One Big Hap¬ 
py Family”-and “It’s Not For Me 
To Say.” Rogers added the icing 
on the “entertaining cake” .with 
his violin solo of “On the Street 
Where You Live.” 

Snlqae l 8,an,s t0 
contagious delivery of “The Best! the unionists in the seven states. 

on 
‘Perry Mason'Segs 

With Oldsmobile taking over full 

sponsorship of the trimmed-down 

version of “The Big; Record,” Pills¬ 

bury and Armour (who wanted out 

of the show anyway) are now set to 

strike off in new sponsorship direc¬ 

tions on CBS-TV. Armour, is mov¬ 

ing into the web’s “Perry Mason” 

stanza, while Pillsbury is.7taking 

over a segment of “Playhouse 90,” 
restoring the latter to SRO status. 

Timing calls.for Armour to move, 
into “Mason” on March. 22 with an 
alternate-week half-hour ; through 
the fall. This'deal gives “Mason”; 
half-sold, status for the rest of the 
season; With Libbey - Owens -Ford 
the other alternate Week bankrol- 
leir. Because of ri scheduling jam-up 

‘Playhouse 90” in which .Chem- 
strarid; is taking oh an alternate- 
week half-hour in two April shows,, 
Pillsbury will defer its sponsorship 
of “Playhouse” until May 1. Mean¬ 
while, it is buying into two “Perry 
Mason.” stanzas, on April 5 and 19. 

The Aririour decision to move 
irito “Mason” is. another striking 
example of a new sense of boldness 
on the part of tv. advertisers in 
moving into a property - formerly 
identified with a competitive prodr 
uct. “Mason” stanza has been spon¬ 
sored by Purex (which makes 
Sweetheart Soap, while Arriiour’s 
principal television advertising is 
for Dial Soap. Only last ; week; 
R. J;. Reynolds did much the same, 
thing; taking aver . the Marlboro 
spot, in “Playhouse 90” for ,its 
Camel brand. .... 

DRESSMAKERS UNION 
BUYS TV-RADIO TIME 

. Last night. the Dressmakers 

Union pf the International .Ladies 

Garment Workers Union started a 

series of radio and television pro- 

Things In Life Are Free.” Rogers 
outfit is literally geared to handle 
any musical stint from its podium 
and proves this with room to spare 
with" its .--Sunday night, classic con- 
cei’ts which are a big fave here. 

• Matt. - 

SEVEN LEAGUE BOOTS 
With Jack Douglas, Tom McHugh 
Producer: V. Faye Thomas 
Director; William Stierwralt 
60 Mins.,Fri.. 7 p.m. 
KCOP. Hollywood 

which. are threatened with a gar¬ 
ment strike. Purchase of time for 
an indefinite period beyond yester¬ 
day (Tues.l has been taken to mean 
that the. 115,000 dressmakers will 
go out on strike, probably today 
(Wed.) or tomorrow. ' 

ILGWU bought a five-minute 
strip on WOR-TY, New. York,’ at. 
6:35 p.m., and on. the sister radio 
station, WOR, from 10:35 to. 10:40 
each night.. Moreover the union 
has inked for time on WOV, WLIB 

rJtn'S!?.??. lra™lin:est and WHOM, which potentially 
l;re“h ,he Kalian. Spanish and Ne- 

four programs now airing:and the ^'o niember^liip, respectively, pf. 
farthest he’s been from Hollywood union. 
Is Catali.ia. its done with cam-: Dressmakers Union also buying, 
eras and men to crank them. This ; radio time for its "network” in the 
newest of his travel-adventure col-! other six states where it has mem-, 
lection has the same: interest and bers. 

PfijRHETT 

20TH ANN1 RADIO 
SHOW FOR CBS NEWS 

CBS .News" will commemorate the 
20th airini of the establishment of 
its foreign news coverage next 
Thursday (13) with a special half- 
hour radio show titled'We Take 
You Back.” Program will be nar¬ 
rated by Dallas Townsend Jn, with 
Ed Murrow and Robert Trout par¬ 
ticipating, and. will highlight the 
most drarifiatic Jof the network’s 
overseas broadcasts through the 
two decades. 

Actual anniversary dates back to 
the Austrian Anschluss in 1938 
and the web’s, first worldwide Sun¬ 
day night: wrapups under the late 
Paul White. . Newsmen were most¬ 
ly foreign correspondents, of news¬ 
papers and wire services, and the 
first, broadcasts featured William 
L. Shirer from. London, Edgar 
Maurer from Paris,. Pierre. Huss 
frorri Berlin, Frgnk Gervasi from 
Rome and Murrow from Vienna, 

Sen, Neuberger Blasts 
Nets for Failure To 

Carry Ike Talk Live 
, Washington, March 4. 

Failure of the ty networks to 
carry live President Eisenhower’s 
speech on the evening of Feb. 25, 
topping the all-day conference on 
foreign aid, drew a stiff scolding 
in the Senate from Senator Richard 
L. Neuberger (D.* Ore.); Neuberger, 
a frequent critic of the President, 
is a strong supporter of the Ad¬ 
ministration’s foreign aid program: 

7. He. also saw in the failure further 
proof, that7 the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission is not doing its 

■job properly. 

“This is a dismaying abandon¬ 
ment by the networks of their pub¬ 
lic service responsibilty,” Neu¬ 
berger tpld the Senate. “Are they 
so . rooted . to: cornmercialism that 
they decline to suspend a spon¬ 
sored program, so that millions of 
Viewers throughout the nation may 
see a major declaration by Presi¬ 
dent Eisenhower on probably. the 
rriost important issues confronting 
our country? What would we think 
if all the newspapers. of :the land 
devoted all their opening pages to 
advertisements. and refused to 
print the President’s address?”.. 

Neuberger continued: 7 
“The fact the television broad¬ 

casters did not release President 
EisenhowerV foreign policy ad¬ 
dress is a further demonstration, on 
the low prestige and influence of 
the • FCC under President Eisen¬ 
hower’s awn administration,. If we 
had a truly independent FCC, with 
corriniissioners who commanded re¬ 
spect, I doubt the . broadcasting 
Chains would have, cavalierly disre¬ 
gard a major speech by the head 
of our Government.” . 

CBS-TV FINAUZES 
ST. L. STATION BUY 

St. Louis, March 4. 
Purchase of KWK-TV,. Channel 

4, here by Columbia Broadcasting 
Systeiri was Consummated Friday 
(27). CBS took over station op¬ 
eration. imiriediately.. and an¬ 
nounced that the callletters will 
be changed to KMOX-TV March 
16. 

. A total of $4,000,000 was in¬ 
volved in the deal, of which $2,- 
500,000 covered KWK-TV. broad¬ 
casting assets and $1,500,000 build¬ 
ing and real estate; 

Gene Wilkey . has been named 
general manager, with. Charles 
McAtee. as general sales manager, 
Leon Drew as program manager 
and Harry Harvey/as manager* of 
techhicar operations. , : 

Case for the 
Animated; Specialist 

Diagnosed by 

Adrian Woolery 
. (Pf#*, of PtayheuM Picture t) 

in’.. 

Pa-riety 

Semi-Annual TV Film Issue 

COMING OUt THIS 

MONTH; 

Wednesday; March 5, 1958 

From the Production Centres 
^ Continued from paxe 3f ^ 

brated its second anniversary by setting up a teenage executive coun¬ 
cil to give advice arid help their contemporaries ... Ranger Hal, WTOP 
tv personality, hosted a theatre party at Loew’s Capitol for 3,400 mop¬ 
pet fans . ... Nancy Hanschman, producer of “Leading Question,” CBS 
radio news show, has invited winners of “Capitol Hill Debate. Tour¬ 
nament,” chosen from 34 college teams, for an informal debate on la-' 
bor problems. 

IN LONDON . . . 
Associated Television’s “Sunday Night At The Palladium.” show 

notched tfie 100 mark this week with Bob Hope as its bill topper. Also 
on the program were ballet dancer Alicia Markova and Buddy Holly 
and the Crickets , . , Shirley Abicair .starts a new late night musical 
series for BBC-TV on. .March 11 . . . TWW Ltd., the new commercial 
tv outlet serving South Wales and the West of England, is organizing 
a competition with a 12-month contract as the prize for the right fem¬ 
me . . .. Associated Rediffusiori’s picture industry Show. “Spotlight,” 
focussed-on the work of John Wayne, Sophia Loren and Rossano .Braz- 
zi tonight (Wed.) . . . Television Audience Measurements claim that . 
Associated-Rediffusion's quiz game, ‘‘Take Your Pick,” is watched by 
an average 10.500,000 people on each airing , , , An.excerpt from “Roar 
Like A Dove,” currently playing at the Phoenix Theatre; London, will 
be aired by BBC-TV next/Tues. (il). 

in boston . . 
WBZ-T.Y telecasts second test jazz show Wednesday (5) from 10:30 

to 11 pjn/with Jonah Jones and follows with Sarah Vaughn March 19 
. . ./ WNAC-TV moved its “Late Show” up to 11:10 p.m. Saturday (1) 
for new policy of double features on Saturdays . . . Jell-O skedding 
over 100 commercials during prime a.m. hours on WNAC-TV. WBZ- 
TV cited* by Freedoms Foundation and received top tv award for “Let 
Freedom Ring” , , . Jean Harrington selected from 500 applicants to 
conduct WHDH-TV's new moppet program. “Romper Room” . . Chan¬ 
nel 5, WHDH-TV, nabbed big response with “Where Cari T Park My 
Car,” program on. “Dateline Boston,” resulting in followup show . . , 
WBZrTV’s. “Big Brother” Boh Eq^ery to be member of panel to discuss 
“Children’s Television prograiris,” at Westinghouse Baltimore confab 
on local public service programming, March 5-8 

IN PHILADELPHIA . 
, Jack Barry, former WPEN broadcaster, named in a vice probe last 

year, and later acquitted, has filed a suit for $300,000 against two ex¬ 
pose mags . . . WRCV-TV salesman Harold J. Pannapacher celebrating 
12th anni with station . . . Max Leon, WDAS prez, donating services 
for “pops” concert at the Locust Street Theatre (30) for Polio League 
benefit; Daughter Sonia will be the soprano soloist ,. . Staff announcer 
Frank Lucidon to host WFIL-TV’s newly skedded ali-riight telecasts . 
Changes iri the staff of John S. deRussy, veepee in charge of sales at 
WCAU, include Gilbert H. Thompson, formerly with the Muzak division of 
WCAU, appointed account exec; AI Snyder promoted from sales service 
manager to account exec; / William McCadden, head of traffic dept, to 
replace Snyder . . . Gunnar Back to moderate “The Juvenile Delin¬ 
quent: Spoiled or Sick?” on WFIL-TY’s “Big Question” (13). 

IN SAN FRANCISCO 
KYA’s. Irv Phillips is crowing over, the February Hooper, which 

shows the noon-to-6 p.m. daily, ratings as KYA, /12.7; KOBY, 11/7; 
KSFO, 7.7., and KJBS, 3.2—those are the important indies . 7. KRON’s 
Boyd Mullins departed to work for MCA Film Distribs ... KGO-TV’s 
boss, John Mitchell, is soiriewhat disappointed that the Metro film pack¬ 
age didn’t sweep air before it in the ratings^-except for 7-to-9 p.m. 
Saturdays—but is still hopeful the. Metro product will give the ABC 
o-and-o the shot in the arm it needs . . . New KOBY station manager 
is John McRae, new office manager is Sherman Kusin .... KTVU, Oak¬ 
land’s new Channel 2, went on the air Sunday (2), making Frisco a 
four-station market—indie’s production manager is. Walt Harris, ex- 
KFRC and ex-KOVR-TV, film editor is Stan Lichtenstein, ex-KRON 
. . . Lois McManus replacing Yvonne Martin on KPIX’s “Money Tree” 
. . . Kay Guthrie named sales manager of KSAY. 

IN DETROIT 
WWJ-TV, Michigan’s first tv station, observes its llth anniversary 

this week ... WJBKrTV, Michigan’s first tv station to have videotape 
recording facilities, deinonstrated its unit to about 200 press and ad 
reps last week . . Three new entries on WWJ-TV, “Milky’s Movie 
Party,” a kid film show sponsored by a creamery, moves over front . 
WXYZ-TV; “Double Feature,” a feature film. Saturday afternoon show, 
and “The Saturday Night Movie,” inaugurating a new filrii series. 

IN DALLAS 
John Wilson, original staffer when KIXL bowed here in 1947, re¬ 

turned to trie daytime airer with new title Of “director of promotion 
and ideas.” ..... Buddy Harris, ex-d. j. on three local outlets, arid riow 
general manager of KGKO, last week started doubling as a wax spin¬ 
ner, 6-to-9 a.m. daily. Before ankling for office duty he was the city's 
best known dee jay ... Blackie Sherrod, new exec sports editor of the 
Dallas Times Herald, started a weekly “Sports by Sherrod” stint this 
week on sheet’s KRLD-TV. Same paper radio-tv editor also starts a 
thrice wpokly liv^-^gnres^Bob Brock’s TV Xtra. Latter, is a newscast 
of tv stars and their shows r , . WFAA-TV upped commercial manager 
Dick Drumhiy Jr., to national sales manager. Program manager Bob 
King also promoted to. local arid regional sale^ slot, with Tom Palmer 
moved up as head of programming and production. 

UV MINNEAPOLIS . . . 
Joseph T. McDermott and Carl ;11. Ruble named producer-director 

for KTCA-TV Twin Cities area educational television station, as that 
station plans production of films and kinescopes for national ed-tv use. 
McDermott eomes from WCCO-TV, where he held similar post, Ruble 
from WDBJ-TY, Roanoke; Ya. Meanwhile Chits Donaldson, producer- 
director for KTCA, moves to KETV, jOriiaha, as program manager . . , 
Lloyd Peitzmari, program director of WBOM, Macalester college camp* 
us radio station, signed as assistant to Dick Nesbitt, sports director 
of KSTP and KSTP-TV. Appointment comes before Peitzman’s gradu¬ 
ation from college, where he winds up in Jurie . . . WCCO and WDGY 
named key stations in Conelrad network to air heavy-weather warri- :. 
ings, if as and when they occuri 

IN PITTSBURGU . , 
Rex Dale is the new nighttime dee jay for NBC-owned WAMP. He 

comes here from WCKY in Cincinnati ... Post-Gazptte tv editor Win 
Fanning columning from home for the next three weeks while he con- 
y®!es“sfrom surgery Dr. Marty Kranss, an optometrist and 
WAMO deejay, has been named a director of the North Side Business 
Mens Association . . . Don Ioset, manager of WPIT, and his wife back 
^5°™. a 16-day West Indies cruise . . . George Thomas, news editor of 
KDKA-TV, and his wife have dated the stork in July for the third 
time 
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Foreign TV Reviews 
. Continued from pace. 42 ; 

rrierely localized appeal, and is 
luckily not: networked beyond Auld 
Lang Syne territory. Cord. 

and Con.-damine.’' retitled “Myself. 
When Young." How is one . sup-, 
posed .to. m-tt when a stranger 
suddenh- appears from nowhere. 
and claims to be a much younger! CAPITAX. FRACASSA 
version of hiinseif? According to | With Arnoldo Foa, Lea Massari, 
this playwright, the answer is just.: Marina Dolfin, Scilla Gabel, Mar- 
to take* il in your stride, even] gherita. Bagni,. others 
though, vou must be nuts and in ; Director: A. G. Majano 
t he midst of j great big, hallucina-.i 60 Mins.; Sat., 10 p.m.: 
tion. With a .nuiidier of oddities RAI-TV, front Rome . 
and highly ■unconvincing situations ; Latest serial in EArs. successful; 
accepted; hovvcvcf. the play be-! Saturday night series seems des- 
came . quite entertaining, and the tined for even-higher ratings than 
good standard of its production - other recent ones. .Colorful, story, 
apparant. ' [ which lends itself to varied events 

Constantine Chase, a highly sue-: and happenings in telling tale, of 
eessfut. hut selfish and despicable a.broken-down nobleman who joins 
aging piaswfight, returns to a-se- ; a band of wandering .players' arid 
eluded continental hotel, which he [.becomes their star performer, plus 
had many \ ears ago visited with a .a large and w.k. cast of , actors 
young giri.. He books the same ! should soon give this item its fol- 
room and settles down to await | lowing.. 
the arri.\al of a lady friend, but f Arnoldo Foa is the key character, 
suddenly up pops his other self—: j and a perfect choice, in every way. 
•the younger, good, hearted, roman-: :-Lea .Massari ;makes a good oppp- 
tic person, a; id the .battle begins. ‘ site number to . him,, while. Scilla 
The fight - for control between :. Gabeladds looks to a Saucy per- 
f'hase of past .and present was tiie ;sonality as the eternal servant girl, 
v. hole basis of l|»e_ piece, and. in- - others down to minor roles are 
volyed some good fluid dialog and ( well suited to their varied jobs, 
plenty of-scope for good acting. Telling of wandering tale -rieeessU- 

Dennis Price as the. elder Chase, j tates a vast number of sets as .well 
was suave, surly and convincing, ’ as some filmed. inserts, which are 
and Jeremy Brett as the younger j Well integrated; Some. slow spots 

Conflict 
Does Macy’s tell Gimbels? 

. Don (“Mr.; Wizard’') Her¬ 
bert, who also does the com¬ 
mercials on "General Electric 
Theatre’’ is pencilled in for 
guest appearance on Friday 
(7> science panel at Baltimore 
conference hosted by Westing- 
house Broadcasting Co. 

edition, gave a sincere and well 
control 1 e d performance, while 
Zrna Walker was chic and. bubbly 
as one half of the femme interest 

due to scene-setting needs held 
down pace of initial number, but 
these should disappear In later in¬ 
stallments. Technical credits are 

Maxine Audley. was sophisticated: all up to high local standing. 
and .commanding as the other: The I 

. production was. nicely paced and 1 
set a good atmosphere,, which did; 
quite a lot to detract from the 
many trivialities of tlie plot. ' 

Bary. 

Hawk. 

WBC 
Continued, from page 39 ■ —^ 

hear a discussion of “Point of 
View,” or. the handling of station 
editorial policy; Speakers include 
Jbhn Crohan. manager . of WICE, 

ZURLI MAGO DEL GIOVEDI 
With Cino TortoreUa, others 
Director: Cesare Emilio Gaslinl 
60 Mins.; Thurs.. 5 p.m. 
RAl-TV. from Milan . ,. 

This afternoon presentation has . Providence; Bill.Dempsey, program 
rapidly become a top video draw j manager, KPIX, San Francisco; 
in a sector: to which RAI-TV gives J Bob Forward,., program manager, 
considerable importance and. atten-1 KMPC, Los Angeles; Sherwood 
lion; tv for children. As such, it: Gordon,. prexy and general mana- 
is a very successful effort in the, ger. WSAi; Cincinnati; Leon Gold-: 
field of educational entertainment.! stein.veepee of public service pro- 

Much credit, apart from the for-1 grams, WMCA. N.Y.; Ralph Renick, 
mat,, must go to emcee .Cino Tor-] veepee of news, WTVJ. Miami, and 
torella, who portrays the magician warren Baker;. FCC general coun- 
in a youthful a.ulvdyhamK- way, not! *eL'Merrill Panitt; TV Guide m.e. 
the stodgy and distant picture, mop-; wil, be the rhairman 
pets usually have of a magico.:pe -. 
Makeup and getup, with flowing There 11 be. intensive workshop 
cape, old-fashioned garb in live, sessions on such matters as “The 
Spanish tradition, arid sparklers in . Care and Feeding of Idee. with 
his hair, make him look like . a ^examinations of techniques of cre- 
combo of Superman, and Peter Pan; j ating and producing public service 
while his puckish but at the same .programs; ■ “Covering the Town,’* 
time friendly and mannish man- probIeibs of local radio news cov- 
ner appear ideal in this context. | erag^. “Some Aspects Of Televi- 

Show consists of answers to vast sj0n News,” Mike Wallace as chair- 
fan mail tincluding parents , let-. mab; “TV Children’s Programs,*, 
tei;s}. interviews with visiting mop-;.Helen Parkhurst. chairman; “Disc 
pets before a kiddie audience, and.: Th , . nd pllbiip cprvire ” 
principally a series of quizzes of , 
various kinds, especially designed; ppei^ ®‘ Labunski, director of radio 
to moppet tastes and abilities, ; operations; Crowell-Colher, chair- 
JMany of them are pantomimed by-, man; ‘Selling the Public Service 
a, group of excellent mimes, arid Program,” William Dekker, .vee- 
thfs is undoubtedly the strongest; pee and director, of media. McCann- 
part of the program. Prizes in toys Erickson, chairman; “Religious 
are handed out to successful “eon- ! Programming in Radio and Televi- 
testaiits.” All-in-all. stanza is han-; sion,” John L. McClay, chairman- 
died With taste and intelligence; “promoting and Publicizing .. the 
not usually , expended on the VWT,: public Service Show,” David E. 
young, and hence doubly a credit partridge, chairman; “Broadcasting 

speakers are-Dr. Frank Baxter, Dr. 
Bergen Evans* Sen. John F. Ken¬ 
nedy and Dr. Fred L. Whipple, di¬ 
rector of Smithsonian Astrophysi- 
cal Observatory and Harvard Col¬ 
lege Observatory. 

WBC veepee Pack is keeping the 
Friday morning (7) agenda a sty¬ 
gian Secret.. It’S merely identified 
as “A. Date With History,” assuring 
participants of a “memorable date 
you can’t afford, to miss.” • 
. One rumor here is that represen¬ 
tatives of the nearly 170 radio:tv 
stations present can have their gall 
bladders, or pancreas removed free 
on this occasion at the famed medi¬ 
cal school of Johns Hopkins . Uni- 
versify. ■/ 

WPftt 

to its creators .and to RAI. . 
. Hawk. Approach to Science:” Jonathan Kar 

ras. chairman and. “The Cause, the 
Campaign and the Broadcaster,” TIIF. McFLANNELS . „ - - ■ . , 

With Russell Hunter, Marjorie Frank Topke,. chairman: 
Thomson. Colette O'Neil, Clarke 
Tait, Alex Allan ; j 

Producer: Pliaric MacLaren : 
Writer: Helen \V. Pryde 
20 Mins.: \Ved. (Fortnightly) 
BBC. from Glasgow 

This is a television version of 
the forriier radio: favorite, homely 
Scot comedy series set - round do- 
riiestic adventures and bickerings 
of the mythical “McFlannel” fam¬ 
ily. While it was a click on radio, 
a number of years ago,, the charac- 
lers do not translate readily to 
screen treatment.-arid.central char¬ 
acter of ■.•'Willie McFlanriel. as 
played by Russell Hunter,, is mis- 
cast. 

Hunter, local repertory actor and 
recently turned comedian in vaude 
and panto] lacks the Muff.hearty 
air of the .'McFlanriel-' family head, 
is younger in years, and .mumbles 
his lines too much. Marjorie Thorn] 
son ’his own wife in real Tife» can- 

•, tiires the domestic resilience of 
Sarah, Mrs. McKlannel, arid is an 
asset, Colette O.’Neil arid Clarke 
Tait do all that’s necessary as 
daughter and son of . the workirig- 
class household. A bit part, of a 
Visiting medico who quickly cures 
Willie McFlannel of ; his alleged 
ailments Is competently , taken by 
Alex Allan. 

Pharic MacLaren stages briskly. 
The Douglas Smith set of a .fussy 
cluttered Scot living-room is right: 
First of series shapes as having 

Among th^. luncheon and dinner 

Continued from page 39 s 

in WNYC on Tuesday mornings. It 
is on these occasions . that key 
speakers of the various dental dis¬ 
tricts take to the microphone of the 
city station arid suddenly: , every 
practicing dentist,, within earshot 
of the speaker’s voice, drops his 
blasted drill. and permits. his pa¬ 
tient to listen to a solemn address 
on oral hygiene. . 

John Philip Sousa and . Edwin 
Franko Goldman, the march kings, 
are on, the verboteri lists of the 
dentists ini this area. The marches 
created by there two. bandmasters 
may be ideal for drills oh parade 
grounds, across the country, but 
they are definitely nixed for drill¬ 
ing in the dentist's chair. 

Dentists are constantly Implor¬ 
ing the program directors of radio 
stations, to serve up more and more 
of Johann Strauss’ w'altzes, such as 
“Voices of Spring,” “Tales from the 
Vierina Woods.” “Ori the Beautiful 
Blue Danube” and other equally 
seductive melodies. . Dentists, but 
positively; do not regard rock ’n[ 
roll or progressive jazz as fitting 
background music for: the meticu¬ 
lous maneuverirtgs in the shaping 
of teeth;. 

Many, dental papers, have dealt 
with, the importance of radio, tape 
recording and hi-fi music as a boon 
for patients but, thus far, few have 
said anything encouraging about tv 
receivers In dentists’ oftices. Enter¬ 
prising tv salesmen, have, on oc¬ 
casion, tried to interest dentists in 
flashing video images on celings 
for the prime purpose of alleviat¬ 
ing a patient’s suffering; but some 
dentists a!rc quick to cite the Gould- 
Crpsby-Coppola-Van Horne bridge- 
workers with biting evidence to the 
contrary] 

Until something better reaches 
the New York, dentist’s office, the 
guy with the drill and the Ipana 
smile says he will continue with 
the . sound on his own. voice and 
the sound of his; instruments sup-! 
plemented by WPAT’s waitz music. 
He may, ori . occasion, breSk the 
spell by .asking the victim In his 
chair: “Am I boring"you?” 

TV Followup Comment 
; Continued from page 42 ; 

Rudolf Hess, Haris Frank, Joachim 
von Ribbentrop and Gen. Wilhelm. 
Keitel, among other Nazis, were 
charged with having committed war 
crirries in an October, 1945 indict¬ 
ment. Trial started a month later 
and the 50,000-word verdict came 
down in September, 1946. 

Outcome of the proceedings in 
Nuremberg’s Palace of Justice is 
common knowledge. But films of 
the defendants’ astrocities as un¬ 
reeled in the courtroom more than 
11 years ago are still a graphic re¬ 
minder of how humanity suffered 
under the Nazi yoke. Question of 
whether France, Britain, Russia 
and the U, S. wrere within their 
rights in trying the chiefs of Nazi¬ 
dom w'as also posed by the script. 
The late Sen. Robert A. Taft, it 
was recalled,, rapped the trial as a 
“miscarriage of justice” arid nar¬ 
rator Cronkite pointed out that 
Nuremberg “awaits a final judg¬ 
ment,” Gilb. 

Norman (Pete) Cash, president, of Television Bureau of Ad¬ 
vertising, called the press together last week to Set them straight 
on television's role in an economic recession. The claims that 
most directly concern tv and the .soft market were that network 
tlirie; billings for January of 1958 (during the worst stages so far 
of the national financial setback), had improved i7% over the, 
same month in i957 and that national spot video Showed a “slight 

: increase,” .' ■ - .-’ .; !. . . - ■ 
'! Cash derived his estimates of the current sales situation in tv 

from a poll of the three ty webs and of six local tv markets. Try¬ 
ing to ascertain whether the overall tiine sales] in. each, market 
had risen or fallen since the previous January, found in his 
local spot check that Cincinnati tv went up 12%, Columbus was . 
up ‘slightly’’ and so was Wilkes-Barre:Scraritort: Minneapolis had 
a 10%. rise,.Memphis ;a rise of 3% and Los. Angeles was “rip:” . 
]. TvB also disclosed that in comparing all of 1957" against ail of 
1956, television last ! year earned an estimated Spl,315,000,000 
against $1,209,900,000 the year earlier (Procter & .Gamble con¬ 
tinued leading network ty bankrollers in 1957 with a total ex-; 
penditure of $47,046,000, almost $4,000,000 better than the pre¬ 
vious semester.) . ' ' 

The sustained financial picture in television, in the face of an 
economic dropoff, was. attributed by Cash to an “overall pattern” 

. in which there has been “more stations (that’s not to say they 
all made money and that others didn’t drop in revenue tallied), 
more audience for ;ty and advertisers Spending more to boost. 
waning .sales.”" v 

Since all of February was not over wheri Cash called the press 
together, he could only estimate that February will show another 
increase for television. 
V- '•: 

United States Steel Hour ] 
Ed Begley, without mincing ad¬ 

jectives, is a superb perforiner and 
one of show biz’s worthies. No mat¬ 
ter the medium—radio, tv, legit, 
film, you-name-it—^this protean ac¬ 
tor turns in a resounding job. He 
demonstrated his acting ability 
once again in “Walk With A, Stran¬ 
ger” on the “U. S. Steel Hour’’ over 
CBS-TV (26). 

: Here was a dramatic offering of 
60-minute duration that could 
easily have turned out a lollypop 
weeper of . the first: order but in 
Begley’s hands and Voice, aided by 
a compactly-directed cast including 
William Shatner, Leona Powers, 
Bill Zuckert, Tom Hatcher, Mae 
MunrO and Martin Blaine, it wras 
taut, swift and convincing: 

“Walk With A Stranger” told the 
tale of an old man, played by Bieg- 
ley. who stops at a farm seeking 
food and . shelter: Shatner, in the 
role of the farmer’s .son, crippled 
and embittered by his misfortune, 
thinks the stranger fits the descrip¬ 
tion of an escaped convict carrying 
$50,000 on his possession. The 
cripple attempts at first to black¬ 
mail him saying he’ll be. quiet if 
the money is produced but the 
stranger denies he is the prisoner 
on the run.' 

A series of dramatic encounters 
between the crippled boy and 
stranger, in which the latter with 
some remarkably poetic lines 
scripted by N. H. Clauss, turns the 
snarling, scheming young man into 
a more human individual with a 
desire not to waste his days in ven¬ 
geance arid defeat. Story line holds 
up effectively, notably wheri the 
sheriff comes up with evidence "that 
the mysterious stranger is indeed 
the escaped convict. 

Clauss’ scripting calls for _ 
bravo. There’s deep insight in the 
writer’s understanding of a maimed 
individual and this is particularly 
reflected in several first and last 
act scenes. Robert Stevens’ direc¬ 
tion is noteworthy too. What he 
do^s with the cripple’s steel canes 
is thoughtful direction and with 
symbolism; on a high, level. . Other 
snatches of “Walk With A Stran¬ 
ger” 'that call forth, pats on the 
back are the brother and wife 
brief romp-on-the-grass scene; the 
stranger’s ] encounter with the 
youriig man in the barn and the 
final scene when the boy demands 
that his brother throw him the. 
heavy sacks. All in all, this was 
superior fare and a Theatre Guild 
credit to all concerned. Sponsor 
also, gave time for a sound public 
service pitch in behalf of American 
Red Cross fund .campaign. Rans, 

Wide Wide World 
A 90-minute looksee at the U. S. 

Armed Forces’ State of readiness 
to meet an unannounced attack by 
the enemy was shaped into a com¬ 
pelling and occasionally harrowing 
docuriientary. At the heart of the 
drama was the fact that enemy 
planes and missiles, equipped with 
hydrogen boinbs, are poised to hit 
this country at any time—and vice 
versa. 

First and most effective part of 
the show revolved around a prac¬ 
tice alert of the chain of U. S. 
warning stations stretching around 
the globe. It was a realistic reen¬ 
actment of an alert operation—so 
realistic in fact that Dave Garro- 
way repeatedly announced that 
this was only a practice drill. 

Interviews with various generals, 
admirals, lesser officers and men 
in the field were designed to point 
rip that America was in fighting 
trim, although everyone expressed 
the idea that they did not see a 
major war coming soon between 
the. West and the Soviets. But if 
war were to come, there was no 
mincing of the fact that the dam¬ 
age would be vast and the casual¬ 
ties staggering. One officer de¬ 

scribed the impact of one hydro¬ 
gen boriib as being equivalent to 
“hundreds of millions” of conyeri-. 
tional bombs. 

Point was repeatedly made that 
the only way to prevent war was 
to deter the enemy by massive 
retaliation. However, . Garroway, 
who handled the narration with 
sober, intelligence, asked the in¬ 
teresting question of what would 
have happened if a madman like 
Hitler had possession , of . the H-. 
bomb. Herm.- 

Playhouse 90 : 
No sooner had a blast of “Cli¬ 

max” gunfire tumbled Albert 
Anastasia out of a barber’s chair 
than, the hardy souls at setside 
Were transported to. the gas cham¬ 
ber at $an Quentin. Murder by 
tommy1 gun was nowchanged to 
meaningless death by blunt instru¬ 
ment, the weapon of amateurs. The 
actual story of Donald Bashor, a 
compulsive killer who died, by the 
cyanide pellet, it had all the mor¬ 
bid overtones of a deranged mind. 
As. a character Study of a dual 
personalty, it was made, bearable 
by the superb acting of Tab 
Hunter. It. compelled arresting in¬ 
terest arid gave the drama a high 
pitch of emotional excitement. 

CBS television was indebted to. 
CBS radio for the story of Bashor’s 
life of crime. While in the death 
house at San Quentin he gave out ] 
an interview which was taped for 
broadcast oyer the xadio network. 
It occasioned considerable com¬ 
ment and was repeated. Part of 
the tape was run off to dramatize 
the incident although1 passed off 
here without mention. The voice of. 
Bashor might easily have passed 
for that of Hunter to those un¬ 
aware of the borrowed tape. 

Driven to crime by some strange 
quirk, Hunter was entirely bereft 
of criminal tendencies during his 
yvork hours and romancing of Ger¬ 
aldine Page. It was this dual phase 
of his double life that gave the 
story its plot and movement: That 
beneath his facade of killer there 
was a soft spot was amply exposed 
to give him a quality of mercy for 
his urge to kill two women after 
he had robbed them. 

Hunter, etched the ^character 
with penetrating depth and; made 
Bashor more the object of sym¬ 
pathy than that of a criminal to be 

.put to death. His boyish naivete 
in material things and his willing¬ 
ness to pay . the: penalty of . his 
crimes provided tduching scenes in 
diametric opposite to his deeply 
imbedded urge to kill. It was a 
commendable acting job with fine 
emotional shading. As his fiancee. 
Miss Page gave a warm arid mov¬ 
ing performance. Good support 
was also accorded by Rudy. Bond, 
Elizabeth ; Patterson, Frank Lon¬ 
don, Barbara Turner and Ned 
Glass. Direction of Arthur Penn 
from the workmanlike script of 
Leslie Stevens was firm and tense. 
But oh those commercials! 

Helm. 

Studio One 
“Studio One” on CBS-TV Mon¬ 

day (3) dissected the office politics 
and personal rivalries at a small 
film company/ It wasn’t a pretty 
picture, and being overdrawn to 
the point of satire,: it wasn’t a good 
show, 

Hollywood lends itself ideally to 
thjs: sort of superficial portrayal, 
with its slick, stereotype charac¬ 
ters and the predictable dialog. 
“The. Fair-Haired Boy,” by Herman 
Raucher, had touches of realism 
and its moments of truth, but on 
the whole it was nothing more than 
a quickie remake of innumerable 
stories and novels on the Same 
topic, the latest being “The Wall- 
to-Wall Trap,”, to which it had 
strong resemblance.. 

Cast included all the. expected 
‘Types.” Jackie Cooper played the 
new “advertising, writer” whose 
ideas;are stolen by the bootlicking 
Darren McGavin. Bonita Granville 
was the publicity girl with uncer- . 
tain loyalties. Patricia Smith had 
appeal as Cooper’s wife. Robert H. 
Harris looked and sounded hard as 
the. ad-pub boss. Ainslie Pryor 
overdid the “tough guy” act and 
Lyle Talbot played Trent, the stu- ' 
dio boss, who didn’t like “yes”- 
men.. Marian Ross played Francis, 
McGavin’s. lovely wife, and Kip 
King contributed a nervous bit as 
Tony, the office boy. David Greene 
directed without much distinction: 

Raucher-s script had that “tried- 
arid-true” flavor and, with the ex¬ 
ception of Cooper, there wasn’t a 
pleasant person around. Situations 
were valid, but the characters all 
talked as if they had to live up^ ta 
a given notion about film people; 
Hollywood may be a dog-eat-dog 
business, but is it really so differ¬ 
ent from most other industries? 

Hift. 
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Producer 

ALLAN SHERMAN 
Director 

JACK SMIGHT 

ALLAN SHERMAN 

JACK DOUGLAS 
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Lighting Director 
RALPH HOLMES 

... Costumes 
LESLIE RENFIELD 
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WALLIE WAGNER 
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Technical Director 
VERNON GAMBLE 
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BILL TAYLOR 
ROY HALLEE 
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WILLIAM EDWARDS 
EDWARD AMBROSINI 

PAUL LANINI 

Camera Men 
LEE TANNEN 

CASS GAYLORD 
JOE SCHWARTZ 

WALTER DENIEAR 
GEORGE MOSES 
JACK MURPHY 
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Remote Cameramen (Times Square) 
V HAROLD HOFFMAN 
X ANTHONY ANCONA 
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HERMAN GLAZER 
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HAROLD CLASSON 

Sincere Thanks 

VICTOR BORGE 
Comedy and Music 

ONE HOUR PRESENTATION FOR PONTIAC 
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as 
Quits as Prexy; Hammer in Control 

An tu" of war within Mu-*' 
tiwii Btioadcasting System’s man-. 
aiieine-H.t lias ei iiixU*(l into th£open,: 
with .prexj Pali I ..Roberts handing; 
iri his resiitiiation. and operational -. 
control taken over by the. Ann and.' 
Hammer group. 

The 'Robert’s Hammer, split, stew-: 
ing. under the surface, was over' 
longrange plans for the net. Ham- > 
mer; oilman a ml art gallery owner.' 
along with his group,-.was com 
cerned :w ith t he falloir of net biz ■ 
in the January February period and ... 
wanted Roberts to rimit his future 

projects. y':. . ' .. . . 
Another cause ot -friction y as.the... 

lack of adefjiiale. coiiinrinif ritiorvs; 
between hoard . chairman Hammer 
and Robert! 

In t!:e resintlfle of exec, positions. 
Hammer, himself., assumed.- tire. 
presidency of the net. with George 

' Vogel mailed exec v p. Vogel, a vet. 
bi oariea-trr and lnercliandiser. lor 
the past six years has been, con-: 

suit a ni on. .-‘lcli.-uvdising and pro¬ 
motion to. the (-’olgate^PalnioIr.^ 
Co. liiM.scbohl products, division. 
. Resi-rnmg v. f:U .Roberts \\ is Ber¬ 
tram J. Hamer, (*\ec v:p. Roth 
Roberts a ;d Hauser. also stepped 
oH the. board ot directors. At 
Thu rsdav s 27 • board meet in 
N.Y.. MRS v p Robert.F: Hmieigh. 
in' charge of Mutual's; Washington... 
operations was elected to the 
board., as w ell as Vogel. 

The new exee v.p., . Vogel. i|s re¬ 
covering from an operation arid 
isn’t expected to take active com¬ 
mand until.about another week. ' 

Reelected to the board in addi¬ 
tion to Hammer, who is president 
of Occidental Petroleum Corp. ot 
Los Angeles, were C-iiifornia oil 
exec H Roy Roberts, also named 
treasurer:, Los- Angeles- a*torney 
Frank P. Barton, elected .secretary: 
1., Mi ilaluer of Los Angeles-., head 
of a construction Mini■'■bearing his; 
name: and Arthur. Brini n.. proxy 
of Starrelt Cdrp. otyx, V! 

Despite his ousting. Roberts re¬ 
mains the largest, individual, stock¬ 
holder in MRS. He .owns about 
I;V i ot tile nets stock, with Hauser 
owning HI <■ and ’minority, interests 
not directly. associated with -.the ■ 
Hanmier group, ou nihg 2,Vv . When 
the TlaniiiieV group put up the. 
money for a. buyout of Mutual-last 
August froin RICO Te.leradio Pic¬ 
tures iPs understood Hammer, and 

. his - associates' kept voting rights: 
over and . above tliuse-accruing to 
the Roberts group, rights which 
w ere exercised at Thursday’s board 
meeting. About S580.000 was paid 
for .Hie buyout from RKO Teleradio 
Pit-lures' hist August. 

Roberts stock shares are. in . the 
preferred stock category. IFs.uh-. .- 
derstood that, the former MBS 
prexy tried tif buy-out the .Haiii-. 
iner group, hut failed to raise the. 

■necessary monies. . 
Since Roberts’ takeover in Attg- 

>Continued on page 54' 

Hammer to ‘Tell AIT 
Inyan apparent move io ex¬ 

plain the; sudden switch in.: 
■management at- Mutual, prexy 
Arinand Hammer has Invited . 
the. 14-man. Mutual Affiliate 
Advisory; Committee to be his 
guest in Washington bn March ... 
28. 
A Plans jare for. the group to 
stay over in. the capital another,. 

, day and;attend the,annual Ra¬ 
dio lind Television Correspond- ; 
•ent's Assn, dinner, to. be pre¬ 
sided over by Robert Hurleigh, 
MRS ’ v.p:.'.the retiring assn. , 
prexy.-.':. 

CBS-TV Sets Another 
Prudential Special 

Oil Future In Space 
CBS .News will, fallow up its 

.“.Where We Stand’’ teievision wrap- 

up . of early. January w ith a 60- 

iniinite television news special 

April20 titled "Ceiling Unlimited.-’ 

The special.:, set for Prudential In¬ 

surance sponsorships- las. was 
VWhere . We Stand”!., will deal 
solely with humanity's', future in 
space. 

instead of comparing U. S. prog¬ 
ress-with, that of the Soviet's; as 
did '‘-’Where \Ve Stand,” ihe new 
show will deal with , the space age 
in terms of progress already made, 
and what can be expected in Ajie 
future. Interviews will be con¬ 
ducted primarily with Government 
andr private: industry: experts to 
develop the matters of. objectives 
and timing of;tlie conquest of space. 

Show- will be produced: by Leslie 
Midgley’s special programs/ unit 
within the CBS' News operation-. 
Walter Cronkite; Prudential’s regu¬ 
lar narrator on its “The Twentieth 
Century,” will double in. the roles 
of narrator and' reporter., and will 
take oil' sliortiy to. do the actual, 
interviewing... for the show. . “Ceil¬ 
ing Unlimited". w ill constitute a 
special edition, of ‘ Twentieth Cen¬ 
tury'’’ and will run in the 6 to 7 p m. 
time. slut. It’s one of several news 
specials which Prudential lias ab¬ 
sorbed within the framework ox 
“Century ’’this'season, y = 

Saodek to Package 
N Y. Philharmonic 

'Preview’ Concerts 
New York. Philharmonic, which 

is being telecast this season in four 
of its Saturday children’s concerts 
on CBS-TV. is making .plans for 
telecasts next season of its newly- 
incepted Thursday night ‘‘preview” 
concerts. Philharmonic has named 
Robert. Saudek Associates, pro¬ 
ducers of “Ohinibus,” to package 
the .concert series and, put it up 
for network sale. 

Proposed telecasts would num¬ 
ber four to six for the season and 
would, take the form of tv specials. 
The preview concerts will be. in¬ 
formal in. riature' and . dress and 

[ Will serve the purpose of preview¬ 
ing the contents of the formal Fri- 
dav and Saturday concerts Of that 
week. Sonic of the guest conduc¬ 
tors who will participate include 
Dmitri Milropolous;./ Herbert Von 
Karajan and. Sir. John Barbaroli, 
Leonard Bernstein, permanent con- 
:.duetor . of ...the. Philharmonic, will 
also-participate. 

Content of . the .shows would be 
primarily hiusical, though the in¬ 
formality of the. previews calls for 
the conductor :to talk to the audi¬ 
ence on occasion, However, the 
Concerts would not be lectures oh 
music in the nature of Bernstein’s 
stints for. “Omnibus” or his cur¬ 
rent.. children’s series on. CBS.. 

( 

(Week Ending Feb. 16) 
Network . 

Program Production 
Take Your Pick;.A....;. A.*... ......,. (AR) 
Chelsea at Nine. *..... i..v,............ .(GRANADA! 
Army Gbme.......-..... . .............. (GRANADA) 
Emergency Ward 10—Fri........-------- . (ATV) 
Television Playhouse—So Close to the Roof..(ATV) . 
Sunday Night at the London Palladium . .„ ... (ATV) 
Emergency Ward 10—Tues .. .. (ATV) 
Armchair Theatre—-Lady of the Camelllias... (ABC) 
Tell the Truth ..:.. (ATV> 
East End—West End....:... (AR) 
Spot the Tune....,,...!. .V.;.,........... (GRANADA) 
Play of the Week—Number Seventeen ...... (AR) 

Rating 
779J, 
74 co 
73% 

1.' : , 
‘ 71%' 

V67%: 
66% 

! 65% 

P; Lori Hard made- a ’■cohdition- 
al” deal with ABC-T.V for a sub¬ 
stantial purchase next season. .The 
cig lurnse. for Kent filters, wants 
to put Zi\Js new half-hour tele¬ 
film. “Rough Riders.'’ into ABC 
on. Thursday nights, according to 
iiiforination garnered, and the. 
bankrollin' has also taken a couple 
of quarter-hours of Jolin Daly’s 
7:15 news strip for fall.; . 

It is believed, the condition rer 
feis to the cig company’s : clear . 
disappointment with its full spon- ’ 
sorship of “Richard Diamond’^ on > 
CBS-TV Thursday nights. It seems 
to hinge on whether the stanza 
will: be renewed there, arid if not.; 
ABC-TV has a likely time on the I 
same night, in the 9:30 slot to be | 
vacated -by “Navy Log.” The condi-i 
tional deal for “Rough Riders’* is, 
also based on ABC-TV giving the 
cig company a mutually agreeable 
time slot. ; 

Lorillard is not happy' either’ 
with its two NBC shots. It is tak¬ 
ing up the rating ■ slack . on the . 
Friday . night ‘.‘Court of Last Re- 

. sorts” by replacing it on . April 25 .: 
with “Jefferson Druin.’’ And as. 
a .replacement for “Sully” on Sun-, 
days, 'the_cig-.company’s most liker. 
ly prospect is ”Panic” at the mo¬ 
ment. 

Dick Whorf to Produce 
'Richard Diamond’ Series 

Hollywood. March 4; 

Richard Whorf has been named 

producer of Four Star’s “Richard 
Diamond. Private , Detective” 

series, and will helm the remain-, 

ing eight telefilms to be shot in 
the current, cycle: 

Whorf is under contract to CBS. 
.which’ owns a piece of “Diamond.” 
and had . formerly directed some 
of the. “Diamond”, segments. Ne¬ 
gotiations, are mow under way for 
a new contract for Mark Sandrich 
Jr., w ho had piXMluced the .:series. 
under which he would direct, a 
number of Four Star yidseries. 

!"■ 

Glasgow,. March 4. 
[. Another attack on commercial 
.tv in Scotland has been made, by 
the Scot, committee of British 
Actors’ Equity, Association; 

Annual report of latter alleges 
that “precious little” of program 

•; space is being provided by profes¬ 
sional entertainers. ,. 

“There has been, for instance, no 
drama originating, ip Scotland,” it 

■ states, “yet this is vone commodity 
that. Scottish Television Ltd; could 
.sell to the British network arid even 

■ abroad!. 
: “One English contractor is send¬ 
ing up to Scotland, two hours more 
per week that Scottish Television 

.Ltd; is itself providing.” 
; Equity,: representing majority. of 
j actors here, both legit and in vaude 
! arid revue, says that., the situation 
’ “if not remedied at once, must 
surely call for action by the Inde- 

: pendent Television Authority 
whose job is to see that ali that is 
best in Scottish life, (and this in¬ 
cludes entertainment) is mirrored 
bv. Scottish Television.” 

' It recalls that, v\-hen the British 
Independent Television Authority 
was first, considering offers from 

! contractors, Roy Thomson, repre¬ 
senting STV, said - his firm, if suc- 

. cessful, would, originate 20% of 
' the program time in Scotland. 

“By the time the station was ready 
to go on the air, this had become 

! 15%, but it is "a matter of great 
; disappointment to us even this 
modest target has not yet been 

| achieved”. 

New Talent Dept. 
- Stephen Fleischman, pro- 

ducer-director-writer of CBS- 
TV’s recent documentary on 
“The Face of Crime” in the 
web’s “The Twentieth Cen¬ 
tury” series, was guest speak¬ 
er last Thursday (27) at the 
annual staff bam]jet of Inside 
Bordentown, biweekly news¬ 
paper published by inmates of, 
the New Jersey State Re- 

. formatory in Bordentown. 
Speech was in the nature of 

a return visit for Fleischman, 
who had shot much of the 
“Crime” footage there. Seems 

. some inmates, since being , ex¬ 
posed to the cameras,’decided 
they wanted to start writing 
television scripts. They asked 
Fleischman to talk on “Tele¬ 
vision Writing” figuring 
they’ve got plenty of time to 
take a stab at it. 

Mary Worth Strip 
For Frank Cooper 

Frank Cooper Associates have 

acquired television rights to “Mary 

Worth;” the syndicated comic strip, 

and is planning to develop - the 
property .into a daytime strip. 
Cooper office acquired .the rights 
from Publishers Syndicate of Chi¬ 
cago.. 

. Cooper agency recently acquired 
“Rex Morgan!” from the same 
source, but is aiming that at rifght- 
time exposure: r 

Hollywood, March 4. 
KMPC.. as nucleus of a seven- 

station Dodger, baseball web in 
Southern California, will broadcast 
the entire .1958 slate of the Los 
Angeles Dodgers. Trio of spon¬ 
sors, Eastside Brewery. Filter .Tip 
Tareyton Cigafets, arid, ftoi Tan 
Cigars will share the tab. 

. Veteran: Dodger announcing duo 
of Vince Scully and Jerry Doggett 
will be mikeside. Station Will, air 
entire* exhibition schedule, as well 
as regular season play, following 
the Club oil. the road. 

Fab Feb. No Flop 
In the continuing battle be- 

. tween feature films and NBC- 
TV’^ Jack Paar show, the fea- 

. tures have been able to reverse 
the tide, for the first time in a 
couple .of months in the key 
New. York market. WCBS- 
TV’s “Date Show,” long the 
dominant! late-night, factor in 
Gotham, had fallen h e h in d 
Paar in the ARB ratings for 
December arid January, but 
reversed the trend last month, 
according to. the new ARB 
figures. . 

According to; the ARB’s for 
: February, “Late: Show”, topped 

Paar on the. five-night average 
by 8.6 to 6.7, almost a complete 
reversal of the Jariuarj' fig¬ 
ures. which gave Paar, an 8.7. 

. to 5.6 e3ge. Ratings reflected 
a 54% gain for “Late Show” 
and a 23% audience drop for 
Paar. Change in great measure 
was drib to the WCBS-TV' 

. “Fabulous Februai-y” promo¬ 
tion,. involying extensive, ori- 
the-air and newspaper men¬ 
tion of its “a .top feature 
every night” policy. 

Twin Cities’Variation 
On Pay-TV Theme; 50,000 

Kick In for Educ’l Video 
Minneapolis, March 4.' 

. Pay-TV, in at least one form, ap¬ 
pears to have been a success in the 
Twin Cities. 

Dr. John C. Schwarzwalder, gen¬ 
eral manager of KTCA-TV, Twin 
Cities area educational television 
station, in a progress report 
broadcast after less than six 
months of operation said more than 
50,000: listeners have kicked in. to, 
assure station’s financial situation 
for first year. 

Station was originally built with 
contributions collected in Cam¬ 
paign last summer, and more re¬ 
cent fund campaign was run 
through schools to collect do-re-mi 
for first year’s operation. Schwarz¬ 
walder said it was successful, and 
fact more than 50,000 contributed 
was considered impressive by in¬ 
dustry. 

Station recently acceded to 
watcher demand to schedule adult 
programs in 10 to 11 p.m. slot, ex¬ 
pects to expand programming later. 
Schwarzwalder said broadcasting 
has now climbed to 45 hour's a 
week, and a goal of 90 is seen, ex¬ 
panding into Saturday and Sunday 
schedules. 

Also impressive is response in 
-registrations for college courses of¬ 
fered for credit. For each, bona- 
fide registrant, it’s estimated there 
are a hundred catching same pro¬ 
grams arid eavesdropping an edu¬ 
cation. 

Hartford. March 4. 
Experimental orice-a-week pro¬ 

gram of editorial position was tin- 
spooled by WHCT-TV. CBS o&o 
station, here Sunday (21. If suc¬ 
cessful,. the* program may be kick¬ 
off for like: shows on other CBS 
o&o tv outlets. New York sources 
say tliat CBS is eagle-eyeing the 
local trial; run. 

Tagged “WHCT Editorial,” pro-, 
gram is slotted Sundays at 1:15. 
p.m. for a. quarter-hour; segment. 
As far as can be determined, “Edit 
torial” is the only format -of its kirid 
that is designed to keep it away 
from, the influence of news pro¬ 
gram to avoid confusion, between 

(►news and editorial matter. 
Editorial, programs on tv are a 

rare bird and usually when done 
are confused with news; shows, usu¬ 
ally because the person delivering 
the editorial is the same who de-. 
livers the news. Usually only a 
commercial on sorne other station- 
break separates the two segments. 
This confuses the viewer as to what 
is news, news analysis or editorial 
comment. 

WHCT-TV is bypassing this 
source of confusion by a simple 
procedure. Text of the editorial 
is read by unidentified offscreen 
announcer while simultaneously 
script is flashed Via a .TelePronip- 
ter. .. To break the monotony of . 
continuously looking at the same 

[copy crawling, station uses two 
! cameras, panning from one to the 
other. 

When the editorial reaches its 
windup point, an extra line is 
tagged on, reading “WHCT Edi- 
toi'ial.” This was true of the three 
editorials used by the station on 
Sunday. Subject matter for the 
first presentation was hot stuff lo¬ 
cally. Dealt with a special session 
of the General Legislature sum¬ 
moned for this week, by the gov¬ 
ernor to: deal with rising unem- 

(Continued on page 55). 

CBS Radio is dropping its long- 
running “Wendy Warren & the 
News” daytimer at the end of the 
month and is bringing back a 10- 
minute version of “Right to Hap¬ 
piness” (which had been dropped 
by the web as a daytimer a couple 
of, months bade) in its place. The 
five-minute opening news segment 
at 2 p.m. will be retained, with 
“Happiness” following at 2:05, 

Reason for the switch is the 
web’s desire to give the news a 
separate identity, rather than its 
present form as an integral part 
of “Wendy Warren,” and to build 
a stronger show in the remaining 
10 minutes. “Wendy” had been a 
Benton. & .Bowles production for 
General Foods for many years, but 
CBS took over production oh the 
series about three years ago. 

For the first time, CBS-TV o&o’s 
have been able to package their . 
local ad jacencies on network sports- 
casts into a multi-event proposition 
and sell them on that basis. As a 
consequence, WCBS-TV weh’s N. Y. 
flagship, this week inked two spon¬ 
sors to the full slate of adjacencies 
surrounding seven upcoming net¬ 
work sportscasts. 

Station ; signed Vaseline Hair 
Tonic to take on all the one-minute^ 
and 20-second spots surrounding 
the package of seven events run¬ 
ning from March through June, 
while Lanvin perfume is picking up 
all the 10-second breaks. Actually, 
both deals total only.about ^11,000 
after discounts, but it’s considered 
“found money,” since the station 
customarily has to sustain those 
spots. 

Reason is that it’s always had to 
treat sportscasts as one-shot events, 
and scramble for local bankrollers 
at the last minute , in each case, a 
technique that’s proved unsuccess¬ 
ful. But by taking the seven events 
as a package, with scheduling com¬ 
pletely set far in advance, it’s been 
able to sell the entire schedule. 
Seven events- are the National In¬ 
vitational Basketball Tourney finals 
March 22, the NCAA Swimming & 
Diving Meet March 29, the Masters 
Golf Tourney April 5 and 6 and 
the Triple Crown — Kentucky 
Derby May 3, the Preakness May 
17 and the Belmont June 7. 
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Mack Quits Under Fire 
— -- i’nnt.nin-J Xrom lake '2#v; 

“you have gone so strong . that 
some Senators are going to have 
to appear before the. committee. 
You have stated you. want action 
and I think you are going to get 
it.” •' 

..your if-1Hon. Therefore. I be- 
iiew* I h.-tie ho alternative except 
it ehVrfhc al the close ol' business 
•today■if vt as signed. “Sincerely. 
Dwight D Eisenhower.” 

Baker’s Barrel of Blasts 

Baker, who showed-with former 
l\ S. Senator Claude Pepper, of 
Florida, as his attorney, launched 
promptly into an attack upon all 
prior testimony that his television 

• company. Public Service Televi¬ 
sion, Inc., which finally won Chan¬ 
nel 10 in Miami. Working on the 
theory that, the best defense is an 
offense, he went to work, on the op-: 
position in onp of the roughest 
statements before the hearing so 
far. He charged that Katzentine; 
was exerting pressure of the com¬ 
mission long before National Air¬ 
lines realized It Was being done 
by anyone. 

v “Katzentine • couldn’t. Wait for 
due pro.ce.ss." Baker testified: “We 
heard iiu iors. and imports tliat .the., 
was exerting political influence iii 
every, wav; he. and his attorney, for¬ 
mer FCC Chairman, Paul Porter: 
could muster. Even before oral 
argument; your- record proves that 
.Katzentine already, had Senators 
Kefauveiy Holland and Smathers 
putting on the heat with* members 
of the FCC, Porter’s proclivities 
for this sort of thing are well 
known to me. 

“After oral argument, the case 
was submitted for decision. The 
Katzeutine-Portcr political .activity 
increased." 

Baker said lie first contacted 
Thurman Whiteside, the Miami atr 
torney who lent money to Com¬ 
missioner Mack, at the suggestion 
pf National Airline’s general coun¬ 
sel, to counteract tlig activities of 
Katzentine and: Paul Porter. . 

“Mr. Scott.. suggested to me,” 
said Baker, “that it would be wise 
to retain a counsel of record whose 
name would be known to Commis¬ 
sioner Mack and In whom he 
would have confidence.’* 

Baker said he didn't know 
Whiteside or Mack and that when 

; Whiteside, refused to accept a fee,, 
he didn’t want him in the case. He 

■ continued: 
• “If Mr. Whiteside then spoke to 

.Mr. Mack in our behalf, it was un- 
' known to me and ‘ was not as our 
representative or attorney. 
- “We next requested ; Senators 
Holland, Smathers, Magnuson and 
others to remain neutral to pery 

■nut. the FCC to judge the case on 
the ' merits without outside influ- 

. ence. . There were bold efforts to 
improperly influence or intimidate, 
the FCC against us . . . The Dow¬ 
ney Rice-Paul Porter technique 
was a blackmail threat on the 
Vice. President of the . United 
States'.” • v v''-: • 

..At the conclusion of, his siate- 
■ merit.-Baker asserted: 

“Froriv what I read in the papers, 
and before the committee, it ap¬ 
pears that Commissioner Mack is 
being broken, crucified and is 
about to be sent home in disgrace. 

; "I am impelled to ask the com¬ 
mittee, in view of all this, just 
what it intends to do about the 
Senators, Katzentine, Paul Porter, 
Eastern Airlines and others for 
their improper activities! Are they 
immune. or its it impolite to call 
the members of the Senate arid an 
officer of the court before yoii to 
explain their conduct fully and in 
.detail?” 

“If there has been any purpose¬ 
ful wrongdoing in this case, it; has 
been .the conspiracy of Katzentine, 
Porter and Eastern Airlines to in-' 
flueuce the Federal Court; the 

’ CAB and the FCC : by ■ blackening 
; through smear, innuendo and lies, 
; the good name of National Airlines 

and its officers arid directors who 
hav e. successfully, operated a do¬ 
mestic and foreign . air' carrier 
since. Oct, 1, 1934, and a television 

‘ station on Channel 10 since Aug. 
2. 1957: 

“This conspiracy should be in¬ 
vestigated by the Dept, of justice 
arid I hope your committee will re- 

• quest it.”- 
' Committee Chairman Harris 
called the statement “very reveal¬ 
ing—very . strong,”! adding that 

‘Moscow or Bust’ 
Continued. from page 29. —^ 

Irving Gitl’in’s Public Affairs divi¬ 

sion at CBS has* been trying, to en¬ 

list State Dept, and Soviet support 

for an in-depth film treatment of 

“Russia Today.” No luck, as yet. 

As detailed last week. Bob Hope 
is doing the first.: all-entertainment 
show out of Moscow designed (dip¬ 
lomatic sanctions permitting) as his 
April 5 filmed entry on NBC-TV. 
Although he’ll be “working” before 
a Russian .audience, with a sprink¬ 
ling of U S:. embassy employes in 
attendance, he’ll do his regular 
standup topicalities. For the edi¬ 
fication of the natives, an interp¬ 
reter will be on hand. 

. Oddly., enough, the vidfilm boys 
have succeeded in movihg .in ahead, 
of the networks; in jockeying- for 
program exchanges. Both Ed Stern, 
prez of Ziv International, and Paul 
Talbot, prexy of Fremantle Over¬ 
seas Radio & Television,* have al¬ 
ready incepted the treks to Mos¬ 
cow in the hopes of initiating U.S.- 
Soviet telepix exchanges. 

The British-Soviet, tv exchange 
is already, a fait accompli, with 
London’s Associated-Rediffusion 
•weekday. .c'ciinmercial programmers 
and Moscow State TV as the parti¬ 
cipants, . Couple weeks . back A-R 
dispatched its first filhi featurette 
(about “Television House”) to the 
other side of the Iron Curtain. 
Scheme, provides for weekly film 
exchange. . . . . ■■■.. 

ABC-TV has been accused of playing dirty research pool In Its 
claims of having the lowest nighttime network cost-pef-thousand of all 
three webs. Claims \yere made in several, newspaper ads last week, in 
which ABC stated its: per-tho.usand costs ran $3.07 on the average. 

CBS-TV sales development department, in a memo to all the: web’s 
salesmen, offered refutation with the observation that “for audiences, 
they (ABC) went to December Nielsen records; for time costs they 
used November PIB data; and for talent, costs they threw! in Septem- 
ber-Optqber Nielsen data. Then they cut ‘nighttime’ down to the three 
hours between 7:30 to 10:30 p.m., thus leaving out several Sunday a#id 
weeknight programs. And it worked.” 

True network costs-per-thousand, CBS states, based on Nielsen date 
for November-December at 6-11 p!rh., is $3.17 for CBS, $3.81 for NBC 
and $3.85 for ABC. 

Close on.the heels of its expansion Into Baltimore, the. Academy of. 
Television Arts and Sciences will soon add a Washington chapter, its 
fourth local, to Its roster. Spearheaded by John Secondari, chief of 
ABC’s Washington news bureau, the new local is skedded to get off the 
ground, and formally launched, within the month. 

Special accent of the local group will be on news, Since all network 
originations from the capital come under this heading, as well as much 
of the local programming. Initial plans include innovation of local Em¬ 
my awards in area of news and public service. 

Exploratory meeting garnered attendance of 81. out of 140 poten¬ 
tial meihbers. It was unanimously voted to. establish the D. C. chapter. 

35G Per Half-Hour 
Contimied from page 31^. 

j/ou’ll revel in royal treatment ^at Tropicana, 

j “King of Clubs.” Dine arid dance among exotic trees under the stars. 

See the spectacular shows (two different ones nightly J. 

Visit Lefty Clark’s magnificent new glass-enclosed 

casino. It all.adds up to a delightful experience! 

^$uSa 

for: those very same series are run¬ 

ning between $40,000 and $45,0.00 

apiece.. 

New levels of production riot 

only reflect rising costs, but more 

importantly, an -expansion of the 
syndication market. Whereas a 
syndicator, two: years ago . could 
reasonably expect to gross no more 
than $40,000 on firstruns fora new 
series, the. maximum expectation 
is now up to $50,000. Increase 
stems riot frorii the stations, which 
have been tough about prices, but 
from, the syndication advertiser. 

Latter has not only increased in 
number "but has been demanding 
more and more in terms of quality 
product from the syndicator. And 
as long as the syndication adver¬ 
tiser has been willing to pay more, 
the producers have been willing to 
oblige. Stations, as aforenoted, 
have been tough as ever in insist¬ 
ing on a; hold-the-line status on lo¬ 
cal pricing of vidpix, but . the ad- 

{vertisers buying their films direct 
i have become more flexible oir mat- 
; ters of price if they’re satisfied 
they’re getting better product for 
their money. 

Stan Freberg has started “not an advertising agency but a free¬ 
lance creative department.” Freberg Ltd. is gearing to do campaign 
layouts in tv and radio as well as periodicals, outdoor and mail ad¬ 
vertising. 

Company has been in operation for three months, but Freberg only 
announced its existence last week. Independently, Freiberg produced 
commercials for Grown,Zellerbach, Best Foods, and Contadina, and 
his company has done “cariipaigns” for Butter-Nut Instant Coffee. 
Belfast Sparkling Water, Zee Paper and Mug Root Beer. Freberg 
said that all the work was done through the extant agencies.! 

. Marc Brandel will be xepped in tv with his second play within a 
month: His “So Deadly, My. Love” will. be done on “Climax” next 
week (13 >. On Feb. 19 his “Tide of Corruption” was giveri by “Studio 
One.” . 

Playwright also is haying two of his earlier plays picked up for up¬ 
coming Avorkouts on “Matinee Theatre.” “Scheme To Defraud” was 
first given on “Climax” and “Innocent Witness’’ had its preem on the 
ex-“Front Row Center.” Brandel will be guest of honor and speaker 
at N.Y.. Chapter of Mystery Writers of America at Overseas Press 
Club next Wednesday (12). . 

Starting this month in four cities .and ultimately expanding to all 
the cities in its rating lineup, Pulse is supplying a supplement to its 
local radio reports. It's .an audience composition breakdown listing 
hourly tallies for each station on. how many men, women and children 
are listening to their respective shows. 

In the past. Pulse carried audience! makeup figures but not by 
station, and Nielsen does audience comp figures but does not report. 

| on every station either. Pulse., beginning with N. Y., Washington, 
Atlanta and Chicago, plans to do its detailed audience breakdown 

[ twice a year. 

j Nuclear Physics 
' . Continued from pace 29 ^—^ 

! far to assorted. house . spots the 

| station ha* been airing for about 

| a week to announce the preem and 

: to offer the booklet as a giveaway. 

1 Show is being, produced in col- 
i laboration with the U. of Chicago, 
I arid the 13-week series will Involve 
j 44 members of that faculty, among 
j them Samuel King Allison and 

Herbert L. Anderson, past and 
present directors . respectively of 
the Enrico Fermi Institute for Nu¬ 
clear Studies; Horace R. Byers, 
chairman of' the university’s me- 
teoroglogy department; and Ger¬ 
ard P. Kuiper, director of the 
Yerkes Observatory of the U: of C. 
Show will be moderated by Julian 
R. Goldsmith of. the geology de- 
-partmejit. 

Charlotte, N. C.—Promotion of 
three top executives of Jefferson 
Standard Broadcasting Co. has 
been announced by Charles H. 
Crutchfield,: exec v.p., general 
manager. J. Robert Covington was 
elevated to v.p. in charge of pro¬ 
motion and public relations for the 
company’s three stations; Virgil V. 
Evans was made managing director 
of WBT, and Paul B. Marion was 
promoted to general sales manager 
for WBT.:- ; 

Industry committees are being formed to aid the City of Hope tele-* 
thon to be topped by Dean Martin which is set for WARD, N.Y., May 
24 and 25. George Jessel is national chairman for special events and 
Barry Gray will, serve as chairinan. of the national citizens coirimittee. 
Tammany Hall Chief Carmine G. DeSapio is the honorary chairman 
of the eastern region. 

Receipts will be uised to finance a centre for leukemia research. 
Theatre Authority has cleared the event. 

. Consulting psychologist on! CBS-TV’s upcoming daytime entry. “How 
Do You Rate?’’, is Dr. Robert Goldenson of Hunter College, N. Y. 

He’s a, cousin of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres prexy 
Leonard Goldenson. 

Curtis Pub’s Ttenewal 
On Godfrey AM Seg 

Curtis Publishing Co.' has re¬ 
newed its weekly quarter-hour on 
CBS Radio’s Arthur Godfrey for 
another 52 weeks, which combined 
with a pair of “Impact Plan” sales, 
gives the web $500,000^ in new and 
renewed billings this week. Curtis 
renewal, via BBD&O, takes effect 
April 8. 

“Impact” sales came from Look 
mag, which bought a total of three 
for a special campaign next week, 
arid Dodge, which picked up 16 of 
the five-minute segments over a 
four-Aveek period. 

SG’s 23 Markets On 
77th Bengal Lancers’ 

Screen Gems, which only a. 

month ago released Its “77th Ben-, 

gal Lancers’- for rerun syndication,. 
has set the show in 23 markets. 
Latest, deal is a three-market sale 
to Transcontinent Television for 
its WGR-TV, Buff alb; WROC-TV, 
Rochester and WSVA-TV, Har¬ 
risonburg, Va. Transcontinent also' 
bought SG’s “Jungle Jim” and “Jet 
Jackson” series for the purpose of 
combining the three into an adven¬ 
ture strip. . 

THEY LOVE ME IN 

CHICAGO 

Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, Goriorai Sales Mgr, 
MGM-TV, a service of Loew's Incorporated 

701 7th Ave;, New York 36, N Y. • JUdson 2-2000 
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Radio*TV Mobilizes 
In March Drive For 

‘Better-Read America’ 
Radio-tv and ad agency nabobs 

. are getting behind the huge book 
reading campaign co-sppnsored by 
National Book Committee and 
American Library Association. Na¬ 
tional Library Week is from March 
16 thru 22 and the keynote is “for 
a better-read, \ better-informed 
America." ..." — •• 

There’ll be special recordings by 
Mary Margaret McBride, Pat 
Boone, Clifton Fadimari, Greer 
Garson and Henry Fonda. More 
than 1,000 stations will get record¬ 
ings. Louis Cowan, CBS veepee, 
and member of National Book 
WCek Committee,- is als<j planning 
to integrate special material into 
network offerings. Joaiji Bennett, 
one of Cowan’s assistants, is giving 
full time to this assignment. 

More than. 500 tv stations will get 
slides with 10 and 20-second an¬ 
nouncements calling attention, to 
campaign; Week^ has endorsement 
of Advertising CounciL 
.. Ninety AM . outlets^ including 
WQXR in N. Y., will use a special 
Gilbert Highet program dedicated 
to the subject, “Build .Your Own 
Library” and Dorothy Gordon’s 
New York Times "Youth Forum’’ 
on WABD-TV will deal with the 
topic, “Our Teenagers: Are They 
Non-readers?’’ NBC-TV’s “Open 
Mind" will 'have a discussion on 
“The Situation of the Writer.” 
WPIX-TV is readying two special 
shows and WNYC is doing sim¬ 
ilarly. 

With Cowan on; steering com¬ 
mittee are Bernard Barnes Of Time; 
John Fischer of Harper’s; William 
I. Nichols of This Week, and Nor¬ 
man H. Strouse of. J. Walter 
Thompson. • 

Pitt, Last Holdout In 
East, Hops Aboard Paar 

Pittsburgh, March 4. 
. NBC has finally wrapped out 

the last big eastern market for the 
Jack Paar show, with WIIC, Ch. 11 
here, deciding after long, consid¬ 
eration to take the entire 105 min¬ 
utes. The second VHFer.to go bn 
the air locally, the station teed off 
last September as an NBC outlet, 
but turned down the Paar session, 

Closest Paar has ever come’ to 
Pittsburgh was via Ch. 7 in Wheel-; 
ing, W. Va., but that only hits the 
fringe area in this territory. The 
other NBC. affiliate in the area, 
Ch. 6 in Johnstown, doesn’t carry 
him either, 

WIIC will begin carrying Paar 
on a regular basis March 24. 

CBS Radio’s Hpckey 
Pickup From Oslo 

First direct broadcast of an over¬ 
seas sports event in some time is 
slated for CBS Radio on Friday 
(7), When the web does shortwave 
pickup of: the World Amateur 
Hockey Championships in Oslo, 
Norway. CBS will present a play- 
by-play of the U.S. National 
Hockey Team ys. the Russian team 

■ in the finals of the meet. 
Program will air from 3:30 p.m. 

until conclusion. No preemptions 
are involved, since the web’s regu¬ 
lar daytime network schedule ends 
at 3:30 and doesn’t resume until 
5:30. Foster Hewitt, Canadian 
hockey expert, will call the plays 

. for CBS. 

LONDON NEWSREEL 
CAMERAMAN 

FREELANCE WITH SMALL 
STUDIO FACILITIES 

Equipment Aurlcoft "600" wl?h: 
TV-T shutter. . (Guaranteed no 
’’Shutter-Bar*'). Auricon ”200" 
both N/R Amplifiers. Arrlflex SI- 
lehr All Cameras Fitted Zooms 
17-70 m/m AND COOKE 3B0 m/m 
LENSES. DOLLY — FREZZO FIELD 
POWER SUPPLY, ETC. 

Write: 

^ A. HOUSSET 1 
71 CROMWELL AVENUE 

LONDON N.6. 

Or Cable: 

LONDON FITZROY 1971 

Coast-to-Coast; WABDs SRO Status 
re “Bingo-at-Home” from leading 

On 
Ideal Toy Co. has signed for full 

sponsorship of the NBC-TV tele¬ 
cast of Macy’s Thanksgiving Day 
Parade. It’s slated as an 11 to 12 
(noon) pickup next Nov, 27, from 
New York; This will be the fourth 
consecutive year Ideal has been a 
sponsor of the parade , pickup, but. 
for the .first time it’s picking up the 
entire tab, rather than sharing it as 
in the past. 

Purchase was set through Grey 
.' Advertising. ;. : . 

CBS ‘Invitation’ 
Continued from pane 28— 

as though the listener Suddenly 
sneaked up on. long-haired savants 
at. a Perle Mesta soiree and over-! 
heard them in bewitching palaver.' 

Show constantly strives to bar¬ 
ber its . longhair by presenting 
knowledgeable guests from various 
levels. It has had Red Barber, for 
example, . sounding off on the 
“Book of Psalms,’’ actress Judith 
Evelyn on Eliot’s “Mill of the 
Floss,” sports, expert John Kieran 
on Shelley’s verses and George 
Jean Nathan on H; L. Mencken. 

The program also served as a 
break-in date for Dr. Bergen 
Evans back in 1945. : 

Gardner’s Callas ‘Call’ 
Spills Over 10 Minutes 

Despite Sponsored Pic 
Because it was. a hot interview, 

“Hy Gardner Calling” was permit¬ 
ted to spill 10. minutes beyond his 
regular 9 pirn, deadline last Wed¬ 
nesday (Feb. 26) by WABD. Jack 
Grogan, program chief of the New 
York tv station, which recently got 
the. show in a switch from rival 
WRCA-TV, didn’t want to cut in¬ 
terviewee Maria Callas off in the 
middle. " 

The night Miss Callas. was on, 
Gardner , was to be followed at 9 
sharp by a sponsored edition of a 
feature: film, “Boy .Meets : Girl,” 
which was delayed until 9:10 p.m, 
Gardner, whose other guest was 
N.Y. : Gov. Averell Harri.mah, 
thanked Grogan on the air for the 
overtime gift before WABD finally 
pulley the Switch. 

Ottawa—William Hogg, chief 
news editor of the Canadian Broad¬ 
casting Corp., to Europe to huddle 
with the European .Broadcasting 
Union about television coverage of 
sports events, particularly the next 
Olympics in Rome. EBU meets in 
Hilversum, the; Netherlands March 
10 and 11, its membership includ- 

j ing eight major European broads 
casters. 

; Discovery Of gold in Yukon and 
invention of paper clips are insig¬ 
nificant whenuracked up against re¬ 
cent invasion of. video bingo. 

No phase of bingo (sometimes re¬ 
ferred - to as beano* rinko, tango, 
lucky screeno, lotto or. ’ousie j 
’ousie) shapes Up with as much ] 
bouncing .bio. potential as “Bingo-1 
at-Hoihe.” : 

Since “Bingo-at-Home” scored 
such an extraordiriwp bulls-eye at 
WABD, the. Dumorif^video outlet 
in N. Y., Stone Associates (Martin 
and Allan) originy rs of this com¬ 
pelling variaiTTBfpie old diversion, 
are ready to launch it on. both net¬ 
work and syndicated basis. 

Martin Stone, chieftain of the 
program and merchandising outfit, 
is heralding the fact that “Bingo- 
at-Home” is his proud offspring 
and that franchises are available 
from coast to coast and that pro¬ 
gram as transmitted over WABD 
is property, of Bingo Time, Inc. . 

Stone reveals that he has a dif¬ 
ferent version of “Bingo-at-Home’’. 
available for network consumption. 
Both NBC and ABC have evinced 
interest in program and, if sold to 
a network sponsor, would bear an¬ 
other title. If program goes net¬ 
work, syndication idea would not 
be affected. Stone has had queries 

i coast-to-coast indies as well as Brit¬ 
ish and Canadian outlets. 

: Idea ; for “Bingo-at-Home” was 
conceived in the Stone shop. Steve 
Krantz, Screen Gems program¬ 
ming exec, was asked to revise and 
pursue its possibilities as & local. 
WABD project. Its subsequent a<s 
claim with over 40,000 responses 
to; first-day presentation in New 
York market convinced Stone that 
coast-to-coast potentialities were 
unlimited: 

Stone, trained in solid law;, sees 
no legal complications resulting 
from spread of the program on na¬ 
tion’s video screens. In his stud¬ 
ied opinion, this is ^ a venerable 
gambling game now converted into 
a decidedly entertaining program 
sans gambling onus. He cites 
“21,” a frenzied gambling game 
turned into One of tv’s most ad¬ 
mirable quiz shows as another ex¬ 
ample* of something allegedly 
“evil,’’ transformed into pristine 
video programming, thanks to the 
alchemy of electronics and imag¬ 
ination. 

Stone plans a vigorous merchan¬ 
dising campaign to exploit “Bingo- 
at-Home.” Project will include 
bingo games for home, bingo 

(Continued on page 54) 

Early Pact 

I 
As we start our second ten years of making commercials for television, wo 
wish to thank you, our clients, for making the first 10 years so successful. 

We believe we have the studio and the people ta produce the best-made TV t 
Commercials in the industry. Many of you have told us just that, and u/e 
look forward to serving your future needs better than ever during the 

next 10 years. 

Thank you again' for our happiest birthday! 

i 

UNIVERSAL PICTURES TELEVISION^ DEPARTMENT 
New York Office: 445 Park Avenue Telephone: PLaza 9-8000 

Hollywood Office — Universal Studio, Universal City 
George Bole in Charge of Production Telephone: STanley 7-1211 

Writefor fi se illustrated, brochure. 

PROFESSIONAL TOUCH 
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Barrow 
; Continued from page 29 i 

just isn't enough . . . if yotir com-»not reasonable assurance it could 
pet it ms- arc in a position to offer present program in sufficient mar- 
substaritiaUy better circulation to: kets to make it attractive to an 
advertisers.” • :,advertiserv. 

conceded they do not dominate the 
national representation field hut is 
concerned only with their "poten¬ 
tial” for doing so; he opposed the 
changes in the multiple ownership 
rules because they would deprive 
the webs of the "assurance that a 
stable source of income is avail¬ 
able” .to offset the “substantial 

! risks” .inherent; in networking.. 

! He called on the Commission to 

tfuslrv. pr.ictices, Goldenson ex- half-hour weekly tv:show costs a ■ j*1 
.pressed bis firm belief that rela^ sponsor; about;$5.000,000 a Year, j Ihe whole Sr 
tionsbips now existing between a Treyz said that without optioirtime . ftnS ” He said the re- 
nelwork and its affiliates offer “the; advertisers would: be unwilling ny™ S£f ™c\*_ 

,anlm°St hI^iZ lhe^ak" SUCh commitments: / | 
which tv can be brought to the Treyz said that film syndicators * series of assumptions which do not 
naUon- . . . would have , ample markets for } appear to have been checked out 

Without option lime, be•••.saui, .• product if there were more sla-i against the available facts." and 
ABC’ could not have become a coin--.;.Hops: As for national spot reps, asked the FCC to “reject the urg- 
petitive network. However, he de- - ^, asserted, their' opposition'-, -.is jpgs of the report to act upon 
dared, t he network is unable do : promptct] by shortage of prime | vague and impractical “potentials.” 
gain equal access to the market Ultie wIlich reduces their possible; ... . V » he said “vou will 
ptare -M'or the .simple reason. tha |t.„lrtlni5siQm;: 

ZJ&tFSZt noheSeh Tre.vz urged . that aethm on op. SM 
fTpfuties to ifo around ” I[ion time, be ...with held until the, act. with an informed judgment of 
lar V ri " _ -p ,,1 ^ Commission has opportunity to ob-1 experience and foresight.” 

As eS of ABt’s elaranee: M- ve the ioterplay of co.npoti ive ■ - 
problems. Goldenson cited a recent in a full compelilive tv s>s . • 

study of 31 two-station markets le,n- , 
which showed 97%> of CBS prov lie said that arguments. regard- 
grams cleared on a live basis in: ing direct regulation of networks (. 
contrast to 11% of ABC’s, with ah-; are. traceable to shortage of com- ; ' 
other 46C'i cleared in delayed time; : petitive facilities; . . slates, birigo pencils, ..bingo pads. 

In Louisville, ■ he pointed out, * : ..Under, "questioning. Trevz con- ( hingo ashtrays, bingo T-shirts and 
such shows as “Voice of Firestone.”! eeded that ABC’s Wednesday night ( bingo candy, if appetite persists. 
“Cheyenne.” the Wednesday NigHt j fights are carried without regard!Outfit- has a notion it can. also iri- 
Fiehts and “John - Dalv and- the i fo hntmn 'fimo Hhiirai^r ha' cu<{ 

; Continued from page 53 ; 

Fights and “John - Daly and the j to option time. However, he said, 
News” are not seen at all. ! this is a special situation. 

Opposing any changes in mullu, Stanton^ Arguments 
pie ownership rules. Goldenson; stantonWas joined in his. testi- 

-“•4- ‘ “a‘ S: mony by CBS economist Dr; David 
their OiO stations networks could M giank. CBS v.p. Richard S, 
not make longe-range commit- 

.7 : Salant and . CBS-TV, station rela-1 

crease studio audience participa¬ 
tion on a network basis. If “Bingo- 
at-Home” is syndicated. Stone will 
offer a complete package with 
bingo ball' machines, video slides, 
operating procedures, etc. 

WABD’s - “Bingo-at-Home” was 
menls for either programs or facili- tions-engineering v.p. Bill Lodge, ' sold out across-the-board by mid- 

.  . .. - ,Anr Dr.: Blank presented testimony as' die of its second week. Standard 
92^ of ZZlore!5ncoum f^n to;}” wnetition in^Mon. salant l "—A. nm-rh^d , h„f.ho„r of 

{^outlet* while in 195B il oh- 

Under questioning. Goldenson 

Brands purchased a half-hour of 
3 to 4 p.rh: strip oh daily basis. 

__Standard . Brands also bobbed up 
discussed affiliation, , rates and! last week with an order for a sec- 

London Agencies 
Continued from pace 36 

British agencies should look across 

the Atlantic for the know-how. At 

the outset of commercial tv’? op- 

! erations, quite a few of the agen¬ 

cies with new tv accounts in their 
pockets, imported some top line 
Yank ad talent to steer them 
through the initial, stages. 

One of the men called oyer was 
Ed Reich who’s been handling the 

! creative side of tv commercials 
for the Erwin Wasey agency here 

. for the past couple of years. Reich, 
who will, be heading for home 
around August, feels that the ad 
men brought over from the States 

| have accomplished their job in 
setting the commercial tv adver- 

* tising ball rolling, and now that 
‘ the techniques have been learned 
! by the British men, they ate more 
than capable Of handling the me- 

. dium themselves. 

The John Hobson Sc Partners ad 
I outfit are gearing themselves for 
I an intensive tv campaign to pro- 
; mote Gaylord Hauser products in 
{ Britain. A long series, of com- 
; mercials are being prepared to go 

'! out over the commercial tv net-- 
v work within the next few weeks. 

Spottiswood Advertising Ltd., to 
promote a three-week tv campaign 
for Morphy-Richards Ltd., manu¬ 
facturers of household electrical 
appliances, commencing March 7. 
This is the electrical company’s 
first venture into the tv stakes, 

• and it's estimated that it will be 
spending around $140,000 to push 
its products. 

ment^f ^$35OOOOOtTf or r“DlsnfY-> However, burden, of the testi-j.days. Remainder of,five day sked 
land'' c-oufd^noGlmv'e^been^'made; was left to Stanton. w;hp iw; b sold |o spot pyrChas?rs, Wood 
without assurance of clearance pro- P°int b*v P°int evaluation, of the re- 
vided by option time. 

If “Disneyland” had not 

RCA 

ceeded. he said. ABC might have 
lost $25,000,000. 

He said ABC is now able to clear 
? of its programs live but won’t 

be fully competitive until it can 
clear 97r?. . 

Program quality, he said, has en¬ 
abled ABC’ to get better clearance 
in two-station markets. 

Establishment of more three 
and four station markets, he said, 
won’t obviate need for option time; 

port emphasized that its findings 
suc_ seem “colored by a pre-disposition 

to a point of view.” “Many of the 
major conclusions are not war¬ 
ranted by the findings;” Because 
the committee’s staff ‘‘does hot ap¬ 
pear to have understood or appre¬ 
ciated” thje “complext and delicate 

bury Soap begins its order Monday 
(10). Pqp-A-Day Pops has been in 
since beginning and Easty-Glamour 
began Monday (3). Duffy-Mott 
starts Friday (7) and. there’s also 
Chunky Candies and Continental 
Baking. 

Church groups in N, J. are now 
tie.d-in with “Bingo-at-Home/' 

interrelationships” of the televi-1 playing the game by remote con- 
sion world, be said, “many of the { trol.and thus beating; local bans. 
Report’s conclusions arise from the 
shadows of speculation. Further¬ 
more, most of its recommendations 
are without support in logic or fact. 
Indeed, it is my conviction that 

Financial institutions.: he said | the recomraeiidalions of the Re- 

iSli « si .s as I(spef“Iat,yM port, on the while, threaten to 
enterprises. Metropolitan L.fe and arrest the health development of 

five banks wiiuM not have loaned the mediuih and perhaps to damage 
an "atwo'* *5;0°<>000 ‘f not for j its driving force beyohdrepair.” 
A**^ ^ real estate. , r Stanton used the Report’s own 

. . J'" Sa,. -W; ,;s<;.1S ql!o a language to stress its inability to 
of two O & O UHl stations -when, find abuses or improper conduct 
it becoines. established as a fully by networks. The report, he 
competitive network. -. : said,, “concedes that thgre may be 

_•! reyz: Need pption Time fatal erosion” of the. networks as 
Trey/ testified that' option time; national advertising media if op- 

is needed ^to enable networks to j fion time is.eliminated, but shifted 
conipete w-Jtli other, national adver- ( the burden of proof in. a “com- 

. tising media and to provide “rea-! pletely unjustified” manner :o the 
sonahle assurance’ to a sponsor j networks to make them prove that 
that lus program will reach the it is essential while itself conceding 
desq-ed markets. { its uncertainty on the matter. 

If a problem like “O/.zie and Similarly, Stanton pointed odf 
Harriet.”, he said, would lose half./that in “having, come up with so 
its audience of 11.000,000 horties, j little to establish that there is.any- 
sponsor’s cost per thousand homes 'thing wrong wdth must-buy, the Re- 

. would-1 increase 50rr to 60r;r and port here, as . ih so many other: 
the show would become uneco)iom^ ; places, demands: that We prove 

Since its . inception on WABD, 
method of play has changed with 
bingo . winners switched from 
phone to mail replies! Manufac¬ 
turers of bingo supplies have also 
latched on to the program, with 
display, space on tv pages in N. Y. 
dailies touting bingo pads. 

Squawks from, moralists and 
anti-bingo zealots in N. Y. area 
have been few, if any, and Stone 
sees ho reason whjr behavior pat¬ 
tern-should be, different in bible 
belt. It could conceivably end up 
“Bingb-at-Home-Belt’• judging by 
current craze. 

An observer once cracked: “In 
China, it’s opium; here it’s bingo.” 

Int’l Vidfilm Festival 
Explored by TV Acad 

Hollywood, March 4. 
Sheldon, Leonard, vp. of L.A. 

chapter, of Academy of Television 
........ ....... Arts, and Sciences, heads for Lon- 
that. must-buy is necessary; for the [ don next month to explore over- 

Trcyz disclosed that ABC is: successful operation of. the net- j seas expansion of organization. 
about to commit $2,500,000 to do-^work. j Leonard is. making trip in re¬ 

low ‘"Vlaycrick.” Without option | tenance of spot, sales. Organiza-. | ity of setting an international tv 
time, he said, network ■■■would;, have 1 tiohs. arguing that the Report, has i film festival there. 

WITH... 
E7BZI 

syndicated shows in CHARLOTTE! 

#1 HARBOR COMMAND.....37.8 
#2 HIGHWAY PATROL..,,..33.5 
#3 DR. CHRISTIAN !,....... 32.8 

Pulse, Oct ’57 

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS INC. 

Continued from paxe 39 

billings reached a record high 

NBC expanded its color television 

operations and it increased its 

public service, broadcasting. 

Report disclosed the terms of 

the settlement of the Zenith suit 

against RCA. Under the settle¬ 
ment. Zenith and its Rauland Corp. 
subsidiary agreed to pay RCA for 
the use of RCA patents on which 
RCA had sued them for infringe¬ 
ment to 4he amount of. between 
$M0(>,000 and $4,700,000, final 
amount to be determined by arbi¬ 
tration. In turn, RCA agreed. to 
pay Zenith and Rauland for patents, 
used by RCA an amount to be 
arbitrated between a maximum of 
$2,100,000 and a minimum of $1,- 
700,000. However, RCA will contri¬ 
bute $4,800,000 to the settlement 
of the; litigations, to be paid at the 
rate of $600,000 in 1960 and $700,- 
000 in each of the six succeeding 
years. This is equivalent to an 
immediate_cash payment of $3,961,- 
843 at 3V4% interest. In addition, 
parties have concluded a five-year 
royalty-free cross-licensing agree- 
ment^ but this does not include any 
color television or pay-tv. develop¬ 
ments. 

Report also revealed consumma¬ 
tion of, negotiations with General 
Electric and Western Electric un¬ 
der which they have paid RCA a 
net cash sum of $24,500,000 in re¬ 
turn for paid-up status on all then- 
patent licenses from RCA. Federal 
tax on this amount totaled $12,740,- 
000, leaving a net of $11,760,000, 
of which $1,341,600 was taken into 
income and reflected in the 1957. 
earnings.. Remainder will be re 
fleeted in earnings annually for the 
next six years. 

‘People In Motion’ As 
Radio's Major Target 

For Future: Sweeney 
Chicago, March 4. 

If Kevin Sweeney’s - prognostica¬ 
tions pan out, there’ll be no soft- 
pedaled radio blurbs TO years 
hence. 

The Radio Advertising Bureau 
prez forecasts that the out-of-home 
radio audience will comprise one- 
third the total listeners in the next 
three years, and conceivably 50% 
in a decade* what with the devel¬ 
opment of the perspnalized tran¬ 
sistor.; “The people in motion,” he 
told the Chi Broadcast Advertis¬ 
ing Club last week,, “will become 
a major target at all hours, and 
commercials will have to be writ¬ 
ten and recorded with a view to 
reaching people who must hear 
over the traffic’s mad roar.” 

Sweeney took a swipe at radio 
set’' manufacturers for their 
“apathy . . . with the world’s: fast¬ 
est mpying appliance.” If the set 
makers had promoted radio prop¬ 
erly. he said, they would have sold 
25,000,000 units in 1957 instead of 
the 15,500,000 they actually did 
sell; He said sets were being pro¬ 
moted for looks instead of per¬ 
formance. “People who buy! sets,” 
he Said, “are most interested in 
what happens inside the case.” 

With cooperation from manufac¬ 
turers,. Sweeney believes 55,000,000 
sets can be sold in the next three 
years. 

Mutual 
Continued from page 

ust, the operations of .the net has 

been turned from a Toss to a 

profit—at least prior to the dold¬ 

rums hit in the. January-Eebruary 

period. The around-the-clock five- 

minute news shows sold by the 

net are about 65% soldout at this 
stage. Once the news shows and 
adjacencies were SRO. The “Kate 
Smith Show,” stripped in the morn¬ 
ings, a Hammer move, has only 
four of a possible 10 participations 
sold;.. Locally, stations are having 
a tough time selling , the newly-in- 
cepted ‘Long John’’ net late eye- 
ping show. Barry Gray’s midnight 
to* 2 a.m. show is picking up more 
stations, but only six out of 28 
national . participations now are! 
sold. The “Long John" and “Barry 
Gray” shows were initiated by 
Roberts. 

Snyder Back to Pitt 
.ToHelmNeivWTAE 

. Pittsburgh, March 4. 
Franklin C. Snyder, a native of 

Pittsburgh, is coming back to the 
home town as general manager of 
city’s newest tv. station; WTAE, 
Ch. 4, which will go on the air In 
September. At present, he is vice- 
president and client service direc¬ 
tor of McCann-Erickson office in 
Cleveland. 

The third VHFer to be granted 
locally, WTAE will be jointly 
owned by Hearst Corp. and Earl 
Reed and Irwin Wolf Jr., former 
owners of KQV, which they sold 
recently to the American Broad¬ 
casting Co. 

WSB-Ws 8-Hour Silence 
Atlanta, March 4. 

WSB-TV, Atlanta Journal-Con¬ 
stitution station, was off the air 
for almost eight hours Wednesday 
126) in first ma j or tv shutdown, 
hereabouts in some years. Mill 
lost its voice facilities due to faulty 
mechanism in audio phase of trans¬ 
mission. . 

Trouble eventually was located 
in “sound exciter phase” of trans¬ 
mitter, part of operation which afr 
fects only audio. Engineers said 
station could have mounted a pia 
on local screens, but FCC regula¬ 
tions prohibit such a half-and-half 
operation. 

Station ordinarily keeps a spare 
“audio exciter” for just such emer¬ 
gencies. But, WSB-TV was caught 
with its Voice box down because it 
is getting ready , to switch over to 
its new transmitter on March 15 
and the necessary parts were not 
immediately available. 

WTIC-TV Ups Cowper 
! . . Hartford, March 4, 

Irwin c. Cciwper has won his 
veepee stripes at WTIC-TV. He 
will be in charge of sales, having 
headed the WTIC radio sales de¬ 
partment for a number of. years. 

oh witr. channel V; 

BROOKS 
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Hal Roach Reversal 

L03 Angeles, March 4. 

A possible precedent greatly 
benefltting writers was set when 
the California Supreme Court last 

\week denied Hal Roach Studios 
a hearing in the case brought by 
David Chandler over the vidpix 
series, “Public Defender.” Action 
had the effect of affirming a Dis¬ 
trict . Court of Appeals opinion 
down last December. ' 

Chandler originally brought suit 
over property, - claiming that nego¬ 
tiations had been entered into both 
parties. L. A. Superior Court 
ruled against Chandler, asserting 
that an idea had to have “novelty.” 
District Court. of Appeals, how¬ 
ever, ruled that since negotiations 
had already been entered into it 
made On difference whether or not 
the idea , had novelty. 

MUON DOLLAR MOVIE’ 
GETS WBPIX ASSIST 

WOR-TV, N. Y., for the first 
time in over a year, has increased 
its cinematic pool for “Million 
Dollar Movie,” with a deal for 27 
Warner Bros, pix and three cur¬ 
rent Distributors Corp. of America 
releases. 

The sale for the three DCA ’pix 
. was handled by Flamingo Films. 

Titles are being withheld because 
the. pictures still have to complete 
their theatrical release. 

WB pix include: “White Heat,” 
James Cagney; “Public Enemy,” 
James Cagney, Jean Harlow; 
“They Drive by Night,” Humphrey. 
Bogart, George Raft, and “Tovar- 
ich,” Claudette Colbert, J Charles 
Boyer. 

“MDM” has been drawing from 
the RKO library and other pix 
bought by the station. ; 

50-Station Network 
For Kaycee Athletics 

Kansas City, March 4. 
Baseball play-by-play of the 

Kansas City Athletics American 
League games again will originate 
over KMBC here, again with Merle 
Harmon and Ed Edwards at the 
mikes with Schlitz Brewing as the 
sponsor. 

Setup this year looks to have a 
50-station network, probably a few 

. more than in any of the three pre¬ 
vious seasons of the Athletics here. 
Broadcasts not only will cover the 
full regular season of games at 
homO and away,: but will begin 
March 8 and include the training 
season games from Florida and 
the south. 

Giamorene’s Boy 
Glamorene, Iiic., via Products 

Services, is - buying syndicated 
filmed shows in 24 markets to sup¬ 
plement Giamorene’s NBC-TV 
“Treasure Hunt” network buy. 

Initial buy was with WSDU, New 
Orleans, for “Sheriff of Cochise.” 
The buy was for 14 weeks begin¬ 
ning next Wednesday (12). Agency 
is in the process of .inking deals 
for another 17 markets at this 
stage. 

Kansas. City—rJim Burke, special 
events director of KMBC and 

.member of the station staff for 
several years, resigned his position 
effective March 1. Before joining, 
KMBC he played the leading role 
on “Rose of My Dreams” and 
others on CBS and was on Broad¬ 
way in a legit role. He has left for 
the Coast to resume his acting ca¬ 
reer. 

'Comedy Unlimited’ 
Fresh New Timely 

PRO. COMEDY MATERIAL 
TV Radio Nlforles 

Monologues, Gags, Bits; etc,; etc. 
: Lifeline to the fuiinybone. 

175? N. Orchid 
Hollywood 28, California. 

Los Mato HO. 4-6191. Ext. 102 

ATTORNEY 
young, xmbiti«us, with wido general legal ex* 
perlenee .plus extensive and varied writing 
background including weekly eelumn. Aeute 
buslneii and theatrical sense. -Top Trthdex 
with people. Seeks challenging permanent #P- 
psrtunity wherein tils talents may be eiTee-. 
tively utilized: as attorney er executive In any 
and all phases et the ..entertainment tleld. Box 
V-228.58 Variety, 154 W. 46th St., New- York. 

Gross-Krasnd 
=3 Continued from 'pager 34 g=s 

deal, insuring sale Of their series 
in England, other producers took 
less favorable deals than we 
earned by complete ownership.” 

William Morris is handling alt 
the G-K series being targetted. for 
national-(as opposed to syndicated) 
sales. Krasne felt that a network- 
quality half-hour could not he pro¬ 
duced: at less than $30,000 to 
$31,000, “African Patrol,” already 
in syndication, cost somewhere 
over $26,000, and “Glencannon” is 
projected at doser to the network 
minimum he sets. 

“Trader Horn,” another telefilm 
series; pegged for network sale via 
Morris, begins shooting next 
month. “Adventures ■ of. Jungle 
Boy'” of Which 13 have, already 
been lensed, is another for Mor¬ 
ris to pitch. (Krasne; says it’s 
easier to sell with 13 in the can 
than with only a pilot or two.) In 
the event that a network deal is 
not made by mid-June or shortly 
thereafter, G-K is going to com¬ 
mit “JUngle Boy” for syndication.*! 
Krasne figures the ‘‘Glencannon” 
setup as a well calculated gamble. 

Pattern being rigidly followed 
by G-K in syndication is a new 
series about once every , eight 
months, so that the five-man sales 
staff has time to “milk” the smaller 
markets; Krasne believes, that the 
bigger syndicators can’t afford the 
time to concentrate on smaller tv 
markets. "He said that the small 
sales made beyond, the top 67 mar¬ 
kets have meant an. extra $3,000 
per episode on “O. Henry Play¬ 
house.” 

Shades of CBS Tint; 
200G Judgment In 

Favor of Plastic Mfg. 
As if CBS hasn’t had enough 

troubles with its now-abandoned 

color television system, a judgment 

of.. over $200,000 was entered 

against it last week following a 

decision in New York Supreme 
Court finding in favor of a New 
Jersey plastics manufacturer who 
once worked on development of the 
network’s color system. Court 
found for Sam Novik, assignee of 
the Bloomfield M6ulding .COM in the 
amount of $200,941. . •]: 

Suit was filed in 1953 for breach 
of contract; arid the original 
amount of the suit Was $750,000 
damages plus $100,000 Tor services 
rendered. Bloomfield alleged that 
in .1951, CBS requested it. to engage 
in research and deyelopriiient on a 
color disk- and associated plastic 
mouldings for color television* Sub¬ 
sequently, the complaint: charged, 
Bloomfield engaged: in extensive 
work and succeeded in manufactur¬ 
ing the disk, moreover engaging in 
extensive materials purchases under, 
orders from CBS. 

. Then, complaint continued, CBS 
refused to allow Bloomfield to con¬ 
tinue, and in 1953, abandoried its 
color system completely, failing arid 
refusing to give Bloomfield the 
order which they , had contracted 
for 200,000 .color disks. Supreme 
Court jury found for Bloomfield 

Hartford Editorials 
; Continued from page 50 ; 

ployment; a proposed super high¬ 
way; arid the housing situation in 
Hartford.. 

Editorial policy of the station is. 
set by an editorial board of four 
consisting of the. stations’ top 
brass. Actual writing of the edi¬ 
torial is left to an anonymous edi¬ 
torial writer hired for the purpose.; 

“WHCT Editorial,”, according, to ’ 
general rnanager Harvey Struthers, - 
is the result of local planning and ■ 
Origination; Struthers feels that ) 
WHCT-TV will “enhance its value j 
to the. community by taking a def-1 
inite stand on important local, and 
regional issues ..directly 'affecting 
the people in our viewing audi¬ 
ence.” : . 

In addition to editorial comment; 
station.is inviting viewer comment 
via the letter To the editor route. 
Time will be “provided. for letters 
either opposing or endorsing the 
.station’s stand on the varied mat¬ 
ters. Only requirement is that the 
letters be signed. 

. The representative letters will 
be given ;the time on “WHCT Edi¬ 
torial” and will be presented on 
the screen in the same manner as 
the editorials. 

Struthers: told Variety he ex¬ 
pects many prohleins to arise in 
the handling of the program. He 
emphasized that the station’s poli¬ 
cy of objectivity in news arid pub? 

lie affairs programs- will .be con¬ 
tinued at the station.. In an open¬ 
ing statement to the viewers. Sun¬ 
day, Struthers said “we fully ac¬ 
cept the responsibility to keep you 
infonhed about the news events 
of the day. We also believe we 
have a right and a responsibility 
to bring you our editorial com¬ 
ments on these news developments. 
That is the purpose of “W1ICT Ed¬ 
itorial.”. - 

“Television,” he said, “lias been 
described as a window of under¬ 
standing. Its use for entertain¬ 
ment, education, and information 
is approaching almost universal 
proportions. : 

“If it is true that television is 
a Window of understanding, it fol¬ 
lows that we in television have 
certain undeniable if spDnsibilities 
to live up to that description.” 

“WHCT.Editorial” has a 13-week 
greenlight, Its future after that is 
dependent on the recognition of its 
worth by. the community. 

Pittsburgh—E. W; (Ward) Lan- 
don, who joined KDKA 37 years1 
ago, just four months after world’s 
pioneer broadcasting station first 
went on the air, has been promoted 
to. studio supervisor. He succeeds 
Glenn Luther,, being transferred to 
the Westinghoiise tv’er in San 
Francisco, KPIX, in same capacity. 

“O. Henry,” released for syndi¬ 
cation a year ago September, cost 
$1,250,000 to make, and it was sev¬ 
eral weeks ago, according to 
Krasne, that the company reached 
the break-even point of $1,600,000 
(taking into consideration distribu¬ 
tion and financing charges). Now, 
as a “simple adjunct” of first-run 
sales on “African Patrol,” the 
show reruns can be wrapped up 
and the profit made for G-K. 
(Since G-K made “O. Henry” in 
the States, It therefore - doesn’t, 
make its profit via foreign sales as 
“Patrol” is expected to do, but 
has to rely on reruns.) 

SAG 
Continued from page 31 , 

hope we will not have to use this 
authority, rievertheless the strike 
may be only means by which we 
cart obtain a satisfactory contract,” 
the Gtiild said. 

SAG's. surniriation on each side’s 
position in the negotiations. re¬ 
vealed employers objected most to 
the Guild’s . off-camera demands. 
It’s ,ioTe that the Guild, producers 
and agencies are seen farthest 
apart. SAG, incidentally, called 
its first strike in the Guild’s his¬ 
tory back In 1952, against tv film 
producers and agencies, seeking to 
establish a pririciple of . payment 
of use. Strike ended after 12 
weeks with the principle estab¬ 
lished. In current negotiations; 
the Guild wants payment on each 
vidblurb when it’s made, but eriir 
ployers refuse to eliminate the 
“unit payment” system whereby 
blurbs are paid only if delivered. 

SAG wants to eliminate the pres¬ 
ent pact, clause for prograin com¬ 
mercials; providing that after play- < 
ers receive use payments aggregat- J 
ing specified amounts in 13-week 
cycle ($650 for on camera, $485 off 
camera) no further payments need 
be made players In that cycle, re¬ 
gardless of additional uses. SAG 
seeks to provide instead for con¬ 
tinued use payments at substantial 
discounts. Employers, have re¬ 
fused this and countered by pro¬ 
posing increase in current cutoff 
figures- to $715 on camera, $535 off 
camera. ' 

Sbirie call him “disc jockey/* Others prefer “personality.” 

Both designations are too limiting. He is more: 

He is friend, companion, confidant. 

He is teacher, counselor, shopping guide, . 

. He is entertainer, public servant. 

He serves the housewife, the handicapped, those who toil by night. 

Loewinthan to Coast 
On Pyramid Projects 

Leonard Loewinthan, prexy of 
Pyramid Productions, leaves Fri¬ 
day (7) for a three-week business 
trip to the Coast ^ 

While in Hollywood; he’ll con¬ 
fer with talent on possible mew 
projects for Pyramid, as well as 
scout the possibility for theatrical 
features based ori Pyramid produc¬ 
tions “The . Big Story.” “Decoy” 
and “Treasury Men in Action.” All. 
actual filming, though,- will be 
done in N. Y. under the -aegis of 
Everett Rosenthal, exeb producer 
of Pyramid. J 

Apart from his air salesmanship, he is often a talent in his own right. 

His audiences accept him as one of the family. 

They write him;, they hang on his words. 

He has great responsibility. 

He lives up to it. 

the storz stations salute 
the disc jockeys of ameRica 

On the eve Of the First Annual Pop Music Disc Jockey Convention 

and Progtarhihing Seminary to be held uniter Storz Station Sponsorship, 

■ Mareh 7-8-19,1958, in Kansas City, Missouri. . 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
-By HEKM SCHOENFELD. 

Don Cherry (Columbia): “THE 
GLIDE” ' ViM;non+), another varia¬ 
tion on the. flock of current rock¬ 
ing dance tempos, is grooved for 
the kids via this potent rhythm 
workover. ‘ANOTHER TIME, 
ANOTHER PLACE0 (Famous*), 
title song of the Paramount film, 
is a classy ballad which has enough 
merit to buck the current trends. 

Kenny Ottey (RCA Victor): 
“MAIN I)HAG S AT U R D A Y 
NIGHT” (Ranger!), a frantic-type 
rhythm number with a teenage 
lyric, is delivered In strict rocking 
style by this singer. “SICK, SICK, 
SICK” (Rangeri), could be a rock 
V . roll . parody, but it’s played 
straight. 

Don Cornell (Coral): “I’VE GOT 

[standard rocking g i m ra i c k s. 
1 “STROLLIN' WITH MY BABY” 
(Meridian*) is another entry in the 
stroll tempo. 

Johnston Bros. (London): “A 
VERY PRECIOUS LOVE” (Wit- 
mark*), from the “Marjorie Morn- 
irigstar” pic, gets a highly listen- 
able ensemble vocal. “YOURS 
YOURS YOURS]’ (Reine*) is an 
okay ballad with !a strong beat. 

Billy .Eckstine (MGM): “BALI 
HAT- (Williamson*), (due for 
another around of plugs with the 
upcoming 20th-Fox. pic version of 
“South Pacific,” is handled; in 
superb style by Billy Eckstine 
i:i a slice that was taken out of 
the vaults. “YOUNGER THAN 
S P R IN G V I M E” (Williamson*),. 

DON CHERRY 
(Columbia) ..... 

KENNY OTTEY ... 
i RCA Victor) 

DON CORNELL ... 
(Coral> . 

THE VOX POPPERS 
(Mercury.) 

. .THE GLIDE' 
. i.... .Another Time, Another Place 

..MAIN DRAG SATURDAY NIGHT 
... 1 . . ..... .Side, Sick, Sick 

..... . I’VE GOT BELLS ON MY HEART 
........ . Keep God in the Hoiise 

j....... .. . WISHING FOE YOUR LOVE 
..j......... .,. . . The Last Drag 

BELLS ON MY HEART” (South¬ 
ern*) is a lilting melodic number 
which Don Cornell delivers with 
a light heat for nifty results. 
“KEEP GOD IN THE HOUSE” 
(Roncomi*), is a routine country- 
flavored religioso. r 

The Voxpoppers (Mercury): 
“WISHING FOR YOUR LOVE” 

from the same score, is also still 
good listening. 

Berne Nee(Columbia): “THE 
STATE OF. HAPPINESS” (Fa¬ 
mous*), a bright tune with a clever 
lyric peg, gets a solid rocking 
workover by Nee and a vocal en¬ 
semble, plus the inevitable guitars. 
“COUNTRY MUSIC HOLIDAY’* 

{RayvCn'l). a slow-tempoed bailed! (Famous*), title song of the Para- 
with . solid commercial impact,} niount pic, is okay juve-slanted 
could go all the way via this'com-! material.. 
bo’s racking slice. “THE LAST | Anna Magnani (Verve*), “SCAP- 
DRAGV (Wildcat*) has a cute hot i RICCIATELLO” (Bideri), from the 
rod lyric which also will, appeal to' “Wild Is The Wind” pic sound- 
the kids. 

Frank Sinatra (Columbia): “IF I 
FORGET YOU” (Caesar*),, a fine 
ballad with. a literate lyric, shapes 
as excellent material for Frank 
Sinatra who made this. side, now 
first released, several years ago 
who he was still with Columbia. 
“I’M A FOOL:TO WANT YOU” 
(Barton*), a reissue1 side,, is a 
schmaltzy torch ballad, also effec¬ 
tively handled: 

Jerry Manolas (Coral): “MID¬ 
NIGHT DREAM” (Woodward*), a 
good currcnfrstyled ballad with an 
above-par lyric,, is punched across 
with a fine vocal by Jerry Manolas. 
“FOOLS” (Rosemeadow*) ' 

track, has some curiosity value but 
little commercial impact “AGGIE 
PERDUTO O SUONNO” (Hollis :) 
is another Italo language showcase 
for this actress whose forte is. not 
singing. 

Benny Rennet Orch (Coral): “LE 
TAMBOURIN MEXICAIN (Mor¬ 
ris*), a Latin tune out by a French 
orch, is worked over in a snappy 
mambo-type production. “UNE 
PETITE INDIENNE” is a polished 
Latin-type instrumental. 

The Upbeats (Prep). "WILL 
YOU BE MINE?”. (Miller*) is true 
to the melodic and harmonizing 
style of. the pre r’n’r era and it’s 
good to hear again even though the 

neatly constructed number with a ! kids will probably brush it off. 
melody that lilts rather than rocks, j “MY LAST FRONTIER” (E. II. 

Frank Sandy iMGM): “TARKEN 
TELA ROCK” (Timet) is a striking 
adaptation of a traditional Italian 
dance into a rocking instrumental 
which could catch on big. “SOME- 

LAWRENCE WELK 
. And His Champagne Musio 

. Present a brand new album “With 
a Song In My Heart" (Coral No. 
57147), dedicated to the American 
Heart Association. 

takes over in an assured manner. 
Tune, incidentally, is from “The 
Music Man.” “SKIP - A - STEP 
POLKA” (Garland*) is a meagre 
stab to cash in on some of that 
polka , gravy. • 

Lee Siinml Orch (Big), "BLUE 
MUD” (Village!) is a top sampling 
of the “stroll” genre and the kids 
should pick it up. “SIMMER 
DOWN” (Villaget) is. made of or¬ 
dinary instrumental stuffing. . 

Dave Clowney Band. (Paris). 
“SHAKIN’ ” (Lowell-Gretat) has a 
lot of the instrumental drive that 
can keep a juke crowd happy. 
“HOOT OWL” (Lowell - Gretat) 
w'orks. the rocking beat to the hilt 
but it’s still just a so-so piece. 

Burt Farber (Fr ate r nit y): 
“NEVER A DAY GOES BY” (Bran- 
dom*), a...rich,- melodic entry, gets 
a lush orch and choral slice under 
Burt Farber’s baton. Good change- 
of-pace programming. “MON 
REVE” (Buckeye*) is another fine 
side.in a similar groove. 

The Enchanters (Bald Eagle); 
“COME ON r BABY, LET’S DO 
THE STROLL” (Aerietj is another 
variation oft the “stroll” tempo, de¬ 
livered with a heavy beat by this 
combo. ‘ROCK: .AROUND” 
(Aerie!) is routine.. 

* ASC AF, ! BMI, 

Morris*) is just another oatune. . 
Slim Whitman (Imperial). “A 

VERY PRECIOUS LOVE” (Wit- 
mark*) becomes a pop ballad con¬ 
tender in Slim Whitman’s expert 

BODY LOVES ME” (Harms*) is a ! handling. “CARELESS HANDS” 
fair updated rhythm vocal version ‘ (Melrbsct) puts a country ballad 
fo the oldie. ! mood into position for a pop plav. 

The Tonettes (ABC-Paramount): John G.art (Kapp). “LIDA ROSE” 
“OH. WHAT A BABY” (Figure*) is j (Frank*) sets up the barbershop 
a typical cute rocker .with tongue-;.i ballad style.for John Gart and he 
twisting nonsense .lyrics and noter I.- —=7^——-——— 
binding vocaKstics that the kids* . — •' • _ 
go for. “HOWIE” (Bess-;) is a less ; K415/ETY 
effective sknv-teuipoed ballad. t > «n tttii t.. t.t 

Brook Fenton (Vik): “A MIL- ‘ ff 
LION MIIJCS FROM NOWHERE" , ♦ 
(Raleigh;), a large-scaled ballad : £ . 
with a slight western flavor, gets ; + j GET A .TOR (5) 
a dramatic, ■commercial' rendition : ♦ * . * ' 
by this baritone, “DEVOTED” It 2. SCGARTIME (7) ... 
(Eden:» is a more conventionally! I. ' c»n Anwr 
formatted rocking ballad, also ; 4 3* SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON (6) 
skillfully projected. 4. OH JULIE (3)  . /. 

Boohis & Bobby (Jubilee): | T 
“LOVE FEVER” (Barrington*) is .J -5. DON’T'-(1)...,, v. ■.... ... 
the teductip ad absurdum. of rock • 
’n’ roll. It’s a melange of, offbeat | ^ 
vocal sounds and very little more. ; 
THE LOVIN' TREE” (Barring- j X 

BMI* Canada, Publishes 
Sunshine Town • Folio 

Ottawa, March 4. 
In an unusual move, BMI (Can¬ 

ada) Ltd. is publishing book, lyrics 
and music of “Sunshine Town.” It 
will be available to producing 
groups next fall. 

Mayor Moore of Toronto adapted 
the show from the late Stephen 
Leacock’s “Sunshine Sketches of a 
Little Town ” It was done at Royal 
Alexandra Theatre, Toronto, and 
Her Majesty’s Theatre, Montreal, 
three years ago by New .Play So¬ 
ciety, and later, on tv. ■ 

(Compiled by Sam Goody's, leading New . York, disk. tetailer 
whose global mail ordet operation reflects not only the national 
market, but internationally). 

, Artist Title Label 
1. Original Cast The Music Man Capitol 
2. Original Cast West Side Story Columbia 
3. Original Cast My Fair Lady Columbia 
4. Meredith Willson The Music Man. Capitol 
5. Sound Track Around World 80 Days Decca .. 
6. Mantovani Concert Encores London 
7. Johnny Mathis Warm Columbia 
8. Lester Lanin At the. Tiffany Ball Epic 
9. ErroII Gamer Other Voices Columbia 

10. Ella Fitzgerald Sings Rodgers & Hart Verve 
11. Frank Sinatra Come Fly With Me Capitol 
12. Sound Track Pajama Game Columbia 
13. Nat King Cole Love Is the Thing Capitol 
14. The Weavers At Carnegie Hall Vanguard 
15. Harry Belafonto Calypso RCA Victor 
16. Sound Track Pal Joey Capitol 
17. Edmundo Ros . Rhythms of the South London 
18. Pete SeegCr Favorite Ballads Folkways 
19. MaUtovani Film Encores London 
20. Original Cast Jamaica RCA Victor 

“South Pacific” (RCA Victor). 
This soundtrack package of the 
20th-Fox pic version of Rodgers & 
Hammerstein’s legit smash is a 
sparkling production. The R&H 
score, which contains some half- 
dozen numbers that have already 
become major standards in the 
showtune repertoire, comes, alive 
again in a series of standout per¬ 
formances that have been recorded 
with a clean, sharp technique. The 
Emile de Becque role, created on the 
stage by Ezio Pinza and played in 
the film by Rossano Brazzi, has the 
fine basso, Giorgio Tozzi, dubbing 
in the singing voice. Tozzi delivers, 
in a style similar to Pinza, the 
memorable “Some Enchanted Eve-, 
ning,” and “This Nearly . Was 
Mine.” Mitzi Gaynor,. as Nellie 
Forbush, brings her bright, lucid 
pipes to such songs as “I’m Gonna 
Wash That Man Right Outa My 
Hair,” “I’m In Love With A Won¬ 
derful Guy,” “Dites Moi” and. 
“Cockeyed Optimist.” In the 
Bloody Mary role, Muriel Smith, 
as the voice of Juanita Hall (both, 
for some unaccountable reason, are 
given no billing on the disk) has a 
couple of the best numbers in 
“Bali Ha’i” and “Happy Talk.” In 
the Lt. Cable role, the unbilled 
singing voice of John Kerr handles 
the “Carefully Taught” number 
dramatically and also nicely deliv¬ 
ers with Miss Gaynor “My Girl 
Back Home,” a ballad that /was cut 
out of the Broadway show before 
the opening. The Ken Darby cho¬ 
rus contributes lustrous renditions 
Of “Bloody Mary” and “There’s 
Nothing Like A Dame,” with Al¬ 
fred Newman batoning the studio 
orch wuth a positive downbeat. Vic¬ 
tor has attractively packaged its 
deluxe set with a folio, of color 
stills from the pic and notes by 
Oscar Hammerstein 2d and Rich¬ 
ard Rodgers. 

Lotte Lenya: “September Song” 
(Columbia). Songs written by the 

on 

tou;) gets exactly the same type 
of performance. 

Bill H-ley & His Comets 
(Deccak “SKINNY MINNIE” (Val¬ 
ley Brook*) is another, way-out 
rocking entry delivered in talk-sing 
style liy Bill Haley. “SWAY WITH 
ME” (Valley Brook*) has a catch¬ 
ing tempo.-that the kids will dance 
to,. 

Larry Williams (Specialty): 
“SLOW DOWN” (Venicet) is more 
rocking stuff belted by a singei* 
who\s completely at home in this 
idiom. “DIZZY, MISS LIZZY” 
(Venicc;) is very much more of the 
same. 

Billy Ward tc His Dominoes 
(Liberty >: “SWEETER AS THE 
YEARS GO BY" (Wardi) is an old- 
fashioned type of barbershop bal¬ 
lad which Billy Ward handles with 
some appropriately smooth har¬ 
monizing: “SOLITUDE” .(Ameri¬ 
can Academy*), the standard, turns 
up with ' an arresting vocal by 
Ward. 

The Tempos (Kapp): “I GOT A 
JOB” (Tri-Park! > is a eute sequel 
to the current hit, “Get A Job,” 
and this combo handles it with the 

*6. AT THE HOP (7) 

7. ARE YOU SINCERE (1). . . . 

8. IT’S TOO SOON TO KNOW (4) 

9. SWEET LITTLE 16 (2) 

10. CATCH A FALLING STAR 

TEQUILA . .... ... . 

.♦ THE STROLL ...... 'J. 

J WITCHCRAFT .. . ,., 

t: SWINGING SHEPHERD BLUES ..., 

t “SHORT SHORTS .. . .. 

t. 26 MILES .-.,.. ... .;.,. .• 

J BALLAD OF A TEEN ACE QUEEN 

♦ I BEG OF YOU ...... 

X OH oh FALLING IN LOVE . .; . . . 

x MAGIC MOMENTS';.... 

Iachines.~ >»♦♦♦♦♦♦M♦1 

. Silhouettes .. ...Ember 

McGuire Sisters 

Billy Vaughn .... 

. Crescendos_... ....,... .Nasco 

Eh'is Presley .... 

Danny & Juniors . .ABC-Par 

. Andy Williams . 

Pat Boone ...... ......... Dot 

Chuck Berry .. Chess 

Perry Como ..... 

Champs . ... 

. Diamonds ....... 

Frank Sinatra ... ..Capitol 

(Moe Koffman ... 
' l David Rose ...... 

...... . Jubilee 

Royal Teens. ,.... .ABC-Par 

Four Preps ... 

Johnny Cash-- 

Eh'is Presley 

Jimmie Rodgers . 

Perry Como 

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10] 

late Kurt Weill for the American 
stage are poignantly delivered by. 
Lotte Lenya, Weill’s wife, who 
starred in several of his musical 
works. In this set. Miss Lenya is 
heard on “It Never Was You,” 
“Speak Low,” “Sing Me Not A 
Ballad,” “A Boy Like You,” “Lost 
In The Stars,” “Lonely -House,” 
“Green-up Time” and “Saga of 
Jenny,” the last being the least 
successful. 

Carl Eugster: Songs for Bashful 
Lovers” (MGM). Carl Eugster, 
from the Coast, impresses as & 
promising, versatile talent in this 
collection of songs defied by him¬ 
self. Eugster has a crooning Style 
with considerable range and his 
tunes reveal a rich cleffing talent. 
The “Do Something” tune has defi¬ 
nite pop potential. 

“Elsa Maxwell” (Seeco). Elsa 
Maxwell, who is a songwriter 
among Other varied talents, per¬ 
forms some of her own material in 
this album. But she doesn’t at¬ 
tempt to sing. Instead, there’s a 
series of inflected lyric recitations 
against a lush background of. 
strings. A few straight instrument 
tal songs by Miss Maxwell also iit- 
cluded. 

“The George Sanders Touch” 
(ABC-Paramount). George Sanders 
does not croon as well as he thesps, 
but he does get by with a pleas¬ 
antly rich, even if slightly uncer¬ 
tain, set of baritone pipes. Sanders* 
familiar British accent is heard, oil 
such standards as “Try A Little 
Tenderness,” “September Song,’* 
“Something To Remember Y011 
By,” “More Than You Know” and 
“Wonderful One,” among others. 
Sanders is also a songwriter and 
one of his romantic ballads, “Such 
Is My Love,” is included. 

“Woody Herman *58” (Verve). 
Woody Herman, now riding with 
his fourth herd, still consistently 
turns out a topflight big band jazz. 
In this package, Herman’s crew 
bats out a program of 12 instru¬ 
mentals, topped by a fine jazz ex¬ 
position in “The Preacher.” 

Carmen McRae: “Mad About The . 
Man” (Decca). Noel Coward , owes 
a lot to Carmen McRae. Seldom 
have his songs m^ant so much to 
current pop market tastes as they 
do in this jazz thrush’s roundup 
of a dozen Coward compositions. 
It’s not a hipster’s workover of 
such Coward schmaltz as “Zigeun- 
qp,”; “I’ll Follow My Secret Heart” 
or “Someday I’ll Find You”—it’s 
just that Miss McRae has a lyric 
understanding and a phrasing tech¬ 
nique from which even a Coward 
can benefit. 

Johnny Mercer: “Accentuate The 
Positive” (Capitol). There aren’t 
many songwriters arbund who can 
put so much good feeling .Into sing¬ 
ing a~ song, even when it isn’t his 
own, as Johnny Mercer, Of course,... 
Mercer hasn’t forsaken his own 
catalog for this LP romp. There’s 
the title time plus “One For My 
Baby,” “On The Atchison Topeka 
and Santa Fe” for him to sing his 
own praises, but there’s also Sylvia 
Dee & Sid Lippman’s “My Sugar 
IS So Refined,” Irving Berlin’s “Al¬ 
exander’s Ragtime Band” and the 
Johnny Burke-Jimmy Van Heusen 
“Personality” for him to play with 
in an ingratiating manner. 

Dave. Brubeck Quartet: “Dave 
Digs Disney” (Columbia). This is 
one"* Disney package that isn’t for 
the kiddies but it still has a hefty 
potential. The Disney tieup for 
Brubeck consists of six tunes out 
of Disney pix. That’s all there is 
to Disney, the. reit is pure Bru- 
beik, and it’s delightful to hear- 
what he does with “Alice In Won¬ 
derland,” “One Song,” “When You 

(Continued on page 63) 
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Trend on Disks: Ghost-Singers 
Filmusical soundtrack sets can now also be called “whodunits.” 

: Although the dubbing in of the voices of pro singers for the thes- 
ping principals in Hollywood films is common, that practice is 
generally kept hidden well and disk billing is seldom given to the, 
actual soundtrack voice where substitutions are used. 

RCA Victor’s current soundtrack release of “South Pacific” is a 
case in point. Giorgio Tozzi, who handles the ringing assignments 
for Rossano Brazzi, is properly billedy but that’s all. For songs by 
the Bloody Mary character, played by Juanita Hall in the pic, 
Muriel Smith’s voice is used, but without billing for either Miss 
Hall or Miss Smith: Similarly, the dubbed-in voice for John Kerr, 
in the Lt. Cable role, is also not identified. ' 

In the upcoming MGM soundtrack album of “Gigi ” the sound¬ 
track voice for Leslie Caron’s vocals are not identified. Neither 
was any billing given on the Capitol soundtrack album of the “Pal1 
Joey” pic for Kim Novak’s vocal stand-in. 

-Similar billing mysteries developed in several previous:Rodgers 
& Hammerstein musicals that were converted into films, such as 

. “Carousel,” “Oklahoma” and “The King and I.” Apparently, there’s 
a belief in film circles that disclosure of the fact that a star is not 
doing his or her own singing is akin to telling the public that a 
big battleship scene was actually shot in a studio tank. . = 

<1 9 
i • 
'V 

Columbia Records is squaring off4; 
against RCA Victor in a battle of’ 
“South Pacific.” I 

Col is laying down an “SP” bar¬ 
rage for its 10-year-old original 
Broadway cast album, a new instru¬ 
mental LP by Percy Faith, a Lib- 
erace piano package and a “non- 
original cast” album for its low- 
price ($1.98) Harmony line to com¬ 
bat Victor’s $250,000 campaign for 
Its soundtrack package from the; 
20th-Fox filmization of the Rod¬ 
gers & Hammerstein musical. i 

Col has repackaged its original 
cast package, which stars Mary 
Martin and the late Ezio Pinza, 
Into a deluxer with a color photo 
of the stars on the front cover andJ 
a shot from a scene in the legitun- 
er on the back cover. “Inspection I 
copies” of the new packaging are 
being sent to key dealers and there 
will be a complete deejay reserv- 
Icing of the original Broadway 
cast LP, Distributor-dealer con¬ 
tests op the “SP” promotion are 
also in the works. 

Col figures that since its release 
in 1948, the original Broadway; cast j 
set has grossed a record $9,250,000. 
Figure is based on LP sales as 
well as on the 78 rpm albums. The 
78 rpm package sold for $7.50. 
The current “SP” deluxer is priced 
at $4.98. 

In addition to the regular $4 98 
soundtrack set, the Victor , push 
will be based on a $6.98 deluxer 
(also soundtrack) with stills from 
the pic, a three-pocket EP set, a 
single EP disk and a stereophonic 
tape package* The Victor package 
has Giorgio Tozzi as the soundtrack 
voice for Rossana Brazri.'and Mitzi 
Gaynor. 

The pic opens on Broadway at 
the Criterion Theatre March 19 
and both labels have full-page ad 
campaigns slated for. Life mag in 
mid-March, 

WALUCHS’MUSIC CITY 
DICKERS USSR DISKS 

Hollywood, March 4. 
Russians have offered him ex¬ 

clusive. distribution franchise to 
sell their disks, Clyde Wallichs, 
prexy of Wallichs Music City here, 
said yesterday (Mon.) upon his re¬ 
turn from two weeks ..behind the 
Iron Curtain. If deal jells, under¬ 
stood initial order, to be filled 
shortly, would comprise a mini¬ 
mum of 28 waitings of each song, 
mainly classical selections. If first 
batch sells. well, bigger orders 
would follow, 

Wallichs emphasized that the 
USSR did not want exchange re¬ 
cordings since, that country will 
not merchandise any goods not 
made in the Soviet Union. He 
added that music biz in Russia is 
tremendous but that reproduction 
quality Is inferior to ours. 

CADENCi HIKES SINGLES 
Cadence Records has upped the 

tab on its 45 rpm singles to 98c. 
Previous price had been 89c. : 

New price schedule went Into 
eect last week. 

Briton Uber Alles 
London, March 4. 

A. rare occurrence in Brit- 
- ain—a British artist claiming 
the No. 1 spot on the disk 
bestseller list. 

The artist, Michael Holliday; 
the disk, “The Story Of My.. 
Life,” on Columbia release. . 

Via Hopes ‘Paris’ 
United Artists’ disk company fsi 

picking off its package program 
this month in conjunction with 
UA’s distribution of Bob Hope’s 
new pic, “Paris’Holiday.” Sound¬ 
track set will present Hope and 
costars Fernandel and Anita Ek- 
berg, plus a couple, of duets be-r 
tween Hope, and Bing Crosby, lat¬ 
ter recorded specially for the LP. 
The UA company is also releasing 
an EP of the Crosby-Hope tunes as 
well as one single, including the: 
title song. 

UA, meantime, has hiked prices 
Of its single disks from 89c to 98c 
in line with the general industry 
increases. 

Britain in R&R Inventory 
As 19-Year Old Hot Shot 

Flips IB, Seeks Therapy 
London, March 4. 

The Rank Circuits Management 
Assn, canceled the contract of 19- 
year- old Terry. Dene, star rock ’n* 
roll singer Who has rocketed to the 
bigtime in barely a year. He was 
replaced last week at a Norwich 
cinema by 18-yeaf-old Marty Wild 
& His Wildcats. 

The youth had been found guilty 
jat Gloucester of doing damage to¬ 
talling $308 to a telephone kiosk, 
two 'motorcycles and plate-glass 
windows. A charge of being drunk 
and disorderly was dropped. This 
followed a recent similar skirmish 
with the law. Dene has decided to 
enter a hospital as a voluntary pa¬ 
tient to receive psychiatric treat¬ 
ment and has suspended his career 
for. at least three months. . 

The case has sparked off con¬ 
siderable newspaper comment and 
spotlighted the problem of whether 
the products of this new age of 
pop singers with overnight success; 
via disks and television can stand 
the pace of show biz. Youngsters 
with_little or ho experience as en¬ 
tertainers are constantly being 

‘ thrust into the frenetic race as new 
contestants for the rich rewards 
that, to the amazement and dismay 
of the old hands, have followed tho 
Presley boom. . 
; James Thomas, Daily Express tv 
scribe, under a banner headline 
“The Crack-Up,” asks whether what 
has Happened to this teenage idol 
is the answer to how show business’ 

(Continued on page 62) 

By HERM SCHOENFELD 

Kansas City, . March 4. 
The pop disk jockeys^-ndrmally 

rugged individualists Who try to 
knock each other’s brains out with 
hot exclusives-^wiil, for a change 
of pace, indulge in some coopera? 
live action rind thinking at the 
first annual Pop Music Disk Jockey 
convention a three-day run which 
opens at .the Hotel Muehlebach 
here. Friday ‘(7). The convention, 
sparked by the Storz radio chain, is 
expected to draw well over 1,000 
deejays plus a flock of disk com¬ 
pany reps. 

There have been several attempts 
in the past to corral the disk jock¬ 
eys into some cohesive group, but. 
without too much success. Accord¬ 
ing to Bill SteWart, Storz’s Nation¬ 
al program director and convention 
coordinator, the powwow here will 
make no specific attempt to “or¬ 
ganize” the jocks, but rather, to 
kick around ideas arid problems 
common to the. disk-spinning clan. 
A possibility exists however,; that 
a. loose national group may be set; 
up as a result of this conclave, 
similar to the association of coun¬ 
try & western jocks which was 
formed here'last year. 

The idea of the present meet, 
Stewart stated, is to make the deer 
jay aware of trends, rating services, 
of promotional, ideas and public 
service angles via mutual consulta¬ 
tion. The role of the disk, jockey in 
radio’s vigorous postwar comeback 
wili also be spotlighted in a gen¬ 
eralized campaign to sell radio as 
a key advertising medium. 

Some Burning Questions 
Up for discussion Will be some 

provocative questions facing the 
deejay. Mitch Miller, Columbia 
Records’: pop artists & repertoire 
chief, is due to do some needling 
in a talk titled, “The Great Abdi¬ 
cation,” referring/ apparently, to 
the practice of deejays to cater ex¬ 
clusively to. the juve audience via 
the rock ’n’ roll platters. 

Friday Will be given over to reg- 
(Continued on page 64) 

Scorecard on Labels 
If it seems as if there are 

thousands of labels on . the 
market; that’s because it’s so. 
According to the Music Per¬ 
formance Trust. Fund, there 
Were 2541 companies licensed 
to produce disks in 1957. Of . 
that figure, however, 1.644 re¬ 
ported:. no sales during the 
first half of the. year. 

Still, 900 more or less active 
disk companies in the field 
make for a lot of labels. 

The Music Publishers Contact 
Employees Union (MPCE) has set 
up a new working contract for its 
pltigger members which has been 
sent to . publishers fbr approval. 
New pact calls for a 16-week mini¬ 
mum employment clause with . a 
new base salary of $100 per week. 
Previous, contract had an eight- 
week employment clause and a $75 
per week, minimum. 

The new contract also sets up a 
three-week vacation, clause fOF .all 
employees with 10 years or more 
service and a severance deal aL. 
lowirig for two Weeks’ salary per 
year, going to a maximum Of $1,500 
for those with 10 years’ employ¬ 
ment. An additional severance pay 
allotment of $100 per year will be 
given . commencing - with the 11th 
year of service arid running 
through the 20th year. 
- The new pact will run for five 
years and will he retroactive to 
Jan. 1 of this year. Among. the 
publishing firms . which have al¬ 
ready approved the new MPCE 
contract are . Music Publishers 
Holding Corp. (the Warner. Bros, 
firms), the Big Three (Robbins, 
Feist & Miller). Southern, E. B. 
Marks, Bregman, Vocco & Conn 
and the Howie Richmond firms. 

Decca-on-the-Hoof 
Decca Records is accenting fer- 

pichore in its March release: with 
13 sets in release framed around a 
’’Dance. Time”; peg. Its* the third 
promotion this year around a 
single theme, the previous ones be¬ 
ing “Dream Time” in January arid 
“Star Time” in February.. 

Label; is distributing a special 
retail display piece divided into 
six categories for various dance 
rhythms. . 

RCA 57 Disk Pace 

RCA Victor’s: disk sales in 1957 
climbed - 18% over. the' previous 
year, according to the annual re¬ 
port of Gen. David Sarnoff, chair¬ 
man of ..the board of the parent 
RCA company. (Other details of 
the RGA report in the tv section.) 
Sarnoff ascribed the growth of the 
disk take to the growing teenage 
population, the steadily increasing 
interest in high fidelity and the 
expansion of marketing outlets. 
.. Sarnoff also staled that the hi-fi 
boom. has spurred sales of RCA 
Victor, phonographs, and stereo¬ 
phonic playback: ‘equipment. He 
noted that . production of stereo 
tapes had increased substantially 
arid,' at the year-end* there Were 
77 stereo tapes in the Victor cata¬ 
log. Since that time, Victor has 
augmented its stereo tape catalog 
with regular' monthly releases. 

Publisher Bill Lowery. 
Forms Label in Atlanta 

Accenting Rock V Roll 
Atlanta, March 4. 

A new firm, National Recording 
Co., capitalized af $300,000, has 
been organized here. Bill Lowery, 
music publisher in the Atlanta sec¬ 
tor for the past five years, is presi¬ 
dent of .the organization. Another 
half-million in financing is report¬ 
ed being, raised. First release of 
NRC will. be “Sweet Skinny Jenny,” 
a rock ’n’ roller, backed up by 
“The Rodk-a-Round,” sung by Paul 
Peek, a former member of Gene 
Vincent’s Blue Caps. 

NRC will specialize in rock-foil 
stuff, but all types of recordings 
are on its agenda with album re¬ 
leases skedded for: fall pressing. . 

Other officers of new corporation 
are D, L, Woodall, vp., and Ray E^ 
Griggers, secretary-treasurer. Low¬ 
ery, a former station manager, tv. 
personality and disk jockey, went 
into-.publishing biz five years ago. 
Many of his masters have been 
picked up by other labels. Bill 
Packham, new outfit’s promotion 
manager, is a former radio and tv 
writer and Joseph (Cotton) Car¬ 
rier, is a .field man who, has been 
in charge* of the Bill Lowery talent 
agency. 

For Promo, Field Berths 
Frank Campana has been upped 

to the post of national promotion 
manager for Columbia Records’ 
sales department For the past 
year, Campana has served as-pro- 
motion rep for Col’s New. York- 
NeWafk distributor. Gene Block, 
Who had been in the national pro¬ 
motion manager’s spot fpr the past 
six months, is returning to Col’s 
field operation. 

In another appointment of Col’s 
sales operation, William Levy has 
moved in as assistant, manager of 
field communications. He Wil I as¬ 
sist David R. Kapralik, field com¬ 
munications manager, in the pro¬ 
duction, editing and expediting of 
all ebriimunications and periodicals 
to the field9 sales force. For the 
past five years Levy had been with 
Roberta & Rcimers, ad agency/ 

In . the wake of the U.S. Supreme 
Court’s upholding of the so-called 
“Sam Goody decision” Monday (3) 
by its refusal to review the U.S. 
Court of Appeals ruling, a flock 
of suits against numerous distribu¬ 
tors and retailers are being filed 
across the country by attorney 
Julian T, Abeles, in behalf of 
Harry Fox, publishers’ agent and 
trustee; 

The “Goody decision” held that 
dealers and distributors of boot¬ 
leg disks are equally liable with 
the manufacturers for the payment 
of damages to the copyright owners 
of songs used without a license. 
The. high court refused to hear an 

* appeal; made in behalf of Goody. 
Decision ♦ by the Federal Court 

of Appeals, which reversed an ear¬ 
lier ruling by the lower courts, was 
made in the case of a group of 
top publishers against the manu- 
turer and sellers of a Glenn. Miller 
album released under the now-de¬ 
funct AFN label. Abeles was legal 
rep for the plaintiffs in that action. 

The Court of Appeals decision, 
which-was precedental in its pin¬ 
ning responsibility on the sellers 
of pirated disks, is proving to be 
the' most effective weapon the pub- 

; lishers now have against pirates 
arid other shady operators. In many 
cases ,in the past, it has been im¬ 
possible to track down the maker 
of a pirated! disk, but now that re¬ 
tailers are liable, they will be wary 
of handling any fly-by-night prod¬ 
uct. 

Iri the AFN case, the manufac¬ 
turer, Joseph Krug, conceded his 
gliilt and agreed to destroy the 
masters. Abeles, however, pressed 
the suit against Goody, Who bought 
and displayed the AFN albums, 
and Portem Distributors, who han¬ 
dled the disks in the N.Y. area. 
After, the Court of Appeals deci¬ 
sion, Goody, through his lawyer, 
Abraham M. Lowenthal, of N. Y., 
contended that the decision would 
place an intolerable burden on re-.., 
toilers. That was the basis of his 
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court. 

It’s expected that many major 
dealers will riow demand indem¬ 
nification from the diskers before 
handling their product. This will 
prove no burden to the major 
labels Which have harmonious re¬ 
lationships with the publishers, but 
a lot of struggling Indie labels may 

.find it tough to come up with the 
bonds. 

MPLS/MACK SPINS 
’DRAC/GETS SACK 

. Minneapolis, March 4. 
Public firing of a disk jockey for 

playing, a “gruesome” record got 
thousands of listeners in a tizzy 
and landed details in a four- 
column front-page story in the 
Minneapolis Sunday Tribune. 

Offending deejay—listeners in¬ 
sisted he wasn’t—is Stanley Mack, 
WDGY, lucked off the air by sta¬ 
tion manager Jack Thayer by re¬ 
mote control. Tune involved was 
“Dinner With Drac,” which Thayer 
described as “terrible record.” 

He. said a station ban on its play- 

irig had been voted at weekly con¬ 
ference of DJ’s, but Mack played 
it on his afternoon Saturday as 
Thayer, elsewhere at the time, lis¬ 
tened in on his car radio, 

Thayer stopped, and called in to 
order Mack , fired. Mack immedi¬ 
ately announced he’d be picking up 
his final paycheck at 2 p.m., and 
that’s when the feathers hit the 
fari. Thousands of listeners called 
in to berate the station for "letting 
Mack go, and protests even lit up 
switchboards of newspapers to 
make it a community hassle. 

Mack before going off air then 
proceeded to play the record— 
lylics of which tell of dinner for 
Dracula, Wolfman . and Monster-—^- 
several more times. 

Rival station WMIN got In the 
act by broadcasting invitation to 
Mack to stop in and talk about a 
job, then offered a $100 reward to 
anyone revealing Mack’s where- . 
abouts and bringing him in for a 
job interview. 

Listeners called in to complain 
(Continued on page 63) 
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Epic’s New Outlets in Pitt, Chi; Coral 
HasCleve. Branch; Other Distrib News 

In a move to increase its market ♦- 
concentration. Epic Records has I Jj 
switched. distributors in two more 
markets, Pittsburgh and Chicago, 
Top distributor, a division of Rec¬ 
ord Distributing Co., took over the s 
Pittsburgh territory March 1, and j 
M&.S -Distributing CoT- takes Over - 
the Chicago area . beginning ;l 
April 1. . J 

In explaining the distributor a 
moves in major markets, William, r 
Nielsen, general manager, and Wat- 1 
ter Hayum, national sales maria-; f 
ger. pointed out that in the change- 
over in Baltimore, the new dis- r 
tributOr, Marnel of Maryland, 1 
tripled that market’s figures for 1 
1957. 5 

The,'diskery also is prepping a re- ' 
Vision of its field staff with addi- J 
tional riven being put on in the I 
east effective March 31. Epic also t 
is blueprinting an agenda for its i 
first national convention of dis- c 
tributors and salesman Which will 
be held in New York July 25. : J 

Coral Shifts 
In a reshuffle of its distrib setup, 

Coral Records has opened a com¬ 
pany owned & operated branch , in c 
Cleveland under the supervision ( 
of North Central division manager j 
Don Bohanan. Latter, formerly a 
Detroit branch manager, was re-. . 
cently promoted to the new spot ( 
w;ith Jack Mackover taking over j 
the Detroit branch; Coral now has ( 
five, company branches Covering . 
keys such as New York, Chicago, c] 
Detroit and Los Angeles. c 

At the same time, Ralph Rack- 
mil. with Coral for several years 
in the sales department, takes over 
the N. Y. branch managership slot, 
Howard. Kaye, : formerly N; Y. 
branch manager as weli as co-man-, j 
ager with Len Levy of the eastern .; 
division, will now operate exciu-; 
sively in the latter post. In the ; 
Newark area, a new' distrib. Ascot; 
Sales, will handle Coral, while in | 
Salt. Lake City, the Decca branch 
•will distribute Coral Records, 

Grand Aw'ard . ■. 
Enoch. Light, Grand Award Rec-; 

ords exec, leaves for Europe next I 
week (11) to bolster diskery’s over-. 
seas ties. He’s planning a months | 
trek in which he’ll huddle with for-1 
eign outlets tied in with Grand j 
Award and to work out new' affil-1 
iate deals. i. 

Before leaving for.Europe, Light! 
will set up the label’s April_ re-j 
lease schedule along with advert is-: 
ing, sales and publicity plans. . 

Columbia J 
The Straus-Frank Co., has taken \ 

over an exclusive distributor for! 
Columbia Records and Phono¬ 
graphs in Texas. Firm will estab¬ 
lish sales centres in Houston. Dal¬ 
las and San Antonio with headquar¬ 
ters in latter city. Col products 
had previously . been distributed 
throughout Texas, with the excep¬ 
tion of El Paso, by the Medaris 
Co .in Dallas. ; i. 

EPIC PLAYING ‘TOUCH’ 
WITH HI-FI THEME 

Epic Records has set a spring 
merchandise promotion pegged On 
an “Around the World in Hi-Fi- 
delity’’ theme. 

The drive will feature a special ! 
12dnch LP with complete select j 
tions from various “Toudh Of . . “ j 
albums in Epic’s international! 
series and four new releases: ■■ 
“Touch of Berlin,” “Touch of j 
Spain,” “Touch of Tyrol” and.| 
“Touch of New' York.” The spe- | 
cial 12-inch LP will; be priced at j 
$1.98 and will feature on the cover 
the Cunard cruise ship Caronia off [ 
the Mediterranean coast, while on j 
the flyleaf #lack-and-white repro¬ 
ductions of /the album covers from 
which the Thelections W'ere taken 
w ill be shov^v. . , 

Decca lams Soundtrack | 
Of ‘God Created Woman’ 
Decca Records has picked up 

the soundtrack rights to the . Bri-. 
gitte Bardot starrer, “And God 
Created Woman.” French-made 
■pic distributed by. VKirigsley-In-. 
ternational. 

Score was composed by Paul 
Misraki and Bill Byers. 

Sam Coslow-Yale Hirsch’s 
‘All Labels Disk Club’ 

The armchair disk buyer will 
sbon be getting a crack at indie 
record \ company product through 
a club operation now beirig formed, 
under the banner of the “All 
Labels Record Club.’’ Currently 
working out the details for the 
new' disk club operation are ; Yale 
Hirseh, mail order exec* arid clef- 
f.er Sim Coslo.w; ' 

Club’s plan is to get LP mate- ' 
rial from the -various indies who 
haven’t a catalog large.enough to 
launch its own club Operation, arid 
service the club member with the 
varied LP banners. The indies, are: 
now being approached to partici¬ 
pate in the new club. A major 
book club already has expressed 
interest .inShandling the mechanics 
of the mailing operation. 

DELTA RHYTHM BOYS’ 
EXTENDED O’SEAS TOUR 

. The Delta Rhythm Boys headed 
overseas last week for a round of 
dates that will keep them au:ay 
from the States for close to a year. 

Vocal combo opened 32-dav stand 
?+ the Moulin Rouge, Paris,- Friday 
(28 >. arid then moved over to Spain 
for a four-week trek Of the key 
cities there. Also on this itinerary, 
are dates in North' Africa and Swe¬ 
den,- the latter in tandem with 
comic Povel Ramei. 

SI WARONKER RETAINS 
CONTROL OF LIBERTY 

; Holly wood, March 4. 
Deal has been worked out be¬ 

tween the owners of Liberty Rec¬ 
ords whereby Si:Waronker will re- 

1 tain control of the Coast label. Lat- 
| ter previously'was reported selling 
i his 50% to. his. partner Jack Ames, 

who iri turn was trying to make a 
deal elsewhere. The situation has 
now reversed, with Waronker buy¬ 
ing out ! Abies and remaining as 
proxy of the diskery. ... 

. Hal Linick supplants Amies as 
veepee, in addition to being treas¬ 
urer, arid Bobbi Dieterle :has been 
named secretary. 

All sales manager chores and. 
j distributor relations will be han¬ 

dled personally. by Waronker. 
Ames, has riot yet disclosed his fu¬ 
ture plans. 

British Disk: Bestseller* 
London, March 4. 

iVf agio Moments.., .. Como: 
, ; (RCA) , 
Story of My Life.... .Holliday 

(Columbia) 
Jailhouse Rock.:. Presley 

.. (RCA); . 
At Hop .Danny & Juniors 

' . - (HMV) 
Oh! Boy ;.........,.Crickets 

(Vogue-Coral) 
. You Are . My Destiny,.. Anka 

(Columbia)/ 
All The Way.... ..... , .Sinatra 

(Capitol) 
Love Me Forever .. ...;.. Ryan 

' (Pye-Nixa) 
April Love .......,1 Boone 

(London) ... 
Peggy. Sue ... V,..;... . Holly 

<. : (Vogue^Coral) 

Wednesday, March 5, 1958. 

Big 3 s Non-Stop Oscar Record 
With Academy Award nominations for this year’s “best song” 

category going to “April Love” and “An Affair To Remember,” 
the Big Three (Robbins, Feist & Miller) marks its ,21st consecutive : 
year in the Oscar derby. The publishing combine has been rep- ;. 
represented by nominations for at least one song in every year since 
.1936,. 

From 1936-57, 33 songs from the Big Three catalogs were nomin¬ 
ated for “best song” award and five of these copped the Oscar, 

In the “best musical score” category, firm has been represented 
by nominatioiis of at least one major music score in every yCar 
since 1937. From 1937-57, 65 music scores from the Big Three 
have been nominated, with 10 coming through for the £op accolade. 
In this year’s race, the Big . Three got three of the five nomina¬ 
tions. Their scores up for the Oscar are “Raintree County,’’ “An 
Affair To ^Remember” and “Boy On A Dolphin.” 

Inside Stuff-Music 
A tip to American conductors and musical artists who are planning, 

to perform in concerts in West Germany comes from a poll just made 
among the music-iovers in this West Gherman, city, one of the ten largest 
in the land. It indicates that the concert audience, would much rather 
hear classical than modern composers. 

Dortmund concert-goers chose Beethoven as number one in popular¬ 
ity, follow'ed by Mozart; Schubert, Brahms, and Tchaikovsky, 

Most popular of the modern composers was Maurice Revel—but he 
rated only number eighteen on the list of favorites. v 

Least popular of the contemporary composers were Gershwin, Scho¬ 
enberg, Honegger, Blacker and Berg. 

Roger Wolfe Kahn, son of late financier and Metropolitan Opera and 
art patron Otto H. Kahn, now a test pilot at Grumman Aircraft, started 
as a sax. player, bandleader an£ songsmith; Back in 1927 he collaborated 
with Irving Caesar and Joseph! Meyer on a shortlived legit musical, 

“Here’s Howe!”, which however produced some good tunes, among 
them “Crazy Rhythm” which has become somewhat of a standard. 
While a multimillionaire's son, young Kahn is more proud of the $600- 
$700 he receives each quarter from ASCAP than any another source 
of income. 

~:—htt" • 
“Sail Along Sily’ry Moon.”, is the latest instance of an updated ar¬ 

rangement of an oldie building into a clicko slice. The Harry Tobias- 
Percy. Wenrich tune, written in 1937, was cut by Billy Vaughn for the 

(Continued on page 63) v 

BETfllt DISK BEST SELLEBS 

Survey of. retail ..disk best. 
sellers based on re-ports Ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 
21 cities and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week, ' 

SSI ?. 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk. wk. 

11 r 
8 2. • 8 

u. 3 

I I I. .5 | 4J 
a J. p 
§ It 
l t i; 

Artist. LabeL Title 

PERRY COMO (Victor) 
! Catch a Falling Star.:.;...: ... V . 

CHUCK BERRY (Chessi 
Sweet Little 16 .... . 
FOUR PREPS (Capitol) 
26 Miles. 
ROYAL TEENS (ABC-Par) ; 
Short Shorts ..... . 
CHAMPS (Challenge) , 
Tequila . .. : . 
CRESCENDOS (Nasco) 
Oh, Julie •. - - - - . - 

. SILHOUETTES (Ember) 
■ Get a Job.... . ! •:; - 
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence) 
Are You Sincere..: . 
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Sail Along Silvery Moon....... 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
It’s Too Soon to Kiiow .. . 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) : 

' ■ Don’t-.;..:.. 
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM> 
Who’s Sorry Now . 

:, McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral) . 
Siigartime : .;.. 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) . 
I Beg of You ...... ....... 

‘ PERRY COMO (Victor) 
Magic Moments.. 
PAUL:ANKA (ABC-Par) * 
You Are iVIy Destiny.... . 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) • 

: Witchcraft .... . ....... 
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty) 
Good Golly Miss Molly..,. . ....:. 

.. DIAMONDS (Mercury) ■ 
The stroll :..,.. ...;, •.'. 
CRICKETS (Brunswick) • 
Maybe Baby............... . 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
W’onderfiil Time Up There!...; 
JIMMY McCRACKLIN (Checker) 

, The Walk . . 
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par) 
At the Hop-.. 
MOE KOFFMAN (Jubilee) 
Swingin’ Shepherd Blues.... 
JOHNNY CASH (Sun) 
Ballad of a Teenage Queen_ 

8 4 4 .. 

4 12 2 5 

4 8 3 

3 .. 4 5 

I .. 10 7 6 7 10 

3 6 2 1 

3 5 .. 

9 10 -.. 8 

3 .... .. .. 
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BRITAIN RIGHT UP U.S. ‘ALLEY’ 
as 

on 
Houston, March 4.4' 

Traveling name bands, that, made 
the entertainment circuit regularly 
a few years, back now are practi¬ 
cally a thing of the. past. 

• The disappearance of these mu¬ 
sical groups has not been complete 
as yet, but their jaunts through 
this territory are becoming fewer 
and farther between. The few such 
bands that; are still hitting the cir¬ 
cuit on a one-nighter, or special 
show stand are traveling only a 
month or so out of the year,, choos-. 
ing to spend the remainder of the 
year in stands' at hotels or Slipper 
clubs under four to 12 week con¬ 
tracts. • ./ . 

This transition, according to 
music experts, is not new. It has 
been a steady move since the days 
of World War II, when traveling 
was difficult. It was during these 
days that hotels and supper clubs 
began signing bands to contracts 
for four weeks* or -more, rather 
than two weeks that was the regu¬ 
lar band stay on the circuit that 
carried them across country. 

Some of the factors that, have 
played a big part in this develops 
ment includes: High cost of living 
on. the road, television, a lack of 
new names, reluctance of. musi¬ 
cians to leave their families while 
traveling, the trend to private 
clubs, lack of ballrooms, and the 
excellence of resident or “local” 
bands in areas , with populations of 
100,00a or more. 

The latter point is perhaps tfie 
biggest deterrent to the so called 
“name” bands to “hit the road” 
With a tour/ 

During the past few years the 
local band popularity has skyrock¬ 
eted while the big time orchestras 
have been steadily losing favors. 
Many local party givers have been 
disappointed on . several occasions 
when they, booked a “name” band 
to discover that several of the 
musicians on the stand are familiar 
faces here. It seems that some of 
the visiting band masters are hir¬ 
ing several “fill ins” from the local 
contingent to play for the evening. 
Some go to a little more trouble, 
hire musicians from other Texas 
towns so localites will not spot a 
familiar face among the musicians. 

Line In 
Strike Vs. Majors 

Hollywood, March 4. : 
With the musicians’strike against 

the major film studios in its sec¬ 
ond week, it’s anyone’s guess on 
what will happen next. 

As. yet no pickets have been 
placed around the film lots,, al¬ 
though Local 47 musicians last 
week unanimously approved a reso¬ 
lution urging Federation prexy 
James C. Petrillo to authorize a 
“picket line.” Petrillo, now in 
huddles with other , union leaders, 
will not do this unless he has the 
full support of the sister unions. 

Meanwhile, at a special open 
meeting of the executive board of 
the Composers & Lyricists Guild 
of America, the following state¬ 
ment was authorized to be sent to 
Petrillo. 

.‘“National Labor Relations BOi-rd 
election of Aug. 10, 1955, estab¬ 
lishes clearly the jurisdiction of 
the C&L Guild of America in the 
field of composition for motion pic¬ 
tures^ Therefore the guild is ad¬ 
vising its members that the AFM 
does not have jurisdiction over the 
composing function and in so advis¬ 
ing its members, is admonishing 
those who are Federation members 
that they must respect Federation 
restrictions where, the Federation 
does have jurisdiction, further, the 
guild, - while definitely proceeding 
in terms of the above position, 
earnestly desires fo sit down with 
the. Federation Board^Sqd further 
canvass this entire situation, hope¬ 
fully to mutual advantage.” 

Dreyer-Bard’s Europa Co. 
Dave Dreyer and Alexander 

Bard have formed a publishing 
firm to specialize, in overseas 
music, firm to be called Europa 
Music.--..',... 
; Bard recently returned from an 
extensive European tour Where he 
acquired abundant copyrights and 
also worked out reciprocal deals 
for the new company. Before 
teaming with publisher Dreyer, 
Bard had been with RCA Victor’s 
foreign department. 

1957 DUTCH DISKS IN 
$6-MIL PEAK-A-BOOM 

Amsterdam, Feb. 25. . 

The Dutch disk biz climbed to 

a new peak last year with a gross 

of $6,000,000, representing an in¬ 

crease of 10%. over the previous 

year. Longhair disks have- been 
climbing in sales importance and 
now account .for about 35% of 
the total market ; 

Among the most popular U S. 
names are Pat Boone and Harry 
Belafonte. The Bing . Crosby- 
Grace Kelly disk of “True. Love” 
on the Capitol label was also a 
big hit here in 1957. 

.: Although the U.S; music biz has 
been in; the grip of the disk maker 
and disk jockey for the past 10 
years, at least, Britain’s Tin Pan 
Alley -has just started to adopt 
American .exploitation techniques 
during the last six months. 

According to David Platt, gen¬ 
eral, manager . of the Essex and 
Cromwell music firms in London, 
the 120 British publishers are now 
focussing on the handful of . top 
jockeys for the all-important plug. 
Platt was In.N.Y. last,week for ai 
few days, enroute to South Amer¬ 
ica. ; : 

Although 20 bands a week still 
broadcast on the BBC weekly, they 
no longer, have any impact on the 
hits. As in America, the British 
kids are attuned to about a half- 
dozen jockeys, both on the BBC 
and the commercial broadcasting 
stations, who 'virtually can make a 
song with three or four plugs. 
Something new on the. British 
scene, Platt reported, is a disk ex¬ 
ploitation firm, Publicity Asso¬ 
ciates, run by Kay O’Dwyer and 
Lies Perrin with the idea of plug¬ 
ging tunes via the disk route. 

The dominance of American 
times in the British market has 
reached the point, where 80% of 
U.S. . hits now. become , automatic 
clicks in U.K., even though nobody 

(Continued on page 64) 

For 'Concerts in the Parks/Etc. 
Tracy to Merc’s EmArcy 

Chicago, March 4. 
Jack Tracy, after nine years with 

Downbeat, the last six as editor, 
is exiting . that. njagazine to head 
up Mercury Records’ EmArcy jazz 
label. His appointment becomes 
effective March 15. 

It’S understood that a&r veepee 
Art Talmadge, who’d been divvying 
bis attention between EmArcy and 
the parent label, wants to' devote 
more time to latter. Curiosity is 
that Tracy’s post doesn’t carry a 
formal title. 

HILL & RANGE SETS UP 
BIG TOP DISK LABEL 

The Hill &; Range publishing 

combine is planning to: spread into 

the: recording field with a new 

firm to be called Big Top Records. 

Plans , for the new diskery are still 

in the blueprint stage. 
It’s understood* however, that 

Big Top . will operate via a string 

of independent freelance artists & 
repertoire men rather than with 
a single overall a&r chief. The 
diskery is expected to be ready to 
roll within ai . month. 

P4&HETY Scoreboard 
OF . 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists; and Tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬ 
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from under sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio'of points, scored, two waps in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tuhes (coin machines,, retail disks and retail sheet music). 

POSITIONS This y m-i TALENT 

Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL .TtJNE ' 

1 PERRY COMO (Victor) . 
(Catch A Falling Star*. f 

",,M* (Magic Moments? 

2 2 SILHOUETTES (Ember) Get A Jobf 

3 9 ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor);........ (Don’tf 
*! * * * * ‘ (I Beg Of Youf 

4 10 CHUCK BERRY (Chess) . ...; Sweet Little 16f 

5 7 CRESCENDOS (Nasco) ....... * * .. Oh Juliet 
6 4, BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) ............ 

7 PAT BOONE (Dot) .,............... (It’s Too Soon to Knbw* 
* ” *r * ’.(Wonderful Time Up There* 

8 3 McGUIRESISTERS (Coral) .. ...... 

9 8 FOUR PREPS (Capitol) .......... ___: 26 Milesf 

10 'CHAMPS (Challenge) .:•.......... 

POSITIONS 
This Last TUNES 
Week Week TUNE PUBLISHER i 

1 3 ♦CATCH A FALLING STAR . . .. . ......,.. ................... ’..,. Marvin' \ 

2 1 fSUGARTIME .. 
3 2 ♦SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON 
4 4 tGET a job ..... . . .:.. t. 
5 fSWEET LITTLE 16 ............ 
6 9 fOH JULIE ..........v.. ....... ..... Excellor ] 
7 fARE YOU SINCERE .... ...... .... ...... ...r Peer '. ‘ 
8 10 f26 MILES ...- ......... _:'..... ... Beechwocd- :j 
9 fTEQUILA....... . J: .... i.. ... ... Jat- • 

10 8 (SHORT SHORTS . .......... U.. ... ...... : Admiration 

(*ASCAP fBMr - F Films) 

Despite a flock of; lawsuits in 
its path, the Music Performance 
Trust Funds are continuing to roll . 
.up steady increases in royalty pay¬ 
ments from the disk and tv indus¬ 
try. 

For the fiscal year ending this 
June 30,. the funds Will have allo¬ 
cated around $$4,850,000 for euffio 
concert programs in parks, ^hospi¬ 
tals, schools, etc! That compares 
with a $3,900,000 outlay for the 
previous 12 months. By next year, 
the outlays will, be close to $6,000,- 
000, according, to the* current flow 
of receipts. 

The funds, which are adminis- ’ 
tered by trustee Samuel R. Rosen¬ 
baum, were set up by both the 
disk and. vidpix manufacturers un¬ 
der terms of their pacts with the 
American Federation of Musicians. 

The funds have been under heavy 
legal attack from a variety of di¬ 
rections in recent years. A group 
of stockholders of the major disk 
companies have a long-pending suit 
in N. Y. Federal Court on charges 
that the , AFM controls the admin¬ 
istration of the funds in violation 
of the TaftrHartley law. This suit 
is expected to come to bat some 
time -this month. In California, a 
group of Coastrmusicians, all mem¬ 
bers Of AFM Local 47, have been- 
attacking the funds on the grounds 
that monies that should go to the 
individual musicians have been 
turned over to the funds. Republic 
Pictures also has a suit going 
against the AFM, charging that the 
payments to the funds are illegal* 

During 1957, the funds support¬ 
ed projects that involved 302,800 
jobs for musicians. This factor has 
made the fluids the special pet of 
AFM prexy James C. Petrillo and 
he has vigorously defended the 
present setup against attacks from 
within and outside the union. 

Brit.-to-U.S. Bike 

Major problem facing the Eng¬ 
lish disk artist today is finding 
material that will be effective in 
the U. S. market. That’s a block 
that singer. Frankie Vaughan is at¬ 
tempting to hurdle by setting up a 
regular visiting schedule to the : 
U. S. where he can get a first-hand 
o.o. at material to record for Epic. 
(In England, Vaughan is released 
by Philips.) 

Vaughan, who is now in the U .S. 
for tv guest shots and some bally 
for his Warner Bros, .pic release, 
“Dangerous Youth,” has become 
one of. the top; disk sellers in Eng¬ 
land, through his workover of such 
U. S.. lunes of “Kisses Sweeter 
Than Wine,” “Green Door,” “Gar¬ 
den of Eden” and “Something In 
The Bank, Frank.” 

Epic didn’t release any of those 
> British clicks here because there 
was no point in competing with the 
Jimmie Rodgers (Roulette) hit on 
“Kisses Sweeter Than Wine,” or 
the Jim Lowe (Dot) hit on “Green 
Door.” In the instances of “Gar¬ 
den of Eden” and “Something In 
The Bank, Frank,” both had’ been 
tried out* in the U. S. by American 
dickers and failed. . ; 

Vaughan feels that the English 
writers today don’t have the ifeel 
for the current American musical 
mood, and that’s why'lies’ planning. 

(Continued on page 62) 

Cap’s ‘March of LP’s’ 
Hollywood, March 4. 

Cued by an upsurge in sales, 
Capitol Records is launching one 
of its biggest albums pushes in 
the history of the label with a min- 
im-’m of 35 LP’s going into release 
t.h's month.'/ •' 

\mong the packages are 22 pop, 
* 1.x c^ssical and seven Capitol of 
i: > World packages. 
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RCAs Step-by-Step ‘Solution Of Brit Singer Flios Lid 
1 w V- « Crosby, is due for a tjig buildup on UIIU VlllgVl ■ UU 

RC-A Victor execs are studying*- 
the operation of its distributor 
panel on album allocations to see , 
if the present setup corresponds 
■with the needs of its complete line¬ 
up of 49 distributors. Victor t 
launched the panel system at, the a 
outset of this year in conjunction I 

• with its policy of giving a 100% t 
guarantee on all packaged mer¬ 
chandise to its distribs. .. 1 

. The function of the panel is to t 
estimate the sales, potential of each 
upcoming Victor album release so11 
that Victor , can make allocations ( 
to its distrib outlets. Since Victor c 
is guaranteeing all merchandise, it f 
needs; preliminary guide on how 
much to press and ship. Previously, | 
distributors ordered as much as J 
they though they could Sell, always 
guided by the fact that they were 
paying for the disks, whether sold 
or not. 

Under the panel system which i 
has been in operation for two re- 1 
leases, four record managers of ^ 
Victor distribs and one Victor com- t 
pany rep listen to the album prod- s 
uct and on the basis of what they 1 
hear, the packaging ideas and the :i 
previous reactions tp the: artists in¬ 
volved, decide what can. be sold, i 
Each of the. four distrib managers; t 
vote specifically on what they think < 
they can do in their own market. < 
The Victor rep gives a national ] 
estimate. a 

By means of a weighting proc- ( 
ess, in which each distrib’s share £ 
of the. total national market is { 
taken Into account,, the total sales t 
estimate for the first 60 days is x 
drawn up. Each distrib is then al- ■ 
located his proportion of the total 
market. Vietor achieves flexibility 
In the setup by shipping 75% of 
the allocations on each specific, 
album immediately and then giv¬ 
ing the distribs 10 days in which 
to order the other 25% on any 
titles that they want from the full 
release.- 

The system compels a close in¬ 
ventory check so that slow-moving 

. merchandise in one Urea can. be 
moved into another where re¬ 
quired. At the end of 90 days, the 
distrib can ship back any part of 
the inventory they want, paying a 
penalty of 15% of the price to him 
or about 30c per album. At the 
end of 180 days, the distributor 
must ship back all. unsold mer¬ 
chandise or the guarantee will 
lapse. 

Victor’s distrib panel consists oi. 
Phil Silverman, disk sales manager 
for Bruno’s, RCA's New York dis¬ 
trib, as permanent chairman, plus 
three distrib record managers who 
are rotated around RCA’s 48 other, 
distribs .The panelists are brought 
Into New-York. 

CAN/S STRATFORD FEST. 
BOOKS 5 JAZZ BASHES 

Stratford, Out., March 4;.; 
The Stratford drama and music 

festival slated here for July 22- 
Aug. 16 will again be jumping to 
a jazz tempo. Five jazz concerts 
have been set with the Henry 
(Red) Allen dixieland combo. 
Other performers will be Erroll 
Garner and the Canadian Moe 
Koffman quartet, the Wilbur de 
Paris combo, Carmen McRae, the 
Billy Taylor trio and .the Dizzy 
Gillespie band. 

A new feature this year will be 
a program of poetry and jazz with 
Langston Hughes doing the read¬ 
ings. .' . 

Carlton Names Gayles, 
Diamond to Exec Posts 

Juggy Gayles has been upped to 
rational sales manager at Carlton 
Records. He had started with the 
firm, several months ago as field di¬ 
rector. In another move at the 
diskery, Morris Diamond has been 
set as national promotion director^ 

Both Gayles and Diamond will 
operate under the policy supervi¬ 
sion of prexy Joe Carlton and 
Coast veepee Don Genson. 

Newman GPM of EMC 
Hollywood, March 4. 

Lee Newman has been named 
general professional manager of 
Enterprise Music Corp. 

EMC is a recently activated com¬ 
pany which is a subsid of Enter¬ 
prise, Kee-Lou Corp:, joint ven¬ 
ture headed by Louis Prima and 
his wife, Keely Smith.. . ! 

UPA’s’Ham & Hattie’Tie: 
UP A has concluded a deal with 

Golden Becbrds^ Franklin. Watts, 
and Bland Chaimas calling for pub¬ 
lishing and merchandising rights 
to the :. new. UPA cartoon series, 
“Ham and Hattie.'- The three firms 
handle the_ respective. divisions for 
the tie-insf 

Meanwhile, . UPA has delivered 
the second of the new series to 
Columbia, which releases. The first 
of the cartoons has been nominated 
for Academy Award consideration! 

RCA Sets ‘Say Darling’ 
Album With B’way Cast 

RCA Victor is planning an orig¬ 
inal, cast album workover of “Say 
Darling.” Although the production, 
which is now in its pre-Broadway 
tryOut, is not a musical in. the 
standard sense of the term, it does 
have nine sOpgs. by. Betty Comden- 
Adolph Green & Jule Styne. 

. In “Darling,” which, incidentally 
is billed as “a play about a musi¬ 
cal," the tunes are done “audition 
Style” as part of the script devel¬ 
opment; with only a piano backing. 
For the original cast set, Victor 
will fortify the solo, keyboard with 
Other Instruments. Songs will be 
sung by Vivian Blaine, who re¬ 
ceived an okay from Mercury for 
the Victor stint, and Johnny Des¬ 
mond. 

Lindsey Crosby, son of Bing 
Crosby, is due for a big buildup on 
wax via a new pact with RCA Vic¬ 
tor. Bob Yorke, chief of Victor’s 
Coast division, signed the teenage 
singer last week. 

Lindsey made a few disks pre¬ 
viously for various labels; 

Mercury’s 380G 

l Continued from, page 57 

; Chicago, March 4. . 

Roughly three-quarters, or $300,- 

000, of Mercury’s $400,000 adver¬ 

tising budget for this year will go 

to consumer publications, kicking 

off. with a March 24 full-page 

black-and-white layout In Life. 
: Diskery, which has stressed^ 

dealer ads in its 11-year history, 
now feels it has a catalog of both 
sufficient-'quantity, and quality to 
warrant the accent change. Prexy 
Irving B. Green, it’s understood, 
is. satisfied that Mercury's vault. of 
LP’s and tapes lias the company in 
its best competitive position to 
date. . 

Year’s ad plans were disclosed 
to annual sales meetings recently 
In N. Y., Chi and L. A. Green 
voiced traditional, optimism at the 
confabs, forecasting an industry 
sales boom (including tapes), in 
1958, even if soft spots, continue, 
to blemish the national economy. 

biggest bubble will burst. Thomas 
describes Dene as “a product of 
the disk age, of the aggressive new 
world of pop music in which the 
teenagers create their own idols,” 
and adds that Dene’s story could 
well have destroyed the myth of a 
million teenagers. 

Describing it as a story of too 
much success too quickly, Thomas, 
then quotes jazz trumpeter Hum¬ 
phrey Lyttelton as saying: “It is 
not really , the fault of kids like 
Terry Dene. Someone gets hold 
of them and exploits Them, they 
boost an hysterical following and 
the kids they plug haven’t the faint¬ 
est idea of what’s hit them. I think 
the record companies have been 
very much at fault. Ever since 
Presley came up in the States they 
have scrambled, without worrying 
about talent, to find British kids 
to sing his songs.” 

Bandleader Cyril Stapleton is 
quoted as saying: “Sheer amateur¬ 
ism is bringing the entire music 
business down to rock-bottom level. 
Once artists had to acquire a cer¬ 
tain amount of skill and polish be¬ 
fore they could be considered per¬ 
formers.” 

Thomas adds that almost every 
week a tv. show called “Six-Five 
Special” launches yet another con¬ 
tender for the big money stakes. 

Dene insists that he has been 
driven too hard and has become all 
tensed up. His agent, Hyman Zahl, 
says: “I have not driven him any 
harder than is necessary if anyone 
wants to get to the top.” 

Marty Wilde, 18-year-old re¬ 
placement for Dene, has decided 

never to use his guitar again. “I 
want to prove I’m not just another 
kid with a guitar. I want to become 
known as an entertainer, not just a 
noisy rock ’n’ roller. 

Teenagers rioted during the. rock . 
’n’ roll! film, “Disk Jockey . Jam- 
moree,” at a Sunday night per¬ 
formance : at ! the Palace, Kensal. 
Green, London. They ripped out 
seat fittings and hurled them at the 
screen, threw fireworks among the 
audience and danced up arid down 
the gangways. The show Went oh. 
Said the manager: “It was just 
another Sunday night.” 

Vaughan 
Continued from page 59 

to come right to the source for his 
Epic releases. His debut on Epic 
will be a coupling of “Can’t Get 
Along Without You” and “We’re 
Not Alone.” Both tunes were cut 
here several weeks ago when 
Vaughan made an unpublicized trip 
to N. Y. to look for new material. 

He’ll continue cutting the U. S. 
clicks for Philips release, but when 
it comes to his Epic platters for an 
American showcasing, Vaughan be¬ 
lieves he’s better off coming right 
to the source. 

Vaughan, who’s here With his 
manager Paul . Cave, guests on 
CBS-TV’s “Big Record” today 
(Wed.) and is set for Dick Clark’s 
ABC-TV show March 11 and Ed 
Sullivan’s CBS-TV stanza March 
30. He plans to be in the U. S. five 
weeks. 

HETAIL ALBUM BEST SEUERS 

rlARiEfir-r-- 
Survey of retail album best 

sellers based on reports from lead¬ 
ing stores and showing comparativer- 
ratings for this .week and last 

National 
: Rating 
This Last 
wk. wk. 

a i I 

Artist, Label, Title - [ Z 

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) ~ 
Come Fly With Me (W 920).... 1 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) - 
Warm (CL 1078).............. 4 

MUSIC MAN (Capitol) 
Original Cast (WAO 990) . ;..:. 9 

MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
Original Cast (OL 5090)!:..., 10 

PAL JOEY (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (W 912).,3 

AROUND THE' WORLD (Decca}. 
Soundtrack (DL 9046).. .... 2 

RICKY NELSON (Imperial) . 
Ricky (IMP .9048). . .. .v. 5 

PAT BOONE (Dot) 
Pat’s Great Hits (DLP 3071>. .... 

CARMEN CAVALLERO (Decca) 
Remembers Dnchin (DL 8661). 7 

ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000)---. 

•. TENNESSEE ERNIE. (Capitol).;. 
Hymns (T 756>„;. •• 

: NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
One of Those Things (W 903).. 6 
KING & I (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (W 740).... 

PERCY FAITH (Columbia) 
Viva (CL 1075)... . .. r. 

OKLAHOMA (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (SAO 595) ; .... . 

ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi-Fi) 
Taboo (R 806).. . .. .. ! 

GEORGE SHEARING (Capitol) 
Night Mist (T 943);,... .v.:. ... .. 

TONY BENNETT (Columbia) -! 
Beat of My Heart (CL 1079). > --.; 

DAKOTA STATION (Capitol) 
Late Late Show (T 876) .: . 

TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol) 
Spirituals (T 818).. .. . .,. . ., , !, 

D^VE BRUBECK (Columbia) 
Dave Digs Disney (CL 1059)!.!; ... 
MANTOVANI (London) ' . . , 
Film Encores (LL 1700)!... . . 8 

RAY CONIFF < Columbia) 
*S Marvelous (CL 1074L. V..... ... 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Wonderful, Won’ful (CL 1028) 

LESTER LANIN (Epic) 
. At Tiffany Ball (LN. 3410) ....... 
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Inside Stuff-Music 
Continued from page 38 ■■ 

Dot label as the back side to “Raunchy,” which was getting a big disk- 
ery spread. Dot’s“Raunchy,” however, was swamped by the opposition 
and the deejays turned over the Vaughn platter to give “Silv’ry Moon” 

. its ride to the big payoff. Tune is published by Joy Music; 

In a warmup for its 1958 annual sales convention beginning June 18 
at New York’s Waldorf-Astoria, Columbia Records is sending a' two- 
pocket. 12-inch LB memento of last year’s Miarrii Beach meet to its 
salesmen and. distributors, . On-the-spot tapings were made of the 
speeches arid the performances. To get the-upcoming New York, pitch 
in. Col has inserted a special booklet coVaining a “Visitors’ Guide td 
New York,” a “Restaurant Guide” arid a “Shopping Guide.” j 

Film production in New York has given cleffer Lawrence. Flow, a ; 
chance to crack into the pic musiQ field. He’s currently working as song¬ 
writer and assistant musical director on two pix beirig shot in Gotham 
One'is the rock ’n’ roll musical; “Sock and Rock,” and the other is a 
dramatic film, “The Pusher.” Both are Miro productions, He recently 
collaborated with Raymond Scott on the music for the Harold Rob¬ 
bins’ production, “Never Love A Stranger.” 

• 1^ its all-out push on the. Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe score 
for the Metro filmusical, “Gigi.” MGM Records has prepped a special 
deejay LP featuring excerpts from its three “Gigi” packages—sound¬ 
track, David Rose instrumental and Dick Hyman jazz treatmerit. Disk- 
ery also prepared a special 45 rpm single of Rose’s title turie waxing 
to be used in theatres for.lobby music in advance of the pic’s bookings.' 

Vet tuhesmith Henry I. Marshall, who is convalescing in a New Jer¬ 
sey nursing home from a collapse suffered after his wife died in De¬ 
cember, marked his 75th birthday on Feb. 22, and his 50th anni as a 
songwriter this year; Marshal1, who had been active until his recent 

. illness, wrote "Be My Baby Bumble Bee,” a 1912 hit; and over 100 
other tunes. He lives on Bumble Bee Lane in Scotch Plains, N.J. 

Mrs. Erma Herrold, a Dallas waitress, wrote a rOck ’n’ roll song call¬ 
ed ‘.Stood Up” last year and the rocks have started rolling In. “Stood 
Up,” recorded by Ricky Nelson on the Imperial label, has hit the top 
lists all over the country and ’Mrs: Herrold has received her first royalty 
check for $4,000. Although she plays no musical instruinent, she wrote 
both the words and the music. 

Sylvia Dee and Sid Lippman, ASCAP tunesmiths of such hits as 
“Too Young” and “My Sugar Is So Refined,” have written the official 
state song fqr Minnesota. Their song titled, “They Named In Minne¬ 
sota,” was selected in a contest marking the state’.s 100th anni, 

Lippirian is a Minnesota native, shuttling between his home in Min¬ 
neapolis andNewYork. 

Round Music has broken off its ties with Monument Music and is now 
operating as an indie publishing outfit. Firm is exclusive publisher for 
cleffers Lou Stallman, Joe Shapiro and Sid Jacobson. Initial action 
for the Round operation is on “Put Your Heart Next To Mine,” “A 
Little Less Talk,” “A Little More Action” and “Since: I Have You.” 

In the continual rush for masters. Roulette Records beat out the 
opposition last week with the purchase of “Screamin’ Ball” from the 
indie Madison label. Madison is owned by publisher Larry Utall who 
publishes the tune via his Monument Music firm. The time was 
recorded by a new group, the Duponts. 

i^RIETY 

Offbeat’s Take Fire’ Set 
Julius Monk’s nitery.. revue, 

“Take Five,” has been put into the 
groove by Offbeat Records. Pro-, 
ducer of the album is Abbott Lutz, 
who plans it. as a part pf Series 
called “Small and Cheerful.” First 
in the series. for. Offbeat Was “Win¬ 
ter’s . Tale," cut ‘ by deejay Paul 
Wiriter. 

. “Take Five,” winch-, has. been 
running at Monk's Downstairs 
Room, N. . Y., features Roririy 
Graham, Ellen Hanley, Ceil Cabot, 
Gerry Matthews and Jean Arnold. 
Stan Keen and Gordon Connell 

[ supply the two-piario backing. Re¬ 
lease is planned for the end of 
March. . 

MUSIC 

‘Drac’ Jock Gets Sack 
.. Continued from page .57 

about “censorship of music.” Knot! has given the beave-ho to rock ’n’ 
of 50, kids formed outside station .roll music. General manager Jack 
doors, but remained, orderly. . ' ] Wheeler announced publicly that 

Thayer said. Mack’s contract runs “we feel the great majority of peo- 
i but worry about I pie are sick arid tired” of that soft 
| that later.’. Mack said he felt he of music.” 
had a right to play the record and . “If all stations are to sound alike, 
let audience decide whether or not with no individualitv. I for orie 
it.liked the tune, but coriceded “the wouldn’t want to stav in radio” 
station did what it thought was Wheeler. added. “Stations could 

simply get an automatic player and 
• , • „ fire all the disk jockeys.'We feel it’s 

Charlottes Ditto •/. better for us to go after the older 
Charlotte, N.G„ March 4. audience :, . . People are older a 

_^___^^_^^c_radio station WTW OK ■ lot longer than they are younger.” 

Album Reviews 
= Continued from pate 58 

Wish Upon A Star,” “Some Day 
My Prince Will Come ” “Give A 
Little Whistle” and “Heigh Ho.” 

Mike Sarkissian & His Cafe Bag¬ 
dad Ensemble: “Armenian Wed¬ 
ding” (Audio Fidelity). The Audio 
Fidelity label has been cashing in 
With a lot of offbeat sounds excel¬ 
lently recorded. The label’s at 
work again with “Armenian Wed¬ 
ding,” and although there may not. 
be enough Armenians around to 
make it pay off, there are plenty 
of hi-fi bugs around who want some 
Oriental sounds coming through 
on tweeter and woofer to put the 

frtn the VTarwr Iras. PraSuctiin 

."WWRK MNMMSTJUr 
HE AMES MK. RCA Victor 
MftlAV J Ccivmbia 
TK MASTOR MS. London 
MKMTAI Oft 
JUMWNTMM ~ Imperial 
JAM NIKS Capitol 
MCKlAYHES •„ HHImark 
MM IUIX AIM RCA Victor 
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the song oe 

IRRINTREE 
COUNTS' 
ROBBINS MUSK CORPORATION 

package in the black. Arid Audio 
Fidelity probably knows what it’s 
doing, too, when it spells. “Bag¬ 
dad” without air: “h.” C 

Margie Melnert: “Magnificence” 
(Fraternity). Another ear-appeal¬ 
ing for the orgari music fans, is 
Margie Meinert’s followup to “Or¬ 
gan Music In A Margie Meiriert 
Mood” and “Crazy Calliope. Music.” 
She’s at the Wurlitzer electronic 
organ building a dozen standards 
the way an' organ virtuoso. can. 

Jose Melis: “Torilght” (Seeco). 
Too bad the Seeco people weren’t, 
holding hands with the NBC brass 
when they decided to change the 
title of the successful “Tonight” 
Show to “The Jack Paar Show.” 
The diskery took Jose Melis, one 
of the show’s regulars, and put 
him in an unpretentious musical 
setting that showcases the Melis 
piano and a string background, but 
it’s obvious that the. tv impact of . 
the “Tonight” tag was what they 
expected to cash in on. Maybe they 
can save the cover by inserting 
parenthetically: “Tonight” (Father 
of The Jack Paar Show). Anyhow, 
Melis has a nice, keyboard touch as 
viewers of the show, under either 
title, already know: 

The Honeydreamerst “Really 
Livin’ (RKO-Unique). This is a 
low-price LP ($1.98) with high- 
grade talent. The Horieydreamers 
sing out with gusto but their ex¬ 
uberance never losps track of lyric 
or harmony values that are found 
in such as “The Best Things in 
Life Are Free,” “When You’re 
Smiling,” “I’ve Got Sixpence” and 
“Blue Skies.” The whole thing is 
under the direction of Aaron Rich¬ 
ards and he really whips ’em into 
shape. 

Nancte Maleomb: “The. West 
Coast of Broadway’.' (Camden). 
NanCie Maleomb is a jazz pianist 
and songstress with a freely swing-, 
irig and highly attractive projec¬ 
tion. Miss Maleomb, refreshingly, 
doesn’t sound like a carbon of any 
of better known jazz thrushes, al¬ 
though influences froiri various 
sources are evident: Songs include 
“Bewitched ” “If I Were A Bell,” 
“Make The Man Love Me,” “Moun¬ 
tain Greenery” and “You Took Ad- 
yanUg*. aL MA.1’—... „ 
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WELCOME SPRING ON YOUR SHOW 

WITH HU6H MARTIN'S 0UTSTANDIN6 SONS 

HELLO SPRINGTIME 
"Hens Brinner or The Silver 

v. ords or.d M s c by HUGH MARTIN 

Mbderttely ^ Fnuj.7 

The; win-ter was fine for skat-ing,_ The mer-cu- ry. fell to 

Fmaj.7 Dm Am : . Qn F ~ Om7 C7-9 . 

ten. But now and then I would get a yen to be nice and warm a- 

gain.__;_ They said that tl 
Fnuj.7 . K F6 

vas. com - ing,- 

shook. -Now, all of. a sud-den. 

F9 Cm7 F» 

•*, . , Hel-lo gpring -timejWhere'veyou been? Good ol1 springrtime, 
BriMi.7ra(ijCl. “f Bf Kdim , : Om7 *17 hq-a Cm7 

come on in. ___ It's time we put a-way those ^snow shoes,^ And preH-ty 

Recorded by TAB HUNTER and PEGGY KING 

Dot Record DLP 9001 

CROMWELL MUSIC, INC Suite 200, 151 West:46tli Street Jew York, N. Y 
Lenny Scheer and Tommy Tempesta, Professionol Department 
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KOill RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS 
New York 

Harry Belafonte busy at the. 
RCA-Yirtor studios.grooving a. new 
album and several pop singles./. 
Beverly Gibson, 14-year old Apollo 
Theatre- amateur night winner, 
signed by imperial .Records. She's 
managed by Julius Dixon. . , . Eil¬ 
een Rodgers, Columbia. Records 
thrush, opens at the Ottawa House, 
Hull, Que., for 10 days starting \ 
March 13 . . : Rex Dale taking over. 
WAMP’s “Nightline in Pittsburgh” ’ 
show . .. . Foy Willing. & Riders of 
the Purple Sage bow on Roulette ■ 
Records with a coupling of : “C6w-! 
boy” and “Soft Winds*' • . .Jim/ 
Lowe, Chuck Duncan. Eddie Hill 
and Carl Reeves, Dallas deejays ‘ 
<WRRi have launched the White 
Rock Record Co. , . j 

Erroll Garner playing concerts in : 
the east and midwest during March 
and April . . . Cora Sawyer, Buffalo 
disk distributor (Scan, Inc.). m 
town lining up the new Planet X 
diskery : . . Livingston Audio Prod¬ 
ucts wilt handle Period's new line 
of stereophonic, tapes .. .. Pat 
Boone opened a 200-seater restau¬ 
rant'in Denton. Texas . . . George: 
Brown. Lou Monte’s manager, has 
now taken on the Crew Cuts. 

London 
Reginald Burston celebrated his 

15th arini as musical adviser and 
musical director-in-chief. of Stoll j 
Theatres Corp. Orchestras. At *■ 
present, he’s m.d. for “The Bells 
Are Ringing.” at the Coliseum . . . 
Les Conn has left the exploitation'! 
staff of Robbins Music . , . Johnny I 
Otis arid Hal Zeiger in town fori 
huddles over arrangements for a 
tour of Britain later this year . . J 
Royalties from the Queen's record- j 
ed Christmas message. to the Com-1 
monwealth, released on the HMV | 
label, will go to. charities norni- j 
nated by her . . Music publisher 

rheiilli WEEK 

RICHARD 
BARRETT 
SMOKE GETS 

IN YOUR EYES 
K 12616 

- Lawrence Wright celebrated . his 
70th birthday. 

Songstress . June Leslie has 
joined the Ivy. Benson.'all-girl band 

. Colin Hicks, kid brother of 
rockster Tommy Steele, arid him¬ 
self a new carldidate in the British , 
r&r stakes. , is skedded to make a' 
10-day tour: of Italy later this year 
. . , Guy Mitchell rumored for a 

■ British .tour; during the summer ,... 
Dave Brubeck Quartet played their j 

' farewell. British concert . at the ■ 
Dominion Theatre. London;, on Feb.; 

i 23.' Outfit’s booked for further ' 
: dates in Hanover, Berlin arid Am- ; 
s ter dam. 'J 

j HpllyWood j 
! Bethlehem will record Frances j 
Faye’s next album, “Belting A Beat; 

•With The Roy Next Door” from;! 
the floor, of the: Largo where she 

j is currently appearing . . .. Harpo 
! Marx cut a new Harp, alburn for 
Mercury.. His son. Bill, handled the 
conducting-arranging while.. Pete; 
Rugolo produced =/■ . \ Jerry Lee 
Lewis penning .title tune he will 
sing in Metro’s “High School Con¬ 
fidential” . / . Louis Armstrong, in 
addition to his musical chores, will 
play a straight dramatic role in 
Paramount’s “The Five Pennies," 
Red Nichols biopic. 

Jay Livingston; Ray Evans and v 
Larry Shayne have. formed theirj 
own pubbery which will operate as j 
Livingston. & Evans Inc. tag. First! 
publication will be “Oh Captain” | 
which L&E penned for the current; 

'■ Broadway musical . .. Actress Erin j 
[. O’Brien signed to a disk pact by 
I Coral Records ... Alex North will 
f score' the Cinerama production,; 
I “South Seas,” and the Norman ! 
j Luboff Choir will provide the vocal | 
background;. . . Bob Crosby signed 

! a . personal management. pact with 
I Gabbe, Lutz, Heller & Loeb . 
| Producer Sani Katzman has pur- 
• chased “Teenage Story of Love,” 
song co-penried by Johnny Des¬ 
mond arid Johnny: Lang; for his 

. Columbia pic/“Teenage Story” . 
Rhonda Fleming's next album will 
be tagged “Rhonda-Vous.” 

Chicago 
Gene Pringle orch into the. 

Flame. Duluth, for location start-, 
irig March 31 . . . Carl Sands orch 
takes up at the Milford Ballroom 
June 17 and stays through Oct. 19 

! . . . . Anita O’Day returns to Mister 
[Kelly’s April 7 for three rounds. 

. .-/ Gene Krupa’s foursome has a 
! June 2 opener at the Embers/ Ft. 

Wayne ... Hal Otis trio has a four- 
weeker set,, as of April 1, in the 
Tree . Room of. Belden-Stratford 
Hotel . . / Marian McPartland has a 
rnidwest itinerary for the spring. 
She takes her trio to the Embers 
in Evansville May 5, the Brass Rail, 
in Milwaukee May 19, the Con- 
gress Hotel iri SL Louis May 28, 
and the Embers in Ft. Wayne June 
9 . . Jack Teagarden hand does 
a pne-riighter March 2 in. the fire¬ 
house at Villa Park, Ill;.. , Chi an¬ 
nouncer Ken Nordine titled the 
sequel to his “Word Jazz” album. 
“Son of Word Jazz.” which Dot has 
released. , Backgrounding Nordirie 
is a. sextet headed by Fred Katz, 

: Chico Hamilton’s cellist. 

San Francisco 
Mary Kaye Trio returns to FackV- 

It March 26 . . . Jimmie Rodgers 
booked into the Fairmont’s Vene- 

Variety^-7- 

Survey of retail sheet music 
-best Sellers based on reports 
obtained from leading stores in 
12 cities . and showing com¬ 
parative sales. rating for this 
and last week. . 
, * ASCAP t BMI 

This Last 
wk. wk. Title and Publisher 

1 3 f Sugar time (Nor-Va-Jak)- 2 9 5 2 2 2 3 2 1 3 " 2 7. 92 
2 4 * Catch a Falling Star (Marvin).. 1 10 4 9 i 4 1 1 2 1 10: 3 85 
3 / 1 ♦Silvery Moon (Joy).. 3 7 1 1 10 5 2 3 5 2 3 6 84 
4- ;'2. ♦April Love (Feist).. ............ B 1 2 a 5 3 6 3 4 9 59 
5 5 ♦All the Way (Maraville)- 3 9 4 4 .4" 5 37 
6 6 tShepherd Blues (B-Kahl); •4 4 6 3 5 33 

. 7A 10 ♦Magic Moments (Famous)....... 5 6 8 6 7 4 30 

.7B : 7 . tAt the Hop (SMV)...:.. 10 7 1 ... 7 10 1 30 
9 11 ♦Witchcraft (Morris).. . 5 3 10 5 5 27 

10 8 ♦Liechtensteiner Polka (Burl.).... 7, . 9 ~4~ .7 ^ 8 ”20 
.11 fYou Are My Destiny (Pamco) .. . 9 6 6 4 19 
12 A 12 ♦Fascination (Southern)......... io 8 ~~6~ io ~~6~ 15 
12B 13 fAre You Sincere (Peer-Int.)..;.. 5 2 15 
14 . .. ♦Till (Chappell).. 2 8 12 
15 .. tStroll (Meridiari).... .7 8 ./:' 11 

j tian Room for a fortnight in June 
!. / . Charley Stern points out he’s 
! an AFM-liciensed booking agent 
‘ and. has a ihid-March date for Earl 
[ (Fatha) Hines and Gateway Singers 
I set at the U. of San Francisco:. . ,- 
j Bobby Freeman (“Do You Want to 
Dance”) did a r&r jamboree in Oak¬ 
land. Auditorium yesterday. (Tues.) 

j. . Jazz critic Ralph J. Gleason 
named to. the advisory board of the 
Newport Jazz Festival . . . Kid 
Dry’s band will replace Turk Mur¬ 
phy at Easy Street at the end of 
April when latter gFOup goes east 
. /. Billy Taylor Trio opened yes¬ 
terday (Tues.) at the BlackhaWk. . . 
Dave Brubeck’s . bassist, Norm 
Bates, joined the Jack Ross coiribo 
at the. Fairmont’s Tonga Room 
Foldup of the Macumba washed 
out Earl Bostic’s date there . . . 
Johnny Mathis cleaned up in a se¬ 
ries of Northern California one- 
nighters before opening at the 
Fairmont. 

for concert night of March 21 . v-'.I 
Alain Freed coming to Mosque with 
a big rock ’ri’ roller May 1 . . . 
Larry Faith orch picked up again 
at . the Horizon Room, which has 
gone straight through the winter 
for the first time in years , . . 
Vogue Terrace has renewed options 
of. Los Latinos and Everett Neill | 
bands into June: 

Brit. Music Biz 
Continued from page 59 

has heard of . the artists before. 
Dealers, Platt said, will order 30,- 
000 disks in advance on a U.S., hit. 
Another facet making the resem¬ 
blance to the U.S. more striking is 
the zoom of the jukebox industry 
in Britain. While a few years ago, 

nj«|f lArlrOVC there were Only a handful of boxes, 
- VflvK UW¥liw|0 currently there are oyer 10,000. 

=== Continued from page 57 - ■ - ■ sP9ts that once featured skiffle 
groups, still popular in Britain, 

istration. Sessions begin in the have been installing the coin ma- 
Muehlebach Grand Ballroom Sat- chines. 
urday morning with breakfast with Platt is currently enroute to Rio 
welcoming remarks by Storz and de Janeiro and Buerios Aires to- 
Mayor Roe Bartle, and a talk by gether with Howie Richmond, boss 
Martin Block, of WABC, N.Y. of the Cromwell- Essex company. 

The Saturday afternoon session to set up new publishing companies 
will have a talk by George Arm- there, 
strong, chief of WHB, Storz K.C. 
outlet followed by panel sessions, t tl t a 
They will cover: “Ingredients in *'° *°P Again.* . . 
Today’s ‘Formula’ Radio”; “In- *WHnTQ ^flDPV MAW 
creasing Income and Prestige O OUIIIII HUn 
Through Related Outside Activi- CONNIE FRANCIS on M-G-M 
ties”: “Interviews on the Air— *I’M fiFTTIN’ 
Good or Bad?”; “Is the Main Req- CCIITIIICIlTJli Aifrn llAll 
uisite of the Deejay Today the Abil- OtNT IMENTAL OVER YOU 
ity to Count Up to 40?”; “Can Al- NELSON RIDDLE on Capitol 
bum Music Bring the Deejay Lis- •pil I V 
teners?”; "Are National Trade Pa- WLLI 
per Miisic Surveys Current? Ae- KATHY LINDEN on Felited 
curate?” *S0LIT1JDF 

Grand affair .of the meet will be ... 
the banquet and “dream show” BILLT WARD on Liberty 
Saturday evening with a score or HILLS MUSIC, Inc. 
riiore of record companies repre- ^—^ 
sented in the talent lineup. 

Sessions resume Sunday morning 
with a talk by Texas radio chain 
owner Gordon McLendon, arid a 
series of five panels. These include: 
“What the Deejay Can Do for the 
National Advertiser at the Local 
Level; and What the Timebuyer 
Looks for in a Buying Market”; 
“Has thd TV Jockey Hurt or 
Helped the Radio Jockey?”; “How 
Can the Deejay Maintain His In¬ 
dividuality Within: the Framework 
of Conformity Required by Man¬ 
agement?”; “Where Is the Divid¬ 
ing Line Between Country Music, 
Rock and Roll, and Pop?”; and 
“New Programming Ideas.’’ It j 
winds after luncheon Sunday. I ^ 

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★A****************** 

f BERNIE NEROWl 
* TRIO * 
* * 

« Currently EMBERS, NEW YORK J 

« March 4—DAVE GARROWAY SHOW * 

« Starting March 17—THEATRICAL LOUNGE. Cleveland I 

* And From April 1—TROPICANA. Las Vegas * 

r—ASSOCIATED BOOKING GORPORATION-I 
I JOI 6LASER, Pr««. I 

I 74S. Fifth Ay*. 203 N. w«bash Avo. 407 Lincoln Rd. S«l» Sunstf Blvd. I 
I Niw York 22, N.Y. Chicago, III. Miami B«ach, FIt. H'wood 44, Calif. ,1 

I Phoni: Phonai Phonat Fhonat I 
I PLaza 9-4401 Clnfral 4-94SI JIffarson M3I3 OLympla 2-994S I 

The First 4 R’n'R Masters made by 

Pat Ballard for His Beekman and 

Hop Record Labels HaYe Been Sold. 

6 Metre in the Works. 

Suite 900, 

1650 B’way, New York 19 

P. S. Songwriters—I have, a nica. large catalogue of rriy ovvn' tongs 

;to record. Please, no. manuscripts! 

Philadelphia 
Four Freshmen into the Red Hill. 

Inn this weekend ; / ; Jeri; South¬ 
ern and .Marvin Rainwater skedded 
for the Erie Social Club March 8-9, 
followed by Charlie. Gracie riext 
weekend/. ...Les Elgart plays Sun- 
nybrook, Pottstown, Saturday (.8) 
. . . Jackie. Lee has switched from. 
Coral to ABC-Paramount ... Oscar 
Dumont Quintet at the Carousel, 
in Jersey, March 4-9 . . . Vocalist 
Eddie Dano planning to remain in 
California . . . Warren B. “Pat” 
Patterson, bandsman and guitarist, 
out of action for a year due to 
heart attack, has formed new six- 
piece combo ... Marnel Distribu¬ 
tors. headed by Ted Kellem, ap¬ 
pointed local reps for United Art¬ 
ists. Records . . . Ink Spots current 
at Sciolla’s . . . Jeri? Southern 
opens at Celebrity Room tomorrow 
(Thurs.) . .. . Joe Martin, former 
director of the eastern division of 

, Mercury Records, named v.p. and 
inerchandising director of Dave 
Miller’s Somerset Records. 

Kansas City 
Harmonicats will make it their 

/ third stand iff the Terrace Grill 
when they open March 14, follow- 

| ing Cirmo Rimac’s Revue . . . 
; Xavier. Cugat crew in from New 
; York via plane to play a.orie-night- 
: er at. Dominican Republic inde¬ 
pendence day party at Hotel Mueh- 

- lebaoh Feb. 27. Crew got in on 
time, blit Cugie’s plane was a bit 

• late , . . Naomi Stevens chirping 
at Tower Club, Hot Springs, and 

• held over for. a fortnight. Then 
she’s due at Twin Trees, Dallas 

; opening; March 8. . 

I Pittsburgh 
Walt Harper coiribo goes into 

■ Janas Lounge for four weeks to- 
; morrow ! Wed.) / . . Joe Catizone, 
trumpet player in Nixon Theatre 

• orch, hit the jackpot. He sold three 
POP tunes, lyrics by Florence 
McWhertor, to Mills Music and 

1 three trumpet solos to Leeds . . . 
; Count Basie plays a orie-nighter at 
Carnegie. Music Hall March 12 . . . 
Artie Arnell band booked fqr all 
of July at Melody Mill Ballroom in 

• Chicago : . . DuqUesne U. Tambur- 
itzans giving their annual concert 

: at Syria Mosque March 16 . .... Mu¬ 
sician Nick Lomakin and nitery 

: owner Lenny Litman bringing Four 
/Freshmen to Carnegie, Music Hail 

To The Top Again ... 

•WHO’S SORRY NOW 
CONNIE FRANCIS a. M-6-M 

TMGEniN’ 
SENTIMENTAL OVER YOU 

NELSON RIDDLE Oil Capital 

•BILLY 
KATHY LINDEN ea Fall,ad 

•SOLITUDE 
RILLY WARD an Llbarty 

MILLS MUSIC, Inc. 

THE MONEY RECORD BY 

THE 
FOUR GOINS 

MY LOVE 
LOVES ME 

On EPIC RECORDS 

PARAMOUNT MUSIC CORPCRAT CN 
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Montreal, March 4. . 4- 
Another link in Conrad Hilton’s 

international hotel operation comes 
into . effect unofficially tomorrow 
(Wed.), when three floors and 
partial dining room and other 
facilities rare opened to the public 
in Montreal’s . newest and biggest 
hotel, the Queen Elizabeth. 

This imposing, $20,000,000 inn 
built by Canadian National Rail¬ 
ways will be managed by Hilton of 
Canada Ltd.,, and the official open/ 
Ing on April 15 shapes as typical of 
the Hilton showmanship; evidenced 
in other hotels he has opened 
around the world. Special enter¬ 
tainers, receptions, imported and 
local celebs and politicians—plus 
Hilton in person—should: get the 
QE off to a fast start. \ .. 

Main, festivities for the preem 
will center around the Salle Bona- 
venture (main diriing room) and 
feature Guy Lombardo and his 
orch for four days; the Los Cha- 
vales. group, (in .for a month) and 
French-Canadian chanteuse Guy- 
laine Guy who is planing in from 
Paris-just for the event: Returning 
to the norm, a regular show policy 
Will be inaugurated which should 
make this particular room one of 
the major entertainment attrac¬ 
tions in Montreal. 

Donald .M. Mumford, general 
manager and v. p. of Hilton in 
Canada, working through Music 
Corp. of America in New York and 
the local office of May Johnson & 
Associates, has definite and tenta¬ 
tive bookings for. the Salle Bona¬ 
venture into October. Jose Greco & 
Co. is slated for three weeks start: 

MOWN Exclosivitycn Acts, Disker Load 
Monte, ‘Money’ & Motel 

Pittsburgh, March 4. 
Rather than have an unhap¬ 

py headliner on its hand, Town 
Motel here decided to tear up 

• its contract with Lou Monte - . 
. . for week of April 7; when that 

spot will inaugurate regular 
floorshows for the spring and.. 
Summer. 

George Claire, local agent 
who handles Town House ac¬ 
count, had signed an agree¬ 
ment to deliver Monte at $750, 
but when .the singer’s, new " 
waxing of “Lazy Money” start¬ 
ed to climb; he decided that 
kind of dough was too lazy, for 
him. and wanted double that 

.... amount to fulfill the commit¬ 
ment. 

Small capacity of TowicHall ‘ 
makes a $1,500 attraction pro¬ 
hibitive. hut rather than'hold 
Monte m. his original price, 
Claire decided to drop the 
whole matter. 

Birdland’s Levy 

Canalr\™?kilg 'thrin^Mu^cI L.63S6S V^CFSdOlCS of/ tooper^"'^b|tw«Yau5the. . A;.U»i?y■-Mgameht on-..epm'i»U- 
ri?n Sf AmS^n New York and major ice shows. Schedule-makers turn is developing between two paign to sell an act and a show, 
'ttm^ocal^office6©/Ma^'j^ms6nI& n 1 H tpbk great pain6 to space shows 'B^way.caf^.kLou.^ the pier cannpt afford sudden can- 
A^oeiates has definite and tenta- Inm Vnlim e<luitaMy in every territory. How- plans to open the Cafe de Paris on cellations after a^potful of money 
t£e booMnes tor^ the Salle Bona- xOlf'JflZZ u6IUD ever, it has been found that with Broadway, holds That competition,J has gone put in exploiting the 

W 1 WViUl# few exceptions, the first show in no matter how close, is healthy— names. 

Co. is slated for three weeks start- Morris' Levy, part owner of the aAy plty got the major, share of rimp^0 ^re^dy^oper^ies ^,teel Pier is1hus reviving the 

prexy of Roulette ‘^The^tem. that ^really made 'pos^ th^Ol^Romaftiari in^the *Areadia passed'into^disSse'berause^/'the 
S f0 Tapn!fpi2iipWltFr?ncn^s Records, has leased the defunct sible the: goal of one show' a year Ballroom Bldg., where .Walters scarcity of too names The ex- 
and other 'acts slill to be signed. Versailles, N. Y., from former op- was the division, of territory, be- plans^to^loeafe_ takes^the^ view that clusivity clause used to be- stand- 

Music for the room will be under erators Nick Prounis & Arnold -S®”nt1^hapr?ar/t^n -rinse* ^ ard the old days in vaude, and 
the . baton of Canadian Denny Rossfield. Levy plans to preem the ot of “Capades” aha one each of opposition far away^-and the far- appll,f:dhnot only 10 fime Period 
SSfispot as: a:;jazz room labeled the ^ 

u/Uh1^ Bound Table. After a new decor, had been plans for a third com- . Silverman pointed out that when umber of mile • g 
W ' room will open some time in April, pany of “Capades” . but that: was ] he first signed a 14-year lease on nU™ber?f mlla ” _ 

trio in the.relief Spot. Policy calls for jazz groups to be (Continued on baee 68) that site, there was not even the Pier_ wih al«> seek a new 
, _A ka.thc Waldorf ^ headed by pianists. Joey BuShkin • ■ ■. remotest though that the Arcadia look in its bookin^T? The bills will 

The 260-seat Bonaventure s for- fronting a quartet will be the fLqst Ballroom, where Walters will comprise a pile-up of disk names, 
niair-naS^<1w°rJeWJ1At m ?? torn :ih. Mai Braveman will ban- flig? Pgrgp (Til Millie locate, was on the way out.. As a w^th several on each pill They 
of Hilton s Waldorf-Astoria (N, Y.) dle the publicity; V1"® fdICC* UU* 1UUIW result, the lessors included a clause Wl11 attempt to get headliners as 
Will present- two shows nightly tydb Several groups at various times I onf Farac which would prevent Silverman well There will be a minimum of 
a 42.50 cover during the week and ha^ bid?' for thte' Ver!‘ .LCIIt-MUlOOWII,. faCCS, ;■ from enlarging his dancefloor from j standup comics, and the bouse will 

Atlantic City’s Steel Pier is go- 
By JOE COHEN xj - j r n n . t (ing in for a new look, not only in 

The ice show field, is working to- A2SS3U S EJIlCralfl .DCHCiI • | booking concepts but in formats as 
ward a goaLthat will make.vh- .. fj _ _ fnnvonfinn Trailp wel1 One of the last strongholds 
tually every city a one-show town. IlllUb LUIlVeiUlUIl 11 allC ■ 0j resort vaudeviIle, this operation 
Already the number of two-shows- . Ttie Emerald Beach Hotel; Nas-,! owned hv Georee A Hamid orexv 
a-year cities is on the wane* and jau is going after an increased ftf’rAf, \v ' . 
at the lowest, point m the history of ,. slice 0f convention biz, with hopes , ^ OAC-Hamidt and booked by A1 
the,blades displays.. Its seen.^^that; thbt;. ^ bulk of the group trade' Bickard, has set out a difficult 
within a few years, with very few; Gome from the. U. S. Inn has ! chore for itself. 

E' only started building an additional 300 Rickard is not only banning a 

^T^SSft made^^ Pacts but is 
by the elimination of one major ror 60n (seeking an .e.\;clusivity in the area 
show,, plus a working agreement -r irODr,5h . ; hf Atlantic City. He has forbidden 
between “Ice Capades” and “Holi4tVl2V ‘r^^ | acts t0 to play either Philadelphia 
day on Ice” in which the second ; bVo fc °r Wildwqod in front of the Atlan- 
company of ‘‘Capades’’ and “Hodi-1 f 'fie City date, and for 14 days af- 
day” divided certain areas, and at i !terward- Bickard regards the va- 
the same time, would pool equip- ' rious mteries in Wildwood and 
ment in towns where there were j ^ rrSv nn^nf ^ and Phlladelphia as natural oppo- 

. no permanent ice arenas.' :i Y ^ f Silion* 
The elimination of the Arthur M^ ror-'V;. '' : ; Pier takes the view that it uses 

Wirtz “Hollywood Ice Revue” was an extensive advertising budget to 
the first major step that made pos- |> . > ¥7 •¥¥ ;. . • plug its shows in such towns as 
sible an equitabie division of ter- rOlTJC V Q |v AVYIOVIIQ * i Wildwood, Philadelphia, Laneas- 
ritory, inasmuch as the other A 111 Iv f 0«l»UlII€IIIICIy = ter, Baltimore, Reading and else- 
shows remaining took the view; where. In addition, it invests in 
that Continuing to hit any given ilU.li.> M V C!i about 150 24-sheets. Thus if any 
town for as many as three times 
a year, by as many shows; was mu¬ 
tually harmful.: Withdrawal of 
the Wirtz show paved the way for. 
total elimination of the. third icer 
in any city. ; 

There was always a high degree 
of cooperation between all the 

Walters’ N.Y. Site 
Annoys Silverman 

spot plays the attractions before 
and/or immediately aft, the act; 
for which it must pay top coin, 
loses its maximum effectiveness. 

( The booking problem is thus made 
: more difficult in this respect. An- 

irig June 9; Bill Tabbert, June 30; Birdland and 
Morris Levy, part owner, of 1 

L° S Ba at room will open some time in April, pany of “Capades” but that was | he first signed a 14-year lease on - * 
trio in thq.relief spot. Policy calls for jazz groups to be (Continued on baee 68) that site, there was not even the T*1? Pier_ wih al«> seek a new 

Waldorf headed by pianists. Joey BuShkin .■ •: • •' • . ■. remotest though that the Arcadia look in its bpol.in,g73The bills will 
The 260-seat Bonaventure s for- fronting a quartet will be the fLqst „ ,, Ballroom, where Walters will comprise a pile-up of disk names, 

.^as®dT???Jew*iat on. ^f-Bnes turn ih Mal Braveman will ban- flig? Pgrgp (Til Mnllc locate, was on the way out.. As a wdh several an each pill They 
of Hilton s Waldorf-Astoria (N. Y.) dle the publicity; V1"* fdICC^ UU> 1UU“r result, the lessors included a clause Wl11 attempt to get headliners as 
wffl present two shows nightly with ^ ^ — at various times I Anf Farac which would prevent Silverman well There will be a minimum of 
a42.50 cover flurmg the week ^d; Several groups^t yanpus; tunes. Leilt jOUtaOWll, faCeS . fr0m enlarging his dancefloor from standup comics, and the bouse will 

(Continued On page 69) saiiles. Jm-rv Brooks one nf the specified proportions, to protect ^bnunate emcees in favor of qff- 
/im niimnimiirim ... . operators of the Capri Hotel Ha- 1*3111186 0l l0P n3IIlCS that ballroom. The lessors gave stage announcements. The nine-, 

CHI STUDEBAKER IN Valia, and the^^ Luau.PMiami Beach, Chicago, March 4. hjm no .such protection from an- pia“dba^ 
. _ had wanted to lease the spot for a Chez Paree is “seriously consid- other nitery m the building, v,nnVintTUcH011 St3Mi‘ . The CQst TOP-NAME VAHDF TRIAL Polynesian type eatery. There had ering” shuttering for the remain- The situation is expected to come increase con- 

tur 11H1HL lAUVC IfUiUi been several prior offers to make der of Lent after the Sammy Davis to a head in April when. Walters’ sidet-ably under the new format, 
_• Chicago, March 4; the spot into a jazz room, .but ap- Jr. bowout March 17: It would be option on the^ Arcadia Ballrtiom ex- Rickara says. 
Two - a - day vaude is. being parectly Prounis & Rossfield still the first Lent darkening for the; Pires, or Walters formally signs a 

groomed for a Chi comeback via entertained hopes of opening the nitery in its 25-year history, al- lea?®-;V _ . . , DADCniT nniT rrTC1 
a 10-week trial run starting spot. though the club has shuttered sev-. Walters has long contended that BUKotH 1 BtL 1 bt IJ 
Ap^il ®* . Jt.wiU- relight The 1,200- The Versailles closed several eral times in pre-Xmas lulls.; AM IT AT IA M A rmtH 
seat. Studebaker Theatre, dark years ago after the Bureau of In- Situation accents the plight of thP AN ITALIAN ACCENT 

ternaJReVeSue l.it the spot with:a the Chei aiid its counterparts.else.. Athene Inpe.^hen ^pperated tta .. ^ ... . ... m . 

(Contiriued on page 68) 

a 42.50 cover during the week arid 
(Continued on page 69) 

CHI STUDEBAKER IN 

Several groups at various times 
have put in bids, for the Ver¬ 
sailles. Jerry Brooks, one of the 
operators, of the Capri Hotel, Ha¬ 
vana, and the Luau, Miami Beach, 
had wanted to lease the spot for a 

April 6. It will relight the 1,200- 
. seat. Studebaker Theatre, dark 
since last spring. AN ITALIAN ACCENT 

Revival is plotted by Mount $350>Q00 tax bilL This was-based where rfaced with n_ Latin . Quarter, the. Royal Roost ■ A new talent area is in the mak- 
-Royal ProductionSi partnering on a ruling that the cafe should stricting pool of top names to dravv cafe was in the basement of, that lbg The Ita;lian-Americans are es- 
Frank De Fraiicis, ex-Montreal have collected the 20% cabaret from. Chi spot hasn’t a^^shqw inked n? Tgblishing the pizza version of the 

. nitery operator; Mark Green, legit. tax on many of tile dinner checks after Davis, with booker Dave JwU start J^noya-. ^ thi m y 
actor, and Paul Adonis, Chi busi- which th<» manaepnipnt fplt didn't Halner said to be dickering fran- tion .of the Arcadia Ballroom .in oorscni oen. i^eaaer m mis move 
nessman. It’s reported that out- come u«de?’atSftSfIsin'eltchecks ttaU* WUh Aira Acr^a. N. Y, 
side com augments their ante. were paid prior to the start of the rent recession is tabbed as a co- Mianfit Heach Cale de Pans. located, in the Catskills i|ear Al- 

New vaudery pldns a top-name entertainment. The Versailles said ’villain, and has prompted. CheZ to : banyr has booked a seison of 
Pi^uCy’ ?U«haS s^re? n*° act^yet* it had obtained one ruling that do-some price reshuffling.. It re- If AQC fADC DAin names: The talent doesn’t have to 
although Harry Belafonte is being such a m0(jus operandi would be cently incepted a $6.85 per pack- JuAuiJ. lUl d KAIU .\] b<i lialian hllt mi-bht hllri 
dickered. The Mount Royal group okay, but in the final determina- age applicable to grpups of 20 or T rriAM GTDID CAIDTC ^ f g. . p* . _ 
plans to exercise its option by the tion it was ruled that the manage- more, the bargain tariff covering a LtllLUtt ullUi dUlKfit Already set for the lasagna lati^ 
?4ar<;h A5 deadline- Bedecowtion ment was responsible for the un- steak dinner, all taxes and tips: ftudes are Jody Sands going in July 
is skedded and the house will collected coin. Prounis & Ross- If the club does hiatus, plan is cf 4 nnif^ l' ■ 15* Jerry Vale been pact- 
March 15 deadline. Redecoration ment was responsible for the un¬ 
is skedded and the house will collected coin. Prounis & Ross 

Miarni .Beach Cafe de Paris. 

MASS. COPS RAID 
: LEGION STRIP SOIREE 

Fairhayen, Mass., March 4. . 

located, in the Catskills near Al¬ 
bany,: has booked a reason of 
names:. The talent doesn’t have to 
be Italian, but it might help. 

Already set for the lasagfia lath- 
tudes are Jody Sands, going in July 
15. Jerry Vale has also been pact* 

^ had hoped teniake^taxt° reppcn Apcil 1? <,r^t' 

« V n,'m nn RJ&R 51m» Msa<*e*W-} \ And Stands To |cc^S^r^S’ln^S 

Shows are planned for. 6 arid 9 p.m. with the miscellaneous tax divi- 
with house scaled to a $6.60 top. sion of the Government, but -was 

— -————' Unsuccessful. 

S« F* Dim 0D R&R : » nnc ■■ oioie .^U!!LC iaiu, | _ Clientele corisists Iarcelv of the 
_ L,. . . niTAilf mui nirirkir Lose 28G strippers -within three weeks. Pre-;as^^ cnenieie cons KSiS; largely °Line 
San Francisco, March 4. SHOW BUS TO START r vio^y, the .state gendarmes younger Italians; Season, for which 

.City--. .Recreation-Park Commis- _ • London, March 4. swooped down on a Lowell nitery.' ^ «ie aheadj lined up, 
sion has put the kibosh on pro- ROAD TOUR FOR LINE L Bn^in S aclrofk ’n’ roU warb-l. The five arrested were charged 0perators are 

titv,™;, Thn«> nmnncai tn iVT-Tii/ 1VU11 lyll lilllfj ler/Tommy Steele, cancelledhis with participaling in an indecent ,*ra?k ... 
er Jimmy Jones p P ■ Planes, trains and ships have arrangements to. fly to South performance. An audience of 350 j ' ~ 1 “~ ^ 

rent the city’s 60,OOO-seat Kezar hitherto - in^gUrated new runs • Africa for a vaude tour and instead left hurriedly.. In New Bedford dis- . j • (n • in . 
Stadium for a rock n roll show with fullscale shows. The Trail- [ sailed for the S. A. last, week; (24). trict court, Alice M. Sullivan; 32, L6SS6r S j01FC6 L3St 
featuring Fats Domino, Lavern ways lines, however, will be the Reason for change of plan was Boston;. Ruth McElroy, 35, Attle- | ,. ■ ■ _ . , 
Baker and Chuck "Berry. first bus to inaugurate a new ser- Steele’s reluctance to fly following boro, and Gloria J. Artesani, 26.: : Arthur Lesser s hard- ticket 

Commission told Jones He’d vice with an entertainment troupe the Munich plane disaster in which Newtori, were found guilty on. vauder, Initernational. Soire. 
have to get okay for May 17 show on board. Line, will start a. New 6tar footballers and sports writers charges of participating in an im- °pe?rinS at. Bijou Theatre, 
from Police Chief Frank Ahern. York to Atlanta run frorn March were killed or injured. moral.show and giving false names Wednesday '12), has 
The chief, in turn, reported he 13, with* stops along the line in . Steele insists. that he is not to police. ; completed ita cast. Layout is head- 
hoped the commission would dis- major cities for greetings by city scared of flying but realizes that Charles Abbott, 58, of Boston. , ®d by Patacnou and \yiu comprise 
approve Jones’ application because officials and business organiza- he has commitments to others. His was found guilty on a ; charge of I ^eorSe Laiaye.-ife.^co.^ Cornells, d 
“it would be difficult to handle the tions. decision, which necessitates drastic being, involved in .the show, and . Belgian pantomimist; Caracolillo & 
crowds and they might get out of Heading the show will be Toby cutting down in the length of his Robert E. Dexter, Fairhaven, with , Maria Rosa Spanish dancers; gui- 
hand.” Deane and a dixieland band. Other S. A. tour, will cost the star about being the show’s agent. terist Rogelio Keguera, and ac- 
/ Jones is appealing to Ahern, but gimmicks will be hi-fi music for $28,000. Steele also proposes a nix The dancers; and emcee had (cordiomst Jo Basile. 
its’ doubtful police - chief will the lull periods, buffet snacks arid on flying for a .subsequent whirl their cases continued; Dexter paid. Layout opened for a week in 
change his mind. uniformed hostesses. around Scandinavia. > $100 fine. 'Boston on Monday (3). 

STEELE FLY-SHY 

j Sails to S. Africa And Stands To second state ' poliei 

Lesser’s ‘Soiree’ Cast 
Arthur Lessers hard - ticket 

vauder, “Initernational. Soire.” 
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Philadelphia, March 4. 4-—----—^——--——.. -- 
An added hid for convention ... _i ^ 

hudne by the Sheraton Hotel Oregon Centennial Names 
here is being made with a closed- o 
circuit video setup which will en¬ 
able guests to receive confabs as 
well as out side events, through the - Portland, Ore., March 4. 
regular, television sets in their Ray. W. Smith of Hollywood has 

Roy W. Smith as Biz Mgr. 

been, hired as business manager of 
t h e 1959 Oregon Centennial. The 
Centennial Commission retained 
the top exposition executive to han¬ 
dle concessions, exhibits . and ad- 

own. rooms. A studio within the 
hotel will start- beaming live pro-; 
grams several hours' a day cover¬ 
ing meetings-in the inns, banquets. ' 
and will even project commercials 
advertising various services within missions. Post/ pays $1,000 .. per 
the hotel,, events and anything else month with Smith getting a piece 
the hot el w ould' like to bring to 0f all advance admish ducats sold, 
the attention ot its guc.sK It’s anticipated that-admissions 

New setup '-has been, made pos- wm bring in $3;000,000, exhibits 
sible by tin* u-.e of the new tive- $1;230,000, arid- concessions $250,- 
pound caiuera developed - by Gen- , 000. Floyd Maxwell heads the 
eral Preeiston Labv C omplete in- Commission: which will- book nu¬ 

merous stageshows, aquacades - and 
acts/ 

Glasgow, March 4. 
A substantial revision of mini¬ 

mum salary and rehearsal salary in 
contracts for .chorines in premier 
class pantomimes was urged here 
by annual- meeting of Scot section, 
British. Actors’ Equity Assn. ‘ 

Meeting, also called for elimina¬ 
tion, of the “local .chorister” clause 

1 in contracts, an agreement whereby 
' local chorines may be paid less 
j.than recruits from London and 
’.other centers. 

stallat ion. including the: connection uus „ 
of a channel, amplifier and a mod- • nidrviHnnl 
ulator to the hotel’s master an- lua- iaual 
tenna system, is. expected to-be 
completed by March 15. 

Hotel points out that daily tele¬ 
casts. re.gardle.ss of what conven¬ 
tions -are booked, are being con¬ 
sidered It’s pointed out: that 
guests whiling to be awakened at 
a given hour have only to 'leave, 
their television' sets on at channel ■: 
7. For conventions, or meetings, 
delegates will be given latest /in- ! 
Structions and daily., schedules. In ; 
the evenings, the inn will telecast ! 
the music from its Cafe Care.me, ? 
or interviews from the lobby. Most . A 
of the commercials will stress its 

‘Paper Fairs’ As 
in 

m 
: Boston, March 4. 

proposal looking toward a 
' study of operations, of Massachu- 

own dining room or various civic setts fairs was clobbered at. a legis- 
events. ;lative committee hearing last .week 

A soundproof glass-enclosed stu- by former Sen. Daniel Rudsten of 
dio has been built on the third Mattapan. He opposed Gov* Foster 
floor of the hotel, and overlooks i Furcolo’s bill that would give the 
the stage of. the grand ballroom. I state agriculture commissioner' au- 
Control unit requires one operator ■ thority to permit racing at agricul- 
on.ly* Hotel’s general . manager; plural/fairs that have been in exist- 
Lloyd Carswell, stated that the en-j ence three years and criticized the 
tire installation has been conv . proposal for study of operations of 
pleted for. $10,000 and if expert-, fairs. 
ment proves, successful. Will be exy. Some, fairs are set up as “paper 

; fairs,’'he said, “ostensibly for agri- tended to other units of the 45- ; 
hotel chain. ; cultural promotions, but really for 

: racing profits.. He said that .“racing 
syndicates are moving into the fair 
circuit,” and “I. predict there will 
be a full scale, racing war in New' 
England if \ve permit *papef fairs’ 

SliM'pinj* IBeailly on IfO : to engage in racing.” 
(EMPIRE. GLASGOW) .: At the hearing, former Sen. Jo- 

Glasgow, Feb. 20. | seph L. Murphy of Dorchester,, gen- 
Tom Arnold. i»i association irith ■ eral manager, of; the Berkshire 

Holiday on Ice, presentation, .with . County Fair, charged a proposal 
Lucille Gaye, Erica Batchelor, Jean by the state Farm Bureau Federa- 
Colquhoun~ Hamilton . Brown. Roy tion w'as: designed to “kill the Han- 
Rirers, The Eskimos 13 ’ . The-Char:., cock fair,”. 
Jodies < 3 >; choreography, Beatrice , He said. “Let’s bring this all out 
Lively: cost urns Anthony Hot-; in the bpen. This bill is designed 
land; dectrr. Edward Delaney:,book to perpetuate the racing monopoly 
& lyrics, Maurice Cowan: staged by of; Edward Carroll at the Great 
Louis Barber. At Empire Theatre, . Barrington Fair.” 
Glasgow, Feb. 17. ’58; $1.20 top. At another hearing. Clarence F. 

\ . W"■' , . , , , King, representing Wonderland 
A {‘ast. °,"V' 01 f‘u>/ t1I'a!n,ed Spa,^~ dog track, opposed a bill that w’ould 

ers, backed »>>: colorful sets, glide jnpt,p;1c:A/ t-hp IpoqI VimU r.n 
across icy-packed stage of this 

audery to bring to life the old 

/ London. March 4;. 
Final headache was sufmounted 

.when Val Parnell successfully ap- ; 
plied to the Westminster Licensing ! 
Sessions for a provisional full and 
suppertirne license for nis forth¬ 
coming London Hippodrome, proj¬ 
ect. Hippodrome, skedded to be 
unveiled as a theatre-restaurant in 
midsummer, Will stage two. one- 
hour shows, at 9:30 p.m. and mid¬ 

i-night. Specialty acts and a dancing 
/ period will follow. . 
i . With an eye to deadheads/ “no 
! meal, ho show” will be the Hippo¬ 
drome policy. About 420 patrorns 
will be able to take, a full meal on 
the ground floor for $5.25. The 
other 200 customers With lighter 
appetites or. pocketbooks can have 
a .more frugal meal in the balcony 
for $3.85. The Pigalle is already 
w ell established with Its restaurant- 
floorshow, but the Hippodrome will 
be the first West End theatre-res¬ 
taurant since the Casino reverted 
to a theatre. 12 years ago, . 

Parnell considers that the Hippo¬ 
drome will, provide somethingJ4if- 
fereut in the. theatre and fulfill a 
need in. view of.«tv developments, 
It will also help to keep alive a 
“vaudeville branch of the theatre.” 

Jerry Lewis to tee Off 
K.6/s Starlight Season 

Kansas City, March 4. 
Starlight Theatre will open the 

outdoor season in Swope Park 
with Jerry Lewis bringing in a 
package show for a week's stand 
beginning June 9. This follows a 
pattern set last year, when 
Liberace opened the season with a 
package show, preceding the 
schedule of 10 locally produced 
musicals. , 

i . Lewis will bring several, acts to 
; round out the package, but these 
! are to be made known later, ac- 
. cording to W. M. Symon, business 
manager, who said last Week the 
contract is signed. Likewise, the 

) ■ season’s schedule of musicals is to 
be announced shortly. 

Omaha, March 4. 
\ Ak-Sar-Ben, local; civic org, last 
week announced it has set its 1958 
shows for members, who get to see 
five revues for jfree in exchange 
for their $10 annual dues. Org has 
about. 21,000 members, which 
means shows must play a.minimum 
of two days so all can see ’em. 

Opening show May 26-27, .set 
through Music Corp. of America 
and Chicago’s Floyd Shaw, stars 
Harry James orch and Brenda Lee. 

. . On July 8-9, following the Ak- 
Sar-Ben Races, Shaw has booked 
Marguerite Piazza plus Pryde & 
Day, Daro & Corda and a local 

f" Montreal. 
Editor, Variety: 

Variety is the voice of show 
business. I know of no better media 
through which to voice some dis¬ 
turbing views. 

On and off, for more than . 25 
years, the writer has handled night 
club publicity. However, it has 
only been during the past two 
months that I have had the com¬ 
plete responsfbility for buying tal-.. 
ent and handling all advertising, 
publicity and exploitation for the 
Embassy Room here. During this 
brief period I have been appalled 
at the complete lack of coordina¬ 
tion and. cooperation between per¬ 
sonal managers and booking agen¬ 
cies with the buyers of talent. 

My own impression has. been, 
that none, of those who slice, up the 
artist’s melon is the least bit in¬ 
terested in merchandising the act. 
The procedure has been that we 
buy an act through a local agent, 
and in due course we receive a 
package of photos, \Vhich in many 
cases w'ere never intended for re¬ 
production purposes; < Sometimes 
we receive a. biography that is out¬ 
dated by five years or more. There 
are times we receive no biography 
and photos are not identified. 

Blackout on Material 
No personal manager or talent 

agency has ever bothered to com¬ 
municate with us after we have 
bought an act to give us backr 
ground .material, suggestions for— 
features, column fillers, table tents, 
menu clip-ons or any of. the 1,001 
gimmicks Which can help the house 
merchandise an act. 

I do not expect anyone else to do 
my wbrkj but I do expect a cer¬ 
tain amount of cooperation in an 
effort to promote the manager or 
agency’s net,. 

We recently had a highly sue- . 
cessful act play the room and it 
Was only after the artist was in 
several days that , we learned a 
hew record had just been released 
in the States. The distributor In 

Perk Act Agcy. Biz 

racing in the state from 90 to 140 
fairy yarn of the Sleeping Beauty. . da^f a,;^ea^* .^® sa*d Ibis could 
Blade work is good, and storv. • a<* War in conflict \vith dates, 
though familiar, comes over plea's- among: other horse tracks; in the 
antly enough,'.even if appeal of ice i X^wf England area and conflict with 
shows hereabouts is not as high dog racing dates! . 
as once it Was. . .. ■. ■ ■ ; ■—r—:'. 

Lucille Gaje. established Eng-, ,/ti > « . . ni > 
lish comedienne .is- a comical, jjiaSgOW $ ISt LiZ OllOW 
loose-limbed Martha, Queen of Co-: ° 
roni'a, and scores in eccentric ami-j 
able comicalities. Distafler is •. 
staiuloLit of company. 1 { 

Erica Batchelor, British ice-skat-j 
ing cliaiiipioii, recently turned pro-! 
fessional. lias requisite dash as 
Prince Forthright, the principal 

At $75 tab; Panel Gets 
‘Hot’ Job—Picking Acts 

Glasgow, March 4. 
it. Top-price seats, at Scotland’s 

boy. i Shapely' distaffer is gradu- • . Royal Variety-Performance, 
ate of U; Sc high school, having . at Alhambra Theatre here July .3 
toured tile States w ith her ice- 1 are likely to cost $75 each^Tickets 
skating parents some years back), will range from that figure down 
Blonde Jean Colquhoun fits pret- to S15. 
tily into title part of Princess Beau- : Special arrangements are being 
ty, and shows more skating made for donation tickets. Al- 
prowess. . , ; ready, some donors have given as 

Hamilton Brown offers comedy TniI(,|1 __ «««. 
on blades.: as also does Roy Rh-:.£Sh as $^° a»d more for one: 
ers.,\vho plays musical instruments se7C*^ 
and rides a unicycle, all. on ice. ! . 9r5a™zfrf are auning_ at a $60,- 
More comedy bits are by the Three i target for the Scottish Thea- 
Eskimos . and the Charladies trio. : tribal & Variety Artistes’ .Bene- 

While more a spectacle/ than a volent Fund. Queen Elizabeth and 
production with impact, show nev- i the Duke of Edinburgh will graice 
ertheless lias strong appeal to the show from a. Royal box. 
moppets, and the 13 scenes are ; Not yet announced whether any 
brightly devised for diversion^ of American acts will be included, and- 
eye and ear: Gord. -a controversy still rages on this topic. 
«.. . . , . A j Committee which will choose the 
W MA * Digger Chi Qtrs. • acts for; the Queen’s approval is 

Chicago. March 4. ! now named. It is headed by Alex 
William Morris Agency’s office Frutin, local theatre owner and 

here is switching to larger quarters president of the Fund; Johnny Hall, 
in Tribune Tower April 1; Agency j Fund’s 'vicepresident, and; Stewart 
will take over the entire 28th floor, - CTuikshank, boss of Howard Sc 
formerly occupied by the A1 Paul/'Vyndham Ltd., which owns the Al- 
Leftoh ad shop. . . j hambra^. Cooperating are vaude 

Morris office now moors in Palin- agent John S: .MacDonald and mu- 
olive Bldg.,'nearly a mile north, sic publisher Mozart Allan, both of 
of the Trib home. , Glasgow. 

one guest. 
. Talent agencies are hitting an ! Circus-type revues are. slated by 
! unexpected upbeat in the sale of i Ernie (GAC-Hamid) Young on July 
moderate priced talent for dates • 21-23 and either Romeo or Barnes 

j as far. away as December, Agencies ; & Carruthers in August. For these, 
| aire approaching., niteries on the I members can take up to three kids 
[ basis that for the price being; of 16 and under. August dates are 
j quoted.7 they bre excellent buys. | still pending upon setting Ringling 
I . For example; Music. Corp;. of | Bros. Circus later that month in a 
; America sold Ted Lewis on a i 2-for-l afrangement in., which Ak 
! three-time ■ deal to the .Beverly‘ members can buy . half-rate tickets 
j Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky, j while public is also admitted. 
! He goes into that spot on three | Also signed for this year are the 
i stands., last one of which is down ; Royal Canadian Mounted Police as 
for Dec. 5. . Nelson Eddy is also ! features of the World Champion- 

i being booked for; several/ stands-j ship Ak-Sar-Ben Rodeo, Sept. 19- 
. long in advance. He’s lined up for : 27, and “Ice. Capades,” March 24- 
the Horizon. Room/ : Pittsburgh, 30. . 
Sept. 15. Pqmpoff & Thedy are. set j .■-: /' /.-——:—— 
for the latter-spot in November,.j r > f m'll r 
and Alan King is inked for the ! MlterVTOlOOS; Cllllly S 
Beverly in October. -Beverly. is. set; r 1 J 

orch. Omahan Don Romeo inked 
Jerry Murad’s Harmonicats also [ Canada had no knowledge of the 
for this. I release or . of the fact that the'act 

JUlius LaRosa will top an Aug. i was recording for their firm. W’e 
• 5-6 show that also includes Evers : had to pressure the distributor to 
! & Dolorez; Johnny Bachemin and I get sample records for the local 
, Benny Meroff & McLaughlin. To I disk' jockeys. These recordings 
. all these show's, members may take | received, heavy play. How'ever, w e 

for the. .rest. Of the year with the 
exception of one show in Decem¬ 
ber. '•/ "/■ , 

i Not alt performers can be sold 
j oh that basis* Names, of. course: 

can always be sold, but there must; 
, be some gimmick to get the mqd- 
• erate priced acts signed up so far 
J ahead: Generally, it’s price that’s 
the 'wedge for bookings so far in 
advance. Agencies as well , as acts 
see the. advantage of lining up a 
Consecutive -route, and the nitery 
can proceed to advertise names on 
the basis of firm deals. . 

Until recenfly/ advance dates to 
cover the generally slack summer 

. period were pushed. Hoy-ever, of 
i late, the agencies have gone far 
j beyond the hot months ini lining 
up advance stands. 

Richiardi Heads Bill 
At Atlanta Boat Show 

Atlanta, March 4, 
:, Boat & Sports Show opened Fri¬ 
day 128) at. Municipal Auditorium 

■ for 10-day run *Stageshow is head- 
led by magician Richiardi Jr., 
: backed up by the Four Voices, the 
j Fljing IvanoVs, Keith Killinger’s 
j Show Boat Bund and emcee Bill 
.Brown.,’ 

: Show is sponsored by Atlanta 
Marine Trade Assn. Tariff is 90c 

I for adults, 50c for children.. 

Latin Casino (3 Weeks), 
Frisco Pair (For Good) 

Philadelphia, March4. 
• The Latin Casino* flagship of 
Philly liiteries, w-hich added the 
[unorthodox December - February 
closings last year to its summer 
shuttering, /now follows with an 
extra-added three-week layoff, 
March 17-Apfil 7, 

“If We can’t get suitable attrac¬ 
tions for our trade,” declared co¬ 
owner David Dushoffy ;we close 
down.” Mickey Shaughnessy and 
Tony Arden will be the headliners 
When the club reopens. 

San Francisco, March 4. 
The Jazz Showcase, lawyer Dave 

Glickman’s experiment in a non¬ 
alcoholic night club catering to 
teenagers, has folded. / 

Nitery opened only last summer, 
quickly went to weekends-only op¬ 
eration despite hefty doses of 
flackery, and closed for good 
shortly after it got a feature lay¬ 
out in a national , mag (Look). 

Macumba, a Frisco nitery ,hns 
shuttered with debts of more than 
$4,000. 

One of the principal owners was 
Don. Barksdale. ex-UCLA and pro 
basketball player who’s now an 
Oakland dee jay. 

lost a full week’s exploitation .be¬ 
cause someone neglected to coor¬ 
dinate the merchandising. Inci¬ 
dentally, . after more than thfee 
weeks in the house the act has not 
yet been contacted by representa¬ 
tives of the record distributors. 

One highly respected New York 
personal manager recently told us 
that he would be happy to: supply 
any information, are requested. 
However, we did not know the'act 
had a personal manager, until after 
the first week pf an Original; two- 
week engagement Was - over. 

Perhaps we are just a little bit 
naive about the whole business, 
biit.it seems to us that somewhere 
down, the line Some of the eager 
tenpercenters should start doing a 
little merchandising for their tal¬ 
ent rather than just act as a whole¬ 
sale distributors.. 

Gus Garber. / 
.. Director of Advertising 

and .Public Relations, 
Windsor Hotel. 

Blackpool, Eng , March 4. 
The Three Kaye Sisters, rising 

English harmony trio, are pacted 
for “Light Up the ToWn,” Tom 
Arnold-Jack Taylor revue, set for 
Hippodrome Theatre here this sum¬ 
mer. This means that the Hipp will . 
have. one of its strongest shows in 
years. Previously signed were 
Michael Holliday, Winifred Atwell, 
and the Nitwits. 

The South Pier Pavilion show, 
with Shfrley Bussey, and Norman 
Evans starred, will be Unaffected by 
recent Are which caused more than 
$300,000 worth of damage hut left , 
theatre at promenade eiid un¬ 
touched. An amusement arcade, 
cafes, bars and offices were 
destroyed. Blaze was put tinder 
control before the flames reached 
the theatre premises. 

The Andrea Dancers, currently 
in pantomime at Leeds, Eng., are 
pacted for the. George & Alfred; 
Black revue at the' Opera .House. 
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Thank y ou 

JOHNNY MATHIS 
FOR A FABULOUS ENGAGEMENT 

SRO for 20 Consecutive Nights 

«r 

GENE NORMAN 

The Crescendo 

On the Sunset Strip 

Hollywood 

PLUS 2 SOLD-OUT CONCERTS FEBRUARY 21 

PASADENA CIVIC AUDITORIUM - GROSS $14,672 
(With June Christy, The Cal Tjader Quintet and The Lancers) 

COLUMBIA RECORDS 

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP. 

Personal Management 

HELEN NOGA 
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Vaude, Cafe Dates 
tvi , YV^lr' -Janine Caire opened-kt the Vien-; 
New Y ork neJ.e ijantern yesterday <Tues. i . . .*j J 

IXavis &. Iteese have sinned for a Yoshiko, Japanese singer, a hold-] 
tour; of ■■C.sUU ovcrMth*Old ^ 

pianist combo, bowed at Danny 1 
Demetry’s Zebra Lounge in lobby n 
of Howell House . . . Holdovers in- EpOA7A All lAA.KlIfCfC 
elude Four Mints and Marta Dane Tl Vv4v Ull lvw UUI Rw 
in Chick Hedrick’s refurbished 
Domino Lounge in. Imperial Hotel, j Continued from page. 65 

abandoned, and •■Holiday,” Whlih j 
Dirfnll/M-. \fA^nnnall JCr MnnrA • tirrvo >Aiiror) cotrorol OAmna. I biz \\h6Il adVcUlCB ScUO W3? * DO111 add McConnell & Moore, |'at one time toured several compa- 

with Freddie Martell in ' nip~ in; +Kp TT S shaved down to $25,000 off last year and only, a big 

for hooker Charlie H-app . . . Marge Washington.. ; Lou Shor signed as | 
Cameron slated -for the Crescendo, entertainment director of Kutsher s j 

Hou-aton April 30 . . . Georges-Country Club, Moriticello . '. . Ruth 
Guetarv inked for the Havana Rivi- Welcome to play the zither at the 
era Havana. April 29 . . Paul. Hampshire House Fountain Room. 

^aved down to ekeni ^ anu'.'lrti 
)tel . . t one layout. .Thus with only four being a flop. 

—.. •/" ' —:-j companies and with a season last-i Harris’ billing continues to la- 

Dallas : y J 86.^ « 
Statler-Hilton. with Earl Wright- stay out of each others way. ' around) and ‘‘big show” despit* ■ around) and ‘‘big show-” despit* 

1 with successive fortnight: dates^for ternalionally curreitly having ^ jhg Omaha's Ak-Sar-Ben, just 50 
i Three Suns, Jackie ..Miles,, Selior • . ; milec awav this month (24-30). Be- i Tams r.ram. rnrinn* Gal- one troupe on the Continent, an-! nuies.gwaj,xn» moiuu 

• e -n 4La T?l^..rA^ 1 IHTCC OUUS, JUL'AIC IHU^Sa DCUU1 I 
Dayis & Ree^e m*°ntthe Wences. Jose Greco, Cprinhe Cal- one troupe 

,asino, Windsor, Ont^r; March .10 1 - p-,,Ai rh^nnmr ami Marl**• rT i fore his No. 2 unit began playing 

Winch ell hitting the Americana. son & Lois Hunt current, follows “Holiday,” however, operates in- fact his No. 1 outfit will be play^ 
Jn aA-1 Pi a v rn a tes (y tour u iththe . ... Chicago with successive fortnight dates for tern.ationally, currently having^ jng Omaha's Ak-Sar-Ben, just 50 
Feld Bros rock !n’ roll package:.. . Dayis & Reese into theJUmwoOd ,Wencds^jSe Greco, Coriime Cal- one troupe on the Continent, an-! rpiles awajr, this ' 
Johnny (’arson to emcee Artists Casino, Windsor, Ont, March10 ™er r ^ th ._ Erlffland and one in the ! fore his No. 2 unit begam playing 
F.quitv Ball at the Hotel Waldorf- for a fortnight . . Joey Bishop set Mcj)onald caring for Empire Room _ S i Lincoln last year a majorityT>f the 
Astoria March 28 . . . Maria Bar-; for two frames at the Pine? in Hot “'"throdgh Jule 1 Pail Naigh- *«' East. ,| No. 1 company's biz in Vmah* 
nard at the Hotel Embajadar,. Springs, starting March 3 ., vJaye bors orch opens in the room June 1 Two-show cities now include carne from the Lincoln trade area. 
Cuidad Trujillo.. D°rrvinicanRe-.Bros. and25 for 10 weeks, while the Bob New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, A^Sar-Ben officials said advance 
public ... Joyce Crandall and Carl fot a two-week^r at thg Fimv;0.00. Cross house band takes a 10-week . V 7 ■ , sale this year is better than last 
Conway opening at -the Cafe, de . > Indso;r. March ^24^^roup, comic, and : ?VIll'v’aukee’ ^dston. Schedule- year’s although, they pointed out, 
Paris. Miami Beach,. March 11 . • • -.rc:nt at Ranc^ £®rlo0Sv /singer^ Arlene Fontana open (13.) at ■ makers are sometimes unable to the. 1957 figures were the poorest 

" -----—n pe7!..rrI)en nP T.19! - ^aAene lhe ;Adolphus Hotel’s .Century avoid a second show in any given in years. 

KPN RAPDV Shannon & Brooks BrosJ. plus p^Ford^lso^ because lengthy hobs must —=^7-j- , - 
iVbll IS A It If I Danny Costello, in for twoatthe Mar;h27-Dave Earry^pens be brokenand sometimes a town iTTIVa V VlTI ll 11 

^®)las *- April^O^’comediiif^anny’costeHo bfbst be played if. only to. kepp.the |||]|l|] >MRI|I|1| 
- - - Costello ■ does a pair with & Brobir« Bros company occupied and with the ■ 111 > I 6 I In H 13* IIII B 

Jl^jA CreK?n*o 5et for APril 24 - i Herb Martti hope that the losses will Be kept to UJllJIJll l-AlvIlLJA 

March 5 for two ... Eddys’ • in^ton s Curnnfly 
WteMmm k'C Rav for tvvr> rounds ! • • • Bob !Roger?. combo returned ‘Unliitav’ OK In B^ w. *: 

KEN BARRY 

HELD OVER 

CHEZ PAREE 
MONTREAL 

Mgr.: Sru & Will Weber, New York 

GERRI GALE 
Just Concluded 

CHASE HOTEL 
St. Louis 

Now Broadcasting 
JACK HYLTON’S TV SHOW 

LONDON 
Mgl.—MILES INGALLS,' HOWARD HOYT 

OUSONS FUN-MASTER 
PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatricals 

“W« Service the Stars" 

Big Clean-Out Special on All 
35 Gag Files for Only $15 

Plus $1.00 Postage' 
- 3 Parbdy Books, Per Blf. ... ST0 f 

» 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. S2S • 
• Mlp$trel Budget .S2S • 

How to Master the Ceremonies 
S3 per Copy 

No C.O.D's . ; "Always Open" 
BILLY GLASON 

500 W. 54th St., N.Y.cl, 1? Circle 7-1130 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY) 
(Let a Real Professional Train You) 

K.C: has Dei Bay for two founds ^ -Holiday’ OK in Freeze 

ardnieomk*alJohnhy Haymer”open celebrating afts llflf: amli.. . .’ Lou-I ' Atlanta. March 4. 
fhere Aoril 4 wXThe Snortsmen ann’s set one-nighters- for Woody! While the skating lur* of ‘‘Holi- j 
dup in AdHI 18 Haller & Havdett Herman band. March.28. and Harry day on Ice 1958” is still hot stuff 
are set Tbr a pair^there fi’^rtiTSay ^ay 16 . ^ . Riverlake Coun- j.at the bbxoffice, executive staff of 
31 . . . Charley Fuqua’s Ink Spots t5y .clu^haJ th® MiUer ! fngid entertainment frolic gath- 
start March 17 at the Embers, ,.an(iv w1^ Ray McKinley’ inked j ered here this week, to make plans 
Evansville, -ind. . for May 16. . I for 1959 production. Evansville, -ind. tor May lb. I for 1959 production. 

•: . . .- - ‘‘Holiday” completed 11-day, 17- 
Hnllvurnnil » ■ • ■ M . performance run at 5,000-seat City 

„ *4 J i, y-i u i 4 Talent Azencv Probe Auditorium 10 days ago to good 
. Betty Grable makes .her flrst P . J : business despite freezing weather. 
S ±== continued from page ’2 JRoads closed to traffic hurt boxof- 
with a. t.wo-week booking at Frank 
Scnnes’ Moulin Rouge Sophie ageiit. acting purely. on behalf of ? ; to tf_°p t'°f7fh'^p 
Tucker will play the Cpcoanut its clients^^ and frequently carrying ^ J”5 n ^.ith theil 
Grove for two weeks March 12 . . : nn,.cnn.i;f;nc showed up with their out-of-date 

Talent Agency Probe 
—Continued from page 2 ^^ 

urove iqr two weeks March 12 , . out the. wishes of the personalities tT':“ n ^ W 
Dinah Shore will make a oneweek .f hnnk<; when dpalinp with hovers tlckets on subsequent nights and 
stand at the Flamingo, Las Vegas, Jfhfe° • offSemanagement had little choice .ex- 

.March 25 . ... The Lob Brown .orch.tS® ’Jt. ? cept to seat them Some place in 
; with dancers Dick Humphreys and thft !vf the house. They wanted to see the 
.Peg Leg Bates have been added to ^_^t^nslnnes?f £ show .and spurned money-back-bf- 
the Jerry Lewis bill which opens- ^ fers. Promoters made many friends, 
at the Chi Chi m Palm Springs .specifically that as am .agency it ^ Garrivng 0ut this policy. 
Friday i7) Jane Froman set to owns no packages,. Whenever it * “Holiday” brass headed bv ex¬ 
open May 2 for four .weeks at San has formed a package, if has done ecutive Loducers Georee * and ■ 
Francisco’s • Fairmont Hotel , . . so on behalf of the leading per- rn,.c^0 52 
Frank Sinatra into the Sands. Las. sonality of the show, or the creator -Ru .Tys<?P. came to Atlanta to 
Vegas, for three weeks April 9, of the idea. ^Thus.- the. 'Milton, study costume and set design 

j - Berle teieshow was owned, by sketches and work out musical ar- 
, .Atlanta . .. ■«**>?:_• Danny. Thom,? ^ ^ tar 

Monday (3) signalized opening EdelmanC ^Ak^ an agency Vt never In addition to Tysons, those here 
of new lineups ht four Atlanta title on any° deal it con- for production session Were John 
niteries .. . Paradise Room in summated. Top members of that G. Finley, associate producer; 
?!n^VRrntrhldrc agency feel that tlie D. of j; look- Chester Hale, choreographer; Ken 

: Si^erFr^!dUvS,I^vC^Hfnkie^Di^r’in2 see doesn’t concern them. Stevens, manager; Dolores Pallet, 
fm- Ihmv and- dancing add tcatur-1 - ?Iu.sic <-orp, of America is con- associate produce; Freddie Wittop. 
ing vocals of Sonny Motrisoh . . . 

f -. In addition to Tysons, those here 
for production session Were John 

Stevens, manager; Dolores Pallet, 
associate produce; Freddie Wittop, 

ceded to be the largest talent of- costume designer and Ben Stabler, 
free in the world. Its involve- music orchestrator and. conductor. The Bachelors Sc Nancy Lee, here fice in the world. Its involve* music orchestrator and conductor, 

after an engagement at Riviera ments include not only representa- ——:— 
Hotel in Las Vegas, opened at tion of talent, but ownership of ‘Capade.s’ Off in Lincoln 
Anchorage in Clermont Hotel . .. - farflung enterprises, many totally . Omaha aMrch 4 
Thrush Sunny Fox is spotlighted unrelated to show bir. Its realty .iT*. 
in new show at Club Peachtree. properties include buildings in New Capades second unit, fea- 
w hich features Terry Venezia and York. Chicago, Beverly Hills, Paris turing Aja Zanova, found biz off 

, Lee Wong, Oriental dEncers1^^ . . anti London. Chairman of the about 15To at Lincoln’s Pershing 
Bryan & Llnda^eter^dmrmner- board Jules Stein some years ago Memorial Auditorium, with'a gross 

- --- i ooi-nn tho MCA Trust Fund, con- o nnn * 
I trolled by. the company on. behalf iof ?6;>-000 for nlne Performances. 

RON URBAN 
Presenting 

Pastils 
• . 

CURRENTLY 

ICE VARIETIES 
7 OF’SS 

AKRON, O. 

THANKS TO 
L. N. FLECKLES 

YUSEF KHAN GROTTO 

Availabtlify: 

JACK MANDEL, 1647 Broadway. N«w York 

DANNY GRAHAM. 203 N. Wabash Avtnu*. Chicago 

CAB CALLOWAY 
Featured in PARAMOUNT'S 

“ST. LOUIS BLUES” 
SOON TO BE RELEASED 

Mgt. BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway. New York 

I of its employees for pension funds, 
; severance pay,-welfare, etc. ' 
i MCA’s tremendous diversifica- 
i tlort represents only a partial list 
i of its holdings. Its most recent 
; acquisition was the pre-1948 Para- 
j mount Pictures backlog which 
Management Gorp. of America, an 

; MGA subsidiary, , purchased for 
; $50,000,000, presumably for tele 
j showings. It is the owner of Revue 
? Productions which produces films 
• for television: 
; NBC-TV & Kintner 

The firm had been able to get a 
• lot of shows on NBC-TV last sea- 
I son; Avhich, incidentally helped 
that network in the rating depart¬ 
ment. MCA is said to have, agented 
Robert Kintner into the execMce- 
prexyship of that network after he 
resigned as prexy of, ABC. 

Whether all this and a multi¬ 
plicity of other ownership are suf¬ 
ficient t(T put the firm into the 
antitrust class cannot be foreseen. 
If as the.D; of J. contends, agency, 

^control is based largely on repre- 
i sentatlon of talent, the Govern- 
j merit bureau’s contention may 
j have a slender foundation. Unions 
imake it necessary to' restrict rep- 

. ; reSentation contracts to three and 
«j five years, and the act can move 
^| | to. another office for any reason. 

; Often, ownership of big names be- 
-• comes a liability, since the office 
| must take the rap if no suitable 
| vehicles are found, or if popularity 
; begins to wane. 
| The downbeating of films; stager 
r shows, niteries, has left the agen¬ 
cieswith a lot of problems that 

I seemingly are insoluble at the mo- 
'. merit. . Of course,, no headache is. 
j so large as the big one coming up 
—squaring up against the Dept of 

iJ I Justice. 

Owner John Harris sent In spe- y 

Currently 

No. 1 

5th Avtnua 

. Hotal < : 

I N«w York i 

iinmiH mu: wis 
LOW LOW and LOWER RATES 

Fact #f th* Matter I,. 
We Can't Get Much Lower . 
24 HR. SWITCH-BOARD 
DAILY MAID SERVICE 

FREE-r PARKING 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
DAILY-WEEKLY-MONTHLY 

SUNSET COLONIAL HOTEL 
(On The Suniet Strip) 

8351 SUNSET BOULEVARD 
HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA 

for mere information 
Call OLDFIELD 6-4120 

100 MIAMI GAGS St 
Original Material 

2000 Gags $15 1000 Gags $8 

EDDIE GAY 
242 W. 72d St., New York 23, N.Y. 

YVONNE MORAY 
CARMICHAEL’S SUPPER CLUB 

Birmingham, Alabama 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP. 

Joe Glaser, Pres. 

ANYBODY HERE READ FRENCH ? 
"VING MERLIN and LYNDA dont j'eiifree musical* 

vraiment charmante merite d'etre epinglee tout 
speeialment. Aussi. ces deux vialinistes origmaux 
et dynamiques son'f-ils I'object do'ovdtions bruy* 
antes et enthousiastes." .« PARIS LE FIGARO.* 

rTranslation; 
(If you can't raad It--—hera It 1» again.) 
Somathlng about us getting noisy ova¬ 
tions and baing put in. a picture frame! 

MGT. DIRECTIONAL ENTERPRISES 

WM. MORRIS AGCY. 

JOSEPHINE PREMICE 
Currently on Broadway 

In The Hit Show 

“JAMAICA" 

IW «wkj SM, ,( -WfHATS ON TOUt MIND" 

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS 
Cerrentfy Appearing SHAMROCK HILTON 

Houston, Texas M«t.M.c.A4 
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Inside Stuff—Vaude 
Billy Eckstein apparently has a long memory. Eight years ago the 

Pittsburgh singer played an engagement for Lenny Litman at Pitt’s 
downtown Copa and at that time a slight to a member , of Eckstein’s 
family by the management riled him no. end with Litman. Latter, a 
few weeks ago, searching around for a star to headline his 10th anni¬ 
versary shoV? week of March 17, made a deal with Eckstein’s agent 
When the entertainer heard about it, he refused to play the date and 
stated his action was based on purely personal reasons. 

Scouting around for a replacement, Litman came up with the Hill- 
toppers, plus Judy Sfeott, singer, and Jackie Kahane, comedian. Copa's 
opening attraction in ’48 was Frankie Laine who held attendance rec¬ 
ord there until Johnny Mathis worked the spot a few months ago. 

Theatrical attorney I. Robert Broder, currently vacationing in Mex¬ 
ico, delivered two lectures last week at .Mexico City College Drama 
Workshop on “The Business Side of Show Business ’’ Broder left Mex¬ 
ico City Monday (3) for Havana for a week before returning to New 
York. ' 

... .—-—. . N. ./ 

A party for veteran booker Ray Marr is set for Blihstrub’s nitery, 
Boston, April 17. Marr and Bob Ott produced tab Shows years ago and 
booked Colette' Lyons, Ray Bolger and Sammy Davis Jr., among others. 
Marr is noW chief investigator for the State Dept, of Sunday Licenses 
in Massachusetts. Booker Benny Ford, who is an investigator of li-. 
cense applications from agents, heads the committee in charge of ar¬ 
rangements. The committee includes Frank Soper, Russ Howard, Ben¬ 
ny Drohan, Tom Foran. Ryan, Lou Orth: . ' 

Celeste’s Long End-Run 
At N,Y:*s Persian Boom 

The Persian Room of the Plaza 
Hotel, N. Y., has signed Celeste 
Holm for a period of nearly six 
weeks starting May 7. She’ll close 
the room fpr the season. 

Other bookings until then com¬ 
prise Jana Mason, who goes in 
March 26 following current run Of. 
Jane Morgan, and Jane Powell, 
down for April 9 for four weeks. 

VAUDEVILLE 

Paris’ Olympia to Play Acts Longer 

Beaucoup B.O. Via 

Liverpool U. Probing 
’Goldilocks’ Tommy-Riot 

Liverpool, Eng.; March 4. 
An apology has been made by 

the prexy of Liverpool Uniy. Guild 
of Undergraduates for behavior of 
students whose rowdyism stopped 
matinee performance of a panto¬ 
mime starring Tommy Steele gt the 
Royal Court Theatre here. The 
university senate has also started 
an inquiry into the matter, with 
probe likely to last several days. 

Performance of the pantomime 
“Goldilocks and the Three Bears” 
was abandoned after the firsr act, 
after a party of about 150 students 
had thrown paper darts and 
tomatoes from the gallery and 
shouted frequent interruptions. 

Steele, Britain’s leading rock ’h’ 
roller, starts a South African tour 
shortly. He has extensive one- 

. nighters lined up in' the U. K. 

“THE COMEDIAN" 
The Only Real Monthly 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE 
THi LATEST — THE GREATEST — 

THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST 
Now in. Its 91st Issua, containing 
stories, one-llners, poamottes, song 
titles, hecklers,'audience stuff, mono- 
logs, parodies, double gags, hits. 
Ideas, intros. Impressions and Im¬ 
personations, political, interruptions. 
Thoughts of the Day> Humorous 
Views of the News, etc. $15 yearly. 

3 Yrs. $35—Single Issues $2 
RATES GO UP WITH NEXT ISSUE 

‘HURRY! No C.O.D.'s 

BILLY GLASON 
204 W. 54 St., New York 19 

JENNY 
COLLINS 

Currently 

HILTON ISTANBUL 
Completed 

10 Weeks, ClKO'S, Paris 

Saranac Lake 
By Happy Beitway 
. Saranac Lake, March 4. 

Pierre Andre (John Byron), 
Spanish dancer, skedded for major 
surgery following his first clinic 
report.; Ditto for William Larner, 
former radio announcer.. 

Marion Behr formerly with the 
New Orleans Opera; joined by hus¬ 
band Bob Behr who has accepted 
a position here. They will con¬ 
tinue to reside in the actors’ down¬ 
town colony.: Her progress is tops 
following surgery. 

William C. Willis, ex-manager 
Washington Theatre, Shelby, N. C., 
in for the general observation and 
rest period. 

. Louis Blanco (Allied . Artists) 
who made the grade here motored 
in from Gotham foe the usual 
checkup routine and drew okay 
rating. 
; Write to those who are ill. 

Sarasota Court Okays 
Ringling Surplus Sale 

Sarasota, March 4. 
Permission • to sell surplus ani¬ 

mals and equipment of the Ring- 
ling Bros:, and Barnum & Bailey 
Circus was given the Ringling 
heirs when a local court denied an 
injunction to Stuart Lancaster, 
son of Hester Ringling Sanford, 
who had sought, to prevent sale 
of the various properties. : 

The injunction came on top of 
an offer by. Jerry Collins,' of the 
Clyde Beatty Circus; to . buy out 
the Ringlings in the entire setup, 
after acquiring the Edith Ringling 
home at auction. As a result of 
the bid. Art Concello, the circus’ 
general manager, declared that 
only surplus animals and equip¬ 
ment were for sale and not the 
circus itself. . Decision to sell sur¬ 
plus properties was made at a 
meeting held recently in New 
York. 

The court also declined to en¬ 
join the Ringlings from selling 
realty ; parcels belonging to the 
company which, had been with¬ 
drawn from auction because no 
suitable bids had been received. 
Lancaster is . appealing this judg¬ 
ment in order. tp prevent future 
disposal. 

Continuing high grosses for in¬ 
door circuses were predicted by 
George A. Hamid, prexy of GAC- 
Hamid, who says that, the travelling 
big tops fill the void left by the 
demise of vaude shows: Hamid, 
whose Hamid-Morton Circus has 
been hitting on the road for 20 
years, says that the takes will con¬ 

tinue high even during recessions. 
. Hamid feels that the. current 
economic downbeat will not hurt 
pop-priced shows built for mass 
consumption. He points out that a 
top of about $2.50, along With cut 
rates for kids, is a formula that 
weathered even . the depression 
years. 
=- Hamid cited the last two stops 
of the Hamid-Morton show, which 
he said grossed a strong $90,000 
in Memphis for the. week ending 
Feb. 14 and went on to hit a take 
similar to that of last year in Mil¬ 
waukee, $135,000.. Hamid said that 
the first three days of the stand 
in Milwaukee hit severe weather 
in which nobody came out. How- 

. ever, when the cold/broke, there 
was a continual SRO. 

Montreal Premiere 
Continued from page 65 ^^^ 

$3 on Friday and Saturday: Ray¬ 
mond Walleau, formerly of the Ritz 
Carlton, is maitre d’. ; 

Atop the 21-story structure, the 
Panorama Lounge will have the 
Bannet trio, pianist Michel Monet 
and dancing from:5:30 to 1 a.m. 
on a iio cover, no minimum basis. 

. Mumford and his staff will go all- 
out tp stress the bilingual nature 
of the QE. All the main meetings 
rooms, .ballrooms, • restaurants, 
lounges . and bars, have French- 
Canadian monickers or are con¬ 
nected in some way with events or 
places in Quebec’s past. The staff 
which is 95% Canadian , and 85% 
French-Canadian, will partez both 
languages. Besides adding. atmos-. 
phere for the benefit of the tourist 
and . conventioneers, the dual 
language situation mfy also ap¬ 
pease, to a certain extent, the more 
rabid nationalists in the' province 
Who ^have been more than a little 

' Outspoken in word and deed against 
the hotel being called Queen Eliza¬ 
beth. . Chateau Maisonneuve, in 
honor of Montreal’s founder, is the 
unanimous local Choice but top 
management has firmly and for ob¬ 
vious reasons ignored anything hav¬ 
ing to do with name-changing. 

As the QE is out fpr the lion’s 
share of Montreal’s lucrative toflr- 
ist and convention biz (163 conven¬ 
tions are booked right now from 
May, 1958 to 1967), all rooms offer¬ 
ing entertainment will operate on a 
year-round basis. 

Paris, March 4, 
Starting next season, Bruno Co¬ 

quatrix, . prexy of the Olympia 
Musichall, will extend each of his 
entries to four or more weeks in¬ 
stead of the present three. Co¬ 
quatrix maintains this is necessary 
since there are just, not 14 big 
enough names—Yanks included^— 
who can fill a 2,600-seat theatre. 
He intends to give the new shows 
more production values, via de¬ 
cors, costumes and femme chor¬ 
uses. 

Coquatrix also feels that new 
names .must be built up and he is 
turning his legit theatre, Comedie- 
Caumartin, into a cabaret-musichall 
format. This. 400-seater will have 
a group of sketches animated by 
Francis Blanche and include new 
faces introed at the Olympia, plus 
bigger names on their way up. First 
show bows this month. 

Coquatrix has also taken over 
the 900-seat Bobino nabe house 
which he is utilizing to headline 
good names that can draw in these 
circumstances, plus launching new 
singers via trial stints. The names 
that emerge from these houses will 
play the Olympia. 

The only vaude setup not under 
Coquatrix’s aegis is* the 2500-seat 
Alhambra-Maurice Chevalier run 
by Jeanne Breateu. Savvy shows 
and big names also made this 
located house a staple here:^--. 

In a: word, Paris still remains 
one of the" biggest house centers 
on the continent, and probably in 
the world. Henri Varna is talking 
Of changing the old Palace back to 
house status from its present film, 
theatre setup. However, this " is 
uncertain as yet and stays in the 
planning stage. 

BOX OFFICE DYNAMITE 

JOAN BRANDON 
WORLDS GREATEST HYPNOTIST 

Joseph Brooks, Managlng Director uld: "I was rather 
dubious of having you appear as the only Entertain-, 
ment Feature at ■ my Show . because 'the people of 
Louisville are accustomed to having.some of the big¬ 
gest shows In the Country appear at the Armory, but 
you not only brought In the. Crowds but: gave them 
more Interesting. entertainment than the biggest Road 
Shows that have appeared hare." 

- Currently On Tour With ONE WOMAN SHOW 
<Feb. IS thru March 11) 

BRANDON. 450 W. 24 th St.. New York 

The DEEP RIVER BOYS 
- Starring HARRY DOUGLASS 

- 9th International Tour 

RANCHO DON CARLOS 
WIrsImm,- ComcIR 

Direction: WIUIAM MOfcRlS AGENCY 
Pars. Mgr.: ED KIRKEBY kVI 

ijiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiiniiijnjuiiisimsimiiiiu 

WALTER WINCHELL Says: 

“One of the most exciting 

and beautiful donee acts 

I’ve ever seen......should 

fit snugly in The Persian 

Room, Coconut Grove or 

any class room.” 

Thanks, WALTER WINCHELL 

NORTON; PATRICIA 
Feb. 27th 

EDEN R0G 
Miami Beach 

Mar, 3rd Mar. 20th 

BLINSTRUB’S CRESCENDO CLUB 

May 5th 

STATLERHOTEL 
May 19th 

STATLER HOTEL 

Our Deepest Thanks to: 
JOB E. LEWIS, HARRY MUFSON, MERRIEL ABBOTT 

Direction 

WILLAM MORRIS AGENCY 
Personal Management 

HARRY ADLER 
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Jane Morgan, vinth Ernest Bragg; 

Hotel Pinza, >. IV (Mr. Ballantine garnering plentiful Moeamlio, Hollywood 
Jane Moradn vinth Ernest Bragg; *»®WJ? asftghtajtir gone-wrong Hollywood, Feb. 281 1 

Ted Strdeter ’ and. .'-Mark Monte ^Mil/osh* O’HeiU, 
Greks: $2 50 a»d : |£& 

— tinned palm payoff they get. The aortas iTiOi ^i cover. 
Jane Morgan almost has enough bracketing production numbers are 

f«r tivn- niim- arts. Ilfs- her best done with verve and staged with There is potential , for a major 
it>, two. nitjo acts, n_s ner Desr ;im^,iliatfon;: tblilsM)aRron’s ace: class act in Miyoshi Umeki. She 
routine to date_and foi once. th® choreography keeps the pace Of displays a wan and wonderful wist- 

S- 2nd 2 the- fgrodp'nuinherehigh, and: fulness, a kind of Piaf fragility that) 
SiK"." Wf i f-V VitecUve workouts around suit. her gamin charm and wispy 

'&&&& )a!,'S..<"lnkti|isI^y] Ifs one it the teest moving d (>iW' 
and age when one neo-Bolden rec-' brightest around-a-tophner revues. ™aDriv"^re 
ord” catapults a gruhter into a presented; in this, area; O’Conrior ^ jj ^ nartiv in Japanese and 
flash - in - the - boxoff ice . potential■; can write his own ticket on futures,, bffi^e fraac_ 
Miss Morgan makes these facets in-[ as far as cafemen hereabouts are turpt^Fn&lish (the omoer nreDosi- 
rUlejital to her solid, ^sic.saloon;1 concerned. .HeV^ptitU the.:14th, aSS'BdaSl: 

iouline. . ..^xth_/°^wlngn?rne;ac^s^^.t()er).Cladinautheritickim6no,Ori- 
And solid it/is, leayemng the be pacted. La y. ental hair ornaments and carrying 

■“Love.In. the Afternoon thematic, a fari, she’s delightful. On “Sayon- 
and her other pops, with two sturdy ( liez Paree, (?fii ara,” Miss Umeki ends behind, the 
developments Ong is a songalog, rivicatfrt Feh curtain where she shucks the ki- 
*Around the World in 8 Minutes Chicago, Feb-. 28. mono and emerges in .a smart even- 

And solid it :is, leayemng the pe paciea. ^. .. ental hair ornaments and carrying 
■“Love.In. the Afternoon thematic, a fari, she’s delightful. On “Sayon- 
and her other pops, with two sturdy ( liez Paree, (?fii ara,’’ Miss Umeki ends behind, the 

■■ developments Ong is a songalog, pi,; Vrm v -h 9„ curtain where she shucks the ki- 
^ A round the World in 8-Minutes Chicago, Feb-. 28. mono and emerges in a smart even- 

. f.pot pourri Cook s, louristflight in Sarnmy Davis Jr:, Will Mas'tin, ing gown. With this, change, she 
song), and-“The Fabulous^ Follies/’ , Barbara & Mansell, Chez Adotables also ..changes her style to peddle i 

‘ “th™u£h an£scripted j'■■($-) t TedFio.Rito Orch (141; $1.95 “The Lady Is A Tranip” and en- ! 
/legfeldian cavalcade . by Iron ]-corier/gi miriimiihi. *'•••• core with “Summertime.’’ The: act ■ 
friahani. She blends the nostalgia I . , —_ sagged here and never recovered 
with a modern tongue-in-cheek [ . ^ . • ' . . its uniqiiie qualityv despite her 

*? ' : Sammy Davis Jr. played-it for genuine and effective pathos in a 
Bert. Williams. Eddie.Cantor, Fanny ; performers,, possibly, but not ,the short group of Japanese^folksongs ! 
Brice, Eva Tanguay et al. j common, garden variety of tablets This is Miss Umeki’s first club j 

. Blonde looker is couturriered in - at his Chez opener (28).. Result was appearancesince winning an Acad- J 
top manner, handles herself_ with j ah uneven, . overlong 85-minute, emy Award nomination for “Sayon- 
authority, warmth and aplomb. She ; smorgasbord. Show caught had him ara” (she had a minor, date at a 
has two decorative props, (1) for. bewitched and bothered—by res- Valley spot last year), and she 
her hat-bag of tricks and (2) a neo- live clientele .and his own misfir- promises to develop into one of 
chifforobe for the Ziegfeld caval- ing. His troubles finally erupted those cult-inspiring performers if 
cade. Miss Morgan has a good “hat midway when he broke off his “AH she sticks to the unique material 
face,” hence the trick chapeaux, to [the Way” vocal to shush-the mum- and approach that fit her like; an. 
set the linguistic mood of each biers (giving a . no-offense-meant obi. Her 22-minute turn is hot a 
nationalistic song, is thus further apology; afterward). Tune Was a second too long—as lohg as she is 
enhanced, turtle-gaited paean to his bride at doing what comes naturally to a 

Songstress was long a repeater at ringside, arid its slotting then and girl from Hokkaido, as she is. 
the nearby Cotillion Room hut with there—or any time— is questioh- Baritone Johnny O’Neill is back 
the Hotel Pierre forsaking dames able. ... at the Strip club after- a sluggish ; 
for fiddles the Plaza’s Persiop Davis Jn fact is tophsavy with debut there last April. He is great- 
Ko°™ V;3 J In /htiv vocals this time around, wiiicn is V improved, having shed a folk-J 
fa^ aoiforSItl® VhA JiniH ^rn1^ lamentable when his strong: suit so . song format that fits him like a ! 
JJ1obviously is mimicry^ which gar- straightjacket. Now he stands up ! 
£ a HtThSeS uered best applause. Only , com- and belts ^way at standards and : 
em a little fvungiier. ^ plete bit in that, line Was the deft Pops. His 18-mmute opener ranges 

Per usual, Ted ^trAeters AFMers Sinature caricature.- It* set Kisses. Sweeter Than- WineM 
arc expert backstoppers fof the the house up for more takeout stuff, “The Wind They . Call Maria,-f j 
show,, besides their versatile dansa- but he failed to obligel • gaining solid applause all the. way.; 

without gab. It also means that Desert Inn, Las VegM 
Mathis: Is a tremendously versa- Las Veeas Marrh A 

never miss a word; has a fine sense te™cted, WTftten by Jackie Bar-, 
of tempo; has an electric stage per- ?ett; starring Paul Whiteman, 

'sonality which projects beautifully, tiarry Richman, Rudy Vallee, Bus- 
Mathis, of course, is essentially ter Keaton, Fift D'Orsay;.featuring 

a pops man, and the syrupy ballad Greg Loren, Jackie Josephs, The 
is. his meat. Thus, such numbers Lettermen, Mitzi McCall, Louise 
as “Wonderful, Wonderful,” “The Vienna, Faye Moreley, Stanley 
Very, Thought of You ” “It's. Not Adams, Carlton Hayes Orch (20): 
■°M!?ut0uiaI and the folk-singer-; music staged and choreographed 

!mlhS'lli^ Bm^thif^lfSe by Jon -Gregory;, arrangements, 
some pretty * go?d siSgere?-’ doesn’t Dean- El}totr settings, Harvey War- 
founder on tunes like “Let’s Mis- ren; costumes, Moss Mabry- associ- 
behave,” “Let’s Fall in, Love” or ate producer, Paul Ross; $3 mini- 
“Paper Moon.” Moreover, he takes , rnuvi. 
a thoroughly trite:“Goody, Goody” I -— 
and: refreshes it completely, gives: j Jackie Barnett’s “Newcomers of 
a Latin feeling to Day In. Day j 1928” is a solid click—a deUghtfui 
Out. and—wunderbar—sings^ I- show that will doubtless pack the 
Gould Have Danceci All Night to fainted Desert Room for its six- 
a great, double-tempoed accorn- week run, and thereafter other ni- 
pamment of piano^bass, drums and teries where it has .been hooked, 
bongos so that it sounds like a new X-fter. it runs its course oil the 

it.- ji r- j bistro circuit, it would be a natural 
Mathis, thin, goodlooking and -^ a tv spec ^ 

; with eyes halfclosed, also seems to J ■ «.. 
I be a natural showman as he curls Producer-director-wnter .Barnett 
I his hands around a traveling mike has wisely avoided overloading the 
I and croons away. Result should be revue with nostalgia. -Paul White- 
j capacity business for Dick Swig’s ™an* Harry^ Rmhman, Rudy Vall^, 
I room. Buster Keaton and Fifi D Orsay do 
: One more element in the Mathis J-hings expected of them, but 
| story: someone, possibly the sing- mostly tliey. km themselves and 
er’s manager, has had the great ^heir w k. trademarks. Exception 
good sense to hire Frank Owens .as Jlj Whiteman s conducting of the 

their w.k. trademarks. Exception 
is. Whiteman’s conducting of the 

show',, besides their versatile daUsa- 
pation, alternating with the durable | pauuii, aiieniaimg mm me uuiduic . ■ _ . .. O’Neill Has the appearance of a: 
Mark Monte Continentals. Miss = .MPavif to^s J?ard for-the versa- knOW]edgeable choir boy and a ! 
Morgan has Ernest Bragg^^ asjher ; ^Lty, stamp.^^^^He ’manner- that should make him a 
personal conductor-pianist, and he • ■ favorite With the ladies without an- | 
does fine assist. Abel. hi?hn'rfH n°yin& their escorts one bit. 

•;'^e.showwM-bo6ked-inf0r..0he 
Ileauville Reach Ki0 Rl[° ^.du^.r“en^eii week and is beinjg held .over for an-j 
iieauime. iviiami nearn,\ by vet Davis ponductor-arranger other week' until March 10 AsJ 

- Miami Beach. March 2. : Morty Stevens). There’s the chest- usual Paui Hebert’s Orch back- i 
Bill Miller Revue starring Donald - bared calypso parody with bongos, stops ’smoothly and alternates for 

O’Connor, with Sidney Miller,; and a session of drumming that dancing' with the Frankie Sands 
Amazing . Mr. Ballantine, Five Bo- i props, the jack-of-ali trades image. Trio Poivr ■ 
itinos, Deauville Dancers (8);! Besides. the Sinatra takeoff, best 1 .* 

choreography. Louis DaPnm; mb-.. Beverly Hills. Newport 
terial, Sidney Miller Sc Mel Dia-’.uax.-s aiunic sKercn, an aarou Wpwnnrt Vv r»i, 90 

• Ai n.Jnni- • seri-OrComic;^ opus which^ could bene- . Newport, K3r., Feo. 28. 
mond, orch condiictor, Al Mack, j fit, riowever by some judicious Marie McDonald, HaUer Sc Hay- 
costunics, Berman, production su- i |Fimming. ’ • ' • . den, Dorothy Dorberi'Dancers (10) 

111 Garnff* 53 50 & $7'50 Talkincrs is another trap of his ™ith Clay Mundey, Mary Fassett, 
minimum. own making: The speechifying Manjo Leyanna, Don Little; Card- 

• :often ^is a scold or involuted ex- her Benedict Ofch. (10), Jimmy 
Bill Miller seems to. have come' piamation. and is conspicuously Wilber Trio, Barbary Coast Boys 

up with the answer to what-would.. • short, on--wit;--Tasteless Yiddi'shisms- :(2i>:'$3 ‘minimum', $4- Sat. 
make the Casanova Room of “this can. also be shelved for the com- —- 
years hotel” click after the recent mon good. And if he compiles with Marie McDonalds gorgeous chirp, 
fold of trie Leon Leonidoff “no : a persistent tune-requester, by sing- and Haller Aj Hayden^zany comics, 
lu.ines” production idea. . ’ ing “Yiddishe Mama,” it’s a con- latch on.pronto with Greater Ciricy 

Most iinpoi tant part of the for- : tretemps to drag on a ciggie for the cafeJsociety in their first exposures 
niula is importation of a top name ! lyric’s, route. . at this Kentucky sWarikery. Back- 
U«at has not been seen in this £(lar- { Uncle Will Mastin does his soft- ing them in a pleasing 60-miniite 
jaded resort area, with a sound se- shoer per usual, scrambling, to per- fldorshoW .are the location line of 
lection in Donald O’Connor; then*1 functory palming: .Dorothy Dorben arid Gardner 
-setting him in a fast-paced produc-j cit-fpv hi-nthw tAam' nf Rarhara Benedict’s ;band. 
lion tLat serves as a click 
work lor the many f.*c.ei* of the ! terDinP -romnlete- with dexterous engaging -smue, displays 
ace O’Conaor talents. End resuH ‘ leaKs fnd oVprhead twdrls ^ her famed perfect figure^advanta- 
was a wham tandem of shews c,hfSted dChe7 Adorahles (8L in porisly^during^a^-mmute songa- 
onenine nicht sellouts for the ! spotteci / Adpra.b*es (b)y - in. i0g.“The Body” is encased m a 

word-of-mouth praise that means .a almost total indif biack chiffon and ■ flesh-colored 
healthy take hv O’Connor on the:,feltnte- ■ „ . : - - . w . . crepe, dotted strategically^ with 

* 7iv'; rioai nndtM- wiiir»h I Show stays till either March 16 black sequins. With HalBorne. ar- 
a l 18. when the nRevy shutters for ranger, at the Baldwin. Miss Mc- 

Sh He^^ Lent- Relighting is -skedded for- Donald - treats - with . a • few. sex. 

Vi Iilei iv null. Dot. 

lieiucmin tikp - immp oov \vh\Y April 15. but ho toplirier.’s set* squirms while milting ringsiders 
•SitTff rSW Pit. . between pops, and,standards and 

9 ! 4 - gl -_• •- • • an “Around -the World” specialty. 
•O'v. • ; , , , 4ii ■ d’i .1. ri*.- j. A native of Kentuekjr, Miss.Mc- 

O’Cimiior could, do nothing r imllilollC I IHIh lieii Donald apparently expected some 
wrong at show caught. : His agile I Detroit, Feb. 28. ... kinfolk and neighbors among the 
lioofery is on display eurlv. Follow-J . Roily Rolls, Dick Barlow Orch : first-night, turnout; the biggest in 
ing. teeolT special brec^t-in lyric i t6) ; private club., [ quite a while hei'e. and also the 
with the liim; a “flapper era” pro- ] ' —;—_ . 1 most talkative. For her final .bow, 

.Auction is (‘e zinger. that sets the j m C Callahari usually books two1 nien as Well as women, would get 
upbeat, palm-pace. The songr&-; acts for this spot but gambled— an added thrill from Seeing her in 
dance man segment is another and wori—that Roilv Rolls would one of. her publicized expensive fur 
click-continuing bB: the .trade- ,^epeat his multiple-encore per-. ■. ■■ . 
nvarked “songwriters routine with formance recotd here. The pianist- Halier fc Hayden,, tuxed taiock- 
invaiuable. aide Sidney Miller a comedian begged off after about! abouts. pile up lotsa yocks for 13 
l;uigh-and-let’s-have-iuore spurrer. 40 minutes and evervone^^^ seemed mmutes^ criniaxing^With: a riotous 
1 he duo.top that oiie with a howl- Satisfied - . ^ international marathon, the smaller 
raising '>vries; of,;imp’'eshe;• thenu d Rolls built slowly getting, off member of the team changing hats 
Lv a L‘vs Yogas deal in which they with - Latin oiano rrivthms and a. ^^d language on; each lap;. Jane 
subject Marlene Dietrich; Louis gypsy number played on a '••'tiny’’:'Ke^11 ^n-d R^'Hctclieropen March • 
l’rima arid Kcely Smith asolid oimcertina. . He began, to: build 14* : / Koll. 
trailers for both -»ct^, vurrem at.V^henJi'e sbgued into comedy antics, L ' : - -v • • ^ 
nva= c.aiesi. (rosbv Rrcslcy and impersonating various types of pL.; I4airSMOnt Hotol. S. F* . 
oUier toppers to a d.wa^LvViug s.e- ariists. ranging frpiri a sour-r.6te- : San Francisco, Feb. 27. 
l ies oi takt otls complete to. zany pr0ne boy thi*ough a; sleep.v-eyed!- : Johnny Mathis, Ernie Heckscher 
costuming: It sthe.big.segment in\keyboarder Iri an all-night joint..'Orch (.11): $2 cdiTer 
the overall pie. budding steady That brought on the first encore; i - —_;* 
tabler enthusiasm. O’Covmor serves a iOVe story.told: fey. short snatches i johnny Mathis Frisco^s own Is 
up the class closer Aith a balloon of popular songs—art- extremely an absolute smarii^^'in^' hf«! d?hS at 
d mee that » imaginatively multi- well-done bit. Then came a med- theFairmontVW^ 
Mipltod to hfiht; his -fevers t,.p- ,k.v ot Cole Porter hits. ..-ptijio- 
pstry around the stage. ,-..'th -the duet With orch leader Dick;Barlow.. to edmpare him with the youn’ 
£,1fvin" again asr an,tractive .a -youngster with’ plenty 

.ttanu Impromptu jam session with the: comparison is inevitable because 
: Miller s importance to the band had the audience, composed ; this is a little, reedy chap who is 

O’Connor essays at song and corn- predoriiinantly .of older folks,; loaded with ’singing talent arid 
edy is always evident—lie’s a fine jumping arid liking it for a swelF pipes oiit 16 different tunes in the 
straight as.well as a prime m ;nic . begoff. [ course of his 40-minute stint This 
on Ins own. The spelling acts ire-. Rolls’ act is. pitched right for the] means the customers are getting 
reaction winners too,, with amazing ! class, intime spots. • . Tern, . | what .they’re paying for- music 

Mathis’ pianist arid musical direc- Carlton Hayes orch for “Rhapsody 
tor He's a dan.dy, too, especially ir* Blue, an abbreviated but nev- 
if he can manage to keep Ernie ertheless . exciting^ version with 
Heckscher’s brass a trifle muted brilliant piamstics by Mike Cooper, 
in one or tWo of the singer’s num- The individual stars' turns are 
hers. Heckscher. orch oriens with neatly. woven together1 so that- 
a pleasant 10-minute “Oklahoma” there are no awkward good-old- 

! medley. Show runs thro.ugh days spots, which gives them a 
March 26. Stef, chance to get in on each other’s 

-—- — . acts. Story gimmick has a group 
I rhatean MhiIpWI V V’ of youngsters rocketing to the « naiean Manna, N. 1 r moon for a 30_year peek into the 

Carmen Torres, Donay & Win- future Wheri a mishap reverses the 
ters. Princess Yasmma, Ralph Font timetable and sends them back 30 
& Panchito Orchs; $4-$5 minimums. years in 1928. 

~ I Vallee and Richman score as 
Angel Lopez seems to be doing comedians in a clever bit where 

better during the general nitery they sing each other’s songs; Miss 
slump with his expanded budgets. D’Orsay fetchingly injects hep 
The current show sets a strident unique song-styling.and personal- 
note in this Hispanola bistro w>ith ity into a Frerichy. skit complete 
Carmen Torres, a. longtermer at with beautiful models called “The 
the now inoperative Versailles, Derriere”; and Whiteman, VaUee, 
heading the bill. Support comes Richman and Keaton are involved 
from Donay & Winters and Prin- in a hilarious pantomime, number 
cess Yasmina. It’s an alt-femme in which Keaton and Whiteman 
card. . 'fight a duel. 

The layout has good appeal for; Choreographer Jon Gregory 
the Latin adherents. Miss Tbrres I guides eight girl dancers; four 
is a soprano of unusual, ability, boys and four show'girls in terp- 
showiiig training in the classics and , ing which is both spectacular and 
a feeling for pops. Iillness pre-: imaginative, a 1928 New York 
vented her giving an optimum ac-! Stock Exchange fast and frantic 
count of: herself on opening night, number befng a standout. 
Her usual vocal vigor didn’t come. Barnett, who has been Jimmy 
through, and forcing her voice Durante’s writer for 11 years, 
didn’t help her achieve true tones makes his bow as a producer with 
m some spots. With a couple of this show . Since he’s hit the jack- 
shows under her belt however, pot in his first effort, he obviously 
Miss Torres should achieve her is a potential giant in the industry, 
usual excellent results. She has Duke. 
style and a lot of appeal. Her cata- - • ■■ 
log embraces a wide variety of w a 
numbers generally in the Latin I ocoannt e*_ ^ 
idiom, and she walks off to a . Los Angeles, Feb. 27. 
healthy mitt. Jaye P. Morgan, Four Morgan, 

Donay & Winters are right for Er0j’ ' ^tb^yuAl}yjL, 
the room. Femme duo are ener- Freddy Martin Orch (14); $2-$2.50 
getic terpers, do a lot of pictur- cover, $3 ininimtim. 
esque unison wo’rk. sell some sexy --r- .. 
movements, and hit a Stride good A most charming . combination, 
enough for ah encore. Princess Jaye P. Morgan and her Four Mor- 
Yasmina is another terp turn but gan Bros., are belting it out at the 
of a different genre. She’s a belly Cocoanut Grove in a quick-tem- 
ballerina in the manrier of Little, .poed show that should make their 
Egypt and again a lot .of energy ia* L.A. engagement a stay of toe-tap- 
expended by this, diaphragm dan- ping furi. Miss Morgan obviously 
sense. The act carries a lot of in-1 adores her brotherly quartet, and 
terest. vice versa, and to their benefit, it 

The music is by Rlaph Font with all show's. . - 
Panchito doing the bulk of the' Tbe successful recordmg artist’s 
dance w?ork. Trie proficiency with talents by no means end with a 
which both perform their chores is vpice that s pleasmg to. hear, for 
attested to by the highly populated sxie s right up there in the; mug- 
dance Boon • Jose. gmg class, making the^act just as 

. pleasmg to see. Her selections and 
those of the quartet are varied— 

Steuben9s, Boston from ballad to barbershop—though 
Bnctnn Foi, 97 an occasional current pop favorite ; 
Boston, Feb. 27. might not be a bad idea. Opening 

Wally Dean, Soler & Lorca, Don night crowd responded to Miss 
Dennis, Him .Barton, Tony Bruno Morgan's warmth and> to a style 
Orch (5), Harry Fink Trio; $2.50 which she nicely adapts to mood 
miniiituni. changes. The show is well staged 

—:—^ with enough, movement to- main-. 
tit ii.; r._ „ . , ^ . tain interest without letting over- 
Wally Dean, comic impresh ex- production get in the way of the 

Sffi’ SKoSlr? ntSntrl*^o6K? sound. Her approach to "Don’t 
r«s pielsanP theatri- Mention My Name” Is the show- 

cal boite with great drunk routine stopper, with the, vocalist -being 
and raincoated character of limited joined by the foursome for a rol- 

sock and boniface Arnold has the “Stardust.” Miss Morgan looks fine 
"55131* . ,T , on the Grove boards and handles 

Opening the show is Nan Barton, change-of-costume with amusing 
vivacious tap terper who pulls good ease * 
rounds. Don pennis has the niping Tbe quartet solos In blended 
in this layout all to himselPfor a fashion Vrith "Foggy Day** and • 

Yl°sti.of particularly unique Version of 
. ?£* • Jericho/* making' Its part In th* 

arJousing Keep a Light m the show more than flller. 
Window with Tony Bruno and Anthony, AIlyn & Hodges are Up 
orch suppiymg vocal background to first with What they call "opera* 

trv a * tions ridiculous," a dance act oj 
Soler &. Lorca, flamenco terpers. grace and humor. It came o9 

revel m some of the most spirited rather weU despitt the lady’s 
footwork seen here in some time broken zipper, 
and nab solid mitting for encores. Freddy Martin orch (14) returns 
Tony Bruno cuts the show in fine to . the Grove, again offering top 
fashion Harry Fink’s work is ex- backing and danceablr music. MlsS 
ceedingly pleasant In the dance in- Morgan’s Infectious 50-minute 
terludes. This show exits March 12. show runs up to'Sophie Tucker’s 

Guy. March 12 opening.*1 Bon. 
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Latin Quarter, N. Y. 
Lotiri Quarter Pollies, starring 

Kirby Stone Four, with Peiro Bros. 
(2), Beveriee Dennis, Chandra 
Kaly; Jamal Sisters (2)., Martha 
Anri Bentley, Bob Kennedy, India 
Adams,, Ja Lombardi Orch,, Latin. 
Quarter Eye-Dears (6), Latin Q. 
Petites (10); $6 minimum. 1 

Current, show at this popular, 
stop. on any visitor’s trip to -N.Y. 
differs little from the previous one 
except for the added lift from two 
new acts. This Ed Risman managed 
establishment has a natural in the 
Kirby Stone Four and Beveriee 
Dennis is a happy addition. ; 

, Stone quartet is the same one 
which played the Copa in N.Y. a 
couple of years ago. But it's so 
greatly improved and streamlined 
that the combo hardly would be 
recognized as the same act. The 
foursome obviously has measured 
tip to its strong potential noted at 
that time. The patter is so sharp 
that the dinner crowd picked it up 
quickly, with tremendous results. 
Outfit recently was On - Ed Sulli¬ 
van’s, tv ^how, and goes with him 
to Lais Vegas. . 

Originally an instrumental combo 
-—bull fiddle, trap drum, accordion 
and trumpet—today it is a highly 
uproarious comedy act, predicated 
on the warbling proclivities of the 
boys. Highlight of all this nonsense, 
or the one which starts things roll¬ 
ing, is. the songalog routine, imper¬ 
sonating film and tele personalities, 
by Larry Foster, His takeoffs on 
Elvis Presley, Boris Karloff, Arthur 
Godfrey, Jimmy Stewart and Lib- 
erace (singing ‘‘Lazy River”) are 
A-l. He returns, to doa trim im¬ 
personation . of Al Jolson. 

The quartet’s emulsion of how a 
British act in London would handle 
the “St. Louis Blues” and rock ’n’ 
roll really wowed them here. It is 
a priceless bit of buffonery. Kirby 
Stone is in and 'out with his 
trumpet* doing bits and generally 
emceeing; the others are Eddie 
Hall, Michael Gardner and Foster, 
Gardner is the droll one with a 
guitar who gives just enough con¬ 
trast to the other proceedings. 

The Peiro Bros, amaze with their 
. new and old feats of juggling and 
twirling. These two boys have 
geared their current turn to the 
nightclub scene; with a tremendous 
payoff. 

. Beveriee Dennis (New Acts) fits 
in nicely if not sensationally with 
her comedy monolog. Remainder of 
production follows rather much the 
old pattern With the Jamal Sisters 
clicking, per usual, with their belly 
dancing. . . • . 

Show is backed by Jo Lombardi s 
veteran combo with real aplomb. 
He also provides music for most of 
the patron dancing, with Buddy 
Harlowe on the interlude hoofing 
music. Wear. 

Ing with the Dorothy Dorben line, 
rates a fine, hand for her singing 
and danders Bob Thompson, and 
Joanne Duncan, also working with 
the line, show, real pro polish. Sets 
and. costumes throughout are ex¬ 
traordinarily good and colorful, 
Bob Moonan’s incidental music is 
pleasant and Alex Duchin’s orch is 
satisfactory. The 65-niinute show 
runs through March. 19. Stef. 

Hotel Muchlcbach, K. C. 
• Kansas City, Feb; 28. 

Ciro Rimac. Revue (.8), Carl 
Sands Orch (8); $1-$1.50 cover. . 

365 Clnb, San Francisco 
San Francisco, Feb .27. 

Jack Marlin, Jeanhie Johnson, 
The Classics (4), The Peop-ettes 
(2), Coby Yee, Bill McCubbin, 
Diane Berman, Angel & Jack My- 
Ten, Allan. Cole, Dorothy Dorben 
Dancers (8) with Bob, Thompson 
and Joanne Duncan. Alex Duchin 
Orch <9); $1-$1.50 cover. 

Bimbo GiUntoli has staged a big, 
lavish musical revue with consid¬ 
erable local talent and lots of at¬ 
tention to detail. But it doesn’t 
quite come off, possibly because 
more rehearsal is required, pos¬ 
sibly because the acts should be 
more carefully integrated.. 

On the plus side are Coby Yee, 
a fine Chinese stripper, the ■ excel¬ 
lent' Dorothy Dorben line and cost 
tumes, the singing of Allan Cole 
and the comic Singing of plump 
Diane Berman. Each of these num¬ 
bers in this “San Francisco Holi¬ 
day” revue is good, With Coby Yee’s 
act, and hand-made costumes, a 
standout. On the debit Side, how¬ 
ever, are Jack Marlin, who is evi¬ 
dently a standup, comic with ma¬ 
terial dating back to the Florida 
boom of the mid-20’s; and the 
Classics, a male quartet whose ren¬ 
ditions of “Chinatown, My China¬ 
town,” ‘/California Here I Come,” 
“I Need You So” and “Ace in the 
Hole” and have the common fault 
Of a far too deliberate tempo. Per¬ 
haps with experience these Sacra¬ 
mento bovs. who have good voices, 
can make their numbers sound like 
something other than dirges—but 
not right now.; 

The Peop-ettes. (Joe Kalb & Abbe 
Shelton) do a puppet-show singing 
act using human faces, but on 
Opening night didn’t get a square 
shake because the sound system 
was fouled up by-the Wrong tape. 
This is a minor peril of the elec¬ 
tronic age. 

. Bill McCubbin is a teenage rock 
V roll singer whose version of 
“Don’t Knock the Rock” tends to 
be imitative, and teen dancers An¬ 
gel & Jack Myren fail to leave 
much of ail . impression with the 
customers. On the other hand, 
beautiful Jeannie Johnson, work-i 

Latin rhythms and verve have 
been the specialty of Giro Rimac 
for some time, but this is his first 
stand in K.C, with bis : latterday 
revue. He’s offering a combination 
package, of show, and dance 
rhythms, and is sure to make it .a 
topnotch evening for the Terrace 
Grill nightly during his two weeks 
here. 

Rimac leads a troupe, of three 
femmes and four musicians, and 
they give a show that is zing and 
zest for a lightning fast £0 minutes, 
then augment the Carl Sands orch 
for another quarter-hour of special. 
Latin rhythms for customer danc¬ 
ing. Three girls are all prime Latin 
lookers. Rubita, Reinita and Car- 
mencita chirp: and terp practically 
everything in the south-of-the-bor- 
der book with Rimac as m.c., con¬ 
ductor and partner.; 

The snappy route hits on the 
Afro - Cuban, mambo, cha-cha, 
tango, samba and rhumba, and the 
mefengue, latter a specialty of Car- 
mencita. They segue from the show 
into the dance session With : the 
femmes and Chartey Boy, the 
Rimac son, bringing out customers 
as partners.. Then its everybody 
dance, and the boor is quickly 
filled as the combined orch-revue 
rounds . out ai 45-minute show- 
dance. All of this is especially en¬ 
ergized in the established Rimac 
fashion, claves clicking,, maracas 
shaking, bongoes banging and vo¬ 
cals by Rubita. There’s no more 
genuine Latin-Americari revue go¬ 
ing, and it meets with favor here; 

Next in will be the Harmpnicats, 
March 14. Quin. 

London House, Chi 
Chicago, Feb. 25. 

Carmen Cavallaro Quartet; $3 
minimum Sat. only. 

Carmen Cavallaro; combo is mak¬ 
ing its first Chi date with this four- 
weeker, and the pianist’s name 
power, coupled with a break in the 
coldwave here, should make for 
brisk biz. ’Tain-t jazz, though, and 
that’s what this, room has been 
showcasing until now. • 

: Unites library, save for a current 
schmaltzer here and there, is a 
forest of evergreens. In full bloom 
at the set caught were “Begin the 
Beguine,” “Continental,” “Time On 
My Hands,” “The Very Thought of 
You,” and a nod to the classics with 
“La Mer.” Concessions to the pres¬ 
ent are “Fascination" and “Around 
the World.” 88’ef; exploits to good 
reaction his sbundtracking for the 
Eddy Duchin biopic, namely “Man¬ 
hattan,” “Brazil” and a Chopin 
etude. •. 

Nothing atonal in the program; 
It’s a concert in melody, per the 
usual elaborate Cavallaro. arrange¬ 
ments*, that get Off his technical 
brilliance. His keyboarding domi¬ 
nates all the way, a sensible de¬ 
mand on his. long credits in various 
media.. There’sr enough arranging* 
though, so that Jim Norton’s elec¬ 
tric guitar and Buffy’Dee’s drums 
emerge now and then to good ef¬ 
fect. Pit- 

Hotel Monteleone.N.O. 
, New Orleans, Feb/28. 

. Jean Shannon & Brooks Bros. 
(3), Nick Stuart Orch (7); $4 mini¬ 
mum. 

Despite Lent, business in this 
plush spot is holding up nicely with. 
Jean Shannon & the Brooks Bros., 
bouncy singing and dancing trio, 
generating plenty of audience en¬ 
thusiasm with their fast-paced turn 
in hostelry’s Swan Room. 

Youngsters have grown in sta¬ 
ture since their first engagement 
here. Their 40-minute revue is 
packed with songs embellished by 
choreography, vocal backgrounds 
by the freres and a smattering of 
lively chatter that is saleable. 

Husky-voiced Miss Shannon, a 
shapely blonde, muggs, belts out 
tunes in a powerful voice and ca¬ 
vorts with boys, Who give .her top-, 
drawer support. Act’s , most effec¬ 
tive bits are, a calypso production 
number highlighting the tunes, 
“Having A Heat Wave” and “That’s 
Right ” and a “Roaring ’20s” num¬ 
ber with a fracturing Charleston 
but done in authentic costumes 
that is good for plenty of guffaws 
and palm-pounding. Kids knock 
themselves, out to entertain and 
win approval of tableholders. 

Liuz. 

Latin Quarter, M« B'ch 
(FOLLOWUP) 

Miami Beach, March 1. , 
Milton .Berle &. Co. finally made 

the .oft-postponed date they had 
With this Beach landmark, and it’s 
a happy event for all concerned 
with the LdeW solo-operated plush- 
ery. getting - the big-'crowds that 
spell return of long-missing profit 
margins. : 

Berle’s impact in this return to 
the area is of talk-of-the-town pro¬ 
portions. His timing, as regards, 
the date finally selected for begin¬ 
ning of his three-week .run 
(through mid-March) . Was either 
shreWd anticipation or else close 
communion With the weatherman. 
For with his advent, the warm days 
missing all . winter suddenly; re¬ 
turned; the town began to.get the 
long-awaited. guest fillup,, all eli-; 
maxed, by an opening midnight ses¬ 
sion that is. still being talked, about 
around the afterdark circuit here; 
the word-of-mouth build hit full 
force in following days to keep the 
reservations ledger filled: to ca-. 
parity. 

In the Bonn Arden; smooth' pro¬ 
duction frame Berle is given a 
strong fulcrum for.. his comedy 
spin-outs. He quickly \vorks into 
the opening group routines, getting 
himself , involved to set the. buf¬ 
foon’s character early and to im¬ 
mediate howls: When he parades 
his gag-bag at total-recall turned 
into fresh twist lines, then iritroes 
stock company. of solid acts, the 
pace maintains a zip that sets Well 
with the zany air engendered On 
his own, Stan Fisher clicks with 
his virtuoso-tinged harmonica ex¬ 
tracts, and displays flair for 
straight and as comedy foil for 
Berle. Ditto Betty George, another 
longtimer in his troupe who man¬ 
ages to get off one palm-plaudited 
arrangement before she. becomes 
entangled in the Berle bufoonatics. 
On night caught, the big scream 
quotient was plussed when her bo¬ 
dice zipper came undone, resulting 
in an unsuccessful try at. holding, 
on; with Berle lending an “assist,” 
it.Wound up in some broadly, funny 
biz,' 

The standard segment with the 
Metropolitan Sextet is as effective 
as ever,' laughs coming high and 
steady as he pantos, muggs, be¬ 
comes Ov.eriy fascinated in the 
cleavage of the tall femme soprano* 
the swish-tinged bit with the bari¬ 
tone. The switch to straight hoof- , 
ery with near-show-stealers, the 
Dunhills and their precision and 
challenge dances, is the topper 
bringing tablets’ pounding for 
more; Which they got, in the sur¬ 
prise forms of an in-the-aud name 
group Catapulted onstage by will¬ 
ing tablemates:. Walter. Wirichell, 
Earl Wilson and Roberta Sherwood, 
then Marie McDonald and finally 
Dean Martin, followed by Tony 
Martin. It turned into a melange 
of crossfire cracks with first one, 
then another, at the mike. 'The 
bonus for the customers sent them 
out talking, but not before many- 
boWs demands taken by Berle & 
Co. • 

Doiul Arden1 has kept -the pro¬ 
duction on a sharply paced and. 
freshly costumed level. Martha Er- 
rolle is a fine looking*, soaring-note 
lead songstress, while little Gina 
Gerardi is the pert, dynamic sou- 
bret; the ensemble numbers re¬ 
flect the imaginative choreography 
by Arden. All of it has been kept 
within the 90-minute tenure, to add 
to the swift-moving air of the pro¬ 
ceedings. Lary. 

Sahara, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, March 4. 

. Dan Daileyr Collins Kids, Four 
Grads, ' Jimmy Cross, Les Clark, 
Camille Williams, Johnny Silver, 
Saharem Dancers: (12), Louis Basil. 
Orch (12.); choreography and pro-, 
ductioh. numbers, Sonia Shaw, 
Bill Hitchcock; arrangements Spen- 
cer-Hagenreostumes, Eileen Youn¬ 
ger, . Lloyd ^ Lambert; presented 
by Stan jrwin; $3 minimum^ 

Moulin Rouge, L. A. 
Los Angeles, Feb, 26. 

Ella Fitzgerald, Lou Levy Trio, 
Tony . Dalli, Dick Stable Orch; 
§5.50 minimum. 

Cross and Les Clark are excellent 
hoofing, partners for Dailey, rand 
the . trio gets well-deserved yocks 
With a very funny fan dance rou¬ 
tine. Johnny Silver’s big voice is 
used, to advantage in “Pagliacri,” 
but he makes the mistake of tell- i 
ing. some , jokes that are too fa- j Frank Sennes is undoubtedly ex- 
mil\ar to, Vegas audiences. . penmenting With his current book- 

Tli.e Shaw-Hitchcock production- ing. of jazz vocalist Ella Fitzgerald 
numbers are _a .definite asset; and : at the Moulin Rouge. Spot, which 
conductor Jeff Lewis smoothly ba- generally caters to the family, 
tons the Louis Basil orch. j trade, will be pulling in the jazz 

i aficionados for this frame and 
j mixed with, the regulars, they 
j should pay off big for this Sunset 
/nitery. ■ 

Duke. 

Riviera* Las Yogas; 
Las . Vegas,. March 4. 

Miss Fitzgerald is one .of the 
Day, DcCastro^ Sisters singers around today, and at 

'■ ‘?5’ Cavanaughs (?>, Dorotny Dor- , Tuesday’s (25) opener proved a 
: ^.n Dancers U8); Ray Sinatra Orch : treat for everyone, even for those' 
• (17); produced by Sammy Lewis; ] patrons.that don’t dig her mode of. 
§3 minimum. ' ’ singing. Even the so-called squares 

i . . “—gave her several ovations through- 
Denhis Day is a dandy in his ^ut the 30-mmute turn. 

new one-man show, in the Clover 
T Room. In previous visits here he’s 

• been surrounded by. ornate sets 
., and production numbers, but this 
; time; he sings and. jokes in front of 
the curtain; his only props being 

j a beautiful blonde Amazon, a few. 
;.hats, coats and a mustache; Shir- 
j ley House carries him onstage for 
i a gimmick entrance, then disap¬ 
pears while he sings “Give Them 
i. All You’ve Got,” interspersed with 
1 okay impreshes of Liberace, John¬ 
ny Mathis and Lawrence. Welk. 

In good voice. Day includes 
“Catch a Falling Star,” “The 12th 
Of Never,” “Sinner Man,” “Around 
the World,”: “McNamara’s Band," 
“How Are Things In Glocca Mora?’ 
.and “Danny. Boy.” Miss House re¬ 
appears to hand him the costume 
props while he does an interna¬ 
tional tv. sketch which gets yocks 
for the . British, Italian and'*’Jap¬ 
anese characters’ Writer Milt Ror 
sen has provided some topical gags 
(“Marlon Brando heard he might 
win . the Oscar, so he’s sent his tux 
out to be torn”). and conductor-ar¬ 
ranger George Wyle expertly ba¬ 
tons the Ray Sinatra orch. 

The DeCastro Sisters (3) are 
featured, and lend their familiar 
stylings to such as “Send For Me,” 
“Chances Are*” “It All Depends on 
You”, and their trademark “Teach 
Me Tonight.”. The girls look very 
pretty, know how to .sell a song 
and are capably guided by their 
conductor-arranger Herbie Dell. 

Duke. 

Miss Fitzgerald’s repertoire, pre¬ 
sented in her usual top fashion, 
include selections from Cole Porter 
and Rodgers & Hurt which she 
previously recorded under , the 
Verve label- Singer’s regular back¬ 
ers, the Lou Levy Trio, handle 
their chores well, as does the 
house band led by Dick Stabile. 

For this two-week stand which 
closes out March 16. Sennes has 
double-billed Tony Dalli, a young 
Italian tenor who proved to be a 
crowd pleaser.. Singer, although 
handicapped by the English lan¬ 
guage/ clicks writh his operatic- 
trained voice in numbers like “O 
Sole Mio”' and “Neapolitan Love 
Song.” The one song he does in 
English is “Love Is A Many Splen- 
dored Thing,” which also rings 
true. The boy shows a great deal 
ot talent and is a good bet for tv 
guestings. Kafa 

3Ir. Kelly9s9 Chi 
.. Chicago, Feb. 25. 

Sarah Vaughan (4) f $2.50 -mini¬ 
mum. .. 

Dan Dailey is the star, producer 
and director of a new revue called 
“Around Show Biz In 60 Minutes,” 
which presents him in the Congo 
Room, for his first bistro turn in 
20 years. Although the show is dis¬ 
appointing because its highlights 
are spotty* it can. easily, be tight¬ 
ened up to make it a package of 
sustained^ lofty entertainment. : 

Dailey scores highest when he’s 
hoofing,' and here he proves he’s 
one of the best in the biz. A bru¬ 
net looker named Camille Williams 
who’s also very.. talented in the 
chirping-terping department joins 
him in several song and dance skits 
which win them heavy mitting* es¬ 
pecially one called “He'and She,” 
in which they’re joined by the Sa¬ 
harem Dancers (12). : 

The Collins Kids are featured; 
the energetic . 12-year-old Larry 
and his beautiful 15-year-old sister. 
Lome click with their rock -n’ 
rolling quitars, being rewarded 
with hefty applause. The ■ Four 
Grads, three guys and a gal, are 
effective in their songalogy, topper 
being “Trolley Song.” Jimmy 

Sarah Vaughan brings out the 
aficionado in Chicago. Singer 
draws ’em like flies to a picnic 
spread, and her fortnight at this 
intimery is a happy foregone con¬ 
clusion fbr the spot’s bookkeeper. 

Long established are Miss 
Vaughan’s technical finesse and the 
sure control she has over a voice 
that’s large and rangy. Style and 
mechanics, hoWeyer, have the up¬ 
per hand. Warmth is but and in¬ 
termittent quality* and interpreta¬ 
tion too often treats the lyric as 
so much impedimenta to be toler¬ 
ated,.- • 

. “Sometimes I’m Happy,” “He’s 
Gone Again,” “If You Gould See 
Me Now,” “Linger Awhile” and 
“Dancing in the Dark”: complete 
her catalog, last tune especially ef¬ 
fective., Patter %is economic and in 
the humble vein. Singer, has excel¬ 
lent backing from her own trio, 
pianist Rorinell Bright, bassist 
Richard Davis and drummer Roy 
Haynes. 
. Kaye Ballard and thrush Lynn 
Roberts are due March 10 for twro 
frames. Pit. 

Black Orchid, Chi 
Chicago, Feb. 25. 

Mary Kaye Trio (6); §1.50 coyer. 

. Faced with a Sunday (23) Len¬ 
ten opener to a less than capacity 
house/Mary Kayo Trio socked out 
a. 40-minute turn that at begoff 
had outfronters clamoring with hot 
palms. Youngsters have been 
aroUnd hut look to be ageless, in¬ 
gratiating with fresh faces and big 
infectious smilos. Their musician¬ 
ship, per usual, is a freewheeling 
amalgam of syncopation and point¬ 
less counterpoint, made wonder¬ 
fully visual with the body English 
and madcappery that hallmarks 
the act. Solo vocals come from 
Mary Kaye,; and brother Norman, 
With .rubberfaced Frankie ROss in 
and out* raises a profusion of yocks 
-with one-liners, differences with 
his. comrades and asides, to ring- 
siders. 

Tunes are. nearly all standards 
and Kaye Trio, makes extra points 
with a spoofed". “Begin" the Be- 
guine” piped by Norman to off key 
accordion and guitar backing by 
his partners, till he too goes sour 
midst audience howls. Wind , is 
their trademarked “Up a Lazy 
River.” Act doesn-t limp fOr a 
moment* and proves the kids can 
go it alone in smaller spots like 
the Orchid,.; Pit. 

Quagiino’s & Allegro, 
London 

- ^ London, Feb. 25. 
Ron Moody, with Tommy Watt 

Orch, Roy Wallis, Leslie Baker 
Quartet. $5.50 minimum. 

Ron Moody is an engaging young 
comedian who specializes in im¬ 
pressions that bristle with wit and 
observation. He has some claim to 
being the brightest young man cur¬ 
rently operating in London’s night 
club belt. He does a 20-minute act 
at Quaglino’s and this is extended 
by a few minutes in the livelier, 
more intimate atmosphere of the 
downstairs Allegro room. 

He begins with a series of im¬ 
pressions of how various perform¬ 
ers might put over the Hamlet 
soliloquy. GroUch o Marx, Crosby, 
Alastair Sim* Trevor Howard, Nor¬ 
man Wisdom and the Old Vic Skif¬ 
fle Group follow in .quick succes¬ 
sion, and Moody uses only the min-, 
imum of props and wigs for these 
caricatures. Then follow imper¬ 
sonations of an oldtime vaude 
artist and. a devastating skit on 
rock ’n’ roll as put over by a top 
disk artist who, the week before, 
was a bank clerk. 

Then come amiable skits on fla¬ 
menco and a Cuban guitar player, 
finishing with an Italian gondolier.: 
Laced with some admirably out¬ 
rageous puns,: Moody’s patter is 
slick and up to the minute and, 
altogether,- the act adds . up. to a 
polished night club routine. Tommy 
Watt’s orchestra and Leslie Baker’s 
quartet handle the dancing and 
ROy Wallis makes with the piano 
in excellent intermission sessions. 

Rich. 

The Largo, H*%voocL 
Hollywood, Feb. 25. . 

Frances Faye, Buddy Lester, Ed¬ 
die Grady Orch (6).; $4 maximum. 

Frances Faye has returned to the 
Sunset Strip, less than three 
months since her last appearance, 
this time to enliven things at the 
LargOi This is a change of pace 
for this club, which last featured 
a show aimed at the teen trade. 

Miss Faye has no new material 
this time around, aside from the 
asides with which she drapes and 
undrapes her musical numbers. 
The fey Miss Faye has a leer in the 
eye that gives the most harmless 
lyric a double and occasionally 
triple meaning. Her trademark, of 
course, is the driving jazz piana 
and she does not slow or stint In 
giving of this. It is a special act 
for very special audiences, but for 
those in the Faye mood, it Is a 
ball. 

Miss Faye, among her other un¬ 
usual inspirations, occasionally 
chants her own name as a mad 
lyric to whatever tune she .hap* 
pens to be flailing away at the pi¬ 
ano, Eddie Grady’s band gives, her 
solid backing and does equally 
Well, in another mood, for dancing. 

Buddy Lester does a good job of 
warming up for the Faye fans, us¬ 
ing his hat.routines and throwaway 
ad libs and asides for good laughs. 

Pour.. 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF MARCH 5 

Numerals In connection, with bills below' lndicato opening d«Y of show. 

NEW YORK CITY 
Music Hall I 

Corps de Ballet 
■Jack Header 
Sonilra Bauett 
Rdckettes 
Glee Club 
Luc>He Manners 

Foursome 

Renald A Rudy 

Roxy It: 

Harrison &..Kossi 
Skating Squires 
Roxyettes 

..AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNE 

Tivoli 11 
Shirley Bassey. 
Vic Hyde . 
Lili Berde 
Clifford Guest 

.Cunbas (4) . 
George Holmes 
Neal A Newton . 
Eleanor Cunter- 
Joe MartiiW 
Easton Harmonica 3 
Jimmy Jeff 
David Stride 
Irene Brvans 
Rae Morgan 

Reg Prlestman - 
Norman Thorpe. 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli 11 

Larry Griswold 
Johnny Lockwood 
Eagle & Map 
A Robins 
Rayes. A Faye. 
Anriy Berryer 
Medlock A Marlowe 
Winnetou & Squaw 
ft A D Stuchberry 
Jimmy. Parkinson 
Edit Juhasz 
Frank Ward ; 

Paul Castle " 
Darlene SeUIk 
Jo Ann McGowan. 
Fred Napier • . 
.Adrian Swan 
Norman Crider 
Tune Tattlers 4 . 
Charlie Fisk Ore 
V Drake Hotel 
Pat O'Day 
Jimmy Blade. Ore 

Cate of Horn 

I* Amaya ic ' 
C. Torres 
Stan Wilson . - 

.. London House 
Carmen Cavallaro 4 

.Mister Kellyfs . 
Sarah Vaiighah. 
Mart & Frigo 

Palmer House 
Carol Channing 
Chlqulta. & Johnson. 
Ben Arden Ore . 

Sonny Sands 
Carlos 4c Yvonne : 
6yd Stanley Ore. 

Sans loud 
Dick Hall 
Freddy Calo Ore v 

■ Saxony 
Geisha Girl Revue 
Ming & Ling 
Toy 4 Wing 
Florence Ahn 
Tony Toyada 

;Tong Bros: 
Kabouki Dncrs. 
Ruth Wallis 

Charles 4c Faye 
Henry Levena Ora 

Seville 
Don Rickies 
Barry Gray . 
Dolores Leigh - 
Pejte Brady .3 . 
Marty. Franklin 3 
Bob Sennett 
MuitIA Ruth 

Shelborn# 
CappielloS 
Leonard. Young 
Len Dawson -Ore 
Lord Flea Calypso 

LOS ANGELES 

BRITAIN 
ASTON 

Hippodrome. 3 
Metronotes 
Reg Lloyd -.. 
Cecilie Freeman 
-Jessie Ball 
Muriel Devon - - 
Doran & Duval 
Burt Brooks 
8 Starlets 
Roy Barbour 

birmincham 
Hippodrome 3 

Anne Shelton .. 
Dancing Debutantes 
Gladys Morgan . 
Kendors 
Johnny Stewart 
Alan 4:■■••■Steve". 
Malcolm - Mitchell 3 
Delrinas; 
Jinimy Gay 

BRIGHTON 
Hippodrome 3 

Jimmy Young 
Rev A Ronjy 
Sally Barnes . 
Jeffrey Lcnncr 
Sinoothey A Layton 
Mudlarks 
J & P Barbour'. 

EDINBURGH 
Empire 3 - 

Anthony A Ricardo 
Clyde Valley Col 
Robert Wilson Grp. 
Billy Crotchet . 
K; 4c A Haynes 
Jimmy Fletcher 
A Sc V Shelley 
FINSBURY PARK 

Empire 3 
Max Wall: . 
Averil. Si Anrel 
Hutch Wilson 
Keppel Sc Betty 
Raf & Julian 
Musical Ellmfts 
Les Brazilianos 

GLASGOW 
Empire. 3. 

Freddie Earle 
i O'Duffy Bros. . 

HANLEY 
Royal 3 V 

Smith Bros. 
-Jean Sc Julie 
Jimmie. Paige 
Eddie A Partner 
Frank Harvey ■ 
Gitson Sisters 
Carol Payne 
Pauline A Eddie 

LONDON 
Metropolitan. .3. 

Dorothy Squires 
Billy Dainty 
Steve. Martin 
Terry Scott: 
Gay 4 
Johnny Hambley 
Ted Durante 
Alan. Field 

LIVERPOOL 
-Empire. 3 

Jim Dale 
Why ton A Vipers 
S A V Pardoe 
Stan Vaii 
'Jimmy Edmundson 
Cam’bell A Rorg'rs'n 
Betty Fox Co. 

NORTHAMPTON 
New 3 

Blondie Haigh 
Gabrielle 
Billy Roche 
Sadie. Corrie 
Mandy A Sandy 
Godiva Girls: Co. 

NOTTINGHAM 
Empire 3 

Jimmie Wheeler 
.Murray' A Maidie 
Briiee Forsyth 
Murray Campbell 
Ric Richards ■ 
Royal Command 

Girls 

Avante Garde 
Matt Dennis Trio- 
Ruth; Olay 

•]-. BenBlue't 
J Ben' Blue 
; Kay Gee Jones 
^Barbara Heller 
" Sammy. Wolf 
Joan Kayne. 
Dick Bernie - 

■Ivan Lane Ore .. . 

Coconut Grove ." 
Jaye P. Morgan . 
Four Morgan Bros. 
Anthony Allan '4c ’ 

Hodges 
Freddy-. Martin Ore 

Crescendo 
Mills Bros. 
Pave Pell Ore - 

•31 Club 
Annette Warren ‘ 
Johnny; Walsh. 

. Interlude . 
Stick Slavin .. 
Katie. Lee 

.Large 
Frances Faye . 
Buddy Lester ' ' 
Eddie -Grady Ore 

Larry Potter's. 
: Supper Club 

.King V Four 
Phyllis .Inez-. 
Sandy Sims 
Teri True. Dancers.. 

Mocatnbo. 
MiyoshI Yumeki 

-Johnny O'Neill 
Frankie. Sands. Trio 
Paul Hebert Ore 

. Moulin Rouge 
Ella Fitzgerald 
Toni Dalli 
DonnArden. Line: 
Royal. Guards 
Eddie O'Neill Ore 

- ■ . Slate Bros. 
JimiAy Ames 
•Ann. Hathaway: 
Gil Bernal 4 

Statler Hotel . 
Wally Boa* 
Don Dellair -. 
Ed. Bergman Oro 

The Seville . 
Leciibna. Cuban 

■ Boys- 
Steven Peck A Lit* 

Ye Little Club 
Caroline .Richter. 
Randy.Sparks 

RENO 
Harolds. Club 

Jodimars 
Knox A Korral 

Harrah's 
Carmen 'L’eFave. 
Lou Styles. A 

Stylis.ts 
King Pinis ' 
Jan Stewart 3. 
Mafalda . • 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Ann's 440 Club 

Patsy Kelly 

Holiday 
Kinston Trio 
Eddie - Bush 
. Mapes skyrooni 
Kay Martin*' 
Marcia A Misters 
Elliott A Lawrence 

Riverside 
Kay. Starr 
Starlets 
Bill Clifford Ore 

HAVANA 
Capri 

Wences. ■ 
piahanri CarroU 
Ethel Martin 
Romy Bleu 
Pick Curry 

National. 
Parisien Driers 
Dancing Waters 
W Reves Otc 

. Riviera 
Vic Danione 
Elena Del- Cueto 
Maholo Torrente 
Lasker Steinberg 
Mercedes Valdes ■ 
Arminda Martinez 
Maria Magdalena 
Guzman Singers 

Rlyera Ore 
. sans -Soiicl 

Dick Lee 
Gloria. A Rolande 
Victor Alverez 
Miriam Barreras 
LaSerie Or.c 
Ortega Ore 

Tropicahe 
Nat.JCing Cole 
Erlinda Cortes 
Alberto ROchi. 
Blanca Varela 
Gladys A Freddy 

Riveros 
Guaracberos' 
Monica Cast el. . . 
Tropicahe Ballet 

. S Suarez Qrq 
| 4 Romeu • Orq-. 

Inez Torres 

Marsh Bros. 
Backstage. 

Joanne Beretta j. 
Bernard Bragg 

Blaikhawk 
Billy Taylor 3.. 
Slappy White , 
; Easy Street . 
Turk Murphy Oro 

Feck's II , 
Vagabonds 
Mel Youiig .; 
Four Preps. 

Fairmont Hotel 
Johnny Mathis . \ 
E. Heckscher Ore 

Gay- Wi ... 
Bee. Ray A Ray K. 

Goman' 
Joy Healy Dncrs « 
Wally Rose Ore 

Earl' Fathk Hiries 
Qrc 

Mdggsy. Spanier 
Hungry I 

Don Adams 
. Gateway Singers 
Jo Ryder 
Tom O'Horgan 

: Jack's Waterfront 
Ernestine. Anderson 
Memry Midgett 
Pat Paulsen 

Jazz Showcase 
Paul Bley 4 

Purple Onion 
Lil Greenwood 
Lou Gottlieb . 
Jim Shaw's Puppets 

. .. .34* Club 
Jeannie Johnson 
Allen Cole 
Dorothy Dorben 

Dcrs (10) 
Alex .Dushin Ore 

Les Frivolites Franchises 
Atlantic City, March. 1, 

Zizi Ricliardj Robert Lamouret, 
Florida, Trio,; Twirling Dervishes, 
Palermo Bros, Marcel LeBon, Gri¬ 
sha Sc Brona, Laurette & Clymas, 
Femmes and Hommes du Moulin 
Rouge, Henry Goodwin Jazz Band 
with Mary Ann Foley; Teva Gorde 
& Les Corrdes d’Argent, Louis 
Szoke & Les Tziganes featuring the 
Hungarian Singers; Porcelli Trio, 
Jean Weyts, Howard Lanin, orch, 
ChalfOnte-Haddon Hail House 
Qrcii; staged by Jack Nagle; pro¬ 
duced, by Mike Lanin; sets, Cleon 
Throckmorton; lighting, Charles 
Costello. At Chalfohte-Hadddn 
Hall Feb. 29-March 1, '58. 

Empire* Glasgow 
Glasgow, Feb. 26. 

Alina Cogan, Terry. Wayne & 
Rhythm, Boys (3) . Three Brittons, 
Tattersdll, Johnny .Stewart, Johnny 
Silver, Al~ Fuller Sc Janette, Tony 
& Pauline Derrick, Bobby Dowds 
Orch. 

LAS VEGAS 
Desert Inn 

"Newcomers.; 1923” 
Paul Whiteman 

Buster. Keaton 

j I1:0?-. A 
SOUTHAMPTON 

j Grand 3 
Roxy A Glenda ' 

Johnny Duncan Co. - Diane D'OrSay 
Gillian A June 
Southlanders - 

. Bassi A June - ■ 
P 4r P Page 
Billy Baxter 

. Alec Pleon. 
A A C I^verne 
Del A Dorrien 
Pauline Mee 
Andree'S Girls 

NEW YORK CITY 
Blue Angel 

B«bb> ’Shm . 
Orson. Uean '' 
Will Holt 
Phyllis Dillon 
Bart Howard . 
Jimhtie. l.\«n Tiio 

. Bon Soir 
Sylvia Svms 
Phil I.eeds 
Jorie Remus ; 
Three Flames . 
Jimtnie IJ mels 

Casanova 
Donna Dunn 
Margrit A Adrienue. 

Chateau Madriu 
Carmen. Torres 
Dnnay. A W-.ntvrs 
-Caiidi ('orte/ 
Ralph Font Ore 
Pam-hito Oil 

Ctipacabana 
Alyron Cohen 
Sam .Cnoky ' 
Jaye bis 
Ted Moi roll 
Muni 
D A G Prior. \ 
Michael Dim sn Ore 
Frank Marti Ore • 
Downstairs Room 

Julius Monk 
Bonny Gialnm 
Ceil Cabot 
Ellen Hanley 
Jean Arnold 
Gerry Al.Uiticws 
SSan Keen 

El Chico 
' Maris.i Torol - 
l.urente Tenti. 
Carlos A' My rna / 
Melldas Del lr,unpo i Billy Kelly- 

No. 1 Fifth Ave.. j Mae Sagan . 
Cedrbne A M.tchcll I Larry McMahon 
Bob Downey -1’—-— 
llarold Fony life 
Joan Bishop 

Hotel Pierre 
Stanley Vu-il*u or 
Joe Ricardel Ore. 

*f Hotel Statler 
| Xavier Cugat Ore 
I Hotel Taft 
t Vincent Lope/ Ore 
I Hotel St. Regis 

Denise Darcel 
? Mill .Shaw Ore ■ 
1 Ray. 8ari On' 
t ; Latin Quarter 
t Kirby Stone 4 
} Beverlee Dennis 
j Malagdn Sis 
j Peiro Bros. 
: Chandri Kaly . Riy.ieri 
I Martha Ann Bentley Dennis Day 

Jamel Twins ' De Castro Sisters 

Carlton Hayes Ore 
;■ Dunes 
! ''Mirisky's Folies 

■' International” - 
j Smith A Dale ' 
I Joey Faye 
j Sid Fields 
j Boubouka • 
I Carol King ; 

.! Cee Davidson Ore 
El Cortex 

; Dubonnet Trio ; 
; Dick Saunders .. 
: JIarcie Miller 

Deed.v A Bill 
El Rancho Vegas 

Eartha Kitt 
. Morey Amsterdam 

Barry- Ashton Dncrs 
Dick Rice Orch 

i . Flamingo . 
; Ritz Bros.: : . 
; Gogi Grant 
1 Flamingoettes . 
Jack Cathcart -Ore . 

Fremont..Hotel . 
; Nitecaps. 
j Make Believes 
• The Victors 
The. Castles;. 

Golden Nugget 
• Harry Ranch 

Alma. Cogan. English thrush re¬ 
cently: in. N. Y. for a nitery date, 
headlines a poorish. -layout here. 
DistafTer, a fcoilncv brunet with 
growing sense of fun, gives out 
brightly in current tunes and fa¬ 
vorite pops. Scoring with “The 
Story of My Life”, and “Never Do 
A Tango With an Eskimo.” .. . 

Distaffer,. strikingly "garbed in 
vouis Dasu kjiv blue, ranges from “In Middle of 
Louis. Prima-Keeiy .An Island” through “Tammy" to 

Smith ; “Ma. He’s Making Eyes At Me.” 
• S3"?1* . i She dealt cleverly, at show caught 
Buddy Hackett with, wolf-whistling males; arid is 
Copa'Girls • obviously becomirig mistress of the 
Antonio Moreiii Orr snappy, answer. F’rinstance, when. 

; san souci 0Jie yoiirig male outfroriter let out 

Din DaUey ; -. ' . 
Collins Kids . 
Camille Williams. 
Louis Basil Ore 

- India Adams 
, Bob Kennedy 
! Jo Lombardi Ore 

B .H.Vrlowp Ore '-: 
,- Le Cupidon 
: Fean Warren 

.. Old - Romanian 
Pat Roonev 
Marge Cameron 
McKenna Line 
Avon Long 
Margaret Tynes 
Lav erne Hntchmson 

: George C arl 
| -.Town.* Country 
j Blackburn Twins 
Jerry Colhns 

I De John Sis . 
I. Harmonica Rogues 

Phil Black \ 
[ Ned Harvey: Ore 
I Sicaris Ore 
| Viennese Lantern 
j Jahine Caire 

. ,i»e v. astro 
i NoreliteS 

Cayr.naughs 

Bobby Morris 
Pat Moreno ' 
Ray Parsons . ■■.' 
Sherry Shone 
Cindy A Alberto 
Jeanne MasSon 
Mile,; Zabuda 
Bobby Blue Ore 

•Showboat 
Hank Penny 
Shirley Scott 
Garr Nelson 
Showbbat Girls-.. 
Vic Artese Ore 

. Silver Slippgr 
Hank Henry 
Annie Maloney..!. 
Jitnmy . Shaw. . 
Jimmy Cavaaaugb 
Sparky Kaye 
Mac Dennison 
Geo. Redman Ore 

.. Thuncferbird 
Frank. Gusto 
Joe Fornaro 

Trepicana 
Jayne Mansfield . 
Mitkey Hargitay.' 
Elaine. Dunn 
Cathy ■ Crosby . 
Nat ftraiidyWynne 

Betty Bc.nee 
Hotel rhia 

Jane Mors, n 
Ted Straetei Ore ■ 
Mark Monie Ore 

Holer Rco:>. ei» 
■Guy l.oinlurdo Ore 

Jackie Heller 
Lee Martin Ore 
Maya Ore 

. - Avalon 
Hr.1 Winters- 
Bobby Diikoff Ore 

. Anita Boyar 
. Red Smith 3 

. Balmoral 
• Charlie Farrell 
.Irving Fields 3 

! Billy .Mitchell. 
Mickey Gentile . 
Jose Curbelo Ore 

Cafe De Paris 
George Matson 
The :Szonys ■ 

• \Viere Bros. 
• Piroska 
! Silly. Fellows 
| Jet MacDonald v 

. irern* H^ris'V 

ipinieeCpaer»re0U * Ch£k* ^nes 
* Bobby Meyers Ore ; ^ . 

Village Vanguvrd ^^r Belf 
. Sherry Britton 
..Kingpins -: 
: Lyda Fairbanks 

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 
Americana 

Frankie Laine __ 
Allen A-DeWood ' Keely Smith 
Beatrice Kraft Dcrs Mambo Aces 
' ' ' . Dorothy Donegan 3 

Emery - Deutsch 
Strings 

Rascha Rodell ’ 
Mai Malkin Ore 
Sonny Kendis Ore. 
Louis. Varona. Ore 

Empress 
Barry Sisters - 
Larry Bes. • 
Hal Edwards Ore 

Fontainebleau - 
Marlene Dietrich 
Mattison Trio 
Sacasas. Ore 
Fupi Campo Or?. 

; Latin Quarter 
Milton Berle . 
Betty George 
Metropolitans 
Dunhills. 
Mitsuoko: 
.Stan. Fisher .: 
Quito Clayero : 
Gina GuarRi . 
Martha Errole 

Langston Hughes 
Irwin Corej 
Charlie Mingus 

Waldorf-A-^-oria 
Varel A Bailly . 
Chanteurs D? Paris 
Eniil Colem.-n .On i 

.Beta; Babai Ore 

CHICAGO 
Black ck; a 

Mary' K..>e Trio 
Joe Parnellu t3) 

Blue Anger . 
"Calypso' Exti-.iv* 

gan?a* 
Princess Abi'> • A 

King Ch " i., n' 
Lord Chris 
Lord Raf;*- 
Candelas 1 vm» 
Roger Mi I'.i. . 

Blue N^-te 
Woody Hem hi . u; 

. Chez P- 
- Sr-.mmy D-.vis . r. . 
Bnrbara A Ma - .-11 

f Chez Adorable < .6' 
j Ted Fio Rito ('re 
[ Cloister rn.i . «e 
iEddie Hig; mu, Ti io ; TirtOn Bros. 

-- ".idie Sen-offer 

Freddie Bell Bell¬ 
hops 

Deauville - 
Donald O’Connor 
Sidney Miller 
Mr. Br.llantina . . 
Bogiiios 
DeauVilletes - 
Al . Mack Ore 
Red Caps' 
Tito Puente Ore. 
Danuta Jo . 

oi Lido 
Bageltime Revue' 

Slim. Grill.-rd 
Conrco . fldtcn 

’*Bi.z. Top’ 
Glenn A C.Lien 
Menchessv 
Lupaiesios- 

.ilMah II - os 
. " •>• Care'e . . 

ea. K-’mus 
.. V^bbv F. co-o 
f llerme Sager 

.» Caney- Ore 

Walter Nye Ore 
. Lucerne . 

Havana MaurJi Gras 
Diosa Costello. . 
MUos,Velarde 
Don Casino .: 
Tonia. Flores.. 
Tony A Francella 
Juan Romero 
David Tyler Ore. 
Luis . Varona Ore • 

Malayan 
Hawaiian Re\-i:e 
Bhama Mania . 
Calypso Revue- 
Murray Franklin's 

Terry Haven . 
Dick Havilland 
Danny Rogers 
Snuffy . Miller 
Roy Sedley 
Linda-Bishop 
Sue.Lawton . . 
Eddie Bernard 

.Nautilus ■ ■ ■- ' 
Rose Hardaway 

j call to brunette’s s.a., she retorted 
" i sTckly: “Where does it hurt most?” 

' Thrush is also working moire gabr 
! birig into her act, and she recalls 
; N. Y. experiences: between tunes, 

, j Terry Wayne- is anotheir. teenage 
"• p e r f or rn er with guitar, boyish 
looks and a certain way. with the 

! gals, backed by a persoriality-lack- 
i irig rhythm group, scores with 
i “Jailhouse Rock,” but. lack of teen- 
1 age element at early show caught 
j resulted in his act going over only 

; ‘ average; it also needs better pres- 
' entafiori. _ / 

; Al Fuller & Janette, mixed.terp- 
. • ing duo,, are hardworking opening 

j hoofers^ arid femine impresses with 
'.solo work : in second-half teeoff. 
=. Toriy & Pauline Derrick are so-so 
! instrumental, pair. Johnny Silver, 
; billed as “new stai* comed'an.” 
‘mouths indistinctly into micro- 
• phone and .garners minimum of re- 
' action with n.s.g, fhri-fodder; 

Bast support,is from the Three 
• Brittons, two males and a young 
femme with solid unicycle and 
juggling offering. Australian trio 
obviously have the right vaude 
touch, and show’ skill in routines 
ori varied-size.: unicycles and in 
club-tossing. Johnny. Stewart is 

.... tail,, fair-haired comedy man who 
j shows promise, arid should make 
‘ headway once he decides on his 
style of fun; in current act, he gets 

i.most aud response with travesties 
of types in a seaside concert revue. 

Tattersall, experienced vent, 
• scores strongly with^.his dumriiy 
j stooges (see New Acts). Bobby 
j Dovyds’ resident orch; gives usual 
adequate showbacking. Layout is 

‘ weakest in support .stuff, and 
; should be stronger for resumption 
of vaude season at this Auld Lang I 

' Syne vaudery. Cord. 

Through its “winter cruise’ 
package deals Chalfonte-Haddori 
Hall has taken what once .were 
three usually n.s.g. weekends and 
converted them into near-capacity 
boxoffice. Its elaborately staged 
“Les Frivolites Francaises” drew 
more than 1,700 guests when- held 
for a second year Friday and Sat¬ 
urday riights (28-1). : 

Both evenings started with a 
cocktail party in. HaddOn Hall with 
Teva Gorde’s music, guests then 
eating an elaborate five-course 
French dinner. They crossed over 
to Chalfonte where an entire floor 
Was decorated to depict a Paris 
street with night clubs and. bars. 
There, was entertainment in three 
cafes, with music in as many bars. 

Biggest room is Le Moulin Rouge 
(600) w’here two shows were pre¬ 
sented before capacity audiences. 
Here Jack Nagle staged and Mike 
Lanin produced a fast moving 
French variety bill .with the songs 
of Zizi Richard* a former “Folies 
Bergere’* girl, featured. Robert 
Lamiouret’s clever ventriloquist act 
with dog and duck was a real; 
laughgetter, while the Twirling 
Dervishes, Florida Trio and Pal¬ 
ermo Bros., backed tip by elaborate 
production numbers; provided a 
solid hour of entertainment. Music 
was by Howard Lanin’s orch. 

In the Folies Bergere a second 
variety bill was offered with Marcel 
LeBon emceeing and singirig Gal¬ 
lic numbers; Grisha & Brona drew 
top applause with their fire dance, 
their semi-nude bodies coated; with 
a silver-like substance to the de¬ 
light of the camera fans. Laurette 
& Clymas proved a clever and 
amusing dance team; The Folies- 
Bergere orch and Porcelli trio pro¬ 
vided music. 

Third night spot is the Cafe des 
Beaux Arts with Louis Szoke & 
His Gy pies and the Hungarian 
Singers. Here a huge screen was 
set up and on it were - flashed 
French paintings, many of them, 
nudes, 

Henry Gpodwin jazz band with 
Mary Ann Foley, pianist, were fea¬ 
tured in the St. Germain- des Pres. 

Howard Lariin Manageriient Inc., 
of New. York, provided the talent. 
Hundreds of sets were designed by 
Cleon Throckmorton to lend au¬ 
thenticity to French street and- cafe 
scenes. ■-'. ; Walk,: 

racy rather than tricks Is Tcejr ta 
success. 

Variety acts that fill out tho 
show are all western in character, 
save for the Carlssons, a juggling 
and bellringing duo. Smokey Rog¬ 
ers, who cleffed “Gone,” a hit ill 
the western genre, contributes a 
standout solo ori the barijo. 

With each , show running close to 
two hours, afternoon and evening 
performances attracted a disap¬ 
pointing aggregate of some 2,000! 

Don, 

BEVERLEE DENNIS 
Mimic 
10 Mins. - 
Latin Quarter, N.Y. 

This Miss Dennis is not , in 
Variety files under this tag, and. 
certainly her current act bears 
little seriiblance of the one re¬ 
viewed some years back as Beverly 
Dennis. This light-haired comely 
miss leans heavily on mimicing 
celebs and doing a monolog with 
some new and some blue, lines for 
returns, . She is an arduous worker , 
but some of the material seems a 
bit questionable. 

Miss. Dennis’ interpretation of a 
barn dance in the Catskill Moun¬ 
tains is trimly turned-out for grati¬ 
fying results. She dons several .furs 
and coats to belt out her . version 
of Sophie Tucker. “Lament of a 
Chorus Girl,” which climaxes her 
turn, is the highlight and something 
which could well be developed 
further for even heavier applause. 
Miss Dennis has excellent pipes, 
and with some pruning arid adjust¬ 
ing her aict could be topflight. As 
is. she went over well here. 

Wear. 

BILLY NENCIQLI ^ 
Songs * 
15 Mins. .; 
Comedie-Caiimartin^ Paris ' 

Billy Nencioli is a personable 
looking young singer in the.Gallie 
crooner category. His. soft,, catcliy, 
self-cleffed songs are all done in 
an engaging glissando manner. . 

Despite a sameness in ditties and 
delivery, he looks a good staple for 
boites here and seconda^r house 
spots. However, sans the needed 
personalized aspects, his U. S. pos¬ 
sibilities are limited. Mosk. 

MatiDiUon Wes( ern 
Variety 

(ARENA, SAN DfEGO) 
San Diego, Feb. 25. 

. Harry Landau production starring 
Jim Amess with Smokey Rigers 
Group (6), Frontiersmen (5), Carls¬ 
sons, Gail: Moser, Max Terhune, 
Elaine DuPont, Gary Williams. At 
San Diego Arena, San Diego, Feb. 
22, ’58; $2 top. 

RENE-LOUIS LAFFORGUE 
Songs 
20 Mins. 
Comedie-Caumartin, Paris 

Looking like a cross between* a 
satyr and an oldtime Gallic lowtife 
Apache type; Rene-Louis Lafforgue 
has a big, expressive voice and a 
series of catching self-cleffed dit¬ 
ties. Though his- offbeat, physique 
and miming only" jive intermittent¬ 
ly with his lyrics, he locks to de¬ 
velop hitp a top personalized sing¬ 
er, and, , with more work, and a 
cohesion between his character 
locks and-songalog, a possible star. 

But so far that unique, overall 
synching of drive, point of view 
and ability has not qpite merged. 
His work songs, simple love ditties 
and street songs have him at his 
best. When he clicks he may also 
be soiriething fox’, specialized Yank 
spots where French chanters are 
a plus, otherwise he looks mainly a 
local bet. Mosk. 

Gina Davis Covers 
; Mid-East Borderline 
!. .. Gina Davis, daughter of society 
I maestro Meyer Davis,- was aired on 
i both sides of the Israeli border 
during her current tour of the 

. Near East. She was interviewed in 
English and : sang American songs 
on a radio station in Jordan, and 
the following week did a program 
ori: KOL, Israel, of French songs 
and Negro spirituals. 

. She moved on to Istanbul last 
week for two concerts and a broad¬ 
cast. '- 

In break-in of projected tour, 
Jim Amess, star of CBS-TV oater 
“Gunsmoke,” makes his singing 
debujt an auspicious one. Wearing, 
his Marshall Dillon garb through¬ 
out, he reveals a hard-hitting 
vlr’le baritone that fits the role 
and could lead to good results on 
wax. Voice is a la Vaughn Mon¬ 
roe with plenty of drive. 

, An ingratiating personality is 
j another, asset, Arneas turning on 
' the charm as an able emcee for 
most of the show. His own turn 
is on the brief side and could stand 
expanding. Backed by the Fron¬ 
tiersmen, a western, instrumental 
group, Amess intones “Home on 
the Range,” “I Want to Drink 
Water From an Old Tin Cup” arid, 
for finale, a cowboy lament reci¬ 
tative. 

Amess also engages in a mock 
brawl with stuntman Bob Morgan 
a rouser for the smallfry, after ex¬ 
plaining telefilm fight techniques. 
It makes for action onstage, but 
whether disillusion might set in 
among youthful viewers is moot. 
Gunplay is held down to two shots 
with Amess explaining that accur- 

‘Variety’ Boys 
Continued from page 1 

negotiations by its attomejns, 
O’Brien, Driscoll. & Raftery; the 
N. Y. Post by GUbert & Gilbert. 

Why Green Cover Was Dropped 
For most of its; more than half- 

century of publication Variety has 
been a Rogowski press job. Prior 
thereto when the green cover was 
the paper’s original newsstand 
identification and its unofficial 
trademark, frequently identified in 
the early days as "the green sheet" 
because of its cover, it was printed 
at C- O’Brien which, for a num¬ 
ber of years, continued to handle 
the binding of Anniversary Num¬ 
bers and occasional other special 
issues which also had the special, 
green cover. When Variety went . 
to its present tabloid size, a pub-, 
lication step to accelerate news 
coverage—the paper goes to press 
late • Tuesday and is circulated 
Wednesday—it required the high 
speed rotary press facilities of 
Rogowski. 

The plant, founded by the late 
Henri Rogowski in 1896, was pur¬ 
chased by Variety Inc. in 1935, It 
has . been at its present Pearl 
St. location for many years. 
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Harold Clutman, a noted Broadway director and drama critic, 
(for The Nation) expressed a number of novel and provocative 
ideasi about the theatre, in a recent article in the N. Y. Times 
Magazine. Following are excerpts: 

The American audience patronizes the theatre; the English, audi¬ 
ence loves it. This may be an illusion. In that Case, I would still 
maintain that the English behave as if they love the theatre , more 
_^and that alone makes a difference in the effect they produce in 
their theatre’s atmosphere. 

At the opera and ballet, where people “dress’’ more frequently- 
than they do at plays, where flowers are brought and bouquets 
thrown, where bravos are less apologetic, where a sensei of ritual 
pleasure and even lavishness are created not only on the stage, but 
in the auditorium, the theatre still has glamor: . 

How destestable the announcement in theatre columns of the in¬ 
vestments made in plays and the degree of profit or loss realized 
on each of them: It is a thousand times better for the health of the 
theatre for an audience to view it as an .art, which is fun, than as 
a trade, which is ^ trouble. (Tut-tut: its not polite to point—&d. ). 

Let us encourage people who are never bored at the theatre and 
find something good in every-show. Boredom is boring. Ask the . 
manager to set aside one evening to be the exclusively dressy one, 
as is done' -at the Paris opera, and another as the popular-price 
night, as at the Met. Both will be successful. 

We need not fear snobbism. I wish an off-Broadway house Would 
hang out. a sign, “Only plays for intellectuals and highbrows here,” 
and stick to it, so that many would sneer and cause others to vie 
with one another to get' in. .•r: .; ,"" . /•. . . 

<1 

Reversal last week of. the 
$50,000' verdict awarded Myer 
Levin against Otto Frank and Ker- 
mit Bloomgardeh may lead to 
clarification of several issues of the 
case. It may also resolve a related 
difficulty regarding the legit rights 
to literary properties. Levin’s at¬ 
torney, Howard Hilton Spellman 
Jr., has indicated the intention of 
appealing the dismissal or bring¬ 
ing the case to trial again. 

The verdict in Levin’s favor was 
set aside by N. Y. Supreme Court 
Judge Samuel C. Coleman on the 
ground . that there had been I‘a 

- complete failure of proof as to 
damages’’ in the original trial. He 
had previously dismissed the first 
three counts of Levin’s suit, charg¬ 
ing breach of contract, fraud and 
Inducement of breach of contract. 
Last week’s action nullified the 
jury’s $50,000 verdict on the final 
count, charging plagiarism. 

Levin’s suit claimed that Frank, 
father of the late author of “Diary 
of a Young Girl,” had violated an 
agreement to let him dramatize 
the book. The action also named 
Rermit Bloomgarden, producer of 
the Pulitzer Prize and Critics 

(Continued on page 77) 

Miller Theatre, M’wkee, 
To Shutter Next Week; 

May Reorg and Reopen 
Milwaukee, March 4. 

The Fred Miller Theatre here Is 
cutting short its winter stock sea¬ 
son as the result of. action taken 
last Friday (28) by the board of 
trustees of Drama Inc.; the corpo¬ 
ration operating the house. The 
theatre will close March 15, when 
the current entry, “O Mistress 
Mine,”' starring Sylvia Sidney, 
ends its three-week run. Three 
more shows had been scheduled 
for the 10-play season. The spot 
will probably reopen under a re¬ 
organized setup. 

The shuttering follows the resig¬ 
nation of Mrs. Mary John as presi-! 
dent of the corporation, chairman 
of the board and managing direc¬ 
tor of the theatre. Mrs. John at¬ 
tributes her resignation to “dis- 

. sention among certain staff mem- j 
bers, disagreement within . the: 
board and disapproval of a request 

(Continued on page 77) . 

‘Bride’Will Set Record 
For Duchess, in Iandon 

London, March 4. 
“The Bride and the Bachelor,” 

by Ronald Miller, will play its 
614th performance March 14 at the 
Duchess Theatre, thereby breaking 
the present record for the house, 
set by Terence Rattigan’s “Sep¬ 
arate Tables.” 

The Peter Saunders production 
opened Dec. 19, 1956. It stars 
Cicely Courtneidge, Naunton 
Wayne and Robertson Hare, and 
the company has already been no¬ 
tified that it will layoffOioly Week 
(March 31-April 5), so presum¬ 
ably the comedy will continue its 
run thereafter. 

Rival Operatic ‘Medeas* 
San. Francisco, March, 4.;..-, 

Cherubini’S; 161-year-old opera, 
“Medea,”, will get its first US. 
stage presentation this fall from 
the San Francisco'Opera Company: 
Title role will be sung by soprano 
Eileen Farrell, who sang it in a 
concert version at New York two 
years ago. / 

Same work will; be done in Dal¬ 
las by Maria Callas, ex-favorite in 
Frisco. 

To Pay Own Tab 
Houston, March 4. 

Alley Theatre here has been in¬ 
vited to Send a .company of play¬ 
ers to the Brussels World’s Fair 
as the “community theatre” rep¬ 
resentative of the United States. 
But Houston must pay its own ex¬ 
penses since Congress has cut the 
appropriations' for American par¬ 
ticipation. ■/ 

Commissioner-General of the 
U. S. (Howard Cullman) extended 
the invitation to Houston via Mar¬ 
cella Cisney of his performing arts 
staff With special urging since for-, 
eign countries have nothing equiv¬ 
alent to the little theatres of the 
States and it is felt this is a good 
way to win prestige by pointing up 
something grassroots American 
which is artistically unique. 

Mrs. Nina Vance, , managing. di¬ 
rector, of the Alley, cannot accept 
the invitation: immediately since 
the willingness of Houston’s 
wealthy folk to pony up the costs, 
believed, about $115,000, is un¬ 
checked. If making the trip to Bel¬ 
gium, Alleyites would fill the week 
of Sept. 16—one of 26 weeks the 
performing arts staffers are trying 
to book, much of it by promotion 
and donation from private sources. 

SEEK TAX EXEMPTION 
FOR N.Y. CITY CENTER 

Washington, March 4. 
Legislation to exempt the N.Y.C. 

Center of Music and Drama from 
the Federal 10% admissions tax, 
has been introduced by .Senators 
Irving Ives and Jacob Javits' of 
that state. 

The Center has regarded itself 
as a non-profit, tax exempt insti¬ 
tution and has not collected an ad¬ 
missions tax since 1951 on tickets 
to its drama, opera, ballet and 
other performances. However, last 
month, the Internal Revenue Serv¬ 
ice ruled the Center was not. en¬ 
titled to an exemption as an'educa¬ 
tional and cultural Institution, ex¬ 
cept for opera and ballet under 
another section of the law. Thus 
the Center faces, the problem of 
now adding the tax to light opera 
and dramatic productions, which 
would increase prices and probably 
decrease patronage. 

This Gets Goiifusing: 
.;*• Chicago, March 4. -. 
Tiger Joe Marsh,- the ras- 

sler-turned-actor (he had a role 
in the road company of ‘‘Tea¬ 
house of the August Moon”V. 
has turned rasslet again; In his. 
first match in three years, Ti-; 
ger Joe bested Don Cortez in 
13 minutes, one fall. Usually 
the villain in past wrestling, 
bouts, Marsh this time was. cast 
as the good guy. 

His principal occupation to¬ 
day is neither wrestling nor. 
acting, however. Marsh has a 
public relations firm in Chi¬ 
cago. . 

{Everybody Doesn't Hate the Critics; 
hi Gets 

Vs. Errol Flynn 
.. Courtney Burr and Huntington 
Hartford are filing charges against 
Errol Flynn with Actors Equity. 
The issues involved include “breach 
of contract” and ‘‘conduct unbe¬ 
coming a member” of the union. 
The dispute with. the actor stems 
from his brief starring appearance 
in “Master of Thornfield,” pro¬ 
duced by Burr, in association with 
Sterling Productions. 

Hartford, who adapted the; play 
from Charlotte Bronte’s novel, 
"Jane, Eyre,” the title now being 
used by the production, is respon¬ 
sible for the Equity bond. He. also 
signed the production contract 
with Flynn, which he claims is for 
six months, through next July.: 
Flynn withdrew from the show 
Feb. 22 after two tryout weeks, one 
in Detroit and the other in Cin¬ 
cinnati. V 

: Prior to withdrawing from the 
presentation. Flynn publicly panned 
the play, while Hartford claims 
the actor didn’t learn his. role and 
showed up at less than oner-third of 
the rehearsals. Meanwhile, the pro¬ 
duction, which laid off last week,, 
resumed its tryout tour last night 
(Tues.) at Colonial.' Theatre, Bos¬ 
ton, with John Emery as Flynn’s 
successor. Emery’s illness forced 
last week’s layoff. 

j Robeson’s Passport Suit 
| : Washington, March 4, ; 
! : Singer Paul Robeson, turned 
back by the State Dept, and courts 
in previous efforts to obtain a pass¬ 
port,; is trying again. 

He has filed a new suit in the 
U.S. District Court, seeking to 
force the State Dept, to issue a 

I passport to him: He contends he 
wants to go primarily to England 
for stage and television commit¬ 
ments; Robeson has refused to 
answer questions from the House 
Un-American Activities Committee 
and others on any alleged Com¬ 
munist associations. 

BEHRMAN’S MAJOR 
REWRITE ON ‘JANE’ 

Unusual production this Week at 
the North Jersey . Playhouse,.: Fort 
Lee, sees S. N. Behrman’s “Jane” 
having been given a major writing, 
revision. 

This differs from a somewhat 
similar instance when Thornton 
Wilder revised “The Matchmaker” 
for Ruth Gordon, after it'had failed 
on Breadway ; with Jane Cowl, but 
he didn’t rewrite the original script 
for the revivaL Behrman has made 
more major revisions with, “jane.” 

Seek $100,000 Bankroll 

Albany, March 4. 
. Eddie Rich, a strawhat producer 

since 1946, has launched a local 
campaign to raise funds for the 
establishment of a musical tent 
theatre at suburban Colonie, about 
nine miles north of . downtown 
Albany. He plans to peddle 
$100,000 in stock and :bonds for 
the proposed canvastop, which will 
be called the Colonie Musical Thea¬ 
tre. 

The projected tent, a 2,000- 
seater, will have a potential weekly 
capacity gross of $25,000. Tickets 
will be Scaled; from $1.10-$3J>0. 
Pre-opening expenses , are figured 
at $20,500, while the weekly oper¬ 
ating budget is estimated at $12,- 
150 on the basis of the following 
breakdown: 

Principals, $2,275; manager and 
staff, $1,000; stage crew, $750; 
chorus, $1,500; director and chore¬ 
ographer,; $500; musicians, $1,200; 
musical royalty (guaranteed against 
percentage), $1,000; costume rental, 
$1,000; publicity and printing, $!,- 
000; travel expenses, $150; scenery 
and props, $175; insurance (includ¬ 
ing public liability), $400; auditing, 
telephone, office and taxes, $1,000, 
and land rental, $200. 

Eric Greenwood was inadvert¬ 
ently tagged as co-producer of the 
recently-closed Avenue Theatre, 
Toronto, in last week’s issue. Terry 
Fisher ; was sole operator of the 
house, with Greenwood employed 
as manager for a four-week period. 

.. Helen. Hayes, costar of “Time 
Remembered,” Jean Anouilh’s com¬ 
edy. at the. Moroseo Theatre, N.Y., 
is “hurt” by the $9.90 top for the 
Playwrights Co. production. “I dis¬ 
own the ; whole thing,” she Was 
quoted as saying last week by crit¬ 
ic-columnist Ward • Morehouse in 
the Newark Star-Ledger and for 
the North American Newspaper 
Alliance. 

“God knows,” the actress report¬ 
edly said, “I did everything pos¬ 
sible to bring about lower prices. I 
want this to be known: I signed my 
contract for a straight 10% of the 
gross. I later tore up that contract 
and took; One for less than the 
10%. - 

“That $9.90 per seat isn’t my do¬ 
ing or the doing of the two young 
stars who are appearing with me. 
It’s the doing of that old devil, the 
production. It’s really not greed 
on the part Of the management. 
It’s just the instinct for survival. 
But I don’t think Fra worth $9.90 
a ticket, not even with Susan Stras¬ 
berg and Richard Burton playing 
with me; It all makes me very 
.sad,” , 

The star also expressed a com¬ 
mon attitude Of actors toward thea¬ 
tre parties.. “You get through the 
opening,” she told Morehouse, 
“and you feel that you’re earned a 
period of calm --- and then those 
damn theatre parties start. But 
what can . you do? Apparently 
they’ve become a necessity, 

“Those people just sit out there 
and stare at you In open rebuke. 
They’ve paid $50 a seat and they’re 
not happy about it. The actors be¬ 
come. merely a tax deduction for 
theatre party customers. Never did 
I think I’d go through all these 
years in the theatre and become a 
deduction.” 

Because of various complications 
connected With the. production, 
“Time Remembered” cost about 
$150,000 to open on -Broadway. 
It had recouped about $100,000 un¬ 
til recentweeks when receipts 
have declined to near the $30,000 
break-even point. 

♦ By HOBE MORRISON 
Something new in theatrical ex¬ 

perience, a party in honor of a 
critic,, was given Sunday night (2) 
at Sardi’s restaurant, N.Y., for 
Brooks Atkinson, of the N.Y. Times. 
The sentimental occasion, as play¬ 
wright-director Moss Hart called 
it, was more or less in recognition 
of Atkinson’s 35 years as a- legit 
reviewer. Actually, however, it was 
a virtually spontaneous outpouring 
of admiration and affection—again 
unique as to a critic. 

The affair took Atkinson com¬ 
pletely by surprise. He had been 
told by his novelist-wife Oriana 
Atkinson, that they were to stop, 
in briefly at a 25th wedding anni¬ 
versary party .for director-acting 
coach Lee Strasberg and his wife 
Paula. The critic, who habitually 
avoids parties, particularly theat¬ 
rical ones, had. reluctantly agreed 
to go. 

When they entered Sardi’s, .which 
was open on a Sunday night for the 
first; time in 29 years, especially 
for the occasion, the 130 guests 
gave Atkinson a standing. ovation. 
The critic at first thought they had 
all lost their minds, and even the 
next day he assumed that the 
Strasberg “anniversary” was gen¬ 
uine and the tribute to him was 
incidental. 

Features of the party included 
letters from playwrights Sean 
O’Casey, writing from Ireland, and . 
Moss Hart, who had left the pre¬ 
vious day for London; a citation 
from Actors Equity, a special song 
written, for the occasion by Arthur 
Schwartz and Howard Dietz, the 
singing by Mary Martin of “I’m in 
Love with a Wonderful Guy,” with 
composer Richard Rodgers at. the 
piano, and the presentation by 
Helen Hayes of a large silver tray 
engraved with the signatures of all 
the guests. '' 

Nothing Mandlin 
. Apparently, it was one of the 
most enjoyable parties in Broad¬ 
way history. The atmosphere was 
spontaneous. Informal, friendly but 
not in the least maudlin. Although 
the various “acts” had been care¬ 
fully rehearsed, practically every- 

(Continued on page 77) 

N.Y. Times and Trib Halt 
The’ Show Title Tricks, 

Bat Merrick Holds Out 
The N.Y. Times and N.Y. Herald 

Tribune have clamped down on the 
gimmicking of show titles for up¬ 
front positions. in the ABC ads. 
Only complete show titles. Includ¬ 
ing. the initial ‘The” when called 
for, are being accepted for the 
legit listings by both papers. 

The ABC situatipn reached the 
ridiculous stage last week when 
“Li’l Abner” dropped “LIT” to. 
lead the lineup and “Time Re¬ 
membered” forced a showdown by 
prefacing its title with “Aaaah.” 
The Abner ad ran in all the dailies 
for several days, while the “Aaaah” 
bit was confined to the early edi¬ 
tion of the Thursday (27) Times. 
'The Times subsequently refused 

to take both ads and initiated a 
policy of alphabetical listings un¬ 
der .accurate titles. The Tribune 
took a similar stand, as announced 
by amusement advertising manager 
George Scher In wires to legit pro¬ 
ducers and pressagents. 

It’s generally felt in the trade 
that the “Abner” and “Time” ads 

(Continued on page 76) 

JOSEPH SCHILDKRABT 
MEETING OTTO FRANK 

Josepli Schildkraut, who will 
play his original stage role in the 
film edition of “Diary of Anne 
Frank,” left the touring legit com¬ 
pany in Philadelphia two days 
ahead *of schedule last week in or¬ 
der to. meet his real life counter¬ 
part, Otto Frank, father of the late 
authoress of the book. It was; the , 
actor’s first opportunity to meet : the N. Y. Times, left yesterday 
Frank, and he said he was looking j (Tues.) with his Wife, novelist 
forward to it as one of the high-: Oriana Atkinson, to cover shows 
lights Of his life. • i and theatres in Dallas, Houston, 

Schildkraut was to. have with- Los Angeles, Pasadena and San-: 
drawn from the play last Saturday j Francisco. He is due back in about 

Visit Texas and Coast 
Brooks Atkinson, drama critic of 

(1), .but left Thursday night (27), 
being succeeded by Francis Lede- 
ref. He met Frank in New York 
and left the same day (Friday) for 
Hollywood. Frank, the only mem¬ 
ber of his family who survived 
Nazi prison camp following the 
events related in the book and de- 

four weeks. 
During Atkinson’s absence, 

drama editor Lewis Fubke will 
cover the regular Broadway: open¬ 
ings for the Times, and will share 
the off-Broadway reviewing with 
staffers Arthur Gelb and Loui9 
Calta. The regular Sunday criti- 

picted on the stage, has never seen | cal column will be written by At- 
the play and does not intend to. j kinsOn from out-of-town. 
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Shows on Broadway 
Wlio lVas Thai Lady I .. BlueDenim 

14:' ... V«kii U'ii liV J Barbara Wolferman & James Harnmer- 
l^'*" *,,u ” i stein presentation .of - three-aqt (four 

I.elantI Ha> ward production of two-act scen>s) drama b> Jameis Leo. Herlihy aiid 
'■/Vi scenes' comedy: by Norman Krasfta. ! \vjiljam. Noble." Features Chester Morris, 
Stars Peter Lind Hayes. MaryHealy. Ray : June Walker, Carol Lynley, Burt Brincker- 

. Walston; features Roland winters,. Larry [ hoff. Warren ' Berlinger, Pat Stanley.- 
Storch. Frank Milan, Gregory Morton, j staged.. by Joshiiar Logan: setting. Peter 
William Swetlund. Staged by Alex Segal; Larkin; lighting, Charles1 Elson; costumes, 
scenerv. Koubeii Ter-Arutunian: costumes, j Alvin Colt. At Playhouse. N.Y., Feb. 27,. 
Ruth Moilcs: music, Bernard Green.. At .'58; $6.90 top Friday-Saturday. . nights; 
Martin Beck Theatre, N.Y..- March 3. '58;; $5.75 weeknights. •. ‘ - 
$6 90 top. . i Arthur Bdrtley___ .Burt Brin.ckerhoff 
David Williams ........ Peter Lind Hayes . Maj..Bartley ......;..... Chester Morris 
Michael H.iney -. Ray Walston ; Lillian Bartley ..Pat Stanley 
Schultz ........... Wallace . Rooney j-Jessie Bartley . June Walker 
Ann Williams .. . Mary. Healy , Ernie Lacey ..... Warren Berlinger 
Robert Doyle . 1.-.'W»UMm Swetland.: Janet Willard ..l............ Carol Lynley 
Secretary .. Joan Morgan j ■ 

Booth Tarkington aw-pem0a. 
Lee Wong ........ Richard Kuen Loo are left far-astern iri this journey 
Gloria coocle Roxanne Arien 1 into modern adolescence’s very- 
jierRnecndix'-1;. *!!!!!. ‘f'peiTe. GumVny real'he-s.he problems. “Blue. Den- 
Evans —....... Robert. Burr t im”=]s a fairly successful, frequent*: 
Parker S^sSJch : & moving, drama-with.humor 
Beika • ; Gregorv Morton; v/herem . puppy love faces the 
Tenants Pete Guineny. Pamela Ciirran. I threat of producing puppies. 

Joan Morgan ; .' , .■ • 
Building Empiovee :... w. Edgar Rooney ! There is a good evening sr.enter- 

. McCarthy ........... Dan Frazer tainment at the Playhouse, and 
——-— : three stunning “young perform- 

Norman Kra.sna seems to he los- [ ances” bv Burt BrinCkerhoff,; W.ar- 
ing his knack of getting solid enter- . fen’- Bei'lingef and Carol Lyriley! 
tainment from. .. featherweight But some doubts arise both as re¬ 
scripts. As his plays get thinner ; gards the Broadway tenure and the 
the physical productions become ‘ film adaptation possibilities. Put it 
heavier and the comedy less spon- this Way: within a puritanical, and 
taneous. j therefor somewhat hypocritical, 

The. plavuright-seenarist’s new-. culture the subject of. abortion is 
est effort, “Who: Was that Lady I; peculiarly embarrassing to many 
Saw You With?” which has brought people, 
producer- Lelahd- Hayward back to j “Blue Denim’’ is the work of two. 
Broadway after a. three-picture ; new television-trained playwrights, 
fling in Hollywood, is moresub-:j .tames Leo Herlihy and William 
stantial and certainly funnier than'; ]\T0ble. it is certainly not a great 
hisrlast legit work. “Kind Sir.” But | literary work (first Seen/ in straw> 
it seems more forced and less amns- ; hat trvoiit in 1955) but it makes its 
ing than hks previous, one, .John: case believably^ Its merits: as a 
Loves Mary,” and that .was imenor : stage piece are in ratio to its hon- 
than the one before. Dear Ruth. -< esty and directness: Most of alb in 

This new antic has a few funny I Joshua Logan’s directorial ..con- 
scenes' and quite a fewT laugh lines, |struction.‘ the. play plays, it en- 
but the premise isn’t believable.■; gages interest and the viewer is 
and the eomgdy isn’t sustained. The concerned with the youngsters, 
show has attractive stars in Peter 
Lind Hayes. Maiy Healy (Mrs: 
Hayes' and Ray Walston, and they 
give reason ab 1 vfsk71 irul perform¬ 
ances. It also lias one of the most 
lavish and elaborate physical pro¬ 
ductions of any straight play in 
years. 

The scenery: contributes. a good 
deal to the show—perhaps too 

; much. Maybe the movable settings. 

concerned with the youngsters. 
' in its quiet way, the authors 
never being too. explicit about 
their thesis, “Blue Denim” says, a 
number, of things about midcen¬ 
tury America. As shameful.. and 
terrifying as is the basic, predica¬ 
ment of• the youngsters, and the 
overpowering force of their re¬ 
course to abortion, almost worse is 
the. indictment of incurable em¬ 
barrassment and prudery which 

frequent scene, shifts, mechanical ■ makes it impossible for the. two 
gaidgets, complex lighting and tlie generations to communicate. The 
considerable incidental music is too j.floundering, -/.parent's,, . played by 
imposing for such a little yarn to 
carry, theatrically, and too costly 
for, it to support economically. 

On the face of it, therefore, 

mea'gre^and ^penafve''foMts5 own ;»( the conviction of the teenagers 

Chester Morris, and. June Walker, 
are not mean, but they surely are 
obtuse: 

The. mounting drama evolves out 

good—in short a doubtful bet for 
much of a Broadway run. With a 
drastically simplified .physical set¬ 
up it could be a. bet for stock, And 
it probably has the makings when 
fattened up, of a solid laugh pic¬ 
ture. 

The comedy, involves a mild 
chemistry professor whose wife dis¬ 
covers liinj kissing oiie of. his stu¬ 
dents and forthwith prepares to. 
take off. for a Reno divorce. In 
desperation, the hero follows the 

that they must . somehow solve 
their problems without adult aid, 
though one timid effort is majie to 
solicit it: Faced with the pregnancy 
of a girl not yet 16 the. boy 
(Brinckerhoff) and his chum (Ber- 
linger) adopt desperate measures 
indeed ■— check forgery,, embezzler 
ment and furtive surgery. Nobody 
who reads the daily press will 
suppose the authors invented the 
situation. Teenage abortion is .fair¬ 
ly commonplace in this land of 

pathetic need to find sympathetic 
understanding. 

Peter Larkin’s setting is a major 
assist in. the. story-telling. Ditto the 
“convenient? telephone cut-out ex¬ 
hibits the family living room, as 
the site of. authority, with the cel-, 
lar stairs and the basement hide-: 
out, as the refuge of youth and the 
couch of seduction. . 

The locale is Detroit and nobody 
will . question, its authority. The 
lighting credited to Charles Elson 
is a canny; unobtrusive pattern of 
shifting emphasis in stoi'y. There 
isn’t much to remark .about the 
costumes. (Alvin Colt), . but the 
hero’s blue jeans are right out of 
the?, family wash.' 

This pair of playwrights do not 
rate kudos for; literary “elo¬ 
quence,” blit there is considerable 
craftsmanship in the; movement, 
the. mounting climax, the .nice re¬ 
straint of the teenage humor which 
could have easily slipped into ster¬ 
eotype: A good many boffs are 
racked up in the first act when the 
two showoff boys retire to the 
basement lair, with cigarettes, beer, 
cards, poker chips and big talk, 
while supposedly doing their home 
work. Berlinger’s smartaleckry, is 
a. little gem: here, and delights the 
audience. 

•' The three acts are properly bal¬ 
anced for progression.. The seduc¬ 
tion occurs (very expertly staged) 
at the end of the first act and set¬ 
ting Up the. second acts appalling 
dilemma of the planned abortion 
and: in turn, leading to the inevit¬ 
able . denouement of the. third, 
when the girl survives and returns'^ 
and the whole terrible education-] 
by-suffering is developed ' between 
the generations. 

. Perhaps the greatest potential 
promise in this dramatic partner¬ 
ship, lies in the fact that, whatever 
they have not managed, all of their 
people are, m the end, changed 
and grown in understanding as the 
result of what. the play has un¬ 
folded: In today’s average of stage 
scripting quality; that accomplish¬ 
ment shouldn’t be undervalued. 

Finally a word about Hollywood: 
“Abortion”vis" totally verboten un¬ 
der the Code, as of now, though an 
indirect allusion to it occurs in 
20th’s “Peyton Place.” While no¬ 
body would predict that the shift¬ 
ing film industry of today cannot 
or will not film “Blue Denim,” .one«| 
prediction seems certain: Aiiy 
screen! adaptation will bear only 
fleeting resemblance to the spade- 
calling of the Broadway show. 

Land. 

So They Say 
“I try to feel all my emotion for the characters I play during the 

rehearsal period. Then I go on from there, trying to make the au- 
dience feel it. But you can’t keep all emotion out of a performance, 
and it is exhausting to keep doing it over and over again.”—Lau¬ 
rence Olivier, star of “The Entertainer,” at a press conference durr 
irig. the play's Boston tryout, as quoted by Elliot Norton, drama 
critic of the Boston Daily Record. 

“As a modern heel, Laurence Olivier gives a versatile perform¬ 
ance. The point is well taken. Now,. back to the great parts and 
great acting.”—Brooks Atkinson, drama critic of the N.Y. Times, 
reviewing “The Entertainer.” 

“There are people who seem under the. impression that Laurence 
Olivier is breaking some law by acting in a play not by Shakes¬ 
peare . . . I can’t believe he is disgracing himself by giving one of 
the finest performances of his brilliant career in ‘The Entertainer,” 
—Richard Watts Jr., drama critic of the N.Y, Post. 

“I’ve learned one rather remarkable thing from working in this 
country. Unlike Europe, where an actor is fairly secure in his craft, 
I have found that in America acting is a sad business where you 
crawl from hope to hope. It took me many years to find that in 
America an actor never has a position—he only has a job.”—Wal¬ 
ter Slezak, as quoted by Joe Hyams in the N.Y. Herald Tribune. 

“I hate the London gallerite practice of booing, cat-calling and 
otherwise giving the bird at a show's first-night. It is a barbaric 
custom, because in most cases it’s the play that is being criticized 
—and the author doesn’t appear. So the poor actors and actresses 
have to stand there and take it all.”—British actress Margaret 
Lockwood, in an interview in the Glasgow Evening Citizen. 

“My philosophy is that life is here only to be lived so that we 
can, through life, earn the right to death, which to me is para¬ 
dise, really. Whatever it takes, whatever it is that will, bring me 
the reward of paradise, I’ll do the best I can. Paradise to me is 
knowledge, the answers to all the questions you think of and all 
the questions you never think of in life.”—Anne Bancroft, featured 
actress in the new Broadway hit, “Two for the Seesaw,” in an inter¬ 
view* w’ith Gilbert Millstein in the,N.Y. Times,. 

“The miserable fact is that my wife is not a particularly funny 
woman, nor a funny wife, nor for that matter a funny mother, al¬ 
though honesty compels me to confess that our 4-year-old daugh¬ 
ter does frequently find her amusing. Before I am attacked by her 
many fans who do not know her personally, let me hasten to add 
that in a theatre I am as helpless in her hands as the audience 
around me. But Nancy Walker discovered in a grocery store would 
sober up the Mona Lisa.”—Librettist-lyricist David Craig, iri a by¬ 
line article in the N.Y. Times. 

me neru luiiuws. ine • _. ._j : 
advice of = his television scripter! ^ea^thJ: students and tongue-tied 
friend, and tells the little w'oman Par^nts‘ r 
that he’s really an undercover FBI I It is the love-starved girl herself ! 
man and was kissing the giri j who invites the boy to seduce her.' 
merely to get evidence of enemy! Which is another violation of the 
espionage. Events . thereafter be- j old fictional taboos. So it is to -be 
come increasingly fantastic, not to supposed that “Blue Denim” may 
say incredible. I invite some public, and a good deal 

Some of shenanigans are unde-' of private, dismay at its stark but 
niably funny, particularly a slap- | w h o 1 e s o m e candor. The girl’s 
stick melodrama sequence in which [ father, a professor,, is never seen, 
the bogus G-man is trapped and but he is summed up, in a couple 
doped bv enemy agents in a sub-( of bitter comedy lines as a ^ruan 
basement of the Empire State ; pining for his. dead wife; full of 
Building, but doesn’t reveal secur- ] self-pity, angry at his older daugh- 
ity information he doesn’t even ! ter, who left home, and non-relat- 
know. ing to the younger one who be- 

When he comes to, he imagines i comes pregnant. This is a man 
lie’s in a submerged enemy sub-j who, flooded with morose feelings, 
marine. He turns various valves; embarrasses and confuses the girl 
and yanks several electric switches ; by his frequent Weeping, 

iiRhts flicker and flash ; Miss Lynley is an ideal and con- 
i1S ^Pvelope(1 m escapujg ; viiicing catalyst and victim in the: 

I S^PP04ed A63,1!1. • story, Innocent-seeming with long 
F t^ffy hair and big blue eyes, tremb- 
• Bng first in the agony of.yearning 

dissirmlai. to. the steam-bath bit. in • on/)- iafpr- in fhp- pha^tlv DrftsDppf 
the runent Musical. 

Under Ale.v Segal's intent .ih,i 
busy direction, the three stars hutf )”v/. v/lfn/n!/1',<-n/JS5 too 
and putt divertingly to Iteep th« : up professSnallV'thankr t?'this 
rumpus going, and Hayes in par- ■IJSniS£5wi?;3OIS,Sr Sf I®: 
ticular gets a chance to work iii a^|a„to the 
some of his facial contortions and • Hnow mg guidance of 
vocal tricks. But despite the stars Because the focus is chiefly upon 
and the capable efforts of a: large ithe teenagers,. the. seniors are 
cast..notably Roland Winters a bar- ! .more . than “supporting.” 
ried but human G-man, William 
Swetland as his boss. Frank Milan 

dense Central .Intelligence 
Agency operative and Larry Storch 
and Gregory Morton as spies, the 
show nevei: gathers momentum. 

• Rouben Ter-Arutunian’s scenery 

Morris is pretty bumbling as writ¬ 
ten, hot tempered, and rather “dis- 
sheveled.” if.thiat may be applied to 
personality. The role is plausibly 
and adroitly managed by the actor, 
but the authors have “written 
aw;ay” from any big scenes Or ul- 

‘Restore Ford’s Theatre’ 
Washington, March 4. 

A eail on Congress to “restore” 
Ford’s Theatre, where President 
Lincoln wras assassinated, was 
made last week by Rep. F. Jay 
Nimtz (R., Ind.). The sequicenten- 
dial of Lincoln’s birth- will be cele¬ 
brated in 1959. Not clear if “re¬ 
store” means actual stage perform¬ 
ances. ■ 

. “Legislation to restore the thea¬ 
tre, which houses the Lincoln mu¬ 
seum, has been pending in Con¬ 
gress for several years,” said 
Nihitz. “In my opinion the time is 
now appropriate for action on this 
proposal.” 

British Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates) 

LONDON 
At. Ordp of Hat, Fortune Cl-24 57). 
Balls Ringing, Coliseum (11-14-57). 
Boy Friend, Wyhdham's (12-1-53). 
Bride A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-56). 
Cat on Hot Tin Root, Comedy i 1-30,58). 
•Dear Delinquent, Aldwych (6-5-57). 
Dinner With Family, New (12-10-57). 
Dry Rot, Whitehall *8-31-54). 
Flowerjng Cherry, Haymarket (11-21-57). 
Free As Air, Savoy (6-6-57). 
Grab Me e .Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56). 
Happiest Mill.; Cambridge (11-15-57).: 
Hunter's Moon, Wint: Gardi (2-26-58). 
Keep Your. Hair On, Apollo (2-13-58). 
Lady, at Wheel, Westminster (2-19-58). 
Lysistrata, York's (2-18-58). 

. Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52). 
Hew Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56). 
Paddlo Own Canoe, Criterion (12-4-57). 
Plaisirs De Paris, Wales (4-20-57). 
Potting Shed, Globe (2-5-58). 

■ Rapa of Bolt, Picadllly (12-12-57): 
Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57). 
Roar Like, a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57). . 
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54). 
-School, Princes (3-4-58). . 
•Share My Lettuce,.Garrick (9-25 57). 
Touch It Light, Strand (2-27-58). 
Touch of SUn, Saville, (1-31-58). 
Tunnel of Love, Majesty's (12-3-57). 
Where's Charley, Palace (2-20-58). 
•Transferred. 

: SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
..Little Eyolf,-Lyric Hamm. (3-11-58). . 

Simple Spymao, WhitehaU (3-19-58). 
CLOSED LAST WEEK 

Lovebirds, Adelphi <4-20-57). 

and lighting are imaginative, re- tipiate showdown. While defensible 
sourceful and effective, Ruth Mor- as realism, this lack is .unsatisfac- 
ley’s castumes are helpful and the tory as drama, 
music by Bernard Green adds fre- The script. leaves dangling, a 
quent atmosphere. In fact, the wav number of the'points it raises. Nor! 
the show has been loaded with ; is it entirely clear where the older 
ornate extras suggests that perhaps (23) sister, competently realised by 
everyone suspected that such a Pat Stanley, stands. She serves as 
slight play needed all the boost the . mediator to some. extent be- 
possible. Even so, it’s not enough, ' tween the boy and the parents. 

Hobe. ‘She senses;where they do not, his 

ON TOUR 
Beth 
Brass Butterfly 
Breath of Spring ' . 
Chalk Garden .. 
Desert Song 
D'Oyly Carte Opera 
Double Cross - 
Duel of Angels • 
No Way to Kill 
Odd. Man In 
Peter Pan 
Reluctant rOobutante 
Sailor. Beware 
Simple Spynian 
Time and Again . 
Verdict 
Women of Twilight 

Shows Abroad 
Hunter9s Mooa 

. London, Feb. 27. 
The Futuriana . (in association with 

Thompson Banks Productions) presenta¬ 
tion of three-act drama by Marc- ConneUy. 
tars David Gardner. Leslie Nunnerley, 
Sebastian Shaw. Stager by the author; 
decor, Timothy O’Brien; music. Kay 
Swift; choreography, Pauline Grant. At 
Winter Garden “Theatre,. London. Feb. 26, 
J58; $2.50 top. 
Sandy Torrance...... 
David Rudderman..... 
Ann Torrance 

Pauline Grant add promise to an 
evening that fails to deliver. 

Rich. 

Abernathy . 
Polly Newton 
Obie --- 
Matthew .— 
James _ 
Daniel .. 
Kenyon 
Jonathan......... 
Fowler. 
Burton . . 
Mrs. Hobbs ...... 
Sally 

: Jacqueline Forster 
.... David Gardner 

.Elizabeth London 
:..... Tristan Rawson 
.......... Julie Somers 
....... Michael Ashton 
........ Geoffrey Kerr 
....... Nicholas Brady 

Glen Williams 
.......... Brian Cobby 
.. Irving Farren 
-... Richard Morris 

. Frederick Kitto 

... Joyce Barbour. 
Geraldine Lyrtton 

Prudence __ 
Cynthia... 
Willy ......__ 
Cook .. 
Roger:...... 
Elisha ........... 
Charles .......... __ _ . 
Genevieve ................. Felicity Rose 
Dr. .Seaton ..Sebastian Shaw 
Mrs. Torrance . Joyce Barbour. 
Others. .. .Nicholas Brady. Geoffrey Kerr, 

Irving Farren 

.... Felicity Rose 
Lesley Nunnerley 
Reginald Jarman 
.John Stacy 
.. Sebastian Shaw 
-; Bunny May 

Brian Cobby 

Having failed to get a Broadway 
production with this new play, vet¬ 
eran U.S. dramatist Marc Connelly 
has had it premiered in London, 
where it seems unlikely to have a 
profitable run arid appears a dubi¬ 
ous prospect for eventual presen¬ 
tation in New York. • 

“Hunter’s Moon’ is a fantasy 
about a youth who, on the eve of 
his wedding, crashes his plane arid 
wanders into a New . England vil¬ 
lage of 200 years ago. He falls in 
love with a beautiful girl, but he 
cannot remain in the past and finds 
that she cannot live in the 20th 
century. In rather cheating fash- 
iori, his adventure turns out to 
have been a dream, and he realizes 
that “no man can live another’s 
yesterday.” 

The play’s basic idea is familiar 
enough—the musical “Brigadoon,” 
ad adaptation from a much earlier 
Continental piece, comes imme¬ 
diately to mirid—but Connelly’s 
treatment seems wordy and dull, 
and the- impression is that if any¬ 
one but the author had been stag¬ 
ing it, the script would have been 
severely cut.. 

The acting varies from adequate 
to poor, Lesley Nunnerly has grace 
and intelligence: as the 18th cen¬ 
tury heroine, and David Gardner 
admirably expresses the hero’s 
moods of bewilderment, disen¬ 
chantment and excitement. Sebas¬ 
tian Shaw and - Joyce Barbour are 
notable in the large supporting 
cast. 
, Timothy O’Brien’s decor has 
folksy charm, and music by Kay 
Swift and a ritual dance staged by 

Where’s Charley? 
London, Feb. 27. 

H. M. Tennent and Bernard Delfont 
presentation of musical. play in two acts 
(nine scenes) based on ‘’Charley's Aunt” 
by Brandon Thomas. Stars Norman Wis¬ 
dom. Staged by William Chappell; book; 
George Abbott;: music and lyrics. Frank 
Loesser; choreography, Hanya Holm; 
decor. Peter Rice. At Palace Theatre. 
London, Feb. 20. '58; $3.15 top. 
Brassett ....... John Moor* 
Jack Chesney .. ., Terence Cooper 
Charley Wykeham ...... Norman- Wlsdonr 
Kitty Verdun ...... Pamela Gale 
Amy SpettigUe ...... Pip Hinton 
Sir Francis Chesney..... .Jerry Desmonde 
Mr. Spettigue.. Felix Felton 
Donna Lucia D’Alvadorez 

Marion Grimaldi 
Photographer...Peter Mander 
Patricia ... Helen Anderson 
Agatha  ..... Jill Martin 
Clara ................... Sheila Francis 
Reggie ... ...Barry Kent 

Singers; Helen Anderson, Sheila Fran* 
cis, Mary Grimmett, Anne Lakeman. Jill 
Martin. Valeria Tams. Elisabeth Wade. 
Bill GIdley. Philip Jbnes, Barry Kent, 
David Kernan, Leigh Maurice, Philip Pot* 
ter, Scott Webber. 

Dancers: Ann Berredoth, Corlnne..Du- • 
vernay, Norma Duiibar, Janice Fellows, 
Vivienne Hetzel, Pamela Miller, Gay 
Owen, Caroline Saxon, Tony Adams. Loulj 
Conrad. David-Kerr, Vincent Logan, An* 
thony Newman. Derek Rosen, Ken Tyllseb. 

It has taken a long time for 
‘Where’s Charley?” to reach Lon¬ 

don from Broadway—long after 
Britain has seen and enjoyed the 
film. But any fears that this ihusi-. 
cal version of the hoary old British 
farce “Charley’s Aunt” may have 
missed the popularity boat were 
dispelled as soon as the curtain 
rose. “Where’s Charley?” has the 
sweet smell of success about it.. 

Tennent’s and Bernard Delfont 
have a wow hit on their hands 
which should fill the Palace for as 
long as the star, Norman-Wisdom, 
has the physical vitality to handle, 
the taxing role. With top tabs at. 
the fairly hefty price for the West 
End. of $345, the boxoffice will 
show fancy returns. 

Wisdom is . a popular vaude, film 
arid W comic, here making his first 
appearance in musicomedy. He has 
specialized ih gumpish roles, com¬ 
bining pathos- With slapstick arid 
has garriered many of. his yocks by 
pratfalls. In “Where’s Charley?” 
he dispenses with his ill-fitting 
garb but has not tossed away the 
physical gimmicks which have built 
up his personality. Without stray¬ 
ing too far out of the frainework 
of the show Wisdom nevertheless 
manages to turn this gay and lively 
frolic into a personal vehicle for 
himself. He Is enabled to sing 
pleasantly, woe a fittle, dancie a 
spot, and gag throughout with in¬ 
fectious good^Jiumor. 

But though Wisdom is the main 
thing in the show he is by no means 

(Continued on page 77) 
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Legit Payoffs 
Current financial status of New York and touring productions, 

including closed operations on which payment has recently been 
made. Investment figures include overcall, if any. (R) designates 
amount of original investment repaid to the backers. (P) designates 
amount of profit distributed to the backers. Unless otherwise indi¬ 
cated,, the backers’ share is 50% of the total profit, with the man¬ 
agement getting all or most of the remaining 50%. 

Show Title Investment Backers* 

Auntie ;Mame (N.Y. Co.) 

Bells Are Ringing 

Dark at Top of .Stairs 
Diary of Anne Frank 
Happiest Millionaire . 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night. 
Look Homeward, Angel \.... /. 
Look Back in Anger ..,;....... 
Middle of the Night . 

Investment Backers* 
Return 

To Date 
: . $179,307 *$92,337. (P) 
.. 130,000, -13,000 (R) 
.. .360,000 80,000 (P) 
..250,000 437,500 (P) 

100,000 75,000 (R) 
75,000 99,300 (PI 

.. 99,000 54,000 (R) 

.. 300,000 120,000 (R) 
'.V. -80,000 , 45,500 (P) 
. . ,125,000 62,500 (R) 
.. 40,000 4,000 (P) 
w. 100,000 87,500 (P) 
.. 375,000 176,000 (P) 

300,000 60,000 (R) 
.. 300,000 *680,000 (P) 

•.. 300,000 . 45,000 (P) 
My'Fair Lady <2 Cos.)................. 300,000 *680,000 (P) 
New Girl in Town . . .... .... 300,000 .. 45,000 (P) 
No Time for Sergeants (2 Cos.)-........ .100,000 545,965 (P) 
Romanoff and Juliet:.■. . ............ 80,000 48,000 (R) 
Sunrise at Campobello................ 110,000.. 20,000 (R) 
Tunnel of Love ..  60,000 .120,000 (P) 
West Side Story ,. 300,000 ;. 300,000 (R) 

* Backers of '‘Auntie Marne” "receive 34.4719b of the profits; CBS, 
as sole backer of "My Fair Lady,” gets “40% of the profits, which is 
estimated. . 

Barling’ $53,510) in New Haven; 
'Methuselah’ 143,#0, Southern Split; 
Connie Bennett Speedy $43,806, D.C. 

Business on the road Was uneven,. 
but slightly better last week, with 
19 shows on tom*. Chicago had four 
offerings, while Philadelphia, Wash¬ 
ington and San Francisco bad two 
each. 

Of the tryouts, “Say, Darling”, 
grossed a frisky $53,500 in nine 
performances in New Haven, “Back 
to Methuselah” packed ’em in for 
$43,400 in a southern split, and the 
touring repertory company spon¬ 
sored by the Stratford (Ont.) Festi¬ 
val got a modest $15,500 with “The 
Broken Jug” in Toronto, en route, 
to the off-Broadway PhoenixJThea- i 
tre, N.Y. .- ' 

Attendance jumped for Marcel 
Marceau in Chicago and edged up 
slightly for “My Fair Lady,” which 
is now apparently destined to hover 
just under capacity in the same 
city. ; Edward G. Robinson had a 
fine week on the home grounds, 
Los Angeles, With $31,200 in “Mid- 
die of the Night/’ “Diary of Anne 
Frank” took a healthy jump in its 
holdover week in Philly, and Con¬ 
stance Bennett had another potent 
week in Washington. 

Parenthetic designations for out- 
of-town shows are the same as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates 
Tryout. Also, prices on toiiring 
shows includes 10% ' Federal tax 
and local tax, if any; but as on 
Broadway, grosses are netr i.e., ex¬ 
clusive of taxes. 

CHICAGO 
. Happiest Millionaire, Harris 1C) 
(5th wk) $5.50; 1,000; $30,500) 
(Walter Pidgeon). Almost $16,400. 
Previous week, $19,500. Exits 
Saturday (8) to resume tour. 

Marcel Marceau, Great Northern 
(panto) (2d wk) $4.40; 1,500; $32,- 
250). Nearly $22,000. Previous 
week, $14,300 in seven perform¬ 
ances. Exits Saturday (8) to re¬ 
sume tour. 

. Most Happy Fella, Blackstone 
(MD) ($7; 1,425; $58,700). Almost 
$27,000. Previous week, $31,000 on 
subscription. Continues indefin¬ 
itely. ' 

My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC) ($7;- 
2,100; $72,979) (Brian Aheme, 
Anne Rogers). About $70,800. Pre¬ 
vious week,. $70,100. .. Continues 
indefinitely. 

PHILADELPHIA 
Diary of Anne Frank/ Walnut 

(D) (2d wk) $4.80; 1,340; $33,000) 
(Joseph Schildkraut). Nearly 
$20,000. Previous week, $12,900. 

. No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.), 
Forrest (C) (1st wk) ($4.80; 1/700; 
$35,000). Nearly $37,500. Previous 
week, $28,300 at the Colonial, Bos¬ 
ton. Continues. 

WASHINGTON 
Auntie Mame (2d Co ), National 

(1st wk) ($6.05-15.50; 1,667; $46,- 
984) (Constance Bennett). Over 
$43,800 and continues through 
Saturday (8), then resumes tour. 
Previous week, $41,300, at Ford’s, 
Baltimore.. 
, Visit to a Small Planet, Shu¬ 
bert (C) (1st wk) ($4.95; 1.550; 1,600; 
$34,000) (Cyril Ritchard). Over 

$27,000, and continues, through 
Saturday (8), then resumes tour. 
Previous week, $25,000 at the For¬ 
rest, Philly. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Nude with Violin - Present 

Laughter, Curran (C) 3d wk). $4.95- 
$4.40; 1,758; $47,500) (Noel Cow¬ 
ard); About $35,500. Previous 
week, $33,000. Exits Saturday (8) 
for Los Angeles. 

Tunnel of Love (2d Co.), Alcazar 
(21st wk) ($4.40; 1,147; .$32,000) 
(Russell Nype, William Bishop). 
Nearly $8,500. Previous week, $9^- 
200. Continues through March 30, 
then plays Los Angeles. 

BOSTON 
Jane Eyre, Colonial (D-T) ($5.40; 

1,500; $40,000) (John Emery). Ill¬ 
ness of new star John . Emery last 
week delayed the local opening un¬ 
til Monday night (3). Previous 
week, $6,300 in seven perform¬ 
ances at Shubert, Cincinnati, with 
Errol Flynn as star. Single week, 
then goes to Philly. 

Much Ado About Nothing, Shu¬ 
bert (C) (2d wk) ($5-$4.40; 1,717; 
$50,100) (Katharine Hepburn, Al¬ 
fred Drake). Nearly $36,500. ‘Pre¬ 
vious Week, $29,800. Closed Sat¬ 
urday (1), ending tour. 

NEW HAVEN 
Say, Darling, Shubert (MC-T) 

(nine perfs.). ($6; 1,650; $57,500) 
David Wayne, Vivian Blaine, John¬ 
ny Desmond). Open(ed with a pre¬ 
view Saturday (22) and drew al¬ 
most $53,500 for the nine perform¬ 
ances. In Philly this week* 

LOS ANGELES 
Middle of the Night, Hartford 

(D) $4.80; 1,000; $27,000) (Edward 
G. Robinson). Opened Tuesday 
(25) mid drew over $31,200 for. 
seven performances on subscrip¬ 
tion. Exits Saturday (8) to resume 
tour. 

ST. LOUIS 
Long Day’s Journey Into Night 

(2d Co.), American (D) (one week) 
($4.54; 1,600; $40,000) (Anew Mc- 
Master). Nearly $22,000. Previous 
week, $19,500 in Pitt. In Philly 
this week.. ~ 

DETROIT . 
Tunnel of Love (N: Y. Co ), Shu¬ 

bert (C) ($4.40; 2,050; $33,000) 
(Larry Parks, Marsha Hunt). Nearly 
$17,000 on subscription. Sched¬ 
uled for six-week run, then tours. 

PITTSBURGH 
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Nixon 

(D> (one wk) ($3.50-$3; 1,760; $32,- 
•00) (Victor Jory). Nearly $13,800. 
Previous week, $18,200, at Shubert, 
Detroit. 

TORONTO 
Broken Jug/ Royal Alexandra (D) 

(2d wk) ($4.50j 1,525; $37,785). 
Under $15,800. Previous week, 
“Two Gentlemen of Verona’* under 

’$15,000. Two shows are touring , in 

PZ&Kij&rr 

repertory as presentation of Strat¬ 
ford (Ont.) Festival. 

SPLIT-WEEKS 
Back to * Methuselah (CD-T) 

(Tyrone Power, Faye Emerson, Ar¬ 
thur Treacher). Eight perform¬ 
ances totalled nearly $43,400, as 
follows: single, Monday (24), Munic. 
Aud., Johnson City, Tenn., $9,800; 
single, Tuesday (25), Aycock Aud., 
GreenbOro, N.C., $7,800; two per-, 
formances, Wednesday (26), Munic. 

. Aud., Charlotte, N.C., $10,700; sin¬ 
gle, Thursday (27), Munic. Aud., 
Columbia; S;C. $7,600; three perfs.; 
Friday-Saturday 128-1), Memorial 
Hall, Chapel Hill, N.C., $7,500. Pre¬ 
vious week, $40,900 in seven per¬ 
formances, five stands. 

No Time for Sergeants (N Y. Co.) 
(C). Eight performances totalled 
almost $42,300, as follows; single, 
Monday (24), Howard Aud., Ruston, 
La , $6,500; three perfs., Tuesday- 
Wednesday (25-26), Munic Aud., 
Shreveport, $11,300; four perfs;, 
Thursday-Saturday (27-1), Music 
Hall, Houston, $24,500. Previous 
week, $36,800 in six performances, 
four dates. 

- NOT REPORTED 
Damn Yankees . (MC), playing 

one-niters.. 

Frederick Brisson Brings 
In Danish Stage Plays 

. Holly wood, March 4. 
... - Frederick: Brisson has returned 

from Europe with the production 
rights to two Danish plays. .The 
properties are Mogens Linck’s 
“The Little Hotel” and Kjeld 
Abell’s “The Melody That Got. 

' Lost/’ . 
The film-legit producer, who. was 

scouting talent and plays overseas, 
is scheduled to produce several 
other properties on Broadway next' 
season with the Playwrights Co. 
He’s currently represented -on the 
Main Stein by “New Girl in Town,” 
which he co-produced with Robert 
E. Griffith and Harold S. Prince.. 

LEGITIMATE 

R way Better, But lags n Spots; 
Damn’ $18,200 in 5, ‘Annie’ $23, 

jtory’ 54G, Tmie’ M Gfff B 
Business , improved for several; ney). Previous week, $10,700; last 

Broadway shows 'last week, but week, over $11,800. 
continued downbeat for others. A'l Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D) 
few entries, are holding at a .mar-.; (5th wk;. 36 p) ($6.90; 1,155: $36,- 
giiial level and are apparently on 000) (Ralph Bellamy). Previous 
the way but, as are a number of week $35,100 on subscription: last 
others that have tapered off in re- week, over $35,500) with parties, 
cent weeks. Time Remembered, Morosco (C) 

: The lineup of sellouts. and Vir- (16th wk: 127 p) ($9.60; 946; $43,- 
tiial capacity entries . included 000) (Helen Hayes! Richard Bur- 
“Dark at the Top of the Stairs.” ton, Susan S trash erg); Previous 
“Entertainer,” “Jamaica,” .“Look week, $35,200; last week, nearly 
Homeward, Angel.” “Music Man,” ^33.000. 
“My Fair Lady,” “Sunrise? at Camp-j Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD) 
obello” and “Two for. the Seesaw/’| (7th wk; 52 p; ($6.90; 780; $31,700) 

Estimates for Last Week {(Henry Fonda), Previous week. 

Touring Shows 
(March 3-16) 

Aunti* Mime (2d Co.) .(Constance Ben¬ 
nett)—National. Wash. (3-8); Hartman, 
Columbus (10-15). 

Back to Methuselah (tryout) (Tyrone 
Power, .Faye Emerson, Arthur Treacher) 
—Brogden Hall;- Wilmington. N.C. (3); 
Center, Norfolk <4); Glass Memorial Aud., 
Lynchburg- (5); Lyric,. Baltimore (6-7); 
Mosque Aud.,' Richmond. <8)i Constitution 
Hall, Wash. (10-12); Playhouse, Wilming¬ 
ton, Del. (13-15) (Reviewed in VARIETY, 
Jan 23, ’58). 

Cat on a; Hot Tin Roof (Victor Jory)-rr 
Playhouse,' Wilmington (3-5); State, Syra¬ 
cuse <6); Aud., Rochester (7-8); Pabst, 
M’wkee (10-15). 

Damn Yankees —■ Municipal Aud., 
Charleston,,W. Va. (3);. Reynolds 'Aud., 
Winston-Salem, N.C. (4); City . Township 
Aud., Columbia, S.G. (5); Memorial Aud., 
Spartanburg, S.C. (6); Tower, Atlanta 
(7-8); Lanier Aud., Montgomery;. Ala. (10); 
Jordan Aud., Columbus, Ga. (11); Munici¬ 
pal Aud., Savannah,. Ga. (12);: Peabody 
Aud., Daytona Beach, Fla. (13-15)., 

Diary of Anne Frank (Francis Lederer) 
—Ford’s, Balto (3-8);. Aud,, Hetshey, Pa, 
(10-12); Aud., Rochester (14-15). 

Happiest Millionaire (Walter Pidgeon)— 
Harris. Chi (3-8): .Nixon, Pitt. (10-15). 

Jane.- Eyre (tryout)—Colonial,: Boston 
(3-8); Walnut, Philly (10-15) (Reviewed in 
VARIETY, Feb. 12, '58, under title, “Mas- 
ter of Thornfield”). 

Long Day's Journey Into Night (Anew 
McMaster)—Locust, Philly (3-15). 

Love Me Little (tryout) (Joan Bennett. 
Donald Cook)—Shubert, New Haven (5-8); 
Wilbur. Boston (10-15). 

Marcel Marceau—Great Northern, Chi 
(3-8); Geary, S.F. (11-15). 

Middle of the Night (Edward G. Robin- 
Son)-^Biltmore, L.A. (3-8); Curran, S.F. 
(10-15). 

. Most Happy Fella—Blackstone; Chi 
(3-15). 

My Fair Lady (2d iCo.) (Brian Aheme, 
Anne Rogers)—Shubert, Chi (3-15). 

No Time for . Sergeants <N:Y. Co.V^- 
White Coliseum, Collage Station, Tex. (3); 
City Aud., Beaumont,'- Tex, (4); Murphy. 
Aud., Mobile, AJa. (6-7); Municipal Aud,. 
.New Orleans (8-10); Post. Theatre, Ft, Polk, : 
La. r (11); College Aud., Texarkana, Tex. 
(12); : Municipal Theatre, Tulsa. Okla 
(14-15). ;. 
. No time for Sergeants (NatT Co.)— 
Forrest, PhUly 0-15). . . ‘ 

Nude With Violin A Present'Laughter 
(Noel Coward)—Curran, S.F. (3-8); Hart¬ 
ford, LA. (10-15). 

Plaintiff in a Pretty Hat (tryout) (Glynis 
Johns,- Hugh Williams)—Coconut Grove 
(Fla.) Playhouse (3-15). . 

Say Darling (tryout) (David Wayne, 
Vivian Blaine, Johnny Desmond)—Shubert, 
PhUly (4-15) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Feb. 
26, ’58). • •. ’ • 

: - Tunnel of Leva .(N.Y. Cw.) (Larry Parks. 
Marsha Hunt)h—Shubert; Det. (3-15). 

Tunnel of .Love (Coast . Co.) (Russell 
Nype, William Bishop)—-Alcazar, JS.F. 
(3-15). 

Visit to ■ Smalt Planet (Cyril Ritchard) 
—Shubert; Wash. <3-8); Ford’s, Balto 
(10-15)). 

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS 
BROADWAY 

(Theatres Set) 
International Soiree, Bijou (3-12-58). 
Methuseleh, Ambassador .13-28-58). 
Jane Eyrg, Belasco (3-27-58). 
Say Darling, ANTA (4-3-58). 
Joyce Drenfetl (wk. 4-7-58), 
Oklahwna, Center (3-1*58): 
Love Me Ltttle. Hayes (4-S-58). 
Visit, Lnnt-Fontanne (4-14-58). 

(Theatres Not Set) 
Plaintiff In Pretty Hat (wk. 3-17-58). 
Pltstbem (4-29-58). : 

OFF-BROADWAY 
Long Gallery, RNA (3-6-58). • 
Power of Dreams, SuUivan St. (3-1*58), 
Crucible, Martinique (3-11-58). 
Stratford (Ont.) Co„ Phoenix (3-18-58). 
Asmodee, Theatre 74 (3-25-58). 
Blood. Wedding, Actors’ (3-31-58). . 
Pools Passing, Jan Hus (4-1-58). 
Ardelo, Cricket (4-8-58). 
Enchanted, Renata (4-15-58). 
Nouveau Monde, Phqehix (4-29-58); 

■ Keys: C (Comedy)) D (Drama), I $31,600^ vvith parties; last week, 
CD fComedy-Drama}. R (Rcvut-I. *Ith, Par.tles^ , 
MC (Musical-Comedy) t MD fMwsi- 

Qr<Opera,, OP iOp^“^oSo- 

eTs\yi! ' ; •'/ .last: week,, same. 
Other parenthetic designations Miscellaneous- 

refer., respectively, to weeks played. Infernal Machine, Phoenix (D) 
number of performances through (4th wk; 32 pi ($4.fi0; 1,150; $29,- 
Zast Saturday, top prices (where 3921 (June. Havoc, John Kerr). PreT. 
two prices are. given, the higher is vious week. $8,500; last week, 
for Friday-Saturday night's and the nearly $7,100.. 
lower for ioecknights), number ; Closed Last Week 
of scats, capacity gross and stars. Annie Get Your Gun, City Cen- 
Price includes 10% Federal l$3-80; 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; ^r-ow°US J.Vee^’ 
i o, to", J^° ^^ 

(64thnwk; 50ia?r,($6.90;a 1,214; $46.- fSnday JYrC<1 tW0"Week stand last 
500> (Greer Garson). Previous . Opening This Week 
^^43’60Q: last week, , nearly -Who Was That Lady I Sav Ton 
$42,200, . .. ^ „ With? Beck (C) ($6.90; 1,^80; $47,- 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 000) (Peter Lind Hayes Mary 
(66th Wk: 524 p) (.C8.05; 1,453; $58.-: Healy, Ray Walston). Lefand Illy- 
101 ^ ^dy HoHiday). Previous ward presentation of a play by 
week, $52,300; last week; almost Norman Krasna; production fi- 
$53,700.' . ' ^ nanced at $137,500 (including .10% 

Blue Denun, playhouse <D) (1st overcall), cost approximately $170,- 
wk; 4 p) ($5-75-56.90; 996; $31,500). 000 to bring in. after an estimated 
Opened last Thursday (27) to five $20,000 out-of-town loss; can break 
favorable reviews (Aston, World- even at around $25,000 weekly 
Telegram; Atkinson, Times; Gil- gross, and net about $9,500 at ca- 
bert; Mirror: McClain, Journal- parity; opened Monday night <3) to 
American; Watts. Post) arid two four affirmative notices (Aston, 
unfavorable (Chapman, News: Kerr; World-Telegram; Coleman, Mirror; 
Herald-Tribune); over $18,200 for Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain, 
first, four performances and one Journal-American) and three nega- 
preView. tive (Atkinson, Times; Chapman, 

Body Beautiful, Broadway (MC) News; Watts. Post). 
(6th \vk; 44 p) ($8.05; 1.900; $74,-{ . Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet 
00QL Previous week, $29,200; last (C) ($6.90; 1,101; $35,040) (Melvyn 
week-.; nearly $30,200.- Douglas, Betty Field, Lili- DarvasL 

Dark at the Top of the Stairs, Producers; Theatre presentation of 
;Music Box (D) fl3th wk; 100 p) Robert Whitehead's production of 
($5.75-$6.90; 1.010; $33,000). Pre- Lucienne Hill’s English version of 
vious week, $32,400 with parties; Jean Anouilh’s play began a return 
last week* almost $33,000, with stand last night (Tues.K 
parties. Wonderfn! Town, City Center 

Entertained Royale (CD) (3d wk; (MC) ($3.'80; 3,090; $61,812) (Nancy 
22 p) ($7.50; 1.050: $43,500) (Laur- Walker).: Second in a series of. 
ence Olivier, . George Relph. Bren- three N. Y. City Center Light Opera 
da de Ranzie. Joan Plowright). Pre- iCo. revivals; opens a limited two- 
vious week, $43,700; last week, week stand tonight (Wed.). 
same. . .—- 
. .Fair Game. Longacre fC) (17th I Ofl-Broadway Shows ; 
wk; 137 p) ($5:75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,- Boy Friend, Downtown (1-25-58). 
000) (Sam Levene). Previous Brothers Karamazov, Gate (12- 
week, $19,000; last week, same: 6-57) 

Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (18th rChildren of Darkness, Circle in 
wk; 140 p) ($8.35;. 1.427; $63,000) the Square (2-28-58). 
(Lena Horne. Ricardo Montalban). Clerambard, Rooftop (11-7-57). 
As usual; $63,700. v ■ \ Courageous One, Greenwich 

. Li*l Abner* St. James (MC) (68th Mews (1-20-58). 
wk; 540 p) (S8.05; 1.615: $58,100). Dark of the Moon, Carnegie 
Previous week, $34:700; last week. Playhouse (2-26-58). 
over $32,700. .. Endgame. Cherry Lane (1-28-58). 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night, Enemy of the People, Province- 
Hayes (D) (61st wk; 368 p) ($6.90; town (2-25-58). 
1,039; $30,000) iFredric: March, Garden District, York (l-7-fi8), 
Florence Eldridge). Previous week; King’s Standards, Blackfriars (2- 
$15,900; last week, nearly $17,700 12-58; closes April 1. 
on twofers Closes March 29. Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-25- 
; Look Back in Anger, Lyceum (D) 55). 
(22d wk; 175 p) ($5.75; 995; $26;- Closed Last Week 
400). (Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh), Obligatto, Theatre Marquee (2- 
Previous week, $14,000; last week, 18-58). 
nearly $14,300. ^ : -——-- ' 

Look Homeward, Angel, Barry- rAIinrilTfAIT DTIDU A If 
more (D) (14th wk; 108 p) /$6.90; tUNVlinllUll DUKtAU 
1,076;. $40,7167 (Anthony Perkins, PTTATTT Ty nr /in iirrnm 
Jo Van Fleet, Hugh Griffith) Pre- SH0IILD BE hRATpHN 
vious week: >39.700, with parties; MllWLW DJi OnfflCrilL 
last week. $40,800. ; New York. 

Music Man, Majestic (MC) (11th Editor, Variety 
wk; 84 p) ($8.05: 1,626; $68,658).. The contention of Royal W. 
Previous week, $68,900; last week, Ryan of the New York Convention 
nearly $68,000: with parties. Bureau (as reported in Variety, 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) Feb. 19) that Broadway theatres 
aren’t paying their fair share to 

210) (Edward Muihare. Sally Ann bring convention delegates and 
I visitors to Gotham is nonsense. 

is selling. 20 balcony seats at each 
t. students at 70 cea.s 

New Girl in Town. 46th St (MD) where, the visitors .aie coming 
(42d wk* 335 p) ($8.06-$9.20; 1,297; from, and, more important—why. 
$59,085) (Gwen sVerdon, Thelma Gotham tourists may be spending 
Ritter). . Previous, week, $35,700; a good part of their buck in Gim- 
last week, over $32,400. bel’s, dr at the Astor, but it’s the 

Oh, Captain, Alvin, (M’C) (4th theatre that, lured them here in 
wk; 31 p) ($8.35 - $9.20; 1,331; the first place. (I hear they get the 
$60,000) (Tony RandallL Previous same tv shows and movies all over 
week, $54,000,. Avith parties; last tbe country, and they even have 

almost $.5fi3Q0.: w.th^parties, hotels and night clubs out West.) 
Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth r tRjnv «♦- about timp nut 

(C) (21st wk; 164 p) «$5.75-$6.25;... > ^n t 
1,062; $36,625) /Peter Ustinov). shof,on other foot All the 1,062; $36,625) /Peter • Ustinov). 
Previous week, $23,000; last week, 
nearly $23,400. 

Convention Bureau has to do to 
get more delegates and vacationers 

Rope Dancers, M;ller’s (D) (i5th to Gotham is to go into hinterlands 
wk; 117 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 944; $27,- and tell them what’s playing on 
850) (SioDhaii McKenna^ Art Car- Broadway. Alexander H. Cohen 
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Dark Of The Moon 
Temple Productions revival of .two-act 

drama bv Howard Richardson andWilliam 
Bernev.'features- Ann Hillary arid John' 
Rrachita. Staged by Norman Roland; set- 
tir.g and lighting. Furth Ullinan;\chore^ 
ograpfjV. Barton Mumaw. At Carnegie Hall 
I*la>tiouse,. N.Y..- Feb.' 26. *58; $4.50 top. 

. Cast: Jill Andre, Margery Gray.. John. 
Bi achita. Norman Roland. Maud. Schecrer, : 
Conrad Bain. Edmund Rose. Joan \Vatson. 

-Su/an ■ Becker. Kathleen Roland,. Joe 
Carow, Ted Houck. Michael Bradford; 
Ann Hillary. Robert Vernier. Julie Burns. 
Stia Lynwood. Joe Chaikin. Justine John¬ 
ston, Edward Grace. 

Temple Productions* revival of 
Howard Richardson’s and William 
Berney’s “Dark of the Moon” 
seems loose-jointed and episodic in 
Its early scenes, but as the story 
takes hold, and the production 
comes: to grips with the essentials 
of the folk tragedy,, it gathers 
stature and emotional identifica- 
tion. It would still be idle to pre¬ 
tend that this revival is completely 
fulfilled; but it spells out the poig¬ 
nant story of Barbara Allen and 
her witch boy well enough to pro¬ 
vide a worthy evening of theatre: 

in fact, it’s surprising that "Dark 
of the Moon” hasn’t been seen 
earlier off-Broadway, for It is a 
field day for actors and It; was a. 
hit of many month s standing on 
Broadway in the mid-’4(j’s. The 
production now at the Carnegie 
Hall Playhouse gets a full mount¬ 
ing, with platforms piled toward 
the top of Old Baidy, the forestage 
spreading from one auditorium 
wall to the other, and the aisles 
occasionally being peopled with 
Smoky Mountain folk; 

While Norman Roland, as stager, 
presumably must bear the onus for 
a disjointed quality that marks 
most of the play’s first act, to him 
should go credit for the bitterly 
punchy dynamics of the revival 
scene, for generally good, casting, 
for such well conceived vignettes 
as that in which a mother and son 
impassively sing of . sin while he 
whittles and she churns the butter, 
Justine Johnston as the mother 
and Joe Carow as her son rate com¬ 
ment for their services in this 
scene and throughput the play. 

As the witch boy; black-haired, 
black-eyed John Brachita has driv¬ 
ing energy. His, bodily control is 
particularly useful as he is torn be¬ 
tween the forces of evil and good. 
As his beloved Barbara. Ann Hil¬ 
lary is by turns mocking, loving, 
faithful and tragic. An attractive 
actress to watch. Miss Hillary Is 
responsible for a good dqal of the 

1 to 2 ROOMS 
LIGHT 

IhousekeepinG 
UNITS ._ 

hotel president 

i 48th St., West of Bway 
Circle 6-8800 i 

production’s impact. . . 
Stager Roland. doubles as the 

con jour, man and the preacher, his 
deeply rough-edged voice and com¬ 
posed intensity being particularly 
useful in the latter stint. Conrad 
Bain is amusing as tippling Uncle 
Smelicue; Jill Andre and Margery 
Gray are blondely attractive witch 
girls, and Michael Bradford is mus- 
cularly truculent as Barbara’s, 
thwarted suitor. .’ 

Furth Ullrrian has provided sets 
and lighting appropriate, to the 
Great : Smokies. However, : it’s 
stager. Roland’s fondness for the 
play, and the cast’s enthusiastic 
purpose, that finally win through to 
give the revival its affecting ex¬ 
cellence. Geor. 

rhlldren of Darkness 
Leigh Connell. Theodore Mann &. Jose. 

Quintero revival of three-act tragl-comedy 
by Edwin Justus Mayer. Staged by Jose 
Quintero; setting; costumes . and lighting, 
David Hays. At Circle in the Square, N.Y,. 
Feb. 28. ’58; $4.50 top. 

. Cast: Arthur Malet, Rene Zwick.. Ben 
Hayes, John Lawrence. Tom Noel. Joseph 
Barr. Jack Cannon, Colleen X>ewhurgt, 
George C. Scott. 

At. Circle in the Square, Harry 
Hope's saloon has yielded to New¬ 
gate Prison, circa. 1725. Although 
Edwin Justus Mayer’s tragi-com- 
edy of a segment of 18th century 
London life cannot vie for endur¬ 
ing quality with Eugene O’Neill's 
long-lived previous Circle in the 
Square tenant, “The Iceman 
Cometh.” Leigh Connel, Theodore 
Mann and Jose Quintero, "with 
Quintero’s staging, have mounted 
a revival of “Children of Darkness” 
that repays attention. . 

The people having access to the 
house of Undersheriff Snriy which 
immediately adjoins Newgate 
Prison are a questionable crew. 
With the exception of Snap's vixen¬ 
ish, predatory daughter and . a 
couple of bailiffs, they are inmates 
of Newgate, who for a sum paid to 
Snap; have the doubtful privileges 
of Sharing his quarters . and daught¬ 
er. 

That one of the prisoners is a 
poet, one a former nobleman fallen 
oii hard times and one a sadistic 
lord of the realm gives author 
Mayer the opportunity of placing 
them. in physical, mental and 
spiritual rivalry, the mettlesome 
daughter being the smoldering coal 
that ignites their conflicts.; After, a 
tediously talky first act, the play 
gets down to cases, moving towards 
its ■'■"bitter close, with mordant 
humor.; 

On David Hays’ rea-platformed 
-set, lighted garishly from its two 
doorways with green and red spot¬ 
lights, Jose Quintero has paced a 
good cast into bold, performance. 
Jack Cannon, as a mysterious 
nobleman, has sardonic passion and 
glinting amusement that meld into 
an excellently bitter , portrait; As 
the under-sheriff’s now complaint, 
now cattily resisting, daughter, Col¬ 
leen Dewhutst gives a performance 
of nervous strength, entangling 
men with her thrusting body, en¬ 
snaring them completely with her 
trenchant mind. 

As .the poet; Ben Hayes is young, 
handsome and drivingly . forth¬ 
right, Joseph Barr, as;an ex-politico, 
gives: and excellent sense of a crea¬ 
ture trapped and scenting death, 
and Arthur Malet is softly persuad-r 
ing as the bribing gaoler. George 
C. Scott, black-wigged and black- 
lipped as the lord who is impris¬ 
oned for poisoning his wife and a 
son of doubtful heritage,, is terrify¬ 
ing as he. drops, icy word after icy 
word with glinting amusement; and 

Special concessions will be given to all tent owners arid 
managers on costume rentals and purchases from the larg¬ 
est stock available in the country. 

For manv Y®«rs. we. havo serviced such outstanding companies’ at 

ST. LOUIS MUNICIPAL OPERA; LOUISVILLE; STARLIGHT THEATRE; 
KANSAS; OAKDALE; WARWICK; ALLENTOWN AND MANY OTHER?. 

Come in and make your arrangements as soon as possible. 

GREAT SAVINGS WILL BE MADE ON AM.'CONTRACTS 
EXECUTED BEFORE APRIL T. ' 

EAVES COSTUME 
COMPANY, Inc. 

SEE ANDREW GEOLY 
EAVES BUILDING, 151 WEST 46th ST.I; NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 

' ■' Ftoia 7-3730 : . • . . . 

he fills the play’s final moment 
with chilling humor. 

On Broadway nearly 30 years 
ago, "Children of Darkness" was 
only a success d’estime. At Circle 
in the Square, it fates popular pa¬ 
tronage. Geor. 

Legit Followup 

Long Day’s journey 
Into Night 

(HELEN HAYES THEATRE, N.Y.) 
In its 58th week, the Broadway 

production of “Long Day’s Journey 
Into Night” is still king-size thea¬ 
tre. In some aspects, in fact, the 
Eugene O’Neill .dramatic auto¬ 
biography still seems to be grow¬ 
ing: 

There is. a rolling sweep to the 
production now, a soaring confi¬ 
dence and drive in the acting that 
is an improvement, if possible, over 
the level of performance that, to¬ 
gether with the play, took major 
awards last season. Or maybe 
O’Neill's piece of painfully prob¬ 
ing introspection profits, like great 
music, from time and repetition. 

Certainly this is the kind of pro¬ 
duction that memory will en¬ 
shrine. Nobody really remembers 
yesterday’s great performances and 
productions because tiriie and nos- 
talgia soften and enlarge the origi¬ 
nal dimensions. There’s no question 
that in time to dome “Long Day’s 
Journey.’’ as current at the Helen 
Hayes theatre, will have an out¬ 
standing. place in the American 
theatre’s hali of fame. 

As the senior Tyrone, Fredric 
March is as crustily concerned as 
ever, giving a performance of enor¬ 
mous scope and insight. Rumors 
that his Irish had been thickening 
to. the point of occasional incom¬ 
prehensibility only seem to be valid 
when Tyrone, in his cups, must 
speak thickly and rapidly. It’s a 
small point in so memorable a 
characterization. , 

Florence Eldridge retains the 
confident force that impels the 
play. towards its relentless room. 
Jason Robards Jr. has deepened 
and. widened his performance of 
the elder son and his last act tirade 
no\v assumes near-Shakespearean 
dimension. Katherine Ross is still 
a delight as the servant, girl, while 
Albert Morgensterh, the only cast 
replacement, is a slightly more 
vigorous parallel to the young 
O’Neill than his predecessor, , but 
quite as believable and moving. 

Cloakroom attendants rustle up 
checking: trade by vigorously an¬ 
nouncing that the show takes four 
hours. Apart from the fact that the 
pitch is a dubious way to greet the 
trade, the play clocks'three hours 
arid. 35 minutes inclusive of inter¬ 
missions, arid still seems one of the 
shortest theatre evenings in town. 

Geor. 

ABC Ad Tricks 
Continued irom page 73 

. were sparked by the policy of some 
producers, notably David Merrick, 
to drop the initial “The” from 
shows to advance their position in 
the listings. Merrick had been do¬ 
ing that with his current presen¬ 
tation of “The Entertainer,” as had 
Richard Kollmar and Albert Sel- 
deri with their production of “The 
Body Beautiful.” The latter show 
is now running in the Times and 
Tribune alphabetically under 
“The,” but is continuing in some of 
the other papers as simply “Body 
Beautiful.” : . 

The Times and Tribune. stand, 
however, drew a negative reaction 
from Merrick’s office, (the producer, 
currently in Europe, left New York 
prior to the blowupb The ABC ads 
for .all four of the. shows, currently 
being presented on Broadway by 
Merrick, . were pulled - from the 
Tribune last Friday (28) and. as 
yet;, haven’t been reinserted. There 
have .been no substitute display ads 
in the paper either;. 

“The Entertainer” ad has been 
eliminated from the Times ABCs, 
but. the listings for the other three 
productions. “Jamaica,” “Look 
Back in Anger” and “Romanoff and 
Juliet” have been continued. The 
ads for the Merrick shows.in the: 

; Times, however, are being juggled 
i between straight ABCs, sans “The 
; Entertainer,” and a special display 
• ad. which takes in/all four produc- 
• tions. The display rid is also being 
/ run' .in other papers where “Enter- I 

• tainer" is also being continued in i 
. the ABCs without its initial “The.” j 

I Samuel French, Inc., has 
launched its sixth Annual National 
Collegiate Playwriting Contest and 
will accept scripts delivered to its 
New York editorial department 

.through noon. May 2. : 

No less than 1,409 show biz names are. listed in the new 60th. anni¬ 
versary of Who’s Who In America published this week. They make up 
nearly 3% of the total of 50,645, men arid women of eminence and 
achievement whose biographies are sketched in Vol. 30 of Who’s Who 
(the book is published every two weeks). 

In 1950 when Vol. 26 was published, 1,022 show business personalities 
were listed. Sixty years ago when Vol. 1 was compiled, 244 personali¬ 
ties were listed from the. theatre and allied fields. That first book only 
had 8,602 listings altogether. 

In*Vol. 1, according to Wheeler Sammons Jr., publisher of Who’s 
Who, about half the show business, listees were foreigners, “In 1898,” . 
he says, “the American theatre was a youngster and much of the talent 
of necessity had to be imports.”.In the new volume there, are 178 com¬ 
posers, 429 actors, actresses, singers and other entertainers, .148 film 
executives, 348 musicians, 71 producers and directors, arid 235 radio 
and tv executives. 

Some of the leading lights, of the day sketched iri Vol. 1 of Who’s 
Who included Maude Adams, Henry Irving, Sarah Bernhardt, the Froh- 
man brothers, Lillian Russell, Minnie Maddern Fiske, Wilton Lackaye, 
Chauncey Olcott, James O’Neil, and Adelina Patti. In VqL 30 among 
those who have “made” Who’S. Who for the first time Are fteon Ames, 
Julie Andrews, Rex Harrison, Ed Begley. Vivian Blaine, Janet Blair, 
Art Carney, Eartha Kitt, Tom. Ewell, Kirk Douglas, Ernie Ford, Gisele 
MacKenzie, Lawrence Welk, Elaine Malbin, Nadine Connor, Phil Sil¬ 
vers, Alan Jay Lerner and. Frederick Loewe. 

Sam Stark’s “Theatre A to Z’.’ encyclopedia which soon will be pub¬ 
lished reveals that a song and. dance man named Harry Truman opened 
on Broadway August 23, 1904, in a musical called “The. Isle of Spice,” 
for a run of 80 performances. Though Stark, hasno indication this was 
THE Harry Truman, he. hopes someone will investigate and possibly 
answer whether or not Margriret’s is a “born Iri a trunk” type talent. . 

The League of N.Y. Theatres, through voluntary contributions by 
its members, raised $8,000 for refunds on advance ticket sales for 
“Winesburg, Ohio,” which folded Feb. 15 at the National, N.Y. The 
theatre was left short following the death of-owner Harry Frorokes 
a few days prior to the elosirig of “Winesburg.” The total refund claim 
is understood to be around $7,300. 

Rosemary Harris, last seen on 
Broadwriy in “Interlock,” is re¬ 
maining in the U. S. indefinitely as 
a resident alien; The British acr 
tress is currently vacationing in 
Miami, but is due back next week 
to start rehearsing for a television 
edition of “Tale of Two Cities,” to 
be aired Msfrch 27 for Dupont. 

James Starbiick, who staged 
Alexandra Danilova’s click number 
in “Qh Captain,” first met the bal¬ 
lerina years ago when he was a 
student dancer with the San Fran¬ 
cisco Opera Co. and he went back- 
stage to ask for her autograph 
while she was appearing in the; Bay 

I City with the Monte Carlo Ballet 
Russe. 

George. Gilbert is associate pro¬ 
ducer of “Say Darling,” with Syl¬ 
via Herscher as general manager, 
Michael Goldreyer Company man¬ 
ager, John L. Toohey, pressagent, 
Robert Downing general stage 
manager, Daniel S. Broun strige. 
manager and Michael Wettach as¬ 
sistant, 

Regarding the followup review 
of the Broadway production of 

“Auntie Mame” in last week's 
Variety, the show’s management 
points out .that notification that 
understudy Kip McArdle was ap¬ 
pearing in the role of the Connecti¬ 
cut deb was made by posting a sign 
to that effect in the lobby as re¬ 
quired by the agreement between 
the League of N. Y. Theatres and 
Actors Equity. But as the Variety 

reviewer indicated, many playgoers 
undoubtedly missed the posted 
notice, but would have seen a slip 
inserted in the Playbill or heard an 
announcement from the stage. 

Ethel Britton, currently featured 
iri the touring “Middle of the 
Night,” will be married in June to 
Oscar Heilborn, hotel owner in Ft. 
Lauderdale, Fla. Miss Britton is 
the widow of Broadway producer 
Frank McCoy. . 

Associated with Britisher play¬ 
wright John Osborne and stager 
Tony Richardson in their Broad¬ 
way producing plans are Harold 
Freedman, Osborne’s agent, and 
Harry rfSaltzmrin, formerly with 
Gilbert Miller’s production staff. 
Scheduled as their initial venture 
Is a Broadway presentation of “Re¬ 
quiem for a Nun” next season, with 
Richardson* staging and Zachary! 
Scott and Ruth Ford as costars. 

Dave Thomas is subbing for Rob¬ 
in Craven in the Broadway produc- 
tion of “My Fair Lady.” Craven, 

is on a two-week Caribbean cruise 
with his wife and is due back in 
the musical March 15.. 

Ruth Popiel has joined the staff 
of the Lester Qstennan - Lillian 
Heilman firm, Devon Production 
Corp. 

Lon Clark has succeeded Jason 
Robards Jr. in.the Broadway pro¬ 
duction of “Long Day’s. Journey 
Into Night.” 

Carol Teitel is Joan Plowright’s 
standby in the Broadway produc¬ 
tion, of “The Entertainer.” 

“The Midnight Sun,” a new play 
by Joseph Hayes, is planned for 
Broadway presentation next sea-, 
son by the author arid his produc¬ 
tion partner, Howard Erskine. 

Irwin Shaw will adapt Marcel 
Achard’s “Patrite,” . which Gilbert 
Miller plans producing on Broad¬ 
way next October. 

Robert Mayberry will be part¬ 
nered with Irving Strouse In the 
off-Broadway production of Barrie 
Stavis* “The Man IPho Never 
Died.” 

Claire Booth Luce’s “Child of 
the Morning” is planned for mid- 
April production by The Black- 
friars Guild, N. Y. 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS: 

The New York Office of Philadelphia's 

PLAYHOUSE 
IN THE PARK 

is jiow located at 

147 West 55th Street Cl. 6-3030 

SAM HANDELSMAN, Managing Director 
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j with a debutante whose ambitious Where’s Charley? . ... . . .. .. 
the only hot spot. Pip Hinton, *£& fc®:®®' 

engagtag5 mtax^who- hndi« cartyinfon an “ISr wfthn 
:-dtte«iiStfi.t!eryA j^^K^.ana 

Erintfc prapp *6 the role of theTGfil J Wife. is* putting -detectiv es .on j. 

th? Poiti?fnnS pi S “Hallo! This is Love,” a rhythmi- 
.In ad^i°n» .Gale and • Cfll nun1ber sung and. danced by the 

Tei ence Cooper brin&chai m tp the > entire company,; goes over big. The 

A°i^S+ °pu-he Qt^eilnh°X^rf' I hallet jscenes are topped by. the 
Add to this an aittaciue and \\e l- ealvpsiT -when Two Kiss in Rio,” 
dressed enorus and[ some. colorful, hotte J and widest part of the 
decor and there are all the wgre- show.4 . 
diwits for- a toimotch clmk. •_• ( The love duo, “Moments of Hap- 
_ The music and iyi1^. ^aj^; pihess,” sung by. Walter Mueller 
Loesser clicked here Wisdom and . and Ingeborg Karsten.. and Muel- 
Missj Hinton have the house_ap- .}ej.^ ballad- “Why Did I Meet You,” 
plauding with the neat and. catc hy ; are undoubtedly heading. for, pop- 
song-and-dance item, Make a Mir- ulqrity. The audience hums them 
acle,” the girl star makes a hit „.hpn l 
with “The Woman in his Room” 
and Wisdom, 
in. Love W 
quiet Ray 
broader, comical effect, contrives 

Mi’s. Anderson spoke about shell a 
party, but the idea remained more 
or less dormant until Miss Hayes 
heard about it some months , ago. 
The. initial plan was for just: a 
small affair for a few of the.critic’s 
friends,, hut the . project . snow¬ 
balled. . ' 

As Atkinson himself said 

party, ‘Til never get over this.” 

whenleaving the theatre. Cissy 

Double-Feature Jackets ; others. Additionally a who's who 
Utilizing the contradiction of: the °f by liners have. ^contributed 

acceptin'* the engraved tray at the fW rBrtuTmUeSS&ffito.Coop- accepting tne engraven traj at .me. by lts *0ver”; Abelard-S.ehmmm s t>r has also produced “The Concise 

May publication of “Hercules: The Encyclopedia of Music and Musi- 
Bli Greek Story ” bv tv,writer /rians” . which Ken Giniger^s llaw- 
George Kirgo. described as "a. the™ «rm W1lppnbt..sh. m May. 

Rabelaisian satire about Holly¬ 
wood.’’ is. being merchandised with 
two- book -jackets. Both are b\ 

. ... . ... . . ; ., , Punch cartoonist. Anton. Publish- 
Award .play ultimately adapted by;ers refer to. them as “profane” and 
Frances Goodrich and Aloert vjeSg profane” intended for store 
Hackettas A—- ” ■ • ■ - ' • * 

‘Diary’ Reversal 
— Continued . from page. 73 ^ 

Diary of Annie Prank.”; whdsefbookbuyer^rnay be morrahy. 
. spnsiHv** ■ • • •" 

who brig: 

Glenn Condon’s Ode To Okla. 
Glenn. Coiidbn, news director, of.. 

KRMG. Tulsa. Oklahoma, has edi¬ 
ted a breezy 64-page golden anni 
booklet tagged “Modest Oklaho¬ 
ma.” It’s jampacked .with aneo- 

Additionally gained a <i?fandant'/•Tr'“~r“ iSicIftacS^Ind! 
waSi Pheijl Crawford, who .orig: ! story, 'focuses around a once rodeo background, national cow- 
marly held an option on the book. • child: boxoffice bonanza w ho. in his < bov iiali 0f fame and state’s arehi- 
but She was- eliminated from the 20s. is. “a shy retiring millionaire” tectural wonders. Condon, who has 
case during trial. Attorneys fbr whom Hollywood seeks out for a'l oovered the Oklahoma territory for 
Bloomgarden .and Prank .are Paul, adult comeback. lvalf-a-century, gave Walter Win- 
Weiss. .Rifkind, Wharton & Gam- : ... -—=— '.. chell his start in journalism when 
son .’ Busy John Roeburt the former edited the Vaudeville 
. The curious and, in the opinion | • Whodunit novelist, radio and tv >‘ew;s in. Gotham. 
of the trade; unfortunate angle of scripter John Roeburt has about -There’s, a Winchell “pome” in 

'.. ' ' * - * -- --- - rds done on his novel in". ’Modest Oklahoma * .testifying, .to 
collaboration with Milton . Berlc. Condon’s influence on him. 

Four Graves To Choliica.” * ——:- 

- -* * - 
Darling” with:effect_and, amid all ; A hig bonus is Fritz.Fischer’s di- ] had an. opportunity to defend ^bllrtV \ilest suspense .. Wmiam M.^Fine, formerly pub- 

.. ' , themselves. , ^•nbVcl,•’‘Climate df Hell;”''on'April B”de Home,. named 
6 the papei- 

and Terence1 Cooper handle “Mv; 
Darling” with effect and, amid all 
the turmoil, Jerry Desmonde andrectine.' ^Lavish sets and costumes 
Miss Grinialdi bring a most, agree- apd pood light effects also enhance 
able nature charm to “Lovelier the show. Maas. 
Than Ever.” . 

William Chappell’s production, :.* *"1" . : 
especially in the Brazil spectacle, i ■ 
has both speed, ingenuity and j RrAAk AlKfillSOil 
taste, and Hanya Holm’s choreog- . . 
raphy, the settings and costumes of - Continued from ■ - 
Peter Rice and the musical direc- • , ■ 
tion of Michael Collins all con- one fluffed his lines. Miss Martin 
tribute skilfully to Wisdom’s eve- eveii forgot the words of “Wonder- 
ning. Rich. . ful Guy,” prompting feigned an- 

--—-T--- jnoyance on the part of lyricist Os- 
Rosolan^l 

London, Feb. 13. 
. E. P. Clift & Jack Minster (in associa¬ 
tion with Anna Deere Wiman) presenta¬ 
tion of two«ct (three Scenes) melc^rain.-v 

car Hammerstein 2d, who was m.c. 
for the affair. 

: Q^Casey’s letter, read by Ham- 
nierstein^ said in* part, “no. living 

Although the jurv’s verdict in. 8, wilb Gold Medal to db t 
Lev n s favor on the olagiansm bach 
charge would,not, if upheld, have,. RoCourt 

tv pilots: 

by Anthony Peiissier. ^atures ^cha^i dramh critic has done more, 
.Gough, Mex;iel Forbes, Yolande' Turner. 
Patric Dooiian, Frank- Pettingell. Sta-eed 

Feb. 12, "58; $2.20 top. 
: Joe Leonard ....^. 
Mamie ....!. 
Frankie ........ . 

- Mr. Somerset.. 
Paul Langford ... - 
Liam Shaughnessy. 
Thomas Brown ... 

; Michael. Gou^h 
... Aleriel Forbes 

. Yolande Turner 
. Campbell Singer 

Patric Dooifian 
. T.- nk PettingeJI 
.David Gregory 

The talents of a first-rate cast 
are frittered away in this .prepp$ter- 
ous melodrama, which was greeted 
with jeers and boos by the fi^st- 
night audience. Anthony Peiissier, 
who * authored and directed the 
work, must accept major responsi¬ 
bility for the production, which 
can stand no chance of survival. 

There are only, two good things 
to be said about “Roseland.” One 
is DaVid Gentleman’s , bold and im¬ 
aginative set, an open-top apart¬ 
ment attached to a dance hall,, with 
a big display sign in the hack- 
ground. The other is an attractive 
and fascinating performance by a 
West End newcomerT Yolande 
Turner, a vivacious redhead with a 
sparkling personality^ 

But other top-flight performers 
like Michael Gough, Meriel Forbes, 
Patric Doonan and Frank Pettin- 
gell, are utterly defeated by the 
script. Miss Turner plays sexy item 
who plans to jump a boat to New 
York while her sister and brother- 
in-law, play«d by Miss Forbes and 
Gough, are picnicking for the day. 
Her plans are interrupted by a 
fugitive thief who takes shelter in 
the apartment; and quickly seduces 
her. 

The final act, in Which two pur¬ 
suers insist that , the brother-in-law? 
is the mail, they want becomes 
more ludicrous as it progresses. 
The killing of the sister adds, noth¬ 
ing to the.story. * : Myro. 

(Closed Feb, 15^after 5 perform¬ 
ances./ : 

Hallo, Has 1st die Liebe 
(HALLO! THIS IS LOVE) 

Vienna, Feb. 6. 
Raimund Theatre production of two-act 

f33 scenes) musical comedy by Hugo 
; Wiener, music by Robert Stolz. Staged by 

Fritz Fischer; scenery. Ferry Windberger; 
costumed. Hill Reihs-Gromes; choreog¬ 
raphy, Kurt Steigerwald. Features Hans 
Hansen, Ingeborg Karsten, Cissy Kraner, 
Walter Mueller, Fritz Imhoff, Fritz Muliar. 
Max Brod. At Raimund Theatre, Vienna, 
Jan. 28, ^58. 
Adam Adam ....Hans Hansen 
Eve Hilde Laengauer 
Elfle  .. Ingeborg Karsten 

" La Gigolette ... Cissy Kraner 
Toni Wendelin .-........Walter Mueller 
Sebastian Platzer Fritz Imhoff 
Pomeisl ...... I.Fritz Muliar 
Brand) ....,.................. I. Max Brod 
Joachim ...... Johannes Ferigo. 

An excellent musical comedy 
book with outstanding music, beau¬ 
tifully directed, “Hallo, Das ist die 
Liebe” is the 1958 entree of the 
Vienna Raimund Theatre, Vienna. 
Since it is a big, bouncy musical, 
no local composer except Robert 
Stolz could have contributed the 
score,. •• 

The show fs a modem Cinderella 
story of a poor hairdresser in love 

courage, artistic perception and 
common sense, for the. drama than 

; you have over the last. 35. years of 
: play reviewing. Haft’s letter, read 
by his wife;: actress Kitty Carlisle, 
called attention to . the unique 
qualities of Atkinson’s criticism, 
“always something in those care¬ 
fully written words to cherish and 
cling, to-^a. shrewd sense of the 
playwright’s purpose—a compas¬ 
sionate, understanding of the peo¬ 
ple involved—and above all a per¬ 
vading sense of humanity and love 
for the theatre as a living and 
breathing part of our culture and 
heritage.” 

The. Actors Equity tribute, read 
by the. union’s president, Ralph 
Bellamy,', mentioned the critic’s 
“integrity so*essential to the: high¬ 
est principles of. journalism.” An¬ 
other feature of the occasion %as 
a limited edition of the T?aies 
Sunday amusement section, w-jpi a 
special Page 1 replate cont awing 
Articles about. Atkinson, a l|ix- 
column drawing by cartoonist. ^A1 
Hirschfeld, and a citation by Times 
publisher Arthur Hays Sulzbe&er 
concluding, “Brooks is now in 4he 
ranks of the old timers but. his 
criticisms show, no more sign of it 
than Kis figure. His mind and his 
heart have not changed and they 
were always good,” . , 

Background 

... Not the least remarkable thing 
about , the party was the fact that 
it had Tbeen kept . such a secret. 
Even, the gossip columnists re¬ 
frained from spilling the news, 
and the Broadway grapevine,, 
which traditionally hums with 
what’s, supposed, to . be the most 
confidential matters, for once 
failed to. Operate. 

There was at least one near, tip- 
off. Sunday morning, the day of 
the affair, a huge arrangement of 
flowers arrived at the Atkinson’s 
apairtment in New . York from Al¬ 
fred Lunt arid Lynn Fontanne, 
who are‘ touring , in England in a 
tryout of “The Visit.” An accom¬ 
panying card offered “congratula¬ 
tions on your 35th theatrical an¬ 
niversary/’ but Mrs. Atkinson sug¬ 
gested that apparently the stars 
hiust have just learned of the oc¬ 
casion, which had actually oc¬ 
curred last fall, and her husband 
nodded and accepted the explana¬ 
tion. 

The party was arranged by a 
committee including Mrs. Stras- 
berg. Miss Hayes, producer Robert 
Whitehead and Mrs. , . Arthur 
Schartz. Its genesis was , about 
three years ago, at a small dinner 
at the Strasberg home. Present 
were the Atkinsons and playwright 
Robert Anderson.and his Wife, the 
late Phyllis Anderson/ After the 
Atkinsons left, Mrs. Strasberg and 

editor of Good Houser 
keeping mag. 

affected the Hacketts directly or ' -°^r Y„un/''^vRiJDI'l/ ASfieI<l8''“e' liit'Hlie"*ds 

trade as a shattering h ow. n-ofes- based on the classics DeMaupas- 01(Jcr Qt 400.0UU copies, 
sjon^lly and emotionally. H Levin . jaht, Poe et ril.), and “Terrior.' an Jessyca Russell Gaver sold Saga 
takes1 the su»t fo trial avain; the ; Ed Madden-Harry Kidinsky: pack- a feature on Roseland and owner 
Hacketts, who are well: known.;age. based on the Anthony Abbott Hou Brecker .titled “Where Wall-- 
scenarists and playwrights, may i novels writted by the. late Fulton flowers Turn Over a New Leaf, 
get.a chance to defend their names , Oursler. Roeburt.meantime is.aLo : Leslie W’atkins, who left the 
and reputations/if onlv bv appear- i rushing a paperback original novel. London Daily Sketch two years ago 

' ‘ 1 r for Avon on “a .compassionate to become. Granada-TV’s London 
study” of teenage violence in a press, officer, has rejoined the pa- 
mixed Manhattan, neighborhood, ; per as its tv correspondent. . . 

r-7-—^ i Frank Scully is now contributing. 
Dedicate Hearst Plaque regularly to the pages of The 

»rig as. defense witnesses. However, 
Judge Coleman’s decision is ap¬ 

pealed, only the angle invo/ying 
damages may he resolved, and the 
matter of plagiarism left in the air 

- . A possible result of the case, if 
the plagiarism aspect is riot cleared; j 

Founding, of the Hearst Nevvs- Southern Cross, Catholic weekly of 
papers was marked by dedication Diocese of San Diego. It is a col- 

ini' ^vhpT^S rSmieS.1 of. a bronze plaque at the Hearst umn. tagged “Out of. My Mind.” 
producers'' to option anv literarv ^ Building, Frisco, by Northern Call- ! Jere. Cox, United Press’ St. Louis 

Missouri-Kansas news editor. He's 
i previous £ 

Floomeai'dmi^^saVs^^flatl W ' plaPue was presented by national ; the son of . Louis Cox, Dallas Times 
1 11 never Jo slf lest he rilk anJ newspaper organization’s chapter. Herald sports editor. : ; . 
rifhov curb cult nprharis ' President) Don Mozley,.KCBS newt , Betsy Rose, ex-Fortnight editor, 
other s^hf d*n^ i director, to William Randoph ■; is. now'editor of the Laguna Beach 
by an adaptor h.e s never Aeard ofHearst Jr > chain’s editor-in-chief. .Cal.) Post. Mike. Jackson, former 
and on the basis of a: diam^iza,. j Plaque d e s c ri b e s late W. R. - film reviewer for Liberty, column- 
tion he might not even know , jjearsPs start of publishing empire 1st j oh same newspaper, 
existed. . ; With acquisition of the San Fran-i Charles L Moonev promotion 

Incidentally, Levin js; also in-,, cisco Examiner^March 4. 1B87. ISS v^mai^ger for the Knickerbocker 
reporter_Bob Copsidine^addressed Xews and also a columnist for the 
Sigma Delta Chi luncheon^ after.: Gannett daily, been elected a di- 
presentation. j rector of the Albany Chamber of 

r Commerce. 
5 New Dramabooks •' John Gates, who- resigned as edi- 

Hill & Wang’s Dramabooks pa- tor nf The Daily-Worker and from 

volved in a suit over author royal¬ 
ties from “Compulsion,” a meior 
drania which recentlv completed a 
Broadway, run. The play was; 
adapted from Levin’s bestseller bf 
the same name, based on the Loeb- 
Leopold case, and the. dispute in¬ 
volves playwright Robert Thom, 
who was engaged by producer Mi¬ 
chael Myerberg to help the novelist 
on the adaptation Under the un¬ 
usual contractual setup, all royal¬ 
ties were paid to Levin, who has 
refused to turn over the 30^ share, 
lo Thom, as provided in. an under¬ 
cover agreement. As 
:Wrinkle, the fact, that Levin signed ; iate Brander^M^ 
that arid another secert pact, with¬ 
out Dramatist Guild sanction made 
him liable to disciplinary action by 
the lattei organization. 

perback- series is breaking withTiwe the Communist Party, has signed 
new titles:- An English language ; with Thomas Nelson & Sans for a 
collection fthe .first) of Jean j book scheduled for fall publica- 
Anouilh; “Tbe Psychology of, .tion, tentatively titled “Evolution 
Farce,” group of Gallic farces by ‘ of an American Communist.” 
Labiche. Sardou^eydeau. Courte-i Vern sneider and his wife, Bar- 

a5irfgrS11-gf. Grthf^mifh bar'a* are headed for-their home in 
Eric Bentley, Oliver ^ Goldsmitn |T\jonroe Mich;, after spending the 

naer- !.P^ysr Thof1 winter in Laguna Beach, where he 
final ‘ Baker,^. Stark Young s The Thea- jj^s. been working on his new book 

.nna; i tre, . drama philosophy; and the caiied “tVo " Tf ic laid in Mim» 
igned loti : "Papers ;■- 0„VUl^ 11 lselaLa lJ? sam^ ■ a : setting as Teahouse of the August 

Moon.” . On Acting;” 

™ . x" _.. . ; Blackie Sherrod, sports editor of 
Barnard Chi News Stmt Fort Worth Press, resigned to be- 

Chicago Daily News has incepted corne executive Sports editor of the 
a Mondays-pnly editorial-page _c*ol- Dallas Times Herald. Latter sheet 

Miller theatre 
Continued from page 73 i 

^ , *nrp« dirertor Hp wsc rhipf edi-' ane jLODsier restaurant s bom- 

A Fine Kettle of Fish” and> on 
lip. n^raninn nf ife nnhliPatihn 

organization.” Drama; fnc., was,-; 3Q., 
organized in 1953 as a rioh-profit jm 
stock-holding. 
Mrs. John in control < 

three ways6 ^ S- ^ ^ ; Hayes and. His America”; arid "In-j son-style, lunchfest, in association 
'The stockholders meet once M^’” lhewith The Citadel Press, 

yearly, and^^ the^Sr^ l^d So^SflnS SeS ^ Hawthorn’s expansion necessitat- 
titistees,; .wftich.^iA responsiMe’-jfor.' | .CoSzenSi^whlclTS^thr• •• MK^'Uhpt 

npr’e hrin^ out ih MaV .. wing., wn. .Prcnticc-Hsll, psr- 
ners Dnngs out m May. : ■■ erit of Hawthorn Books, and the 

. . : •: . subsid; Kenneth S. Giniger, v.p". 
Yoscloff-Barncs Deal and g.m. of Hawthorn, has put on 

. Thomas Yoseloff Inc. has ac- ad-pub manager for his outfit, Ken- 
quired controlling stock of A. S. Reth T. Hurst, last four years with 

as McGraw-hill. 
N. Y. iJournal-American rewTite 

staffer Richard O’Connor’s “Hell’s 
is due via Lippincott in 

the operation of the theatre; Cer¬ 
tain members of the board, how¬ 
ever, have been dissatisfied with 
the corporate, structure, preferring 
a non-stock, . non-profit corpora¬ 
tion. Mrs. John arid the other 
stockholders have. agreed to re- 

. linquish their i tock so the reorgan¬ 
ization can be effected. In doing 
so, they’re also severing, relations 
with the venture.. 

Mrs. John claims the corpora¬ 
tion is solvent and that in the four 
seasons that it’s been operating 
has been successful; She feels that 
a change in organization involves 
“an unknown quantity” to her and 
therefore she states, “I would not 
feel professionally secure or justi¬ 
fied in participating under any rieW 
circumstances/’ : 

.The Miller began operating in 
1954, With individual seasons run¬ 
ning 30 Weeks arid covering 10 
plays. 

Barnes & Co. with Yoseloff 
chairman of board and John Low- 
ril 1 Pratt continuing as prexy; 

Barnes .will try for more general .'Kitchen’*- .... ,A14 
publishing iri addition fo maintain-. May. It treats with that colorful 
mg a hsL of sports titles. section of New York’s wDd west 

. ~—W- side hounded between 14th arid 52d 
The Writer’s Craft * St.. 8th Ave. and the Hudson River, 

Vet Esquire, editor. Frederic A. .which. produced more than its 
Birmingham edited a compendium .share of crime for decades after the 
on “The Writer’s Craft,” which; Civil Wari 
Hawthorn will bring oiit at $4.95! Dora Albert’s successful hook, 
in late April, Wherein such editors, “You’re Better Than You Think” 
as the following have written blue-; 
prints for successful publication: 
Ben .. Hibbs (SatevepostL Herb 
Mayes (Good Housekeeping), Ar¬ 
nold. Gingrich (Esquire), Ken Pur¬ 
dy (True), Russell Lynes (Harper**), 

(Prentice-Hall), now in its Second 
printing. In this Well-documented 
survey of celebrities and how they 
achieved success, the author cites 
experiences and observations of 
numerous show biz personalities. 

Bill Nichols (This Week), Norman { including Walt Disney, Jay Black- 
Cousins (Saturday Review)* among i ton, Joshua Logan and Gale Storm. 



CHATTER 

• By Gene Moskowitz 
: (28 Rue. Huchette-OdeOn 49-44) 

Anna Magnani in to dub “Wild is 
the Wind" (Par).: 

i Miles Davis’ improvised . jazz 
[score of .the Gallic ..pic, “Elevator 

D J [at the Fontainebleau Sunday (2)vI 
Kroaaway also presented a full show for the 

* yueen | Ronde week <17) with , the latter 
■*f„a- Aw r’T-ictAfwr-A' dittoing.-for Durante at his opening 
Van Heflin' sailed. On CristofOro 1 show (18) ■ 

Colombo Monday (3) en. TPute_to { Waite* Wnchell to Lakeland for 
Italy. \Uiere hell star• The i-keynotor speech and Acceptance of 
Tempest, an indie locationer. J Humanities degree from Florida 

The Sterling Fisher* who is new.. Southern. He returned to spend 
exec director of the Reader’s Di- another couple of weeks at . the 
gest Foundation, was long ago with ; Roney. 
CHS and later with NBC in the] Bob Hope planing in from Russia, 
radio public affairs department. [ for ,preem of his new pic, “Paris 

Actor-turned-agent Arthur Ash-. Holiday ” at Beach Theatre on the 
ley, now managing the Percy Wifi-' - 7th; Anita Ekberg will also be on 
hams Actors Home, East Jslip,'hand. Hope’s troupe will be at the 
h;h. has been ailing at the South • Eden Roc for the weekend. 
Side Hospital, same city. . . • Earl and Rosemary Wilson 

Biopic being talked for Konrad . stayed on for a week following his 
Bercovici’s ovef-a-decade-old .psr.; Poiice & Firemen’s Benefit Show 
omire story on The^Father of the pmCee chore at which fie* introed 
Caesars (Irving and the late Ar- wincheU and Diosa Costello as fea- 

•?* -i t mu ; tures in. their cha-cha-cha routine. 
. The 13 Clocks by James Thur- _ ^.jade the- rounds with’ Walter. Ja- 
her, wrhten as part of Minnesota s j cobs who toured them also 
lQOth amu will be premiered ^through his new DuPont Tacleton 
March 8 in. the children’s, concerts b 
for Tom Scherman’s Little Or-.. 0 . ‘ ' .. ■ .' ■' 
chestra. ■ n . 

Agent Lou : Irwin in from the • •'. HariC 
Coast to oo. the talent situation . . . ; - 
and look in on Monday’s (3) preem By Gene Moskowitz 
of Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy: (28 Rue Huchette-OdeOn 49-44) 
and Ray Walston in “Who Was Anna Magnani in to dub “Wild is. 
That Lady I Saw You With? ’ tbe vvind" (Par) 

Nicky Quattrociocchi, original; ;Mil ■n ~wrovised iazz 
boniface of El Borracho. who sold.; . 
out to retire to Italy, is tired of the 
siesta and is back to Gotham. His I ! * 'n 
return' to. the N. Y. nitery scene | a: FpnUi* alfomi.--., 
being marked with a soiree hosted ! Raymond. Rouleau tahris oyer 
by Saul Brown. ! management of Theatre Edouard 

Onetime vaude agent-, now "Father’’i • VII-with Elizabeth. Rijar remaining 
Walter Plimmer Jr., St. John's as owner. Roirieau’s first directorial 
R,C. Church. Bohemia, L.I.. near- : stint will be Rene Catroux’s second 
ing his 25th year in the Roman!■ play, “We’ll Start Our Careers.” . 
Catholic ministry, is. writing his - Newcomer Nouveau .T h e a t rie,, 
niemoirs, tentatively titled “They’ll swells number of Paris legit houses 
Never Believe Me." I to 55. It is next door to Theatre De 

Elsa Maxwell, following serious Paris, and run by the same direc- 
pneumonia attack which had hos- ; tress, actress Elivre POpesco. The 
pitalized her at N;Y. Hospital, for! 400-seater opens with a reprise of 
some weeks, hoped to be able to Albert Camus’ “Caligula." 
resume, her weekly Tuesday stint John Berry’s pic “Tamango," 
With Jack Paar on NBC-TV last about a i9th century slaving ship; 
night: forbidden for showings, in French 

Hollywood producer - director - Equatorial Africa or Algeria, peti^ 
scripter Tom McKriight (“The Life tion, signed by top artistic names, 
of Riley " etc.) and his actress-wife, has been sent to the Ministry of 
Marjorie Davies, doing the grand information to lift this restriction. 
European tour for two months, sail-j It. looks like a spate of Gallic 
ing this weekend. It’s Mrs. Me- ; terpers. will descend on N. Y. later 
Knight’s maiden voyage.. j this . season with Roland Petit’s 

Myron Clement named new pub- : Ballet De Paris due in April, Lud- 
lic relations director of the French ; milla Tcherina to dance some clas- 

,Govt. Tourist Office iri New York,! SiC excerpts on the Ed Sullivan 
succeeding Norman Reader who video show in April, and the Fran- 
resigned after 11 years to go into; coise Sagan ballet, “The Broken 
p.r. for himself. Yves Kob upped - Date,” due in June, 
to succeed Clement as. head of the j F r e n.c h producers peeved at 
Travel Agents Dept, of: the: FGTO.; German actor. Curt Jurgens. who 

Bert Wheeler will get a testi-.put off two- Gallic engagements 
monial dinner at The Lambs on -when he gave Yank film commit- 
Saturdayv March 15. Collie Lee. merits priority. Now, he has stalled 
Sullivan is in charge of affair, aid-] director Yves Ciampi until June 
ed by Bill Gajttoii, shepherd; L6r-|.due to a chore opposite Ingrid- 
ing Smith, chairman, and . Mickey; Bergman in - a , Yank pic for .20th- 
Alpert, head.of entertainment com-. Fox. Jurgens promised.to-be avail-, 
mittee. Party will be held in The ] able in June on a contract signed 
Fold of clubhouse. . ; for this month.. 

With Jack McGuire registering Cannes w’ill have a .Jazz Festival 
an Irish colt as “Old Folse,” Bev- from July .. 8-13.. Among partici- 
Hills proxy Hernando COurtright pants are. Lionel Hampton, Louis 
took occasion on his recent Gotham J Armstrong,. Count Basie, Duke 
trip to present Frank M. Folsom Ellington, Sidney Bechet. ..Don 
with the pruper colors, and jockey [ Byas, Albert Nicholas, Ella Fitzger- 
cap. “Old Folse" is named for the I aid and the Gallic New Orleans: 
chairman of \he RCA executive bahd of Claude Luter. Knokke-Lar 
committee. / [Zoute, in Belgium;'will share the 

Arnold GaipOrt of the American fest and all participants will com- 
Opera Society will conduct Mark • mute betweCn the twTo resorts to be 
Bucci’s “Tale for a Deaf Ear" dur- in it. 
ing the N. Y. City Center’s spring ^ 
ejele of folk works, per the Ford. nn i B .. 
Foundation, grant. Evan Whallon of . DOSlvD 
the Columbus. Symphony will be Rv GuvUvinrstoii 
on stick for the Gian-Carlo' Menotti (344 Little Blda • Hancock 6-8386> 
revivals, “The Medium" and “The ( • ’tle Hancock. p-iiMb) 
Old Maid." Both conductors will Gordon MacRae into Bliristrub’s 
be making their N, Y. debuts. . ! Feb; 24. ... 

Sherman Billingsley. Stork Club Dinah Washington currently at 
boniface,. was expected to be dis- StoryVille.. 
charged from Roosevelt Hospital .E- M. Loew sold Town House to 
.tonight (WedJ or tomorrow, after Nick-Policy.. 
being transferred from Bellevue as! Bert -Wheeler breaking in new 
result of a collision between his ac^ at Show Bar. . . 
car and a taxi: Latter had shot out; Bette McLaurin current! at Brad- 
unexpectedly on 23d St. and 2d ford Carousel Room. 
Ave. Monday. (3) night. Billingsley' Tommy Sands in for p,a. at Pil- 
was driving'nis own Cadillac at the; grim with “Sing, Boy, Sing." 
time. When taken to Bellevue his; Sherm Feller, WEZE disk joek; 
condition was Dronounced “Serf-' in Beth Israeli Hospital Isfollowing 

London 
(COVent Garden 0.135-6-7) 
Comedian Sonnie Hale undergo¬ 

ing surgery in Birmingham: 
A1 Rosen in town re-writing his 

new farce, “The Man From Outer 
Space." > 

Amanda, manager of plush Savoy 
Hotel restaurant, has quit to be¬ 
come a director of Charles Forte’s 
restaurant, chain, . 

Comedian 'Robertson Hare has 
been, elected prexy of the Stage 
Golfing Society, coveted post 
among London actors., : 

Cricketers Denis Compton and 
Geoffrey Evans taught Buddy Holly 
and the. Crlckets.England’s national 
game, cricket, at a Decca. shindig. 

Irish, artists Jimmy O’Dea and 
Albert Sharpe signed by. Disney 
for his next, “Darby O’Gill and 
the. Little. People." . 

V Columbia’s “Bitter V i c t o r y” 
opened British Army’s new,cinema, 
the Globe, in. Tripoli. ..Cinema is 
mobile, made of. serhi-plastic and is 
equipped with CinemaScOpe. . 

Queen Mother and Princess Mar¬ 
garet will:attend a Gala Perform¬ 
ance. of the Royal Ballet at Covent 
Garden on March 27: Show is for 
its Benevolent Fund. 

Tony Morris, Associated British- 
Pathe Overseas Sales manager, 
switched to ABC-TV- New job is 
to develop world-wide distiibution 
of tv. films and telerecbrdings.: 

Nat Miller arid- Geoffrey Bernard, 
Orb Productions toppers,' have 
upped Betty Burton to exec assist¬ 
ant.. ; She joined Orb from: U.A. 
last year. . 

Leading artists, performers, and 
lensers guested at opening of. The 
Latin Quarter, newly decked out 
London nitery. . Revellers showed 
lip in Bohemian garb. 

Terence Rattigan’s. new play, 
“Variations on a Theme," has Mar¬ 
garet Leighton .as leading femme 
and starts sticks tour at the Opera 
House, Manchester, March 31. • 
- Because of quota probleriis, with 
extras, exteriors of 20th- Fox’s In¬ 
grid Bergman starrer. “Inn of the 
Sixth Happiness," will be: shot in 
North instead, of Formosa or Hong- 
Kong: 
. Doriald Ogdens Stewart’s play, 
“The Kidders ” recent hit at the 
Arts Theatre, opens, at: St. Martin’s 
Theatre March. 18. Faith and Lyn¬ 
don Brook- and Dermot. Walsh, 
stars, will- remain in cast, though 
Walsh switches roles. 
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arrived in Rome for preliminary 
fittings for “The Naked Maja,” 
Titanus projectr Not yet decided 
where pic will start, whethei: in 
Italy lor Spain. 

Hollywood 

Viveca Lindfors, Silvano Man.: and laryngltis 

Gia Scala became IJ. S. citizen. 
Sam Spiegel in from Europe. 
Walter Mirisch down with flu 

Las Vegas 

gano, Jeffrey Horne and Van Hef- Jessie Wadsworth broke her hip 
lin set so far for DeLaurentns. ip studio fall .■■■■' 
temporarily titled pic, “The Tern- Robert Jacks, hospitalized for ol>- 
pest. Producer to London To set servation after malaria attack, 
other cast names for this and other . Thornton, Sargent: joined Lou 
prpductions. . ... Smith flackery as associate. 

Mike Stern, locally-residing. Tom Carman reelected biz rep 
Fawcett Pub rep, named to jury of Sound Technicians, Local 695. 
judging top Italo artists m contest Technicblor paid off 75 techni- 
sponsored by tie manufaeturer on cians \n seasonal cutback. ... 
theme of : La Cavatta. Painting j^d Hanis divorced by wife on 
is one of Stern’s many sidelines crueity charge. : 
activities. - ; _ Motion PicturePermanent Chari- 

Sam Jaffe visited the Rome Ex- ties donated $190,400 to L. A. Red 
perimental Film School centre dur- Cross 
ihg his local stay,: was reportedly c. V. Wh-tney off on cross-coun- 
impressed with seriousness of ap- try bany trek for “Missouri 
proach of the government-spon- Traveler” 
sored institution, as well, as with Biu Schaefer resigned as TJniver- 
the vast coverage of every facet of saj aSsoCiate casting director, windr 
pic-making. ing 20 years with, studio:. .' 

f —1 William Goetz received annual 
I «q Vptfne “Honorary Membership Award" 
LW f c5aa from Delta Kappa Alpha, national 

By Forrest Duke film fraternity. 
(Dudley 2-6100) Writers Guild of America, West, 

AiHmic tthyIpv . hCrp for the completely subscribed... $7.5,000 
medical hypnotismsymposium, rem- huikilnd* *naricing Guild * 

™vtag Allen and.A. S. BroqcdU 
writers, Hopkins, whose biggest ._tb^ London headquarters 
hit was “San Francisco," is now after annual. confabs with Co- 

wtired and lives in Veg^ ‘Tlorris H. Simpson retired as 
Abe Schiller, Flanungo ^P* paramount . Studios comptroller, 

swamped with requests for personal ft years in post and 37 years 
appearances since he was. named rvith enmoanv 

P^ix^Louisville and\«bboefc. 
Monte Proser, Tropicana, being for February 

paged by Jackie Bright, AGVA na- Metro, will open Sol C. Siegal’s 
tional administrator, to serve : as “Merry -Andrew" with a benefit 
producer for show AGVA is assem- preem Aprii 2 at PantagCs.Theatre, 
bling for the State Dept which will .v;ith proceeds to local Variety Club 
tour Europe and the Middle East. Tent 25. Danny Kaye starrer starts 
Proser now negotiating with Lon- exclusive run at theatre following 
don Palladium s Val Parnell to put day as Pantages’ Easter attraction, 
on ore of his Tropicana revues Kaye will ^ host a special “junior 
there m June. . preem" April 3 at noon for kid 

■ ' ■ ._ ~ “ audiences, with clowns, circus 
Swimft wagons, retc., on hand. Similar pro- 
uvauiv motion is slated nationally for pic. 

Jack Dempsey in to referee . —^;—r- 
Northwest Golden Gloves tourne- . Pa|m SprjllgS 

Hard ticket run of “Around the By A. P. Scully 
World in 80 Days” at Blue Mouse (FAirview 4-18281 
into 45tli week, a record her^. Burt Lancaster tried La Quinta. 

Pat Suzuki, .Colony songstress, Sonia Henie and hubbv Niels 

Mexico City 

Northwest Golden Gloves tourne- . Pa|m SprjllgS 

Hard ticket run of “Around the By A. P. Scully 
World in 80 Days” at Blue Mouse (FAirview 4-18281 
into 45tli week, a record her^. Burt Lancaster tried La Quinta. 

• -.Pat ^Suzuki. ^dlofy ' Sonja Henie and hubby Niels 
back after Canadian tv appearances, ohstadt had ouiet stav in fawn and stint at Arctic Club, Vancouver, ^nstaat had quiet^ stay. m town. 

XT Bill Bendix caught, his daughter 
New. theatre group here Off- in “Father of the Brides 

Broadway Players, undismayed by 
failure of first production, have set Harpo Marx and Jack Benny per- 

A tint film of two American visi¬ 
tors covering . the . high spots of 
tourist Mexico, is being readied by 
the North; American Pro-Mexico 
Committee, which is stepping up 
drive‘to induce more Yank to holi¬ 
day. down here. - Manuel Barba- 
chano Ponce will direct. Distribu¬ 
tion is planned statewide through 
iiniversities, Chambers of Com¬ 
merce, . Rotary and Lions Clubs, 
etc. Besides,: black.. and white 
copies will be provided U. S. tv. 
Release: is scheduled for about 
March 15;. 

presentation of “Rdfined Gentle- formed for the United Fund.; ; 
men. Only" for Cirque Theatre Par’s tv outlet dropping cable 
April 6. Play is by Jerry Tolle, tap to $35, thanks to Translator 
one of four organizers of group, competish. 
Others are Dan Eby, Evan K. San- Teddy and Dorothy Hart bought 
ders and Hollie Snyder: Snyder a new house and celebrated with a 
will direct. party at Ranch Club. 

“—~ ~ Little Gaelic Singers set for ben- 
SnAlUniL efit at Russ Auditorium, San 
Otquanir Diego, March 29. 

By Gordon Irving Duke Ellington Installed new 
(Glasgow: BEArsden 5566J officers of NAACP at convention 

“Fol-de-Rols" revue doing good ^cFPnct P/lifrir fhnir u{7 of- Theatre Glasgow Ben xtipDS, SEPost 6aitorf took 
biz at King s Theatre, Glasgow. a breather and hobby-horsed with 

By Gordon Irving Duke Ellin 
(Glasgow: BEArsden 5566J officers of Nj 

“Fol-de-Rols" revue doing good 
biz at King’s Theatre, Glasgow. a breatSr an 

Jack Radcliffe, Scot senior come- Desert Riders! 

Barcelona 
dian, at Gaiety Theatre, Ayr. Torches burning around El Mir- : 

“Fol-de-Rols" revue doing good j ador. nights looks like wash sale of 

By Guy Livingston 

condition was pronounced “seri-' in Beth Israeli Hospital isfollowing 
bus" but riot considered so now. surgery. . ) 

—-- Lester Lanin ; booked [for one- 
!»♦ • n v nighter at Bradford Hotel] ballrooin 
Miami Beach March 1. j 

T cTri Vaughn Monroe reopened his 
SoRoway ^ Meadows in Framingham with 

(ItOD Calais Dr.; Union 5-5389) Larry Cooper orch. 
= Milton Berle doing biggest biz of Jean Seberg in for. press rounds 

season for the Latin Quarter. and luncheon for “Bonjour Tris- 
Miami Music. Theatre; which- fesse/’at the Astqr. 

cold-folded its tent, will reopen 1 Boston U. to produce “Allegro” 
during the very-wann-for May ] with cast of 41 plus chorus, and 
days, for a summer run. . orch at University Theatre, April 

Louis Prima and Keely Smith J17-19. 
make a quick return to the: Eden Alice Burke, Boston Traveler 
Roc’s Cafe Pompeii; begin a two-1 riews staffer, married- Reginald 
\veeker on Friday (7). (Gamester, London playwright, in 

Marlene Dietrich, took the one- London last Tuesday (181. 
weeker at reported $17,500 offered i Boston Globe’s Robert Healy to 
by the Fontainebleau, arid opened j Washington and present correspon- 
last night (4>. j dent, Thomas Winship, returns to 

Frankie Laine, Allen.& DeWood Globe for new assignment, 
started a one-framer at. the AmCri- George Wein, director Newport 
cana, which has switched to a one- Jazz Festival and of Storyvllle, Hub 
week deal for all attractions. . jazz nitery, planed out for Lisbon 

Jerry Lewis, key speaker at the and European tour to pick tooters 
United Jewish Fund drive kickoff for International Jazz Band. ; 

. By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomls 
(AngU,; 43 - Tel. 30-89-20) 

Irene Lecarte, French vocalist, at 
Bolero. 

Elia and Paloma Fleta, gal sing¬ 
ing team, at Rio. 

American comediari Roily Rolls 
at Emporium nitery. \ ! 

Martin Gran Ger with his pup¬ 
pet show at Rio nitery.. 

Tania, Argentine tango dancer, a 
hit at Jardines de Granada. 

. Walt Disney’s “Great Locomo¬ 
tive Chase"' drawing crowds at 
Femina. . 

Liceo’s impresario intends to 
bring Maria Callas to Barcelona for 
one or two performances. 
, Italian actor ; Alberto Sordi in 
town to. promote his pic “El Mari- 
-do" (The Husband) exhibited at 
the Windsor. 

biz at King’s Theatre, Glasgow, owrier 
Aly Wilson named summer show ... . _ 

comedian at Largs, Clyde vacation , Patti Moore Ben Lessy fol- 
spot. lowed in Duke Ellington at Chi 

Peter Casson and “Show Phan- fM’s. Connie Moore on the bill 

fnhurBhnit-10 Empire ThMtrc> Ed- Coppers .warning! teenagers who 
mpurgtt. : . . flood , Village at Easter vacash 

Alma Cogan to Glasgow Empire they’ll be clinked till papa comes 
after tour of Iceland, mulling trip if they sleep in cars 
to Australia, .. ' - 

David Hughes, singer, pacted for f1!,' ___ 
1958 summer revue “Five-Past ■ vDlCogO 
Eight" at Alhambra, Glasgow, (Delaware 7-49841 ' 

Alastair McHarg replacing Brian Preston. Foster headlined 10-day 
Douglas as resident singer in Scot- +■ 
tish tv’s “One O’clock Gang" show. ^mpMtheMre! Sh 1 th 

Grawto'H M^Th°eatre"ibenieen Eric Benlley* director and 
in John ^ speakin« at Go0dman The' 
. Freddie-Sales, comedian, break- apfrace o Tan In 

owrier Ray Ryan’s gas and oil Texas 

Chicago 
(Delaware 7-49841 

Prestori Foster headlined 10-day 
Chicago Sportsman’s. Show at.the 
Amphitheatre. 

Eric Bentley, legit director and 
savant, speaking at Goodman The- 
atre. 

Hollywood actress Riita Lee in ing in vaude stint at Pavilion, Glas- +n^ SA fV"a ln 
^ow, for cabaret date at Liverpool, JaniMi^enefit^11 to p^ay a Llthu" 

H G Snarv Scot manaPPr nf Balaban & Katz prexy Dave Wal- 
| Metro films, new chairman of Scot- Ierst®.in and wife left for two-week 

By Robert F. Hawkins 
(Foreign Press Club; tel 65 906) 

RAl-TV bought Italian rights to 
“Alfred Hitchcock Presents" se¬ 
ries for its local video outlet. 

. The: U.S.A. is participating in the 
current 14th international Sport 
Film Festival being held in Cor¬ 
tina; About 60 . pix competing 
frorii some 15 nations. 

Steady stream of VIPS from 
most major . companies in-and-out 
of Rome these weeks;: mostly to 

. lobk into, possible personnel and 
overhead cuts in Italo operation. 
. Goffredo: Lombardo, Titanus 
Film; prexy, unanimously reelected 
to top the Italian Producers Assn. 
Franco Periotti similarly : renamed 

. prexy of the . Italo Distributors 
Assn.. 

Anthony Franciosa, Ava Gardner 

1TJLCI,1U JUJJUO, new UliailJUcin OI acoi- vao-linn of - 
tish Cinematograph Trade Benevo- vaca“°? At Sun Valley, Idaho, 
lent Fund. Leo Zabelin back in town, this 

Lex McLean Auld Tan? evhp time_in advance of "South Pacific,” 
comedian, will top summer show at °Penin? the McVickers March 26. 
Pavilion, Glasgow, in place of Tom- Aaron Copeland here for North* 
my Morgan, hospitalized. western U. Musical School presen- 

Fay Lenore, stage and tv thrush, tation of his opera, “The Tender 
setting March 17 as wedding date, Band.” 
Groom wiU be Jay Scott, part- Ed Seguing B&K ad-pub chief, 
owner of a Loch Lomond isle. named to p.r. committee of Illinois 

Margo Henderson, impressionist, American Cancer Society to head 
commuting between tv dates in the Movies Division. 
London and radio series in Scot- Jack Kirsch, prez of Allied Thea- 
land. tres of IUinois, heading Theatre 

Denis Daniell switching from and Amusements Division of 1958 
managership of Odeon, Glasgow, Boy Scouts of America campaign 
to indie theatre Operation in Jer- for. the ninth year, 
sey, English Channel island. Wally Corvin, accordionist who 

Duncan Macrae, Scot actor,, re- once worked with French chirper 
elected chairman of Scottish sec- Genevieve and more recently with 
tlon» Actors’ Equity. Len- Jimmy Blade orch at the Drake 
nox Milne, actress, and Jimmy Lo- Hotel, has gone back to teaching 
gan, comedian, vice-chairmen. mathematics. 
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HARRY COHN 
Harry Cohn, 66, a founder and 

president of Columbia. Pictures, 
died'Feb- 27 in Phoenix, Ariz., of 
a heart attack. He had been in 
indifferent health for some time: 
and had suffered a previous seiz- in 1927 and. for more than 25 years ; 

including ian exclusive interview 
with Guglielmo Mhfconi, inventor 
of wireless telegraphy. The Mar- 
coni interview was Via shortwave, 
between N..'Y: and Rome. 

where he had been employed 33 
years. 

Wife, brother and three sisters 
survive. ..■"■ • 

JOHN E. BLAKELEY 
John E. Blakeley, 69, 'exhibitor, 

producer and distributor,, died Feb, 
20 in Stockport, Lancashire, Eng. 
He started In the film trade . in 
1908 as a distributor and. later 

■ turned to production, first, in Lon- 

RAYMOND T. MOLONEY 
Raymond T. Moloney, 58; prez of 

the Bally Manufacturing Co,; coin 
ThP writer iDined the AP staff and " then in Manchester:! machine makers, died. Feb.; 26 in 
™e_Knter Joined the AP stall. ^ he^ ln. 1947 ,he opened studios ; Ch*fg<>- He also ^headed the^ de- 

ness. In pictures for 28 years, he 
had been inactive since an accident 
two years ago. At that time he 
was a regular in “Wild. Bill Hickok” 
yidpix series. 

former Mills College music teacher, 
died Feb. 26 in Red Bluff, Cal. 

Abe Lefton, 57, vet rodeo an¬ 
nouncer, died Feb; 23 of chronic 

Widow, and son, Jack Low Jr.. P^lsy in Newhall, Cal. 
deejay, survive:; ;. ,/ | MotheV, 78. Steflm* Hoi- 

' I o.\vay, died Feb. 23 in Burbank, 
Cal.- 

MARRIAGES 

Details in the picture section. i ^oio»; mn T^a«rc imnfnfT m 1954. 1 * 
^iaffTAPBh?uoSin Blakely was managing direetor. 

DAVID N. MARTIN . .’ {££ Chiealo buremi * ' Mancunian Film . Corp. and 
David N Martin 59 managing1 ■ ■ ? /;: / j, • Blakeleys’ Film Productions and 

director and an ’owner of3 the I Butterfield contributed, to manyv was the proprietor of two cinemas 
Tivoli circuit of Australia, died , technical journals and was repre-j managed by : his sons, Tom and 
March 2 in San Francisco, while , sendted in a flock pf .radio-tv books . John, 
oh a round-the-world talent scout- with his views on the fifth estate, 
it/g trio. He was the vict ih of a After his retirement from 11m AP 
heart attack suffered during the staff in 1954 he moved to. Lakeland 
night at the Clift Hotel. from his home, in Norwalk. Conn. 

■Martin had teen scheduled to go . Two years later he came, out fe- 

His wife and two sons survive. 

JOHN HELD JR. : 
. John Held Jr., 69, cartoonist 
whose “Flapper^girl” illustrations 
became the symbol of the 1920s in 
the U. S., died March 2 in Belmar, 
N. J. • ' 

In the 1920s he was one of the 
country’s best known cartoonists. 
His flapper was epitomized in r 
comic strip character,. ■. “Margy.-1 
His drawings appeared in the old 
Life magazine,.. Judge and College 

.Humor. His woodcuts illustrating, 
j old songs and melodramas were 
featured in the. New Yorker. 

Wife, daughter, two sisters and 
a brother survive. 

Gudula Blau to Karlheinz 
Boehm, Munich, West Germany, 
Feb. 10. Both are German film 
players. 

Pat McLennan to Douglas Gil¬ 
lingham, Vancouver, Feb. 8. 
Bride’s a CBC receptionist; he’s a 
producer with CBUT-TV there. 

May Britt to Eddie Gregson, 
Tijuana, Mexico, Feb. 22. Bride 

|. BERT ALLERTON 
i Bert Allen Gustafson, 69, retired 
. magician known professionally as 
I Bert Allerton, died Feb. 22 in El- 
; gin, I1L He had performed regu¬ 
larly in the Pump Room of Chi’s 
Ambassador East Hotel from 1941 
to 1955, when he retired. His spe¬ 
cialty' was sleight-of-hand per¬ 
formed at viewers’ tables. He was 

j a past national prexy of the. So¬ 
ciety of American Magicians, 

His wife, brother and a. sister 
survive. 

to Los Angeles,. Las Vegas, Chi¬ 
cago and New York, thence to Lon-, 
don. and afterwaid was to return 
to New York, where be was to 
have conferred with. Eddie Elkort; 
of General Artists Corp., who repr 
resented him. there. 

Martin’s first major job in show 
biz was as advertising and public¬ 
ity manager for Paramount Pic¬ 
tures in Australia in 1919. He fol¬ 
lowed with a post with Universal 
Pictures. After that he built the 
Liberty Theatre, Sydney, which he- 
sold to M-G-M in 1937. Upon sell-1 
ing that .house, he promoted the 
Minerva Centre, a development 
which included the Minerva Thea¬ 
tre. Hg was also interested in other 
development* companies and in 

DONALD MILLER 
Donald Miller, . 65, director of 

special presentations of CBS Radio 
Spot Sales, , died of a heart attack 

• March 2 in Norwalk, Conn. Miller 
had been with CBS since 1942, 
later becoming sales manager of 
WCBS, the web’s New York flag- 

tirement to do a special; press kit 
(nr nrp’q qnth anni . } 1952. Prior. to his CBS> affiliation. 

Surviving are his wife, Bessie, a had been with several national 
son and two daughters. 

J. LYSLE HARDING. 
J. Lysle Harding, .52, veteran 

Pittsburgh theatre manager whose 
career dates back to. the days o£ 
the bid Rowland & Clark circuit, 
died of a" heart attack Feb. 12 in 
that city. For more than 30 years, 
he had served first with B-C, then 
Stanley Corp;, which acquired the 
chain, Warner Bros. and. Stanley 
Warner. 

Harding was manager of SW- 
Sheridan Square, a naber in East 
Liberty at the time of his death. 
He entered the business as an usher. 

The Family -of EMANUEL SACKS 

'■ gratefully . acknowledges kind exprevions of sympathy and 
condolence shown, by his many .friends in . their recent 
bereavement. 

1944 became managing director of 
the Tivoli circuit, which intro¬ 
duced Tivoli Celebrity Vaudeville. 

Martin was one of the more 
knowledgeable talent buyers in the 
world, having almost . annually 
gone on worldwide tours to ac¬ 
quaint himself with new acts, new 
trends in entertainment, and also 
theatre operation and construction. 
He was regarded as a stem disci¬ 
plinarian as far as talent was con¬ 
cerned and made all acts toe the 
mark as far as their behavior in 

l&ft <£raumatt 
(The Little Giant of Show Biz) " 

You'll never bo forgotten, Sid. 

Arthur S. Wenzef 

the theatre and performance was 
concerned. 

Survived by his wife, a soil and 
daughter. 

CHARLES E. BUTTERFIELD 
Charles E. Butterfield, 65, vet 

Associated P^ess radio and tv edi¬ 
tor, died of cancer, March 3, in 
Lakeland, Fla, * 

Butterfield was a pioneer in 
radio columning with a thorough 
knowledge of technical aspects of 
electronics and radio telephony. As 
the AP’s initial radio editor and 
columnist he was in on many firsts 

and rose through the ranks to chief 
of service, treasurer, assistant man¬ 
ager and finally manager. 

His wife, a fdrmer telephone 
operator for the circuit he worked 
for, and his mother survive. 

MEBCIE B. CARLSON 
Mercie B* Carlson, €1, in vaude 

and nlteries for more than 57 years 
as conductor of an all girl orch, 
died Feb. 23 in Medford, Mass., 
following a. brief illness. She had 
an eight piece orch at the old Bow? 
doin Square Theatre in Boston for 
more than a decade and conducted 
an all girl orch bn the B. F. Keith 

|»circuit. 
Surviving are .her husband and 

two daughters. 

EDITH TALIAFERRO 
Edith Taliaferro, 64, actress, 

died March 2 in Newtown, Conn., 
after a long illness. 

She was known for her portrayal 
of the heroine in “Rebecca of Sun- 
nybrook Farm,” which played at 
the Republic Theatre in New York 
48 years ago. Her other legit ap¬ 
pearances included “The Evange¬ 
list,”. “Young Wisdom,” “Tipping 
the Winner,” “A Breath of Old 
Virginia,” “The Best Sellers,” 
"Please Get Married,” “Private 
Lives” and “Kissing Time:” She 
also appeared in vaudeville and 
radio, . 

Her htfsband, actor House B. 
Jameson, and sister, actress Mabel 
Taliaferro, survive. 

EDWARD CLEARY 
Edward Cleary, 58, operator of 

Cleary Transfer Co., died of a 
heart attack Feb. 2 in Chicago. He 
was well known to legit producers 
and managers for having hauled 
virtually every touring show that 
has played Chicago in the past 
three decades. 

Cleary had operated his own 
company for- the' past nine years 
and previously had managed the 
old Central Transfer Co. in Chi, 

magazines and ad agencies. . 
Survived by wife, a son and a 

daughter. : 

MRS. THOMAS POWERS 
Mrs. Thomas Powers, 71, wife of 

the company. manager of George 
Brandt’s touring production of “Cat 
on a Hot'Tin Roof” starring Victor 
Jory, died of a heart attack March. 
2 on the train carrying the. com¬ 
pany from Pittsburgh. to its next 
stand in Wilmington, Del. 

She was removed from the New 
York-bound express1 in Johnstown, 
Pa., and rushed to a hospital, where 
she was pronounced dead. 

EDGAR F. MUEHLEMANN . 
Edgar F. Muelemann, 56,. vice 

president of Local 8, International 
Assn, .-. of Theatrical Stage Em¬ 
ployes, died Feb. 23 in Philadel¬ 
phia. while working at the Locust 
St. Theatre, He formerly was with 
Warner Bros, theatres in Philly 
and Atlantic City. 

Surviving are a brother and ..sis¬ 
ter, wife of comedian Harry Rose. 

EDMUND S. LENNON 
.Edmund S; Lennon, former vice-.i 

president in charge1, of sales for! 
WATV (channel 13) and WAAT, ‘ - - _ — . 
Newark, died Feb. 26 at his Sum- j and groom are film players, 
mit, N,. J., home, ! after a long f .. Mrs. Erin Considinie Ross to 
illness. /■■■. Sherman Troxel, San Francisco, 

He had been, associated with Feb. 28. Bride is daughter of film 
these stations for 20 years. ‘ producer-writer John Considihe 

——- . j and granddaughter of pioneer ex- 
■?.: MARION E* ANDERSON j hihitor Alexander Pantages. .. 

: Marion E. (Andyv Anderson, 55,1 Nancy Johnson to Dick Carter, 
branch manager for Paramount; San Francisco, Feb. 28. Both are 
in Omaha for years, died Feb. 26 ! featured, with San Francisco Ballet 
in South Sioux City. Neb., while j Company. . 
on the road for that company. j Paulette Goddard to Erich Maria 

. Survived by wife, son, mother- i Remarque, Branford. Conn., Feb. 
and two sisters. 25. She is a film actress; he’s a 

.novelist. ' 
RUSSELL G. GROWER j Jamie Dina to Joe Silvia, Chi- 

Riissell. Gordon Grower former ) cago, Feb. 28. Bride’ the femme 
Paramount technician : and . actor, \ chirper = of the Mellolarks; he’s 
was shot and killed by a bandit in ' trumpeter for WBBM-TV orch in 
Ontario, Cal,, Feb. 21. ;.Chi. . 

During^recent years he had been ! Nancy Meffin to Jeny Kaufman, 
an; Ontario detective.. v ; Feb. 27, N. Y. Bride is a publicist; 

gi'opiii is an office assistant with 
SYDNEY S. STREET 

Sydney S. Street. $9, Paramount 
location manager, died Feb. 25 in 
Hallywood. He had been with thfc 
studio since 1925; 

. His. wife, son. and daughter isur- 
vive> 

Mother, MrsA Charles D. Vocalis, 
of stage manager Charles Forsythe 
(Katharine Cornell - Guthrie Mc- 
Clintic office), died in her native 
Atlanta Feb; 15. . She; was well 
known In legit and radio circles in 
Georgia; duiring the war she . oiV 
ganized professional shows for the 
U. S. Govt. Hospital No. 48. 

legit producer David Merrick. 

Charlie .Goldberg, 62, . profes¬ 
sional department head of Chappel; -^***«-x,auTOi a^vi, w nuu >r«.v 
Music in New York for more than - TV there; mother is an ex-screen 

BIRTHS 
. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Klein, daugh¬ 
ter, Los Angeles, Feb. 23. Father 
is Daily.. Variety court • reporter. 

Mr; and Mrs. Dwight Weist, son, 
Norwalk, Conii., Feb. 16. Father is 
a radio-tv actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Lavelle, .son, 
Pittsburgh, Feb. 24. Father is Capi¬ 
tol Records manager in Pitt. 
, Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Covey, son, 
Pittsburgh, Feb. 21. Father’s a di¬ 
rector at WIIC there. : 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Fraser; son, 
Portsmouth, Va., Feb. 13: Father, 
former screen actor, iswithWAVY- 

37 years, died March 4 ih’N.Y, His 
wife, tw'o sisters and a brother 
Survive* 

Mrs. Bessie K. Nelson, 65, for¬ 
mer operatic soprano, died! Feb. 1 
in Chicago. Survived by husband, 
Jacob K., a retired musician; son, 
daughter, two brothers and three 
sisters, 

SLrs. Lois Albright Santoro; 67, 
for years proprietor of Ross-Fenton 
Farms, Asbury . Park, N.J., where 
many, name performers received! 
early recognition, died Feb. 26 in 
Hollywood. 

actress Ann Gillis. 
Mr. and Mrs. Sy Gair, daughter, 

Chicago, Jan. 20. Father is with 
WBBM sales in that city. . ' 

Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Glucksman, 
daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., Feb. 
26. Father* is a tv producer and 
Jerry Lewis’ personal manager. 
•"■'Mr;and Mrs. Joe Mathews, 
daughter. New York, Feb. 27. 
Mother Is Singer Joanne Hill; father 
is national promotion manager for 
Capitol Records. 

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Taylor, daugh¬ 
ter, Santa. Monica, Cal.. Feb. 22. 

Mother, 77, of Ann Mars.ters; Chi 
American film reviewer, died Feb. 
27 in Chicago. Also surviving is an¬ 
other daughter* Mrs. Ruth Snyder, 
Wife of 88er Bill Snyder. 

Father*. 73, Of Virginia Marma- 
duke, Cnicago. newspaper Writer 
and radio-tv personality, died Feb. 
25 in that city. 

Mrs. Cleo Patricia Marks, 48, 
widow of .Edward Arnold, died 
Feb.. 23 in Hollywood. Surviving 
is her widower. Max Marks. 

j Father is sales rep at Golden West 
Broadcasters for KSFO, San Fran¬ 
cisco.;. 

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cordell, son, 
Hollywood, Feb. 22. Father is sales 
manager of KABC-Radio. 

Mr. and Mrs. .Norman Brooks, 
daughter, Montreal, Feb. 17. Fa¬ 
ther Is a singer. 

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Woodard, 
daughter, New York, Feb. 28. 
Mother is daughter of Wolfe Kauf¬ 
man,; former Variety staffer in 
N. Y. and now Paris representative 
of: concert impresario S. Hurok. 

Mr. and Mrs; Joseph Papp, 
daughter/ New York, March 2, 
Father Is founder and producer of 
the N. Y. Shakespeare Festival and 
a.CBS-TV stage manager; mother 
is actress Peggy Bennion* 

ASCAP’s $ 13-Mil 
* Continued from pace 1 ss 

FLORA STAD 
Mrs, Flora Stad, 65, harpsichord¬ 

ist, died Feb. 26 in Philadelphia, 
She was the widow of. Ben Stad, 
violinist and founder of the Ametr 
ican Society of Ancient Instru¬ 
ments. Group was dedicated to 
preserving music and instruments, 
of the Renaissance; 

Surviving are two sons and a 
daughter. . * 

FRED PABST 
Fred Pabst, 88, chairman emeri¬ 

tus of Pabst Brewing Co* board of 
directors, died Feb. 21 in: Ocono- 
mowoc, Wis. He maintained the 
Pabst Theatre in Milwaukee, 
where concerts and operas are pre¬ 
sented, and. he contributed great¬ 
ly to the Milwaukee Art Institute. 

Surviving are his wife, five sons 
and a daughter. 

JACK LOW 
Jack Low, 60r vet actor, died Feb. 

21 in Hollywood after twoyear ill¬ 

Mother, 76, of Richard Maibaum, 
legit* Aim and tv dramatist, died 
Feb. 26 in Washington, D/ C.^ after 
a long illness.: 

Mrs* Curtis Smith, 34; staff mem-1 
ber of the Southwest Theatre i 
Equipment Co,, died Feb. 21 in ‘ 
Dallas, . ; penses also went up percentage- 

>: ■*—:—T-'- ! wise, from 17*6% to 17.9% of the 
John P. Brown, 71, manager of ’ gross, or slightly more than last 

the Latchis Theatre. Newport,! year. The expense ratio, however, 
N. H., died there Feb. 17; i w as still below that of the pre- 

•; ! Vious two . j’ears. Comptroller 
Henry L. Mausert, 88. onetime ( George Hoffman made the finan- 

exhibitor. in Greenwich,-N: Y., died : eial report/ 
Feb. 24; in Adams, Mass. I . Stanley Adams, chairman of 

—— I.ASCAP’s exec committee, made 
Wife , of Jay Morelle, vaiude pro- the president’s . report , for prexy 

ducer,’ died recently in Edinburgh, Paul Cunningham who is currently 
Scotland, : resting in Puerto Rico after a re- 

■ ",' ;. . cent illness. Main target of the 
Father, of Zeke and . Tony/ASCAP board w*as the passage, of 

Nichols,, theatrical bookers in Pitts- the bill, now before the Senate, to 
burgh, died Feb; .17 in that city. . remove' exemption of the juke- 

-—. .! boxes from the licensing provisions 
Mother, 80, of artists rep A1 of the Copyright Act. Hearings on 

Kingston and actor Tom Kingston, • this bill will open in the Senate 
died Feb;: 23 in Hollywood. . in; April. 

■ L. Wolfe Gilbert, board member 
Mother, of'Les Rawlins, general and Coast resident, made, the key- 

manager of KDKA radio, in Pitts- note .speech, rapping some ASCAP 
burgh, died. Feb. 28 in Columbus, O. members who have taken some of 

\ - ■ —— . ; the . Society's internal problems to 
Mrs. Milton E.‘ Blanchard,: 87/. court: ; 
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“The Plaza Hotel reports that Denise Lor 
is a surprise hit at the Persian Room.” 

GENE KNIGHT 
New York JournaLAmerican 
“Denise Lor flying high . . . Entering ihe 
last week of a highly successful engage¬ 
ment. Denise Lor. the new singing star, is 
continuing to pack the Persian Room 1 . 
Invariably, she brings the sedate Persian 
Room patrons to their feet—applauding.. A 
girl can't do better than that.” 

FRANCES MERRON 
New York Post 
“The Plaza Persian Room turned its spot¬ 
light Wednesday on the pretty person of 
Denise Lor versatile thrush of the Garry 
Moore TV show . , She is. in brief, a 
click chick." 

LEE MORTIMER 
New York Mirror 
“Don't miss: DENISE LOR at the Plaza. . . 
you’ve got but two or three days in which 
to catch the lovely and exciting Denise 
Lor at the famed Persian Room of the 
Plaza. Her voice is wonderful. Her ma¬ 
terial is wonderful: She’s wonderful*’’ 

LOUIS SOBOL 
New York Journal-American 
“Welcome to# a' new supper club ..star— 
Denise Lor. a singing charmer now; at the 
Plaza s Persian Room." 

JERRY KRUPNICK 
The Newark Star Ledger 
‘•‘Denise Lor, the beautiful blue eved brun¬ 
ette who brightens Garry Moore's daily 
video stanza, is a gal who can have her 
cake a pH it too. For. along with her 

: 'ry, she has become a wee- 
h - ' md. a great one at that:- 
Denme is ,,itly holding forth at the 
Plaza’s Persian Room and has been turn- v . 
ing ’em away during her month long stint."/ 

WILLIAM B. POPE 
News, Dallas 
“Judging from her reception Thursday 
night at the Slatler Hilton’s Empire Room, 
Denise Lot can stay around the Dallas 
big-league supper club circuit as long as 
she wants to. Whether she’s singing blues: 
or straight pops, Denise is full of person-./ 
alilS*. -She’s good looking and has a voice 
to match." 

PSrie^y 
Sfatler-Hilton, Dallas 

“Denise Lor. French songstress on a hiatus 
from the Garry Moore tv show, scores easily 
as a supper club act. Her pipings keep her 
way ahead. Wrapup and begoff of the 35 
minute songalog, is a belting Rock-A-Bye 
Your Baby.”’ Bark. 
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Las Vegas as la McCoy Pans Via 

Le Lidos Hop-Over for 6-Month Stop 
By ABEL GREEN 

Pierre Louis-Guerin and Rene 
Ffaday returned to their Le Lido, 
Paris, base last week after setting 
a deal which will be finalized this 
week for the first-time-in-the-U. S. 
appearance of a Lido revue. It’s 
slated for six months at The Star¬ 
dust,- illfated Las Vegas hostelry, 
which will reopen in ample time 
.before the June 1 bow of . the Lido 
show. 

The entire production and cast 
of 50, will be flown from the 
French capital via the polar route 
to Los Angeles. Even the eight 
Donn Arden boys and the vocal 
choir, the only U. S. components, 
will come to Paris to rehearse 
with the Guerin-Fraday production 
in France and then fly back to 

. Vegas intact. . Per usual,. Arden 
will stage it as he has all Lido 
•hows for several years. 

Unlike the seasonal habit of in¬ 
terlarding the Lido (Paris) show 
with Yank acts, the technique will 
be in reverse for the Vegas en¬ 
gagement—as many European acts 
as possible- will stud the show, 
which will include also the swim¬ 
ming tank, the iceshow segments, 
the airplane sequence and all the 
accoutrements which have hall¬ 
marked Le Lido productions over 
the years. Even the Bluebell 
Girls (16) and the 12 French show¬ 
girls will be from abroad. The 
Bluebells, despite the London. Ori¬ 
gin of Miss Bluebell, the stager, 

(Continued on page 66) 

Russia's New 3-D Feature 
(Panoramic) Compares 

Favorably to Cinerama 
By IRVING R. LEVINE 

fMoscow Correspondent, NBC) 

Moscow, March 11. 
Russia’s first true 3-D, wide- 

curved . screen film, via a process, 
called Panoramic, is every bit as 
original, if not quite as exciting, 
as was “This Is Cinerama,” which 
opened in the U. S. a half dozen 
years ago. Entitled “HOW Broad Is 
My Country,” the 90-minute film 
is now playing in a Moscow theatre 
..built especially for the curved 
screen process and called. Mir, 
which in Russian can mean either 
“World” or “Peace.” 

“How Broad Is My Country” is 
a travelog* of "sections of the So¬ 
viet Union including scenes of Mos¬ 
cow,. Leningrad, Sotchi on the 
Black Sea coast, the Caucasus 
Mountains and Carpathian 

Judging from the lack of shrieks 
or even gasps, let alone women 
fainting as was. the case in the 
roller-coaster ride in the first Cin¬ 
erama film, "How Broad Is My 
Country” lacks the excitement of 
its American counterpart. There 
are, however, many scenes that 
bear striking resemblance to the 

. V (Continued on page 22) i 

Bill Hits Fake Gome-on 
. Albany, March 11. 

New York State’s Assembly 
may vote this week on a bill, 
quietly reported in; which 
would amend existing statutes • 
to make it against N.Y. law to 
“misrepresent” the contents of 
a motion picture in the posters 
and other advertising matter. 
. Measure. Is aimed at the 
practice of sexsational film op¬ 
erators and those who mer¬ 
chandize goosepiimple exploita¬ 
tion items—the claims and the . 
actuality not always being in 
agreement. 

Ed Sullivan makes his Las Vegas 
debut at. Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inn 
July 1 at $25,000. a week for him¬ 
self and a unit which, so far, Will 
have the Kirby Stone Quartet, 
Ricky Lane & Velvel and Richiardi 

as a nucleus. . Other acts will; be 
added. Sullivan’s deal is for eight 
weeks at 25G, playing four frames 
this year and four. next. Naturally, 
his video, shows Will originate from 
Vegas but none of . his Sunday 
night, tv acts will participate in his 
regular, weekly stint as an emCee. 

Sullivan says he was influenced 
by two facts: the excellent golf 
course, which has been used for 
tournaments , (“although I under¬ 
stand that in the summer you gdtta 
get up kinda early to play, before 
the. sun starts beating down”), and; 
“the fact that Jack Benny played 
a Vegas. Saloon made it okay for 
me and my. sponsors.”. 

1st U.S. TV Deal With 
‘Red Network,’. Via Ziv 

London, Marcli II. 
Ed Stern, international topper 

of Ziv Television Programs, lias 
cemented a deal With Russian tv 
granting the USSR outlets three- 
year tv rights to the “Sea Hunt,” 
‘’Science Fiction; Theatre” and 
“Favorite Story,” series. Thirteen 
episodes of each skein are involved 
in the deal: 

Stem spent five days behind the 
Iron Curtain negotiating the pict 
with Red officials. He declined to 
disclose, details of the deal, but 
did not deny that it had been Set 
up oh an exchange of material ba¬ 
sis which does not involve monhyi 
He claimed that this was the first 
tv pact With the Russians. 

Associated-Rediffusion, London’s 
weekday commercial tv program¬ 
mers, however, is at present work¬ 
ing oh a material swap with Riis- 

(Continued on page 79) 

Vague U.S. Legit Policy a Puzzler 

or Brussels; $ Not the Only Hurdle 
By HERM SCHOENFELD 

Kansas City, March 11. 
Disk jockeying, yesterday’s big. 

joke, is today’s big business. But 
the gist of the jocks’ soundoff at 
their.first annual pop convention 
is Hhat their bosses, the owners of 
radio stations, can't count above 40. 
—tunes, that is. Themselves some¬ 
times accused of “angles,” . the 
jockeys see stations making a vice 
of their pet angle of keeping it 
strictly according to “formula.” 
‘We’re getting so simple, we’re in 
danger of becoming simple-mind¬ 
ed” is the cry. 

The disk jockey is. now in a 
fight for survival. Hailed as a 
hero in radio’s surging boom in the 
face of television competition, the 
dee jay now. feels himself being cut 
down to size in the machine of 
“formula radio.” The disk jockey 
—once the individualistic salesman, 
the personality kid—avers his 
bands—and his tongue^—are tied 
in a straitjacket of “Top 40” lists;, 
music^and-news; formats and hard¬ 
sell commercials, all firmly dic- 

(Continued on page 60) 

De luxe Tour/As 

Vogue of travelogs, started via 
Cinerama and still an apparent 
“must” in the introduction of Wide¬ 
screen processes, seems to. be 
grinding to a halt. 

Another couple of scenic films— 
one on the South Seas (Cinerama) 
and the other a sea yarn (“Wind¬ 
jammer.” in . CineMiracle) — are 
coming up. But a third, Darryl 
F. Zanuck’s “De Luxe Tbur”. is in 
doubt. 

Film was to have been the- first 
to be shot and shown in 20th-Fox’s 
Cinemascope 55 process. Zariuck 
and a crew spent months shooting 
background stuff all over the 
world: Story -now' is that (1) Za- 
nuck is no longer sure he should 
make at film with a travel theme 
and (2)] the footage he filmed—at 
a cost of several. hundred thousand 
dollars—hasn’t come up to expec¬ 
tation and, if “De Luxe Tour” 
were to be made, a part of it Would 
have; to be reshot. 

The Zanuck opus would have 
differed from the rest ofthe 
“scenic Wonders” . via -a definite 
story line, it being based on.. the 
Frederic Wakeman book, “Wind¬ 
jammer,” which National Theatres 
backed as the first in its CineMira-r 
cle system, also has a slight story, 
Pictiire opens at the Roxy Theatre, 
N. Y., next month. \ 

— — ■ ■ 

. Cantor Israel Stamp 
Some time next month the 

State of Israel is minting 
some new stamps which will 
honor American friends of the 
new democracy on its 10th 
anniversary. 

The late Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, scientist. Dr. Jonas 
Salk and comedian Eddie Can¬ 
tor Will be so honored. 

LP s 54% of Pop 

By TOM CURTISS 

The LP has supplanted the sin¬ 

gle record as the core of the popu¬ 
lar music business. According to 
Goddard Lieberson, Columbia Rec¬ 
ords prexy, LPs now bring in 54% 
of pop record sales’ dollar volume. 

in the 10 years since its intro¬ 
duction by Columbia, the LP has 
more than, doubled; total industry 
.volume, brought hundreds of new 
Companies into existence and new 
artists to public attention. . 

In addition to its impact on. the 
pop business, Lieberson pointed 
out' that the LPs today comprise 
61% of the total record sales with 
a 95% cut of classical volumei. 

Lieberson added that Broadway 
found its biggest boxoffice on LP, 
He cited the original cast record¬ 
ing of. “South Pacific,” which 
helped entrench the LP as a popu¬ 
lar success and “My Fair Lady,” 
which outgrossed the Broadway 
show and became the1 first LP in 
history to sell more than 1,000,000 
copies.. (The 1,000,000-plus sales 
racked up Decca’s Original cast set 
of “Oklahoma” and Col’s “South 
Pacific” Were split between LPs 
and 7$. rpm packages.) A major; 
new platform, for contemporary 
composers has. also been provided 
by the LP disk. According to Lieb¬ 
erson, new' w’orks are frequently 
heard on LP before they reach the 
concert stage* 

Shortage of funds is not the only 
drawback of the program currently 
being set up to present the U S. 
legit theatre at the Brussels Fair. 
Yank selections must stand com¬ 
parison with such Soviet entries 
as the Bolshoi Ballet and Moscow 
Art Theatre. 

The musical section of the 
American schedule—which includes 
everything from Yehudi Menuhin 
to Benny Goodman, and from a 
iiew opera by Gian-Carlo Menotti 
< “Maria Golovin”) to an evening 
with Louis Armstrong—will be dif¬ 
ficult for the Russians or anyone 
else to top in variety and accomp¬ 
lishment. But the legit lineup Is 
Weak. It seems lacking in purpose 
and somewhat mysterious. 

The Fair, to Which 33 nations 
are making cultural contributions, 
opens April 17 and it is to its 
opening that the international cor¬ 
respondents have been invited. The 
auditorium of the U.S. pavilion (a 

] modernistic 1,141-seater), hoWever, 
will not open its doors until May 1, 
and then it will be with a film that 
is booked to run three weeks. The 
film is the Todd-OA “South Pacific.” 

j which bows on Broadway March 19, 
’ several weeks before Brussels. 

After' “South Pacific,” Benny 
. Goodman is in for three evenings 
: and then the, American theatre’s 
initial, contribution: a noW-beihg- 

‘ recruited production of “Carousel.” 
; The : 14-year-old operetta’s tunes 
; have been played in Europe since 
end. of war and the film version 
last year w'as a resounding Contin¬ 
ental flop: Based on “Liliom,” its 
story is neither novel nor Ameri- 

(Continued on page 20) 

See Grac0 Kelly Gut 
Of All Film Making 

. . Frankfurt, March II. 
Grace Kelly, the Princess of 

Monaco; will never make another 
film: That’s the word of her moth^ 
er, Mrs. John Kelly. of Phlladel- 
phiav who is on a brief tour of Ger¬ 
many, visiting her ancestors’ birth¬ 
places in nearby Heppenheim. 
Grace has a full life as Princess 
of .Monaco and doesn’t intend to 
.spoil it by resuming her pic career, 
says Mrs. Kelly. 

Grace will not make any pix in 
Hollywood or in any other film- 
making center. She also will not 
go into any picture-producing en¬ 
terprise with her husband. Prince I 
Rainier, as has been reported for] 
the last two years, she stated; j 

Maurice Evans Forms 
Production Group To 

Do Industrial Shows 
Maurice Evans is getting in on 

the industrial show' boom, with the 
formation of Maurice Evans Indus¬ 
trials, Inc.. 

The new firm, which will 
create, develop and stage industrial 
productions, will handle both live . 
stage shows and closed circuit tv 
presentations. General manager 
GeoFge Hoffman and Charles 
Scheuer, director of programming, 
will head a staff of directors, Writ¬ 
ers, lyricists, composers and tech¬ 
nicians. Both Hoffman and 
Scheuer have Been active in the 
industrial show field, the former 
as an overall production super¬ 
visor and the latter in the creative 
and writing end of the business. 

The industrial setup will be sep¬ 
arate from Maurice Evans Produc¬ 
tions, which LP devoted to legit, tv 
and film activities. Evans has. 
been active as. a legit actor-pro¬ 
ducer for some years, and was also 
formerly producer of the “Hallmark 
Hall of Fame” television series. 
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DEEJAY: PERFORMER OR PUPPET? 
Las Vegas as la McCoy Paris’ Via 

Le Lido’s Hop-Over for 6-Month Stop 
By ABEL GREEN 

Pierre Louis-Guerin and Rene 
Fraday returned to their Le Lido, 
Paris, base last week after setting 
a deal which will be finalized this 
week for the first-time-in-the-U. S. 
appearance of a Lido revue. It’s 
slated for six months at The Star¬ 
dust,- illfated Las Vegas hostelry, 
which will reopen in ample time 
before the June 1 bow of the Lido 
show. 

The entire production and cast 
of 50 will be flown from the 
French capital via the polar route 
to Los Angeles, Even the eight 
Bonn Arden boys and the vocal 
choir, the only U. S. components, 
will come to Paris to rehearse 
with the Guerin-Fraday production 
in France and then fly back to 
Vegas intact. Per usual, Arden 
will stage it as he has all Lido 
shows for several years. 

Unlike the seasonal habit of in¬ 
terlarding the Lido (Paris) show 
with Yank acts, the technique will 
be in reverse for the Vegas en¬ 
gagement—as many . European acts 
as possible will stud the show, 
which will include also the swim¬ 
ming tank, the iceshow segments, 
the airplane sequence and all the 
accoutrements which have hall¬ 
marked Le Lido productions over 
the years. Even the Bluebell 
Girls (16) and the 12 French show¬ 
girls will be from abroad. The 
Bluebells, despite the London ori¬ 
gin of Miss Bluebell, the stager, 

(Continued on page 66) 

Russia’s New 3-D Feature 
(Panoramic) Compares 

Favorably to Cinerama 
By IRVING R. LEVINE 

(Moscow Correspondent, NBC) 

Moscow, March 11. 
Russia’s first true 3-D, wide- 

curved screen film, via a process 
called Panoramic, is every bit as 
original, if not quite as exciting, 
as was “This Is Cinerama,” which 
opened in the U. S. a half dozen 
years ago. Entitled “How Broad Is 
My Country,” the 90-minute film 
is now playing in a Moscow theatre 
built especially for the curved 
screen process and called Mir, 
which in Russian can mean either 
“World” or “Peace.” 

“How Broad. Is My Country” is 
a travelog* of sections of the So¬ 
viet Union including scenes of Mos¬ 
cow, Leningrad, Sotchi on the 
Black Sea coast, the Caucasus 
Mountains and Carpathia. 

Judging from the lack of shrieks 
or even gasps, let alone women 
fainting as was. the case in the 
roller-coaster ride in the first Cin¬ 
erama film, “How Broad Is My 
Country” lacks the excitement of 
its American counterpart. There 
are, however, many scenes that 
bear striking resemblance to the | 

(Continued on page 22) I 

Bill Hits Fake Come:on 
Albany, March 11. 

New York State’s Assembly 
may vote this week on a bill, 
quietly reported in, which 
would amend existing statutes • 
to make it against N.Y. law to 
“misrepresent” the contents of 
a motion picture in the posters 
and other advertising matter. 

Measure Is aimed at the 
practice of sexsational film op¬ 
erators and those who mer¬ 
chandize goosepimple exploita¬ 
tion items—the claims and the 
actuality not always being in 
agreement. 

Sullivan at 25G 

For Vegas Unit 
Ed Sullivan makes his Las Vegas 

debut at Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inn 
July 1 at $25,000 a week for him¬ 
self and a unit which, so far, will 
have the Kirby Stone Quartet, 
Ricky Lane & Velvet and Richiardi 
as a nucleus. Other acts will be 
added. Sullivan’s deal is for eight 
weeks at 25G, playing four frames 
this year and four next. Naturally, 
his video shows will originate from 
Vegas but none of his Sunday 
night tv acts will participate in his 
regular weekly stint as an emcee. 

Sullivan says he was influenced 
by two facts: the excellent golf 
course, which has been used for 
tournaments (“although I under¬ 
stand that in the summer you gdtta 
get up kinda early to play before ( 
the sun starts beating down”), and | 
“the fact that Jack Benny played ! 
a Vegas saloon made it okay for 
me and my sponsors.” 

By HERM SCHOENFELD 

Kansas City, March 11. 
Disk jockeying, yesterday’s big 

joke, is today’s big business. But 
the gist of the jocks* soundoff at 
their first annual pop convention 
is that their bosses, the owners of 
radio stations, can’t count above 40 
—tunes, that is. Themselves some¬ 
times accused of “angles,” the 
jockeys see stations making a vice 
of their pet angle of keeping it 
strictly according to “formula.” 
‘We’re getting so simple, we’re in 
danger of becoming simple-mind¬ 
ed” is the cry. 

The disk jockey is now in a 
fight for survival. Hailed as a 
hero in radio’s surging boom in the 
face of television competition, the 
deejay now feels himself being cut 
down to size in the machine of 
“formula radio.” The disk jockey 
—once the individualistic salesman, 
the personality kid—avers his 
hands—and his tongue—are tied 
in a strait jacket of “Top 40” lists, 
music-and-news formats and hard¬ 
sell commercials, all firmly dic- 

(Continued on page 60) 

‘De Luxe Tour,’ As 

Travel Overdone 

Vague U.S. Legit Policy a Puzzler 

Cantor Israel Stamp 
Some time next month the 

State of Israel is minting 
some new stamps which will 
honor American friends of the 
new democracy on its 10th 
anniversary. 

The late Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, scientist Dr. Jonas 
Salk and comedian Eddie Can¬ 
tor will be so honored. 

IP’s 54% of Pop 

Sales—Lieberson 

By TOM CURTISS 

Shortage of funds is not the only 
drawback of the program currently 
being set up to present the U S. 
legit theatre at the Brussels Fair. 
Yank selections must stand com¬ 
parison with such Soviet entries 
as the Bolshoi Ballet and Moscow 
Art Theatre. 

The musical section of the 
American schedule—which includes 
everything from Yehudi Menuhin 
to Benny Goodman, and from a 
new opera by Gian-Carlo Menotti 
(“Maria Golovin”) to an evening 
with Louis Armstrong—will be dif¬ 
ficult for the Russians or anyone 
else to top in variety and accomp¬ 
lishment. But the~Tegit lineup is 
weak. It seems lacking in purpose 
and somewhat mysterious. 

The Fair, to wdiich 33 nations 
The LP has supplanted the sin- ^ are making cultural contributions, 

gle record as the core of the popu- opens April 17 and it is to its 
lar music business. According to opening that the international cor- 
Goddard Lieberson, Columbia Rec-: respondents have been invited. The 
ords prexy, LPs now bring in o4 r j auditorium of the U.S. pavilion (a 
of pop record sales dollar volume, 'modernistic 1,141-seater), however. 

In the 10 years since its intro- win not 0pen its doors until May 1, 
duction by Columbia the LP has and then it wiU be with a film that 
more than doubled total industry is hooked to run three weeks. The 
volume, brought hundreds of new fiim is the Todd-OA “South Pacific.’" 
companies into existence and new; which bows on Broadway March 19 
artists to pubUc attention several weeks before Brussels. 

In addition to its impact on the Aftef «South Pacific,” Benny 
£°j? £U?m<lSS’Tteh+er/°n pomted . Goodman is in for three evenings 

?nd. the American theatre^ 
initial contribution: a now-bemg- 
recruited production of “Carousel.* 
The 14-year-old operetta’s tunes 
have been played in Europe since 
end of wTar and the film version 

1st U.S. TV Deal With 
‘Red Network,’ Via Ziv 

London, March 11. 
Ed Stern, international topper 

of Ziv Television Programs, has 
cemented a deal with Russian tv 
granting the USSR outlets three- 
year tv rights to the “Sea Hunt,” 
“Science Fiction Theatre” and 
“Favorite Story,” series. Thirteen 
episodes of each skein are involved 
in the deal. 

Stern spent five days behind the 
Iron Curtain negotiating the pact 
with Red officials. He declined to 
disclose details of the deal, but 
did not deny that it had been set 
up on an exchange of material ba¬ 
sis which does not involve money. 
He claimed that this was the first 
tv pact writh the Russians. 

Associated-Rediffusion, London’s 
weekday commercial tv program¬ 
mers, however, is at present work¬ 
ing on a material swap with Rus- 

(Continued on page 79) i 

Vogue of travelogs, started via 
Cinerama and still an apparent 
“must” in the introduction of wide¬ 
screen processes, seems to be 
grinding to a halt. 

Another couple of scenic films— 
one on the South Seas (Cinerama) 
and the other a sea yarn (“Wind¬ 
jammer” in CineMiracle) — are 
coming up. But a third, Darryl 
F. Zanuck’s “De Luxe Tour” is in 
doubt. 

Film was to have been the first ( 
to be shot and shown in 20th-Fox’s! 

61% of the total record sales with 
a 95% cut of classical volume. 

\ Lieberson added that Broadway 
■ found its biggest boxoffice on LP. 
• He cited the original cast record- 

! sw-ssf 
: uar success and “My Fair Lady.” \ ?op‘ ®ase(* on Liliom, its 
which outgrossed the Broadw’av s^oiy 1S nei^ier novel nor Amen- 
show’’ and became the first LP in (Continued on page 20) 
history to sell more than 1.000,000 - 
copies. (The 1,000,000-plus sales 

■TSrtnTDec“’8 Wv1 <2ft Maurice Evans Forms of Oklahoma and Col s South 
Pacific” were split betw’een LPs 
and 78 rpm packages.) A major 
new platform for contemporary 
composers has also been provided 
by the LP disk. According to Lieb¬ 
erson, new w’orks are frequently t ^ 
kearc* Pn before they reach the formation of Maurice Evans Indus- 
concert stage. . triaJS( Inc 

s The newr firm, which will 

Production Group To 
Do Industrial Shows 

Maurice Evans is getting in on 
the industrial show boom, with the 

Cinemascope 55 process. Zanuck ’ SUB Grace Kellv Out j create, develop and stage industrial 
—^-...---4.1-1—i.;-- < Y # productions, will handle both live 

Of All Film Making Stage shows and closed circuit tv 
Frankfurt, March 11. . presentations General manager 

Grace Kelly, the Princess of; <?eopge Hoffman and Charles 
Monaco, will never make another j Sdjeuer. director of programming, 
film. That's'the word of her moth- j " lU ,eada staff °f directors, wat¬ 
er, Mrs. John Kelly of Philadel-.ers- > "cists, composers and tech- 
phia, who is on a brief tour of Ger- " i c t a n s. Both Hoffman and 
many, visiting her ancestors’ birth- j Scheuep have been active m the 
places in nearby Heppenheim.! industrial show field, the former 
Grace has a full life as Princess!as an °vf1f!iI1t Production super- 
of Monaco and doesn’t intend to Vif>or aI}d the latter in the creative 
spoil it by resuming her pic career, ] an(* writing end of the business, 
says Mrs. Kelly. i The industrial setup will be sep- 

Grace will not mak« any pix in! arate from Maurice Evans Produc- 
Hollywood or in any other film- j tions, which is devoted to legit, tv 
making center. She also will not; and film activities. Evans has, 
go into any picture-producing en- jbeen active as a legit actor-pro- 
terprise with her husband, Prince ducer for some years, and was also 
Rainier, as has been reported for : formerly producer of the “Hallmark 
the last two years, she stated. | Hall of Fame” television series. 

and a crew’ spent months shooting 
background stuff all over the 
w’orld. Story now is that (1) Za¬ 
nuck is no longer sure he should 
make a film with a travel theme 
and (2) the footage he filmed—at 
a cost of several hundred thousand 
dollars—hasn’t come up to expec¬ 
tation and, if “De Luxe Tour” 
were to be made, a part of it would 
have to be reshot. 

The Zanuck opus would have 
differed from the rest of the 
“scenic wonders” via a definite 
story line, it being based on the 
Frederic Wakeman book. “Wind¬ 
jammer,” which National Theatres 
backed as the first in its CineMira¬ 
cle system, also has a slight story. 
Picture opens at the Roxy Theatre, 
N. Y., next month. i 
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New Soviet Ambassador Using 

Florida Southern College Makes 
Him Honorary Doctor 

Lakeland, Fla., March 11. 
; During the ann ua 1 Founders’ 
Week convocation on the Frank 
Lloyd : Wright campus of Florida 
Southern College here an honor¬ 
ary degree of . Doctor of "Humani¬ 
ties was conferred upon Walter 
Winchell last Friday (7) . “as a hu* 
manitdriah who has played a prin- 

By HERMAN A, LOWE 

Washington, vMarch 11. 
It was virtually a love, fest be¬ 

tween Bob Hope and the Soviet 
Embassy during former’s visit here 
last week to unravel snafu on his 
visa to the USSR. And.it paid off 
for comic in the form of the 
coveted visa. 

The "red” carpet treatment ac¬ 
corded Hollywoodite is all part of | 
the current now look in Soviet 
diplomacy. Recently appointed 
Ambassador Mikhail - Menshikov, 
Ambassador Milhail MenshikovY ........ . . . . 
has launched a .campaign of mak-; cipal role in. raising millions of 
ing friends and Influencing people. : dollars for cancer, research. He 
XIis method includes such prece- 1 has rendered . invaluable service to 
dent-breaking events as his recent' pur nation; has proven himself a 
guest stint on ‘‘Youth Wants to firm friend of education; and is a. 
Know” «NBC»; talks before both ’ foremost citizen in all enterprises 
Women’s National Press Club and for the .public good.” 
the all-male National Press Club; .; Also, as,part in the college’s 73d. 
frequent appearances on the Wash- annual Founders’ Week .celebra- 
irigton cocktail-party circuit. . tion, an. honorary Doctor- of Law 

His all-out endorsement of the degree was conferred on John H. 
East-West cultural exchange treaty ; Teeter, executive director of the 
Is being backed tip by accent on; Damon Runyon Fund arid husband 
entertainment—mostly long hair of Christine McGuire (McGuire 
variety—at embassy soiress. Soviet; Sisters>, who just, closed at the 
violinist Leonid Kogan and : fra.ii } Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.. 
Elizabeth. , a violinist in her own 
right and sister of famed pianist! 

. Emil Giiels, highlighted a recent5 
embassy fete attended by capitals 
ites who. had never before crossed 
the threshhold. of the. Russian 
stronghold. Frequent film show¬ 
ings are being held, arid Ambas¬ 
sador and Mine. .Menshikov^ will 
host a party next month for the 
Igor Moisejev Folk Dance troupe, 
first entry under the new exchange 

(Continued'.:i page 69) 

’NEWCOMERS OF 1928’ 
STRONG IN LAS VEGAS 

,Las; Vegas, March: II. 
: Wilbur. . Clark’s Desert; Inn 

..spokesmen aver that Jack, Bar- 
f nett’s “Newcomers of has 

. .j been a peak draw in the history 
WINCHELL'S ACADEMIC ROBES [ of the hotel .since the unit opened 

j Feb. 25. It comprises Paul White- 
man- Rudy Vallee, Harry Richman, 
Buster Keaton, arid Fifi D’Or- 
say. In for six weeks, Clark want¬ 
ed to add four more weeks'but 
some of the ^Newcomers” ihave 
other commitments. 

Barnett plans it for a video spec 
and Frank Senries phoned. Sol A. 
Schwartz, prez . of RKO Theatres, 
with an eye to the Palace, on 
Broadway, i Latter,: however,. says 
Schwartz;is doing too well with 
“River Kwai”). ' 

L., ..... - V- ' ■ 

id’s in Europe 

’Black and White’ Shaw 
j Barred; Minstrels As 

. Nuernberg,. March 11; 
“American servicemen stationed 

in Europe are becoming jaded.. It’s 
increasingly difficult to provide. en¬ 
tertainment they’ll enjoy.. It’s even 

l nr’ v LI T JV tough to. get those with talent to 
| UU!6CG0DEDl6 i rHflltlOD provide entertainment themselves.” 
’ Hudson; NY., March 11. . That’s what Byron B. Kelley. 

The local American Legion post former CBS television director, who 
Js being prohibited from using the was recently made director of the 
high school auditorium here for \ professional. . entertainment serv- 
the presentation of its annual min- • ices of the U. S.. Army in Europe’s 
strel show, “The *Klaek and White.” Special Services division, has found 
The Cilv’s Board of Education, fol--out.: 
lowing a protest by the .National , “Give servicemen a.free show at 
Assn, for the Advancement of!one of the service clubs, and you 
Colored People, has refused .tohave to compete with the neighbor- 
permit the Legion to mount the hood tavern. If it’s, late in the 
levue in the auditorium. ; month,., when the GIs have run 

The Schenectady chapter of the out of money, you are likely to 
N.YACP originally objected to the : ha'*e a good crowd.. But give them 
idea of a minstrel show about two a free show at the first of the 
jears ago. In opposing the pro-j (Continued on page 79). 
posed offering, the. organization' 
claimed it was discriminatory in' 
implication, especially the title. The 
'r-.embers’'of the Board of Educa¬ 
tion were unanimous in their de¬ 
cision to bar the presentation, in¬ 
dicating, however, they would be ; 
billing to okay a different type i 
show under another label. ! 

London, March 11. 
The British Film Academy1 cele¬ 

brated it$ 10th anni. with a ; rous¬ 
ing Awards Night at the C^debn, 
Leicester-Square, w.h i c h coupled 
with .the world preem of the Lau¬ 
rence.; Harvey starref, “The Silent 
Enemy ” drew a packed, ■ star- 
studded, audience. :.".’-'.Tbi's should 
ease. the current financial cajres of 
the . Academy; Though the; pro¬ 
ceedings were fairly staid, column¬ 
ists, Iensers and. newsreel and tv 
cameramen had a gala night; with 
the arrival of such show biz; cele¬ 
brities as Anna Neagle, Herbert 
Wilcox. Laurence Harvey, : Mar¬ 
garet Lieghton; Terence Rattigan, 
Dawn Addams; George Nader, Sid¬ 
ney James, Alec Guiness,. Jack 
Hawkins. Simone Signoret, Heather 
Sears, Bill Travers,. Virginia Mc¬ 
Kenna arid’-other's.-- • • 

Britain’s Oscar night is a; quiet 
shindig coinpared with; Holly¬ 
wood’s. spectacular one, its ! chief 
problem; being that it lacks the ele¬ 
ment of surprise surrouridirig the 
Yank: fiesta, the. winners elf the 
awards being announced several 
weeks prior to the occasion. iRoger 
Marivell,. director of the Academy, 
explained to Variety: “We Cannot 
compete with the Hollywood :Oscar 
night, where they can. take two 
theatres for the: night, get riaid a 
fortune for the tv rights, Rave a 
Hollywood-New, York link and can 
be quite certain that most of. the 
award nominees will be available 
to be present for the occasion.” 

However, it is a big night for the 
(Continued on page 231 

A 'FIRST'—VS. SUBLIMINAL 

Albany Vote Thought Historic 
Precedent on Sneaky-Sell. 

Albany, March 11. 
Youthful enterprise and . deter¬ 

mination paid off last week, when 
the legislative committee of the 
HPY Assembly persuaded the Seri-, 
ate Committee on Public Educa¬ 

tion to report for action by the 
Upper House a bill they had draft¬ 
ed to ban the use of subliminal ad¬ 
vertising “for commercial purposes 
on film.” This is believed to be the 
first recorded vote on subliminal 
advertising by a legislative com- j 
rhittee. anywhere in the United 
States. 

• The state-wide Hi-Y Assembly,' 
at its annual session in the Capi¬ 
tol last December, adopted a ineas- 
ure for tha thumb-down on com¬ 
mercial use of subliminal percep¬ 
tion; via film. 

■ In February, the legislative com¬ 
mittee, headed by John Garman, 
an Albany teenager, requested 
Senator Thomas C. Desmond and 
Assemblyman D. Clinton Domi¬ 
nick, Newburgh Republicans, to in¬ 
troduce their bilL 

Liberace, lady' 

Tax Deductions for Show People 
By j. S. SEIDMAN, C.P.A. 

....... Show people are . entitled to 
The Legion, which has been stag-1 many income tax deductions. To 

ing shows for about 25 yeax;s. to' claim them is easy. To make them 
aid several Hudson institutions; had j “stick” is something else .again, 
scheduled the revue for April 6-8. | The Government is entitled to 
Dr. , Carl G. White,. a member of j proof 6f two things: (1> that, the 
the Board of Education, called at- amount was actually spent, and 

(Continued on page 79) 1(2) that the items are professional. 
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rijp.t personal expenses. Mere say- 
so or “guesstiriiate” is not enough. 
If these two. requirement arc. met, 
all of the following items ajre de¬ 
ductible:. 

Preparation expenses—research, 
cost of material, dialog, gagS; mu¬ 
sic; special coaching lessons; cos¬ 
tumes, wigs, shoes, makeup; repair, 
pressing, cleaning, dyeing; and 
rental of professional wardrobe; 
wardrobe: valet; beautifying, physi¬ 
cal culture; studio rentals, tips to 
studio employees; recordings of 
voice, or program; screen | tests, 
auditions;, accompanist. j 

Bookiiig expenses—scouting for 
engagements; agent and personal 
management commissions; legal ex¬ 
penses on contracts; incomej taxes 
paid abroad on foreign bookings.. 

traveling expenses — transporta¬ 
tion, board, and lodging away from 
home; automobile upkeep a|id de¬ 
preciation; cabs from one engage¬ 
ment to another; expenses oh trips 
taken to get material, background, 
or ideas for professional work. 

Public relations expenses—de¬ 
velopment of public following; han¬ 
dling of fan mail; photographs; 
complimentary tickets; entertaining 
press, playwrights, critics; backers, 
agents, directors, etc; club - mem¬ 
bership dues; advertising and pub¬ 
licity; press agent’s fees. 

Miscellaneous expenses—Variety 

and other trade papers; Equity 
and other . .union dues; telephone 
exchange; accountants’, fees; body* 
guards; rent, secretary, and office 
expense; household expenses,; like 
rent, maid service, utilities, tele¬ 
phone, insurance, etc. (to the ex¬ 
tent household is used actively 
for other; professional matters). 

At Aussie Troc 
By ERIC GORRICK 

Sydney, March 1L 
Liberace kayoed local show biz 

by refusing to appear in further 
concerts at the Trocadero here un¬ 
der the Lee Gordon management af¬ 
ter top music publishers, Chap¬ 
pell & Co., got an injunction or¬ 
der restraining the star from fea¬ 
turing three numbers from “My 
Fair Lady” because of the local 
copyright setup. “Lady” has been 
geared for production here this 
year by J. C. Williamson Ltd. 

Liberace cancelled a matinee 
and night show March 5, and indi¬ 
cated he would not perform again 

(Continued on page 18) 

Chevalier’s Waldorf ‘6-8’ 
Maurice Chevalier’s date at the 

.Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., will be for 
six or eight weeks starting April 
7. Should the French entertainer 
elect the shorter stand, then the 
hotel will.make a two-week interim 
booking before closing the Empire 
Room May 31 and opening the 
Starlight Roof June 2 with the 
Xavier Cugat orch. 

Edith Piaf has been set to reopen 
the Empire Room Sept. 18. 

Miami Beach business has picked.: 
up considerably but Havana hotel 
and nitery trade has. hit a down- 
beat. The developments aren’t re¬ 
lated, The Florida , upsweep is oc¬ 
casioned by both hot weather and .• 
an influx of hot names. The Ha¬ 
vana decline has been caused in 
part by a student strike discourag¬ 
ing amount of tourism. Florida ops 
figure they, are getting some of the 
detoured Havana trade, but not 
enough to matter too much in this 
prosperous period. 

Hottest item in Miami Beach at 
this point is the terrific business 
being done by Milton Berle at the 
Latin Quarter. He’s been held: 
over for an additional two weeks 
for, a .five-week, total, and roorn 
will close on March 29 When Berle 
departs. Other big Florida deals 
are Donald O’Connor at the Deau¬ 
ville and Marlene Dietrich at the 
Fontainebleau. Frank Sinatra com¬ 
ing in next at the latter inn, is ex¬ 
pected to continue the capacity 
trade. 

The gain, however; was by Berle’s 
stand. Without a hotel to draw 
from and in a location far froiri the 
newer hotels, the" Latin Quarter 
has been hitting the fastest clip of 
all the Beach niteries. . 

While names and weather are 
proving the. right combination, the 
Eden Roc is going to try for en¬ 
core biz with Joe E. Lewis who re¬ 
turns to that spot March 21. 
Lewis played the Roc previously, 
and did well enough to warrant 
a second try when weather became 
more favorable, .. 

Sole downbeat item from. Miami 
this week is the probable closing 
of Lou Walter’s Cafe de Paris next 

[ Saturday (15). Notices have been 
posted, but there is 'possibility , of a 
reprieve. 

Hubby, Pulls Boffo B.O. 
At Kaintuck’s Bevbills 

. Cincinnati, March 11. 
Marile (The Body) McDonald has 

zoomed to a standout night club 
draw on crest of publicity in the 
latest development of her kidnap 
case. The blonde looker’s two- 
framer at swank Beverly Hills 
Country Club, Newport, Ky., -has 
set a Lenten, high in attendance for. 
recent years, with two nights to go; 

Opening of Miss McDonald’s en¬ 
gagement, five days ahead of her 
sensational confession that her 
wealthy hqsband engineered the 
kidnapping, was Beverly’s biggest 
midweek turnout in months. 

. During two days of questioning 
by newsmen and two Los Angeles 
law officers Miss McDonald did 
cprisiderable sobbing. At one point 
she said: “If you think I’m acting, 
you’re crazy. If I could turn orotbe 
waterwork like this, I’d haye Won 
an Oscar a long time ago.” 
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'Illusions of Actor-Producers 
[PER CHARLTON HESTON] j 

Actors who organize their own film production companies fre¬ 
quently make a serious error; according to Charlstan Heston who 
owns a company (although- an inactive one) himself. With a few 
exceptions, Heston declared in New York this week, there is a .: 
tendency “to make something you won’t make for somebody else.” 
The only reason some of the actor-produced pictures are made, he 
added, is that they can be made cheaply. 

The actor, who is en route to Italy to appear in Metro’s, “Ben 
Hur,” regards the numerous long-range production announcements 
of actor-producers as rather “ludicrous.” “The program only ex¬ 
ists,” he said, “if the distributor who is providing the financing 
wants it to exist. If the distributor likes your first picture; he’ll : 
provide the money for the Second. If -the second is a success, he’ll 
put up the money for a third," He maintains, however. that no 
actor-producer can receive carte blanche no matter how ambitious 
his proposed slate appears "on paper. 

Although Heston’s company, owns a “few short stories,” it. has 
as yet to produce a picture. He feels that a sock property is ne¬ 
cessary before a decision, is made to enter actual production. Right 
now, he notes, the story market is too tough and prices are Hoo 
high. . •. 

Expects to Finance and Buy ‘Freelance’ Negatives— 

George Sidney Deal for 2-3 Annually 
4—;  -— —r- 

Hpilywood, March 11. 
, Columbia Pictures will veer more 
towards “United Artists” type set¬ 
up, by reaching otit for‘as many top 
Independent packages as it can. get, 
according to company insiders. Cine 
such move, will be full implementa¬ 
tion of George Sidney Productions, 
producer-director’s indie company, 
to make two or three releases an¬ 
nually for Col release. 

Sidney has been getting 25% of 
profits of pix he directs, and/or 
produces, for Col. Under new ar¬ 
rangement, his company will get 
50% of pix it makes, even if lit¬ 
erary properties are owned by Co¬ 
lumbia, : as in case of upcoming 

. “Andersonyille.”- 

On Losses, Too! Y 
Not? Asks Martin 
The film company stockholder, if 

Lester Martin can be judged as 
average, thinks it’s all wrong that 
a studio should' be maintained if 
it’s losing money. And he firmly 
believes, that the stars and others 
who participate in the profits 
should also share in whatever loss¬ 
es that might occur. 

Martin is not the usual investor 
in that he has “size.” Probably 
he ranks as the top individual of 
all shareholders spread around the 
industry* for his holdings include 
100,000 shares Of Columbia, 65,000 
shares of Loew’s and 12,000 shares 
of 20th-Fox. 

Martin, who is a prominent fig¬ 
ure in the textile industry, eschews 
the word “‘liquidation.” He’s not: 
specific on what should be done 
with: a filmmaking plant that op¬ 
erates at a loss—except, that such 
operation “should be changed.” 
Perhaps the studio, such as Loew’s, 
should be taken over by “a group.” 

Is his call for “change” to be 
taken as a threat to any particular 
board of directors? “No,” he says. 
But he adds that they simply must 
start making money. 

WANTS REPUBLIC MEET 
HALTED ON ERROR 

Motion has been filed in New 
York Supreme Court, seeking to 
enjoin Herbert J. Yates, president, 
and Republic Pictures from con¬ 
ducting the film corporation’s an¬ 
nual meeting April 1, as scheduled, 
because of alleged inaccuracies 
contained in the Rep annual report. 

Plaintiff is a stockholder named 
Charles Reader, who insists there’s 
no reason for previous losses arid 
further charges that various profits- 
losses statements have omitted per¬ 
tinent information. 

Last of the Last Ditches: 
White Collar Union May 

Strike Home Offices 
Last-ditch effort to settle the 

stalemate between the N.Y. white, 
collar union and the film companies 
will be made this week! If these 
talks fall, It'S thought that Home- 
office Employees Union, Local 
H-63 will receive permission from 
its parent body, the International 
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em¬ 
ployees, to call a strike. 
. Participating in the meeting will 
be the full negotiating committees 
of Local H-63 and the film com¬ 
panies, and Riehard F. Walsh, pres¬ 
ident of the I A. During the past 
Week, Walsh held a number of ses¬ 
sions with the management nego¬ 
tiators and on the basis of these 
talks ordered the resumption of 
negotiations. 

There, are indications that the 
film companies, which have been 
adamant until now, may agree to 
certain concessions, but whether 
these concessions meet the de¬ 
mands of the union still lias to be 
determined. 

Previous contract between the 
union and film companies expired 
last September and talks have been 
taking place since then. A wage 
hike, if it. is obtained, will .be retro¬ 
active to September, except in the 
case of Paramount. Par’s contract 
expired a year ago and was re¬ 
newed Until September so that Par j 
could participate in the talks with 
the other companies. 

LOEW’S STATE SWITCH 
TO HARD T1X AWAITS 

The future operational policy of 
Loew’s State bn Broadway may be 
determined when Eugene Picker, 
vice president of Loew’s Theatres, 
returns from the Coast, Picker 
heads for Hollywood this week to 
survey the product situation as it 
applies to the State. 

Loew’s Theatres already has the 
blueprint plans for cutting down 
the 3,450-seat State to a 1,500-seat 
house. Decision to proceed with 
the project depends on the thea¬ 
tre’s ability to acquire a blockbus¬ 
ter attraction ..that can be pre¬ 
sented. on a two-a-day basis; 
Loew’s Theatres has long wanted 
to join the Criterion, Warner, RI- 
voli, Palace and now Roxy in the 
presentation of. the new kind of 
film policy which appears to have 
become successful for Broadway, 

However,. with these theatres 
operating on the long-run basis and 
with product available for regular 
runs, the State may delay its con¬ 
version until next year. Some con¬ 
sideration may be given to enlarg¬ 
ing the stage and dressing room 
facilities so that the theatre-1- 
when it is converted—can also be 
used for legit musicals when two- 
a-day type pictures are not avail¬ 
able. 

TOO MUCH TOO FAST 
OF SEXPOT BARDOT? 

Is there such a thing as “over- 
exposure” for Brigitte Bardot? 

Considering the rash of films, 
old and new; either on the market 
or coming up in the wake of the 
big “And God Created Woman,”, 
some in the trade fear the public 
may be in for too much of a good 
thing. 

There’S: no question that the 
French star has considerable- 

(Continued on page 20) -.. I 

Hollywood, March 11. . 
..Naming of new production head 

at Columbia is expected in week 
or 10 days.. Nominee ; will “most 
likely”' be William Goetz. He’s 
considered. No. 1 choice of major-, 
ity of special Committee of five set 
lip by Columbia’s board of direc¬ 
tors at last Friday meeting, to se¬ 
lect a production head and keep 
production going. 

It’s anticipated that Goetz, if 
deal is acceptable to him can be 
worked out, will get some varia¬ 
tion of contractual formula origi¬ 
nally devised for Louis B. Mayfer. at 
Metro, more recently for Buddy 
Adler at 20th-Fox. (Latter gets 5% 
of profits of all pix made and re¬ 
leased by 20th.) J 

Goetz has solid grounding in in¬ 
dustry. He headed 20th-Fox pro¬ 
duction in 1942-43 after which he 
was prexy of newly formed Inter-, 
national Pictures which he founded 

. (Continued on page 20) 1 

BERGMAN CAN'T MAKE OSCAR 
Hollywood, March 11. | 

Ingrid. Bergman, who was to 
have presented Best Actor award 
in upcoming . Academy sweep- 
stakes; will be unable to attend 
event, due to European commit¬ 
ments, and Cary. Grant will sub. 
Actor also, accepted thesp’s Best 
Actress award last year when she 
couldn’t get to Hollywood; 

Best Actor award traditionally 
is presented by previous, year’s 
Best Actress winner. . 

Despite a rather spotty array of 
new product, wicket activity irt 
most key cities across the country 
covered by Variety continues very, 
solid. The weather is milder than 
in recent weeks for many localities,, 
and this was favorable. Only a 
dearth of topnotch b.o. fare to 
spread aroUnd in some keys will 
hurt the. overall total 

“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) is 
new champion, with close to $300,- 
000 gross total in nine. keys. It Was 
rated very promising last week 
when out In only two keys. “Wit¬ 
ness For Prosecution”. (UA), in 
first place for two weeks, is fin¬ 
ishing a strong second. 

“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) is moving up to third posi¬ 
tion, It was fourth a week ago. 
“Farewell to Afms” (20th) is cap¬ 
turing fourth spot. It was second 
last round. “Peyton Place” (20th) 
Is finishing fifth although pic has 
been near the top for the. last two 
months. 

“Search For Paradise” (Cine¬ 
rama) is capturing sixth money. 
“Raintree County”. (M-G), sixth a 
week ago, is winding in seventh 
spot. “Seven Wonders of World” 
(Cinerama) is landing in eighth po¬ 
sition against 12th niche last 
stanza.;. 

“God Created Woman” (Kings) 
is. finishing ninth while “Cowboy” 
(Col) will be 10th. “Paths of 
Glory” (UA) and “Wild Is Wind” 
(Par) round out the Top i2 in that 

[order. 

DeMille Rights Cleared; 
Costs Paramount $1T-Mil; 

Part of Video Selloff 
Cecil B. DeMille is on the verge 

of selling his “participation” in a 
package of 10 Paramount pictures 
to Par for $1,500,000; Par, in turn, 
will then turn the product over to 
Enika Corp. (subsidiary of Music 
Corp. of America) as part of its 
overall $50,000,000 library dives¬ 
titure: .... 

Par, in negotiating the sale of 
the pre-1948 pictures, included De- 
Mille’s product without getting as¬ 
surance from the film-maker that 
he wanted to sell. He obviously 
would have, a major voice in such 
an unloading in that he owiis 50% 
of the Par releases made Under his 
aegis. In other words, the Par- 
DeMille pictures were on. a. 50-50 
split ownership basis but, despite 
this, Pbr went ahead. 

When the showdown came, Par 
offered to buy out DeMille for $1,- 
000,000. DeMille is understood to 
have answered he wanted $4,000,- 
000. They agreed to settle at 
$1 >500,000. : 

SUES JOHN CARRADINE 

Fatherrin-Law Asks $3,300 For 
Actor’s Sons Support 

. Redwpbd City, Cal., Match 11. • 
Former father-in-law of John 

Carradine sued the screen-legit ac¬ 
tor for $3,300 in San Mateo County 
Superior Court last week. 

Henry R. Henius,; father of Car- 
radine’s ex-wife, Sonia, claimed hiis 
money provided “the. necessities of 
life”, for. the three Carradine sons 
over past four, years. ■■ Carradine 
Currently has custody of boys. . 

“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) arid 
“Gift of Love” (20th) are the two 
runner-up pix.•:> 

“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col), 
opened With a wow session this 
week in Denver, and, of course, 
looms as standout newcomer. By 
next week; it should be playing in 
enough keys to rate in weekly 
rankings. . “Saddle Wind” (M-G), 
.also new, is okay in moderate 
Denver. •/•. 

“Long Haul” (Col), is rated oke 
in Buffalo. “I Accuse” (M-G), an¬ 
other newie, looks slow' in Philly. 
“Mark of Hawk” (U) looms satis¬ 
factory, in N. Y. 
. “Missouri Traveler”. (BV) shapes 
quite disappointing on most en¬ 
gagements this round although 
nice in Chi. “Seven Hills of 
Rome’’. (M-G), : fair in Balto and. 
Philly, looks trim in Toronto. 

“Gervaise” (Cont) continues big 
in two N. Y. spots, is lofty in Chi 
and lively in Boston. . “All At Sea” 
(M-G) is doing nicely in three keys 
playing arty houses ih: most In¬ 
stances. 

, “Ft. Dobbs” (WB) is uneven cur¬ 
rently. . “Lady Takes Flyer” (U) is 
rated fine In Detroit. “10 Com¬ 
mandments” (Par) is smash on 
final (70th) week at N. Y; Criterion. 

“Tarnished Angels” is rated tor¬ 
rid in Boston. “Sayonara” (WB) 
still is socko in LA 

(Complete Boxoffice 'Reports on 
Pages 8-9). 

TAKES SPOTLIGHT 
By HY HOLLINGER 

Some, indications of Universal’* 
future may be forthcoming today 
(Wed.) when prexy Milton R. Rack- 
mil faces the company’s stockhold¬ 
ers at U's annual meeting in New 
York. The position of the com-, 
pany, which has completely closed 
down production activity and Is 
presently operating with reduced 
staff, has been the subject of ac¬ 
tive trade speculation for several 
months. 

Except for a statement in the 
company’s house organ addressed 
to the remaining employees, Rack- 
mil has remained officially silent 
on the course Universal expects to 
take in the immediate future. 
There have been numerous rumors 
relating to possible liquidation o£ 
the company’s film-making activ¬ 
ities. These reports have been 
denied to some extent. However, 

there has been no forthright state¬ 
ment from Rackmil or the manage¬ 
ment detailing the company’s 
operational plans under current 
market conditions. Rackmil has 

[stated on numerous occasions that 
the U’s backlog of completed pic¬ 
tures will enable the company to 
maintain an orderly flow of re¬ 
leases throughout the year. But 
what comes after that remains an 
enigma. 

It?s known that Rackmil and his 
associates are employing, the time 
to .reappraise the market. Will 
Universal abandon—if it resumes 
production—its medium budget, 
and program pictures? Will com¬ 
pany go for independents -and 
blockbuster attractions? 

While Rackmil may be .sharply 
questioned at today’s meeting, 
there is no need for him to be 
specific since Decca Records, of 
which he is also president, con¬ 
trols 81.4% of Universal’s stock. 
In a Tecent financial statement to 
Decca stockholders, Rackmil did 
hot call attention to the shut¬ 
down of U’s studio. He 
merely stated that drastic eco¬ 
nomies are being effected in pro¬ 
duction and distribution costs in 
light of the conditions in the in¬ 
dustry. “During 1957.” he re¬ 
ported, “the motion picture indus¬ 
try as a whole experienced a reduc¬ 
tion in boxoffice receipts arid Uni¬ 
versal suffered a consequent drop, 
in film rentals from the domestic 
market." He also pointed out that 
the usual rise in film attendance 
during the summer months did not 
occur last. year.. 

Meanwhile, U eXecs are extreme¬ 
ly high on “A Time to Live, and A 
Time to Die,” its film version of 
the Erich Maria Remarque novel. 
The picture is regarded as U’s • 
blockbuster of the year and much 
hope is being placed on the ability 
of the entry to carry U through an 
otherwise lacklustre year.. 

Wall St. Hears Semenenko 
Again Baying WB Shares 
Serge Semenenko, who recently 

sold a block of Warner Bros, shares. 
Is again quietly increasing his hold¬ 
ings, according to Wall St. sources. 

The Boston banker, who has con¬ 
siderable influence in the motion 
picture industry, recently added 
23,500 shares to hi* WB portfolio. 

National Boxoffice Survey 

Biz Still Fine; ‘Brothers* New Champ, ‘Witness* 2d, 
‘80 Days* 3d, ‘Arms,* ‘Peyton* Next 

By GENE ARNEEL 

While Universal president Milton Rackmil has stated he would 
like to have, the rumors cease about the U operation, the fact re¬ 
mains the rumors are persisting. Reports literally abounded in the 
Wall Street sector this week that U is on the brink of going out 
of a large portion of the picture business. 

The intent, it's believed, is to sell off film assets as a means of 
bolstering, the. stock values of Decca Records, which owns over 
80% of U. This cannot be checked. 

Rumor has it that Rackmil wants to sell Universal City studio, 
the post-1948 film. library and whatever assets that can be made 
converted into cash. 
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Kansas City. March 11. * 
A proposal that exhibitors or¬ 

ganize an investment trust deal-1 
inf! in motion picture securities 
v. ill be presented here tomorrow 
KVed.i by II. E. Jameyson, board 
t hairman of Commonwealth Thea¬ 
tres. at a meeting of theatremen. 

Jameyson's plan is predicated on. 
the belief that an exhibitor-oper- 
aied investment trust could more 
easily have a voice in film. com¬ 
pany decisions, particularly as. they 
relate to the sale of the. post-1948 
pictures to television. At the same 
time, -Janieyson is of the opinion 
that an investment group would 
provide the best way to reach the 
rank-and-file stockholders. 

The Commonwealth executive 
feels that it is the small .stock¬ 
holder who must bo acquainted 
with the facts of the business. “I 
think we are wasting our time, 
money, and effort wiring and writ¬ 
ing protests to the. presidents: of 
our major companies/’ lie' de¬ 
clared in a speech prepared for 
delivery today. “I /think we. are 
trying to sell men who are already 
sold. We are firing our ammuni¬ 
tion at. the wrong targets. We 
Should bypass the presidents, the 
boards of directors and get to the 
stockholders, the. thousands of. 
people across tiie land who really 
own the big Companies we do busi¬ 
ness with.’' 

As stockholders. Jameyson noted, 
the invest riKMit tfiist — possibly 
known as Motion Picture Invest¬ 
ors Inc — couTd have, access to the 
stoekhoMers list and. if necessary, 
could solicit Proxies throughput 
the country. The exhibitor’s: com-: 
panv, he pointed Out. would not; 
have to hire an expensive proxy 
soliciting firm, lie emphasized that 
theafrenien thunselves already, 
represented a field force “in ev- 
erv town and hamlet.” 

"Properly organized, as we were 
in the tax battle.” he declared, 
‘‘exhibition could at least make its 
position in this industry respected 
and make its influence.felt in .the 
board . rooms of our major com¬ 
panies.” 

Willing to Swap 
Bramwell, W. Va., March 11. 
Even in these ‘‘trying times” 

.for the motion picture indus¬ 
try, Don Keesling, of the New- .: 
bold-Kecsling Circuit here, be¬ 
lieves “a few laughs should 
creep in now and then.” 

Keesling received a. letter . . 
front a White Sulphur Springs. . 
Va., drive-in operator asking if 
Newbold-Kecsling would be ihr-.. 
tcrested in buying his outdoor 
theatre. “ICs-a darn good busi¬ 
ness and I. hate to give it up,” 
w rote . Ralph Ballard Sri; .“but : 
it and my job at the hotel is 
too much "to take care of.”; 
.Keesling replied that he 

. “would not be interested in 
your drive-in theatre; however, 
I would be very much, interest- ■ 
ed . in your job at the hotel. 
And if this would solve your 
problem, please let me hear 
from you.” . : 

lArmy, Air Force 
i Cut Fite 
• <FSeas Posts 
' U. S, Army and . Air Force have 
told: the film Companies they’ll.. . 
have to slice minimum guarantee " 

. payments on pictures. bought for 
' overseas service, posts. One of -the’.* 
reasons cited is the. cut in armed . 

. forces "personnel abroad. 
[ Navy .: make's its own arrange¬ 
ments Keith- the: film. companies’1 
domestic divisions) for the supply 
of .films on ships and bases over- 

:. seas. ' 
i The distributors have been sup- 

; plying films to..the Army and Air v 

i Force oh - a guarantee-asainst^peiv. 

1 centage . basis. The Army says; it's.. 
[ been losing money . on the.; deal, 
; with soldiers Vnd airman paying, 
only. 25c per head to attend film, 
showings on Foreign posts. Price 
hasn't changed in many years; 

The Army* argument is that the ‘ 
compan:cs wouldn't really lose any 
money via the reduced guarantees' 

> which, in the past;. have ranged 
\ from $6,000 to $20,000... Instead, j 
’ the (listribs simply would “share 
/the risk” to' a greater extent!.Guar-; 
, antees . in some .instances, inelude 

■ other obligations, such as. sharing . 
|.ot prints costs, etc. ... . 1 

Off to 'Ben Hur’ Races, 
Heston Will Circulate In 

Interim Via 4 Releases 
Charlton Heston, who . leaves Tor 

Italy shortly tp appear in Metro’s 
“Ben Hur,” which will keep: him 
occupied for about-a year, will be 
well protected visually, during his 
absence. He’ll be seen in four pic¬ 
tures during the period he is mak¬ 
ing “Ben Hur.” The films include 
Universal’s “Touch of Evil,” United 
Artists’ “The Big. Country,”, and 
Paramount’s “The Buccaneer.” In 
addition, . “The Iff Command¬ 
ments,” in. which: Heston stars as 
Moses, will, stili be playing around 
the country. . : : 

“Buccaneer,” incidentally, marks 
the. end of his contract; with Para¬ 
mount;. . Under, the pact,. , he made 
14 pictures over a seven-year pe¬ 
riod.: Of the pictures he recently 
completed,* he was compensated in 
various. manners—straight salary, 
percentage . of profit, and per¬ 
centage; Of gross, After he com¬ 
pletes ‘‘BenHur.” he expects to 
sigh with Metro for a twO-picture 
deal, which would give him a per^ 
centage ; of the gross of the .films, 

. .Although:. HestpnVmay mnke/'more. 
pi-x-.'for Paramount, he’s .happy 
that his straight .salary '.contract 
has expired. “Some bit-■players' 
earned more money bn ‘The. .10 
Commandments’ than I did,” he 

. .'complained. * ; 
... Heston is one actor•who’s a keen 
student, of business, conditions and 
trends in the motion. picture in- 
d.ustry. He is certain that toll tv 
will eventually be accepted and 
that it will-;;prove: a tremendous 
boom both to the. industry as a 
whole and ;tb. the actor. He feels 

i that, the- major companies, favor 
pay-as^yoil-see tv. but that. “they 
haven’t the guts to come out. and 
say so because of their fear; of the 

. exhibitors.” 
“For ‘ better or worse.”- Heston 

: said in New . York last week, “the 
industry must , face . .the fact that 
movies have been replaced as the 
mass; medium. . And until toll tv 
comes. along it .will face tough 

' times,’*: ■ 
./'■■ Although he can do better mom- 

tarily. appearing in teiepix than on 
.live tv, Heston stays. away from, tv 

• films and.will only do occassional 
live . shows. He maintains that a 

' good telefilm canJ£ be made under 
the budgets alloted for them and 

j that, teiepix do. not do actors “any 
good.” 'On the-other 'hand, he. is 
of the opinion that toll tv would 
provide the necessary coin to make 

. tppnotch films for. presentation on 
'television. -. 

Company, Talents 
In Metro Deal 

Members of the T oew’s 
board r< portedly nixed the 
proposed deal by . which Sol , 

Siegel’s independent com¬ 
pany would be bought out at 
$1.‘*50,000- as part of an emr 
ployinent dea1. Some key... 
stockholders- also objected,. - 
feeling- the figure was exces- 

L^e Mag HigKlights the Fierce Battle of Egos 
filmcompany as part .of the deal t Behind ‘A Farewell to Arms’ 
whereby Siegel is to become the I 
film company’s production head, ac-,i v •. *; "f-- 
cording to an informed source 1 : The problems of filmmaking on j ought to start studying it at once, 
dose to M-G-M_ . ; the “grahd“ scale, and of a dv^ l^vefi .before: he . leaves .Holly- 

Contract is believed near the ! wood V. .”) and tried hard to cast 
signing stage and Siegel is ready ,namic Prqducei s relations with the elderly character; (Count Greffi) 
to move in on the Culver vCity lot. - people he hires: to '•■do..- the picture ! without ever finding the right actor 
In addition to the capital gains for him, are : mirrored vividly in j to 4o the: job. . , . 
benefits of the sellout of his indie. ad excerpting of the DaVid O Selz • From the memoes emerges the 
outfit, he's also to praticipate in ! nick'memoranda before and during ‘. picture of . a man. passionately de- 
the profits of studio pictures made .the, shooting of “A Farewell to: voted, to U > his oWn ego and (2) 
under his aegis. - * Armc ”- cAiaXHAn-* e™™, • the finai Product. ‘Selznick-minces 

New York Sound Track 

Fourth estate rumor has it that the Daily News riiay absorb the 
■ Herald Tribune with the latter to continue as a separate entity but 

as an afternoon sheet* rather than morning. 

The year 1957 will show up as the second biggest in. the history of 
20th-Fox in terms of domestic rentals. The foreign take will set a rec¬ 
ord, hitting slightly over 1956 . ;. . German star, Nadja Tiller, gets ah 
unwanted—and probably unexpected—publicity break in the current 
issue of Modern Man mag. It carries a three-page layout of pictures of 
her—in the nude! . . . The two Cinema 16 screenings of kidpix .at the 
Beekman Theatre attracted big crowds, , . 

The Paramount. Theatre on Broadway is going to drastically cut its 
seating Capacity before launching, on its new “big” picture policy via 
20th-Fox’ “The Young; Lions.” ... “Farewell to Aims” doing socko 
biz in the subruns . , , Budd Schulberg addressing the Women’s City 
Club of New York last weeki “I don’t think newspaper reviewers across 
the country are important. The people who read their reviews don’t go 
to see pictures, and those who do go don’t re a d the reviews” . . 
MPEA last week discussed budget allocations, for the 1958 internation¬ 
al film fests ... Re last week’s Variety yarn about Walter Reade’s up¬ 
beat meet with the press: Story said the N.Y. Herald Tribune was in¬ 
vited but didn’t show'. This was true,' but the Tribune sent a reporter 
to see Reade separately, worked his comments into an overall economic 
story • • • Manny Silverstone, 20th-International eXCc, vacationing 
Incidental intelligence: Audrey . Hepburn, locationing with “The Nun’s 

! Story,” made the first phonecall from the Belgian Congo to Holly- 
I wood. Crew will be shooting in Brussels during the big Fair there this 

• summer. 
I Charlie Curran <Bill Sturm Studios) writing a book for Hastings 
| House publication next fall on “Screen Production Techniques,” in- 
!; eluding a chapter on video tape recording. 
| Robert H. O’Brien, veepee of Loew’s Inc , and Maurice “Red” Sil- 
verstein, veepee of Loew’s International and eastern production chief, 
off for London over the weekend on British studio and production 
matters. Pair will survey all Loew’s properties abroad with a view .to¬ 
ward unloading the unprofitable ones. Company’s British; studio is on 
the market if a buyer with sufficient coin can be found „ . . Third 
Cinerama theatre in Canada opened last week in Vancouver, B.C. with 
the. premiere showing of “This Is Cinerama” at the Straind Theatre, 
operated by Famous Players Canadian Gorp. Other Cinerama theatres 
in Canada are in Montreal and; Toronto . . . Metro’s^.Arthur Canton 
took possession of his new house ..last week in the Bayside Country. 
Club section of Long Island . . . Jason Robards Jr. will join Yul Bryn- 

. ner arid Deborah Kerr in Viennawhere they’ll film "The Journey,” an. 
• Anatole Litvak production for Metro release -., . Seymour Mayer, Loew’s 
.International sales executive; off for a five-week sales trin of the far 
and near east for the purpose of setting up deals and planning cam- 

1 paigns for new Metro product:. . . 
/ Several film companies showing interest, in the film rights to. the 
| Broadway click “Two for the Seesaw!” Asking price is reportedly 
| $500,000 plus a percentage / . Sam Clark: has been named manager 
of the newlv^created national merchandising division of Warner Bros; 
Clark, who’ll headquarter on the Coast, will coor^jnate merchandising 
promotions on WB theatrical films, tv series and cartoons. Jack Kihg<f. 
sley, operating in New York, will .be Clark’s assistant . . . Metro’s gen¬ 
eral sales manager Jack Byrne off on:a southern swing in connection 
With the company’s current sales .drive . .. Pandro Berman back at his 
Metro Coast headquarters after return-ng from Paris where he checked 
filming progress on "The Reluctant Debutante.” . . ! Marlon Brando, 
star of “The Young Lions,” in Gotham to eye the Broadway plays . > . 
Jerry Lynn in Europe on several pending film co-production projects 
With outfits in England, Yugoslavia, France and: Turkey : / ' 

Danny Kaye played Carnegie Hair Monday night (IQ), conducting 
the N;Y. Philharmonic, and the staid old auditorium was suddenly con¬ 
verted into a house of fun.. Comedian actually looked at home on the 
podium, wielding the baton with the. assurance of a veteran maestro, 
and making with the clowning all the way through. Kaye was fitting in 
combining dighity .xrith mayhem in a turn that was for the benefit of . 
the Hall’s. Pension Fund. Kave and the music men cleariy had a good 
night of . sport, the audience had a rare time—indeed, everybody bene- 
fitted. ' 

. Two ex-Kansas City kiddies, Rockefeller Center’s prexy Gus Eyssell 
and, National: Theatres’ prexy Elmer C. Rhoden renewing friendship. 
While latter, was. east on his CineMiracle preparations for its Roxy de¬ 
but next month. Rhoden returns to the Coast tonight (Wed.). ■ 

Metro hosted 300 college professors and librarians "at a special screen- 
i ing of “The Brothers Karamozov.” . . . Peter Riethof, president of 
' American Dubbing Co., off to Paris, Switzerland and Vienna for a wreek 
Viveca Lindfors, who stars in the recently-completed Morris Engel pro¬ 
duction, “Weddings and Babies,” leaves for Italy to appear in the Dino 
DiLaurentffs film, “The Tempest.” . . . Juano Hernandez in from Puerto 
Rico for the opening of “The Mark of the Hawk,” at the Paramount 
; . Five pre-release engagements:—Providence, Columbus, Chicago, 
Milwaukee and Lincoln—have been, set by Metro for “The. High. Cost 
of Loving,” starring Jose Ferrer and Gena Rowlands . . ; N.Y. Mirror 
columnist Lee Mortimer, the Jack Lait Estate and Metro have reached 
an agreement whereby objection to the use by the film company of 
the title “High School Confidential,” has been, withdrawn", . . Museum, 
of Modern Art, N.Y. will shut down from March 10 to 14 while new 
airconditioning equipment is being installed . . . 

I Jerry Leider left for London last week to set up a British co- 
: fContinued , on page 21) 

. Pictures being taken over by 
Metro for the $1,250,000 include 
“iligh Society.*’ “Lies Girls'” and 
the' yet-to-he-rcleased “Merry An¬ 
drew.” 

' Armsi” Pertinent selections from 1 ^ke final product. Selznick minces 
his cables, motes and messages ap- bo words, writing with the per- 

I pear in the current issue of Life suasion of a man who. knows there 
! Magazine. ; : - can be hut one way, i.e., . his own. 

1 cwi,ii.?»t.i .\ The episode with Huston, who . Selznick. is not one ofthose pro-l K ... v- . 

- SeMckV view-in the j ana casting, and then sit* by -te* let | 

Spiegel Back; to Paris I 
Marc Spiegel, new Continental^ beginning tGamble to Ernest Hem-1 light at the director's availability, 

supervisor for Hecht/Hill-Lancaster • '^ay“Happy ^to advise you j g|lznick tr ak °dd note P ' 
Productions, returns’ t6 ; his new. Jave bought your Farewell to Arms ; .<H candiSy express my 
Paris post this weekend following^ return ^o production and .f^^^PcL?ern^y^r dS^ 
a week s powwows in New York; h°Pe . 1° „do Job thjlt ill - ^please job without offending you or reduc- 
Witli Harold Hecht. Latter came oxth™ * * •- to ^e end, ne., the pre- J (Cbntinued oh page 23) 
from the Coast for, the meetings,; miere, almost two years later. - vconxinueq on page Z6) 
also to see a sneak tonight (Wed.) / 'Mem0 to director Charles Vidor: Vi v w 
of “Run Silent, Run Deep.” . now. lei us- pray . ... JN* Y. to L. A.: 

First H-H-L pic to be made- In between, Selznick bombarded Buddy Allen 
abroad^ under Spiegel’s aegis will -sbihe 10,000 memoes to just about . Charles Conaway 
be “Devil’s Disciple.” in London,/everyone, discharged John Hus- . Mike Lanin. 
but the hq will be in Paris. Spiegel; ton and battled with Vidor,, wor- Billy Reed 
recently resigned as Paris rep for ried about his performers (Memo. . Elmer C. Rhoden 
the Motion Picture Assn, ot Amer- to his secretary : “Unless he (Rock . Helen Thompson. 
ica to shift to H-H-U •Hudson) already rows very well, lie j 

RY.toLA 
Buddy Allen . 
Charles Conaway 
Mike Lanin 
Billy Reed 

. Elmer C. Rhoden 
Helen Thompson. 
Norman Vane 

Europe to N. Y* 
Billy Coleman 
Alexander S. Ince 
Joseph Maternati 
Richard Menasche 
Robert Whitehead 

L. A. to N. Y; 
Marlon Brando 
George Chandler 
Hume Cronyn 
John L. Dales 
Eugene Frenke 
Jules Goidstone 
Rita Hayworth 
Harold Hecht 
Ernie Heckscher 
James Hill 
Paul Lazarus 
Lauritz Melchior 
Chester L. Migden 
Abe Montague 
Joseph Moskowitz 
Edward Nassour 
Maureen O’Hara 
Jerry Pickman 
Earl Revoir 
Elmer C. Rhoden 
Verne Smith 

N. Y. to Europe 
Emilio Azcarraga Jr. 
Leslie Barrett 
Daniel Bavenboim 
Joseph Bellfort 
Charles Boyer 
Tom Curtiss 
Rene Fraday . 
Zino Francescattl 
Otto Frank 
Cass Franklin 
Emil Giiels 
Ken Giniger 
Jerry Gold 
Arnold Hartley 
Charlton Heston 
Howard L. Kany 
Howard Keel 
Leonid Kogan 
Ray Lawler 
James H. Lee 
Robert H. O’Brien 
Neva Patterson 
Jason Robards Jr. 
John F. Royal 
Lew Schreiber 
Maurice Silyerstein 
William L. Snyder 
Marc Spiegel 
Lou Walters 
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While the picture industry is 
doing well enough on an off and 
on basis, the costs of studio op¬ 
erations are. precluding all possi¬ 
bilities of profitable operation, on 
a sustained basis; The switch to 
“unit” film-making—whereby, in¬ 
dependent producers make the 
pictures for the big studios—-has 
had as its effect a red ink entry 
for practically every lot in Holly¬ 
wood. 

A key example obtains with 
“Bridge on the River Kwai,” big¬ 
gest money-maker in . Golumibia’s 
history. The late Harry Cohn de¬ 
cried the fact, according to a close 
associate, that while this is such a 
successful picture, not one cent of 
its costs could be charged against 
studio overhead; Reason is, ob¬ 
viously, that the picture was made 
on location (in Ceylon). And nu¬ 
merous indie producers, such as 
“Kwai’s” Sam Spiegel, are shoot¬ 
ing their properties away from 
Hollywood, 

Top studios are geared for (and 
are paying for). a shooting sched¬ 
ule that prevails over 52 weeks a 
year. Yet, at Columbia (for one) 
only seven of the last 20 pictures 

. were made locally. The others 
were lerised abroad. 

This, of course, suggests a shar¬ 
ing of studio facilities as has been 
recommended by Warner Bros' 
Serge Semenenko and others. Yet, J 
nothing has been done, about it. . 

The! aforementioned profitable 
operations refers to the studios 
themselves. It’s clear that a pic¬ 
ture like “Kwai” will mean beau- 
coup profit for Col and Spiegel. 
But still, the Col studio, on ap¬ 
praisal as a separate entity, will 
wind up on the deficit side of the 
ledger. It exists, and is being paid 
for, but is not sufficiently being 
put to use. 

Buy Blood Brothers Novel 
Another western, “Brother of 

the. Broken Lance ” has been ac¬ 
quired by 20th-Fox. it’s a novel by 
Clair Huffauker, to be published 
by Random House later this spring. 

Price paid by 20th was said to 
be close to $50;000. It's a story 

: about two “blood” brothers, one 
Indian, one white. 

Steve Cochrane Out 
To Halt Republic’s TV 

Selloff of Late Pix 
Hollywood, March 11. , 

Republic’s inclusion of indie- 
made “Comb Next Spring" 

Col From East 
Hollywood, March 11. j 

- - , As expected, Abe Schneider, exec j 
large library of films sold recently ■ veepee 0f Columbia Pictures, was ! 
to television will be legally op¬ 
posed by actor Steve- Cochran. 

Thesp, whose own production 
outfit, Robert Alexander Produc¬ 
tions, turned out picture two-years 
ago for Republic release, his in- 

elected president anu chief execu¬ 
tive officer of the film company fol- j 
lowing a meeting of the board of 
directors at the studio. Friday (7). ] 

. Simultaneously, Abe Montague, 
structed his attorney to seek a/vP- ™ charge of distribution was 
restraining order in L. A. Superior : named exec veepee and Leo Jaffe,» 
Court enjoining distrib from dis¬ 
posing of film. 

Pic is owned solely by indie out¬ 
fit, which turned feature oyer to 
Republic for motion picture dis- j JJ|jsid 
tribution exclusively, according to 
actor. 

veepee. was elected to first veepee j 
and treasurer. Ralph Cohn, veepee 
arid general manager of Screen 
Gems, was voted the post of Col [ 
veepee and prexy of studio's tv; 

Bill Holden % 
Of ‘Kwai’ Flares 

Hollywood, March 11. 
William Holden’s rakeoff from 

. his star appearance in Sam Spie- 
j gel’s “Bridge On the River Kwai” 
will be at least.$2,100,000, accord-, 
ing to exeC vp Abe Montague, Who 
reports Columbia * Pictures' release 
is expected to hit. a global gross 
of $21-22,000,000. Holden’s deal 
calls for $250,000 against 10% of 
the gross, which Will i make this the 
all-time payoff for an actor. 

Expected worldwide take from 
“Kwai” will make a total return in 
excess of $45,000,000 on three Spie¬ 
gel productions; which collectively 
cost less than $5,000,000. Pro¬ 
ducer owns .50% of “Kwai,” which 
on basis of. Montague’s- estimate 
Will mean a net to him of at least 
$5,000,000 from feature. 

“Kwai,” according to Montague, 
will top “From Here to Eternity,” 
company’s previous all-time gross¬ 
er, by 15 to 20%. “Eternity” had a 
World gross of $17,206,260. up to 
end of 1957, repping a profit to that 
date of $7,852,896: By now, the 

(Continued on page 22) 

Other board members , attending ; 
were Alfred Hart, Donald S: Stra- | 
lem, Leo M. Blancke and Abraham j 
M. Sonhabend, who along With, the 
newly, elected officers, set up a spe¬ 
cial committee of five, to aid in the 
selection of a production head as 
Well as other administration execs. 
Meanwhile, Schneider named B. B. 
Kahane, veepee, to handle ‘ chores 
of administrative head until one 
Can be selected. : 

i Kahane, since Cohn's death,, has 
been operating the sttidio on a 
modified schedule; 

Main concern of the committee. 
Which is comprised of Schneider, 
Montague, Hart, Stralem and Cohn, 
with Kahane and Jaffe acting in an 
advisory. capacity. Was to ’/ rush 
through a rapid production pro¬ 
gram that would insure a. steady 
flow of top product to the exhibi¬ 
tors. : 

Schneider, who will continue 
quartering in N. Y.,, has been with 
Col throughout its entire corporate 
history. His career, ranges from 
his start as office boy with the. orig¬ 
inal C.B.C. Films. Sales Col, which 
Was Col’s predecessor organization 
in 1922, to the time he was elected 
1st veepee in 1957,. and of course- 
now to the presidency. . He has 
long been considered one of the 
top film; execs in the business and. 
has. given much of his own time to 
participate in various charitable 
orgs. , 

Todd-AO Medium Slows 
Buildup for ‘So. Pacific’; 

Previewed in Hartford. 
With the new processes come 

hew problems. Latest involves the 
Magha-2Qth-Fox release, “South 
Pacific,” previewed last week in 
Hartford. The question is: How to 
create word-of-mouth for a picture 
ihat can't be screened? 

“South Pacific” has been ready 
for some time; But it’s in Todd- 
AO, and there are no theatres avail¬ 
able to screen it in that version. 
It’s, slotted to go into the Criterion, 
Times Square. . 

. 20th ad-pub staff has worked lip 
an ambitious campaign for the 
Rodgers & Hammerstein tuner, but 
such a campaign usually involves 
screening, the film for opinion mak¬ 
ers and others. Only there isn’t 
a house available to do this. Press 
screening March 17 will be the first 
opportunity to give the picture a 
sendoff. 

Survivors Give William Wellman Picture a Hard 
Timer-Local Boy-s Membership at Issue 

Greensboro, N.C., March 11. 
Crowds in festive mood gave a 

royal send-off at Washington, N.C., 
to a new movie based on the ex¬ 
ploits of American airmen in 
France during World War I. Pre¬ 
miere of Warners’ “Lafayette Es¬ 
cadrille” had French Ambassador 
Herve Alphand, Hollywood actors 
Susan Oliver and James McArthur, 
and a host of state and local dig¬ 
nitaries on hand. . 

But beneath the . celebration a 
controversy appeared to- be brew¬ 
ing over the film, and Washing¬ 
ton’s! claim that hometown boy Jim 
Baugham was a member of the 
original Lafayette Escadrille. 

Col; Paul A. Rockwell of A|he-. 
ville, N.G., Escadrille historian, 
said eight surviving members are 

France as the Lafayette Escadrille; 
“I don’t go for it at all,” he 

snapped when he heard of Dolan’s 
wire. “I drove alb the way down 
here because I remember. Jim 
Baugham, one of the finest and 
bravest men i. ever knew. 

Jones said it Was true that some 
American flyers who entered the 
conflict for France before, the 
United States entered the war 
served /in units with names other 
than “Lafayette Escadrille,” After 
the war, he asserted,, all the. flyers 
agreed to call themselves members, 
of the “Lafayette Escadrille Flying 
Corps.” ”- 

Nathariial Duffy of Buffalo, N.Y., 
also attending the premiere, agreed 
with Jones,; Duffy said he, as Jim 
Baugham and others, was’ not a 

GEORGE DEMBOW OUT 
AS NAT’L SCREEN PREZ 
Unexpectedly,. George . Dembow 

has resigned as president of Na¬ 
tional Screen Service to pursue 
new ventures on his own, presum¬ 
ably in the independent production 
field, Exec who had been with NSS 
25 years, in 1940 Was appointed v.p. 
in charge of sales arid in 1955 was 
named chief exec as Herman Rob¬ 
bins moved up to the board chair¬ 
manship: 

On several instances over the 
years Dembow has been linked 
with indie film-making in a finan¬ 
cial participation capacity. He 
functioned as a producer for three 
years in association with First Na¬ 
tional ‘ Pictures and also w°rhed 
With the old Goidwyn and Boxof- 
fice Attractions companies in dis¬ 
tribution , posts before going; to 
NSS. 

Indication is that, Dembow is not 
to be replaced at NSS for some 
time. Robbins, who, with his fam¬ 
ily, controls the compariy, likely 
will take over the: prexy's duties in 
addition to functioning as chair¬ 
man. V' : ■■■'/■ . 

London, March 11> 
The! first 'company to .take the 

bull by the horns here, Warner 
Bros; has closed all of its branches 
in England, Scotland and Wales, 
and its salesmen in the future will 
maintain direct contact with the 
homeoffice iri London. . 

Move is a drastic one and could 
easily set a riew operational pat- 
tern here, with other coiripanies 
following suit. ,!... 

According to Warner Bros, the 
new. system ; is designed to meet a 
situation under which the: company 
will handle “fewer but better ’ pic¬ 
tures. Country is to be divided up 
into 23 seetprs under three division 
managers headquartering in Lon¬ 
don; ■ 

Statement by the Warner outfit, 
headed; here by Arthur Abeles Jr., 
Said the current setup was out¬ 
moded. The only. other company 
that has folded its distribution sys¬ 
tem in Britain has been Republic, 
Which now goes. out via British 
Lion. Warners said the elimina¬ 
tion of . the branches would “elim¬ 
inate the middleman” between the 
salesmen and the homeoffice. 

- 19 Salesmen Involved! 
. Some 19 salesmen will cover en¬ 
tire territory comprising nine in 
Midlands arid five; each in south 
and Scotland. Dublin branch and 
Belfast subbrarich are continuing. 
Move is sequel to recent Jack War¬ 
ner and Wolfe Cohen Visits urging 
economy. Overhead here, has dou¬ 
bled in past decade from 12% to 
over 25% despite declining rev¬ 
enues in United Kingdom. 

protesting the film. He said a tele- member of the original ; small 
gram rejecting; an invitatiori to at- j group, but were members of the 
tend the premiere had/ been sprit 
to Washington Mayor Thomas 
Stewart by Col. Charles :H; Dolan 
of Greenwich, Conn. The wire said 
survivors of the escadrille “are op¬ 
posed to the exploitation of their 

/unit .-, ■ 
Rockwell also: said Baugham. 

killed in action at the age of 18, 
was not a member of the Lafayette 
Escadrille, but served in another 
French squadron. 

Henry Jones of Newark. N.Y., in 
Washington to attend the premiere, 
said the attitude of Rockwell and 
Dolan smacked of “sour grapes.” 
Jones said he was a member of 
the original group which flew for 

Lafayette Escadrille Flying; Corps. 
Local boosters displayed a. pic¬ 

ture of a monument erected by the 
French government a few miles 
outside of Paris to the Lafayette. 
Escadrille. They poirited to Jim 
Baugham’s name prominent on the 
marker. 

Starring Tab Hunter, film was di¬ 
rected by Williarn A. Wellman who 
wrote the story, based on his inem- 
ories of service in France. 

Washington was selected for the 
premiere showing, because of Baug¬ 
ham’s birth there. Proceeds from 
the affairs are to go for a com¬ 
munity youth center to be -named 
in honor of Baugham. 

Everett Rosenthal 
(Executive Producer, Pyramid Prods.) 

hot some pertinent views on the : 

PROMISE OF A BETTER 

TOMORROW IN N.Y. 

PRODUCTION OF 

TELEFILMS 

another . Editorial Feature in the 

Semi-Annual TV Film Issue 

Vfi-RiETY 
OUT THIS MONTH 

“Liquidate the studios” appears 
as a chant .that is being echoed 
among bankers, stockholders and 
some researchers. In recent 
months; as the plight of the film 
industry has become a. national 
topic, the villainy of those Holly- 
wood. "fixed charges” has inspired 
radical cure proposals. 

At Loew’s recent N.Y. stockhold¬ 
ers’ meeting, Lester Martin, a tex¬ 
tile millionaire with substantial 
holdings in motion picture shares, 
made the .suggestion that Loew’s 
get rid of its Culver City lot. The 
same suggestion, it was learned 
this week, was made in the contro¬ 
versial Heller report which Loew’s 
has . never made public. 

The Heller, report advised the 
company to get out of production 
and to concentrate on its theatre 
business,. It further advised that 

• Loew’s sell a dumber of its huge, 
i large-seat theatres and embark on 
j a program of building smaller the- 
(atres with capacities of 500 or 
600. These theatres. It was felt, 
would be capable of housing long- 

: run blockbuster pictures which ap- 
i pear to be the only kind of product 
making money in today’s market. 

. The “liquidation” remarks have 
; pot been confined to Loew’s. It 
I has come up in reference to Urii- 
, versal, Columbia, Republic and 
j other companies.. Point is made 
1 again, that the day of the large 
[studio is over. Even the late Harry 
j Cohn has been quoted as saying 
‘ that there no longer is a need for 
| a companytowned studio and that 
j pictures could be made any where. 
;It is generally believed that the 
; entire theatrical output of Holly- 
j wood can now be made in one 
i studio, ’ such as . Metro’s or War¬ 
ner’s. 

i . What appears to be gaining In 
j favor as the future’ modus, oper- 
I andi of Hollywood is a setup simi- 
| Iar to that of United Artists. How-, 
ever, the elimination of the stu¬ 
dios isn’t, as easy a matter as the 

J advocates of liquidation belieVe. 
Studios, facilities, of course, are 
required. The job is to find some 
one to take over the properties 
and convert them to other uses. 
At the same time, several studios 
will have to be kept and main¬ 
tained as rental lots. 

Although nobody has been bold- 
enough to come out and say so, 
there is some belief that the huge 
plants can be saved if and when 
toll tv arrives. A number of trade- 
sters have predicted that the. film 
biz would experience an unprece¬ 
dented boom if pay-as-you-see tele¬ 
vision ever became successful on a 
national scale. Perhaps the dis¬ 
tant hope that toll tv would prove 
to be the saviour Is what is delay¬ 
ing the managements of the film. 
companies from- moving ahead 
hastily in liquidating the studio 
properties* 

• V 

20th Dumps Preliminary Preparations; Decides Tag 
Suggests Delinquency Theme and Smells of ‘B* 

In one of the most drastic re¬ 
vamps of recent years, 20th-Fox is 
discarding the title of its “The 
Hell-Bent Kid” and, with it, a good 
part of the campaign for the west¬ 
ern, including ads, posters and 
other material already prepared. 

Move was decided on by prexy 
Spyros P. Skouras, ad-pub v.p. 
Charles Einfeld and other hrass 
Who felt that the title inadequately 
represented the values of; the pic¬ 
ture, which stars Don Murray and 
Diane Varsi. 

Some also felt that. “The Hell- 
Bent Kid” hinted of a juvenile de¬ 
linquency story arid, certainly, im¬ 
plied . a “B” quality which, 20th 
feels, the picture doesn’t have. No 
new title has as yet been picked. 

There was no immediate esti¬ 
mate at 20th of the costs involved 
in. changing the title at this, late 
date. When the picture is practi¬ 

cally ready for release arid already 
has been advertised. 

incident dramatizes, again, the 
problem of not having a “backlog,” 
with pictures; flow heading straight 
from the production line to the 
theatres arid comparatively little 
time left for such things as title 
changes. Latter can become desir- 

■ able after the compariy has had a 
; chance to view the completed film 
! and assess its values. However, by 
, that time* many wheels already 
] are in motion, aimed at putting the. 
film into release. . 

! New Natalie Wood Terms 
j Hollywood, March 11. 
I Natalie Wood’s Warner contract, 
; with five years to go, is being re- 
i! negotiated-Discussions are on be- 
‘ tween studio execs and .William 
1 Morris, agency. 
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Atari ai*Ic» Aforaintfstar I scenes. Martin : Balsam, Jesse 
MarjorieMorningtiUir White, Edward Byrnes, George 

. . .. . ... Tobias, Paul Piceimi, Alan Reed, 
“Jewishness, of best'seiling Ruta Lee arid young Howard Best 
novel diluted. Title, good per- }make Up the good supporting cast, 
(«m»m A special worij should be said 
ues Stack up release for box- | for Ed Wyim_ not that .be needs: 

0,nce‘ __ ■ • it. But his timing, his character- 
■ : . ■ 1 izalion, his complete empathy are 

Hollywood; March i. \,0 precise that he makes his. minor 
S“St•woXS:; eharacfer a. major ^erfomance. 

Claire Trevor, Everett Sloan, Martin /Mil- Even doing a bad SCCne (SU.Ch as. 
ner;. features Ed Wynni CAroIyn Jones. “pVatador” number in. this), his 
Vr'hue? Ei^ardSHvrhesVpaui *pit-e?ni-' Man dignity . .is .suCh that. lie. carries it 
Jteed Kuta l^e. Produced by ;Milto off—-if not completely than 

Screenplay. EveFett Freeman: hove. _ 
Inan Wouk: camera. Harry Srr. d. nr:; 
J7iusie.;-M.ix Steiner:'editor. Fulmar f’.Jaiin¬ 
erted. Fievtewed lnHoIIvwuud. Fr-h... 18,. 
r58. RunmnB time, 125'MlNS. 

... Gene Ivellv 
.. Natalie Wood 
.. (’laue Trevor 
, Everett Stoane. 

Noel Airman -- 
IMarjorie ...... 
Rese. . 
Arnold... 
Wally . ... 
Uncle Samson .... 
Marsha 
Creech 
Ilr. David Harris 

' I.ou. Michelson .. 
Sandy J.ainm Ehillip Herman . 

uddles Podell .. 
ImOgene 

sible. 
Irving Rapper’s direction is good 

at pulling together the rnanv facets 
of the sprawling story ana in his 
subtly-.-at characterization. Harry 
Stradling’s photography, in. War^ 
rierCoIotv is an importarit cpitir 

iw V nes ponent. of the production. A good 
fie<>r»je Tobiah theme song,: already giving the; 
Martin b '<=; m picture generous exploitation, is 

Edward Bvrne" “A Very Precious Love," by Sam- 
;. iMui l’uerni my . Fain and Paul Francis Web- 

AI «n Reed ster." 'i . . '- 
_ --.••• u» ee gince the background is,the New; 

. . ,/ . : York theatre, there are some di- 
‘‘^f^Jone Morningstar . ls . vert;ng musical , numbers, staged 

switched in the film vei sion that . jacjp Baker, with vocal arranger 
admirers of the novel may he (}IS* merits'' by Lyn Murray, orchestra- 
appointed. But though dilution tjon£ foy Murray. Cutter and Gus 
may have weakened the original i Levene and musical supervision by 
Integrity of the story, what shows j Ray>: He|n(jorf. Max Steiner has 

••• xm..the .screen is- a. .potent combina- i a score that is as:good as any 
lion of Manhattan stage, society ^as ever composed which is 
and sex angles. Prospects are saying a good deal, 

1 ™ *re *°0(- th* «riainai I Aft director Malcolm Bert,. 
There was in. the original abetted by .set decorator Ralph 

jeller of Herman Wouk an a Uempt has done imaginative back-, 
tn isolate and examine a pa ticu ar, ground particularly the West Side 
segment of American life the,upjgomVof the Morgensterps and the 
per middle class 1™^***™$.] summer camps. Sound* by Stah- 

- Manhattan Thi;-has^^been changed , ^ ,Jq . nd Siting by Folmar 

ISn^S I „re both top.noto_h. 
aspects of the. original idea; the 
characters are still part of their 
racial and religious background, 
but the Jewish flavor has been Wa¬ 
tered down. 

Undoubtedly the film should be 
a box office success and Sperling 
played it for insurance, as a more feneral account with a broader 

ase of identification. 
Natalie Wood gives a glowing 

and touching performance, as the 
title heroine. Gene Kelly is mov¬ 
ing as her TOtnantic vis-a-vis. Claire 
Trevor and Everett Sloane are 

Happy Is the Bride 
(BRITISH) 

SUghtweight *. comedy about. 
pre-marital .complications; gay 
enough, but not likely to be . 
iihpressive at the b.o. 

. London, March 4. 
British LiQfi (Paul Buskin) production 

and ‘.release. Stare Ian Carmichael, Janette 
Scotl. Cecil Parker.: Directed by Roy 
Bousing. Screenplay, Jeffrey Dell and 

_ _ Roy Boulting'from play. “Quiet-Wedding," 

strong in support amfMa^Mli- 
jamih Frankel. . At Studio One,. London. 
Running time, •< MINS. 

Ian Carmichael 
Janette Scott 

Daviil Chaytbr ..... 
Janet;. Royd: . ....,.. 
Arthur Royd .....;... 
Policeman 

ner moves up as an important 
younger leading man. Ed. Wynn 
is the standout as Marjorie’s.Uncle 
Sanison. 

The title is the clue to story. . 
When Marjorie changes her -name j vicaV 
from “Morgenstern" to • ‘’Morning-j MiiaredvRdVd'r.V.\?i*.,-.-. 
star." she unwittingly cuts herself £etu?a w....... 
off from the. Jewish background ! °- ’• 
and plunges without support into a 
world of no yLsible connections 
and even less stability. She falls 
in love with Gene Kelly, one of 
those faseinating men of small tal¬ 
ent who flourish in the theatiical 
fringe of Broadway. He has 
changed his name, too, from "Ehre- 
nian,” to "Airman," and the re¬ 
sulting rootlessness has left him 
uneasy and unsatisfied^—although 
he never truly understands why. 
Marjorie caroms from his rejec- 

,. . . Cecil Parker 
Terry-Thomas 

Joyce Grenfell 
Eric Barker 

..Edith Sharpe 
, .. . . Elyi .Hale 

____-_ Richard Bennett 
Chaytor John Le Mesurier 

I John Royd ............. Nicholas .Parsons 
I Marcia ... . ........... Virginia Maskell 
Jim.-v.-..:.. Thorley .Walters 
Madiime Edna .........._Irene Hahdl 
Miranda Royd Sarah Drury 
1st Magistrate ; Miles Malleson 
Aunt Harriet ...........' Athene Seyler. 

-George the Verger ...... Cardew Robinson 
Shoji Steward ... Victor Maddern 
Foreman ... ... Sam Kydd. 

Adapted from Esther McGrack- 
| enrs successful' play, ‘‘Quiet Wed¬ 
ding,” this is Britain?s. second stab 

: . , , ,, .. .. • at this slightweight story. The re- 
fion to a doctor Martin Balsnm. jsu]f j? an amiable, inconsequential 
Always standmg^by and eventually j C0Iriedy which will pass away an 
the man with whom she;finds her j hom arid a half pleasantly, but 
real f love .is hardworking play-! Seems unlikely to cause any undue 
Wright Martin Milner. j stiif at the boxoffice. The screen- 

The symholism of the - name- ( play by Jeffrey Dell arid Roy Boult- 
changing is not any desire on the [ mg (Boulting also directed)! is a 
part of the principals :to ‘‘pass" } happy-go-lucky lark in which is 
over to other racial or* religious; irifrised a lot of fun and a certain 
groups; it is only the common ex- j amount of wit. But the whole thing 
pression of youth seeking to create : seems altogether too: slender a joke 
a character and identification of • to stand up against reasonable com- 
Its own. Everett Freeman’s screen- j petition. 
play has laid iri some accurate and • When Ian Carmichael proposes 
effective scenes such as the Bar to Janette. Scott, all seems set ;for 
Mitzvah of Marjorie’s, younger l a quiet wedding. Not so. Relatives 
brother, the homely conversation1 brigin putting in their; 50c worth 
betweeri Miss Trevor and Sloane, arid the harassed young cOUple 
and the casual references to Jew- have their first row. Bewildered by 
ish custom that set the special' .the Upsets which crop up, the 
flavor of the storv. The import- 1 prospective bride and bridegroom 
ance of the theme—pointless re- ! disappear on the eve of their wed- 
bellion by youth—is lost in the 1 ding. But on the day of the wed- 
screenplay, however, is the restless j ding they fall foul of the police on 
thrashing about, the ofi-again. on- ! ? technical driving offense and land 
again love affair between -Kelly ^ ln co,pler* After many mis- 
and Miss Wood ( Understandings and problems, they 

Kelly has a Kard part sinci he | at «« J.«5t 
is really a weakling, sold on his i -4,, * . . . ■. . '■ ■ ... 
talent and brilliance so strongly | f. success of this flimsy 
that everyorie else buys it^ too, al-; owes much to the hand- 
though there is no evidence of it j 
and he is not a young man. His ' 
characterization is a bad one for a 
hero because the men will feel : no 
sympathy for hiiri; he seenis a 
spoiled boy, but women may take 
to him. Miss Wood is excellent 
and establishes herself more 
strongly than ever as an important 
younger star with broad capacities. 

Miss Trevor and Sloane.are more 
faithful to the original concent; 
They are real people and the kind 
you might meet in the area marked 
out by Wouk..: They. do. tips by 
subtle shadings of voice and ges¬ 
ture that never become grotesque 

hisi recent comedy successes, but 
Miss Scott is quite delightful as the 
young bride. Among the many sup¬ 
porting performances which take 
this eye and ear ate those of Cecil 
Parker, as the bride’s father; Elvi 
Hale, an exuberant rock, ’n* roll 
girl who sparks the main . trouble; 
John Le Mesurier, as the bride- 
eroom?s interfering father: Terry- 
Thomas, an officious policeman; 
Miles Malleson, who makes a 
bumbling magistrate,-and; Eric Bar-, 
ker, as a bewildered clergyman, 

Benjariiin ;Frankel’s. music and: 
Ted Sqaife’s lensing are both okay 

Martin Milner contributes an able I for a production which adequately, 
performance and Carolyn Toncs • fulfils its modest ambitions, 
adds considerable dash, to her): . Rich, 

The Golden Disk 
(BRITISH—MUSIC) 

. Pop miisic pic which aims, 
shrewdly at the teenagers; hits 

. mark as a useful supporting ] 
feature film... 

London, March 4. 
Butcher’s (AVv G- Chalmers) production 

and: release: Stars Lee Patterson and Mary 
Steele. Directed \h.v . Don Sharp. Screen¬ 
play. Don Nicholi and Don Sharp from 
story by Gee Nichollr music, Philip Green; 

iieditor, Eyy Boland; camera, Geoffrey 
Faithfull. At. Dialto,• London. Running 
-time,. 77 MINS. . . 
Harry Blair ..... . . . .... Lee Patterson 
Joan Farmer  .. Mary Steele 
Terry Dene. Terry Dene 
Aunt Sarah — ... Linda Gray. 
Mr. Drydei»...:.Ronald Adam 
Mr. Washington-_Peter-Dynely 
David Jacobs David Jacobs. 
Recording Engineer ...... David Williams. 
Morose Man Richard Turner 
Dryden’s Secretary. . .... . .Marianne Stone 

•Mrs. Simpson ..... Olive Milbourn 
Guests... Dennis Lotis. Nancy Whiskey 

Les H«bcaux,.Murlr?y Campbell, 
Sheila Buxton 

“The Golden Disk” shrewdly 
aims to. attract teenagers who have 
helped to make pop disks big busi¬ 
ness in Britain. It is a modest, un¬ 
pretentious film and will do well 
among patrons for whom it is. inr 
tended. Older folks who can’t dig 
this material will find the whole 
thing rather limp and the talent 
on view is urilikely to cause much 
of a stir in America. 

“Disk" is calculated to exploit 
the current popularity of Terry 
Deriej one of. the most successful 
young . vocalists here. Dene, a 
youngster with a somewhat .vacant 
expression, is no great shakes as 
an actor, but he sings and strums 
a guitar adroitly enough to please 
his public. 

. Picture has a simple enough sto¬ 
ry about , two yourig people and 
their aunt, who transform her cafe 
into an Expresso coffee bar, add a 
record bar to it arid then start their, 
own disk company.. After a few 
weeks of struggle a song done by 
Dene sells a .million disks and 
everything ends in a happy flurry 
of success. The pic would have, 
beeri more acceptable had the 
screenplay by Don Nicholi and Don 
Sharp not been completely devoid 
of wit and suspense, and also .had 
Shairp’s direction not been so plod¬ 
ding.:;, . 

However; the yarn is merely an 
excuse for putting over a dozen 
pop songs arid ior introducing a 
number of popular singers and in- 
struriientalists: Philip Green, as 
well as acting as musical director 
for the film, had a hand in five of 
these soiigs arid several of them 
stand a good chance of making the 
grade when plugging begins ; on 
radio and tv) “Charm,” ‘Tm Gonna 
Wrap You Up” arid ”Jn Betweeri 
Age” are useful ditties. “Golden 
Age” by Richard Dix and Michael 
Robbins; “Dynamo” by Tommie 
Connor and “C’Min and Be Loved” 
by Leri Praverman also sound 
like promising, entries. . 

Lee Patterson and Mary Steele 
do their best with routine roles as 
the young inari airid his girl friend. 
Linda Gray, as thO aunt, and Ron¬ 
ald Adam and peter Dyneley, as 
music publishers, also turn in 
workmanlike jobs. Dennis Lotis, 
Nancy Whiskey, Les : Hobeaux, 
Sheila Buxton and the Phil Seamon 
Jazz Group are among the. fea¬ 
tured artists who handle the songs 
wrill.. . 

. Geoffrey Faithfull’S camera work 
and Elly Boland’s editing are tech¬ 
nically okay but a big opportunity 
is lost in “Disk” by insufficient 
attention being paid to building up. 
the Tin Pan Alley arid disk world 
atmosphere. : Rich. . 

Escapement 
(BRITISH) 

Fair. second feature thriller 
with workmanlike cast coping 
with implausible, but ingeni¬ 
ous yarn. 

London, March 4. 
: Anglo Amalgamated release of a Nat 
Cohen and Stuart Levy production. Star#. 
Rod Cameron. Mary... Murphy, Meredith 
Edwards, Peter -llling.- Directed by Mont¬ 
gomery Tully. Screenplay, Charles . Eric 
Maine; camera; Bert . Mason; music, Rich¬ 
ard Taylor. At Hammer Theatre, London. 
Running time, 10 MINS. 
Keenan Rod Cameron 
Ruth • : -.. .... Mary Murpby 
Dr. Maxwell ..., . . . Meredith Edwards 
Zakon ...Peter riling' 
Laura Maxwell  .. Kay Callard 
Dr. Erich Hoff ....Carl Jaffe 
Blore . ... . ...Carl Duermg 
Verna .:      .. Roberta Huby 
Brad. Somers Larry Cross 
Commissaire ...;.. Felix. Felton 
French Doctor: ............. Jacques * Sey 
Signor Kallini v........... Carlo Borelll 
Wayne .......... ......,...; Alan Gifford 
Denver: , : John. McCarthy 

“Escapemerit” is a modest thrill¬ 
er . designed . as a second feature, 
which can be adequately prn- 
grammed in routine houses over 
here. But even the presence of two 
American artists. Rod Cameron 
and MarjT Murphy, is unlikely to 
make it an acceptable entry for 
mo't U.S. houses. 

Story has Cameron as an Ameri¬ 
can rinsurance investigator sent to 
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France to look into the mysterious 
death of ;a Hollywood film star. His 
probings lead him to a psychiatry 
hospital near Cannes and one or 
two similarly suspect deaths lead 
him to the belief that there is dirty 
work afoot. 

There is. He discovers a scien¬ 
tist-doctor who is giving electronic 
treatment to neurotic patients, 
seeking a temporary. escape from 
the rigors, arid cares of life. But 
he is the. unwitting tool of the 
clinics owner, whose, motives are 
far less idealistic. Peter Illing, as 
the big boss,, is. using the joint to 
brainwash patierils so he can con¬ 
trol their lives and money. If this 
capsule plot seems a shade sketchy 
it is because it is wrapped up in 
a certain amount of scientific mum¬ 
bo-jumbo . which may be the real 
McCoy or merely authentic iri the 
scriptwriter’s imagination: - 

The promised thrills never fully 
materialize, nevertheless, a bunch 
of very able actors manage to keep 
interest alive with a straightfor¬ 
ward script that would have bene¬ 
fited from a few highlights. Dialog, 
as so often is the case with these 
second features, limps for much of 
the time. Rod Cameron, Mary 
Murphy, as his girl, friend; Illing, 
as the crook; Meredith Edwards, as 
the duped scientist, and Kay Cal¬ 
lard, as his wife .fill their roles 
conscientiously. There also is a 
neat performance by Carl Duering 
as a bodyguard. 

Montgomery Tully handles the 
direction . without frills. Bert 
Mason’s camerawork, the sets and 
the sound effects are effective 
without being outstanding. Though 
unfair to describe “Escapement0 as 
a. rush job, clearly the producers 
were disinclined to waste over¬ 
much time on it. Rich. 

Strange World of 

Planet X 
(BRITISH) 

Science - fiction horror film. 
Which is not ingenious enough 
or sufficiently .‘horrific* to add 
up to anything but a naive pot¬ 
boiler. 

Paris Halfday 
(TECHNICOLOR - TECHNIRAMA) 

Pleasant diversion with Boh 
Hope and Feraandel. 

United Artiste release of Tolda (Bob 
Hope), production. Stars Bob . Hope 
Fernandel, Anita Ekberg, Martha Hyer 
Directed by Gerd Oswald. Screeenplav’ 
Edniund Beloin & Dean Riesneif, from 
original-, by Hope; Camera (Technicolor) 
Roger Hubert; associate producer, Cecil 
Foster Kemp; music; Joseph L. * Lilley- 
production designed by Georges Wakhe- 
vitch; production supervisor, Fred Surin- 
editor. Ellsworth Hoagland; costumes, 
Pierre Balmain; asst, director, Paul 
Feyder. Tradeshown . March 4. ’58.' Run¬ 
ning time, 10Q MINS. 
Robert.Leslie Hunter.. Bob Hope 
Fernydel Fernandel 

.. ... Anita Ekberg 
Ann McCall. ...... . Martha Hyer 
With .... Preston Sturges, Andre Morell 

Alan , Gifford* Maurice Teynae 
Ives Brainville, :Jean Murat 

Bob Hope’s “Paris Holiday” is, 
as the title indicates, a pleasant 
spoof. It’s tongue-in-cheek who¬ 
dunit, with some capital Hope top¬ 
pers—one-liners for the flip trade 
-^-and two solid comedy scenes for 
the windup. One is of the “ctazy- 
house” genre .— it is the scene 
where Hope is -tricked into incar¬ 
ceration in a mental institute out¬ 
side of Paris—and' the other, is a 
funny chase, including Some tiptop 
helicopter stuff for the getaway as 
the, dastards are foiled. 

Action is contemporaneous with 
a World War II flashback via spur¬ 
ious currency which threatens to 
undermine the economy of France 
because of the skillful counterfeit¬ 
ing. Preston Sturges, himself a 
playwright of note, is cast as the 
loosely disguised Sacha Guitry 
whose new play unmasks the 
villains. 

Hope, on the titular Paris holi¬ 
day, hungers for the American 
rights to the distinguished French 

l playwright’s latest effort and, be¬ 
cause he’s suspected of having one 
of the few manuscript copies, be¬ 

comes the target for Anita Ek- 
berg’s wiles aboard the trans-Atlan- 

1 tic luxury liner bringing them to 
France and also during his hectic 
stay in the French capital. Fact 
that Hope has no concept of these 
machinations makes for the com¬ 
edic melodramatics. 

London. March 4. 
Eros (George Maynard) production and 

release. Stars Forrest Tucker and Gaby 
.Andre. Directed by Gilbert Gunn. Screen¬ 
play, . Paiul. Ryder from novel by Rene 
Ray; editor, Francis Brieber: camera, Joe 
Amber; music, Robert Sharpies. At Ham¬ 
mer Theatre, London. Running time, 75 
MINS: . 

Gil Graham ...*.. Forrest Tucker 
Michele Dupont . Gaby Andre 
Smith .. Martin Benson 
Brig. Cartwright...Wyndham Goldie 
Dr. Laird 
Jimmy Murray ... 
.Ceral<T''Wilson .. 
Helen Forsyth .. 
Gillian Betts 
Inspector Burns . 
Mrs: Hale .. 
Jane Hale ... 
F. C. Tidy....... 

_ Alec Mango 
. Hugh Latimer 
Geoffrey Chater 

.Patricia Sinclair 
l .. Catharine Lancaster 
...... Richard Warner 
. . ... Hilda Fennemore 
........ Susan Redway 
... Neil Wilson 

“Strange World of Planet X” Is 
a gloomy little item which is. 
tagged with an “X” certificate. 
This means that no child under; the 
age of 16 can see it in Britain, 
which seems merciful for all con¬ 
cerned. It is yet another entry in 
the pseudo science-fiction horror 
stakes. Designed purely to cash in 
on a current vogue, the pic may 
well achieve its objective among 
the naive customers who thrilled 
to it as a tv serial. Biit it is a 
singularly uninspired pot-boiler. 

Based on a novel by actress Rene 
Ray, it is a yam which concerns 
research experiments by a slightly 
screwy scientist. The experiments 
upset cosmic rays which, in turn, 
affect the earth 'so that a mild 
tramp becomes a homicidal maniac 
and insects assume murderous in¬ 
stincts and man-size proportions. 
No layman can. assess whether 
these shenanigans are credible or 
are merely figments of Miss Ray’s 
imagination. But on the screen, 
they look rather daft and add up to 
fairly tepid entertainment. 

Paul Ryder’s screenplay is a 
plodding affair. The dialog veers 
between desperately duil technical 
jargon and coy flippancy. Under 
the circumstances^. it is probably 
unfair to bludgeon the cast whose 
performances, steer, a steady 'course 
between' the adequate and thd 
dreadful.. Forrest Tucker plays the 
stalwart assistant of the niad sci¬ 
entists and keeps a stiff Upper lip 
throughout the disaster all around 
hiiri. The bnst performance comes 
from Martin Benson as the invader 
from Planet X who tied up the 
out-of-hand situation. Hugh Lati¬ 
mer, Wyndham Goldie, Alec Man¬ 
go, Geoffrey Chater and Patricia 
Sinclair fulfil the terms of their 
contracts without appearing to 
have much relish for the proceed¬ 
ings. The femme lead is taken by 
French actress Gaby Andre, whose 
showing here is routine. 

Robert Sharpies’ music has an 
efficiently eerie note. Joe Amber’s 
camera work is not sufficiently 
distinguished to hide the phoniness 
of the studio-made insects, de¬ 
signed to provide thrill which is 
more, revolting than hair-raising. 

Rich. 

Fernandel, playing himself as a 
popular French favorite, is also 
aboard the ocean liner as is Martha 
Hyer, U. S. Embassy staffer whose 
initial rebuffing of the flip Hope 
eventuates into the romantic visra- 
vis including a little international 
diplomatic rescue-work. 

Plot is one of those things but 
the sturdy cast makes the most of 
its opportunities. The popeyed 
Fieneh funster, Fernandel, is 
given perhaps his best U. S. audi¬ 
ence exposure for what he has to 
offer; after all, his excellent 
‘Around The World In 80 Days” 
stint was, at best, only a bit. He is 
a prime comedian, excellent on the 
panto. He is his realistic self as a 
non-Eriglish-speaking funny man 
with a great sympatico for “Bob- 
bee” (Hope), his fellow thespian. 

Fernandel’s manning of the heli¬ 
copter, which he is chauffeuring 
from a primer on how to operate 
the whirlybird, makes for some 
strong comedy scenes;. Hope is 
hoisted aloft on a trapeze-ladder, 
first making his escape from the 
mental institution and later elud¬ 
ing the quartet of free-pistoling 
French hoods. 

Miss Ekberg is beaucoup decora¬ 
tive as the she menace and Miss . 
Hyer is properly prim as the loyal 
Yankee lass. The other bits are 
very competent. 

All the technical accoutrements 
are lush from the Technirama 
process .to the characteristically 
compelling Paris and environs 
street scenes in lush Technicolor. 
Except for a phrase or two of 
fractured English, Fernandel 
either mimes or speaks his native 
lingo. This calls for a few English 
subtitles. Among the comedy titles 
are references to “Mr.” Robert 
Hope as the producer and plain 
Robert Hope as the original story 
author. * 

Scripters Ed . Beloin and Deaa 
Riesner have supplied a barrage of 
toppers and nifties which read like 
a typical topical Hope monolog, in¬ 
cluding out-of-the-headlines refer¬ 
ences to Sputnik etc. Gerd Os¬ 
wald’s direction is fast paced, the 
editing keeps it down, to a tight 
100 minutes; Roger Hubert’s Tech-. 
hicolorful lensing 1 does right by 
the high life atmosphere from ship 
to shore; the Gallic flavor, cos-, 
tumes and settings are in keeping 
for lushness and authenticity. In 
toto, good escapist film fare. 

Abel. 

Sam CIarkY WB Port 
Hollywood, March 11. 

Sam Clark has been named man¬ 
ager of new Warner Bros, national 
merchandising division, handling 
merchandising tieins for theatrical 
pix, TV, cartoons. 

He’ll headquarter on coast with 
Jack Kingsley set as his assistant 
arid N.Y. Rep.: 
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Desire Under the Elms 

O’Neill’s shocker about lust, 
and greed In New England. 
Needs plenty of selling. Best 
prospects as a high-grade sex- 
ploitationer. 

Hollywood, March 7. 
„ Paramount release of a Don Hartman 
production. Star* Sophia Loren. Anthony 
Perkins. Burl Ives; features Frank. Over- 
ton. .Pernell Roberts. Rebecca Welles, 
Jean Willes, Anne Seymour, Roy Fant. 
Directed by Delbert Mann. Screenplay, 
Irwin Shaw; from the play by Eugene 
O’Neill; camera, Daniel L. Fapp; music, 
Elmer Bernstein; editor. George Boemler. 
Previewed at the studio. March 3. ’38. 
Running time. Ill MINS. 
Anna Cabot ... 
Eben Cabot ... 
Ephriam Cabot 
Simeon Cabot . 
Peter Cabot .. 
Lucinda __ 
Florence . 

-Eben'S: Mother 
Fiddler ....... 

.... Sophia Loren 
Anthony Perkins 
......... Burl Ives 
.. Frank Overton 
. Pernell Roberts. 
.. Rebecca Welles 
...I. Jean Willes 
:. Anne Seymour 
....... Roy Fant 

Despite all the plus factors, “De¬ 
sire Under. The Elms” is not satis¬ 
factory screen entertainment. It is 
painfully slow in getting under¬ 
way, the characters are never com¬ 
pletely understandable or believ¬ 
able, and the ghastly plot climax 
(of infanticide) when it comes, 
plays with disappointingly little 
force. The picture Is being given a 
double “art” house opening in New 
York but the commercial truth of 
the matter is that “Desire” will 
probably make its best return as a 
sexploitation item. 

Eugene O’Neill's work has 
been given a “reverent’’ translation 
in Don Hartman’s production for 
Paramount. Attempt was made, ap¬ 
parently,, to treat the stage script 
with dignity. True, some elements 
of O’Neill have been deleted and 
new elements have been added. 
But essentially what Hartman and 
his director, Delbert Mann, have 
tried, to do is remain faithful to 
the playwright’s original design. 
The presentation has valuable star 
qualities in Sophia Loren and An¬ 
thony Perkins and it is being given 
a healthy exploitation campaign. 

Irwin Shaw, who did the screen¬ 
play, has not improved the story. 
O’Neill, of course, wrote a modern 
version of a Greek tragedy, as raw 
and chilling as anything in “Oedi¬ 
pus” or “Medea.” He chose the 
craggy New England of 1840 and its 
flinty characters with care. The 
casting of Sophia Loren'in the role 
of the young (third) wife of farmer 
Burl Ives, is a key casting error 
because it injects an alien-to-the-i 
scene element that dislocates the1 
drama permanently. 

The passion of greed and lust 
that takes place, in which Anthony 
Perkins and Miss Loren embark on 
a semi-incestuous love affair that 
ends with Miss Loren’s having a 
child, that Ives thinks is his, is 
strong stuff and .it has been han¬ 
dled with discretion. Too much, 
perhaps. 

The conflict between Ives and 
Perkins, son of Ives’ second wife; 
the . clash between Perkins and 
|diss Loren, these are powerful 
antagonisms but their impact has 
been hurt by the change from 
O’Neill’s Greek simplicity to Holly¬ 
wood gilding. O’Neill saw it as 
men fighting the gods and losing. 
Shaw apparently sees it. as men 
Understood through modern psy¬ 
chology, still doomed and damned, 
but for different reasons. In trying 
to understand these motivations, 
the straight story line has been en- 
$narled by Shaw in specious, com¬ 
plications. 

There are moments of great pow¬ 
er. The scene in which Perkins in 
his bedroom, adjoining his father’s, 
suffers through his imagination of 
Miss Loren, is skillfully done, The 
episode in which Ives celebrates 
the birth of the son he believes to 
be his own but which is actually 
not, has appalling fascination. The 
final, uncompromising . s c e n e s, 
where Miss Loren and Perkins are 
taken away for the murder of their 
infant son—killed by Miss Loren 
in the belief it will put things right 
between her and Perkins—is si¬ 
lently understated for tremendous 
Effect.. ' 

Despite Miss Loren’s unsuitabil¬ 
ity for the play, she does her best 
work in an American picture in 
her role. She exposes a great Vari¬ 
ety of emotion than she usually 
does and she manages the scenes 
of tenderness with special and—in 
view of her past roles—surprising 
value. Perkins is more mature in 
his approach than he has been in 
anything he has shown previously, 
but his character is not as exciting 
or vivid as it should be. 

- Ives is the best, a bull of a man, 
cold in emotion and hot in passion, 
his measured reading is the pace 
the picture should have and he 
keeps it as near the original intent 
as it ever gets.’ This trio plays 
alone for most of the long film, hut 
in minor characterizations, there 
are valuable contributions. 

Especially there Is the two broth¬ 
ers, Pernell Roberts and Frank 
Overton, who help set the theme 
and do it well; Jean Willes and 
Rebecca Welles, as their wives; and 

Anne Seymour, in a brief early 
scene as Perkins’ mother. Greta 
Gransstedt as. the town “widow” 
and young Butch Beinard as Per¬ 
kins as a boy, give memorable , per¬ 
formances, although seen briefly. 

Don Hartman has set his; produc¬ 
tion against a stylized-realistic New 
England background that is real¬ 
ized beautifully in the farm set¬ 
tings, exteriors and interiors by 
art directors Hal Pereira and Jo¬ 
seph MacMillan Johnston, with ac¬ 
companying set decoration by Sam 
Coner and Grace Gregory. Dorothy 
Jeakins’ costume*, are, unobtrusive¬ 
ly authentic and Wally Westmore’s 
makeup, particularly with Burl 
Ives, is helpful. Editing by George 
Boemler and sound by Harold Lew¬ 
is and Winston Leverett are good. 

Powe. 

The High Cost of Loving 

Metro pleaser. Amusing do¬ 
mestic comedy about home and 
office problems. 

Hollywood, March 7. 
Metro release, of MUo O. Frank Jr. 

production. Stars Jose Ferrer; costars 
Joanne Gilbert, Jim Backus; introduces 
Gena Rowlands; features Bobby Troup. 
"Philip Ober, Edward Platt, Charles Watts, 
Werner Klemperer. Directed by Jose 
Ferrer. Screenplay, Rip Van Ronkel; from 
a story by Rip Van Ronkel and Milo O. 
Frank Jr.; camera; George J. Folsey; 
music, Jeff Alexander; editor, Ferris 
Webster. Previewed in Hollywood, March 
5. '58. Running time, 17 MINS, 
Jim Fry.Jose Ferrer 
Virginia. Fry ........... Gena Rowlands 
Syd Heyward Joanne • Gilbert 
Paul Mason.. Jim Backus 
Steve Heyward Bobby Troup 
Herb Zorn ................. PhUip Ober 
Eli Cave .   Edward Piatt 
Boylin ....... ChaTles Watts 
Joseph Jessup ....... Werner Klemperer 

. Jose Ferrer cleverly acts and di¬ 
rects, and helps Gena Rowlands, 
from the Broadway stage hit, “Mid¬ 
dle of the Night” achieve her film 
debut impressively, “High Cost of 
Loving” should therefor hit the 
adult trade, and; family market, 
both, for good returns. 

“The High Cost of Loving,” in¬ 
cludes—according to this Metro 
entry—the costs of installment 
buying, prospective parenthood and 
most expensive of all, th§ toll in 
man’s serenity in a world of super- 
corporative operation where the 
individual is an ever increasingly 
minor cog.- It’s a world of missiles, 
mortgages and mechanization that 
Milo O. Frank Jr.’s debut produc¬ 
tion is set against. ' 

Directed for maximum humor 
plus some pleasant interludes of 
married romande, entire action. of 
the Rip Van Ronkel screenplay, 
based on a story by Frank and Van 
Ronkel, is centered around a few 
days in the life of purchasing exec 

. Ferrer, His company has been ab¬ 
sorbed by a bigger one and every¬ 
one is wondering who. comprises 
the “deadwood” that is sure to be 
chopped off in the take-over proc¬ 
ess. To give the problem added 
emphasis, Ferrer's wife, is expect¬ 
ing a baby and the expectancy 
looms especially large for the cou¬ 
ple since they have been childless 
for nine years. Bobby Troup plays 
Ferrer’s close friend and business 
associate, and Joanne Gilbert Is 
his daffy wife. 

Sure to be commented upon is 
Ferrer’s fine opening scene. It runs 
almost ten minutes, completely 
without dialog, add . shows what 
is probably a basic pattern in these 
days of working wives and hus¬ 
bands. Ferrer and Miss Rowlands 
rise from sleep, bathe; dress, pre¬ 
pare breakfast and eat it like 
somnambulants. It is very funny, 
and is expert use of motion picture 
techniques. 

The rest Of the picture does not 
always maintain this high level but 
it is usually amusing and always 
diverting, centering mostly around 
the performances by Ferrer and 
Miss Rowlands. 

Miss Gilbert only has two or 
three scenes and they are not 
strong enough to give her much to 
do except play a stereo silly wife. 
Jim Backus has only one scene, 
really; a tightly written satire that 
manages to work into it every 
Madison Ave. cliche, arid it keeps 
the story bright and Adds depthto 
the humor. The rest of the cast; 
Philip Ober, Edward Platt, Charles 
Watts and Werner Klemperer, play 
assorted types to be found in such 
business enterprises as Ferrer 
works for, and gives value to the 
over-all production. ." 

There is a lot of. frank and amus¬ 
ing dialog in “The High Cost of 
Loving,” this is the trend, to deal 
candidly with marital sex. It is 
done tastefully within sensible 
bounds and provides. a basis for 
adult attraction that makes the 
whole presentation more believable 
and more sensible. 

The technical credits are of ex¬ 
ceptional value because George J. 
Folsey’s photography and Ferris 
Webster's editing help achieve and 
maintain the light, fast touches 
Ferrer was seeking. Jeff Alexan¬ 
der’s music is sparing but also of 
aid in the picture's mood. Art di¬ 
rection by William A. Horning arid 
Randall Duell, and set decorations 
by Henry Grace arid Robert Priest¬ 
ley are expert. Powe. 

Le Triportenr 
(The Tricyclist); 

(FRENCH-COLOR) 
Paris, March 4. 

Pathe release of Cyclope Film produc¬ 
tion. Stars Darry. Cowl; features Beatrice 
Altariba, Jean-CIaude Brialy. Pierre 
Mondy, Roger Caret, Gregoire Aslan. Di¬ 
rected by Jack Pinoteau: Screenplay, Jac¬ 
ques Yilfrld. Jean Aurcl, Pinoteau from - 
novel by Rene Fallet;. camera (Techni¬ 
color). Pierre Petit; editor, Georges Arn- 
stam. At Balzac, Paris. Running' time,. 
95 MINS. 
Antoine ..................... Darry Cowl 
Popeline .............. Beatrice Altariba 
Cop ...... ........ ._____ Pierre Mondy 
Peasant — Roger Carel 
Jean-CIaude ......... Jean-CIaude Brialy 

Darry Cowl, a stuttering, eye- 
glassed young . comedian, looking' 
something like a cross between 
Danny Kaye and Harpo .Marx, is 
fast becoming one of the top pop 
film comics. Usually Scoring.with, 
flash appearances, where his bum-? 
bling is funny,, he finds it harder 
to carry a whole film. This one 
is no exception though it does build- 
some old style slapstick laughs via., 
speeded up action and general buf¬ 
foonery. But it lacks the original¬ 
ity arid pattern needed for trans¬ 
ference to Yank scenes. It could 
be a passable dualer but is sans 
the invention for top Yank chances. 

Here, Cowl follows his home¬ 
town football team on a tricycle. 
He has many adventures, getting 
into the game, arid winning it for 
his home team as weir as the girl , 
he irieets. 

Director Jack Pinoteau has given 
this a flock of running gags and 
some crisp movement, but rarely 
strikes. the right comic vein. Cowl 
can be developed into a topflight 
comedian if he ever gets the right 
story arid molds his character into 
a definite type.. Color-is rightly- 
garish and the. cast is an asset. 
Production values are good. Bea¬ 
trice Altariba is a lush young mor¬ 
sel who plays this in just the right 
key. Mosk. 

Macabre 

A graveyard tale, with . more 
death than fright. Exploitation 
possibilities promising. 

Hollywood, March 4. 
Allied Artists release of a William 

Castle-Robb White production. Stars Wil¬ 
liam Prince, Jim Backus. Christine White, 
Jacqueline Scott, Susan Morrow; features 
Philip Tonge, Jonathan Kidd, Dorothy 
Morris, Howard Hoffman, Ellen • Corby. 
Linda Gudermah, Voltaire Perkins. Pro¬ 
duced and directed by William Castle. 
Screenplay, Robb White, based on a novel 

"by. Theo Durant .(pseudonym for. Terry 
Adler, Anthony Boucher; " Eunice Mays 
Boyd, Florence Gsterii Faulkner, Allen 
Hymson, Cary Lucas. Dana Lyon, Lenore 
Glen, Offord, Virginia Rath, Richard Shat- 
tuck, Darwin L. T.eilhet, William Worley); 
camera,. Carl E, Guthrie; music, Les Bax¬ 
ter; editor,' .John F. Schreyer; special 
effects and title design. Jack Rabin,.Louis 
Dewitt, Irving Block. Previewed ;at- the 
studio, March 4, '58; Running time, 73 
MINS. . 

Dr." Rodney Barrett,.....William Prince 
Jim Tyloe .. Jim Backus 
Nancy .................. Christine White 
Polly Baron .. j Jacqueline Scott 
Sylvia Stevenson,.....Susan Morrow 
Joda Wetherby ........... Philip Tonge 
Ed Quigley v....... Jonathan Kidd 
Alice Barrett ............ Dorothy Morris 
Hummel.... Howard Hoffman 
Miss. Kushins ................ Ellen Corby 
Marge  .. Linda Guderman 
Preacher ............... Voltaire Perkins 

By insuring the lives of his audi¬ 
ences with Lloyds of London, pro¬ 
ducer William^ Castle inherently 
has insured his “Macabre” with a 
surefire exploitable gimmick. Each 
theatre patron will be asked to fill 
out a beneficiary agreement; and 
$1,000 will be forked out in the 
event of death by fright during any 
performance of the Allied, Artists 
release. This bit of hokey-pokey 
should pay off, even though the 
picture itself isn’t frightening 
enough to cause more than uncon¬ 
trollable squirming except in the 
worst heart cases, and they’re ex¬ 
cluded anyway. Castle’s film, how¬ 
ever, is just as macabre as its! title 
insinuates. 

Were the. filin narrated and han¬ 
dled with the same tongue-in-cheek 
approach that, its beginning and 
ending are, it could have been a 
witty, albeit maudlin, film to tickle, 
the same funnybone as, say, “The 

■trouble With Harry,” “Macabre” is 
a good story, fairly suspenseful and 
wholly unpredictable, with a gory 
scene or two and more death than 
its little funeral parlor can handle.. 
By the time the William Castle- 
Robb White Production has dug 
its last grave* half of the dozen 
players have gone or will go to 
their last regards. 

White’s screenplay, adapted from 
a book by 12 mystery writers, 
moves along with the single emo¬ 
tion of fear, then bogs down 
slightly during a search through a 
mangey cemetery. William Prince, 
an affable physician, leads the way 
through the burial grounds, search¬ 
ing for his tiny daughter whom 
some. madman supposedly has 
buried alive. The search is a thor¬ 
ough one but for two or three, 
flashbacks which slow it to a stand¬ 
still, It turns Out; in the end; that 
Prince himself is hoaxing it all up. 

trying to scare his dead wife’s 
father to death, thus copping his 
riches. And, even if the moviegoer 
may. not die of fright, the old man 
does, and believably so, for the 
thing he "had just seen was a 
ghastly sight. Prince finally gets 
his, being shot down by the mor¬ 
tician, a unique way to perk busi¬ 
ness. . 

Prince’s talents are well illumi-, 
nated by his changing from a so¬ 
cially acceptable being to a hide¬ 
ous deceiver Capable of deathly 
thrusts. Jacqueline Scott, as the 
doctor’s loving nurse, walks away, 
showing a good deal of promise. 
Susan Morrow lends a hit of class, 
with Christine White, Philip Tonge 
and Jonathan Kidd playing ex¬ 
pertly, Jim Backus is up to more 
than he could display in his role 
as a sheriff.. 

Director Castle, in approaching 
the story with serious intentions, 
was unwavering in his work. Carl 
E. Guthrie kept the eerie plot going 
with his effective camera, and Les 
Baxter’s riiusic further moved the 
picture :through its cloudy paces: 

The most delightful part of the 
whole production are the closing 
credits,, running their merry way 
and poking furi at the 71 minutes 
that preceded them. Jack Rabin, 
Louis Dewitt arid Irving Block rate 
top.cornmendation for this work. 

Ron. . 

Ces Dames Preferent. 
Le Mamba . 

(FRENCH—FRANSCOPE) 
. Paris, March 4. 

'. Pathe release of CICC-GES1 production. 
Stars Eddie Constantine; features Pascale 
Roberts," Veronique. Zuber. Lise Bourdin, 
Jacques Castelot, Lino Ventura, Robert 
Berri. Directed and’written by Bernard 
Borderie,- Camera; Jacques "Lemare;. editor, 
"Monique Kirsanoff, At Balzac. Paris. Run¬ 
ning time; 115 MINS. 
Burt . ... i. Eddie Constantine 
Constance ........ . Pascal Roberts 
Marina .,. \^ Veronique Zuber 
Claire -... Lise Bourdin 
Paulo .... ...: Lino Venture; 
Lester. -..... Jacques Castelot 
Perez ..... :.. .> ;•*........,. Robert Berri. 

This is another. Eddie Constan¬ 
tine mock adventure opus with 
plenty of girls falling into his arms, 
much whisky running, down the 
.hatch and plenty of brawls! But if 
Yank singer-actor Constantine is a 
big draw here on his “A” pix, they 
don’t rate as highly on its Yank 
chances. As long as Constantine 
is still an unknown factor in .the 
U. S'.,. this plodding, knockabout 
ent.y seeins to have little interest 
in America: 

Here, Constantine is a Yank der¬ 
elict in Mexico who. gets mixed up 
with a yachting party. He is, an ex¬ 
sea captain .and takes over the ship 
supposedly going on a treasure 
trip... But there is trouble, with 
three beauties after him plus prac¬ 
tically everybody else on board. He 
finally gets things straightened out, 
Wins. one of the girls • arid a rein¬ 
statement in the Yank maritime 
service after uncovering a ! dope 
ring. ; 

Pic has some good gags and 
fights, but does not quite have, the 
sparkle, pace and feeling to bleud 
its complicated tale and its. light¬ 
hearted parody. Franscope, like 
C’Scope, is well utilized while tech¬ 
nical credits are good. Cast man¬ 
ages to catch the film’s -mood part 
of the time. Constantine is his 
usual engaging,ebullient self. If 
he was given the right vehicle, to 
dovetail the satire and action, he 
could make something that, would 
intro him to Yank shores. Mosk. 

. Tigre de Chamber! 
(K.O. Miguel) 

(SPANISH) 
,! Madrid, March 4. 

,C. B. Film* release of ari Aspa pro^ 
duction, Stars ■ Jose Luis Ozores, Tony 
Leblanc, Helene Reihy, Antonio Garisa; 
features Jose Mkrco Davo,- Miguel Rod¬ 
riguez, Leo Anchoriz. Directed by Pedro 
Ramirez. At Grab Via, Madrid. Running 
time, 88 MINS. 

Promising young film director 
•Pedro Ramirez bolsters this slap¬ 
stick . cornedy takeoff on a nabe 
slowbrairi who accidentally be¬ 
comes a boxing hero with a cast 
drawn largely from Spain’s better 
character actors. 

Mainstay1 Jose Luis Ozores scores 
as. an awed youngster with muscle 
who is maneuvered into the fight 
game by a sharp crony (Tony Le¬ 
blanc) and a tough trainer (Antonio 
Garisa).tumbling and flailing with 
good comedy; effect, he wins his 
one pro bout arid the cute Helene 
Remy. Then he is shown hanging 
up. his gloves to run his dad-in-law’s 
bistro.. 

There’s some good-natured rib¬ 
bing of rabid Madrid sport fans 
and city slickers. Ramirez keeps 
farce note within bounds and the 
piq moves without strain as Ozores 
and character comics draw loud 
guffaws. Technical credits are fair! 
Good local returns, anticipated for 
this amusing low-budgeter. 

Hank. 

The Silent Enemy 
; (BRITISH) 

Excellent real-life war adven¬ 
ture based on exploits of 
“Frogman” Crabb, starring 
Laurence Harvey; sturdy book¬ 
ing for discriminating houses 

London, March 4. 
.Independent Film Distributors release 

of a! Romulus (Bertram Ostrer) produc¬ 
tion. Stars Laurence Harvey. Dawn 
Addams, John Clements, Michael Craig. 
Directed by William Fairchild. Screenplay* 
William FairchUd from book, "Com¬ 
mander Crabb,'* by Marshall Pugh; editor. 
Alan Osbiston; camera. Otto HeUer; music. • 
William Alwyn. At Rialto, London. Run¬ 
ning time 112 MINS. 
Lieutenant Crabb.......Laurence Harvey 
Jill Masters ... Dawn. Addams 
Knowles ................. Michael Craig 
The Admiral . ...John Clement* 
Chief Petty Officer ..Sidney James 
Able. Seaman Morgan.Alec McCowen" 
Able Seaman Fraser.. Nigel Stock 
Thomas ..... Iati Whittaker 
Tomolino.  . Arnoldo Fon 
Conchita ......... Gianna Maria Canale 
ForzeUinl .......... . Massimo Serato 
Rosali ............. Giacomo Rossl-Stuart 
Fellini .............._ . Carlo Justin! 
CcUonl . . . . . ..Raymond Young 
Wiiig Commander 

Howard Marion Crawford . 
Miguel .. .. .. ---- Cyril Shap*. • 
Miguel’s Mate ....... Lee Montague 
Lieutenant-Bailey ...... Terence Longdon 
British Consul .............. Alan Webb 
Driving Volunteer .... John Moffatt 
Cruiser Captain ........... Sydney King 
Helmsman: ............. Pet?r Welch 
Tattooed Sailor ........_Murray Kash 
Spanish Girl ..... Yvonne Warren 

Again Britain has plunged a 
hand into the real-life war adven¬ 
ture (Basket and pulled out a win¬ 
ner. “The Secret Eneiny” tells the 
remarkable story of Lieutenant 
Crabb, a young naval bomb dis¬ 
posal officer* whose exploits in 
leading frogmen against the Ital¬ 
ian menace earned him a George 
Medal. It makes smooth, impres¬ 
sive drama, done without heroics, 
but with excitement. Laurence 

■Harvey is the stellar magnet. Pic 
shapes as a sturdy booking for 
discriminating houses in both the 
U.K. and the U.S. 

Harvey arrives in Gibraltar in 
1941 to tackle the Italian menace 
that "is striking successfully at key 
shipping.in the area! With courage 
and determination, he becoifies an 
experienced diver. Harvey is brash, 
intolerant of red tape, but fired 
with drive. They manage to locate 
many charges on ships which they 
render harmless; but still the dam¬ 
age goes on. It is known that trie 
Italian frogmen are operating from 
neutral Spain, but cannot locate 
the exact, base of operations or the 
method with which the enemy are 
conducting . this underwater .war¬ 
fare;-.'-: 

Without permission, Harvey and 
Michael Craig, one of the seamen, 
slip across to Spain and discover 
that the enemy base is in an in¬ 
terned Italian ship. The hull has 
been 'converted so that the. frog¬ 
men can come and go underwater 
Without being seen. Again with¬ 
out permission the pair sets out in 
a previously captured chariot and 
blow up the base just as the Ital¬ 
ians are setting out to strike at the 
British convoy destined for the 
North African invasion. 

Here are all the ingredients of 
a first-rate, ad venture yearn. Much 
of the appeal comes from gradual 
building up of tension. The Im¬ 
patience of the men as they wait 
to strike, the rigorous training and, 
above all, the feeling of men doing 
a thankless and arduous, job with 
a quiet sense of duty are all ad¬ 
mirably portrayed. The remark¬ 
able . underwater scenes give this 
polished film a sock impact* • 

There is one particular sequence 
when Harvey and his men visit a 
plane at tjje bottom of the sea in 
search of a dispatch case filled with 
urgent documents. This is high 
drama. They ,are attacked by Ital¬ 
ian frogmen. Silently, ruthlessly 
the enemies come to grips and the 
cut and thrust of the struggle" has 
all the grace and rhythm of ah un¬ 
derwater ballet. 

Egil Woxholt’s underwater pho¬ 
tography has a rare beauty which 
deserves top hack-slapping. Otto 
Heller’s above-w'ater Tensing has 
an equal quality. The art work of 
Bill Andrews arid the special ef¬ 
fects dreamed up by Wally Veevers 
all give lustre to Williarii Fair- 
child’s direction of his own intel¬ 
ligent and amusing screenplay. 

Harvey has a tailor-made . role 
and gives one of his best perform¬ 
ances, making a thoroughly believ¬ 
able and human character of this 
energetic young buccaneer, Mi¬ 
chael Craig and Alec McCowen. as 
his two rating assistants, offer fine, 
support while John Clements gives 
a rounded display as an under¬ 
standing Admiral. 

Much of the humor comes from 
Sidney James as the typical chief 
petty-officer with a heart of gold 
beneath a crusty exterior. There 
are some useful performances, too, 
frohi a bunch of virile Italian ac¬ 
tors, notably Arnold Foa and Giac¬ 
omo Rdssi-StuajL Only the distaff 
side is poorly served. Dawn Ad¬ 
dams, as a Wren, and beautiful 
Gianna Maria Canale, as Foa’s 
wife, have little to do hut look 
decorative a job which they find 
well within their scope. Rich. 
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L.A. Lagging Albeit Teyton Fancy. 

Los Angeles, March 11. 4' 
T oral first-runs again are taking 

a sharp dip this stanza, with exr 
tended-runs and holdovers coloring 
the boxoffice picture. Scene is be¬ 
ing brightened by “Peyton PlScC” 
going into the first multi-run cov¬ 
ering 15 situations after showcas¬ 
ing in four houses. A fancy $100,- 
000 is in prospect. 

“Ft. Dobbs” plus “Escape. From 
Ban Quentin” is headed for a lusty 
$81,000 in 13 spots, with a good 
$19,000 looming in three regular 
locations. “Gift of Love," also on 
first multi-run, will do medium 
$14,500 in four spots: 

“Quiet American ” another first 
multi-run, is headed for a poor 
$7,000 in two locations. “Brothers 
Karamazov” is rated slick $18,700 
in second week at Pantages. “Say- 
onara” still is clicking at $17,500 
in i 1th frame at Hollywood Para¬ 
mount. 

“10 Commandments” is better¬ 
ing last week with a fine $13,000 
likely in 20th round at Downtown 
and Wiltern. “Seven Wonders Of 
World,” “Around World in 80 
Days” and “Bridge on River Kwai ” 
hard-ticket pix, all show continued 
strength.. 

Estimates for This Week. 
Downtown Paramount, Iris, Up¬ 

town (ABPT-FWC) (3,300; 825; 
1,715; 90-$l 501—“Ft. Dobbs” (WB) 
and "Escape from San Quentin” 
(Col). Good $19,000. Last week. 
Downtown Par, “Across the Bridge 
to Mexico" i Rank), “Third Key” 
(Rank), $5,900. Uptown with Or- 
pheum, Hollywood, “Witness for: 
Prosecution” (UA*. “Hell Bound” 
(UA) (2d wk). $16,900. 

Warner Beverly (SW) Cl.612; 90. 
$1.75)—“Golden Age of Comedy” 
(DCA>. Dull $4,100. Last w;eek, 
“Spanish Affair” (Par) (2d wk), 
$2,500. 

Hillstreet, New Fox, Ritz, Loyola 
(RKO-FWO (2.752; 765; 1.320; 
1.248; 90-SI.50'—“Gift of Love” 
(20th) tist multiple-theatre run) 
and “Ride Violent Mile” (20th). 
Medium $14,500, Last week. Hill- 
street. New Fox. Ritz, “Lady 
Takes Flyer” <U>, ‘‘Damn Citizen!” 
(U>, $10,700.; Loyola <5 days.) with 

(Continued On page 16) 

Broadway Grosses 

Estimated Total Gross 
This Week ... $481,800 

(Based on 24 theatre's). 
Last Year .1.:.... $496,200 

(Based on 25 theatres) 

Hub; Gift’ 

'Got Away’ Lively 15G, 
v Toronto; ‘Peyton’ Huge 
' 28G, 2d,‘Arms’11G, 5th 

. Toronto. March II. 
“One That Got Away” is Off to 

a hep opening weekend, with some 
75G of the audience Germans in¬ 
terested in the only escape Of a 
Nazi pilot to the U.S. (not then at 
war) from a Quebec trainVen route 
to a German prison camp iri On¬ 
tario. However, "Peyton Place” 
etill is leading the city On tumaway 
biz in third frame at Imperial, the 
8.344-seater. “Farewell to Arms” 
chapes sock in fifth frame at the 
Hollywood. “Seven Hills of Rome,” 
in third, also looms nice: 

Estimates for This Week 
Carlton . (Rank* (2.318; 60-$l)— 

“One That Got Away” iRank). Big 
$15,000. Last week, “High Flight” 
(Col). $8,000. 

Downtown, - Glendale, Scarboro,; 
State (Taylor) (1,054; 995; 698; 694; 
50-75)—“Steel Bayonet” <UA) and 
“Valerie” (UA), Fine $12,500. Last, 
week,. “Deep Six” ;iWB) and 
“Green-eyed Blond” (WB), $13,000. 

Fairlawn (Rank) (1.165; $1.25- 
$2.50)—“Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank) (3d. 
wk>. Hep $10.000—run extended 
three weeks. Last week. Si 1.000. 

Hollywood (FP> (1,080; $1-$1.25) 
—“Farewell to Arms” (20th) (5th 
Wk). Holding big $11,000, Last 
week. $12,000. 

Imperial iFP) (3.344; 75-$1.25)— 
“Peyton Place” (20th) (2d wk). Terr 
rific $28,000. Last week, $3LOOO. 

International (Taylor) (557; $1)—- 
“Silken Affair" <IFD) (2d wk). 
Okay $3,500. Last week. S4.000. 

'Loew’s iLoew) i2.098: $1-$1:25)—: 
“Don't Go Near Water” iM-G) (8th 
wk). Fine $9,000. Last week, 
$11,000. 

Tivoli (FP) (955; $1.75-$2.40>— 
“Around World in 80 Davs” (UA) 
(30th \vk). Big $8,000: Last week, 
same. 

Towne (Taylor) (695; $1'—‘Span¬ 
ish Affair” (Pan. Good $5,000. Last 
week, '-Miller’s Beautiful Wife”'. 
(1FD), $4,000. 

University (FP), Cl .233: $1.50- 
$2.40)—"This is Cinerama” (Cine¬ 
rama) (20th ,wk). Holding swell at 
$11,000. Last week, $12,000. 

Uptown (Loew) (2.098; 60-$1.25) 
—"Seven Hills of Rome” iM-GV 
(3d wk). Nice $7,000, Last week, 
$10,000. 

Boston, March 11. 
Biz is picking up at the wickets 

this frame although new product 
is limited. Hard-ticket shovvs and 
holdovers .are consistent gainers. 
•‘Gift of Love” is fairly good at the 
Metropolitan, but “Tarnished .Ah-; 
gels” shapes comparatively strong¬ 
er. at the Memorial, “Witness For 
Prosecution” is still the biggest 
thing in town, ridirig high in third 
at the State: “Don’t: Go Near 
Water” looms sock at Orpheum ini 
fourth. 

"God Created Woman" holds 
hotsy in fifth at the Beacon Hill. 
“Bridge on River Kwai” holds stout 
in 11th at the Gary. “Around 
World in 80. Days” is Still a high 
grosser in 48th frame. “Search for 
Paradise” shapes nice in 16th. week 
at the Boston. •• 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (B&Qi (l;372; 90.$ 1.50)— 

“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (3d wk). 
Hep $9,000. Last week, $10,000. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$I.50) 
— ‘God Created Woman"- (Kings) 
(5th wk). Fourth week was whop¬ 
ping $9,000, again. 

Boston (SW - Cinerama) (1,354; 
$1.25-$2.65), — "Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) Q6th wk). Neat 
$17,000: Last week, $17,500. - 

Capri (Sack.). (990; 50-$1.50)— 
“Light Across Street” < UMPO) and 
“Beachcomber” (U) (2d wk). Bright 
$10,000. Last week, $i2,000. 

Exeter (Indie) (1.200;. 60-$1.25)— 
“Ladykillers’- tCont) and "To Paris 
With Love” (Cont) (reissues). (4th 
wk). Third week, fine $6,000. . 

Fenway (NET)H.373- 60-$1.10)— 
“Song of Bernadette” (20th) (reis¬ 
sue), : Fair $4,000. Last week, 
“House of Wax” (WB) and “Phan¬ 
tom of Rue MOrgue” (WB) (reis¬ 
sues),: $7,000. . 

Gary (Sack) (1.340; $1.50-$2.75W 
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (11th 
wk)„ Sturdy $17,000. Last week, 
$i8.ooo: 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25) 
—“Gervaise” tCont) (8th wk). 
Slick $5,500. Last week, $6,500. 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 75-$l.i0): 
—"Tarnished Angels” (U) and 
"Escape From Red Rock" (20th). 
Hot $12,000. Last week,“Man God¬ 
frey" (U) and “Violators” . (U), 
$10,000. 

Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- 
SI .25)—"Gift of Love” (20th) and 
"God Is My Partner” (20th). Good 
$16,000. Last week, “Farewell to 
Arms” (20th) (4th wk), ditto; . 

Paramount fNET) (1,700; 60- 
$1.10) — “Song of Bernadette” 

(Continued on page 16) 

‘RANGERS’GOOD $13,500, 
P.C4‘ARMS’BIG 13G, 3D 

, Washington, March 11. 
It’s a generally dull session along 

the main stem currently. “Under¬ 
water Warriors’* shapes as: very 
weak at Loew’s Capitol. “Darby’s 
Rangers,’* day-dating Metropolitan 
and Ambassador, . looms good, 
“Bridge oh. River Kwai” is being 
launched with a plush benefit for 
American1 Field Service scholar-, 
ships at Trans-Lux. “God Created 
Woman” Is solid in 18th stanza at 
small-seater Plaza. “Farewell To 
Arms” Is still fancy in third Palace 
week. . 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW) 

(1,490; 1,100; 80-$1.10) — “Darby’s 
Rangers” iWB). Good $131500. Last 
week, “Ft. Dobbs” (WB), $12,000.; 

CapHol (Loew). (3,434; 90-$1.25) 
—“Underwater- Warriors” (M-G). 
Dull $9,000. Last, week, “Lady 
Takes a Flyer". (U), $9,000. 

Columbia (Loew) . (1,154; 90- 
$i:25)—“Raintree County” (M-G) 
(2d run) (6th wk). Steady $7,000, 
after. $8,000 last week.' Holds. 

Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25)— 
“Paths of Glory” (UA) (2d wk). Oke 
$9,000 after $12,000 . last . week. 

■Stays, 
Palace (Loew) (2,350; 90-$1.50)— 

“Farewell To Arms” (20th) (3d wk). 
Pleasing $13,000 after $17,000 in 
second. Stays on.: 

Plaza (T-L) (276;. 90-$L50) - — 
‘‘God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(18th wk). Continues at sensational 
$5,000 for third consecutive week: 
No. signs of nosediving. Holds. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.50)— 
"Bonjour Tfistesse” (Col) (6th- 
final wk).. Very thin $3,500. Same 
last week. Moves to make way for 
"Bridge at River Kwai” (Col). 

Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$3)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(49th wk). Sock $10,000, “end of 
run” ads helping. Last week, 
$8,500. 
* Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;. 
$1.20r$2.4(j)— “Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (9th wk). Firm 
$10,000 for second consecutive 
week. Stays on. 

L’viDe; TeDer 9G 
Louisville, March 11. 

“Farewell To Arms” at the 
BrOwn, looks to lead the city by a 
wide margin. It’s smash. “Bbn¬ 
jour Tristesse” is barely- okay .at 
United Artists. “Old Yeller” and 
“Wild Is Wind” are smooth on 
holdovers. 

Estimates for This Week 
-Brown (Fourth Ave;-Loew’s) 

(1,000; 99c-$1.45)—“Farewell To 
Anris” (20th), Wham $12,000 looks 
sure. Last. week, “God Created 
Woman” (Kings) (6th wk), $6,500. 

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 50-85)— 
“Wild Is Wind” (Par) (2d wk). Nice 
$5;000 after opening Week’s $7,000. 

Mary. Anderson (People’s) (1,000; 
50-85)—r“Darby’s Rangers” (WB) 
(2d wk). Fairish $4,500. after initial 
week’s $7,000. . 

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 50-85) 
—“Old Yeller’ (BV) (3d wk). 
Smooth $9,000 after last: week’s 
$i3,000. .-• ", 

United Artists (UA) (3,000; 74-99) 
—“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) and 
“Domino Kid”. (Col). Only okay 
at $8,000. Last 'week, “Witness 
For Prosecution" (UA) (3d wk), 
$6,000. 

Baltimore, March 11. 
Outlook is a little better this 

frame with some .spots high but 
others doing mildly. Big news is 
“Farewell to Arms,” socko at the 
Century, and “Witness for the 
Prosecution.” vyow in second stanza 
at Mayfair. “Seven Hills of Rome”, 
is sluggish at Hipp in second. 
“Missouri Traveler” Opened drably: 
at Stanley. “And God Created 
Woman” went into a record 17th 
frame at Cinema. 

Estimates for This Week... 
. Century 1 Fruchtman) (1,100; 50r 

$1.50)—“Farewell to Arms" (20th); 
Tall $15,000. Last week, “Peyton 
Place” (20th) (lOth Wk); $7,000. 

Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1,25)—“God Created Woman" 
(Kings). (17th wk). Nice $2,000 after 
same last week. 

Film Centre (Rappaport) (890; 
50-$1.25) — "Bonjour Tristesse” 
(Col) (2d wk). Oke $4,200 after 
$6,000 opener. 

Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
l $1.25)—“Smiles of Summer Night’ 

(Rank) (2d: wk): Good $2,500 after 
about same in,previous week. 

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; 
50-$1.25)—“Seven Hills of Rome" 
(M-G) (2d: wk). Dull $5,000 after 
$8,000 in first, 

Mayfair (Fruchtman) (980; 60- 
$1.25)—‘Witneiss for Prosecution” 
(UA) (2d wk). Hotsy $11,000 after 
$15,000. opener- , 

New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- 
$1.25)—“Wild is Wind” (Par) (2d 
wk). Warm $5,000 after $8,000 in 
initial: week,. 

Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1:25)—“All At Sea” (M-G) (3d 
wk). Doing nicely at around $3,000 
after nearly same in second frame. 

Stanley (Fruchtman) (3,200; 50- 
$1.25)-r-“Missouri Traveler” (BV). 
Lean $4,000. Last week, “Old Yel- 
ler” (WB) (4th wk), $6,000. 

Town (SW-Cinerama) <1,125; 
$1.25-$2.25)—“Seven Wonders of 
World" (Cinerama) (11th wk). 
About $6,600 after $8,200 iii 10th 

l week. 

Estimated Total Gross 
This Week $2,389,800 

(Based on 23 cities and 239 
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬ 
cluding N. Y,) 
Total Gross Same Week 
Last Year ,.. . ., .$2,522,300 

: (Based on 23 cities and 243 
theatres,) 

Mpk;‘Cowboy 8G 
Minneapolis, March 11. 

Biz is spotty among newcomers 
this week, with only “Brothers 
Karamazov," on an adults-only 
policy, appearing to have much 
chance of showing up big. it’s rated 
sock. Another newcomer, was 
“Cowboy" at RKO-Orpheum is 
fairly snafu. “Wild Is Wind” at 
State shapes okay. “Deep Six” at 
Radio City is slow in 5 days. “Wit¬ 
ness for Prosecution" is holding 
solid at World. 

Estimates for This Week 
Academy (Mann) (947; $1.50-$2- 

65)—“Around World In 80 Days” 
(UA) (35th wk). Oke $7,000. Last 
week, $8,200. 

Century (S-W Cinerama) (1,150; 
$1.75-$2.65)-—“Search for Paradise" 
(Cinerama) (2d wk). So-so reviews 
hurting but strong $15,000 looms. 
Last week, $14,000 in 5 days. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— 
“Seven Hills of Rome (M-G) (2d 
wk). Modest $3,500; Last week, 
$5,000. 

Lyric (Par). (1,000; 90-$1.25)— 
“Brothers Karamazov" (M-G). 
Smash $12,000 of near. Last week, 
“Farewell To Arms” (20th) (m.o.) 
(4th wk), $5,500. 

. Radio City (Par) (4,000; 85-90)^ 
“Deep Six” (WB). Slow $6,000 in 5 
days. Last week, “Lady Takes A 
Flyer” (U), $6,000. 

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- 
90)^-“Cowboy” (Col). Light $8,000. 
Last week, “Paths of Glory” (UA); 
same. 

RKO-PAN (RKO) (1,800; 75-90) 
—“Paths of Glory”. (UA) (m.o.) (2d 
wk). Fine $6,000. Last week, “Giant 
From Unknown” (Indie) and “She 
Demons” (Indie), $4,500. 

State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Wild 
Is Wind” (Par). Academy nomina¬ 
tions and good comment helping. 
Fancy $8,000 or near. Last week, 
“Cattle Empire” (20th), $4,500: 

Suburban World (Mann) (700; 
85)—“Bride Is Much Too Beauti¬ 
ful” (Indie) (3d. wk); Fine $2^00. 
Holds. Last week, $2,300. 

World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)— 
“Witness For Prosecution” (UA) 
(3d wk). Pulling: them, in at a pace 
that will give it Loop longevity: 
Sock $7,300. Last week, $7,500. 
Stays on. 

Traveler’ Fair $9,000, 
Buff;‘Witness’15G, 2d 

Buffalo, March 11. 
Takings are quite strong here 

this stanza despite the lack of 
many solid newcomers. “Missouri 
Traveler” is rated fair at Lafay¬ 
ette. “Sing Boy Sing” is slow at 
Century but second round of “Wit¬ 
ness For Prosecution” shapes socko 
at the Buffalo. . “Farewell* To 
Arms” still is solid in fifth session 
at the Center. 

Estimates for This Week 
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-$1.25)— 

“Witness For Prosecution” (UA) 
(2d wk). Sock $15,000. Last 
week, $20,000. 

Pairamount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- 
90)—“Long Haul” (Col) and “Deci¬ 
sion at Sundown” (Col). Okay 
$11,000. Last week, “Scared Stiff” 
(Par) and “Jumpin' Jacks” (Par) 
(reissues), big,$12,000; 

Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 70-$1.25) 
—“Farewell To Arms" (20th) (5th 
wk). Sweet $9,000. Last week, 
$10,000. 

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)— 
“Missouri Traveler” (BV) and “Up 
in Smoke” (AA). Fair $9,000 or 
under. Last week, “Damn Citizen” 
(U) and “Day of Bad Man" (U), 
$7,500. 

Century (UATC) (2,900; 70-90)— 
“Sing Boy Sing” (20th) and “Un¬ 
known Terror” (20th). Slow $6,000. 
Last week, “Gift of Love” (20th) 

,“EscaPe From Red Rock” 
(20th), $8,300. 

’• Cincinnat, March 11. 
Newcomera “Witness for Prose¬ 

cution,” swell at the Albee, and 
“Ft. Dobbs,-’ shaping okay at the 
Palace, are supporting . the sea¬ 
sonal level of downtown film his 
this week “Farewell to Arms” 
continues sock in second week at 
Keith’s. “Search for Paradise" is 
in 14th week and solid at the Cap¬ 
itol. Season of vast local interest 
in college and high school basket¬ 
ball nears end for which exhibs are 
giving a vote of thanks. Area play¬ 
offs find the U. of Cincinnati and 
Xavier U. in major tourneys. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90r$125)— 

“Witness for Prosecution” (UA). . 
Swell $12,000. Last week, “Wild 
is Wind” (Par), $8,000. 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376: 
$1.20-$2.65)—^“Search for Paradise,, 
(Cinerama) (14th wk). Might pick 
up on last week’s fine $12,500; 

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$l.l0)— 
“Winchester 73” (U) and “Criss 
Cross” (U) (reissues). Fair $4,500.. 
Last week “Day of Badman” (U) 
and “Flood Tide” (U), $4,000. 

Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)— 
“Constant Husband” (Indie) (2d 
wk). So-so $1,500. Last week, 
$1,600. Holds. 

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)— 
“Farewell to Arm$” (20th) (2d wk). 
Stout $10,000; after $14,000 preem. 
Holds. 

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l,10)^- 
“Ft. Dobbs” (WB). . All right 
$8,000. Last week, . “Monolith 
Monsters” (U) and “Love Slaves of 
Amazons” (U), $7,000. 

‘Brothers’Wow $20,500, 
Phillf, ‘Wind’ Brisk 13G, 

‘Arms’ Hotsy 124G, 2d 
Philadelphia, March 11. 

Most first-runs here this session 
report the best weekend trade in 
recent weeks. “Brothers Karama¬ 
zov” shapes sensational at 500-seat 
Trans-Lux Theatre while “Paths of 
Glory” looms fairish at Mastbaum. 
“I Accuse" looks only dim at 
Goldman. 

“Peyton Place” continues to 
amaze, racking up another great 
take in 10th week at the Fox. 
“Search For Paradise” climbed 
sharply to nice total in 22d round 
at Boyd. “Wild Is Wind” is brisk 
in second stanza at the Randolph 
while “Farewell To Arms” still is 
fancy in second week at Arcadia. 

Estimates for This Week 
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)— 

“Farewell to Arms” (20th) (2d wk). 
Trim $12,500. Last week, $14,500. 

Boy d (SW - Cinerama) . (1,340; 
$1.20-$2.80) —“Search, for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (22d wk). Pushed 
to nice $12,500. Last week, $8,500. 

Fox (National) (2,250; 65-$1.25) 
—“Peyton Place” (20th) (iOth wk). 
Lofty $16,200. Last week, $16,000. 

Goldman (Goldman) (2,250; 65- 
$1.25).— “I Accuse” (M-G). Dim 
$7,000. Last week, “Female . Ani¬ 
mal” (U) and “Flood Tide” (U), 
$7,800. 

Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75- 
$1.25) (closed Sundays) — “All at 
Sea” (M-G) (4th wk). Big $5,100. 
Last week, $5,300. 

Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 99-$1.49) 
—“Paths of Glory” (UA). Fair 
$13,000. Last week, “Lady Takes; 
Flyer” (U) (2d wk), $7,000. 

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 99- 
$1.89) — “Raintree County” (M-G) 
(10th wk). Nice $8,500. Last week, 
same. 

. Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65- 
$1.25)—“Wild Is Wind” (Pair) (2d 
wk). Brisk $13,000. Last week, 
$20,000. 

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)— 
“Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 
(4th wk). Mighty $17,000. Last 
week, $21,000.. 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— 
“Legend of Lost" (UAL (5th wk). 
Dull $5,000. Last week, $8,000 With 
preview. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) 
— “Brothers Karamazov” (M-G). 
Smash $20,500. Last week, "Smiles 
Summer Night” (Rank). (3d wk), 
$2,200. 

Studio (Goldberg) (485; 99-$1.89) 
$1.89)—‘Tempest in Flesh” (Indie) 
and “Sinners” (Indie) (reissues). 
So-so $2,00Q for 4 days. Last week, 
“God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(4th wk), $9,000. 

Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.49)— 
“Seven HUls of Rome” (M-G) (5th 
wk). Off to $7,300. Last week, 
$9,500. 

World (Pathe) (500; 99-$1.89) — 
“Girl in Black” (Indie). Mild 
$1,500. Last week. “God Created 
Woman” (Kings) 44th wk), $8,500. 
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NEW PRODUCT HYPOES DET. 
m 

49G, 2d, Witness’ Fast 20G, 4th 
Chicago, March 11. 4" 

Loop biz, which, has been spotty 
but generally on the upbeat, has 
another blockbuster hypo this ses¬ 
sion in “Brothers Karamazov,” 
which looks to do a terrific $37,000 
on the Woods opener despite 
mixed reviews. 

Roosevelt’s new tandem of -‘Mis¬ 
souri Traveler” and ‘‘Lafayette Es¬ 
cadrille” rates a good $14,000. 
First week of “Fury at Sundown” 
and “Ft. Laramie” at Monroe looks 
modest $4,800. : 

“Peyton Place” is hotsy in Chi¬ 
cago, second round. “Day of Badr 
man” and “Damn Citizen” looks 
lean in second at Garrick. “Cow¬ 
boy,” in third State-Lake frame, is 
down to a trot. "Witness for Prose¬ 
cution” figures on a great fourth 
Week at United Artists. “Gervaise” 
is hot in Carnegie fifth round. 

“Farewell to Arms” is nice in 
seventh Oriental term. Still: champ 
of the holdovers is “God Created 
Wriman” looking for a sock 11th 
round at the Loop. 

“Around World in 80 Days” is 
steady in 49th frame at Todd’s 
Cinestage, and “Seven Wonders of 
World,” nearing run’s end, is -fine 
in 64th week at Palace, 

Estimates for This Week 
Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (485;. 

$1.25)—“Gervaise” (Cont) (5th wk). 
Sock $4,500. Last week, $5,900. 
• Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80) 
i—“Peyton Place” (20th) (2d wk). 
Great $49,000. Last week, $62,000. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 
$1.25-$1.50)—“All At Sea” (M-G) 
(3d wk). Fine $7,000. Last week, 
$11,000. 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)— 
**Day of Badman” (U) and “Damn 
Citizen” (U) (2d wk). Tired $5,500. 
Last week, $6,500. 

Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 90- 
$1,25) — “Garment Jungle” (Col) 
(reissue) and “Bitter Victory” (Col) 
(reissue). Oke $7,40Q. Last week, 
‘‘Cattle Empire” (20th) and “Blood 
Arrow” (20th), $7,800. 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.50)— 
“God Created Woman” (Kings) 

. (11th wk). Wow $8,000. Last week, 
$9,000. 

Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 57-79)— 
“Fury at Sundown’’ (UA) and 
“Fort Laramie” (UA). Soft $4,800. 
Last week, “Beautiful But Danger¬ 
ous” (20th) and "Plunder Road” 
(20th), $5,700. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; $1.25- 
$1.80)—“Farewell to Arms” (20th) 
(7th wk). Warm $18,000. Last 
week, near $20,000. 

Palace (Sw - Cinerama) (1,434; 
$1.25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders” 

(Continued on page 16) 

‘Gift’ Fair $7,500 In 
Indpls; ‘Anns’ 7G, 5th 

Indianapolis, March 11. 
Biz generally is quiet at firsts 

runs, here this stanza, with even 
the winners orbiting in narrow cir¬ 
cle on account of weekend, interest 
in state high . school basketball 
tournament, known as Hoosier hys¬ 
teria. “Brotliers: Karamazov” 
opened strongly at Loew’s and will 
hold. “Raintree County” is doing 
nicely in fourth ..week at Lyric. 
“Farewell To Arms” also is con¬ 
tinuing fast in fifth week at Keith’s 
although tapering off. now. “Gift; 
of Love” at Circle is fair. “My 
Gun ; is / Quick” at the; Indiana is 
very slow. 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 75- 

90) — “Gift.. of Love” (20th) and 
“Plunder Road” (20th). Fair $7,500. 
Last week; “Girl Most Likely” (U) 
and “Flood Tide” (U), $8,000. 

Indiana (C-D) (3.200; 75-90)— 
“My Gun Is Quick” (UA) and “Chi¬ 
cago Confidential” (UA). Tepid 
$6,000. Last week, “Fort. Dobbs” 
(WB) and “Spanish Affair” (Par), 
$7,500. 

Keith’s (C-D) (1,200; 90-S1.25)— 
“Farewell To Arms” (20th) (5th 
wk). Neat $7,000. Last week, 
$9,000. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-90)— 
‘‘Brothers Karamazov” (M-G): Hot¬ 
sy $10,000. Last week, “Witness 
For Prosecution” (UA) (2d wk), 
$6,000. 

Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)— 
Raintree County” (M-G) <4th wk). 

Steady $11,000. Last week, about 
same. 

‘Brothers’ Boffo $8,500, 
K.C.; ‘Wind’ Wild 8?G, 

‘Paths’ Sluggish $7,500 
Kansas City, March 11. 

Couple of strong newcomers are 
scoring nicely, “Brothers Karama¬ 
zov” at Roxy and “Wild Is Wind” at 
Paramount. Both likely will hold 
since doing so well. . ‘-Paths of 
Glory” is medium at the Midland. 
Great boxoffice continues to be the 
storj< with “And God Created 
Woman,” as strong in its fifth week 
as in opener, a record at the Kimo. 
Moveover of “Farewell To Arms” 
is good in. four Fox Midwest 
combo. Plenty of competition this 
week with the annual Auto Show 
and the annual - Police Circus. 
Weather holds a miserable pace 
With rain arid drizzle steady 
through Sunday. 

Estimates for This Week 
Glen (Dickenson) (700; 75-90)— 

“Street of Shame” (Indie) 3d wk). 
Light $800. Last week, $1,000. 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25) 
—“God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(5th wk). Terrific $5,000, tops for 

. house. Last week, same. 
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)— 

“Paths of Glory” (UA) and “Invis¬ 
ible Boy” (M-G). Light $7,500. Last 
week “Witness for Prosecution” 
(UA) and “Long Haul” (Col) (2d 
w ). $6,500 in 6 days. 

Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; 
$1.25-$2)—“Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) 28th wk). 
Holding at $6,000 level. Last week, 
ditto. 

Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)— 
(Continued-on page 16) 

Prov.; ‘Arms’ 10G 
Providence, March 11. 

RKO Albee’s holdover of “A 
Farewell to Arms” is topping the 
city currently. Other stands are 
mostly moderate with the State’s 
High Cost of Loving” very mild. 
However, “Deep Six” shapes nice, 
at Majestic. Elmwood is offish 
with. 22 stanza of “Around World 
in 80Days.” 

Estimates for This Week 
Aibee (RKO) (2,200;. 65-80)— 

‘Farewell To Arms” (20th) (2d wk). 
Hot $10,000 looms. First week, 
$13,500. 

Elmwood (Snyder) (745; 90- 
$1.25)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (22d wk). So-so. $4,000, Last 
week, $5,000. . 

Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80)— 
“Deep Six” (WB) arid “Green-Eyed 
Blonde” (WB), Good $7,000. Last 
week, “Darby’s Rangers’! (WB) and 
“Spring Reunion” (WB), same. 

State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)— 
‘High Cost of Loving” (M-G) and 
‘Gunsight Ridge” (UA).' Dull 

$7,000. Last week, “Seven Hills 
of Rome” (M-G) and “Happy Road” 
(M-G), $12,000. : 

Strand (National Realty) (2,200; 
65-80)—'“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) 
and “Return to Warbow” (Col). 
Fairish $6,500. Last week, “Wild 
Is Wind” (Par) (2d wk), $6,000. 

• Detroit, March 11. . 
.. ’’Brothers Karamazov” is setting 

the. pace this; week with a great to¬ 
tal at the Fox. Other biz is mainly 
brisk, too. “Lady Takes a Flyer” 
looks fine at the Michigan while 
“Bride and the: Beast” is average 
at the Broadway-Capitol. 

Among the holdovers, “Raintree 
County” in its third week at the 
Adams is continuingf . terrific. 
“Paths of Glory” shapes big in 
second week at the Palms! “Bori- 
jour Tristesse” is good in second 
Week at Madison. The Music: Hall’s 

!Search for Paradise” still is tre¬ 
mendous in fifth, session. “Fare¬ 
well To Arms” looks hep in fifth 
week at the United Artists, while 
“And God Created Woman” stays 
torrid in. eighth week at Traris-Lux 
Krim.; ; 

Estimates for This Week 
Fox (Fox-Detrolt) (5,000; $1.25^ 

$1.50) — “Brothers Karamazov” 
(M-G), Socko $32,000. Last week, 
“Sing, Boy Sing” (20th) and “Satch- 
mo Great” (UA), $12,500. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; 
90-$1.25)—“Lady Takes Flyer” (U). 
and “Female Animal” (U). Nice 
$16,000. Last week,- ‘‘Quiet Ameri¬ 
can” (UA) and “Gun Fever” (UA)/ 
$14,000. 

Palms (UD). (2,961; 90-$1.25)— 
“Paths of Glory” (UA) and “Man 
from God’s Country”. (AA) (2d wk). 
Big $16,000. Last week, $18,000. 

Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)— 
“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col). (2d wk).. 
Good $10,000. Last week, $13,000. 

Broadway - Capitol (UD) (3,500; 
90-$1.25)—“Bride and Beast” (AA) 
arid “Beast of Budapest” (AA). 
Okay $12,000. Last week,. “Jet At¬ 
tack” (AI) and “Suicide Battalion” 
(AD,.same. . 

United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25- 
$1.80)—“Farewell To Arms” (20th) 
<5th wk). Hep $13,000. Last week, 
$12;800. 

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1.25- 
$1.50)—“Raintree County” (M-G) 
(3d wk). Socko $17,500. Last week/ 
$19,000. 

Music Hall (SW-Cineramri) (1,- 
205; $1.20-$2.65)—“Search for Par¬ 
adise” (Cinerama) (5th wk).' Tre¬ 
mendous $20,000. Last week, same. 

. Trans-Lux Krim (Trans Lux) 
(1,000; 90-$1.65)—“And God Cre¬ 
ated Woman” (Indie) (8th wk). 
Great $12,000. Last week, same. 

(way Biz in longruns, Newies So-So; 
Bawk’ OK 24G, ‘Wife MBd 9G, ‘Bros/ 
Big 1320/34 ‘Witness’ Sock 390,5th 

Seattle Off; ‘Cowboy’ 
Good 8'/2G, ‘Witness’ 8G 

Seattle, March 11. 
. “Summer, weather” continues as 

it. has all winter; but it’s not help¬ 
ing biz much, here this round. 
‘ Witness for Prosecution” is hold¬ 
ing for a second: week at Fifth 
Avenue but it’s only just okay. 
“Cowboy” is rated' good at. Coli¬ 
seum. Elsewhere, results /mainly 
are fair to dull. 

Estimates for This Week 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 

$1.50-$2.50)—“Around World. In 80 
Days” (UA) (57th wk). Big $5,000. 
Last week, $6,100. 

■ Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870; 
90-$T.25) — ‘‘Cowboy” (Col) and 
“Town ori Trial” (Col). Good 
$8,500. Last week, “Going Steady” 
(Col) and “Crash Landing” (Col), 
$5,200: 

Fifth. Avenue (Fox-Evergreen) 
(2,500; 95-$ 1.50) — “Witness for 
Prosecution” (UA) and “Spanish 
Affair” (Par) (2d wk). Okay $8,000. 
Last week, $9,300. 

Music Box, (Hamrick) -(850; 90- 
$1.25) — “Paths of Glory” (UA). 
Good $4,500. Last week, “Raintree 
County” (M-G) (4th wk), $4,800. 

Music. Hall (Hamrick)' (2,200; 90- 
$1.25) — “Darby’s. Rangers” CWB) 
and “Man on Prowl’7 (UA). Fair 
$8,000 in 9 days. Last week “7 Hills 
of Roine” (M-G), $4,800 in 5 days. 

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2!700; 90- 
$1.25) —. “Ft. Dobbs” (WB) and 
“Spook , Chamber” (UAL Slow 
$6,500. Last week, stage and sym¬ 
phony. 

Par a m o u ii t (Fox-Evergreen) 
(3,107; 95-$1.50)—“Wild Is Wind” 
(Par) and “Last Lagoon” (UA) (2d 

■\vk). Dull $4,000. Last week, $4,700. 

Port Offish Taradise’ 
Doll $5,500,‘Cowboy’7G 

Portland, Ore., March ll. 
Holdovers are still brisk this 

round but new entries loom spot¬ 
ty. “Witriess. For Prosecution” in 
third week at the. Liberty still , is. 
fancy. “Cowboy” holds for a sec¬ 
ond nice round at the Fox. “Sing 
Boy Sing” is light for a new¬ 
comer. “Missouri Traveler” shapes 
sad at Broadway. “Last Paradise” 
looks dull at. big Paramount. 

* Estimates for This Week 
Broadway (Parker) (1/875; $1- 

$1.50)—‘Missouri Traveler” (By) 
and “All Mine To Give” (U). Sad 
$2,500. Last week, “Underwater 
Warrior” (M-G) and “The Safe¬ 
cracker” (M-G), $5,300. 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) 
, (Continued on page 16) 

Frisco B.O. Spotty But 
‘Brothers’Boff $20,000; 

‘Cowboy’ Okay at 15G 
San Francisco/March 11. 

Trade at first-hins here currently 
is uneven. “Brothers Karamazov” 
is standout newcomer, with a great 
session at Warfield. “Cowboy” is 
just okay at Paramount while 
“Sing Boy Sing” looms slow at the 
huge Fox... “Missouri Traveler” 
shapes lightweight at Golden Gate. 
“Witness For Prosecution’* holds 
stoutly in fifth stanza at the United 
Artists. “SeVeh Wonders of World” 
is spurting to a smash figure in 
final (68th) week at Orpheum. 
“Around World in 80 Days” contin¬ 
ues big in 63d stanza at Coronet. 

Estimates for This Week 
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90- 

$1.25)—“Missouri. Traveler” (BV) 
and “Badge of Marshal Brennan” 
(AA). Slim- $7,000 or less. Last 
week, “Female Animal” (U) and 
“Damn /Citizen” (U), $9,000. 

‘ Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1^5-$L50)— 
“Sing Boy Sing” (20th). Slow $10,-. 
000 in 9 days. Last week. “Gift of 
Love” (20th) and “God Is Partner” 
(20th), $12,500. 

Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90*1.25) 
— “Brothers Karamazov” (M-G). 
Great $20,000: Last week, “Seven 

(Continued ori page 16) 

Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities/ are net; i.e„ 
without usual, tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take, when 
playing percentage; hence the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. 

The parenthetic admission 
prices,, however, as indicated/ 
include the U. S. amusement 
tax. ' 

Cleveland, March 11. 
Failure of much new product to 

shape up big is hurting all around 
in present session. “Sing Boy, 
Sing’’ tvith okay take at Hipp, 
looms as best of new entrants. 
“Lafayette Escadrille” is only fair 
at the Allen. “Witness For Prose¬ 
cution” looks big in third State 
round. “Around World in 80 Days” 
soared in 39th week to brisk total 
at the Ohio. 

Estimates for This Week 
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90-$1.25) — 

“Lafayette Escadrille” (WB). Fair 
$9,000. Last week “Darby’s Rang¬ 
ers” (WB), $13,500: -- 

Continental (Art Theatre Guild) 
(850; $1.25)—“God Created Wom¬ 
an” (Kings) (rri.o.), Okay $3,300. 
Last week, $3,100. 

Embassy (Community) ?1,200; 70- 
90)—“Day of Bad Man” (U) and 
“Flood. Tide” (U). Modest $5,000. 
Last week, “Black Tent” (WB) and 
“Ft. Dobbs” (WB), $6,000. 

Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild) 
(925; $1.25)—"Gervaise” (Cont) (3d 
wk). Slow $1,900. Last week, $2,000. 

Hipp (telem’t) (3,700; 90-$1.25) 
— “Sing, Boy Sing” (20th). Per 
sorial appearance by Tommy Sands, 
at opening did not help. Okay 
$11.000rt)r near. Last week, “Old 
YeUer” (BV) (2d wk). $12,000. 

Lower Mall (Community) (500; 
60-90)—“Garden of . Eden” . (Indie) 
(3d wk). Passable $2,400, Last 
week, $2,600. 

Ohio (Loew) (1,244; 1.25-$2;50)— 
“Around the. World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (39th wk). Pushed to brisk 
$10,000. Last week, $6,500. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,250; 
$1.35-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (6th wk). Solid 
$16,000 or near. Last week, $15,700. 

State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90) — 
“Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 
(3d wk). Big $11,000. Last weeks 
$14,000. - 

StUlman (Loew) (2,700; 90-$1.25) 
—■ “Raintree County” (M-G): (5th 
wk). Oke $8,000. Last week. $8,500. 

Broadway currently is loaded 
I with holdovers and longruns, and 
it is just as well because they are 
forming the backbone of the avail¬ 
able strength at the first-run 
wickets this Week. New entries are 
not doing too well excepting some 
openers at arty theatres. Mild 
weather, and absence of rain since 
the middle of last wfeek, of course* 
is a plus factor. This showed up 
most forcibly last Saturday, which 
was one of strongest in weeks at 
many houses. The current Flower 
Show and Toy Show’ are responsi¬ 
ble for ari extra number of out-of- 
towners, with certain spots being 
helped. 

’Mark of Hawk” wourid its first 
week , at the Paramount'list night 
(Tues.) With an okay $24,000. Pia 
stays on through March 25 when 
the Par. flagship closes for one 
week to prep for launching of 
"Young Lions” on April 2. “Un¬ 
holy Wife” is heading for a very 
mild $9,000 opening session at the 
Mayfair. 

The big coin is still going to the 
Music Hall where “Brothers. Kara¬ 
mazov” with stageshow now is in 
the third stanza. A big $132,000 
looms for this week. ;Pic stays a 
fourth round. “Last Paradise” is 
offish from fine opening week with 

fair $11,000 probable in second 
stanza at the Victoria. 

Witness For Prosecution” con¬ 
tinues smash In fifth session, with 
$23,000 at the Astor and $16,000 
for the arty Plaza. “Raintre* 
County” is displaying a burst of 
strength, with sockeroo $20,500 
likely in current (12th) frame at 
State. 

“Cowboy” . is off from second 
wdek, hitting a mild $17,000 in 
third week at the Capitol. “10 
Commandments" is soaring to a 
great $35,000 in the final six days 
of the 70th session at the Criterion. 
“Bridge on River Kwai” hit a 
mighty $34,700 in 12th stanza at 
the Palace, “Around World in..80 
Days” still is capacity at $37,700 
for 73d round: at the Rivoli while 
“Search For Paradise” was a 
Sturdy $25,800 in 24th week at the 
Warner. 

“Demoniaque” hit a big $15,000 
opening session at the. Fine Arts to 
pace the new entrants at arty the-. 
atres. “Confessions of Felix Krull” 
also was big at $9,500 at . the Guild 
in initial stariza. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (City Iriv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— 

“Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 
(5th wk). This stanza ending today 
(WedJ is heading for great $23,000. 
Fourth was great $25,000, over 
expectancy. . 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
<550; $1.25-$1.80)—“The Awaken¬ 
ing” (Kirigs) (2d wk). First round 
finished Friday (7) was fine $8,000. 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1,25-$1.80) 
—“Gervaise” (Cont) (18th wk). The 
17th week ended Sunday (9) -was 
solid $5,100. The 16th week, $6,200. 

Capitol (Loew) (4.820; $l-$2.50) 
—“Cowboy” (Col) (4th wk). Third 
round ended yesterday (Tues.) was 
mild $17,000. Second was $26,000. 
“Teacher’s Pet (Par) replaces on.. 
March 19. 

Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 
$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) 
(70th-final week). This week end¬ 
ing today (Wed.) looks like $35,000 
for six-day week. The 69th week, 
was $31,400. “10 C’S” will have 
grossed close to $2,750,000 when it : 
ends this long run today, and Pm’ 
reputedly will take the biggest film 
rental ever out of the house: Thea¬ 
tre closes to prep for reserved-seat 
run of “South Pacific” (20th), due 
in March 19. 

Fifth Avenue Cinema (R&B) 
(250; 4 $1.80)—“Gervaise” (Cont) 
(9th wk). The eighth week finished 
yesterday (Tues.) was big $4,200. 
The seventh, $4,300. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
—“Demoniaque” (UMPO) (2d wk);- 
Initial week ended Sunday (9) was 
big $15,000. In ahead, “Gates of 
Paris” (Lopert) (7th wk-6 days), 
$4,900. 

55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (300; 
$1.25-$i.80>—“Henry V” (Rank) 
Opens today (Wed.). Last week, 
“Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank) (12th wk). 
pushed to nice $4,800 after $4,4Q0 
in 11th week. 

Guild (Guild) (450: $1-$1,75>— 
“Confessions of Felix Krull” (DCA) 
(2d wk). First round ended Monday 

(Continued on page 16) 
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London, March ll.; + 
News of a proposed merger be¬ 

tween Sadler's1 Wells Opera and 
ti.e Carl Rosa company lias result¬ 
ed in the resignation of three . of 
the top brass in Sadler’s Wells. 
Hesmnation't have been accepted 
to become effective in July when 
present season ends. ' Merger 
scheme was /outlined by James 
Smith, chairman of the Sadler’s 
Wells Tru'd,' who gave rising costs 
and insufficient subsidies as; the 
reasons. 

Almost immediately after the 
proposed plan was announced, an 
action committee to oppose the 
scheme was elected by members 
of the Sadler's' Wells company, 
with baritone John Hargreaves as 
Chairman. Another member of 
the committee, Howell Glynne, 
Stated: "We. will fight, this merger 
like mad, not only for Sadler’s 
Wells, but for British opera in 
general.’’ 

The action committee's state¬ 
ment. cited that "the company is 
unanimous iii its decision to try 
to save both . Sadler’s Wells and 
the Carl Rosa. lit appointed this 
committee to-explore every avenue 
for keeping Sadler’s Wells open 
and the Carl Rosa on the-road in 
the interests of. British opera as 
a whole.” 

Sir Donald "Wolfit, chairman of 
the Carl Rosa Trust, stated the 
merger was a temporary measure. 
In two years there might be two 
companies again. The Carl Rosa 
will consider the tierup . later this 
month. Sir Donald said the 
scheme was an alternative to the 
closing of either company. He 
did . not want .the Arts Council, 
which gives grants to the com¬ 
panies, to be made the “whipping 
boy.” 

Norman Tucker, director of the 
Sadler’s Wells opera since 1947, 
and one of the men resigning, read 
the detailed plans for the merger 
to members of the company. It 
said that for some time past it had 
been apparent that continually 
rising costs of presenting opera in 
this country might cause curtail¬ 
ment of tli.e activities of both com¬ 
panies, both of which received 
‘’substantial” grants from the Arts 
Council. The subsidies now avail¬ 
able, however, were insufficient to 
maintain both companies, at the 
present level! and it did not ap¬ 
pear possible for them to carry on 
as; separate organizations after the 
Mimrtii\T °f 1958. when existing 
contractual obligations came to an 
end. . , 

Roth British Actors’ Equity 
and the Musicians Union have 
stated that they will strongly , re¬ 
sist the merger. Other resigna¬ 
tions were Stephen Arlen, general 
manager of the company, since 
1951, and Alexander Gibson, con¬ 
ductor since. 1954 and musical di¬ 
rector since last September. 

Nudes OK, Kisses Tod Hot 
Tokyo, March 4.. 

. In Tokyo, w;h£re actresses in the 
nude are not uncommon, police de¬ 
cided that a poster showing, a tor¬ 
rid kiss between June Ally.son and 
David Niven to . baily “My . Man 
Godfrey” \ (U) would have to- be 
removed. 

The authorities; told the. manager 
of Shihuya’s plush Phantheon The¬ 
atre that the ; display was “too 
stimulating” and “too offensive for 
children to look at” since Niven is 
on a couch in the scene. 

‘10 C’s’ Breaks Record In 
Milan With $146,100 

Rome, March 4. 
• Paramount’s “JO Command¬ 

ments” bis broken the Milan first 
run boxoffice record with a rous¬ 
ing $146,100, recent statistics re¬ 
veal. Previous mark. \vas set re¬ 
cently by “War and Peace” (Par), 
With $138,600 in this, north Italian 
centre.. Figures for Rome are 
sharply reversed,, with the Italo- 
made “War and Peace” hitting 
$201,600 there, as against some 
$110,250 for the DeMille produc¬ 
tion.; 

The other, strong contender ill 
current biz race is “80 Days” (UAL 
Pic has grossed some $345,000 so 
far in all its Italo dates, with some 
$96,750 coming from Milan (for the 
first 105 days) and another $67,950 
from Home the first 76 days. An¬ 
other recent top grosser in this 
country is “Giant” (WB) current¬ 
ly topping a $462,000 gross figure 
for all key cities. 

Headaches While Govt 

• Home,. March 4. . 
While the Italian government is 

still busily studying a new censor¬ 
ship setup for films and theatre; 
the old legislation (dating back to 
1923) has again made recent head¬ 
lines via two cases. 

First involves the very rare in¬ 
stance of newsreel blackballing. An 
issue of one of the top newsreels 
Europe.o:CIAK, has; been ordered 
seized,. allegedly because of the 
spoken commentary; Exact rea!- 
sons for seizure are not known, the 
law not forcing authorities to re¬ 
veal their reason. . Reported: that 
the government committee could 
have objected to either a too-point¬ 
ed reference to the upcoming Ital- 
iaii elections or the handling of 
the Belinda Lee “suicide-attempt” 
and its involvement of Prince Or- 
sini, a figure close to the Vatican. 

Political and religious reasons 
are said to be the cause of a censor, 
hassle involving a new Italian play 
by 'the late Vitaliano, Brancati, 
“Una Donna di Casa.” Five days 
before the preem, the censor re¬ 
turned. the script with1 17 major 
cuts in it. Producer ..protested, 
censors, met once. more,, decided to 
allow.the play to. .go on. with only 
five. cuts. It has; opened in Milan; 

Irish Still Yen U.S. Pix 
Dublin, March 4. 

The U. S. Continues to head, the 
list of picture suppliers to Ireland. 
Of films better than 2,000 feet in 
length screened last year, 326 were 
of U. S. origin, 96 British, 26 
French,: 12 Italian; eight German 
and one Spanish." Irish production 
totalled two features and six shorts. 

Film Censor Liam O’Hara, in his 
survey for 1957; reports, viewing 
1,403: pictures and . passing 1,118. 
There were 231 more passed after 
cuts and the balance y/as rejected. 

in 
Francescatti To Europe 
Zino Francescatti, the violinist, 

left N. Y. Monday, (10) for Europe i 

for dates in Amsterdam, Paris, 
Barcelona, Rome, Florence, Turin, J 
Bologna, Milan and elsewhere. 

He has two U. S. dates in sum¬ 
mer, at Lewisohn Stadium, Man¬ 
hattan, and Tanglewood and. will 
then fly back to Salzburg to play | 
under Dimitri Mitropoulos. 

Malaya Theatre Bldg. Up; 
$1,000,000 House Opens 

Tokyo, March 11. 
After 10 months of trying to over¬ 

come . the Big Six Japanese setup; 
the Nichiei Motion Picture Co, has 
called it quits, having, been forced 
into bankruptcy. Primary reason 
was the closing of doors by dis¬ 
tribution outlets, an action in; 
which the Fair Trade Commission 
sided with-the six majors. Another 
key reason for the foldo was the 
early withdrawal of Keio Electric 
Railway Co. prez Shiro Sarinomiya 
who had indicated he would put 
up half of the: financing. Eventu¬ 
ally. Daiei and Shochiku had of¬ 
fered to buy two Nichiei pix . per 
annum, but the budding company 
thought this , was not enough. 

The new company had. hoped to 
crack the film biz a la Nikkatsu,. 

Singapore, March 4. 
Wave of theatre building is roll-1 

ing Over the Federation of Malaya. 
Under a $10,000,000 expansion pro¬ 
gram, the Cathay Organization 
opened a new bouse in Kuala Lum¬ 
pur recently and will unveil two 
more theatres this month. At the which made a Big Six out of a Big 
same time, it was revealed that the: Five in postwar years by first dis- 
Shaw Bros, will open three new itributing U. S. product and then 
cinemas shortly, 

With a seating capacity in ex¬ 
cess of 1,400, the Cathay Cinema 
was opened in the Malayan capital 
by Prime Minister Tengku Abdul 
Rahman. Built at a cost of $1,000,-: 
000, the house is. fully air-condi¬ 
tioned. Cathay prexy Loke Wan 
Thb; who attended the unveiling, 
disclosed that his circuit had added 
19 new cinemas over the past two 
years. 

Shaw houses now under con¬ 
struction and nearing completion 
Include the Federal Theatre in 
Kuala Lumpur, the Rex in Kuala 
Pilah and a house at Tandjong 
Malin. The Federal cost $1,000,000 
and seats 1,500. Rex, an 800-seater, 
went up for $400,000 While the 
Tandjong Malim. theatre will be a 
700-seater. 

O’Brien Puts Tax 
on 

London, March. 11. 
British film representatives who 

client to Whitehall to demand abo¬ 
lition of the entertainment tax on 
cinema seats feel they accom¬ 
plished something. Delegation saw 
Jocelyii Simon, financial secretary 
at the treasury, who agreed to put 
the case before the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer. The petitioners 
pointed out that tele- licenses will 
reach a minimum of 10,000,000 by 
1960 and that 100 admissions a year 
are lost to the cinema for every 
new license holder. 

Later. Sir Tom O’Brien, general 
secretary of the National Assn, of 
Theatrical and Kine employees and 
general secretary of all unions in- 
\olved in the problem.rcommented: 
“The government has' to make up 
its mind whether itwahts a British . 
film industry or not. I 

"If it does not, then okay,. we 
know where we are. If It does 
want, it to continue, it has got to 
face up to the really vital prob¬ 
lems that face us. We are invad¬ 
ing the international market, Amer¬ 
ica and Continent. It is the only 
way these countries can.hope to see 
the British way of life and all that 
goes with it. "The work of the 
British Council Is insignificant 
compared with what we can do.” 

AND MOVING PICTURES 
trampoline acts, speaking only German/ could tour the World. Magi¬ 

cians, using local yokels, could teach the Chinese tricks they never saw 
before. The tired business men in Singapore could enjoy the Tiller Line 
from London 

That was the old International show business of selected talents. 

Always singers, dancers, framed seals and acrobats have had a market 
that was Ihterhatipnal. 

But beyond any question the beau ideal of the Show World has been 
the internationally-circulating motion picture. Nothing like it was ever 
invented—the galvanized iron can packed with personality and glamour. 

To tell this fascinating story, to explore these wondrously inter-re¬ 
lated markets, to detail the co-productions which bring the showmen of 
many nations into partnership— 
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wedging into market with own 
films. But Nichiei iblind that 
most of the nation’s 6,000 houses 
were committed to: Big Six studios , 
and. could offer no. accommoda¬ 
tions. '• •; 

Sannomiya was originally sup¬ 
posed to open distribution doors 
since he is also topper of the Tokyo 
Motion Picture Distribution Co* 
(Toei) but his pullout nipped this 
plan as . it did a project to build a 
studio at Sakuragoaka on. his 
Keio Line. Executive staff, was 
supposed to come from Daiei per¬ 
sonnel who alledgedly were lay¬ 
ing groundwork for the move 
while still under employ of that 
studio. However, Daiei prexy Ma- 
saichi Nagata.got wind of the plan. 
With no production activity at the 
studio during its first three months, 
overhead costs drained: what mon¬ 
ies it had acquired. 

The Big Six. here still takes in 
Toho, Shochiku, Nikkatsu, Daiei/ 
Toei and Shintoho. 

By GEORGE MEZOEFI 

Zurich, March 4. 
Ballet, once a neglected art form 

in Swiss show, biz, has developed 
into a top b.o, attraction here in 
recent years. After guest stints of 
the Juan Tena Ballet from Barce¬ 
lona, the Maurice Bejart Ballet 
from Paris and the Marquis de 
Cuevas Ballet, latest addition this 
season at the Stadttheatre, Feb. 21, 
is the “Ballet 1958 des Etoiles de 
Paris.” 

Group of six, all soloists,. was 
founded two years ago by Milorad 
Miskovitch, ex-solo dancer of the 
Paris Opera, and made its Swiss 
how here after touring Italy and . 
Germany. Artistic director is Irene 
Lidova. Sets and costumes of pro¬ 
gram caught are by Bernard Dayde 
and Andre Levasseur, with chore¬ 
ographies by Janine Charrat, John 
Taras, Jean Guelis and . Maurice 
Bejart. 

Most impressive of the four bal¬ 
lets. shown is “Prometheus,” a. 
stunningly modern interpretation 
of the classical theme, choreo¬ 
graphed by Bejart; with Misko¬ 
vitch admirable in the physically 
exhausting title role. He gets able 
assist from Marie-Claire Carrie 
and Yvonne Meyer. Sombre piece 
has its more lightweight counter¬ 
part in “The Bed Curtain,” a de¬ 
lightful series of virtuoso dance 
evolutions by the entire troupe. 

Remaining half of the program 
Includes “La Dryade,” a somewhat 
corny “romantic” pas de deux, 
neatly executed by Olga Saviska 
and Ivan Dragadze, and a- preten¬ 
tiously modernistic piece called 
“The Circle” in which a sinister- 
looking group of Martians is sup¬ 
posed to symbolize the eternal cir¬ 
cle of life. It is too far-fetched and 
pseudo-philosophic to convince, 
despite noteworthy performances 
by the six dancers as well as 
Levasseur’s striking set. 

Musical accompaniment is on 
two pianos, with added percussion 
for “Prometheus.” Show caught 
was near-capacity. Mezo. 
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Buenos Aires, March 4. 
Usual bungling in organization 

bids fait* to spoil the International 
Film Festival, scheduled' for the 
Uruguayan coast resort of Punta 
del Este March 7-15. Nelson A. 
Revello, Vice-President of the Uru¬ 
guayan ToUrist Board, and Archi¬ 
tect Gualberto Rodriques Larreta, 
the board’s general manager, have 
been here drumming up interest, 
arid inviting local film personalities 
to attend. But they forgot to invite 
the press or film critics to their 
press party, and subsequently had 
to send apologies to the Film 
Critics *Assn, No doubt due to in¬ 
experience. they issued invitations 
to stars, directors and producers 
as well as editors or directors of 
important newspapers. As the lat¬ 
ter were too busy to pass on the 
cards to their film writers, the 
press! was conspicuously absent. 

German. French and Italian en¬ 
tries alone are to be represented 
this year. The Argentine delega¬ 
tion has been selected to avoid 
language difficulties. As Uruguay 
lacks a film colony of its own, the 
Argentine talent is relied oil to 
do the honors, Mirtha Legraud, 
Amelia Bence, Nine Marshall, 
Nelly Meden, Virginia tuque, 
Diana Ingro, Paulette Christian, 
Elida Gav Palmer .and Susana 
Campos. Francisco Petrone, Nar- 
cisco Ibanez Menta and Angel Ma¬ 
gana: directors Daniel Tinayre, Lu¬ 
cas Demare and Hugo del Carril, 
are all linguists and will help re¬ 
ceive Rosanna Podesta; Antonella 
Luadi, Franca Marzi, Sandra Milo 
and Rosanna Schiaffina, with actor 
Franco Interlenghi, representing 
Italy. The French guests to in¬ 
clude Magali Noel, Jeanne Moreau, 
Stella Blain, Yves Montand and 
jeari Marais, with M. Fromerit and 
Jacques Flaud. / 

The German delegation includes 
. Son Ziemann and Sabina Bethirian, 

actors Wolfgang Preiss and Dieter 
Borsche, accompanied by Dr. Wolf¬ 
gang Schwarz of the Frankfort Ex¬ 
port-Union Film-Industrie. 

The fest was planned for a time 
when there are less tourists at the 
resort in order to avoid the over¬ 
crowding of previous years. Never¬ 
theless, the Uruguayan tourist 
Bureau has been advertising it ex¬ 
tensively as and added lure for 

. Argentine vacationers, who are now 
allowed to transport their cars 
by; ferry to the Uruguayan side of 
the Plate, as bait to spend their 
pesos on the Uruguayan junket. 

Mull Drastic Change In 

This Year European Festivals 

Give lst-Runs Stature 
Rome, March 4. 

A drastic revamp of Italian book¬ 
ing arrangements is currently be¬ 
ing considered by the Italian film 
industry. Principal objective will 
be a greater separation of first and 
subsequent-runs, currently almost 
continuous. 

ANICA topper Eitel Monaco ad¬ 
mitted that such a proposal will 
soon be made, to avoid current 
“stepping on each other’s toes,” and 
also to restore big-city initial sit¬ 
uations back to something like 
their importance. Also it was felt 
that by establishing a wider man¬ 
datory gap between first and sec-; 
ond-runs, and enforcing it, initial 
playdates will tend to give a pic 
more play. This is an important 
factor during current product short¬ 
age in theatre-saturated Italy (17,- 
000 cinemas). 

Public trend in the past year has 
been away from first-runs, with 
second and subsequent cashing in, 
especially since many of them have 
been playing product only a few 
days after the end of first-runs. 
Other factors, of course, have fav¬ 
ored the growing strength of neigh¬ 
borhood theatres. Among these are 
prices, the fact that many of them 
(in Rome as elsewhere) are newer 
and more comfortable than unre¬ 
novated city-center houses. An 
added but growing factor here is 
the lack of downtown parking fa¬ 
cilities. v 

French Distrib Victor 
In Lengthy Court Fight 
Over Oldie Chaplin Kid’ 

.. Paris, March 11.. 
The decision handed down this 

week here on a case involving dis¬ 
tribution rights of Charles Chap¬ 
lin’s 1918 silept. pic, “The Kid,” 
could be a precedent setter on Films 
which have lost their earlier pa¬ 
ternity due to constant shuffling. 
The civil trial concerned French 
distrib Roger Richebe, who got the 
film for French distrib from an 
Italo outlet. Case also involved 
Charles Chaplin and Roy Films, of 
Tangiers . and Vaduz, who . claimed 
they still own world rights to the 
pic. Richebe. won the court deci¬ 
sion.. 

Richebe picked Up “Kid” last 
year, pUt a new musical score to it, 
and started exhibition (first-run). 
Then United Artists informed him 
that he had no right to the pic, 
saying, it belonged to Roy Films. 
Richebe checked with the govern-: 
mental Centre Du Cinema fiere 
which said that His. Italo distrib 
was listed Under their film registra¬ 
tion. Richebe checked with Wash¬ 
ington, D.C., and " learned that 
Chaplin had originally ceded World 
rights to First National. After vari¬ 
ous sales it ended up with Celeb¬ 
rity Films which sold it back to 
Chaplin who in turn gave it to Roy 
Films of Tangiers and Lichenstein. 
However, according to Gallic law, 
neither Celebrity nor Roy were un¬ 
der French copyright, and so they 
could not justly hold up the pic. 
. Then Roy tried to seize the film; 
and the case was referred to a 
higher court. Richebe was ready to 
go ahead when Chaplin stepped in, 
utilizing the French law protect¬ 
ing author’s moral rights. This was 
an old law*- dating back 100 years. 
It was previously for authors who 
felt their publishers had betrayed 
them. But with multiple authorship 
on pix, it was another thing; The 
law was amended recently,, going 
into effect late this, month, 

Chaplin used this to hold up the 
film on the grounds that the score 
was added without his okay. The 
film had played all over the world 
with different, scores. However, 
Chaplin said he was now a com¬ 
poser, and conductor and that “The 
Kid,” his most personal film, was 
impaired by the music. He asked 
for a token payment of one franc 
for damages to his prestige. 

Meanwhile, Richebe bad sperit 
$62,500 on the pic. He engaged 
Maitre~ Jean Rapoport to handle 
his case. After two months of liti¬ 
gation, in which a governmental 
legal rep sided with Chaplin and 
Roy, the Paris high court bandied 
down its decision in favor of Rich¬ 
ebe. Court maintained that since 
Roy’s rights to. the film was not 
recognized in France or. under a 
Washington copyright, it ‘had no 
right to try to hold up the film in 
France even if Richebe’s claims 
were contestable; So Roy’s dam¬ 
age suit was thrown out. Court also 
held that Chaplin did not have 
seizure rights but could -only press 
for pecuniary measures. The court 
thus gave Chaplin his one franc. 
Meanwhile, Richebe could now sue I 
Roy for prejudice caused him in 
distributing the film. 

Rapoport is attorney for the Fed¬ 
eration of International Film Pro¬ 
ducers and the Syndicate of French 
Film Producers, . Other countries 
were watching the case for “The 
Kid” had also been bought in Italy, 
Germany, Holland and Switzerland. 
It raised a co.nplex problem of 
film ownership and the necessity 
to arrange all possession rights in 
foreign countries*. This could apply 
to many old Yank films sans proper 
proprietorship in France itself or 
under correct world copyright. 

Variety Club International’s Con¬ 
vention in London starting April 
19 is in serious jeopardy arid 
whether the meeting, the first to 
'be held in Europe, is a success or 
a failure depends on ai ruling of 
the Civil Aeronautics Board. 

Here’s how the International 
show biz. organization got involved 
with a government agency that 
controls air travel: 

Approximately 900 of the 1,000 
delegates expected to attend the 
convention are .coming from the 
United States. A majority of the 
U.S. contingent had planned to go 
to London via special chartered 
flights arranged by the Thomas 
Cook, travel agency.. At the last 
minute, however, a CAB examiner 
cancelled the flights, allegedly on. 
the complaint of :a non-participat¬ 
ing airline/ 

.The chartered flights would have 
cost each delegate between $266 
and $289 round trip, arriving in 
London and returning from Paris. 
The cancellation, it’s said, irivolves 
the introduction of the new Ao- 
called econorny fares. These fares, 
however, are approximately dou¬ 
ble the charter fate and; it’s felt, 
that under these circumstances a 
hefty number of the delegates will 
drop out. 

Emergency .sessions are being 
held this week with CAB officials 
and there is hope that the prob¬ 
lem can be resolved. According 
to Vincent Nelson, of Thomas 
Cook, there has been no actual 
ruling by the CAB and that he is 
‘‘extremely optimistic that it can 
be settled satisfactorily!” :. 

m 
To Deliver Stars in the Flesh 

Staying at 1957 Level; 
Asks More Remittances 

! Tokyo, March 4’.. 
MPEA Far Eastern veep Irving 

Maas, who returned recently from 
an area tour that Included stops 
at Manila, Hong Kong, Singapore! 
and Saigon, and the best estimate 
for the next fiscal (beginning 
April 1) was that the Import quota 
formula for: Japan would be the 
same as last . year. He qualified, 
however, by saying that it was 
“just a guess.” He added that he 
has not yet huddled with govern¬ 
ment reps on the matter; Meeting 
may be delayed until key officials 
return next week. 

Maas said , the attitude of the 
MPEA already has been made ....... ■ ... 4 , 
known to the Finance Ministry in ! at the film festivals is predicated 

By FRED HIFT 

The password is: Deliver the 
stars' 

That’s the battlecry this year of 
the various international film fes¬ 
tivals, starting with Cannes and 
ending- with Venice. They want 
two things from the American com¬ 
panies—good pictures, and stars. 
. Tendency of the 1958 festivals 
will be to “invite” films whose pro¬ 
ducer can give assurances that 
their stars will show up. The pres¬ 
sure, it’s said, is considerable, par¬ 
ticularly in the wake of last year’s 
experience, when practically no 
top U. S. stars appeared at any of 
the important European events. 

This, was true particularly of 
Cannes*- and it embarrassed even 
the American representatives who 
attended. “One young and good- 
looking American sal could set this 
town on its ear,” commented a top 
Motion Picture Export Assn, exec 
in Cannes last year. 

Actually, the U. S. star turnout 

the form of a four-point request 
for; first* the increase of the im¬ 
port quota; second, abolition of the 
restriction on the dumber of 
prints; third, dropping of the five- 
year restriction on the exhibition 
period, andi fourth, the raising of 
the rates of remittance within the 
framework of the foreign currency 
budget. 

About trie possibility of another; 

on circumstances many of which 
have little or nothing to do with 
the industry. Most of the top play¬ 
ers aren’t under contract and have 
no obligation to anyone to “work” 
for the picture in which they ap¬ 
pear; the exception might be “par¬ 
ticipation” stars who own a piece 
of the film. 

But the fests aren’t really prop¬ 
erly geared for a star turnout. On 

; the fine hand, some of the Holly- 

Mrs. Dovie Chaney, part owner 
of the Dixi^ Drive-In at Canton, 
Tex;, has purchased the interest 
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Fincher 
in the ozoner. 

Japanese Limb 
Tokyo, March 4. 

In a mixup like their riation’s 
famous salad, the four-member 
Royal Greek Opera group can-! 
celled a series of Japan perform¬ 
ances that were scheduled to begin 
March 1. Opening night was orig¬ 
inally announced as scratched be¬ 
cause the artists “were tired from 
their trip.”. 

Deeper reasons are now suspect¬ 
ed,; and reveal either a misunder¬ 
standing or two different contracts 
allegedly made by Greek radio cor¬ 
respondent Kimbn Skordiles who 
was handling advance arrange¬ 
ments. Latter has been missing 
since March 1. along with 300,000 
yen ($833) in advance money he is 
reported to have, received. 

Sponsor Susumu Kyoda of To¬ 
kyo’s Kyoda Musical office said at 
a press conference to day that 
Skordiles had. approached him say¬ 
ing- that the troupe would like to 
perform here en route to engage¬ 
ments in Australia and Canada. 
According to Kyoda, Skordiles had 
added that no travel expenses: were 
needed nor any guarantees other 
than.those for the Japanese orches¬ 
tra. . 

On their arrival, however, the 
Greek artists demanded $7*500 in 
guarantees and confessed ignor¬ 
ance of tours to Australia and Can¬ 
ada. They said they hid return 
tickets to Greece. They added that 
the wanted $200 each per perform¬ 
ance and that Kyoda had offered 
only $90 per stint. 

The Japanese sponsor had also 
been promised 19 performances a 
month and had hooked accordingly. 
But the Greeks said that it was art 
“impossible” figure and that they 
had been asked to sing only 10 
times a month. 

.Members of the displaced troupe 
are: Sotis Vassiliadis, conductor; 
Jannis Kambanis, tenor; Anna 
Landou, lyric soprano; arid Rolan¬ 
do Sescsi, baritone. ; They were 
skedded to appear with the Tokyo 
Philharmonic Orchestra the 
Tokyo City Opera and Chorus, 

loan to Japanese industry to un-1 wood people make rather costly de¬ 
freeze unremitted yen, Maas stated: j mancjs Qf fest authorities, who al- 
“As of now I have no authority j ways WOrk with “tight” budgets, 
to discuss our .problems heje in ttie routine to which stars 
terms of a loan. .^He estimated that myst submit themselves is strenu- 
terms of a loan.” j oris and festival preparations aren’t 

Of his tour, Maas said that he always perfect. Henry Fonda 
had success in Manila in thawing found that out in Cannes last year, 
out delayed remittances from last arid he left in a huff. 
year’s deal. He said he had ar- Festival organizers last year felt 
ranged for the remittance of $200.- bitter over the absence of Ameri- 
000, with the promise of the bal- I can glamor, which inevitably helps 
ance of the quarter for remittarice “sell” the event to the world press 
this week. V and raises its prestige for tourism. 

While waiting to meet with Jap-' An effort will also be made this 
ariese Foreign Ministry officials, he j year to get some U. S. stars to at- 
“w he9w!il Be watching the gov- ! tend the Brussels film festival, held ; 
ernment action on provisional li- m conjunction with the Interna- 
cerises. Maas is expected to stay.j.tiojal Exposition there, 
in Tokyo until mid-April when he : . k American showmen who attend 
will leave for another area tour ■ the European fests feel that the 
and attend the 5th Asian Film presence of u. S. stars is Valuable 
Festival in Manila. 

ECONOMY WAVE HITS 
ffALO FILM OUTFITS 

Rome, March 4. • 
The. general film industry econ¬ 

omy wave has hit this country, and 
several major distribs, Yarik and 
Italian, are quietly closing down 
some of their branch offices. Some 
companies also pink-slipped some 
in their homeoffice (Rome) staffs. 

Among those kriown to have 
sliced their personnel are Metro* 
(may have released 40) and Dear 
Films. First branch offices to close 
have been, those in Ancona and 
Cagliarfi ICs expected that Trieste 
will soon be trimmed off most com¬ 
panies’ branch office rosters. Even¬ 
tually, the intention is to wind up 
with some seven branch offices fbr 
all of Italy, now it’s 12* 

Aldrich Shoots Brit. 

presence i 
in that it serves, also, to counter¬ 
balance the rather determined ef¬ 
forts made by the Italians, the 
French, Swedes and Germans who 
send large delegations consisting 
not only of players, but of the crea¬ 
tive behind-camera talent 

British ABC Chief Sees ~ 
Industry Carrying Out 

Winning Fight Vs. Tele 
London, March 4. 

D. J. Goodlatte, Associated Brit¬ 
ish Cinemas managing director, 
predicted that within 18 months 
the Cinema Defense Fund would 
be iri a position to prevent all 
theatre .films, being sold to televi¬ 
sion. The speech sparked a lunch¬ 
eon to honor . ABC’s champ man¬ 
ager for 1957, Robert Parker. Pur¬ 
pose of the. talk was . to reassure 
ABC’s managers that, though the 
film industry was in a critical posi¬ 
tion; ABC was doing all right. 

• A visit to the U.S. had convinced 
... .„ .. • Goodlatte that selling cinema films 

r illXt ID. W. Jt>Crlin; to tv was 'a bad thing. “I didn’t 
Berlin, Match 4. have to, be .-a genius to work that 

Hammer. Film Productions (Lori-! one out,he said. “We are strik- 
don) is shooting “The Phoenix” ing at the supply line. ABC or the 
partly on location here. Made in Cinema Management Assn, can say 
conjunction with Seven Arts Pro-i to the guy with the film . . . sell 
ductions (N.Y.), it is an interna-j.-to us or not. Youtcan’t have the 
tiorial productiori; It: has two Amer- 'best of two worlds.” 
icari stars, Jeff Chandler and Jack ; Goodlatte was referring to the 
Palance and French star Martirie fact that ABC and CM A have a 
Carol in the leads and Yank Rob- j virtual monopoly over film distribu- 
ert Aldrich, directing. Michael Car- \ tion in U.K. “This does not apply 
reras is producer. 

Shooting started here Feb.. 17. 
Interiors will be made In the local 
UFA studios at Tempelhof and 
exteriors at various spots around 
the city. 

to America; where there are so 
many more distribution lines,” said 
the speaker. In pointing out that 
the cinema still had a great deal 
to offer against television he re¬ 
ferred to color tv. 
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Mrs. 
Estate Believed Around $1G-Mil^-Half in Trust 

For Three Children 

Harry Cohn’s employment 
contract at Columbia’ provided 

*for a death benefit of $1,000 
per week for 300 week?. 

Beneficiary Is not stated. 

Hollywood, March 11. 
Will of the late Harry Cohn, 

filed for probate in Santa Monica 
Friday < 7V left half of his estate 
to his widow. Mrs. Joan Perry 
Cohn, and—aside from personal be¬ 
quests—the remainder is in trust 
for his three children, John, 14; 
Harry Jr., 12, and Catherine, 8. . 

No evaluation was placed on the 
estate, estimates of which ran as 
high as $10,000,000. Cohn is said 
to have held in his own name 193,- 
B00 shares, of Columbia Pictures 
stock which alone would be worth; 
on current quotations, over 
$3,000,000. 

The document noted that custom¬ 
ary charity bequests were omitted 
because ‘‘substantial transfers” 
took place during Cohn’s life to the 
Harry Cohn Foundation which will 
continue to make charitable gifts 
in the future. 

Trustees named were Mrs. Cohn, 
attorney Mendel B. Silberberg and 
producer-director George Sidney, 
who are also executors of the will. 
City National Bank prexy- Alfred 
Hart was named art alternate trus- 

Captive Audience 
Cecil B. DeMille recalled 

that some time ago he received 
a letter from inmates at Utah 
State Prison; saying. th ey had 
raised $12.50, and asking if 
this, be enough for rental of 
a’ -print of ‘‘Ten Command¬ 
ments.” 

Producer said he huddled 
with Paramount studio : chief 
Y. Frank Freeman and: the de¬ 
cision immediately was made 
to have a print of the picture 
processed just for penal insti- 
tutions. It’s been playing, 
around since. 

Geza Polaty, who has been hand¬ 
ling special assignments for Unit¬ 
ed Artists in Germany and the 
homeoffice since he joined., the 
company in May, 1957; has been 
appointed managing director in Ja¬ 
pan. This was one of numerous 
key changes in the organization 
disclosed in New York yesterday 
(Tues.) by Arnold Picker, y.p. in 

EDITORS LOVABLE AS 

tee and as financial adviser to Mrs. i' «r“UIU > 
Cohn during administration of the char<-’e of ,orcl*n °P«at.ons. 
estate. Mrs. Cohn has power. of f PGl.aty succeeds Milton M. 
appointment whichHfteans she can i Schneiderman, who is no longer 
dispose of her proceeds from the (with the company. Walter Boxer, 
estate as she sees fit. 

The entire estate will, probably 
be given an evaluation the first 
week in April when. Mrs. Cohn ap¬ 
pears in court tp get temporary 
family allowances set, pending final 
distribution. The will was dated 
Feb. 14. less than t.wo weeks be¬ 
fore Cohn’s death of a coronary 
thrombosis in Phoenix. 

former manager in Thailand., is 
now manager in South Africa. 
He replaces Leonard Pearlman, 
who is returning to N.Y. for reas¬ 
signment., George Apoar, formerly 
with. RKQ and Republic in Indo¬ 
nesia, has joined UA as manager 
irit Thailand. 

• Felipe Veranp, assistant mana¬ 
ger in Cuba, is promoted to mana- 

The opening of a new theatre is 
still news —judging from the news¬ 
paper arid radio-tv coverage the 
Opening of Loew’s new drive-in 
Sharpstown, Texas, Just outside of 
Houston, received recently. 

Under the direction; of Ernie 
Emerling and Jim Shanahan of 
Loew’s pub-ad department, the pre¬ 
opening and - opening events re¬ 
ceived a total of nine full news¬ 
paper pages, 13 page one stories 
or column mentions, and some 60 
other news and film page stories. 
Each of the local newspapers— 
Post, : Press and Chronicler-con¬ 
ducted separate contests, in con¬ 
nection: with the drive-in to find 
the . ‘‘happiest family,” ‘‘Miss 
Sharpstowhr” a name for the 
Loew’s parrot, etc. Each of the 
three newspapers published Special 
sections which.; included dquble- 
spread, two-color ads for the thea¬ 
tre, : partially sponsored by the con¬ 
tractors arid vendors involved in 
the drive-in’s construction. Local 
dailies also, ran editorials welcom¬ 
ing the ne\v venture. 

In addition to. numerous ad spots 
on radio, six radio and one ty sta¬ 
tion covered the iriaugural cere¬ 
monies. Entire campaign consisted 
of newspapers, radio, billboards, 
directional, boards and arrows, 
house-to-house distribution, tv and. 
aerial announcements A total of 
35,000 brochures, pointing up high¬ 
lights of the operation and a map 
showing how to reach Sharpstown, 
were distributed house-to-house. 

Editors of. 18 Houston high 
school: papers visited the drive-in 
for a preview of the plant. Local 
publishers, editors and radio-tv 
reps attended a pre-opening cock¬ 
tail party; Art invitational 'preview 
was held the night before the reg¬ 
ular opening for press, radio, civic 
officials and others, 

, The 1,700-car drive-in was erect¬ 
ed at the cost of $1,000,000. 

Week Ended Tuesday (11) 

jV. Y. Stock Exchange 
1957/58 

High Low 

17% n% 
■24% 11*4 
36% 23% 
35% 22% 
20% 11% 
19% 139k 
15% 13 

Dick Haymes Must Pay 
Washington, March 11. : 

. Dick Haymes has been ordered 
by the D. C. Municipal Court to 
pay 32,500 to a Washington attor¬ 
ney for a legal; service in 195+55. 
Lawyer is Thomas A. Farrell. 

Farrell sued on the ground that 
Haymes ‘‘failed and refused to 
pay” for legal, advice, and confer¬ 
ences on. immigration matters. Far¬ 
rell was retained to ,seek a passport 
for Haymes so that he could go to 
Argentina with, his then wife, Rita 
Hayworth,, and not be barred frqm 
reentering this country. Haymes is 
native and citizen of Argentina. 

Under the' testament, Mrs. Cohn; ger in Peru, succeeding Qeorge 
is to receive one-half the estate/: Kallman. Latter has been jtransT 
the .Cohns' Beverly Hills residence, if erred to Puerto Rico as manager, 
its furnishings and personal effects, j replacing Douglas Ornsteih! who 
The balance of . her share is to/ be j bowed out of UA. William Vuprio, 
held in trust, Mrs. Cohn will get j who. joined the foreign department 
income from the trust: and as much : as a .trainee in N.Y. last year; has 
of the principal as is necessary to j been assigned to the company’s oL 
assure her an annual income of fice in Santiago. 
$75,000 yearly after taxes; ! Last week Alfred Katz, foreign 

Personal bequests include. $10,-! department sales exec, at the home- 
000 each to a sister, Anna Fraun of -office since 1952, was named a di- 
New York, arid a niece, Judith j vision irianager, supervising Latin 
■>Volf, of Lps Angeles; $1,000 each ! America, the Far East, Australasia 
to Mrs. Olga Kennedy and Andrew {and South Africa. 
Yarra.. servants in the Cohri home 
for many years; and $500 each to 
household servants employed for 
more than four years. 

Also authorized is an expendi¬ 
ture of up to $50,000 for construc- 
ty>n of an appropriate tomb. 

Provisions for the children were Honky-Tonk Tactics Contributed by Local Talent To 
made so that the trustees are to; • . n . . . _ i n i t • 
pay out only as much income from | Miami Premiere—Supposed battle or Lnesties 
their share of the estate as is nec¬ 
essary for their support and edu¬ 
cation. When each child reaches 
27 all the income goes to them and 
the principal is to be distributed at 
five year intervals. 

Miami, March 11. | gestion was made that all head for 
The carefully plannedUarid j strip circuit along the Beaph to 

, ..••••• .v. .. : give .her a: glimpse of the busty 
...... space -pic successful — publicity;! corp& plying their grind-wares at 

The official announcement of the • caniPaign staged by United Artistsj the various spots. Five minutes at 
‘ the Five O’clock Club and Miss 

SOLD DOWN TV RIVER, 

will from Columbia states, how- promotion reps here in conjunc- 
ever, ‘‘distribution of the principal tion with World premiere at three J 
is to be made at five, year intervals > local Florida State chain houses of J 
commencing when the child reach- ’’Paris Holiday,’.’ which stars . Bob 
es 27, except that all of the priri- ' Hope and Anita Ekberg ort hand to 
cipal is to be held as long as Mrs. | hypo the news-break build, got, an 
Cohn lives.” j unexpected bonus when a stripper 

j workmg in a . Beach club. saw. 
chance to get in on, the act arid 

{.staged a tomato hurling bit direc- 
ted at Miss Ekberg while she and 
Hope were yakking it up on a Coral 

TT „ , , i Gables theatre Stage Saturday (8) 
Hollywood, March II, r night. 

Jack Schwarz. veteran producer, ; .The tomato - hurier, Evelyn 
"as awarded damages, of $60,054: | “Treasure Chest” West, boasts of 
In Superior Court this week be-i having. a $50,000 insured bust- 
cause five of his pictures were sold! measurement of 45% inches. When 
to television before having fully [ seized after hitting Miss Ekberg 
played the theatrical market. Derjwith the two . ripe tomatos on the 
fendants included Pathe . Indus- i hip, she insisted that it was in re¬ 
tries, tp which Schwarz assigned { prisal for walkout by the filmstress 
both theatrical and tv distribution ■ on her act the night before. 
rights, Chesapeake Industries, 
United Artists. Motion Pictures for 
Television and others... 

Although Pathe, which is aligned 
with Chesapeake, had the full dis¬ 
tribution contract, the outfit did 
not act iri good faith in unloading 
the product to tv, complained 
Schwarz. Judge John L. Ford cori- 
curred in this in awarding dam¬ 
ages to the plaintiff. 

Pictures involved were ‘‘En¬ 
chanted Valley,” ‘‘Headin’ for 
Heaven,” “Shed No Tears," “Ali¬ 
mony” and “Parole Inc.” . 

The stripper, known here for her 
frequent stunts aimed at garner¬ 
ing press returns. Was held on a 
charge of disorderly conduct and 
creating a disturbance, then re¬ 
leased on $200 bond. That it was a 
“planned” incident came to light 
when one of the wire services rer 
vealed they had been, tipped to 
what was to happen by Miss West. 

Joe E. Lewis was the innocent 
cause of it all. When Miss Ekberg 
joined his party at the Eden Roc 
after watching the Louis Prima- 
Keely Smith opening show, sug- 

81% 
3% 
7% 

11% 
7 

115 
■ 4% 
10% 
22 
9% 

38% 28 
1894 11 
61 30 
40 27 
8% 4% 

13% 9 
18% 13% 
29% 1894 
303/4 19% 
2594 15 
30% 18% 
73 65 
28% 16% 
70% 67% 

Weekly VoL Weekly 
In 100s High 

ABC Vending 18 15%. 
AmBr-ParTh 190 15% 
CBS “A” .... 117 26 
CBS “B” .... 38 25% 
Col Pix .... 140 16% 
Decca ..... 198 T69ji 
Disney ...... 30 17% 
Eastman Kdk. 107 106% 
EMI .... 87 4% 
List Ind. .... 85 7% 
Loew’s. 236 16% 
Nat. Thea ... 73 8% 
Paramount .. 55 3494 
Philco __ 161 15% 
Polaroid1003 61 
RCA ... r.. 253 3394 
Republic .... 79 6% 
Rep., pfd.... 17 10% 
Stanley War. 18 15% 
Storer ...... 14 23 
20th-Fox _ 60 25% 
United Artists 17 18% 
Unix. Pix ... 7 22% 
Univ., pfd .. *70 70% 
Warner Bros. 23 18% 
Zenith * 46 6994 

Weekly 
Low 
1594 
13% 
24% 
24% 
15% 
15% 
16% 

103% 
3% 
7% 

13% 
8% 

33% 
14% 
5594 
33 

6% 
10% 
15% 
21% 
2494 
18% 
22% 
70 
17% 

Tues. 
Close 

15% 
14% 
26 
25% 
15% 
16 
17% 

106 
4% 
7% 

13% 
6% 

34% 
15% 
5994 
33% 

694 
10% 
15% 
22% 
25% 
18% 
-22% 

70% 
18% 

American Stock Exchange 

4% 2% Allied Artists 27 3% 3% 

1194 6% Assoc. Artists 77 99k 9% 

1% % C. & C. Tele. 111 %' 7/16 
6% 3 DuMont Lab. 14 4 394 
4% 2% Guild Films 71 3 294 
994 5% Nat’l Telefilm 32 6 57 s 
9 3Va Skiatron ... 33 4 39 a 

• 894 2% Technicolor . 69 4% 3% 
5%: 3% Trans-Lux .;. 1 4 4' 

3% 
9% 

7/16 
3% 
2% 
5% 
3% 
3% 
4 

Over-the-Counier Securities 
Bid 

Ampex : .. - 
Chesapeake Industries ... 
Cinerama Prod. ................... 
DuMont Broadcasting ..... 
Magna Theatre , .... 
Official Films ..........-....... 
Teleprompter.-----....... •....... 
I). A. Theatres...... • • • 

_ Ask 
50% 54 

194 
194 
7 
2%. 
1 
594 
5% 

2% 
2% 
794 
3% 
1% 
6% 
6% 

* Actual Volume. 
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.) 

^++^+4+ » » M » » »♦»♦♦♦ ♦ ♦ M ♦ »> .♦ MM ♦ ♦ ♦ t »♦♦♦ 

Net 
Change 
for wk. 
+ % 
+1% 
+ % 
+ % 
+■ % '! 
j- % 

+234 
+ % 
+ % 

. % 
+ % 
+ % 
+ 94 
+3% 
+ % 

+ % 
+ 9& 
+ 94 . 
+ % 
+r % 
+ % 
+ % 
+ % 

' — Vs. 

— 1/16 
+ % 

■■+- % 

% 

+ 1 
— % 
— % 
+ % 
+ % 

. + % 
— %■ 
+ % . 

4- 

.. 4 ' 
♦ ♦44444t 

West’s talents were; enough for ] 
Miss Ekberg and the U. A. reps 
with her. All departed the party, 
to seek a quieter, more circum¬ 
spect spot for entertairiinent. 

Neyer orie to . let a chance at 
getting her phiz-and-physique into 
the papyri, the West: thinking took 
up on an. “injured” level—with 
crack. to- the press after arrest 
arid release, that Miss. Ekberg had 
walked out of her show because 
she “must :be‘ jealous.” 
. Miss Ekberg discharged it all as 
a “cheap publicity trick/’ 

Hope took the incident in stride, 
with lookdbwnvat the besplattered 
Ekberg dress: and crack “I thought 
they were aimed at me . .. . first 
time that’s happened to me sirice 
vaudeville days; Usually they 
didn’t take the tomatoes out of the 
can” 

“Paris Holiday” is doing big box 
office at the ^Florida State houses. 
The Eden Roc has been target for 
autograph hunters from first cock¬ 
tail-ash Friday(7) for Hope-Ekberg 
and-party- And stripper West Who 
has. linsucessfully tried to join a: 
nudist colony and to lecture to the 
U of Miami students on sex, got 
herself another splash of notoriety 
-^at a comparatively small cost of 
$200. / ' 

Joe E; Lewis is still “mortified’ 
by it all. 

Washington, March 11. 
The latest SEC monthly report 

of “insider” stock transactions dis¬ 
closes that Randolph C. Wood has 
sold 8,040 shares of his Paramount 
Pictures common stock, but still 
retains 31,860. Maurice Newton 
added 300 Par comirion, for a total 
of 1,000. ' 

In December, Robert S. Taplin- 
ger, Warner Bros, former vice pres¬ 
ident for publicity and advertising, 
dropped his 500 shares of WB com- 
moh. Maurice Goldstein added 
I, 000 shares of Allied Artists com¬ 
mon; now owns 13,100. Sam Wolf 
bought 3,100 shares; this lifted his 
holding to 20,050. Alfred Hart ac¬ 
quired. 2,000 Columbia Pictures 
common, now has 5,919. 

K. T. Keller got rid of his 200 
shares of Loew’s Inc. common, and 
J. : Howard McGrath purchased his 
first 500. B. Gerald. Gantbr report¬ 
ed adding 7,500 shares of National 
Theatres common. He notified SEC 
that, in his own name, and via 
partriership and holding compa¬ 
nies, he now controls 107,500 
shares. 

In Republic Pictures, Douglas T. 
Yates got rid of 10,000 shares of 
common which, had been owned by 
his Tonrud Inc. Herbert J. Yates 
added 10,000/ At the end of the 
report period, Herbert Yates had 
67,160 shares. Douglas Yates con¬ 
trolled 190,114 in his own name 
and through Tonrud. 

Milton Rackmil added 200 shares 
of Decca Records to a. voting trust 
for which he is co-trustee. He has 
1,713 shares in his own name and 
10,400 in the voting trust. D. Van 
Alstyne Jr. dropped 4,000 shares 
of Guild Films Inc., but retained 
9,507.. Van Alstyne, Noel & Co. 
sold 1,500 shares; but still own 
6,333. 

Leon Klettnov reported adding 
160 shares of ABC Vending com¬ 
mon stock. He now owns 23,966; 
Bernard Tabakin let go of 500 
shares of National Telefilm Asso¬ 
ciates, still has 3,100 shares of the 
Class A common stock. 

James M. Landis notified SEC 
belatedly that in April knd May 

of 1957 he bought 25,000 shares of 
Skiatron Electroriics and Television 
common, and sold 4,000. This left 
him with 27,275 shares. Last Oc¬ 
tober in a private transactions, Ar¬ 
thur Levey disclosed, he unloaded 
11,20.0 Skiatron Electronics. He re¬ 
tained 355,181 shares. J, R. Pop- 
peie came out even in February, 
1957, by acquiring and then un¬ 
loading 1,000 shares of Skiatron. 
It left him with 4,900 shares. 

Minneapolis, March 11. 
Laments of suburban situations 

were quieted this week by signal 
success of a blockbuster passing 
into the hinterlands. It Was Warn¬ 
ers’ “Sayonara,” Which after five 
weeks in the loop, demoralizing to 
suburbanites, moved into the 28- 
day slot, and crocked ’em. A. W. 
Anderson, Warner-Bros, district 
manager, reported “Sayenara” top¬ 
ping “Giant” grosses, Iatterday 
criterion for surburban success. 

More profits Were indicated by 
fact eight theatres — Boulevard, 
Edina, Heights, Hollywood, Hop¬ 
kins, Richfield, St. Louis Park and 
Varsity—teamed up on one set . of 
coop ads, while Terrace and River- 
view, owned by. the Volk Bros., 
went it duo. 

♦ Ads were pitched to Academy 
nominations and seemed to be pay¬ 
ing off. Meanwhile, release of other 
long-runners in the loop presaged 
pro-tem nrosperity for subsequent 
run theaters. 

“Peyton Place,’’ just about as 
highlv regarded here as “Sayo- 
nara,” succeeded the latter not in 
10 but a dbzen theatres. Results 
Will show if it’s that Acadeiriy 
Awards magic or just plain box- 
office. 
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EXHIBS’-EYE VIEW OF DISTRIBS 
Long Runs on East Side 

Engages NX Showmens Thinking 
Though restrained, by the “tra-+ 

ditionalist” view that pictures of ‘ 
importance mustlaunch on Broad¬ 
way, several companies are now 
giving thought, to the possibility of 
taking their offbeat films to the 
east side for a longrun playoff in a 
small situation, 

Jt’s . a radical departure, with 
only a fe%v precedents, but several 
top sales execs believe it’s bound 
to come. parPcularly if the situa¬ 
tion on Broadway deteriorates. 

Cited as forerunners are the. 
“Bridge on the River Kwai” run at 
the Palace, which falls wuthin the 
“slow playoff” category, and the 
number of Broadway-East! side 
day-daters such as' “Witness for 
the Prosecution!’ and ^‘Raintree 
County.” • I 

20th-F.ox currently is negotiating 
V’hat may turn out to be a unique j 
deal for “The Long, Hot Summer,” 
based on several of the William 
Faulkner stories. Richard Davis’ 
58th St. artie, the Fine Arts; has 
made a strong pitch for the film. 
At Warne1* Bros., the question of 
how. to release “Old Mah arid the 
Sea” also has been extensively dis¬ 
cussed (it’R be roadshown) and, at 
Metro, “Gigi” will get unusual, 
treatment. 

Though there is a good deal of 
support for the theory that films 
with “special” aopeal arid offbeat 
themes could be profitably 
launched on the east side, where 
long runs could create consider¬ 
able ad-pub penetration in the eri- ( 
tire area and m a sense throughout; 
the country, there’s also much op¬ 
position on nractical grounds. 

First of all. It's argued, the re¬ 
coupment is too slow on so large 
an investment. Second, a film kick¬ 
ing off m an artie gets “tagged.” as 
b.eing just, that, and exhibitors 
throughout the country will treat 
it accordingly. 

. This lack, of flexibility has killed- 
quite a; few pictures. It was. left to 
Metro some years back to. launch 
“Lili” (some then thought in des¬ 
peration). at the Trans-Lux 52nd 
Sr. and make a killing in an extra¬ 
ordinarily long rim.. But the same 
outfit slotted “The Search” on 
Broadway, where it—inevitably — 
died. 

Some in the industry take the 
view that, iri the future, films will 
have to be made for specific audi¬ 
ence groups, i.e. the biggies for 
the wide audience and then cheap¬ 
er, unusual pictures that can re¬ 
coup from given audience sectors, 
be they; the teenagers or the 
“adult”-group. . 1 

That the. small houses can “de- 
jjver”—arid perhaps mote import¬ 
antly so iri ratio to their seating 

. capacity — has been proven, not 
only in New York, Samuel Gpld- 
v.-yn slotted his “Hans Christian; 
Anderson” into some unusual situ¬ 
ations (the Paris in N. Y.) for long 
runs and so did Mike Todd with 
his “Around the. World in 8.0 
Days.” 

SEVERE SNOWY WINTER 
CRIMPED 0Z0NER BO. 

Due to an unusually severe win-; 
ter, drive-in revenue of the film 
companies so Jar this year' has 
lagged behind 1957. Many ozoners 
in the more temperate zones, Which 
normally keep open the year 
•round,, have had to close this year. 

Last year’s drive-in season was 
good, but was hurt by a very wet 
spring. 

Companies are hopeful of a 
strong drive-in season this year. 
Total number of ozoners through¬ 
out the country is clocked at 
around 5,000 now and is still grow¬ 
ing. Drive-in revenue represents 
as much as 22% to 25% of some 
companies’income. 

Industry generally feels that. If 
small houses are clcping^ the slack 
is being and will, bfe taken up, by 
the drive-ins. 

Erich Von Todd 
It’s no secret that costs got 

a little, out of hand during^ 
Kirk Douglas’ independent 
production of “The Vikings” 

. it wound up at $4,000,000 >: 
Douglas himself : relates he 

discussed the matter with' 
Mike Todd, who has a reputa¬ 
tion as a big spender. “I 
don’t know “hat I’m going 
to do, Mike,” Douglas said to 
Todd. “This picture is going 
a million dollars over budget.” 

Todd’s reply: “That’s not 
enough. Go over more.” ; 

Print Shipping Not; 

‘So. Padficr Date 
. Los Angeles, March 11. 

Upped scale for. projectionists 
for showing of 20th-Fox’ “South 
Pacific” In Todd-AO during its ap¬ 
proaching run at Egyptian Theatre 
has been closed by Projectionists 
Local 150, IATSE. No date has. 
been set for teeo'ff. of Rodgers- 
Harnmerstein production, which 
wili. f o 11 o w currently-playing 
“Bridge on the River Kwai” in 
Hollywood Blvd. showcase. 

Two regular boothmen on two 
shifts per day will'work for six- 
day week of six hours. each at 
hourly rate of. $4.10, under, new 
contract. Additionally, there Is to 
be One hour per . day preparatory 
time for each projectionist, bringr 
ing overall total to $172.20 week¬ 
ly. Chief projectionist will get 
$25 w eekly over basic scale. 

Any performances over. 12 per 
week will be covered by swing 
men, according to pact, at an over¬ 
time rate of $6.15 per hour. Pres¬ 
ent scale for projectionists - at 
Egyptian is base of $3;14 per hour, 
newr upped scale, due to “Pacific” 
being in Todd-AO. 

ASK COURT TO COMPEL 
LIPPERT TV FACTS 

Hollywood, March 11 
Writers Guild. of America West 

attorney Melville B. Nimmer. has 
filed interrogatories in Federal 
Court, seeking to compel Lippert 
Pictures Inc; to list its post-1948 
pix sold to tv, also to name the 
wTiters involved, for Whom' the 
guild is seeking a cut of the res¬ 
idual pie. ; 

.Lippert is also asked to state 
r gross received from pix sold to tv 
as well as. salaries of the .writers 
of those films, ; / . 

Guild attorney, in a suit for 
breach of contract, accounting and 
inspection of the books, said guild 
has been unable to get such info 
from: Lippert: Case is due for a 
hearing before Judge Thurmond 
Clarke in October. 

Guild contends Lippert .Pictures 
violated the minimum basic- agree¬ 
ment inked June 20, 1952, by re¬ 
leasing pix to tv without paying 
writers of the pix. Attorneys I. H. 
Prinzmetal and Saul Cohen rep 
Lippert.. 

. Millions of dollars "go down " 
the drain" annually because 
of Inefficiency in the selling 
and distribution of pictures. 

Numerous films do not o.b-... 
tain the potential playdates■' 
that are available. 

.... These conditions are brought ; 
about by unrealistic sales poli- . 

. cies and the failure of . the film 
.company homeof) ices . to give : 
their field representatives sitf- . 
ficient autonomy, to revise 
deals in order to keep product 
moving.: 

Frequent delays in relay- . 
ing instructions from. the 
homeoffices to the field head¬ 
quarters risiilt in ".lost" book: 
ihgs. 

These complaints, made by ex¬ 
hibitors, are cited as contributing 
to the current downbeat financial 
position Of a number of film cbm-1 
panies. As an example, the recent j 
experience of a middle-sized chain, 
is cited. The Circuit asked a local 1 
branch manager for a deal on a 
particular picture. The chain’s 
booker waited for three w-eeks for 
an answer and when he received 
no reply, he contracted for a pic¬ 
ture from a rival company. After 
the booking was made, company 
No. 1 called and said the circuit 
could have the film. However, it 
was too late since the other deal 
had already been made; As a re¬ 
sult, company No. 1 lost the por 
tentlal date. 

According to theatremen, . this; 
is not an uncommon experience 
and numerous similar occurrences 
are related., As a general rule, 
exhibitors have not been running 
into difficulty on the so-called, 
blockbuster pictures. The trouble 
mainly revolves: around the secon¬ 
dary films or the pix that have fail¬ 
ed to click in their key city en¬ 
gagements; 

It’s charged that the film com¬ 
panies take, too long in making up 
their minds that a certain film is 
a weak one, Before revising terms, 
they continue checking all areas 
in the hope that the. picture’s per¬ 
formance might be. better. When 
the terms are revised, it’s said, it 
is frequently too late and -theatres: 
have already nixed the entry. Too 
often, it’s charged, the; film com¬ 
panies fail to lower their original 
hopes until It is too late. 

Too Slow Moving 
Theatremen maintain that many, 

secondary and weak pix would re¬ 
ceive sufficient playdates to break 
even if the film companies would 
only move quickly, in revising their j 
terms. It’s. pointed out, for . ex-.! 
ample, that on the basis of earlier 
performances these/ films cannot 
make money on their grosses be¬ 
cause the percentage would not 
be enough. However, if a. large 
number of dates can be obtained 
at smaller percentages or flat rates, 

'Only’ the Manager! 
Manager of a theatre in the 

southwest offers the thought 
; that circuit homeoffices might 

do well to keep such employes 
as himself informed of . the 
financial ups and. downs of the 

. theatre operation. 
He might be more inclined 

to undertake exploitation ef¬ 
forts, and otherwise participate 
in the old-school try. if he had 
some idea anent whether his 
house is or is not making 

. money. He’s not . allowed to 
know. “Policy” demands that 

. he be kept in the dark. 
Result is he doesn’t have any 

frame of reference. 

Vermonters Nix Blue Law 
; Burlington, Vt., March li. 

: Several Vermont communities 
put their stamp of approval on Sun¬ 
day film shows when the issue was 
presented to the voters at annual 
town meetings bn March 4.. 

One of the most decisive out¬ 
comes was in S wanton; where the 
townspeople favored Sunday 
amusements by a vote of 383 to 12. 

i Oth’er communities approving 
. the Sunday^ movies ; included 
I Northfield, Fairfax and Waterbiiry. 

Gear at Palace; 

This Week’s.Cue magazine (dated 
March 15) demotes Columbia’s 
“Bridge on the River Kwai” from 
its “recommended” listing and raps 
exhibition criteria at N. Y,’s Pal¬ 
ace (‘‘distorted in. shape, form, 
image. Curvature . and propor¬ 
tions”). 

. Quoting the fan listings periodi¬ 
cal: 

“The .distortion is the result of 
the long, sharp, angular -throw’ 
of the picture from the Palace’s 
old projection booth, close to the 
ceiling—at an angle estimated to 
be, from 30 to 35 degrees—-and 
far greater than any other, first- 
run Broadway movie house. (For : 
comparison: Radio City Music 
Hall is only 18°, the Criterion is 
14°, the Roxy is less, and several 

. art theatres come close tp; the. 
. ideal, which is zero.) . . 

V “Originally installed in the old 
-vaudeville days, the Palace’s pro¬ 
jection booth was designed for 

.. stage performance spotlighting. 
Its later use to project films may 
not have been too bad for movies 
intended to .‘chase’ audiences 
between. vaudeville show's. But 
in ‘The Bridge on the River 

. .Kwai’ this kind of inferior pro¬ 
jection creates. diastrous distor¬ 

tion qf; the picture as conceived 
arid produced.” 

Although they're not happy about 
it. as far as exhibitors are con¬ 
cerned the distributors can close as 
niany exchanges as they wish. How¬ 
ever, it’s apparent that theatremen 
will resist every effort to eliminate 
the. -customary shipping depots. In 
the closing and consolidation of 
exchanges, a number of film com¬ 
panies have attempted to shift the . 
shipping of prints to other ex¬ 
changes. This method, however,' 
results in additional costs for thea¬ 
tremen. since the shipment of 
prints is paid for by the theatres. 

Shipping methods and charges 
vary, from territory to territory. 
Some theatres pay on. a per ship-: 
ment basis; others pay weekly or 
monthly. In addition, c'ty and 
country delivery charges differ. It’s 
figured, however, that costs can 
more than double on a per ship-, 
ment basis if tlie prints .have to 
come from a more distant ex¬ 
change: Orietlieat.emen estimated: 
that a S3 shipment would be in¬ 
creased to $7 because of the added 
mileage involved. 

As a result, it appears that any 
attempt by the film companies to 
eliminate entirely the time-honored 
shipping points is doomed to fail¬ 
ure. For example^ Universal. Which 
closed down, its Albany exchange, 
was forced to resume shipping 
service. The company turned over 
the job to Clark Film Service. Not 
only did U receive protests from 
small exhibitors, but it’s under¬ 
stood that several large chains 
threatened to boycott the com¬ 
pany's* product unless it resumed 
shipping from Albany. “. 

It appears therefor.-' that al¬ 
though exchanges may he shut, in 
various areas, efforts w “ be made 
to consolidate shipping duties. 
Either one company—such as the 
system arrived at by Loew’s and 
Paramount in New York and Cleve¬ 
land—will handle the job or it will 
be turned over to an indie, outfit 
such as Clark or Bonded. National 
Screen Service and National Film 
Service, the Clark outfit, are still 
attempting to work out a method 
whereby they would handle all the 
backroom and shipping tasks in 
each exchange area. This aopears 
to be the pattern for the future. 

ARTS-AIDING MEASURE 

;. Albany, March 11. 
Both performing and fine, arts 

rhefty portY<m oFth.'. Foin can be J?!1, } boost throuRhout Ncv 
recouped. "The only salvation is st^te d a ^iU, 
quantity,- declared one exhibi-. 16'™^ber State. ArtsCouncil with 
tor. He maintained that theatre-?SaOO,000 kitty at, its command, 
men: would , be. more willing to Passf .‘ha . stud¬ 
book these, pictures at the lower -.'Fund : would be available only if-a 
terms, “isn’t. it better to get 10 like amount comes Irony private 
houses at $50 than three houses at >.. . . .. 
«innv» hsh 'acfcpri . Bill calls for -a council consisting 
^ J • **V 'j of. six members appointed by the 

At this moment,, it s pointed out. Governor: and five . each by the 
there is a tremendous competitive [ president pro tem of Senate and 

secondary features. Ky speaker of Assembly,.’Prepara- 
While the film cornpapies have the ^on 0j _a'“niaster” plan for jiurtur- 
iipper -hand on the blockbusters, :.ing the arts.in the state and .foster-' 

\?aVe : ing regional and local undertakings 
of the not-so-big pictime: ^ The com- j wouid be responsibility of the 
pany that provides, the best terms I Gouncih : 
and moves the fastest h^ the best j , Financial aid would be given to 
chance of getting these films play- pj.0fessjonai and educational groups 
ed off, it’s noted.; j nieetihg rigorous standards. Coun- 

Metro is cited as a company . cil wpuid also sponsor and promote 
that now regards playdates as im-1 such endeavors, 
portant. While M-G is not regard- ! Bill was. introduced by Sen. Mac¬ 
ed “as giving pictures away,” it's. Neil Mitchell (Rep) and Assembly- 
said to have adopted a realistic !meu Archibald Douglas (Rep) and 

STELLING’S‘STATESMAN’ 
PITCH IN SAN FRANCISCO 

A state of the industry address 
by prexy . Ernest G. SteBings will 
be a feature of Theatre Owners of 
America’s drive-in “convent ion- 
ette” in San Francisco starting 
March 26. 

Stellings will analyze the prob¬ 
lems of production and distribution 
and will review the progress made 
by TOA in the fields of orderly re¬ 
lease or product, combatting pay- 
tv, stopping the sale of po‘ft-1948 
films, to t\\ encouraging additional. 
sources of pix, and assisting in the 
launching of the all-industry busi¬ 
ness building .campaign. 

Tlie conventionette. first of its 
kind ever held by TOA, will, also 
feature seminars in ticket selling, 
new* equipment and new trends in 
concessions. 

About 250 delegates are expect¬ 
ed to attend the two-day session 
which follows TOA’s mid-winter 
board and' executive committee 
meetings. Roy Cooper and Abe 
Blumenfeld are co-chairmen of the 
conventionette. 

policy in keeping its-product mov¬ 
ing. This system is a change from 
Metro’s previous, policy.. For quite 
a while, a number of Metro’s pix 

Bentley Kassal, (Dem), all of Man¬ 
hattan.; 

Exponents of measure point out 
that Louisiana has a State Arts 

remained unplayed iii a number of j Council and that numerous City 
area? because of the company’s [ Arts Councils, exist throughout the 
refusal; to revise terms. country. 

Lewis Carrying His ‘Baby’ 
For Mexican Music Track 

Hollywood, March 11. 
Due to the American Federation* 

of Musician^ work stoppage against 
j the major .film studios here Para- 
■ mount’s “Rockabye Baby” will be 
scored in Mexico City. 

j Jerry Lewis, who produced and 
■ stars in the film, goes to Mexico 
] March 25 for scoring of the pic 
j.which goes into release the first of 
J Julv. Walter Scharf is musie con- 
j dlictor of “Baby.”. 
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the molten 
Paramount Presents 
The DON HARTMAN 
Production of 
No be Ian d Pulitzer 
Prize Winner 

of Its authors 

A Boxoffice Attraction 
Like No Other. .• 

From A Play 
Like No Other .. . 

By An Author 
Like No Other . .. 
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above all, with fidelity 
raging genius 

THIS IMPORTANT MOTION PICTURE 
WILL HAVE ITS 

2-THEATRE WORLD PREMIERE 

AT THE 

Odeon and Sutton 
THEATRES 

NEW YORK CITY 

I 

Premiere Sponsored by 

Yale University School of Drama — Eugene O’Neill Scholastic Fund 
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Pitt H O. Binge Nearing | 
End;‘Witness’Tall 14G 

In 3d, ‘Peyton’ 8G, 8tb 
Pittsburgh, March 11. 

Long holdover■ binge prevails in 
the Golden Triangle but it's corn-; 
jng to an end on a satisfactory note, 
with nearly (>\ cryUring going out - 
on; high. "Witness for Prosecii- 
tion.'Miov.eUT, inay stay again at! 
I>enn still big in third round.! 
"Fait well To Anns'’ at Fulton also 
mav hold a sixth session. "Peyton 
place" couid hold on at Harris but 
lias to go tucaire ot big nabe mul¬ 
tiple run coining up. “Clod 
Created Woman” continues, \vith at- 
inoM unhe’it vable trade at' Squir^ 
rei Hill. . .. -i 

Estimates for This Week 
Fulton • Flu a • ■ 1.700; 99-$1.59>— 

"Farewell to Arms',420ih.» i5t-*i wk). 
{still in the barks at. $8,500; may 
inav stay on. Last week* $9:000. 

Guild '(irot. n> <500; 85-99'— 
*M)(\ils (General” (DCA) (3d wk>.. 
dust about an even break at $1,500 
and comes out Thursday for 
"Phase. .Mi. KalzUc” (Indie). List 
Vieik. $2.3(10.. 

Barns «Harris> '2465; 99-$150) 
-—"Peyton Place” '2UUU <9th wkh 
Very stnail d; ep at $8,000 or over. 
Butr conies out anyway tomorrow 
night Wed.1 because big mass. sub-, 
sequent-run begins Thursday. Biy- 

uioiKw inaker house has had in 
a long time Last week. $9,400:. 

Penn 4 A' 3.300;. 99-$1.5(H—. 
“Witness . For Prosecution” ( UA) 
(3d wk>. Preview of “Paris Holi¬ 
day" T A i twice on Sunday gave 
weekend'a'^harp boost and at $14.- 
000 mav hold again. Last week. 
$10 Odd. : 

Squirrel Hill «S\V) (900; 99-$1.25) 
—"God Created Woman” 'Kings! 
(12th w kr. They might as well 
takeoff "coming attraction" trail¬ 
er indefinitely. House was going, 
to pull, this one three weeks ago 
and luckily changed its mind; since 
Brigitte Bardot starrer keeps oh 
building as if run had -just started. 
Looks Ike fantastic $5,200. =■ Last 
week. .«fiCOO. ■ 

Stanley -SW* '3.800; 99-$L50i— 
"Old Yeller*' |BV i (4th wk(;. Level¬ 
ing oil. v. .ill “Deep Six” (WB) due 
in Ftid;n. : Dipping below oke 
$8 (Hid. Last \veek. $12,000. ; 

Warner < SW-Cinerama) (1.300; 
$l,23-$2 40 —"Search for Para¬ 
dise'! >Cim?rama> (22d wkb Not 

'usual upsurge us for past Cine¬ 
rama^ \\heii closing notice went up. 
But Mill up sharply. Better than 
nice $10 POO. Last. w eek, $5,000. 
Run ends Match :22 and Warner 
become- a: conventional house; 
agavi opening March 27 with 
"Show. White" 'BY) (reissue). 

BROADWAY 
(Continued from page .9) 

‘KWAP GIANT $32,009, I 
DENVER; ‘SADDLE’ 9G: 

Denver, March.,11.. 
Big -news- here" this session is .the..^/ vv•.•.// . .'iv"Y-: 

great money being1 rolled up byj, ••• ■ 
"Bridge on River Kwai” at the Cen- ! = Several of the. distributors are 
tre. It is easily topping the city,becoming concerned about exhitu- 

' ' " ’ tor delays in. paying up back rental. 
Situation is made worse by the 

(10) was big . $9,500. : Looks in for. wow takings to insure hold- 
run despite overly-long. title. .. . ; over. .Other rieivcomers range 

MayfairiMaurer) (1,736; 79-$i.80) j.from good to dull. -Sunday-Mon- 
—“UnhoIy“ Wife” (U). Initial ses- ’ day snowstorm naturally is clip- 
sion ending today f Wed.) is heading ping. : the boxdffice somewhat, 
for slow $9,000 or near. Holds. "Missouri TraveieCV,shapes sad at! 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) .(592;.'95- the Denver while : ."Saddle, the 

fact that, if houses go into bank¬ 
ruptcy, the monies they owe are 
apt to be totally lost to the com¬ 
panies; 

CoPection problems, both here 
$L80—“Snow .White” (BV). <5th ; Wind”, is only , fair at Qrpheum. \ and abroad, aren't new to distribu- 
wk>. This week winding Tomorrow., "Spanish Affair’’ is not getting far ; tion but appc,^r t0 have worsened 
'Thursh;looks to^hiUi.very $12,50.0. at Denham. " ^Witness' -For;Pfo$ecu-i;in- t Months. Some of the dis- 
Fourth week, $14,500. . ,. : tion” looms fancy m third. Para- ■ tTibutors now n0 Longer are willing 

Palace (RKO) (1,700;. .$l-$3>— mount week. ,| tQ extend credit t0 theatres that 
“Bridge On River Kwai” <Col) (13th , ’ Estimates for Tin's Week ,  _:—--——-—-— 
wk). The 12th stanza finished .last Aladdin tFox), ' 1.400: 70-90'— 
liight (Tues.). Was - 

Distribs Fret 
owe. them sizable amounts. 
, -Their reasoning, particularly in 
the area of the small houses, is 
that the future is so uncertain that 
these -situations represent poor* 
risks and apt to fold in large num¬ 
bers . during the year, leaving the 
companies holding the bag. 

Situation exists also abroad, 
though it isn’t as pressing there. 
Some, years back, the .companies 
formed; a committee to deal with 
the outstanding rental problem.. 

_ , I “Miracle of Marceljnd”^Indier (2d ] 
for 11 regular ^show$.: The 11th |^kJ . ,Q0od $4.oop. Last- week, I 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8) 

Los Angeles; Fox Beverly, Vogue. 
"Peyton Place” (20th) (7th wk, Los 

‘Fare-Angeles; 12th, others), $23,800. ■: 
. WC11 .„ xwtll^ wkh ' Orpheura, Hawaii (Metropolitan- 

ton. Last Week, “Henry V” (Rank),' 57 5o(j - . v - . '•' - = G&S) (2.213; 1.106; 90-$L50;— 
pushed to nine. $9,500 after|_$8,60.0 - i)enjiain rcockriili (1,429;^ 70-90' | “Quiet American” «UA). (1st multi-- 

- - ^ “Lady of Venge- 

Col). V 

week was $35,700 for same number. : c^()00 

of performances. ^ ■ .. bchire (Fox) (l 1247; 90-$1.5.0i 
Odeon (Moss) (854: 90-$L80>—. “Bridee oil River . Kwai” 

“Desire. Under Elms” fParh Qpens ;^bw :$32;000, ; Last week, 
today <Wed;.f day-dating.witIr-Sut- : VV^H To Anns”. '(20tht : (4th Wk),.! 

. . ierteod's7^!:. ..±:;";a: ;c_ 
in fourth. Now moves to -55th St., 1 Spanish Ailqir” ( Pa# and "High | theatre .run) , and ‘ 
Playhouse, . . Hell” . 'Pan. Drab $5,000. Last: ante” ( UA). Foor s/.uuu or near 

Paramount (A.BrPT) (3-665;^^i-$2);.; %veek• “Wild: Is Wind’ 'Par; (3d wk), ! Last week, Hawaii, "Wild is Wind1 
-"Mark ; of .Hawk” (U) •: «2d wk)--! $4 500 in 5.days.- . > 'Par), “High Hell” (Par) (2d wk) 

-.litial round ended last night 1 -perivcr ; (,p()x) . t2,58f - : 
(T.ues:) was okay $24,000:. In ahead,: ‘•■Missouri Traveler” ( 
“Gift :oL Love’7 (20th) (3d wk-8 V^k. 

Initial round ended last night 1 .heiivcr (Fox) (2,586: 70-90)— $4,800,. 
(BV).: Sad}- Pantag.es (RKO) ..(2.812; $1.25- 

, ->>.>. "Darby’s ’$2.40)—'"Br o t h ers Karamazov’-’ 
days), $2Q,000. . \ j-Rangers”-. (\V.B) and • “Green-Eyed ’ (M-G) (2d wk). Slick $18,700. 

: Paris (Pathe Cinema) <563; 90-1 Bioncle.” (\VB*. .$-13,000. . -- : Last week, $20,000. 
$1.80' "God Created[ AVoman” j Esquire J^oxi ; (742; 70-90)-^; State (UATC) (2.404; 90-$l.50'— 

BOSTON 
(Continued from page 8) 

(20th• 'reissue*. Fair $10,000. Last 
week, "House of Wax” (WB* and. 

• “Phantom Rue Morgue” (WB) ire- 
issues'. $14,000. 

Pilgrim 'NET) (1,000; 65-95'-— 
"Winchester 73" (U) ireissue) and 
"Criss Cross” iU). Oke $7,000- Last 
week. "Jumping Jacks” (Par) and 
"Seai-ed . Still'*’. (Par) (reissues), 
$11,000. 

Saxon 'Saxon) <1.100; $1.50- 
$3.30>—“Around World in 80 Days”! 
11A• (48th wk). Great $15,500; 
Last week, S16.5Q0. 

Trans-Lux 1 Trans-Lux) (730; 75- 
$1.10—"Wife For Night” (Indie): 
and “The Bed” (Indie) (2d wk). 
Oke $3,000. Last week, $4,200. : 

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75-$l;25' 
—“Don't Go Near Water” ..(M-G) 
(4th wk1. Big $15,000. Last week, 
$18,000. 

State 1 Loew) «3,600; 75-$ 1.25*— 
“■Witness For Prosecution’’ (UA) 
(3d \vk>. Wham $22,000. Last Week,' 
$24,000. 

lers) (6.200;. 90-$2.75) — "Brothers 
Karamazov” i MrG) and stageshow 
• 3d .wk). Present session ending to- 
clay < Wed.) looks to hit big ,$132.- 
000. Second was $135,000. a blt be-, 
low hopes. "Merry Andrew” (M-G) 
a;id annual Easter stageshow. opens 
March 20. 

Rlvoli (UAT) (1.545; $L25-$3,50). 
— "Around World in 80. Days” 
(UA) (74th .wk). The 73d round 
ended yesterday (Tries.) was capacV 
ity $37,700 for. 11 performances. 
The 72d week was same, for like 
number of shoe’s. ; 

Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)—- 
‘ Witness For Prosecrition” iUA) 
/5th wk). This round finishing 
today (Wed.) looks to hit great 
Si6.000, Fourth was^l9,000. 

: State (Loew) 43.450; 50-$1.7fi)— 
"FtaintFee County”; (M-G) (12th. 
wk*. This frame ending tomorrow 
«Thrirs.) looks to hit smash $20,500. 
The 11th week was $18,000: "Sad¬ 
dle the Wind” (M-G) opens March 
19;. ...- ’ 

Suttoh (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75) — 
“Desire Under Elms” (Par). Opens 
today (Wed.). Also at Ocleofi. Last 
week. “Smiles Summer Night!’: 
(Rank). Qlfh \vkr9 days), w:as fair 
S4.200 after $4,500 for 10th regular 
week. 

Trans-Lux 62d St. iT-L) (540; 
(Sl-$1.50) — “Lovemaker”, (T-L), 
Opened Monday (10), In ahead. 
"Old, Yeller” (BV) (11th wk-5 
daysh . was off to mild $3,506 after 
$7,000 for. 1.0th full, week. 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) 
—“Last Paradise” .(UA) (2d wk). 
This round winding tomorrow 
(Thurs.) looks! like fair $11,000. 
First was $17,500. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.600; 
$3:80-$3.50) !—“Search For Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (25th. w;k). The: 
24th stanza ended Saturday (8) was 
stout $25,800. The 23d week was: 
$27,300. ; 

World (Times) (400; 95-$1.50)— 
“Bride Is . Much Too Beautiful” 
(Ellis) (8th wk). The seventh ses¬ 
sion finished Sunday (9) was. up to 
snappy $5,600 after $5,000 in sixth 
-week. 

‘Saddle Wind” (M-GCarid “World 
Was jury”.: 1 ColFair; $9,000. 
Last. week. “Seven -. Hills Rome” 
(M-G) and “That Night” (U), $8,000, 

Paramount (Wolf berg/ 12.200: 90- 
$1:25)—“Witness for Prosecution” 
,(UA) (3d wk). Fancy $11,000..-Last 
week, same. 

Witness for' Prosecution” <UA) 
and “Hell Bound” <U.A) (3d wk). 
Hefty $6,400. 

.. Four Star (UATC) (.868: 90-$l,5.0) 
—“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (4th 
wk). Light $3,700. Last week, 
S4.200. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$l,5Q>— 

PHILLY COPS HARASS 2 
BARDOT SITUATIONS 

Philadelphia, March 11. 
For the . second time in a month, - 

county detectives raided the World 
and Studio Theatres showing “And 
God . Created Woman,” Brigitte. 
Bardot Starrer-.. This round, man¬ 
agers Ken Packer1 and Bill Kanefs- 
ky Were not arrested. They had 
been taken in custody in the pre¬ 
vious raid .arid Held under $500 
bail each on charges of putting an 
obscene show. 

Kingsley Corp., distributors, of 
the film; appealed the seizure. The 
film was In its fifth week and. was 
under contract for six weeks with 
provisions: to hold it over . if suc¬ 
cessful, Pic has been, one of town’s 
top grossers. 

- Tabor (Fox) (.930: 70-90)—“GohL “All at Sea” (M-G) (4th wk). Fair 
Age . Of Comedy”.. (DCA) (2d i $3JL00. Last week, $4,100. eri 

wk): \ Fair.. $3,000. .. . Last week, 
$4,000. 

Vogue. Art (Sher-Shulman) X422; _ 
75-90)—^’-Mademoiselle Striptease” j 

KANSAS CITY 
Continued from page 9) 

"Wild Is Wind” .(Par). Bright 
$8,500 or over; could hold. Last 
week, “18 and Anxious” (Rep), 
$6,000. 

Roekhill ; (Little Art Theatres) 
(750:. 75-90‘ Passionate Summer” 
(Kings). Moderate $1,606. Last 
T.eek. “Brothers in Law” «Conti, 
same. •!. 

Roxy y«Durwood) (879; 90-$1.25- 
$1.50‘ .— “Brothers Karaihazov” 
(M-G>. Sock near $8,500; holds. 
Last week. “Raintree County” 
(M.-G; •10th. wk«. $3,000. : 

Tower. Uptown, Fairway, Gra¬ 
nada * Fox Midwest) <2.000; 2.043; 
700; 1.217; 9i)-$i:25^“Farewell To 
Arms” v2Uth>. Third week at Tower 
and first moreover week in other 
three houses. Solid $12,000. okO. 
Last week. Tower, only, $8.000.. 
l.ast week, other three houses, 
“Old ’teller” iBV) (m.o.) (2d wk), 
$11,000. 

SNOW SLAPS OMAHA; 
‘GIFT’ MODEST $5,000 

. Omaha, March 11. 
Lack of hew product plus an¬ 

other weekend snowstorm nas crip¬ 
pled the downtown first-runs this 
stanza. Lone new entry is “Gift Of 
Love,” which is lagging at- the 
Omahg, "Raintr.ee County” is still 
-bright in fourth session at State. 
"Witness for Prosecution” at Bran- 
deis arid "Farewell to Arms” at the 
Orpheum, both in second weeks, 
are slowing a bit, and won’t linger. 

Estimates for This Week. . . 
. Brandeis (RKO) (l,i0Q; 75-90)— 
“Witness, for Prosecution” (UA) 
)2d wk). Fair $3,500. or cloSe. Last 
week. $6,800. 

Omaha (TriStates) 42,066; 75-90) 
—"Gift of Love” 420th» arid “Am¬ 
bush at Cimarron. Pass” (20th); 
Mild $5,000 or over. Last week, 
"Cattle Empire” - (20th) and “Un¬ 
der/Fire”•-(2.0th),- $5,000. . 
. .Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 90- 
$ 1.25)—“Farewell to Arms” (20th) 
(2d wk). Lean $7,500 after $11,500 
opener. 

State (Goldberg) (850; 90-$l.25)— 
“Raintree County” (M-G) (4th wk). 
Good §4,000. Last .week, $5,000. 

(Indie) (2d wk>. Fair $1,000. Last 
week, $2,000; 

CHICAGO 
Continued from! page. 9.) 

(Cinerama) (64th wk). .Good $.15.r 
200; Last week. S14;000. 

.Roosevelt: (B&K) .(1.400;. 75-90)— 
“Missouri Traveler” (BV) and “La- 
Fayette. Escadrile” (WB).- Good 
$14,000. Last week; “Quiet Ameri¬ 
can <UA) and "Dalton Girls” (UA) 
(2d wk), $18,000.. 

State- Lake .(B&K) <2,400; 90- 
$1.80) — “Cowboy” (Col) (3d vvk). 
Mild $15,000. Last week. $19:000.. 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.50) 
—“Golden^ Age of .Comedy” (DCA.) 
and “Fields Festival” (T.eitel) (3d 
wk);- Rosy $5.300;. LastWeek, 
$6,700. 

Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (i.036; 
$1.75 - $3.30) —.. “Around World” 
(UA). (49th wk}. Steady $17,800, 
Last week, $18,800. • , 

United Artists /B&K) (1,700; 9Q- 
$1.59)—“Witness for Prosecrition” 
(UA). (4th . wk). Torrid $20,000. 
Last week, $26,000. 

Woods (Essaness) (1.200; 90- 
$1.50) — “Brothers Karamazov” 
(M-G): Boff $37,000. . Last week, 
“Bonjour Tristesse”. 1C0I) (3d wk), 
$12,000. 

: World (indie) (606; 90)--“Scar- 
let Week” (Indie) ,(2d wk); Fair 
$3,000, Last week, $4,600/ ; 

Hollywood Paramount (F&M) 
(1,468; $1.25-$2.40j — “Sayonara” 
(WB)-tilth wk). Socko $12,500. Last 
week, $18:000. 

Egyptian (UATC). (1.503; $1.25- 
$3.50.)—“Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) «12th wk). Sound $17,500. 
Last week, $19,100. 

Los Angeles, Fox Beverly, Vogue 
(FWC) (2,097; 1,170; 825; $1,25- 
$2;40)—J,Peyton Place” (20th> (8th 
wk, Los Angeles; 12th; others). 
Lush $14:000 or close. 

Downtown, Wiltern (SW) (1*757; 
2,344; $1.25-S2.50)—“10 Command¬ 
ments” (Par) (20th \vk). Fine $13 - 
000. Last week. $11,000. 

Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine- 
rama) (1,384: $1.20-$2.651—“Seven 
Wonders” 'Cinerama). Started 40th 
week Sunday . (9) after big $18,000 
last week. 

: Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- 
| $3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days.” 

(UA) (.64th wk). Breezy $17,500. 
Last week, ditto. 

•|El- Rey (FWC) (861; S1.25-$1.50) 
/—“Brothers in Law” (Indie). NSG 
• $1,000. Last week, "French Funny 
Race” (Con) (2d wk-5 days), $700. 
. Crest,. Sunset (Li'ppert-Cohen) 
(800; 540; $1.25-$1.50)—“Bride 
Much Too Beautiful” (Indie) <2d 
wk).. Oke $5,000. Last week, $8,200. 

Thank God For' Bardot . 
Minneapolis, March 11. 

: , The Brigitte Bardot rage con¬ 
tinues to spread here. 

Two of her pictures, “Bride Is 
Much Too Beautiful” and ' “The 
Light Across the Street,” are play¬ 
ing simultaneously at' local neigh¬ 
borhood “fine arts” theatres less 
than a mile , apart. 

“Bride” and “Light” are in their 
third and second weeks, respective¬ 
ly, at . the Suburban - World arid 
Westgate where it’s their firstruns. 

While eagerly awaiting “And 
God Created Woman” to break for 
them, other non-art uptown houses 
have been grabbing “Doctor at 
Sea” in which she placed a sup¬ 
porting role arid advertising her as 
its star. Also, the “fire arts” Cam¬ 
pus had a successful w'hirl at her 
“Mile: Striptease” for three weeks. 

All this followed on the heels of 
live sensational six-week first-run 
0/ /Bardot’s “And God Created 
Woman” downtown. 

END ON A PILE 

SAN FRANCISCO 
. Continued from page 9) : 

Hills of Rome” (M-G) and “Gun 
Fever” (UA) (3d wk), $8,700; 

Paramount (ParX (2,646; 90-$1.25) 
—“Cowboy”. (Col) and “World Was 
His Jury” (Col). Okay $15,000. 
Last week, “Jet Attack” (AI) and 
“Suicide Battalion” (AI), $13,000. 

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25) 
—“Desert Fury” (Par) and “Cali¬ 
fornia” (Par) (reissues). So-so $5,000 
for 5 days of these oldies: Last 
week, “Bitter Victory” (Coll and 
"Curse of Demon.”...(Col), $10,000. 

Orpheiim (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; 
$1.75-$2.65) — "Seven Wonders” 
(Cinerama)468th wk). Dandy $28,- 
000 in 8. days. Last week, $16,500. 

United.Artists (No/CoaSt) (1,207* 
90-$1.25)—"Witness. For Prosecu¬ 
tion” (UA) arid “Ride Out For Re¬ 
venge.” (UA) (5th wk). Excellent 
$8.300.. Last week, $10,000. 
. Stagedopr (A-R) (440: $1.25-$2)— 
“Raintree. County” (MrG) . tilth 
wk). Oke $3,800. Last week, $4,000. 

Presidio (Hardy -. Parsons) (774; 
$1.25-S1,50)—“Novel Affair’’ (Cont) 
(2d wk). Holding at big $3,000, 
Last week, ditto. 

Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (364; 
$1.25)—“Golden Age of . Comedy” 
(Indie) (4th wk). Lusty $4,706. Last 
\veek/^$5,200. / 

Coronet (United California) (1,- 
250; $1.50-$3.75)—“Around World” 
(UA) (63d wk):. Still big at $12,000. 
Last week, $13,500. 

PORTLAND, ORE. 
Continued from page 9) 

—“Cowboy” (Col) and “Long Haul” 
(Col) (2d wk). Nice $7,000. ‘Last 
week, $9,600. 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1.890; $1- 
$1.50)—“Witness For Prosecution” 
(UA) and “Chicago Confidential” 
(UA) (3d wk). Fancy $7,000. Last 
week, $7,100. 

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- 
$1.50)—“Sing Boy Sing” (20th) 
and “Back From Dead” 420th). 
Slim $6,000. Last week, ‘‘Crash 
Landing” (.Col) and “Going Steady” 
(Col), $5,800. 

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1- 
$1.50)—“Last Paradise” (UA) and 
“Girl In The Black, Stockings” 
(UA). Dull $5,500. Last week, 
“Paths of Glory” (UA) and “Span¬ 
ish Affair” (Par), $6,000. 

Doris Day’s Arwin Pair 
Hollywood; March 11. 

May 5 has been set as starting 
date for Arwin Productions’ “Wreck 
of Old 97,” starring Doris Day in 
the first , of two Arivin pix to be 
made for Columbia release. Jack 
Lemmon stars opposite Miss Day 
in “97”; Richard Quine is producer- 
director; afid Martin Melcher is 
exec producer of pic which will lo¬ 
cation in Connection for three 
weeks. Screenplay is by Norman 
Katkov. . 

Miss Day next stars in “Roar 
Like a Dove,” Arwin film to be 
made with the Mirisch Company, 
and following this will star in her 
second film for Col release, the 
musical, “Pocahontas O’Tople,” 
which will roll in the spring of 
1959. 

’Commandments’ 70 Weeks 
Times Square; $2,734,000. 

Cecil B. DeMille’s “Ten Com¬ 
mandments” ends a 70-week run 
at New York’s Criterion Theatre 
today (Wed.) with a gross of oyer 
$2,734,000 via 1,355,016 ticket sales. 
Engagement has meant over 
$2,000,000 in rentals to Paramount. 

Windup will be marked with a 
ceremony in the house with Charles 
Moss, managing director, present¬ 
ing a plaque to George Weltner, 
Par’s global sales chief, honoring 
the picture as “the outstanding 
boxoffice attraction of all time.” 

“Commandments” will begin a 
simultaneous run in eight neigh¬ 
borhood houses in the NiY. area 
April 4. 

Meanwhile, Edward G. ■ Chumley 
has been named sales manager for 
the picture in the domestic market, 
moving up from assistant sales 
manager. He succeeds Morris 
Lefko, who resigned recently to 
join Mike Todd as sales rep for 
“Around the World in 80 Days.” 

Robert Lord Unloads 2% 
Holding of ‘Young Lions’ 

Hollywood, March 11. 
Robert Lord has sold his 2% of 

the profits of “The Young Lions” 
for approximately $20,000 to How- . 
ard Beck, nephew of the late Al 
Lichtman, who produced the 20th- 
Fox filifi which stars. Marlon 
Brando, Montgomery • Clift and 
Dean Martin. 

Lord was producer on the proj¬ 
ect-at the time the property was 
owned 'by Jacques Brauristein, 
working with writer Irwin Shaw 
who at the time adapted his own 
novel. Subsequently, Braunstein 
sold the vehicle to Lichtman for 
Cash plus 15% of the net* and 
Lord was cut in for 2% of the 
profits. Edward Anhalt wrote the 
final screenplay on “Lions,” which 
has not yet been released. 
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But Have Room for Industry Raps 
Familiar complaint of exhibitors* 

about the treatment by local news¬ 
papers of the motion picture indus¬ 
try is again, cropping up; . The 
beefs are particularly aimed at 
newspapers with so-called monop¬ 
oly control of communications in 
certain cities. These newspapers 
usually own the morning and eve¬ 
ning papers as well as the local ra¬ 
dio and tv outlet. 

It's charged, for example, that 
these.newspapers have reduced the 
coverage of motion picture news 
to a minimum and have greatly ex¬ 
panded their television, coverage. 
In addition, it’s .said that these, 
newspapers ’’grasp at anything” to 
place the film biz in a bad. light 
According to exhibitor reports, 

Hollywood, March 11. 
Mike Todd will film “Don 

Quixote” In Europe, but .not in 
Spain as originally planned, 

Producer declared here yesterday. 
(Monday) that his decision not to 
produce the Cervantes classic . in 
Spain was due to “censorship and 
kibitzers,” which he. feels will in¬ 
terfere with his complete artistic 
freedom. 

Spain’s objection is based on the 
fact that Femandel, a Frenchman, 
is Todd’s choice to portray the im- 

in 

they play up the scandal stories and j mortal Don. Todd representatives, 
generallv feature news that is detri- it: was reported, have started to 
mental to the film Industry. j scout locations in Greece, Monte- 

A favorite current target of a negro and along the Dalmatian 
number of these papers, it’s report- j coast, 
ed. Is the Brigette Bardot picture, 
“And God Created Woman.” Hol¬ 
lywood, it appears, Is being blamed 
for the picture in a number of 
places. At the urging of local 
church and civic, groups, several 
papers have come , out editorially 
against the film and there have 
even been subtle suggestions that 
perhaps the local police powers are 
not being exercised strongly 
enough to halt the exhibition of 
these films. 

What is particularly irking lo¬ 
cal thealremen is.that many of the A .wi#ww 
papers Print more suggjstiye,j'T65^f^a :^thJ^^Pw^lag^; 
cheesecake than is contained in ; ging tn Chicago, and puts much of 
any film. In addition, it s charged Blaine on exhibitors. . 
that the newspapers are bolder f .. _ _ - ,, .. : . 
than pictures in running sex stories • .Despite population, Chicago is- 
and Articles g (.well behind most keys. Windy City 

u ‘ lias only two regular firstrun arties 
. I (Surf and Teltel's own World Play- 

DELAY ‘THE BUCCANEER’ and one nabesubrun ,south- 

Chicago, March 11. 
Foreign film importer ■Charles 

‘ side’s Hyde Park). This compares 
Cf nnp PAD ACM nr A PE with Cleveland’s five firstruns, De- 
jlUKfc run ATlvl FllAtli1 tr.oit’s six, and three.each in St 

TTnllvuond March 11 • Louis and Milwaukee; Not to men- 
Willi the musicians strike against [‘“"‘v6 Plethora ot arty situations 

the major studios still in force.: • 
Paramount hasn’t vet decided I Teitel, whose Teitel Film Corp. 
where to score its $5,000,000 pro- distributes import pix through. In¬ 
duction, “The Buccaneer”, al- diana, Illinois and Wisconsin, be- 
though two of its other releases .lieyes there’s enough support here 
are being sent out of the conn-. for _al’t product. but that “few ex- 
trv. Elmer Bernstein will compose- l hibitors want to get involved—ex- 
conduct-arrange the “Buccaneer” I cept for blockbusters/’ Example of 
score, w hich, aside from Cecil B. '.the latter, he said, would be “And. 
DeMille’s “The Ten Command- •■ God; Created Woman” (which Tel 
ments.” will need more orchestra- tel is handling), strictly a commer 
tion than any other film ever pro-I 9ial Pte* ■. 
duced by the Marathon lot. . }. In most cases, Teitel adds* the \seen .and will be-, .a sensation, all 

Studio is hoping that the AFM . art label—in this case any over-!oyer Australia. 
“strike"’ against the film producers seas product—repels this area’s ex- 
will he settled by next month, * hibs. “Usual story,” Teitel relates, 
which is when “Buccaneer,” now in I "is that some guy once played an 
editing stages, is scheduled for • old British film as the second pic- 
scoring. It’s understood that if the , .lure of a double feature and didn’t 
strike by tooters .isn’t settled by : do business.’’ So now .he’s preju¬ 

diced against foreign product, al¬ 
though sock firstrun biz by an “And 
God Created Woman” can make 
him forget his bias. 

. . - ,. ■. , ,. Teitel insists that most exhib.s 
cord Alfred Hitchcocks \ertigo - don’t handle art films properly, 
lit Europe, and is sending ‘Rock- “They’re usually treated like Holly- 

Liberace 
Continued from page 2 

until the injunction was nixed. 
He’s due to leave here tomorrow 
(Wed.) for Brussels and London.: 

At the matinee March 5, he 
stepped in; front of the drapes and 
read a statement to - the audience 
as follows: ; 

“I am being prevented from per¬ 
forming music written by two 
Americans (Alan Jay) Lerner and 
i Frederick) Loewe, and the' num¬ 
bers are tremendously popular in 
the. United States. “Since I am an 
American in Australia I am expect¬ 
ed to pedorm" the music of .my 
country, for, which I am noted. But 
now I have to obey the law's of 
your country.1’ 

Liberace, speaking with emotion, 
then went on to say, .‘‘Unless l am 
allowed to perform and use my 
democratic right to perform music 
of my country, I feel that this is a 
Violation of' the doctrines, of my 
government , and this act must be 
interpreted as being Communistic. 
(Later, Liberace was quoted as 
havingwatered-ddwn. the Commie 
..angle;) . 

“I shall' call upon the American 
government, to assist me in my de¬ 
fense, and .until such time as I 
am. once again permitted to per¬ 
form any and all music of my coun¬ 
try Without further, restriction, I 
am forced by my American convic¬ 
tions and beliefs to refuse to give 
any further performances:; in your 
country. I. am truly sony.” 

Promoter’ Gordon refused to 
comment on Liberace’s fadeout. 
He. pointed put. that the. injunction 
threatened. . the . star with six 
months’ jail if he continued to 
flaunt the court order. 

Spokesman for Chappell de¬ 
clined to make, any statement. 

Irate . women jeered when the. 
star announced there would be no 
show and the gendarmes were 
called to handle the hostile mob 
seeking a refund at the b o. 

Liberace. cairie into the plush 
mid-town Troca, Feb. 27 at an $11 
top under Lee Gordon and went 
over smash despite tropical heat of 
97 degrees—the hottest February 
ever recorded this side of the equa¬ 
tor- He worked in a lather of 
sweat for two hours. 

. Among the swank debut audi¬ 
ence. was : the - premier of New 
South , Wales, Joseph Cahill, and 
members of the. NSW Parliament; 
Cahill, a tough politican and one 
who knows his show biz, , said to 
Variety over a glass of cham¬ 
pagne (provided1 by Lee Gordon 
to the $11 mob): ‘‘This bloke is 

; the. greatest showman I’ve ever 

Goldwyn Case Judge Presiding As 

First ticket-selling workshops to 
be conducted by Sindlinger & Co. 
under the direction of Mike Simons 
Will be held in Baltimore, April 1 
and Richmond, April 3. 

Workshops are an outgrowth of 
( the business-building meetings held 
j by Simons when he was head of 
! exhibitor relations at Metro; 

For Big Night: 
life Love Oscar 

Chicago, March 11.. 
. Major Windy City circuits plus 
an indeterminate number of indie 
exhibitors plan to-the-hilt support 
of the March 26 NBC-TV Academy 
Awards telecast All Balaban &. 
Katz and Essaness situations will 
run the National Screen one-min- 

, ute trailer and display counter 
cards. 

B&K houses will include the 
trailers starting tomorrow (Wed ), 
and Essaness theatres will unspool 
them about 10 days in front of the 
Oscar show. B&K has also locked 
up 30 4ec°nds of spot commercial 
time on WNBQ, NBC’s Chi Video 
outlet, immediately following the 
telecast. Mainly, it’s to prevent a 
deodorant blurb or such from tak¬ 
ing the edge off the trade’s big 
night. Circuit will use the half- 
minute. to bitch “Bridge on River 
Kwai” at its State-Lake, and 
“Yoiirig Lions” at the Roosevelt. 

Allied Theatres apparently hasn’t 
suggested specific promotional 
steps to its indie members. Late 
last week, prexy Jack Kirsch dis¬ 
closed he had urged Allied affils 
to all-out support of the Oscar 
show as “one of the most important 
programs of its kind.” Just what 
concrete steps will be taken to sup¬ 
plement rotund pronouncements, 
however, wasn’t made known, 
KirschV office backing away from 
specifics a$ if they were fop secret. 

that time. Paramount will ship 
“Buccaneer” to England for scor¬ 
ing by the London Symphonic Or¬ 
chestra. 

Already. Par has decided to re- 

The homebrew critics, apparent¬ 
ly had their; guns out, for Liberace 
long before he hit these shores and 
fired their bullets the day after 
the preem; The reviews Were, spite- 
loaded despite the personal suc¬ 
cess scored by the performer. 

One ma30r daily . sent along its 
concert critic and his review is still 
being laughed at by: show biz folk, 
who likened it to a Shakespearean; 
actor with a yen to be an acrobat. 

Liberace got back at his slappers 
a-Bye-Baby for tuning to Mexico. ; wood pictures. But they have, to;be j the following night before another 

As previously speculated, ^it s sold as foreign pictures.” Some . sellout audience with some nifty 
expected, other majors will follow. proper exploitation! according to cracks that had the audience loud- expected. other majors will toliow proper exploitation, according to 
suit as the AFM strike against the I Teitel, Includes contacting cultural 
majors drags on. groups and ethnic, organizations, 

i plus larger: ads to snare attention 
j and clearly indicate the pic’s origin 
{ and salient features. . Venice Fest Director 

cracks that had the audience loud¬ 
ly applauding. And every day he 
takes a wad of dough to the bank. 

'HOW T6 MAKE a MONSTER1 

American-International Franchisers 
Get ‘Walk-on* Parts 

Hollywood* March 11. 
Will this start Ah avalanche of 

conventions held in Hollywood? 
James H; Nicholson, prexy of 

American-International, has ar¬ 
ranged for all company distribs at¬ 
tending .company’s, first annual 
conclave here to be given;waik-on 
parts , in the Herman Cohen .pro¬ 
duction, ‘-How to Make a Monster.” 

Tn (War foromnninc:l" many, exhibs don’t, realize, 
1U V/oLdl l>Ci ClllUIllcb , Teitel claims, is that “the language 

* Rome, March 4. barrier means nothing if a film is 
Flcris Ammannati, director of entertaining. It seems to me there’s 

the Venice Film Festival, leaves ( been a great underestimation of 
here March 20 to attend the Oscar ! the pull of art pictures in this 
ceremonies in Hollywood. Film-rt°wn- T 
fest topper accepted an invitation | Teitel said he thought regular 
extended him by Academy prexy aft houses could operate profitably. 
George Seaton. Ammannati will . on the northshore (with its swank 
remain in Hollywood about a week, | suburbs), and in west suburban 
returning to Rome around the end ] Oak Park. As it is now, a few out- 
of the month. Presumably, he also lying situations do book a foreign 
will take advantage of the junket pic occasionally, but Teitel feels i 
to view current and. upcoming Hoi-j they don’t come dose to meeting! A-I release deals with making 
lywood product for possible selec-[ the market he believes is there. I and distribution of horror pix. 

- tion for the Venice show. Because 
of lateness of the event (which un- ^ v< ^ Sv-s ‘ % ^ 
spodfc in August and September> 
Venice has already had difficult! i 
in finding proper product front the 
U. S. Few companies are willing ■ 
to “hold up” release of product in 
Europe until that date to quality . 
for Venice acceptance. ’ I 

Ammannati will be; accompanied 
by Halo pic critic Domcncio Mec-; 
coli, president of Italian Film Crit- 
tics Assn. and member of Venice ' 
selection committee; | 

• Dallas Oscar Sweepstakes 
Dallas, March 11. 

The fourth. annual Academy 
Award Sweepstakes contest, spon¬ 
sored by the Dallas News with In¬ 
terstate Theatres, United Rowley, 
and Trans Texas Theatres, was 
started here on Sunday (9) with 
17 local pic houses participating.. 
Official sweepstakes ballots will be 
available in the lobbies of the the-, 
atres; 

The; contest, which, offers $500 
cash as the grand prize, will close 
on Sunday, March 23. Second prize 
will be a one year pass for two 
to Interstate Theatres with two 
other prizes to‘be a one year pass 
for two to the Trans-Texas and the 
United Rowley circuits. . 

Contestants will be asked to 
name their choice in seven cate¬ 
gories of the Motion Picture Oscar 
Contest; Ill addition, entrants 
must tell in 50 words or less why 
they made their particular choice 
of the best pic.. 

In sharp contrast to its net loss of. $1,362,420 for the year ended 
Oct. 26, 1957, Republic Pictures and subsidiaries bounced back in 
the first quarter of the current fiscal year to register net income 
of $911,725. Period covered the 13 weeks ended Jail. 25, 1958- 

Figure, reported rast week, compares with a net of $219483 
racked up for the 13 weeks ended Jan. 26. 1957. 

‘CINEMASCOPE’ TERM 
OUT OF WARNERS’ADS 
Because its contract with 20th- 

Fox has run out, Warner Bros; can 
no longer use the “Cinemascope”: 
tag in the ads for pictures: that, 
were shot in the medium/ . 

Willingness of WB to let the ar¬ 
rangement lapse is indicative of 
the extent to which the public now 
has learned to accept the wide 
screen as a standard.. Warners ob¬ 
viously feels that the mention of 
Cinemascope per Se will not bring 
in any additional customers. 

Most of the companies, at the 
time of the Cinemascope introduc¬ 
tion, signed contracts with 20th, 
allowing them to use the tag 
“Cinemascope.” The 'widescreen 
lenses in themselves aren’t exclu¬ 
sive or patentable. According to 
WB, it still has the right in its pub¬ 
licity handouts to identify a film 
as being in CinemaScope. 

San Francisco, March 11. 
. The $8-million antitrust suit of a 

pair of. downtown-Frisco indepen¬ 
dent exhibitors finally went to trial 
yesterday (10) in Federal court, al* 
most eight years after it was filed* 

Defendants are: 20th-Fox, Na¬ 
tional Theatres, Fox West Coast, 
Columbia, Universal, Paramount, 
United Paramount Theatres, RKO, 
Warner Bros., Warner Bros. Cir¬ 
cuit, UA and Loew’s. 

Suing are Leland C. Dibble and 
Daniel G. McLean, owner-opera¬ 
tors of the 1,400-seat. Embassy on 
Frisco’s main drag, Market Street. 

Hearing the case is Federal 
Judge Edward P. Murphy, who al- 
ready has accumulated a consider¬ 
able background in the film busi¬ 
ness during the last year by presid¬ 
ing over Sam Goldwyn’s antitrust 
suit against 20th-Fox, National 
Theatres and Fox West Coast. 

A pre-trial conference held late 
last week resulted in both sides 
waiving jury trial, So that the de¬ 
cision in this case—just as in the 
Goldwyn case—rests squarely with 
Murphy. 

Basis of this case, of course, is. 
the "Supreme Court’s decision in 
the Paramount case of 195Q. 

The plaintiffs claim they Were 
denied first-run from the day they 
opened the Embassy, Dec. 25, 1938* 
until the day the suit was filed; 
Dec 29, 195(i--and they want $2,- 
676,468 in damages for this de¬ 
privation,• trebled. They also claim 
they were denied second-run from 
opening day through March, 1947, 
for which they want more than $1 
million; also trebled. 

The lawyers for McLean and. 
Dibble, claim they'll prove . the; 
practices the Supreme Court found 
In the nationwide, conspiracy were 
the same practices used by the ma¬ 
jors in San Francisco! 

. The defendants deny the Em¬ 
bassy, McLean or Dibble Were in¬ 
jured during the suit’s 12-year 
period; 

First Skirmishes 
In the minor legal skirmishes of 

the pre-trial conferences the plain¬ 
tiffs have won a couple of. victories. 
These were:. 

(.1) Judge Murphy rejected the 
defendants’ . contention that. the 
Embassy wasn^t comparable to five 
first-run Frisco houses, the War- 
field, Paramount, Fox, Qrpheum 
and Golden Gate; 

(2) The Judge denied a defense 
motion to scale down the amount 
of damages; 

(3) The Judge ruled that parties 
who were defendants in U. S. vs. 
Paramount. were liable for the 
whole 1938-50 period! 

Almost 100 possible witnesses 
are listed by plaintiffs, and defen¬ 
dants, ranging from Spyros Sjcou- 
ras and Sherrill Corwin to Charles 
Reagan, Edward Hyman and Wal¬ 
ter Branson. It’s doubtful, how¬ 
ever, that all or even many of the 
possible witnesses will be called, 
to testify. .! 

Estimates of the! trial’s probable 
length range from:: three . to five 
months. 

Representing the plaintiffs are 
Herbert W. Clark, Robert P. 
Raven, Richard J. Archer arid 
Howard M. Downs, of the Frisco 
firiri of Morrison, Foerster, Hollo¬ 
way, Shuman & Clark, 

Representing Fox are Arthur B. 
Dunne and G. Blandin Colburn Jr. 
of the Frisco firm of Dunne, Dunne 
& Phelps. Representing Columbia 
and Universal is the oLs Arigeles 
firm of Mitchell, Silberberg. & 
Knripp, with Macklin Fleming in 
court. 

All the other defendants are rep¬ 
resented by the Frisco firm of 
Pilkbury, Madison & Sutro and 
the Los Angeles firm rif O’Melveny 
& Myers, with Eugene D. Bennett 
and Charles F. Prael in court. 

No Doyle Sub at U 
Universal does not plan to name 
replacement for Arthur Doyle, 

who. resigned last week as far east¬ 
ern suDervisor with headquarters 
in Tokyo. Under the company’s 
present austerity program, that no 
Staff replacements will be made. 

Doyle was. appointed far eastern 
supervisor in 1953, after joining 
the company: as manager in Japan 
In 1952. 

His resignation, according to the 
company, was motivated by person¬ 
al reasons and a desire to return 
to. the United States. 
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Horatio-at-Bridfe Act 
Kir n/Jorm ortn Kcirrror 

051 
Greensboro. N.C\, M;;rch 1; 1. 

Sunday Movi;**, seen by opyp-., 
nci.ts as a liioral y.uc arid by suo- 
pc: ti-rs as «■ rri ‘ly ■ a matter of ; 
iccreatron, )c hying .debated' at | 
S’atr.viile. T’-t* Cily Cotme.l will [• 

on a i. 1U-n to the i 
Ci*y:s “blue' J«;v. ae.jinst Sund.i.y 
movies.-.. j. 

Iiiv. John S;.L(^. p-'tor of the 
-F;:> t Hap'i .t Clmr/*. to!(l comr-il-V 
men the i »•* i\ nunal om*.. lie ' 
said -Vlie (’sunn- s’ ojhl considrr ■ 
the issue •'n li;e Ii; !it whit 
Christ 'would have. tin in do.” 

A. Ki’llfi* f■•!•!.'<-■. Jt .an the State;'- 
vilie Theatre Cm y, v bo present H 
tbe pet d <on. a’r'ued tint other 
firms and even < In* die^are viol'ii- 
In" the ord turco a'ani'-t Sunday 
movies. :>Pr ’ Mixtdlcsvvqri’.i,- 
Statesville U ine^rmin.- <-aid Sun- 
d'iy. blue lays arc as oh olete' as 
the witehcraif laws of. New Enq- 
larul bcfo'c limy were repealed. 

Rev. V,'< nth 11 I)av: . pastor of 
Western Av..:;ue Rapid t Church, 
fold th.e'. Corinc.il those favoring 

Injured by Television 
. London, March 11. 

Film director. Jack Lee. is ' 
li ob biii; y ar ound VC U h h i s t o at. 
ini nla.'-lev Asked lue nature of. 

• h s inju ry. he- cracked:.' 
Vli ^w.is the unkiridest: nvis-; 

Lap of; all for a trim directer. 
A lelevtsion rc ceiver . fell on 

. it!’'; '■ _ 

‘improve Your Films’ Says 
AMermau to Theatres In 

Their B.O. Tax Appeal 
Saskatoon, Sask., March.lt, 

City Council here denied a re¬ 
quest from local theatre owners 
that the amusement tax be reduced 
or removed entirely;. 

The manager of one theatre, told 
Council some. Saskatoon houses 
may be forced to close if revenues I 

Sunday rduhiiv-n v.-ru luo!;;«5 for , “"couwnXided to;review/the 
material r.ur. ITc ^dd h's sid(^\vas 
not .seeking i-nleidal gain hut was 
'‘interested in the cr.h>-e of-righte¬ 
ousness .and grim ride/’ 

The town's chipv.neyinaper. The 
Statesville "Her- o’.t mi Landmark, 
took Davis to t i k fer liis remarks. 

The new'-uiafier-sa-isT. “Something 
Is wrong why n l.-al/no.-v profit puts 
a busine •‘.•man in thy"■■position.- of 
liavin*' his metivi.; <;u< stioned in 
public bv ,i er. When biisi- 

‘ matter again later iri the year!. 
One alderman said theatre 

; owners were .in a Competitive busl- 
: ness :arid • should: make efforts to 
have the quality of, their pictures 
improved in order to better. their 

. financial status, 
{ Reports on theatre taxes and li- 
icences in other ; parts of Canada I 
,\vere considered by council. . [ 

1 Saskatoon levies a 25c per seat 
; tax., compared with $1 in Regina 

ness profit di-e.p: ear; yp..will full •; and ;50c in downtown Vancouver. 
coRe'-t:en p’A-mO •••' {in Winnipeg, theatres are charged 

m j a S25 license fee and 10r? of the TTIIS*?I1?S> TOWllC' ’•'; | assessed rental value of their prop- 
• I . If l/.'lrcitfUIi\ : J ei\y; in Edmonton the charge is m!) OTTU A Trip Iltliu i a fiat $75 annually and in Calgary 

*V ill I i ll A 1 JiUN ! there is a flat rate of. S25 for thea- 
11res .seating.-up to 500 and a $50 
rate for theatres seating more than 
500. : In addition, a business license 

. Boston, ■ March 11. 
Joseph E. Levine of Embassy Pic-; 

tm-cs hoi(‘ hes s-t Terry Turner pf 
General TeleradiD to liand’e the. 

ta’isn < -uv;; ien for his new 
i:npb.r. ‘-Atria.” Film, barring An- ithe s£i 
tnony (im-n a-d Sophia Loren, hid reduced 1 
ouens in New Fug hr d. Philadel- -. 
p!iia and l.es 
tin- middle 

•Vs territories in 

| of 10 p'r. cent of rental value is 
. collected in Calgary. 

Council was told that in Regina, 
• seat tax is $1; the . city 

the amusement .tax, 
Doug Winterton; manager of the 

Day limit theatre, was asked by an 
- alderman if a similar policy would 

• I urner l ? p ot.ng same tvpe of benefit Saskatoon theatre opera- 
camnaicn .ie o:reeled for Howard- tors. The situation would be iin- 
.Im”.'165 -:1(' i f<i *’ for RKO. t proved only slightly,. Wintefton 
.‘Him meens a lavish u. e of-news-vS;dd 
paper pictive. vi ces ekit an Cxten-. !■' 
give tv spot - c nrv«'.' n. with-a few ;^ , , ■ ; ■ .■ 
new aiig-es- fc- tv I’- vt liave been j m . ■■ J go ' 
c!e\r ed ” T m . u.> s-id ; ‘Tn cert am ' i GO IllUCtl D^rUOI f 
Sections of t! e ceimtry. weather', 
1* •imittin", hil past ing will be^ used r . Continued from page 3 . 
extens-veh ” ,“want-tOr.see’’ attraction among 

. the American public and that this 
. attractmn isn't confined to the 
! carriage trade alone. However, 
the ouestion is asked, wouldn’t it 

• c »a4iu:.i‘d . f«»*n. b y e 3- is-s? rbe \v se ;to “space out” the lady's 
wi'h Ic-*e Too ST;'?, : Thereafter - .films. . 
Coe* ' l) ‘o >v j ;• .* ion head of > ■■■■.Prior'T-o“God Created^^ Woman,” 
merge I l‘u Vi -,;d Pictures and In-, Aliss Bardot was virtually un- 

■ tern-t'ioyT Pic.ir s I known in the States. Since the 

Casts yktljf 

Aft“e I v?vine id following seik picture was released by Kingsley- ! 
ou''of his end Spit/.’ siT 'k interest International tfor Columbia), other j 
to Decca, Goetz sot. up his own inde- : films establishing Miss Bardot’s j 
pendent 'company; Tie's, been re- .“sexpot;*.. reputation have hit. the : 
leasing tlirom ii Columbia, except market, i e. “The Bride Is Much. j 
for “Sayonara ’’ which went to J Too Beautiful,” **Light Across the V 

. Warners release hoc . use of legal Street” and.”Please, Mr. Balzac.” 
ha^'ie on rights'- \yiih author. Coming up are ; “Cette Sacre, 
James Mrclumer.. | Gamin” Tin CinemaScope and 

Goetz’ latest film for Columbia ’ color); which Irvin Shapiro claims j 
release will be Danny Kaye starrer, to have for the States (the claim j 
“Me and the Colonel.” i is contested); ‘‘The Night Heaven 

- — ! Fell/’ “In Case of Accident," and { 
Others Mentioned • “Une Pansienne/’ which Ilya Lop- ; 

S:*.ni Brlsiiln. p:\ sently a member pert and United Artists- got for } 
of tlie Loew's board and previously ; $220,000 for the States and some;' 
a producer'on. the Paramount lot, - other territories. : This, isn’t count- 
ls being meinioiicd as a candidate ing “The. Woman andThel PUppet/’. 
for the job of studio head at Co- which Miss Bardot is to make in. 
lumbia. . It appears there's an open ’ Spain for probable Metro release, 
race for the post, the choice to be here. “Paris By Night,”; which she. 
made by n( wly-eiectcd president |Is skedded to niake with Frank . 
A'ne Schm idee , and a. speial com-. | Sinatra for Raoul Levy-Columbia,. 
mittee of five mimners of the board, [ etc. - 
but not i theless Brykins naiiie has.; At .least .five of Miss: Bardot’s; 
come up in sev.o’ al “insider” con- films < not counting the ones al- 
ver'-atlons/ ready in release) will hit the marr 

Also prominently mentioned as ket. in 1958 and likely there will 
George Sidney, independent pro- be more. Question asked now is: 
ducer aligned With Col. Harry . Can the public take that much of 
Cohn, late president of the film ' Bardot? : 
corooration. left no rccommenda- ; —^--• ..■■ >" '■ 
tions in hLs will but his choice WOMEN'S CLUBS HAIL CAGNEY 
Would have bt\n Sidney, according i Hollywood, March 11. 
to a Cohn confidante. | James Cagney for his perform- 

Briskin headed Liberty Pictures.; ance • in Universal’s “Man of a 
until this company was sold ivia a [Thousand Faces’" and Joanne 
stock transaction) to Par. He there- . Woodward for 20th-Fox’s “Three 
upon went , to Par as a contract’.Faces of Eve’’won California. Fed- 
producer. His final picture at this j eration of Women’s Clubs’ best ac- 
studio was “The Joker Is Wild.” If ' tor and actress awards for i957. 
the Col job comes about he would;/ Best picture kudo went to Wil- 
relinquish the Loew’s directorate -liam Goetz-Warner Bros/ “Sayon- 
spot, 1 ara/’ 

Vs. TOA Barbarians 
. Minneapolis. March 1L- ... 

. Opposition from Ted Mann and 
Bennie Berger, present and past 
North^Central; Allied presidents/ is 
believed to have scotched -an/origi¬ 
nal .:intention . by sponsors .of. this 
week’s .independent: exhibitors’ 
conclave; here J13) to utilize it : ih. 
part to .swing this territory over 
from Allied States to Theatre Own¬ 
ers of America affilialion.' . 

On advance of .the gathering 
Alann and Bcsger declared that if 
the proposal is brought up they’ll 
denounce if. And after.tliese trade. 
'press statements -the /meeting’s 
sponsors Themselves indicated 
they’ve dropped whatever plans 
they might have had fot a TOA 

“invasion”’ at This time. 
Sponsors in question are circuit 

owners Harold Field and. Eddie 
Ruben who, although TOA never 
has been represented ..in this ter¬ 
ritory, are. TOA board members 
(Ruben also is an officer) and tried 
unsuccessfully once; before to 
launch a TO A unit here, .and 
Charles Winchel 1,. .. Minnesota 
Amusement Go. (United Paramount 
circuit) president-general manager, 
who never has held Allied member¬ 
ship,. ■ 

Mann . called NCA:. directors to¬ 
gether yesterday (10) to make 
plans to. combat ariy possible move 
in TOA’s direction and to take ini¬ 
tial steps to reactivate NCA which 
under his leadership the past year 
has been largely dormant. Jack 
Kitsch, long-time Allied bigwig and 
Illinois Allied president, attended 
and expressed = the hope this terri¬ 
tory will not be lost to Alliedl 

In his advance statement, Mann, 
who will hot be a candidate for re-r 
election because of lack of time to 
devote .to, NCA, cited numerous 
past NCA accomplishments for this 
territory’s independent exhibitors. 
He also took a pot-shot at TOA. He 
said he had discussed the reported 
move to TOA with, “fellow exhibi¬ 
tors” and learned they share his 
views re staying with NCA and 
making it an active, and growing 
body. . 

“I confidently predict that any. 
TOA ‘invasion’ attempt would be 
as unsuccessful as its predeces¬ 
sors,” said the highly successful 
circuit owning Mann. “This ter¬ 
ritory > exhibitors ate just too well 
Informed to fall for .the same old 
guff: They know only too'well, 
the .TOA record arid the interests 
which it serves.” “. 

This,, it’s pointed, out, was a 
stand similar to that taken pre¬ 
viously.by; Berger, belligerent NCA 
head for. most of its existence,: 
but w ho stepped out last year when 
‘‘conservatives,”: opposed to .his 
“fighting” the film companies, ob¬ 
tained control. In making his posi¬ 
tion known, Berger reiterated his 
belief that an exhibitors’ body chief 
aim should be tp force film com¬ 
panies to make all pictures avail¬ 
able for every exhibitor at a fair 
price, “an Allied hut not : TOA 
goal.” .... 

Berger w asri’t invited to the pre¬ 
liminary meeting- to" arrange this 
week’s conclave, but was asked,, 
along with all other exihibtors in 
the territory; to atterid this week’s 
gathering. Mann was out of town 
when the preliminary meeting was 
held,.. 

In the face of the Mann-Ber- 
ger stand, this week’s conclave 
sponsors issued an advance state¬ 
ment, too. Theirs asserted the con¬ 
clave will be devoted entirely to 
plans to. stimulate the boxoffice—- 
that there’ll be no attempt “at this 
trine” to lead this week’s group 
into TOA. They declared that 
“our ..first task, must be To get an 
area-wide boxoffice building cam¬ 
paign underwaiy;” , They also said, 
they hope this meeting will be 
“only the first of a series/’ 

The conclave’s sponsors enlisted 
Mayor P. K. Peterson as well as 
various of. the film Companies and 
local business houses .in what they 
promise will be a . war ; against 
“empty seat's.” i In fact, the mayor 
heads the ■ “attack’s” 'backers.. 

In their “call to arms,” the spon¬ 
sors pointed out, among’ other 
things:: 

“For more than half a century 
the motion picture theatre has 
been a center of community life. 
A prosperous theatre indicates - a 
prosperous community. A half- 
empty theatre means half- 
empty stores. A darkened mar¬ 
quee means a ‘distressed town’.” 

Schizophreriia appeared among Frisco’s four dailies. last week 
oyer ads for film version of Sartre’s “The Respectful Prostitute/’ 

Hearst’s morning Examiner sawed the offending word out of 
ad, substituted line of type which read; “Call theatre-.for. com- 
plete title.” 

Scripps-Howard’s afternoon News, after boldly Tunning; picture’s 
title in first edition, excised “prostitute”, and substituted line iden¬ 
tical to Examiner’s. 

On the other hand, morning Chronicle had no compunctions 
about naming film which opened at 400-seat downtown Cinema, 
and neither did Hearst’s afterrioon Call-Bulletin. ;• 

Publishers’ explanation for word’s deletion was that it wasn’t fit' 
for home consumption. Fact that' play enjoyed a nice little-thea¬ 
tre run here six. years ago, and got plenty of drama page space . 
then, apparently was forgotten. ■ 

Alberta Censors Own Prose Lurid 
Provincial Bluenoses Take Violent Umbrage On 

Violence—-517 Feet Out of ‘Bachelor Party’ 

By BRUCE PEACOCK. 

Edmonton, Alta., March 11. 
Two features were banned com¬ 

pletely and two others were altered 
| heavily by the Alberta film censor¬ 
ing board in 1957, according to re¬ 
port to the legislature. Banned 
from showing in the province were 
“Teenage Doll” (AA) and “The 
Delinquents” (Indie). “Baby Doll” 
(WB) and “Bachelor Party” (UA) 
finally were approved after exten¬ 
sive cutting. 

’ (Four films; were rejected in 
.1956 and six in 1955.) 

The provincial censor, P. J. A. 
Fleming, called “Baby. Doll” moral¬ 
ly degradirig and corruptive. The 
Opinion of the board stated further 
“its determined, excessive, unre¬ 
lieved and completely successful 
emphasis on lascivious animal sexu¬ 
al desire leaves little to the imag¬ 
ination and seriously offends tra¬ 
ditional moral standards. Liberties 
seem to have descended into 
license/’ 

The decision of the board was 
not appealed, but Warners submit¬ 
ted a reconstructed print with elirri- 
inations arid insertions made to 
meet board requirements. After 
six further eliminations in the 
edited print the board released the 
picture for exhibition. 

Censors found “Teenage Doll” 
was • “appallingly squalid, amoral 
arid depraved, filled with vicious, 
Unrestrained licentiousness, promis¬ 
cuity and brutality; in short, an 
ugly, and revolting picture.” The 
board’s decision was not appealed. 

The board’s opinion on “The De¬ 
linquents” was summed up in a 
commentary included in the sound 
track of the film which had de¬ 
scribed it as immorality and vi¬ 
olence. 

The board said the film, “vividly 
demonstrating patterns of behavior 
and attitudes among delinquents— 
whd by no stretch of the iinagina- 
tion ean be called juvenile—is 
filled with violence, vandalism, 
sadism, necking, drinking and ex- 
treme brutality.” 

Ugly and disturbing, this picture 
would appeal only to those it in¬ 
tends to expose, for it would pro¬ 
vide them with a blueprint detail 
to imitate, the board said. It is not 
a picture to which the vast audi¬ 
ence who are not crimirials, delin¬ 
quents or drunkards, should be ex¬ 
posed. 

The exhibitor appealed the 
.board's decision, but the appeal 
board upheld the censors on the 
ground that the picture was de¬ 
grading, brutal, sadistic arid im¬ 
moral and unsuitable for showing 
in Alberta. 
: The. opinion of. the board on 
United Aftists-released ‘-Bachelor;. 
Party” was that while the film 
claimed to be a down-to-earth pres¬ 
entation, it was filled, with “philan¬ 
dering, drunkenness, lurid revelry, 
chippies and prostitutes.” 

517 Feet Out 
After a.great deal of considera¬ 

tion the board offered to allow ex¬ 
hibition of the picture, providing 
12 eliminations totaling 517 feet 
were made. . 

:UA appealed and the a'ppeal 
board, with two exceptions/upheld 
the ‘ censors’ original suggested 
eliminations and the picture was 
released for exhibition only on this 
basis. 

The number of new 35m. films 
reviewed by the board of censors in 
1957 was down 8.7% from the pre¬ 
vious year while the number of 
16m. pictures decreased by 44.2%. 

The board made 302 cuts from 

117 films during the year, com¬ 
pared with 296 cuts from li6 films 
in 1956. 

Bulk of the 35m. films, 2,134 
of them, 'came from the United 
States and 208 of the elimiriations, 
plus all of the rejections, were 
made on U. S. films. 

The board did not reject any of 
the 256 British films received but 
42 cuts were made in 19 of them. 

Legit for Brussels 
:: Continued from page 1 

can, and the libretto’s substituting 
of Cape Cod for Budapest (a World 
War II measure), will riot disguise 
fact that it is bootleg Molnar. 

‘Mame,* .‘Menagerie’? 
Another idea—not yet material¬ 

ized—is to send the road company 
of “Auntie Marne” abroad as a to¬ 
ken of U. S. Culture, and there is 
also talK of exporting the present 
N. Y. City Center production of 
“Wonderful Town.” 

Thornton Wilder denies that he 
will appear, as -narrator in his 
own play, “Our Town,” and 
Helen Hayes is undecided whether 
or not she. will appear in “The 
Glass Menagerie” now that Marlon 
Brando has withdrawn from the 
projected cast and the production 
threatens to become slapdash. 

There are hopes of bringing sev- . 
eral Broadway hits to Brussels— 
among them “Look Homeward, An¬ 
gel.” “Sunrise at Campobello” and 
“Dark at the Top of the Stairs”— 
but at the; moment the only new 
American play on the list is Archi¬ 
bald MacLeish’s “J. B.,” a blank 
version of the Book of Job, to be 
staged by the Yale Uriiversity The¬ 
atre with one undergraduate as 
God and another as the suffering ’ 
misanthrope. 

In June there is to be a festival 
of U. S. theatrical arts at Spoleta, 
Italy, and it is there that Menotti’s . 
“Maria Golovin” is to have its 
world premiere before coming to 
the Fair. A trio of new ballets by 
Jerome. Robbins—“Les Noces/* 
“The Crincert” arid “Jazz Session’* 
—will also be seen and these, too, 
have been invited to the Fair, 
though the comiriittee is having a 
hassle with Robbins because he 
wants . three different orchestras 
for his three ballets. 

Another event at. the Spoleta fes¬ 
tival will be Jose Quintero's new 
production'of Eugene O’Neill’s “A 
Moon for the Misbegotten,” which 
also might be taken, to the Fair, as 
might the New York production of 
O’Neill’s “Long Day’s Journey Into 
Night/’ which will be at the Edin* 
burgh Festival in September in 

„any case and might be flown to 
Brussels. 

“West Side Story,” whose vitali¬ 
ty and imaginative use of music, 
drama arid choreography is regard¬ 
ed as an American musical at its 
best is in the air for Brussels the¬ 
atregoers. Its producers, Robert 
Griffith and Harold S. Prince, are 
forming a company to present it 
for a London run next fall and it 
is scheduled for a pre-London en¬ 
gagement in Paris at the Theatre 
des . Champs-Elysees in October, 
The cost to take—prior to its 
Champs-Elysees opening — from 
Paris to Brussels would cost the 
U. S. Government $35,000 but this 
has not yet been settled. 

The American amateur theatre 
is to be .represented at the Fair 
by a program of regional theatres, 
but the professional American the¬ 
atre is . still indeterminate. 
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By DAVE JAMPEL 
Tokyo, March, 4. . . 

. Thai actor ViraJ Amonsin, an American resident since 1949, 
lashed out at U.S. methods of type casting that make it difficult 
for actors..of definite racial, strain other than Caucasian to find 
suitable employment. ' 

After completing location work. with the 20th-Fox “The Barba- ! 
rian and the Geisha” company with which he played a Chinese 
hoy who accompanies Townsend Harris (John Wayne) from China 
to Japan, young Amonsin told Variety,: “As an Oriental actor liv¬ 
ing in America, one big problem is to find meaningful roles. Un¬ 
fortunately, very often you are typed as an Oriental per se arid . 
since most American plays and movies at the present tirne do-not 
provide interesting characterizations for Oriental actors, I find it 
necessary to play servants and houseboys.” 

. Musing further, Amonsin probed, “I have seen Americans play 
Orientals with a great deal of validity and I have seen Orientals 
portray Americans with equal validity. If Marion Brando, for ex¬ 
ample, can play Sakini in ‘Teahouse,’ I don’t see why I can’t play 
an Occidental in a reverse situation.”. 

Amonsin charged, “Producers think that the American public 
is riot mature enough to accept violations of the established pat¬ 
terns of casting.” 

“Of course/’ he acknowledged, “there is a school of thought that 
believes in naturalism and if they had their way an actor would . 
only get a job if he happened to fit all the specifications. If you 
extend that far enough, it would mean that each actor would only 
play one role in his lifetime and that would be playing himself." 

Jewishness No Longer Touchy 
Many Characterizations Nowadays — But a Long 

jump from Pays of ‘Gentlemen’s Agreement’ 

Hollywood has come a iong way 
since it gulped over its own cour- J 
age in 20th-Fox’s pioneering in 
“Gentlemen’s Agreement.” Today, ! 
the subject of the Jew in films no 
longer has real shock value and 
the topic of anti-Semitism, much 
like any other kind of discrimina¬ 
tion, is being integrated into over¬ 
all story patterns. . 

A number of pictures in which 
Jews play, an important part pre¬ 
cisely because they are of Jewish 
faith are coming up. One is “The 
Young Lions,”7 based. on the Irwin 
Shaw book. Though not to the ex¬ 
tent of the novel, the film retains 
some of the story elements that 
bring Montgomery Clift, as . the 
Jewish boy, in conflict with his. 
army buddies. ' - 

On the 20th-Fox production 
schedule is “Diary of Anne Frank," 
which George Stevens will direct, 
Warner Bros, has bought “Dark on 
Top of the Stairs,” which has one 
of its key parts the lonely Jewish 
boy who, in his final rejection,; com¬ 
mits suicide. 

Anti-Semitism is a key motiva¬ 
tion in Metro’s “I Accuse,” retell¬ 
ing of the Dreyfus case in France, 
iri which Jose Ferrer acts the role 
of Capt. Alfred Dreyfus. 

Metro has revived its “Exodus” 
project, involving modern Israel, 
and “The Wandering Jew” is on 
the planning boards again along 
With several Biblical subjects such 
as “Joseph and His Brethren.” 

Darryl F. Zanuck will make* 
‘‘Compulsion,’’ in which the main 
characters are clearly identified as 
Jewish boys. 

Wears Star of David 
In the Schulberg brothers’ pro¬ 

duction of “Across the Everglades,” 
Ghana Eden, an Israeli girl, plays 
a refugee in early Miami. Christo¬ 
pher Plummer, who plays the lead, 
carries her little Star of David 

around his neck for most of. the 
film as a goodluck charm. 

For quite, a long time, the topic 
of the Jew was something Holly¬ 
wood preferred to stay clear of. 
One such picture in which Jewish 
life was stressed was “The Jolson 
Story,” In contrast, a large number 
of films have been made treating 
with both Roman Catholic and 
Protestant clergy. 

In part this is due to the aggres¬ 
sive vigilance of Jewish groups 
in the States who are sensitive to 
any overtones of anti-Semitism. 
How vocal this comparatively small 
group can be was shown in the in¬ 
stance of “Oliver Twist,” which was 
not shewn in this Country for sev¬ 
eral years as a result of Jewish 
opposition. This opposition, which 
is by no means general or even 
necessarily typical of Jewish re¬ 
action was concerned essentially 
with Jewish characterization in 
stereotype form. 

It's noted that, despite the ob¬ 
vious drama of the subject, no 
U.S. films have so far been made 
dealing with the struggle of Israel 
and the border war. In part this is 
due to Hollywood’s fear of . offend¬ 
ing the Arab bloc which already 
is antagonistic to companies doing 
business with and in Israel. I 

Gibraltar Vs. EKO Stands; 
Judge Refuses Dismissal 

. Federal Judge Archie 6. Dawson 
on Monday (10) denied dismissal 
of a $1,000,0.00 damage suit brought 

.by Gibraltar Productions Ltd. 
j against RKO Teleradio Pictures 
Inc. Latter is charged with breach 
of contract by turning over dis¬ 
tribution of . Gibraltar’s film, 
“Guilty” to . states. right distribs 
instead of releasing the picture on 
its own. . 

-RKO moved, for dismissal on 
grounds that the, complaint failed 
to name an indispensable party to 
the suit, namely the states righters. 
An injunction (which the action 
also requests), defendant asserted, 
cannot be granted since it would 
affect interests of parties not be-, 
fore the court. Jurist disagreed, 
ruling that “it does not appear on 
the face of the papers that the 
third parties ;are indispensable 
parties.” 

INSPECTION-SHIPPING 
FUSION IN BUFFALO 

Buffalo, March 11, 
Consolidation of inspection and 

shipping operations here is con¬ 
templated by six exhibitors who 
are negotiating for a lease of the 
14,000 - square - foot Studebaker- 
Packard Building in Main Street. 

Companies involved, all of which 
will retain their present sales 
offices, are Warners, Allied Artists, 
MGM, Columbia, Universal, and; 
Paramount. 

Intercollegiate Rims 
Hollywood, March 11. 

Eight films have been "selected 
by Screen Producers Guild to par¬ 
ticipate in this year's intercollegi-. 
ate sweepstakes. From these, a 
special panel of 20 producers will 
choose finalists in the Gold, Silver 
and Bronze categories. Entries 
range from 10 to 30 minutes in! 
length; 

Both UCLA and USC are repped 
by three apiece, and Southern Il¬ 
linois U. and U. of Wisconsin one 
each. UCLA: “A Ghetto Story,” 
“Explorations in Laboratory Ani¬ 
mal Care,” “The Dark Corner”; 
USC: “Reach Into Silence,” ‘‘Oc¬ 
currence at'” Owl Creek Bridge,” 
“Escape to Nowhere”; SIU: “The 
Peoples’ University”; UW: “Uni¬ 
versity pf the People.” 

Total of 30 films were submit¬ 
ted, greatest in five-year history 
of the competition. 

——-i—;——-' 'j 

McCullough, space cadet 
Jqhn B. McCullough, director of 

the technical services department 
of the Motion Picture Assn, of 
America,, has been invited to at¬ 
tend President Eisenhower’s 10th 
•Anniversary Conference on Occu¬ 
pational Safety in Washington 
March 25-27. 

Confab will consider methods of 
safeguarding the changing labor 
force against the emerging tech¬ 
nological hazards of the space age. 

Hollywood, March ll. 
Lewis F. Blumberg- bought “The 

Goldseeker,” western documentary 
short turned ,out by Larry Frank 
Jr. and Gary Goldsmith, for .ex¬ 
pansion into a feature film . , , 
Yuki Shimoda will recreate his Jap 
houseboy in Warner Bros, filmiza- 
tion of Broadway’s “Auntie Marne” 
. ..bandleader Ray Anthony takes 
on first. drairiatic; role in Metro’s. 
“High School Confidential,”; join¬ 
ing his wife, Mamie Van Doren, in 
cast . . . Inger Stevens snagged 
femme role in Harry Belafonte 
starrer, “The End of the World,” 
jointly produced for Metro release 
by Sol C. Siegel and Belafonte... 
American-International . set “Hot 
Rod Gang” as first of a series of 
teenage pix using group of younger 
players .being signed by company 
• Vogue will, do ”Hong. Kong 
Confidential”. as next United Art-, 
ists release, produced by Robert E. 
Kent arid directed by Edward jh. 
Cahn. ■. ./*.•: 

Louis Priina does American- 
Inter national’s “Bourbon Street 
Blues” after his current Eden Roc 
engagement in Miariii Beach . . . 
20th added John Mantley’s unpub¬ 
lished novel, “The Snow Birch,” to 
its 1959 sked, for production by 
Sydney BOehm . . . Julie London’s 
Stalls Productions bought original 
screenplay, “The Golden Hatchet,” 
as starrer for actress later in year 

. v Stuart Whitman arid Ray 
Sfricklyn inked to .seven-year act¬ 
ing pacts by 20th-Fox . . . Ameri- 
can-Interriational has developed a 
new wide-screen process tagged 
“SUperama” with aspect ratio of 
two-to-one . . . Walt .Disney bor¬ 
rowed Sean Connery from 20th for 
lead role in “Darby O’Gill and the 
Little People” . . . Husband-and- 
wife Ray Danton and Julie Adams 
go into MorningsideV “Flag Over 
Tarawa.” • - 

Robert Fellows and Robert Blees 
bought “Hunt the Man Down,” 
William Pearson novel, for indie 
production as Anita Ekberg starrer 

. John Hubbard copped foie in 
Batjac-Romina’s “Escort West” 
Victor Mature starrer , . ; William 
A.: Thomas reactivating his P. . T. 
Barnum yarn, “There’s One Born 
Every Minute,” signed Robert 
Thompson to script . . . 20th pro¬ 
ducer Herbert Swope dickering 
with Oscar Levant to do; ‘‘sorrie- 
t.hing musically” in upc omin g 
“Rope Law" . Jackie Coogan 
takes over top role in Albert Gan- 
riaway’s “No Place to Land” . . . 
Broadway’s Broc Peters cast by 
Samuel Goldwyn for role of Crown 
in “Porgy arid Bess” . . . Edmund 
Granger is actively prepping quin¬ 
tet on His Metro production ban¬ 
ner: “Hell Below,” Glenn Ford 
starrer; “A Time for Paris,” Deb¬ 
bie Reynolds; “Cirriarron./’ “Com¬ 
pany of Cowards,” “The: Thunder 
of Drums.” 

Already Hit By TV, Minn. Exhibs Fear 
FCC Moves To "Blanket’ Weak Areas 

Murray, Denber, Stedman 
Exit Columbia Payroll 

Ray. Murrayr-exploitation mana¬ 
ger of Columbia for the past three 
years, and associated with the com¬ 
pany 15 years, this week was pink- 
slipped along with several others 
in the ad-pub department in an¬ 
other economy move. 

Also dismissed were Lester Den¬ 
ber, ad copy chief for the past four 
years; Helen Stedman, who handled 
national magazines arid had been 
with Col: on and off for 20 years, 
arid Bernice Gobel, 27-year vet. 
who was the fan. mag Contact. 

Also changed, is the status of 
Robert Perilla, -Who did special 
writing and served as radio-tele¬ 
vision contact. He’s off the pay¬ 
roll but, opening his own; office, 
will have Col «s art acoourit. 

CHAYEFSKY NOSTALGIC 
FOR HIS HOME LOT-TV 

Boston, March 11. 
Paddy Chayefsky, a tv writer 

who left tele to. turn out a string 
of Hollywood clicks, asserted *here 
last week that he’d like to return 
to video within a year or two since 
‘T guess it’s the medium I’m most 
comfortable in.” He made the Ob¬ 

servation during a press and civic 
officials luncheon designed to whip 
up local enthusiasm for the world 
preeni of Columbia’s. “The, God¬ 
dess” April. 16 at Ben Sack’s Bea-. 
con Hill art house. 

Screenplayed by Chayefsky, 
“The Goddess” stars Kim Stanley 
and -Lloyd Bridges. Its ; story, he 
said; concerns a film actress from 
the age of four to 31. Before trade 
arid : press screenings of the pic¬ 
ture, the writer added, he will go 
to the Coast to trim four and a 
half minutes from the footage. 
Meanwhile; Sack plans extensive 
refurbishments for the Beacon Hill 
in time for the unveiling. 

Minneapolis, March 11. 
Minnesota theatre operators, al¬ 

ready suffering from inroads of 
television but with some protection 
because of signal weaknesses, are 
upset by recent FCC moves which 
threaten to “blanket” the state 
with video service. 

Supervisory body recently award¬ 
ed permit for Channel 11 station at 
International Falls, on state's 
northern border, to Minnesota TV 
Inc., and another for Channel 7 at 
Alexandria, in middle western sec¬ 
tion of state, to Central Minnesota 
Television Co. ' ; 

Central Minnesota meanwhile Is 
asking shift of Channel 12 license 
from Brainerd to Walker, in north- 
central state. This lineup would 
give virtually every Minnesota 
town, with Minneapolis. Duluth 
and southern Minnesota stations 
already in operation, good signal 
reception. 

Some protection has been gained 
from the fact iron ore deposits in 
northern state have made recep¬ 
tion from.existing stations difficult, 
due to damping effect. Some north¬ 
ern Minnesota towns don’t even get 
powerful Minneapolis radio sta¬ 
tions. . 

Awarding of license for station 
at Walker would leave no section 
of the state unpenetrated by tv. 

Added effect on business has 
been from four community aerial 
installations, ; customers tying in 
to coaxial line and paying monthly 
fees. These have proven profit¬ 
able, and some tall antenna pick 
up and relay to clients as many as 
nine different stations in ^different, 
points. 

Gambiner Still Presses 
Antitruster to Trial 

Washington, March II. 
Gambiner Theatrical Enterprises 

has asked, U. S. Supreme Court to 
remand to lower court for jury 
trial its triple damage suit against 
National Theatres, Case was de-' 
c:ded by judge’s ruling in both 
California lower court and second 
court of appeals in favor of Na- 
tiorial.on basis of statute of limita- ' 
tions. 

Natiorial claimed, in original 

MULLIN STILL ALLIED LEADER 
Boston, March 11, 

Martin j. Mullin has been re¬ 
elected prexy of Allied Theatres of i _ _? _ _ 
New England. At the anni meeting, j suit, that its offices were in Jersey 
five veeps were also, reelected: 

. Samuel. Pinanski, Charles E. 
Kurtzman, Ben Doriiingo, Harry 
Feinstein, and Edward Canter. 
Stanley Sumner was reelected 
treasurer and John J. Ford chair¬ 
man. 

Soundtrack 
; ContlAued from pa^e 4 . 

production deal for “Take Me to Your President,” by Leonard Wib- 
berly. Property is owned by Rima Productions (Peter Lawrence-Lelder). 

January figures from Chicago’s tax collector’s office indicate theatre 
biz on the upbeat. Exhibs in Chi paid an aggregate $87,293 for the 
month (representing the 3% levy on filmeries), a jump of $12,632 from 
the previous month. Latest figure compares with $86,212 for. January 
a year. ago. Total amusements brought the city $153,087 in January, 
against $149,694 for the same month in 1957. 

Add another weird title to American International’s lineup—“The 
Girl.From 5,000 A.D.” Picture, produced in Florida by Robert J., Gur¬ 
ney, is now being edited by Gurney in New York . . Harry Brandt 
named chairman of Cinema Lodge B’nai B’rith’s presidents’ luncheon 
to be held at the Sheraton-Astor April 17 . . . Ernest Borgnine signed 
by Metro to co-star with Glenn Ford in “Hell Below.” . . . 

Lombardy Sales Representatives Inc, has been authorized to con¬ 
duct a motion picture distributing • and amusements business in New 
York, with capital stock, of 200 shares, no par. value. Irwin Margulies 
and Albert Heit, of Manhattan, are directors arid filing attorneys. 

Dore Schary thinks “realism” is driving more people away from mo¬ 
tion picture theatres than it is attracting. Speaking: at San Francisco’s 
Jewish Theological Seminary, he said, of trend to the realism of the 
“Baby Doll” type of film: “I deplore it. It’s gotten to the point where 
even the language is loosened up. There is a fine line between ‘real¬ 
ism’—and that’s in quotes—and good taste.” . 

Key execs of Buena Vista,. Walt Disney distribution subsidiary, were 
iri London oyer , the past week for a series of sales sessions on feature 
releases due shortly in Europe. Leo Samuels, BV president, is remain¬ 
ing abroad for a couple of weeks’ tour of trie Continent, while Ned 
Clarke, foreign supervisor, and Card Walker,; v.p. of. the parent Dis¬ 
ney organization, return to the Stakes the latter part of this week. 

Ellen Barrie to Jamaica April 7 for filming Of “The Passionate Sum¬ 
mer,” to be completed in England. Booked by Dorothy Lohinan of 
Schuller agency. . 

Jerry Wald will produce “David/’ Biblical novel by Lord Duff Cooper, 
which 20tli-Fox bought in 1943, and is dickering with Laurence Olivier 
to play role of King Saul . . . Broadway actress Inez Matthews set by. 
Samuel Goldwyn to portray “Serena” iri “Porgy and Bess” . . . John 
Twist scripting Warner Bros.’ filmization of: Sloan Wilson bestseller, 
“A Summer Place” . . . Metro will have six productions from Broad¬ 
way hits. during current 12-month sked* “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” 
“Gigi,” “Tunnel of Love,” “Reluctant Debutante,” “The Bells Are 
Ringing,” “The Boy Friend” . . , 

Helen Lewis, wife of David Lewis, Continental distribution chief fori 
Metro, in New York on a rputine family tripi 

City, and not in either New York, 
where action was filed, or in Cali¬ 
fornia, where alleged, injury took 
place. 

Court of Appeals rejected Gam- 
biner’s request for jury trial. It ii 
on this issue that the appeal to the 
high court is taken. Original com¬ 
plaint, alleging violation of Federal 
antitrust laws, arose In California 
in 1931. 

THEATRES SPONSOR CRITICS 

. Five Pittsburgh Downtowners 
Co-op Pre-Oscar Local 

Pittsburgh, March 11. 
.. Golden Triangle’s five downtown 
theatres, Fulton, Harris, Penn, 
Stanley, and Warner, will again 
sponsor an Academy Award Pre-. 
view on tv featuring city’s three 
first-string film critics,'Harold V. 
Cohen/ of Post-Gazette; Karl 
Krug, of Sun-Telegraph/ arid Kap 
Monahan, of Press. Show, which in 
previous years, has run for 15 
minutes, will be stretched to half- 
hour this time immediately preced¬ 
ing Oscarcast on Ch. 11 at 10:30 
p.m. March 26. 

New gimmick is being tried this 
year, with writer of three best 
letters on “why I'd like to be on 
the preview with the critics” get¬ 
ting a chance to sit in with the 
Vet reviewers’ panel and also re¬ 
ceiving a season pass to the thea¬ 
tre of his choice. The program’s 
being produced by Feldman-Kahn 
advertising agency for the movie 
houses. . 

r—RADIO CUT MUSIC HAIL—i 
- . ftockefdlsr Center • Cl £-4600 

“tHE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV” 
starring YUL BRYNNER 

MARK SCHELL » CUURE BLgOM 
An W-G-tl fttitau > In METRDCOLM 

ond Pt£UCHIl SUt£ KKKXTITM 
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Manager Acquitted of ‘Obscenity’ tin h«mm false Arrest’ Rap Vs. Texas (feoner 
.——_———-—- Hjsssj Continued from page 5-55535 | 

L.A. Cop. Made Trouble for Linden on French ^kan°?^ooj!oMPeC'e4 *° be m°re j 
‘Under Her Skin’ “Kwai” cost Spiegel $2,700,000 to i 

4—r-————- turn but, and;"On the Waterfront,” 
'* ’ ; <oADAniec* icm't also a Columbia release, $800,000. 

Los Angeles, March .11. PARADISE I5N T “The African QUeeri,” distributed 
;vdn.v TJnd,n manager of Vae- • • . V by United Artists, was made for 

Two Men Lodged in Jail Two Hour* Say They Were 
‘Guest*? of Drive-In 

Los Angeles, March .11. 'PARADISE' ISN'T “The African QUeeri,” distributed 
Sydney Linden, manager of Vag- : Jy .United Artists, yras. made.for 

Phnnd Theatre has been acciuiited Shortest of All Cinerama Runs J>00^ Both latter pix grossed abend Thea ie ha^ been acquitted ^ ,ri ;Pittshlirkh. $12,000^00 each..worldwide.- 
on criminal charges brought by ■ It’s.estimated, too, that “Kwai,?y 
L A. police that he violated city ir with Alec Guinness co-starred with 
ordinances relating to.obscenity by . .. **’ 1 / Holden and directed by David 
allowing French art film, “Fire Un- ‘ Search for Paradise will wind Lean, will run up a gross of around 
allowing rrenen up its^ local stand March 22 after $2,800,000 in British Isles alone, 
der Hei Skin. JQs^ '.shortest run ■ re- thus making it the all-timegrosser 

Municipal Judge David W. \V il-, corded here by any of the four there 
liams in his judgment declared pic- j Cinerama productions. The Lowell y"" • 

SAGGING GIRDER 

Beverly, Mass.; Theatre Ordered 
Closed as Hazard 

t«r* was "a constitutionally pro-^ Thomas adventure never got oil - . ... ■ .. ,, -- 
v . „ the ground, openrng in the middle 

tected film. ’ meaning its use of: 0f . a ' paralyzing transportation RllSSId' S 3*D 
sexually realistic scenes was inher-! strike and hurt, too, by the launch- 
ent to the story and not designed 1 ing of the widescreen process in Continued from pagel - 

to simply stimulate "lewd ‘f; ofibSS ^inoirama :«!■« and its sue- 
clvious interests. 1 territory via show trains and spe- ■ . ■ 

Defense Stanley Fleishman set a cjaj parties There is a ride aboard a Soviet 
local precedent when he called Sf V circuit officials haven’t airline through valleys of the Cau- 

' movie critics as “expert witnesses” db w?th Casus M?Vnt^ns; a landings on a 
for Linden. Bench noted the ent- rtvfffrr cement amstnp; motorboat rides 
ics’ testimony in its opinion, sup- { Warned It’U probably6 turd ?nd a trip aboard a speeding elec- 
porting the defense contention that u trie tram Perhaps the best scenes 
“Fire’s” realism was not “incon- in the film are in a steel furnace 
•istent with contemporary ,com- {“j* "3* to th^outh P*an£ .the. Ural city of Magnita- 
munitv standards.” ture, laid in tne bouth beas ar g0rsk and a fast-moving ride down 

Ind» ,1.0 .med with critics’ r”T uU"le!J’ #f. another * river hi churning rapids aboard Judge also agreed wun ciiucs road-show attraction becomes Im- a w raft from a Inmbprinu namn 
opinion that the picture was not medlately available, as Cecil B. from a lumbering camp. 
obscene, but, within limits de- DeMille’s “Ten Commandments” viPe/p*Jleir*Pt0n?eTJ,ia«hSlHnriy fh°" 
fined by the U. S. Supreme Court, did for six months between the Siit*£ th 
a work of primary social interest. finish here of “Seven Wonders of SSL 
Pic was screened specially for the the World” and the start of 
ludee ■ -Qgaorgrh T»arort,eda » of the Screen suddently switch 

Russia’s 3-D 
; Continued from page 1 ; 

and a trip aboard a speeding elec¬ 
tric train.; Perhaps the bbst scenes 

a river of churning rapids aboard 
a log raft from a lumbering camp. 

There were some particularly So- 

judge. 
“Fire,” a Marcel Blistene pi*oduc- 

tion starring Raymond Pellegrin 
and Gisele Pascal, was playing for 
two weeks at the Vagabond before 
Officers of L. A. Vice Squad closed 
it Nov. 29, 1957. It later reopened 
under injunction. 

250 DUE AT BIZ-HYPO 
CLINIC IN MINNEAPOLIS 

“Search for Paradise.” 

Houston Drive-In 

Sues 20th-Fox 
Houston, March li. 

A federal court suit asking $17,- 
; 100 antitrust damages ' has been 

from, a single color: picture to three 
panels of black and white.: The 
center panel shows V. I. Lenin ad¬ 
dressing a crowd. The side panels 
depict the Communist-inspired 
workers, peasants and soldiers 
storming the gates^of the Winter 
Palace in 1917. Then, the film goes 
back to the husiness of travelog. 

. ■ Whatever the inadequacies of 
the Panoramic film-including 
suchi deficiencies as general over¬ 
exposure resulting in washed-out 
colors, uneven exposure among the 

Beverly, Mass., March 1L 
Ware Theatre,, nabe house, only 

one'showing current filitis in Bev¬ 
erly, was ordered closed by the 
State Dept, of Public Safety Friday 
(7). Inspector Gerard L. Halloran, 
in a letter to E. M. Loew .of Boston, 
Owner, said the closing was because 
of concern ov.er the house’s struc¬ 
tural condition. 

. Robert Crandall, house manager, 
said he had received no order to 
close the house and would continue 
to operate until he did so. Loew 
said in Boston that he had been 
made aware of a sagging beam and 
had employed engineers to study 
the matter with plans to start work 
April 1 to insert a steel girder. 

In his letter Insp. Halloran said 
a license had not been issued by 
his department for the legal opera¬ 
tion of the theatre. Referring to 
Chap. 143 of the General Laws, he 
wrpte: “There is no justification to 
delay the Ordering of this theatre 
to be closed/ This letter serves no¬ 
tice that the Ware Theatre . . . is 
to be closed until such time as the 
‘Dept, of Public Safety deems it 
advisable -to rescue the required 
license for its operation.” 

Minneapolis, March II. j filed here against 20th Century- three panels of the curved screen*. 
Reservations indicate the busi- j f0x Films by the operators of a and frequent visibility of the mar- 

ness-building meeting of Minneap-L.-j , . gins between panels^-it does pro- 
oils ter ritory theatre operators will • ; ■ • vide the j best trip on film to date 
be one of largest exhibitor sessions . Mitchamore-Neyes Amusement through the U.S.S.R. It may well 
In years, with more than 250 aL ; Co:. owners .of the Market Street be: that in tbg exchange of films 
ready listed for Thursday (13> ses-' Drive-In in the^East End of HoUs-^ that is to follow the recently con- 
sion at Pick-Nicollet Hotel. ! ton. charge that its competition is eluded cultural agreement between 

Reservations have come from not 1 unfalrly 8ettlDR the^iirst suburban the U. S. and Russia, an exchiange 
only normal Minneapolis film terri- l °f a- Cilier^ma for this Pan°- 
tory—Minnesota. Dakotas, eastern [ 1 '-fnS ramIC miSht^ provide an ex- 
Wisconsin—but also from northern r^!f^and other runs, the smt Cellent beginning. 
Iowa as ekhibs get the idea, there : ;a*®es- ■ . The . Mir Theatre, seating 1,226 
may be pav dirt in discussions. ‘ The suit also declares that 20th in a circular, paneled hall, is sit- 

At mornine. session Edward ITv- Century Jhas “conspired” with In- uated next door to the Moscow 

Iowa as ekhibs get the idea, there : m . • ■ 
may be pav dirt in discussions. ‘ The suit also declares that 20t 

man AFf-PT vice- nresident is to tPrstate Theatres, pps of Houston’s Circus arena: It is said by Soviet 
outline schedule of major prouu/c-r 1 biggest - theatre chain (which in- newspapers to be the .biggest “pan- 
releases for the next vear spaced clude9 several of Market Street oramic process theatre in Europe.” 
^"emeyfo^ 1" elding; The 
{amine schedules which have ba'k‘ a • 1■■ / ' ?Se ^ ®7-7 feet high. There are 
plagued boxoffice in recent vears. i The $17,100 figure derives from 120 ; loudspeakers arranged all 

Fniinwinp that Harrv Greene of tripI* 55,700 actual damage, which around the circular theatre. A sec- 
W , ^ ? the law allows., ond panoramic pic is said to he in 

out by agreement to avoid feasor- ' • ' 
famine schedules which have. • , , 
plagued boxoffice in recent years, j The $17,100 figure derives fr. 

Following tbit. Harry Greene of “P***•Wfl'tUal whi 
Welworth circuit and Everett. E. j ^aw iH°ws. 
Seibel of Minnesota Amusement j 
Co. circuit Will present advertis- ttiirp f C/TIAIJ T TDCDr 
ing and exploitation campaign de- flilPIll LfjUlUll VlftLiL 
signed for April-May-June use to AIT fTHO miDlhlC 
sell theatre patronage on an over- UN UA S lAKAUlO 
all basis. If it works, it could be ^A . 
modified for year-round Institution- . Condemning its first picture u 

e lavy allows. ond panoramic pic is said to he in 
"'—’—preparation which is’to show Soviet 

science Including footage on the 
ANfi 1 FfilON f-fRFPF sputniks. AFlU LCtuUIVl ttVETEi . More than the last half hour of 

ON ^AR AnKF^ the film is devoted to scenes of the 
Uif Uil u 1 niull/IuL Sixth World Youth .Festival that 

Condemning its first picture in a took place in Moscow for 15 days 
al plugging * ' long time, the National Legion of during last July and August. 

t f - » k„ Decency has “C”-rated “Last Para- Scenes show the parade by various 
t from dise” (UA) as containing material youth delegations through Mos- 

£ rfrhc that Is “seriously offensive to cow’s crowded streets to the huge 
loner exhibs who are seldom sc ^hristian and traditional standards Lenin stadium where an iritermin- 
at - operator of morality and decency by reason able parade ofdelegations,^^ includ- 
practically alL midtiple^wners in ,of groSs wggestlveness-in costiim- ing one from the United States, 

ing* dancing and. situations." took place. 
Gil Nathan^on wdl chairman .ses- Legion also put the Rank Orgiari- A dance on the grounds of the 

sions, at which ^a iaiF‘ ization’s “Hell Divers” Into its Kremlin during one Festival night 
man for business-building gioup is (Objectionable in Part; for also is depicted and the narrator 
to be namea. All) clast because of “excessive intones: "Western bourgeoise cor- 

brutality.” Another documentary, respondents were invited. What 
OCCRCAT THFATB* crnilTlNG "Naked Africa,” also got “B”- will they find to write now about 
OPPBbAI IHfcAIKk 5CUUilNt» tagged> the mysteries of the Kremlin?” : 

man for business-building group is 
to be named. 

OFFBEAT THEATRE SCOUTING 

Rhoden Invites Suggestion From j 
Chamber of Commerce. < 

Minneapolis* March 11. 
Elmer Rhoden, president of Na¬ 

tional Theatre Amusement Co., has 
contacted Minneapolis Chamber of 
Commerce for assistance in locating 

Chi House Mortality: 162 Since ’48 
contacted Minneapolis Chamber of Chicago, March 11. When the Rhodes and Ogden 
Commerce for assistance in localing el1? w>U have 170 pieture 
a loop theatie as possible home of circuit'g plan to close two of its. ^ou5es' ftle'r demise will bring 
Cinemiracle, new wide screen proc- nine Chi theatres, Rhodes is due the mortality total to 162 since 
«ss. to shutter this Thursday (13), and 1948, the year Chicago’s 3% amuse- 

He told chamber the organization -. the Ogden by March 20, with "eco- ment tax was incepted, Since then, 
plans, to open “The Windjammer.” i nomic conditions and . changing and as of last Dec. 31, the levy 
in Cinemiracle process, in 10 cities { neighborhoods” given as the rea-: has provided the. city with more 
by July, and here seeks available j soh. Both houses are on the south- than $1^378,000 from theatres, 
house of 1.600 seats or thereabouts side. Peak year was 1949, when $1,620,- 
for installation, of special projec- . Meanwhile, Balaban 6; Katz, 221 was collected; and the lowest 
tion equipment. which padlocked the Norshore last year was 1957, when the tax re- 

He was referred to Minnesota October, is flirting with the notion ceipts totaled $1,622,892, 
. Amusement Co., operator of Lyric, to close the Covent, another riabe;. ; In terms of closings* worst year 
and RKO theatres, operator of house. A recent boxoffice spurt, was 1951 when 38 theatres sur- 
RKO-Pan, both of about required however, has given the filmery at rendered. It was 36. in 1950 and 31 
dimensions. least a 56-50 survival chance.^ . in ’52. . . 

Kids in Auto To 

Cost Papa 25c Per 
Kansas City, March 11. 

Opening of drive-in here by the 
Dickinson Operating Company will 
see. a new price policy, in effect 
with a charge of 25c per head for 
children. Heretofore, children have 
been admitted free when accom¬ 
panied by adults, policy which has 
prevailed generally at all drive-ins 
in this area. f 

Circuit Is making the change In 
View of a first-run Policy which 
will hold for the Shawnee and 
Leawood Drive-ins, operating in 
a day-and-date comho with the 
Glen and Dickinson Theatres, con¬ 
ventional houses. A charge of 35c. 
for children has been standard at 
the hard-tops, and the drive-in 
charge is being made as in line 
with this policy. It was explained 
by Glen Dickinson Jr., circuit g.m. 

The four-way hook-up opens 
tomorrow (12) with “Bride and 
the Beast” and “Beast of Buda¬ 
pest.” pair of AA releases. Glen 
has been playing art films through 
the winter, and Dickinson has been 
subsequent run. The four thea¬ 
tre situation resumes a policy the 
circuit pursued last summer. 

Adult price at the drive-ms will 
be 90c this vear, against 85c last 
year. The 90c is the prevailing 
first run price generally here, and 
has been in effect at the Glen. 

Circuit also is Installing a con¬ 
siderably. expanded concession 
stand and other features at the 
Shawneei! its largest, drive-in 
(1,100 cia-ts). Other drive-ins of the 
circuit in the K.C. exchange ter¬ 
ritory will not open until later. 

1ST HARDTOP IN 18 YRS., 
WITCHITA FALLS, TEX. 
Wichita Falls, -Tex., March 11. 

The new 1,268-seat Parker 
Square Theatre opened here after 
a two week delay due to bad 
weather. The theatre is located in 
a shopping center and is the town’s 
only nabe house and the first in¬ 
door theatre to be opened here in 
over 18 years. Harold Flemins is 
general manager and veepee of 
Parker Square Theatres Inc. He 
operates the Village Theatre at 
Lubbock. 

Oliver S. Cates is prez of the 
new shopping center and Raymond 
L. Johns is secretary-treasurer. 
Opening attraction was “Kiss Them 
for Me” (20th Century-Fox). Daily 
matinees are planned starting at 
1:15 p.m. Admission is 75c for 
adults and 25c for children with a 
single feature policy. Will be sec¬ 
ond run following showings at the 
downtown houses. 

1 San Antonio, March 11. 
Two local men, who claim they 

were falsely imprisoned after they 
were accused of sneaking their 
wives'into a drive-in theatre with¬ 
out paying, sued the. Varsity Thea¬ 
tre for $5,000 damages, each, for 
false imprisonment. 

Rudy Hettler, a city planning 
department employee, and John¬ 
ny Saenz, a furniture repairman, 
allege they* their wives and two 
children were guests of the theatre 
Feb. 8, 1957. 

They related they were arrested 
by a special officer, employed by 
the oaoner after they had gone to 
the trunk of their auto to obtain 
food and beverages. 

I The suit alleges the officer ac¬ 
cused Mrs. Saenz of sneaking into 
the drive-in in the trunk of the 
car and Mrs. Hettler. of entering : 
without paying. 

The suit further relates police 
were called and the two men were : 
taken to the city jail, where they 
were held for two: hours. 

SAN FRANCISCO CRITICS 
CATALOG OF 'BESTS’ 
San Francisco, March 11. 

“Bridge on the River Kwai’* got 
the unanimous vote of the San 
Francisco Critics Council last week 
as the best film of 195?, and Alec 
Guinness (“Kwai”) was named best 
actor, with Marlon Brando ("Say- 
onara”) and . Anthony Franciosa 
("Hatful of Rain”) runners-up. 

Elizabeth Taylor (“Raintreo 
County”) got the nod as best ac¬ 
tress, with Deborah Kerr (“Heaven 
Knows, Mr. Allison”) and Joanne 
Woodward (“Three Faces of Eve”) 
runners-up. 

Edwin Lester, Frisco Civic Light 
Opera's general director, was 
voted, the council’s Lotta Crabtree 
Award for distinguished contribu¬ 
tions to the theatre. 

Other picks: 
Best • ForeigA Film—“Gei-vaise,” with 

“The Devil's. General” runner-up. 

Best Actress iii Foreign. Film—Maria 
Schell (“Gervaise"). 

Best Actor in Foreign Film—Daniel* 
Geliii (“We Are AU Murderers”), with 
Kurt Jurgens (“DevU's General”) ana 
Bill Travers .(“Wee Geordie”) runners-up. 

Best Legit Play—“Diary . of Ann* 
Frank.” with "Matchmaker” runner-up. 

Best ' Legit ^ctor—Thomas Gomes 
(“Cat. on a Hot Tin Roof"). 

Best Legit Actress—Ruth Gordon 
("Matchmaker”). 

Best Legit Musical Actor—Tie between 
Giorgio Tozzi ("South Pacific”) and John 
Raltt (“Annie”). 

Best Legit Musical Actress—Mary Mar¬ 
tin ("Annie"). 

Council members are President 
Emilia Hodel (News), Paine Knick¬ 
erbocker (Chronicle), Hortens* 
Morton (Examiner), Theresa Loeb 
Cone (Oakland Tribune) and Bob 
Hall (Call-Bulletin). 

Show-A-Rama CBcko 

Kansas (llity, March 11. 
Early predictions of record , at¬ 

tendance at the “Show-A-Rama** 
for exhibs at the Pickwick Hotel 
here opening today and lasting 
through Thursday are borne out by 
advance registrations. The con¬ 
vention and trade show this year la 
a combined effort of the Kansas- 
Missouri Theatre Assn, and the 
Allied independent Theatre Own¬ 
ers. 

Advance reservations this year, 
exceeded the combined best rec¬ 
ords of both organizations hereto¬ 
fore, it was reported by M. B. 
Smith, KMTA, and Beverly Miller, 
Allied, presidents. 

Key interest is centering in a 
plan for industry action in public 
relations to be presented by How¬ 
ard Jameyson, chairman of the 
board of Commonwealth Amuse¬ 
ment Corp. 

A Kansas City delegation also 
attended the convention of the 
United Theatre Owners of Oklaho¬ 
ma at Oklahoma City last week and 
is to report to the K. C. conven¬ 
tion, The delegation Included 
Smith, Miller, Richard Orear, Jay 
Wooten and Joseph Stark. 

Kenneth E. Jenkins has pur¬ 
chased the Zett Theatre at Dar- 
rouzett; Tex, from Mrs. M. W. 
Woods. 
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As Maine Goes. So Goes Toll? 
Bangor. Mf,, March 1L 

Perhaps nothing has aroused th# hackles of television station 

operators like the threat of toUvislon, Examples of broadcaster in¬ 

vective against the “upstart*' rival medium—though it doesn't ac¬ 

tually exist and Is only a candidate for audition—have been nu- ; 

merous, many samplings having been printed in Variety. There 

ought to be a special footnote in the historic record for the re- . 

marks of Leon P. Gorman Jr. of the Hildreth air properties in this 

•rea. 

His recent speech on (i.e. against) pay-see opens in the. follow¬ 

ing unequivocal words: 

“Ladies and gentlemen, the very earth around the grave of P. 
T. Barnum, the world's greatest con man, must he verily jump• 
ing and popping tonight like Mexican beans in a hot sun. Yes, 
indeed, the master pitchman must be chuckling with envy over the 
thought that someone has discovered the way to. take 40 million 
suckers and all in one minute. He said that there were plenty 
around, but, alas, he never did figure out hov) to get them all at 

t once1. Well, the perpetratorsi the purveyors, the creators and the 
proponents of subscription television have it all figured out, and 
the drool from .their combined chins would raise the level of the 
Atlantic Ocean 100 feet." 

Gorman comes up to his peroration by affirming his conviction 

that proponents of parlor boxoffice are intent upon the murder of 

“The freedom of the American airwaves.” He. argues that these 

airways “are not to be partitioned and packaged and sold to the 

highest bidder .. . they should not and shall hot be given the right,: 

and thereby the privilege to Sell what has always been free and 

what shall always remain free—the blue sky above this Country!” . 

Blue sky is the sacred domain of sponsored broadcasting.. 

Gorman speaks of “literally millions of dollars” as having been 
spent by tollvision promoters “to gain their unwholesome, selfish 
and unhealthy ends. 

The 10,000 Memoranda of Selznick 
; Continued from page 4 ; 

ing chance your acceptance,” he 
cabled. “Firstly want Huston not 
half Huston and frightened lest 
your preparations “Typee”: over¬ 
lap completion “Farewell,” which 

• please remember marks my return 
after many years jand thus most 
important picture j of my career.” 
The cable was datejd Oct. 25, 1956. 

On March 4, 1957, after Selznick 
and Huston had revised the script 
originally written by Ben Hecht 
and Selznick, another memo to 
Huston as reprised in Life maga¬ 
zine reads: “I think we may have 
gone wrong in adding material sim¬ 
ply because it was in Hemingway. 
I certainly want Hemingway to 
like the picture, if this is at all 
possible, wrhich I doubt . . .1 for: 

The Boss Booby-Trapped 
One incident not covered in 

the Life Magazine publication 
of the David O. Selznick mem¬ 
oranda re “A Farewell to 
Arms” involved the producer 
and director Charles Vidor. 
Latter frequently resented 
Selznick’s' interference in' the 
directorial domain. 

One scene, shot in the moun¬ 
tains, had to be reshot in the 
studio in Rome. Selznick sent 
down a very detailed memo, 
giving instructions on how the 
set was to. be lighted, camera 
angles, the movement of the 
performers, etc. Vidor decided 
to play the game. 

Every detail of Selznick’s 
orders was observed to the let¬ 
ter. Scene was set up and shot 
exactly the way Selznick had 
ordered it. Next day, when the 
rushes were screened, Vidor 
had the satisfaction of hearing 
Selznick . exclaim that the 
whole bit would have to be 
junked and re-done. 

one have no pledges to Hemingway 
to sacrifice the film and my future 
to excessive fidelity.” 

Two weeks later, another Selz- 
nick-to-Huston missive: “I am most 
desperately unhappy about the way 
things are going . . . I have the 
greatest tespect in the world for 
Hemingway, but my ego—and also 

. my record—doesn’t permit me to 
think that Hemingway can prepare 
a motion picture better than l ean. 
On the contrary, I know'damn well 
he can’t.” 

Finally Selznick wrote Huston: 
‘Tervently as I want you to direct 
the picture, I would rather face 
the awful consequence of your not 
directing it than go through what 
I am presently going through,” 
wrote Selznick.- “1 am not asking 
you tb resign; I am merely telling 
you the circumstances Under which 
I . think you can continue. 

Invitation To Scram 
. “As you are an individualist in 
your Way, so too am I in my own. 
In this case there cannot be two 
ndvidualists; there can be only 

one—and under my obligations and 
by my training . . . this can only 
be myself.” (Huston took the hint 
and quit.) 

At one point, riled over a Selz¬ 
nick, suggestion on how to direct.a 
certain scene, the new director, 
Charles Vidor shot back an angry 
wire; calling.the idea “idiotic” and 
saying “Your. Memo indicates you 
think yoii have on your hands a 
hopelessly inexperienced director. 
If you don’t stop I will think that 
l am stuck with a totally inexperi¬ 
enced producer.”- 

At one point, following a talk 
with star Jennifer Jones (Mrs. 
Selznick), Life reveals that the pro¬ 
ducer memoed to Vidor: “As I 
think you will discover, Jennifer is 
a very creative actress; who brings 
to a scene the benefits of intense 
study and. her gifts as an actress. 
(Incidentally, please let me men¬ 
tion that I think you would be well 
advised always to let her play the 
scene for you first as. she sees it, 
of course then feeling free to direct 
as you see fit/’) 

Selznick On Critics 
Selznick, while buoyed by the re¬ 

action of the 20th-Fox sales brass 
to the commercial potential of. 
“Farewell,” nevertheless sensed 
that the critics would be of a di¬ 
vided mind, On Sept. 30, 1957, 
he wrote to Alex Harrison, 20th 
general sales manager: . 

“No one can predict the reac¬ 
tions Of the New York critics; I 
have beeii startled sometimes . . . 
by their wild enthusiasm for. films 
which one might have thought they 
would dislike and equally by their 
deslike of, and even strong attacks 
upon, films which one would have 
normally thought they would have 
a great enthusiasm for. When we 
deal'in the values of great reviews 
in New Y°ric ... we must recog¬ 
nize therefore that we are dealing 
with a two-edged sword . . 

Selznick was right. . Some cri¬ 
tics liked his. picture, but the im¬ 
portant N.Y. Times hedged, on it, 
and the Herald Tribune launched 
on it one of the most vitriolic re¬ 
view attacks ever to find its way 
into print. 

Theatremen Schizo-Levey; 
Oppose Toll But Show 

Bout Closed-Circuit 
In their dual role as foe of pay- 

tv and sponsor of the March 25 
Robinson-Basillo bout, which is to 
be carried only in the theatres, ex¬ 
hibitors are manifesting “economic 
schizophrenia,” Arthur Levey, prez 
of Skiatron Electronics, charged 
this week; , 

“When the motion picture the¬ 
atre owners collect big admission 
charges, from persons desiring to 
see an outstanding television at¬ 
traction, that apparently is a pub- 
lie service. When , these same ., 
theatre owners, think of pay-tv , ,. 
they shudder and proclaim that it 
would desecrate the public wel¬ 
fare,” he held. 

The Robinson-Basilio fight will 
be shown in some 200 theatres. 
Admission will range from $3.50 to 
$5. Levey maintained that, were 
the fight, shown in the homes Via 
pay-tv, the. individual setowner 
probably could get it for $1 or less. 

“Obviously, to them (the exhibi¬ 
tors), it is a sin when the public 
wants to stay home and get . a cer¬ 
tain program. In their big dollar 
philosophy, however,' it is all in 
the interest of the public welfare 
if the man of the house has to go 
to their theatre to get the program 
—and spend big. money there to 
get it.” 

Comrnenting on the anti-toll 
campaign waged by the exhibs, 
Levey said “A child can see through 
this hokum, which is being aimed 
at members of Congress and mem¬ 
bers of various City Councils. It is 
so. false that their lobbying efforts 
really become an insult to the in¬ 
telligence of government officials/ 

British Oscars 
Continued from page 2 

industry. The Metropolitan Police 
Band arid truriipeters started the 
stage proceedings and preceding 
"Silent Enemy,” the awards Were 
made in a short, dignified stage 
ceremony emceed by Leslie Mitch¬ 
ell. Academy chairman Ian Dal- 
rymple briefly set the bail rolling 
with a few remarks in which he 
referred to “Bridge on River Kwai” 
receiving four awards as a “blanket 
deal.” He described, the film as. a 
perfect example of Anglo-Ameri¬ 
can teamwork/ 

The Awards 
The awards: Best performance 

by a British actor, Alec Guiness 
for. ‘Bridge.” British actress, 
Heather Sears for “Esther Cos¬ 
tello.’’ Foreign actress, Simone 
Signoret . for .“Witches of Salem.” 
Best film from any source and best 
British pic, “Kwai,” received by 
Jack Hawkins, one of its stars, in 
behalf of the entire “Bridge” team. 
Best documentary film, U.K.’s 
“Journey Irito Spring,” presented, 
to its director, Ralph Keene. Spe¬ 
cial award for work outside the fea¬ 
ture and documentary fields, Can¬ 
ada’s “A Chairy Tale.” presented 
to Carl Luckman of. National Film 
Board of Canada;; best animated 
film/ Britain’s “Pari-Tel-Trori”; 
best British screenplay, presented 
to Pierre (“Kwai”) Boulle. 

In the absence of Gene Kelly 
and Henry Fonda in America, the 
awards for Kelly’s “The Happy 
Road” as the best film illustrating 
the principles of the United Na¬ 
tions Charter arid for Fonda’s “best 
performance by a foreign actor” in 
“12 Angry Men,” wer® hot formally 
presented. However,, cables, of 
thanks from Kelly and Fonda were 
read. 

Eric Baker received the prize for 
the most, promising newcomer to 
films fpr. his performance 
“Brothers In Law.”. 

'Giant Vues for Servicing 
Big Bout Via TelePrompter 

WRCA-TV’s 10% Hike 
On 1st Quarter Biz 

WRCA-TV, NBC flagship in 
New York, has racked up a 10% 
increase ini first-quarter local and. 
spot billings over Same period last 
year. Breakdown shows a 10% 
hike over the previous year for 
January, a 13% increase for Feb¬ 
ruary and an estimated 8.5% jump 
for March. 

Bill Davidson, general manager 
of the station, said the billings 
hike “labels as exaggerated” any 
rumors of recessive attitudes by 
television . advertisers. He said 
sales volume indicates the height¬ 
ened billings pace will keep up 
through suinmer. 

■ Additional equipment is being 

readied to meet the demands of 

the 200-outlet network TelePromp¬ 

ter hopes to assemble for the 

March 23 closed-circuit television 

fight between Carmen Basllio and 

Ray Robinson. The units; known 

as Giant Vues, are being put to¬ 

gether by the Meilnik Steel Safe 

Co. of Toledo which has acquired 

the parts formerly employed in 

the manufacture of the Fleetwood 

projectors. Teleprompter will ob¬ 

tain the gear on a rental basis. 

According to Irving Kahn, presi¬ 

dent of Teleprompter, the Meilnik 

Giant Vues “are close to” the TP- 

owned General Precision 611A 

units “from an engineering point 

of view.” Both these projectors, 

which will be employed in about 

two-thirds of the situations carry¬ 

ing the closed-tv fight, are capable 

of providing pictures of up to lOlfcx 

14 feet, Kahn indicated. The rest 

of the network. Kahn stated, will 
be supplied with the PT-100 large 
projectors which provide 15x20 
feet pictures. Between 50 and 60 
of the large units will be perman-^ 
ent installations and about 25 are* 
mobiles, according to the Tele- 
Prompter chieftain. 

Kahn stated that the seating 
capacity of a theatre was not the 
determining factor in the. size.of 
the; unit that is placed in the, 
house. Each theatre and arena, 
he said, will receive gear that has 
been considered in relation to the' 
location. In arenas, for example, 
each piece of gear will take care 
of 21500 seats. 

“There is no rule of thumb,” 
added, pointing out that 

Repealed in L. A, 
Los Angeles,. March 11. 

. Franchises granted last Novem¬ 
ber by L. A. City Council to Fox 
West Coast - International Tele¬ 
meter Corp. and Skiatron TV Iric., 
to operate pay-tv in local area 
were repealed last week by Coun¬ 
cil by 10-5 vote. 

Action followed / requests made 
the previous week by both closed- 
circuit . companies that their re¬ 
spective franchises be rescinded. 
Subsequent to Council action last 
November, a Citizens Committee 
Against Pay-Tv obtained sufficient, 
signatures ori two petitions for. t 
public to vote on measure in June • 
primaries. I 

In a further development on the Kahn 
local pay-tv situation, Julius. Tuch- I some theatres with a 3,000 seat- . 
ler, who directed activity of Citi- ing capacity can be covered by 
zens Committee in its fight against the 611 A’s with the 101ixl4 pic- 
feevee, disclosed at Council ses- j ture. He stressed that Hubert. J. 
sion where franchises ' were re- ! Schlafly Jr., the company’s engin- 
pealed that he will attempt to j eering v.p., had checked the ability 
place an initiative ori . the Novem- j of each piece of equipment to per- 
ber ballot making pay-tv unlawful ■ form in each situation. 
in the L, A. sector; 

The five dissenting. cpuncilmen 
who. voted that the franchises not 
be abrogated, went on record that 
“the people are entitled to vote.” 
Another councilman, however, in 
arguing, for repeal; stated, “there 
is no point in making a free sur¬ 
vey for some organization at a cost 
of $69,000.” This is the figure 
placed upon measure if it were 
put on the June primary ballot. 

Baseball was attributed, as “the 
whole thing” behind the fight, 
against pay-tv, by another council¬ 
man. He pointed out it was his 
understanding that the people who 
opposed the deal with the L. A- 
Dodgers, would throw, their fight 
against feevee. 

Cinerama’s Buffalo End 
Buffalo, March 11. 

Cinerama this week departed 
from Buffalo. Projection and. screen 
equipment were removed from the 
Teck Theatre with future use of 
the 1,200 seat house uncertain. 

Equipment was shipped to Lorig 
Island for reconditioning and use 
elsewhere, and work is now being 
completed restoring the theatre*; 
which opened for Cinerama ori 
March 15, 1955, to its original con¬ 
dition. — , 

Loew-Shea interests, present hold¬ 
ers of the lease, which has about 10 

. years more to. run, will decide 
in {shortly on what use will be made 

of the house. 

- ”, X " A '/ 

Restrain Sale of Selectivision Stock 
A brokerage firm has been terii- 

porarily restrained from selling 
stock in Selectivision; Inc., a com¬ 
pany promoting a pay-tv system in 
the Forest Hills section of New 
York. ! Order, signed by Justice 
Joseph A. Gavagan, was handed 
down as a result of charges filed 
in N. Y. Supreme Court by N. Y. 
State Attorney General Lotiis J. 
Lefkowitz. 

The. State official’s office charged 
that statements made by P. J. 
Gruber & Co. in literature extoll¬ 
ing the toll-tv system and Selecti¬ 

vision were “false, misleading arid 
deceptive.” P. J. Gruber, presi¬ 
dent of the brokerage firm; J. T.. 
Hamilton, president, of ' Selecti¬ 
vision, and Bernard L: Golden- 
berg, Hamilton’s . assistant, have 
been ordered .to appear for exam¬ 
ination in Supreme Court. tomor¬ 
row (Thurs.). 

According to the Attorney Gen¬ 
eral’s complaint, Gruber's bro¬ 
chures reportedly claimed that 
$4,000,000 has been Invested in the 
pay-tv system and that full-scale 
operations were expected to be in 

“full swing” by February or 
March. In addition, Lefkowitz 
changed that the literature said 
100,000 homes would be wired by 
that time. . 

However, according to the com¬ 
plaint, an investigation by Lefko- 
witz’s Office disclosed that “only a 
handful of houses” had been wired 
by Selectivision up to this time. 
The probe also revealed that that 
orily .sbme $150,000 and not $4,000,- 
000 as claimed had been invested 
in Selectivision, the . complaint 
rioted. 

While the TelePrompter net¬ 
work will rely mainly on the 
PB611A’s and the Giant Vues, pre¬ 
vious close.d-tv fight hookups have 
had a majority of the larger PT- 
100-s. These larger units are no 
longer being manufactured by 
General Precision or RCA and 
TelePrompter corralled the units 
available in order to meet the de¬ 
mands of the huge network which 
Kahn predicts “will have the larg¬ 
est number of seats available for 
any closed-circuit event ever held.” 
According to Kahn; the size of the 
hookup could be greatly expanded 
if additional line facilities were, 
available. 

Kahn acknowledged that “there 
was a little noise” from exhibitors 
because the fight had been given 
to arenas in some, territories. “Out 
of approximately 200 bookings.” 
he said, “there have been only five 
or six complaints that I’m aware 
of and some of these have been 
resolved. In iny experience with 
exhibitors, they have been much 
more outspoken that they are in 
this situation. Nobody is. batting 
us on the head,” 

Troy Not Echoing Albany : 

Albany, March 11. 

Fabian’s Palace will revert, for 
the' Basilio-Robinsou middleweigh- 
championship fightcast, March 25 
to its original role of sole outlet 
for the closed-circuit, in the Al¬ 
bany- Schenectady - Troy triangle. 
The chain’s Proctor Theatre in Troy 
(six miles from here) will not be 
in the hookup, as it was for the 
first bout between Basilio and Rob¬ 
inson. Turnouts in the Collar City 
did not make the venture profit¬ 
able, in view of added: costs for 
micro-waving. 

. This is TelePrompter’s debut 
hereabouts as presenter of a fight- 
cast. 

The Palace, normally seating 
3,660, will again charge $3.50 ad¬ 
mission ori a first-come, first-served 
basis. Tickets are on sale. News¬ 
paper advertising over a wide area 
backs up trailer promotiori in Fa¬ 
bian houses of Albany, Schenee 
tady and Troy. The Palace mad* 
money on telecast of the initia 
Basilio-Robinson scrap, with ap 
proximately 3,200 paid admissions 
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By JACK LEVY 

Washington, March 11. 

NBC prexy Robert Sarnoff told 
the FCC yesterday (Mon.) that .its 
staff proposals to restrict operation 
of tv networks "would seriously 
impair and ultimately might de¬ 
stroy” their ability to furnish a 
comprehensive national program 
sei'vicc to the American public. 

. Leading off a list of NBC wit¬ 
nesses at the Commission hearings 
on the Barrow report,. Sarnoff said 
he could see no justification for the 
recommendations inasmuch as 
there is now "intense competition” 
among networks and between nets 
and other national media. 

While crediting the report with 
"laying a solid base of descriptive 
material on issue after issue,” Sar¬ 
noff testified that the recommenda¬ 
tions "seem to be based on pre¬ 
conceived ideas, with no regard for 
the character of the service now 
received by the public.” . . 

In the process of justifying its 
proposals, he said, the report ig¬ 
nores traditional Government evi¬ 
dence that a business practice is 
harmful. The Barrow approach, he 
asserted, "is consistently that the 
Government should require 
changes in existing industry prac¬ 
tices unless the industry can jus¬ 
tify the practices^ In our Opinion, 
this effort to shift the burden of 
proof' reflects a failure to produce 
tangible evidence supporting the 
proposals for change.” 

No Allowance for Rivalry ( 

Sarnoff said the report "fails to 
make any systematic examination 
of the- effectiveness of internet¬ 
work competition—the very point 
at issue. Instead it invokes the 
'economic theory . that because 
there are only three national net¬ 
works it should be presumed that 
they do not compete with each 
other but follow a policy of .‘live 
—and—let—live*.” 

In the name of “competition,,* 
Sarnoff asserted, the report "seeks 
results which the major element of 
the national spot medium—the sta¬ 
tions—do not need or want, and 
which would not improve service 
to the publiie.” 

The NBC topper found it.‘‘strarige 
Indeed” that voluminous 700-page 
report , so concerned with competi¬ 
tion. "should fail so eonspicously 
to study'the most obvious area of 
. . . competition among the three 
networks.” 

Yet, he said, this is where com¬ 
petition in tv is “most strenuous” 
and produces the "maximum val¬ 
ues” for the viewers. “And it is 
only by remaining strong and ef¬ 
fective that networks will be able 
to compete fully with other na¬ 
tional media vying for the advertis¬ 
ers’ dollar.” 

Discussing specific recommenda¬ 
tions, Sarnoff took issue with the 
report’s contention that network 
ownership of stations discourages 
new networks. He found this claim 
“self-defeating—for two reasons: 
. "First, it recognizes that station 
ownership is essential for networks. 

. (Continued on page 44) 

Eddie Fisher In 
Half-Hr. Format? 
Eddie Fisher may go to a weekly 

half-hour status under Liggett & 
Myers auspices next season on. 
NBC-TV. Singer is currently bank¬ 
rolled by the tobacco company on 
an alternate-week hour basis, shar¬ 
ing his Tuesday time slot with 
George Gobel ‘latter is bankrolled 
by RCA-WhirlpooF, . with an ex¬ 
change guest-shot format. 

Ciggie outfit, though disap^- 
pointed with the. alternating ar¬ 
rangement, feels high on Fisher 
himself and would like him for 
weekly exposure in the half-hour 
format. It also feels that there 
would be fewer format problems 
for Fisher in a half-hour show'. 
McCann-Erickson, the Liggett & 
Myers agency, is currently discus¬ 
sing the matter with Fisher, but 
hasn’t yet made a commitment, to 
NBC for the fall. As for Gobel, 
NBC would like to return him to 
the half-hour fold, though no ac¬ 
tual plans have been set. 

Du Pont Renews Specs 
Du Pont has renewed its “Show 

of the Month” series of 90-minute 
specials on CBS-TV, and next seaf 
son will bankroll nine of them (as 
compared with 10 this year). Pro¬ 
duction duties will be split again 
between Talent Associates and 
CBS, with the TA share of the 
workload upped to seven instead 
of this year’s six. 

: Accent again will be placed on 
classic literary properties, with 
such works as “Treasure Island,”: 

i “Pride and Prejudice” and "The 
j Prisoner of Zenda” under consid¬ 
eration. 

PM Silvers ‘Ifs 
Pontiac Hour Bid 
Pontiac, which bankrolled the 

recent Victor Borge special on 
CBS-TV, has put in a bid to Phil 
Silvers to star in its next one-hour 
special on CBS May .13. Silvers, 
however, has told the automaker 
he’ll be available only on condition 
that, the network and sponsor find 
a way for him. to spend* a few 
weeks preparing the show without 
interfering with the production of 
his regular" Friday night series. 

Silvers will still be shooting bis 
weekly show in May, and he’s in¬ 
dicated he doesn’t want to do just 
any kind of spectacular for Pontiac. 
“If I do the show, I want "a few 
weeks to prepare; I’d want to do a 
‘Little Revue’ type of show, and 
that takes time! But we’re shooting 
our regular show at that time, so 
I told them the only way Td do 
the special is if they can find a 
way to reschedule our shooting.” 

Whether Pontiac gets Silvers or 
not, it’s committed to the one-shot 
on May 13. Show will go. into the 
9 to 10 p.m. Tuesday slot, pre¬ 
empting "To Tell the Truth” and 
Red Skelton on that night. Mac- 
Manus, John &. Adams is the 
Pontiac agency. 

CLEVE’S FREE-FOR-ALL 
BID TO 9 POLITICOS 

Cleveland, March 11. 
KYW, KYW-T.V is Offering free 

program time ta all nine candidates 
in the gubernatorial primary race, 
prior to the May 6 primary, ; 

"We consider it our duty to stim¬ 
ulate as much voter Interest as 
we can in the upcoming primary 
elections and because of the large 
number of candidates and issues, 
we feel it is. very important to get 
the largest possible turnout,” said 
Rolland V. Tooke, Westinghouse 
v. p. in Cleveland. • 

The program, entitled "The Big 
Campaign,” will. give, each candi¬ 
date one-half hour. radio vtime on 
"Program P. M.,” Wednesday. eve¬ 
ning,’9:30 p.m.; with the sanie 
candidate returning the next Sun-, 

i day for a 3:30-3:50 p.m. tv appear¬ 
ance. 

] PATT BARNES HEARD FROM 

Air Vet; and Longtime City Boy 
Now WISN’s ‘Farm Director* 

Milwaukee, March 11. 

Broadcast veteran Patt Barries is 

now doing a daiiy quarter-hour tel¬ 

evision program plus a daily radio 
Crossboarder here on WlSN and 
WISN-TV. Barnes is a new Mil¬ 
waukee-air personality under his 
latterday title as "farm director.” 
He quips/ “I’ve been everything, 
else.” : ■ • 

Barnes dates. back to Chicago's 
old radio beep, WHT (Mayor Wil¬ 
liam Hale • Thompson) which Is to¬ 
day’s WBBM. Until a . couple of 
years ago he did a morning man 
stint on NBjC out of Radio City. 
; Barnes is actively making the civic 
clubs in the Milwaukee area as part 
of his farm directorship. He’s pro¬ 
ducing this year’s .gridiron dinner 
April 10 for the Milwaukee Press 
Club. •; . ' 

Name Arkansan, 
Govt. Career Man, 

Washington, March 11. 

John S. Cross, a Government 

career man,, was nominated by 

President Eisenhower yesterday 

(Mon.) to succeed: Richard Mack 

as a member of the FCC. 

Cross, 53, a Democrat, is assis¬ 
tant . Chief of State Department’s 
Telecommunications Division and 
has represented the U.S. at several 
international conferences in this 
.field. An engineer, he is a grad¬ 
uate of Alabama Polytechriical In-, 
stitute.. He was bom in Birming¬ 
ham but is a legal resident Of 
Eureka Springs, Ark. 

• It’s understood that the. White 
House checked with Rep. Qren 
Harris of Arkansas,. Chairman of 
the House Committe probing the 
FCC, before making the appoint¬ 
ment and that the latter said he 
was not sponsoring anyone but re¬ 
garded Cross as “a good, man with 
independent judgment” who will 
make a contribution to the FCC. 

It was learned that Cross was 
considered three years ago for the 
same appointment which was given , 
to. Mack. ' 

Speed, with which the appoint¬ 
ment was made came as-a big sur¬ 
prise. Mack resigned March 3 and. 
the next day Cross was called, to 
the White House.: Noting that, he 
had Arkansas political support for 
the FCC post in 1955, Presidential 
Assistant Sherman Adams asked 
Cross whether he still had the 
Arkansas congressional delegation 
behind him. Cross said he’d find 
out and reported back that he had. 

I It appeared that Cross’s Arkan- 

I - (Continued on page 52) ! 

Facts & Fipres on NBC o&o’s 
Washington, March 11. J 

NBC exec v.p. Charles R. Denny, testifying before the FCC today 
on Barrow Report recommendations ; for further limitations of 
network ownership of stations, revealed that NBC’s Seven owned 
& operated tv stations grossed $40,181,135 during 1956..; Of this 
total, the net income before taxes came to $15,087,783. Denny com¬ 
pared these to figures released for 1956 by the FCC on all 474 U.S,. 
stations, demonstrating that the: NBC o&o account for only 7% of 
the U. S. gross and 10% of the U. S. net profit. Detailed chart:., 
submitted by Denny follows: v 

NBC’s 
All Stations NBC Owned % of 
Reporting Stations t Total 

. Network Times Sales : ,..;... .127,985,619 11,795,099 9% 
National & Regional Time Sales. .281,192,888 21,447,499 8% 
Local Times Sales . “.........174,602,085 8,649,487 '5% 
Total Broadcast Revenues* ....; . 551,350,856 40,181,135 7% 
Total Broadcast Expenses ......405,094,375 25,093,352 6% 
Total Broadcast Income (Before 

Federal Income Tax) .-...... .146,256,481 • 15,087,783 10% ; 

. *Th.e FCC Report, contains this footnote: “Total revenues con¬ 
sist of total time sales less commissions plus talent and pro¬ 
gram. sales.” Hence, the total is not the sum of the three cate¬ 
gories of time sale. 
1WNBC, New Britain, is listed as an owned station for the full 
year although NBC did not finally take over its operation until 
December 13, 1956. - 

Wednesday, March 12, 1958 

41 a 
. V; . Washington, March 11. 

NBC *prexy~ Robert Sarnoff revealed some hitherto confidential 
“financial specifics” in his testimony before the FCC yesterday 

(Mon.) on the Barrow report. He pointed out that in the 11-year 
- period from 1947 through 1957 the total net profit of NBC’s tv 

network averaged only $1,270,000 a year. In 1952, he said, network 
sales of almost $100,000,000 yielded less than $500,000. “In 1953. 
despite a 10% increase in sales, profits were nil. 

From a loss of $3,000,000 in 1950, he testified, the network moved 
4o a profit of over $1,000,000 in 1951, to less, than $500,000 profit in 
1952, to a loss of about $250,000 in 1953. 

Such instability, Sarnoff disclosed, continues into, the present 
and can be expected to recur in the future. From 1956 to 1957, 
he said, network profit dropped by more than half. 
: Two principal reasons for this drop, he testified, were a soften¬ 
ing ofAhe advertising market arid necessity for NBC to revise its 
program structure, involving heavy costs. 

"Without reliance on profit from the' NBC-owned stations,” he 
said, "we could not have undertaken such a costly and risky effort 
on the network, and the ultimate loser would have been the pub¬ 
lic.’* 

NBC Ups Fairbanks 
Bill Fairbanks has been upped 

from eastern sales manager, to na¬ 
tional sales manager of NBC Radio. 
Fairbanks was sales boss of ABC 
Radio before moving to NBC two 
years ago. He’ll be succeeded as 
eastern, sales manager by Hairy E* 
Hobbs, account exec with the net¬ 
work. Fairbanks reports to sales 
v.p. Bill McDaniel. 

Web also named Murray Heilweil 
to the new post .of marketing di¬ 
rector. Heilweil was merchandis¬ 
ing manager for NBC-TV until a 
couple of weeks ago, when the 
network decided to . eliminate the 
network merchandising operation. 

IBEW, CBS to Try 
Again Tins Month 

+ Under a projected deal between 

WOR-TV, N. Y., and. the N. Y. State 

Board of Regents, the • RKO Tele¬ 

radio station would become an edu¬ 

cational outlet from 9 a.m. to 5 

p.m., Monday thru-Friday, starting 

next September. Plan , also envisons 

Saturday 9712 classes.. 

RKO Teleradlo prexy Thomas F. 
O’Neil and Jacob Holtzmann, chair¬ 
man of a special Regents commit- ~ 
tee an educational tv, in a joint 
statement said the "full facilities : 
of WOR-TV have been offered > ..! • 
for the purpose of educational tele- 
casting, subject to. legislative ap-: 
proval.” 

The Regents are seeking about 
$369,000 from the state legislature, 
the cost of the package deal with 
WOR-TV for a 12-month period. 
The appropriation would cover 
production costs, studio facilities, 
etc. Regents plan is to have top 
instructors in various, fields tele¬ 
cast primarily to an in-school audi¬ 
ence at the junior high and high 
school level. 

j International Brotherhood of 

Electrical Workers is cooking up 

a time, probably toward the end of 

March, to begin negotiations again 
with CBS on a new two-year con¬ 
tract. By waiting until the end 
of the month, IBEW will have time 
to see how the riiembership of the 
National Assn, of Broadcast Em¬ 
ployees & Technicians voted on the 
contract proposals made by NBC 
and ABC. 

NABET mailed a large packet 
of recommendations to each mem¬ 
ber about two weeks ago and the 
rank-and-file returns are to he re¬ 
turned by a March 16 deadline. It 
will take at least three or four 
days, according to NABET, for the 
full vote to be counted. 

WOR-TV Philadelphia baseball 
schedule would hardly be affected 
by the arrangement, with only two 
day. games slated in September 
after the Regents schedule starts. 

if appropriations are forthcom¬ 
ing—and the Regents consider the 
likelihood good—the deal would 
take WOR-TV out of commercial 
competition in the daytime hours 
with the other six stations in the 
N. Y. market. Station presently 

; signs, on at 1:45 'p.m. The; Regents 
made the WOR-TV deal on the 
heels of withdrawing their applica¬ 
tion for WATV, headquartered in 
Newark. The application had 
sought to upset National Telefilm 
Associates’ purchase of WATV. 

A poll of IBEW members some 
weeks ago revealed that they would 
'repect the CBS offers as they pres¬ 
ently stand. The NABET contract, 
as described by both unions, is 
very similar to the rejected IBEW 
pact 

CBS-TV to Remington: 
’All or Nothing’ on ‘Line’ 

. Remington Rand and CBS-TV 

have reached standoff status on 

the former’s sponsorship of “What’s 

My Line?” Razor company, which 

has alternate sponsorship of the 
series, has been getting shortterm 
"relief” deals since the first of the 
year, and after Remington asked 
for relief for the entire second 
quarter a couple of weeks ago, 
CB$ laid down the law, telling 
Remington In effect to "either get 
in or get out.” 

Grariting Remington relief for 
the entire second quarter would 
have meant letting them out of 
seven shows, running right into the 
summer. Remington has already 
had relief on six segments since 
the first of the year, with Florida 
Citrus and Mutual of Omaha pick- 
irig up the tabs. CBS,, upon re¬ 
ceipt of Remington’s latest request, 
told them that they must either 
stay in thefcerles as a regular with¬ 
out relief or drop their franchise 
In the series. Remington there¬ 
upon withdrew its request for sec¬ 
ond-quarter relief and is now con¬ 
sidering the choice laid down by 
CBS. 

Once the regular Contract nego¬ 

tiations are concluded ■ with NBC 

and ABC, the National Assn, of 

Broadcast Employees & Tech- 

nicians will step into a couple of 

new and time-consuming dickers 

with one of the networks. Proba¬ 
bly in April, officials of NABET’* 
Chicago, Lbs Angeles, locals will 
convene in New York to work out 
new demands on multichrome. 

Union figures that color tv will 
become such a major factor that 
it requires entirely separate han¬ 
dling. NABET officials, who short¬ 
ly after their own powwow intend 
beginning talks with NBC to clari- . 
fy the color situation, are most in-* 
terested in working conditions and. 
the adjustment of staff rates, 

NABET is also going to begin 
talks with NBC to clarify rank-and- 
file position in Washington. The 
network’s new plant there is ex¬ 
pected to open sometime in April; 
arid the union says that the new 
setup might affect the number and 
kind of NABETlans working for 
NBC in D. C. According to the 
union, NBC’s Washington opera¬ 
tion has been spread all over town 
and it’s the hope of the union that 
the new centralized operation, with 
a transmitter at the site, will make 
room for more live Washington- 
emanations. 
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COWAN NAMED CBS-TV PREXY 
Walter Craig Pulls a Nifty JONES TO HEAD 

A new-type tv quiz show will bow on NBC-TV on June 20, go¬ 
ing into the 10:30 to lTp.m. slot currently occupied by the Jane 
Wyman vidpix series. It’s called “ESP” and is based on extra sen¬ 
sory perception, with an assist from Duke Unlv. and other authori¬ 
ties in the field.. Show has been packaged by Providence Produc¬ 
tions, which is. headed by George Wolf, the ex-Ruthrauff & Ryan 
tv-radio chieftain, with General Amusement Corp.’s tv subsid rep-, 
resenting the outfit. 

Unusual aspect of the. deal, however, is how Walter Craig, of 
Norman, Craig & Kuirimel agency, brought Chesebrough-Pond- 
into the. sponsorship picture. Chesebrough billings are divided up 
among J. Walter Thompson, McCann-Erickson and Compton agen¬ 
cy, all of whom will share the billings on the show’s sponsorship. 

. Norman, Craig & Kummel are. strictly outsiders , so far as any pre¬ 
vious Chesebrough identity is concerned. Yet it was Craig who, 
plunking down his own. agency’s coin in underwriting pilot, latched 
on to Chesebrough and what is expected to be a major future 
stake in the company’s representation. With. Craig’s agency acting 
in a supervisory, capacity, McC-E, JWT and Compton will be strict¬ 
ly looking in from the outside, despite divvying up the sponsorship. 

If “ESP” will be watched closely, it’s because it was the self¬ 
same Craig who sparked the tv giveaway craze several [seasons ago 
by latching on to “$64,000 Question” and inviting the Revlon spon¬ 
sorship. '■ 

‘See It Now’Bonus as Sponsor Bait 
For "Small World* (Also With Murrow) 

Radio’s Passion for ‘Giveaways & Hideaways’ To 
Inflate Aud Invites Censure 

Those radio rating-week contests 
and gimmicks, designed to inflate 
ratings during the survey week 
while allowing, them to fall back 
into normal levels on off-weeks, 
are beginning, to fall into disrepute 
among top New. York ad agencies, 
according to some station man¬ 
agers. ■?... 

At least one of these managers; 
prez of a Rochester, N.Y., AM’er 
who prefers to remain anonymous, 
proposes to do something about it 
in his market “to prevent it from, 
falling into the undesirable cate¬ 
gory of ethers.” He’s written to 
heads of other Rochester stations 
proposing that they join together 
in an agreement “not to carry any 
giveaway, hideaway, or other audi¬ 
ence . purchase schemes, which 
would tend to buy audiences rather 
than spending the money for good 
public interest programming.” 

This particular station chieftain 
describes the giveaway gimmicks 
has been held. “just prior to and 
during the week ratings are being 
taken, and then carry on the vari- 
bus giveaway gimmicks on a much 
lower prize basis throughout the 
rest of the time until such time 
as another rating is being conduct¬ 
ed,” He holds, that these gimmicks 
are resulting “in the effect that the. 
rating services are considered 
valueless by many of the agencies.” 

In his letter, he stated that in 
a recent visit to N.Y. agencies, he 
foiiitdrthem discounting rating info 
from the Buffalo market because of 

. the surge of contests there, and 
suggested that “we all in Rochester 
might take: a serious look at the 
situation before we all jump head¬ 
long Into the same pit”. Warning 

(Continued on page 52) 

Talent Scouts’ 
Shifting to Wed. 

Arthur Godfrey’s “Taient Scouts” 
moves to Wednesday nights in 
place of “The Big Record” on 
Sept. 24. Latter, which recently 
cut back to a half-hour, will be 
dropped by the network' and its 
Oldsmobile sponsor at the end of 
the summer. 

With Godfrey going into the 
8:30 slot, CBS-TV is considering 
installing a new hourlong western, 
“Rawhide,” at 7:30 as its compe¬ 
tition to NBC’s “Wagon. Train” 
and as the leadin to Godfrey. 
Move hasn’t been finalized, by any 
means, and is subject to approval 
by Remington Rand and the Comp¬ 
ton agency, since they’d have to 
move their “Leave It to Beaver” 
to another time slot. “Beaver” 
was recently, moved from Fridays 
into the Wednesday 8 to 8:30 slpt 
by Remington; “Rawhide” is the 
new Charles Marquis Warren 
oater. 

Top’ Vice (roy) ‘Lucky’ 
Brown & Williamson Tobac¬ 

co has changed the name: of its 
upcoming Saturday night CBS- 
TV entry from “Lucky Dollar” 
to ‘‘Top Dollar.” 

£ Reason is . that its Viceroy, 
brand wants no part of. 
“Lucky” iii any sense of the 
word. 

M-P-M Acquires 
"Wonderful Town’ 
As Min. Spec 

“Wonderful Town” may show up 
on NBC-TV in April as a 90-minute 
musical spec, with Nancy Walker 
reprising her starring role in the 
current New York City Center re¬ 
vival of the musical comedy. Pack¬ 
aging firm of Mills-Park-Milford 
has acquired the rights to the 
legiter from Herbert Ross, who su¬ 
pervised the current City Center 
production and are already iii ne¬ 
gotiation with NBC for a Monday 
9:30-11 berth for the show in April. 

Mills-Park-Milford have also 
worked opt a deal with legit pro- 
ducer-c.omposer Frank Loesser for 
a unique ^ plan for production of 
four musicals next season. The 
musicals, not. necessarily Loesser’s 
own, would first d6 out-of-town 
stands of two weeks or more be*- 
fore hitting the television cameras, 
a sort of road tryout Mechanics 
of financing the road tryout would 
be worked out with the sponsor, 
possibly with, the advertiser foot¬ 
ing the bill. Another possibility is 
that the road stand would be 
mounted with the television sets, 
costumes, etc., thus cutting costs 
on the venture. 

As to “Town,” the original au¬ 
thors, Joseph Fields & Jerome 
Chodorov (book), Leonard Bern- 

(Continued on page 52) 

BELL & HOWELL’S 
MAY-JUNE BUYS 

Chicago, March 11. 
Bell Sc Howell Camera Co. 

through McCann-Erickson Is 
spending $350,000 with NBC-TV in 
concentrated buy through May and 
June, onset of the active photog¬ 
raphy season!. Purchase involves 
one half-hour on “Wagon Train,” 
one-half on “Suspicion,” one entire 
"Restless ; Gun” (alt with cross 
plugs) and three Chet Huntley 
newscasts. 

B&H has been active in a few 
participation shows in the past and 
is entering network tv on a large 
scale for the first time.; Company 
is evidently motivated by Eastman 

Kodak’s recent web activity. 

Louis G. Cowan/ staff vicepresi¬ 
dent of CBS, Inc., who has had a 
freewheeling assignment in the tv, 
radio .and Columbia Records areas 
since joining the corporate setup, 
wiiT become the new president of 
CBS Television. Merle Jones, the 
tv network’s present prexy, will be 
designated President of CBS Tele¬ 
vision Stations' 

Key: execs of the network have, 
been notified via a top echelon 
memo of the high level reshuffle 
and of the decision to create a sep¬ 
arate division, for the network's 
owned-and-operated stations. Move, 
has been necessitated by the com¬ 
plexity of the business and the 
mushrooming of CBS activity 
which has made it unwieldy tci op¬ 
erate within the present frame¬ 
work/' / 

The memo points out that since 
1951 the : television billings have 
spiraled from $42,500,000 to the 
1957 banner figure of $246,000,000, 
At the same time the O&o opera¬ 
tion has been multiplying to the ex¬ 
tent that CBS now has six com¬ 
pany-owned outlets; in addition to 
approval now being awaited on the 
acquisition of WCAU \AM & TV) 
in Philadelphia, .which represented 
an outlay to the network of $20,- 
000,000.. 

Cowan, who joined the network 
more than two years ago after 
severing relations with his 7 own 
packaging house (since renamed to 
Entertainment Productions, Inc!) 
will be named to the CBS board 
Of directors shortly. Both he and 
Jones, are. currently veepees of the 
parent company; As . creator of 
such successful, program entries, as 
*•$64,000 Question" and . its com¬ 
panion “$64,000 Challenge” (plus 

^uch previous toprated shows as 
'‘Stop the Music”), Cowan’s prim¬ 
ary area has been programming, 
but during his tenure as staff vee- 
pee he has been shuttling around 
in all areas of the company ab¬ 
sorbing the trends and patterns. 

Jones became president more 
than, a year ago when Jack Van: 
Volkenburg resigned, Latter haa- 
since been in retirement in Flor¬ 
ida. Primarily a station man, hav¬ 
ing headed up some of the CBS’ 
key operations, Jones is considered 
by the Frank Stanton-Bill Paley 
high command, as the ideal choice 
for the. new job, In accenting 
Jones’ new, role, Stanton’s memo. 
pointed to the fact that CBS non- 
network- operations today account 
for 50% of company profits. ; 

Lawrence, EydieGorme 
May Sob Steve Allen 

, Steve Lawrence and Eydie 

Gorme will probably get the .first 

tv show of their own as summer 

replacements for their old mentor, 

Steve Allen: Latter is due to 

hiatus for. eight weeks from. his 
Sunday night NBC-TV show, and 
his Bellmeadow Productions arid 
NBC are dickering with Lawrence 
and Miss Gorme to take over for 
the eight-week span, starting 
either July 14 or 21. 

Lawrence and Miss Gorme (they 
were recently married) started out 
on Allen’s old “Tonight” show as 
Vocalists. After Allen moved to 
Sunday nights, they, dropped out. 
of the show as regulars to take up 
freelancing, though doing frequent 
guest shots on the Allen as well as 
other; shows, plus night clubs. 
Since their marriage, they’ve been 
making most of their tv guest ap¬ 
pearances together. 

WABD to Expand ’Bingo’ 
Virtually at the point of SRO 

now for the hour a day of “Bingo- 

At-Home” it produces, WABD, Du¬ 
Mont tv’er in New York, plans 
shortly to expand the giveaway to 
homescreeners by as much as an-! 
other half-hour a day. 

Show now runs from 3:30 to 4:30 
cross-the-board. Extension is be¬ 
ing considered for the tailend of 
the show/ making the new time 
3:30 to 5, 

- V ■■—--■ ' “Small World,” the Ed Murrow- 

Rv »lu» SKnro. Of_ Fred Friendly tv package involving. 

The ••BatUe ot the Hia- t-'ansatlantic gonversation among 
. wathas” has been won by Tal- top - peisonaht.ies.is a hot item 

ent Associates. The TA pro- again. ™ the t BS;TV- sales agenda 
duction being brought in for but 'vlth °ne difference from last. 
Rexall sponsorship next Octo- season, Av.hen 1Lwfs fir,st oftered- 

, her has been given the NBC Murrow himself has decided to 
nod as the first of two sched- over the emcee_ spot op the 
uled “Hiawathas” slated for show, instead of Eric Sevareid. who 
network presentation.! was previously set to emcee the 

Other is. being done by stanza. 
Henry Jaffe Associates for its Change stems from two factors— 
Shirley Temple fairy tale se- Morrow himself has decided he’d 
ries. Jaffe was planning to like to do some more work, and his 

. bring in his filmed version presence on the show is somewhat 
ahead of the TA live produc- more attractive to sponsors. CBS 
tion. TA ! balked! and asked is talking about a Sunday at 6 
NBC to arbitrate. NBC arbi- spot for the package in the fall, 
trated in favor of the Rexall provided it's sold. One source of 
show. sponsor interest is Hamm Brewing, 

" ... — Murrow’s old “Person to Person” 
llh/1 hiti n sponsor. Should Hamm buy the 
mDf* Til UiiiMnA show, it would be on a split-net- . 
[lfjlj* I f yjllfllQS : V work basis, with Hamm taking the 
a wv a w vua»|fv country west of Cleveland and CBS 

, * * 1# t forced to find a bankroller (p'rob- 
Alflina PlimAIOC ably an oil company) for the east. 
j\|| llllvr X lIlHUluw) As an added sponsor Incentive, 

. ^ it’s understood, Murrow & Friendly 
» m tv j are considering giving, the “Small 
I Kiri Knnu lln World” bankroller four . “See It 
Lyl IjJllT UllY v|l Now” segments as a sort of bonus. 

r r One way this could be done would 
NBC-TV is quietly eliminating be to make the “See It Now” 

free airline plugs on the network, i sterizas ^ special editions of “Small 

NBC-TV Bumps 

let’Em Pony Up 
Move to rid itself of the plugs 
came on the first of . the year in a 
directive handed down to produc- 

World,” in which the bankroller 
would pay the additional time 
costs involved but get “SIN” at 

ers from high brass, reportedly at I ^1€Lsa™^, pnee^as Small _World.. 
the insistence of affiliates / arid Both CBS and Murrow & Friendly 
spot sales, reps who felt that the have had increasing difficulty in 
plugs were being: used by the air- J bl?,dl.ng sales prospects for See 
lines as a substitute for legitimate “ during the past year. 
ad revenues they would be spend- ‘ 
ing with the stations. ^ • ) fl * 1 • 

Web is permitting only two ex- HotlUHT 
ceptions to its ruling, one where £ Qlllvl UtiIIvIIIIIh 
a contest in conjunction with a 
program involves free transporta- *y 1 _ pnn miY 
tibn for winners at the expense of Kn/liP |A I |c\ I If 
the airline, the Other where the liul/A iU vl/U i f 
airline, is legitimately involved, in 
transporting personnel for a pro- “Father Knows Best” is moving 
gram. In the latter case, web will back to CBS-TV in the fall, after 

?^rwehfiU/ 1 ttoe* and a half years on NBC-TV. for-dollar basis, ne., it won’t plug „ ■^ _ . ..... 
an airline, for example, which has Scott Paper will move the Robert 
transported one or .two persons for Young-Jane Wyatt comedy series 
a show and where the expense to into the Columbia Monday at 8:30 
the! airline doesn’t even approach period being vacated by Arthur 
the time cost of the plug. j Godfrey’s “Talent Scouts,” which 

In those cases where the plugs switches to Wednesdays at 8:30 in 
are permitted, they are being lim- September (see separate story), 
ited to only eight seconds of audio, Scott, which has been sharing 
with the only .video permitted on “Father” with Lever Bros., will 
the plug a picture of the airline’s take over weekly sponsorship on 
emblem, sans pictures ot planes in CBS-TV, and is buying daytime on 
flight, etc,: Great deal of impetus CBS as well. 
for NBC to crack down on the The. “Father” switch comes its 
shows and airlines came from Something of a surprise, in view of 
CBS-TV’s recent edict against the the fact that it’s enjoying its best, 
airline plugolas. season ever in its current Wednes- 

SEVAREID COMING IN 
ON A WING & PRAYER 

•./ Bedfbrd, Mass,; March 11. 
A CBS crew, headed by news¬ 

caster Eric Sevareid, took off from 
Bedford Air Force Base Friday 
morning (7) for! a blind flight to 
Los Angeles, using an inertial nav¬ 
igation! system which steers the 
plane without a radio beam or star 
sightings. 

Sevaried. will describe the flight 
on his “Conquest” show, April 13 
from 5-6 p.m. News of the naviga¬ 
tion system was first released ap¬ 
proximately a year ago, and it since 
has been refined: It is the . work 
of a tearii headed by Prof. Charles 
S. Di aper of M.I.T. 

■' ‘Ike’Levy on Mend 
Palm Beach, March 11. 

I. B. (Ike) Levy is recuperating 
: here at the Palm Beach Towers 
j froin a mild stroke which is ex- 
j pected to be cleared up, 

Philadelphia industrialist and 
■ tv exec dates his illness back to a 
; Tokyo: vacation and the fact that 
! he had a Seeburg jukebox setup 
on the veranda of his hotel which 
induced him ,tb relax two and three 
hours at a stretch every, day for 
several days; The sun supposedly 
had. an invidious effect, which re¬ 
sulted in dehydration : 

‘Father Switching 
Back to CBS-TV 

“Father Knows Best” is moving 

back to CBS-TV in the fall, after 

three and a. half years on NBC-TV. 

Scott Paper will move the Robert 

Young-Jane Wyatt comedy series 
into the Columbia Monday at 8:30 
period being vacated by Arthur 

[Godfrey's “Talent Scouts” which 
switches to Wednesdays at 8:30 in 
September (see separate story). 
Scbtt, which . has been sharing 
“Father” with Lever Bros., will 
take over weekly sponsorship on 
CBS-TV, and is buying daytime on 
CBS as well. 

The. “Father” switch comes as 
something of a surprise, in view of 
the fact that it’s enjoying its best, 
season ever in its current Wednes¬ 
day at 8:30 slot on NBC-TV, due. 
partially to the fact that it’s kept 
building and also due to the sub¬ 
stantial leadin supplied by “Wagon 
Train,” Also,, it’s moving into a 
CBS lime slot that has an uncer¬ 
tain leadin situation. That’s the 
“Burns & Allen” show, W'hich is 
being deprived of the services of 
Gracie Allen. (George Burns, is 
propping a new pilot for CBS arid 
his sponsors this month on a with- 
out-Gracie format.) 

“Father” began on CBS in the 
; fall of '54 for Kent ciggies in the 
i Sunday at 10 period, but though 
j receiving good critical acclaim, 
didn’t pull, too much audience In 

[that time period. Mid-season, it 
j switched, to NBC for Scott Paper, 
I and. thereafter began to build in 
: its Wednesday tfot. J. Walter 
Thompson engineered the switch. 

As to Scott’s new CBS daytime 
commitment, it is buying three 
quarter-hours a week. One will 
be on “Verdict Is Yours,” other 
two still not decided. 

Brit TV Sets Op 11% 
London, March 11. 

Sal es of tv sets in Britain dur- 
; irig January wrere 11% higher than . 
i the same month in 1957. The total 
| of 132,000 receivers sold during 
i the period wTas an all-time high for 
j the month, states the British Ra- 
:dip Equipment manufacturers* 
Assn.: 
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Top 20 National Syndicated Shows 
(Bated on Pulte’t Spot Film Report for February) 

this number, to be published later this 

month, will contain features of special 

interest to all those who are concerned 

with the foreign and domestic use 

of TV-FILMS. Here are a few of the 

features: 

• A Blow-by-Blow Rating 
Rundown on Hits & Misses 
In Syndication 

• Foreign Sales of Vidpix 

• Top 50 Free Pix for TV 

Compilation of the top 20 syndicated shows\ inthe U.S. is based 
on 22 basic markets, representing about 16,391,500 tv homes. 
Pulse, in compiling the list, utilizes a weightedaverage keyed to 
the number of sets in each of the 22 markets. The weighted aver¬ 
age takes in only ihewiarkets in which the program has been tele- 

cast. . 
The 22 markets include Atlanta, Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston 

Buffalo, Chicago. Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Detroit, 
Los Angeles, Milwaukee, Minneapolis-SL Paul, New Orleans, New 
" . . X. J?mnf>ier*n.nnleTrir>r1 Konttlo. 
York, 
Tacoma, St. Louis and Washington. 

Natl. 
Wght. 

Rk. Show Distributor Rtg. 

1. Esso Golden Playhouse-. v..Official ...... .. .23.4. 

2. Highway Patrol .. ... Ziv ...... .. .20.1 

3. State Trooper ... ...MCA .. ...18.6 

4. Honeymooners ......... ...CBS' ......... ...18.0 

5. Silent Service .......... ...NBC ......... ...17.0 

6. Grand Ole Opry .. ...Flamingo .... .. .16.8 

7. Death Valley Days ..... ... U.S. Borax „.. , • .16.2 

8. Sheriff of Cochise ...... ... NTA .. . . ...16.0 

9. Casey Jones ........... . . .Screen Gems . .. .15.3 

10. Cisco Kid .............. .. .Ziv .. .. .15.3 

11. Annie Oakley... ...CBS ......... ...14.5 

12. Men of Annapolis ...... ...Ziv .......... .. .14.3 

13. Boots & Saddles .......... ...NBC ........ ...14.1’ 

14. Popeye ................ ... A AP ...14.0 

15. Code 3 ........... i ...ABC ... ...13 A 

16, Whirlybirds ... ...CBS .. ...13.3 

17. Harbor Command. ...Ziv .. ...13.2 

18. Crusader .............. ...MCA ........ .. .13.0 

19. 26 Men .......-.... ...ABC .. ...12.8 

20. Decoy . .. .Official ...... ...12.6 

20. Dr. Christian ..........; .. .Ziv .......... .. ,12.6 

• Feature 'Greats1 on TV 

• Symposium on tape ver¬ 
sus film for future com¬ 

mercials 

• The Threatened Post-'48 
Feature "Blowup" 

These are just a FEW of the feature 

stories and charts that, combined with 

VARIETY'S regular news coverage, 

create DEMAND readership values. 

Take advantage of the special exploi¬ 

tation values of this Issue and 

Make Your Space Reservation Now 

NEW YORK 36 CHICAGO 11 
154 W. 46th St. 612 N. Michigan Aye. 

HOLLYWOOD 28 LONDON, W. C. 2 
6404 Sunset Blvd. ' 8 St. Martin's Place 

Trafalgar Square 

M-G’s Tom & Jerry’ As 
Vidpix Series With Lahr 

Added Bonus as ‘Leo’ 
| Hollywood, March 11. 

Metro TV’s newest project is a 
vidseries consisting of 26 "Tom 
and Jerry” cartoons plus new foot¬ 
age of Bert Lahr, who will be seen 
as "Leo, the Wonderful Lion.” 
Project was disclosed here by 
Charles C. (Bud) Barry, v.p. in 
charge of tv for Metro, and Sam 
Marx, exec producer of the stu¬ 
dio’s tv setup. 

Metro execs are currently nego¬ 
tiating a deal with a sponsor. Plan 
is to use "T&J” cartoons originally 
seen in theatres, and integrate them 
with footage of Lahr. Larry Harr 
mon is producer-writer of the show. 

Irt addition, Barry and Marx are 
casting two new pilots, "The Fast¬ 
est Gun Alive,” and "Father of 
the Bride.” 

Barry has just returned from 
a trek abroad, where he discussed 
sale of studio’s “Northwest Pas¬ 
sage” to British commercial tv, 
and "The Thin Man” series with 
French tv execs. 

Regarding Metro’s post-1948 
backlog of product. Barry com¬ 
mented: "We are giving no con¬ 
sideration to unloading these pic¬ 
tures to television.” Studio, like 
the other majors, has released its 
pre-1948 pix to teevee. 

CBS FILM SALES’ 
SERIES ON SCIENCE 

CBS Film Sales is offering "Ex¬ 
ploring Space,” a factual science 
adventure show, for syndication. 

Dr. I. M, Levitt, director of the 
Fels Planetarium and columnist, is 
slated to act as host and narrator. 
Skein will be a combination of film, 
animation and filmed interviews 
with the world’s top scientists. It 

'■will be produced and directed by 
Paul Thoma, producer of theatrical 
short subjects for many years, 

A camera crew will shoot foot¬ 
age at seven strategic missile and 
jet development sites. Additional 
film will be secured from film li¬ 
braries at Cape Canaveral, White 
Sands, the Bureau of Astronautics, 
the American Rocket Society and 
other interested areas. 

Stagg’s Oater Series 
Hollywood, March 11. { 

Jerry Stagg is planning to pro¬ 
duce an hour-long western tele- 
series next fall. 

Stagg, who "hates the incredibil¬ 
ity of the continuing western char¬ 
acter Who is engaged in harrow¬ 
ing adventures week after week,” 
plans, for that reason, to produce 
the series as an anthology. 

T III n Y VII Ull IIlVj 

Still 1 Issue Left 
American Assn, of Advertising 

Agencies, the decisive voice in 

present vidblurb dickers, is re¬ 

ported ready to ink a new tWo- 

year contract with Screen Actors 

Guild, but the more than 30 mem¬ 
bers of Film Producers Assn, are 
resisting strenuously the thesp 
union’s demand for a change in 
the "unit payment” plan, so that 
teleblurb actors will hereafter be 
paid for each commercial done in¬ 
stead of for an eight-hour day in- 
which many commercials might be 
lensed. 

FPA, a New York body, does not 
represent the rest of the 872 signa¬ 
tories to the teleblurb Code, and 
are only a "small dissenting voice’* 
to final agreement, according to a 
SAG spokesman. He held out 
hope that final agreement could be 
reached, although no definite 
time is set for the next meeting. 

There is accord on all sides con¬ 
cerning the rest of the contract., 
FPA said the various hikes for 
SAG will amount to between 50 
and 100% more than under the 
pact that ended March 1. 

FPA sent a telegram to its mem¬ 
bership yesterday (Tues.), day af¬ 
ter the last negotiations between 
AAAA, FPA and SAG. The New 
York production group expressed 
fear that destruction of the per 
diem payment to performers would 
also affect future demands by the 
craft unions. 

FPA said that it is impractical to 
pay actors for each: commercial 
made at the time it is made. It 
is a payment made by the pro^ 
ducers and not by the ad agencies^' 
even though the ultimate cost is 
absorbed by the agencies in pairing 
for the production work.. 

SAG chief John Dales* said that 
some 3,000 strike votes have been 
counted and that so far there was 
94.8% of the membership in favor 
of a strike. The actual voting 
deadline is March 18, when the 
10,000 or so votes in SAG must be" 
in; 

Zsa Zsa’s ‘Paris’ Vidpix 
Hollywood, March 11. 

Zsa Zsa Gabor will star in a 
projected vidpix series titled "Zsa 
Zsa in Paris,’* set for April Tens¬ 
ing by Alex Gottlieb. 

It goes on Hal Roach Productions 
program. 
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WEBS’ ‘ALSO 
Pilots Look Better later 

Metro TV, CBS Film Sales, along with a number of other tele¬ 
film houses, are holding off exposing any of their pilots to agen¬ 
cies and ad execs until.next month at the earliest. 

Telefilmeries feel that early screenings of pilots kill off a pos¬ 
sible chance of sale, with the would-be purchasers unwilling to 
make a commitment at this date. If the same pilot is screened 
again later, in the ApribJuly buying period for next season's.net¬ 
work programming, it carries a “we've seen that one before,” tag 
that tends to kill a sale. The approach appears to be that to keep 
it fresh, expose it when a sale has a greater potential. 

Metro TV has the “Min & Bill” pilot in the can and CBS Film 
Sales has a number of pilot properties/ Metro TV v.p. Charles 
(Bud) Barry is on the Coast to get production going on two more 

. pilots. Projects being considered are “Fastest Gun Alive,” a west¬ 
ern; “Father of the Bride,” comedy; “Report from Space/.’ science 
fiction; and “Jeopardy,” a meller. 

Desiiu, 4 Star, Thomas, Edehnan 

Hollywood, March'll. 

Amalgamation of Desiiu Produc 

tions, Four Star Productions, Dan¬ 

ny Thomas’ Martero telefilmery 

and Louis F. Edelman’s vidpix. 

company is being discussed in ex¬ 
ploratory talks here. While talks 
are in initial stages and such a 
deal is concededly a. long way off, 
if it jells it would make the merged 
companies the top “major studio” 
in the tv film field In Hollywood. 

Idea currently being disctiss&L 
by those involved is to put all their 
vidseries under one hat, and their 
pooled resources Under such an 
umbrella would easily make the 
merged company the leading vid- 
filmery today. Revue, MCA’s sub¬ 
sid, is currently rated No. 1, but 
a merger of the. four telefilmeries 
would probably see close to 30 
series being shot by such a. com¬ 
pany.. ’ 

Desi Arnaz, prexy-owner of 
Desiiu, recently acquired by the 
RKO Gower and Pathe studios, 
and these with his Motion Picture 
Center give him 35 stages, which 
would easily be able to handle the 
combined shooting sked envisioned. 
Danny Thomas wants to do one 
more year of his highly success¬ 
ful series, then would like to turn 
to producing vidpix. 

All. four of the companies in¬ 
volved in the talks are highly suc¬ 
cessful, and production breakdown 
for each is., as follows; 

Desiiu; “The Lucille Ball and 
Desi Arnaz Show”; December 
Bride”; “Sheriff of Cochfse”; “This 
Is Alice”; "Official Detective”; 
“Whirlybirds”; “Walter Winchell 
Show”; “Desiiu Playhouse.” 

Edelman: “Wyatt Earp” and 
“Adventures of Jim Bowie,” (in 
partnership with Bob Sisk); “The 
Californians.” 

Four Star: “Dick Powell’s Zane 
Grey Theatre,” “TrackdowU,” “Al¬ 
coa Theatre,” “Richard Diamond, 
Private Detective.” 

Thomas: Danny Thomas series 
and “The Real McCoys.” 

This lineup of series does not 
include a number, of new projects 
planned by each company. In some 
cases, pilots have already been 
shot on new entries. 

NBC-Cal Nat In ! 
Shift to U-I Let 

Hollywood, March 11. 

NBC, which has made an exten¬ 

sive telefilm production deal with 

Universal-International, has leased 

a building at U-I and is moving its 
California National .Productions 
subsid and NBC production per¬ 
sonnel to U-I studios. 

CNP, now at Metro and Califor¬ 
nia Studios, will be making the 
moveover before May. 

NBC, already in a deal for a 
vidfilm pilot bas£d on U-I’s “Saddle 
Tramp” feature, is discussing sev¬ 
eral co-production deals with U-I 
based on the studio’s oldies, name^ 
ly “Tammy,” “Ma, Pa Kettle,” and 
*• Jp Front.” The plan is to co¬ 
produce at least three or. four ser- 

Viitli U-I» 

Chas. C. (Bud) Barry 
. (Vo»p in Charge of AIGM-TV) 

It of the opinion that 

THE NEW TV 

| COMPRISES TRIED & 
TESTED THEATRICAL 

PROPERTIES 
*. 1 *• 

or* of tho many special byliiie 

pieces in the upcoming 

Semi-Annual TV Film Issue 

VARIETY 
OUT THIS MONTH 

Cheaper to Buy 
Syndicated Show 
Than Spots: TPA 
A schedule of spot announce¬ 

ments on a local station costs the 
sponsor a good deal more than if 
the same sponsor would buy a syn¬ 
dicated skein for airing, according 
to a recently completed Television 
Programs of America study. 

The study, similar in respects to 
others done in the field, is dra¬ 
matic in some of its implications. 
It also offers details which other J 
studies lacked. 

Covering 20 typical markets, the 
study compared the combined time 
and talent costs for such a syndi- 

r cated property as “New Adventures 
of Charlie Chan” with the cost of 
nine 20-second spots a week. The 
nine spots figure was chosen so 
that the. per commercial second 
cost couid be calculated—a half- 
hour skein having three one-min¬ 
ute commercials, or 180 seconds in 
commercial time weekly. ' 

It was found that on the average 
the schedule of nine 20-second 
spots weekly was 40% more than 
the time and cost talent for a syn¬ 
dicated property. 

TPA exec v.p. Michael (Mickey) 
Sillerman, commenting on the sur¬ 
vey, opined that perhaps the most 
important factor Is the question of 
sponsor identification which Is dif¬ 
ficult to obtain with spots unless 
the spots are part of a high'budget, 
mammoth saturation campaign. 
Additionally, he pointed out, be- 

(Continued on page 50) 

Jason Rabinovitz In 
Switch to Metro TV 

Jason Rabinovitz, assistant treas¬ 
urer of Loew’s, has been moved 
over to Metro TV, assuming the 
post of general manager, a newly- 
created spot. 

Understood one reason for move- 
over is the constant traveling of 
Charles Barry, Loew’s v.p. and 
head of the Metro TV division. 
Barry has been shuttling between 
N. Y. and L. A. the past few 
months, as well , as taking an over¬ 
seas trip to London recently. 

New skeins, generally don’t blos¬ 
som for spring airing, the winter 
season being usually a tougher 
time for. selling, as compared to 
the peak late spring and summer 
periods, when the drive is on for 
the new fall season. 

Nevertheless, there are a hand¬ 
ful. of new properties ’ around for 
airing shortly the hardier souls 
pacing syndication’s all-year-round 
business status. 

In this relative, hiatus of new 
syndicated properties, a virtual 
avalanche of off-net.work skeins 
have been put into syndication— 
at least 10 properties in the past, 
four to six weeks, far more in 
number than put into syndication 
in a similar period for a long time. 

Many of the rerun skeins are 
not shows recently lopped off the 
networks, although there are some 
represented in that category, too. 
F’rinstance, there is the original 
“Lassie” property,. currently being 
pitched by Television Programs Of 
America, properties which loom 
just as importantly first-run off- 
network, as some fresh-made for 
syndication properties. 

Usually^ the grossing potential 
for an off-network rerun syndica¬ 
tion ride is closely related to the 
skein’s network success. The hits 
get top dollars in syndication artd 
the also-rans wind up with smaller 
dough. 

But there are surprises with off- 
network series. ; Jackie Gleason’s 
“Honeymooners;” when it was first 
launched in . September, was not 
touted as the skein which would 
kick up such hefty rating dust. 
With. Ralph Bellamy returning to 
the limelight, MCA TV has dusted 
off the Beliamy-starrer “Man 
Against Crime” for a syndication 
ride. 

In many instances, it’s, found 
that with times and tastes; chang¬ 
ing, a network also-ran finds a 
ready syndication market. Seldom; 
though, is the reverse true—a net¬ 
work hit skein losing its way in 
syndication. 

These are the new off-network 
properties either being sold or 
about to be pitched in syndication: 

“77th Bengal Lancers,” Screen 
Gems; “Lassie,” TPA; “Medic” 
”It’s A Great Life,” NBC’s Cali¬ 
fornia National Productions; “As¬ 
signment Foreign Legion,” “You 
Are There,” CBS Film Sales; 
“Man Against Crime” (redubbed 
“Follow That Man”); another 39 
episodes of “If You Had a Million,” 
MCA TV; “O.S.S.,” Flamingo 
Films; and “Perspective,” Lakeside 
Television. 

The only new made for syndica¬ 
tion shows now being . Sold and 
firmly set. for .airing shortly are 
Ziv’s “Target” and TPA’s “Tugr 
boat Annie.” 

Fresh-for-TV Features To 

DA-TV Preps Bundle of Post-’48’s 
Everett Rosenthal 

(Exocutivo Producer, Pyramid Ptodt.) 

hat somaparrinantviaws on tho . 

PROMISE OF A BETTER 

TOMORROW IN NJY: 

PRODUCTION OF 

TELEFILMS 

another Editorial Feature In the 

Semi-Annual TV Film Issue 

PfiniETY 

OUT THIS MONTH 

Accent on Oaters; 
Preps 4 of Them 

Hollywood, March ll. 
Emphasis oh, westerns continues 

at Revue productions, with at least 
four oaters in process of prepara¬ 
tion for pilot activity on the Valley, 
lot within a month. Other pilots 
under consideration include those 
for a pair of situation comedies, an 
anthology and a romantic adven¬ 
ture series., J 

! “Town Tamer,” a western vidpix 
series based on a novel by Frank 
Gruber, will be produced by Don 
Fedderson Productions, with tenta¬ 
tive plans to shoot the pilot film 
March 28. Pilot, titled “The Man 
from Idaho,” will be directed, by 
Herschel Daughtery, with Gruber 
producing. Company is still seek¬ 
ing a leading man, to /be the oniy 
continuing character in the series. 
In addition to this pilot, Fedderson 
Productions is mapping several 
live; audience-participation ven¬ 
tures. .: . 

Nat Holt, who has completed a 
pilot of “Yankee Bligh,” Alex Nieol 
starrer being shipped this week 
to NBC to be served up for sale 
by the web, is currently working 
with Gruber on another western, 

(Continued on page 50) 

In 3-Buyer Birdie 
Chicago, March 11. 

“Top Pro Golf,” first off-the-net- 

work reruns of the hour-long “All 

Star Golf” series which preemed 

on ABC-TV last fall, found three 

takers in its first week Of syndica¬ 
tion—WBKB; Chicago; WXYZ, De: 
troit, and KSTP-Ty, Minneapolis. 
First two are ABC. stations, which 
have been carrying the. network 
edition on Saturday afternoons. Se-r 
Ties is being distributed by Waiter 
Schwimmer Inc., which also pro¬ 
duced it. 

Both “Top Pro Golf*’ and its sis¬ 
ter Schwimmer series, “Champion¬ 
ship Bowling,” are targeted for an 
April 6 release date. Shooting of 
new skeins for both series should 
begin early in June. 

Johnny Green To 
Desiiu on Musicals; 

2 Origi: 
Hollywood, March 11. 

Johnny Green has joined Desiiu 
and will act as right hand man on 
forthcoming musicals to Arnaz, 
company prexy.; Contract calls for 
Green to begin his new duties on 
April 9. 

The former Metro musical chief 
will, produce and write original 
scores for at least two musicals to 
be presented on next year’s ’‘Desiiu 
Playhouse.!’ Green is off on a 
month’s Caribbean cruise,. Oh re¬ 
turn he will stop over; in N Y.. to 
gander new shows, rights to which 
Desiiu is interested in acquiring. 

The. features-for-tv pool, which 
remained fairly stable the past six 
months, is about to be swelled by 
at least 1,000 fresh-for-tv titles, 
the. bulk of them coming from the 
Paramount library recently sold 
to MCA. 

But there are other sources as 
well: 

United Artists is prepping a- 
fresh package. Its tv division, given 
the greenlight, is clearing titles to 
a group of post-’48’s and hopes to 
have them ready for the April 
National Assn, of Broadcasters 
meeting in Los Angeles. The go- 
ahead signal was given in the face 
of heavy; exhibitor pressure to 
“hold the line at ’49.” 

Republic Pictures, via Hollywood 
Television Services subsid, is sell¬ 
ing off Republic post-’48’s. There 
are about 203 titles in the group, 
which were bought by the NBC 
o&o’s for $2,000,000. 

Flamingo Films has been, apr 
pointed the sales agent for Dis¬ 
tributors Corp. of America, which 
has packaged a group of 22 pix 
for'tv. 

M & A Alexander and Medallion 
Pictures have put out separate 
packages recently, all post-*48*s. 
Tallying the post-’48 lineup, there 
are 203 Republics, 15 from M & A 
Alexander, 21 from. Medallion. 22 
from DCA, and about 39 from UA, 
which gives a sizable 300 post-’48 
titles for tv exposure. 

This breach in the post-’48 ceil¬ 
ing has occurred despite the Hol¬ 
lywood talent guilds’ contractual ar- 
raneements with the major studios 
which prohibits the distribution of 
pictures made after August, ’48 to 
tv unless the talent guilds are cut 
in on tv revenues, at a formula 
to be agreed upon. 

Republic Pictures has ignored 

(Continued on page 50) 

Everybody's On 
‘Marco Polo’ Kick 

Hollywood, March 11. 
. Marco Polo never had it so good. . 

Explorer has been suddenly dis¬ 
covered by tv film, and there are 
three vidpix series currently In 
the works revolving about Polo. 

First W. Lee Wilder and Allied 
Artists revealed they plan a series, 

“The Adventures of Marco Polo.” 
Next day Hayward-Brown En¬ 

terprises disclosed they had al¬ 
ready shot five vidfilms in a series, 
“Tales of Marco Polo,” and they 
were showing the merchandise te 
prospective sponsors. 

Polo popped up again, when the 
following day the Ann Spencer 
agency said it packaged “Travels of 
Marco Polo” two years ago, had 
shown it to Television Programs of 
America, but they niXed it because 
they couldn’t get a top name for 
the series. But agency has 13 fin¬ 
ished scripts, and Miss Spencer 
said she is mulling whether or not 
Id submit the series again, acknowl- 
ing she was “startled by the mul¬ 
tiplicity of Polo series." 

More TV Film News 

Page 48 

How High the ‘Noon’ 
“High Noon” is probably the 

toprated feature pix making the! 
tv rounds, j 

. According to a recent., conipila- j. 
tion of American Research Bureau { 
ratings by distrib National Telefilm 
Associates, the Gary Cooper-Grace 1 
Kelly starrer drew a 49.5 rating in 
Philadelphia, a 37.5 ARB in San ( 
Antonio, 39.7 in Detroit, 36.4 in j 
New York, and a 25 in Charleston, i. 
W. Va^.; . ! 

In Philadelphia; the 49:5 on 
WCAU-TV on Sunday afternoon 
(2). was the highest rating ever 
achieved in the Philadelphia mar¬ 
ket, which spans an 11-year period. 

WNAC-TV’s Pix Buys 
• Boston, March 11. 

WNAC-TV inked big package of 
films. “Triple Crown,” through 
Screen Gems, including eight of 
the filmed “Playhouse 90“ shows 
and a number of old horror pics 
plus films from United Artists aiid 
Columbia Iibrarjr. 

Iri the buy are films: “It Hap¬ 
pened One Night,’’ “Shock Proof,” 
“Lost Horizon,” “Pacific Adven¬ 
ture,” “Brute Force.” “Suspect.” 
“Texas.” “My Sister Eileen,” “All 
My Sons,” “Framed,” “All- Quiet 
on the Western Front.” “I Was a 
Prisoner on Devil’s Island." 
“Strange Death of Adolf Hitler,” 
“Mummy’s Ghost.” “Frankenstein” 
and. “Night Munster.’-’ 
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ST. LOUIS Stations: KSD, KTVI, KWK. TV Homes: 560.200. Survey Dates: Feb. I-8r 1958. 

RK. 

~1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
7. 
8. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

PROGRAM—DAV—1UME ’ STA. 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30).. , . ___.KWK 
Perry Como (Sat. 7-8) ......KSD 
Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 8:30-10) ......KWK . 
Danny Thomas (Mon. 8-8:30) ......KWK 
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun: 8:30-91 .KWK 
December Bride (Mon. 8:30-9) . . KWK 
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9). ; KWK 
I’ve Got a Secret (Wed. 8:30-9).. . ..KWK 
Groucho Marx (Thurs. 7-T:30) .,.. . KSD 
Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9) .... KWK 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. 

1. tReport, Misc. (M-F 10-10:1.9) , .. . .KWK 
2. ♦Art Linkletter (M-F 1:30-2) ... KWK 
3. ‘Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).. . KTVI 
4. --tLatest' News (M-F bv:15-6:30> . .. . KSD 
4. iWrangler’s Club (M-F 5-6) . ... .KSD 
5. * Queen for a Day (M-F 3-3:45) ! ...KSD 
5. tWea, Snorts View (M-F 6-9:15).. . .KSD 
6. tNews, Wea (M-F 10:30-10:45) ....KSD 
7. tMovie, Misc. <M-W 10:30-S.O.> .... KWK 
8. ‘Matinee Theatre (M-F 2-3) . KSD 

AV. 
JtTG. 

43.9 
■ 41.2 
36.2 
35.9 
35.3 
34.5 
32.9 
32:9 
32.5 

_32.0 

AV; 
_RTG. 

19.0 
15.7 
14.6 
14.4 
14.4 
14.3 
14.3 
14.2 
13.5 
13.4 

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS 
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME ST A. DISTRB. 

Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30) . 
Boots and Saddles.. (Fri. 9:30).. : 
Whiriybirds (Tues. 10) 

State Trooper (Tues. 9:30)... ... 
Annie Oakley (Sat 6) \ . ....... 

....KWK..... U S. Borax 

...,KWK .... NBC 

. .. KSD. . . . . . CBS 

.; . KSD.. . . . . MCA 

....KWK. .. .. CBS 

Highway Patrol (Thurs. 9:30): . KSD...... Ziv 
Passport to Danger (Tues. 9:30) .... . KWK.ABC 
Men of Annapolis (Thurs: 10)....... KSD.. ... . Ziv 

Harbor Command (Wed. 9:30) ... 
Star Performance (Wed. 10).. 
Martin Kane (Fri. 10)...: . 

... KSD:,.:.. Ziv 

...KWK.,.;-. Official 

...KSD.. . ...Ziv 

Cisco Kid (Sat; 5:30) , .*..'. .-KSD.;.... .Ziv 
If You Had a Million (Mon: 10)....: KSD..... MCA 
Studio 57 (Wed. 10)., . . KSD.... . . MCA 
Silent Service (Mon. TO) ... : KWK.. . . . NBC 
I Search for: Adventure. (Sun. 10).. . . KWK. . ... Baenall 
Gray Ghost (Sun. 9:30) KSD; ..;.. CBS 
Big Story (Fri. 9:30), 1 .V- . KTVI.. . . . Official 
Damon Runyon Theatre (Tues. 9:30).KTVI.... . Screen Gems 
HeraM Playhouse (Sun. 6) . ... KWK..... ABC 

AV. 
RTG. 

29.5 
27.5 
25.9 

25.2 
23.2 

'22.5 
22.2 
21.7 

21.2 
19.9 
19.7 

19.5 
18.5 
18.2. 
18.2 
17.9 
17.2 
16.9 
16.5 
16.2 

AV. 
_SH. 

47 
45 
47 

39 
67 

32 
35 
41 

35 
41 
30 

55 
39 
37 
38 
32 
28 
28 
26 
27 

TOP COMPETITION 

PROGRAM STA. 

Your Hit Parade ,...>. 
Big Story ........;. > 
f 10—Report ......... 
1 Movie ..,. 
Passport to Danger..., 
i Who’s Who—Govt. .. 
1 Movie Museum ..... 

Playhouse 90 ...... 
State Trooper ........ 
fid—Report ......... 
i Warner Bros. ....... 
Circle Theatre ...,..;. 
Studio 57 ........... 
f 10—Report ....., 
l Columbia—Movie ".... 
Paul Winchell ... .1... 
Silent Sendee-.... 
Star Performance. 
If You Had a Million.. 
Spook Spectacular ... . 
What’s My Line ..... 
Boots and Saddles ;... 
State Trooper..... 
Shirley Temple ....... 

..KSD 

.. KTVI 

..KWK 

..KWK 

. , KWK 

..KSD 

..KST> 

. .KWK 

..KSD 

..KWK 

. .KWK 

. . KWK 

..KSD 

..KWK 

. . KWK 

..KTVI 

..KWK 

..KWK 

..KSD 

..KTVI 

.KWK 

..KWK 
,: KSD 
..KSD 

AV. 
RTG. 

19.9 
16:9 
18.7 
17.0 
22.2 

6.7 
TO 

35.4 
25.2 
21.3 
19.7 
24.7 

.18.2 
23.7 
22.0 

9 9 
18.2. 
19.9 
18.5 
19.9 
28.7 
27.5 
25.2 
27.5 

CLEVELAND 
“ : “ toFten~network SHOWS 

^L~Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:30) .;V,...... ..WJW 41:9 
2. Perry Como (Sat. 8-9) KYW 40.8 
3. Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 8-9) WJW. 37.8 
4. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11) ; .WJW 37.4 
5. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9) : ..;... WEWS 37.2 
6. Danny Thomas <Mon. 9-9:30) . . . . WJW 359 
7. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30^10)..... WJW 32.9 
8. Shirley Temple (Sun. 6:30-7:30).. .KYW 31.6 
9. G. E. Theatre (Sun. 9-9:30) ....WJW 31.5 

10. December Bride (Mon. 9:30-10) ... WJW 30,9 

TOP TEN "MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. +Popeye (M-F 5:30-6) " KYW 23.2 
2. tSoMo. Sports Final (M-F 11-11:15) WJW 20.3 
3. ‘Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5-30-6) . WEWS 17.8 
4. t6 O’Clock Ad., Misc. ‘ (M-F 6-6:45) s KYW 17.3 
5. ‘American Bandstand (M-F 3:30-4-5) . WEWS 16.5 

' 5. ‘CBS News <M-F 6:45-7). WJW .. 16.5 
6. fNews—T. Field (M-F 11-11:15) WEWS 15.5 
7. f ilth Hr. News, Wea l M-F 11-11:15) KYW 14.0 
8. ‘Comedy Time (M-F 5-5-30) .KYW : 13.8 
9. -(Highlights—News (M-F) 6:30-6:45) WEWS; 13.7 

Stations: KYW. WEWS, WJW.TV Hornes: 484,100. Survey Dates: Feb; 1-8, 1958. 

Silent Service (Sat- 10:30). 
Highway Patrol (Tues. 7).; 
Popeye (M-F 5:30) 
Last of :the Mohicans (Thur 
San Francisco Beat (Wed, 7 
Frontier Doctor (Mon. 7) . 

Studio 57 (Fri. 7) ■ 
Kit Carson (Sun. 6) 
Sheriff of . Cochise (Thurs. 10:3 
Gray Ghost (Tues. 10:30). : 
Bad-e 714 (Mon. 7) . ,. 
Death Valley Davs (Thurs. 7). 
State Trooper (Tues. 9:30)... 
Charlie Chan (Sat. 7) -.:.;. 
Whirlyhi-ds (Mon. - 7) 
Captain David Grief (Wed. 7). 
Mv Little Margie (Fri! 7) .... 
Waterfront (Thurs. 10): 
Doue Fairbanks Presents (Fri.. : 
Sea Hunt (Fri. 7) ., ..: ,. 

SAN ANTONIO 

top ten network shows 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30) : .. . .KENS 50.9 
2. Wells F.argo (Mon. 7:30-8) . .WOAI 39.5 
3- Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9). KENS 38.4 
4. Restless Gun (Mon. 7-7:30) .. . . ....WOAI 36.5 
5. Maverick (Sun. 6:30^7:30) ......... .KONO 35.7 
6. Wyatt Earp iTues. 7:30-8» .....KONO 35.2 
7. G. E. Theatre (Sun. 8-8:30) ....... KENS, ^ 34,5 
8. Perry Como (Sat. 7-8) .,... ;.WOAI 34.5 
8, Danny Thomas (Mon. 8-8:30) .....KENS 33.5 
9. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9) .....KENS 32;7 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. fl2 Star Final (M.T.Th,.F 110-10:15) . KONO 25.2 
2. ‘Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6) .: . KONO 20.5 
3. tNews iM-F 10-10:15) ..WOAI 16.6 
4. ‘American Bandstand (M-F 3-5) : KONO 15.5 
5. ‘Price Is Right (M-F 10-10:30 a.m!) . WOAI 14.7 
6. tWorld at Large (M-F 6-6:15) . WOAI 14,3 
7. tAfternoon Movietime .(M-F 12-1:30). WOAI 14.1 
7. ‘Art Linkletter (M-F 1:30-2) .WOAI 14.1 
7. t20th Cent. Th., Misc. »M-F 10:30-12) WOAI 14.1 
8. ‘Trust Your Wife (M-F 3:30^4)..KONO 13.7 

.....WJW..... .NBC 30.0 47 Your Hit Parade . ...... KYW 20.9 

.....WJW..... .Ziv 25.5 45 6 O’Clock Adventure ... KYW 18.5 
,....KYW..... .A AP 23.2 51 Mickey Mouse Club.;.: WEWS 17.8 

. WJW.,... .TP A 22.5 38 Death Valley Days .... KYW 19.9 
.;...wjw..... CBS ; 22.5 39 Captain David Grief.... KYW 18.2 
,,. . KYW;_ Hollywood TV 21:9 36 Bgdge 714 .. WJW 19.9 

. , .:. .WJW. .. ,. .CBS 21.5 51 (Bowling Stars 
1 Liberace 

WEWS 
WEWS 

14,7 
14.0 

.;..KYW .. .. MCA 21.2 38 My Little Margie ..:,,. WEWS 17.9 
. ....WEWS... MCA 20.9 52 Boots and Saddles...... WJW 12.2 
>.... KYW..... .NT A 20.9 29 Playhouse 90 .......... .WJW 36.7 
....WJW..... • CBS 20.3 .40 Code Three :-..... WEWS 16.9 

..... W.TW..... .NBC 19.9 33 Frontier Doctor . KYIV 21.9 

.....KYW..;.. •U. S. Borax .19.9... 34 Last of the Mohicans . .. .WJW 22.5 

.....KYW,.... •MCA 19:9 28 Red Skelton ...... .WJW 28.9 
.;.wjw TPA 19.0 47 Farm Bureau Jamboree. .WEWS 10.9 

. CBS 18.9 31 Frontier Doctor ---- .KYW 21.9 
.....KYW .... .Guild 18.2 32 San Francisco Beat..... .WJW. 22.5 
__ wews. . . Official 17.9 32 Studio 57 .. . .. KYW 21.2 

.wews.,. . MCA 17.9 24 Playhouse 90 .......... WJW 38.3 
):30) WEWS.;.; .ABC 17.2 27 Person to Person........ .WJW 26.9 

.:.WJW..... Ziv, 17.2 31 Studio 57 .KYW 21.2 

K£NS, KONO, WOAI. TV Homes: 142,000. Survey Dates: Jan . 13-20, 195$. 

1. Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30)...... KENS... .V. U.S. Borax 38.0 58 Your Hit Parade. ...WOAI 16.4 
2. Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 9).....:.. KONO.. : NTA 27.7 40 $64 000 Question__ .. KENS 20.2 
3. Gray Ghost (Tues. 8:30)..:... . . ... KONO.. ., CBS 26.5 37 Red Skelton ---- ...KENS 27.0 
4. Ann;e Oakley (Tues. 6) *. ,.....;. .KONO.. .. CBS 25.5 ; 55 S World at Large .... ...WOAI 13.0 

• ' ■ 1 NBC News .. .. .WOAI 11.7 
5. State Trooper ‘ (Fri. 9:30); KENS... ..MCA 24.9 37 Boxing, Misc. ...WOAI 20.2 
6. Sheena, Queen of the Jungle. (Fri, 6) KONO.. . ABC 24.7 53 5 World at Large .... 

1 NBC News .. 
...WOAI 
;. .WOAI 

13.7- 
12.3 

7,. . Ramar of: the Jungle. (Mon, 6) r.,.. KONO.; •TPA 23.7 50 i World at Large . . .. 
1 NBC News ....... 

...WQAI 

.. .WOAI 
13.7 
14.0 

8. The Tracers (Sat. 6) .... KENS;.. ;.. Minor 22.5 48 S. Donovan. W. Marshall.WOAI 15,5 
9. Highway Patrol (Thurs. 7) ........; WOAI.. . . Ziv 21.9 33 Zorro ....... .".KONO 25.2 

10. Jungle Jim ( Wed 6) ...... KONO.. . Screen Gems 21.5 46 i World at Large ... 
) NBC News ..,.,■.. 

. . . WOAI 

...WOAI 
16.0 
15.7 

11. Sky King (Sat: 11:30 a.m.) . : .KENS:.. . .Na'bisco 21.2 54 Ramar of the Jungle. ...KONO 13.5 
1?> Frontier Dr. ( Wed: 9:30) :. ....... .WOAI... . .Hollywood TV 18.2 27 Boxing .;..... ...KONO 27.0 
13. Boots and Saddles (Thurs. 7: ... .kens;.. ..NBC 17,7 27 Zorro . ... KONO 25.2 
14. The Three Musketeers (Thurs. 6) .. KONO;. .. ABC 17 3 42 f World at Large . 

(NBC News ... 
...WOAI 
...WOAI 

15.3 
14.0 

15. Silent Service (Tues. 9:30),;...... .KENS... ,:nbc 17.2 27 Navy Log . ...KONO 26.5 
16. Guy Lombardo (Sun. 9:30) ........' .WOAI... .. .MCA 16.7 26 What’s My Line'...... ...KENS 29.5 
17, Harbor Command (Fri. 9:30) .KONO:. .. Ziv 16.5 25 State Trooper :. .... ... KENS 24.9 
18: S. Donovan;. West. Marshal (Sat. 6) . .WOAI:., ...NBC 15.5 33 ‘Tracers .. ....... ...KENS 22.5 
19. Star Performance (Sun. 9:30) . . KONO.. .. Official 15.2: 24 WhaPs My Line...,. ...KENS 29.5 
20. Ramar of the Jungle^Sat. 11:30 a m.) KONO.; .TPA 13.5 34 Sky.King ...KENS l212 

FRESNO, CAL Stations: KFRE, KJFO, KMJ. TV Homes: 82,700. Survey Dates: Jan. 13-20, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:30) v, _..KFRE 
Boxing. ‘Fri. 7-7:45) ........ ,KMJ 
Sports Desk.24 (Fri 7:45-8) . . .. ...; KMJ 
Bob Hope < Fri, 8-9) ...... ; . ;KMJ 
Perry Como (Sat. 8-9) . ...KMJ 
Boxing (Wed. 7-B) ........ ..KJEO 
Lawrence AVelk (Sat 9-10> . .. KJEO 
This Is Your Life (Wed. T0-10;30). ... KMJ 
Groucho Marx (Thurs. 8-8:30 > :.., KMJ 
People Are Funny (Sat. 7:30-8) .. . KMJ 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

41.8 
40.7 
37.0 
34:6 
33.8 
33.1 
31.8 
30.8 
30.5 
30.5 

1. ‘Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).. KJEO 22.2 
2. ‘Queen for a Day (M-F 1-1:45) KMJ 19.0 
3. iBig Time Movie (M.Tu..Tl\. 6:30-8) KMJ 18.1 
4. ‘NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30) KMJ 17.3 
5. fShell News >M-F 6-6:15) .... KMJ 16.8 
6. ‘Modern Romances (M-F 1:45-2). . . .KMJ 16.5 
7'» tWebster Webfoot (M-F 4 5V ....... KFRE 15.2 
8. ‘Price Is Right (M-F 4-5( .....KMJ 14.4 
9. ‘Art Linkletter (M-F 11:30-12),.... .KFRE . 13.1 

10. ‘Matinee Theatre (M-F 12-1) ...., KMJ 12.9 

SPOKANE 

1. I Search For Adventure (Tu, 7:30) 
2. Boots, and Saddles. (Tu. 8:00)’ ... 
3. ; Highway Patrol (Fri; 6:30) ... , ;, 
4. Sheriff of Cochise (Tu. 9:30) . ., 
5. Captain David Grief Fri. 10:00). 
5. Frontier Doctor (Sat 9:00)., '... 
6. Gray Ghost (Mon. 7:30) ......... 
6. HoneymoOners (Tu. 9:30) 

•;.6; State Trooper Th. .7:30)..: 
7.. . DVath Valley Days (Mon, 7:00)..; 
8. Kingdom of the Sea (Sat. 9:30)... 
9. Gangbusters (Tu. 10:30) , 
9; 26 Men (Th. 7:00) ^ . .tv;. 
9., Waterfront (Fri. 10:00) .. ,... 

10. Harbor Command (Tv, 10:00) 
10. ; Jungle Jim (Mon. 6:30) ; . . . 
10, Last of the Mohicans (Tu. 6:00).. 

10. Sky King (Th. 6:00) ...... 

Whiriybirds (Wed. 6:30). . . . 
Hopalong Cassidy (Mon. 6:00);. 

11. Silent Service (Th. 7:00) 

Statio 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

.. .KJEO... .. Bagnall 26.3 45 Big Time Movie ....... KMJ 16.0 
,.. KJEO.. ., NBC 25:8 43 To Tell the Truth ..... .KFRE 20.3 
...KMJ ... .. Ziv 2Y3 51 Leave It to Beaver,.. . . .KFRE 14.8 
...KJEO... ..NTA 20 8 33 Bob Cummings .:--- .KMJ 23.3 
...KMJ ... .. Guild 20.3 39 Waterfront ........... .KFRE 16.8 
... KFRE... .. Hollywood TV 20.3 29 Lawrence Welk ----- .KJEQ 32.3 
. . . KJEO,;. ..CBS 19.8 ; 35 Godfrey’s Talent Scouts. KFRE 19.8 
... KFRE..- ..CBS . 19.8 31 Bob Cummings.. KMJ 23.3 
.. . KFRE :; ...MCA ;• 19.8 34 Circus Boy ........... :kjeo 20.3 
...KJEO... . . U. S. Borax 13.8 33 Burns ’n’ Alien ... .KFRE 21.3 
...KFRE.. .. Guild 17.3 26 Lawrence Welk .. ...... KJEO 3L3 
... KM.T :. .. RKO lfi.8 50 Movieland ........... .KJEO 9.5 
...KFRE,, ..ABC 16:8 32 Big Time Movie ....... .KMJ 19.5 
. ..KFRE.. ..MCA 16.8 32 Cantain David Grief ... .KMJ 20.3 
...KFRE... . . Ziv 16.3 30 Californians ........... .KMJ 248 
..KJEO.,. .. Screen Gems 16.3 34 Big Time Movie ... . . . . . .KMJ 19 3 

...KJEO.. ,. TPA 16.3 42 (Shell News .......... 
) NBC News .......... 

.KMJ 

.KMJ 
15.5 
16.0 

. ;■-. i:jeo:.. ,. . Nabisco 16.3 38 ( Shell News. .... 
1 NBC News ... 

.KMJ 

.KMJ 
19.5 
19.5 

...KJEO... ..CBS 16.3 33 i I Love Lucy .......... KFRE 17.3 
.... KJEO. . . . . .NBC 15.8 40 j 

] 
(Shell News ... 
1NBC News.:...;....,;. 

.KMJ 
:kmj 

16.0 
165 

...NBC 15.8 30 Big Time Movie ..:. .KMJ 195 

s: KHp, KREM. KXLY TV Homes: 77,800. Survey Dates. Jan . 13-20, 1958. 

1. Perry Como (Sat. 8-9) :. ...KHQ 455 
2. People Are Funny (Sat. 7:30-8) ..... KXLY 38.8 
3. Groucho Marx (Th. 8-8:30> ... :KHQ. 37.3 
4. This Ls Your Life (W’ed 10-10:30):;.. KHQ 36.8 
5. Cheyenne (Tu. 7:30-8:30> ...... KREM 36.3 
6. Twenty One (Mon. 9-9.30) ......... KHQ 35.3 
7. Wyatt Earp (Tu. 8:30-9i . .KREM 34.8 
8. Bob Cummings (Tu. 9:30-10) . . KHQ #4.3 
8. Gunsmoke (Sat 9-9:30) . ....... .KXLY 34.3 
9. Wells Fargo (Mon, 8:30-9) :.. .. KHQ 33.8 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. ‘Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6)... KREM 29.9 
2. tPopeye (M-F 4:30-5) , .... .... KREM 24.1 
3. tKit Carson (W-Th 6-6:36) ......KREM 23:8 
4. ‘Queen for a Day (M-F 1-1:45) ... . KHQ 17.7 
5. ‘NBC News (M-F 6:45-7) ..... .KHQ 17.2 
6. ‘CBS News, Edwards ‘M-F 6:15-6:30): KXLV 15:8 
7. tNewsroom. Wea (M-F 6:30-6:45)... KREM 15 6 ; 18. 
8. tFront Page tM-F 6:30-6:45) . . . KHQ 15.5 119. 
9. ‘Modem Romances (M-F 1:45-2) . V. KHQ 15.1; 20. 

10. tNews—Phillips, Spts. (M-F 6:45-7). . KREM 14.7 j 

Whiriybirds (Mon; 7:30) . . . . ; . . . 
Sheriff of Cochise (Fri. 9:30).... 
I Search for Adventure (Th. 7:00). 
Highway Patrol (Wed. 9:30) 
O. Henry Playhouse (Mon. 7:00),.; 
Sky* King (Mon. 6:00) . .. ..; 

Kit Carson (W, Th. 6:00) ...:.. 
Popeye . (M-F 4:30) 
Harhor Command (Wed. 9:00) ... 
State Trooper lTh*. 7:30) ........ 
Frontier (Sat. 7:00) .. .. . 
Men of Annapolis (Fri. 8:30) .. 
Frontier Dr. (Tu. 7:00) 
Twenty Six Meh (Tu, 7:00) . . . .;; 
Kit Carson (Fri. 7:00) . ,. . ..... 
Confidential File (Sat. 10:00) . . . 
Championship Bowling (Sat. 7:00) 

Badge 714 (Tu: 10:00) t . 
Silent Service (Fit. 10:00) ..... 
Hopalong Cassidy (Sat. 5:00) .v.. 

.. ;khq . •..CBS 31.3 

...KXLY.. ...NTA, 27.8 

...KXLY.. . .Bagnall 27.3 

.. .KHQ. .. . .Ziv 26.8 

...KHQ ... .. Gross-Krasne 26.3 
KREM.; .. Nabisco 25.8 

.;. KREM.. .. MCA 24.3 

. .:krem._. .. AAP 24.1 

...KHQ.;, , . Ziv 23.5 

46 j Godfrey’s Scouts 

.KHQ... 

.KHQ .. 

.KXLY,. 

.KREM.. 
KHQ .. 
KREMv 

.KREM/, 

.KREM. 

. KXLV.. 

.KHQ.;. 

.KHQ;.. 

22.8 
21.3 
18.5 

• MCA 
.NBC 

. .ZiV _ 

. Hollyy/ood TV 17.5 
.ABC 16.8 

. MCA 16.8 

.Guild 16.8 

. W. Schwimmer 15.6 

. NB C 
.NBC 
• NBC 

15.3 
15.3 
15.0 

49 
63 
34 
38 
34 
25 
30 
29 
28 
29 
24 

Thin Map .. 
Honeymiooners ....... 
Ozzie-Harriet _____ 
Bums and Allen...... 
I News ............. 
I CBS News—Edwards 

CBS News .......... 
Mat-Six ... .. 
Tombstone Territory . . 
Circus Boy ........... 
Strit-Stairway ,..... 
Bob Hope 
Phil Silvers .. . . .... 
Phil Silvers ......,.., 
Boxing .. 
Perry Mason :........ 
f Strit-Stairway ...... 

- • J Peoplg Are Funny... 
281 Californians ... 

Jane Wymani 
iWild Bill Hickok.... 
I Country Jubilee .... 

..KXLY 

..KHQ 

..KHQ 

. .KREM 

..KXLY 

. .KXLY 

..KXLY 

. .KXLY 

..KHQ 

..KREM 

..KREM 

..KXLY 

. .KHQ 

. .KXLY 

..KXLY 

..KHQ 

. .KXLY 

..KXLY 

..KHQ 

..KHQ 

.KXLY 

. .KXLY 

18.8 
20.8 
14.3 
27.3 
25.3 
13.5 
15.5 
15.3 

P.3 

22.3 
22.3 
2^.3 
3L2 
2?3 
22.3 
2^5 
2" 3 
2' 3 
33.3 
23.3 
25.8 
14.8 
13.0 
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rr^ViTFI FPTIT SF flTY BY (TITV PPftPP A In ril APT Variety’s weeklychart is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Tele- 
KJmULTY Ml I"JJ I "Mi I rnUhttAiU LHAK1. puiseeach month, in addition to 133 oilier Telcpulse tabulated U.S. markets, covered 

over, the course of a yeafi Cities uiill be rotated Weekly.. The . VAnTETycnart is a compilation of data On syndicated films, as Well; as network and Vve prngrdms, in each 
Under thetop 10multi-weekly heading, the (t) statids for local programming and the l *). f iff "network shows. market. 

LOS ANGELES Stations: KABC, KCOP, KHJ, KNXT, KRCA, KTLA; KTTV, TV Homes: 1,892,000. Survey Dates: Feb, 1-8, 1958. 

RK. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

PROGRAM—DAY^-TIME STA. 

AV. 

RTG. 

1. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11).,...... KNXT' 34.4 
2. Luci-Desi Show (Mon. 7-8)........KNXT 91,9 
3. Dean Martin (Sat. 9-lG)„. . ....;,.... KRCA 30.7 
4. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9^9:30) .. ...... KNXT : 30.4 
4, Shirley Temple (Sun. 6:30-7:30K... . KRCA 30.4 
5.. Groucho Marx (Thurs. 8-8:30)....... KRCA 30.2 
6. Perry Como (Sat. 8-9) . :. . . .KRCA 29.7 
7. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10).. . KNXT 28.2 
7. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9). . KNXT 28.2 
8. Phil Silvers (Tues, 7-7:30).....,..... KNXT 27.4 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 
RK. PROGRAM—DA Y—TIME STA. 

AV. 
RTG. 

1. *Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6)... KABC , 163 
2. -Queen for a Day (M-F 1-1:45)...... KRCA 12.7 
3. tBiff News (M-F 10:30-11) .. . .. ..KNXT 11,8 
4. vNews—Geo. Putnam (M-F 10^0:15). KTTV 1019 
5. ♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30) . KNXT. 10 7 
6. -Six O’clock Report (M-F 6-6:15).. . KNXT 10.0 
7.. vPaul Coates (M-F 10:15-10:45).... . KTTV 9.9 
8: ♦Art Linkletter (M-F (11:30-12),..... KNXT , 9.8 
9. ♦Matinee Theatre (M-F 12-1)........ KRCA 9.2 

10. tFirst Show (M-F 10:45-Sign-off)... KTTV . 9.0 
10. *Modern Romances (M-F 1:45-2)... .KRCA 9.0 

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRIB. 

AV. 
RTG. 

Ay ! TOP COMPETITION 

s;l program sta. 

1. Sheriff of Cochise (Sun. 7:20) 
2. Men of. Annapolis (Thurs. 7:30) 
3. Star Performance (Sun. 9:C0).. 
4. Highway Patrol (Mon. 9:001 ... 
5. Honeymooners (Thuis. 7400 > 
6. Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7:09) 
7. I Search for Adventure tTjiuis. 
8. Harbor Command (Sat. 7:00) . . 
9. Star Performance (Mon. 10:00) 

10. Badge 714 (Mon. 8:30) .. ., 
10. Harbor Command (Mon. 9:30). 
11. Decoy (Mon. 8:00) .... 
11. If You Had a Million (Tties, 10: 
.12, Abbott and Costello (Fri. 7:00) 
13. Studio 57 (Sat. 8:00) :..... 
14. Looney Tunes (M-F 4:00),..... 

15. Gray Ghost (MonI 7:30).... .I. 
16. Kit: Carson (Wed. 6:00). .,.. J..' . 

17. Sky King (Tues. 6:b0). . : . 

Whirlybirds (Mon. 7:30> 
Popeye (M-F 6:00).. V 

17. Silent Service (Fri: 7:30). 

BUFFALO 

.-.NTA'- 16.3 ‘ 25 i People Are Funny ... ..KIR’A 
..;.KNXT.. . .Ziv 14.2 . 22 I T.c Tac Dough,...... .. KEC V 
__ KNXT .. . O icial 13.9 21 1 Doan Martin ........ ..Lj’CV 

KTTV.V ..Ziv 13.7 .. K SaT 
... . KNXT .. 13.5 21 . D"cith Valiev_-_ ..k::c.V 

..KRCA., ,. ,U.S. Borax. 33.4 2 5 : lloneymooners ....... ..KNXT 
7), . KCOP. . . ..-Frgnall 

..Ziv 
10.7 13 < Hopeymooners ....... . .VV-XT 

; .KTTV,. 105 l.'l j Perry Mason .. KTT V 
. KNXT.. '. OMicial 10.3 .. .37 !.Su-picion ..K IC\ 

. . ..KTTV. . . :N".C lfU2 15 December Bride...... . kn::t 
. KTTV, . .:,z:v . 10.2: 15 i 5’luuio Oiie'- .. .KNXT 

. ... KTTV... . . Official 9.2 13 Da-nv Thomas....... . . KNXT 
30). . KNXT,. . .CBS .912. 1 #v if banians ..... . .K'*CA . 

. ,.. KTTV . . ;MC V 8.4 15 1 ''fYnc-kdown ......... .. K VXT 

. .;,KTTV.: ... MCA .-. 813. 12 ' P‘rry Cbm . :- .. N EC A 
.... .KTLA.V. . . Guild .8.1 39 . i'i*ardsen¥s Feature.. . . KRCA 

. McElroy’s Movie.-'..., . .KRCA 
Fun at: Five ...... ..KABC 

. .. ;.KTTV. .-.CBS 7'9 12 ; Lucy-Desi Show . X VXT 
: . ;;,kabc.v. . . MCA 7.8 18 ' rS \ O’clock Report .! KNXT 

I l i. CBS. News—Edwards . .KNXT 
...., RABG . '7.7 16 ' S-x O’CIock Report .. KNXT . 

■ ' CBS News—Edwards .. KNXT 
...:;KHJ .. : .. CBS Z- .7.7 12.1.; ey-D°si Show ...KNXT 
v.;.. KTL A. ,.: AAP ... 7.7 17 J'-'.'-' S:x O’CIock Report .. KNXT 

.!’1 CBS News—Edwards . . KNXT 
.... . KTTV .. ..NBC . 7-7' I' 12 Zane Grey . .... ...KNXT 

WBEN, WBUF, WGR, TV Homes: 352.400. Survey Dates: Feb. 1-8, 

AV. 
RTG. 

20.8 
17 2 
31.6 
27.2 
13.4 - 
13.5 
13.5 
21.9 
17.7 
2T.7 
26:7 
27.2 
14.8 
15.9 
32.2 

4.2 
4.6 
7.5 

30.8 
30.3 
30.8 
12.3 
13.8 
30.8 
10.0 
10.7. 
21.7 

1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:30) ..     WBEN 433 
2. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11)..,. WBEN 41.4 
3; Danny Thomas (Mon.?9-9:30).;...... WBEN- 40.9 
4. LucyrDcsi Show(Mbn. 8-9):i.... .WBEN 39.1 
5. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9)_."..... WGR 38.2 
6. Sugar Foot (Tues. 7:30-8:30)..:. ..,. WGR 36.4 
7. Lawrence Welk (Sat. 9-10) ,. WGR 3517 
8. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun, 9:30-10).. /.... WBEN 35.2 
9. Perry;Como (Sat. 8-9) ...WBUF 34.8 

10. What’s My Line (Sun: 10:30-11).. . . . WBEN 32.2 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. til O’CIock News (W-F 11-11:15) .. WBEN 27.0 
2. tYourEsso Rep’ter (M.T.Th 11-11:15). WBEN 26.8 
3. *Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6), WGR 24,3 
4. tW’Ca., Sp’ts R. (M,T,Th 11:15-1 i:30) . WBEN 22.0 
5. tNews-Poth. Wea (M-F 11-11:15) :WGR 21.3 
6. ♦American Bandstand (M-F 3:30:4-5) WGR 191 
7. *Capt. Kangaroo (M-F 8^845 a.m.)... WBEN 18:2 
8. *Art Linkletter (M-F 2:30-3)... ., WGR 17.4 
9. : ♦Search Tomorrow (M-F 12:30-12:45). WBEN 17.3 

10. ♦Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1) ..:.... . WBEN 17:2 

1. Highway Patrol (Tues. i0:30) .. . . WGR.. :. .Ziv..... 29.9 47 Decoy . . .. .WBEN 19.9 
2. Sheriff of Cochise (Fri. 7:00). . .. ..WGR ... ,NTA 29.2 56 Sword of Freedom...... .WBEN 14.5 
3i Silent Service (Sat. 10:30)....... WBEN... .NBC 27,9 41Harbor Command. WGR 21.9 
4. Whirlybirds (Mon. 7:00)..... V. WBEN-:. . CBS 26.9 52 | Meet Corliss Archer..... .WGR 17.2 
5. My Hero (Thurs. 7:00)..,. . . . WGR . OTIcial 25.2 51 Studio 57 ...... WBEN 16.2 

e 6. Men of Annapolis (Mon. 9:30)... .: WBEN ... . -Ziv . 24.9 34 1 Top Tunes & New Talent WGR 31.2 
. 7; Annie Oakley (Tues. 7:00) . . .. ... WBEN... . CBS 21.9 44 Captain David Grief ... WGR 19.9 

7. Harbor Command (Sat. 10:30) .. . .-..WGR.-... . Ziv 21.9 32 i Silent Service.. WHEN 27.9 
8. : Gray Ghost (Wed, 7:00) .. ... ..WGR.... CBS . 21.2 45 !.26 Men ...... 1.,.. . WBEN 19.2 
9. Captain David Grief (Tues. 7:00).. .. WGR.. Guild •9.9 ' 40 j Annie Oakley ........ ..WBEN 21 9 
9. Code Three (Fri. 10:30).:,...... ...WGR ... ..ABC , 19.9 29 j Person to. Person....... .WBEN 30.9 
9. Decoy . (Tues. 1Q:30) ...... - . ,. ... WBEN..; , .Official ; 19.9 32 [ Highway Patrol........ . WGR 29.9 

10, Long John Silver (Sat. 11:30) . .. ...WGR... I ..CBS 19.5 50 | Andy’s. Gang.----- .WBUF 10.5 
10;. Whistler (Mon. 10:30) . . ; . WGR : ..CBS 19.5 32 . Studio One . WHEN 27.5 
11. Twenty Six Men (Wed. 7:00)..... ...WBEN..., .ABC 19.2 40 j Gray Ghost ......... . WGR 21.2 
12. Jungle Jim (Sat. 11:00) . .. ....... ...WGR... : ..Screen Gems 18.9 42 | Heckle. & Jeckle..,..... .WBEN 13.2 
12. Casey Jones. (Sun, 6:00).* * * ... WGR. . .. . .Screen Gems 18.9 46 i.VI Love Lucy .......... .WBEN 17.2 

! (Headlines .. . WBEN 10.7 
13. Sky King (Tues. 6:00) ... WGR . , : , . Nabisco 18.2 52 i Sports Quiz ........... /WBEN 10.7 
14.... Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:30).. ....... .. . WGR.. , . . Ziv 17.5 23.* Playhouse 90 .......... .WBEN . 41.2 
14. State Trooper (Wed 10:30). ...,. . ,. WBUF. , . . MCA.. 17.5 27: Circle Theatre...,,.... .WBEN 24.5 

PORTLAND, ORE. Stations: KGWr KOI N, KPTV, TV Homes: 245,400. Survey Dates: Jan. 13-20, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Bob Hope Show (Fri. 8-9)... . 
2. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11).. 
3. Perry Como (Sat. 8-9) .. . ;. 
4,. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30),.....: . 
5. Danny Thomas (Mon. 8-8:30) ..I;. 
6. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10). .. 
7. Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30)’... . .. 
7. Climax (Thurs. 8:30-9:30).. .. ... 
8. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9).... 
9. Boxing (Wed. 7-8).:.....:..,.. 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY 

♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30). 

tCartoon Time (M-F 5-5:30)., 
fHigh Time (M-F 5-5:30) :. . . . 
tPioneers Club (M-F 4:30r5).. 

...KPTV • 40.0 

...KOIN 34.7' 

...KPTV 33.8 

...KOIN, 33.4 

...KOIN 31.5 

...KOIN 31,2 

...KGW 30.7 

.KOIN 30.7 

...KGW 30.5 

.. KGW 29:6 

SHOWS 

: KGW 22.4 
... KOIN 15.6 
...KOIN 152 

5). . KOIN 14.5 
...KOIN 13.4 
...KPTV 12.6 
...KGW 12.6 
..; KPTV 12.0 
...KOIN 11.3 
... .KPTV 11.3 

1. -Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs. 7:00) ... KOIN... .-. NTA 
2. I Search for Adventure (Tnurs. 7:30) KOIN..,.: Bagnall 
2. Death Valley Days < Sat. 9:30). KOIN..... U.S. Borax 
3. Highway Patrol (Mon. 7:30)......;.. KGW... ...Ziv 
4. State Trooper (Tues, 7:00).::..... ..KGW... ...MCA 
5. Badge 714 (Mon. 7;00)..,...:; . V... KPTV..;. .NBC 
6. 26 Men (Sat. 7:30).. . .KGW..ABC 

: 7. Studio 57 (Wed. 10:00k . i :... . KOIN: .... MCA . 
8. My Little Margie (Tues. 6:30>.... ...KPTV.... .Official 
9. Men of Annapolis (Sun. 6:30)...... 

10. Dr. Hudson Secret JT (Thurs. 9:00) . 
11.. Captain David Grief (Mon. 7:00)... 
11. Star Performance (Mon. 10:00) ... 
11. Last of the Mohicans (Tues. 6:00). . 

li. Star Performance (Fri. 6:30) ■ . 
11. Damon Runyon Theatre (Sat. 7:00) . 
11. ; Kit Carson (Sun. 6:00)..... ........ 
12. Waterfront (Sat.. 6:30) ,. 
13. Casey Jones (Thurs. 6:00) . ...... 

14. Star and the Story (Tues: 9:30)...:. KOIN.,... Gffici 
14.. Gray Ghost (Tues, 10:00).. . ......... KOIN..,.. > CBS; 

295 **■■■ Super vClub , .. V...KPTV 14,9 
25.9 37 Tic Tac Dough ......... KPTV 22.9 
25.9 37 i Lawrence Welk......... KGW 28.5 
21.9 31 ( Godfrey’s Talent Scouts . KOIN 24 9 
19.9 33 Phil Silvers ! ......KOIN 26.2 
19.5 30 : Burns ’n’ Allen __. . . . KOIN 27.9 
19.2 32 : People Are Funny....... KPTV 23.2 
18.9 30 : This Is Your Life....... WPTV 25.2 

. 18,5 . 38 ; Nanie That Time......... KOIN 18.2 
KPTV.. :. Ziv ' .1812 43 i 20th Century I... . . ..... . KOIN 12.3 
KPTV..: '.-.MCA "• 17:9 27 Climax . .KOIN 31.2 
KGW..: . . .. .Guild . • •>6.9. 26 i Burns ’n* Allen ... I..., . KOIN 27.9 
KOIN... ..Official 16.9 29 ; Suspicion . . . . .. .KPTV 21.9 
KGW... ...TPA ... 16.9 39 I l Weather. Sports, News. • KOIN 15.3 

• (CBS News .... I....... .KOIN 15.7 
KOIN.. :. Official 16.9 40 : Decoy .............. .KPTV 14.2 
KPTV.. ; .. /Screen Gems 16.9 30 : Perry Mason .... .KOIN 26.2 

.KPTV., ...MCA -■ 16.9 40 ‘ Honeymooners _____ .KGW 14.9 
KPTV.. ...MCA , • 16,2 30 ' Perry: Mason .... ...... .KOIN- 24.5 

.KGW..; .Screen Gems 159 36'J ' Weather, Sports, News 
; (CBS News ......... 

KOIN 
.KOIN 

16.0 
16.3 

. KOIN. ..■.Official .. 15.2 23 ■ Bob Cummings. .KPTV 28.5 
15.2 27;; Californians 

BIRMINGHAM Stations: WABt. WBRC. TV Homes: 149,900. Survey Dates: Feb. 1-8, 1958, 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 
1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30) ....... WBRC 51.8 
2. Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9).,.... WBRC 47.8 
3. Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 7-8)....,..... WBRC 46.6 
4. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 7-8)......._... WBRC 45.8 
4. G.E. Theatre (Sun. 8-8:30>. . . . l . .! . WBRC 45.8 
5. Have Gun Will Travel. (Sat. 8:30-9).. WBRC 44.3 
5. Zane Grey Theatre (Fri. 7:30-8). ,,.. WBRC 44.3 
6. Millionaire (Wed. 8-8:30). WBRC 43.8 
6. Mr. Adams & Eve (Fri. 8-8:30)...... WBRC 43.8 
7. I’ve Got a Secret (Wed. 8:30-9): ... WBRC 43.5 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. tMystery Playhouse (M-F 10:30-11),, WBRC 25.0 
2. tMy Little Margie (M-F 5-5:30)....:. WBRC: 23.8 
3. tCircle 6 Ranch (M-F 4-5)... ,..... WBRC 21.8 
4. *Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).-... WABT 21.6 
5. fMystery Theatre (M-F 11-11:30).., . WBRC 20.6 
6. tAlabama Newsreel (M-F 5:30-6).... . WBRC 19.8 
7. *CBS News (M-F 5:45-6) - .... . WBRC 19.3 
8. *NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30)...... WABT 19.0 
9. tNews, Sports, Wea (M-F 6-6:15).... WABT. 18.4 

10. *Verdict Is Yonrs (M-F 2:30-3)...... WBRC 17.3 

SHREVEPORT, LA. 

1. State Trooper (Tues. 9:30) ...... 
. 2. Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs. 10:001. 

3. Harbor Command (Thurs. 8:30).. 
3. Highway Patrol (Sat. 9:30). 
4. O. Henry Playhouse (Thurs, 9:00) 

5. Twenty. Six Men (Fri. 9:30 > .. 
6. Boots and Saddles (Thurs. 9:30).. 
6. Martin Kane (Tues. 8:00),.....;, 
6. Whirlybirds (Sat 10:00). .... 
7. Public Defender (Tues. 10:00)..., 
8. Annie Oakley (Fri. 6:00)....... . . 
8. Sky King. {Wed. 6:00) •...; .. 
9. Sea Hunt (Thurs. 6:30) ........ 

10, Silent Service (Fri. 10:00) .. . : 
11. Death Valley Days (Tues. 6:00).. 
11. Frontier (Fri. 6:30)..... 
12. My Little Margie (Sun. 5:30).;. 
13. Gray Ghost (Wed. 10:00) __ 
14. Grand . Ole Opry (Sat. 6:00) .,; 
15. My Little Margie (M-F 5:00);., . >. 

..WBRC .. MCA 39.5 69 Susie ... ....... ..WABT 18,3 
WBRC ... MCA 36.8 631 - Men of Annapolis...... .. WABT 21.8 

.; WBRC .. -. Ziv 36.3 52 Ernie FOrd ...... ..WABT 33.8 

..WBRC... Ziv I 36.3 56 . Your Hit Parade.. . WABT 29.3 
,. WBRC Gross-Krasrie 35.8 54 : ' Lux Show .......... ..WABT 29.8 

; ( Boxing ... /.... ..WABT 17.5 
. . WBRC. ABC 35:3 68 Comment, misc.... ..WABT 16.5 
.. WBRC. .. NBC 33.3 53' Jane Wyman ..WABT 29.8 
..WBRC - ziv. 33.3 48 .Adventures of McGraw. ..WABT 35.3 
..WBRC, CBS . 33.3; 63 : Walter Winchell - .. . WABT 18.8 
.. WBRC... Interstate 32.8 62 Date With the Angels . ..WABT 20 3 
..WBRC... .CBS 31.8 63 i News, Sports, Weather. ..WABT 19.0 
..WBRC;.. .Nabisco 31.8 65 i News, Sports, Weather. ..WABT 27.3 

; . . WBRC ; . Ziv'.... 31.3 . 61 . Loire Ranger. .. WABT 20.3 
..WBRC. : nbc .. 30.8 61 : M . Squad ., . - .. WABT 19,8 
. . WBRC ., , U:S. BOrax 30.3 . 62 (News, Sports Wdather.. ..WABT 19.0 

I*. WBRC..: NBC 30.3 56:( Circus Boy ......... ..WABT 23.8 
. . WBRC;.; .Official 28.8 48 j Shirley Temple....... .. WABT 31.3 

. WBRC .., .CBS 2718 . 55 ! Pat Boone ....... .. WABT 22.3 
. . . WBRC . .. .Flamingo 24.8 49 | Ozzie & Harriet....... .. WABT 25.3 
..WBRC... Official 23.8. .64 j Fun at Five..-......... ..WABT 13.7 

Stations: KSLA, KTBS. TV Homes: 62,500. Survey Dates: Jan. 13-20, 1958, 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 
"X Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30):. KSLA 49.8 
2. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat 8:30-9) ... KSLA 45.3 
t. Playhouse 90 (Thurs, 8:30-10) ...... KSLA , 39.6 
4. Thin Man (Sat. 9:30-10)...,. . ....KSLA $9.0 
3. Oh Susanna (Sat 8-8:30). ........ . .KSLA 38.8 
5. Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9)........,.KSLA 38.8 
6. Danny Thomas (Mon. .8-8:30)......... KSLA 38.3 
4. Lineup (Fri. 9-9:30)........... . ...KSLA 38.3 
T. Perry Como (Sat 7-8).........KTBS 38.0 
8. Steve Allen (Sun. 7-8).........._KTBS 37.8 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. tFederal Men (M-F 10-10:30).... ....KSLA 27.3 
2. tEarly Edition (M-F 6-6:15)........KSLA 24.2 
f. tPopeye (M-F 5:30-6)...... ..... .KSLA 22.6 
4. tFinal Edition (M-F 10:30-10:45)....KSLA 2214 
6. *NBC News (M,W,Th 6:15-6:30),... KTBS 21.8 
I. fAl’s Corral (M-F 4^0-5B0)........ KSLA 20;5 
7. *Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).. .KTBS 18.0 
8. tNews, Weather (M-F 6-6:15).  KTBS 17.2 
9. *Beat the Clock (M-F 4-4:30)...... KSLA 16.5 

10. * Art Linkletter (M-F 1:30-2)........ KSLA 14.2 

1. Highway Patrol (Sum 9:30) ;KTBS:... .Ziv 
2. State Trooper (Fri. 9:30)___.... .KSLA...; .MCA 
3. Annie Oakley (Sat. 6:00)...... . KSLA... .. CBS 
4. Whirlybirds (Sun. 6:00) ....... .. KSLA..... CBS 
5. Last of the Mohicans (Tues. 8:00) ... KTBSi ..; . TPA: 
6. Casey Jones (Fri. 6:30)... ..;.. .KSLA* • • • • Screen 
6. Sheriff of Cochise (Thurs. 6:30).... KSLA.... .NTA 
6. Silent Service (Fri. 8:30)...... KTBS..... NBC, 
7. 26 Men (Tues. 9:30).... ....... KSLA.... . ABC 
8. Harbor Command (Tues: 10:00).. ....KSLA, ....Ziv . 

9. Federal Men- (M,F 10:00) .......... KSLA..... MCA . 
10. Martin Kane (Thurs. 10:00),....... .KSLA.,...Ziv 

11. San Francisco Beat (Wed, 10:00).. . . .KSLA....;CBS 
12. Gray Ghost (Sun. 9:30)..... V ....... KSLA,, . . CBS 
12. Sky King (Sun. 5t00)..: ...;... . . KSLA.,;.. Nabisco 
13. Brave Eagle (Sat. 5:30)..,:....... .KSLA.... .CBS 
14. Men of Annapolis (Thurs. 9:00):... .KTBS..... Zn- 
15. Popeye (M-F 5:30)... . . KSLA....: AAP 
16. Si Donovan, W. .Marshal (Sat. 10). . KSLA, . . . NBC 
17. Frankie Laine (Thurs. 6:15)......KSLA,..:;Guild 

37.3 60; Gray Ghost...._ KSLA 24.3 
36.8 58 Boxing , misc.......... ..KTBS 27.0 
33.3 64 Dance Party ......___KTBS 18.8 
32,0 54'My Friend Flicka........KTBS 27 3 
31.5 46 To Tell the Truth ....... KSLA 36.3 

Gems 31.3 52 Disneyland.  KTBS 28.8 
31.3. 52 Zorro .       .KTBS 29.3 
31.3 46 Playhouse oT-Stars ..... KSLA 36.3 
31.0 .55, Real McCoys . ......... KTBS 24.8 
27:5 55 i; l Broken Arrow......... KTBS 22.3 

! (Jane Wyman......_KTBS 21.8 
27 3 55 ; Price Is Right . ..KTBS 21.8 
26.3 50 .! r Adventures of McGraw KTBS 26.0 

j i Boxing, misc. ...,KTBS 24.0 
25:8 53 People’s Choice........ .KTBS 21.5 
24.3 40 . Highway Patrol: .. . ...KTBS 37.3 
24.3 58 ■’ New Search, for Talent.. .KTBS 17.8 
23.8 64 - Wrestling .;.... KTBS 13.8 
23.3 36! Playhouse 90 , ......KSLA 44.3 

. 22.6 56 Mickey Mouse Club . . . . .KTBS 18.0 
22.3 59 Fury . .,....___     KTBS 15.3 
22.0 .51J NBC News, . ..*.... . ..... KTBS 210 



RADIO-TELEVISION 

AB-PT Board Okays Riddell As 
Beast Boss; Go!denson TellsWhy 

Appointment of James G. Rid-tf”“— ' T"-"! • ... .■.■■■ 
dell as executive vieepresident of f 
Afmrioan B'oarieasfing Co. the f AilOlher Feature, 
faint rimpo-c-d (hieftain of both: the ! V- 
radio and telcvKion networks. Will j 7*I 
not thange Leonard-(loldenson’s ‘ . I f S L Up D1J F I l (i 
status in the broadcasting 'picture, ’ 
according to Gokienson himself. . . Filing 

Riddel, who leaves tlie. presiden- 
cv of AIK's WXYZ-plus-tv in 
Julv to ofl'ieialiv assume, his . . . ... ■ 
n, -.V duties in ,\V - York, was also 0!" o( >«*'»' ln,crcs""9 CI,or,s . 
appointed-a director of the parent ; . , • j 
American Broadcasting-Paramount. ,n e soon ue 
Theatres aiong with Simon: B. , • . 
Siegel. financial veep: and treas- Semiannual TV Film Issue 
liter of the parent body. j . 

Goldenson, AB-PT proxy, said : Pmshiety 
lie was', not retreating to the/the¬ 
atre-operation and added that he OUT THIS MONTH 
“will tie in” with, radio and tv to * ' / 
the same extent as before, lie ex- ■ • • 
plained that he works directly in _ ' n . . ^ j ; • 

finds1‘‘thatl0I canWe'helpfulAvith GCFIliail-SpOilSpr 
l Music Series Gets 

Monday < 10> evening, after the A Plsv 
AB-PT board of directors sane. n LO uUUIUll I IttJ 
tinned the appointment of Riddell Contemporary European and 
and the upping of Siegel, said that American . composers are getting 
the recent administrative changes &'■.**a-c 
constituted "no compromise at all" the,r *r5t hearing in the U, S. on 
with alleged opponents on the an unusual radio music show wnich 
board. Oliver Treyz was made came on the air 18 months ago and 
president of ABC-TV, after nearly has mushroomed onto 25 stations 
a year-and-a-half of being vice- since. . It’s “Music from Germany," 
president in charge of that branch produced' and presented by David 
of operations.. Of course, there is Berger and sponsored by the Assn, 
the immediately subsequent Rid- of German Broadcasters^- 
del appointment too. which many v.. ,,s . W 
in the trade assumed meant Gol- 
densnn would be devoting more 

' Berger, who is commentator on 
the half-hour weekly: segment, re-. 

and more time to the waning the- Ported last week that _his program 
africal arm of AB-PT, as requested t0 ^‘e .haspresented 10o U. S. 
by board opposition. (In order to PfChn^es of new musical w orks 
get Goldenson back to theatres by 
bringing Riddell in, it was widely 
believed the opposition had to 
okay Treyz promotion.) 

by contemporary German, Italian, 
American, Austrian and Israeli 
composers. In addition, it offers 
“neglected” compositions by the 

The AB-PT topper said that £ltl f™a?ters*-su9h as an obscure 
board member Edward Noble, who Be.fhoven mandolin fantasy and a 
owns probably the 'largest single g«itar-andrpianq.divertimento, by 
block , of company stock, never Mrl Maria, von Weber, 
threatened to begin a proxy fight. Two operas—Wolfgang Fortner’s 
Goldenson was quite definite on “The Forest” and Herman Reut- 
that-point. He added that Riddell ter’s: “Bridge of San Luis Rey”— 
W as not brought in as part of a got .their .first U. S, presentation .on 
compromise, siriee .it does not “Music from Germany.” 
change one iota the operational The German radio nets; which 
power of either Treyz or Robert are public institutions supported 
Eastman, proxy of the radio net- by listener dues, maintain their 
work of ABC, arid It does not af- own orchs, commission works and 
feet him.. scour the world for talent. Berger 

He said Treyy.’s record as head has available their tapes1 and se- 
of tv “speaks for itself—the tv net- lects his programs from them. He 
work’s profits have been going used to be on; the Voice of Ariierica; 
aheaxt trcmcndnusly." V ; ■ A^Uy/.,,,, says, the .German 
* JS iiP ” reason for. wooing- ,j.adl0 ets piay m0re new- Amern 
Rntdctl away Trom the Dctrpm music, tl)an db the. American 
owrnU & npciated stations was commercial stations. and the-mail 

(Continued on page 52) indicates that it has a preponder- 
----—-- — antly young audience. 

«\ I tv One curious aspect is the pte- 
K Qtnhaoil K Ann*11*17 dominance of Israeli, music on the 
IVallliiCdU IVCUPCIV j German air One show had the 

»r y Hamburg, childrens’ choir singing 
n « || # [ modern Israeli music in Hebrawv 

IvAOC I nllAfTlotA' Lsraeli concerto, written by 
UUCo vUUCHlulv Hauben.stock-Ramati and commis-. 

W- I sioned by a German, network, got 
The. stations representative field ;its L> S. preem on Berger’s shpw^- 

has seen the first merger in recent c^se* 
years with the William G. Rambeau i ~ •'—t 
Co. merging w ith the College Radio ' n . -■ i iif i nn D 
Corp.. scholastic reps, and the or- DCrgltldllD S WAdU DOV 
ganization taking on the name of r ni i , 
Eav?1!rau ? Hpppie lor rharmaceutieals 

William G. Rambeau, one of the , 
first station representatives lias . Maybe it s a small case of nostal-; 

Co. merging w ith the College Radio ' !>.■-■ i lli i nn D 
Corp.. scholastic reps, and the or- DCrgltiailD S WAdU DOV 
ganization taking on the name of r ni i , 

Eav?1!rau ? Hpppie lor rharmaceutieals 
William G. Rambeau, one of the , 

first station representatives lias . Maybe^it s a small case of nostal- 
been named prexv of the firm with ; Kia oaixed with some hard business 
Robert R. ■Vance-and Edwards R;. !'??“*?• B^rgmanrT> the new pres- 
Hopple holding, down veepee slots . Of Parksoh agency and the 
ns well as being partners. j old topper of the now-defunct Du- 

The college Group represents; Mont Television Network, bought 
f)G campus stations while the Ram-1 o s^able^liunk of tune on the weh’s 
beau. Co. is the representative for- ^in' 
52 radio and two tv stations.' The '' he!V?U of Pharmaceuticals. . 
firm is estimated at doing over * '1’h^aceutmals has Often bought 
STOO.fiOO in radio arid television ! loeal /pot time in. New. York but 
hitiintfs • reportedly has never bought a local 

Marty Rokeaek. formerly However,. Berg^ 
BBDO. joined the organization this . ^ann inked for. a quartei-hour: 
w eek as. head of the research de-' a«0<;s-the-board of , W ABD s hot; 
partment. \ newcomer, “Bingo-At-Home.” Buy 

Other rep intelligence: MeGav-. k^Sihs March 17, 
ren-Quinn has been named rep for ! ■ . • '■ ’ 
the Triangle radio stations in Art Ford’s ‘Ballroom’ 
Pennsylvania and Connecticut. t^. t> i • 

Devney Inc. has landed KRSD- TTOm ijfrUSSelS rair 
TV, Rapid City, S. D. and W’HRV, . WrNEWr, N. Yi, latest stunt is to 
Ann Arbor, Mich. send deejay Art Ford to Brussels 

Blair Television Assoc, named to do his regular “Make Believe 
as. national representative of. Ballroom” stints right from the 
KTVH-TV, Wichita. World’s Fair opening there on 

Avery-Knodel has been appointed April 17. 
to represent KVAR. KVAR-TV, Ford will do the shows both the 
Phoenix, and WESH-TV. Daytona 10 to 11:30 a.m. and the 6 to 8 p.m. 
Beach. strips, by trans-Atlantic wire. Deal 

Robert Teter, named a board for the live remote pickup across 
member of Peters, Griffin, Wood- the Atlantic have already been 
Ward. made by the radio station. 

MMEIT 

‘Madison Aye. U.S.A.’ 
Penetratii^ Study Of 

Agency Flora & Fauna 
: “Madison Avenue, U.S.A.” is the. 

latest book on the wheeling and 

, .dealings /of. the agency boys,. Writ¬ 

ten by Martin Mayer,- author of 

!‘Wrali, Street” and "Men-. and 

Money,” the. book differs from 'most, 

other hard : covers -on agency row 

and neither depicts. the admen .as. 

! hucksters, . .sex . maniacs, nor hid" 

; derj persuaders -but .rather is. a. 

..'..Straightforward buOk. done in. a re- 

.pprtorial sense on advertising. • 

j Published by Harper & Bros. 

J. f$4.95). the book, is . a must read 

for. the “in” or those who wish to 
;. acquaint themselves With . the ad 
| industry, Mayer in 323 pages in- 
' troduces the people w ho make the 
ads and how they plan their cam¬ 
paigns. The book deals in part with 
the weighty imponderables of mar¬ 
keting and the .intricate and.fascin¬ 
ating details of advertising erga- 

: lion and production. It in some 
measure relays the fratricidal war- ; 

; fare of obtaining new business and 
the in-fighting among the, media . 
department itself within an agency. 
It attempts to. analyze, the sigriifi- 

: eance Of -the $iq .billion , dollar in- 
il dustry and .the advertising man 
t himself, Mayer concludes his book 

by saying that advertising must be 
regarded as a profession based on 

; the creative intelligence of its prac¬ 
titioners and advertising, must 
break the; bounds of servility, then 
the ad man can face himself in the 

- morning. .- 

.. Book, shows the advertising mail 
himself and his habitat,, functions 
and history and:.swings inta adver¬ 
tisements and agencies via the ba¬ 
sic . advertisirig proposition; Mayer 
makes a study of J. Walter Thomp¬ 
son, representative, of a large 

| agency, arid sperids time on agency, 
i marketing. From there he proceeds 
| into how the message is delivered 
. to the public! 

| What riiakes the Mayer book ex- 
■ cellent and easy reading is his pre- 
. sentation of the industry’s leaders, 
and their candid and frank opin¬ 
ions on. how to best w’ay a job is 
to be handled and the medium 
through which it should be placed, i 
Through Mayer's .book one can 
meet such people as Rossar Reeves, : 
board chairman of Ted Bates; . 
David. Ogilvy, head of'the. firm by 
the same name, and a host of 
other leading ad men. All in all 
the book reproduces the flavor of. 

j the advertising scene, as known 
! only., by those who •- toil in it day ., 
/by day. ••• .' : / Bern. ' 

TODAY/PAAR RACK UP ; 
$120,000 FOR NBC-TV; 

. ..Three new t clients; for’ “Today” 

and the Jack Paar show have add- J 

ed $120,000 to NBC-TV’s partici- , 

j pating program kitty. Three new i 
■\ bankrollers are Insurance; Co, of 

North America,. Cooper’s Inc. and -i 
the Dixie Cup Co. i 

Insurance Co.; of NA picked up J 
a total of 12 participations on “To- J 
day/’ running from next Tuesday 
(18L through - May, 28, Coopers 1 
bought five participations on the \ 
Paar show between April 18 and 1 
June 6, while Dixie .Cup split its < 
bill between the tw;o shows, urdef- 1 
irig two spots On “Today” April 23 1 
and May 13 arid two on the Paar j 
show April 22 and May 8. 

Masters Golf Tees Off 1 
American Express in TV ! 

American Express Co, joins the 5 
ranks of network television, adver- 1 
tisers for the first time ori April 
5 and 6, when it will pick up half¬ 
sponsorship of the; GBS-TV tele¬ 
casts of the Masters Golf Tourna¬ 
ment. on those dates. Web 'has , 
scheduled art hour , pickup, each day. I 
on the event, American Express \ 
was repped by Benton & Bowies. ■ 
. The Masters, incidentally, will ^ 
bring back John Derr back to j 
sportscastirig; Derr will handle J 
the commentary on the tourney 1 
for CBS-TV. Former director of 
sports , for CBS Radio is currently J 
administrative assistant to Arthur i 
Godfrey and: handles the latter’s i 
public: relations/ but has gotten i 
the okay to take time off for the 1 
Masters stint. Jack Drees . and i 
Chris Schenkel will do the tourney i 
for CBS Radio, < 
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CBS-TV s 6-for-10 M on Nielsens 
CBS-TV springs hack Into fullblown domination of the Top IQ 

Nielsens in the latest report, covering the two weeks ended Feb, 
8. Columbia snares six out of 10 in the new report, ori average 
audience, taking the first four spots at the same time, while NBO 
is down to only two eritries and ABC registers with two. The west¬ 
erns continue a strong factor, with five of them in the top. Iff, .two. 
of them CBS’, two ABC’s and one NBC’s. 

1: Gunsmoke c CBS) . 
2..Bali-Arnaz (CBS); ...... 
3. Danny Thomas (CBS) .. 
4. I've Got Secret (CBS) 

. 5. Wyatt Earp (ABC) _ 

AVERAGE AUDIENCE 
43:6 

...... 41.Q 

. . .. .,37,0 
^...4.36.1 
.; ....35.4 

6. Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS)' . ,33.5 
7. Wells Fargo (NBC) ....:. .... . . ..33.1 
8. Cheyenne (ABCi /.. ........... . ........... ........... . .32.9 
9. Bet Your Life (NBC) .;...:.!........................ ,32.3 

10. December. Bride (CBS) ...:.......... .... ...,....... ;32.0.. 

TOTAL AUDIENCE 
1. Ball-Arnaz (CBS) .......... .,46.7 
2. Gunsmoke (CBS) ....^.45.1 
3. Danny Thomas (CBS)... . ....... . ..,.. ......... . . .39.9 
4. Perry Como (NBC) ........;....,.................'.. .-,.39.9 
5. Cheyenne (ABC) ..........;........ . ............ . . . . ., .39.1 
6: I've Got Secret (CBS) ..._................._....38.8 

. 7. Wagon Train (NBC) .... ..........;..../. .387 
8. Wyatt Earp (ABC) -..........«»...,............... .38.0 
9. Bob Hope (NBC) ...................^ .37.6 

10. -Wells Fargo (NBC) ....v;........... M, 35.4 

NBC-TV’s Study on Audience Gains, 
Lower Cost-Per-Thou As Lineup Rises 

Walter Lowendahl 

‘ 6Re-Useto pia9 9 

one of the Provocative Articles in 

P^RIETY 

Semi-Annual TV Film Issue 

OUT THIS MONTH 

‘Don’t Kill the Goose 
Etc/ Warns Scalpone 

On High Show Costs 
• Hollywood, March 11. 

. A warning against the rising 

prices of teleshows was made here 

by A1 Scaipone, v.p. in charge of 

coast programming for CBS, who 
commented, “everybody involved 
is trying to get more and more 
money, but they shouldn’t kill the 
goose that laid the golden egg.” 

Scalpone said because of gen¬ 
eral economic coriditions, he be¬ 
lieved sponsors, would be more dis¬ 
criminating than ever in their buy¬ 
ing for next season arid observed 
"we have to be careful not to price 
these shows beyond the reach of 
the advertiser. Something, will 
have to give—and it can’t be 
quality.’’ 

Agencies and networks can’t 
bear the brunt of rising costs by 
themselves,; and “everybody will 
have to hold the line,” advised the 
exec. Scglpone said there hasn’t 
been tiriie to accurately analyze 
the economic recession, but ex¬ 
pressed -the opinion so-called 
“fringe” Advertisers may exit tv. 
“We have not released anyone at 
CBS because of the general eco¬ 
nomic; conditions,” said the v.p. 

“If this continues, we are riot 
•going to ; put on shows costing 
more money. But in preparing new 
shows for next year, we have not 
been told to cut quality,” he said. 

Sian Freeman Series 
Stan Freeman has been signed 

for a quarter-hour strip on WCBS, 
N. Y. flagship of CBS Radio. Pian¬ 
ist-comic takes over the station's 
11:30 to 11:45 a.m. strip startirig 
March 31. Series will feature 
Freeman :mixing live, pianistics 
with recorded music. 

Freeman replaces Eddy Arnold, 
who held :down the spot for over 
a year. Arnold's other commit¬ 
ments, plus the difficulties in 
shuttling back and forth between 
N. Y. and homebase Nashville, 
made maintenance of the fiye-a- 
day routine too tough, and he de¬ 
cided, to pull out of the stint. 

4- It’s been axiomatic in television : 
that larger station lineups tend to 
lower costs-per-thousand by amor* 
tizing program costs and adding 
additional coverage at low cost, 
but the efficiency with which this 
is done is pinpointed for the first 
time by a new NBC study included 
in the network’s current pre-sell« 
ing seasoh presentation to agen¬ 
cies. ■ -■ ' 

Among the more striking data 
included In the studv is the fact 
that on a show. like “Dragriet,” an 
extension. of the station lineup 
from 125 outlets to 162 would in¬ 
crease the Nielsen rating from 24.8 
to 26.5, iricrease riomes-delivered 
from 9,929*000 to 10,630,000, and 
all at a. cOst-per-thousand for the 
added statioris of 76c. 

Moreover, it explodes the long- 
/held theory that such a lineup, ei- 
pansion Adds only coverage but riot 
audience. As a matter of fact, iri 
the specific instance of “Dragnet,*^ 
coverage Is 97.3% for both 125 

■stations and 162 stations, but the " 
i latter brings in additional audience 
in duplicated coverage areas, td 
the extent of 1.7 increase in rating 

! and a homes increase of 701,000, 
I That’s an audience iricrease ot 
i 7%, bought at only 2% more cost; 
f _ Study takes the extremes, start- 
l ing with 59 stations and ranging 
jail the way to J62, At these levels* 
; co/it is Incerased 199r for the add- 
j ed lineup^ but audience is in- 
! creased well over 40(vr. Specifically, 
; with “Dragriet,” a 59-station line* 
j up of must-buys delivers. a 20,8 
I Nielsen, while a 162-station line- 
[up brings in a 28 5 The 59-statlon 
[group delivers 7.251.000 homes, 
while the 162-station lineup dellv- 

| ers 10,630,000 . homes. Cost-per- 
thousand at the 59-station lineup 

j is $3.55, compared with $2.88 lot 
j the 162 stations. Coverage gain 1$ 
small, from 86.6% to 97.3%,. but 
that’s the point—gain in audience 
far transcends the increase in cov¬ 
erage as well as the increased costa, 

Jacobsen Striped, 
Adams to NBC Bd. 

NBC board of directors elected 
B. Lowell Jacobsen, director ol 
personnel for the web, to a vice- 
presidency and also named exed 
v.p. Dave Adams to the board ai 
its monthly meeting Friday (7). . 

Jacobsen was given his stripe* 
reportedly for his handling of the 
network’s negotiations with the Na* 
tional Assn, of Broadcast Employ* 
ees .& Technicians in their recent 
contract negotiatons. As directot 
of personnel, he is the web’s chief 
labor negotiator. He’s been with 
NBC In his present post since 1953, 
having moved over from RCA Vic* 
tor after 10 years with the parent 
company.. Adams has been NBQ 
exec v.p. for corporate relation* 
for a year and a half. He’s been 4 
network legal expert since 1949k 
prior to which he was with RCA 
briefly, and was a member of thit 
FCC legal .(staffs,- ,.... 
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Hizzoner Needs a Format 
Though most will go along with them, for another year in all 

probability, several New York station executives expressed seri¬ 
ous dissatisfaction with continuation of New . York Mayor Robert 
F. Wagner’s radio and television programs. There seems to be = 
some difficulty in finding a popular format for the city official's 
program, a point which will be taken up . when industry execs. 
meet with the Mayor’s assistants sometime in the near future.. . 
Privately, during a luncheon given: on Monday (10) by the mayor, 
one radio station official said, “No matter hbw you cut it, the show’s 
still a bomb.” 

AH the comment wasn’t private. Industryites openly expressed 
to Wagner and his radio and tv aide, Lloyd Whitebrook, who took 
over last year from Arnold Cohan, that the show needed a genuine 
jazzing lip—perhaps via a hotter q & a period running the entire 
length of the monthly half-hour show. 

It was Whitebrook’s idea to spend the first quarter hour of the 
first show having the Mayor' and Other city officials discuss a par¬ 
ticular city department, showing the fine job that it’s doing, and 
the' last quarter-hour in the usual q & a. Whitebrook, who later 
said he modeled his plan after the tv show Jersey Gov. Meyner 
does, weekly on WATV, Newark,, was challenged, before, reporters 
and industry execs alike by William Peer, the mayor’s: executive . 
secretary. Peer said Whitebrook’s plan was an- old one, which 
didn’t work then and he didn’t expect it to work nowl . 

: As one executive expressed it, again privately, the answer is. 
; neither, straight q & a or a mixture of lecture and q & a. He said 
that Wagner’s personality created a unique problem for the City . 
Hall reporters who do the show for $50 a; throw. “The Mayor hard¬ 
ly ever makes his answers forceful enough,” he said, “to. sustain 
interest for. a half-hour.” He was also against, an undisguised plug 
in the way of a straight speech every month by the Mayor. 

Living by ‘Faith, Hope & Foundations/ 

GF Eyes Summer lucy in Old Mon. 
Slot; May Go for‘Steady Vice ‘Bride 

A non-commercial tv. Operation,+• 
such as the Metropolitan Educa¬ 
tional Television' Assn;, the only 
outlet in the New York area de¬ 
voted solely. to. providing educa¬ 
tional tv programming, “lives by 
faith” in order to. keep, going, ac¬ 
cording to META prexy Alan W. 
Brown, 

To get sufficient funds for main¬ 
tenance and growth, is a touch and 
go proposition, an experience 
shared by most of the 30-odd' edu¬ 
cational tv outlets in the U. S. 
But META has problems peculiar 
to itself. 

Brown was queried about 
META’s plans and problems in the 
wake of WPIX’s offer to step up the . 
amount of time devoted to META 1 
programs. The educational organi¬ 
zation currently is' programming 
five-and-a-half hours weekly via 
WPIX during the morning hours. 
The New York Daily News indie 
station's v.p. Fred Thrower, im¬ 
pressed with META’s program¬ 
ming, would like to increase the 
time to sevei>and-a-half hours 
weekly. 

Expansion means dough and the 
dollar is META’s biggest headache. 

Foundation got the organization 
on the air last September, con¬ 
tributing some $510,000 for studio, 
equipment, salaries, etc., monies 
which, were used up as of Jan. 1. 
Other sums have been donated by 
foundations and private sources to 
keep META going. But in an at¬ 
tempt to get META on firmer 

Foundations got the organization 
is going to launch a $1,500,000 
fundraising campaign, a two-year 
goal to cover operating costs, capi¬ 
tal improvements and program ex¬ 
pansion. In preparation for the 
spring campaign, it’s now in the 
market for a public relations and 

(Continued on page 52). 

No Pusey-Footing 7 
. Madison Ave.’s copywriters, 
have long felt the whiplasli of 
criticism from academic pun¬ 
dits, ranging from college pro- . 
fessors all the way up to uni¬ 
versity presidents. Now,; they . 
may have a chance to strike 
back. 

All the commercials for 
“The Case for the .College,” 
special one-hour program 
sponsored by Harvard College 
March 28 on CBS Radio, are 
being written by Harvard Pres¬ 
ident Nathan M. Pusey, 

Gen. Mills as TV s 

Subs Gobel-Fisher 
A live, one-hour mystery series 

in color is virtually set as the Ed¬ 
die Fisher-George Gobel summer 
replacement on NBC~TV. Albert 
McCleery, producer of the web’s 
“Matinee” series, is currently 
prepping budgets on the series, 
and if these are acceptable to spon¬ 
sors Liggett & Myers and RCA- 
:Whirlpool, McCleery wiU produce, 
with the. show originating from the 
Const. 

judget situation is the only 
thing holding up finalization of 
McCleery as producer. If he can’t 
come up with a satisfactory cost, 
MCA, sponsors and NBC will stay 

(Continued on page 52) 

Pre-Game Gambit 
General Mills is returning. to 

sports as the advertising mainstay 

for its Wheaties, with “Breakfast 

of Champions” motif and all. The 

cereal firm, startings June 1; is 

plunging into a year-round, three- 

network tv deal which will see it 

bankrolling some 70-odd pre-game 
programs on the webs every other 
week.. 

Programs will take the form of 
10-minute or quarter-hour shows 
introing each sports event. They 
will be packaged for General Mills 
by Sports Programs Inc., and will 
have a central emcee but will dif¬ 
fer in content and guest stars. ac¬ 
cording to the type Of sports event 
they precede. 

First shows will be pre-game 
segments for “Baseball Game of 
the Week” on both CBS (Saturday 
and Sunday) and NBC Saturdays. 
Later, shows will, precede NCAA 
fbotball on NBC, pro football on 
CBS, basketball on NBC, hockey 
on CBS, etc., right into next spring. 
ABC gets only one prograrii as of 
the moment,, the pre-game segment 
for the Web’s telecast of the Col¬ 
lege-Pro All-Star Foptball game in 
August from Chicago. 

On a regiilaf basis, though, the 
series of pre-game shows will be 
sponsored on an alternate-week 
basis, though naturally the. NBC- 
CBS duplication means that oyer 
70 shows in aU will be involved. 
CBS-TV has already picked Up Car¬ 
ter Products to. take the skip-week 
on one of the pre-game sessions 
on basebaU. General MOls deal 

,was set via Knox-Reeves with 
1 Sports Programs prexy Ed Sherick. 

Not only does this promise, the 

most slapdash, summer of all on 

network television, , but the webs 

are . moving into a “summer. in . 

springtime” status by extending 
the Usual castoff variety of dog- 

days programming into the regular 

spring schedule. It’s a case of belt- 

tightening, but it won’t .help the 

webs on an “audience relations" 
basis, . 

To cite some - examples, NBC-TV 
is installing two. of last season’s 
short-runners, “Panic” arid “Noah’s 
Ark,” on. Sunday, nights at 7:30 
and. 7 respectively, starting around 
the end of the month and running 
through the. summer. “Panic’s” 
going, to be commercial; .“Ark” Will 
be a • sustainer. Both will consist 
of some “fresh” footage (in the 
sense that the shows were . can- . 
celled last year before the episodes, 
had a chance to be shown) and 
Teruns. 

Another rerun package slated; for : 
prime time at. the end of, this 
month! is the combined “Sehlitz j 
Playhouse” “GE- Theatre” repeats 
scheduled to replace Gisele Mac- 
Kerizie on NBC for Scott Paper artd 
Schick. On CBS-TV, reruns Of a 
this-season, flop, “Dick & the 
Duchess,”.■•;.mqve.\irito; the Friday at 
7:30 ■ spot on. a. sustaining basis, 
replacing “Leave It to ; Beaver” 
when the latter switches to Wed¬ 
nesdays, Another perennial; sum¬ 
mer entry, “Pantomime.. Quiz,” 
gets the “springtime” treatment.; 
via a Tuesday ; ABC-TV slot in j 
April as. the “Telephone Time” re- . 
placement. 

All these Slottings take the form 
of replacements for cancelled 
shows, but they . move in at the. 
season’s 26-week mark, instead of 
the customary. 39-week Summer 
start. It’s the first time the neb 
works have failed to bring in 
brand-new programming as midsea¬ 
son replacement fare, and the rea¬ 
sons are primarily economic. With 

: all the webs finding the financial 
going rough, as well as the mid- 
season sales picture On the gloomy 
side, they’re refusing to take any 
chances on expensive hew product; 
They’d father call it a season for j 
the time periods involved and start 
fresh in the fall. 

. Which may be all very well as 
far as their collective pocketbpOks; 

, are concerned, particularly when i 
they can write off their losses on 

i the flop series via replays and use 
r of unplayed film. But. for the tele¬ 

vision audience, the . move means 
• a long 26-week stretch of summer- 
! type fare instead of the usual i3 j 
; weeks, which in the past has been | 
, bad enough. .| 

Johnson Wax Buy 
Chicago, March 11. 

. Johnson Wax Co., for its Stride 
! and Pride products,, bought a block 
’ of 10 quarter hours on NBC-TV 
1 daytime worth abgut $150,000. Buy 
[■ is divided thus: three quarter hours 

On “Treasure Hunt,” three on 
; “Modern Romances,” and two each 
: on “Price Is Right” and “Matinee 

Theatre.” 

; Deal was set through. Needham, 
; Louis & BrOrby. agency in Chicago. 

; Television Programs of America Prez 

* Milt Gordon 

■ . -I ■ . ——^!-——+ “I Love Lucy” may become a 
r J r 1 if summer replacement in its old 
round: .Explorer 11 ... Monday at 9 regular season time; 
NBC News took the long way / slot on CBS-TV—something of a. 

around to get its footage; of the switch in that “Lucy” never did 
Explorer If firing last Wednes-. have summer exposure when it 
day (5b on the Chet Huntley- was a regular entry on the net- 
David Brinkley “NBC News” work. General Foods is toying 
show! Right after processing with the idea of buying the “Lucy” 

. the films, the web discovered reruns as the dogdays replace- 
that the phone company had, ment for Its Danny Thomas series. 

! taken its single line to WFGA-1 At the same time, GF is also 
. = TV, Jacksonville,: out of Service: considering purchase of “Too Young 

for repairs, leavihg.only. CBS’. to Go Steady,” the Talent Asso- 
line open. ciates-Screen Gems package star- 

Producer Reuyen Frank got ring Don Ameehe, for a summer 
together with his traffic dept, run with options in place of “De- 
ahd started some extensive re- cember Bride.” GF, however, 
routing. Frank was able to route wants a guarantee from CBS that 
the films, through a round- if “Too Young” clicks, CBS will 

. robin of circuits into Paducah, . have another time spot ready for 
- Ky., all. the way to the Coast. it and GF will have first crack at 
There,' the feed of the films • alternate-week sponsorship. 

« the moment, neither deal 

, to Hollaed : !heVee™e“”?^ugg1inVf1nI 

;fM0OMerawtatyha-aPPened '-“Ived under which “Too Young- 
3,000 miles away. __ might replace Thomas and “Lucy” 

■ . . . ■ ■■■..-■■ substitute for “December Bride,” 
i n/1 n -■'if na*ll or one or both of the deals,could 
mKI Im QftlA Mill fall apart. Nonetheless, there are 
nUv llCllIIU k/IlII some intriguing angles to the 

thinking involved In both transac- 

|lf| thp Prowl VliY For one thing, .General Foods 
VII HIV * I Wff l. I U.I ■ has been a hot proponent of 

- bringing in new properties for sum- 

Effective Fontiaf s Ual vvll ¥ V 1 Vl Illlli Diamond,” but subsequently could 
, ( not get.a time, period for the show 

Status of live fun radio at and had to drop it as a fall entry. 
American Broadcasting Co. seems ; This time out, it wants assurance 
more in doubt than ever this week: ./that if the show’s a click, it can 

Whether the several .talents in¬ 
volved were notified could not be 

continue it in a suitable time slot. 

: As to the “Lucy” reruns, while 
ascertained, but, admittedly, the. “Lucy” was ensconced in its Mon- 
radio web is seriously considering . day night slot, it never did summer 
putting the performers oh the Jim duty, yielding to replacements like' 
Backus and Mefv Griffin show* /“Racket Squad,” “Charlie Farrell 
under contracts giving Show” and “Those Whiting Girls.” 
weeks notice—just in case these Now, it may be called up to fill 
live : musical shows have to be : the summer niche for its old spot, 
dropped at the insistence of the . There’s no conflict, involved with 
powers-that-be. ' ■ the current run of “Lucy” reruns 

Even if live programming does 
not go out the winddiv completely.: ,Co • ,sl^e GoJ^ .S,e,al s 
the dhances for the, survival of thd , e”^£ 3V*ay “d. CBS-TV 
original Robert Eaatman concept 
for network radio programming 
seem extremely . slight: Various, 
officials have explained in general . *w 
that the network will continue, and I iima M I|aa 
that investigations for effective IJIIlv lilflc llCltf 
progi'arnming are constantly going ^ 

; Asked, whether the possible de- jTlA | 
inise of the Backus arid Griffin I IlV UUdl If III II 
shows means the end. of Eastmatn’s 
usefulness as.the radio web prexy, Time magazine has purchased 
Leonard Goldensbn stated that he two editions of CBS-TV’s “The Last 
has “never even thought of remov- Word” as an experimental televi- 
ing hinv from his job.” GoldenSon ,:sion buy. It’s program’s first money, 
said that Eastman (who has a five-; Time will sponsor the March 30 
year contract with ABC) will con-/ and April 6 segments of “Word,” 
tinue. running the operation, and the public affairs-produced paneller 
that when he bought Eastman he on English usage: ; 
“didn’t biiy a concept”, but. did Buy is in connection with a sub¬ 
buy ai man. ! scription drive by Time, and will . 

One of. the prbposals. apparently ' be handled on the basis of the mail 
being considered is converting the; pull. If the series does give the 
radio network from a sponsored subscription campaign substantial 
operation into a news service., impetus. Time will probably extend 
which would charge affiliates for its sponsorship on the show. Pur- 
new.s coverage and not be in- chase of the Bergen Evans starrer 

lapses the end of May and CBS-TV 
will replace the show with some 
other less expensive rerun series. 

STRONG SYXniCATlOX 

AS A MAJOR WEAPON 

IN TV’S HIGHLY 

COMPETITIVE ERA 

.*• * * 
on Editorial Foaturo in. tho 

S emir Annual, TV Film Issue 

UfifUETY 

OUT THIS MONTH 

(Continued on page 52. witt.lto.e-S pitch on the 
■ • j intellectual qualities of. its reader- 

i>hip. and it figures that the “Word” 
rnni rv^c AT audience is-a natural source of new 
tUULLI u ulilU ALlml] .^readers. Deal was set through the. 

am nr l ITAirri iCt Bcn -Sarkheini agency, which han- 
AW DL A NUVlLIM dies Time’s subscription advertis- 
■ - ing. 

. CBS-TV producer. Lee Cooley, ’ ■ . : ■ _l 
. currently riding herd on the web’s . , . _____ __ . __ 

proposed; “Sing . Along” series, is j. WdZmV HODDed UD 
also sidelining in writing, and.lias; - V 
registered a sale on his first novel Boston. Mafclr 11. 
along with an option for liis uri- . WBZ-TV goes with first Hub 
finished.' sfcbond. Doubledav has record hop tv program live some-, 
bought the still untitled first tome time early in April, Herb Cahan, 
which, in a soft of switch, isn’t, a program mgr., said. It will be an 
television exec's, novel , about tele-: “Anierican Bandstand type show 
vision but instead deals' with his! ^nd Dave Maynard, WORL disk 
experiences in the Merchant Ma-: jock. will emcee, 
rine. Second novel, under option / It will mark Maynard’s first tv 
tor Doubleday, will deal with tv..: show, and the time sked, from 
though. : i 1:30 to 2:30 plm. Saturdays, finds 

Cooley cut the “Sing Along” • the disk jock in corapetish with 
kinnie for the.: network last, week,! his own. radio station. The. tele- 
with Jim Lowe (deejay on CBS: vised record show will be spori- 
Radio’s Gotham flagship WCBS) as ; sored by a record distributing 
emcee and Dick Brill as associate j company. Records. Inc., of which 
producer. ‘ Cecil Steen is prexy. 
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NEXT SUNDAY, MARCH 16, 

Channel 4 in St. Louis becomes 

CBS Owned KMOX-TV*... 

bringing new viewing pleasure 

to more than 775,000 television 

families in Mid-America: the 

CBS Television Network roster 

of entertainment, news and 

information programs.. .plus 

the great feature films of MGM, 

Warner Brothers, Columbia 

and 20th Century-Fox,. .plus 

local shows patterned to local 

tastes and designed to enable 

KMOX-TV to play an ever-larger 

role in the public affairs of 

the St. Louis community. 

Without the “TV,” these call 

letters have meant fine radio 

for the past 33 years. Now, 

with “TV” added, they mark 

the beginning of a new and 

exciting era pf great television 

service for Mid-America. 

'FormerlyKWK-TV, 
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Madison Ave. Confident Sponsors 
Won’t Cut TV Budgets Desnite ’58 

Stress—On Other Agency Fronts 
By JACK BERNSTEIN 

The latest unemployment figures 
list nearly 5.000,000 people but Of 
work arid industrial production off 
nearly Tr with steel production! 
operating at 54r(. of capacity But j 
the Madison Ave. agency boys seem 
oblivious to the fact that the na¬ 
tion. is caught in the midst of a 

.recession. Instead they are taking 
the fat-cat attitude that (1) ad¬ 
vertisers will not cut their radio 
and television budgets and < 2) they, 
point out that all media advertis¬ 
ing expenditures in 1057 reached 
ari. alltime high when $10.3 billion j 
was poured into the advertising | 
kitty, an increase, of 4rr over the : 
previous year. ! 

The only recession the radio arid 
television radio heads claim to feel 
is in program ratings. The smug 
attitude the recession, won’t hit the 
agencies is.reflected by the agency 
line that “advertisers have, learned 
their lesson ” Agencies point out 
that in 1049 and again in 1954 
when the nation appeared headed 
for a recession, advertising budgets 
were , increased instead of cut to 
the bone and. as a result of the 
advertising push, consumer buy¬ 
ing increased instead of going 
down. This has given the agency 
men grounds for claiming they are . 
not merely an added and uiuneas: 
ured expense, to national arid local 
advertisers but rather a vital force 
and part of the buisness. 

‘Now More Than Ever* . 

In the strictest economic sense 
the agencies feel that only through 
consumption can production be 
stimulated . and. boiled down tp. 
radio and television advertising 
budgets, sponsors will be increas¬ 
ing their Celling efforts and shell¬ 
ing out more coin instead of re¬ 
ducing their allocations. 

The agencies are wiling to ad¬ 
mit that national advertisers pres- 
entlv are taking a hard . look'. at 
their budgets in terms of sales re¬ 
turns and want to stretch every 
dollar as far. as it will go with the 
agencies being pressurized to take j 

a second look at their network and j 
spot recommendations to see that: 
they are getting the most value; 
out of their dollar. The cost per j 
thousand and impact for the spon-; 
sor wares has never been as im-i 
portant as it is currently to radiorj 
tv program heads and timebuyers. 

Optimism by the ad men is based i 
on the fact that both, radio and 
television in 1957 were up as corn- 
pared to the previous year. Tcle: 
vision advertising expenditures 
totaled $1.3 billion showing an in¬ 
crease of 80 over the previous 
year and radio advertising showed 
an llrr. climb totaling nearly §635 
million. Added to this is the Tele¬ 
vision Bureau of Advertising ans¬ 
wer to the recession and talk of 
soft markets.—"tv network lime 
billings for January of 1958 had im¬ 
proved 170 over the same month 
in 1957. and national spot video 
showed a slight increase.” 

Fewer Advertisers 

Regardless of these figures the • 
number of network television aid-j 
vertisers in 1957 dropped.from 321 i 
in 1956 to 293 with the number of ' 
spot tv advertisers also on the de¬ 
cline. In 1057. there were 4.154 
spot television advertisers as com¬ 
pared with 4.399 the previous year. 

In addition, the. softening televi¬ 
sion market has produced the 
greatest upheaval of split sponsor¬ 
ship in recent years with availabil¬ 
ities piling up on prime night'time 
hours, with more than 24 sponsors 
either wanting out or willing to 
share their shows on skip-week 
basis with major and riiinor identi¬ 
fications. 

A recent study of availabilities , 
showed that the three networks 
have 25 shows looking for bank- 
rollers and willing to share the tv. 
load for the remainder of the tel¬ 
evision season. ABC was in the 
least trouble and looking for five 
rich uncles, for alternate sponsor¬ 
ship, with NBC in search for nine 
backex-s and CBS heading the list 
and looking for 11 bankroliers. 
’ Todate the hard goods industries , 
sucli . as household appliances,■ 
equipment, radio arid tv sets, and 
office equipment have been hit the 
hardest. The agencies packaging 
toft goods such as food, toiletries, 
toaps and, cigarets have been feel¬ 
ing quite secure, reasoning that 

the radio and television public is 
not about to either give up smok¬ 
ing or washing for the present. 

The Auto Dilemma 
. The agencies which . push the 

j hard goods aren’t relaxed though 
with the. often repeated, remark 
that "as Detroit goes so go we.” 
The automotive industry in Detroit 
isn’t going though and the trade is 
beginning to -wonder how much 
longer Chrysler, Ford arid General 
Motors will keep appropriating fat 
advertising , budgets , while auto 
production has. slowed down to a 
snail’s pace. L&st year the three 

| corporations shelled:, a, total of 
'• $44,672,000 into network television 
• alone. To date Ford has produced 
92.963 less cars than it did last, 
year and Plymouth is down over 
73 000 with Buick production off 
43.029 cars. compared to this time 
last yriar; . This is just a minor 
sampling' of the auto decline but 
yet indications point out that if the 
auto manufacturers aren’t produc¬ 
ing the cars then it’s doubtful if 
they will maintain their huge ad¬ 
vertising budgets.: What is caus¬ 
ing'concern is that Chrysler, Ford 
and General Motors are. all in the 
nation’s top i0 network television 
advertisers. : 

Still another, question, that is 
Raised by recession, talk, is whether 
the agencies will change, their 
pitches froiri a soft sell to a hard 
sell and vice versa. Nick Keesely, 
veteran radio-tv head: at Lenneri 
Ac Newell summed up the feeling 
of nearly every ad agency tv head 
on Madison Ave. when he said, "In 
the. twenties costly lessons were 
learned in the field of advertising. 
Most. of. the leading brand adver¬ 
tisers gave up! their , advertising 
expenditures arid found it unwise. 
Advertisers have to have a keen 
regard of competition in times Of 
economic recessions as well as in 
times of prosperity, and in times 
of soft markets you have to . go 
after., sales with moire vigor, but 
what V equally important you have 
to keep your product in front of 
the public. In times when goods 
aren’t moving advertising is par¬ 
tially considered as an invest¬ 
ment.”'' ... ' ' 

As for'client dropping 'television 
shows Keesely feels this is more 
often than not a product .or mar¬ 
keting problem , and to date has : 
.had- little to do.with the country’s 
economic condition.” 

Keesely and Other tv prograrri 
heads feel that slack "times.:.will’ 
have more people staying at hoirie 
arid clients .will, be reaching more. 
people at a reduced cost, per thou¬ 
sand. 

SWITCHES 
Alfred F. Calabro, former man¬ 

ager of . N: Y, branch of . Wilson, 
Haight, Welch & Grover; has beeri 
appointed general manager of 
Product Services; . 

Paul Synor, formerly associated 
with J; . Walter} Thompson, has 
joined Leo Burnett as a. tv copy 
.supervisor! . '' 

. Frank Walsh, who served as 
i assoc, director of research at Mc- 
Gann-Erickson, has been appointed 
director of research at Erwin 
Wasey, RuthraufT & Ryan.. 

. John Coulson, manager of the 
research department and Guy Saf- 
fold, account supervisor, have been 
named veepees of Leo Burnett. . 

Watts Wacker, media director 
for D. P. Brother, has been.select¬ 
ed as a veep of agency: 

John Elliott Jr; and Thomas C. 
Dillon have been Elected to the 
board of directors of BBDO. 

i Johh D. Hayes, manager of the 
international department of EW, 
R&R has been appointed a vice 
president. 

LOST & FOUND ACCOUNTS 
Kenyon & Eckhardt landed the 

$5,000,000 . Lincoln automotive ac¬ 
count thus ending firm’s, six-week, 
search for an agency since resign¬ 
ing Young; &i Rubicam. K&E is 
no stranger to the Lincoln division 
account having handled. it from 
1948 through 1955.' With the ap¬ 
pointment, an estimated switching 

, of over $50,000,000 in auto ao 
' counts has been completed.. 

Anderson & Cairn’s this past- ■ 
week resigned the Waring Prod¬ 
ucts division of Dynamics Corp. of 
.America,-. > 

Atherton . & Currier has Keen.’ 
named agency for the Wilpulte 1 

... PSi&IEff 
coke oven, Semet-Solvay and1 
Semet - Solyey engineering di¬ 
visions of the Allied! Chemical and 
Dye Corp. 

By LES^BROWN 

Chicago, March 11, 
Hotpoi.nt has revealed it is de¬ 

sirous of consolidating Its $3,500,- 
000 in annual ad billings in a sin¬ 
gle agency,, which means two or 
even all three of its three present 
handlers may be dropped. These 
are Maxon Inc., . J.;R.. Pershall,. and 
Needham, Louis &} Broriby. , It’s 
known that several outside agen¬ 
cies are under consideration, but 
meanwhile, the Appliance company. 
is looking Vover presentations. 

A Hotpoint source said the drop¬ 
ping of any of its agencies "re¬ 
flects in no way the company’s, dis¬ 
satisfaction” with them. Single 
agency handling, he said; would, 
correspond , with ., the company’s 
own recent realignment of its di¬ 
visions;." '• 

- Needham, Louis & Brorby, mean- 
while, has acquired increased bill¬ 
ings from State Farm Insurance 
Co., 19-year-old .. N.L&B client; 
Agency's share is separate • from 
State Farm’s. national advertising. 

Burnett Again. 

Ailsweet Margarine,. Vigoro arid 
certain other Swift & Co. products 
that were resigned by Chi J. Walter 
Thompson agency last week; went 
to Leo Burnett. Co; In a mbye that 
surprised the local ad trade. Spec¬ 
ulation was high the billings would 
go; to McCann-Erickson. There are 
still several . products in the ex- 
JWT bundle up for grabs, among 
them Swift .Peanut. Butter, Swift- 
’ning, arid Pard Dog Food; 

: Keyes, Maddeh & Jones got the 
new Dr. West’s, push-button; tooth¬ 
paste account of Weep Products 
Co. It’s expected , to bill around 
$1,000,000 per year. 

David R. Canfield transferred 
to Chi office of Campbell-Mithuri 
from home base. in Minneapolis: I 

. John A.. Malloy, ex-Caldwell Ad- I 
vertising where, he. was a creative 
v.p., joined McCann-Erickson here l 
as senior writer. . . 

Jack . Willem, veep in the Chi 
office of J. Walter Thompson, 
transferred to New York as account ■: 
supervisor of Eastman-Kodak. He 
replaces Charles Rheinstrom there, 
who: went to American Airlines as ; 
v.p. - in charge of sales and adver- 
rising. , . ■ 

Mead Johnson . Sc do. has turned J 
over its Pablum division billings 

•to Keyes, Madden & Jones start- ■ 
ing April 20,. Account is now * 
handled by McCann-Erickson. 

. Weber Marking Systems, a di- 1 
vision ;of Weber' Addressing. Ma-; ;j 
chine Cb}, named Waldie & Briggs} j 
for advertising, sales promo and • 
marketing. Account was previous- J 
ly in Stoetzel shop;; }■' 

i . Leo .Burnett- agency, assigned • 
F. Strother Cary and W. L. Diner J 
the new Chrysler account. Both ' 
are veepees. . i 

Burnett has appointed two new 1 
veeps, John Coulson, . research i 
manager, and Guy Saffold, account * 
supervisor. Coulson has been with 
the Burnett office {even years, j 
Saffold two. Agency also regained . 

■ the. services last week of Paul 
Synor; as tv copy supervisor. Synor 
had been, a tv supervisor for J, . 
Walter Thompson the past three .] 
.years., . ....'■ ; 

Campbell-Ewald appointed Aus¬ 
tin B. Chaney Jr. account super- ' 
visor of the Hertz Corp. business. } 
Chaney has been account exec of ' 
Chevrolet for C-E in Detroit. ". 1 

Edniond Gray} , former, radio-tv 1 
director of North Advertising, has < 
shifted to McCann-Erickson here 1 
as tv producer. < 

John L. Baldwin, : ex-Needham, < 
jor factor.in its move west. . .. . ’ 

Account execs from Donahue & i 
Coe have been frequent visitors ) 
on the Culver City lot {luring the < 
past month. . They, have visited 
the set of every production shoot- j 
ing! and had conferences with all 
or almost ail of the producers/di¬ 
rectors and other execs , involved 1 
in production on the let. ; 1 

.. The company’s L.A. office is in 1 
addition: to branch offices.. .in * 
Chicago, Atlanta and Montreal, ‘ 
arid will have an; initial staff of 35 j 
under exec v.p. Richard C. Moses. J 

By BARRY^UtNETT j 

London, March .11.; . i 
Erwin, Wasey agency is han- 1 

; dljng a tv campaign bn behalf of ] 
;.the Weston.Biscuit.. Company Ltd., i 

I (Continued on page 42) 
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Wucnon Centres 
IN NEW YORK CITY 

John Horn leaving "Person to Person” as editorial associate after 
more than four years, with Charles . Routine moving over from CBS 
Public Affairs as bis replacement. Romine was producer of "Odyssey,”. 
“UN in Action” and “Adventure,” as well as writer for “Air Power” 
and “The Search” . . . George H. Gallup, ex-McCall’s, joining . CBS 
Radio as a sales account exec . . . Mike Donovan, GBS doorman, does 
his ilth annual St. Patrick’s Day guest stint on the Robert Q. Lewis 
show March 17 , . . Candy Jones Conover did three new tv commer¬ 
cials and: seven new radio blurbs for Colgate last week before check¬ 
ing into St. Luke’s Hospital for surgery this week . . . Nicole Milinair, 

. exec producer of “Dick & the Duchess,” arrived in the States from 
London.and planes to Miami for a week’s vacation.. . . Lee Robinson, 
director of Lowell Thomas’ latest “High Adventure,” back in town from 
Australia . . . Irving Gitlin, CBS director of public affairs, named a 
guest professor for ’58 at Syracuse U. .; . . Douglas Edwards emcees 
opening of ORRadio Industries’ new videotape plant at Opelika, Ala., 
Edwards’ home state, March 29 . . . Gerry Maulsby, manager of net¬ 
work broadcasts for CBS Radio; back from a month’s vacation in Mex¬ 
ico . . . Everett Sloane stars on • Suspense” and Walter Greaza doubles 
from "Auntie Marne” into “FBI in Peace & War,” both on CBS. Radio 
Sunday (16) , . .. META program chief Dick Heffner lectures on “Edu¬ 
cational Television Is Community Television,” before the Barnard 
College Colloquium on Education tomorrow (Thiirs.) . . . Bill Leonard . 
vacations in the Dominican Republic for the next two Weeks ... . Naca- ~ 
ret Cherkezian, producer of WCBS-TV’s “Eye on New York,” addresses 
a Hofstra College class in mass communications next Tuesday (18). 

. With American Broadcasting Network in a state of flux, the radio 
web’s research topper Lawrence (Larry) Pollock is shifting over to 
WABC-TV as director of research arid sales development, for the ABC 
o&o . . , Sid Gould, Buddy Lester and Heriny Youngman are leading 
off on the new “Make Me Laugh,” the Pat Weaver package preeming 
March 20 on ABC-TV . . Arnold Hartley, WOV v.p. in charge: of pro¬ 
grams, sailed for Palermo lasKweek on the Vulcania. 

CBS-TV’s Garry Moore show^ does its 2,000th telecast on March 21, 
arid marks the occasion with a 15-minute segment devoted to kinnies 
of the segments first week of the show in June, 1950 . . . Millicent 
Brower into a running role in “Backstage Wife” on CBS Radio .. . Anne 
Cantrell does the Adorn commercial on the Arthur Godfrey show Mon¬ 
day (17), also does three filmed coriimercials for Wash, ’n’ Curl ... 
Nathaniel N. Weinreb, story analyst in the NBC program dept., sold 
his novel, “The Copper Scrolls,” to Putnam for. April 7 publication 
. . . Bob Rubin, having completed production manager chores on four 
one-hour shows in “The Twentieth Century” series, takes off for a brief 
Florida vacation ... Mary Margaret McBride, \vho. initiated a series of 
Saturday programs over MBS last year, will return to Mutual for an¬ 
other 26-week 15-minute series, starting April 5 . . . With the tax sea¬ 
son underway. Mutual has launched its “Income Tax Answers” series 

f: . John B. Gambling celebrated his 33rd anniversary with WOR Radio} I on. Saturday (8). He is presently heard for 16 hours each week . . . 
Mitch Miller will be the special guest on WOR-TV’s “Ted Steele Show” 
on Friday (14). He will discuss trends in the record industry. 

} Bob Williams replacing Tom Reddy on NBC-TV’s “Treasure Hunt” 
. . ... Jan Murray, who owns “Hunt,” has appointed Herb jStraus asso-. 

. elate producer and Kevin Johnson director of his new CBS-TV “Wingo,” 
preeming April 1 . , . Shoshana Damari, Israeli singer, into “Night 
Beat” tonight (Wed;), and on Tuesday (18) host John Wingate will in¬ 
terview actor Kenneth Haigh . . . Elliott Wax named assistant to Har¬ 
ry Kalcheim at the William Morris Agency .. . . Bernie Weintranb to 
ditto for Les Colodny at that office . . . Shari Lewis to wed DuMont 
producer Jeremy Tarcher Saturday (15) . . . Adman Lawrence Glim- 
binner feted by some 60 friends, many going back to schooldays in New - 
York, on his 60th birthday Saturday night (8) at Le Valois restaurant' ., 
on Park Ave . . , Heleh Johnson, for the past eight years associate pro¬ 
ducer on “Meet the Press,” has resigned from the show, effective 
March 31; no new plans ... Maureen O’Hara in from the Coast for a., 
guest shot on the Perry Como show Saturday (15) ... . Will Holt on the 
Art Ford WABD show this Friday . . . Ronald Dawson doing two more • 
shots on the recorded “Objective” show and set for “Frontiers of Faith” 
Sunday , . . Barbara Meltzer, wife of tv scripter Newt Meltzer, conva¬ 
lescing at home following surgery. . . . Marjorie HUdreth nariied pro¬ 
duction assistant on the Patrice Munsel show . . . Richard Bauman and 
June Prud’homme join Julie Harris on Hallmark’s “Little Moon of Al¬ 
ban” on NBC-TV March 24 . . . Clayton Willis joined the Tex & Jinx 
staff as a writer-reporter . . . Bill Davidson, g.m. of WRCA-TV, re¬ 
ceived the Air Force Award of Appreciation for his cooperation with 
reserve activities in the metropolitan area . . . A1 Perlmutter, WRCA 
special events manager, spoke at the Overseas Press Club special 
scholastic reception Friday (7). 

IN HOLLYWOOD ... 
LneiUe Ball won the Genii award of Radio and TV Women of So. 

Cal; as “the most outstanding woman in TV in 1957.” . . ..Mary Pick- 
ford and Buddy Rogers bought a radio station iri Wichita, Kas. . . » - 
Dinah Shore will play two weeks in Vegas this month-end to break In 
som: new routines for her tv series . . . Warner Toub Jr., producer of 
“Mr. Adams and Eve,” would like to loop Jackie Gleason for “Medi¬ 
cine Man,’’ a western series . . . NBC’s press chief Casey Shawhan, 
added another newsman to his: staff, Doug Duitsman . . . Mutual- Pa¬ 
cific radio network added KITO, Riverside-San Bernardino as an af¬ 
filiate . . . The kids will soon be running aroqnd with the “Paladin” 
mustaches. They chose it over Dick Boone’s gun or hat in a merchan¬ 
dising poll. . , Bob Hawk’s panel show, “Coincidence,” is being readied 
for agency and network inspection ... NBC’s John Nelson, head of 
daytime tv programming; Oscar Turner, labor relations, and Fenton 
Coe, California National, taking their turn at being schooled in ad¬ 
vance-management at Princeton. Course calls for a week of day and 
night sessions . . . Wen Niles Jr. caught on with Colgate in his first: 
pitch for a Job in N.Y. He’ll be liaison between the client and its agen¬ 
cies. 

IN CHICAGO . ..... 
Michael Stehney quit United Films after coupla weeks as exec pro¬ 

ducer . .. . Absence of Jerry Colonna from WBBM-TV’s “Late Show” 
these past two weeks Is explained thus: he’s meeting recording com¬ 
mitments on the Coast. Colonna returns to the station betimes to es¬ 
say some new program ideas, and he’s slated to sub for Jim Conway on 
“In Town Tonight,” April 7 for a fortnight* but his role as cinematic 
interlocutor for the station is no more . . . WGN Inc. added another 
to Ward Quaal’s Cincinnati Gang in Frank Hart, creative writer for¬ 
merly with WLW-WLW-TV . . . Jim Hurley, former Chi disk jockey 
who has been teaching at Spaulding School the last Couple years, go¬ 
ing back into radio on Buddy Black’s new FMer located at Edgewater 
Beach Hotel , . . H. Leslie Atlass, Chi CBS Veep, vacationing in Ha¬ 
vana . . . George Diefenderfer, NBC radio net sales manager in Chi, 
and David Preston, general ad manager of the Sun-Times, taking their 
wives* on a 16-day Caribbean cruise this week . . . Carlos Chan's “Rio 
Rhythms,” which started as a filler record show on WMAQ, notched 
its 10th year. ... John Doremus joined WIND for two deejay shows 

(Continued on page 42) 
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From a programming point of view; comedy is nothing to laugh at. It's a funny 

business that has to be taken seriously. Mainly because there are teeth in the old 

saw, “Laugh and the World laughs with you 

Which is why it's such a good idea always to have a hearty laugh or two up your 

transmitter. Which, in turn, is why VICTORY PROGRAM SALES is delighted to 

offer you its newest first-run-off-the-network acquisition, IT’S A GREAT LIFE. 

Lest you get the impression that the VPS product roster is longer on quality than 

on variety, let’s check it against your programming needs. Westerns? HOPALONG 

CASSIDY, STEVE DONOVAN, FRONTIER. Mysteries? THE FALCON, INNER 

SANCTUM. Documentary? VICTORY AT SEA. Drama? MEDIC. Adventure? In¬ 

trigue? You’ll find them all in goodly number among the properties listed below. 

Ready to help you make the most of this wide-ranging repertoire is the man from 

VPS, a specialist in Station Program Sales and Planning who, like our product 

roster, is good for much more than a laugh! 

A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

IT'S A GREAT LIFE > MEDIC • ADVENTURES OF THE FALCON • CAPTURED ♦ CRUNCH AND DES DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT 

V FRONTIER • HIS HONOR HOMER BELL » HOPALONG CASSIDY • INNER 8ANCTUM » PARAGON PLAYHOUSE STEVE DONOVAN* 

WESTERN MARSHAL • THE GREAT GILDERSL3EVB • THE LILU PALMER 8HOW • THE VISITOR • VltJTC>RY AT SEA • WATCH THE WORLD. 
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Foreign Television Reviews 
INTERNATIONAL CELEBRITY MURDER STORY 

FESTIVAL { With James Hayter, Olga Lindo 
With Sir Malcolm Sargent, Ukrain- Neil McCallum, Gwenda Ewen, 

lan State Cossack Co., Margot Tony Lyons, Patricia Heneghan, 
Fonteyn, Michael Soriies, Eileen Lloyd Lamble, Anthony Bird; 
Joyce, Yehudi Menuhin, London Jerold Wells, Mervyn Johns, 
Philharmonic Orchestra, Txum- James Raglan, Richard Leech 
peters of the Royal Military. Writer: Ludoyic Kennedy 
School of Music {.Director: Dennis Vance 

Producer: Bill Ward 75 Mins.; Sun., 9:35 p.m. 
Executive Director: Ian Hunter ABC Network, from Manchester 
60 Mins.; Mon., 8:30 p.m. .Ludovic. Kennedy’s play; “Mur- 

MURDER STORY THE OTHER HALF BESUCH AUS DER ZONE 
With James Hayter, Olga Lindo, With Norman Collins, Richard (Visit From the Zone) 

Neil McCallum, Gwenda Ewen, Beeston, Vincent Buist, William With Siegfried Lowitz, Paula Denk, 
Clark, Don Iddon, Henry Kahn, 

. Dr.. Peter Russo, Antony Terry» 
David .Williams 

ProducerVDirector: Bill Ward 
Designer: Anthony Waller 
20 Mins;, Mon., 9 p.m. 
Associated Television, from Bir- 

. inmgam 

Werner Peters, Olga von Togni, 
LiselOtte Walter, Uwe Friedrich- 
sen, Hans Dieter Zeidler, Her¬ 
bert Huebner, Walter Richter, 
Mila Kopp, others 

Producer: Sueddeutscher Rund- 
funk 

Director: Rainer Wolffhardt 
60 Mins.; Mon., 8:30 p.m. | Ludovic. Kennedy’s play; “Mur- On New Year’s Eve, Associated w“tere: Helmut Bigge, Rainer -t< 
Associated Television, from Lon-; der .Story,’’ owed, more than.-some-, .T*leVisibn- gathered together eight by o 

don Iwnat to an outstanding perform- • . Dieter Meichsner) ° 
British commercial television’s! ance .by a newish young actor, Neil British-.foreign .correspondents 75 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m. a 

biggest bid at bringing culture with j McCallum.: Playing a retarded in its studio, after flying them in West German TV, from Stuttgart u 
a capital C to . its public registered ; youth who gets himself involved in from global points to talk about the “Visit From the Zone” (Zone 2 
as a big success in a program which : niurder .-of a cop, _ though he state of: the: world as 1958 ap- refers to the Soviet Zone of Ger- ,g 
had a little of something for every-: | d.dn t actually handle the fateful nmaefted- After the show the manv) is one of the strongest Ger- ti 
one, no matter how varied the in-fgun, McCallum gave an astute dis- proacKccJ. After, tile show, the manyMs^one of the strpngest Ger ti 
dividual taste. The programmers,: play ol underplaying He showed scribes had dinner with Norman tr?|n 5°^'Arirdl^gS0 nast d 
Associated Television, took over j the youngster sjewilderment fear, Collins, deputy Chairman ATV, Vetrs Adanted from a stale work 

nunibeiun^arou^iul1^1 OOOAvhich in- snd,: with a. performance like this program, and Bill -Ward its pro- wright 30-year old Dieter Meichs- a 

eluded foreign diplomats from both'as.its hub. the play could hardly, ducef. During that dinner discus- W Js a gSvided GermS'in^a e 
sides of the Iron Curt/in. Artists fail to. register strongly.. . v ; sidns which had started during the ggffi ofcouWTb?ian31v ? 

" y ? 
a colorful melange of music and punishment. Based fairly obviously suggested, there was plenty of . It’s a political drama, yet. not g 
dancing, which was aimed at a on a five-year-old British murder scope for another show, Because one of the conventional type which c 
middlebrow audience. Case -^volying. ai 16-year-old boy 0f tight schedules the new program Portrays on one hand the good and u 

c.v who actually shot a policeman but „ ^ A-,_ t* on the other; side the bad human v 
TiT^rmh<qnrPPnf ivhn als^ cdri escapcd the gallowsbecauseof his ,^as Put on Aim the next day. It. beings. Aside from any black-and- y 
Malcolm Sargent whd. aiso^con ag^ while his 19-year-.old conipan- turned out to ..be just as good an white cliche, it’s an objective, mov- t. 

nrShvS+r^ nntS for i(m was topped.“Murder Story” offering \as the first, with the cor- ing piece which aims at showing 1< 

Peasant^«.fr.S ' 
thnltmthe’ shovl was^Sn? out3 over times over harrowing for consump- .andravealing intimate experiences There is, for example, aComma- a 
that the shovv was gomg^ put over tion in a domestic lounge, but it of the hvmg standards on their nist (an East German foreman) s 

inm* pulled no punches in stating its newfe beats. Production Was click- who’s not the evil type (he’s help- ? 
mSMM which sSggtetid that all case Its f.TOlt.k that it;relied top - because of the editing, and inehis,^capitalistic boss) andthere’s * 
*?aifnf tiinVe' mPch on emotion rather than on hardlv one second of the Drberam a West German manufacturer who \ 

the cold: logic of argument. Never- wasteV “ °f the program doestft just g0 the straight way. $ 
about to hear their fist orchestral theless, Kennedy writes .fluently \; The plot reveals, of course, the B 

add. with acute sympathy and ob¬ 
servation. 

Su • theless, Kennedy writes fluently , p, . f .' llff,riT1- __ The plot reveals, of course, the 

WThis, however, was . ^ 
fault, but^ where ^ the production Apart from McGallum’s topnotch by William Clark of the feri but bn the other side it also 
really fell c.aJ^ performance there was some other Observer, gave^the airing a dra- shows some unscrupulous manipu- 
Worli+aiildillglltIllfi’ very useful acting, notably Olga 2}aiic, ^hic^ p ®yen Henty lationa .on the part of W-German 
resulted in a pic^e aiLd Lindo as the condemned boy’s businessmen and their frightful 
missed _a_ great deal 9^ mother, Richard Leech as an un- erl almost lighthearted descriptions trend towards materialism. 
tacle of the Russian dancers.- derStandnie Prison DadrW and Mer- of the- gastronomic. habits of -the- ,, _ _ _ 

Show opened with a fanfare ^s^e^gapr;sos;iP®^eJ|1cdd^^^^^ French Wouldn’t prase. Don^^ Iddon, - "yif!1 concerns an East German 
from the Trumpeters of the Royal,. cell warder who won the youth's the Daily .Mail's American man, manufacturer of chemical piles 
Military School of Music. The bias confidence and helped to give him didn’t paint a particularly rosy pic- who travels to West Germany In 
of the program, however, was Rus- Sgth an^ courage to face h™ ture of the States, when he said Sf,df^t0 why his year-long 
Sian, with the Ukrainian State Cos- th.at.to. think thatthe ILS. was a 
sack Co. (currently playing a sea- was authoritative and Bertram great, rich nation was not dlto- ■ connectl°ns with him. The 
son at the Royal Albert Hall) tak- Tyrer’s sets authenticaliy Caught gether true, as there were many W-German company^ ho discovers, 
ing up about one-third of the offer- tlfe atmosphere of McCallum’s People who lived in “abject poy- i/T?lUCmg 
ing. Impeccably performed dances, slightly shabby suburban home erty and squalor.” There were, he leg/ts^* 
full of vigor and precision and ex- an| the dank misery of the con- added, many Britons who were far ^a?ag,f" 
citement brought cheers from, the demned cell ‘ better off. ment is a person who used to be 
audience and even a more sedate “Murder Story” was perhaps too The program was intelligently fwhlSf'wkJZJ! 
rouUne from the femme members episodic and lacked the element of steered by Collins, and proved to turned vttf 
of the outfit reaped a hefty ovation. surpriSe for a really sock climax, be stimulating and Informative. but who *had *to Pflp»e>^aiico 
The Russians brought the program but it was a strong entry Rich. '. Bari/. had to^?ee Pf?*use o{ 
to a fiery finale after performing y; vary. political Teasons. The problem now 
all their acrobatic terping tricks ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦ ♦ f f i♦ ♦ ♦♦ ♦ >♦♦♦>♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦ »♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ it «^£ers around the fact that, if the 
as an encore. f . - ► W-German company breaks off its 

The rest of the program was de- ^ p : : • WIT II It \, partnership with the East German 
voted to snippets from classical ;' PAITPlCni I V P AllAUJlin * •. enterprise, latter will have to face 
work. Yehudi Menuhin beautifully <- . lUtCI&ll I f I UlIUvYUU ." ruin and deprivation. The W-Ger- 
performed Beethoven’s F Major v . ^ r ;; man argument, however, is that he 
Romance; Eileen .Tnycp competent- ' V-ff ..a,a...himmum8 4 8* + 4 i^4iT m¥st start producing those chemi- 
lv played the scherzo from Saint- cal piles himself if he wants to 
Saens’ G minor piano concerto; Jack Hylton’s Monday Show jubilant heights, with Hope appar- J™aEe_profit. He also_ argues that 
and Margot Fonteyn and Michael . Dovyn to earth after the flight of ently not at his best, and the other Jre E^st German enterprise will 
Somes perfectly, danced the pas de fancy across the Atlantic in a Yank contributors to the show, b® nationamed some day anyway, 
deux from Prokoviev’s “Cinder- BQAC Britannia (equipped with a Buddy Holly & The Crickets, not -e ma“Ss the East German a gen- 
ella.” Bary. honkytonk piano),vthe Jack Hylton creating any fireworks, either. |rous offer: He shall stay with his 

——-—entourage settled in at the New Show seemed to have lost Its 2amilV in West Germany, gets a 
DIE FRECHSTE SCHAU DER Weston Hotel, New York, before usual sparkle and zing, and Robert Elcf U™. 

ivpi.T Hughie Green and Paddy Stone. Morley, making his fifth annear- The East German is nearly about 
this offer, which, he 

riot pure generosity but 

WELT - Hughie Green and Paddy Stone. Morley, making his fifth appear- + ^ast German is nearly about 
(The Boldest Show On Earth) jtook off for a day around the town: ance on the program as emcee, al- f® accept this offer, which, .he 
With Carla Haaen Michael Burk, to show British commercial tv though, jovial in his. usual slightly ^cnows’ ts U9t pure generosity but 

ilann? 1^W^rHetaUt Br^ch! viewers some of the sights; arid grandiose manner, didn’t bririgany STennlfii! ^ Als * 
Ulla Torn Kurt Grosskurth, meet soine of its personalities. The added life to the show: Hope, dur- bad conscience. ^ But then_he does 
Manfred Schmidt, others program, aired by Associated-Re- ing a 15-minute stint, in which he JltifamiIJ t? Eas^ Gfr_ 

Writer- Manfred Schmidt diffusion (3), was a kind of mixed- largely cracked about tv, was un^ ™aig- Tbf perhaps decisive factor 
40 Mins • Sun 9:30 p.m. up documentary with Paddy Stone even and appeared content to let “?rils return is his knowledge that 
West German TV, from Munich dancing along deserted early mor- the yocks come slowly. Only occa- w 

“The Boldest Show” was, despite ning city sidewalks, and on the sionally did the normal, sharp wit w St yS ln capitalistic 
several flaws an amusing depar- roofs of some of the tall buildings, of the comedian come through. As V¥"uermany* 
ture from the domestic video while Hughie Green chatted to a payoff to some goodnatured ban- It’s been often said that there 
cliche Manfred Schmidt, prbmi- such notables as Dr. Ralph Bunche, ter about his never winning an are too few new good' German 

’ nent German cartoonist (he’s the assistant secretary general of the Oscar, Hope was presented with a plays which deal with this coun- 
creator of the widely publicized United Nations in his UN hq office,, statuet on behalf of the Hollywood try’s postwar problems. Here’s one 
“Nick Knatterton" series) has pro- aboutworld affairs and atomic en- Foreign Press Assn, for his efforts and an outstariding one at that. It 
duced this 40-minute vidpic just ergy, and Peter Ustinov amusingly to spread goodwill. Morley, who also has been often said that there 
for fun and offered to Munich’s tv told of his “$64,000 Question” or- handed over the award, muffed the is a whole nation in search of a 
station. Latter found it a suitable deal. job and softie uncomfortable mo- new good author; Here, perhaps, 
item for the Current merry carnival Production, generally, did not. ments followed when neither he is one. Meichsner’s initial work is 
season and acquired it. Calling it- reach a high standard. Sound re- nor Hope was sure of what to do. more than just promising. His 
self "an indirect telecast from the cording quality was low, and a Holly and Crickets, here for a work’s ending is unconventional 
U.S” Schmidt’s show presents a rendering by British songstress three-week tour, put over three of and nearly hopeless as realism in 
cabaret program Patti Lewis of “How About You?” their current disclieks in Britain, this case: coirimands it. Hopeless 

Although the whole thing is was out of sync. Photography, too, “That’ll Be The Day,” “Peggy because of the apparent fact that 
amateurish and also rather uneven could have been far better had not Sue” and “Oh! Boy.” Renditions, there is only way out: The defeat 
in direction, it’s an amusing offer- director Bimbi Harris been so in- although faultlessly performed, of both communism arid material- 

. ing due to various gags and tricks tent time and again on superimpos- didn’t create much impact and ism. But how? Arid without blood? 
which click. There’s a magician ing city scenes on pictures of per- netted only polite applause. Rea- A big, desperate. question. No 
who cari catch with his head an forming artists. Blind pianist Alec son for this stemmed from Holly’s doubt, “Visit” forces every Ger- 
iron treasury weighing several Templeton suffered much because too-static delivery, arid a lack of man; who is not unconcerned about 
hundredweights. Another act fea- of this, when neither he nor the warmth in. the personality of the Kis country’s political and economi- 
tures a songstress whose singing city, skyline was. definable: Night combo.cal future, upon deep meditation, 
abilities range from the. deepest shots of -Broadway, however. Big hit of the outing was the Remains to be said that this is an 
basso voice up to the highest C— proved an eye-opener for residents dancing , of Alicia Markova and effectively staged and acted pro- 
areal howler. [ this side of -the water. Bary. Borge Rolo.y in an excerpt from the duction. And. it’s exciting, even in 

All these acts are performed by —1—--■■■ ballet “William Tell.” This type of the sense of entertainment, all the 
friends of Schmidt, mostly Munich . Sunday Night at the Palladium terping has.become.a favorite with way.' Top honors for the .flawless 
cabaretists and all by means of Bob Hope, en route to Moscow British tv audiences as a relief direction arid special honors , for 
trick photography, of course. Spe-. (".I’ll , go anywhere for an audi- from the riormal routirie of tele- three actors: Siegfried Lowitz as 
cial fun is contributed by various ence”), topped the bill of this As- vaude offerings, and when impec- East German manufacturer, Wer- 
•“unexpected” disturbances. In all, sociated Television show (2) dur- cably performed, as it was on this rier Peters as his former East 
a harmless, very modestly budgeted ing a London stopover to send off occasion, gains hefty iriitts. German partner, who went West- 
vidpic (Schmidt reportedly pro- his latest picture, "Paris Holiday.”. Usual support on this program wards and Hans Dieter Zeidler as 
duced it within six days) which un- As the offering had reached: Its by the Cyril Ornadel orch and the the West German factory boss, 
expectedly turned out to be very lOOth- airing on this occasion, it George Carden Dancers regularly But also the others turned in con- 
entertaining and quite amusing. was a kind of anniversary program, warrants praise’ and . tliis -was rib’ ;vincin£^petfOnriancfes. In - all. a 

Hans. but festivities hardly reached any exception; -’ V ’ - - v-fidry.' very Remarkable offeringHa7is. 

ABOUT RELIGION 
With Dilys Powell, Carl Foreman, 

Alexander Mackendrick, Rev. 
Ronald Marshall . * 

Producer: Michael Redington 
25 Mins., Sun. 7 p.m. 
ATV, from London 

It is a praiseworthy notion of 
these “About Religion” programs 
to yank them out of the pulpit and 
instead have discussions on con¬ 
temporary themes. The discussion 
under review .dealt with the effects 
of violence on the cinema screen 
and lined up for the fray were, pro¬ 
ducer Carl Foreman, director Alex¬ 
ander Mackendrick and the Rev, 
Ronald Marshall, warden of the 
Settlement at . Bermondsey, a 
toughish London suburb, under the'; 
chairmanship .of Dilys Powell, Sun-' 
day Times film critic. 

The three film personalities are 
all. intelligent, and eloquent folk 
and it was both a surprise and a, 
disappointment1 that the affair nev¬ 
er got off the ground. For this 
Miss Powell must take a share. of 
the blame since she should have 
guided the discussion into the more 
controversial channels that Fore- 
mari and Mackeridrick, at least, 
were seeking. The Rev. Marshall 
who, not: unnaturally, believed that 
the cineina portrays too much vio¬ 
lence made his 'rather labored, 
points in far too general a fashion. 

Foreman, who revealed himself 
as a forthright and useful tv per¬ 
sonality, constantly tried to per# 
suade the cleric to produce specific 
instances of unnecessary violence 
in certain films that had had a de¬ 
trimental effect on young people in 
Marshall’s neighborhood, but th« 
parson refused to rise to the chal¬ 
lenge. Foreman maintained that 
the cineina was Indeed aware of 
its responsibility but that it’waf 
not a film producer’s job to sbapd 
people’s lives. That was the re¬ 
sponsibility of the Church, but that 
it is the job of the cinema to hold 
up a mirror to conteftiporary lift 
and also make constructive com¬ 
ment on it. 

Mackendrick thought that in thl« 
violent world violence must com# 
into contemporary films and that 
that did not matter providing pro* 
ducers made a point of stressing 
that there are other, better quali¬ 
ties in life. Mackendrick, in short,; 
defended screen violence providing 
it was not just put in to give cine- 
magoers a vicarious kick. H# 
pointed out that the story of th# 
Crucifixion Is a most violent and 
bloodthirsty one but refused to be* 
lieve that seeing that story on th# 
screen would prompt young peopl# 
to go out and torture other people. 

The subject of Westerns aros# 
and Mackendrick cited “High 
Noon,” with which Foreman was 
closely associated, as a Western 
that did not rely on violence for 
its values but thought that “Gun 
Fight at O.K. Corral” was unneces¬ 
sarily violent, and unpleasant; H# 
added that that was merely a per¬ 
sonal opinion. 

With the pardon unable to break 
through the calm logic of the two 
filmmakers and with Foreman and 
Mackendrick gradually appearing 
to lose interest in a debate that 
hinged too niuch on theory arid too 
little on fact this “About Religion” 
sesh petered, out politely, with the 
cinema receiving a virtual: verdict 
of “Not Proven.” Rich, 

HERE’S HUMPH 
With Humphrey Lyttelton bind; 

. Lita Roza 
Director:. David Main 
30 Mins., Fri., 6;10 pjn. 
GRANADA-TV, from Manchester 

With little enough real hot mu¬ 
sic on British tv, this offering 
which features one of the best 
known British jazz outfits, has sur# 
appeal with a hefty chunk of thd- 
teenage and younger members of 
the population. It’s been aired fof 
several weeks by Granada-TV in 
the chain’s local areas, and on it# 
first outing in the South made a 
click debut. Fancy trimmings were 
cut to a minimum and for most of 
the 30 minutes there was an almost 
unbroken opportunity to listen t# 
jazz. Production was unimagina¬ 
tive, but adequate. 

Lyttelton’s band, with ah offbeat 
lineup for the sort of musio it 
plays, is currently the topic of 
much discussion among British jazz 
.buffs; Its music is mainstream and 
makes for good listening. Guest 
artist Lita Roza, fonder songstress 
with the Ted Heath band, made a: 
couple of pleasant, contributions 
with” The Man I Love” and ‘.‘Chi¬ 
cago.” Novel entry was Lytteltons 
caricature of Dave Brubeck. The 
leader was a staff cartoonist with 
a national paper, and expressed his 
opinion of Brubeck by. drawing the 
guy pounding the piano with 
clenched fists. • ’ Bary. 
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HI VARIETIES 
With Johnny Shrader Combo; Sam 

Gifford, m.c., Bill Brittain, an¬ 
nouncer 

Producer-Director: Jack Feirahend 
30 Mins., Sat. 6 pan. 
FRITSCH’S RESTAURANTS 
WHAS-TV, Louisville 

Longtime fixture on this station, ; 
Hi-Varieties, is now skedded at the 6 p.m., spot on Saturdays. Format 
has been altered sbmewhat, and r ' 
to the good, while some features ■*.' i 
the . old snow have been retained. 
Sam Gifford introes the teenagers, 

. and puis them at ease as they take 
their places before the cameras to 
do. their sotiL Show has a loyal 
following o; school kids as lookers-! 
in, and a best oT them turn up for 
tryouts. 

Opener was a s:.;-girl line, dolled 
up in Valcn'.inc Day motif.- Gals 
are capabl e r„ythm steppers, and 
got the de.ng; off to a brisk start. 
Boy-girl a> o ... rom a local music 
school hr. rmnized on accordions, 
p i a y i ri rr in:tch) “Liphtensteiner 
Polka.” avd p.:ay too. Then a.com¬ 
mercial p >h for a local hamburger 
chain, Fritrrh's. Restaurants’ cus¬ 
tomers are invited to vote for their 
favorite taenage entertainer, who 
has. a chares to win a scholarship 
at their frvorite college. Bill Brit¬ 
tain, staff announcer, told ’em 
about it, and put over his points 
nicely. 

Various boy. and girl singers, first 
Don Peterson, who won a popular¬ 
ity contest last year, warbling 
"Love In Alcemoon,” registered. 
Girl vocalist singing "S p ec i a 1 
Love,” and boy chirping “My Fun¬ 
ny Valent ne.” came over nicely. 
Femme pianist from Lexington, 
Ky.» gave a neat performance at 
the piano with “Juba Dance,” fol¬ 
lowed by girl singer vocalling 
"Never Stop Loving. You.” 

Windup was . a 30-voice mixed 
choir of teenagers. Johnny Shra¬ 
ders combo, with Shrader at the 
piano, and backed by guitar, bass 
and drums, gaye the turns a good 
Measure of pro support. Opportu¬ 
nity for new talent to be seen arid 

.heard assures this 30-minute show 
to be welcome for some time. 

'' Wied. 

Tele Follow-Up Comment 

OUT OF THE DARKNESS 
- With Ray Shelton, Dr. Roderick 

McDonald,. Dr. Dwight Townes, 
Dr. Arthur Keeney, Dr. Harry 
Pfingst, Ned Cox, Mrs. Murray J. 

Director: Dave Jones : 
• Writer-Producer: Dave Jones 
30 Mins., Sun. (9). 2 pan. 
WHAS-TV, Louisville 

"Out of the Darkness,” a WHAS- 
TV showing on Sunday (9) at 2 p.m. 
documented the establishment of 

, the Eye: Bank in .Louisville with 
film showing the route of an eye 
through the Eye Bank to the opera¬ 
tion room for transplanting. 

• Also on the program were a 
group of top specialists in the field 
to discuss such topics as retinal 
detachment, corneal transplants 
(which must be done within 48 
hours after the death of the donor), 
the use of vitreous fluid (the fluid 
Inside the eye whieh may be saved 
for re-use indefinitely) and the 
willing of eyes by living persons to 
the Eye Bank. 

. Participants in the Channel il 
show included Dr. Roderick Mc¬ 
Donald, doctor in charge of the 
Eye Bank in Louisvile: Ned Cox, 
Lions Club Director of the Eye 
Bank; Dr. Dwight Townes; Dr. 
Arthur Keeney; Dr. Harry Pfingst, 
and Mrs. Murray J. Kinsman, prez 

• 6f the Medical Auxiliary. Ray 
Shelton, WHAS-TV staffer, mod¬ 
erated. An outstanding effort in 
the field of public interest, conven¬ 
ience and necessity. 

150 NBC Executives Go 
To Princeton in Platoons 

To Bone Up on Problems 
NBC, which in the past has fre¬ 

quently sent individual executives 

to school for management training 

courses, is now staging a mass edu¬ 

cational experiment involving some 
150 of its execs on a management 

■. level..' 
. Web; and parent corripany RCA 

have set up a series of four one- 
week courses iri . so-called "case 

■method” studies of network prob¬ 
lems at Princeton, N. J., in co¬ 
operation . with Harbridge House, 
which has prepared the curriculum^. 

Group of execs, comprising de¬ 
partment heads and managers be¬ 
low vicepresidential level, has been 
divided Into four units of 3? execs 

.each, . 
First group took off for Prince- 

tori over the weekend to begin 
their course. They wind up Sat¬ 
urday (15), to be followed by the 
second group. V , 

Open Mind 
“Madison Avenue—A Critique” 

was the topic of Richard D. Heff¬ 
ner's “Open Mind’’ session on Sun¬ 
day (9) over WRCA-TV, N. Y:, with 
Gilbert Seldes, author and tv critic 
(Tide), Martin Mayer (author of 
“Madison Avenue, USA”) and 
David Ogilvy, prez of Ogilvy, Ben¬ 
son Mather, a$ panelists. Per 
U3ua. , producer-irioderator Heffner, 
unde • Marshall Stone’s direction, 
set the. premise, and most of the 
premise seemed to stem from the 
p. l streamer in the Feb. 26 , 
v'as jt. “It’s Now ‘Mudisonl 
Avenue’,” by radio-tv. editor George I 
Rosen of this paper who was men¬ 
tioned by name. 

rleffner, making mention of his j 
faculty connection with the New, 
L. ■ j''. for Social Research, estab-! 
Lsiied the fact that only 14 of the ; 
50 too major agencies are actually ‘ 
on r.xadison Ave. and wanted to 
know why, as the Variety story 
Observed, that thoroughfare con¬ 
noted a "dirty word,” He likened 
it to catchphrases like Main Street, 
Babbitt and Wall Street of other 
errs,. recalled that the craftsmen 
have been labeled “Svengalis of 
the supermarket,” etc. 

Wha ensued was an esoteric, 
lofty discussion which seemingly 
left adman Ogilvy most of all be¬ 
wildered. Whenever Ogilvy ap¬ 
peared to get into stride Seldes be¬ 
came vocal on his esthetic theories 
about advertising. The little Ogilvy 
said was on the beam. He politely 
indicated that he didn’t dig "you 
theoretical analysts/’ stating that 
he arid other workaday advertising 
men don’t “address ourselves, to 
the men but to the women.” He 
observed that his motto is "The 
consumer is not a moron” and, on 
the allegation of insulting public 
intelligence, he said, “You’re talk¬ 
ing in the clouds about something 
I do every day.” 

While Seldes and Mayer evi¬ 
denced they had a savvy concept 
about advertising, Mayer’s view¬ 
points were riaore moderate and, in 
some respects, the liveliest His 
observations that the economy is 
the ultimate answer to advertising 
—no amount of huckstering^ can 
sell automobiles in a nervous mar¬ 
ket. such as now-—were interlarded 
with some erudite, ofttimes bril¬ 
liant concepts of merchandising 
and human relations in general. 
Seldes dwelt on some of the deceit 
in the advertising pitch—“less tar,” 
"you don’t need a prescription” 
(hairspray), etc. Ogilvy cited Sen¬ 
ator Bill Benton (ex-Benton & 
Bowles) as observing "there was 
less immorality in advertising,” 
coinpared to. his other two careers 
—as an educator (Univ. of Chicago) 
and in politics as a U.S. Senator. 

When Mayer cited a John Wana- 
makerlsm, "I know that half of the 
advertising money spent is wasted 
but what I dori’vt know is which 
half/' Ogilvy observed that this, in 
turn, was borrowed by the Phila¬ 
delphia arid New York merchant 
from Lord Leverhuine (head of 
Lever Bros. International). 

There were sundry observations 
along the lines of advertising is 
not brainwashing because it’s on a 
community basis; advertising edu¬ 
cates people to the good things in 
life; advertising is not addressed to 
the intellectuals; “the advertising 
business is a. convenient scapegoat” 
(Mayer); a Yale prof was cited that 
if "advertising were as effective as 
the critics of advertising says, all 
advertisers would be deliriously 
happy”; advertising creates a de¬ 
sire for selling products, especially 
if geared to some fad (dry cereals 
or orange juice to health); "adver- 
tising engages people’s minds de¬ 
viously*’ (Seldes); advertising can 
create, a desire to buy but if the 
economy is soft, if the guy’s job 
is at stake, nothing will help, as 
witness savings and E-bond, sales 
up since last July as against the 
bullish sales market of 1955. 

The end result, however, was a 
diversity of viewpoints, none so 
conclusive or convincing as to 
leave the looker-inner with any 
specific point of view. Abel. 

. Playhouse 90 
A very interesting, and at times 

absorbing, outing was served up by 
“Playhouse 90” last Thursday (6) 
cn CBS-TV. It had the artistry of 
Paul Muni as a big assist and the 
script by A. E. Hotchner was a 
workmanlike job, involving the 
viewer with the proceedings on the 
screen . . . a test not passed by. 
many live tv dramas today. 

Titled "Last Clear Chance,” the 
90-minute excursion was a court¬ 
room drama dealing with the ques¬ 
tion of how privileged an at torney- 
client relationship should be. As 
posed, the problem was not easy to 
answer. A woman was tried for 
murder and found not guilty. Her 

. lawyer knew .of a zip gun in her 
'/Possession^, wn(c{i^; sttrply ^ would 

have had a bearing on the case 
but elected during the course of 
the trial to withhold that vital in¬ 
formation. The: zip gun.may have, 
been the murder weapon; Yet, he 
said nothing to the D.A. Is the 
lawyer guilty of a felony by ob¬ 
structing justice. Or is he being 
true to the highest standards of. 
his calling by protecting his client? 

Broadly, that was the ethical 
question posed. Hotchner displayed 
some imagination and feel for the 
situation in unraveling the prob¬ 
lem iri human terms. Muni, an old 
hand , at playing defense counsel, 
had the man-sized job in this 
drama of representing his son in i 
disbarment proceedings. His tower- j 
ing; abilities soon took command of 
the role—presenting a wily, warm, i 
winning .character, his personality 
embedded in fine American tradi¬ 
tions. It almost was like a leaf out 
of his characterization of Clarence 
Darrow in the "inherit the Wind” 
legiter. ; '■ 

There was soirie legal abacadabra 
which was befuddling and the hys¬ 
terical outburst of the dead man’s 
wife against the freed defendant j 
seemed manufactured theatrically. | 
The author also’ missed a big scene 
in the confrontation between fa¬ 
ther arid son, with the budding 
lawyer accusing his father with 
courtroom trickery in a particular 
case. But the_ exact nature of the 
trickery was lost in a maze of geri- 
eralities. 

As the son, Dick York Was effec¬ 
tive. Lee Remick played the girl 
acquitted of murder with all the 
proper nuances, leaving the viewer 
guessing on what her true relation¬ 
ship with the accused attorney was, 
or even whether she had com¬ 
mitted the murder, Eithne Dunne 
as the widow was restrained and 
believable, except for the one pre¬ 
viously mentioned scene. Luther 
Adler was convincing as the bar 
association’s attorney and John 
Hoyt was fine as the ambitious 
prosecutor. 

George Roy Hill directed with 
skill, keeping the many diff icult j 
threads together, even the most 
tenuous one of romance, resulting 
in an enjoyable hour and a half. 

■■■ Horo. 

Person to Person 
Since it consists of a "two-act” 

bill the Ed Murrow-fronted "Per-, 
son to Person” has soirietirnes 
come to grips with a fundamental 
problem before and during public 
view. Basic to the CBS-TV "at 
homer” is an attempt to make the 
first half and the last half mate 
Well, regardless of the differences 
iri personality components. 

Friday’s (71 "twin bill” was one 
of the best of the five-season 
Aaroii-Zousmer production. There 
wiere. more than sufficient name- 
plus-curiosity values in Ginger 
Rogers as the opening flash act 
and Charles Van Doren as the 
closer. While Van. Doren is not 
the Vname” or glamor puss in the 
sense that Miss Rogers is and has 
been for about a quarter-century* 
there was surely high viewing for 
"P to P” stemming from his 
"Twenty-One” egghead exploits of 
a year or so ago. NBC-TV has the 
Columbia U. instructor under a 
Compact, but with no major pro¬ 
grams calculated to bring him out 
to the high potential of his talents 
and his savvy as a sort of encyclo- 
pediabritahnica savant. 

. This "P to P” was a prime kinff| 
of showcase—something, that NBC 
itself has failed to come up with 
in the post-"21” sweepstakes but 
from which that rival network got 
itself a fine fillip should it now 
decide that it has a winning hand 
and play it for table stakes. In his 
poise, his respect for the English 
language, his quiet integrity; in 
the aura of the bookish, reflective 
man about him, his eagerness 
to play it straight without "side,” 
complemented nicely by his bride 
of a year. Van Doren was. an ideal 
interviewee as. caught in his "neat 
but not gaudy” Manhattan apart¬ 
ment. "The Van Dorens at home” 
is a "P to P” habit—Murrow some 
months ago brought Mr. and Mrs. 
Mark Van Doren—Charles’ par¬ 
ents—before the; cameras. Like 
father and mother, like son—lit¬ 
terateurs and teachers with fine 
contributions to American thought 

Miss Rogers was the traditional 
Ginger—charming, a person of 
taste both in dress and in the decor 
of her BevHills domicile, and with 
an altogether winning approach to 
the chitter and chatter department. 
Certainly the presence of her 
mother and longtime manager, 
Lela Rogers, did. not hurt any. 
Mom’s a handsome woriian who 
also knows her way around a con¬ 
versation piece. It Was not hard to 
see, a mother’s hand in a daughter’s j 
aqcpess. Miss Rogeirs jhprsQlf Jrasj 

bright, brisk and willing to talk 
about anything. A cracker jack 
show. TTau. 

Omnibus 
"Omriibus” viewers Will be mitt- 

irig nearly all concerned for the 
Walter Kerr adaptation of Mary 
Chase’s 1952 Broadway production 
of “Mrs. McThing’’ in which Helen 
Hayes played the major role. In 
the tv version of the. comic fantasy. 
Miss Hayes repeated her shining 
performance, only this time she. 
had herself a vastly larger and 
more beariiing audience on NBC- 
TV. Sunday (9). . . i 

This was the first tveast of any 
of Mrs. Chase’s Broadway offer¬ 
ings, and/the Bob Saudek presen¬ 
tation Was compounded of the 
proper amount of realism and fan¬ 
tasy, a difficult feat to accomplish 
anywhere and anytime especially 
in tv Where the rapport between 
performer and audience is so wide. 

Both Miss Hayes, who. portrays 
Mrs. Larue, -the wealthy, stuffy 
mother,, and Eddie Hodges, as 
Ho way, the. son who runs away and 
joins the niob, and as The Stick, 
the boy who replaces him in the 
Larue xnanse, turned in richly 
abundant performances. For Miss 
Hayes this was another bouncing 
adventure in sheer theatrics. In¬ 
deed a delightful romp... I 

In fact, virtually the entire cast 
scored heavily in the play that cap¬ 
tures the imagination of both 
adults and children. The moral of 
"Mrs. McThing” is a simple one 
and Its message was telling as 
transmitted via “Omnibus.” :... 

Sam Lievene as Poison Eddie 
Schellenbach; Irwin Corey as Dirty 
Joe arid Guy Raymond as Stinker 
added considerably to the magic of 
the production. Alexandra Wager 
as Mimi, daughter of the witch, 
wasn’t quite so convincing. Richard 
Dunlap’s direction and Henry 
May’s sets were tops and the Ali¬ 
stair Cooke intro to Mrs. Chase’s 
play was short and fitting. 

At times “Mrs. McThing” packed1 
enough emotional wallop, notably 
in scenes between the two kids and 
in the last act where the little girl 
says adieu to her witch mother, to 
move any snobby dowager dame. 
Miss Hayes’ passage on this week’s 
“Omnibus’ ’ was smooth and fetch¬ 
ing. Rons.. 

Young People's Concert 

So far in his CBS-TV series on 
fundamentalizing the appointments 
and characteristics of music, Leon¬ 
ard Bernstein’s lectures with music' 
have had an unmanageable effect 
on a couple of 30-year olds, to a 
point where they want to drop 
some of their professional activi¬ 
ties to undertake beginner piano 
lessons. Whether the impact of the 
hour-long programs by Bernstein 
and his New York Philharmonic 
has been the same on the juves it 
is difficult to tell, but for all their 
size (107 sidemen) the programs, 
including the last called "What 
Does Orchestration Mean?” on Sat¬ 
urday (8), have been simple and 
exciting. 

Bernstein, conducting arid. lec¬ 
turing, was the prograrii’s principal 
“Visual effect.” Wild hair, energetic 
and beautiful batoning and perfect 
lucidity of point Were the by-now 
veteran video performer’s stock in 
trade. He; brought with these 
things a faint but' imdeniable pa- 
tronizirig note into his lectures, but 
it did not disturb the o#erall effect 
in the slightest. 

The intermingling of carefully 
selected concert and solo pieces to 
indicate that “notes can have many 
different musical colors” made the 
point excellently. Art. 

Conquest 
Third edition in Monsanto Chem¬ 

ical’s series of : one-hour CBS-TV 
specials last Sunday (9) was the 
best of the lot. For one ! thing, it 
presented a tv first—the first 
photos ever shown of an atom. Its 
other., two subjects have been 
treated on television before, the 
Antarctic and the heart-lung ma¬ 
chine, but the "Conquest” treat¬ 
ment of the Antarctic was pre¬ 
sented in a different light and the 
filming of a heart operation was 
the best television yet on that sub¬ 
ject. 

In short, "Conquest” this time 
out was fresh and fascinating. Host 
Eric Sevareid opened the show 
with a brief review of the attempts 
of science to visualize the atom, 
then the first attempts to actually 
see it. Then he switched to footage 
of the experimerits of Penn State’s 
Prof .Edwin Mueller with his field 
ion microscope, first showing, the 
blurred pictures of the. atom in 
the early stages of Prof. Mueller’s 
nperiments arid finally the crystal- 
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THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY 
HOLLOW 

With Shirley Temple, Boris Karloff, 
. John Ericson, Jules Munshin, 

Russell Collins, Fred Essler, 
John Mylongr, Jimmy Carter, 
Tiger Farfara, Jim Bridges, Tim 

. Lyon, Barbara Pefpper, Barbara 
Morrison, Leigh Harline orch 

Producer: Alvin Coopermau 
Director: Paul Bogart 
Writer: Norman Lessing (from 

Washington Irving) 
60 Mins.; Wed. (5), 7:30 p.m. 
BRECK; HILLS BROS., SEAL- 

TEST 
NBC-TV from Hollywood 

; IN.. W. Ayer) 
Washington Irving’s durable tale 

tale of hex in the Hudson Valley 
country got a tasty translation on 
Video in the Shirley Temple pres¬ 
entations with Miss Temple step¬ 
ping out of her usual character, 
that of narrator, to participate in 
its enactment. “Legend of Sleepy 
Hollow” was handsomely mounted 
and had a lot of charming mo-, 
ments. The yarn, presented mainly 
with a live cast, had to have a 
generous mixture of filmed opera¬ 
tions to take. care of the outdoor 
action sequences. Contrast between 
these two methods of presentation 
was marked inasmuch as the cellu¬ 
loid episodes fell down consider¬ 
ably and thus marred the effect of 
the entire presentation. 

There were some basic changes 
in the story’s concept, tile major 
one being the interpretation of 
Ichabod Crane. Long depicted as 
having a lean and hungry look, 
Jules Munshin made him a florid 
and well-fed gent with a gour¬ 
mand’s delight both in the Hol- 
landische goodies of the country 
folk and Katrina, the blonde 
daughter of one of the wealthy 
farmers in the area. 

The dialog was an odd mixture 
of excerpts from "Plain & Fancy” 
and Weber & Fields, and not with¬ 
out basic humor. As a matter of 
fact, the enacted portions were 
played more for laughs than for 
dramatic content However, it 
fitted in well with the general- air 
Of the proceedings. Adaptor Nor¬ 
man Lessing also took a few liber¬ 
ties with the Irving original and 
With historic fact but not enough 
to mar the charm of the piece.. 

Munshin carried off the air of a 
ch ar 1 at an schoolmaster, even 
though it seemed basically incon¬ 
sistent for a man of his professed 
sophistication to truly believe in 
the hex. Miss Temple charmed her 
way through the show, and John 
Ericson made an excellent Brom 
Bones, Russell Collins did well as 
Alpheus Dankendorf, the drunken 
burgher. 

Boris Karloff introed himself in 
the narrator spot with "I am not 
Shirley Temple.” After this obvi¬ 
ous truth,.he keyed the show with 
weH Written narrative bridges. The. 
accompanyirig music and other , 
production accoutrements came off 
well. Jcse., 

EARLE PUDNEY SHOW 
Directin’: Hal Greene 
15 Min*.; Mon.-thru-FrL, 6:30 pan, 
PARTICIPATING 
WRGB-TV, Schenectady 

The pioneer General Electric sta¬ 
tion’s partial switch back from film 
to live talent, around the supper 
hour, returned Earle Pudney, WG Y 
announcer, to televised pianoing 
and singing, with a trio and guests. 
He had worked on WRGB several 
nights, weekly, in a somewhat sim¬ 
ilar format and at a later hour be¬ 
fore it increased the emphasis on 
motion picture prpgrammirig. 

Feature , is an unpretentious 
small-budgeter which should 
please, if not exhilarate. Viewers 
liking live entertainment. Show, in¬ 
cidentally, is the only one of the 
kind currently originated by an 
area video outlet. Lighting is em¬ 
ployed, with a minimum of scenery, 
to create a mood effect. Pudney 
not only sings and plays, but also 
announces the numbers and intro¬ 
duce guests-—vocalist and instru¬ 
mentalists. He fingers the key¬ 
board skillfully arid projects a 
quiet, pleasing personality. Song- 
wise, Pudney achieves perhaps the 
best results with the nostalgic and 
bitter-sweet. He possesses tech¬ 
nique, but not too much voice. The 
capable backup usually consists of 
guitar and bass, although drums 
and other instruments are in¬ 
cluded. 

Filiried and other commercials 
make for chopplness, on occasion. 
Signing.off program, in the middle 
Of a number, happens too fre¬ 
quently. JflCO. 

WLIB Upgrades News 
Indie daytimer WLIB, N. Y., is 

climbing aboard tbe upbeat band¬ 
wagon. 

Station, which gears its program¬ 
ming to the Negro market, is add¬ 
ing 39 additional five-minute news¬ 
casts: This will give the station 
five-minute news capsules oq. the 
half-hour as well as on the 'hour. 
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GRAND MARCH 
Just look at this calendar of stars appearing this 

month on The Late Show! 

This month, any month, you won’t find anywhere 

a greater galaxy of stars in so many box-office hits 

as appear night after night on television’s most 

famous feature film program. For WCBS-TV’s 

vast library from M-G-M, Warner Brothers, 20th 

Century-Fox, United Artists and Columbia has 

more major-studio releases than are programmed 

by New York’s six other channels combined! 

The Late Show audience, an average of 1,320,000 

viewers nightly, is assured Of top entertainment 

every time (not just an occasional good picture, 

or one repeated several nights a week). No wonder 

Nielsen, the only four-week rating slrvice, finds 

The Late Show far ahead not only as New York’s 

favorite late-evening entertainment but also as 

the area's most popular multi-weekly feature film 

program series. 

Bight now, at television’s peak viewing season, 

here’s a unique opportunity for you to reach bigger 

New York audiences at lower cost-per-thousand 

on The Late Show. Contact CBS Television 

Spot Sales today. WCBS®TV 
CBS Owned* Channel 2 in New York-Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales 
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TV Followup Comment 
i Continued from page 39 i 

clear pictures of the individual 
atoms and the overall pattern they 
form in crystalline compound. 

Second on the agenda was re¬ 
porter Pat Trese’s Antarctica re¬ 
port, which unlike previous foot¬ 
age was covered strictly from the 
scientific viewpoint, showing the 
work of the International Geo¬ 
physical Year teams and evaluating 
their importance and significance. 
Trese filmed segments at the South; 
Pole itself, at McMurdo and at 
Little America, talking to the scien¬ 
tists and showing them laboring 
under some of the more difficult 
circumstances of life there* 

Final segment was the .filming 
of a heart operation at the U. of 
Minnesota . Ho.spital,. an operation 
on a child employing the heart-lung 
machine, in which the heart and 
lungs are deactivated and isolated 
from the general circulation and 
the machine does their work. Film¬ 
ing started well in advance of the 
operation, showing much of the 
pre-operative preparation, then 
went through the highlights of the 
six-hour operation with excellent 
closeup detail, and finally showed 
the post-operative recovery period. 
It was an exhaustive, excellent 
treatise on the advances in heart 
surgery. Harry Resoner’s narration 
of this segment was clear and 
authoritative. Chan. 

Climax 
This was a feeble job of scripting 

and at times a wholly nonsensical 
adventure in storytelling. It had 
Lew Ayres and Betty Furness in 
something tagged “The Thief With 
the Big Blue Eyes." wherein an 
American couple from the mid¬ 
west seek to adopt a Roman waif, 
an unappetizing youngster, with 
larceny in his every finger. 

The 60-minute job on CBS-TV 
last week (6) was adapted by Will 
.Larin from a story by Tom and 
Margaret Coffey, but wasn't worth 
the time and effort. Ayres and 
Miss Furness certainly portrayed 
the most naive American traveiers 
imaginable, in fact, at times they: 
seemed downright stupid in their 
trusting behavior toward the Ro¬ 
man rascal. 

Several bits were mildly amus¬ 
ing, such as when Michel Ray, 
playing Vito, the scheming Orphan 
with larceny in his makeup, beat 
up a couple of waiters during an 
e jection scene at the. hotel and 
when he delivered a stolen paint¬ 
ing to the eyerTtrusting tourists. 

Frank Puglia was first-rate as a 
police official accustomed to the 
highwayman tactics of the city's 
smallfry and Franco Corsaro 
played a hotel manager with the 
JUjoper amount Of disdain. Rich¬ 
ard Hainan’s sets wrere faithful but 
Paul Nickell’s direction was sprawl¬ 
ing and doleful. 

Miss Furness, who ordinarily 
opens Westingliouse refrigerators 
with elan, on this occasion combed 
her beautiful tresses with the ges¬ 
ture of a Bali dancer. Miss Fur¬ 
ness is a goodlooking dame but 
she just didn’t convince in this in¬ 
stance; The script was peppered 
with such Italian words as. buon- 
giorno, ciao, arrivederci. and bene. 
These were the Only authentic 
touches to an otherwise pallid of¬ 
fering. Rons. 

the personality of Nobel with real¬ 
ism and perception. 

Nineteenth-century tale opens vertising during 1958 has been es- 

to promote Saltines in the UK. 
Plug impact is based; on the fact 
that the crackers are a top. selling, 
line, in America and Canada. TV 
coverage at the moment is con¬ 
fined to the London and Midland 
coinmercial tv outlets. 

Expenditure on television ad- 

From the Production Centres 
; Continued from page 34 ; 

in Vienna, where Nobel hires as 
his secretary a . femme pacifist 
hostile to Nobel because of his dis¬ 
covery of dynamite. As the years 
go on. they fall in love, but the 
scientist is too shy to propose. 
Finally she leaves him, angry be- 

timaled by J, P. Scott, managing 
director of -/'Statistical Review of 
Press Advertising, at somewhere 
around 8125,000,000. Venturing 
tills opinion, he Said: “It usually 
pays to be optimistic.” 

R. Kirkwood, tv director for the 
cause he sees only good in his dis-i d* Vorin,, : 
covery, whereas she sees in it evil.;'- P0 ®1'/1, &Variey agency, 
Nobel tests cordite,, and it’s a ,dis- «; «•»<* at his London dost after , 
astrous iaiture, with. his brother j Stales ° eye the U. S. adver- 

organizing 
tary comes to give him condolences,! wit't Is claimed to be one of the 
and.Nobei. finds the courage to pro-: lilc* est advertising campaigns ever 
pose, only to learn she’s married: j u. cd in the. ice cream industry, to J; 
Ironically, she writes a pacifist j boo.-1 a new family pack for Lyons 1 
book .which wins the Nobel prize. Maid. A cartoon commercial will 
in 1905, years after his death. 

Croriyn and Miss Tandy were ex-, 
cellent in the leads, with good as-. 
sists from John Wengraf, Michael 
Emmet and Maurice Marsac. Don 
Taylor's direction was sensitive. 

Daku. 

be a:rcd frequently over all com¬ 
mercial tv outlets at peak times. 

daily:. . . WGN-TV bought three new syndicated skeins, “Crusaders,” 
“Target,”- and “Studio 57” and Understood tb be near closing a deal 
for new feature film package . . . Len Schlosser, pubaffairs producer 
for WBBM-WBBM-TV, attending a conference On local public service 
programming at Johns Hopkins U. in Baltimore . . . WMAQ’s Mary 
and Maurice Merryfield off to Gotham next week: neckstretching and 
taping interviews for their daily show. 

IN WASHINGTON 
WWDC news director Joe Phipps teed off a new series, “Are We 

Talking Ourselves into a Depression?” past week . ,. Leonard Lieber-* 
man, former government information man,: has joined firm of Robert 
K. Richards, specializing in broadcast clients ... Sportscaster Jim Gib¬ 
bons, WRC and WOL, back from an Orlando baseball stint . . Len 
Deibert, ex of radio station WPIK. has joined news staff of WMSL- 
ABC . . . WTTG’s top rated d. j. Milt Grant has sold Archie Bleyer, of 
Cadence records, two pop tunps . ... WWDC aired first two exhibition 
baseball games of Washington Senators past weekend, with Bob Wo’fl 
and Chuck Thompson at the mike . Newsman Bill Downs inked for 
six: broadcasts, sponsored by Hertz System, in new business news ser¬ 
ies debuting on CBS March 24 . . . Nancy Hanschman, producer of CBS 
Radio's “Leaving Question” on the mend after serious Illness. 

Sisskind 
; Continued .from page 35 ; 

WGN 
<network, agency or sponsor, en¬ 
sconced are still laboring under 

j the.conviction that the audience is 
j a pack of supine, receptive idiots 

also carries ABN’s programming, j bo'orid the pale of taste, judgment 
gives market news and other p.erti-andj .discriminating intelligence. 
npnt aiariniilfliTV Information in 

; Continued iron pift 35 j 

nent agriculture information 
evening time, too. As for the other 
Chicago AM stations, none is mak¬ 
ing" more than token gestures to 
the farm market j and none has a 
concentrated farm strategy, per se. 

In his; formal announcement of 
the Trib station’s new intentions in 
agriculture. WGN veep and gen¬ 
eral manager Ward Quasi gave it 
the old public affairs dressup, to 
wit, “It is part of our sacred re¬ 
sponsibility as a clear channel sta¬ 
tion to serve the central states 
farmer. WGN is in the farm fra¬ 
ternity to stay." But in pitching 
his Station’s farm shows to ad 

“Well, they couldn’t be more 
wrong. Arid it’s time they ceased 
demeaning and degrading the tele¬ 
vision medium by ■ continuing to 
hold the audience iri: contempt. It’s 
time to recognize the truth and 
the facts about the audience— 
arid they are oyerwheliningly sim¬ 
ple. The audience is intelligent, 
it’s curious, it can distinguish good 
from bad, it appreciates quality 
arid- only tolerates any tiling less. 
Tire Western, the pop singer and 
tfie giveaway show may have rat¬ 
ings and share-of-audience—but I 
think their / audiences are staring 
;n^stark disbelief and disinterest, 

agencies and potential bankroUers. j do«ng. knitting or doing, home- 
Quaal showed the.money Side 6t. work--they are asleep, with^their 

the com with statistics: . . and? i'hazard the” guess that their 

oJT’loppIS-XSo.S In I SH" 
1957. Farmers spent over $22,000,- 
000,000 last year for seed, equpl- 
ment, etc. . No medium reaches 
farmers better than radio, and 
99.6% of farm homes have AM 
sets. Soon there will be radios on 
nearly every farm tractor, just as 
there are in the majority of cars. 
About 20% of farms have radios in 
their barns (according to 1952 
Nielsen National Radio Index). Ru¬ 
ral listening is higher each day 
than urban. And so on. 

WON’S farm shows are eschew¬ 
ing the hillbilly slant so as not to 
be distasteful to the station’s ur¬ 
ban audience. -According to Norm 
Kraeft, the Trib station’s aggres¬ 
sive farm. director, “Where enter¬ 
tainment is concerned, there is no 
important difference between farm 
people and city people. Farmers 
today are businessmen, arid many 
are college graduates. Our farm 
shows differ froiri our regular pro¬ 
gramming mainly insofar as they 
offer agriculture service ” 

male sin to the anxious advertiser. 
“As programmers, producers and 

managers, lets get with it before 
this .travesty goes any further: 
let’s try to catch up with the tele¬ 
vision audiences;: They are hope¬ 
lessly ahead of current prograiri- 
mlng and equally far in advance 
of most estimates of what they 

Want, what they can understand 
and what they will appreciate. If 
we don’t wake to the facts of the 
American audience and soon, fu¬ 
ture tv panels of this sort may 
well be held in a dark, dank cor¬ 
ner of the Smithsonian Institute- 
places here taken oyer by experts 
from some dynamic new; medium— 
perhaps color; radio.” 

Twentieth Century 
Military preparations that led to 

that awesome eventful dav of Aug 
6. 1945. when the first atomic bomb 

was dropped . on Hiroshima, was 
recreated Sunday i9j on “Twenti¬ 
eth Century,” CBS-TV. at 6:30 p.m. 
It was a sobering, interesting half- 
hour neatly summed up by the two- 
word entry in one of the crewmem¬ 
bers’ diary, “My God.” 

Footage never before released by 
the U. S. Air Forces, dealing with 
the-actual training of the air force 
crew and the mounting of the 
bomb on the specially - prepared ■ 
B-29, lent authenticity; The narra¬ 
tion scripted by Phil Reisman Jr., 
and. spoken by Walter Cronkite was 
pointed and effective. 

The episode followed the training 
of the crew at Westover Field, 
Utah, members oi which did' not 
know: the nature of the mission un¬ 
til the final hours on Tiriian Island 
in the Pacific. The vehicle of using 
a running letter of the co-pilot to 
his inother during the fateful mis¬ 
sion, for the final few: moments of 
the episode, added a thought-pro¬ 
voking impact. Horo, 

Telephone Time 
A touching vidnette about Al¬ 

fred Nobel and his professionally 
successful but personally tragic life 
was told skillfully in “War Against 
War,” on last week’s filmed “Tele¬ 
phone Time.” It was a play marked 
by the fine thesping of Hume 
Cronyn and Jessica Tandy. Laslo 
Vadnay teleplay expertly etched 

Chi Agencies 
Continued from page 34 'sssjiS- 

Louis & Brorby, signed on with 
the Chi office of Kenyon Sc Eck- 
hardt as account supervisor of the 
Wilson & Co. biz. 

CAtHOUC B’CASTERS 
SET CONFAB FOR Cffl 

Chicago, March 11. 
Catholic Broadcasters have set 

Ch cago .as site of their 10th an¬ 
nual convention, which opens June 
19 for three days at the Conrad 
Hilton Hotel. Some. 485 priests 
and lay persons directly involved 
in Catholic broadcasting are ex¬ 
pected. to attend the conclave that 
aims tb promote more religious 
broadcasts and to make Catholics 
aware of religious radio and tv 
programs. Father Michael Mon¬ 
toya of Sari Gabriel Mission , in 
California is president of the asso¬ 
ciation.. 

... Danny.Thomas, Molly Bee and 
the PaulisV Choristers‘ will enter¬ 
tain at the banquet June 20, 

ITwood Agencies 
By JACK HELLMAN 

Hollywood, March 11. 
Local offices- have been opened 

by Donahue Sc Coe, Metro’s ad 
agency for 27 years, in what fur¬ 
ther signalizes coricentration of all 
phases of studio activity possible 
on the Coast. This will mean an 
increasingly close liaison between 
advertising and production to ob¬ 
tain the maximum return on all 
pix< 

Execs from D&C, which also 
handles advertising on a placement 
basis for Columbia Pictures and 
has done sorne campaigns in past 
for Allied Artists (notably “Love 
in the Afternoon”), will be kept in¬ 
formed of all stages of production 
at Metro, and may even participate 
in plannings—rat least in an advis¬ 
ory . capacity-r-on story material, 
titling, casting, etc, 

1 F6rt Worth-^There were 660,000 
whole floorof officesandalthough ; television sets in the Forth Worth- 
It will service its other clients, the j DaTas area as of March 1, accord- 
recent move by Metro towards jng to Harold Hough, director for 
greater centralization Was a ma- l WBAP-TV, 

Smith’s D C. Slot 
Washington, March 11. 

’ Carleton D. Smith, vice presideet 
of NBC and general manager of its 
D. C. o and o stations—WRC and 
WRC-TV—has been elected presi¬ 
dent of the United Givers Fund, 
for .the Washington metropolitan 
area. -y- 

Elected, vice president was John 
S. Hayes, general manager of Sta¬ 
tions WTOP and WTOP-TV, the 
CBS affiliates owned by the Wash¬ 
ington Post and Times Herald, 
Among other vice presidents 
Arthur Larson, former director 6f 
the U, S. Information Agency. 

IN LONDON 
Anthony Russell has joined ABC-TV as a press officer from the news 

room of the Daily Mail . .. . Ray Bolger topped the bill of Associated 
Television’s “Sunday Night At The Palladium” (9). He’s also lined np 
for the top spot of ATV’s “Saturday Spectacular” (15) . ^. Associated-. 
Rediffusion’s film industry program, “Close Up,” tonight <Wed.) will 
feature the British Film Acadeiny Award Presentations ... Alan Chiv- 
ers and Michael Peacock have been appointed assistant heads of out¬ 
side broadcasts for BBC-TV . . . Anthony John; has succeeded Douglas 
Neill as drama administrator for ABC-TV. John was previously with 
the script department of the BBC . . . Comedians Jimmy Jewel and 
Ben Wanlss have landed a tv series of. six programs with Associated 
Television . . . Following the screening of a new tv play by J. B. Priest¬ 
ly “Doomsday For Dyson,” last: Mon. (10) which dealt with nuclear - 
warfare, Granada-TV invited four Controversial figures along to the 
studio to argue the case for and against the H Bomb. They were Peter 
Thorriycroft, Emanuel Shinwdl, Alan Taylor and Denald Soper. 

IN BOSTON . . . 
WHDH-TV News scored beat with exclus tv. films on triple murder 

in Hampden, Mass,, with unprocessed film arriving 9:45 p.m. thru in¬ 
genious relay system, completed and edited in time for 11 p.m. news 
crists . . Shirley Reynolds and Dotty Dooley alternating as vocalists 
on WEErs “Beantowri Matinee.” while regular Pat O’Day fills book¬ 
ing in Camelia Room, Drake Hotel, Chicago . . . Carlton E. Dickennan, 
WEEI announcer and Ralph J. Cowie, transmitter engineer, both com-; 
pleted 32 years ox service . . . Tom Gorman, gen. mgr. WEEI, back 
from Washington confab of Ike’s People-to-People Program, and Man¬ 
hattan CBS visit . . . Arthur C. King, WEEI dir. news and public af¬ 
fairs, on European tour via MATS returning March 17 . . . Fresh As 
Spring,” riew selling theme over WNAC proriioting saturation ad cam¬ 
paign. for West Cdast fresh Anjou Pears . . . Fran Corcoran, WBZ-TV 
p. T. dir, hosted press-ad party for “African Queen” and ’Treasure of 
Sierre Madre” films at Red Coach Grill and took off for Baltimore for 
Westinghouse confab. 

IN PHILADELPHIA ... 
:. Margaret Mary Kearney, WCAU educational director, appointed 'to 
the National executive board of the Civic Committee for President 
Eisenhower’s People-to-People program . . . Leslie T. Harris, veepee 
and general manager of CBS Television Film Sales to speak at lunch¬ 
eon meeting of the Television and Radio Advertising Club of Phila. 
at the Barclay (13). . Andrew Hood, Lord Provost of Glasgow, toured 
WRCV-TV as part of goodwill visit to Philly .,. Charies Shaw, WCAU 
news director, named to national speaker’s bureau of the American 
Cancer Society. He will be guest speaker at Rhode Island’s kickoff 
dinner in Providence (25) . . . Bennie Barth, WRCV-TV sales traffic 
supervisor, upped to station traffic director ... WIP program- manager 
Varner Parilsen participated in the first annual top D. J, Convention: 
Seminar in Kansas City (7-9), Paulsen, who had tapes of his flying les¬ 
sons broadcast has passed his license exams arid is now a qualified 
“Private Pilot” 

IN ST. LOUIS - . . 
FalstafFs third annual “Salute to the Hawks” was televised on KSD- 

TV last Friday (7), the only hoirie game beamed this season. Thetplay- 
by-play was done by Buddy Blattaer ... Wflma Sim, home economics 
director of KSD-TV, got a plaque from the St Louis County Farm Bu- . 
reau for her “cooperation and goodwill” in using local produce on 
her daily homemaking show . . . Fred Moegle, formerly with KWK- 
TV, premiered a new 30-minute kiddie cartoon show on KTVI-TV Sat¬ 
urday (8).. . Laclede Gas. Co., via D’Arcy, planning another stereo¬ 
phonic telecast, to be carried by KSD-TV and KSD on Easter Sunday, 
featuring live talent 

IN PITTSBURGH . . . 
Roy Phflson, quitting XQV, to become a salesman at KDKA. He re¬ 

places Fred Elliott, whd has taken a Job in Rodiester. N.Y. . . . Bill 
Brant, morning deejay at WAMP. has quit v . Bill Bakmk, former 
program director at WJAS, to WERC in Erie . . . Post-Gazette^ radio¬ 
tv editor Win Fanning recuperating at home for next two weeks after 
surgery at Montefiore Hospital . . . Grace Greetringer, who has been 
working part-time on KDKA-FM programming, now a regular , . . 
Niria Thornton, wife of Ch. 2 publicity director Pete Thornton, had cor¬ 
rective surgery at Presbyterian Hospital . . . WAKU in Latrobe has 
become an affiliate of Mutual . . . Ed Yoang, KDKA radio producer, 
and his wife celebrated their 17th wedding anni-. . . Stan.Addis has 
left WEIR in Weirton, W. Va. 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . . . 
Dean Banta, 15 years in Frisco radio, quit as KYA sales mariager 

and shifted to ABC’s o-and-o- KGO to replace Dave Lundy, who left 
KGO sales managership last month for the Blair Agency, Los Angeles 
, . . KCBS switching singing deejay Guy Cherney from his daily 25- 
iriinute morning stint to a one or two-hour weekly slot op Saturdays. 
Last daily show’s March 22, first weekly one March 29, arid Dave Mc- 
Elhatton will take on the additional 25 a.m. minutes . . . Bill Burgess, 

KPIX eight years, quit as assistant chief engineer for a job with 
Lockheed Missiles, was replaced by ex-studio; supervisor A1 Kees. Re¬ 
placing Kees is Glen Luther, ex-studio supervisor of KDKA-TV, Pitts- 
burgh . . . Examiner’s Curiley Grieve reported from the Frisco Giants’ 
training camp, Phperiix, that Matty Fox sees a possibility of Skiatron 
“swinging into action” by July Same day Chronicle’s Bob Stevens re¬ 
ported Fox hinting Skiatron might go Into operation late in the season 
—yer pays yer money an’ takes yer cherce. 
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exciting half-hour •• 

shows with 
universal appeal: ‘ 

mysteries, 
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The perfect package for strip programming 
with these other top-rated 
Screen Gems anthologies; 

CELEBRITY PLAYHOUSE 
<3? half-hours) 

DAMON RUNYON THEATRE 
(39 half-hoursl 

ALL STAR THEATRE 
1156 half-hours) 

TOP PLAYS 
(44 half-hours) 

MAKE YOUR STATION A "SHOWCASE" STATION! 
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Robt. Sarnoff Testimony 
—Continued from page 24 —— 

However, if network ownership of 
stations is to be limited, as * pro¬ 
posed, this itself would discourage 
the formation of new networks.. 

“Second, present network owner¬ 
ship is no bar to station .ownership: 
by new. networks. In every mar¬ 
ket where a network owns a sta¬ 
tion, there are additional stations 
not owned by networks- and there 
ape scores of major markets where 
no networks own a station. For 
example, there are no network- 
owned stations in 47 of the 58 
basic markets on the . NBC net¬ 
work.” 

A restriction on network station 
ownership, he said, is “the step 
most likely to discourage new net¬ 
work entry.” 

Station profits, lie testified en¬ 
abled NBC to invest $25,000,QOQ in 
network plant and facilities. 

The network, he said, has already 
invested $26,000,000 in color and 
plans to invest $28,000,000 more in 
the next five years. 

Under questioning, Sarnoff said 
he saw little possibility of a fourth 
network being established but he 
conceded it would increase com¬ 
petition. 

Asked why, in view of the perils 
of the business.: NBC engages in 
networking. Sarnoff replied “that's 
a very good question. It has a long 
history. When you put the sta¬ 
tions with the network, it’s all 
right. And it!s an interesting busi¬ 
ness.” 

He said it would be difficult for 
NBC to maintain its radio network 
without, the earnings of the tv 
owned stations. 

First Week on. Dullish Side 
First week of the hearings on the 

Barrow-network report turned out 
to be a rather dull affair, lightened 
and enlivened occasionaly by the 
savvy testimony of CBS prexy 
Frank Stanton who Was on the 
stand for three days. 

With the commissioners operat¬ 
ing in the shadow- of a Congres- 

. sional investigation, the atmos¬ 
phere of the proceedings has been 
somewhat gloomy. There was also 
a feeling that the agency was fac¬ 
ing a tough job in tackling a man 
with Stanton's endowments. Readi¬ 
ly. articulately, knowingly, arid of¬ 
ten wittily, he seemed to have all 
the answers. 

While the direct testimony, usu¬ 
ally in the form of long state¬ 
ments (Stanton's was 62 pages), 
has the advantage of careful prep¬ 
aration, it is the examination Of 
witnesses by the commissioners 
and staff which determines the 
validity of .positions taken. So far, 
on this basis, there is little to in¬ 
dicate that the Commission has 
“bought” the Barrow report. How¬ 
ever, the supporters of the report 
have not yet been heard. 

An example of Stanton’s answers 
was shown in the. following col¬ 
loquy with Comr. Frederick Ford: 

Comr. Ford: “What are the dif¬ 
ferent Conditions today that exist 
that make option time imperative 
to your operation that, didn't exist 
when it hadn't option time and opr 
erated successfully.” 

Stanton: “Well, let’s start with 
one very simple thing that doesn’t 
have anything, to do with stations 
or networks but only has to do w ith 
creation. A radio script could lit¬ 
erally be changed while the pro¬ 
gram Was. on the air, and I have 
seen it happen on network pro¬ 
grams, where the writer wanted to 
change the ending of the. program, 
and he would actually mark the 
script differently. 

“Now that is an extreme ex¬ 
ample, but you Could create almost 
up to air time—you bad qo props, 
you had no special lighting . . . In 
television, you are starting no\v to 
plan your program schedule for 
the fall of 1959 and the spring of 
1960 because you have to assemble 
manpower, properties* settings:. All 
of these things have to be. done in 
a magnitude that never had to be 
done in radio, so that, creatively 
there are entirely different proc¬ 
esses you have to go through, and 
the amount of money that an . ad¬ 
vertiser has to commit himself for, 
or the amount of money that a net¬ 
work has to commit itself for; is 
substantial . . 

The questioning on option rights 
was pursued by Comr, Rosel Hyde: 

Comr. Hyde: “To recapitulate, In 
the competition for station time, a 
network has certain arguments 
that it can impress upon the sta¬ 
tion, such as continuity of service, 

rogram quality itself, program 
alance, an appeal to participate 

in teamwork with other stations so 
that the program may be broadcast 
on a national basis,: sustaining pro- 
programs . . . In view- of all these 
factors, is it still essential that you 
have the option right to invoke in 
order, to . have something on the 
shelf to sell? 

Stanton: “Yes, sir,’* 

Comr." Hyde; “You would still in¬ 
sist that these contract rights are. 
necessary together with the other 
arguments that could be mar¬ 
shalled?” 

Stanton: ‘‘X believe that even in 
the larger markets . the. stations 
would perhaps want as much as 
75% to 80% of our schedule . . . 
but no two.. stations would choose 
the sarnie 75% or 8Q%. And then 
a few stations would take service 
away from over 100 that wanted it.” 

Comr. Hyde:, “Well, before those 
stations would refuse a. program 
... they would.have to give it some 
pretty serious thought, even with-. 
Out the option, provision, wouidh’t 
they?” \ 

Stanton: “Well, the pocketbook 
nerve is a pretty sensitive nerve, 
and I believe that some affiliates, 
would be tempted to take the extra 
money that they, might get by the 
spot route , , /’ 

Comr. Hyde: “Yes, but this is a 
short-range outlook you are think¬ 
ing of.” -. 

Stanton: “I think it is, but once 
you take the short-range outlook, 
add you have the option right, how 
do you ever get back in again? Be¬ 
cause the man may say, ‘Gee, I am 
sorry that I did that, I made a mis¬ 
take/ but then it is too late.” 

Comr. Hyde: “In your statement 
you did: say , . . these option rights 
to time were essentially the prod¬ 
uct you had to sell.. There is more 
to it than that, .isn’t there? You 
do have this network service to sell 
in general?” 

Stanton: “I am talking about 
selling there to the advertiser, not 
to the affiliate. What w e lnve got 
to sell the advertiser gets down to 
one thing, and that is- circulation.” .• 

Comr. Hyde: “Do you invoke the 
option.right in your negotiation for 
the clearance of a program, do you 
refer to the chapter and verse of a 
contract?" 

Stanton: “No, sir, not any more 
than you say to Mrs. Hyde, T in¬ 
voke clause so and so in our mar- 
raige contract/ when you ask her 
to fix your breakfast;” 

WBCConfereace ; 
Continued from page 3b — 

pants even injected “shock values” 
into the Interplay arid exchange of 
ideas with some revealing contri¬ 
butions: 

Editorializing 
The . highlights were many and 

scattered. through the four-day 
meet, with the Opening morning’s 
“Point of. View” session on the 
techniques and potentials of . edi¬ 
torializing : setting the pace, the 
tone and ah; enthusiasm of sorts 
which managed to infect the en¬ 
tire confab. Some of the stations’ 
outspokenness in this area proved 
eye-bpeners, with. , the editorial 
fillip provided by WiCE in Provi¬ 
dence and detailed by its manager- 
v.p. John Crbhan in particular 
demonstrating the effectiveness of 
a station’s contribution to the com¬ 
munity. ' Leon Goldstein, v.p. of 
WMCA, N. Y;, One of the nation’s 
pioneer “editorial stations,” per¬ 
haps, best synthesized the pattern 
and tempo of today: : “It is no 
longer necessary for a station to 
hide behind a paid rnm>r.«utator 
in getting views tb the public.” 
Rather, he argued/ the industry 
must “use or lose” its ri ght to air 
its own opinions. 
:. Perhaps the most provocative 
session of all concerned simply 
“The Audience’- in probing “who’s 
out there?”, and exploring the na¬ 
ture. of the radio and tv audience 
from the viewpoint of psychologist 
Herta .Herzog- McCann-Erickson, 
v.p.; researcher Melvin A. Gold¬ 
berg, WBC director : of research; 
author-critic Gilbert Seldes; CB$- 
TV public affairs chieftain Irving 
Gitlin; WBC producer Bill Kalland, 
Talent Associates producer-v.p. 
David Susskind and NBC censor 
Stockton Helffrich, with Dick Heff¬ 
ner, of WRCA-TV’s “Open Hearing” 
and program manager of the Met¬ 
ropolitan Educational Television 
Assn., as chairman. It was a far- 
lnto-the-evening free-for-all which 
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Panacea? 
Boston, March 11. 

. FCC licensing of tv stations 
“ought to be subject to com¬ 
petitive bid, just the way: gov- : 
ernment contracts are/’ a Har¬ 
vard law school prof suggested 
on- WGBH-TV’s program “The 
FCC On Trial. . 

Prof. Phil C/Neil, visiting 
professor at Harvard Law 

. School where he teaches, ad¬ 
ministrative law, said, “I don’t 
suppose we Would think of giv¬ 
ing away all leases, on public 
land and yet here we’re giving. 
away television licenses that 
are just about that valuable.” 

Prof. Neal was interviewed 
by Louis M. Lyons and said, 
“Applicants for tv licenses 

: should bid for them. If they 
were auctioned, this would also 
get the Commission out of the 
business of trying to make 
these judgments between ap¬ 
plicants who are pretty close 
to being equal, where; it’s aw¬ 
fully easy for a Commissioner 
to be swayed by outside in¬ 
fluence/' 

garnered a lot of brickbats and 
hosannahs/ sparked principally by 
Susskind, Kalland and Gitlin. 

.The: explorations into “The Care 
and Feeding; of. Ideas” both in ra¬ 
dio and tv (with, subsequent sub¬ 
division .meets . which inspired 
while-you-.wait program formats); 
Dr. Frank Baxter’s illuminating 

: and. always .stimulating projection 
of: ideas as propounded in “If I 
Were a Program Manager”; the ra¬ 
dio and tv news workshop sessions 
with the attendant groping.for new 
aspects on presenting tv news; 
(with Mike Wallace as chairman); 
the panels / and discussions on tv 
children’s programs, disk jockey; 
religious programming and promo- • 
tion and publicizing . of public 
service shows along with radio and 
tv’s contribution: to. the space age 
were incorporated into an agenda 

1 that was notable for showmanship 
i values and. its telling impact on the; 
conference participants. The chapr 
ter-arrd-verse espousals had the 
benefit of leaders in broadcasting 
in the specific, fields/ giving a note 
of authenticity and genuineness to 
the topics under: discussion.. Ban¬ 
quet speaker Was Sen. John. F. 
Kennedy. 

MY FAIR LADY'S DAY 
With Charlton Heston, Jackie Rob¬ 

inson, Ray Carroll, Frank Del- 
fino, Harry Downie, Mayor Sam¬ 
uel J, Tedesco, Bill Whalen, Tony 

. Brunton, A1 Harper, others 
Producer-Director: Cameron Mac- 

kenzie 
Writer: Mackenzie 
13 hours 
PARTICIPATING 
WICCi Bridgeport 

What turned out to be a record 
blood hank collection: for the Red 
Cross goes into the radio book as 
an enormous public service feat by 
WICC. Undertaking to prove that 
housewives can be sold as a group 
on becoming first-time donors, the 
Bridgeport station put over a per- 
liminary education campaign which 
resulted in an advance sellout and. 
then topped the job with a 13-hour 
coverage of the event itself. 

“My Fair Lady's Day? was arr 
ranged by the local Red Cross in 
the downtown armory as an all-day 
party for donors, admission by: the 
pint. Gifts, champagne, food and 
free broadcasts over WICC were 
among the comb-ons, with a stay 
at. the Hotel Nautilus in Miami 
Beach as grand prize. Even free 
baby sitters were provided. 

By the time the day <8) arrived 
the unusual special event had be¬ 
come top talk in town, with the lo¬ 
cal press giving WICC. solid sup¬ 
port. The logistical capacity for 
the scheduled hours, 716 pints, was 
booked two days prior. 

WICC moved all its' program¬ 
ming equipment, turntables, news 
staff and personnel to the scene 
and all regular shows, commercial 
and sustaining, were aired directly 
from the spot: The appearance of, 
such guests of honor as Chariton 
Heston (who said he hald never be¬ 
fore autographed for blood)/Jackie 
Robinson ■ anqf'Mayor Tedesco of 
Bridgeport, coupled with inter¬ 
views with, the donors, made first- 
rate hearing. ; 

Despite large percentage of med¬ 
ical rejections, by the end; of the 
day 516 pints of blood had been 
collected. Red Cross in New Eng¬ 
land. at any rate, has never known 
anything like it. 
. Came - Mackenzie, who con¬ 
ceived ‘ a idea. and carried it 
through vo reality, rates a very- 
well-done. Eleiiu 

Top Radio Corp. of America salaries for 1957, for board members 

earning $100,000 or more, as revealed In the company’s annual proxy 

statement mailed iast week are: 

Board chairman David Sarnoff, $200,000 in salary, no incentive awards) 

executive committee chairman Frank M. Folsom, $165,000 In salary, 

$15,000 in incentives paid for *57, with $60,000 to. be earned out over 

the next four years; prexy. John L. Bums, $125,000 in salary, $20,000 

in incentive awards for *57 plus $80,000 in' incentive awards to be earned 

out over the next four years; NBC prexy Robert W. Sarnoff, $125,- 

000, plus $12,273 in *57 incentive awards plus $49,227 to be earned 

Out in four years; Charles M. Odorizzi, exec v.p., sales & services, $100,- 

000 in salary plus $7,840 in *57 incentives and $31,360 to be' earned 

out in four years; Elmer W. Engstrom, Senior exec v.p., $110,000 in 

salary, $10,980 in ’57 incentive awards and $44,020 to be paid out over 

four years. RCA may have: other $100,000-plus earners among its top 

employees, but since they are not directors of the company, they are 
not listed in the proxy statement. 

Coincidentally With the mailing of the proxy statements for the May 
6 annual meeting, the RCA board announced a quarterly dividend of 
25c a share payable April 28 to stockholders of record March 17, along 
with a preferred stock dividend of 87Vfec a share for the second quar¬ 
ter, payable July 1 to holders of record June 9. 

Helena Rubinstein Originally did not order WKOW-TV, in Madison, 
Wis./for Sid Caesar, but the station decided to carry his Sunday night 
half-hour sustaining. Madison carried the show, for its first three weeks, 
but then ABC decided to cut Caesar’s sustaining stations off the air 
because of the difficulty in arranging transmissions without the prom¬ 
ise of compensation. Because of the web’s action, the show is now spon¬ 
sored in Madison. After the Feb. 16 cutoff date, WKQW was “flooded” 
With mail, according to the web, and the Rubinstein beauty house— 
with Caesar ratings that , have been rather low of late—decided they 
couldn’t ignore the complaints in that market. Result is that npw 
WKOW has a sponsored version of Caesar! 

' NBC and ABC recently signed their pacts, arid now all three net¬ 
works have subscribed to A. C. Nielsen Co.’s Coverage Service NO. 3. 
In addition, Nielsen claims over 50 advertisers and agencies and around 
100 tv stations have ordered reports from the survey that will be out 
in August.. 

NCS No. 3 is a nationwide survey of tv ownership and set coverage, . 
county by county, for which Nielsen is using one of its largest samples 
yet, 150,000 homes. 

; NBC News has coricluded an exclusive exchange deal with the new¬ 
ly formed British Commonwealth International NeWsfilm Agency 
-(BCINA), urider which the American network will have the exclusive 
U. S. rights to buy footage it needs from BCINA/ while the latter buys 
its American footage exclusively from NBC. 

BCINA is a new combine formed by British Broadcasting Co., Ca¬ 
nadian Broadcasting Corp., Australian Broadcasting Commission and 
the J; Arthur Rank Organization to cover and. feed news on a world¬ 
wide basis for its members and subscribers. ; 

Emilio Azcarraga Jr., son of the Mexico City broadcasting tycoon, 
film studio owner and hotelier, is getting: married in Paris March 20. 
Azcarraga Sr. and other kin are already esconsed in the Hotel George 
V, Paris, joined over the weekend by the bridegroom-to-he. The bride 
is Parisian socialite Pamela de Surmont. It as Azcarraga’s second mar¬ 
riage; his first wife died in childbirth.. 

NBC veepee John F. Royal, longtime friend of the Azcarraga famiy, 
is flying over for the nuptials. There will be other U.S. film, radio and 
tv executives making the hop to the French capital for the event. 

ABC veep Sterling (Red) Quinlan has sold his first novel, tenta¬ 
tively titled “Merger,” to Doubleday & Co. for mid-September release. 
Fictional work based on the merger of American Broadcasting Co. and 
Paramount Theatres. 

Quinlan/ who is network v.p. in charge of WBKB in Chicago, says 
emphatically “the book is not an expose of the tv Industry but in fact 
points out how television functions with men of integrity.” It took 
Quinlan three years to write, and he did it all in longhand. 

Story, last week identifying “Dotto” as the toprated daytime pro¬ 
gram failed to establish the qualification of “adult daytlmers, that is, 
before 5 p.m. If these latter are included (covering a different time 
classification. Class B as opposed to Class C), four ABC-TV shows top 
“Dotto,” according to Nielsen. They are’ “Woody Woodpecker/' “Su¬ 
perman,” “Mickey Mouse Club” and “Wild Bill Hickok.” Nielsen also- 
states that “Price Is Right" tops “Dotto,” but: in support gives only the 
first quarter-hour average on: “Price,” which is a 12.2. However, sec¬ 
ond quarter-hour was an 11.6, giving “Price” an 11.9 average, below 
“Dotto’s average of 12.1. 

“Make Me Laugh,” which preems on ABC-TY March 20, Will get 
an advance .live showing at Washington’s National Press Club tomor¬ 
row night (12), to highlight the club’s annual “Congressional Night.” 

Members of the Senate and House will be onstage at the* dinner and 
show while comics of “Make Me Laugh” seek to make them laugh. Pat 
Weaver show will feature Will . Jordan and A1 Kelly. Other acts at the 
affair will include Dolly McVey, songbird; the Augmented Eight,, and 
the Navy Orchestra. 

Flock of tv and film personalities participated in the recent inaugural 
ceremonies of WICB-TV, the new educational tv outlet at Ithaca (N.Y.) 
College.. Jay Richard Kennedy, novelist and film-tv writer, arid Conrad. 
Thibault, concert baritone, were among the speakers who addressed 
the tv-radio students at the college. The new tv-radio studios will servo 
as a lab for the more than 100 students majoring in these fields. WICB- 
TV will bring the college faculty and ^students and community organ¬ 
izations together in producing features on a cross-the-board schedule 
during the school term. 

National publicity keeps rolling along for Prof. Floyd Zulli, the New 
York U. prof whose “Sunrise Semester,” was an nvernight sensation 
When it preemed last fall on WCBS-TV, N.Y. Zulli is due for two ex-, 
tensive treatments in the Saturday Evening Post within two weeks of 
each other. First is in a piece on Television and Books by Random 
House prexy (and tv personality) Bennett Cerf, in the Match 22 issue, 
with Cerf . retelling the story of how Zulli caused a one-man run on the 
bookstores last fall. Second piece, titled “How to Get Smart Before 
Breakfast” and penned by Sara Murphey. and Sally Baum, is a 3,000- 
word (and picture) layout on Zulli and the “Semester” show itself. It*» 
set for the April 5 issue. 

Donald D. Davis, president of KMBC, Kansas City, who confides 
only to intimates that he once won a Phi Beta. Kappa key at Kansas 
U., has passed his unadmitted egghead qualities to a son, HeyWood 
H. Davis, now 26. Young man was bright enough upon graduating Kan¬ 
sas U. Law School to be appointed to a law clerkship in the office of 
a United States Supreme Court justice, Charles F. Whittaker. 
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• Gargle is a marionette. In Westinghouse Broadcasting's 

television series, “Adventures in Number+Space” 

Gargle and company merchandise the fun and 

fascination of mathematics to high school kids. Reason: 

America needs scientists and engineers. Without - 

excitement over math, there won't be many youngsters 

fired up about becoming tomorrow's scientists. Hence, 

the kind of challenge WBC likes—and tries to meet 

month after month, year after year. True, Gargle 

came in the nick of time—but not by accident...... 

dent’s appeal, for teachers and scientists, Bil 
Baird and his puppets, Gargle and Snarky, 
took off on the first of their half-hour “Adven-. 
tures In Number+Space” on the WBC tele¬ 
vision stations. The Educational Television 
and Radio Center of the University of Mich¬ 
igan-supported by the Ford Foundation- 
made films available to educational TV 
stations across the country. Teachers; par* 
ents, children applauded. James Macandrew, 
New York City Board of Education, said, 

On the night of October 12, 1957, this ex¬ 
clusive WBGfilm of Sputnik I flashed across 
American TV screens. It was no accident 
that a WBC cameraman In Baltimore had 
tracked and photographed the world's first 
fatellite and “put It on the wire," for all to 
fee. In a matter of days, President Eisenhower 
Called for an emergency educational pro* 
gram to produce more teachers; scientists 
and engineers to cope with the challenge 
Circling overhead* • 
if months before, WBC started work on a 
Aeries of TV films to attract students to science 
careers. Less than two weeks after the Presl* 

“A Wonderful job In transmitting ideas *, « 
conceived and produced with imagination.” 
Actually, way back in 1956 WBC’s “Man- 
Space-Time” series over KDKA-TV encour- . 
aged young people to make science a career, 
featured guests like Dr. Wemher von Braun 

—with regular appearances of great spokes¬ 
men like Herbert Hoover, These are just 
random samples of WBC’s long-time focus 
on building interest in science. 

WHAT NEXT? 

Medicine i . * the physical sciences »• • tho 
humanities. . government? Right now next 
month’s or next year’s big stories are develop* 
ing in these and other areas. WBC feels they 
provide opportunities for the imaginative, 
meaningful.use of radio and TV, * * and for 
our educated sense of anticipation * , , that 
continues to demonstrate that broadcasting is 

most.effective on stations that have earned the respect 

and confidence of the communities they serve. 

—a full year before his Jupiter-G rocketed 
America’s satellite into space. In Boston; 
WBZ-TVs "2,000A.D” had ushered in the 
International Geophysical Year with the first 
model of a satellite ever shown on TV. Early 
in 1956, KPIX, the WBC San Francisco 
Station, was carrying “Science Calling/’ to 
whet the appetites bf young people for science 

The WJBC-prdduced "Adventures in Number^ 

Space>>' series {9 half-hours) has been distributed 

to educational TV stations, and is now available 

to commercial stations everywhere. For details\ 

write Programming Department, Westinghouse 

Broadcasting Company, Inc^ 122 E. 42nd St^ 
New fork 17, NT. 

WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COHIPANY, INC. 

JELEVISI0N:_BOSTON WBZ-TV* BALTIMORE WJZrTV Cl PITTSBURGH KOKA-TVC CLEVEUNO KYW-TVB SAN FRANCISCO KM* RADIO: BOSTON WBZ-t’WBZA; PITTSBURGH KDWfcCLEVELAND KYW; FQRT WAYNE WOWO.CHICAGO WIND; PORTLAND KEf * 
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ABB FEATURE FILM CHART 
Variety'* weekly chart, basted oh: ratings furnished by American Research Bu- feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect , the effectiveness 

reau's latest reports on feature films and their competition, covers 120 cities. Each of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly 
week, the 10 top rated features in a particular city will, be rotated. have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies* stations and advertisers in time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi 
determining the effectiveness of a feature shoio in a specific market have been stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total.rating for the 
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding total number of shounngs for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features 
distributor included wherever possible along with the title.- Attention should be paid .for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show-are as accurate as could be ascer- 
to . such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured tained from a multiplicity of station and other data. 

NEW ORLEANS ARB SHARE OF JANUARY, 1958. ARB 
TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA TIME SLOT RATING HIGH LOW AUDIENCE TOP COMPETING SHOWS RATING 

1. YOUNG TOM EDISON— Sunday Matinee 29.2 29.9 281) 65.9 Paul Winchell......... . WJMR . 
Mickey Rooney, Fay Bainter; Sun. Jan. 19 The Lone Ranger............ . WWW «»', 
1940; MGM; MGM-TV 4:30-6:00 p.m. Twentieth Century....... . WWL .. 

WDSU 

2. springtime in the sierras— . Roy Rogers Featuru. 27.7 29:5 26.0 93.3 Captain Kangaroo.^. . WWL .. 
Roy Rogers; Andy Devine; Sat. Jan. 18 
1947; Republic; MCA-TV 8:00-9:00 a:m: 

WDSU , . 

3. MRS. MINIVER— First Run Theatre 21.3 23.2 17.7 82.9 Theatre 4.;... . WWL .. ....... 42 
Greer Garson, Walter Sat. Jan. 18 
Pidgeon, Teresa Wright; 10:45-1:00 a.m. 
1942; MGM; MGM-TV WDSU 

4. BORDER PHANTOM— Two Gun Playhouse 17.0 17.7.'' 16.5 62.7 Saber of London............. .WWL .. 
Bob Steele; 1937 Republic; Sat. Jan. 18 Fairgrounds Racing, 
Hollywood Television Service v .4:00-5:00 p.m. Headlines ..._.......... . WDSU . 

WWL 

4. LONE STAR RAIDER— Two Gun Playhouse . 17:0 17.7 16.5 36.8 Grand Ole Opry............. . WDSU . 
Bob Livingstone; 1940; Sat.. Jan, 18 Annie Oakley_.._ . WDSU . 
Republic; Hollywood 
Television Service ; WWL 

5. GOD IS MY CO-PILOT— Sunday Spectacular 14.6 16.1 12.2 57.9 World Tonight.. . WDSU . 
Dennis Morgan, Dane Clark; Sun. Jan. 19 A Tale of Two Cities 
1945; Warner Brothers; 10:30-12:15 a.m. MGM Theatre... ► WDSU » 
Associated Artists Productions WWL 

6. BLUE, WHITE AND PERFECT— Late Show 9.9 12.6 9.4 516 Theatre 4....... .WWL .. 
Lloyd Nolan, Mary Beth . Fri.Jan.24 
Hughes; 1942; 20th 11:20-12:45 a.m.\ 
Century Fox; NTA WDSU 

7. THE BIG PUNCH— Four Most Feature 9.2 10.2 83 23.1 Comedy Time........____ . WDSU . ...16.7 
Gordon MacRae, Wayne Morris; Wed. Jan. 22 My Little Margie.. . WDSU . 
1948; Warner Brothers; . 4:00-5:15 p.m. Capt. Sam’s Little Rascals.... .WDSU . .......205 
Associated Artists Productions WWL 

7. THE VERY THOUGHT OF YOU— Theatre 4 9.2 40.2 6.7 45.8 Reporter; Sports; Weather...: . WDSU . 
Dennis Morgan, Faye Emerson; Fri. Jan. 24 Blue, White- and Perfect, 
1944; Warner Brothers; 11:00-12:45 a.m. •Late Show...'.... ., .WDSU . 
Associated Artists Productions WWL 

3. A TALE OF TWO CITIES— MGM Theatre 8.8 10.6 7.5 46.6 God Is My Co-Pilot, Sunday 
Ronald Coleman, Elizabeth . Sun. Jan. 19 Spectacular .. WWL .. ...14.6 
Allan; 1935; MGM; MGM-TV 10:45-1:00 a nt 

WDSU 

9. DOCTOR X— Four Most Feature 8.2 9.1 7.1 21.4 Capt. Sam’s Little Rascals.... ;WDSU . 
Preston Foster, Fay Wray; Fri. Jan: 24 Comedy Time.; .. . WDSU . 
1932; Warner Brothers: 4:00-5:15 p.m. My Little Margie. WDSU . .. . ..20.7, 
Associated Artists Productions WWL 

SAN ANTONIO 
1. RED RIVER— 

Montgomery Clift, John Wayne, 
Joanne Dru; 1948; United Artists; 
United Artists-TV 

20th Century Theatre 
Sat. Jan. 25 

10:30-12:45 a.m. 
KONO . 

' :/ 24,1 27 8 15.6 69.7 Command Performance..... 
No competing programs 

telecast from 12:00- 
12:45 a m.. 

...WOAI .... ..... R9 

2. RACHEL AND THE STRANGER— 
Loretta Young, William 
Holden, Robert Mltchum; 
1948; RKO; C&C 

20th Century Theatre 
Fri. Jan. 24 

10:30-12:00 a.m. 
KONO’ 

47*3 : 184 16.5 42.3 Command Performance,.,;. ...WOAI .... ..10.8 

3. CRY DANGER— 
Dick Powell, Rhonda 

Double Feature 
Sun. Jan. 19 

15.4 16.5 14:3 55.0 S. Texas Front Page........ 
The Last Word............ 

...KENS ... 

...KENS ...; 
.... 5.7 
_5.9 

Fleming; 1951; RKO; 
M&A Alexander 

2:00-3:30 p.m. 
KONO 

Wide Wide World ..... ...WOAI .... ...474 

4. THE BIG CITY— 
Margaret O’Brien, Danny 

Afternoon Movietime 
Sun. Jan. 19 

14.7 16.5 11.4 47.1 Song of Texas, Western 
Theatre ...KENS .44.3 

Thomas; Robert Preston; 
1944; MGM; MGM-TV 

12:15-2:00 p ut 
WOAI 

The Old Corral, Western 
Theatre .. ....... . . . KENS .,..42.7 

5. FIGHTER SQUADRON— 
Edmond OBrien, Robert Stack; 
1948; Warner Brothers; 
Associated Artists Productions 

Family Movietime 
. ■ Thurs: Jan. 23 

4:30-6:00 p.m. 
WOAI 

14.6 152 13.9 31.9 American Bandstand....... 
Woody Woodpecker....^.., 
Mickey Mouse Club.. 

...KONO ... 

...KONO ... 
/..KONO ... 

.....243 

6. SONG OF TEXAS— Western Theatre 45.2 43.9 53.2 News .......,,, WO A T r r - 5 9 
Roy Rogers.. Sheila Ryan; 
1943; Republic; MCA-TV 

. Sun..Jan. 19 
12:00-1:00 p.m. 

KENS 

-r The Big City, Afternoon 
Movietime ____... .. . WOAI . *. .. ...43.4 

T. THE THIN MAN— 
Myrna Loy, William Powell;, 
1934; MGM; MGM-TV 

. Family Movietime 
Sat. Jan. 25 

4:30-6:00 p.m. 
WOAI 

i4.0 14.3 13.5 51.1 All Star Golf,.... . ..... ... 
A Girl in Every Port, 

Saturday Family Theatre. 
Bowling ...../.. . .;.. .. / 

...KONO v... 

,./KONO .... 
r.. KENS .... 

. 4.2 

.... 8.2 

.... 82 

8. IDAHO KID— 
Rex Bell; 4936; Grand 
National; M&A Alexander 

Western Theatre 
Sat. Jam 25 

12:00-1:00 p.m. 
KONO 

134 14.3 11.4 56.2 Lone Ranger...:.... 

Crossroads Store....,..... 

...KENS .... 

... KENR . . 

i.,.12.3 
... 3.6 

9/ THE OLD CORRAL— 
Gene Autry; 1939; Republic; 
MCA-TV 

Western Theatre 
Sun. Jan.49 

1:00-1:45 p.m. 
KENS 

42:7: 13 5 11.4 374 The Big City, Afternoon. 
Movietime _.......... ...WOAI ..... ...45.9 

10. DEATH RIDES THE RANGE— 
Ken Maynard; M&A. Alexander 

Western Theatre 
Sat. Jan. 25 

12.6 15.6 10.5 60.9 Pro-Basketball .. . . WOAI 4.7 
oat. ddu. 

1:00-2:30 p.m. 
KONO 
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The American debut proves it! 

The Adventures of Tugboat Annie 
outrates all competition combined 
improves the time slot by 27.1% 
increases audience share 45.2% 

Wheeling-Steubexiyille (sharedby3stations) 

Date and Time : March 2,1958, 7-7:30 P.M., EST 

WTRF-TV (THE ADVENTURES OF TUGBOAT ANNIE) - 

31.9 rating—54.9% share 

Competitive station A-13.8 rating—23.8% share 

Competitive station B—10.9 rating—18.8% share 

other—1.5 rating— 2.5% share 

Note: In improving tbe time slot by 27.1% (against stronger 

competition), Station A*s rating in the time period is reduced by 

24*6% and Station B’s rating by 60.2%. 

Source: ARB, 3/2/58—12/57 

The same success pattern that THE ADVENTURES OF 

TUGBOAT ANNIE enjoys in all other media! Motion 

picture feature, Saturday Evening Post stories, and in 

network television for Lever Brothers Limited of Canada* 

outrating such series as Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt 

Earp, Climax, Disneyland, Dragnet, December Bride and 

many others. 

} X: f t/V/a 

488 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22 • PLaza 6-2100 
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Ma & Pa Linker Hit TV Jackpot 
Syndication Series, KCOP Live Entry, Travel- 

Lecture Parlay Payoff 

In these days of big business/the 9 Deals in 1st Week . 
three member Hal Linker family ; On ‘Galaxy 20’ Features 
functions as a tv enterprise, spam j ABC'Film Syndication’s“Gab-xy 
ing the areas of syndication, a live ; 20” package got off to a fast si'es 
show on KCOP, Los Angeles, and j start, with nine deals inked the; 
the travel-lecture circuit. ; i first, week. Package includes Such 

The family, Ma and Pa Linker toppers as “Red Shpes” “Odd Man; 
and their, six-and-a-half-year-old Out,” and “The Promoter,” first. 
son, got - a big push from KCOP, aired on ABC-TV. 
L A , when the station took their Included in the station lineup 
show “Wonders of the World” for are WCBS-TV/N. Y ; KNXT, Los 
a 26-week ride. The half-hour show Angeles; WjCAU-TV, Philadeipba; 
consists of footage taken bv Pa kTVU, San Francisco; W'TIG-TV, 
Linker, reallv a youngish man in Hartford; WFA-A- TV, Dallas; 
his late 3tt's. in his world travels. KOMO-TV, Seattle; WOOD-TV, I 
The live portion of the show is the Grand Rapids; and WDAU-TV,. 
hosting done by Linker and his Scranton. 
Wife, with the son putting in an oc~ ’ ■ -—— 
caslonal appearance. “WW," spon¬ 
sored, has just been renewed for 1% ■ *10* . II 1 
another 26 weeks - ; rftQl- /Ifi C lYlHuf1 

With its local status pretty se I V «l TU O iTIUUV/ 
cure, the Caples Co., which pro¬ 
motes world travel arid which par- i *1 l l Tf AT l 
tlally finances the Linker filming. l|yO||<|l||p It |\Af 
thought it would be smaft to put ill 011(1 VIy U 
it into syndication. Enough foot¬ 
age has been shot for 26 episodes. . 01; f O U 
Since its been thrown on the syn- >H0W11 tAt Y ¥ |*C 
dicatlon market the past 90 days, L^ilVffll IVI V 1 * v* 
about 20 markets have been racked ! 
up including New Orleans. Port- Stations, apparently eager for . 

in the upcoming 

Semi-Annual TV Film Issue 

VSKtETY 

OCT THIS .MONTH 

Hit TV Jackpot || 
AlfX Gottlieb I.„s Angeles. March 11. 

ip .Live Entry Travel- . sums up the creative chase Clairn'for $15,000 is made against 
n rt- ■ . . .Nassour Studios Inc. by tv pro- 

ay Payoff under the .uccn,,:. ...I. of duccrs Don Sharpe and Warren 

■ '■ "■'■■■=. -■ MiltOWn-On-thp-Rocks ! Lewis in Superior Court action, on 

> I)eals in 1st Week ' - • • defendHnV^m RK-rwnr , * : $30,000 received from , RKO for 
On Galaxy 20 Features . 4. v.„ : option on Anita Ekberg, in which 

ABC. Film Syndication’s “Gal:-xy » “P®®1" two plaintiffs declare they weie 
!0” package got off to a fast sa'es Seint-Anhual TV Film Issue : partnered with Nassour. 
tart, with nine deals inked the: ; ! According to complaint,. Sharpe 
irst week. Package includes such t^Sf^IE'TY land Lewis have been associated 
oppers as “Red Shoes,” “Odd Man; j with Nassour since 1954 in pro- 
>ut,” and “The Promoter,” first.. niT THN ^VIONlTH duction-distribuaon of telepix se- 
dred on ABC-TV. • 1 | ries, “Sheena. Queen of the Jun¬ 

ior I uded in the station, lineup [ . :~v. , ■  __ ; gle.” Nassour. acting for both 
ire WCBS-T-V, N. Y.; KNXT, Los ” “ . ■■-■■■■ • - parties, it’s charged, entered into 
ingeles; WCAU-TV, Philadeipb a; I¥ 1 f A contract with Swedish actress to 
CTVU, San Francisco; WTIC-TV, KOfllf At illfipiflPJl undertake Sheena role;.When she 
Iartiord; WFA-A - TV, D a 11 a s; LfWIIH VI rilfllVl Ivli did not appear, actress made a set- 
COMO-TV, Seattle; WOOD-TV, I tlement, in addition to $2,000 cash 
Hand Rapids; and WDAU-TV, ' P . - . ■_ MT A — °he-half paid plaintiffs—giving 
Jcrantori. KiPSlHllfPC lYI ll I il partners a two-year option on her 

■ ■ I Culill va IV il 111 services for a feature film. It’s 
claimed Nassour sold option to 

IV . *Jf)* || 1 National Telefilm Associates has RKO for $30,000. 
rACl. /IX C IIIQflO acquired: Western . Hemispheric 
L vut “U v IvIClUC distribution rights to 30 Bank of -— — ■■ ; 

America features, initially distrib- TU U.1«m DioM-av 1 
A *1 11 If IT « iited to tv by RKO Teleradio Pic- 11 f lllll LudllcI 

AVHIi2D16.1I Mt The : pix, which. represented the . 
first solid Hollywood cinematics to Flamingo Films has appointed 

. 0L £ O 17 hit tv about five years ago, were Julian Ludwig as west coast sales; 
>nnwn tor .1 I rs • bought from the Mundus TelevL representative . . . Trans-Lux is re- \ 
L^lIVfTll IVI V I I O* siori Corp. The ^distribution rights • _ ..mu* -o_i 

NTA Web Preps 

Features to NTA 

dicatlon market the past 90 days, LPIIV If 11 IVI O 11 «•siori Corp. The distribution rights - - ..Th Roos„veit storv” doc- 
about 20 markets have been racked i . . . f held by RKO TeJeradio Pictures tv°0S"V RichM-^ "VVebdi 
up, including New Orleans. Port- Stations, apparently eager for . expire Oct; -1, 1958. . hS been signed Vo play the lead in 
land, Seattle, Denver and Miami. Post- 48 product, are^ now^^ inking; NTA’s Famous Films rerun di- CBS Film Sales’ “Border Patrol’’ 
The three-member family also do deals for more current pix with the vision will handle the group, which ... William Campbell and Paul 
the hosting, chores for the syndl- proviso , that they^will not be tele- includes “One Touch of Venus,” Birch will co-star in “Cannonball,” 
cated series. Distribution Is being cast for another three years. • j. “The Senator Was Indiscreet,” and to be released by Television Pro- 
handled by; the Caples Co. The up to three-year gap he- “A Letter from an Unknown grams of America ... CBS Film 

In the midst of the KCOP out- tween the initial theatrical run and Woman.” Sales topper Leslie Harris has re- 
lng. Pa Linker travels the lecture the telecast is a highlight of deals The Mundus Television Corp., turned Trom .a short trip to Florida 
circuit, touching home base in Los being made by Flamingo Films, headed by Vernon Burns', English M1)4°“ f- SaIzburff Has jomed 
Angeles about every two weeks for sales agent for pistributors Corp. tv distributor, purchased world 1° 
his Tuesday night hosting chores of America, theatrical distributors negative rights from the Bank of nTA^^nroddet^ thTIchool? eamDs‘ 
on KCOP. On his lecture tour the “f s“ch V 'Lo.?« America subsid Sunset Securities and relteous eroSns 3 
past month, which took him to I Am A Camera, and Frisky. Corp. With the Western hemi- Cities Service6has** inked a 
about 20 major cities in the U S., DCA, like most of the theatrical spheric rights going to NTA, Mun- sponsorship deal for Ziv’s “Harbor 
Linker utilizes a 90-minute travelog distribs, is exhibitof-ofientated and dus will distribute the films Command” on WKZO-TY Kalama- 
for his narration. During the sum- theatre operators' today are de- throughout the rest of the world Zp0 . . . Howard L. Kany,’ manager 
mers, the family goes abroad for manding up to a seven-year, clear- both theatrically and for tv. Mun- 0f CBS Newsfilm, is in Amsterdam 
shooting of fr^sh footage ... this ance between a film’s theatrical dus already has inked a deal to attending the European Broadcast- 
summer planning to visit Spain, and television release. DCA, in license 13 of the cinematics to BBC eirs Union meeting, which wound 
Portugal and other picturesque releasing a package of from 20 to and the balance in the package to up yesterday (Tues.) . . . Flamingo 
areas in Europe. 

Ziv Holding To 
Zippy‘6 a Year’ 

22 pix, mostly foreign produced/ Associated Television, 
insisted that there be up. to a ; ;' /• 
three-year clearance on some of ■ _ * 
Pix- DCA prexy Fred Schwartz says fonafia C 
some of the pix in which DCA 9 A CI>|JCWiyC 
acquired tv distribution rights. : 0ofc ft flnoninft Tin 
would be offered for tv station five Wvlo l/UJdniDg Up 
years hence. But apparently the n ft n r 
five-vear gap group isn’t included . rOf UAi 
in the Flaming? package no* being th. canadiaA Rr„a 

d Television. : Films’ “TV’s Baseball Hall of 
/•—-4—Fame” series is being released as | 
' . a. library-service to stations, with 

\ ^Pprcnppffvo’ many stations already subscribing 
o i CloJJClllVC to the series for pre and post-game 

..m ; • . tr programs. 
S S vl62111D§ Up TAP, Inc., Los Angeles, owner of 
jp if p iv. , »f character and merchandising 
ror U„0. Distnbuhon riS1?ts to the “Crusader Rabbit’’ 

. 1 cartoon film series, has appointed 
v —rrv - - - ' Ditchd'd-' Flamingo^tepper^Hefman * CiThe Canadian Broadcasting Co.’s | Stone Associates/N. Ym as its ex- 

The pattern , of introducing six R^h says tbe cfilingP?n his pack-1 ?ll-ned ^ series “Perspective” is j elusive merchandising consultants 
new properties a vear into syndiea- s^e^a« ? ' P-^ cleaned up for American L- . . Producer Robert SJodmak is 
tion established for the' first time is tniee years. ■ distribution. due m the U. S. from Europe on 
bv^iv last vear is be contihued ineidentally, declined; to Offbeat series,, produced by the March 21 Siodmak is now engaged 

y- * conunuea glve, the titles in. the package, say- Canadian Film board, has episodes m the pilot production of “The 
UJ ■ - t . ing that if the titles are known dealing with prostitution and KiHers,” to be filmed in Munich, 

Ziv has been adding; men tp an exhibitors wpuld boycott the. pic- narcotics. Such episodes are being •' Germany. Don Getz is doing the 
already top man-powered sales tures: That’s the key reason for eliminated by iakeside^^ Television^j packaging for the projected series 
force. Most other syndicators the growing blackmarket in titles j which is distributihg 52 episodes1 * ' ' T^lestar Films, under newly- 
need more than a two-month period in post-’48’s. with Medallion Pic-1 in syndication iii the US Series/aBP°?nted exec v.p. David Savage, 
to sell from 80 to 100 markets, the tures and M & A Alexander, as I is composed of half-hour dramaUc l '72LfhfMVe a cadre” of a key 
number of iharkels needed to make well as Flamingo, playing it cozy ] $hows. some documentary in vein, | wHl hLve^ large terSorv WoZ" 
most, any skein economically sound so as not to alert exhibitors—and ; dealing with whaling, a look-see at^■! with1the^^fol rn^ng^^headSarterL Ilv 
before allowing the sales force to perhaps, in some cases,, the Holly- a family, in the new state of Ghana^ ready ^setup-^wTlb'LaSton based 
goaheadonanothersenes. On the wood talent guilds which would! etc. i ^^N YlU Ken Israel^PRKhiirprh- 
wliole. syndicators like their sales like a share in tv grosses for post-; Lakeside; which also is distribut-1 Bill MacDonald. Atlanta^ Ken 
force to concentrate on one skein ’48 cinematics. j ing CBC’s “Tomahawk” has had; Rouswell, Dallas; and Julian Lud- 
at a tune, a long established policy However, DCA. topper Schwartz ; print problems with the series,/ wig, Los Angeles. Negotiations are 
at Ziv, incidentally was much freer with information forcing Lakeside to. limit its dis-j being concluded with additional 

Currently. Ziv is out selling than his sales agent. Among the tribiition to WP1X, N. Y. But, ae- execs for the remaining regions. 
“Target” for spring airing. There 'pix in the package, he said, are. cording to a Lakeside execs, this —-^1i- 
will be another scries for summer /‘.Women df Rome” and “Frisky,” problem is being cleared up and ^ ^-a ri;, u . . 
telecasting. Taking a 12-month ‘both starring Gina Lollobrigida; the series shortly will be distrib- erstwhi?p aliLprirtolIn'+^vn 
period from the summer Of '57 to “Unnatural.” now., completing its uted elsewhere. basketbalL sauad riiok 
the approaching summer, these are- theatrical .run, “Hunters of the Outfit has also acquired 39 quar- jockey on a sustaining basis6 Uni- 
the Ziv releases other than the one Deep,” “I Am - A . Camera,” and ter-hour “Drew Peai-soh’s Wash- yersity is putting hini on tape for 
projected and “Target": “New' Ad- “Long John Silver.” ingtoii Merry-Go-Round” episodes, a show called “Flip ’er with Dip- 
ventures of Martin Kane.” “Har- Flamingo, on its own, possesses The series wras initially handled by per,” and making it available to 
bor Command.” “Highw'ay . Patrol,” the rights; to the Joan Crawford Harry S. Goodman and sold in 12 WREN in nearby. Topeka, another 
(third year production!, and “Sea starrer “Sudden Fear,” now sold markets, prior to the Lakeside ac- in his hometown Philly and half 
Hunt.” in over 20 markets. quisition. . dozen other stations. 

Radio keeps me company. I m mi lonesome when the radio is on. 

i 

Splash (or Fall 
The NTA Film Network is 

prepping a big fall splash, above 
and beyond/ the “Premiere Per-, 
formance” composed of 20th-Fox 
feature product which kicked tiff 
the first film network, and soon 
garnered c omple te commercial 
sponsorship. 

In the blueprint stage are these 
plans; 

1. Introduction on the network 
of three NTA series, possibly “How 
to Marry a Millionaire,” “This is 
Al’ce” arid “Man Without a Gun.” 

2. Unfurling a new package of 
feature films for another NTA 
Film Network “Premiere Perform¬ 
ance.” . 

3. In some markets, where it’s 
possible, to have the three half- 
hour programs and. the feature 
back to back, with the catchline 
for that night's program being 
“NTA’s Big Night,” a once-a-week 
affair with NTA supplying a block 
of three hours of programming. 

Interim programming are reruns 
of the “20th-Fox Hour,” now be¬ 
ing sold under a double-exposure 
plan. The station lineup includes 
63 markets. The “20th-Fox Hour” 
is slated to kick off Oh affiliate sta¬ 
tions on March 30. As yet, no na¬ 
tional sponsorship has been inked. 

If fall programming jells, though, 
the affiliate lineup is expected to 
swell to the full complement of 
“Premiere Perforinanee” stations, 
which totaled some 134 stations. 

Kennedy ‘Profiles’ 

As Telepix Series 
Contemporary Productions, Inc., 

headed by legit director Tyrone 
Guthrie, has acquired tv rights to 
Pulitzer Prize winner Sen. John 
F. Kennedy’s book “Profiles in 
Courage:*’ Outfit plans a telefilm 
series based on the book. 

Newly-formed Contemporary Pro¬ 
ductions plans to. engage primarily 
in feature, film and telefilm pro¬ 
duction with possible Broadway 
legit productions also in its ken. 
Besides prez Guthrie, its officer* 
include Leonid Kipnis/. v.p., pro¬ 
ducer of the “Oedipus Rex” fea¬ 
ture/Robert Whitehead, v.p., Broad¬ 
way producer; Barry Hyams, sec¬ 
retary, Broadway publicist; and 
Thomas^ Tarleau, treasurer. 

Last year A1 Capp Associates, in 
conjunction with RKO Teleradio 
Pictures, announced plans to do a 
telefilm series based on “Profiles 
in Courage,” but apparently that 
option expired. 

‘Giuhby’ for Syndication 
“Gumby,” the stop-motion ani¬ 

mation series for juves, is hitting 
the syndication route via Victory 
Program Sales, the new: rerun arm 
of California National. “Gumby,” 
in 22 episodes averaging in length 
11 minutes each, was introduced 
on NBC-TV a year ago on the Sat¬ 
urday version of “Howdy Doody” 
and in March. 1957, got its own 
live-and-film NBC-TV show. 

VPS, headed by. Jacques Lie- 
benguth, is targettihg the. films of 
the three-dimensional puppet for 
the afternoon local shows, many 
of which feature cartoons sur¬ 
rounded by live, formats. Art 
Clokey produced the “Gumbys,” 
which are in color. 

Listener’s quote?from a study by Motivation Analysis, Inc. of C^O and wbbstS!^ 

Independent listening attitudes. C-0fans regard radia as a friend, and con- ■ ■■■ ■ wcbs^y^i 

seguently pay more attention to their station thandp Independent listeners. 

I CBS-OWNED RADIO STATIONS 

WEEr. Bo»t*n 
WBBM. Chxc*v 
KNX, Lo* AnvtU* 
WCBS.Nm York 
KMOX.St. Louis 
KCBS, San Franciaeo 
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When yon come home tired, 

and want to watch TV. 

I 1 
1 TJ m 

Now...tune TV from your easy chair with "Silent Sound”! 

ZENITH 
original and exclusive 

COMMAND 
REMOTE CONTROL TELEVISION TUNING 

JUST TOUCH A BUTTON 

ON THE UNIT IN YOUR HAND SILENT COMMAND 

This "electronic ear” hears your 

silent command from across the room. 

And, magically, your set does 

exactly what you've told it to do. 

THIS BUTTON TELLS YOUR SET TO TURN 6*1, OR OFF 

THIS BUTTON TELLS YOUR SET TO SWITCH CHANNELS TO THE LEFT 

THIS BUTTON TELLS YOUR SET TO SWITCH CHANNELS TO THE RIGHT 

THIS BUTTON TELLS YOUR SET TO SHUT OFF THE SOUND OF LONG, 
ANNOYING COMMERCIALS WHILE THE PICTURE STAYS ON 

With Zenith Space Command, you can shop all the shows, switch back 

and forth between programs, “de-voice” a long-winded announcer . . . 

right from your easy chair. No need to get up even to fuss with fine-tuning. 

On a Zenith, each channel conies in precision-tuned automatically . .. 

brighter, more sparkling, with Zenith’s new “Sunshine” Picture Hibe. 

Space Command is not an extra cost accessory, it’s built right into the set. 
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Radio’s Pubservice Contribution 
; Continued from page 35 ; 

namely construction of an over¬ 
pays on a new superhighway near 
a scium1. 

V/CCO’s Solution 

Discm: ton leaders reported their 
re.;peefve group’s .solutions to 
these p ro b I e m s. then station 
spokesieen roLumed to give, sta- 
ltf»n sn’ut pns WCCO. Minneap- 
ol-s. .presented the most thorough 
'•solution to a public service prob¬ 
lem with iis backing of the Minne¬ 
sota C.*n!'e’inial. Station.not only 
prepared a series of hour long 
bmadr^ts on Minnesota history 
but patin* shows in. a series 
or LP a bums and followed up-with 
newsle.i.ers. reports, and tie-ins 
with s.) ■( al interest groups to 
build a ".die-nee. 

“Di-k .Jockeys and Public Serv¬ 
ice” pr A ided plenty, of interesting 
inateiinl lor those attending the 
se>sion on Thursday afternoon. 
Heirm i hy Stephen B: Labunski, 
Director of Radio Operations for 
Crowel!-Co']iei\ the panel fea¬ 
tured Kin van & Finch, WNEW, 
Ne\v York;Aft Pallan. KDKA, 
Pittsbu;-. Ii:. Pen Sanders, g.m. 
KICD. Spencer. la., and Walt Teas, 
.WFBR; Baltimore. Scale of in¬ 
terest ; ud. pi-iblems \v;nr.particular-■ 
ly good at this panel with a. sta¬ 
tion trom the No: 1 market 
(WNEW) and another from a mar¬ 
ket with a population of 7,400 
(KJCD) working both .sides of the 
public service street. : 

Klavan & Finch pointed out that 
WNEW’s “Community Bulletin 
Board” feature aired 4.015 public 
service spo/s last year represent¬ 
ing more than $500,000 in free 
time... Snots were distributed 
throughout the schedule by a spe¬ 
cial .staff whose sole function it is 
to handle these pubservice an¬ 
nouncer' nts. 

*);<k Jockeys’ Role 
Art Pal’an. KDKA, devoted a 

good bit of his t me to discussion, 
ot the National Council of -Disk 
Joeke\A for Public Service. Group 

. which is now in the process of dis-- 
banding, vdue to lack of financial 
suppor; i created. much interest on 
the part of those present, some of 
whom .bad not previously heard of 
the organ zation. • 

WaH Tens. WFBR, Baltimore, 
gave a rundown of the various 
types of public service announce¬ 
ments .brealeast, by his station. Of 
special interest were bojiting spots 
aimed at the 100,000 boatowrters 
irt the Baltimore area who spend 
more than $500,000 on boats and 
accessories annually;.' Here spots 
from the Coast Guard are equally 
important with the latest traffic 
bulletins.. 

■■■Highlight'., of the panel discus¬ 
sion was Ben Sanders of KICD, 
Spence r, la., who humorously 

JULIE NEWMAR 

brought public; service down tq the 
level of the small station in the 
rural market. This station was 
particularly interested in the un¬ 
usual in public service and also 
used these announcements as sub¬ 
tle promotion for . the station. 

A basic problem confronting the 
docks, was the effect, of sales 
techniques in highly competitive 
markets. Knocking the competi-j 
tion doesn’t necessarily build con-j 
fidence on the local level and ruri- ' 
ning down the opposition pro-1 
grariuhing (r&r) to do it isn’t, the ; 
best way to Win friends, and build ; 
confidence in any station. .. 

I General agreement .was. . ex¬ 
pressed on '■ several basic, techr 
niques that airjjocks could use to 
better support public service on. 
the local level. . Most important 
was the fact that jocks should; feel 
a sense, of responsibility to the 
community. By exploiting . his 
personality in personal appear¬ 
ances, interviews, and. spots the 
d.j. can make a more significant 
contribution to his community and 
also to his station^ . 

Currently as 

Stupifyin’ 
Jones 

“LILT ABNER” 
Mgt. 

BARRON POLAN 

Tunick 
Continued from -page 35 

fore you see another, it will be. a 
longer time; They are gbhe . , . 
lost, perhaps, forever to broadcast¬ 
ing, And 'why? There is the 
critical question . . .. why? 

“Not specifically for. financial 
reasons....... . although that is some 
part of it. Not because they look 
upon broadcasting as a ‘lower’ aft 
form and they' have advanced to 
a higher plane! Not at all . They 
have gone,, each and everyone of 
them, because they could no long¬ 
er tolerate the impossibility of 
creative writing in.. broadcasting 
today. Every play, they write has 
to navigate a minefield of crass¬ 
ness, blunder arid fatuity, beyond 
human tolerance.” . 

Tunick pointed but that ’ this 
wasn’t always so; that it was once 
a badge of honor, to have “Studio 
One” credits. But only recently, 
he said, he had been in negoti¬ 
ation t;o, \yrite a “Studio One” en¬ 
try on the “Mutiny on the Santa 
Maria,” depicting the climactic 48 
hours of the voyage of discovery* 
“It was to tell of the fears, the 
anxieties, ..dreams,, tensions, hopes, 
prayers of the crew; what led 
them to grant. Columbus the extra 
48 hours of leeway, that made pos¬ 
sible the landfall. 

“But ‘Mutiny’ never went on the 
air,” said Tunick. “It was killed. 
Not . by the sponsor,. incidentally, 
but by some . middleman who shall 
be nariieless. And the reason given, 
was, and I quote exactly, ‘because 
everybody knows the ending.’ 

“This is a small experience and 
totally personal. Yet it illuminates 
the type of thinking, the level of 
judgement, the taste, the shabbi¬ 
ness of intellect among some of 
those .. . too many of those . . « 
who have the ..power'., of life and 
death: over creative writing in 
broadcasting. 

“Facing these. immutable facts 
of life, serious writers find they 
must abandon broadcasting if they 
are to prevent their own artistic 
stagnation. 

“I ran with the rest. I had to. 
■Yet, after 25 years, I found it diffi- 

Chas. G. (Bud) Barry 
(Veep in Charge of MGM-TY). 

It if the opinion that 

THE NEW TV 
COMPRISES TRIED & 
TESTED THEATRICAL 

PROPERTIES 

one of the many special bylina 

; pieces. In the upcoming 

Semi-Annual TV Film Issue 

PfiniETY 

OUT THIS MONTH 

cult to divorce myself completely 
from the industry That raised me 
up. So'.', . when I had; adjusted 
my financial situation to the point 
where my outside income was- suf¬ 
ficient to enable me • to ‘pick my 
spots,’ I did ivhat so many writers 
have not done and will probably 
never do. I ventured back into 
the Horse Latitudes of broadcast¬ 
ing. .'■ • ' " 

“Because of my previous radio 
experience with ‘The Eternal 
Light,’ I knew there existed a lit¬ 
tle oasis in broadcasting, a ; sweet 
spring in . Sinai:, this was a place 
where the writer was deemed pro¬ 
fessional and creative, where his 
talents were welcomed; where his 
dignity was preserved. It was a 
small. area, yet artistically rich: 
the field of so-called religious 
broadcasting,” 

Calling attention to his new tv 
religioso series, “Light of the 
World,” .which; Guild Films 
financed and which is scheduled 
for a fall premiere, Tunick con¬ 
cluded: 

“Watch , it carefully/ How . it 
fares will either prove the thesis 
that the historocrity,. the timeless¬ 
ness of the Bible is sufficient to 
sustain a successful series,, or that 
we might. as well make up our 
minds that David, Solomon, Joshua 
and Saul are dead issues on tele¬ 
vision ; unless we can sit . them 
around a poker table in the Last 
Chance Saloon.” 

1,000 More Pix 
Continued from page 27 

that stipulation. It-s no longer in 
production, and theC guilds’ strike 
weapon is ineffectual at this point. 
UA. which has released two pre¬ 
vious post ’48 packages, is solely 
a distribution company and not en¬ 
gaged in production and therefore 
has no contract with the guilds. 
Many of the HA pix, as well as 
those of DCA, and others were 
made abroad and not subject to the 
residual provision; For / pictures 
made in the U?S., individual pro¬ 
ducers. releasing through UA have 
tried to make some settlement with 
the unions. UA, too, is said to be 
holding a certain percentage of its 
tv. gross on certain pix for the 
time when a residual formula is 
reached. 

MCA bigwigs in N.Y; and on the 
Coast are mapping plans for tv 
exposure of the Paramount library 
of 750 pix. There are a lot of 

.organizational and promotional 
problems before the pix are in- 
troed into the market, expected in 
about a month. 

Additionally, . National Telefilm 
Associates is due to come up with 
another 20th-Fox: package shortly. 

Columbus'WBNS-TV Puts | 
Lens on Bd. of Education 

Columbus, March 11. 
With education becoming an in¬ 

creasingly frequent subject of tele¬ 
vision’s news and public affairs 
treatment, WBNS-TV here pulled 
a major coup by covering a reg¬ 
ular meeting of the Columbus 
Board of Education last week. Sta¬ 
tion preempted 75 minutes of com- 

^mercial programming to move its 
cameras into the board’s meeting. 

• Telecast, directed by WBNS-TV 
public service director John F. 
Cox, showed the board taking up a 
regular business agenda, as; well as j 
reviewing its 1957 school building 
program and previewing its 1958-1 
1960 expansion plans. Station feels ‘ 
that aside, from spotlighting the . 
members of the school board, such j 
telecasts give viewers a new insight 
and heightened interest in the 
problems of the school system. 
Telecast Is believed the first of an 
actual school board meeting. . 

Revue 
^5 Continued front page' 27 — 

series, “with a completely new 
locale and character.” Holt also has 
a “romantic adventure series” in 
the works. 

Two westerns, a situation comedy 
and an anthology , series are being 
made by Frank P. Rosenberg. With 
the comedy almost completed, 
Rosenberg will devote his atten¬ 
tion to production of the pair of 
oaters, both silted for lensing 
within the month, and the anthol¬ 
ogy, based on his “Schlitz Play¬ 
house” episode. “The Lonely Wiz-. 
ard,” which serves as pilot for the 
series. 

In the discussion stage at Revue 
is a pilot film. titled “Seventeen/' 
being prepared by Everett Free¬ 
man, “Bachlor Father” producer, 
who. skies to Gotham next week 
for casting purposes. Freeman is 
seeking a young man of the title 
age to assume the lead. Producer 
is also involved with another pilot 
for a'vidpix series titled,, “I Love 
My Doctor,” which shoots in two 
weeks at TCF Studios. Scripted by 
Freeman, venture will be pro¬ 
duced by Monty Schaff. 

Other pilots already completed 
by Revue and placed up for sale 
are “Getaway Car/’ featuring Mich¬ 
ael “Touch” Connors, and “Night 
Prowl,” a musical-mystery starring 
Dennis O’Keefe. Latter, originally 
titled ‘‘Take Five,” was filmed by 
Sherry TV, subsidiary of MCA. 

PRO VI PENCE 

# 1 HIGHWAY PATROL.. . . ,26.9 
with 78.0% of audience 

#2 HARBOR COMMAND ....21-7 
with 51.9% of audience 

Time after time in city after city 

ZIV SHOWS RATE GREAT! 
SyndluM Fnm R.tlno MB Oct*5f 

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS 

Continued from page 27 

sides being more costly, spots 
cannot be used in most instances 
for merchandising, promotion, 
point - of - sale, or other follow- 
through techniques. There is also 
the big question as to actual view¬ 
ing of spots aired between pro¬ 
grams. 

In the study,, the time cost was 
figured in all instances on the cost 
for 10:30 p.m., when many syndi¬ 
cated shows are aired. Program 
cost was TPA’s rate card for 
“Charlie Chan.” The cost of spot 
announcement time was obtained 
by taking the cost of nine 20-sec¬ 
ond spots a week. Both in the case 
of the half-hour time and the spot 
costs, all applicable discounts were 
allowed. Time costs were obtained 
from rate cards published by 
Standard Rate and Data Service. 

The greatest difference in an in¬ 
dividual market was. in Lincoln, 
Neb., where it was found that spots 
cost 78% more per commercial 
second. The smallest difference 
was' found in N. Y.where spots were 
found to cost 6% more per com¬ 
mercial second. Other examples 
Include Philadelphia, where spots 
cost 85% more and Boston, 39% 
more. 

Virtually in all instances the rate 
card of the top station in the mar¬ 
ket was taken for computation. The 
list of some of the other markets, 
and the percentage more for the 
spot schedule as opposed to the 
series buy, follows: Atlanta, 26.3% 
more; Baltimore, 34.6% more; Buf¬ 
falo, 37%; Chicago, 16.3%; Great 
Falls, 54.6%; Providence, 55%; 
Portland, 17.8%; San Diego, 37.1%, 
and Denver, 23.6%. 

Honolulu—KONA-TV has moved 
Into _ new studios, complete with 
last word facilities for both live 
shows and those imported from 
stateside. Additionally station is 
readying itself for use of video 
tape. *• - 

Snorts Packages; 
Regional Spreads 
One of the most unusual tele¬ 

vision packaging houses in the in¬ 

dustry, and one of the most elo¬ 

quent testimonials to the medium’s 

flexibility for snonsors. is Sports 

; Programs Inc., year-old firm headed 
I by Edgar J. Sherick, former di« 

I rector of sports arid special events 

‘ for bance'-Fitzgeraid-Sample and 
. subsequently sports specialist in 

! the CBS-TV sales department. 

! Sherick l^s come up with the 
! concept that sports can provide 
'.almost infinite flexibility for the 
.advertiser with limited distribu- 

j tion, special iriarketing problems, 
etc. On that basis,: he’s proceeded 
to package several topflight re¬ 
gional deals that have attracted 
the cream of the regional sponsor- 
shiD market, as well as extensive 
station lineups. Topper is the fact 
that such live regional feeds have 
always been, a function of a major 

; network; never an indie packager. 

In collaboration w i t h Dick 
Bailey’s Sports Network Inc., Sher¬ 
ick has packaged such regional se¬ 
ries as Big 10 basketball, on a 40- 
station lineup with American: To¬ 
bacco and Standard Oil Of Indiana 
sponsoring; Cleveland Browns tele¬ 
casts for Standard of Ohio arid co¬ 
op sponsorship for an undisclosed 
lineup; Atlantic Conference basket¬ 
ball on a 20-station lineup for half¬ 
sponsorship by American Tobacco 
(other half is co-oped); a series of 
five experimental road-game, feeds 
of the St. Louis Hawks back to 
St. Louis for Falstaff Beer spon¬ 
sorship. 

In addition, on his own, he’s 
packaging an extensive . pre-game 
schedule on all three networks for 
GeneraL Mills’ Wheaties (see sep¬ 
arate story). 

While Sherick’s Sport Programs 
Inc. and. Bailey’s Sports Network 
Inc. are completely independent 
companies, when it comes to such 
regional operations they pool facil¬ 
ities anfi work as equal partners 
on the package involved. SPI does 
the rights negotiating, hires the 
talent, packages the program, ha n- 
dles the production and makes the 
sales. Sports Network clears the 
stations, buys the lines and handles 
the traffic and routing. Occasion¬ 
ally, they overlap, oh functions, but 
in rough fashion, that’s the way 
they operate. In covering an event, 
they’ll use the manpower and 
equipment of. a local station which 
ordinarily carries the series in¬ 
volved. 

Sherick, who left CBS to form 
the company about 14 months ago, 
feels that by the very nature of 
the sports field he’s got. a built-in 
flexibility for local and regional 
sponsors and even a national ad¬ 
vertiser with problems in a . par¬ 
ticular area. 

‘Comedy Unlimited’ 
Fresh New Timely 

PRO. COMEDY MATERIAL 
TV Radio Nitorles 

Monologues, Gags, Bits, otc., ot«. 
Lifeline to tho funnybonc. 

1759 N. Orchid 
Hollywood 28, California 

Lot Mato HO. 4-4191, Ext. 102 

■ WRITER — PRODUCER — i 
■ ACCOUNT EXEC \ 
■ Four year3 ad agency TV-Radlo commercials ■ 
B writer, film producer,. account exec. Five years 
a writer, production auperrlaor network film ■ 
■ series, program packager. Presently employed, ■ 
■ seeks challenging job agency, illm producer. ! 
a packager, syndicator,- etc. New York or re- B 
■ locate for right job. Salary eecondary to oppor- B 
■ trinity. Age 35. College grad. Bor T-7U-58. ■ 
J Variety, 131 W. 46th St„ New York 36. ■ 

CREATIVE VOLCANO 
and ACE ADMINISTRATION 
In ona-man packaga—complata follow- 
fhru—from Draams to $. ADM. or 
croativo spot with ckaNanga. 

Write Box V.V.404 VARIETY, 
154 W. 44th St., Now York 34, N. Y. 

PARK AYE COOP 1 
Fabulous Pout Hbusa 

II EairiaMia mnfei CuaHaat aaodlttaRl 4 
IvaHras; H«n tariiuj HI|U wlllam 
Walk-la. alaaaki. Imaedlata wiwwnf. BnUa- 
4M mtet. Mala. Mra. Paya*. PL 
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WALTER WINCHELLS $13,000,000 ITEM 
WALTER WINCHELL, whose formal schooling was term¬ 

inated in the sixth grade when he left sbhool at 13r, is coming 
to Lakeland Friday night as the principal guest of honor of 
Florida Southern College; When, he leaves Lakeland; he will be, 
for the first time in his life. Dr. Walter Winchell, wearing the' 
highest honor that can be conferred upon him by jany educa¬ 
tional institution. Curiously enough, it is a distinction, which has 
been offered him under other circumstances by other colleges 
and universities/ and one Which he has previously declined, 
sometimes almost brusquely, for he sensed that in some way 
there were golden strings attached; that the institution in its 
own dignified but stilted manner might be less concerned with 
his qualification to receive the honor than with his enormous 
ability to publicize the institution in exchange for the acco¬ 
lade. As a man who has been made wary through the years of 
being conned by press agents, whether in white tie, black tie 
or. shirt-seeves, he wasn’t having any In declining he simply re¬ 
established, a hard won points—space in his column; is not for 
sale . .. hot for money, marbles, nor unearned honors. This time 
the circumstances differ, and Winchell, in a more humble mood 
than I have known him, is, for all his humility, aware of the 
difference. This is an earried degree, a recognizion of merit of¬ 
fered, and accepted, in good faith. It arises primarily from a 
brief broadcast and a paragraph written in ai Winchell column 
eleven years ago—a paragraph that has resulted in raising more 
than $13,000,000, all of which is in the fight to conquer cancer. 

IT WOULD BE.presumptous for me to claim Walter Win¬ 
chell as a friend, and it wriuld be outrageous to . term him an 
enemy. He is simply a man i have known, off and on, entirely 
through our mutual profession—I am pleased to note that he 
styles himself in Who’s Who as simply a newspaperman—since 
back in the late 1920’s when I -first went to New York to edit 
the Telegram and Walter was the sensation of the • metropolis 
as columnist and drama critic for the New York Mirror. 

I ONCE WENT through a long night watch with him which 
ended with his usual dawn bout with the typewriter, using.;a 
rapid hunt-and-peck system to pound but -each fresh line or 
comment, each, newly minted phrase; an addition to the Amerir 
can slanguage—for which he has coined more phrases than any 
living man. Yet it is not for his contribution to ietters, but his 
contribution to the humanities, Florida Southern College honors 
him this week, and justly so. 

For it was Winchell who sparked establishment of one of 
the greatest present day foes of cancer—the Runyon Memorial 
Cancer Fund—though many joined him early and many more have 
Since done yeoman service in that cause. Oiie of its Outstanding 
features—and one of which he is justly proud—is that not one 
cent of the fund has gone to pay any expenses incurred in con¬ 
junction with raising the fund—met to Winchell, nor to anyone, 
else. The $13,000;000 raised thus far has gone for what it was 
intended—research to fight cancer. . . 

•* * * 

WINCHELL VIEWS himself first, last and always as simply 
a reporter—Arthur Brisbane once called him America’s greatest 
reporter, and certainly he has had more news beats read by a 
wider audience than any journalist of our time. Much of his 
story is nearly as well known as some of the colorful words• and 
phrases he has coined—infanticipating; Chicagorilla; blessed 
event; blessed hevent and blessed sheventj untrumor, and the 
like. Born in 1897, at 13 he was a theater usher, and before he 
was fourteen joined with Eddie Cantor, George Jessel, and three 
others to tour with Gus Edwards’famous Newsboy Sextette. He is 
one of those rare Metropolitans—a native of New York City. He . 
graduated into his own show. He was a hoofer, a comedian.:! and 
filled with insatiable curiosity and the gift of expression. 
Among his first coined words , was the title of the gossipy bul¬ 
letin he posted on the bulletin board during his vaudeville, 
career to keep other performers informed—and gigglingr-He 
called it “The Daily Newsense.” 

* * *• 

WINCHELL QUIT show business for The Vaudeville News, 
and then columned for the New York Graphic, leaving the Mac- 
Fadden sponsored tabloid in 1929 for the New York Mirror—a 
newspaper home he has never left. As drama editor and critic, 
he began to spice his column with Broadway and international 
gossip, personalized, fresh. Until he had more than 200 news¬ 
papers, a reading audience of more than 25,000,000 daily—and 
he could truthfully say, as he has to. grateful performers: "Just 
make it good—I’ll, make it public." ' 

* * 

WINCHELL’S NEWSBEATS have been fabulous. Once he 
printed, a tip (from Texas Guinan) that. Vincent Coll was sched¬ 
uled to be murdered. Coll, himself dubbed the Mad Dog Killer, 
was rubbed out exactly five hours AFTER Winch ell’s column 
hit the streets. That was in 1932. J. Edgar Hoover became his 
admirer and friend when Winchell discovered that Bruno Haupt¬ 
mann was about to be picked up as the Lindbergh baby kid¬ 
naper—and sat on his sensational scoop for 24 hours after tell-; 
ing Hoover about it, so. as not to interfere with the arjrest 

One of his more sensational news beats was ,the name of . 
the assassin, who attempted assassination of President-elect 
Franklin D. Roosevelt in Miami on Feb. 15, 1933—two weeks, 
before the inauguration. 

As the bronzed - and smiling president was speaking in a 
Miami park at the close of a gala holiday, Joseph tGiuseppej 
Zangara,. a. mentally. unbalanced zealot stood on a box and.fired 
5 shots from 20 feet away. A. woman jerked his arhi as he 
fired, deflecting his aim: He emptied the pistol. Five were seri¬ 
ously, injured, but the president elect was unscratched. Mayor 
Anton J. Cermak of Chicago, beside Roosevelt, was 
fatally wounded. 

Winchell, in Miami at the time, was on the wires less than 
five minutes after. the event, . . P 
.. In 1939 when Louis. (Lepke) Buchhaiter a chief gangland 
executioner, was No. 1 on the FBI wanted list with a price of 
$50,000 on his head, the mobster surrendered—to Winchell, who 
was acting as the underworld’s and Hoover’s intermediary. .. 

Early •— in i 933 before most newsmen or commentators 
were aware of Hitler as more than a messy nuisance in Munich 
beer halls, Winchell was blasting the Nazi (and Fascist) organ¬ 
izations as international hooligans, mobsters, thugs, and bums. 
His pounding away did. much to make America conscious of the 
character of rising dictatorships throughout the World. 

+ 

. HE CRUSADED endlessly—for people and causes. From the 
benefit funds for police and firemen, for higher pay and greater 
recognition for..- teachers—for recognition of talent overlooked 
by other critics. His favorable mentions alone against the field 
perked up the dying -IHellzapbppiri” and kept it running for 
1,000 nights on . Broadway; More recently, his encouragement 
—via the air; and column—boosted Roberta Shetwood from a 
$60 a week to a $7,500 a week singer. 

He enthused .over Senator McCarthy, when, other liberals 
-^and Winchell is a liberal by his own definition—rwere less en¬ 
thusiastic, and demanded to know "But who else is fighting 
Communazis? Name one other.” 

With it all, he remained' the curious, excited reporter; cov¬ 
ering the police beat in preference to all others, watching for 

. signal 30 on the short wave radio (Signal: 30—crime of violence) 
listening for a 5-alarm fire. 

.* . 

DAMON RUNYON, who created fictional Broadway char¬ 
acters from the ones he met in real life on the main stem—and 
whose characters. were often copied in turn by the characters 
who were their originalsr—was his bosom companion on many 
of the night-beat cruises, riding with Winchell in the special 
car, with special plates, radio, badges arid pistol permits. . 

When Runyon was stricken by cancer of the throat, he re¬ 
fused to give up, Continuing his rounds, communicating with 
his friends by pencil and pad. 

One night, after an everting of “chasing the burglars” Win¬ 
chell, Runyon and others, commented on a black-bordered ad 
which had run regularly in Variety once a year for 30 years 

. as a memorial to the memory of Paul Armstrong by Ben Piazza, 
Whom Armstrong had once befriended.: \ ^ 

“You cart keep the things of bronze and stone, give me one 
man’ to remember me; once a year;” Runyon scribbled on his 
note:pad, passing it th Winchell. Runyon, described by a Lon- 
don critic as “the Dickens of bur time” died on Dec. io, 1946.. 

The . following Sunday Winchell appealed over the micro¬ 
phones to friends, and listeners for “a. dollar, nickle, dime or 
quarter” in Runyon’s, memory—perhaps, enough, he hoped, to 
endow a bed in a cancer .hospital. He followed it with an. item in 
his column. Todate the Fund has received almost 500 wills. 

' * * .. * 
. WHEN . I TALKED with Winchell by phone last; week he. 

reminded me that the astonishing growth of the Damori Run¬ 
yon Memorial Fund for Cancer Research was as surprising to 
him as to anyone. 

“We didn’t know whether xve’d get $50 or $50,000,” he said. 
“We just said if anybody wanted to contribute we’d make sure 
none of the money went for ‘adininistrative expenses’—that it 
would go into research for fighting cancet. Which it has.” 

The fund began with pennies, riickles, dimes and occasional 
dollars. A boys baseball team in the Bronx gave a;benefit game; 
some Virginia. children sold rides on their horses and sent a 
total of $24.87; and from, a thug narried Socks Lanza servirig 
time in the penitentiary came $139.90. 

The foundation now has a home, at 730 Fifth Ave., and 
grants are screened by John H. Teeter, a former aide to Thomas 
K. Finletter arid an honored guest of the college this week, in 

. his own. right; but Winchell still countersigns the checks, arid 
is a trustee along with Arthur. Godfrey- Milton Berle, Joe Di- 
Ma'ggio, Marlene Dietrich j Mrs, Leo Lindy, Sugar Ray Robin¬ 
son; Bob Hope, Dan Parker, Lou Lurie, Robert Christenberry. 

* . • * . .* •; 

ALL ADMINISTRATIVE expenses for the fund is m.ct by 
a separate foundation .. . . the Winchell-Foundation. 

* • • * 

. WHAT MAKES WINCHELL • tick? The hoted night-beat 
reporter whose favorite, drink is a hot chocolate or a chocolate 
soda—but who loves to: dance the mamba, the samba, or any 

. smart step-—with. “the girls”-^or any grandmother, if she’s 
pert, and lively. , 

His own explanation is—and he says it. without pretension 
or smirk—that he is simply ; a. reporter, one of those mortals 
“who must follow the truth wherever it may lead, whomever 
it may hurt, and however unpleasant it may be to read and hear.” 

by TED THACKREY, Managing Editor, 

LAKELAND (Fla.) LEDGER. 
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META’S ‘Faith & Hope’ 
Continued front-page 31 ; 

promotion director, os -well, as an¬ 
other fundraiser, one already be- 
in on the META staff.. 

In the field of educational tv or¬ 
ganizations, these.are the problems 
peculiar to META. 

1. It has no channel of its own. 
2. To dale, it has received no 

financial support, from the City of 
New York, although it telecasts 
Board of Education programs. 

3. It’s 'somewhat hampered in its 
fundraising activities by an A.FTRA 
rule which forbids the screening 
via kirics of live: META shows. 
Organization is trying tn over: 
come that by ■■■ propping a . special 

’ filmed show, cprniiosed of samples’ 
of its programming. for sertgriings. 
at civic and other affairs.;' 

Despite its problems. Brown 
.'feels that META will remain in 
business, that public and private 
source,s will not let it fall by the 
wayside, leaving the largest city in 
the country without an organiza¬ 
tion dedicated to educational and 
cultural tv programming. 

Chartered bv the Regents of the 
U. of the State of New York. META 
was not a party to the now with¬ 
drawn application of the N. Y. 
State Board of Regents to upset 
the National Telefilm Associates 
deal for the purchase of WAT\r, 
which covers the metropolitan New 
York area as well as Newark, N.J. 
META, itself, tried to raise funds 
to purchase the sole N. J. VHF 
outlet before NT A stepped in,, but 
failed. The NTA purchase bid; 
now unchallenged, is now before 
the - Federal.Communications: Com¬ 
mission for. a decision.. 

Gird 3-Pronged Drive 
Under, the management of a tri¬ 

umvirate, consisting of prexy 
Brown, E. A. Hunderford. director 
of operations, and Richard D. Heff¬ 
ner, program director, the organiza¬ 
tion has these expansion plans: 

1. To step , up its morning pro- 
. gramming-via WPIX jind to get on 
the air. on the evening at least 
once a week. 

2. To provide more cultural spe¬ 
cials such as the four telecast on 
WCBS-TV this season, which in¬ 
cluded the tv debut of the Buda¬ 
pest String Quartet and “The Ne¬ 
gro in American Life—a Long 
View,” which won an award from 
the National Conference of Chris¬ 
tians and Jews. 

3. To serve as a production cen- 

; ter for the Educational' Television 
Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich. 

'META is now producing one series 
; for the Center, which distributes 

kines and. films to educational sta¬ 
tions throughout the. country, and 
is embarking on another project. 

Shite it went on the air Septem¬ 
ber. with WPIX lending its facili¬ 
ties, it has produced well over 200 
live .programs from . its-, studios, at 
the, Carnegie Endowment Interna¬ 
tional Center. Its programming 
consists of. a haif-hoiir strip, “Liv¬ 
ing Blackboard,” produced for the 
Board of Education;. a college-level 
history course presided over. by 
prof. John G. :Stoessinger of Hun¬ 
ter: ■ “The Problems of Everyday 
laving.” hosted by Heffner;: and 
other cultural programs. 

. The' foundations which got it go¬ 
ing include Avalon Foundation and 

: the Old Dominion Foundation, both 
: Mellon endowments; Fund for 
' Adult Education; the New York 
• Foundation; Carnegie Endowment 
i for International. Peace;, and. the 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund. Some 
of these foundations have continued 

. to contribute, although on a small 
’ er scale. . v 

: Brown, former president of Ho- 
, bai t College, in upper New York 
’ State,. . finds META’s budgetary 
: problems similar to that , of any 
private educational institution. 
And, as he puts, it, “without faith” 

j that monies can be raised “you 
j meet your fate:” 

: Incidentally, as part; of the cur- 
rent science, kick in schools, col- 

j leges aiid radio-tv. mediai META is 
[ launching • a new film, series, “Of 
! Science and. Scientists/' on WPIX- 
j TV starting Friday f 14). from 11 to 
j 11:30 a.m. Programs, organized 
: by Harvard.. U, will suggest quali- 
j ties and outlook of science without, 
trying to teach physics or geology. 

■ Host will be Dr. Philippe Le 
Corbeiller, professor of applied 
physics and general ..education at. 
Harvard. Top:raiiking scientists 
will appear on each program. Se¬ 
ries will run 13 weeks. 

Oliver A. Unger 
(Pres., National Telefilm Associates) 

Discusses 

“The Future of the 

Feature99 
In 

PRriety 

Semi-Annual TV Film Issue 

OUT THIS MONTH 

‘Wonderful Town’ 
Continued from page 25 s=5 

stein (music) and Betty Comden & 
Adolph Green (lyrics) would adapt 
the tv version, with Ross staging'. 
Mills-Park-Milford (Ted Mills; Ben 
Park & Gene Milford) this week 
also signed Barbara Hammer, vet 
tv comedy writer (Danny Thomas 
show, “Father Knows Best,” etc.) 
to script their new half-hour live 
project, “Skinny & Me,” currently 
being peddled to networks, and 
agencies. 

hot officially due east until July, 
but that he is able. to “come and 
go as he sees; fit.” It is possible 
then •. that Riddell will become in¬ 
volved in the radio situation al¬ 
most immediately. 

AB-PT 
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Continued from page 31 ^ 

volved in the sale of time to adver¬ 
tisers. Goldenson said he did not 
know" of the plan, since, at the 
moment, he didn’t have, a chance to 
confer with Eastman, who is con¬ 
sidering’ several different program 
tacks. • 

Goldenson explained that when 
he started his ’‘live fun- radio” 
shows during last July and Octo¬ 
ber, it was: only natural for East¬ 
man to work:: in extremely close 
proximity to the oWried & operated 
radio stations of ABC. He said 
that Eastman is not working close¬ 
ly with the stations any longer, but 
that did not mean Eastman's con¬ 
trol of. o&o’s was taken away from 
him, since he never really , had of¬ 
ficial control of them; 

Some sources hold it very likely 
that even if Eastman remains on 
as head of the radio operation, the 
arrival in July of James Riddell as 
exec veep over ail ABC broadcast¬ 
ing (including tv) will eventuate;in 
the ultimate changes expected for 
the radio network. 

; Goldenson said that Riddell is 

THEY LOVE ME IN 

Contact; RICHARD A. HARPER, General Sales.Mgr.. 
MGM-.TV, a service of Loew's Incorporated ^ 

;701 7th Ave,^ New Tork 38, N- Y; • JUdson 2-2000/ 

Mack Successor 
Continued from page, 24 

sas identification was a big factor 
in the appointment in view of im¬ 
portant committee chairmanships, 
particularly. Harris’, -. held by mem¬ 
bers pf. Congress from that State. 
Sen. John L- McClellan (D,Ark.) 
is chairman, of both Senate Rackets 
and Government Operations Com¬ 
mittees ; and Sen. J. W. Fulbright 
(D.-Ark.) is chairman of Senate 
Banking and Currency Committee. 

Since-it had been expected, after 
the Mack debacle that the Admin¬ 
istration would select an outstand¬ 
ing individual; for the FCC post, 
speculation developed that the ap¬ 
pointment was influenced by a de¬ 
sire to take the heat off the Har¬ 
ris probe, in which persons close 
to the White House have, been 
named. 

/. It’s expected. that the Senate 
interstate commerce committee will 
hold a hearing in two weeks on the 
appointment. Two members of the 
Harris committee urged that Cross’s 
qualifications he closely examined. 
Rep. John B. Bennett (R.-Mich.) 
suggested the Senate “take a more 
careful Ic ik than in the past . . . 
in view of what’s happened.” Rep. 
Morgan ! M,. Moulder (D.-Mo.) 
called' for .“the most thorough ex¬ 
amination” of the appointee’s fit¬ 
ness. . 

. : The appointment is for the un¬ 
expired term of. Mack which ends 
June 30, 1962. 

Tint Spook Hour 
Continued .from page 31 

with/ the mystery format but 
search for another producer. Mc- 
Cleery, if the budgets work out, 
would (Jo the still untitled mystery 
series whether or not his “Matinee” 
series continues, on the network. 

Status of "Matinee” still remains 
unresolved;, though if the network 
does decide to continue it, show 
would go off by summer. On§ 
possibility, discussed by . Procter 
«& Gambler show’s principal spon¬ 
sor, is to replace “Matinee” with 
a pair of half-hour soapers which 
P&G would. bring in. However, 
P&G hasn’t yet formally sub¬ 
mitted any properties to NBC, 
though the idea would probably be 
acceptable to the network. 

jSSmmm'. Continued from page 25 

that ,if. the trend started in. Ro¬ 
chester, “we will have to go into 
the giveaway business also, to a 
degree, which, would outstrip all 
existing giveaways and, no doubt, 
other stations would try to outstrip 
us, arid we again, them.” 

Beyond the agency reaction to 
the giveaways, he warned that the 
FCC frowns upon attempting to 
“buy listeners at certain times. 
Contests, he said, surely will do us 
no good at the FCC, particularly 
in light, of their consideration that 
audience purchase' with giveaways 
is classed by them, not in the pub¬ 
lic interest.’” 

Dallas—Yes Box of KRLD-TV 
here has been elected prez of the 
Southwest Association of Program 
Directors for TV at the organiza¬ 
tion’s meeting in Tulsa. Paul 
Huhndorff, chief engineer and 
operations manager of KPRC-TV, 
Houston, was elected • first veepee 
of the group*, , v. 

Continued from page 30 — 

given as “the need for additional 
manpower.” “His (Riddel’s) forte 
is operation of stations—radio and 
tv stations, and he knows a net¬ 
work very well from that point of 
view,” Goldenson said. 

Eastman and Treyz. who have 
reported directly to Goldenson on 
most administrative decisions and 
to Siegel, who is very close to the 
AB-PT boss, on financial matters, 
will, now report to Riddell. . And 
Riddell, in turn, will report to 
Goldenson or, in the case of 
finances, “check” with Siegel. 

Incidentally, another of the rea¬ 
sons given by the trade at. large, 
in their speculations on the im- 

ABC-TVY Big Feb. 
The February gross profits 

of ABC-TV over the same 
irionth in 1957 are up 36:5%, 
according to Leonard Golden- 
son. Translated into cash, the 
new. gross is $8,427,596, up 
roughly $2,300,000 since last 
February. 

Point was brought up when 
the prexy of the parent Amer- 

. ican Broadcasting-Paramount 
Theatres was stating his “com¬ 
plete satisfaction” with the 
current operation of the tv 
web. 

portance of the Riddell move, was 
that it would relieve the now- 
overworked Siegel from the extra 
duties in tv. But Goldenson em¬ 
phasized that Siegel’s position is 
not altered either and that he will 
continue to be the “No. 1 financial 
man. for the whole company,” ref¬ 
erence being to AB-PT. 

At present the ABC o&o’s in. 
radio report to Steve Riddleberger, 
a financial veep at ABC. and the 
tv stations report to Siegel, Rid- 
dleberger’s immediate superior. 
Goldenson felt that when July 1 
and Riddell roll around, the De¬ 
troiter will take over o&o control 
as part of his natural function. 

“There will be no change in past 
operating policy; namely, the ABC 
television and radio networks will 
continue to operate as autonomous 
units under their respective presi¬ 
dents.” Riddell, as an exec veep 
in ABC, is over Treyz and Eastman 
who in turn are presidents of their 
respective units within the total 
broadcast fold. 

Bliunentkrs WHHM Buy 
Washington, March 11. 

Cy Blumenthal, who owns WARL, 
Arlington, Va„ has bought WHHM, 
Memphis, for over $200,000. Deal 
was made with Cecil K. Beaver and 
P. E. Furlow, principals in Mid- 
South Broadcasting Corp., which 
owned the Tennessee station. 

Blackburn & Co., D. C. broker¬ 
age house, lined up the sale of the 
250-watter. 

Brit. A-R Com’l TV 
On a Cultural Binge; 

Sets Halle Orch Series 
London, March 11. 

Associated-Rediffusion, the Lon¬ 

don weekday, commercial tv pro¬ 

grammers, will sponsor about 50 

public concerts given by the Halle 
Orchestra in an attempt to bring 
culture to the masses. It’s re¬ 
ported that programmers will pay 
up to $112,000 to the orchestra to 
assure that no financial ioss is 
registered.by them. 

At least eight of these concerts 
will be aired on commercial tv— 
perhaps , over the entire network, 
but to date, no arrangements have 
been made, with the other outlets. 
The first two concerts, which will 
feature popular classics, will be at 
the Royal Festival Hall; London on 
April 19 and 20. 

The first televised concert will 
be aired on June 16 and Will have 
opera, as its main theme and will 
perform'extracts of the works of 
some of the best known composers. 
A-R stated that it was conscious 
of its responsibilities in the field 
of valuable music and, by virtue of 
its backing in both the public and 
televised concerts, would enable 
the Halle to perform w'orks in the 
highest classical tradition. 

The programmers will also in¬ 
troduce the orchestra, which is un^ 
der Sir John Barbirolli, in a series 
of programs for schools. > The idea 
is to kick off the schools series 
with swing and skiffle combos and 
gradually develop the music until, 
it reaches the orchestral standard. 
Sir John commented: “The series 
of programs for schools on the 
symphony orchestra will do an im¬ 
mense job towards building up our 
audience of the future.” 

Costello as Diplomatic 
Correspondent for MBS 

Washington, March 11. 
MBS has established, a new post, 

in its Washington office, that of 
chief diplomatic correspondent, 
and has named former CBS news¬ 
man Bill Costello to the position. 

Costello will be heard regularly 
on Mutual each weekday morning 
at 11 a m. for a five-minute new-s- 
cast, with additional special fea¬ 
tures by him planned. 

Over $8,000 in Commissions 
was received by each of 
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HEAT’S ON CHISELING DISKERS 
Deejay’s Responsibility 

The Kansas City disk Jockey convention, under*auspices of a 
regional broadcasting network (Storz), again brought to the. 
lore the oit-discussed “responsibility’' of the disk Jockey to his 
audiences? Considering the potency of many a dee jay in pump : 
priming and influencing his following they enjoy extraordinary 
impact on the local level. 

Columbia Records' artists k repertoire head Mitch Miller blast- • 
ed those station operators and platter-chatterers who take their ; 
responsibilities lightly, observing that “much of the Juvenile ; 
stuff pumped over the air waves these days hardly qualifies as . 
music.” Yea, verily! 

This has been a moot theme ever since the upsurge of the = 
rock 'n' roll vogue and the “Top 40” lists and has become increas¬ 
ingly so as flash-in-the-platter groups of grunters and soloists 
in un-pear-shaped notes—with monotonous “music” to match 
—have been dominant. The proponents of r’n’r, “stroll" or what¬ 
ever is the latest evolution, observe—-perhaps rightly—“if that’s 
what the public wants why not give it to them?’* That said 
“public” is only the adolescent segment is shunted aside. It’s 
like saying that if it’s “French postcards that they want, then 
give it them.” There’s an amoral perspective in this philosophy 
.that always smacks of the fast buck. 

This brings us to the avalanche of virtylite that hopes to see 
the light of deejay exposure week after week after week. Here’s 
an idea: last week the Variety disk reviewer toted that barge and 
lifted a bale of 126—count ’em—126 45 rpm singles. That’s 252 
sides! This is exclusive of. the LP stuff, and that too is now com¬ 
ing off the production lines in sizable numbers. 

No reviewer or reviewers can live that long to truly analyze 
that many singles and albums. That goes for the dee jays. All 
admit it. They have to “pick” their stuff by osmosis or some 
other instinct. The lack of trial-run for each product must re¬ 
sult in much error all around. The disk jockeys admit it. 
Any number of them openly state that they spread 'em around 
to the office staff, stenogs, friends; others send them to hospitals, 
lodges, boys’ clubs and the like. Just as many state that ofttimes, 
when some single breaks through, they have to send up smoke 
signals for the distributor to get ’em an extra copy.; This brings 
us to the local distributor who is increasingly a potent factor, . 
especially on the local level. He is the one with the hard-sell 
and the soft-touch approach to the local dee jays, and his in¬ 
fluence in getting that local disk jockey exposure is perhaps more 
potent than anything else.in light of the flood of records and the 
lack of time to screen them. The blandishments, payola, or what, 

. between the local distrib and the deejay is; something else again' 
—an old trade custom which is oblique to the prime theme of 
this discourse. 

The deejay has become increasingly aware that if he doesn’t 
exercise a more judicious approach to his record picks and gab 
then his (a) following may Suffer and (b) his commercials ditto. 
Peejays in the key cities already have evidenced some enter- 
prise in “mixing up” their record repertoire with oldies, standards 
and smoothies as antidote to the monotone of most of the cur¬ 
rent crop of pops loaded with rockabilly or outright rock ’n’ roll. 

This responsibility, of course, is born Of economic survival. The 
responsibility that Mitch Miller—and all who have a grave con- ; 
cern for the general welfare of a replenishing American folk 
music—spotlights is that of giving exposure once again to qual- ; 
ity or more adult tunes. This has nothing to do with any of the I 
ASCAP-BMI debating society angles, excepting that it must put 
a reverse complexion on the current type of pop music If the. 
disk jockeys, and station managers, who would assume their re¬ 
sponsibilities, would make certain that a little less cacaphony 
and monotony and a shade more melody henceforth punctuates 
the current song crop being aired. 

Kansas Gty As 

Kansas City, March 11. 

The first pop disk jockey conven¬ 

tion held here last weekend is 

due to become the biggest annual 

meeting place of all facets of the 

music biz in coming years. Todd 
Storz, head of the - Storz chain 
under whose auspices the kickoff 
conclave was staged, announced 
that a similar get-together has al¬ 
ready been scheduled for next year 
again at the Hotel Muehlebach 
for March 6 to 8. 

The turnout of the disk com¬ 
panies and publishers, who ac¬ 
counted for several hundred of the 
1,700 attendees at the first con- 

: vantion, is expected to swell next 
r ear. The turnout of over 1,000 
jockeys at the meet took virtually 
everybody by surprise. Only' Co¬ 
lumbia Records appeared to be pre¬ 
pared for the jocks with. sundry 
promotional, material and gim¬ 
micks. .Next, year, however, when 
the jockey turnout is due to be 

- * iConttoue^ on pagq J60£ ... 

COL PICTS STILL HAS 
EYE ON IMPERIAL BOY? 

Hollywood, March 11. 
That on-again, off-again deal for 

Columbia Pictures to purchase Lew 
Chudd’s Imperial Records may be 
on again. 

Indication ofChudd’s interest in 
selling his label to the Gower lot 
were evident here when he was 
spotted having lunch with Abe 
Schneider, newly, elected prexy of 
Columbia, and studio producer and 
music , exec 'jonie : Taps, at the 
Brown Derby. 

All previous reports that Colum¬ 
bia, long anxious to enter the rec¬ 
ord field, had closed a deal to take, 
over-Imperial have been. denied by 
Chudd. Latter has had. negotiations 
with other companies from time to 
time, regarding a ,sale, but in past 
has balked at last minute at closing: 
a deal. 

Atlantic Ups Prices 
The price of Atlantic Records’ 

singles will be hiked', effective 
March 25. The label’s 45 rpm 
disks will be upped to 98c each 
from 89c and It 78 rpm platters to 
$1.15 from $1. 

The, price rise will also take in 
Atlantic’s subsid labels, Atco, East- 
West and KRC. The diskery execs 
attribute the hike to heavily in¬ 
creased jjrgdqqtto^ , V 

The major publishers are tak¬ 
ing steps to stop the;; chiseling on 
royalty payments by some disker- 
ies. HaiTy Fox, publishers* agent 
and trustee who collects the me¬ 
chanical money for most top music 
firms, is planning to keep closer 
tabs on the flock of indie labels 
which have sprung up in the past 
few years. To cover the whole 
field. Fox recently , set up a new 
Coast office, with a Los Angeles 
accountancy firm to audit the 
books out west. v 

The publishers fear that with the 
competitive situation getting 
tighter in the disk field, the prac¬ 
tice of holding back on the royalty 
payments will increase. -That has 
been the case in several instances 
involving disk labels ; specializing 
in the low-priced LP lines. The 
payment for tunes on a. typical 
LP, which -may run as high as 24c 
per: platter containing 12 tunes, 
has been regarded as one of the 
more “flexible” costs in package 
production by some of the labels. 
Some publishers were ready to ac¬ 
cept any kind of payment from 
these labels, figuring . that. would- 
be too. much, trouble to get an 
honest count. 

Currently, however, the publish¬ 
ers are adopting a firmer; attitude 
towards the royalty payments. One 
of. the factors in this changed 
situation is the sharp complaint 
by some of the major disk com¬ 
panies over the laxity shown by the 
publishers towards the smaller 
labels.; 

The major disk companies, with 
standard accounting procedures, 
can be depended on to pay their 
mechanical royalties in full and 
on time. Some ot the borderline 
indies, however, -.have been able 
to "get away with murder” and 
thus package cut-price LP’s that 
can match or undersell those re¬ 
leased by the majors. 

h... ». <n_j» 

Disk division of Decca Records 
Inc. hit a profit-earning peak in 
1957 with an income of $5,232,r 
718 before taxes, compared' with 
$4,424,056 in the preceding year. 
The diskery had sales of $31,- 
774,276 for ’57, against $26,832,460 
in ’56. ' 

. In a report to shareholders, Mil- 
ton R. Rackmil, diskery prez; 
stated that total corporate net in¬ 
come, was moderately under ’56 due 
to smaller returns from Universal 
Pictures, in which Decca owns 
81.4%, or 745-885 common shares; 

Decca’s net income, including 
some attributable to the undis¬ 
tributed earning of Universal, was 
$3,972,514, equal to $2.48 per share 
on the 1,602,561 shares of Decca 
capital stock outstanding on Dec. 
31, 1957. Comparable net income 
for.’56 was $4,543,902, or $2:84 per 

.-.share:. 
: Last year was the 2lst consecu¬ 
tive year of dividend payments by 
Decca, with regularly quarterly dis¬ 
bursements by Decca. Rackmil 
stated that indications are that the 
company will be able, to maintain 
its regular quarterly dividend at 

: the . present irate during ’58.-. 
During '57, Decca released a total 

of 377 albums with two . sound- 
trackers pacing the ^bestseller, field: 
They Were "Around the World in 
80 Days’ ’and ’The Eddy Duchin 
Story.”:" 

Mercury Ups Fullmer 
San Francisco, March 11. ; 

Ted Fullmer moves up from his 
post as Frisco manager for Mer¬ 
cury to become national sales man¬ 
ager this month. 

Succeeding Fullmer in the Frisco 
branch is Jules Rubinstein* ex- 
promotion manager; 

ASGAP ‘Theme Song* Rule Gets First 
Judicial OK as Lombardo-Loeb Lose 
Suit for Heftier Payoff on‘Old Tunes 

Show Album Economics 
' Showmen have often won¬ 
dered whether the two major 
networks, NBC and CBS, 
which have been, most active 
in underwriting legit produc¬ 
tions "for the album and sub¬ 
sequent tv. rights” weren’t 
going overboard.; The 1,500,- 
000 album sales, to: date of 
"My Fair . Lady,” topping 
“South Pacific’’ and “Okla¬ 
homa by far, may give part 
answer. The LP, a $4:98 Item, 
is expected to hit 2,00,000 by 
the end: of ’.58 and Columbia 
Records prexy Goddard Lieber- - 
son looks to "another 200,000 
when the show, opens April 30 
in London.” 
- The mathematical break¬ 
down thus sees this froughly) , 
$5 album at, lv500,000 sales; 
resulting in an $7,500,000 gross 
at retail level and, figuring on 
a $2.50 distrib rate, it’s $3,- 
750,000 in the till. Considering 
that CBS put up the entire 
$350,000 to finance the Herman 
Levin production of the Alan 
Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe 
show* arid has been getting 
40% of' the; legiter’s profits, 
the rest is obvious; 

Nat Cole-J. Gales 
Three Pubbenes 

Nat King Cole arid Jack Gale 

; have teamed up for a publishing 

Mineola, L. I., March 11. 
An ; important decision by Su¬ 

preme Court Justice Mario Pit¬ 
toni, in the Nassau County IN. Y.) 
Supreirie Court, kayoing tunesmith- 
bandman Carmen Lombardo and 
lyricist John Jacob Loeb’s suits 
against ASCAP on the “theme 
song” classification rule will prob¬ 
ably have a bearing on future liti¬ 
gations. involving classifications. 

Use of "Seems Like Old Times,” 
which Arthur. Godfrey has been 
utilizing as* a thematic twice 
every 15-minute segment, was the 
basis of their Suit. In the hour- 
and-a-half Godfrey morning tv 
show the song was thus performed, 
in snatches, of course, eight times 
per; hour, or 12 times in the 90- 
minute marathon. 

“The song had earned over 
$340,000 for Lombardo and Loeb 
since Godfrey started using it in 
1950 through 1955 (the last year 
for which records are complete, 
up to the time of. the trial last Sep¬ 
tember), and their song got more 
performance credits than any other 
song in ASCAP’s repertory,” Jus¬ 
tice Pittoni noted. "The 'theme 
song rule’ has-been more than fair 
for. Lombardo and Loeb. It re- . 
ceived three and four times as 
many performances credits as such 
great songs as ‘Begin the Beguine/ 
‘Blue Skies’ and ‘Star Dust,’ which 
Lombardo admitted to be ‘much 
more popular’ than ‘Seems Like 
Old Times’,” the jurist noted. 

Justice Pittoni continued: "The 
adoption and application of the 
standard and retroactivity demand¬ 
ed by Lombardo and Loeb w'ould 
be devastating Upon ASCAP and 
its thousand of other members. 
They would be inequitable and un¬ 
just to every other member of 

venture. They’ve formed three mu 

sic companies. Comet, Sweco and 

Tri-Park. 

The Cole-Gale operation will 
kick off with a 30-year-old W. C. 
Handy tune, "Morhingstar.” The 
tune, which has lyrics by Mack 
David, is based on Handy’s spiri¬ 
tual "Shipe Like A Morning Star.’’ 
The song, incidentally, is the first 
Haridy composition to be publushed 
by an: outside firm.. Cole has re-, 
corded it for his new Capitol al¬ 
bum, “St. Louis Buies.” A sidebar 
to the kickoff song is that Cole 
plays the part of Handy in the up- 
coining Paramount release, "St. 
Louis Blues.” 

The duo also have inked cleffer 
Jack Hammer to an exclusive, writ¬ 
ing deSl. Hammer scored: recently 
with the Jerry Lee Lewis disdick, 
“Great Balls of Fire.” 

. A few years ago, Cole teamed 
with the late Larry Spier in a pub¬ 
lishing deal but his stock has since 
been bought; out by . the firm. Gale 
recently, had been in. the publish¬ 
ing business with Juggy Gayles. 
The new operation, will be based 
in New York, 

E.R MORRIS PUSHING 
THEME MUSIC OF TV 

Television theme music, compos¬ 

er Vladimir Selinsky is being 

geared for a folio push by E. H. 

Morris^ Publishing firm has inked 

the. coiriposer to an exclusive deal 

and an initial drive is being blue¬ 
printed for his tv scores, mainly 
written for NBC-TV’s Kraft show. 

Morris is printing a . foiio that 
will contain - nine of Selinsky’s 
scores. It will be tied in with the 
upcoming RKO-Unique Records re¬ 
lease of the same themes. Kraft 
already has laid out plans to tie in 
with the album via an order for 
250,00 packages. The RKO-tJnique 
line,now sells for $1.98 each. 

According to ..Sidney Koroheiser, 
Morris' general professional man¬ 
ager, tv scores are becoming an 
important source of revenue over¬ 
seas, too, as more arid more U. S> 
originated kinnies get a showcasing 
on foreign tv outlets. 

ASCAP.” 
In a two-week trial last Septem- 

(Continued on page 63) 

8,500 Musicians 
High Court Plea 
Vs.AFMon Fund 

A group of musicians, claiming 
to represent about 6,000 recording 
musicians arid 2,500 performing 
musiciaris iri film studios, filed; a 
brief urging the Supreme Court to 
dismiss the appeals of the Ameri¬ 
can Federation of. Musicians. Com¬ 
bining with AFM in the appeal 
are a number of recording com¬ 
panies, including Columbia and 
RCA, as well as Republic Pictures, 
its subsidiary; Hollywood . Tele¬ 
vision Service, Loew’s Inc. and 
others. / 
: In two separate suits, the mu¬ 
sicians had won partial relief from 
AFM’s Trust Fund policies. Mu¬ 
siciaris represented are all mem¬ 
bers of Los Angeles Local 47 of 
AFM; In what is known as the 
Anderson .. case, ; recording mu¬ 
sicians objected; to transfer into 
the Trust Fund of 21% of their 
agreed Salaries. In the Anderson 
case, motion picture studio mu¬ 
sicians objected to deprivation of 
payments formerly received by 
them, as well as the Federation’s 
diversion of all other payments to 
the Trust Fund from ruse on tv 
of theatrical pix produced by-them. 

California Supreme Court ruled 
for the recording musicians, but 
provisional relief was denied in 
the case of studio musicians. AFM 
appealed the former decision to 
the. high court. 

Wyner-Da*her,^ 2 Co». 
Sid Wyner and Joe Dasher are 

launching a new indie label to be 
called Dash Records. They’ve also 
launched a publishing outlet, Tru¬ 
man Music, a BMI affiliate. 

Both Dasher and Wyner had 
been in the personal management 
before forming the new diskery. 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
By MIKE GROSS 

Marty Robbins (Columbia).- rock that could win it some jujte 
“STAIRWAY OF LOVE" (Plane- action. 
tary*) makes the rockabilly beat Alan Copeland (Coral). “MOON- 
appealing to all spinners and it's;.; LIGHT AND SHADOWS” (Para- 
sure to climb to the top. “JUST 1 mount*) would shine brightly in 
MARRIED” /DcVOrzoni) has 3 1 another musical world . but in to- 
rhythmie beat that could do okay ; ^.-g market it comes off as just 
in the jukes. ■■ 1 a good ballad-for tasteful, deejay 

Jane Morgan (Kapp). VI VE GOT nrofiramming. “AS I LOVE YOU!’ 
BELLS ON MY HEART (South- (Northern*! gives Alan Copeland 

erK 'inirf^nN#1 a' chance to build a nice romantic 
a lilt tlmt can t miss. ONLY ONt. ..j . comp dpciavs niav like 
LOVE” (Slim Whilletv) puts ^ejays may iiae 
thrush in a dramatic ballad, setting; ■ P g ‘ . '. . ,<CT 
and she comes out of it nicely. *rf ‘ T 

The Silhouettes (Ember). “MISS DANCE” (Desert Palms-Tnmtyt) 
THING” (Angelt) follows the “yip- pushes across an emphatic rocking 
yip” pattern established in “Get a: beat that- goes well With a teener s 
Job” and the kids will go for it i idea of music. “STROLLIN’' 
in the same way. “HEADIN’ FOR (Desert Palms-Trinityt) puts the 

MARTY ROBBINS . . .. . . STAIRWAY OF LOVE 
(Columbia).V V. . Just :Married 

JANE MORGAN .......... I’VE GOT BELLS ON MY HEART 
(Kapp) . . Only- One Love 

.. .miss Thing:. 
..... Headiil’ For The Poorhouse 

the Crowns ............ ... . kiss a^d make up 
(RnBY ... ....... - • • ... I’ll Forget About You 

THE SILHOUETTES ... 
(Ember) 

THE POORHOUSE” (Ulysses & v stroll in a hip blues beat that 
Bagby-Wildcatf) will pick up juke ‘makes it: interesting for all terp^ 
coins along the way. 

The Crowns (RnB). “KISS AND 
MAKE UP” (Moritaukf) is a swing¬ 
ing rocker that has what it takes to 
come out of left. field for a big 
score. “I’LL FORGET ABOUT 
YOU” (Montaukt) has an effective/ 
quiet ballad appeal. 

The Duponts (Roulette). 
“SCREAMIN’ BALL (AT DRAC- 
ULA HALL)” (Monument!) follows 
the “horror” trend on disks with a 
good beat and wild sense of humor 
that the kids may go for. “HALF 
PAST NOTHING” (Monument!) 
doesn’t add. up to much. 

sters. 
Bobby Carle & The Blendaires 

(Decca). “ANYTIME, ANYPLACE, 
ANYWHERE” (Skidmore*) rocks 
according to rote and . shows off a 
good lead singer in Bobby Carle. 
“WALK WITH ME” (Roger*): gets 
by via an easy rocking beat. 

The Five Fleets (Felsted): “OH 
WHAT • A FEELING” (Loweryt) 
emphasizes the rocking beat that 
keeps the kids jumping. “I BEEN 
CRYIN’ ” (Loweryt) is a rocking 
ivailer that follows a familiar song 
route. 

___ „„_... The Hollidays (Prep). “I’M .NOT 
Dave Annell * The Annleiacks I ASHAMED” (Beechwood!) fits the 

(Cameo). “DINNER WITH DRAC” 
(Mayland^l is a swinging instru- ! ?nd voc?1 treatment: All it needs 
mental of> “horror” tune that’s j *>r a ^stepout^s. some extraspm- 
catchiug on^in some areas. “NO ! ^_£e}P- TRE WONDER OF 
NAME THEME” (Maylandf) moves [pOVE (Beechwoodi) is a fair en- 
at a driving pace that could keep m 'the roeking- ballad groqve. 
the teeners iurnDine .’ Ronnie Brent! (United Artists). 

i (Canitol) !'.‘MY SWEET VERUNE" (Unarit) 
“SMALL ISLAND” (E H Mor- : ^ familar.fashion but Ron- 
ris*) accents a romantiV Hawaiian i 
theme with pleasing lyric values. * ?P»?n»>g chance, 
“MORE AND MORE EACH DAY” . ^?.VE (Unartr) is just a reissue 
(Iris-Trojant) derives its musical ,?f the rocking ballad formula, 
interest from Les Paul’s hot guitar ; . Larry Dean (Brunswick). “PONY 

LAWRENCE WELK 
And. His Champagne Musio. 

: Present “ONE-NOTE POLKA” 
(Coral No. 61937) with The Sparklers 
b'w “Lovers On The. Park Bench” 

picked up: for. spinning exposure; 
Wayne. H a n d y (Trend). 

“BETCHA DIDN'T KNOW” (Re- 
nown-Peert) puts Wayne Handy in 
a lively rocking mood that builds 
into a spinning potential. “DON’T 
BE UNFAIR” (Renown-Peert) has 
a plaintive waU that won’t reach 
too. many people; 

Tommy Hudson 8c The Savoys 
(White. Rock). ‘‘ROCK - IT” (Mus¬ 
tang!) is a hot instrumental that 
takes off fast and swings ill a way 
that nabs teen attention: “WALK¬ 
IN’ THE STROLL” (Mustang!) is 
an okay delineation of the stroll 
tempo that the kids are going for 
today. 

(Compiled by Sam Goody's, leading New York disk retailer, 
whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national 
market, but internationally). 

Artist ^ Title Label 
1. Original Cast The Music Man Capitol 
2. Original. Cast West Side Story Columbia 
3. Original Cast My Fair Lady . Columbia 
4. Meredith Willson The Music Man Capitol 
5. Sound Track Around World 80 Days Decca 
6. Mantovanl Concert Encores London 
7. Johnny Mathis Goodnight Dear Lord Columbia 
8. Lester Lanin At the Tiffany Ball Epic 
9. Eydie Gorme -Vamps The Roaring 20’s ABC Paramount 

10. Ella Fitzgerald Sings Rodgers & Hart Verve 
11. Frank Sinatra Come Fly With Me Capitol 
12. Original Cast Oh Captain! Columbia 
13. Sonnd Track South Pacific RCA Victor 
14. The Weavers At Carnegie Hall Vanguard 
15. Harry Belafonte Calypso RCA Victor 
16. Edmundo Roe Rhythms of the South London . 
17, Pete Seeger Favorite.Ballads. Folkways 
18. Mantovanl . - Film Encores London 
19. Original Cast Jamaica RCA Victor 
20. Frank Sinatra Frank Sinatra Story . Columbia 

* ASCAP- t BML 

and Mary Ford’s neat blues styling. 
Vaughn Monroe (RCA Victor). 

“THERF/S NO PIANO IN THIS 
HOUSE” (World*) has some fun 
with a ghost-like idea and Vaughn 
Monroe supplies the proper spirit. 
“SOMEBODY ELSE IS TAKING 
MY PLACE” (Shapiro. Bernstein*) 

TAIL” . (Champagne*) tries hard 
for teenage appeal but it doesn’t 
come off. “ALL THE TIME” 
(Carrie*) has an oldfashioned jilt 
but it’s not representative of the 
genre or strong enough to fight 
the Current rockers:. 

Bemie Moore 8c. The Rockets 
shows off Vaughn Monroe in his (Planet X). “ROCK GUITAR, 
old power-piped form. iROCK” (Jarnat) blends a striking 

The Four Sparks (ABC-Para- i guitar and a strong beat into . a 
mount). “OUT OF THIS WORLD” j winning s p i n n er. “HEART- 
(Target!) has the rhythmic speed 
that should keep it moving, on the 
spinning trail. “MY7 SWEET 
JUANITA” (Target!) takes. a mild 
ballad for a slow rock; 

Frank Sandy & The King’s Men 
(MGM). “TARENTELA ROCK” 
(Timet) will do okay iii the spin¬ 
ning stretch because of the lively 
way it rocks the tarentela beat. 
“SOMEBODY L O V E S ME” 
(Harms*) gets an energetic revival 
In a. modern dress. 

The Harvey Boys (Cadence). 
“HONEYSTROLLIN”’ (Brydeh- 
Heritage’) capitalizes on. the 
“stroll” fad for good spinning re¬ 
sults. “TUG-A-BOAT” (Harman*) 
chugs along at a pace suited for 
juke action. 

Tom & Jerry (Big). “OUR SONG” 
(Village!) goes after the teert trade 
in simple lyric terms and has a 
Swinging beat that Could win ’em 
over. “TWO TEEN-AGERS” (Fig¬ 
ure:) is a bit too precocious—even 
for teenagers. 

Little Joe the Thriller (Okehl. 
“WHAT’S HAPPENED TO YOUR 
HALO?” (Torpedo!) is a wild 
swinger that seems to have a spe¬ 
cial message for <he teener and no¬ 
body else. “DON’T LEAVE ME 
ALONE” (Carney!) follows the 
slow rocking route for only mild 
results. i 

Frankie Avalon (Chancellor). 
“YOU . EXCITE ME” <Debmar*) 
rolls with a hot beat and. a lyric 
angle that will move the teen buy¬ 
ers to some extent. “DARLIN’” 
(Debmar*) copies a tried, and tested 
musical formula but adds nothing 
to it. 

The Smeed Trio (Tiara). “I’VE 
GOT BELLS ON MY HEART” 
(Southern*) is a delightful, vocal 
group cover of a standup lilter and 
it should give the solo versions a 
run for the sums. “ECHOES OF 
LOVE” (Diana*) has a touch of the 

BREAK” (Jama!) has an instru¬ 
mental styling that Should be 

WNHV Blows Whistle 
On Tooters; Last of N.Y. 

Indies to‘Lire It Up’ 
The “live” musician received an¬ 

other setback this week when 
WNEW, New York indie, dropped 
its staff of permanent tooters. 
WNEW was the last of the New 
York indies to carry live musicians. 

In the axing were Roy Ross and 
eight sidemen. Station spokesman 
claimed that WNEW doesn’t want 
to cut out the programming of live 
musical shows entirely but that the 
axing stemmed from the fact that 
it. didn’t want to be burdened with 
a . quota of permanent musical 
staffers.: 

. The station is now dickering with 
the American Federation of Musi¬ 
cians for. an okay to hire musicians 
on a spot basis whenever it de¬ 
cides to program a live show. 

Ross had been associated with 
WNEW for the past 14 years. 

Bob . Elliott, disk jockey at 
KENT, Shreveport, La:, moved to 
KUSN, St. Joseph, Mo., in same 
capacity. 

Decca Records launched its pack¬ 
age push this year with, a mood j 

music series, “Dream Time,” fol¬ 
lowed in February with a person¬ 
ality series, “Star Time,” and now J 
the diskery is gunning for the terp 
crowd with a dozen albums for its. 
“Dance Time” series. It’s a strong 
promotional gimmick that should 
give dealers lots to talk about and 
stir up consumer interest. There’s 
enough here for everybody; Straight 
dance moods from Jan Garber and 
Elliot Lawrence,. the society beat 
from Howard Lanin, the rocking 
groove from Bill Haley, square; 
dancing from Ed Gilmore and va¬ 
rious Latino tempos from Willie 
Martinez, Al Stefano, Bebo Valdes, 
and Roberto del Gado. There’s 
also a polka representation by the 
orchs. of George Cook', Kenny Bass 
and Eddie Habat as well as some 
lush instrumental stuff from. Wer¬ 
ner Muller. 

Ella Fitzgerald: “Sings The Duke 
Ellington Song Book” (Verve). 
There’s a lot of Ella and Ellington 
in this super-deluxer out of Nor¬ 
man Granz’s Verve factory. The 
songbook consists of four 12-inch 
LP’s handsomely boxed and excel¬ 
lently documented in text and 
photos. (It goes for $19.92 com¬ 
plete but two-pocket sets can be 
bought separately). Ellington's 
tune contributions have added to 
the stature of Tin Fan Alley and 
when Miss Fitzgerald takes over, 
they really take hold. In addition 
to the. standup oldies, there are 
slick instrumental treats in “Por¬ 
trait of Ella Fitzgerald” and ’‘The 
E. and D Blues,” 

Eydie Gorme: “Vamps The Roar¬ 
ing 20’s” (ABC-Paramount). Al¬ 
though there’s been wide coverage 
on the songs from the 1920s on re¬ 
cent disk releases, Eydie Gorme’s 
set shapes as a surefire bestseller. 
She’s got a pro-manship that 
bounces out of the grooves and 
when she’s got an effervescent rep¬ 
ertoire, she’s hard to beat. The 

1. GET A JOB (6) 

2. SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON (7) 

3. TEQUILA (1) !.. ... 

4. ARE YOU SINCERE (2) .,. .... . .. 

5. CATCH A FALLING STAR (2) 

6; SWEET LITTLE 16 (2) ;........;. 

7. 26 MILES (1) ■. ! ................ 

8. SUGARTIME (8) ........... ...... 

9. OH JULIE (4) ........ .... ........ 

10/ DON’T (2) .. 

SHORT SHORTS v....,. ........, 

WITCHCRAFT ....... . 

OH OH FALLING IN LOVE . ..*.... 

WHO’S SORRY NOW . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 

THE STROLL ...._............... 

AT THE HOP .... 

IT’S TOO SOON TO KNOW ...... 

YOU ARE MY DESTINY 

LOLLIPOP ... ............ 

Ballad of a teen age queen 

. Silhouettes ....... .Ember 

. Billy Vaughn ...*. ...Dot 

. Champs ... ... Challenge 

. Andy Williams .. 

Perry Como ...... 

. Chuck Berry ..... ... .. Chess 

. Four Preps .... ...... Capitol 

. McGuire Sisters , 

. Crescendos ....... ....... Nasco 

Elvis Presley ..... ...... .Victor 

. Royal Tee? s.. 

.. Frank Sinatra .... 

:. Jimmie Rodgers . 

Connie Francis ... 

. Diamonds .... 

. Danny & Juniors .. -ABC-Par 

. Pat Boone 

Paul Anka ....... .ABC-Par 

• Chordettes ....... 

. Johnny "Cash ..... 

IFigures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101 

songbabg, directed by Don Costa, 
consists of familiars but Miss 
Gorme gives, ’em the fresh and 
spirited attack that makes every¬ 
one come alive again. 

Doris Day: “Hooray For Holly¬ 
wood” (Columbia). Here’s a taste- . 
fui salute to pic songs by Doris 
Day with an orch assist from Frank 
DeVol. It’s a two-pocked LP (at 
Columbians special 87.98 drice) at¬ 
tractively packaged for dealer and' 
consumer appeal.: Miss Day is in . 
top form as she eases through 24 
topnotch tunes. 

Fred Waring: “South Pacific” 
(Capitol). -The lush orch and choral 
treatment that Fred Waring & His 
Pennsylvanians have got down pat 
will help move this “South Pacific” 
set despite all the bally on original 
cast and soundtrack packages. It’s 
not a set for hipsters or showtime 
buffs but it will please those who 
want their Rodgers & Hammer- 
stein with the Waring dressing. 
And there ate plenty pf those 
around. . 

Gogi Grant-Tony Martin: “Gigi” 
(RCA Victor)! The Alan Jay Ler- 
ner-Frederick Loewre score for the 
Metro fiimusical, “Gigi,” is a nat¬ 
ural for the mellow piping styles 
that belong to Tony Martin and 
Gogi Grant. They make it an easy- 
on-the-ear album as they work 
through such delightful numbers as 
“Thank Heaven For Little Girls.” 
“The Night They Invented Cham¬ 
pagne,” “I’m Glad I’m Not Young 
Ahymore” and the title song. Den¬ 
nis Farnon dishes up a standout 
orch backing. 

Frank Sinatra: “The Frank Sin¬ 
atra Story” (Columbia). This is a 
two-pocket LP ($7.98) packaging of 
Sinatra etchings cut before he 
moved over, to Capitol more than 
five years ago. Some of the num¬ 
bers have since been cut for Capi¬ 
tol sets but there are also a lot of 
previously unreleased goodies here 
that the Sinatra fans will eat up. 
“Soliloquy,” from Rodgers 8c Ham- 
merstein’s “Carousel,” is a case in 
point. The N. Y. Times’ Gilbert 
Millstein has penned some hip 
liner notes. ^. 

Ray Anthony: “The Dream Girl” 
(Capitol). The Trig band sound is 
excellently represented here by 
Ray Anthony’s crew. Sparked by 
the maestro’s flashy trumpet, the 
band, develops a crisp melodic line 
that accentuates the romantic 
mood of the tunes collected for this 
packaging. It could work up into 
a neat selling item. 

“Aladdin” (Columbia). This is 
the original cast recording of CBS- 
TV’s Du Pont spec showcased Feb. 
2i to a high viewer rating. Even so, 
it ■will be a tough Item to push on 
the commercial market. It’s not 
Cole Porter’s best, nor do the stars, 
Sal Mineo, Anna Maria Alberghett\ 
Cyril Riichard, Basil RathbOne and 
Dennis King come over too well. 

The Three ‘Suns: “Let’s Dance 
With The Three Suns” (RCA Vic¬ 
tor). The Three Suns have devel¬ 
oped an easy, lilting beat through 
years of engagements in niteries 
and hotel rooms. That beat has 
now* been expertly transferred to 
the grooves under Al Nevins’ di¬ 
rection and it makes for an appea.- 
ihg package. Group also has man¬ 
aged to pack in 40 songs onto the 
two sides, so there’s plently of 
musical variety in the package to 
boot. 

Roger King Mozian: “Just Mozian 
Along’’ (Decca). Although not in 
Decca’s “Dance Time” series,., th s 
Roger King Mozian package serves 
up a dancing beat that will mal e 
terpers happy. Mozian’s style -s 
constantly smooth and he gets the 
lilt across without having tu press 

(Continued on page 60) 
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fair Trade Pricing in 'Graceful Exit’ 
San Francisco, March 11. 4 

Columbia Records’ Northern Cal¬ 
ifornia distributor has thrown in 
the sponge on maintaining disk 
prices by means of the state’s Fair 
Trade Law. 

Letter signed by W. H. Mixter, 
president of H. R. Basford Co„ and 
sent to all Columbia dealers in 
area last week advised; 

“We are withdrawing ... from 
fair trade pricing Columbia Rec¬ 
ords, Columbia needles and other 
Columbia Records accessories. We 
are cancelling all fair trade con¬ 
tracts covering these products and 
are giving you the 10-day notice 
required to cancer your contract. 
This would mean that your’contract 
would be effective through March 
14.” 

As Variety revealed in January, 
both Basford and Victor’s northern 
California distributor, Leo J. Mey- 
berg Coif had sought and received 
a Superior Court ruling enjoining 
two new Frisco discount firms from 
price-cutting under Fair Trade 
Law. 

Northern California, with 4% to 
5% of the national LP market, was 
the only major U. S. area where 
fair trade still applied in records. 
Fair Trade Law has long been a 
dead letter—so far as records are 
concerned—in Los Angeles area 
( which just happens to be. in. Cali¬ 
fornia, too). 

Mixter’s letter explained Bas¬ 
ford’s action this way:. “Recent 
court decisions have made it legal¬ 
ly clear that a -contsantly changing 
portion of the catalog would be ex¬ 
cepted from a maintained fair 
trade price, and we could have par¬ 
tial enforcement only. In our opin¬ 
ion, and this includes the advice of 

(Continued on page 6Q) 

Battle Over Official 
National Anthem Gets 

Hotter on Capitol Hill 
Washington! March 11. 

Back in 1931,. when Congress 
passed and President Herbert 
Hoover signed into law a' bill 
which officially made “The Star 
Spangled Banner”, our National 
Anthem, it never occurred to any¬ 
body that this applied only to the 
title. Which is why a hassle is now 
on in Congress over official words 
and music to go with the official 
title. 

About a year ago, a bill was in¬ 
troduced in the House by Rep. Joel 
T. Broyhill (R., Va.) for an official 
version. This included words and 
music. The Broyhill version, which 
he claims is based on research, 
eliminates the third of the four 
stanzas and un-capitalizes “Power” 
in the lines, “Praise the power that 
hath made and preserved us as a 
nation.” Since then, the fat has 
been in the fire. 

Patriotic and religious groups 
around the nation have protested 
that the Broyhill version should 
not eliminate any stanzas or lower 
case the word, “Power;” This last, j 
especially, they say, completely 
changes the meaning. Senator 
Styles Bridges (R., N, H ), one of 
the most influential figures in the 
Senate, has now gotten into the 
fray. He has introduced a bill to 
preserve the traditional version as. 
“official” — with third stanza and 
with capitalized “Power.” 

Who knows? This could cause a 
hotter fight in Congress this year 
than the foreign aid. bill. 

MaxweD-TR Settlement 
Robert Maxwell, composer and 

harpist, settled out of court with 
Talent Representatives Inc., a man¬ 
agement outfit headed by Murray 
Albert, on a breach - of - contract 
suit brought by the latter in N. Y. 
Supreme Court. Maxwell settled 
the suit for a “substantial” sum, 
according to Emil K. Ellis, attorney 
for Albert. 

Maxwell had cancelled his pact 
with Talent Representatives in 
1953, claiming that it failed to live 
up to its minimum earnings quota. 

Westminster to Press 
Disks in Dublin for U.K. 

Dublin, March 4. 
Henry J. Gage, prexy. of West¬ 

minster Records, N. Y.,: has Signed 
pact for setting up recordrpressing 
plant here to handle 10 arid 12- 
inch LP’s. New company, Westmin¬ 
ster Ireland Ltd., is being incorpo¬ 
rated and bulk of production will be 
for British and British Common¬ 
wealth market. Company^ being 
Irish-based; should rank for lower 
customs tariffs on disks in these 
countries by being granted Imper¬ 
ial Preferential rates. 

Only disk-pressing plant here at 
present , is owried by HMV Co. at 
Waterford and handles 78’s for all 
labels distributing in Ireland; 

lotsa Musicians 
& AD That Jazz’ 

The Metropole, the Broadway 
saloon which went on a dixieland 
kick around four years ago, is now 
one of the key jazz centres in the 
city, as well as being the best friend 
of AFM Local 802. The. spot, which 
blasts away from early afternoon 
to early morning, has around 30: 
footers working regularly with a 
music bill of around $5,000 weekly. 

Currently, the Metropole is do¬ 
ing firm business with a flock of 
topflight combos. : In the evening/ 
Henry (Red) Allen is blowing with 
such veteran jazzmen as clarinetist 
Buster Bailey, trombonist Vic Dick¬ 
enson, pianist Claude Hopkins and 
drummer Fred Benita. Alternating 
with Allen is the Sol Yaged crew 
featuring trumpeter Roy Eldridge 
and drummer Cozy Cole.. In the 
afternoons, a couple of trios led by 
Tony Parentt and Gene Cedric hold 
out on the bar stage, while on 
weekend afternoons, combos led by 
Charlie Shavers and Coleman HaW- 
kins take over. 

While the traditional dixie and 
swing styles are accented, an oc¬ 
casional “modern” also turns up 
in this spot. Dizzie Gillespie, for 
Instance, occasionally plays at. the 
Metropole and, while he wouldn’t 
like it to get around his cool fans, 
he even blows the “Muskrat Ram¬ 
ble”, and other two-beat classics. 

At the present time, dixie music 
in New York has settled down into 
a steady groove. Besides the Met-, 
ropole, there is Nick’s in Green¬ 
wich Village, the oldest permanent 
bailiwick for dixie in the city, 
where Billy Maxted’s combo plays, 
and Eddie Condon’s spot, Which 
moved into the Bourbon Street 
site on the eastside. On weekends, 
the Central Plaza and Stuyvesant 
Casino on lower Second Ave. also 
still rock with dixie conceits. 

MGMYA&R Dept Taps 
Maestro Leroy Holmes 

Leroy Holmes has been officially 
slotted to MGM’s artists & reper¬ 
toire department by label’s prexy 
Arnold Maxifi. Holmes will re¬ 
port . to diskery’s a&r chief Morty 
Craft tlrta will handle arrangements 
as well as serve as house conduc¬ 
tor. 

The orch leader is a holdover 
from the Frank Walker-Harry Mey- 
erson regime' at the label which 
ended when Maxin took over the 
first of the year. Naming of Holmes 
to the a&r staff Is part of Maxin’s 
planned buildup for. the depart¬ 
ment. 

In addition to Holmes and Craft, 
Maxin also expects to devote more 
time to a&r work. The division 
also, consists of Jesse Kaye who 
heads the Coast department and 
Jimmy Vienneau, who’s in charge 
of the country & western setup. 

United Artists is adapting the 
indie production formula of its pic 
operation to its disk company sub- 
sid, United Artists Records. The 

I diskery’has launched its new “in¬ 
die artists & repertoire” setup 

: with the signing of Frank Slay and 
I Bob Crewe. Deals for other indie 
a&r men are now in the works. 

The company’s deal with Slay 
and Crewe, a non-exclusive agree¬ 
ment similar to the company’s in¬ 
dependent motion picture deals, is 
expected to continue over an ex¬ 
tended period. The arrangement 
provides the production team with 
a distribution and promotion setup, 
including affiliated film and tv out¬ 
lets, which are. being developed by 
UA’s disk division. 

Slay and jCrewels first UA re¬ 
lease will be “Tom Cattin’,” by 
Russ Mario & The kingpins. Side 
'is backed by “Laughin’ Up My 
Sleeve.” Slay and Crew came to 
the disk biz fore recently : with 
their waxings of “Silhouettes” by 

-the Rays on the indie Ember la¬ 
bel, and the current *-La Dee Bah” 
by Billie & Lillie on the indie 
Swan label, 
. UA’s neW indie production pol¬ 
icy will be carried over to the 
fields of writing and performing 
as. well, as production operations. 
It will be adapted to LP produc¬ 
tion as well as single record 
output. . 
. Jack Lewis continues as UA’s 
regular a&r staffer. 

Go Into Disk Biz 
London, March 11. 

The disk business seems likely to 
be the Rank Organization’s next 
business venture outside the film 
industry. Its’ believed that internal 
huddles have reached an advanced 
stage in the setting up of an outfit 
to handle the new venture, and 
that feelers are out among execs 
of major diskeries in an effort to 
attract men with record industry 
know-how into the setup. 

With its many retailing re¬ 
sources, Rank cpuld be a major 
power in the platter world, plug¬ 
ging and selling its recordings in 
picture theatres and ballrooms. 
The latter are now becoming an 
increasingly important part of its 
operations with the existing num¬ 
ber of dancehalls being added to 
regularly, as theatre restaurants 
come in for conversion into gig 
rendezvous slowly but surely! 

Another outlet source of im¬ 
mense value to Rank’s disk plans 
would be the commercial tv out¬ 
let, Southern Television, in which 
it has a major stake. The outlet is 
scheduled to go into operation 
later this year to serve southern 
England. 

Reports as to how the diskery 
would operate vary. It has been 
strongly suggested that it will 
bring out a completely new label 

[.on which would be released record¬ 
ings by artists from all over the 
world, . with film personalities 
strongly featured. Other reports, 
[however, suggest that the Rank Or- 
iganizatiori will purshase an exist¬ 
ing label. The Rank outfit has not 
[confirmed the suggestions of its 
entry into the disk biz. [Rank’s plan 
'follows the' recent trend wherein 
most film majors are now also: in 
the disk bizl. 

Smathers Bill and Probe of ASCAP 
Get a Going-Over at D.C. Hearings 

Anne Boleyn Had A 
‘Head’ Start on R&R 

Ottawa, March 11. 
Henry VIII’s Anne Boleyn isn’t 

generally, thought of as a rock ’n’ 
roil queen, but Jack Stepler, Otta¬ 
wa Citizen’s London correspond¬ 
ent, has evidence. He reports a 
new LP by the Elizabethan Play¬ 
ers of two tunes written by the 
much-wed king “in between irio- 
ments of passion” and one by 
Anne Boleyn. 

Latter’s is “Oh Death, Rock Me 
Asieep!” (And, of course, heir 
head rolled not long after, at Hen-! 
ry’s whim.) 

Berlin, March li. 

One of the highlights of the 1958 

Jazz Festival, to be held at New¬ 

port, R. I., next June, be intro¬ 

duction of an international youth 
orchestra: It’s consists of young 
jazz musicians from all over, the 
world, with one . trumpeter from 
France,; the next one from Japan, 
a drummer from Australia, etc. 

George Wein, organizer of the 
Newport Festival, and Marshall 
Brown, leader of the Farmingdale. 
(L.. I., k. Y.) High School band, 
one. of the most successful youth 
Orchestras in the States, have an¬ 
nounced that they will come to Eu¬ 
rope during the next weeks to 
meet the musicians who1 are to be 
invited to Newport. 

Joachim E. Berendt, jazz author¬ 
ity : of Suedwestfurik, Southwest 
German radio station,; has been 
asked to Select the German can¬ 
didates. Berendt will officially an¬ 
nounce the German selection on 
the occasion of a forthcoming 
SWF-TV show in Baden-Baden 
which will see the winners of last 
year’s German amateur jazz festi¬ 
val gathered. 

The Newport International 
Youth Band is to be composed of 
about 20 footers from 16 to 25 
years of age, from .20 countries. 
Since also amateur jazz musicians 
from the countries behind the Iron 
Curtain, primarily Yugoslavia, 
Czechoslovakia, and Poland^ can be 
reached by way of Germany, 
Berendt will try to arrange for 
musicians from these areas to. be 
invited to Newport. 

Urania’s 6-LP’s-a-Year 
For London Diiliiarmomc 

Urania Records has tapped the 
London Philharmonic to a disk 
deal calling for a-minimum of six. 
LP’s a year; Initial London Phil¬ 
harmonic release, on LP and 
stereo tape. Will be in. April under 
the baton of Sir Eugene Goossens. 

Deal was set by Urania prexy 
Sieg Bart who recently returned 
to his New York desk, after an 
overseas junket; He recorded 12 
new classical albums in Europe: 
which will be the basis of Urania’s 
release program for the first half 
of this year. 

Statistics 

Washington, March 11. . 
Two Congressional hearings, vi¬ 

tal to the music business, are in 
the Washington spotlight this week. 

With the opening of Senate com¬ 
mittee hearings today (Tues.) on 
the Smathers Bill; the battle of the 
ASCAP songsmiths against Broad¬ 
cast Music Inc. has resumed. The 
bill, introduced by Sen. George 
Smathers (D., Fla.), would prohibit 
broadcast networks from having 
any interest in disk and publishing 
companies. 

Among the witnesses for the 
Smathers bill, Oscar Hammersteln 
2d testified that he and his fellow 
ASCAP songwriters had no objec¬ 
tion to competition from another 
licensing organization. He said, 
howeyer,. that ”we do fear the 
ownership of BMI. All the stock in¬ 
terest in BMI is owned by the very 
forces that control the outlets of 
music.” ^ 

Arthur Schwartz, another top 
ASCAP writer and leading plain¬ 
tiff in the ASCAP tunesmiths’ suit 
against the broadcasters and BMI, 
Stressed the angle that both RCA 
and CBS are the two largest disk 
companies as well as the two lead¬ 
ing broadcast networks. He ques¬ 
tioned/whether it Was in the pub¬ 
lic Interest for RCA and CBS to 
be permitted to promote their own 
disk singers over the air which 
belongs to the people. 

Various senators bn the com¬ 
mittee queried Hammersteln 
sharply on the competitive aspects 
of BMI vs. ASCAP and raised the 
question of whether the broadcast¬ 
ers were, justified in setting up 
BMI in order to fight the ASCAP 
monopoly. On the current state of 
American music, Sen. John O. Pas- 
tore said that although he person¬ 
ally didn’t, like rock ’n’ roll 
the Senate does not have the right 
to dictate the musical tastes of the 
American people.. 

It was clear that the proponents 
of the bill were running into Sena¬ 
torial obstacles. Sen. Pastor* 

(Continued on page 63) 

Tooter Rate Hike Pots 
Three Chi Ballrooms On 

Pay Level With Aragon 
. Chicago, March 11. 

Three of the Chicago area’s 
larger ballrooms go to an upped 
rate for musicians on April 6. The 
fee per man per three hours or less 
will jump from $23 to $25. Danc- 
eries affected are the southside 
Trianon and the O’Henry and Mel¬ 
ody Mill in the western suburbs, 
overtime rate remains at $3 per 
half-hour. 
. Increase puts the three terperies 
on a par with the storied Aragon, 
biggest and most prestigious ball¬ 
room hereabouts. Action shapes to 
some in the business as a squeeze 
play aligning the Aragon and the 
musicians’ union against the for¬ 
mer’s nearest rivals. It’s held like¬ 
ly by some that similar, rate hike* 
will eventually hit smaller opera¬ 
tors, a feeling based on the Tecent' 
blossoming here of small ballroom* 
arid the affect they may have on 
the. larger, established spots. 

It’s believed the Trianon (one¬ 
time sister to the Aragon), Melody 
Mill and O’Henry have no immedi¬ 
ate plans to pass on the rate hike 
to patrons. Increase will probably 

■ reflect,: however, in operational 
trims and perhaps a cut in weekly 
dancing hours! 

Ballroom situation here seems to 
range from poorish to okay, with 
consensus that the current reces¬ 
sion isn't helpirig any. 

Roulette’s O’seas Gleam 
Pointing up the growth of the LP in the 10 years since its in-. 

I. troduction by Columbia Records is the following compilation sup- 
; plied by The Schwann Long Playing Catalog for its 100th issue: ‘ 

Oct. 1949 March 1958 
Record labels ...........—. *. 303 
Composers ___^ ........ 718 
Listings: Composer section...... 9,981 
Misc., Shows, Folk ,.. *.!..... 2,856 

!:.;160 6.908L 
Children’s ................. ........... 24 85* 

The indie Roulette label is after 
some of that overseas disk gravy. 
Deals have been set by Donald 
Singer, foreign operations man¬ 
ager, for the label to be manufac¬ 
tured in Canada (Compo, Ltd.), 
Japan, (Japan Sales Co.),4 and 
Mexico (Efimusa). 

Company is now negotiating for 
representation in other overseas 
areas* 
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The K. C. Blue-Platter Special 
Kansas City, March 11. 

Todd Storz, his national program 
director Bill Stewart and his crew 
of station execs handled the com¬ 
plicated deejay convention logistics 
in high command style. Limou¬ 
sines and private cars, with police 
escort, rolled away VIP and press 
arrivals from the airports and 
train terminals, reservations, at the 
Muehlebach and the neighboring 
Phillip Hotel, which carried the 
spillover, were arranged in ad¬ 
vance without a hitch; and the full 
two-day meeting schedule, from 8 
a.m. to late afternoon, went off 
with broadcast clockwork. 

* * * 

Several of the jocks were busy 
making hay between the educa¬ 
tional sessions. At least half a 
dozen indie masters, in Which the 
dee jays apparently had an interest, 
were being peddled to the major 
labels.. 

*: + * 
The disk companies, which 

picked up the tab for the various 
breakfasts and luncheons, also ran 
non-stop cocktail parties in their 
hotel suites. A couple of the more 
freewheeling indies also supplied 
extra-added entertainment to: the 
visiting firemen. 

• . *■ 
The Mitch Miller influence on 

the music biz was markedly felt at 
this assemblage. Bearded deejayg 
and disk execs, trimmed and shag¬ 
gy and from virtually all comers 
•f the U.S.A., gave a distingue 
touch to the gatherings. One mid¬ 
west deejay also had the offbeat 
monicker, of "Alligator Argot,” 

*• + * 

One of the Kansas City stations, 
KMBC, is kidding the top 40 for¬ 
mat by programming from a "Top 
10,000" list. One songplugger com¬ 
mented: "If you. can’t make that 
list, you know your song is dead.” 

Colombia Records came up. With 
a nifty promotional idea via 
Muehlebach restaurant Place mats 
made up in the form of an album 
Jacket plugging the Eileen Rodgers 
package. Carlton Records supplied 
free local newspapers to all comers. 
Songstress Pst Suzuki brightened 
the RCA Victor headquarters by 
tending bar for a while. 

v * 

Doubletalk expert A1 Kelly, at 
the inaugural breakfast, struck an 
unexpectedly lucid and pointed 
note when he told the jockeysr "If 
jrouTe gonna get paid, then at least 
play the guy’s records.” Every¬ 
body had no trouble understanding 
that crack. 

. " * *\ * 

Martin Block, introduced as ..the 
"Granddaddy of all disk jockeys,” 
was, as a gag, decked out with a 
grandpappy beaver while being 
moved to the mike in a wheelchair. 
•’After 24 years,” Block said ” ‘Tm 
•till forced , to come up with a new 
formula.” He sounded a call to 
roll back rock V roll. Ironically, 
he made this point at~a breakfast 
bankrolled by Atlantic Records, 
the most successful indie specialis¬ 
ing in rock V roll. 

* * */ 
There was a minor note of dis¬ 

content struck, by the non-deejay 
guests at the convention who were 
informed during -registration that 
there was a $17 tab per head for 

- tile series of eating affairs. 
* * * 

The only major label missing 
from the convention scene was 
Decca. 

* + * 

The Truman Library, in nearby 
Independence (a $5 taxi ride from 
the centre of- Kansas City), was 
one of this area’s top tourist at¬ 
tractions. Steady rain and high 
Winds, however, cut down the 
sightseeing expeditions in the off- 
hours. Meantime, the biggest 
permanent crap game, it was soon 
discovered, was being run at one 
of the local union halls. 

RCA Victor furnished several 
color tv sets in the Muehlebach 
banquet hall to pick up Perry 
Como’s color show on NBC-TV, on 
which he greeted the convention. 
A St. Paul station, WTCN, bought 
•pots on K.C. outlets, also welcom¬ 
ing the Jocks’ convention. 

* * * 

The nation’s program directors 
average between 25 to 35 years of 
age, according to Don Keyes, 
McLendon Stations’ p.d. - The aver¬ 
age age of the jockeys, judging 
from those Who attended_the K.C. 
meeting, Is considerable younger, 

+♦♦♦♦++♦♦♦.♦♦♦♦♦♦♦f♦♦♦i 

many of them looking in their late 
teens. 

* * * 

With jockeys leaving their posts 
to attend the K.C. shindig, a lot 
of taped deejay shows were being 
aired back home. . 

* * 
'" There was widespread comment 
on the “fairness” with which the 
Storz crew ran the convention. Al¬ 
though the Storz chain is one of 
the pioneers in "formula radio,” 
there was plenty of time given on 
all the panel sessions to the oppo¬ 
nents of the tight music-and-news 
policy. 

HiRby lilts Sets 
To $5.95, Ads to $75,000 

Hollywood, March 11. 
With cost of operation getting 

steeper, Richard Vaughn’s High 
Fidelity Records is upping its al¬ 
bum price from $£95 to $5.95. 
Simultaneously, Vaughn Is reorgan¬ 
izing certain facets of his label 
with emphasis oh advertising. He 
has already allocated $75,000 for 
ads this year, compared to $10,000 
in 1957. 

Pete Stapleton has been signed 
as national sales manager f or HiFi 
which grossed $2,000,000 last year 
and shapes to double that this time 
around. 

HiFi’s subsidiary. Orbit Records, 
will release its initial disk this 
month. Orbit will feature just pop 
and rock *n ■ roll records. 

Joe Relchman orch renewed at 
Century Room of the Hotel Adol¬ 
phus, Pallas, how running through 
July 1. 

Jazz Critics All Potential Showmen; 
Old Commodore Shop's Pro Amateurs 

Lutz's Dual Duties At 
Seeco—Sales and AM 

Abbott Lutz will double as na¬ 
tional sales manager and artists & 
repertoire staffer at the indie Seeco 
label. He’ll split the recording 
duties with freelance disk pro¬ 
ducer Dewey Bergman. 

First session under Lutz’s aegis 
will be cut with Aldo Bruschi, 
singer and orch leader at Hew 
York’s Cafe Torino. Bruschi will 
wax 12 Italian tunes, singing on six 
and maestroing on the other half- 
dozen instrumentals. 

Meantime, Sidney Siegel, label’s 
prexy. Is prowling for a singles 
sales manager to assist Lutz in his 
sales capacity. Label now also plans 
to record simultaneously in stereo 
as well as, monaural sound and will 
soon launch a full-scale tape pro¬ 
gram. 

Costa Making Hay With 
Coral While in Gotham 

Pianist Johnny Costa, who 
opened at the Embers in New York 
last week, will groove a couple 
of albums for Coral during his 
stay in Gothem. Although he is 
heading a trio for his Embers 
stand, Costa will be backed by a 
big string orch for the Coral LP’s. 

Costa received a leaye of ab¬ 
sence from Pitt’s KDKA-TV, where 
he’s staff pianist, for the Embers 
date. Russ Merritt will fill In for 
him In Pitt during the month he’s 
in New York. 

British Disk Bestsellers 
... London, March 11. 

Magic Moments •......Como . 
••■(RCA) 
Story Of My Life ...Holliday 

(Columbia) 
Jailhouse Rock ..Presley 

(RCA) 
At The Hop. .Danny & Juniors 

(HMV) 
Don’t .............. .Presley 

(RCA) '. 
You Are; My Destiny . .,. Anka 

(Columbia) 
Oh! Boy . 4.>.:......Crickets 

(Vogue-Coral),: 
Love Me Forever ....; . ..Ryaii 

(Pye-Nixa) 
Alt The Way 
.. (Capitol) 
April Love .. 

(London) 

,... .Sinatra 

...... Boone . 

Tunes Vetoes Album 
Covers for Wilson 

John S. Wilson, regular contribu¬ 
tor on jazz to the N.Y. Times, has 
been asked by management to cut 
out his liner notes for record al¬ 
bums. This is in line , with Times’ 
policy re staffers and regular con¬ 
tributors. 

Previously, Wilson had penned 
jazz album cover notes for Coral, 
RCA, Atlantic and Contemporary. 
Times’ position .is there may con¬ 
flict of interest in this type of al¬ 
bum annotating. 

Wilson became Times’ jazz re¬ 
viewer in 1952. In addition to his 
pieces for the Times, he’s a regu¬ 
lar contributor to Hi-Fidelity /and 
other publications. 

Scoreboard 

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Com Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative tales strength of the Artists and tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales Outlets enw 
merated above, these findings are corfetated with data from wider'sources, which are exclusive 
with Vasoty. The positions resuUlnftrom these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scoredi two ways in the ease. of . talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).- 

POSITIONS 
This Last- talent 
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL , TONE 

1 10 CHAMPS (Challenge) .................. ... Tequilaf 
2 9 FOOT PREPS (Capitol) .. ... 260Milesf 

1 PERRY COMO (Victor) ....;. (Catch A Falling Star* 
(Magic Moments* 

4 ; ;4, CHUCK BERRY (Chess) . . .. . ....;..... ... Sweet Little 16f 

5 ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence) .......... ... Are You SinCeref 

6 7 PAT BOONE (Dot) ... (It’s Too Soon to Know* 
* * * (Wonderful Time Up Theref 

7 8 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) .... ............. . .. Sail Along Silvery Moon* 
8 2 SILHOUETTES (Ember) ............... . . . Get A Jobf 
9 5 CRESCENDOS (Nasco) .. . ..........;.. . . . Oh Juliet 

10 ROYAL TEENS (ABC-Par). ... Short Shortsf; 

POSITIONS 
This Last TUNES 
Week Week TUNA PUBLISHER 

1 1 ♦CATCH A FALLING STAR ........... 

2 8 ♦SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON .... .. 

3 2 fSUGARTIME ...........:............. ., ........,,...... Nor-Va-Jak 

4 9 fTEQUHA.... ................ ..... . Jat 

5 8 fZ6 MILES........ ..,............,...,. Beechwood 

6 5 fSWEET LITTLE 16 ,..... *...;... . * 

7 7 fARE YOU SINCERE ......... . ...... 

8 ♦IT’S TOO SOON TO KNOW ............ ....vr:V ;.......Morris 

9 4 : fGET A JOB .. iVi.y;....;......;.:.. ... ...........;. ‘ UlysseS-Bagby 

10 8 fOH JULIE ...................;.. s..... .... Excellor 

(♦ASCAP fBMI F-Filihs) 

By RALPH J. GLEASON 

San Francisco, March. 11. 
Jazz music is -the one popular art 

in America where the amateur en¬ 
thusiast tends, in great numbers, 
to turn Into a professional particir 
pant. If the jazz buff becomes a 
jazz critic, with a byline, he’s more 
than likely to end up producing 
jazz albums or promoting jazz com 
certs. It’s the nature of the phe¬ 
nomenon. 

Latest instance sends Jack Tracy 
to take over as jazz a&r man at 
EmArcy and Mercury. In fact It 
begins to look like you can’t have 
a record company without a jazz 
aficionado on the premises to run a 
jazz line. Tracy was longtime ed¬ 
itor of Down Beat 

Only recently, MGM tabbed vet¬ 
eran jazz critic Leonard Feather 
to do a series of jazz LPs as part 
of the general facelifting now go¬ 
ing on at that label. 

It’s no news, now, that jazz is 
an Important part of the U. S. 
record business but It might be In¬ 
structive to recap just how many 
of the former habitues of the Com¬ 
modore Music Shop are now busy 
a&r-ing in various companies. 

Bob Thiele, a longtime jazz col¬ 
lector, started a jazz magazine and 
ran jam sessions and concerts be¬ 
fore he jumped into the record 
business via Signature. Now, of 
course, he’s top staffer at Coral. 
Jerry Wexler, long a jazz buff, used 
to haunt the Uptown Manhattan 
record shops digging rare ones by 
day and the sounds at Minton’s by 
night. He’s now part of that ultra 
successful Atlantic team where, 
with a trio of other jazz buffs, he’s 
proven there’s money in blues. 

Other Ex-Fans 
Of course the original partner¬ 

ship at Atlantic—Herb Abramson 
and Ahmet Ertegun—are veteran 
jazz fans going back before World 
War IL In recent years, Ahmet 
has been joined by his brother 
Nesuhi who now runs Atlantic’s jazz 
line- Nesuhi was associated with 
Contemporary and Good Time Jazz 
on the Coast and with the Jazzman 
Record Shop there. Long before 
he became a jazz, a&r man he was 
a critic and editor for The Record 
Changer and contributor to other 
jazz mags. 

On the West Coast, the owner of 
Contemporary and Good Time Jazz 
is former screenwriter and pro¬ 
ducer Les Koenig who got into the 
record business via a devoted se¬ 
ries of Lu Waiter’s recordings hack 
in the early ’40s for the Jazzman 
label. His associate in that ven¬ 
ture, book- collector and poker 
player Dave Stuart, is still with 
him, Stuart, by the way, origi¬ 
nated the record auction, which 
has fiince become part and parcel 
of the jazz collecting field and 
made one first disks of jazz pioneer 
Bunk Johnson. He also started the 
Jazzman Record Shop in Hollywood 
and was associated with Orson 
Welles in the latter’s radio show 
for CBS which spotlighted the Kid 
Qry band and in the abortive 
Welles jazz field. 

- Case of Hentoff 
Recently, Koenig set up an ar¬ 

rangement With Jazz critic Nat 
Hentoff, for the latter to cut regu¬ 
lar sessions, in New York for Con¬ 
temporary as eastern a&r man 
for the company. Hentoff, by the 
way, is a former Fulbright scholar 
and conductor of a jazz program 
in Boston. 

RCA Victor has had a series of 
jazz huffs heading its jazz opera¬ 
tions ’way back to the time when 
Steve Sholes was instrumental In 
releasing the Hugues Panassie se¬ 
ries and the Bunk Johnson album. 
More, recently RCA reached out to 
a record distributor’s shipping de¬ 
partment o* the West Coast to nab 
jazz fan Jack Lewis who set up 
the RCA jazz program a few years 
ago. Lewis was. succeeded last year 
by Fred Reynolds, a Chicago d.j. 
and longtime jazz fan. 

At Columbia, of course, the best 
example of a jazz fan making a 
hobby pay off is George Avakian, 
who has been responsible for mak¬ 
ing Columbia the only major with 
a powerful jazz line. Avak was one 
of the original jazz buffs while still 

j at Yale. He was conductor of a 
: jazz collecting column in Tempo, 
j a pre world War II music mag, and 
‘ later when John Hammond was 
j with Columbia, Avakian hired out 
| to do the basic research on Colum- 

(Continued on page 63) 
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ONE PHONE CALL IS ALL IT TAKES TO MAKE “SOUTH PACMC’ YOUR HT1 
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► Colorful window display! 

>An eye-catching special pre-pack! 

► Newspaper ad mats! 

►Transcribed radio spots! — 

► An exciting disc-jockey contest! 

► Special i4Minute Man” record for 
disc-jockey programs ! 

► Full-color^ full-page ad in '"Audition ”! 

► "As Seen in Life” display cards! 

5 GIVING “SOUTH PACIFIC” THE 

an album ever had 
ILL REACH VIRTUALLY EVERYONE IN THE UNITED STATES. 

► Full-color, full-page ad in March 31 LIFE! 
► Network TV commercials on the March 18 EDDIE FISHER SHOW 

and the March 25 GEORGE GOBEL SHOW! 
^ Ads in The New Yorker, Esquire, Holiday, Time, High Fidelity, 

Hi Fi Music, Woman’s Day, Saturday Evening Fast, Playbill, 
Schwann, Long Player* This Month’s Records! 

y Network radio commercials on Bandstand, Nightline, Monitor! 
y PRICELESS PUBLICITY, too! Including a tie-in with the 

United States Navy Recruiting Service! 

•‘THE YEAR! CONTACT YOUR RCA VICTOR RECORDS DISTRIBUTOR-NOW! 
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Performer or Puppet? 
Continued from page 1 

tated from the top by radio station 
management: 

“Where do we go from here?” 
This shaped up as the dominant, 
question as some 1,000 disk jock¬ 
eys from all ..over' the nation 
streamed out of this city Sunday 
(S>> night. after a two-day conven¬ 
tion and seminar on broadcasting 
problems and techniques held at 
the Hotel Muehlebach under au¬ 
spices of the midwest Todd Storz 
radio group. 

Lots of questions were raised 
and none was resolved at this 
taikfest. but the conclave brought 
into sharp, focus a couple of un¬ 
derlying problems besetting the 
deejay fraternity and the music 
business as a whole. 

On one front, the disk jockeys 
sounded as if they were fighting 
for their lives, their egos—and 
their jobs. Repeatedly, big and , 
small: jockeys sounded off with 
tirades against so-called “formula 
radio,” a tightly controlled broad¬ 
cast format in which the jockeys 
are required to stick to the ‘‘top. 
40” hit lists and in which virtually . 
every deejay breath on the air is 
determined by station manage¬ 
ment. This battle during the con¬ 
vention seminars boiled down to 
one between “personality vs. sta¬ 
tion conformity:” 

On another front, sparked main¬ 
ly by a blistering attack against 
the broadcasters by Columbia 
Records' Mitch Miller, it was a 
fight against rock ’h’ roll and all 
o.her musical programming aimed 
solely at the, juvenile audiences 
and at the high: ratings. Here, too, 
numerous disk jockeys voiced the 
opinion that “we hate the stuff, 
but we gotta play it anyway be¬ 
cause that’s what the boss wants.” 

Flat Notes 
Radio’s comeback from video’s 

Initial knockdown punch and the 
medium’s strong money-making 
position were taken for granted, 
but the role of the disk jockey in 
this prosperity was a dubious fac¬ 
tor. While G. W. Armstrong, v'p. 
and general manager of WHB. 
Storz’s Kansas City station, said 
that “disk jockeying is now . big 
business,” a contrary notd was 
struck by many of the dee jays who 
cracked that they were “formular- 
ized” . into electronic jukebox 
voices in which everyone sounded 
exactly alike. 

John F. Box Jr., exec v.p. of the 
Balaban Stations, summed up the 
case against formula radio as fol¬ 
lows: “Their recipe (the formula 
stations) is simple enough—the lo¬ 
cal survey of the top .tunes by their 
’research’ department—an array of 
electronic sounds—a frantic pres¬ 
entation of the news delivered by 
an overworked and underpaid per¬ 
sonality who must mask his iden¬ 
tity under a copyrighted company 
name to preclude any illusions 
that he —rather than the station— 
nvay be an essential ingredient of 
this production line musical pret¬ 
zel.” 

In this kind of strictly deter¬ 
mined music-and-news setup; the 
disk jockeys . openly wondered 
whether they were needed at ail. 
The topic of one seminar—‘Is the 
prime requisite of a disk jockey, i 
the ability to count up to. 40”— 
told the whole story of. how the j 
deejays feel about tiie contempor-; 
arv broadcast pattern: I 

‘The Great Abdication’ I 
Mitch Miller’s blast against the 

deejays and the broadcasters in a 
speech titled “The Great Abdica¬ 
tion” made the case against the 
current rock ’n’ roll programming i 
accent. He said: “To say you’ve; 
grossly mishandled this great, fat! 
money-maker — radio—would be • 
understating the case. Some of j 
you have made the man who killed ’ 
the goose that laid the golden egg ! 
look like Bernard Baruch.” ’ 

'"You carefully built yourself* 
into the monarchy qf vadio and ab- • 
dicated—abdicated your program-: 
niing to £he corner record shop: to : 
the eight to 14-year-olds: to the j 
pre-shave crowd that makes Up • 
12r(> of the country’s population! 
and zero percent of its buying 
power, once you eliminate the pony f 
tail ribbons, popsicles and peanut 
brittle." 

Miller warned the broadcasters 
that they were way off base in 
aiming solely at the teenagers in¬ 
stead of the audience that wants . 
‘‘variety, musicianship and a bit j 
more sophistication in their mu- [ 
sic.” He pointed out that four i 
years "go, seven out rof $10 spent | 
buying records were spent on] 
singles. Since then, the figure for 1 

single records has been cut in 
half while LP sales have doubled. 
“As the bulk of the public finds 
that it can’t. hear, the music it’s: 
hungry for oii single records on 
the radio, it turns more and more 
to buying LP’s to satisfy a grown¬ 
up musical appetite on hi-fi sets at 
home. It must be more than a 
coincidence that single record buy¬ 
ing went into a decline at the very 
time the number of stations that 
program the Top 40 climbed to. a 
new high.” 

Who, Me? 

While Miller appeared to be aim-: 
ing his shaft at the deejays, the 
latter understood the speech to 
be directed: against station man¬ 
agement. Ait the windup of Mil¬ 
ler’s talk, most of the deejays 
gave him a standing ovation, the 
only speech of the tWOrday.-meet 
earning such a strong accolade.. . 

Some highly paid jockeys from 
the key cities attended the con¬ 
clave, but it was apparent that 
hundreds of aspiring, young plat¬ 
ter spinners had come to pick up 
tips for application back home. 
The average salary of the deejays 
in the hinterlands Was not given, 
but it can’t be too high. Under a 
seminar topic of “Increasing In¬ 
come and Prestige Through Re¬ 
lated Outside Activities” small¬ 
town j o c ks described how they 
make $10 or $15 a. night via varir 
ous extra-curricular: activities, such, 
as record hops, drive-in-tapes, 
emceeing chores, etc. 

At the convention’s windup, one 
jockey said about the. underlying 
beefing note .sounded by his fel¬ 

low jocks: “These guys are here 
chopping their gums a thousand 
miles: away from home, the only 
place where they’ll ever find a 
cure for what’s troubling them.’V 

K.C. Annual 
Continued from page 

even higher, all the: disk compa¬ 

nies will be loaded. 

. Entertainment-wise the disk com¬ 

panies were and will be prepared 
to cuffo their top talent for the 

entertainment blowout at this con¬ 

vention," replacing the top priority 

given to the Music Operators of 

America ,in this regard. At the 

banquet show last Saturday (8) 

night ift^the,v’.Muehlebaeh'*s ball¬ 
room, the lineup of singers repre¬ 
sented virtually all of the top 
labels and most important indies. 
Performing in a show that ran for 
a half-dozen hours were Tony Ben¬ 
nett. Eddy Arnold, Pat Suzuki, the 
Four Lads, LaVern Baker, the Play¬ 
mates, Eileen Rodgers, Frankie 
Vaughan, Roger Williams, Andy 
Williams,' the Diamonds, and a 
couple of dozen other disk singers 
and combos eager to plug their 
latest disk before the guys who 
spin them. 
. Todd Storz mentioned that there 
was some sentiment for barring 
management from the seminar ses¬ 
sions and the convention, but a 
vbte at one of the panels indicated 
that the jocks were overwhelming¬ 
ly in favor of letting management 
continue to participate. Storz also 
mentioned that a resolutions com¬ 
mittee may be formed, possibly to 
work by mail on the 1958 meeting, 
but certainly to be in operation for 
the 1959 convention. 

Col’s Northern Distribs 
; Continued from; page 55 ; 

our attorneys, this does not make 
for a practical, workable pricing 
program and in short order the 
exceptions would become the rule:” 

What happened was: 

1) Early in January Superior 
Judge Ray Arata granted an in¬ 
junction absolutely forbidding Dis¬ 
count Records Inc. and Califor¬ 
nia Record City from discounting 
Columbia and Victor disks. 20%— 
the two big firms’ lines make tip 
about 40% of the volume of each 
of the discounters’ branches in this 
area;:. .. I 

2) But. late in February Superior 
Judge Milton D. Shapiro, in ruling 
on another Basford injunction plea, 
killed the spirit of the law while 
remaining within its letter. Judge 
Shapiro granted the injunction 
With the proviso that the discount¬ 
ers must be able to compete with 
Columbia Records on the “same 
basis” that the producing company 
sells its disks. 

What this meant was that, since 
Columbia was in effect a discounter 
by giving away free records 
through the Columbia Records 
Club, Judge Shapiro’s decision had 
Wrecked the last bastion of fair 
trade. 

The agreement between Basford 
and the discounters provided that 
Basford drop Its injunction suit 
•and the discounters waive their 
rights to future damage suits. The 
agreement actually was being 
drawn up before General Electric 
announced it was dropping its 
long battle to maintain fair trade 
on appliances, but the. GE an¬ 

nouncement helped pave a graceful. 
exit for Basford from its 15-year- 
old support of fair trade price-fix¬ 
ing. 

One rumor, unconfirmed, was 
that Columbia’s Goddard Lieber- 
son, in New. York, was opposed to 
preserving the fair trade structure 
and had suggested to Basford that 
this night be an appropriate time 
to bail out. 

Album Reviews 
—^. Continued from page 54 

the point. His trumpeting is high¬ 
lighted throughout the well-de¬ 

veloped repertoire. 

“Desire Under The Elms” (Dot). 
Composer Elmer Bernstein, who 

apparently made the diskerie9 

theme music conscious when his 
“Man With The Golden Arm” mu-? 
sic clicked as an album package a 
few years ago, is at it again with 
his score for Paramount’s “Desire 
Under The Elms.” It’s moody and 
atmospheric, and as soon as the 
pic starts making the rounds of 
the theatres, the sales ruboff on 
the retaildisk level should be 
noticeable. 

Martha Davis & Spouse: “A 
Tribute' To Fats Waller” (ABC- 
Paramount). The bounce and. spark 
that Martha Davis & Spouse put 
into their nitery presentations are 
pinpointed in this saluteT to. Fats 
Waller. Tunes, written or'popular¬ 
ized by Waller, are given? a happy 
workover and should help give the 
package . a good sales spread. 

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS 

~~r^P/AtRIETY~~ 
■ Survey of retail disk best 

sellers based, bit reports ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 
21 cities and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. • 

S 14 * 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk. .wk. Artist, Label, Title 

CHAMPS (Challenge) 
Tequila ....«/........... 
FOUR PREPS (Capitol) 
26 Miles.... .. .....:.. i ..... .. 
CHUCK BERRY (Chess) 
Sweet Little 16 . . .... 

PERRY COMO (Victor) 
Catch a Falling Star.. . i... 
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence) 
Are You Sincere. ........;...... 
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Sailing Along Silvery Moon... .. 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
It’s Too Soon to Know;. . ; ;.. 
CRESCENDOS (Nasco) / 
Oh, Julie .......:.:..; . 
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty) 
Good Golly Miss Molly.. . :.,.... 
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) 
Who’s Sorry Now.... . . . 
ROYAL TEENS (ABC-Par) 
Short Shorts... , 
CHORDETTES (Cadence) 
Lollipop — 
SILHOUETTES (Ember) .' 
Get a Job..:.. 
McGUIRE SISTERS. (Coral) 
Sugartime .. .. ........ 
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
YOu Are My Destiny.. ..... 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
Magic Moments .... ...... , 
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor), 
Don’t .-.......... . . . 

""MITCH MILLER (Columbia) '/ 
March from River Kwai. 

. CRICKETS (Brunswick) 
Maybe Baby.. . _....:.'.. 
JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun) 
Breathless . . 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Witchcraft ... ■.. ..... >.......... 
JIMMY McCRACKLIN (Checker) 
The Walk ;.......... 
PAT BOONE t.Dot) 
Wonderful Time Up There. .1.:;.. 
DIAMONDS tMercury) 
The Stroll ....... v.. i...... 
DON GIBSON (Victor) ' 
Oh Lonesome. Me.. ........ 

II 1 5 
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THIS PERFORMANCE OF “OH CAPTAIN!” PLAYED A 
MILE AWAY FROM THE ALVIN THEATER*...MILLIONS 
WILL HEAR IT ON COLUMBIA! YEAR AFTER YEAR, 
HIT AFTER HIT, THE FINEST OFFERINGS ON BROADWAY 
REACH THEIR LARGEST AUDIENCE THROUGH 
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Rating: 
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MGM issumg EP sets on Connie ette thrush, into the Crescendo,! Survey of retail sheet music ^ o .'S . 
Francis (“Who's Sorry Now”.) and Hollywood, for three weeks begin-; best sellers based oil reports , . -5 g ^ ^ 2 5 3 ' 3 U' 
David Rose (“Swinging Shepherd ning April 11 . . . Harry Sutlan,! obtained from leading stores in' o ^ S' . « Q ^ ^ S; "£ o t 
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play at ASCAP’s 44th annual mem- Rayburn, Liberty Records* thrush,! -g ;T Si J. 1 T a H C ^ s T ® 
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Jen7™“^V.v^ l and was set for a weekend at the | This Last * ! I « S 2 § 1 I ^ S N 
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years 3§Q, has HOW cut a rock n Pnutipit in- YndiariAnnli*? ^non^orinff1 r -■ 7 " ■ ■ ■ — ■ . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ; 1 ■ ■ . . 
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tary to Hugo Peretti_and Luip mount disker, set for Sciolla’s, ■ : ^-—" ■ —11.-- " ———— . V 
Creatore at Roulette Records, m Philadelphia, March .16-22 . . 7 10 *L»eehtenstemer Polka (Burl.).... 7 .. 5 .. 4 ... 5 .. .. 23. 
Presbyterian Hospital for surgery paui Tauhman and cartooniSt Walt 8 .. *It’s Too Soon to Know (Morris).. 6 7 .. . 7 .. .. 2 22 
lx.‘ .Roger Englander, producer of Keny collaborating on an . album i -§—^7—*Maric Moments (Famous) —^-“—:-—- 10 7 6—~T~---~oT 
the Little Orchestra Society s.Chil- fur EmGe Records to be called i 9 7 . Ma?c foments (Famous).....—5—•• - , •• 10 •• 7—P 6 - ■ 
dren’s Concerts, presenting James . T!^, Thp 'which From 10 5 . *A11 the Way (Maraville)........ .. 9 10 .. 1 .. .... .. 4 .. .. 20 
Thurher’s ‘'Thirteen Clocks'' at whence I Came” . . . Marshall En-, 11 9 *Witchcraft (Morris)...... _  .. 6 5 . . . . . . 7 10 .. . ; . . . ..18 
Hunter College Saturday (15). It terprises replaced Gimbel Bros, as ; foT—~—*Twplftii of Npvpr (Fmnress)— -:- q ----S—-“77 
features Max Adrian . ■ . ._ Steve MGM distributors, in Baltimore. : ’ ■■ ?f Never(gnipress)..... .3 .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 .. 14 
Gibson & Red Caps at the Celeb- Boh Klose leaving his deeiav jl? . 76 Trombones (Frank)..........., .. 3 < . .. 6 .. .. ■ ... .. ..., 13 
rity Club, Philly, March 19-20. post at WKWK, Wheeling, W. Va:, 14A .: tWonderful Time (Fowler)....... .. .. T 10 .. .. ~~~T 9 .. 7 8 10 

Thrush Jaiiet Stewart begms a to freelance and study in New 14B 12 ^Fascination ’ —' . • ■ .—"— -:-e ". " ----— 
two-weeker at the Statler, Detroit, York .. Songstress Diane Corby ' V f ascination (Southern)...... .... .. .. 5 ., 7 .. 10 

March 24 . , .Mindy Carson guests currently at C’est Si Bon, .. Eddie . : .,v,v;.. • . 1 ■ . ... ■ ■- 1,1 ’" . 1 .... , ■' 
on CBS-TV’s “The _Big Record” | (Lockjaw-) Davis Trio at Count placed by N. D. Margerison . . . ment ... DiLemia Bros, into Syra- tabbed for. Majestic vaiide and 
March 19 Eydie Gorme set For Basie's Bar in Harlem . Lou Songstress June Christy, accom- cuse (N. Y.) Hotel and AI DiLernia Montrealclub dates before return- 
Frank Sinatra’s ABC-TV show Fn- garter finished a new album, panied by the Ted Heath orch, has been replaced on guitar by ing to California slatings ... New 
day (14) . . . Steve Lawrence: intp “Aqueduct Alley,” for Golden skedded to make one British ap- Dick Rizzo with Tony Little three- Jazz Society teeing up 100 sidemen 
Chase Hotel, St: Louis, from March Crest. peararice at the Royal Festival some at Carlton House’s Town & and a gal, Eleanor Collins, web-tv 
19 through April 2 ... Arme Kuv- Helen Merrill waxed her fifth Hall April 6 .. . Pianist Ron Weath-y Country Lounge . .... Andrini Bros, thrush for Centennial jazz fest 
ent, deejay at WGAN, Portland, album . for EniArcy last week, erburn linked up with the Cy Lau- csime to Ankara for fortnight with three days in May. . . Aragon’s Ai 
Me., penning a record and music Thrush is now managed by Fred rie traditional jazz outfit to replace two hew sides for Cabot label. Rensch columnizine for Local 145 
1. ■■■■' .. --r^= Strauss . . , Sue Evans up for a Tony Rayne . . . Songstress Vera “Anybody’s Tune” and “Runaway AFM Upbeat monthly mag , . . 

a A .0a Dot album release . . . Benny Joy, Lynn lined up for a BBC-TV series Romance,” which they wrote them- ^ 
IIIT■ AB TUP The Cannon Girls and Big John commencing in April. selves. Latter tune was also waxed 

fhAllll r Taylor signed to Buck Ram’s Per- by Florian Zabach for Mercury ... 
v All| V WEEK sonality Productions ... Connie ■ _ Gabe D’Amico combo. The Gabe-a- 

■ __i__ Francis, who’s clicking on MGM j ^nicago Tones, take over as house band at 
: with “Who’s Sorry Now,” set for Chi Blue Note' booking ’em Town House when that room be- UlllHlIlIKflillUlll 

. ■ CBS-TV’s “The Big Record” . . . farther along than usuaL, Erroll gins regular stageshows, headlin- 
Norvelle Reid, who’s bowing on Garner’s in for a pair April % and ing Four Esquires and Maureen ■ !»■ h* Winir Bn* 

III III Decca with “A Street In^ Barce- George Shearing is due April 23 Cannon following, on April 5 , . . H «• wariir nris. rruvcuw 
JUm Iona” and “Moonlight Souvenirs,” for a four-weeker. Gene Krupa’s Don^ McGovern, veteran organist- H -MAUOIK M0RNIH6STAI^ 

■ ■ ■■■■A signed by Lee Magid .. . Kirk Stu- .combo takes over May 24 . . pianist, has given up the cafe belt HTlir iur# BHf ^ n(ia j- . 
luMr V art making the Pittsburgh deejay' Teddy Wilson Trio current at Con- to become a salesman in the Piano I ARU M05. MCA vICIOr 
jniVILv rounds for “Swinging, Shepherd gress Hotel, St. Louis . Lee Gallery at Gimbels ... Team of ■DOBIt DAY Columbia 

..... . Blue$” on Josie ... Ersel Hickey, Wiley; long absent from the Chi Dave Day & Tony Ray at Chanute muueTAu um 
UATUIUP Uf ll | new Epic pactee, on a tour of the scene, goes into Mister Kelly’s Air Base, Ill., for a month divided H 111 JDHlISTOIl 1105.lOflUOH ; 
HUIIHMl TULL deejays in the east for his “Blue- March 24 for a. fortnight. between Officers Club arid NCO ■ |A|IH|F CHITAI Dot • 
_...WBB a .IAM . birds Over The Mountain.” . Bob Centano’s 22-piece orch set Club. Day records under new name ■Ilfl ymiruaM . •r 
riVCD rUAIIPV Dyna Music Corp. appointed for May 18 afternoon concert at .of Sonny Day . . . Jimmy Spaniel ■ SUM WHITMAIt imperial. ; 
LVLlV UnnilUt. Livingston Audio^Products as ex- chi’s Orchestra^'HaU. Underwriter band, with Reid Jaynes at piano, ■ JACK IQNFS Caoitol ‘ 

elusive national and Canadian dis-, is Giiio Picchetti, band’s manager, has had~ its option renewed at ■ , miIim** 

: • Title and Publisher « 
: ■ ■ .. • , 1 z 

> Catch a Falling Star (Mandn) ... 1 

♦Silvery Moon (Joy>......;.... .> 3 

tSugartime (Nor-Va-Jak)........ 2 

♦April Love (Feist) .... .>... . . . . 8 

. tShepherd Blues (B.-Kahl).. . . 4 

f At the Hop (SMV) ..::. . .,: ..;. .. 

♦Liechtensteiner Polka (Burl.).... 7 

♦It’s Too Soon to Know (Morris), . 6 

♦Magic Moments (Famous).... 5 

. ♦ All the Way (Maraville)........ 

♦Witchcraft (Morris) ........... .. 

♦Twelfth of Never (Empress) .. . . . 

, *76 Trombones (Frank).......... ., 

; tWonderful Time (Fowler)....... . ~ 

♦Fascination (Southern). ....... .. 

JONI 
JAMES 

NOTHING WILL 
EVER CHANGE 

DOES IT 
SHOW 

K 12627 
ow 45 & 78 RPM 

San Francisco 
Fran Jeffries to Hollywood to re¬ 

tribution of its DynarTapes line : Jack!own Hotel. 
... Crown Records set lip its new HAllvwnjwl -—i> 
eastern warehouse and offices in rioiiywopa # 
Brooklyn ... Goode Records,, new Gloria DeHaven pacted by Tops ban FranClSCO 
Coast indie, debuts with sides by Records. . . Liberty Records is Fran Jeffries to Hollywood to re- 
the Merry Mountain Men, mid- going all-out m the stereo tape cord for Victor this week, ^fter a 
western tv Vocal comho . . . It’s, a field and has scheduled 140 albums SHnt at Ann’s 44fl rlnh 
daughter for Joe Mathews, Capitol for marketing on stereo taipe . . . has a Mav 07 date at the 
Records’ national promotion man- Accordionist Johnny La Padula Orchid Chicaeo 19 PeteDailv^t 
ag«. _i_ 

, London 
The-National Jara Federation and two additional songs lor “The inSTlvicAud’lisi'^'SS Am? 

presenting a ^midnight matinee jazz Gun Runners” starring Audie bach signed PanlRl^ 
Murphy forUA release, . _ . aSofher®^S 

frm tht Warair Brit. Pndwctio 

4(MAUOIKMORJIMSTAr 
THE AMES IMS; RCA Victor 
DORIS DAY Columbia 
TNE JOHNSTON BROS. ^ London : 
BONNIE C0ITAR Dot • 
SUM WNITMAH Imperial; : 
JACK JONES Capitol 
DICK NAYMES* Hallmark’ 
SOUND TRACK AIBOM RCA Victor 

necoras nauonai promouun man- Accordionist jonnny r.a raaiua Orchid ChicaeO Pete Dailv A 

ager. -_ Sdt0l?bSC°.rdiDS X»^a‘ 

, London A,be^i^^^a£e TvSfwt 
The-National Jara Federation and two additional songs lor “The inSTlvicAud’lisi^'SS Am? 

presenting a midnlght matinee jazz Gun Runners” starring Audie hach signed PanlRl^v 
concert at the Dominion Theatre Murnhv for UA release. pacn signed Paul Bley Quartet for 
(14) in aid of Big Bill Broonzy Eddie Albert cut “High On A wnrkfh nnW° “2?^? « the, Jazz 
Benefit Fund. Taking part wiU be Mountain-” tune penned by Sy & thp Tin Marsa(Ja 
the Chris Barber Jazz Band, the thi Miller for Dot Dot eoint? into 0Pened 4he Tm Angel . . . Scotty 

Jo The Top Again . • . 

•WHO’S SORRY NOW 

CONNIE FRANCIS oa M-G-M 
• rii pCTT||J’ 

SENTIMENTAL OVER YOU ricS* director! ^Ife^^taMh^ovbr j S'ara’ ■■■■•■ ■ j lease of their second Decca album I 

.d^v°n o. Capitol Philadelphia ciub,^Tds lnt0 the Reno 

UILlY duction of “My Fair Lady” . . . Billy Eckstine opened (10) at the -—?—— 
KATHY LINDEN oh Feistcd s Rockster Tommy Steele being lined Latin Casino for a two-week run. Kanmai Clba 

• OIU mine ; up as a deejay in a BBC radio late Toni Arden comes in April 12 for Kansas Uly 
OULllUUt } night spot on his return from his a week , . . Steve Gibson & Fled It’ll be cross-country hopping for 

BILLY WARD oh Liborfo j South African tour. Caps skedded for : the Celebrity Dolores Hawkins after she. winds 
1 : ; H. J. Hughes has resigned from Room March 19-29 . . . Mike Podi- her current two-week stand at 

MILLS MUSICi Inc. . his post as commercial manager of cin current, at El Rancho .... Joe Eddy’s', First it’ll be back to New 
J * Philips Records. He has been re- Martin, former director of the east- York fpr some Epic recording, then 

i—1 ■ ern division for Mercury Records, 0ut to Portland, Ore., for some 
* * * * * * ************** ** * ★★★**★*★****★ named veepee and merchandising personal appearances . . . Andy 
* . j| 0k - m m a* f ^ director for DHVo.Millerts Sorrier- ^vaiiams visiting friends around 
i JX G JX I N f if- set Records f. . -..Fo“ Jlddy’s before beginning a vacation 
* ■■■*% M ■ ■" • * cancelled out at the Red Hill Inn that jnciUdes Las Vegas and Eu- 

t Cilrrehrty W t -SEk* 

I R0SELAND DANCE CITY, New York J fdolph, identified fOT^hat dateTthrir Dfirst ’to* ’he 

! Dim a on m ai : RICHARD mAlTBY> ssssSS® i 
i AND HIS ORCHESTRA * has set her with Chock Records m the room:_ 

. Benefit Fund. Taking part wiU be Mountain-” tune penned by Sy & nnS, pH th» T,S, aS M s c T?" 
the Chris Barber^ Jazz Band, the jm Miller for Dot. Dot going into dQ^n 
Lonnie Donegan Skiffle Group and its 18th pressirig of Pat Boone’s Q ^h® 0ff?,eal 
the Ken Colyer outfit . . , Sister “April Love” which has reportedly ‘ ; -cancfUf,d 
Rosetta Thaipe lined up for a passed the 2.000 mark ... Jimmie vltotS,-4 the 
couple of concert dates at Royal Komack and Betty Garrett will Norkus 
Festival Hall March 29 . . . Reg handle the vocal chores for the 
Cole, leader of the London Falla- c 0 m me nt ar y Records album, Gateway Singers back at the lower- 
diuni orch; has been appointed mu- “Clara.” case hungry i, just m time for re¬ 

lease of their: second Decca album 
. . . Mastersounds Into the Reno 
Club, Oakland. 

Kansas City 
It’ll be cross-country hopping for 

AGAIN! 
Currently at 

R0SELAND DANCE CITY, New York 

RICHARD MALTBY 
AND Hl$ ORCHESTRA 

From the 20th Century-Fox Film 

"" “APRIL LOVE’ 

* 

From PARAMOUNT 

of the samp namp 

COUNTRY 
MUSIC 

HOLIDAY 
COLUM&iA R< r or ■ 

BERNIE NLE 

FAWOUS UIS c COB PC BA’ CN 

VIK RECORDS 

* . . ." Charlie Grade makes a return 
* I tour of England next month. Vancouver 

, John Chappell penning “music 
rittsburgn to explode by,” background score 

Dodo Mannerou tc Deuces Wild for CBC simulcast web coverage of 
back into the Midway Lounge for the blowing of a mariner’s hazard, 
a stay . . . Dakota Staton followed Ripple Rock, April 9 . . . Panin 
Oscar Peterson Trio into Crawford Page into vaudo teeoff show at new 
Grill for a week ... Frank Cunl- Majestic Theatre . . . Ray London 
mondo orch reopened members- Trio into Pacific Athletic Club •.. 
only Sonny Boys Athletic Assn. Paris Sisters and Lennle Gale 
(formerly Bachelors Club), now Cave-dwelling for a fortnight (10- 
fihder Iggy "Schwartz’s manage- 22) . Say Park St 4 Canacks 

-ASSOCIATED B00KIN6 CORPORATION—5 
JOI ©LASER. Pris. •-.:j 

741 emu Avt. MS N. WaSash Ava. 4«7 Llnealn Ri. «4I7 Sunsat Blvd. I 
Naw Yark S2. N.Y. Chlcaio, UL Miami Baach, Fla. H'waod 44, Calif. I 

Fhanai Fhanti Fhanai ■ 
FLaia M4M Clnlral 4-V451 nffanonMSU OLympla 2-994# I 

riATIST RtLiASB' 

OH, WHAT 
A BABY 1 

lTONETTESj 

Iggy "Schwartz’s manage-122) Say Park 4k 



. Wednesday, March 12, 1958 ; v 

Whyfor of‘Theme Song Rule’ ^ 
Practically regarded, separata and apart from this particular 

song and case (by Carmen Lombardo & John Jacob Loeb; see : 
separate; story), ASCAP had to put a brake on the “theme, song” 
usage because multiple snatches on prolific perfoiyners, shows 
could endow certain, perhaps obscure songs, with income poten¬ 
tial values i ^eclipsing Berlin, Porter, Rodgers & Hammerstein, 
Gershwin, et al. Also, it is no secret intra-trade, that, by reasons 
of. palship or payola, certain songs are interlarded for perform¬ 
ance frequency and thus build up a pyramiding number of per¬ 
formance points,; perhaps in excess of their true values. 

Certainly there was the danger that certain: “solid standards,” 
of the type Of “Stardust,” “Beguine” and “Blue Skies,” would not 
enjoy the performance 'payoffs, that some nondescript or little ' 
known bridge music or “theme song”. item could derive through 
such multiple usages in the form of a few bars, before or after a 
station-break. 

ASCAP Theme Song 
Continued from pace 53 •—pis 

ber, the plaintiffs, through attor- tenth, credit for the subsequent 

neys Barney B. Fensterstock and haJf‘k°u5: • ^... ,, . . . 
t -zoiirir, a nnuan Not satisfied with, the 1.1 point al- 
Leonard Zalkin of .Zalkin & Cohen location they (as Long Island resi- 
--the former, was the trial counsel dents) sued in Nassau County peti- 
—objected to the “theme song tioning the Court either for one 
rule'* adopted in 1950 which cred- credit for each performance or one 
its them with a single performance credit for each 15-minute program 
credit. Their song was written in segment in which the theme-was 
1947. On the theory that the God- used, TJiey petitioned the court to 
frey show, comprises six separate make the. decision retroactive to 
programs in that 90-minute stretch, the date the theme song rule was 
Lombardo and Loebappealed to introduced, 
tbe ASCAP Classification Commit- . ‘Final and Binding* 
tee for additional credit. First ap- While suing individually,; both 
peal was. unsuccessful, and the suits were tried as a consolidated 
committee’s decision was upheld action, and the seven-page decision 
by ASCAP’s board of appeals. A was also consolidated.' Observed 
still further appeal to a . specially- Justice Pittoni: “As members, Loeb 
appointed “panel” reversed the de- and Lombardo agree the. tribunal’s 
cision and decided that L&L rate decisions shall be 'final, conclusive 
one full credit for the hour-long and 'binding.- In the absence of 
program end an additional one- bad faith or fraud, the decisions, of 

USsilETY MUSIC 

.preme Court but would decide in 
a few days. 

touring with an orch of 45. 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS 

^kRIETY 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk. wk. Artist. Label, Title 

the . designated tribunals., herein ^ 
should not be interfered with by '■ w Mb 
the court; nor.should the court sub- |«|af7 rNTIftC 
Stitute its judgment for that of JQLL Vllllud 
these tribunals on factual issues.” ■ , ■■■ . -v ■;/_ , 

. Former Justice Ferdinand Pecora , 
was trial counsel for the American rei^sue '1IL the 'vasrecently m charge of the Jazz- 
Society of Composers, Authors & thS. iiftiriPlF -TiSooty..* jaa .motdWti#; 
Publishers- Schwartz & FrdhHrh there he, advanced through the and is now a freelance record Con- 
were defensie ^mt^iey^of record! comply to his present position, sultant, A musician as weir as a 
Action was against Stanley Adams, . ■ Fa“ Starts Own Label I jazz fan, Simon once played drums 
as the then president of ASCAP. Richard Bock is a jazz fan who with Glenn Miller. 

Justice Pittoni dismissed their started his own corapany^-Pacific Another musician-jazz fan Is 
nl^a for refeoacUVity^s Contrary^ Ja^ Recently renamed World Pa- George Wein, Newport Jazz Fes- 
as ASCAP rule ^barrine wh Bock started his Indie label tival impresario, operator of Story- 

^ftin^Tmeb^Sa- w with a couple-of bucks, a lot of ville in Boston and owner of the 
m mSSiertS Jaith and a session by Gerry Mulli- Storyville label. Wein records 

ASCAP for over 25 vears have gan* A1£r^ Lion 1S another jazz piano solos for Atlantic hut is over- 
henefited nver thoco thf fan who started a record company, looking a bet in hot inking Ahmet 
aSuSlkSTf ?hfs 53? “Stompy” Lion was a blue/and Ertegun to a reciprocal deal as a 

boogie woogie fan who organized blue singer -for Storyville., 
Blue Note to record Albert Am- Bobby Shad, Mercury topper, is 

thp^ihimnicfnc^n thTe«tl0A ^ nions, Meade. Lux Lewis and Pete a long time blues and jazz fan and 
fnHW>U^tiS f AI«d’ Johnson who were then (in the in the past has had his own labels. 

%£ is dirtribue^to the late ’30s) appearing at Cafe So- Teddy Reig is one of the most con- 
Si ■ mw! ■th rtety Downtown, ,N. Y. Another sistent of all jazz buffs. He’s been 

$ i?raC^ i?22 fan turned record company a fan and organizer of. record dates 
tinftii -*en , se<* operator of that period was Dan for his pet musicians for almost 
Upon the non-retroactivity rule. Qiialey,. bartender at the 44th 15 years, his latest efforts being 

“As for the 'theme song rule’ it- Street Hotel who wanted to make with Roulette, 
self, the court finds that this is an piano: solo records. He sold his Bob Welnstock, Who. owns Pres- 
equitable standard both for Lorn-, company to RudiBleshy author and tige, is another jazz buff of long 
bardo and Loeb and for the thou- jazz fan, whose Circle Record Co. standing. He provided recording 
sands of other members of ASCAP. flourished for a. while .in the late space for modernists during that 
The theme song is not used for the *40s specializing in traditional jazz dark period when it looked like 
purpose of primary entertainment, and blues. It later became One of modern jazz was dead. Dave Dex- 
and it does not have the same the properties of Bill Grauer and ter, at Capitol, was a former Down 
influence upon .the audience or Orrjri Keepnews, another brace of Beat editor and author of a jazz 
viewers as a song regularly played Jazz buffs, who parlayed the jazz book. Dexter originally edited the 
as part of the main program.” mag,: The Record Changer, into a Capitol house organ and ran jazz 

Plaintiff’s attorneys stated they thriving record company. River- dates for them hut moved out into 
“would very likely” appeal Pit- side, which now offers everything the pop field when he signed Kay 
tonifa decision to the Appellate Di- from Chauncey Gray to “The Starr. 
vision of the Brooklyn (N.Y.) Su- Sounds of Sebring.” But the biggest jazz fan of them 
preme Court but would , decide in Hammond, of course, was one of all is cigar smoking Milt Gabier 
a few days. the first ja?z collectors in the couii- whose father probably never for- 

. v \ .' try arid has been associated with gave him for changing the Coramo- 
Mantovani will be presented at hiany companies—among: them Co- dore Music Shop from a radio store . 

the RPI Field House in Troy, N.Y., lumbia. Mercury and Vanguard, to a record outlet. Milt was the 
March 25, at $1.50 to $4. He is George Simon, longtime Metro- mealticket to many a dixietander 
touring with an orch of 45. nome editor and music publisher^ and mainstream jazzman during 

—■■ ■—the late. '30s and early ’40s when 
. many of them were living on what 

MnjMIH flVIV V VIVI M i Eddie Condon once called a diet of 
Kpm I I ■■ Ik m “transparent hamburgers." Gabler 
AfJUlf A WAlAlAlAlAlW made the Commodore the hangout 

of musicians and jazz fans alike. He 
I l “W I I I I helped innumerable people in both 

I 1 I I c». I I I -S 2 rV t categories; made Billie Holiday’s 
I C 13 I I 1 V I I a I - greatest disks for his own label, 

. expanded to a 52nd Street store 
; and eventually went with Decca. 

Smathers Bill 
, Continued from pace 55 

pointed out that as the bill was 
now written, a retail merchant that 
he knew who owned a small radio 
station might be forced to give up 
the sale of music in his store. 
Schwartz then produced a long list 
of station owners who also operat¬ 
ed disk arid publishing companies. 
At this point,. Sen. Smathers. ac¬ 
cented that he wanted no part of 
any bill that would hurt the small 
radio operator in . the hinterlands. 

Before the sessions opened, BMI 
distributed a statement pointing 
out that a law suit was currently 
in progress that involved many of 
the same issues before the commit¬ 
tee. BMI. spotlighted the fact that 
10; of the 16 witnesses for the bill 
were ASCAPers and four out of 
this 10 were plaintiffs in the suit; 

Also coming out for the bill were 
John Schiilman, as counsel for the 
Songwriters Protective Assn. It’s 
expected that the supporters of the 
bill will wheel out the heavy ar¬ 
tillery in blasting the state of 
American pop music with its pre¬ 
dominantly rock ’n’ roll accent. 
Most of the rock 'n’ roll tunes are 
published by BMI affiliates. The 
proponents of the bill will testify 
today, tomorrow (Wed,) and Trurs- 
day and again next week, March 
18-19. 

. The opponents of the bill will be 
heard April 15-16-17 and early in 
May. On hand to speak against the 
bill will be Tennessee Governor 
Frank E. Clements, bandleaders . 
Sammy Kaye and Ray Bloch, Gene 
Autry and counsel for the net¬ 
works. Hearings are being held be¬ 
fore a subcommittee, headed by 
Sen. John O. Pastore <D., R. I.) of 
the Senate Committee on Inter¬ 
state and Foreign Commerce. 

Meantime, a probe into the op¬ 
eration of the American Society of 
Composers; Authors & Publishers 
by* the House Small Business sub¬ 
committee, ^ under Rep. James 
Roosevelt (D., Cal.), will open a 
two-day run Thursday <13). Hear¬ 
ings were sparked by complaints 
front some ASCAP members that 
the Society is being run for the 
sole benefit of a top . group of pub¬ 
lishers. ASCAP general cOunse 
Herman Finkelstein is here to de 
fend the Society’s operation an 
will undoubtedly point out th: 
ASCAP has . been run for mar 
years, under th« close ^up^rvisi- . 
of the Dept, of Justice. 

1 1 
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) 
Come Fly With Me (W 920).... 1 1 '■2;. 3 1 6 2 2 1 2 9 i 7 1 3 •i 1 3 3 4 166 

2 A 3 
MUSIC MAN (Capitol) 
Original Cast (WAO 990)...... .4:' 8 .5;.' 6 1 1 3 2 5 10 3 4 1 •: i 4 ■:-T 6 2 130 

2B 2 
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) 
Warm (CL 1078)...... . 2 3- 6 i 2 5 3 1 4 1 • 7 3 ■~iv: 7 3 4 4 130 

4 5 
PAL JOEY (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (W 912)..... 8 4 3 3 8 9 5 6 9 10 io 5 3 6 70 

5 4 
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
Original Cast (OL 5090)....... 9 2 . i:. 2 8 i 8 4 2 9 5 8 69 

6 « 
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 9046)..... 5 9 • 8v 4 9 2 2 2 3 5 10 7 66 

7 9 
CARMEN CAVALLARO (Decca) 

6 10 8 10 8’ ft 7 ft TO 35 
RICKY NELSON (Imperial) 

8 5 8 1 2 8 

.r 

34 

9 10 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000).. 6 ib 7 2 7 10 5 30 

10 8 
PAT BOONE (Dot) c 
Pat's Great Hits (DLP 3071)... 7 » 5 4 6 6 29 

11 13 
KING & I (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (W 740).......... 4 5 8 8 2 28 

12 
SEVEN HILLS OF ROME (Victor) 
Soundtrack (LN 2211).... « 8 5 4 21 

13 11 
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol) 
Hymns. (T 756)..:........-.... e 9 4- 6 19 

14A 18 
TONY BENNETT (ColumbU) 
Beat of My Heart (CL 1079)... 7 9 ...4- 6 • 18 

14B 16 
ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi-Fi) 
Taboo (R 806)..__....... 1 3 18 

16 
PAT SUZUKI (Vik) 
Many Sides of Pat (LX 1127) .. 

' r_ 
6 10 1 __16 

17A 19 
DAKOTA STATON (Capitol) 
Late Late Show (T 876) . .__ ■7' 4 7 15 

17B 12 
: NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
One ef Those Things (W 903).. 7 3 8 _15 

17C 
JANE MORGAN (Kapp) 
Faseination (KXL 1066L ,. 7 4 7 15 

17D 20 
TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol) 
|Sp|H^iih fT 1119) ...... .... 4 3 15 

21A 22 
MANTOVANI (London) 
Film Encores (LL 1700)....,... ,'4 io 2 __14 

21B 
OKLAHOMA (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (SAO 595)...... .. 3 7 9 _14 

23 A 25 
LESTER LANIN (Epic) 
At Tiffany BaU (LN 3410) .. . 1 4 m 9 

23B 14 
PERCY FAITH (ColumbU) 
Viva (CL 1075)..........;.... 4 6 _12 

25 
JERRY VALE (Columbia) 
I Remember Buddy (CL 1114) . . 4 *.#» ' ' 9 
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‘Vaude’s Gotta Come Back or 
There’ll Be No Acts for TY’ 

= By JAY TOMSOMT; 

Dolly Dawn’s ‘Comeback’ 

Vancouver, March 11.; [ mers. a month ago: 
While turkey turnouts are pos- now- the Majestic, lately 

sible this area With pop singer film situation- 
- .■* ^ •, Jim Tyson, 64, who was engineer 

qne-n.5l.ters, present trend for j kt that theatre; .when , called the 
“prestige act flash dates is SRO j Beacon in the ’30s, is. back on the- 
for weeks , ahead. In view of the j job. Manager; of those years. Boy 

Singer Dolly Dawn, longtime ab¬ 
sent from New York, will play her 

. first Broadway nitery date in years 
at the Bal Tabarin, starting Friday 

j tilt. She’s the former vocalist with 
! George Hall’s band.and had played 

. i top vaude and nitery dates. 
Pantages is,;.: On the . bill \vith Jier will be 

Odeon . pomic George Michele". 

Johnny Mathis flop here last, month 
trade?»ter.s are awaiting the fate 
of Ricky Nelson’s single date, set 
for this month, at Exhibition Gar¬ 
dens. But- with acts like Jose 
Greco and his Spanish company, 
which played Georgia Auditorium 
Feb. 27. it was SRO Feb. 1. said 
Hugh Pickett’s office. Tickets 
traded from SI.75 to $4.50. 

Same bonanza boxoffice attended'! 

For Vancouver’s 

Vancouver. March 11. 
City officials have earmarked 

$1,300,000 for a : ToO^seat “annex' 

. McLeod, is exhib, and very hale, 
at Plaza (Odeon) filmery down¬ 
town: 

. Other stagehands of_ the old 
Sullivan. & Cpnsidine ' and • :Or- 
pheum time days hereabouts, still 
active, are Buck Taylor, who works 
with Martin at Strand Theatre; 
Lloyd; Pantages, nephew of Alex 
Pantages, and onetime in manage- 

the Claude* Arrau ^fano*^esfehof i fi^' ^ousef^ ?RoWri 'the^.OQO^pTc- 
!dth Vancouv?“ are retired; Pete Pari- ! ity “Crystal - Palace” auditorium 
Fehrin’rv ° at 3 QQO-seater Or- i ta"®s- with brothers. Alphonse and j that’s now framed-iri, Said mana- 
niieum ancfa sellout a week ahead AnSel°. of theatrical family, oper- j ger John Panrucker. Smaller house, 
pheum and a sellout a .week ahead. | ate upt0wn Peter Pan restaurant, to be tied in with the bigger build- 

Vhae.s soui mg the Gardens i still another . longtime vaudeling. is expected to. b"e. readied for 
w ickeis for lone rnarquee name ap-; man. Frank Killian, works at Capi-: operation in the.fall of 1959. Civic 

. peanmces. says CK\V5C deejay Red ; tol Theatre: ! Auditorium^“It will be all glass 
Robin.-pn, t-mse fabulous; pack-: Most .show enthusiasm for Isy | outside, a .Crystal;. Palace sort, of 
age s.unvs t.iat ^ol.Yqlchuk brings j Walter-Chatlie Nelson vaude ven-.l. thing,” as Panrucker describes it 
into town. According to Rob-j ture, but feel “there aren’t the ;—will open toward end of this year, 
inson. trie-Seatt.e impresario W-H acts any more.” . ' | Different twist in manager’s deal 

I with city is that he’s also the boni- 
| face; with, carte blanche to book 

mount a dozen top names in the 
Georgia Aud this month, for a.orie-! 
time deal: And it’s a total eclipse ! 
for lesser Shows seeking the teen-: 
agers’ coin around these dates.. 

Fir^t two months of this year 
have brought an. upswing in wicket 
trade generally, where. “live” acts 

. aie staged. Ricki Covette peels to 
full rooms, both floorshows. at 
Cave Supper Club. The Johri Em¬ 
erson- Group musical ’ comedy > 
fills the smaller Arctic , privatery. 
Sheldon Allman grabs a fair!sup¬ 
per crowd at Pacific Athletic Club. 

A. C. Ups Ad Bally 
\.i . 
1 shows in and. contact agents. “This 

, won’t get in the way of Hugh Pick- 
• ( ett,”; Panrucker said, referring to 

: the Vancouver concert impresario 
who is contact for. the Sol Hurok 
management, aiid . other bigtime 
road tour auspices, . “We expect to 

j be theatrical for 40 weeks out of 
52.. The other 12 weeks will prob¬ 
ably be devoted to religion and 
fashion shows,” he added: 

Panrucker’s stress on show biz 
activity, for both new civic houses; 
is enhanced-by plans being, readied 
for. an adjoining convention, hall to 

Atlantic City, March 11. 

This resort will Spend S365.180 
Mip S2.500 . from last year, for ad- 
; vertising during 1958. in line with 
' passage Of the municipal budget 

Snow biz trends augur healthy for,; last week. This includes 572,655 
the Isy AValtei’s-Chaidie Nelson ! needed to . conduct the City Press , 
plush new Majestic yaudfilm house, i Bureau arid S292.525 for promo-• handle 6’000. Most of the land 
opening Friday < 14*. foiir-a-day. .2 tibns and advertising. ■ ! j needed, has already been appro- 
p.m. to 5 a in. daily. Biggest bite is the $175,000 for; priated: English bonifade is elo- 

Billtopping the vaude teeoff are sPace ?h newspapers and maga- ; quent . about interiors, . saying, 
Rav Park & Four. Canucks, and ! ?|nes With $37,000 set ..aside for. spe- j ‘‘while this very modern building 
Paula Page, cial features and promotions. For (covers a city block has the usual 

“Vaude’s cotriinff back ” said Tsv radi° and. television shows, the - functional properties, we have by 
Waltcry -T(V?nf ?nbMme back ^ I p£0Srammingv production, . Ime no means sacrified beauty. It’s 
there'll soon "be no acts for t” i chaPges* etc., .. S2o.000 is provided, i Veh’beautiful inside, yet embraces 
Wh(M<e el °e win tlie? .et -eni J- ' PuWlc enterta™rnglt-: including J acoustics.'* Balcony Extends to 

" f, ,/ ,.eT. Y ! summer concerts offered cuffo at stage apron, in what the manager 
Both >v alters and Charlie Nelsqn the municipal Garden Pier band- calls “cineramic mariner.” A by- 

. :are emphatic on tills point. CBQ-- stand, wiU cost $13,000. . . . drauiic orch pit will extend stage 
TV, committed to wide use of Cah- j Budget shows city will again ! to an 80-foot depth: when brought 
adian artists, “live,’’ is stuck With; back National; Press photographers ■^ush. 
a diminishing roster of names, and | and Jie.adliner awards up to $6,000 ' 
as with Toronto’s Shirlev Harmer, | with $3,000 set aside for Easter 
George Murray, and Winnipeg’s j arid Palm Sunday promotion. 
Gisele MacKenzie, loses Canadian j .——r—— - . ~ ■ 
stellar stiiff to American producers. ' 

Even the 
out.” starting usually, in Vancori- ^n?Si,f,in',v,^o£!Itark-Fass Combo Leases 

Ebbets Field for Shows ver tv and stage, .then bead . ea.ft 
until “wrung-out” jiy Toronto arid 
Montreal. Veteran singer P$t 
Morgan, now playing Montreal, 
though Washington-based, is an 

- example. ' . -- --. ... .. . . . - 
“Vaudeville is about the onlv rodeos and expositions on the forr ln The Streets” (Hutclimsori, of 

training ground there is.” Nelson i mer baseball grounds. A. riew Eondon; $2.50). HeAists names like 
said -firm: Ebbets Field Productions Danny Kaye, Fob Hope, Burl Ives, 

Inc., has leased the ballpark for a Archie Robbins, Eddie Condon and 
■ " - . : publicist Ernie Anderson, as well 

. Ebbets Field, long the home of 
the Brooklyn Dodgers, has gotten 
itself a. neW- tenant which hopes 
to stage sports, theatrical events. 

SCOT VAUDER’S BOOK 
REFLECTS ON U.S. ACTS 

Glasgow,. March 11. 
American vaiide acts who have 

registered, at the Auld Lang Syne 
vaudefy of the Empire Theatre, 
Glasgow,' are* liberally: named and 
recalled by Clifford Hanley, Scot 
scribe, in his first book, “Dancing 

Coinwi-e. \ ancouver show bjz - . » .v™ - .. . 
elated for a bW VPar twt>-year period: They. will tie m , - . .. ... L u- 

SjCn*- » a tor,a t:1* ^ear-. Mass- Vt-[th the Y Citv Summer Festi- as reviewing native show biz 
ed snternatiooal . bonds., oi«:ra.. comminVe » summ<:r tesu trends. Rook Is largely a blog 

ln:;the.venture Hanley's own up- 

ii'.a. drama, and an expected L- ert A‘ Du^v 
•0)0.000. due to 

•events-to Varicb'iver. citizens. Touir- 
' ist inquiries indicate possibility of 

SRO signs from outside and state¬ 
side trade alone. said: Ernie Per- 
rault, the Test’s publicity directot. 

president, who; pro-*;-:^ ^ the citY of Glasgow, 
duced .the. Home. Show current at 1 “I have, never thought it tragic 

...that most of the top-of-the-bill 
i variety stars in Glasgow recefitly 

? Americans,” writes. Hanley. 
A good American act is better 

than a bad. British act. 

. the Coliseum, N. Y., and a veepee ‘ that most of, the top-bf-the^biU new gay Way: at 
Pacific National Exhibition, plus. - .... ■ 
.dry's Sr-t. International " ‘writes HaileT 
a>-e 'CVn^ripia-l nfficiilc w and George Fass, veepee, who had \ Americans, writes Niamey. 
oMtioSfo ^ EMA;idr..a number of “A' ^ood .Amenean; act Is better 

years. 

Old Scotland Vaudery 
As a Shopping' Centro Americans: The art of Johnnie Ray 

“As long as singers top the bills, 
the! Americans are likely to be 
better because, most. British pop 
singers ! are pallid imitations of 

le art. 
Dunfermline. Scotland; March 11. makes me squirm, but at least it’s 

The, Opera House, longtime = hi? own. There is clearly some- 
vaudery here, is likely to be taken ‘ thing iri the American tempo of 
over as a shopping'’ centre arid ! humor and music that jibes with 
store. The 600-sea’ter. vacant since. the emotional rhythm of the Glas- 
1955, is being negotiated for by a4 wegian. The. Glaswegiari takes to 
local . firm. . Jf a local . authority: Anrierican humor more easily than 

Memory Lane . 
Though vaude here gets a resur¬ 

rection this week a head count of 
the oldtime vaude crowd reveals 
that only a handful survives. 

Of.the original Pantages crew of . .. ^ „• __ 
seven '1917-1.929'.. only Rod Mar- decision is given* seats arid stage to English, in fact,! because his own 
tin. prez of IATj>E Local 118, and will be torn out- ijokes are brash and aeid arid in- 
Eq^-Sedgeworth .are alive. Two leading Paines in British show formal and. classless.” 
of this group died, this year. \V al- have played the dinky little. Hanley recalls. Archie Robbins, 
ter Danbv, in January; Svd; Sqm- ; Opera. House; including late Sir; American comediari, !looking down 

~ •' ‘ : Harry Lauder and Will Fyffe. PresrI'Glasgow’s West Nile Street on the 
rmm/v44 j ' 1 • ent-day comedians like Dave Wil-1 day of his arrival, and saying : “Its’ 
tinmen *eiiy ^lgnea lis and Jimmy Logan playe.d here ! like Pittsburgh!” Naming Robbins 

For Palisades Circus 
at the start of their careers. mercial value of $500,000 when 

they switched the monicker Of the 
.hospice! Any^^ improvements that 

UNIVERSAL EXPO! CHARTER } they .would make would accrue to 
Universal Exposition Corp. has • the old name, but with the change. 

Emmiett Kelly has been signed • 
for the run of the Clyde Beatty1, 

stand a^ Palisades Park, j been chartered in Albany to stage ! the chain, arid its management 
ClrQUS °Pehs|shows and .expositions. Outfit is!>Vould get a greater amourit of 

capitalized at 200! shares at no par credit. However, chain is holding 
onto the Ambassador name and 

April 4 for a' month, 
Dast season, the Hunt-Ham id value. 

Circus PTIavqd the. amusement TPark. |V Directors are Jack: E. Bronston,1 wiU not permit use of that label 
- - »/-tt -r. ”* - ” inri. 

stressed the., greater 
L on page 68) 

Parr, Genevieve & the Percenteries 
The general public was given an inside fhto talent agency op¬ 

erations on the Jack Paar NBC-TV show last week In iris conver¬ 
sation with chantoosey Genevieve, a regular on his late-nighter. The 
dialog of the performers was added to the gerieral information giv¬ 
en the public on percentry operatioris, by Dept, of Justice dis¬ 
closure of the previous week that they were looking into af¬ 
fairs of the William Morris Agency arid Music Corp. of America, 

The colloquy on the. Paar layout went this way: 
Gehevieve: I have a proposition from Willianpi Morris. 
Paar: Oh yeah, and who else? 
Genevieve: (An obscure reference to General Artists Corp.) 
Paar: MCA? 
Genevieve: Oui. 
Paar fto audierice): Let .-.me explain, these are agents: (To Gene¬ 

vieve): What do they want to do, sign you? 
Genevieve: They want to sign me. 
Paar: Why don’t you stay with the agerit you have, Barron Po- 

lan? 
Genevieve: He will manage, me personally. 
Paar: Do you think you need both? (Genevieve’s answer wasn’t 

audible). 
Paar: Let me explain something to you; doll. These are the facts 

of life. You pay 10% to Barron Polan; 
■';! Genevieve: When I pay. 

Paar: You’re supposed to. You will find that William Morris 
and Jules Stein at MCA aren’t known as philanthropists. They take 
off 10% from your salary. Wallop. 

Genevieve: You mean then 20%. 
Paar: You want to pay 20% to get on this show and you’re al¬ 

ready on it. 
Genevieve: No, your show is the most better show and I want to 
stay with you Jack, but maybe. William Morris say to me I will 
maybe be on Broadway. 

Paar: They say that to everybody. They say that to me. 
Genevieve: They say the same to you, the same, and you are not?* 

(Rest of the conversation was inaudible). 
Paar, who had a long layoff in shovy biz under MCA auspices, 

reportedly got his present television; assignment on his own, but 
because of being under contract to MCA, pays them commission 
on this deal. 

AMA Meet March 18 
. Annual meeting of the Arena 
Managers Assn, will be 'held at 
New York’s Hotel Manhattan on 
March 18. 

Members will pass on attractions 
being offered and arrange booking 
schedules. Group will also discuss 
shows that made the rounds of the 
arenas last season as a means of 
helping membership upgrade b.p. 

# Kilt in Scotland 
Dundee, Scotland, March 11. 

Paul Anka, 16-year-old singing 
star, was mobbed by screaining 
fans here. He topped a vaude lay¬ 
out at the city-center Caird Hall, 
playing to over 3,400 customers, 
mainly teenagers, at two perform¬ 
ances. 
: Teeriagers tried to “rush” him 
at ehd of show. Stewards formed 
a bodyguard for Arika, who sprint¬ 
ed off stage to safety. As he left 
the hall, police formed a cordon 
to protect him from oyer 1,000 
near-hysterical fans. 

Anka had a similarly rapturous 
reception from fans when he 
played the Usher Hall, leading 
Edinburgh auditorium. 

He opened his current tour at 
the Music Hall, Aberdeen. At close 
of 23-day stint, he planes to N. Y. 
for tv dates on the Perry Como 
show and a string of one-nighters. 
Plans are being mulled for fiim 

I stint, in Hollywood. 

. ■■ 

Candy Barr Onton Bail; 
Deny Stripper New Trial 

Dallas, March 11. 
Stripper Candy Barr was denied ! 

a new trial by Judge Joe B. Brown 
but the night spot entertainer was 
released from county jail on a 
$15,000 appeal bond. 

She was convicted of marijuana 
possession on Feb. 13 and a jury 
of 11 men and one woman assessed 
a 15-year prison term; She had 
been behind bars since that time. 

The appieal will probably be 
heard next fall by the Court of 
Criminal Appeals in Austin. If 
that appeal fails, her lawyers say 
they will carry the case to the 
U. S. Supreme Court 

The stripper, whose real name 
is Juanita Dale Phillips, will be 
eligible for parole in five years if 
her appeals are denied and she 
goes to prison. 

Conrad N. Hilton is expanding 
his hotel c'- in to airports, teeing 

! off; .with a 300-unit. inn* adjacent 
to the San Francisco International 
Airport. Similar negotiations, are 
underway in Los Angeles, and Hil¬ 
ton has his sights on Washington, 
N.Y„ Chi., Detroit, Boston, New 
Orleans,. Miami and Seattle for 
similar terminal locations. 

Itis part of the jet age in strato¬ 
sphere travel, opines the. hotelier* 
who figures that, these two-story 
hostels; complete With restaurants 
arid banquet rooms, are. natural 
extension of the deluxe centre-of- 
the-city operations dominantly 
identified with him. 

. The Hilton chain of .30 large 
hotels now comprises almost 25,- 
000 rooms and will be swelled with 
the opening shortly of the Habana 
Hilton in Cuba arid the Queen 
Elizabeth, Montreal. ' 

BORGE IN QUICK SRO 
FOR NEXT MON. IN PITT 

Pittsburgh, March 11. 
Fastest sellout on record here 

for a concert attraction since first 
time around for Mario Lanza and 
Liberace has just been chalked up 
by Victor Borge. He’s coining to 
3,800-seat Mosque next Monday 
(17) for. a one-night stand as a spe¬ 
cial attraction in the Music Guild 
season series. 

Exactly two weeks before the 
date, MosqUe went clean from top . 
to bottom. Newspaper ads for 
Borge were dropped even in ad¬ 
vance of that, and Guild could 
easily have sold out another per¬ 
formance that night*, but star 
wouldn’t go for two. 

San Antonio Racks 24G 
In Profits on Coliseum^ 

San Antonio, March 11. 
! A report on. the county-owned 
Bexar County Coliseum shows a 
$24;633 profit for 1957 operations. 
The report* submitted to county 
commissioners by E. W. Bickett, 
prez of the coliseum advisory 

! board, reveals the board took in 
$81,591 and spent $56,958 for the 
year. ; 

Largest single profit came from 
the San Antonio Livestock Expo¬ 
sition which paid $32,226 for the 
1957 show. 

- The report shows the board took 
in $33,935 in rentals. $28,891 in 

[concessions and $8,350 In parking. 
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Vegas Royal Nevada Padlocked 
By U.S. Gov t in 50G Tax Rap 

Las Vegas, March 11. 4-— ---H— 

Internal Revenue Service agents T A’ A t\ U* fi 
have padlocked the trouble-plagued . L" S 4”l/8y IlldlUS: 
Royal Nevada Hotel. The Federal The Latin Quarter N Y will 
agents took over the $4,500,000 re- clS^^^tr fo^r days for aN 
sort in an effort to force payment ... th. ,taBe 
of $50,000 the Government says is Rations to the stege and a new 

owed in withholding taxes for the , * ; 

In Race to Preem N.Y. Cafe in April 

last quarter of 1957. ;/ • V-SBot- SriB.^pe«.. Aprt; W 
A TDC oij' i;n„ 1 the show that played the Miami 
A.“ spokesman said the lien h Latin Quarter. Performers 

against the hotel's operators would inc,ude Bob. DeVoye Trio.; Sallie 
be released if the back taxes were Blair, Bernard Bros., Martha Er- 
paid within two weeks. T. W. Rich, |rolle > d Budy Cardeias: 
ardson, RN prexy, told Variety . -■■ 
that he would have the money 
ready "within 48 hours.” . Y| • • J MK ■ • • •-I • ?•' 

Hotel has been operating with- .MoiPiQ 1f|^irT|||] ||| 
Out gambling since early this year I III IO llIIU 11111 Mil 
when its state gaming license was 
suspended principally because of TT ■ £ T , 

ina^a“s,ha, llieR„yal Ineatre-taie try 
Nevada was being shut down, im- * • _. . A ~ 
mediately next door Workmen were IT- I _Vl - O |’__W|l>0 

speeding up construction on the ¥ K MQO Cl IlldlllS 
Stardust Hotel, skedded to open f w« yW UilMUU 

in early spring with the Paris Lido Paris, March 4. 

: - - ■ ■ ■ Nachat Martini, who owns four 
flesheries in Pigalle (Sphinx, Nar- 

Mil (AaJe Raplr’ I onil cisse, Pigall’s, Nouveau Moulin 
Will. Ddlh LdllU Rouge), has bought a film house 

V* r,*L- U* called, appropriately enough, the 
10 Y8., UlVing nea¥8-ll0 Pigalle, which he is converting in- 

m | m . 1 hi , to a. cabaret theatre for a new big- 
lo the uOtS end Mots scale revue to be unveiled 

' March 28. 
mi. Washington, March 11. The orchestra seats (200) will be 
The slot machme^heaven . along giVen special table armrests for 

the lower Potomac River shore of drinks, and the balcony will have 
Virginia is dead-killed by the " bar and tabIas a Ia a rcgular „it- 
Maryland Legislature at the re- ery. Revue wiu be i„ the Folies- 

Md. ‘Deeds Back’ Land 
To Va., Giving Heave-Ho 

To the Sots and Slots 
Washington, March 11. 

By JOE COHEN 

The interest of the Sheraton 
Hotel chain in talent dwindled si¬ 
multaneously with the enactment 
of the 20% cabaret: tax, according 
to Ernest Henderson, chairman 
of the chain. While realizing that 
the continued use of talent pays 
off in prestige, the circuit found 
other payoff points for the. rooms 
that depended upon, talent— rent¬ 
als for functions^ 

Henderson along -with, other 
members of the Sheraton top brass 
were in New York, last week in 
connection with takeover of the 
Ambassador Hotel from Webb & 
Knapp, which acquired the Sher¬ 
aton Astor (renamed back to the 
Astor) in the swap deal. This re¬ 
sulted in - a: capital gains deal of 
$1,200,000 over its cost. Sheraton 
acquired the Ambassador for $10,- 
750,000 and in return received 
$11,950,000 for the Astor.. Both 
transactions were for cash over 
first mortgages. . 

The major puzzle im. the hotel 
industry, the changing of the long 
established- and respected name Of 
Ambassador to Sheraton-East, Was 
explained by Henderson that event¬ 
ually, by improvements to the inn, 
they’ll be able to add $1,508,000 to 
its value. They realize that they 
relinquished a name with a com- 

(Continued on page 66) 

G. Liberace-MAC Pact 
George Liberace has signed a 

management contract with Mercury 
Artists Corp, Liberace is being 
booked either with a band or a 

He’s been set on a string of dates j 
by Mercury piez' Leonard Green • ■! 
including the Chez Ami, Buffalo, { 
April 17; El Morocco, Montreal, I 
May 5, and the Acra Manor, Acta, I 
N. Y., July 7. -■ | 

Circus Pact With 

quest of Virginia. Bergere tradition with spec, girls 
The strange situation became and elaborate meccano effects. It 

possible as the result of 18th cen- will be staged by Martini’s wife, 
tury legislation which set the Helene, who also mounts his nitery 
Maryland boundary at the low shows. 
water mark on ther Virginia side pf There will be a cover and drink 
the Potomac. About eight years minimum and this new wrinkle will 
ago, slot machines were legalized come right before the tourist sea- 
in Charles, and St. Mary’s Coun- son for competition, to the Folies, 
ties, Md., which border the Poto- Casino De Paris and the Lido. The 

‘Soda Pop Burley 
A Foldo in Vegas 

mac, south of Washington. | Lido Syndicate, not. to be outdone, 
Since both gambling and sale of | is transforming the old Moulin 

hard liquor by the glass are bar- Rquge into a cabaret with a big 
red in Virginia, enterprising Mary- revue even more spectacular than 
landers got an idea; They, built its Lido shows. It is set to open 
piers out from the Virginia shore in April. 
past the low water mark, on the Martini is the man who. manned 
Potomac. At the end of the piers the ill-fated French Casino on the 
were established slot machine ea- site of Billy Rose’s old Diamond 
sihos and bars. Horseshoe in New York some years 

Biggest center. Of the operation ago. 
was the small Virginia river sum- _,_ • ■ - ■ ' • ' 
mer resort of Colonial Beach, about . 
80 miles south of Washington. AT AMilNf nirfCPC 
Three casinos were established All’ll l/ll/lYLIViJ 
there, with a total of 600 slot ma- I VITIM? M?AI 
mines able to'handle everything LUPIllUll T All 1/E DEAL 
from nickels tb silver dollars. The AIan Kiig is negotiating for a 
take was reputedbr enormous with deal in which he will do a variety 
as many as 30,000 persons Playing revue in a vaude 0r a legit house In 
on single weekend days at the London for six weeks. King has 

ALAN KING DICKERS 
LONDON VAUDE DEAL 

Alan King is negotiating for a 

height of the summer season. A 
gambling ship, equipped witbL. slot 

already appeared in London vaude 
with Judy Garland. This time. 

machine bar and restaurant, .was- he*ii head the layout with turns of 
anchored offshore at Freestone his own choosing. 
Beach, but was in financial difficul- King is flying to London - April 
ties even beforethe legislative ban 23 during which time he’ll do two 
Smaller operations were located television shows for Granada and 
at Fairview and Belvidere Beaches at the. same time finalize a deal on 

an^othf« 5P°ts* . , . .. a theatre. At this time, it. appears 
^TheVirguna merchants in the he win operate the vauder him- 

little beach towns welcomed the sei£ 
piers as bringing them business in ■•■■■■ ■': 
season. But many other Virginians 
objected to what they described as TirAne ImlncfviT^ 
a gimmick to flout their laws. The IlCiIlldll LlrClIS IDQUSITy 5 
state government appealed sev- m ,1 ni y / mi I 
era! times to Maryland to bar 116810 MOW frOITl ilUVlA 

m th* Vir?inia sMe Bt Frapkfurt, March 11. the river. . . ' 
Last week, the Legislature com- Circuses in Germany, once lm- 

pleted action and Governor Theo- Portant and lucrative, have become 
dore R. McKeldhi signed the bills a slowly fading industry with in- 
into law. creased interest in television and 

It is estimated that Charles j. , 
County, Md.t alone will lose about say the directors, of the 
$100,000 to $120,000 annually in West German Circus Assn.^they re 
taxes from the slots. Operators of being dealt another death blow 
the machines are now considering the request fropt^ GEM A (the 
ooerating summer piers on the West German ^CAPl thatToyal- 
Maryland side ob the river. hes on ipusic be upped 300%. 

: ■ • The circus directors held an 
m • j . . mr y. emergency" meeting here last week 

JaZZery 111 IN>T. with representatives from the Un- 
The Black Pearl; a new jazz spot ion of Actors and Artists to corn- 

in New York, is slated to open Sun- bine in a groiip protest against the ( 
day (16) with a lineup headed by proposed royalty increase. which 
Oscar Pettiford; ahd harpist' Betty would triple the take of composers. 
Glamann! Only 12 major circuses are still 

Opening day will have two con- in business in Germany of the hiin- 
certs for the benefit of Mel Zel- dreds of small: troupes that., once 
man, a jazz drummer who was in- roamed the European sawdust cir- 
jured in an auto crash. • cuit. 

Las Vegas, March 11. 

Rather than face "antagonistic" 
public officials, owner Irving Ber- 
shin has closed. Monte’s "Girls-a- 
Poppin” burlesque house oh the 
Las Vegas strip. The striptease 
club has been operating for several 
days as probably the only soft 
drink parlor in the nation featur¬ 
ing half a dozen strippers, since 
the club’s liquor license was re¬ 
voked last w'eek. 

Operator Monte Gardner, who 
has no . gambling at the club, told 
Variety that state and county 
gaming officials “are out to get 
me:” Bershin and Gardner declined 
to appear before the Clark County 
Liquor & Gaming Licensing Board 
to seek a soft drink permit. Their 
attorney, Madison Graves, has filed 
a writ asking Teview of the licens¬ 
ing board’s action in revoking the 
liquor permit—which the writ con¬ 
tends was arbitrary, malicious, and 
not based on any legal evidence. 
Licensing officials allege club has 
had ‘‘B-girl activity, watered-down 
drinks, and padded tabs.” 

Doolittle & Raiders (58) 
The Toast of Tropicana’ 

Las Vegas, March 11. - 

Gen. Jimmy Doolittle and 58 of 
his 80 Tokyo raiders will be hosted 
by the Tropicana Hotel at a special 
reunion April, 17-19, according to 
an announcement by. hotel prexy 
T. M. Schimherg and managing di¬ 
rector Charles Baron. 

North American Aviation- com¬ 
pany is building an authentic copy 
of the B-25 used by Doolittle, 
which will be on display in front 
of the Trop. 

"Plane will be presented to Doo¬ 
little at ceremonies. oh the final 
night of the reunion, then he will 
fly it to the Air Force Archives 
Museum in Dayton.- O. 

Berle’s Slimmer Cafes 
Milton Berle will do a summer 

tour of niteries. Comic is being 
plotted along a course that will 
include stops in Reno in June, the 
El Rancho, Las Vegas, July 2, the. 
500 Club, Atlantic City, among 
others.. 

It’s likely that he’ll play a New. 
York spot in the fall or winter. 

& Pension M 
The Assn, of Theatrical Press 

Agents & Managers . has negotir 
ated a. new contract with the Ring- 
ling Bros, and Barnum & Bailey 
Circus. The .pact, covering a one- 
year, period ending next Feb. 28, 
calls for a Hikes in the minimum 
salary for pressagentS and is also 
the first to include participation 
in the union’s pension fund. 

The current minimum wage of 
$270.12 weekly will be boosted to 
$300 next Sept. 1. At that time, 
the circus will? also begin partici¬ 
pating in the pension fund, with a 
contribution of. 5% of the press- 

. agents’ salary. The employee- will 
also contribute 2% of his earnings.; 
The signing of the contract marked 
the end of a squabble between the 
union and the circus over p. a, em¬ 
ployment, during which time the 
circus was marked "unfair” by 
ATP AM. . 

The period covered in the new 
agreement, incidentally; is longer 
than prior. pact spans,, which 
usually started in April and ended 
Dee. 1. 

AGVA SETTLES WITH 
EDDIE RIO FOR $4500 

The American Guild of. Variety 
Artists recently settled , a second 
suit out of court. The union paid 
Eddie Rio, former Coast regional 
director, $4,500 for putting him ort 
the unfair list and thus, impeding 
his ability, to earn a living in the 

. variety field!; Rio sued originally 
for $750,000. 

Rio had. hgen entertainment di¬ 
rector. of the Royal Nevada Hotel, 
Las Vegas, which shuttered while 
holding contracts obligating itself 
to several name performers. Union 
felt that since Rio was in on the 
pacting of the acts, he should have 
paid off, and as a conseqiience put; 
him on the unfair list.. 

In December, AGVA paid former 
eastern regional director Dick 
Jones $20,000 in settlement of a 
libel claim against Jackie Bright, 
union’s , national administrative 
secretary. 

Lloyd Martin, Ne3 Maver 
Steering Aussie’s Tivoli 

' Lloyd Martin, son of David N. 
Martin, managing director of the 
Tivoli circuit, Australia, who. died ! 
last Week; and Neil Maver, who 
was associated with Martin on 
many projects, will direct the af¬ 
fairs of the Tivoli circuit for the 
.time being. . 

No drastic policy changes are ex¬ 
pected in the near future and it’s, 

. anticipated that they will continue 
to buy U. S. headliners for their! 
theatres. A meeting of the Tivoli j 

1 board of directors will be. called I 
shortly- to elect additions to the.j 
body and plot the Company’s fu-1 
ture. . 

■ Martin died id San Francisco j 
last week while on ^ global talent j 
buying trip. - I 

A new gimmick in cafe construc¬ 

tion will be tried by Lou Walter* 

in an effort to get the Cafe de 

Paris, N. jf., open in time for a 

self-imposed April 26 deadline. 

Waiters will have a go at prefrab- 

rication. Entire stage and bulk of 

the fixtures will be built on the 

outside , and then assembled. 

The prefab process is made necr 

essary because of the short time 

Walter will be in possession of the 

nitery. New spot will be located 

on-the site of the present Arcadia 

Ballroom. A* set of weekend op¬ 
erators have the building until a 
few days before April 1, when Wal¬ 
ters takes possession. At that time, 
Walters starts the process of build¬ 
ing from the outside. 

Boniface is trying to build a 
stage with a. plastic floor and with 
stage facilities to include an ice. 
tank, and a swimming pool, along 
with means of making overhead 
entrances. Stage will be Virtually 
a replica of the one presently used 
at his Miami Beach spot. Cafe de 
Paris. There’s a possibility he will 
bring in some of the production 
from the Florida nitery and he 
will also attempt to book a major 
headliner. He has been wooing 
Betty Grable as Lis premiere head¬ 
liner. 

Walters and his booker, Cass 
Franklin, fly to Paris and London 
tomorrow. (Thurs.) to look over tal¬ 
ent and to throw out offers for ad¬ 
ditional names, including Brigitte 
Bardot. 

Other items that will be prefab¬ 
ricated for the N. Y. spot include 
the bulk of the decorations. Meas¬ 
urements will be made and mate¬ 
rials assembled from blueprints. 

As far as is known, this is the 
first time that prefabrication has 
been used to build a night club. 
Rube Bodenhorn is in charge of 
the decor. 

Pat Anthony Clawed By 
Lioness Bnt Shows Who’s 

Boss at St Louis Circus 
Kansas City, March 11* 

Animal trainer Pat Anthony 
fought off an enraged lioness with 
his bare hands when the big eat 
suddenly attacked him during a 
regular performance at the Police 
Circus in Municipal Auditorium 
last Friday (7) night. He suffered 
a badly clawed left arm that, re¬ 
quired over 100 stitches by attend¬ 
ing medicos, but kept 13 other big 
eats in the act under control. 

When the animal attacked An¬ 
thony near the end of the act, he 
chased 13 other lions from , the 
cage with whip and chair . and 
boldly clamped a stranglehold on 
the lioness’ neck and kicked her 
backward out of the cage. Roust¬ 
abouts quickly closed the runway 
gate, and attendants carried An- 
thong to a first-aid room. 

About 8,500 spectators on hand 
were not sure but that it was all a 
part of the act, alternate screams 
and cheers filling the hall and 
adding to the confusion and pos¬ 
sibly frightening' the animal mo¬ 
mentarily, enabling Anthony to 
manhandle her. 

The trainer was unable to go bn 
with the show at following per¬ 
formances, but did make walkon 
appearances for big hands from 
the crowd. 

Police Circus, staged by the de¬ 
partment’s benefit association, Was 
deemed a success for its six-day 
run ending Sunday <9i in the main 
arena of the muny build:ng, show¬ 
ing a slight increase over last 
year’s attendance, according to offi-; 
cials. 

Downstairs in the Exhibition Hall 
the annual Auto Show also showed 
an increase over last year’s at¬ 
tendance, with names including 
Louis Armstrong, Margaret Whit¬ 
ing, Roger Williams, Crew’ Cuts, 
Royal Teens, Whizzo. 
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Las Vegas’ McCoy Paris 
U—Continued from pace 1 

comprise German, French and. Allen Roehn and Frank Sennes 

English choristers, of an. unusual flew to Paris to. see the Lido show 

tall statare, differing from the with the summer kickoff in view. 

Yank lasses in size and also in For a time there was a deal for 

their terp styles. The costumes, the Sheraton Hotels chain to take 

of course, will, also be 100rfc over the hostelry, with an eye to 
French-created and shipped in the. big convention business that 
like any overseas production. Vegas seeks to attract .via a soon- 

Feature of The. Stardust’s nitery due Convention Had, plus the fact 
room, which will he retagged Le that the Stardust, basically, has 
Lido de Paris, is. its Unusually large convention, facilities, along 
high ceilings which permit sceneri' with its 1,100 rooms. That deal 
to be hung in the legit manner and fell through. At that time, too, 
which augurs, incidentally, the Wilbur. Clark’s Desert Inn was 
possibility of a fullfledged Broad- mentioned as the casino operator, 
way legit production playing in a separate and apart from Sheraton 
Vegas nitery. ‘This differs from running the hotel end of it. 
the tabloid versions of “Guys anc* The Lido , made one abortive. 
Dolls,” VZiegfeld Follies,” etc.; [ deal with the New Frontier a few 
which have been Vegas staples!. | years ago but bankruptcy by the 

The Stardust’s 1,100 rooms makes latter scuttled that negotiation. A 
It the biggest hostelry in the Ne- road company of Le Lido hias 
vada resort. Shortly before it was played the Laitin-American coun- 
slated to open, its operator, Tony tries and Havana as a variety re- 
Cornero, keeled over while gam- vue and has done big business, but 
bling, victim of a heart attack. the flashy Frenchfldorshowhas 

The Desert Inn management is never invaded the. U. S. proper, 
taking over management and op- incidentally, Fraday says that all 
eration of the nitery and casino; winter the .new Lido show has been 

4Vive La Vicki’ 
Montreal, March 11. 

Something of a first was es¬ 

tablished here when seven of 

Montreal’s top platter spin¬ 

ners bought space In a daily 

paper, to thank a performer 
for being cooperative. 

Occasion occurred following 
Vicki Beriet's four-week stint 
in the Embassy Room of . the 
Windsor Hotel. "Said the dlsk- 
ers:. “Thank you, Vicki Benet. 
You were one of the most co¬ 
operative acts we have ever 
had the pleasure . of working 

Sheraton Story: Clambakes 
; Continued from page 65 ; 

doing SRO, aided by the strike 
that clqsed the Folies Bergere and 
the fact that the Moulin Rouge and 
La Nouvelle Eve, latter two a 
Montmaxire vaudery and nitery, 
respectively, had been closed. The 
Moulin Rouge has just reopened 
and the New' Eve will ditto. The 
Folies. Bergere is also slated for 
April reopening. The M.R., how¬ 
ever, is a vaude policy. The Guerin- 
Fraday management plans taking 
it over and installing a Lido floor- 
show policy in place of the vaude. 
That, however, , is months in the 
future. 

exce\ 
for investors , amusement operators 

LAKESIDE, MODERN KANSAS CITY AMUSEMENT CENTER WITH YEAR* 
ROUND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES TO BE SOLD AT PUBLIC AUCTION 

TIME OF AUCTION* 
10:0Q A.M. CC.RT.1 APRIL 9# 1951 

INSPECTION OF PROPERTY: 
MARCH 19 TO DAY OF SALE 

to be sold 
as a unit 
or in 4 
separate 

lots > 

7.200-YARD 1S-HOLE GOLF 
COURSE & CLUB HOUSE 

Only public course In area. 30 
x 60' club house has pro shop, 
showers, locker rooms, . full 
basement, heating plant.. Wa¬ 
ter piped, to. each green.: . 

WITH OVER 3 MILLION 

PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMERS 

WITHIN 75 MILES, 

10,400 seat concrete 
I STADIUM WITH ft MILE 

• TRACK 
Also has Vi mile track. For 
dirt track, 'midget, stock car 
and motorcycle racing, rodeos, 
etc. flood-lighted, includes 3 
Ticket offices, concession stand, 
press room, restrooms, separ¬ 
ate office building.. Treated, 
parking lot overlooks track 
for added spectator space. 
Track area has 6'. high : 
boiler plate fence, 3 gates.: 

LAKESIDE RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT CENTER IS 

A LEADER IN ONE OF TODAY’S FASTEST GROWING FIELDS. 

119-ACRE LAKE—ICE 
RINK —SWIMMING 
POOL—DANCE & DINING 
HALLwCLUBHOUSE — 
PICNIC GROUNDS — 

OFFICE — RESIDENCE 
Lake is 55' deep, well stocked 
■with fish. 185 x. 80’ swimming 
pool has filtration system, 
bath house, stone concession 
stand. 190 x 90* ice rink in 
covered building is.serviced by. 
180-ton refrigeration plant. • 
Two-story, year-’round air- 
conditioned dining and danc¬ 
ing hall accommodates 500, 
includes fully, equipped'mod¬ 
ern kitchen. Landscaped. pic¬ 
nic grounds have 7 shelter 

DRIVE-IN THEATER AND 
KIDDY LAND 

DriverM theater with 65 x 11V 
screen, modem equipment,- ac¬ 
commodates 1,087 cars. Ad¬ 
joining Kiddy Land Includes 
miniature golf course, pony 
ring, merry-go-round, ferns 
wheel, immature train and sta¬ 
tion, boat ride, refreshment fa¬ 
cilities, many other features. 

houses, 120 tables, 30 barbe¬ 
cue ovens. 45 x 24' office 
building has full basement; 4- 
bedroom air-conditioned resi¬ 
dence includes gunroom, patio, 
full basement, 3-car garage. 

A rare opportunity will be offered investors, entertainment operators, dub or civic groups to buy 
all or part of beautiful Lakeside Recreation Center, Kansas City; Kansas, on the retirement of 
George Bennett, the present owner, from this highly successful business for reasons of age and 
health. 

Replacement value: of this outstanding amusement park (on which construction was begun in 
1953) is conservatively estimated a£ $3,500,000.00. Occupying a 443 acre plot, it adjoins Wyan* 
dotte County Lake, only 12 miles from the downtown area of rapidiy growing Kansas City, at th* 
intersection of 91st Street and Highway 5. 

To be sold as a complete unit or in four separate lots as listed, subject to terms and conditions of 
sale. ; ''l'Jr’:'?'r' ;. 

For Descriptive Brochure with CompleteDetailsendTermsof Se^ Cenlael the Auctioneers 

193 Meadows Building 

Dallas* Texas 

EMersdn3-3388 

- • 

932 Board of Trade Bldg, 

Kansas City, Mo, 

¥Ictor2-5339 

mercial value of $500,000 when 

they switched the monicker of the 

hospice. Any improvements that 

they would make would accrue to 

the old name, but with the change, 

the chain and its management 

would, get a greater amount of 

credit. However, chain is holding 

onto the Ambassador name and 

will not permit use of that label 

for another inn. 

■ Rely on Conclaves 

i Henderson stressed the greater, 

| reliance of the hotel industry upon ; 

| conventions; with many of its ac¬ 
quisitions based upon the ability 

’ of an inn to get a lot of the bulk 
[ business. Although the Chain has 
[ long eschewed the operation of re- 
; sort hotels, they have been going 
. into resorts, but only as an added 
| lure to get the confab business. 
‘ For example, their recent takeover 

of the Ritz Carlton, Atlantic City 
and the French Lick Hotel, French 

; Lick, Ind;r aside 'from the financial 
1 attractiveness, was decided iipon 
, the belief that they could make it 
' a profitable operation through con¬ 

vention business. i 

The chain, Henderson said, had 
been negotiating for the takeover 
of the nearly completed Stardust ^ 
Hotel, Las Vegas, which couldn’t 
come up with a deal sufficiently 
attractive to Sheraton in a finan¬ 
cial way. 

The Sheraton’s belief in the fu¬ 
ture of convention biz is bolstered 
by the fact that even during the 
current recession, that type of 
business is fairly steady. There is, 
however, some falloff in the num¬ 
ber attending any given powwow. 
For example, he pointed out that if 
reservations are made for 400, only 
about 375 will show up. He said 
that organizations such. as Ameri¬ 
can Management Assn, have been 
teaching executives the arts of 
conventions. An increasing num¬ 
ber of companies are now periodi¬ 
cally calling in their staffs for con¬ 
ferences and meetings. Hotels are 
a major beneficiary in this trend* 

The current recession, Hender- 

Can’t Tell the Players 
At N.Y. Hotels Without 

A ‘Scorecard of Shifts’ 
Personnel shifts attendant to the 

“musical hotels”: that William 

Zeckendorf (Webb & Knapp) and 
the Sheraton Hotels Corp. of 
America have been playing—not¬ 
ably the swap of the Astor for the 
Ambassador in New York—sees 
William ToUetti swinging over to 
the general managership of the 
Hotel Gotham, in Manhattan, after 
29 years’ association with 'Col. ! 
Serge Obolensky. He was with the 
latter at the Plaza, Sherry-Nether- 
land and latterly at the Ambassa¬ 
dor, renamed last week the Shera¬ 
ton-East. Harold Bock, ex-Carlyle 
Hotel, N. Y., and latterly, g.m. of 
the Sheraton, Chicago, has been 
shifted to New York to succeed 
Tonetti. 

Col. Obolensky (as well as Rob¬ 
ert K. Christenberry) has left the 
Ambassador (now Sheraton East) 
to become general operations di¬ 
rector for Zeckendorf at the Astor, 
the • Manhattan (ex-Lincoln) and 
eventually the Commodore, when 
and if the latter goes under the 
Zeckendorf wing, via leasehold. 
Obolensky Is now making his h.q. 
at the Astor, aided by Pegeen (and 
Ed Fitzgerald) on general promo¬ 
tion and merchandising. Frank W, 
Kridel has been named-executive 
veepew of the Astor (ex-Sheraton 
Astor), along with his ditto duties 
as executive v.p. and g.m. of the 
Manhattan. 

son pointed out, is more severe 
than those which occurred In 1949 
and 1954, during which periods 
the Sheraton chain was able to 
maintain and even, increase its 
earning power. However, the cur¬ 
rent dip is far more .severe, and 
there have been sales slumps. Hen¬ 
derson stated that there were 
many hotel failures in the ’20s and 
’30s because of insufficient financ¬ 
ing, There is no such danger to¬ 
day since he feels the chain as 
well as most hotels are in a liquid 
position financially. 

Henderson disclosed that tele¬ 
type services, the lack of which is 
frequently cited as the downfall of 
indie hotel operators, is being 
furnished by the Sheraton chain to 
selected inns in cities where they 
do not operate. Henderson says no 
commission is involved, the only 
obligation is to give referral reser¬ 
vations from the indie hotel to a 
Sheraton inn in towns where they 
maintain hotels. He also stated 
that indie hotels can avail them¬ 
selves of discounts via volume pur¬ 
chases through the. Sheraton pur¬ 
chasing office. He admits there 
aren’t many takers for the latter 

^BOSTON j 
SMASH HIT \ 

THE GLAMOROUS NEW ,< 
HOTEL 

Show folks are raving about the J,: 

all hew Hotel Avery. All new, large, \ 
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms 'i 

with private bath and television. < 

Many Air Conditioned. J 

AVERY & WASHINGTON STS. 1 

GERRI GALE 
CURRENTLY 

MOROCCOCLUB 
Madrid, Spain 

Mgf.^-MiLES INGALLS, HOWARD HOYT 

“THE COMEDIAN” 
The Only Real Monthly 

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICR 
THI LATEST — THI GREATEST — 

THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST 
Now; In Ha 91st Issue, containing 
stories, one-liners, poemettes, ions 
tltlas, hecklers, audltnce stuff, mono¬ 
logs, parodies, doublo gags, bit*. 
Ideas, Intros, Impressions and Im¬ 
personations, political. Interruption*. 
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous 
Views of the Nows, otc. $15 yearly. 

3 Yrs. *35—Single Issues $1 . 
RATES GO UP WITH NEXT ISSUR 

HURRYI No C.O.D.'S 

BILLY GLASON 
SOI W. 54 St., New York 19 

23,000 Comedy Lines 
atf-llbt, routine*. bits ef builneu, iltht »»•*. 
pars dies, blackout*, dsublis.soni titles, classi¬ 
fied material. 1700 pasee ef sharp, up-te-the- 
seeend comedy! No Jae Miller* *r newspaper 
fillers. For free eemedy eatatof, wrltet De¬ 
partment Y, 

ORBEN PUBLICATIONS 
III E. Carpenter SL Valloy 8tr*aa, N. Y. 

FANTASTIC BOX OFFICE 

JOAN BRANDON 
WORLD'S GREATEST HYPNOTIST 

W. W. Muar, President, and V. P. V the N.A.A.P.PJ. 

said: "Never have f seen audiences respond With such 

enthusiasm. One moment they are spelbpund with 

amazement, and the next moment they are roaring with 

laughter. You keep them completely fdednated thruout 

your entire shew .. . l am most happy fa. recommend 

you to park awnere aH aver the country for their big 

attraction of «he year, and I am happy that you will 
to with us again next year.” 

Mgt.: J. BRANDON, 4SB W. 24th St., Haw York 
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New York 
Joe Glaser, proxy of Associated 

'Booking C'orp., returned yesterday 
iTues/ from a quick booking trip 

to Florida . . Publicist Jack Egan 
ji lined. to the Coast Guard Cp.n- 
n.amlant's panel on public inlorma- 
t;on . . Solcr & Lorca to the Bar¬ 
clay. Toronto. March 17 .. . Lau- 
rcanne LcMay bowing at the Sans 
Sum:. Havana. April 16 . . . Sheila 
K^vro’ds to open at Li' Cupidoh 
April I. 

Golden Gate Quartet start 
•four-'.* et*k. lour in Turkey March 
11 1 ;;t‘ r a week in Valencia. Tliev 
r Ver'tly concluded ".a-' seven-week 
fin-ert jaunt in Israel . , . Morey 
Amsterdam 'shifted to the William 

Ag. nt y . . . Fran AVarren 
a'-o signed to that office in the 
\:.r.et\ lick! only ... Dialiann Car- 
r.»il to work the Copacabana Palace; 
l*io tie Janeiro, starting May 17; 
tii- nee to a date in Sao Paulo . .;. 
Pat Wib on inked for the Ritz. Mon¬ 
treal. March 26 . . . Galanes go to 
the Perns Restaurant. Stockholm, 
April 1 . , . Booker James Grady 
W orking as co-chairman of the spe¬ 
cial gifts division with columnist 
Nick Kenny for the Jewish Na¬ 
tional-' Home for Asthmatic. Chil¬ 
dren . . ... Ving Merlin & Lynda 
into Harrali's. Lake Tahoe. May 2 
. . . Virginia Craig opened at the 
Viennese Lantex*n yesterday 'TuesJ 
. . . Marge Cameron tapped for the 

I the Keigo Imperial J a panes e 
i Dancers. 
V Jimmy Durante opens at N. Y.’s 
; Copacabana April 17 . .. . Ruth 
‘ Olay returns to. the Avant Garde 
j March 28 . . . George Shearing 

Crescendo, Houston, April 20 V . . ; Quintet- current at the Interlude 
Rita Grable opened at the Domino ’ • '• -• Singer-comedienne Caroline 
Lounge, Atlanta . v . The Troupers,! Richter holds over another week at 
femme theatrical organization, to j the Ye-Little Club along with bal- 
hold annual auction of articles do-j lade^-gmtarist Rajidy Sparks . . . . 
nated by celebs ..-: . Jackie Kannon I.Rdz Bros. ?etfor a four-week stand 
into the Flamingo, Las Vegas, to- . *n ■Phoenix cov- 
mbrrow iThurs.) . . : Norman Paris | Gnng. the Christmas holidays. 
Trio moved into Julius Monk-s' 
Upstairs Room. Kansas City 

Ruive, Louie Sunshine trek 
east for a date at the. Casino Royal, 

! Washington, opening March 31. 
his : Its the first stand in Washington 

The third show on weekends is proving to be an item of debate be¬ 
tween performers and niteriesi Latest dispute to flare up on that score 
came between operators of the Beverly Hills Country Club, Newport, 
Ky, and Sophie Tucker. Miss Tucker refused to go on for the third 
session. She cancelled the two-week deal which was to have started 
July 4. Deal is now on for ^1 Bernie to replace. 

Chez Paree, Chicago, will puli its Lenten hiatus next Monday (17) 
after . Sammy Davis Jr. departs, and will stay dark for at least three 
weeks. Nitery is still dickering frantically for a topliner to relight the 
spot. Only shows firm for the future pair the McGuire Sisters and Hen- 
ny Youngman, set to open April 25, and Tony Bennett plus Rowan & 
Martin, due in May . 16. Jimmy Durante is a likely June or July entry. 

‘Reck ¥ Roll U.S.A.’ Show 
For German Dance Halls 

s Frankfurt, March 11. 
Germany has been, caught up in 

the rock ’n’ roll fad for the last 

KEN BARRY 

MARCH 23 

FROLIC CLUB 
REVERE, MASS. 

Mgt.: Stu & Will Weber. New York 

GLASQN'S 

PROFESSIONAL 
COMEDY MATERIAL 

for air Theatricals 
*'We Service the Stars" . 

Big Clean-Out Special on All. 
35 Gag Files for Only $15 

Plus $1.00 Postage 
e: 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. ... S10 # 
• 4 Blackout Books, POr Bk.. .:. S2S • 
• Minstrel Budget . .. : .. S25 e 

How to Master the Ceremonies 
S3 per Copy 

No C.O.D's . "Always Open". 
BILLY GLASON 

200 W. 54th St., N.V.C., 1* Circle 7-1130 
-.WE TEACH EMCEEING andCOMEDY) 
.Let a Real Professional Train You.1 

Chicago 
Shelley Berman,, who got 

start in Ch\ returns for a Mister ’ for the 'voice-throwing turn. Act 
Kelly's date starting April 11. has. a string of one-nighters in this 
Anita Q’Day '.Will join him . . : Jim- area throughout March. 
niy Ames has a two-wceker May 21 :A.—' / .  -— 
at- the Club Normandie in Misha'- \ 

thi K C. Muehlebach May 9 for 2 Yank Flyboys Front 
two frames .;. Tonettes are booked 
foi Derby Week at Brown’s Sub¬ 
urban Hotel in Louisville Deep 
River Boys launch a Ifirday one- 
nighter tour of Western Canada on 
.March 17, then play .Windsor rOntJ 

• Elmwood Club . for . a fortnight 
smarting April 7 . . It’s one-night- . 
ers. also for Gene Vincent’s Blue \ 

Caps starting April 24, with -25 year, but no one before has ever 
U S, and Canadian dates . . On- j f,nrnTriprrial'i7pd hn it to th_ extent 

:tario; Elmwood Club gets the Jaye 1 commercialized, on it to tne. extent 
Brothers March 24 for a pair . . .of producing a; giant. r&r dance, 
Dallas Adolphus has Danny Cos-; with the music generally confined 
tello in for two weeks April 24;; to concert halls or to smaller night 
with Sophie Tucker ^going in May I cIub.dance floors> ;• 
23 for 10 days;: Bob Melvin & jer- j ' '.. . ... . . . 
ri Adams open there June 3, and . But •Americaii ingenuity is gomg 
Judy Scott is set for 10 days open- to capitalize, on the flair for the hot 
ing June 19. Then the. spot; shut- : music, here as a bunch of Ameri- 
ters for the summer and redecora-' cans, in and out of the service, are 
tion ... . Crescendo in Houston has j combining their talents to stage: a 
comedienne Marge C am e r on ! huge'dance. April II, in the Gesell- 
booked for a pair starting April 3.0,: schaftshaus im- Zoo which, accord- 

Flamenco team, of Antonio incr to the .police permit, can ac- 
Jimenez Sc Pepita. Martinez, 'vho | commodate up to 1,200 dancers, 
left Jose Greco’s troupe a while , _ . . . _ . 
back, are booked for the Chi Blue _ -ru'° ex-servicemen . workin0 In 
Angel Marbh 14. Frankfurt, -Bill Cassell and Joe 
* & ” ^ __  . Bunche, are undertaking this event 

as their first musical production. 
Glasgow The evening, titled “Rock ’n’ Roll 
T . . . U. S. A.,” toplines Gus Backus, 

Olsen & Jolinsm set for; vaude' star o{ ,he Del vikings who have 
ek »*-Empire Thejdre^Aprt _14 recorded for Dot" aiid Mercury in 

. . . Fay Lenore pacted as thrush ; t i 
for 1958 “Five-Past Eight!’ at AI-1' * 
hambra. Charlie Grade skedded to |; He and his five-piece band are 

: headline April 28 at' Empire, his! all members of the U. S. Air Force 
; second date at that vaudery . . .5 and stationed in nearby Wiesbaden^ 
Mickey Katz pacted for . Empire ! Also featured' with the show is 
May 19 . . . Lex McLean topping - Cleveland-born singer Bill Ramsey, 

Saranac Lake 
By HAPPY BENWAY 

Saranac, March. 11. 

Benton, C- Ressler vaudevillian 

of.; yesteryear who rates special 
mention in our top progress de¬ 

partment was recently elected 
chairman of our “We The Pa¬ 
tients” entertainment, fund cbm-, 
mittee, assisted by Marion Behr, 
Amelia McDonough, Pierre Andre. 
He replaces" Herbert Gladney who 
is Chicago-bound with his recently 
won all-clear clinical report. 

Joan Sinclair bingoed out of 
here with a Clean bill of health, 
beating the rap in less than a year. 
She is also a polio victim, unable 
to walk, but is now taking her first 
exercises in walking and gone back 
to Gotham to join her father Jos¬ 
eph' W. Lewis Jr., of radio-tv. 

Frank 1IATSE) Morsch shot up 
a box of stogies to this desk to be 
handed out to the gang. His wife 
Ann who graduated here in 1956 
gave birth to a girl at their home 
in Emerson, N. J. 

Joseph Vaughey, Denver author 
and playMTight troubled with per¬ 
forations in both eardrums and 
deaf for over. 20' years; was oper¬ 
ated on successfully by the adding 
of membrane to give him a new 
eardrum that brought his hearing 
back okay: 

Write to those who are ill. 

summer layout, as comedian at 
Pavilion . . . Jack Radcliffe, Scot 

: comedian; to Gaiety, Ayr, for short 
season; 

Hollywood 
Comic Arthur Walsh hold __ 

at the: Four Jokers, nitery for two j ment. 

formerly .with AFN and now workr 
irig in German films and night¬ 
clubs in Europe. 

Show will be priced at an eco¬ 
nomical six German marks ($1.50> 
per person, and will offer dancing 
from 8 p.in. to 1 am, plus two 
40-minute segments . of entertain- 

weeks : . . Betty Grable has been 
signed bv Dave Siegel to head her 
own show at Cal-Neva in. Lake 
Tahoe for a Week beginning July 
14 . . . Miyoshi tJniekL current at 
the Mocambo, holds over another 
two weeks With new attraction of 

„ Cassell *and Bunche, junior en- 
terpreneurs both in their mid-20s, 
plan to take the show on a tour, 
of major German cities. 

Hilarious 

MAECGi: CAMERON 
Just Concluded (4 WEEKS) OLD ROUMANIAN. New York 

————-Future Dates-^' 

BEVERLY HILLS C. C. 
Covington, Ky. 

CRESCENDO 

ZEPHYR ROOM 

FONTAINEBLEAU 
Miami Roach V 

NEW NIXON 
Pittsburgh 

Direction: Wm. Morris Agency Pers. Mgt.: BILL FOSTER 

Betty J. Smith in Hosp. 
After 4-Flight Fall 

Betty Jane Lenny, dancer known 

professionally as Betty Jane Smith, 

and the wife of agent Jack Lenny 

(& Nat Debin) is in critical condi¬ 
tion at the Roosevelt Hospital, 
N. Y., as the result of a fall from 
her fourth floor Central Park South 
apartment. 

Clad only in her underwear, Mrs. 
Lenny fell around 6:30 a. m., land¬ 
ing partially on a picket fence in 
courtyard. 

ANYBODY HERE READ SWEDISH ? 
"VING MERLIN and LYNDA orett ortist par med 

verkligt publikfycke. Tabaraoch froga de 

herrarsom utsattes for Lyndas musikaliska flirt!1' 

—Goteborg, Sweden* 

* TRANSLATION: 
S*"*etbini atwiit the nubile Uvin| us-: 
Lynda beini a musical flirtl 

Mgt.i Directional En». 

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

Currently EMERALD BEACH HOTEL, Nassau 

Personal Management: ROMEO HAMMOND PROD. 
777 losaroftca Baildrag* Omaha, Neb. 

Scot Vauder 
= . Continued from, page G4 s 

! as “ah extremely gifted comic who 
' put in a w-eek at the Empire,” he 
says he proved a favorite with lo- 

; dal audiences. 

; . Of Burl Ives, author says: “He 
, w‘as probably the city’s most fer- 
. vent admirer, although the audi- 
i ences be drew at the Empire were 
: just fair . His idea of a good 
time was to do two shows, and 

, then hole up somewhere with a 
'few acquaintances and a case of 

whisk>% and go on singing for fun 
until four or five in the morning.” 

Hanley cites Don Cornell as “one 
! of the other ; likeable . Americans 
• who; wandered into Glasgow for an 
Empire stint. Don came- with his 
-pianist and his manager, Mannie 
Greenfield, a heavily-built New 
Yorker with a bass baritone drawl 
and the look of one of the innocent 
gangsters you find in Runyon.” ! 

He recalls the great reception a 
jampacked - street gave to Danny 
Kaye, and the..poor biz done by 
Frank Sinatra. “‘When Brnatra ar-( 

| rived in the . long procession of j 
: American names, he was singing 
* just.as «expertly as he ever did. but 
i a pew generation of teenagers 
■ thought of him as one Of the; old 
guard, and stayed at home to listen 
to their records of Frankie Laine. 

| If Sinatra had returned in 1957, 
they might: have had to call out 

; the mounties again to hold back 
the fans.” , 

! Now' a staffer on Roy Thomson’s 
\ TV Guide,. Hanley is on ex-feature 
■ writer of the Scottish Daily Record 
! and a former agency scribe. He is 
; also a songwriter. His book catches 
; the earthiness and good-feeling of 
' Glasgow*, one of the toughest and, 
>■ at same time* gayest cities in the 
: world. .. 

Dean’s Sinatra Spot 
Frank Sinatra has cancelled _ 

three-weeker at the Sands Hotel, 
Las Vegas, scheduled to start 
April 9. 

Dean Martin has been set as re¬ 
placement. 

Debts, 
Fold Vancouver Nitery, 

But May Resume Soon 
Vancouver, March 11’ . 

Vancouver’s. Macambo nitery,. 
w'hich opened with a fair splash: 
last December, is , temporarily 
closed, due to exodus of orch, hoof¬ 
ers and some of staff. 

The new spot, set up in time for 
Christmas biz by Bill “Mac” Mis 
Gonigal, was an immediate click 
in the first round. Biz dwindled 
after. Ten writs for pay are known 
to have been served in behalf of 
the Jack Card Dancers by the 
Oliver & Millar law office here. 
Ray Lowdos Quartet seek settle¬ 
ment of their “difficulties” via the 
AFM local. - 

Most recent acts playing the 375- 
seater were Norma Robinson, Bob. 
Hart and some localyturns. 

Boniface McGonigal; frank about 
the pending suits, says he closed 
to refinance the enterprise and to 
complete the decor, which Is one- 
third installed. 

Girls-PRlTn'-lliris 
Waitrexscs, Showgirl typos, for a 
how kind of East Sido Clab. Un¬ 
usual opp. for high earnings. In¬ 
terviews will be held at the York 
Inn, 1153 York Avenue at 62nd 
Street, N. - Y.. Wed. and Thurs. 
(Mar. 17-20) between 5 and 7 P.M. 

CHRIS MENDOZA 
Please Contact 

MISS JEAN GORDY 
al 1679 Pratt Drive, New Orleans, la. 

: Fqirview 6769 

Entertainers Wanted 
Exotics, femalo piano . player-singer, 
or what havo you. For night dub In 
Wash., D. C. Non-Union acts only. 

Writ# or call Cross Roads, 
4103 Baltimore Avo., Bladensburg, Md. 

. WArfiald 7-3636 - 

The DEEP RIVER BOYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS 

Ytfc Intenwttoiol Tour 

Teorlas 

PARAGON THEATRES 
WESTERN CANADA 

Direct/on: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY 

Pen. Mgr.* ED- K1RKEBY 

imirii hi ii in ii in ii in H iif in mu H m » m » m hut 

CAB CALLOWAY 
Featured in PARAMOUNT'S 

“ST. LOUIS BLUES” 
SOON TO BE RELEASED 

Mgt. MIL MITTIER, lilt IraeUway. New Yatk 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF MARCH 12 

Numeral* In connection with bills below Indicate opening day of show. . 

NEW YORK CITY 
Rockettes 
Glee Club 

..... • vLucille Manners 
- Jack. Beader Foursome. 
Sondra Barrett Renald it Rudy 

. . Music Hall 1) 
Corps de Ballet 

AUSTRALIA 
. MELBOURNR 

Tivoli 17 : 
Shirley Bassey 
Vic Hyde 
LQI Befde 
Clifford Guest 

. Curibas (4) 
George Holmes 
Neal. & Newton 

. Eleanor Gunter 
Joe Martin . 
3 Winds . 
Jimmy Jeff 
David Sterle 
Irene Bevans 
Rae Morgan 

Reg Priestman 
Norman Thorpe .. 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli 17. 

Larry Griswold 
Johnny Lockwood 
Eagle & Man 
A Robins .. 
Rayes St. Faye 
Anny Berryer 
Medlock it Marlowe 
Winnetou Si Squaw 
B it D Stuchberry - 
Jimmy Parkinson .- 
Edit JuH&sz 
Frank Ward 

BRITAIN 
BIRMINGHAM 

Hippodrome IP 
..Alma Cogan‘ 

■ McAndrews & Mills 
• Terry Wayne 
Richman & Jackson 
Terry Scott' 
Ghezzi Bros. 

. Desmond Lane 
BRIGHTON 

Hippodrome It. 
Johnny Duncan Co. 

f Gillian it June 
Edna Savage 
J & S Lamonte 
Dennis Spicer 

. Freddie Earle 
Victor Seaforth 
Dowler. it Rogers 
FINSBURY PARK 

Empire 10 
Don Lang' &-.Co. 
Rosemary Squires 
Kenny Baker- & Co. 

. Carl Barriteau 
Joe Henderson. 
Jim Jackson it Co. 
Garth Meade 

GLASGOW 
Empire It 

Anthony & Ricardo 
. Clyde Valley Co. 
Robert Wilson Co, 
Billjs- Crotchet 
K Haynes 
Jimmy Fletcher 
A dtjV .Shelley 

1 LEEDS 
Empire It 

Jimmie Wheeler 
Murray Sc Maidfe 
Bruce Forsyth 
Suzi Miller 
Ric Richards " ■ 
Murray Campbell 
Francois St Zandra 

. Royal Command 
. Girls 

LIVERPOOL 
Empire It 

Edmund Hockridge 
Yana 
Candy Sis 
Freddie Harrison . 
Baker St Douglas 
Bassi &. June - 

Keefe Bros. & Ann 
LONDON 

Metropolitan It 
Issy Bonn 
Joe Church 
Cops Cousins 
3 Martinis. 
Allen it Steve 
Ravic St Babs 
Jean St . Jack: 
O’Duffy Bros. 

NEWCASTLE 
Empire It 

Jimmy Young 
Rey St Ronjy 
Betty Driver 
MudUrks 
Bobby Thompson 
Walthon Sc Dorralne 
Ronnie Collis 

NORTHAMPTON 
New 10 

Roxy Sc Glenda 
Diane D’Orsay 
Alec Pie pii . 
A St C. Laverne 
Del & Dorrien 
Pauline Mee 
Andree’s Girls 

NOTTINGHAM 
Empire 10 

MichaCl Holliday 
Hal Monty 
De Vere Girls 
Peter Crawford 3 
Rocco 
Jolly Jesters . . 
Bernle A Barbara 

SHEFFIELD 
Empire 10 

Marty Wilde C<r. 
McKinnon Sis 
4 Jones Boys . .. 
Rosa Macari 
Little. Johnny Co. 
Sonny Roy 
Hollander St Hart 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand 10 

Roy Barbour, 
Metronotes 
Reg Lloyd 
Cecilie Freeman 
Jessie Ball . 
Muriel Devon 
Doran St Duval 

NEW YORK CITY 
Blue Angel 

Bobby Short ■ 
Evelyn Knight 
Shelley Berman 
Phyllis Diller 
Bart Howard 
Jimmie Lyon Trio 

Ben Soir 
Sylvia Syms 
Phil Leeds 
Jorie Remus 
Three Flames 
Jimmie Daniels 

casanovp 
Dohna Dunn 
Margrit St Adrienne 

Chateau Madrlt 
Carmen Torres 
Donay St Winters 
Candi Cortez - 

. Ralph Font Ore 
Panchito Ore 

Cepacabana 
. Myron Cohen 
. Sam Cooke 

Jaye Sis 
Ted Morrell 
Mimi 
DAG Prior 
Michael Durso Ore 
Frank Marti Ore 

Downstairs Room 
Julius Monk 
Ronny Graham 
Ceil Cahot, 
Ellen Hanley 
Jean Arnold 
Gerry Matthews 
Stain Keen. 

It Chic* 
Marisa Terol 
Lucerite Tena . 
Carlos A Myrna 

• Mellitas Del Camp* 
No. 1 Fifth Av*. 

Cedrone St Mitchell 
Bob Downey - - 
Harold Eonvtil* • 
Joan . Bishop 

Hotel Pierre 
Stanley Melba Ore 
Joe Ricardel Ore 
Betty Benee 

Hotel Plate 
Jahe Morgan 
Ted Straeter Ore • 
Mark Monte Or* 

Hotel Roosevelt 
Guy Lombardo Ore 

Hotel Staffer 
Xavier Cugat Ore 

. Hotel Taft 
Vincent Lopez Ore 

Hotel St. Regis 
Glnny Simms . 
Milt Shaw Ore . 
Ray Bari. Ore 

Latin Quarter 
Kirby Stone 4 - 
Beverlee Dennis' . 
Malagon Sis 
Peiro. Bros. 
Chandra Kaly 
Martha Ann Bentley 
Jamel Twins . . 
India Adams : 
Bob Kennedy ." 
Jo Lombardi Ore . 
B Harlowe Ore . ... 

L* Cuplden 
Fran Warren 

Old Romanian 
Pat Rooney 
Marge Cameron 
McKenna Line 
Avon Long 
Margaret Tynea 
Laverne Hutchinson 
George Carl 

Town "A Country 
Blackburn Twins 
Jerry Collins 
De John Sis 
Harmonica Rogues 
Phil Black 
Ned. Harvey Ore 
SIcaris Ore 

Drake Hotel 
Pat O'Day • 
Jimmy Blade Ore 

Gat* of Horn 
P Amaya - A ' 
C, Torres 
Stan Wilson 
." London House 
Carmen Cavallaro 4 

Avante Garde 
Matt. Dennis Trio 
Jacqueline Fontaine 

Ben Blue’s - 
Ben Blue 
Kay Cee Jones 
Barbara Heller 
Saminy Wolf 
Joan Kayne 
Dick Berate. 
Ivan Lane .Ore 

Coconut Grove - 
Sophie Tucker. 
Frances Brunn ' . 
•Freddy Martin Ore' 

Crescindo 
Billy Daniels 
The Lancers 
Slick Slavlh 
Dave Pell Ore 

■111 Club . 
Annette Warreni 
Johnny. Walsh 

Irttorlud* . 
Geprge Shearing. 

Quintet- 
„ Largo 
Frances Faye 
Peter Wood 
Eddie Girady Ore .. 

Janlne Caire 
Virginia Craig 
Ernest Schoen Ore 
Paul Mann 

Village Bern 
Billy Kelly 
Mae Sagan 
Larry McMahon. . 
Irving Harris 
Belle Carroll 
Piute Pete 
Bobby Meyer* Ore 

Village Vanguard 
Langston Hughes 
Irwin Corey 
-Charlie Mingus 

Waldorf-Astoria 
Varel A Bailly 
Chanteurs De Paris 
Emil Coleman Ore 

. Bela Babai Ore ' 

CHICAGO 
Black orchid 

Mary Kaye Trio- 
Jo* Parnello v<3> . 

Blue'Angel 
"Calypso Extrava¬ 

ganza" , 
Princess Abllla A ' 

King Christian 
Lord Christ# - - 
Lord Rafael 
Candelas Trin ' 
Roger McCall 

Blue Note 
Earl Bostic (5) 

Chez Pare* 
Sammy Davis Jr; 
Barbara A Mansell 

■ ftW. JL 

Ted Fio Rito Ore 
. . Cloister inn 

Eddie Higgins Trio 
Beverly Kelly 
Ramsey Lewis Trio 

• Conrad Hilton 
-"Bir top" 
Glenn A Coteen 
Mencbassys 
Luparescos 
Paul Castle 
Darlene Sellik 
Jo Ann McGowan 
Fred Napier 
Adrian Swan 
Norman Crider 
Tune Tattlers 4 

Mister Kelly’s 
Kaye Ballard 
Lyiin Roberts 
Marr A Frigo 

Palmer Mouse 
Carol Channing. 
Chlqulta A Johnson 
Ben Arden Qrc 

Eddie Bernard 
... Nautilus 

Rose Hardaway 
Frank Scott 
Holly ..Warren 
Carlos A Yvonne - 
6yd Stanley Ore. 

- Sans Soud . 
Dick HaU 
Freddy Calo Ore 

Saxony 
Geisha. Girl Revue 
Ming A Ling ' . 
Toy A Wing 
Florence . Ahn 
Tony Toyada 
Tong Bros.. .. 

LOS ANGELES 
Larry Pefter’e 
Supper Club 

King's Four 
Phyllis Inez 
Sandy Sims 

Mocambe 
Miyoshl Yumekl 
Keleo Imperial 

. Japanese Dnc* ' 
Frankie Sands Trio 
Paul Hebert Ore . . 

Moulin Rouge 
Ella Fitzgerald . 
Toni Dalli 
Donn . Arden: Lin* 
Royal Guards 
Eddie O’Neill Ore 

Slate Bros. 
Jimmy Ames. . 
Ann Hathaway - 
GU Bernal 4 

Statler Hotel 
Welly Boag 
Don Dellair 
Ed. Bergman Ore 

The Seville 
Lecuona Cuban 

Boys- ■ 
Steven Peck A . Lite 

Ye Little Club 
Caroline Richter 
Randy Sparks 

HAVANA 
Capri 

Margarita Sierra 
Ethel Martin 
Romy Bleu - 
Dick Curry 

Nacional. 
Georgia Gibbs 
Parisien Dners . 
Dancing Waters 
W. Reyes. Ore 

Riviera 
Vic Dam'one 
Elena Del Cueto 
Manolo Torrente 
Lasker Steinberg 
Mercedes Valdes 
Armlnda Martinez 
Maria Magdalena. 
Guzman Singers 
Rivera Ore 

. sans Soud 
Tony Foster 

Gloria A Rolando. 
Victor Alverez. 
Miriam Barrera* 
Elena Burice 
Raquel Mata 
KaryRussi 
La Serie Ore 
Ortega Ore 

. Tropicana 
Nat King Cole 
Erlinda Cortes 
Alberto Rochl' ■ 
Blanca Varela 
Gladys A Freddy 

Riveros. 
Guaracheros 
Monica Castel 
Tropicana Ballet 
S Suarez Orq 
4 Romeu Orq 

LAS VEGAS 
Desert inn 

’’Newcomers, •1928” 
Paul' Whiteman 
Harry Richman 
Rudy Vallee . . 
Buster Keaton. 
Fifi D’Orsay 
Carlton Hayes Ore 

Dunes < 
Minsky’s Folles 

. International" 
Irv Benson 
Dorian Dennis 
Paul White . 
Sid Fielda 
Boubouka 
Carol King 
Cee. Davidson Ore 

El Cortez 
Dubonnet Trio. 
Dick Saunders 
Marcie Miller. 
Deedy A Bill 

El Rancho Vtgas 
Earths Kitt 
Morey Amsterdam ■ 
Barry Ashton Dners 
Dick Rice Orch 

Vic Damone . 
Jackie Kannon. 
LitUe Buck 
Flamihgoettes 
Jack Cathcart Ore 

Nltecapa 
Make Believe* 
The Victors. 
The Castles 

Harry Ranch 
Jig Adams 
Charlie Boyer 
L A F Miynard 

Rlvlsra 
Dennis Day 
De Castro Sisters 
Novelltes 
Cavanaughs 
Ray Sinatra Ore 

Sahara 
Dan Dailey 
Collins Kids 
Camille Williams 
Louis Basil Ore 
Louis Prima-Keely. 

Spilth 
. Sands 

Nat King Cole 
Allen A DeWood 
Copa Girls 
Antonio Morelll Ore 

San Soud. . 
"Midnight In Paris’* 
Bobby Morris 
Pat Moreno 
Ray Parsons 
Sherry Shone 
Cindy A Alberto 
Jeanne Masson 
Mile. Zabuda . 
Bobby Blue Ore 
\ - Showboat 

Hank Penny 
Shirley Scott 
Garr Nelson 
Showboat. Girls 
Vic Artese Ore 

Silver Slipper 
Hank Henry 
Annie Maloney 
Peggy Dieterick 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye 
Mac Dennison 
Geo. Redman Ore 

ThundorblrG 
Frank Gusto 
Joe- Fomaro 

Tropicana 
Jayne Mansfield 
Mickey Hargltay 
Elaine Dunn 
Cathy Crosby 
Johnny Puleo A 

r Harmonica Gang 
Dante D*Paulo 
George Chakirls 
Lizanne Truex 
Sean Garrison 
Jack Ackerman 
Nat B.randywynno 

Ml AMI-MI AMI BEACH 
Americana 

Frankie Laine 
Allen A DeWood 
Beatrice Kraft Dcrs 
Jackie HeUer . 
Lee Martin Ore 
Maya Ore 

Avalen 
Hal Winters 
Bobby Dnkotf Ore 
Anita Boyar 
Red Smith 3 

BaMnerel 
Charlie Farrell . 
Irving Fields 3 
Billy Mitchell 
Mickey Gentile 
Jose Curbelo Ore 

Cafe D* Paris 
George Matson 
The Szonys 
Wlere Bros. 
Plroska 
Billy Fellows 
Jet MacDonald 
Dick Estes 
Ilona Nagy 
Chlckle James 
Doug Scott 
Croft Twins 
Tinker Bell 
Sherry Britton 
Kingpins 
Lyda Fairbanks 
Freddie Bell Bell¬ 

hops 
Deauville 

Donald .O'Connor 
Sidney Miller 
Hr. Ballantlns- 
Boglnos 
Deauvilletes 
A1 Mack Ore 
Red Caps 
Tito Puente Ore . 
Damlta Jo 

Dl Ltd* 
Bageltime Revue 
Barton Bros; 
Eddie Scnaeffer 
Lillian Hayes 
JCaxftadk.*, . 

Bea Kalmua 
Bobby Escote 
Beriiie Sager. 
Caney Ore 

fden Rea 
Louis Prims' 
Keely Smith 
Mambo Aces 
Dorothy Donegan 3 
Emery Deutsch 

String* 
Rascha Rodell 
Mai Malkin Ore 
Sonny Kendls Ore 
Louis Varona Ore 

Fontainebleau 
Frank Sinatra 
Sacasas Ore 
Pupl Campo Ore 

. Latin Quarter 
Milton Berle. 
Betty George 
Metropolitans 
Dunhills 
Mltsuoko : 
Stan Fisher 
Quito Clayero 
Gina Guardi 
Martha Errol*. 
Walter Nye .Ore 

. Lucerne - 
Havana Mardl Gras 
Dioss Costello 
Milo* Velarde 
Don Catino 
Tonla Flores 
Tony it Francella 
Juan Romero 
Dadd Tyler Ore 
Lula Varona Ore 

Malayan 
Hawaiian Revue 
Bbama Mama 
Calypso Revue . 
Murray Franklin's 

Terry .Haven 
Dick Havllland 
Danny Regers 

Roy-_... 
Linda Bishop ■ 
Sun. Lawton t. 

Kabouki Dners. 
Ruth Wallis: 
Charles A Faye ' 
Henry Levene Ore 

Seville 
Don Rickies .. • 
Bari-y Gray 
Dolores Leigh 
Pete Brady 3 
Marty Franklin 3. 
Bob Sennett . 
Murri A Ruth 

Shelborn* 
Cappiellos 
Leonard YoUng 
Len Dawson Ore 
Lord Flea Calypso.. 

RENO 
Harolds Club 

Jodimars 
Knox'- St- Korral: 
Wilder Bros. 

Harrah’s. 
Carmen. LeFave 
Lou Styles A . 

Stylists 
Jan Stewart 4 

Holiday 

Kinston Trio 
Eddie Bush 

Mapes Skyroom - 
Kay Martin 
Woo Woo Stevens 
Jack Mellck 3 

Riverside 
Mills Bros. 
Starlets . . 
Bill Clifford Ore 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Ann's .440. Club 

Patsy Kelly 
Inez Torres 
Marsh Bros. 

Backstage 
Joanne Beretta 
Bernard Bragg : . .. 

Blackhawk 
Billy Taylor 3 
Slappy White 

Easy Street • 
Turk Murphy Ore. 

Feck's. II 
Vagabonds 
Mel Young 
Four Preps 

. Fairmont Hotel 
Johnny Mathis-. 
E. Heckscher Ore 

= Gay fO's . 
Bee. Bay A Ray K. 

. Goman. 
Joy Healy Dncrs 6 
Wally Rose Ore - 

• Hangover 
Earl Fatha Hines 

■ . Ore . 
Miiggsy Spanier 

• ' Hungry I 
Don Adams. 
Gateway Singers 
Jo Ryder. 
Tom O’Horgan \. 
Jack's Waterfront 

Ernestine 'Anderson 
Memry Mldgett 
Pat Paulsen 

Jazz Showcase 
Paul Bley.4 

Purple Onion 
Lil Greenwood 
Lou. Gottlieb - 
Jim Shaw’s Puppets 

345 Club 
Jeannie-Johnson 
Allen Cole 
Dorothy Dorben 

Dcrs (10) 
Alex Dushin; Ore : 

Omaha Spc rls & 
Boat Show 

(CITY AUD., OMAHA) 
Omaha, March 5. 

Nick. Kahler production with 
Flipper, Linoh, Amandis (5), Kings 
& Queen of Sky. (3), Joe McKenna, 
Loral I. Armstrong, Boh Rhode & 
Gene Jones, Ellis Newman, Gee 
Gee Powell, Jean C. LaGrace,- Leo 
Sabourin, Victor Gravelle, Vincent 
Hihcks, Freedom Chorus (?)r at 
City Auditoiium, Omaha, March 4- 
10, ’58; 90c top. ' 

PATSY KELLY 
Comedy^ 
20 Mins. •... 
Ann's 440 Club, San Francisco 

This figures as an old new act, 
for the sight and sound of Patsy 
Kelly are familiar show business 
phenomena. 

Unfortunately, Miss Kelly doesn’t 
have tji6 material here, tb belt the 
customers in the chops; Mostly, 
she leans , on songs, makes minimal 
use. of her quick wit and even less 
use. of her sight-gag potential. 

She comes on with a few dry 
comments about singers who em¬ 
ploy stools and benches for their 
chores, informs the customers “I’ve 
got me a ladder,” and then 
launches into ‘■Sittin* on Top of 
the World”—pretty straight? She 
follows with a fairly unappetizing 
specialty song; kids songs gener¬ 
ally, does “flings” adequately, end 
Winds up with “It Happens All 
Over the World.” 

In between, there’s a bit of ban- 
te~ with pianist George. Cory and 
an occasional Patsy Kelly-patented 
double-take, so. that you know the 
old spark is still there. And. of 
coiirse. Miss Kelly’s lindulcet, 
Brooklyn-brogued speech remains 
unimpaired, though this Js a mixed 
blessing because the sound system 
at Ann’s 440 Club seems to. need a 
radical overhaul. 

General impression is that Miss 
Kelly could make a go of it as a 
single, with careful preparation 
and rehearsal. Certainly the raw 
material, though a little grayer and 
dumpier than ever, is there. But 
as a break-in act the present menu 
can only be marked down as a vali¬ 
ant try- Act runs through March 
31. Stef, . 

Omaha Sports, Vacation & Boat 
Show, which failed to pay the 
freight in recent years,'has a new 
boss this semester in Nick Kahler, 
vet Minneapolis operator who has 
been top man in his . field in the 
midwest. Kahler’s prescription this 
year was to shelve the expensive 
name acts (last year Jack Sharkey 
and Bob Feller starred) and give 
’em quantity, in the form of 16 acts 
instead. Whether this Will grab the 
crowds remains to be seen. But 
Kahler’s already Way in front be¬ 
cause of the vast amount of exhibit 
space he sold. . 

Actually Kahler is giving too 
much show. At least a half dozen 
acts could be pruned to the show’s 
advantage. And the late starting 
time of 9:30, with a 11:04 finale at 
show caught opening . night, isn’t 
good for the family trade. 

Hit of the show is a talented seal 
named Flipper who not only does 
the expected balancing tricks but 
walks like a penguin and zips 
about the big Water tank like a 
porpoise. This is an excellent 
Sports Show turn and counterbal¬ 
ances the earlier appearance of 
the Freedom Chorus (7) who are 
strictly out. of place. The five lads 
have okay voices and the two 
blondes, togged as drum majorets, 
are cute. But this isn’t their course. 

Good standard vaude turns are 
offered by Linon, tramp clown on 
the bounding rope, and the Five 
Amandis, a zippy teeterboard and 
aero unit. Latter have a novel 
Windup, with one of the three boys 
wearing stilts in his understander 
role off the teeterboard. 

In the Sports Show vein are 
Loral I. Armstrong and her re¬ 
trieving dogs; Bob Bhode and 
Gene Jones, archers; Gee Gee 
Powell and her Eskimo Husky dogs 
(see new acts); Ellis Newman, fly- 
caster' and a foursome of Jean C. 
LaGace, Leo Sabourin, Victor Gra¬ 
velle and Vincent Hincks., The 
quartet competes in Water events 
such as logrolling, canoe tilting, 
etc.; and their duties are strictly to 
take pratfalls into the drink. 

Wrapping lip: the show are the 
Kings &. Queen of Sky, a fine high 
wire turn with girl riding a motor¬ 
cycle out and two men performing 
on a ladder balanced on a trapeze 
suspended from the cycle. Plenty 
of suspense and earns a good hand. 
Emcee Joe McKenna likewise is a I hard worker who keeps show mov¬ 
ing as fast as possible. He just has 
too much to work with; Trump. 

New Acts 
LEO BASSI & JUNE 
Juggling 
8 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

Here’s a strong specialty which 
scores in foot-juggling, and is good 
booking for vauderies and niteries 
as well as tv, 

Leo Bassi is aided by partner 
June, a looker, in nifty foot-manip¬ 
ulation, and tosses around wooden 
replicas of. tv sets, complete to pic¬ 
tures inside; one box, f’rinstance, 
shows a blonde’s face smiling out¬ 
ward while it is being revolved on 
Bassi’s feet. 

Segues with some standard jug¬ 
gling (still with feet) of four and 
five large balls, then with two cyl¬ 
inders. A large wooden piano 
replica is then brought onstage, 
and Bassi proceeds to foot-juggle 
this while lying .on back, this garn¬ 
ering strong mitting. At same time 
partner June brings on a dummy 
of Liberace, and juggles this with 
her feet in exact time to her male 
partner’s feet-movements with the 
piano. Exit to solid palming. 

Gord. 

LOU GOTTLIEB 
Comedy 
25 Mins. •- 
Purple Onion, San Francisco 

Lou Gottlieb is one of the new 
breed of egghead comics—with a 
difference. He likes oldfashioned 
jokes.-' 

The combination is irresistible. 
Gottlieb is a trained musician 

(he’s getting his Eh: D. in music 
this spring) and. up until last sum¬ 
mer was one of the Gateway Sing¬ 
ers, an excellent Frisco quartet. 

Moving Out on his own, Gottlieb 
naturally has relied oh his. musical 
background for material; He frames 
himself as a character who teaches 
a “snap” college course in music 
and the act consists of how old 
folk, tunes should be reworked to 
become modern hit records, with 
strong psychiatric overtones. ; 

This gives Gottlieb plenty of lee¬ 
way for hilarious parodies on a tv 
“gunslinger,” an Italian folk tune 
he renames “She’s Going Steady” 
and, possibly best of all, a gasser 
he calls “Vicki, Turn Your. Back 
on Me” which concerns the fantail 
cleavage of a young; Hollywood 
girl-aboutrtown. 

Gottlieb sings. and provides his 
own piano .accompaniment, with 
appropriate, asides. 

Since his format is loose, Gott¬ 
lieb also has a chance to deliver 
standup jokes between numbers, 
and does this deliciously—With ac¬ 
cent. 

His encore is ani old Gateway 
Singers’ standby, “The Ballad of 
Sigmund Freud,” which, sounds 
like something Tom Lehrer wrote. 

Act still needs some tightening 
and sharpening, and Gottlieb prob¬ 
ably needs a bit more self-assur¬ 
ance, but with the proper honing 
this could be: the brightest comic 
single to come out of Frisco's base¬ 
ment-bistro circuit since Mort Sahl. 
He’s set at the Purple Onion 
through May. Stef: 

FREDDIE EARLE 
Comedy 
9 Mins. 
Empire, Glasgow 

Freddie. Earle is dapper young 
comedian now branching out solo. 
Teamed for some years with Freda 
Miindy (& Earle) in slick, miming 
act—she has branched into per¬ 
sonal management—Earle. is now 
attacking the difficult solo comedy 
pitch. 

Opens brightly with song and 
patter, goes on to. punch home a 
series of stories and gags, some 
good, some average.: Has a quick 
modern style, which he could re¬ 
inforce with stronger ybek-fodder. 
As is,, experience as solo funny¬ 
man will come with time, but he 
should strive after some distinctive 
gimmick to make him stand out 
from other patter-merchants, all in 
danger of being slightly imitative. 

. Has confidence and attack, and 
could usefully feature more sing¬ 
ing. Okay act for vaude and tv 
and should develop promisingly. 

Gord* 

GEE GEE POWELL 
Eskimo Husky Dogs 
4 Mins. 
Omaha Sports, Vacation & Boat 

Show 
A flashy act that should be good 

for any visual medium is Gee Gee 
Powell and her six Eskimo Husky 
dogs. Miss Powell is a photogenic 
blonde who makes an impressive 
arena entrance with a dog sled- 
team and then peels her parka to 
display brief briefs. Dogs then 
mount a pedestal similar to those 
used in wild animal acts and ono 
steps forward for a couple of stunts 
that include hind leg dancing. Dogs 
dismount from the pedestal and 
that’s that. 

Act no doubt can do more but 
.with 35 . others on the Omaha 
Sports, Vacation & Boat Show, 
time was short for all. Trump. 

JIMMY KING 
Aero balance 
10 Mins. 
Bllhstrnb’s, Boston 

Tall, , slim, dark-haired person¬ 
able youngster, garbed in white 
and using alLwhite props, pre¬ 
sents, a good sight act. which looks 
slick for Opening spot. 

Working on a series of odd¬ 
shaped tables, he gets off some 
amazing handstands and novel flat 
table work. He builds nest of tables, 
for foot stands and balances a chair 
for rockinghorse effect on top, go¬ 
ing into neat windup. Follows with 
series of flipflops around stage for 
Windup. Guy, 

Hope’s Visa 
Continued from page l 

treaty. The ambassador’s guest-of- 
honor stint at the Gotham party 
tossed by Robert Dowling is part 
of the new campaign. Veteran 
diplomatic observers won’t attempt 
an interpretation In terms of over¬ 
all policy—hut official and social 
Washington is receiving these over¬ 
tures with guarded enthusiasm. 
; Hope huddled with Russian cul¬ 
tural attache Tamara Mamedov ,who 
showed familiarity with his tv 
shows, and called him “Bob.” She 
told reporters that “Bob is a very 
funny man” and said he had per¬ 
formed miracles "by copping a visa 
in less than , two weeks. 

Hope leaves for Moscow from 
Copenhagen, March 14, with a 
crew of 12, including a British 
pianist.. He will take along a 
print of his hew United Artists 
starrer, “Paris Holiday.” Screen¬ 
ing of latter, however, will be un- 
4er State Dept, auspices, and is 
being considered as a candidate for 
initial U. S. film entry in the ex¬ 
change program. 

Hope’s one day visit to Wash¬ 
ington included an appearance at 
third annual huddle of the National 
Council of USO. Comic received an 
award from Vice President Nixon 
in recognition of his chores as an 
“ambassador of good will” in the 
many treks he has made to mili¬ 
tary bases, both under USO aegis, 
and independently. Nixon quipped, 
“He has travelled more miles than 
Eleanor Roosevelt and John Foster 
Dulles put together.” 

Nixon and other ranking gov¬ 
ernment reps urged expansion of 
soldier shoW program on groundj 
that peacetime needs were greater 
than ever. Accent was on boredom 
of. the peacetime soldier based far 
from home, o • • - 
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Uopaeabana, X. Y. 
Myron Cohen, Sam. Cooke, Jaye 

Sisters <3 >, Copa Girls, Ted Mor¬ 
rell, Miini, Danii &. Genii Pri&r, 
Michael Durso and Frank Marti 
Orel is; $5.50 minimum. 

other. highlight' In sum, the Die¬ 
trich personality in person is as 
strong as on screen, to dim the 
monotone vocalistics to the point 
where even the jaded Beach cafe 
crowds make with the plaudits and 
encore demands at wind. Bert 
Bacharach's arrangements, accomps 

It seems fitting that: Myron; aiid conducting are a fine plus to 
Cohen should launch his Copa en- [ fier stint. :. 
gagemeut on Purim, the Jewish! . Corbett Monica, in a tough spot 
holiday, although he’d be welcome/preceding the Dietrich entrance, 
in any period. His unfrantic, | rates credit for keeping on a 
friendly manner of storytelling is! steady punch-away line, to get 
contagious and he has the audience > them into laugh mood with a mix- 
with him from the start. A good! ture of familiar and newies. It 
portion of the-customers were evi-! js when he hit's the quickie im- 
dently “old friends” and if they , presh routine, that he gathers in 
didn't find Cohen’s yarns hilarious,] the biggest returns,, the rundown 
they at least recognized the gemut-! containing a wacky quality that; 
lich quality and chuckled appro-1 lends it an inventive air.; He’s a 
piiately. j smooth working guy who could 

The former: textile drummer’s : hit big, once he gets himself 
appeal is not confined tohis stories | a stronger gag-bag for forepart of 
per se. It. of course, encompasses ; the act. As is, he fits into the pre- 
his unique delivery, including the • ?tar slot K 
flavor of the accent, the special ] • McKay & Charles are bright 
nuance, and the hand and 
rrnvptnpnU Hi^? stories csrrv 3 ! -des. in out-of“V3US6, chdn£[6 of 

fami.ie.s. nudism. mothers. StSh? 

flair for lifts and spins as well as 
straight hoofery. They set a fast, 
pace for things to come, Lary, 

mothers, business. Miami Beach, 
neighbors, marriage, golf, air¬ 
planes, and Robert Briscoe, the 
Jewish former Lord Mayor of Dub¬ 
lin. ' 

If there’s any fault to find with 
Cohen, it's that many of his stories 
are so well known. Paradoxically, 

. this fact is to the comic’s credit. 
There is so much truth and identi¬ 
fication in his yarns that they have 
been passed around in the New 
York-Miami Beach orbit so fre- 

Paliiier House. Ulil 
Chicago; March 6, . 

Carol Channing, . Chiquita & 
Johnson, Beti^Arden Orch (9);. $2 
cover; • 

Carol Channing’s Empire Room. 
lorK-iviiami neacn orou. so ! opener 16) was a harvest of mutual 
quently as to come virtually into ■ ce|ycltv_ Packed oosherv’s natrons felicity. Packed poshery’s patrons 

were there to pay homage, and the 
star returned in kind, uncoiling a 
sock performance powered by pro¬ 
digious talent and lubricated by 
her warmth and offbeat charm. 

Advance bally, and pedestal sta¬ 
tus make it a must-deliver turn, 
and the promise is fulfilled. Not to 
overflowing, however—which only, 
in this case, emphasizes bally as a 
two-sided. coin. This isn’t carping 
with the act or performance, 
though,, as Miss Channing towers 
well out of reach in the comedi¬ 
enne division. First-show . fablers 
yocked aplenty, at the caricatures 
—the sharp and devastating Sen 
phie Tucker and Tallulah Bank- 
head. and the more broadly etched: 
Marlene Dietrich: (Conspicuously 
absent was. Judy Garland, from ad¬ 
vance ballyhoo the, most incisive 
carbon of the lot.) Takeoffs, are. 
gems. Of perception and timing, 
and rate as cinch classics. - . 

“Calpyso Pete” number is a dilly 
of a spoof. Ditto the burlesque of 
a sentimental orgy at the N, Y. 
Palace. But the decibel count soars 
with her whistled S’s through a 
deadpanned “CeCelia Sisson” mon¬ 
olog; or why a silent screen star 
failed to bridge the sound barrier 
(“I wouldn’t give the producers a 
tumble”). 

Miss Channing effectively incor¬ 
porates her kudosed legiting from 
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” and 
“Lend An Ear,” winding with the 
Inevitable “Diamonds” tune as she 
pitches bogus jewels to outfrent¬ 
ers.. Audience clamor brought a 
second chorus, and a five-minute 
begoff with anecdotes and beau- 
coup thanks. 

Chiquita dc Johnson terp duo 
win attention, and good mitting ini 
the warmup with some split-sec¬ 
ond acrobatics made easy. Femme’s 
a looker in scanty gold costume. 

Ben Arden orch, as always, gives 
excellent backing, with Jack Rus- 

, . . . . ; sin leading from the keyboard for 
It. took some persuasion to get ? Miss Channing. Due April 1: EarL 

fVrightson. Lois Hunt, Mata & 
Hari, and Martha Schlamme. 

Pit 

the public domain. .(Cohen, how’- 
ever, can still make the stories 
funny no matter how many times 
they’ve been heard before. 

Cohen’s backing in the current 
Copa outing is not one of the em¬ 
porium’s strongest. Sam Cooke, a 
handsome Negro lad with two hit 
records (“For Sentimental Rea¬ 
sons” and “You Send Me”), may he 
a teenage idol, but he doesn’t seem 
to be ready for the more savvy 
Copa clientele. He’s best when he 
do?s his hit tunes, but he’s wanting 
when he tackles something like 
“Begin the Beguine.” In many of i 
his jump, numbers, it appears that 
the orch. was drowning him out. 
His stint seemed slightly overlong 
and there was a feeling that be 

' had overstayed his welcome. 
The Jaye Sisters just didn’t 

seem to have the ability to estab¬ 
lish rapport -with . the customers. 
Their harmony is okay, but their 
selection of tunes and manner of 

" presentation did not come over. 
Their movements are familiar to 
the extent of being cliche. They 
have one special material song 
they can drop. Without loss; 

On hand, per usual, are the Copa. 
girls. They are backed by Ted 

^Morrel and Mimi, who lend assist¬ 
ance in the voca department, and 
Danii & Genii Prior, .who handle 
the production terping. Except for 
the loudness during Cooke’s ap¬ 
pearance. Michael Durso’s orch 
does its usual fine backing job. It 
alternates with the Frank Marti 
samba band for customer dancing. 

Holl.: 

Fontainebleau, M« ITeh 
Miami Beach March 7. 

Marlene Dietrich. (ucith Bert 
Bacharachi, Corbett Monica, Mc¬ 
Kay Charles Murray Schlamm, 
Sacasas Orch; $3.50-$7.50 minimum. 

Marlehe Dietrich to play a U. S. 
cafe date outside of; her regular 
Las Vegas stand, with a $17,500 
bid for the week, the convinces 
She’s a “sub,’’ and quite a replace¬ 
ment, for Frank Sinatra, who 
couldn’t make his original two- 
week deal and arrives midweek for 
a seven-day stand; 
. Miss Dietrich is as strong and 
authoritative a cafe performer as 
she is on screen. She exudes class, 
and confidence from walkon in & 
glittering Don Loper. creation that 
reveals much, yet conceals. It’s the 
sort of gowning befitting the glam¬ 
orous air attending her .presence, 
and sets the distaffers to buzzing. 
On the vocal side. Miss Dietrich’s 
limited equipment is artfully con¬ 
cealed in her selection of songs. 

Statler-Hllton,- Dallas 
Dallas, March 7. 

Earl Wrightson & Lois Hunt, Bob 
Cross Orch (12); $2-$2v50 cover. 

. This is the first Texas -nitery 
date for the baritone and the so- 
pvano-^-both well known here for 
State Fair Musicals’ chores — but 
the duo is due a return after the 
accolades of opening. night (6) in 
the plush Empire room. 

It’s a delightful 40-minute song 
session, with solos and duets. 

El Ranefro* tas Yegas 
Las Vegas, March: 11. 

: Eartha Kiit, Morey. Amsterdam, 
The Eligibles (4), Dick Rice Orch 
( 13); sets by Tom Douglas;, pre¬ 
sented by Beldon Kaileman; $3 
minimum. 

Eartha Kitt’s return; to the Opera 
House finds her in a slick new act 
tailored to her exciting feline per¬ 
sonality.: Sexily gowned by Edith 
Head and Miguel Ferreras, she 
tosses some provocative terping 
into the. Jonathan Lucasrstaged 
turn; the foot and. body movements 
being smoothly blended with her 
chifps. Repertoire includes , “I 
Want To Be Evil,” “My Heart Be¬ 
longs To Daddy,” “Take What You 
Want But Don’t Take Everything,” 
“Don’t Be A Stranger, Stranger,” 
“Love Is A Gamble.” “St. Louis 
Blues,” “I’m An Old Fashioned 
Girl” and “C’est Si Bon.” 

Male quartet, the Eligibles, had 
some noticeable .first-night jitters, 
but nevertheless were impressive 
with their backgrounding of Miss 
Kitt’s songolagy.. Modesto : Mar¬ 
tinez on bongos gives good con¬ 
tribution, and Gerry Dolin expertly 
hacks the Dick Rice orch (13). 

.Morey Amsterdam, in a reprise 
of his standup comedy act pre¬ 
sented elsewhere on the Strip re¬ 
cently. is a strong balancer for the 
bill, and his one-liners get solid 
yocks: 

Choreographer Barry Ashton and 
his dancers (10) paint some fine 
tune pictures with their imaginar 
tiye productions, one of which com 
cerns .some hotel bedroom doors— 
the most ingenious skit seen on the 
Strip in years. Duke. 

Statler Hotel, L. A. 
Los Angeles.. March 7. 

Wally Boag, Slyter, Tommy Won¬ 
der & Margaret Banks & Don Del- 
lair, Eddie Bergman Orch (12); 
$2-$2.50 cover. . 

Comedian. Wally Boag; shifts his 
base of activities from Disneyland 
—where he’s under pact to Walt 
Disney—to this downtown boite for 
next . Three ; weeks, with perhaps 
more appeal to junior set than the 
adult crowd. Although Boag occu¬ 
pies headliner spot, real Star of 
evening is British magician Slyter, 
who performs a few astounding 
tricks during his 10. minutes on¬ 
stage to spark an otherwise routine 
show; • 

First half of Bbag’s turn is better 
than, the closer, takeoff on various 
western yideoaters. For this open¬ 
ing, comic makes facile use of. as¬ 
sorted elongated balloons which he 
twists into shape of various ani¬ 
mals; to the tune of fast patter. 
His humor is ingratiating enough, 
backed by a breezy style, to keep 
spectators mildly at attention. 

The tailcoated Slyter, as a drunk, 
utilizes. only small props, most of 
which he can hold between his 
fingers, but his art is so genuine 
that he’s ‘ a top performer. He 
catches the crowd with, his dexter¬ 
ity,/remarkable in that he can 
make articles multiply in his hand 
without any seeming movement. .. 

" Dance team of Tommy Wonder 
& Margaret Banks, aided by singer 
Don Deliair, open 50-minute show 
which remains through March 26. 
Wonder's dancing with a life-sized 
dummy is highlight of act, good for 
laughs. Dellair’s .warbling is okay. 
Eddie Bergman orch ably back¬ 
stops show and furnishes danceable 
music, Whit. 

i Male’s hefty baritarief is heard in 
ceaieci m ner selection, of. songs, ■ “Song in My Heart,” “It Ain’t Ne- 
the arrangements and the dehber- ct ssariiy So” and “Ope Alone.” 
ale delivery that allows for what Miss Hunt has heai^ inhings, also, 
are actually .recitatives in rhythm, [with “I Hear Music,” “My - 

That she maintains a fast and 
attention-compelling hold on the 
tablers throughout is doubly 
marked when she takes a “Kisses 
Sweeter Than Wine” and makes it 
sound like a well written lyric with 
undertones the rock ’n’ rollers 
would be startled to hear. The 
same moody approach is applied to 
the rest of her carefully consid¬ 
ered compote of film tyhes she’s 
introed and also when she Changes 
midway to. the famed tophat & 
fails for an ear-and-eye arresting 
version of “One For The Road.” 
Reprise of “Lili Marlene” : is an¬ 

... Bill” 
and w.k. Metopera number, “Mu- 
setta’s Waltz.’’ Duetting on “Sep¬ 
tember Song,” “Where or When,” 
“You Do. Soraething to Me,” 
“Speak to Me of Love” and “Irish 
Eyes Ate Smiling” frosts the cake. 
Begoff is a zingy duet of “Wunder- 
bar.” Pair, has more than the re¬ 
quired vocal abilities; act could be 
punched with some saucy between- 
tunes patter. 

Bob Cross orch lends superb as¬ 
sist at showtime and lures the 
terpers. Act winds March 19, fol¬ 
lowed by the Three Suns on March 
20 for a fortnight. Baric*. .. 

latin ^uarter, London 
. London, March 4. . 

Tolaini Bros, present 4,Folie Du 
Monde,” produced; devised and 
staged by Al Heath, with Mimi 
Pearse, Hope & Keen, Burke & 
Kovac, Tux: & His Flying Kitchen, 
Latin Quarter Dancers (5), Latin 
Quarter Showgirls (9), Johnny 
Wiltshire Orch ( 8), Jackie Gordon 
Hammond Organ.;. $3.80-$5 mini¬ 
mum. 

With an eager, shrewd eye on 
the tourist trade, the Latin Quarter 
bosses have sunk something like 
$140,000 in giving their nitery a 
wash-and-brushup and a new look. 
It has been enlarged and a new 
bar, an illuminated glass dance 
floor, a revplving stage and colored 
fountains have been flung into the 
general ensemble. The opening 
night shindig was an artists & 
models shindig at which guests 
Avere asked to wear Bohemian garb. 
If Bohemian means “scruffy,” then 
the. firstnighters certainly played 
up. They found a colorful but still 
rather • cramped night spot, with a 
raised, floor for dancing to Johnny 
Wilkinson’s spirited but over-noisy 
combo. 

“Folie Du . Monde” is • a twice- 
nightly floorshow of around 90 
minutes .which would have bene- 
fitted from, more elbow room, vari¬ 
ation in presentation and loads 
more humor. AI Heath; who pro-, 
duced .and devised the show, has 

relied on the indisputable fact that 
rapst midnight revellers are happy 
with a girlie show. But he has 
concentrated too heavily on femme 
appeal at the expense of a few 
socko, and even the pulchritude 
begins to pall by the end of the 
lengthy show. 

Paris, Edwardian London, the 
Orient and the Bowery are the 
main scenes; the. Bowery sequence, 
with a presentation of “Frankie 
and Johnnie,” is the best of the 
bunch. Star of the show is blonde 
songstress Mimi Pearse, who ap¬ 
pears in all the Scenes, and also 
does her own act which consists of 
point numbers that all harp on sex. 
Miss Pearse is a capable performer 
and a looker but not strong enough 
to highlight the show throughout. 
Burke & Kovac do a number of 
slick specialty dances and a few 
vocks come for Tux, a juggler who 
turns a kitchen into a zany mad¬ 
house. The show ends with a peek 
at a number of historical femmes 
fatale, including Eve, Salome, Cle- 
opatra.vHelen of. Troy, Lucretia 
Borgia and Madame Pompadour, 
which Miss Pearse emcees with a 
lyric of unbelievable banality by 
Clive Allen & Bobby Joy. 

The show is well lit and excel¬ 
lently dressed but the small stage 
provides little opportunity for suf¬ 
ficiently colorful and lavish sets 
needed to beguile a well-wined and 
well-dined audience. “Folie’ Du 
Monde” has some easy on the eye i 
gals and in the show are enough 
ingredients to make a lively late- 
night entertainment, but at the 
moment it is too long and lacks 
punchy highlights. Rich.. 

C'hiMS St. Louis 
St, Louis, March 7. 

: Steve Lawrence, Morlidor Trio, 
Charley Spivak Orch (14); $1.50:$2 

Chi Chi, Palm Springs 
Palm Springs, March 4. 

Patti Moore & Ben Lessy, Connie 
Moore, Paula & Paulette, Bill Alex¬ 
ander. Orch (7); $1 cover week¬ 
days. 

Irwin Schuman has been playing 
around with cover charges as if 
they were Easter, hats. He has 
even yanked them off completely, 
though the season has two months 
more to run. 

At a dollar tap this is a bargain. 
Patti Moore & Ben Lessy are not 
new to the Stairlite Room and Les¬ 
sy’s frequent appearances on the 
Danny Thomas tv show have made 
his comedy fairly familiar. 

House had a hard week bucking 
Jack Kramer’s tennis pros and 
Benny-Marx benefit on weekend, 
because this is not the sort of town 
that goes from one show to catch 
a midnight turn: at a night club. 
An early show and so ta bed is the 
formula. 

Connie Moore and Patti Moore 
are not related but both are sing¬ 
ers . and well liked. Lessy does 
some Leon Errol sort of dancing 
interlaced with Santa Anita gallops 
that get plenty of laughs. And of. 
course, he always has his popping 
popcorn bit, if all else fails to move 
the laughmeters. 

Bill Alexander’s orch, having 
been, soft-pedalled during the Duke 
Ellington sessions, are back re¬ 
freshed and good form. Sail. 

Take it from the firstnighters, 
Steve Lawrence’s first time in St. 
Louis won’t be his last. The per¬ 
sonable, moonfaced singer sells 
clear out into the street with as 
fine a passel of ballads and jump 
tunes, as ever blew out of Tin Pan 
Alley; 

Opening with a happy, fast-paced 
“Keep Your Sunny Side Up,” Law¬ 
rence charms all hands from then 
on out with a string of standards, 
putting the goose pimples in ex¬ 
actly the right places in the pretty 
ones and the pyrotechnics in every 
note in the frenetic sessions. He 
also tosses in a couple of jokes and 
brief right-on-the-buttoh imitations 
of Cagney, Tony Bennett and Ed 
Sullivan which get healthy yocks 
all around. 

Just before his curtain ditty, “Up 
a Lazy River,” he injected an en¬ 
gaging personal note by introduc¬ 
ing a girl at ringside whom he de¬ 
scribed as “the world’s greatest 
singer and entertainer.” You 
guessed it—turned out to be his 
bride, Eydie Gorme, who'll be in 
town all during Lawrence’s engage¬ 
ment and will come in for a couple 
of weeks herself at the Chase Club 
in April. On Miss Gorme’s. en¬ 
gagement here last season, ring¬ 
side consensus was “here is an 
entertainer.” That’s the ringside 
nods now, too, for Lawrence. 

The Morlidor Trio, opening the 
show, features two pretty girls and 
a guy who’s dressed as a rag doll, 
and probably , is a rag doll: when 
you come right down to it. He’s as 
pliable as a rubberband and, as¬ 
sisted by the girls and a small box 
in which he nestles like a curled- 
up caterpillar, he gives an incredi¬ 
ble imitation of a tortured pretzel. 
There’s no conversation in the act, 
and none is needed. The contor¬ 
tions speak for themselves. *. 

Next Chase Club booking: The 
Four Coins, March 20-26, with the 
Jimmy Dorsey orch coming in for 
an extended engagement. Bob.' 

Black Hawk, S. F. 
San Francisco, March 6. 

Billy Taylor Trio; no cover, 00c 
dpotcharge. 

In his Coast debut, pianist. Billy 
Taylor displays a fine talent for 
serving up an astute mixture of 
blues, ballads and jazz standards 
in a manner which not bnly holds 
the causual night clubbers hut also 
the jazz buffs. Emphasis a majority 
of the time is on melodic tunes 
such as “Will You Still Be Mine” 
but be branches out into, less fa¬ 
miliar Jazz fields with “Ladybird,” 
“Keen and Peachy” and a great 
takeoff on Count Basie. 

Drummer Ed Thigpen, Is given 
plenty of featured spots and One 
entire number, “Titoro,” was writ¬ 
ten for him by Taylor. Presenta¬ 
tion is excellent, with Taylor ex¬ 
hibiting a warm, pleasant person¬ 
ality at the 88 and handling emcee 
chores easily. He makes a practice 
of introducing every number, some¬ 
thing which other jazz men might. 
emulate. He opened March 4 for 
two weeks. Rafe. * 

Up-Tempo, Montreal 
Montreal; March. 7. 

Lance Percival, Linda Ballantyne, 
Pat Galloway, Judy Kirkpatrick;,, 
written and directed by Roy Wol- 
vin; Gerry Gross; musical arrange¬ 
ments, Edmund Assaly, Gene Parr; 
produced by Jack Greenwald; $1.25- 
$1.50 cover. 

Making a clean break from the 
regular show format with niteries 
in /Montreal’s west end, producer 
Jack Greenwald and writers Roy 
Wolvin and Gerry Gross have come 
up with a revue-type offering that 
at least is different: It has talent 
and should, click, provided the slim 
financial backing holds up for the 
next few weeks. 

Spotted in the. upstairs room of 
the Cafe Andre and in:a good loca¬ 
tion to attract both French and 
English niterygoers. this satirical 
revue touches most phases of 
Montreal life with clever lyrics and 
several bright, original tunes. The 
cast of one male and three distaff¬ 
ers works at top speed throughout 
on the small stage with only a brief 
narration or blackout to allow, for 

a costume and set change. All 
femmes are lookers and add much 
to the visual side of things garbed 
in a basic costume of black leotards 
and short, transparent blouses. Ac¬ 
cessories such as hats, scarves, etc., 
make effective gimmicks and gen¬ 
eral tempo creates the illusion of 
many physical changes. 

Outstanding, songwise, is a paro¬ 
dy on English television program¬ 
ming from the local outlet and 
an opera sequence in the form of 
a gossiping bridge game. Major 
fault in production is the apparent 
haste with which it was put togeth¬ 
er. The opening items are labored 
and even though all are experi¬ 
enced theatre and cafe performers, 
the lack of a firm directing hand 
leaves them slightly bewildered un¬ 
til midway through show. 

Kudos, however, should go to all 
concerned for trying something 
offbeat in a business that is trying 
to stay alive despite ~an early cur¬ 
few,. religious holidays, do-gooders 
and the like. Newt. 

Eddys,,R.€. 
Kansas City, March 7. 

Dolores Hawkins, Del Ray, Tony 
DiPardo Orch (10); $I-$1.50 cover. 

Long spell since Dolores Haw¬ 
kins has chirped in town is broken 
with this date at Eddys’, her first 
in the city in a couple of years. 
She rates as a top thrush, and show 
she gave at opening had the house 
enraptured. Combined with Del 
Ray’s nifty sleight-of-hand and 
firey tricks, show is solid enter¬ 
tainment for its 49 minutes. 

Del Ray has the floor for a round 
of polished tricks with liis prop 
teddy bear, canaries, spurting fire 
and fast shuffles, keeps the audi¬ 
ence highly intent on kis doings 
and greatly appreciative. Then it’s 
the little charmer, MisS Hawkins, 
with her throaty renditions of Top 
10 songs. She’s in good form from 
“Where or When* through “St. 
Louis Blues,” “Come By Sunday, 
“Satan, Get Thee Behind Me and 
Push,” “Good Lovin’ “And $ever?1 
others, including some of ner Epic 
recordings. , . 

Not of the least of Miss Hawkins; 
turn is her topflight music, played 
to the hilt by Tony DiPardo orch, 
enlarged from 8 to 10 for . this 
stand. Quin. 
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Blue Angela IV. Y. 
Evelyn Knight, Shelley Berman, 

Phyllis Dillen, Bobby Short, Bart 
Howard; $5-$6 minimum. 

The Blue Angel has Evelyn 
Knight and Shelley Berman, ana 
this spells topflight entertainment. 
These two refreshingly smart per¬ 
sonalities make this layout sparkle. 
Surrounding acts are from the 
previous show. 

Miss Knight, attractive. blonde 
warbler, makes a terrific impact on 
the crowd in this room. She gained 
her initial night club impact at the 
Blue more than 10 years £go. And 
it hardly need be added that this 
is the brightest nitery act . she has 
offered. Not only in the perfect 
enunciation, easy delivery and 
poise but in fetching appearance 
and gowning, Miss Knight scores 
mightily. 

Included in her lengthy but de¬ 
manded array of tunes are “Be My 
Little Sugar Baby,” “Isn’t . He 
Adorable,” “My Love For You” 
and “Grandfather’s Clock.” Easily 
the most effective, comedy song is 
‘.‘Help Me To London Town,” 
though the bow-off ballad, about 
the postoffice pictures clicks 
neatly. 

Berman, who first attracted wide 
attention about a year ago in the 
midwest, is ideally suited for this 
comparatively small room with his 
flights of fancy employing only a 
chair and spotlight for his presen¬ 
tation. Using situation monologs 
with his panto and vocal gyrations, 
to sell his skits, Berman cleans up 
via clever material and expert tim¬ 
ing. His telephone sketch and 
dream sequence are slightly terri¬ 
fic for guffawing; High spot is 
where he spells out names to the 
operator. The dream of a busy 
agent also is a solid bit of laughter¬ 
providing biz, 

Phyllis Dillen, holdover from 
the last lineup, manages chuckles 
with her rather forced comedy ma¬ 
terial. She still is clicking best 
With her Eartha . Kitt sequence. 
Bobby Short continues with his 
vocalizing of pop tunes, accom¬ 
panying himself at the keyboard, 
pianist Bart Howard plays the 
show nicely. Wear. 

International, Houtfton 
Houston, March 10. 

Henny Youngman, Lucille & Ed¬ 
die Roberts, Shep Fields Orch .(10); 
no cover or minimum. 

T-—— 
This is Henny Youngman’s first 

time in Houston proper, though 
members of plush International 
(privatery) know him from appear¬ 
ances at Galveston’s now-closed 
Balinese Room as well as television 
stints. But advance rep is not the 
answer to . storm of approval 
Youngman worked up among 
plushery patrons opening night 
(6). Comic has unerring timing, in¬ 
sight into aiid reactions, and end¬ 
less supply of gags; he tops off 
the cake by including a standard 
ration of Texas jokes—a commo¬ 
dity that ordinarily would drop 
colder than stock in a dry hole in 
these, parts, but which: Youngman 
sells whammo. 

. Airplanes, wife, mother-in-law, 
psychiatrists, and Jewish charac- j 

ters in dialect are also included in 
Youngman’s subject matter, for an 
endless stream of yocks. Come¬ 
dian doesn’t waste any time specu¬ 
lating out loud on aud tastes, com-, 
mon foible at most International 
openings due to unknown quality 
of such tastes, but stands in front 
of mike and belts them out By 
use of elderly conventioneer’s wife 
at ringside table as. occasional tar¬ 
get for cracks about slow uptake 
on some gags, Youngman keeps the 
atmosphere home-like. Mitting is 
ultra-strong throughout 

Lucille & Eddie Roberts handle 
the opener with a mentalist act 
that’s slick- He circulates among 
the customers while she, blind¬ 
folded, receives “telepathic” mes¬ 
sages of bills, photographs, etc., in 
wallets. 

Backing by the Shep Fields orch 
is firstrate, with lots of dancers 
lured to. the floor. Acts hold 
through Starch 19. Steve Law¬ 
rence and Elisa Jayne open March 
20. Burt, 

Eden Roc, Miami Beach 
Miami Beach, March io. . 

Louis Prima, Keely Smith, Sam 
Butera & Witnesses, Mambo Aces, 
Mai Malkin Orch; $3.50-$7.50 min¬ 
imum. 

Louis Prima and Keely Smith 
are playing a fast return date here, 
this time for two frames (to the 
20th). There’s reason for the quick 
book-back by prexy Harry Mufson. 
In the last showing here they be¬ 
gan to build biz via word-of-mouth 
midway through a one-weeker. 
He’s taking ho chances this time; 
and with it, set an opening bight 
$15 pre-fixe dinner assessment-rh 

sellout, albeit it was first time 
this season he’s gone for a preem 
show on upped-priceS deal. 

The duo and their musical aides 
turn in what amounts to a 60 min- 
utes-plus concert. They, keep the 
aud Interest high, in a plush set¬ 
ting that normally would not be 
regarded as. “right” for this sort of 
turn. Prima and Miss Smith, how¬ 
ever, get the crowd with them 
from first tune-spiel and keep 
building. Prim a • s trademarked 
growel vocals and ace trumpetry 
and easygoing talk are given full 
display, in the first half of the act, 
with Sam Butera and the jazzmen 
he’s gathered adding beacoup zip 
to the solid beat setup. 

But the big item in the overall 
pic is Keely Smith, on her own 
and duetirig-clowning with Prima.. 
Playing her deadpanned style 
shrewdly, she works. out the- torch 
and ballads in . slick, artfully 
phrased fashion, hits uptempo ar¬ 
rangements with equally slick ease 
and has them pounding, for more. 
Miss Smith’s'feel for . a lyric line 
and her! shadings lend more to: 
some tunes, than they rate. When 
she hits into an “Autumn Leaves” 
straight, then breaks it up to clown 
with Prima,. it’s a laugh-spurring 
twist. Reaction holds that way to 
all their song-foolery, to add the 
spice, that brings encore demands 
which they serve up to the point 
of making the cliche gag, “the next 
show is on,” come almost true. 
They’re big hits here, and are set 
for more dates in upcoming 
months via an exclusive deal. 

The Mambo Aces provide a con¬ 
trast in rhythms with their mambo 
themed terps. Injection of a com¬ 
edy note via a lampoon on Latino- 
beat "students from various cities 
adds, solid base . for warm aud 
response. Lary. 

Hotel Roosevelt, N. O. 
New Orleans March 8. 

Rowan & Martin, Ted Boyer 
Betty Sommers Jan Garber Orch 
(12); $3 minimum. 

. Rowan & Martin, back in this 
plush noctural rendezvous after an 
absence of two years, lay down a 

| hard-hitting barrage of mirth that 
has spot in a tumult. 

! Comics are unpredictable laugh- 
makers. Their offbeat brand of 
humor had the guffaws coming fast 
and thick, at opening. Regulars 
calloused to other comics who play, 
the room without changes in ma¬ 
terial definitely enjoyed the funny- 
bone ; tickling of this personable 
pair who have a satiric rather than 
a fast-gag approach to laughter. 

One of their choicest bits comes 
near finale when Rowan, the 
straight, attempts to do a Shake¬ 
spearean bit at the microphone 
while being heckled by Martin as 
an inebriate at a night club ring¬ 
side table. 

Act Is so geared as to draw 
laughs from sophisticates as well 
as' mass audiences, they close to 
heft palm-pounding. 

. Skeptics . about, hypnotism are 
turned into believers by the time 
Ted Boyet’s 30-minute stint is over. 
He is given rapt attention as he 
puts 10 volunteers through trance¬ 
like performances at his bidding. 
Actions bring laughs without em¬ 
barrassment. Act has plenty of en¬ 
tertainment values but Tuns too 
long. 

Betty Sommers, a looker in an 
antebellum hoopskirt, is a low-reg¬ 
ister songstress with a nice person¬ 
ality who appeared nervous at 
opening. She showed up best in 
rhythmic tunes like “You Made Me 
Love You.” 

Jan Garber continues to emcee 
cheerfully, fill the dance floor and 
give superb backing to the show. 
Few bands to play; room are in 
same league with diminutive mae¬ 
stro when it comes to pulling din-, 
ers to their feet and setting those 
feet in inotion; Garber’s two young 
vocalists, Deanna St. Clair ana 
Julio Maro win a nice hand for 
their warbling during the dance 
sessions. . Liuz. 

Ottawa House, Ottawa 
Hull, Que., March 4/ 

Charles Manna, Canadian Jazz 
Quartet; 75c admission. 

Charles Manna’s wit style seems 
to be the one for the people around 
the tables in the Circus Lounge of 
the Ottawa House.; His stint, built 
with care and presented with sav¬ 
vy, collects constant mitts and ends 
with begoffs. 

Manna, whose pipes have a qual¬ 
ity, he should disk, uses a “Fig¬ 
aro” chant bit to insert quick gags, 
plus a standout gimmick item using 
a handkerchief in scores of ways 
for big guffaws. He’s backed nicely 
by the house’s Canadian Jazz 
Quartet which also plays between 
shows. The Cornell Sisters enter¬ 
tain in the downstairs grill with 
instruments and pipes. Manna is 
in . to March 12, Cornells to the 
15th. : Gotm. 

Americana, Miami B’eh 
Miami Beach March 8. 

Frankie Laine, Allen & DeWood, 
Beatrice Kraft Dancers (3), Jackie 
Heller, Lee Martin Orch; $3.50- 
$7.50 minimum. 

Frankie Laine has never been 
seen to better effect in previous 
stands on the cafe circuit here than 
in this outing in the posh Bal 
Masque. He tops a lineup that con¬ 
tains a full load of prime enter¬ 
tainment to mark the bill one of 
the best in the solid talent run dis¬ 
played in recent weeks. 

. Always the free-wheeling stylist, 
Laine belts out a book of upbeat 
tempos that are his trademark, but 
With it, leavens the. mood content 
with an occasional low-keyed com-. 
po such as “I Believe” to make the 
blend a. well balanced one that 
keeps auditor approval mounting. 
He churns up several newies, no¬ 
tably a recent disking in which he 
dispenses with the live orch, to 
sing with a taping of the Michael 
LeGrand group, for a sock disposi¬ 
tion, of “Mamselle.” The encore 
demands come fast and furious, 
allowing Laine to work in a pre- 
prepped rundown of his platter 
clicks; for wind at his Wham-song¬ 
selling stint, . 

Allen & DeWood are returnees 
here, and Can be marked as oh the 
way to bigdom. The wacky duo 
have an almost completely new act, 
all of it out of the topical material 
drawer and the stuff of which 
howls are made. Moon-faced; 
mugger Allen is a canny cutup, 
with a funny gait and. funnier man¬ 
ner of speech. DeWood is a strong 
straight who can take off on an 
impression of a sofigster-contem- 
porary with skill. The two keep 
the laugh pot boiling as they caper 
through a load of out-of-the-head¬ 
line bits. 

They hit show-stop returns mid¬ 
way through stint and kept the 
guffaws coming until begoff;. 

Beatrice Kraft and her two male 

Apollo* N. Y- 
' With, Bill Mercer, Heartbeats 15), 
Shirrells (4), Velvets (2), Sarah 
McLawler Trio, Big Maybelle, 
Chuck Berry, Sil Austin Band (12); 
“Naked Hills,” (Col). 

The Appollo is trying to stretch 
that deejay tieup as far as it can, 
this time by billing the mixed type 
of musical show as “Jocko (Hen¬ 
derson) presents Bill Mercer add 
. . It should really read “Jocko: 
presents Bill Mercer presenting.” 
Mercer, a: nice if something of a 
fast-talking bird, works with Hen¬ 
derson on the latter’s WATV rock 
’n’ roller, and the younger man, 
introduces seven of:what he calls 
the “greatest” acts. Nothing of the 
sort; some of ’em are good, one of 
’em (Big Maybelle) near great, but 
on the whole, they are average. 

Program leads off with too heavy J 
a dose of rock ’n • roll, Sil Austin’s 
sidemen in one; the Heartbeats, 
who don’t register as anything 
other than ordinary in their quintet 
song stylings; the Shirrells, four 
sweet, modestly attired teenage 
girl singers, who. With some unusu¬ 
ally fine help -in preparing their 
repertoire and presentation, per¬ 
form well In vocal unison; again, 
the band, in two, including a rous¬ 
ing “Tequilla’’;_and the Velvets,.! 
two boys who sing reasonably well. 
It might help the management to 
serve up a little of Sarah McLaw- 
ler’s Trio, which is far afield frbm 
rock ’n’ roll, as the second or third 
turn oh the bill, in order to give 
more variety and spread to the 
card. 

The real hero of the McLawler 
Trio is the violinist. A hard- 
worker, he fronts with an electric 

: violin-kind of a rarity in . these 
parts,-^in such things as “Holiday 
for Strings” ..hd “Smack Dab.” It’s 
a novelty turn, with Miss McLawler 
on the organ and a drummer, 
whose chief contribution is a decent 
beat. He doesn’t show the histri¬ 
onics to match his partners, since 

BANDIT, BLAST & BONIFACE 
Southboro, Mass., March 11.. 

A black stocking masked gun¬ 
man fled in a hail Of buffets after 
robbing a nitery boniface of $50 at 
the Club 85 on Rte. 85 Thursday 
(6). Frank Drago, club manager, 
told gendarmes he blasted three 
shots from a .32 calibre revolver 
as the bandit took off in a getaway 
car driven by an • accomplice; 

Drago and theiClub owner, Mrs. 
Margaret Hilton; were the Only 
persons in the night spot when the 
gunman came in and demanded 
the cash. i 

aides lend class to the proceedings 
! with a fine display of. her Indo- 
; Javanese dances; a native panto- 
stojy for her solo and quick-paced 
jazzed-up arrangement to spur the 
big palm, payoff. Jackie Heller sets 
matters off to warm attention with 
a brace, of tunes, and keeps interest 
maintained via his clever intros. 
Lee Martin and his crew showback 
expertly, per usual. Tony Bennett 
and Joey Bishop arrive March l3. 

Lary. ■ 

Oescentlo, Houston 
! - Houston, March 11. 

..Gale Moore, Jose Ortiz Orch 
(5); $3 minimum Sat. only. 

Crescendo’s talent-spotter Jack 
Lutey has picked another patron- 
pleaser in. blonde. Curvy Gale 
Moore, whose nitery appearances 

. are infrequent but who knows her 
way around among the after- 
darksters.. . 

. Thrush, . resplendent in . gold 
lame, was at ease night caught 17), 
in spite of amplifying system fail¬ 
ure which forced. switch to heavy; 
no-stroll mike. Opener, “Mir. Wbnr I 
derful,” was a conversation stopper 
and gave a hint of Marlene Die¬ 
trich in Miss Moore’s piping,, well- 
siiited to her forthcoming remake 
of “Blue Angel” this spring. I 

Offerings are oh the ballad side, 
plus a medley of relatively un¬ 
known tunes from Miss Moore’s J 
films. They are all pitched smooth 
and. low to make for intimate list¬ 
ening and aud approval. For 
change of pace, thrush picks up 
the beat with some “My Fair 
Lady” items. For encore, she got 
huge reaction with “Heartbreak 
Hotel” a la Elvis, Wobbling knees 
arid all. Miss Moore has a flair for 
the comic and . ought to give some 
thought to more tunes of this 
genre. 

Jose Ortiz group is solid and, 
singer Antonio Castro popular with 

( Mexican standards. Mis? Moore 
holds until March 17. \ Burt. 

Miss McLawlor isn’t any acting 
slouch either. 

Big Maybelle is still a natural. 
She gets a genuine encore, also a 
rarity for these parts. A fat, fat. 
girl Whose bizrare attire only serves j 

• to enlarge her natural lines, she ( 
can deliver a song in:fine jazz style. 
Chuck Berry, who concentrates 
much of the time on a style of talk¬ 
ing rhythms, is okay as the closer. 

Art-. ' 

Empire* Glasgow 
. Glasgow, March 7. 

■ Johnny Duncan & Blue Grass 
Boys (-3), Billy Baxter; Southland- 
ers (4), Paul & Peta Pae, Dave & 
Joe O’Duffy, Leo Bassi & June, 
Freddie Earle, Gillian & June, 
Bobby Dowds Orch. 

Johnny Duncan, Tennessee-bom 
musician who has settled in the 
U.K. following U.S. Army service, 
heads this fairly strong layout with 
his Blue Grass Boys (bass, drums, 
guitar). Securing a popular 6niche 
with younger outfronters via tv 
programs, the . Dune a n outfit 
breezes merrily through current 
tunes and sets a fast, if noisy, 
rhythm pace, scoring with “Last 
Train to San Fernando.” 

The Soutblanders, colored four¬ 
some, have come on by leaps since 
their last. time around, and prove 
a socko harmony quartet, giving 
out with “Let’s Go to the Hop,” 
"Love Me Tender,” “Put A Light 
in the Window,” and winding.with 
an Auld Lang Syne tune “Bonnie 
Mary of Argyll.” Also include a 
rock ’n’ roll medley. Singers’ facial 
expressions are clever. 

Paul & Peth Page offer their 
well-established puppet routine, 
showing deft manipulation through¬ 
out, and putting accent on modern 
rhythm in. recordings used. Exit 
to solid, mitting. Ditto Dave & Joe 
O’Duffy, tall Irish pair, who cross¬ 
talk the blarney with simple good- 
natured humor; this is as enter¬ 
taining a comedy act as will be 
found on the U.K. vaude loop, and 
their accent has above-average at¬ 
tractiveness. 

Billy Baxter (a brother of. tv 
actress Jeannie Carson) scores as 
usual with slick impressions, and 
has both vigor and poise, Gillian & 
June are opening terping pair who 
provide a highly attractive act, us¬ 
ing a switch of headgear to good 
effect. Duofshapely distaffers, also 
smile throughout stint. 

Leo Bassi & June are skillful 
foot jugglers described under New 
Acts. Freddie Earle, young comed¬ 
ian going solo after being a double 
act for some years, is also reviewed 
in New Acts: Bobby Dowds orch 
does competent showbacking. j 

Gord. 1 

| Amato’s, Portland 
Portland, Ore., March 4. 

Helen Boice, Farrar Trio, Clay- 
dettes (6) With Diane Adamson, 
Julian Dreyer Orch (5), Betty & 
Marfi, Joe Turner; ?io minimum, 
$1.50 cover. 

Helen Boice is a 'Red 'Hot 
Mama” with a modern turn. Bright 
comedienne is stacked a la Sophie 
Tucker, delivers lines a la Joe E. 
Lewis, but emerges with a style 
of her own. She starts fast and 
never lets go for 25 minutes. Her 
approach is clean, steady and 
funny. Her monologs, short stories 
and situation stuff are slammed out 
at a steady flow but with taste and 
a change of pace to keep the hall 
filled with yocks throughout.. 

The Farrar Trio are on for 
three top terp numbers. Guy 
works well with his two distaff 
partners in difficult precision ball¬ 
room and foxtrot stints. Two 
femmes work as a single unit with 
the guy for solid mitting all the 
way. 

The Claydettes (6) are on for two 
big production numbers. This line 
is outstanding for precision heel & 
toe work.- Choreography by Emery 
Clay is terrif, as is the costuming. 
Fresh lookers please with a musi¬ 
cal comedy routine and finale with 
a difficult cape bit. Latter features 
Diane Adamson, who does a nifty 
job of wrapping the cape around 
her chassis with assist from black- 
lite. 

Julian Dreyer and his house crew 
play ; a fine show and get the 
customers on the floor for dancing. 

Feve. 

Slate Bros.* H’wood 
Los Angeles, March 8. 

Jimmy Ames, Ann Hathaway; Gil 
Bernal & Combo (4); two^drink 
minimum. . 

’ There’s ^ new name on the slate 
at’ this La Cienega bistro and the 
fortnight’s business should keep 
the freres tab-happy. Not new to 
the saloon circuit, however, is 
Jimmy Ames, round, happy and 
funny, with his brand of vigorous 
comedy-tailored to this clientele. 
Off this, showing he may yet find 
his niche in television after many 
tries with Jimmy Durante, who has 

I long been in his comer. 
The fallout of laughs is almost 

constant after he warms up and the 
boom of his bary tonics trails. off 
into the smog of smoke and fumes 
of frumenty. His fund of stories 
is as large as his hulking framfe 
and, like Jackie Gleason, it’s the 
precise timing that pays off. His 
musical saw bit is a howler and 
his rant r and raillery spin into orbit 
that makes his act a merry-go- 
round of laughs. He can twit a 
ringsider without offense and in- 
fect-the robm. with his broad wit. 
On. the * opening , the celebrants 
Were practically falling into each 
other’s laps, both from being 
closely quartered and rock and 
rolling with the laughs. 

For the low tariff (drinks $1.25, 
minimum of two) the Slates floor 
a good money’s worth. Supplement¬ 
ing Ames: are Ann Hathaway, a 
charged chanteuse who does a fair 
job of belting but with too much 
emphasis on dramatics and posing. 
Fronting the small group of band- 
men is saxaphonist Gil Bernal, 
who also takes a turn at vocal im¬ 
pressions and churns up a strong 
yolume of muscle music. He gets 
the show off to a bristling start. 
Show running 65 minuteSi in for 
two weeks. Helm. - 

Windsor Hotel, M’treal 
Montreal, March 7. 

, Helene Aimee, Sandro Montero, 
Max Chamitov Orch (4); no cover 
or minimum. 

Singer Helene Aimee, the third 
performer, booked into the Windsor 
Hotel’s refurbished Embassy Room, 
is a much improved entertainer 
over her first Montreal visit several 
years ago. She is : no longer a 
blonde, exudes more poise and 
songalog has switched from a Con¬ 
tinental to a more American ap¬ 
proach to give her added commer¬ 
cial value in. the general cafe cir¬ 
cuit. 

Despite style change, thrush 
varies offering with songs In sev¬ 
eral languages and does her own: 
guitar accomp to boost overall ef¬ 
fectiveness.- Backgrounding her 
songs is the music of Max Cami- 
tov’s hip combo. Much of the suc¬ 
cess of all artists to date In this 
new spot is due to the support 
given by pianist Chamitov whose 
experience and savvy during, a 
show session have pulled many out 
of the fire. His dance interludes 
also do much to keep hiz on the 
upbeat, particularly on weekends 
When the rope goes up, . 

Between shows, Sandro Montero 
provides plenty of Latin atmos- 

[ phere with his guitar and songs, 
l Newt. 

House Reviews 
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Time and Again 
Edinburgh,! March 3. 

II. M. Tennent Ltd., Producers. Theatre 
Ltd. & Two Arts Ltd. production of three- 

are, they depend: considerably - on 
the players, who serve well. 

| Victor Maddern as an N.C.O. 
who can’t keep discipline, Jon 

liipia itaur i Pertwee as ; an'understanding of- 
Lunt. Lynn Fontanne, Staging,. Peter ; fleer, Harry Locke as a WOUld-be 
Brook; scenery and -costumes. Theo Otto; -chef and Peter Jones 3S a smart: 
music. James Stevens, At King s Theatre, .,- harraAt rnftm" lsuTPr ■ an> 
Edinburgh. March 3.'5»; $L40 top. j alec .. -pan-awe-room. ^auyer . are 
Hofbauer. . .... Kcncth Thornett among a castwho. perform-.valiant.-- 
Hehnesberger -’ Ccrard nynevar; j.]y ^ disguise the thin Story line 
voger °r.! 1! i!!!IT*! I’ David Nettheim ! and the tilled jokes: There, are David Nettheim 
Painter .............. James Brce 
Burgomaster .. ...... i.-.— .. Eric Porter' 
Prof. Muller ......... Peter 'Woodthorpe 
Pastor ............ Norman- Mitchell 
Anton Schill ..._... Alfred Lunt 
Stationmaster .... Tristram Jellinek 
Claire Zachanassian......Lynn Fontanne 

.Conductor .............. Ewan Hooper 
Pedro Cabral.. Myles Eason 
Bobby ■ .. ..... John Wyse 
Police Chief ......... Christopher Rhodes 
Grandchddren1 Lesley Hunt. 

. Valerie Newbrild 
Mike , i^ 1.... ...... Carol Caldwell 
Max . ...... Peter Brayhaim 
Blind Men .Harry Ross. Alfred Hoffman, 
Frau Burgomaster......Nuna Davey. 
___a Schill ... 
Ottilie Schill .. 
Karl Schill .:. 
Dr. Nusslin ... 
Athlete 
;Frau Bloch .... 
'Reporter 
Radio Reporter 

_... Daphne. Newton 
-Elwyn Stock 

Anthony Selby 
....... Gordon Gostelow 
........... Trevor Barnett 
......... Madge Brindley 

Peter Lamsley 
.. Harry Ross 

ahd should, reinforce the. trend to¬ 
wards Yank-style . musicals here, 
Show is suitable for export, and a 
film version is probable. 

A brace of scenic incidents, mike 
trouble and cast illness opening 
night, failed to mar the favorable 
general impression: While primari¬ 
ly a Credit to its authors, musical 
director and choreographer Hermes 
Pail (the. latter imported from Hol¬ 
lywood for the assignment), the 
•show also proves a valid vehicle 
for the comic and thespic talents 
of Rascel, a hard, and ingratiating 

moments that completely capture \ worker. . ^ ~ 
the.essence of,life; at a searchlight | . ^ s lls1°.. a ?Pnngboardf or 9;°' 
site, but these- moments are her 
ened by numerous.incongi-iiities.6I; 1®^? debut. . Weak on ptpes but 
the locate and the service. t!>«h on.personality^ Miss Halil reg. 
—Touch It Tight" will appeal to!ls,ers throughout. Backing of /.op 
almost everybody who has never 
had to endureTife on a searchlight 
site. Those who have had this 
somewhat tiresome experience may 
well: pick holes in a, warm-hearted; 
but totally Unimportant, theatrical 
evening. ...... 

This drama, titled “Time. and 
Again” for its current. tryout tour 
ol the British Isles, will be re¬ 
tagged “The Visit” for its Broad¬ 
way presentation this spring. The 
play is by the young Swiss author, 
Friederich Duerrenmatt, adapted 
by U. S. playwright Maurice Val¬ 
ency: In its original German, the 
piece was first presented in Switz¬ 
erland, and it has also been done 
in Germany, France and elsewhere. 

It’s ah intense drama of long- 
cherished. . remorselessly executed 
re venge, and/ With Broadway stars 
Alfred -Cunt and Lynn Fontanne as 
magnetic, expert, costars, it pro¬ 
vides interesting offbeat theatre. 
Although it’s not apt to., amuse 
frivolous entertainment-seekers, it 
should find a sufficient public of 
serious theatregoers. 

The drama is located in a small 
town in Germany and involves. a 
wealthy, much-married former lo¬ 
cal belle who returns to avenge 
her betrayal many years before-by 
a now popular, respected citizen. 
She offers a huge sum to the town 
on condition that the residents 
grant her the life of her former 
lover, and she reveals that she has 
brought along- a coffin in which 
she. plans to lake away his body. 

. The IpwnsDeople at first turn 
down the grisly proposition, but 
gradually their greed overcomes 
their scruples and, in a porten¬ 
tously dramatic scene, the luckless 
victim realizes that he’s doomed as 
various of his acquaintances visit 
his siiop to make expensive pur- 
chases, all on credit. 

Miss Fontanne, in handsome 
gowns designed by Parisian cou- 
tourier Antonio del Castillo, is 
brilliantly imperious as the - ice- 
cool avenger and Lunt gives, an. 
impeccable performance as object 
of her hatred. Eric; Porter is com- 
menable as the vacillating burgo¬ 
master and Peter Woodthorpe is 
convincing as the local school¬ 
master. An unusualy extens:ve 
supporting casts includes Christo¬ 
pher Rhodes as the police chief 
and Elwyn'Stock as the1 victim’s 
daughter. . 

Peter Brook has staged the play 
imaginatively and arranged the 
large groupings' skillfully. Theo 
Otto’s settinss are ingenious and 
decorative, the play runs a trifle, 
long at present about two and 
one-half hours, including inter¬ 
missions. Gord. 

Tho Sport of My Mail 
Motlior 

London. Feb. 26. 
English Stage Co. presentation of two- 

act drama by Ann Jellicoe. Staged by 
George Devine, in association with the 
author; decor, Jocelyn Herbert. At Royal 
Court Theatre, London, Feb. 25, '58; $2.20 
top, 
Flim .Anthony Valentine 
Caldaro ..^. Jerry Stovin 
Fak . Philip Locke 
Cone I................Paul Bailey 
Patty S Sheila Ballantine 
Dodo ......... Avril. Elgar 
Greta; . .,i.............U/. Wendy Craig. 

Toiirti It Li^ht . 
London, Feb. 28. 

Basil Dean Productions presentation of 
three-act comedy by Robert Sharrow. 
Staged b.v Basil Dean; decor. Hal Hen- 
shaw. At Strand Theatre,. London, - Feb. 
27. *58: $2.50 top. 
Ogleby .....Jon Pertwee 
Tommo -....v. Victor Maddern 
Syd McCaffey . Peter Jones 

. Spinner Rice.. : —.....i Douglas Ives 
Roland Kenyon .......... Harry Locke 
Ted Green ........ Arthur Lovegrove 
Leslie Smith .......... John Briggs 
Eric McCaffey ..Robert Desmond 

Ann Jellicoe’s first play,. “The 
Sport of My Mad Mother.” rates as 
the screwiest entry of this or al¬ 
most' any other London; theatre 
season. Sponsored by the English 
Stage Co. and a soft drinks firm, 
it’s at the; Royal ; Court, an arty 
tryout house. It. has bleak prospect 
of transfer to a commercial thea¬ 
tre, and its potentiality for Broad¬ 
way is non-existent. . - 

The title stems from a Hindu 
hymn, “All creation is the sport of 
my mad mother Kali, and from 
this dubious text the author has 
dreamed up. a confused parable 
which had ah egghead firstnight 
audience baffled. “Sport” cannot 
be regarded as a play so much as 

charade to illustrate Miss Jelli- 
coe’s downbeat views on life. 

The. author’s view is that the 
world is. sick and that, humanity 
is confused, frightened, insecure, 
cruel and just plumb stupid. She 
considers that knowledge and sci¬ 
ence are trying to put order into 
chaos, to! discover how people tick, 
to take on the responsibility for 
humanity. That, at least, is what 
she explains in a program note. 

To demonstrate all this the au¬ 
thor uses a gang of London dead 
end kids led by. a young Australian 
vixen. An American youth takes 
on the responsibility for finding 
out why the youths . behave the 
way they do: It is never quite clear 
why this task should be bequeathed 
to an American or why Australia 
is apparently regarded as the “life 
force.” But in a series of episodes 

Guy Fawkes’ night, some %r 
them completely, inconsequential. 
Miss Jellicoe turns out ;a spate of 
words ahd gets no place at all very 
slowly. 

She obviously has some ideas 
and may one day write a thought¬ 
ful and disciplined play. But her 
use of the Cockney idiom is not 
conducive to flights of poetic Taney, 
so that much of the dialog is in¬ 
comprehensible. and much inco-. 
herent.; Subdued lighting, stark 
scenery and occasional bursts into 
mad chants all add to the problems 
of an audience trying hard to as¬ 
similate the author’s message. 

Whether the actors fulfill the 
playwright's purpose adequately is 
something that she alone can know, 
for. she also mainly directed the 
affair. But Wendy Craig as the 
gang leader, Avril Elgar as a half 
witted waif, Sheila . Ballantine. 
Jerry Stovin a£ the. American and 
Philip. Locke as a would-be big 
time juvenile delinquent all show 
talent and strive manfully against 
the heaviest possible odds. Rich. . 

duo by Mario Carotenuto, Dory 
Dorika: and others is first-class and 
good for plenty of laughs as the 
subplot develops: 

Main; story is a switch of sorts 
bn.; “Pygmalion,” in which the 
elimination of a Roman dialect in 
a local girl pleads to temporary 
failure; rather, than success, as she 
picture, in which pure Italian is 
tabu! Also involved are a Lollo- 
Loren type of actress, a political 
figure (allowing for some of the 
sharpest anti-governmental barbs 

(Continued on page 76). 

(The fallowing is from a recent column in the Youngstown (O) 
Vindicator, by drama editor Fred Childress, oiie of several about 
his show-catching trip to New York.) 

"When' I went backstage to talk to Wayne Ward, the Salem (O) 
singer who appears in ‘The Music Man,’ I met Robert Preston. Thb 
only trouble with that was, Preston never met me. When I arrived, 
there he was in the corridor, dressed in a tux. There was nobody 

. else around, and he was standing there, holding a box against the 
wall with one hand and a screwdriver with the other. 

“It’s not exactly the sort of thing you expect to find Robert 
Preston doing, and. besides, he wasn’t dressed for the part. So I 
asked him . what was the matter. 

“‘1 was taking my mail out of the slot,’ he said, without even 
looking around, ‘when the . whole cockeyed mailbox fell off the wall. 
Here^—you hold it, while I screw it back on.’ 

“So I held the box. As soon.as he got it up again, he said, 
‘Thanks,’ and disappeared into his dressing room. If he ever 
thought anything about it at all, he must, have thought I was a 
stagehand. 

“It reminded me of-the time I went to the boxoffice to pick up 
tickets for a revival of ‘Burlesque,’ starring Bert Lahr. So who was' 
it that sold me the tickets? Bert Lahr. What he was doing in the 
boxoffice. I’ll never know. I was too surprised to ask,” 

Shows Out of Town 

Plaintiff In a Pretly Hat 
Miami, March 3. 

Frank J. Hale, Paul Crabtree & Haila 
Stoddard (in association, with Marilyn 
Shapiro) .production of . tvyo-act (four 
.scenes) comedy by Hugh and Margaret 
Williams. Staged by Jack Minsters set¬ 
tings. James. M. Riley, based on Hutchin¬ 
son Scott's original London designs; cos¬ 
tumes, John Derro.. Stars Glynis Johns. 
Hugh Williams; features Eynon Evans. 

$4.75 top. 
Lady Susan Creel:.....— . ...Iola Lynn 
Lord Plylimmon:......:..Howard Norton 
Watkyn ................. Eynon Evans 
Earl of Hewjyn \....Hugh Williams 
Jennifer Wren . . ...: Glynis Johns 

“Touch It Light” is. the type of 
simple good-humored play that can 
be guaranteed a warm reception 
by the average London theatre au¬ 
dience, It makes no demands on 
the brain and few on the emotions 
ahd can be assured, of a reasonable 
London run. It can also be visual¬ 
ized as a pleasant film comedy- . It 
is, however, far too slight and 
parochial to be regarded as a suit¬ 
able Broadway entry. 

The action, such as it is,: takes, 
place in the billet of! a searchlight 
site on the Channel coast. Very 
little happens except the incon¬ 
sequential Service /talk of a bunch 

,of bored men' waiting for some-Garinei and Giovannini (and 
thing to happen. It is the usual;; their producer, Achille Trinca) are 
talk about \vomen. absence without ; batting two for two via this second 
leave, demobilization and grub. hit musical to hit the Italo hoards 

There are occasional flickers of-this season, the other being “Adora- 
drama which look to be uncom-; bile Giulio.” Again in the Ameri- 
fortably 'vedged into the main ! can musical; idiom aruFformat, “Un 
stream ^ cosy ,comed.v. Shrrply j Paio D’Ali” should; set boxoffice 
observed as some of the characters- records during its peninsular run, 

Un Paio D’Ali 
(A PAIR OF WINGS) 

Rome, Feb: 4: 
. Achille. Trinca presentation, of two-act 

musical comedy by Garinei and Giovin- 
pani. Stars Rascel, Glovanna Ralii; fea¬ 
tures. Mario Carotenuto, Xenia . ValdierL 
Cesare Bettarinl. Franco. Andrei. Dory 
Dorika, Charley Ballet (12) and 12 SoUs'i. 

■Directed by Garinei- and Giovannini; 
music, Kramer; sets, Coltellacci: dances. 
Hermes Pan. At Teatro Sistina, Rome. 
Jan. 24, *58; $7. top. . 
Renato Tuzzi... .. Rascel 
Glovanna --- Giovanna RaUi 
Sophylin LolloC Xenia.Valdieri 
Annibale Mario Carotenuto: 
Augusta ..........Dory Dbrika 

“Plaintiff, in a Pretty Hat” is not 
yet ready for Broadway, although 
it ; was a long running hit in Lon¬ 
don.. The basic plot seems overly 
familiar, and is not helped .by Brit¬ 
ishisms. It apparently lacks enough 
laughter to justify its designation 
as a comedy.: . 

Hugh Williams, who co-authored 
the play with his wife Margaret, 
offers !a. trite yarn about an im¬ 
poverished; earl arid his son in¬ 
volved with a brittle, hardworking 
femme journalist. She has decided 
to get the security of a marital con-, 
tract with a member of the nobility. 
From the opening scene, the plot 
line and eventual climax are tele¬ 
graphed to the audience: 

Glynis Johns, costarring with co¬ 
author Williams, rises above her 
lines in the role of the journalist, 
although her sudden turn to a stam¬ 
mering softie in the end scene 
doesii’t quite ring true. Williams,, 
while tending to hurried readings 
during some of the long expository 
passages, also manages to make 
portions of the dialog amusing. 

As the son, Howard Morton is 
highly, capable, while Iola Lynn 
proves a volatile: ingenue who 
makes the new love come to bright 
realization. Eynon Evans is. handed 
an odd offbeat, character’ for his 
American debut, a faithful game- 
keeper turned. man-Friday for the 
earl, but he imparts vitality to -his 
role. • 

; Jack Minster has obviously done 
as well as eould be expected with 
the. direction, while the single 
liying room setting: by James M. 
Riley is effective. Lary. 

(The show will close next Satur¬ 
day(15).; in Miami,. abandoning 
plans for presentation on Broad¬ 
way this : Spring.—rEd.). 

Love Me Little 
New Haven, Ma. 6. 

Alexander H- Cohen production of 
three-act (12 scenes) comedy - by John 
G: Fuller, adapted from, novel by 
Amanda Vail. Stars Donald Cook, Joan 
Bennett; features . Susan Kohner, Meg 
Mundy. Robert DowdeU, Joan Hovis, Pe¬ 
ter Paean, Ludi Claire. Nicholas Pryor, 
Dana White. Staged by Alfred Drake; 
scenery, Ralph Alswang; clothes. Motley; 
production associate, . Arthur C. Twit-. 
cheU . Jr. At Shubert • Theatre, New 
Haven, Mar. 6, *58; $4.80 top.. 
Emily Whittaker __  Susan Xohher 
Father ........... Donald Cook 
Mother ..  Joan Bennett 
Sales Clerk Peter Pagan 
Laurie Trumbull .. Meg Mundy 
Mile: Mommsen ............. Ludi Claire 
Nancy ....-............ .... Lin Pierson 
Anne    June Deutsch 
Amy . 
Sally .......... 
Jean ---... 
Harriet .... ..... 
Sue Fosburgh 
William _... 
Stanley ........ 
Lester ... 
Greg 

. Joan Hovis 
Marlene Cameron 

:. :. - Sarah Hardy 
. Marlene Matthews 
... .. Avra Petrides 
,... Nicholas Pryor 

Hal England 
. .. Robert DowdeU 

Dana White 

Season of the Beast 
Dallas, March 4. 

Ramsey Burch production of three-act 
(five scenes), drama by Carl Oglesby. 
Stars Bruce Hall. Richard Kennedy; fea¬ 
tures Charles Braswell, Pat Treston. 
Mabel- Cochran. Staged by Burch; techni¬ 
cal direction.- James Pringle.-At Margo 
Jones Theatre *58. Dallas, March 4, *58; 
$3.50 top. * - 
Dr.; Harmon Swoford.... Charles Braswell 
Jess Emery Pat Treston 
Mayra Emerv ... Mabel Cochran 
Rev. Caleb Stone. . \ ,.,: Clyde Waddell 
Tandy Thacker,: Ronnie Claire Edwards 
Horace Emery . ..:. .Richard Kennedy 
Preacher Lockheed Bruce Hall 
Ernine Mullinax Sadie French 
Relic Turner ....----- Carol Southard 
Henry Turner Bob Mullen- 
Jake. Mullinax ..Thomas Ruisinger 

Carl Oglesby’s first play is a 
strong drama of. life among South 
Carolina farmers at cotton picking 
time. It’s, a heavily charged, 
lengthy and ; verbose three-acter 
that may be difficult to cut. Dialog 
^contains many long solo disserta- 
.tions. including Bible quotes, and 
it’s from 1 Peter 5:8 that the au¬ 
thor drew his: subject: “Your ad¬ 
versary, the Devil, as . a roaring 
lion, walketh about, seeking whom 
he may devour.” Play has a future 
on larger boards; in fact; it was 
skedded for Broadway, but a play- 

(Continued on page 76) 

. This John G. Fuller adaptation 
of Amanda Vail’s slim novel was in 
such rough shape that its sched¬ 
uled breakin here had to be post¬ 
poned a day. The comedy will 
need expert doctoring ; to make the 
grade for Broadway. 

What’s presumably a charming 
novel stacks up at present as some¬ 
what inadequate theatre. The ab¬ 
sorbing scenes are separated by 
arid interludes, and the show as a 
whole tends to be unsatisfying. The 
revisions will have to start with the 
script. 

The play is in narration form, 
with the teenage heroine relating 
her experiences as she tries to ac¬ 
quire sophistication by “giving 
herself to nature.” The dramatized 
scenes include her unavailing ven¬ 
tures toward sex. The idea is 
promising, and provides amusing 
scenes, ahd an appealing father- 
daughter (relationship, .but is not 
fully: realized at the moment. Se¬ 
vere cutting of the narration and 
the elimination of a static auto 
salesroom scene are indicated. 

Donald Cook and Joan Bennett 
are costarred, but have nothing 
very difficult to play as a person¬ 
able married couple, but they han¬ 
dle the comedy dialog proficiently. 
Susan Kohner plays the teenage 
heroine unevenly, sometimes en¬ 
gagingly and at other times mon¬ 
otonously. , Her most serious fault 
Is vocal, a clanging tone and a ten¬ 
dency to shout. Meg Mundy is 
decorative as an old flame oh the 
make for the father and Robert 
Dowdell scores as the heroine’s 
callow intended prey. 

Ralph Alswang’s scenery, an in¬ 
tricate combination of turntables, 
drops, slots, scrim and lighting ef¬ 
fects, should be an asset when it 
gets working smoothly. Motley’s 
gowns are arresting and Alfred 
Drake’s staging varies in quality 
according to the script. Bone. 

The Broken .fug 
Toronto, Feb. 24. 

Stratford. (Ontario) Shakespearean Fps- 
trval nroddetion of three:act comedy by 
Donald Harron. baaed on German of 
Heinrich von Kleist. Staged by Michael 
Langham; sets and costumes. Tanva 
n«i!iiwA’Jsch;^William Dale. At 
?4 y^58 A$4XS)ntop Theatre* Toronto. Feb. 

- ' • • * * • - Amelia Hall 
* ~ ~ --w • Wana Maddox 

Judge Adam ......... Douglas Campbell 

*•*•'*•• *>• • Rain 
Mouiinvliie'.. Bnm^GerSMrt 

Helen Burns Jessie, Gillick ... „„r.._ 

Ev?UrniSt MoulinV111®- • - .Powys Thomas 
IS?-SiV*k 'v •—••••• v Ann Morrish Sergeant --.... Jeremy Wilkin 

.... Eric Berry 

. BUI Cole 
- . John Gardiner 
- JuUan Tlett 
George McCowan 

Major Clovell.. 
Sblomon Doolittle ....... 
Joseph Piggott 
Abner Slee .... 
Humphrey ...,.. 

The Broken Jug” is the first 
non-Shakespearean play to be 
taken on the road by the Stratford 
(Ont.) Player. Based on a 19th 
century, comedy by Heinrich von 

Kleist, the new adaptation by actor 
Donald Harron transfers the inci¬ 
dent to the Niagara peninsula mid 
the war of 1812-14 between the 
British arid the Americans. 

After the Toronto engagement 
arid a week at Her Majesty’s Thea¬ 
tre, Montreal, “Jug” goes Into the 
Phoenix, N. Y., for a limited en¬ 
gagement. Despite its patriotio 
fence-straddling, giving no offence 
to either side, “Jug” will not be i 
New York success. 

The three-actor deals with a trial 
in which a piorieer widow seeks 
court; damages for her Derbyshire 
jug broken over the head of an in-, 
truder of her daughter’s bedroom. 
The target of the jug was the mag¬ 
istrate who is trying the court case, 
which was brought on by a British 
major who, in an interval in the 
border warfare, sits in as colonial 
administrator. The jug becomes a 
symbol of ..British justice in the 
fight for a iriaideri’s honor and the 
attempted capture of Canada. With 
the latter two acts of the trial 
scerie are the meat of the play. 

This works in the superstitions 
of the early Colonials, the nefari-' 
ous granting of Crown lands to 
non-existent1 settlers, and the mill-. 
tary introducing proper court pro¬ 
cedure. There is also considerable 
heavy drinking by the settlers as 
against the tea imbibing of the sol¬ 
diers. -This contrast being an un¬ 
successfully stab at. comedy. 

Much is made of the plight of the 
British loyalists and their awaiting 
the spring ice breakup, with Can¬ 
ada planning ari attack on Detroit. 
Much of the action is taken up with 
the. trial and the machinations of 

dge Adams and his conflict her 
een civil and military law. 
Much satire on the futility of 

war is movingly voiced by-a French 
emigree whose son wants to fight 
for the British while others wish 
to remain neutral. Much is also 
made of hypocritical isolation. 
However, on its lack of action and , 
in spite of a colorful historical set¬ 
ting, “The Broken Jug” needs al¬ 
lot of fixing. Though the play is 
billed as a comedy, the laughs are 
slight. 

Acting honors go to Douglas 
Cairipbell as the rascally civilian 
magistrate and Eric Berry as the 
British iriajor, plus Helen . Bums 
as the widowed jug owner. Kudos 
are also due Powis Thomas as the 
French imigre and to Bruno Ger- 
ussi as his son. McStay. 

Jas. Lee/Neva Patterson 
To Europe for 6 Months 

Janies Lee, author of “Career,’* 
arid his actress-wife Neva Patter-, 
son, left Saturday (8) on the Liber-. 
te for about six months in Europe. 
THeyTl go first to Paris, where the 
playwright will confer with pro¬ 
ducer Anthony Azzi on a French 
language presentation of the 
drama, then go to London to dis¬ 
cuss a proposed West End edition. 
They also plan to. see versions of. 
the show, in Germany, Switzerland 
and elsewhere. 

While in England, Lee will do 
additional! research for the stage 
treatment of his recent television 
play about Samuel Johnson, which 
starred Peter Ustinov.. The tele¬ 
cast won a Sylvania award, and 
producer Cheryl Crawford has an 
option on the legit rights. . Miss 
Patterson may also do some tv act¬ 
ing during their stay in London. 

Lee’s next commitment in the. 
U. S. is a film writing stint for 
Hal Wallis, who is readying a 
screen edition of “Career” and has 
a one-picture-per-year Scripting 
contract with the playwright. • 
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OPEN SEASON ON IDIOTS 
San Antonio—A patrolman, Roscoe Eddings, on duty at the 

Cameo here, is being investigated because he shot, a man who 
was going through the theatre lighting matches as if looking 
for something. The man declined an offer of a flashlight and 
allegedly threatened the officer. 

The above news Item refers to an Incident in a film theatre, 
but the moral for Broadway legit playhouses' is : obvious. Various. 
staffers of this trade journal, while not advocating holsters, 
have lon^ articulated the dread of match-lighters, in the crowded 
shrines of the legitimate, and felt, that something more should 
be done about it. Like a summons to some prominent offender. 

The late drama critic, John Anderson, had the courage of his 
convictions about fire hazards and whenever anyone struck a 
match to look at his program he would cry out, and hang inhibi¬ 
tions, “Put out that match—do you want to burn us all up?” He 
even addressed a fellow-critic out loud, “You know better than 
that, Joe Doakes” (giving the name). 

Arid not less terrifying than lighted matches is the ‘‘refusal to 
disperse” complex at opening nights. This was especially fright¬ 
ening (the right word) at the head, of the aisles in the Playhouse 
when “Blue Denim” debuted recently. Despite house signals the. 
chi-chi crowd chatting in tight knots simply would not budge or 
allow anyone else to move. It takes no imagination to foresee 
a real slugging taking place one fine , night. 

Meyer levin Must Pay Robt. Thom 

Robert. Thom’s claim to 20% of* 
the royalties paid Meyer Levin by 
the Broadway production of ‘‘Com¬ 
pulsion” was upheld last week in 
a declaratory judgment by N. Y. 
Supreme Court Justice Henry Clay 
Greenberg. A contract signed by 
Levin provided for Thom to re-; 
ceive the royalty split for collabo¬ 
rating on Levin’s dramatization of 
his own novel of the same name, 

The deal, however, called for 
Levin to receive the entire author 
royalty and then pay the 20% share 
to Thom. The plaintiff instituted 
suit after Levin refused to recog¬ 
nize his obligation -on the ground 
that Thom’s revisions had not been 
submitted for his approval.: In is¬ 
suing his verdict in favor of Thom, 
Justice Greenberg commented, “To 
deny the plaintiff’s claim and per¬ 
mit Levin, while inveighing .against 
the ’producer’s version,’ to. pocket 
the entire royalties, from that pro¬ 
duction would be a species of un¬ 
just enrichment.” 

The decision: entitles. Thom to 
the. 20% royalty after agents’ com¬ 
missions. Also, as provided in the 
contract, the royalty split applies 
to any production using Thom’s 
version or any substantial part 
thereof. Levin is also" required to 
submit an accounting to Thom of 
all royalties received from the 
Michael Myerberg-Len S. Gruen- 
berg production, which closed last 
Feb. 22 after an 18-week run at 
the Ambassador Theatre, N; y. 

On another legal front, Levin 
received a setback recently When 
N. Y. Supreme Court Judge Sam¬ 
uel C. Coleman set aside a jury 
verdict awarding the novelist $50,- 
000 damages in a suit involving 
“The Diary of Anne' Frank.” Lev¬ 
in’s suit against producer Kermit 
Bloomgarden and Otto Frank, fa¬ 
ther of the late author of the origi¬ 
nal book, “The Diary of a Young 
Girl,” had-charged breach of con¬ 
tract, conspiracy and unlawfril use 
of his dramatization of the work. 
The judge threw out the first two 
charges during trial, arid^the jury’s 
verdict Was based on the final 
charge.: The case was ordered for 
retrial, or may be appealed. 

Clear Les Thomas Of 
Coast Theatre Charges 

Hollywood, March 11. 
Les Thbmas, former manager of 

the Huntington Hartford Theatre 
here, has been cleared of charges 

. made last October in connection 
with an alleged $200,000 boxoffice 
shortage at the house. He was rein¬ 
stated and paid 20 weeks’ back sal¬ 
ary, then resigned after a' week 
and has been succeeded as house 
manager this week by Jerry O’Con¬ 
nell. .. 

A joint statement by-the theatre 
and Thomas's union, the Assn, of 
Theatrical Press Agents & Man¬ 
agers, disclosed that on the basis 
of an investigation “bearing upon 
charges that Thomas was connected 
with certain improper activities at 
the theatre . . . we find that the 
charges should be dropped ” The 
charges had included “violation of 
fiduciary duties." 

‘Music Man’ Touring Co. 
Will Play Dallas Fair 

Dallas, March 11. 
The touring company of “The 

Music Man," which will open on 
the Coast in August, is tentatively 
set as the legit attraction for the 
State Fair Music Hall here during 
the State Fair, opening Oct/ 4. 

The engagement will be for 16 
days and will include 26 perform¬ 
ances,. 

After 12 weeks. on the road, the 
second company of “Long Day’s 
Journey Into Night” is financially 
just about where it started, It’s 
figured the profit arid loss stanzas 
have balanced each other out, 
leaving the presentation with its 
original production cost deficit of 
$43,707. 

As of a Feb. 1 audit, the Theo¬ 
dore Mann-Leigh Corinell-Jose 
Quintero production had an oper¬ 
ating profit of $5,000. Generally 
so-so business since then is fig¬ 
ured to have wiped that nut. The 
play, costarring Fay Balriter and 
Anew McMaster, dropped $14,483 
on the first three weeks of its tour. 
Covering -the 'opening Cleveland 
frame and a subsequent fortnight 
in Detroit,. 

The. Eugene. O’Neill drama, how¬ 
ever, picked up in Chicago Where 
it showed an operating profit of 
$19,456 for four‘ weeks., ending 
Feb. 1.: Business, however, fell off 
during the remaining two weeks 
of the Chicago stand. Incidentally, 
Miss Bainter, who Was out of. the 
cast for several weeks because of 
illness, resumed her costarring as¬ 
signment last week in Philadel¬ 
phia/ where the production con¬ 
tinues this stanza. 

Meanwhile, the Broadway com¬ 
pany, costarring Fredric March 
and Florence Eldridge, has been 
adding to its profit take despite a 
drop in business. As of Feb. 1, the 
presentation had earned $191,518 
profit on its $80,000 investment, 
of which $91,000 has been distrib¬ 
uted. Another $58,798 represents 
an advance to the national com¬ 
pany. ; 

The Broadway production ends 
its run March 29. 

An Author Perfective 
London, March 11. 

R. D. Delderfield, author of 
“Worm’s Eye View” and several 
other hit plays, says he's through 
writing for the stage. “Plays are 
tampered with, but novels arc not 
mucked about,” he explains. “I’m 
going to spend my remaining years 
doing what I enjoy.” 

The author, aged 45. says he’ll 
confine his writing, to hooks here¬ 
after. 

BEA LILLIE, RTTCHARD 
CAST FOR NEW REVUE 

Washington, March ll. 
A new revue is planned for 

Broadway next season with . Cyril 
Ritchard and Beatrice Lillie as co-: 
stars. Ritchard revealed the proj¬ 
ect last week while here in “Visit 
to Small Planet.” 

According to the actor, the show 
is to be produced by Robert Fryer 
and Lawrence Carr. 

When Strawhat Managers Get Busy 
Can the Summer Be Far Behind? 

A battle is brewing between the 
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents 
& Managers and the Musical Arena 
Theatres Assn.. It stems from the 
recent establishment by MATA of 
a school to develop new front-of- 
the-house personnel for tent thea¬ 
tre employment. 

ATP AM, objecting, to the school 
on the grounds that the union al¬ 
ready has trained personnel avail¬ 
able, has declared that it will go 
all Out to protect the interests of 
its members. In line with that, the 
Union has already taken prelimin¬ 
ary steps to initiate negotiations 
with : MATA for employment of 
ATP AM members- In the canvas- 
tops represented by the brgariiza- 
tion. 

ATPAM had previously attempt¬ 
ed to organize the tent field,, but. 
acceded to the “plea” of canvastop 
managers that theirs was a com¬ 
pletely new venture, which, they 
wanted to manage themselves. Now,, 
the union is taking the. stand that 
MATA, in establishing the school 
to offset a shortage of competent 
administrative talent, |s admitting 
that a trained manager is needed. 
The union feels its members are 
capable of handling the tent jobs. 

Some tents have, been employ¬ 
ing ATPAM personnel, but Others 
have been . unable to lure union 
members or have been dissatisfied; 
with, those available. ATPAM 
claims that the’ salaries certain 
tents have offered to. pay. have 
been below the; minimum required 
by the union for summer employ¬ 
ment." 

Meanwhile, the union is distrib¬ 
uting registration forms to its. 
members who may be interested 
in summer jobs. 

With Flurry of Folds 
London, March 11. 

The West End has been hit with 
a new rash of fast folds. The John 
Crariko-John Addison, musical, 
“Keep Your Hair On,” which 
opened Feb. 13 at the Apollo, ?md 
Marc Connelly’s “Hunter’s Moon,” 
which opehed Feb. 26 at the Win¬ 
ter Garden, closed, last week. 

. Scheduled to shutter , next Sat¬ 
urday (15) is the Victorian musical, 
“School,” which opened last Tues¬ 
day (4) at the Prince’s. 

‘Sex’ and ‘Kinsey Report’ 
Shock LL Schoolman);; 

Board Bans PTA ‘Sheba’ 
. The morals of a Long. Island 
community were saved last week¬ 
end by a school principal, who 
finds the riiere mention of the Kin¬ 
sey report offensive. The princi¬ 
pal, Mrs. Helen Murphy, of the 
Wisdom Road School, Levittown, 
N/Y. objected to a scheduled Par¬ 
ent-Teacher Assn/ production of 
“Come Back, Litle . Sheba” at the 
school last Saturday-Sunday (8-9)- 

In a letter to the district Board 
of Education, she called the Wil¬ 
liam Inge play “objectionable in 
lanuage and theme,” Illustrating 
her point by citing such lines as 
“How About Sex?” and“Have you 
read the Kinsey report?” In eval¬ 
uating the drama, which had a 
successful Broadway run prior to 
being made into a film, Mrs. Mur¬ 
phy said, it was “not entertainment 
and was of the lowest arid cheap¬ 
est theme.” 

The board, after receiving the: 
letter,. voted 5-2 to ban; the pro¬ 
duction. The decsion was made, 
shortly after midnight Saturday, 
the day of the first scheduled per¬ 
formance: As a result of the ban, 
refunds had' to be made to ap¬ 
proximately 100 ticket purchasers. 

Mrs. Murphy reportedly sent the 
letter to the board after a school 
custodian, who had been: watching 
rehearsals of the play by the Long 
Island Community Theatre, com¬ 
plained of the language. Mrs. 
Irene Blodgett/ chairman of the 
PTA arrangement c 6 mm i11 e e, 
claimed Mrs. Murphy had been 
consulted and given a copy of the 
script prior to the sighing of the 
contract to present the play at the 
school. 

According to Mrs; Blodgett, the 
principal originally suggested dele¬ 
tion of certain words and other 
minor changes; and the group 
complied. The play had been in 
rehearsal in the school auditorium 
for two weeks. 

Houston, March 11. 
The Broadway theatre is a rat- 

race, "the. crudest business in the 
world,” in the opinion of Brooks 
Atkinson, drama critic of the N. Y. 
Times. His advice to a prospective 
actor or actress, would be to get. 
his training in a regional resident¬ 
ial theatre, then make his try in 
New; York. The. off-Broadway thea¬ 
tre and television will help him 
get his start there, the critic be¬ 
lieves. 

v Atkinson was in Houston to cover 
■‘Three Love Affairs,!’ current at 
the local Alley Theatre, on one of 
a number of stops on a swing 
around the country to survey re¬ 
gional legit. He was interviewed, by 
T. V. Thompson, assistant city edi¬ 
tor of the Houston Press, who su¬ 
pervises local stage coverage for 
the paper, 

Atkinson’s job is strictly “that 
of a reporter,” he told Thompson; 
“The worst thing a critic can do is 
promote the theatre. His job is to 
inform; prospective theatregoers 
what is: going on in the theatre- 
nothing more, I even try to keep 
away from close friendships with 
actors, but I’m afraid I haven’t 
been too successful,” he said. 

The Times aisle-sitter asserted 
that a critic has no .power. “The 
only real power is bn the stage; if 
put there by the author, the direc¬ 
tor, the actors.” Pointing to a list 
of current Broadway, shows in the 
legit section of Variety, Atkinson 
told Thompson, “Look, here—I 
thought ‘Auntie Mame* was a 
lousy show, arid it’s a smash hit 

“I thought ‘Bells Are Ringing’ a 
stinking show, and it’s in its second 
yei r. ‘LiT Abner’ was cheesy, and 
so was ‘New Girl in Town,* and 
both, are doing big business. On the 
other hand, I liked ’Rope Dancers’ 
very much, and I doubt if it will 
earn back Its investment.” . 

’4" Although the summer stock sea¬ 
son doesn’t get rolling for another, 
three months or so, numerous plans 
and projects are getting underway 
for the warm-weather period. 

Pre-Broadway stock hikes are 
already being planned for three 
plSays.. They’re “Man on a Stick," 
by Leon and Harlan Ware; “Joshua 
Beane and God,” adapted from 
Jewel Gibson’s novel by Hal Lewis 
and Clifford Sage, and Jack Pop- 
plewell’s “Dear Delinquent,” 

The rights to "Beane” have been 
purchased by Burl Ives, who In¬ 
tends producing the play as a star¬ 
ring vehicle for himself. “Delin¬ 
quent,” presented in London last 
year, has been acquired by Three. 
Arts Productions, headed by Perry 
Bruskin. 

“Stick,” tried out recently at the 
Pasadena . (Cal.) Playhouse’ with 
Stu Irwin starred, will be produced 
by Shepherd . Traube. Irwin is 
slated to repeat his starring as¬ 
signment for the strawhat tour, to 
be booked by the Stage & Arena 
Guild of America. Also, on the 
SAGA touring agenda is Harry 
Hirsch’s ‘Teetime,” with its own 
portable, adjustable rink. 

Besides the touring items, SAGA 
has signed to handle summer stock 
dates for Lynn Bari. Outside of 
the SAGA operation, the N. Y. 
Shakespeare Festival, which closed 
its cuffo-admission presentations 
at the Heekscher Theatre, N. Y., 
last Saturday (22), has been set to 
open the season at Philadelphia’s 
Playhouse in the Park in June with 
a revival of “Othello.” 

Opening dates have been an¬ 
nounced for three musical tents, 
the Oakdale Musical Theatre, Wal- 
fingford. Conn., May 31; the War¬ 
wick (R. I.) Mucical Theatre, Juno 
1, and the Westchester Music The¬ 
atre, Rye, N. Y., June 17. Also, 
on the canvastop front, St. John 
Terrell, operator of the Lambert- 
ville (N. J.) Music Circus, and the 
Neptune (N. J.) Music Circus, has 
taken on a third tent, the Brand- 
wine Music Circus, Concordville, 
Pa. ‘ ./ • ' 

LONDON’S DRURY LANE 
LOST $81,000 IN 1957 

London, March 11. 
The Theatre Royal; Drury Lane, 

to use the. formal name, lost 
$81,000 during 1957, compared To 
a $112,000 loss the previous year. 
The figures have just been re¬ 
vealed by board chairman Prince 
Littler. 

The last dividend payment, 5%, 
was made in: 1955, although it was 
riot earned for that year. The bulk 
Of the stock of the ■ 2,217-seat 
Drury Lane is held by Associated 
Theatre Properties. 

British Metal Co. Backs ^ 
Legiter for Edinburgh 

. London, March 11. 
Another British industrial firm 

is becoming a patron of the arts. 
This time it’s W. H. Paul Ltd., 
pressed metal manufacturers in 
Derby, which vis. underwriting a 
legit venture; The recipient, is the 
Oxford Arena Theatre, an under- 
grad group, which is getting $1,400 
to produce two plays at the Edin¬ 
burgh International Arts Festival 
next fall, BryanTzzard heads the 
outfit. 

Schweppes,, the soft, drink firm, 
recently .'supplied $2,800 to bank¬ 
roll the presentation of “Sport of 
My Mad Mother” at . the Royal 
Court Theatre, London. The show 
opened. Feb. 25 to generally un- 
enthusiastic reviews. 

Disputes Helen Hayes 
On Benefit Audiences; 

Star Isn't Deductible’ 
New York. 

Editor, Variety: 
It was a shock to reSd in last 

week’s Variety that Helen Hayes, 
as quoted by Ward Morehouse in 
the Newark Star-Ledger, had com¬ 
plained about “those damn bene¬ 
fits.” Miss Hayes protests that 
benefit patrons are “unhappy” af¬ 
ter paying $50 to see her in “Tima 
Remembered,” and that she gets 
that impression across the foot¬ 
lights. She objects to being a tax 
deduction. 

To set the record straight,. Miss 
Hayes is not deductible. Anyone 
paying $10, $20 or $30 to his favor¬ 
ite charity for a. theatre tickets and 
those are the usual prices, not $50) 
may claim an exemption only that 
portion which is in excess of the 
boxoffice price. 

An usually large number of char¬ 
itable organizations booked “Time 
Remembered” for benefit perform¬ 
ances, and. almost, every one was 
enthusiastic. I simply do not be¬ 
lieve .that benefit audiences suffer 
under duress. If they do, why haf 
the number of theatre parties 
grown so? The same people at¬ 
tend benefit performances year 
after year, and bring a growing 
number of friends to the theatre 
each season. 

Worthwhile charitable agencies 
have received needed income. And 
through benefits; the theatre has 
attracted brand new audiences who 
have gotten the Broadway habit 
Also, it should be unnecessary to 
point out, that advance benefit 
sales have carried many produc¬ 
tions through the first difficult 
weeks to long runs. 

I hope Morehouse misunderstood 
Miss Hayes. Perhaps he saw heY 
after one of those nights that af¬ 
flict the best plays, no matter who 
is in the audience. To my knowl¬ 
edge, charity patrons have been 
very happy with Miss Hayes and. 
her costars. I am certain they will 
want again to combine the pleas- - 
ures of giving to a worthy causa 
arid seeing her. 

Ivy Larric, 
President, Assn, of Theatrical 

Benefit Agents. 
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The UnK Gallery 
Stell* Holt production of three-act ccm- 

j elder is .plain and rejoicing in free- 
! dom acquired by the death of her 
[ mother for whom she had cared 
« for 25 years. The younger is a sim- 

defined performances. Elcar and perinSly pretty adolescent almost 
_! Barbour each have good parts. El-: certain; to become involved with 

•dy-drama by'Ramiey Yeivmcton "stated car’s violent efforts to coritrol bis.* tbe first handsome man to come 
by Adrian Hail: settlnt «»d costumes, temper as a Christian being good v along, . 
fdS*r,At°R5Ata!SS«.0™i<h“?SS5: for sizeable jocks, and BartSw-si. . From first curtain, it’s obvious 
Ateembiy> Theatre., n. Y . March 9. *33; Caesar seeming to sum up anteffete : that somebody is going to come to 
S3J0 top. : . t ■ empire with its purse-lipped pre- Q0 good end. Inside a melancholy 

eision, ; living room, the shuttert are closed, 
^erry Conte. Ricky Mason. Sidney Lae.. As the lovely Christian maiden neighbors are gossiping while 
*iixabetii Moore, Ronald Lamendou. John fortuitously escapes the lions, awaiting the sisters’ return from 
j&f'jlr.Sr'ReStnUtotm. I5SS5 Laurinda Barrett gives An A«rac:; the mother's .funeral and there 
Woods, ciu Guiager. Marc Wyler. Harry . tive performance, Leonard Hicks : are . dark hints of adultery and 
Curtis. Don Schwartz. ^Arthur Keane,is properly handsome in word arid i iriiseegenation. Before the dank tale 
ir»>• ^fohn^tay\or,y raiph^newman^ w£ deed as a Roman captain, Mitchell, has ended, the elder sister has 
liam Corey. Jay Neely: Jasonis the generous-hearted An- . been condemned to spiristerhood 

——r— .. . Erodes, and William. Caskey lends | and servitude, and is indicated as 
“The Long Gallery.*’ by Ramsey humorous character to the lion. ; probably having lost her mind, 

Yelvington, is a moving story of. Shaw’s, story moves unsteadily while the pretty sister has become 
the lives of a few smalltovn forward, however, and despite the unwCddedly pregnant. 
Texans between the years 193i-50.lintel ligent stagihg efforts of = As the older sister, Jan Miner 
Without theatrics, simply; hpmb.-y, Charles Olsen and Ballou's well- understands the bleakness inherent 
feelingly told, the recital of day-to- devised sets; there are stretches . in, the woman’s life, accomplishing 
day events searches out the home- .^vheri, an .audience can remain, com^ ' e y e n melodramatically loaded 
Iv truths of human existence, the pletely aloof. Even the old bromide - scenes with sincerity and convic- 
things that make people laugh, or 0f ‘ if ; Shaw's play . isn’t; moving, (tion; Jo; Ann Le Compte, as the 
cry, the humdrum-details of lire, just close, your eyes and. listen , to ■ younger' sister, has . the requisite 
It is unquestionably one of Off- his dialog” isn’t particularly appli-.- blonde beauty, although she is un- 
Broadway’s more mature theatre cable. table, to extract more , from the part- 
evenings. ; ■ - A S h a v i a n bill . directed by than; youthful petulance. 

Stella Holt, who produced The Olsen, “The. Adiriirable Bashville,” ‘ As a mischievously - tongued 
Long Gallery/* has a penchant for . waS successfully, transferred from neighbor, Vera Allen is forthrightly 
seeking out new plays or play- ELT to Cherry Lane. Theatre last amusing, Carol Vandermeir has 
wrights rather than revivals. Me. season, and a--similarmove for thiSy.'hurfed-Iippcd - Vigor-'as a wealthy 
Cf.ndido!” and “'S:^P|y.■ double'?bilL'is. conteinplated; If ..girl who. foils the two sisters’ de-J Producers -theatre .presentation' of Rob- 
being among her. previous successr “Androcles," on its borough tour, signs on escape and love Tim ert whitehead production of thre*-act 
ful- efforts. In finding the intimate can be sharpened to match “All- O^onnor atJnp|rs as a handsomely I 2*5. *ceEesi> comedy by Jean Anotiilh, 
RXA 'Riverside Neighborhood As- a,ictii's ” it mi?ht bp a eood bet • U ,H°:*n5)r app ,ars =.as ? oanasomeiy English version by Lucienne Hill. Stars 

'PU-otrl gustus, it migni De- a _gpoa Dei rak,sh love interest, being, plumb- ! MelVyn Douglas. Betty Field: Lili Darvas; 
.1 ^ J but as. they..-say in New Haven. it fuf bf Southern charm and manli- ’ features ^George Macready. johnStewart. 

SoTheySay 
“The more you learn about acting, it seems, the more difficult 

it becomes/’—Mindy Carson, femme lead in “The Body Beautiful,” 
in ah interview with. Frances Herridfe, in the N. Y. Post. 

“I get the same thrill, the sarne sharp enjoyment, now as in those 
early days when I had a supporting foie with Lionel Barrymore. 
Acting is work, all right, but it’s work with so much fun attached 
that I hope I’ll be doing it 40 years more/’—Chester Morris, as 
quoted by Judith Crist in the N/Y. Herald Tribune. 

“He never thinks anything is funny. Even his own lines. He 
takes his own work as if it were Toynbee/ —Jean Kerr, on the 
subject of collaborating with her husband, N.Y. Herald Tribune 
drama critic Walter Kerr, as quoted in an interview in the same 
paper. 

“Understudies should be permitted to show what they can do, 
arid if it’s a juicy part, they ought to be allowed to go on. It’s no 
skin off anybody’s teeth, at least if it’s a matinee. Every play I’ve 
been in, I’ve asked to have my understudy go on. I know people 
who won’t take a week’s vacation for fear somebody will step in. 
Don’t you think that’s strange?”—Eileen Heckart, featured actress 
in “Dark at the Top of the Stairs,” as quoted by Paul V. Beckley 
in the N.Y. Herald Tribune. 

Shows on Broadway 
Waltz of the Toreadors 

Geor. stone at 91st St. and. Broadway and; needs work.' 
putting her faith in Yelvington’s •_ ■ ■ :—_ .. 
tenderly evocative script, she has Oklahoma 
addedj another worthy credit to her Equity .Library Theatre, inc. revival of 
record .and given another new two-act musical comedy, with music by 
playwright’s play a fine prdouc'tion. Richard .Rodgers and book andlyrics by 

(Continued on page 76) 

a the Lynn . 
, , ■ ■ i..- «iggs drama, “Green Gtow: the Lilacs." . 
have been given careful attention. Staged by Eric Mattson: choreography.; 
Adrian Hall has staged the p!av ' Janet La Mon; musical director. AI-Fredj 
ccninnlnitc'r tn rrainta^n -Tu EviIls: settings, Herbert Senn & Helen scrupulous^ to : mamta.n h e Ppnd; ,iRhtiag> Robert Brand; costumes; 
script's everyday simplicity. . Rob- Joe Crosby; pianists. Al-Fred Evans and 

| Robert Geiringer, Miriam Phillips, Pa¬ 
tricia Falkenhain, Martha Grrick, Mary 

: Grace Canfield, Patricia Fay/Staged by 
, Harold Clurman; scenery and costumes, 

Ben Edwards. At Coronet, N.Y., March 4, 
’53; $5.75 top. 
Mme. St. Pe :.. LiU Darvas 
Gen. St. Pe-  . Melvyn Douglas 
Secretary  . John Stewart 

- Daughters-Martha Orrlck, Marv Grace 

IJ-I Abner I Dr. Bonfant_George Macready 

!SS!- St.rEuverte *.. *. ^Fie?d 

ert Soule,has designed the interior t0 Dogpatch/U.BS. A.,: e“PoM’FM“mp,trirl, F,lk,nham 

o^w^s,.:.•fe.Sf'SSK.fes;''jSS2r 

quick-to-learn secretary, and there 
are effective supporting perform- 
ances by Miriam Phillips as a 
maid. Patricia Falkenhain as a 
realistic dressmaker, and Martha 
Orrick and Mary Grace Canfield as 
a couple of . expertly unattractive 
daughters. 

But “Toreadors” is essentially an 
esoteric sort of show which merits, 
the “limited engagement” status 
for this return appearance. Hobe. 

Norman Blumenfeld. And Hall has 
also been fortunate in his casting: 

Marguerite Lenert and J. Frank 

the set has been well lighted bv . ?'end>- Martin Jeb Stewart. Bud Fleming. ^bouJ15theC^St* i -—■ 
«- —. - - - . — .« .. Jonathan Bush,. Michael Rermoyan, Adri-• tmOus. ana.-giOOmy aDOUu. me ot. •; T _ _ _ ____ 

ehne Angel,. Ai . Medinets, Annette / James Theatre as the thinly filled- •wXtaptD^- “ lhii, naLne 
Brandler, Roy Johfb,on. Irwin • Dariies, . ni.-aife: rivpftiirp arirt nnpn- l15- t“e Parisian theatre, had SUCh a 
David HoweU, Mimi Logvinova, Sherry P*0USe awaus 0\eriure ana open- . - ... _ . .... 

T ..noA 'ni,,. a McCutcheon, Jim Smock; Del Nelson, mg Curtain. 
Lucas, play a Sister and .brother Leslie Daniels, Diana tfelk. Barbara Beck, 
whose. lives are seen by. a-most Marte Boyle, Robert. Cockle1, Jack MpMimi. 
lived by, the audience. They are' ■........ . . . „__ 

utterly unaffected in their■ playing Since ^“Oklahoma” is a /riiarferT and^endhws '^^he^^-prorieedhigs wfth ^ however, ^he has had critical suc- 

this 

; string of flops On Broadway that he 
il;Fortunatelv the comnanv most- i was reportedly reluctant at . one 

the ?peuih®° lV! to allow euy more of his plays 
months ago.-is as ebullient as ever, i ”hh/‘ 

. . . . -and' endows the 'Drnceedinss with. ’ however, h6 has had critical sue- 
and foil each other with, admirable piece of the musical stage, and . , frechnes*! retnini^prit of a first’ Gesses with “The Lark,” the cur- 
understanding. As their nephew; since Equity Library Theatre is Av •eT?a“eVS^ntK°-NOM11, ^'3^Bemembe|ed;- and 
Clu Gulacer is handsome and apr having its finest season in years. it foHitio chmve wear as uell and ‘ Pr°digal edition of “Waltz of the 

T’"'— ..* ’— viva! of the Rodgers and Hammer- . .-boot acres of enmtv • seep ^hether the Fmnch dramaitist 
Stein/ classic ;w^ild: be excellent:^A^mr” eoiSy ' '?U.have 3 “Ohey-maker on-Broad- 

dieted to Jimmy Stewart line- 
•readings. . 

Elizabeth Moore as a neighbor it is. 
and E:\v% h Causey as a lodger use Handsomely staged by Eric Matt- 
small touches that help give the son, an R&H performing, veteran 
production its verisimilitude, and of.-the long-ruri .“Carousel,” this 

Is oayirig itself its own best tribute, j ...ia,. 
AS his been well established, i ^irrL SJ 

“Li’l Abner” is; a musical comedy ! £ fta «‘ThpPT<aiif’'>yn!.p^Pfi0^ Chpft^‘ 
nf iiPsk anri vailpvc There are' but The Lark needed a hefty- of peaks anti, valleys, xnere are^ rtj.oss;nff tour tomst about reemm 

E'-riestine. Johnston, is quietly com - “Oklahoma” is clean, airv, ’bright some vividly fine moments and' ?‘ossipg ^ about [ec0lJp 
Vd“idhava tr.arked^ ^ri^e’SSSggin^^'?lt5 cost-whlle "Tlme Remembered" 

_ j ij - % -* <mu iicuiubumc euuugu 11/ 
cess, and he owes a bouquet to fetch squeals.from youthful distaff- 

T ^ Martin is prettily petite and blonde. • cast rates credit for not getting 
*H’« ^naw Hays (Unfortunately, she is handicapped; tired, or at least for not showing 

Equi-v Librarv Theatre r.ev-iv?i of two by a singing voice that, leans to- : it. Joyce Gladmond is the gen- 
bv^bariS: Suen?settmgs^ ^'?rd we?ring shrillness in its up- erously bestowed current Daisy 
Ballou:-'?, stume*. Thooni v Aidredze. At per registers, although charming Mae. Apart .'from physical 'attrib* 

• -Feb‘ ,S8: in. lowervkey. l utes, she is perhaps too syelte for 
• •‘Aagus?^ D^5|fisUBlf“: b^ni Elcar. Michael Kermoyan makes^-.a very ! Dogpatch and shows little or no 

Th mas Barbour, Aiisa Dawson ’ good Jud,. playing it dour, sullenvvantonness in her pursuit of the 
the Lion": —j -> , 1 ’* - ■ • ■ - .and 

Julian 

.. . , . . T bert Senn and Helen Pond have Vriter "Palmerras the aii. ; rem,ai5s a ^u^ftionable payoff pros- 
flair for the small situation, plam provided delicately provocative American Abner is still in fine S-?.ct' d jSpit® lts smash grosses, and 
conversation, simple truths, and m pink and white sets which, while voTS^fo?“If^I .HhdriVIy^DrutherS”i Toreadori seems.unlikely ever to 
hii play tnese things accumulate, not necessarily reminiscent of the and with Stubby Kaye, as Marryin’ 113™ investment. So 
into the overwhelming importance state of Oklahoma, are quite ap- |ani^ thoSughly ^^^lijoys ^The} A110^ ^ although a critical favor- 
of living and dying. There are no, propri^e to this gingerbread and e^untrv’s Ih the' ''Vef? Best of1 Se ^ Toreadors’’. wmn the. N Y. 
big dramatic moments/no tortured S-hippS crearii yivfl ' Hands^ A^d Kave Sid fellow/1 Pr?ma Critics award for 
climaxes, no impassioned attempt James Hurst as Curlv U a npr last season and ‘Time Remem- 
to ;-Say somethiig-- 
restrained observation is his sue- He’s tall and handsome enough to tion number.that reprises endless-! mercial ’ yet *° P V& ° 

fptrh- cimtM'iw.frAm .vouthfui HicfafTj.-.jy without wearing .thin, the as- I “Toreadors” might have made it 
last season, but Ralph Richardson 
had to withdraw as star because of 
a throat ailment, so the production 
closed. Producer Robert Whitehead 
relighted it last fall, however, with 
Melvyn Douglas in the top-starring 
role and Betty Field and Lili Dar¬ 
vas as the respective successors to 
Meriel Forbes and Mildred Nat- 
wick, sent it on tour and has now 
brought it back for a re-run on 
Broadway, 

Presumably this New York re¬ 
peat was promised Douglas to in¬ 
duce him to take the show on the 
road. At any rate, it seems un¬ 
likely that Whitehead or his Pro¬ 
ducers Theatre partners, Roger L. 
Stevens and Robert W. Dowling, 
can have expected such a special- 
appeal show as “Toreadors” to earn 
its keep on Broadw’ay as a warmed- 
over dish. More likely, it will drop 
whatever operating profit it made 
during its generally bullish, but 
uneven, road trek. 

The show is still an interesting 
and amusing blend of slapstick 
comedy and poignant drama. In 
some respects, it is better than in 
its original presentation. Douglas, 
again braving comparison with a 
highly-praised original perform¬ 
ance, as did in subbing for the ail¬ 
ing Paul Muni in “Inherit' the 
Wind,” offers a fully dimensioned, 
skillfully detailed and vivid por¬ 
trait of the rldiculous-but-sad Gen¬ 
eral, despite severe hoarseness (the 
role must.be a voice-strainer). 

Betty Field enlarges and 
strengthens the role of the Gen¬ 
eral’s silly sweetheart of 17 futile 
years and Lili Darvas makes the 
termagent wife a more frenzied 
figure, without the underlying sug¬ 
gestion of humor that Miss Natwick 
offered. All three players are fine, 
and their net impact seems more 
believable and ^meaningful than the 
original trio. 

George Macready is quite good 
as the philosophical doctor, John 
Stewart is perhaps even better than 
he was originally as the General’s 

311(1 diriy, and a show highlight is • male, .; . 
• 'Murphi*. AKevrb1 k™e??Daniei cSStori!- his “Pore Jud” with. Hurst. AI ; The well-equipped Dogpatch dis- 
r her. hjefer., Emily Morgan. Susan Medinets uses viable, comedy tech-| taffers are mostly responsible for 

nic as the. peripatettc Ali'-Hakim/! the show's continuing color and 
li./ks. j>:ck. stahi. Alfred ^kiuscarif°Dana ■ while Adrienne Angel is naively i verv.el They .give, give, give in the 
E/ r. A-'huny ^ Holland.^ victor steels, wide-eyed and comely as Ado An- best theatrical tradition, zand show 

nie, and with loose-jointed. Jona- • little wear arid tear from 15 
than Bush, who plays her rustic /months of executing the frenetic 

: beau, have a ball : with “Ail . ’er deinarids of Michael Kidd’s cho- 
..Nothua/” . | reography; In fact, “Abner” is 

Janet La Mori’s choreography i$ i.prbbably the best reducing project 
colorful and -.".'well-adapted to'the ; in^ town.. Geor. 
confines of Lenox Hill’s stage.; 

Whether or not the G. B. SrTv.o- 
sorr.e, “Augu-tus Does His Bit” 
and “Ar.droele.s and the Lion,” 
prove popular choices for the 
Equhv Cornhmnity series remains - v. , v - -.- »-°7 
to be seen Thev are given goodv-SmiTy McCutcheon and Jim Smock ; 
p: oduvrions. lavish bv a v e r a « e - sho'v effectively, in the dream bal- j 
ELT budgets, and much of the let and. they are particularly well-j 
SI.avran humor shined through abetted by distaff hoofers.Barbara 

“Ausu-tus” is particularlv sue- Back. Marte Boyle and Mirni Log-1 
cesrful. It is neatly cast, well «et V*Rbva.. At the two pianos, Al-! 
and sue c i n c 11 v directed. Shaw Fted Evans and Marion Coberi set; 

" ' '" ' ~ ' " “ Geor., wrote this trifle during World War a sharp pace. 
1. uriq-ie-jtionably to deflate the m— 
Colonel Blimps. All that happens ObbUgafO 
io tlldt for a lark an- attractive ■ 'TheaBreMarquee presentation . of the- 

WOir.an deprives a stuffy.colonel Of fhaut E- havis. Ed Menerth Jr: and Hans 
Iniportant Da fieri; 1 "6:gert . production of a three-act tragedy 
4 ’•TR'k Ik' PjPt: as . adapted from Paul Vialar*s Frendi 

The charade.glV'es Dana Elcar as. novel by Jane Hinton Gates,- Features 
the colonel, Thomas Barbour as an entire cast- staged, by. Louis Macmillan; 

son as the 'ady, individual mo- supervision. Paul E. Davis. At Theatre 

detail, complete from sagging 
knees to sagging eyelids. Elcar is “Obbligato” is the doleful story 
pointedly pompous and fatuous, of a woman fated to play the obbli- 
while Miss Dawson's brightness gate all her life while someone 
enlivens the orank. else plays the melody. Adapted by 

“Vndrocles ’ is successful by fits Jane Hinton Gates from the com- 
and starts. It has been unevenly; pact French novel of Paul Vialar, 
cast, although, paradoxically, it: the play is a brooding study of two 
profits chiefly L.om several sharply » sisters in small town South, The 

Hopjefully Your*? 
In one of his characteristic, 

moves to. hypo interest in his 
Broadway production of “Look 
Back in Anger,” which has 
gradually, eased to only moder¬ 
ate attendance. David Merrick 
recently. tried the familiar 
attention - getting device of 

> having the show’s three-sheet 
ads displayed upside down, 

: The stunt got a^. least on 
tangible response, a. tWo-penny 
postcard from a resident of 
suburban Tuckahoe, N. Y., ad¬ 
dressed to the manager of the 
Lyceum Theatre, N. Y., Where 

vthe John Osborne drama is 
plajing. “Dear sir.” the mes¬ 
sage read, “I don’t know if this 
information is worth two tick¬ 
ets to your fine show, but here 
It is: Your 24 poster advertis¬ 
ing ‘Look' Back in Anger' is 
upside down in the irailroad 
station at New Rochelle, N. Y.” 

Wonderful Tola’ll 
N. Y. City Center Light Opera Co. 

(Jean Dalrymple, director) revival of two- 
act <17 : numbers) musical, comedy, with' 
book by Joseph Fields and Jerome Chodo- 
rov, based on their play, “My Sister 
Eileen." adapted from stories by Ruth 
McKenney;- music. Leonard Bernstein; 
lyrics, Betty Comden and Adolph Green. 
Production directed by Chodorov and 
supervised by Herbert Ross. Choreog¬ 
raphy, Ralph Beaumont; musical direc¬ 
tion and vocal arrangements, Lehman 
Engel; scenery and costumes. Raoul Pene 
du Bois: costume supervision Ruth Mar- 
ley; lighting, Peggy Clark; associate con¬ 
ductor, Gino Smart; orchestrations, Don 
Walker. Stars Nancy Walker; features Jo 
Sullivan, Peter Cookson, Jordan Bentley. 
Betsy von ' Fiirstfenberg, George Givot. 
Frank Maxwell, Isabella Hoopes, Crls 
Alexander. Theodore Beniades, Jack 
Fletcher, Don Grusso. At City Center, 
N.Y., March 5. ’58;. $3.80 top. 
Guide -Wayne Sherwood 
Appopolous ...:... ---- George Givot 
T^nican...Jack Rains 
Helen ... . .. Betsy von Furstenberg 
Wreck ...........-  Jordan Bentley 
^rl? et.....Paula Wayne 
Valenti.. Ted Beniades 
Eileen ...........^. Jo Sullivan 
Ruth-...Nancy Walker 
Strange Man . .. Don Grusso 
Drunks. Daniel P. Hannafin, Jack Fletcher 
Robert Baker ■ .... ...'.Peter Cookson 
Associate Editors....Bill Walker, 
„ , Mark Zeller 
Mrs- Wade  .Isabella Hoopes 
Frank Lippehcott...Cris Alexander. 
Chef .... Mark Zeller' 

Deliver'Boy .. Alan Johnson 
Chick Clark ---... Frank Maxwell 
Shore Patrolman ... Bill Walker 
Cadets .. Rudy del Campo. Gerald Fries 
Policeman .. Daniel P. Hailnafin 
Ruth’s Escort  . Jack Fletcher 
^ Singers; Joan Fagan, Pat HaU, Jane A. 
Johnston, Barbara. A. Lockard, Sadia 
McCollum, Genevieve Owehs, Laine Rob¬ 
erts, Susan Terry, Paula Wayne, Elmaria 
Wendel, Robert Atherton, Robert Grant,' 
Daniel P. Hannafin, Bob Maxwell, Jack 
Rains, Wayne Sherwood. Bill Walker, 
Millard Williams. Mark Zeller. 

Dancers: Nora Bristow, Barbara Gina, 
Bettye Jenkins, Jeannie Jones, Svetlana 
McLee, Odette Phillips, Carol-Sue Shaer, 
Gina Trichonis, -Rudy del Ca'mpo, Ted 
Forlow, Jerry Fries, Alan Johnson John. 
Ira Moore, Eddie Pfeiffer, Marc Scott, 
Larry Stevens. 

^ The N. Y. City Center Light 
Opera Co. has a sparkling entry in 
its current revival of “Wonderful 
Town.” The Joseph Fields-Jerome 
Chodorov book moves at a snappy 
pace, with Leonard Bernstein's 
tuneful score and the bright Betty 
Comderi-Adolph Green lyrics pro¬ 
viding added punch.' The dances, 
choreographed by Ralph Beaumont; 
are robust; the sets and costumes, 
designed by Raoul Perie du Bois, 
are colorful and the performances, 
with star Nancy Walker setting the 
pace, are lively. 
, Actually, the tuner is compara¬ 

tively new for a revival. It's a little 
less than four years since “Town” 
ended a 70-week Broadway run 
with Carol Charming in the star¬ 
ring role originated by Rosalind 
Russell. Now Miss Walker is get? 
n,nf. Rii opportunity to show her 
stuff and she’s doing a wonderful 
job. 

The 'Town” assignment is one 
pf the best the comedienne has had . 
iri years and she's making the most 
of it. Miss Walker is a funny gal 
and when given some solid mate¬ 
rial to work with there's no stop¬ 
ping her. In the current Center 
revival, she’s a going full speed, 
crowning deft timing with an ap¬ 
propriate shrug or grimace. And, 
when she gets to the “Conga” 
number, no holds are barred; 

The. production, directed by 
Chodorov and. supervised by Her¬ 
bert Ross, runs smoothly in all de- 
partments. Jo Sullivan is okay as 
Miss Walker’s attractive sister and 
Peter Cookson does a satisfactory 

(Continued on page 76> 
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Broadway dropped last week, 
with business off for more than 
half the shows. There were three 
openings, bringing the total num¬ 
ber of entries on the boards, to 26. 
The business decline even dented 
some of the sturdier offerings. 

The lineup of sellouts and vir¬ 
tual capacity entries included 
“Dark. at the Top of the Stairs,” 
“Entertainer,” “Look Homeward, 
Angel,” “Music Man,” “My Fair 
Lady,” “Sunrise at Campobello” 
and “Two for the Seesaw” 

Estimates for Last week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 

■ CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy) , MD (Musi¬ 
cal-Drama), 0 (Opera), OP (Op¬ 
eretta). 

Other parenthetic designations 
reefer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
last Saturday, top prices (where 
iioo prices are given, the higher is 
for Friday-Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknights), number 
of seats, capacity gross and stars. 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
i.e., exclusive of taxes. 

Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C) 
(65th wk; 509 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,- 
500) (Greer Garson). Previous 
week, $42,200; last week, over 
$41,800. 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 
(67th wk; 532 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $58,- 
101) (Judy Holliday). Previous 
week, $53,700; last week, around 
$52,000. 

Blue Denim, Playhouse (D) (2d 
wk; 12 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 996; $31,500). 
Previous week, $18,200 for first 
four performances and . one pre¬ 
view; last week, almost $27,100, 
with parties. 

Body Beautiful, Broadway (MC) 
(7th wk; 52 p) ($8.05; 1,900; $74,- 
000). Previous week, $30,200; last 
week, over $26,900. 

Dark at the Top of the Stairs, 
Music Box (D) (14th wk; 108 p) 
($5.75-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Pre¬ 
vious week, $33,000, with parties; 
last week, nearly $33,600, with 
parties. 

Entertainer, Royale (CD) (4th 
wk; 30 p) ($7.50; 1,050; $43,500) 
(Laurence Olivier, George Relph, 
Brenda de Banzie, Joan Plowright). 
Previous week, $43,700; last week, 
almost $43,600. The originally 
scheduled eight-week run has been 
extended another, five weeks 
through May 10. Performances will 
be suspended April 7-10 to permit 
Olivier to attend the London open¬ 
ing of “Duel of Angels,” costarring 
his wife, Vivien Leigh. 

Fair Game, Longacre (C) (18th 
Wk; 145 p) <$5.75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,- 
000) (Sam Levene). Previous week, 
$19,000; last week, almost $18,300. 

Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (19tb 
wk; 148 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) 
(Lena Horne, Ricardo Montalban). 
Previous week, $63,700, last week, 
neary $59,200. 

LfiT Abner, St James (MC) <69th 
wk; 548 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $58,100). 
Previous week, $32,700; last week, 
around $28,000. 

Long Day’s Journey into Night 
Hayes (D) (62d wk; 374. p) ($6.90; 
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March, 
Florence Eldridge). Previous week, 
$17,700 on twofers; last week, near¬ 
ly $17,600 on twofers. 

Look Back in Anger, Lyceum (D) 
(23d wk; 183 p) ($5.75; 995; $26,- 
400) (Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh). 
Previous week, $14,300; last week, 
over $12,200. Moves next Mon¬ 
day (17) to the Golden Theatre. 

Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬ 
more (D) (15th wk; 116 p) ($6.90; 
1,076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins, 
Jo Van Fleet Hugh Griffith). Pre¬ 
vious 'week, $40,800; last nearly 
$41,000.'" 

Music Man, Majestic (MC) (12th 
wk; 92 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $68,658). 
Previous week, $68,000, with par¬ 
ties; last week; almost $69,000. 

My Fair Lady* Hellinger (MC) 
(104th wk; 827 p) ($8.05; 1,551; 
$68,210) (Edward Mulhare, Sally 
Ann Howes). Steady at $69,200. 
Show is selling 20 balcony seats at 
each performance to students at 70 
cents a ticket 

New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD) 
(43d wk; 343 p) ($8.06-$9.20; 1,297; 
$59,085) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma 
Hitter). Previous week, $32,400; 
last week, nearly $29,300. 

Oh Captain, Alvin (MC) (5th wk; 
39 p) ($8B5-$9J20; 1,331; $60,000) 
(Tony Randall). Previous Week, 
$56,300 with parties; last week, al¬ 
most $55,000, with parties. 

Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth 
(C) (22d wk: 172 p) ($5.7546.25; 
1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov). 
Previous week, $23,400; last week, 
nearly $21,100. 

Rope Daneem, Miller’s (D) (16th 

wk; 125 p) .($5.75-$6.90; 944; $27,- 
850) (Siobhan McKenna, Art Car¬ 
ney). Previous week, $11,800; last 
week, nearly $11,400. 

. Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D) 
(6th wk; 44 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $36,- 
000) (Ralph Bellamy). Previous 
week,. $35,500; with parties; last 
•week, almost $35,300, with parties. 

Time Remembered, Morosco (C) 
(17th wk; 135 p) ($9.60; 946; $43,- 
000) (Helen Hayes, Richard Burton, 
Susan Strasbcrg). Previous week, 
$33,000; last week, over $39,900. 

Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD) 
(8th wk; 60 p) ($6.90; 780; $31,700) 
(Henry Fonda). Previous week, 
$31,60Q, with parties; last Week, 
almost $31,700, with parties. 

Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet 
(C) (1st wk; 7 p) ($6.90; 1,101; $35,- 
040) (Melvyn Douglas, Betty Field, 
Lili. Darvas). Opened March 4 to 
six affirmative reviews (Aston, 
World-Telegram; Chapman, News; 
Coleman, Mirror; Gelb, Times; 
Kerr, Herald Tribune; Watts, Post) 
and one negative (McClain, Joiir- 
nal-American);... over $10,900 for 
first seven performances. 

West Side Story, Winter Garden 
(MD) (24th wk; 188 p) ($8.05; 1,404; 
$63,203), Previous week, $54,000; 
last week, almost $51,300. 

Who Was That Lady I Saw You 
With? Beck (C) (1st wk; 8 p) ($6.90; 
1,280; $47,000) (Peter Lind Hayes, 
Mary Healy, Ray Walston). Over 
$34,300 for first eight perform¬ 
ances. 

Miscellaneous 
Wonderful Town, City Center 

(MC) (1st wk; 8 p) ($3.80; 3,090; 
$61,812) (Nancy Walker). Opened a 
limited two week stand last Wed¬ 
nesday (5) to unanimously favor¬ 
able notices (Aston, World-Tele¬ 
gram; Chapman, News; Coleman; 
Mirror; Funke, Times; Kerr, Her¬ 
ald Tribune; McClain, Journal-. 
American; Watts, Post); over. $42,- 
200 for first eight performances. 

Closed Last Week 
Infernal Machine, Phoenix (D) 

(5th wk: 40 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,- 
392) (June Havoc, John Kerr). Pre¬ 
vious week, $7,100; last week, near¬ 
ly $7,500. Closed last Sunday (9). 

Off-Broadway Shows 
Boy Friends Downtown (1-25-58). 
Brothers Karamazov. Gate (12- 

6-57). . 
Children of Darkness, Circle in 

the Square (2-28-58).. 
Clerambard, Rooftop (11-7-57). 
Courageous One, . Greenwich 

Mews (1-20-58). 
Dark of the Moon, Carnegie 

Playhouse (2-26-58). 
Endgame, Cherry Lane (1-28-58). 
Garden District, York (1-7-58). 
King's Standards, Blackfriars (2- 

12-58; closes April 1. 
Long Gallery, RNA (3-6-58). 
Power of Dreams, Sullivan St. 

(3-10-58). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (fl-25- 

55). 
Closed Last Week 

Enemy of the People, Province- 
town (2-25-58). 

Coast Tnnnd* to Tour, 
Bot Keeps Foot in S.F. 

San Francisco, March 11. 
The Coast edition of “Tunnel of 

Love,” which "ends a regular run 
next Sunday (16) at the Alcazar 
Theatre here, is booked for a novel 
tour for the ensuing three weeks. 
Producer Randolph Hale has 
booked thq comedy for one-night- 
ers during the week and return 
dates at the Alcazar, weekends. 

The Peter de Vries-Joseph Fields 
comedy completes its 23d week 
here Sunday (16). 

love Me’ $14,000 in 5, New Haven; 
a 

ID.C. 

Touring Shows 
(March 10-23) 

Auntie Mam* (2d Co.? (Constance Ben¬ 
nett)—Hartman, Columbus, O. (10-15); 
Ford's, Balto (17-22), 

Back to Methuselah (tryout) (Tyrone 
Power.-Faye Emeison, Arthur Treacher)— 
Constitution Hall. Wash. (10-12); Play¬ 
house, Wilmington, Del (13-15); Locust, 
Philly (17-22) (Reviewed In VARIETY, Jan. 
23. ’58). 

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Victor Jory>—^ 
Pabst, M-wkee (10-15); Murat, Indpls. 
<17-19); State, Toledo (20-22). 
. Damn. Yankee*—Lanier H.S., Mont¬ 
gomery. Ala. (10); Jordan Aud., .Columbus, 
Ga. (11); Municipal And., Savannah, Ga. 
(13); Peabody Aud., Daytona Beach, Fla. 
(14-15); Dade County Aud.. Miami (17:22). 

Diary of Ann* Frank (Francis Lederer) 
—Aud., Hershcy, Pa. (10-12);. Aiid., Roch¬ 
ester (14-15); Royal Alexandria,. Toronto 
(17-22). 

Happiest. Millionaire (Walter PidgeonVrr 
Nixon, Pitt. (10-15); Her Majesty's. Mont¬ 
real (17-22). 

Jane Eyre (tryout)—Walnut, Philly 
(10-15, moves, to N.Y.) (Reviewed in' 
VARIETY. Feb. 12i '58, under title, "Mas¬ 
ter of Thornfield”). 

Lens Day's Journey Into . Night (Fay 
Bainter, Anew. McMaster)—Locust. Philly 
(10-15); National, Wash. (17-22). 

Love Me Little (tryout) .(Donald Cook, 
Joan Bennett)—Wilbur, Boston (10-22). 

Marcel Marcaau—Geary, S.F. (11-22). 
Middle of the Night (Edward G. Robin¬ 

son)—Curran, S.F. (10-22). 
Most Happy Falla—Blackstone, Chi 

(10-22). 
My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne' 

Anne Rogers)—Shubert, Chi (10-22). 
No Time for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.)—. 

Municipal Aud., New -Orleans (10); Post 
Theatre, Ft. Polk, La. (11); College Aud.; 
Texarkana, Tex. (12); Municipal. Tulsa, 
Okla. (14-15); Municipal Aud., Oklahoma 
City (17-18); Memorial Aud.. Wichita Falls, 
Tex. (19); Gregory Gymnasium, Austin, 
Tex. (20); Municipal Aud., San Antonio 
(22). 

• No Time for Sergeants (Nat’l Co.)—For¬ 
rest. Philly (10-22). 

Nude With Violin A Present Laughter 
(Noel Coward)—Hartford, L.A. (10-22). 

Plaintiff In a Pretty Hat (tryout) (GlyniS 
Johns, Hugh Williams)—Coconut Grove 
(Fla.) Playhouse (10-15), closes). 

Say, Oarllng (tryout) (David Wavne, 
Vivian. Blaine, Johnny. Desmond)—Shu¬ 
bert. Philly (10-22) (Reviewed in VARIETY, 
Feb. 26, ’58). 

Stratford (Ont.) . Co.—Her Majesty’s, 
Mont’I. (10-15); Phoenix, N.Y. (18-22).. 

Tunnel of Love (N.Y. Co.) (Larry Parks, 
Marsha Hunt)—Shubert, Det. (10-22). 

Tunnel - of Love (Coast Co.) (Russell 
Nype, William Bishop)—Alcazar, S:W. 
(10-16); Civic Aud., San Jose (17); Sunset 
Aud... Carmel (18-19): Alcazar. S.F; (20-23). 

Visit to a Small Planet (Cyril Ritchard) 
—Ford’s, Balto (10-15); Hanna, Cleve. 
(10-22). 

British Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates) 

LONDON 
At Drop of Hat, .Fortune CM4-B7). 
Bolia Ringing, CoUeeum (11-14-57). 
Boy Friend, Wyudham'a GLS-l-AS). 
Bridie A Bachelor, Duefcooo (12-19-M). 
Cat on Hof Tin Roof, Comedy (1-3058). 
fDear Delinquent, Aldwych (8-557). 
Dinner With Family, New 03-1047). 
Dry Rat, WhlUhaD •51-54). 
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket 01-11-57). 
Free As Air, Savoy (8-8-87). 
•rah,Mo ■ Gondola, LvrU 02-1850). 
Happiest Mill., Cambridge 01-1557). 
Lady at Wheal, Westminster 0-18-58). 
Lyslstrata, York’s 0-1588). 
Mousetrap, Ambaamdary OM58D. 
Now Craiy Gang, Vie. PaL 051588). 
Paddle Own Canee, Criterion 05557). 
PtaMra Do Paris, Waloa <58517). 
Patting Shad, GlsBa <5588). 
Rapa of Baft, PlcadlUy 051587). 
Raportary, Old Via «-1557). 
Bear Lika a Devs, Pheealx <51587). 

Tench of Sim, Sevilla 041-88). 
Tunnel of Lava, Majesty’s 05587). 
Where's Charley, Palace (58588). 

n»*.4fg,-,aStSR.,BS!525Sr 
CSff**jX,&33S,*dl 
tetidyst. Arts <58588). 
u CL08ID • LAST WIIK 

Brass Butterfly . 
Breath of Sprinp 
Chalk Garden 
Coma Bain Came Shine gSeng ' ' 

iy toKIII 
Odd Man In 
Tan TW* Murder 
^Thnaand Again 

Watts «* the Tefiadarg 

. The road was spotty again last j 
week. The 20 touring, legit shows V 

! did up-and-down business. • | 
I Of the tryouts, “Love Me Little” i 
had a modest break-in at New Ha¬ 
ven, “Jane Eyre” had on ominous i 
reception in Boston, “Say, Darling” 
did moderately, well in Philly and 
“Back to Methuselah” mopped up 
again in a string of one-nighters. 

Constance Bennett set a new 
straight-play record at the Na¬ 
tional, Washington,, grossing $47,- 
201 in the second week with the 
touring; company of "Auntie 
Mame,” for a two-week total of 
$91,092 and beating the previous 
mark of $88,880 set by Rosalind 
Russell in a 15-performance try¬ 
out of the same comedy two years 
ago. 

Estimates for Last Week 
. Parenthetic designations for out- 

of-toum shows are the same as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates 
Tryout. - Also; prices on touring 
shows includes 10% Federal tax 
and local tax, if any; but as on 
Broadway, grosses ere net; i.e., ex¬ 
clusive of taxes. 

CHICAGO 
Happiest Millionaire, Harris (C) 

(6th wk)($5.50; 1,000; $30,500) (Wal¬ 
ter Pidgean). Nearly $17,500; pre¬ 
vious week, $16,400. This week, 
at the Nixon, Pittsburgh. 

Marcel Marceau, Great Northern 
(panto) (3d wk) ($4.40; 1,500; $32,- 
250). About $27,300; previous week, 
$22,000. This week, at the Geary, 
San Francisco. 
< Most Happy Fella, Blackstone 
(MD) «5th wk) ($7; 1,425; $58,700). 

fNearly $20,300; previous week, 
$27,000. Continues. 

My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC) 
(18 th wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979) 
(Brian Aherne, Anne Rogers). Un¬ 
der $69,100; previous week, 70,800.; 
Continues. . . 

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS 
BROADWAY 

(Theatres Set) 
Methusaleh, Ambassador <3-26-58). 
Jan* Eyre, Beiasco (3-31-58) 
Say Darling, ANTA (4-3-58). 
Joyce Grcnfoll (wk; 4-7-58). 
Oklahoma, Center (3-19-58). . 
Love Me Little, Hayes (4-9-58). 
Visit, Lune-Fontanne (5-5-58). 

(Theatres Not Set) 
Firstborn (4-2558). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
Crucible, Martinique (3-11-58). 
Stratford (Ont.) Co., Phoenix (3-18 58). 
Asmodec, Theatre 74 (3-25-58). 
Blood Wedding, Actors’ (3-31-58). 
Fools Passing, Jan Hus (4-1-58). 
Ardela, Cricket (4-8-58). 
Enchanted/ Renata (4-15-58). 
Nouveau Monde, Phoenix (4-2558). 

PHILADELPHIA - 
Long- Day’s Journey Into Night 

(2d CO.), Locust (D) (1st wk) ($4.80; 
$1,580; $43i000) (Fay Bainter, 
Anew McMaster). About $19,300; 
previous . week, $22,000 at the 
American, St. Louis. Continues; 

Say, Darling, Shubert fMC-T) 
(1st . wk) . ($5.40; 1,870; . $53:000) 
(David Wayne, ; Vivian Blaine, 
Johnny Desmond). Opened Tues¬ 
day (4) to one enthusiastic (Mur¬ 
dock, Inquirer).. one moderately 
favorable (Gaghan, Daily News) 
and one so-so (Robinson, Bulletin); 
nearly $40,600 for seven per¬ 
formances; previous week. 853,500 
in nine performances ait Shubert, 
New Haven. 

No Time for Sergeants (2d Co ), 
Forrest (C) (2d. wk) ($4.80; 1,700; 
$35,000). Almost $40,100; previous 
week, $37,500. Continues. 

WASHINGTON 
Auntie Maine <2d Co.), National 

(2d wk) ($6.05-$5.50; 1,667; $46,994) 

(Constance Bennett). Over $47,200; 
previous week, $43N800. This week, 
at the Hartman, Columbus. 

Visit to a Small Planet, Shubert . 
(2d wk) ($4.95; 1,550; $34,000) (Cy¬ 
ril Ritchard). Over $30,600, pre¬ 
vious week, $27,000. This week, at 
Ford’s,; Baltimore. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Nude with Violin-Present Laugh¬ 

ter, Curran (Rep.) (4th wk) ($4.95- 
$4.40; 1,758; $47,500) (Noel Cow¬ 
ard). Nearly $38,000; previous 
week, $35,500. This week, at the 
Huntington Hartford, Los Angeles. 

Tunnel of Love, Alcazar (C) <22d 
wk) ($4,40; 1,147; $32,000) (Russell 
Nype, William Bishop). Almost 
$8,100; previous week. $8,500, 
Continues through March 30. 

NEW HAVEN 
Love Me Little, Shubert (C-T) 

(5 p; ($4.80; 1,650; $26,500) (Joan 
Bennett, Donald Cook).. Opened 
Wednesday night (5), to one mod¬ 
erately favorable review (unsigned 
Journal-Courier) and one mild pan 
(Learny, Register); nearly $14,000 
in five performances; this week, at 
Wilbur, Boston. 

BOSTON 
Jane Eyre, Colonial (D-T) (1st 

wk) ($4.95-$4:40; 1,500; $38,958) 
(John Emery, Blanche Yurka). 
Opened. Tuesday (4) to five pans , 
(Adams, Globe; Doyle, American; 
Hughes, Herald; Melvin, Monitos; 
Norton, Record) and one arfirma- 
tive (Wafts,. Traveler); nearly $5,- 
700 in ;seven performances. This 
week, at Walnut, Philly. 

LOS ANGELES 
Middle of the Night, Biltmore 

(D) (2d wk) ($5; 1,636; $48,000 
(Edward G. Robinson). Over $47,- 
600 in nine performances; previous ■ 
Week, $31,200 for seven per¬ 
formances. . This week, at Curran, 
San Francisco. 

BALTIMORE 
Diary of Anne Frank, Ford’s (D) 

(sihgle wk) ($4.98; 1.819; $47,000) 
(Francis Lederer). Almost $27,700 

i on subscription; previous week, 
$20,000 at the Walnut, Philly. This 

' week, splitting between Hershey, 
Pa., and Rochester. 

Legit Payoffs 
Current financial status of New York and touring productions; 

including closed operations on which payment has recently been 
made. Investment figures include oyercall, if any. (R) designates 
amount of original Investment, repaid, to the backers. (P) designates . 
amount of profit dlstribnted to the hackers. Unless otherwise indi¬ 
cated, the backers’ share is 50% of the total profit, with: the man¬ 
agement getting all or most of the remaining 50%. . 

Show Title Investment Backers’ 
Return 

To Date . 
$179,307 (a) $92,337 (P) 

. 130,000 13,000 (R) 
. 360,000 80,000 (P) 
. 250,000 437,500 (P) 
. 100^000 (b) 4,000 (P) 
. 75,000 99,300 (P) 
. 60,000 30,000 (R) 
. 99,000 63,000 (R) 
. 300,000 120,000 (R) 

45,500 (P) 

Auntie Mame (N.Y. Co.) .. 
Auntie Maine; (2d Co.) . ... 
Bells Are Ringing .;.. 1 
Damn Yankees .......... 
Dark at Top of Stairs ...... 
Diary of Anne Frank ...... 
Entertainer ............... 
Happiest Millionaire ....... 
Jamaica . 
Long Day’s Journey Into Night........... 80,000 
Look Homeward, Angel „. . . , 
Look Back in Anger .......... 
Middle of the Night ... 
Most Happy Fella ........... 
Music Man ..;. --... 
My Fair Lady (2 Cos,).;.... .. 
New Girl in Town -- 
No Time for Sergeants (2. CoS.) 
Romanoff and Juliet ....... 
Sunrise at Campobello........ 
Tunnel of Love ... 
West Side Story ......--- 

CLOSED SHOWS 
South Pacific (2 Cos.).,. v..... . . 225,000 

Note: (a) Backers receive 34.471% of the profits^ 
(b) Backers receive 40% of the profits., - 
(c) Figure is estimated. 

125,000 62,500 (R) 
40,000 4,000 (P) 

87,500 <P) 
....... 375,000 176,000 (P) 
....... 300,000 60,000 m 
....... 300,000 (bVc)680,000 (P) 
....... 300,000 45,000 (P) 
....... 100,000 545,965 (P) 
....;.. 80,000 48,000 (R) 
....... 110,000 20,000 «R) 

120,000 (P) 
3o6,odo 300,000 (R) 

DETROIT 
Tunnel of Love, Shubert (C) (2d 

wk) $3.50; 2,050; $25,000) (Larry 
Parks, Marsha Hunt). Almost $i7,- 
500 on subscription; previous week, 
$17,000. Continues. The original 
production was acquired by Philip 
Langner & David Nederlander for 
this engagement. 

2,512,510 (P) 

SPLIT-WEEKS 
Back to Methuselah (D-T) (Ty¬ 

rone Power, Faye. Emerson, Ar¬ 
thur Treacher). Totalled over $41,- 
OOQ in six performances, as follows: 
single, Monday <3),. Brogden Hall, 
Wilmington, N. C., $7,900; single, 
Tuesday (4), Center, Norfolk, Va., 
$6,000; single, Wednesday (5), 
Glass Mem. Aud., Lynchburg, Va., 
$6,200; two, Thursday-Friday (6-7), 
Lyric, Baltimore, $11,300; single, 
Saturday (8), Mosque, Richmond, 
$9,600. Previous week, $43,400 in 
eight performances. 

Damn Yankees (MC). Totalled 
about $30,000 in eight perform- 
ances including the following 
dates: single, Monday (3), Munic. 
Aud., Charleston, W. Va.; single, 
Tuesday (4); Reynolds, Aud., Wins¬ 
ton-Salem, N. C.; single,. Wednes¬ 
day (5), City Township Aud., Co¬ 
lumbia, S. C.; single, Thursday <6), 
Memorial Aud., Spartanburg, S.C.; 
three^ Friday-Saturday (7-8), Tow¬ 
er, Atlanta. Previous week, about 
$31,000 in eight performances, four 
stands. Has. been overquoted re¬ 
cently: 

No iTime for Sergeants < N. Y. 
Co.) (C). Totalled $30,100 in per¬ 
formances, as follows: single, 
Monday (3), White Coliseum, Col¬ 
lege Station, Tex., $5,900; two, 
Tuesday (4), City Aud., Beaumont, 
Tex. $5,200;' three, Thursday-Fri¬ 
day (6-7), Murphy Aud., Mobile, 
Ala., $5,600; single, Saturday ‘8), 
Munic. Aud., New Orleans, $8,400. 
Previous week. $42,300 in eight 
performances, three stands. 

OTHER SHOWS 
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (D) (Vic¬ 

tor Joryb Split last week between 
Wilmington and Rochester. Previ¬ 
ous week, $13,800 at the Nixon, . 
Pittsburgh: This week, at Pabst, 
Milwaukee. 



76 LEGITIMATE 

The one-week postponement of' 
the scheduled' Boston opening of 
“Jane Eyre’* a fortnight ago was 
not the result of John Emery.-being'., 
out ill as staled in widespread re¬ 
ports. The ■ actor. who succeeded : 
Errol Florin in the lead role, was 
laid up for two days with the 
Asiatic-flu.but. it’s understood, the 
actual reason for the delay was to , 
give him time to rehearse* His con- ; 
tract called tor two full weeks of > 
rehearsal but. as it was. he only 
got in about a wcek-arid-a-half of 
tuneup time. i 

Rupert Caplan. vet radio, tele-. 
vision and theatre producer in ' 
Montreal, has been . granted the 
Canadian-rights- to Eugene O'Neill’s 
‘‘Long Day’s Journey Into Night” , 
b’ the playwright’s widow. Mrs. 
Carlotu O’Neill. 

"Body Beautiful” has instituted 
Sunday* matinees with .kids, under 
l(j. ■ accompanied by an adult, ad-. 
niitted at half the regular admis- - 
sion price. The Monday evening 
performances have' been dropped. 

The Paper Mill Playhouse. Mil-, 
burn. N.J . begins a:six-week spring 
season April 7. 

Norman Base. Norman" Hall and 
Robert Sagalyn. author, di.'ector; 
and producer, respectively, of the; 
recently-closed . otT-Broadway: pro- ’ 
duction of "Trial of Dmitri Karam- 
arov.”' have purchased Mafvin 
Rossman's; "Mr. . Diamond’s Dia¬ 
monds.'' for conversion into . a 
Broadway musical: 

The Broadway preein. of. the 
British eo.nedy. “Odd Man In,” 
planned as a co-production ven¬ 
ture by Barry Nelson and Henry 
Sherek. with the former doubling, 
as star, has been postponed until 
next October. - 

Choreographer - director Jerome. 
Robbins has established the Lena 
Robbins Foundation, in memory of 
his mother, for the development of 
choreographic talent in the U;S. 

“The Kids,” by Charles Best.”: 
w ill he tried out the afternoons of 
March 2S and March 31 by the 
American Academy of Dramatic 
Arts at the Lyceum Theatre. N. Y. 
Students and alumni of the. Acad¬ 
emy will appear in the presenta¬ 
tion. 

Pfc.. Clarence Salzer, w ho’s being 
separated April 1 from the U-S. 
Army, goes to Santiago. Chile. in- 
May* to work as designer-technical 

■director-for the Teatro de Esnayo 
of Catholic V. there as part of an 
international group being assem¬ 
bled for the legit operation’s win¬ 
ter season: 

The American Shakespeare Fes-, 
tlval Theatre & . Academy,. Strat¬ 
ford. Cohn,, will add art educa¬ 
tional project for college and non-, 
professional theatre craftsman to 
its activities next summer. There 
will also be a 12-week course for 
apprentice actors. 
'•Twinkling of an Eye," by Ham¬ 

ilton Wright and the late Guy 
Andros, has been acquired for 
Broadway presentation next fall by 
Emmett Rogers. . 

“Lefs Go Steady.” a musical 
with books bv Warren Miller and 
Raphael Milian. music bv Charles 
Strouse and lyrics'’..by Lee Adams, 
is planned for Broadway produc¬ 
tion next October by. Edward 
Padula. 

John Whiting’s ‘"Marching Song.” 
produced in London in. 1954; is 
planned for Broadway presentation 
by a new group. Daiva Productions, 
organised by John Emery. Tamara 
Geya (Mrs, Emery), David Lawlor 
and Al Leichman, 

Leonard Bernstein is composing 
two songs for “The Firstborn.” 
slated for a six-week Broadway run 
starting April 29. with Katharine 
Cornell. Anthony tjuayle. Roddy 
McDowall and Torin Thatcher 
starring: 

Robert McEnroe’s “Mule gan’s 
Snug” has been acquired by Jose 
Ferrer for Broadway presentation, 
next season. Besides producing. 
Ferrer will also direct and co-au- 

Feotired <n MorctrUas Waihfcwi 

j la 
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tlior the. property, which he’ll work 
on with McEnroe during the sum¬ 
mer.'. .. :"_J- ' ! 

George Kondolf has two produc¬ 
tions contemplated foi Broadvray j 
presentation next season, “44 i 
West.” by Sylvia Began, and: 
“Strange. Partners,” by ...Caroline I 
Francke and Florence Lowe, the j 
latter in. partnership with the The-j 
atre Guild.. • . ' . .- 

Letitia Wilson and Robert Kelly [ 
have taken a lease on a new off-.j 
Broadway playhouse. Theatre 74. | 
on the upper east.side, and will j 
launch the operat on March 25 j 
With, a production of Bieverly Thiir-! 
man’s adaptation of F fane o is 
Muriac’s “Asmodee.” 

Off-B’way Reviews 
S5 Continued from page 74 ■ 

-hoce;: w,rp?^S°ie clHtah1v | performance of the two:week engagement March 2. Going backstage 
ness, Harry Gresham, ls^sudably . before the show, the star appealed to Betty Jane Watson, who had been 

Martha Raye, who was to have starred in the recent N.Y. City 
Center revival of “Annie Get Your Gun” but withdrew several days 
before the opening because df an appendectomy, attended the final 

curt and dry as a lawyer and Bryna 
Karant. plays .1 he - town gossip’s de¬ 
hydrated daughter. 

Louis Macmillan has staged this 
depressing saga with loving taste 
in . Don Manfredi’s Well conceived. 
well executed cavern of gloom. 
But the. dramatized tale is not one 
calculated to lure the playgoer 

engaged as standby and then drafted to play the title role in the show, 
to allow her to play the performance. Miss Watson is reported to have 
agreed, provided the management was wdlling. However, the latter 
nixed the suggestion as impractical. Miss Kaye went out front to 
see the show, but became ill about half-way through the second act, 
arid had to leave. She had apparently left the hospital only that day. 

• A number of well-known figures in the history of the entertainment 
from bis jhimney corner, or even 1 world are the subjects of biographical articles outlining and evaluat- 
from liis tv set. In fact, he can see j jng their careers in the latest volume of. the Dictionary of American 
it. on.tv;,-any night. Geor. 1 .. . . * ■ ’ -- • - 

The National Theatre. N. Y..' 
which was .left in a financial mire ; 
when Harry Fromkes was killed in • 
a fall from his/ Manhattan apart- : 
nvent recently,.is back hi business. | 
A receiver; David- A, Ticktin. was; 
appointed last week bv N.. Y. Su-' 
preme. Court Justice Henry Clay 
Greenberg with authority to book 
show into the .1.162-seater. The 
house has been dark- since the 
Feb, -15 closing of "Winesburg, 
Ohio/’- ■ 

The appointment of Ticktin fol¬ 
lowed . the initiation of a foreclo¬ 
sure action in the Supreme Court 
by the Standard: Credit Carp,, hold¬ 
er of the second mortgage. Stand- ; 
ard had. advanced more than $150,- 
000 for the purchase of the house,; 
which Playhouse Properties. Inc:, 
headed. by Fromkes. bought from 
the Shuberts in 1956. : reportedly 
for over $900,000. 

Cutler alleged that Playhouse 
Properties had. "defaulted" on its . 
mortgage “with respect to the pay¬ 
ment of read estate taxes and other 
payments.". The Shuberts who dis¬ 
posed of the theatre in .compliance 
with a Government consent decree, 
had, a first mortgage of S70Q.000. 
The house will eventually be put 
up for sale, by a court-appointed 

■referee: ■ 

An Enemy Of The* People 
Alexander Productions' revival of three- 

act drairia by Henrik. Ibsen, adapted by 
Arthur- Reel. Staged and designed -by 
Reel; costumes* E. Blanche Birrett; .light¬ 
ing. Henry. Dencyger.: At Provineeto\ 
Playhouse. N.Y.. Feb. 25, '58; $3.45 top. 

Cast; . Carl Shelton; Cal Ander. .Hugh 
Palmerston, Richard Lienaweaver. . Kay 
Hutchinson. Jerry Weiss. Pat Crawford. 
Sherman Lloyd, Iver Fischman,- David 
Moss; Lionel Habas. Sam Flores. Mich-.el 
Aubrey,' Realty Granville. James Colby, 
James Alpe, Bill Corrie, Patti KiUmUrray, 
Edith Heller. Christopher Tanner;. Joan 
Mariner. Georee.Maisel. Catherine Perkins, 
Lisa Marshall, Rdbert Bruce. Patricia 
Mott, Gus • Sabella. Lucy Ferrar^ino, 
Leona N’oric. Stori Reed. Bertelle aelig, 
Peter. Berry, Fran Goodwin. 

Biography. Among the stage stars are Mary Anderson, Maxine . Elliott, 
Mrs. Leslie Carter, William Gillette and William Faversham; black¬ 
face comedians McIntyre & Heath; along with such early film celebrities 
as Douglas Fairbanks, Pearl White, Tom Mix and Ben Turpin. In the 
world of music, George Gershwin, perhaps more celebrated today than 

^rovincetawn i during his lifetime, Is included, as is the prima donna Mme. Schu- 
’- : mann-Heink and blues singers “Ma” Rainey and Bessie Smith. 

Shows Abroad 
; Continued from page 72 ; 

in Paio D’Ali 
seen on the Italo; stage in: recent 
years), and two romantic middle- 
aged widowers. 

Impact of Pan’s terp direction is 
felt from the start, and his color¬ 
ful dances make lively interludes 
to the rest of the action, Standouts 

i are a rock -n’ roll number, the. 

The kind of integrity that per¬ 
meated Ibsen’s plays is recogniz¬ 
able, through the dialog of the re¬ 
vival of "An Enemy of the People’.’ 
at ‘ the ProvinCetown Playhouse, 
but the'performance is sadly lack- 
mg in theatrical truth. The^ large ! gim studio scene, various Roman 
cast unaer the direction of Arthur ; street scenes pIus’the. S0Ck number 
Reel, woo also provided the new , danced by a group of film “extras/’ 

flounders for almost, while generally more functional 
than catchy, Kramer’s music 

adaptation, 
three hours in trying to elucidate 
the message of this bitter play, but 
as in a. morass, the more they 
struggle the. deeper they sink; 

Not least of the difficulties is 
that Reel- has not truncated the 
play somewhat. The only Compres¬ 
sion evident in Alexander Produc¬ 
tions’ revival is that five acts have 
been done with two; intermissions. 
It’s still a long, long trail. 

The part of Dr. Stockmann, the 
man who flies in the face Of secur¬ 
ity, family, welfare, : political expe-. 
dienev, the society of his town and 

topped by fin undoubted hit tune, 
‘■Domenica e Sempre Domenica,” 
of lasting value. The Rascel pro¬ 
jection will undoubtedly place such 
others as “Non so dir, ti voglio 
bene” and “L’Uomo Inutile” in the 
hit class. 

The sets and costumes by Coltel- 
lacci are other solid assists, his 
fresh garbing vastly different from 
the usual tinsely music hall style 
to which localites have been used, 
while his double-decker set. with 
its ingenious, and functional fold- ■ ■ us ingenious ana. iuncuonai ioia- 

n2?r‘ nf SS ' ingrout • center section, contributes number of good actors since tne,A j__ 

Fritz Loewe Is Better 
After Coronary Attack 

Frederick Loewe is; reported, to 
be. “coming along nicely" at Medi¬ 
cal Arts. Hospital. N. Y.. where ;he 
was taken recently after, a coronary 
attfick In his room at iheAlgonquin 
Hotel. The composer \\ ill remain 
in ' the hospital for several more, 
weeks. 

TtV figured ’ unlikely that he’ll 
be able to: attend the April 30 
London opening of "My Fair 
Lady," which he authored with. 
Alan . Jay Le.rnef. Incidentally. 
Lerner left for. .London about : a 
week .ago .with.'ffertnan' Levin', and 

Moss Hart, producer and director 
of the musical, respectively. The 
trio will complete casting for the 
West End production. 

play’s 1832 premiere. _ _ 
actor named David Moss is cast as 
Stockmarih at the Provincetown. 
Moss has. a penchant for perform¬ 
ing at white heat, using expansive 
.•gestures,':-both forefingers: simulta¬ 
neously . puncturing the air; as he 
Vehemently enunciates I b s e n ’ s 
cries on. behalf of intellectuals and 
the. minority opinion. Unhappily, 
either Ibsen. Stockmann or Moss 
protest too much, so that the play’s 
prime appeal is dissipated corisid- 

quality of this presentation. 
Hank. 

School 
London, March 51 

Jack Hylton presentation " ' 

erabiy earlier than the final cur- • Tigha 
taih."' '...I:—y .- 

Jim Slevin Joins Evans 
To Hunt Plays, Stories 

Literary agent James it Slevin 
- has- switched'; to 'the production 
side, joining. Maurice Evans Pro-'; 
du'etiens.-.in .-New York' as' head..pf: 
;hef story and play department: 

Slevtn;' was with:- the. Miriam 
• Howell:/ .agency- ’ for .-theifist ■■ five', 
years, concentrating' on scripts but. 
.also-handling some''talent deals.-.- 

- ---- of two-act 
(four scenes) musical comedy, based on 
play by T. W. Robertson; adaptaUon and 
lyrics. Redmond Phillips; music. Chris¬ 
topher Whelen; staged by Douglas Seale; 
decor. Paul Shelving. At Princes Theatre. 
London, March 4, *58; $2.10 top. 
Bella .......I...,..,... ... Jean Bayless 
Kitty Linda Blackledge 

Eleanor Drew 
.. -. Biinty Turner 

. . TiUy ................. Barbara . Rendell 
Among, actors in the companv .Hetty,...-.. Jane Hill 

who seem reasonably aware, and ; 
attuned to the play s needs,, are; Sarah ................... swriey court 
Pat Crawford as Stockmann’s liar- ?■ cUra ....... . ..,......., Valeria Buckley 
psed wife. Lionel Habas as -Uw; 
l&yai:sea.captain.friend, and sqme-iDr: Sutcliffe ........... Norman Griffin 
times Iver. Fischman, as a liberal.. Geoffrey Taylor 

editor Among the rest. Carl Shel-; 
ten. Sherman Lloyd. Renay Gran- Beau Farintosh ..... Kenneth Mackintosh 
vilie ahd James Alpe seem to be- : Other*. .Eric Vieiheer. Mark Brackenbury, 

lieve in the proceedings, though 
overzealousness . occasionally ob¬ 
trudes. 

Ibsen has provided ringing 

Stock Reviews 

o» 
C*sS23e4-:' !nn page 74 

W«nderfpl Ttvi y:■ 
job: as. the -.magi zir.e -BCrimr.. Ue-:rge 
Gtvot is-. good ' ss .’the '/arriT t rl-* 

■painter and Frank 'MazweZ plays , 
the crash newspaperman heaYy:'' 
: Betsy , von r urstenrerg has a 
.'small part-.as-"the lady :“friend’:. cri' 
the ■ ex-feotbaL player.. and; Jordan . 
Bentley is repeating the. -fine'..per-. ' 
tormanee he gave cn Broadway, th. 
the .latter' role. Other. members ..of. 
the.-cast, appearing. In parts they, 
originated oh: Broadway.,, include 
Ted BeniadeS,' as the'-!iip.. night clnb 
owner. . Isabella. : Hpopes:. as . • the 
prudish Mrs. . Wade, and Cris Alex¬ 
ander as the hair-conibing drug¬ 
store manager; 

The production also. reflects a 
major employment problem in 
Actors Equity. The musical’s Green¬ 
wich Village locale, is a, natural 
springboard for realistic integrated 
casting, blit there appeared to be 
only one Negro in the show. Also, 
considering this situation, it seemed 
incongruous to have the Negro 
appear as a singing :Irish .policeman. 

Jess. 

Despite, the failure of several re- 
. - Cent pretty-pretty Victoriana plays 

words and, tne management has set to music, yet another optimisti- 
provided stirring intermission mu- j cally enters the arena. There is 
sic. bu: the performance does not < nothing about “School” to suggest 
respond,' Geor. : that it will click where the others 
•''■'•■■• ..-■■■ have flopped, and any thought of 

this coy little number surviving a 
j transatlantic journey is incredible. 
! Based on a 19th century play by 
l T. W. Robertson, this musical ver- 

Coaarairf frart 72—^ sion of “School” was first per- 
• w • fonS“®*1 by'the Birmingham Reper- 

•* tie Beast ^ tor Theatre and rashly yanked by 
wrisht-nroduceF hassle stemmed: ia9k WbDn into the spacious 
the'earlier staHingi ' Princes Theatre. 

Plot concerns the hardships of L The show’s: light action takes 
farmers to get the cotton In before place in a girls’ school, and owes 
bad weather arrives. They have to much to a combination of “Cin- 
.trik on Sunday, hst that leads to Merella,” “Little Women” and 
a grim riroggle as a iasaticai evan- •_ “Daddy Long Legs” themes. Two 
geLsr caZs down divine retrihnrion schoolgirls, one a young heiress and 
ch -Sheri:' Ode -independent planter: the other a poor orphan, fall in 

■df-nej h±=. b7ri 'is'drived to attemut l°ve with a couple of sprigs of the 
Tsi.r.de-.-Hi* Life is saved, however.- aristocracy. After a few misunder- 
5nd tie' o«±er "^rmer3 ’ turn away standings' the orphan .turns out to 
fr'vr the rah preacher, be a blue blood herself, which, of 
'. .Erj-re’Erari ailv handies the ver- course, paves the way for a happy- 
Liag* &£ the .carped and ever-after ending of devastating 
.Bernard -Kenned? .is.-a schd rock predictability. 
Type aa the resisting , farmer- who - Main snag to this clojring little 
l :ves w.fe. wn and Eanc. Aa the p:ece is that neither the stager, 
m^srner-jzzZ wrie, JEahes Cochran Douglas Seale, nor the cast nas. 
gives a sympathetic pcrtrayaL settfed on whether the: show 

.Charles BrssweS. the : family's should be performed straight or as 
irrhiferng doctor.; fortifies h:s stint parady. aiid the result is neither 
by . telling off the preacher, pat oc* thing nor the other, but rather 

: Trestob is a devoted, respectful - a dalf mixture. Redmond Phillips* 
son who . inherits the farmland.. adaptation lacks spirit and is de- 
Thomas Ruisinger gri'es a poignant void of wit and, though some of his 
touch as the lifelong friend swayai . lyrics haye a certain grace which 
by the evangelist. ■ matches Christopher Whelen’s 

* Burch’s direction is excellent,. tihkly music, the songs, on the 
l and helps speed the lengthy drama, whole, are remarkably forgettable 
‘ James Pringle’s solo , set, depicting - and do not stand up to the over- 
. a farmyard and. front porch, neatly j frequent reprises. 
I serves the three-acter, and the ] The performances are conscien- 
j tricky- lighting, involving a storm, tious rather than inspired, though 
• is. expertly handled. Bark, t Eleanor Drew as the perky heiress 

works heroically to extract a few 
laughs. Jean Bayless, the heroine, 
is normally a spirited performer 
but can offer nothing but charm in 
her insipid role. 

Tfie costumes are pleasant 
enough, but these are offset by 
scenery that would not be out of 
place in a third rate touring revue. 

Rich. 

Die Pariserin 
(Woman of Paris) 

Zurich, Feb. 2. 
Schauspielhaus production of three-act 

musical coinedy -by Henri Becque; German 
adaptation, N. O. Scarpi; lyrics, FridoUn 
Tschudi; music. Paid Burkhard. Staged 
by: Oskar Waelterlin; sets-and' costumes, 
Fritr Butz; musical direction, Burkhard; 
technical direction, Ferdinand' Lange; 
Bghting, Walter Gross; At Schauspielhaus. 
Zurich; $3 top. 
Claudine Du Mesnil.....-.. Kaethe Gold 
Ainede I afent ....-Fritz Lehmann 
Juhen.Du Mesail .Fritz Schulz • 
Yves Simpson' Roy Gobert 
Suzette ... Elsbeth von Luedinghausen ■ 

Latest entry: by Swiss composer 
Paul Burkhard, a; musical refur¬ 
bishing of a 1885 Parisian legit 
play, is a minor item. The book is 
occasionally thin-stretched enlarge¬ 
ment of the “eternal . triangle” 
theme into a quadrangle. The mu¬ 
sic is scarcely prospective pop hit 
material. And yet it’s a pleasantly 
entertaining little musical of con¬ 
siderable charm, especially when 
animated by a splendidly chosen 
cast of five in this production. 

Burkhard has provided a listen- 
able score for minature orch, which 
aptly illustrated the proceedings 
and is vqcally: not too-demanding 
on the mostly untrained singer- 
actors. (The show is staged here 
with legit actors). 

Plot involves a wealthy Paris 
woman who carries on an affair 
with her husband’s best friend. In 
order to further her husband’s ca¬ 
reer, she gets involved with an in¬ 
fluential yovrng man, only to dispose 
of him when her goal , is reached.: 
She then returns to the “regular” 
triangle status, with the husband 
as blind as ever. 

Direction by Dr, Oskar Waelter¬ 
lin creates an intimate atmosphere 
and smooth pace. Imaginative sets 
and delicately colorful period cos-. 
tumes by Fritz Butz are xisual de¬ 
lights. 

Kaethe Gold, usually a high- 
powered dramatic actress, is bril¬ 
liant and convincing in the light¬ 
weight title role, as are her three 
leading men Fritz Schulz, as the 
husband, Fritz Lehmann as the 
lover and Boy Gobert as the bored 
young man. A flippant maid is sung 
and played with charm and gusto 
by Elsbeth von Luedinghausen. 

Mezo. 

SMALL, WELL-ESTABLISHED 
OFF-B’WAY THEATRE 

FOR SAU OR LEASE 

Writ* t« BOX VMM, Variety, 
154 Wait 44th S»„ flaw York, N. Y. 

MUSICAL COMEDY 
TECHNIQUE CLASS 

MERVYN NELSON 
Dlraetor, Zlasflald Folliaa 

LIMITID CUSS 
THEATRE STUDIO of N.Y. 

J53 Wait 41th Naw Yorkr FL 7-53M 
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■' ' ■ " - . - . ' . .. person who. has contributed most 
■ ■ ' to.the advancement and interest of 

I W t £> W fW T-W the Philadelphia area.” This is the. 
jL/ I' L m H first , t’me. it has been* given for 

•'achievement-.in. literature. -"-ri , 
• " 1 - . . ^ ' . . .". 1 "" Among'her works are. “Yankee j 
Life With Another Marx of speech at Michigan State. U-, and from Olympus,” “John Adams and 

Groucho Marx’s writ er-sen Edward. Tatnall Canby’s “High Fi- the American Revolution.” “The | 
Arthur Marx has written a personal delity arid the . Music Lover,’’ both Lion and .the- Throne,” “Beloved : 
memoir, of life with another Marx, in June. For the future: Cleveland Friend” and one novel, “Rufus 
his 6-year-old son, and calls it Amory’s “Who Killed. Society?”, Starbuck’s Wife,”. 
“Not As A Crocodile” which Har- Ludwig Bemelmans’ “My Life In ' —A- i 
pers will publish in June. The Art,” John Mason * Brown’s “The Prentice-Iiall’s Peak Net 
tennister-tiirned-author already did Worlds of Robert Sherwood,” Prentice-Hali, InC. reports larg- 
a Satevepost. series (and subse- Emily Kimbrough^s bock about her est net income, in its 4fi-, year, his- 
quent book) on “Life With vacation on the English and Welsh tory. It .-was S2'.333i7C.l, "an 'increase'. 
Groucho.” . . ; canals, Saul Steinberg’s new car- qf10% over1933 net of $2.172.738- 

Other show items via Harper are toon anthology. Financial report, also noted that 
“The Playwright’s Art:'Stage, Ra-I -—-r— . the publishing-house had acquired : 
dio, Television & Motion Pictures” Mike Wallace’s Bests . the venerable .firm* of. Charles E. 
by Roger M. Busfield Jr., asst, prof ! Mike Wallace is going to compile Merrill Books, 

. .'fisisi a series of his-“best”, video inter-".V .During 1957 Prentice-Hall and-; 
A views under a hardcover for Simon its subsidiaries p u b 11 s h e d JOS •- 

Sc Schuster, Wallace, with ABC-TV books and workbooks in new and »■ 
^ since last April; has turned to revised editions. i 

; WABD, local N. Y. tv station: which —“ . ! 
gave him. his. start in the hotseat Rav. Mai Eoyd’s Book 

^BSssSBBSEHajjH^ field, for rights to several of his Ex-writer; producer, adman arid 
■ 'h| ^ |«MT old “Night Beat” interviews. - i publicist, Episcopal Rev. Malcolm , 
ifl RANDOM . I9HH Station came across with an okay | Boyd . has Denned .“Christ and ! 
li HOUSE i]H| the other day, and the “Night Celebrity Gods” for Seabury Press 

A JNi ..aNH __ Beat1* stuff will be incorporated (Official Eoiseopal-/ Publishing :. 

Ifl RANDOM H 

yriwsfe 
l ^ IN BOOK 

FOR SPRING'1958 
$2.95 each, at all bookstore* . . 

TEE ME iT THE 
TOP OF THE STUBS 

By WILLIAM INGE 

SUNRISE AT - 
UMFOBELM 

By DORE SCHARY 

WEST SIDE 5T0ET 
By ARTHUR LAURENTS, 
LEONARD BERNSTEIN 

& STEPHEN SONDHEIM 

along with the. derivatives of “Mike house', out tomorrow (Thurs.). 
Wallace Interviews” on the net-1 Totae is angled toward the 
work.. “negative approach” of the mass i 

• - ' communications'in re “l'fe’s mean- '■ 
'Peyton Place’ Trial Set * ing.” Rev. Boyd supplies a history : 

June 9 was; set as the trial date Qf the Hollywood religioso film 
for .two libel suits against Grace aud its impact. i 

IND JULIET 
By PETER USTINOV 

ELSE SERIK 
By JAMES LEO HERLIHY 

& WILLIAM NOBLE 

ECUS SEE 

By BETTY COMDEN & 
ADOLPH GREEN 

EEWIttl 
IN TOWN 

By GEORGE ABBOTT 
& . BOB MERRILL 

SIHMEIir 
TEE 17TB BUi 

By RAY LAWLER 

From Hollywood 
Michael Tod#* 

AROUND THE WORLD 
IN SO DAYS. $1 
louts ItlsdiMiMfi 

WINDJAMMER. $1 

RANDOM HOUSE, N.Y. 

'Peyton Place’ Trial Set 

Metalious arid Julian Messner, Iric., 
New York publisher of novel, “Pey¬ 
ton Place,” by Superior Court Jus- 

First Mrs. O’Neill’s Memoir 
Agnes. Boulton Kaufman, who 

tice Robert F/ Griffith in Laconia, married playwright Eugene O’Neil] ! 
N. H. . The suits, totaling $250,000, ln 1913 and is mother of Oona and 
are brought... by Thomas Makris, Shane. O’Neill, lias written^ her. 
principal of the Gilmanton public mei^irs, “Part of a Long Story,” : 
school, and his wife, Geraldine, for Doubledqy publicaLon. . . 
Makris seeks $100,000 in damages iV. The memoir ^described as the :, 
and his wife, $150,000. They: life and deatn of a. romance and 
charge they were “brought' into deals with, the playwught s forma- ■ 
public hatred, contempt, ridicule:^.hve years in. G/eenw.ch \il,latoe public hatred, contempt, . ridicule; 
slander and disgrace” in the pages 
of the book. 

Mrs, Metalious was divorced Feb. 
25 from her first husband, George, 
teacher -at Stow . (Mass.) High 
School: Three days later she mar¬ 

aud Provincetovvn. . 

CHATTER 
' Fred IL Stapleford^ formerly 
promotion director of TV Guide; 
named ..assistant to the publisher 

ried her agent, Thomas: J. .Mhrtii{ 
a former Ldcdnis di^k inrWev ' I ” sltcr.- IT. Annonb6T§j - editor. • a-id, 
a lormer Laconia disk jockey. . [publish e.r of the .Philadelphia 

French capital) may edit an an- , _ 
thology of memorable George Jean ^ 
Nathan pieces as a Knopf volume. 
That nuh has. airpartv' .two k?e drawings for Arthur.. Kobex- s That pub has already' issued two 

I Mencken “readers ” drie edited by I 
Alistair Cook and another just pub- AnnivIrSv 
lished, edited by James Farrell. ; X,"lllT ^ A?VIZ v™ 

Curtiss is a longtime friend of 
Nathan and manages somehow to 

one, from a Variety Anniversary 
NumberV titled “Ooh, What You 
Said!”.. Simon & Schuster is bring- 

riutlldU. dilll llldlldgeb aULILcllU\V ID Lha it put fra A^ril 
schedule Ms midwmter Broadway. . ,ItV __ 

, o.o. to coincide with Nathan’s Feb- w 
ruatv birthdav will fiir Coast as a heart specialist, has 
thP^AicS collaborated with Hollywood radib- 

tv commentator William Winter on 
^"Heart Attack: New Hope, New 

tif^F.'irnnp. uS KnoAvledge, New- Life,” .with pre-- to Europe this weekend with a 1 ^ • hv nr WTlter P Alvarp7 for 

what Broadway has to offer. proach their book as a Dr. and “Pa- 

Li^say, Mem^ C°UrSe) 
■ Dick Patterson has joined Wil- 

°«r*t ‘liam. Morris Agency on the Coast, 
written iiJf Pg,SS ! taking over the literary depart- 
Hnip ^ 5tl I ment post vacated by Stan Colbert, 
fpiifacrp who noW is With Ashlev-Steiner: 
SoPatterson . wa^ associated with H, 
“Mn^pr pf^ N. Swanson Agency for several 

. to swingover to Mor- 
Simon & Schtister wfil publish. tt r-Wo 
AAFamed art-loving jockey (“$64,- at^ Arts A^ards Meda^^^^^^ 
°°® Question”) Billy Pearson has 

Second annual Brandeis U. Cre¬ 
ative Arts Awards Medals were 

ChScnmS i^PpiiaKn™ given lart week to Roger Sessions 
authored his memoirs, in collabora- fmiIc,». .Tannnpc TJnschitr. (sculn- 
tlon with Stephen Longstreet, un¬ 
der the title, “Never Look Back 
(The Autobiography . of a Jockey)” 

(music); Jacques Lipschitz (sculp¬ 
ture); John Crowe Ransom (poetry) 
arid Stark Young (theatre). Grants- 
in-raid were awarded to Andrew W; tnr. _ y-.- _I lu-cLiu weie awatucu iu nuuicw ti. 

Imbrib (music);. Richard Lippold John Huston did the preface. 
Another memoir is Alma Mahler. 

Werfel’s “The Bridge Is Love 
(Memories of a Lifetime),” in col¬ 
laboration with E. B. Ashton, which 
is an intimate account of Austro- 

(sculpture); Barbara Howres (po¬ 
etry) and Paul Shyre (theatre). 

living Settel edited “How To 
WTrite Television Comedy” for The 
Writer Iric:, just published, with 
sample scripts from tv shows and it - . ■ • * • ■ • • . , — •. j* -7 ddiiiyic. ouiyid iiviu tv auuwd auu 

PaiMer Emil advice by Leonard Hole, Sydney 
Schmdlers .daughter, Alma* and Reznick, Bob Howard, George Tib- 
her hfe wifh famedcomposer Gus- ties, Art Henley, Eric Heath, Aririe 
toy^ Mahler. Jater Walter Gropius, Howard Bailey and . Settel. Settel 
distinguished architect, and finally aiso has a chapter on how to sell 
as ttie wufe of playwright Franz a tv comedy script. 
werteL Edward L. Bernays scheduled to. 

_ __ —— , , address the May meeting of the 
: . w. M, Ritters Award National Newspaper Promotion As- 

The uame. of a former Variety sociation on public relations for 
correspondent, was included in list the: American press. Bernays is 
of awards announced recently by querying communications leaders 
the Freedoms Foundation of Val- m and outside newspaper field as 
lejr Forge, Pa. He is Walter M. to what they consider the broad 
Ritter of Sandusky, 0., ;an official public reations problems of riews- 
Of the Union Chain & Mfg. Go., papers today. He’ll repbrt his find- 
who received a gold award for his mgs at the meeting, 
editorial. which appeared in his Robert E. Brown, formerly east- 
company’s publication. ern ad: manager of Harper’s Bazaar, 

Subject matter on Americanism named publisher of Hcarst Maga- 
was gleaned from Variety's dis- zines’ Bride & Home, lie succeeds 
patches from abroad concerning William M. Fine, now executive 
the presentation of the Broadway editor of Good Housekeeping mag. 
tllAPMC "Tho niani r\t 1 Anna fnaal noma .'■E'/l ■ success, “The Diary of Anne Patrick . Dennis (real name Ed- 
Frank,” in Germany. : ward Everett Tanner 3d) has au- 

•-— thored a sequel, “Around The 
— and $10,000 Too! . World With Aimtie Marae” which 

Catherine Drinker Bowen, his- Harcourt Brace will publish shortly, 
torian arid biographer, received Nori-Catholic author Paul. Gal- 

i. the Philadelphia Award for 1957 licb has done “The Steadfast Man: 
. — a medallion and a check for A Biography of Saint Patrick^’ for 

L $10,000—given each year “to the Doubleday. 

| SCUIJ Y’S SCRAPBOOK I 
I . .. Pa’m Springs, March 11. 

En fin, a dame has finally come tm v.ifh an autobipr,.raph»cal item 
;thnt for fast-paced, adult .humor mavches Cclliurs and tcp<; Max Bcer- 
fcohrn’s “Zuleika Dobron-• rs ri femme fata’e. Men shot themselves for 
h'-r, threw , divans; out- of hotel suites when she wouldn’t answer the 
phone, .dragged her oif to jr. 11 with them. Tl is called “First Person 
Plural, the Lives of Daemar C odowsky,” a Vik'ria cohtrilnition to hed- 
, ide ••reading. thcse.-'eoUt-wi'nt.'er. n ghls and likely to be more fun than 
lttth Century bundlin‘r.; 

t^ It relates Dagmafs short life out Of bed (249 paces). Beilylau* hs are 
combined with good manrerr—a.n almost incredibie parlay. They go » 
splashing through the book'lilm a mountain stream in springtime. 
Though Dagmar loves Dag mar above a I others, she also had more love 
pfi' irs than.a trout stream ar.d.surprisingly she rclaUs them with taste 

; because she was 'the qnry r.vovte star of the Valentino era whos seem¬ 
ingly had any: Though she was cast.in pix as a symbol of sex arid wick- 
echiess, her famous parents, who; were with her in Hollywood, wouldn’t 
let her diate anybbd;v. without a cheperon. Oddly; Papa Clodowsl.y trust¬ 
ed beaux like Caruto/ Cliapiin ard Xhib'U.tino more than others on the ■ 
shaky premise that they .were o!d friends! 

To this day a gay gal, too welDnourished by 50 pounds, as she con—, 
fosses with a candor' and hump-- that reveal her. basic seme of values, 
Dagniar trills, a story which I thought I knew, pretty-wellj but. I now. 
learn to/my delight I really didn’t know ata'l.. 

Art Is''Long, Brother 
For 25 years, she had been tcllirig me about this book. She sounded 

like a femme vermon of Carl Van Vechtcn’s “Life and Works of Peter 
Whiffle.-”' Qn the Riviera she called it “Between Marriages.” I believe 
Up to that time she clainicd she. had been spliced and unspliced four 

,;Umcs: She carried her d;vor.ee' pariers in her bag in the event a. ro¬ 
mance should develop which would require proof that she was “free.” 
In the book, however, she-only lists, trio/The one with Frank Mayo was 
enough for a thousand-page novel. 

About five years, ago I seemed to have let out a. blast agaiiist her and 
h?r fluUerby existence tljiat reduced her to tears. Not impressed much 

;. by print, I Can’t seem tor get u.c/ d to how it .frequently awes or fright- 
. er.s others. Later she wrote arid thanked nie for the spanking, saying 
!*I was right and had finally d-'iven: her to work.. Last fall we lunelied to- 
i. gclher at the Edison in New York and she showed me, the dust jacket , 
of “First Person Plural.” 

| Her long stage-wait lias paid off, becr.use .she has ..writ} en a'-whale of 
| a book. It is full of names hut they are riot dropped, Tiicv. fit in as 
I pieces, fit in . a great mosa c. Everv composer or artist in the world of 
j mu: ic was her “uncle’’ but I believe Franz Lehar-actually was. Any¬ 
how,, her father was court musician to Fynperor Franz Josef of Aiis- 
tr:a-liurigary, answerable. tp:. nohrdy 'but the eniporer him: elf. 

| . The book is dedicated to Viola. ArioiaVbut this dame can’t sue, be- 
: cause Viola Ariola. is a name Daemar rave to h. ‘"self in h. r teens when. 
. she wanted. to. be aii actrc-.s. No i roducer ever thought as much of 
i Viola as Dagmar did, but: thanks to this small thread of pendstence^ 
Dagmar finally got the iiiythical ga! a billirig:. - 

j. . /' -.. A'?oi?e With'^ “Charlie” . 
[ One of .the riiost..delightful th'nrs in the book is the:'brevity and wit 
in a sriiali seetipn of photographs near the end. Except for one lamily 

i group when the Godowskvs were summering on the Ba-tic, right be¬ 
fore they all made,the iav t boat to; England as-WW T broke out, and 
a shot of her Miitz and Papa Godowcky <he in a .■military uniform!), 
the Test of the pictures deal y/Iffi Dagmar. A series of kidding titles 
good for at least half a dozen laughs ac’d to tneir value. They end with, 
the shot, entitled “Alone v:ith Papa;” arid finally. “Alone . . . with 
Char ie.” Charlie.is;her cocker, spaniel and was probably named after 
Chaplin. 

‘. “It \vas. my tragedy,” she writes.; “that the years;have deprived riie 
of my bad reputation. At one Vine, niy -'notoriety assured -me of a mar- 

i.velous evening: Now—:as Euclid wou’d be fascinated to kriow--iny cijr- 
i cle. has been squared,” ./... 

. It has too, because now, as a grand dame, it is the wives who sug¬ 
gest that she motor across the country w ith trie irvhusbands, a risk they 
wouldn’t have. diaired--.3Q- years- -ago.'.'S.h.e • carried- a Vurcii only for t.wor—- • 
Artur Rubinstein all .her life, .Ivor Stravinsky for trie !ri<t third of it. 
Frank Mayo, Whom she married and. d'yorccd. wanted Inr to remarry 
in that last third arid though she was willing to. go ar-.uuvd with him in 
Hollywood and revisit the scenes of their ear.y iriump-js mid despairs, 

■ she said no, a word she admits She used most snaringly al1 Her life, 
j" • . Jet Casting In Trolley Age 
} On her first visit to: Hollywood (“I was so young that Chailie Chap- , 
j lin fell in love with me”' she wanted to see a studio. Papa Godowsky 
j took her to Universal. She had barely set foot on the lot when a man 
: in riding clothes and a megaphone spotted her. He cleared everyone 
^ aside \Vith his whip and held his head as if he were going crazy. 
!•■ ’’Before,I knew what happened,” Daggie writes, “I was dressed in 
a short black frock with a ruffled skirt and satin slippers and had a 
-rose in my teeth: I was a Spanish dancing girl and Art Acord’s leading 
lady: It was a western called—who can remember? 

“One look was all they needed. In those days I was a slip of a thing 
with a. divine figure and a face I was certain drove men wild. There is 
no doubt that I was the most conceited thing that ever lived. I simply 
adored Dagmar Godowsky and it was a. passion that has withstood the 
test of time.” 

Her face was chalk-white, and her almond eyes were bordered in 
black like a death notice, and she had a streak of blood for lips. “The 
family thought I looked like a Spanish tubercular. I. thought I looked 

; divine.” Her raven hair and hooded eyes made her a perfect variip and, 
as-she says, every movie had one. Dancing with C. B. DeMille, she lied 
and said she was under a three-year contract to Universal, and thus 

: bilked herself out of a long cbritract with him: 
When Frank Mayo’s divorce needed time for legal fulfillment Dag- 

mar found out through DeMiile’s.'-lawyer that they could marry in Mex¬ 
ico without waiting; But she was not to tell a soul, so she told Valen¬ 
tino, and he took Natasha Rambova south of the border when Mayo 
and Dagmar eloped. There they all got married. “The ceremony was 
in Spanish. It was translated to us by a Chinese.” When they came 
back to Hollywood a guy running for D.A^read about it and decided 
to prosecute them as bigamists. But as soon“as he got elected he drop¬ 
ped the whole tMng. 

• How To Earn A Bad Notice “ 
: Mayo was called “Fighting Frank” and one time when a man asked 
Dagmar to dance and she accepted, Mayo in a rage followed them 
across the dance floor looking for a fight. Brit her companion was call¬ 
ed William Randolph Hearst. So it was an awful Scene. 

She tells of their bustup. A string of pearls broke and when she ask¬ 
ed Mayo to help pick them up he asked, “Are you a cripple?” She rea¬ 
lized /her lover had become her husband and it was time to go. Her 
family took, her east; and there in New York she played around with 
the. playboys of the Four Hundred, arid did some pictures including 
“The Sairited. Devil” with Valentino. She seemed to have romances 
until they became a dime a dozen arid as Josh Cosden said, “Dagmar 
Godowsky is a lady—biit such a fool!” 

Of course, she had her tragedies — Gordie’s suicide, her Papa’u 
stroke, her Mutz’s death and ultiiriately. the end of her Oedipus com¬ 
plex With Rapa, one of the sweetest geniuses who ever lived. 

Quelle vie! And the most lovable thing about her is her Laugh, and 
never so hearty as when she was laughing at herself. 
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■> j — for Mississippi in “Floods of Fear” Kroaaway which he’U lens for Rank. 
■■ . - jC.ir.4- flrttct Frankie Byrne, former Brazilian 
Mexico City columnist -. artis j vice_c0nshl jn Dublin, named to 

Pepe Romero in to o.o. the local, jj-andle flak for Dublin Interna- , 
scene. _ tional Theatre Festival 1958. 

Columbia Records prexy. God-j Waterford’s 100-year-old Thea-.. 
dard Lieberson plans flying to tje Royal, after being closed for a I 
London for the April 30 opening year, being reconstructed arid will | 
thereof “My • Fair Lady/’ reopen under local ownership forj 

Sophie Tucker, “the last of the legit and musicals. • 
red hot mamas.’’ is marking her Tim Durant will, produce “Fabu-y 
70th birthday today (Wed.) by lous Mr. Jerome,” story of Wiriston j 
opening at the Hotel Ambassador’s Churchill’s American grandfather 
Cocoanut Grove, Los Angeles. . ! written by Anita Leslie. .He’s in J 

Wednesday, March 12, 1958 

Ed Morrow*name has been adr 

whether he .ultimately might be 
persuaded to make the race. 

it’s group’s second, visit to U. S. 
All are . under 11 years of age. 

Loreari Boiirke named managing;-. 
Ida (Mrs,. Eddie); Cantor, nowdirector, -of, Eamonn Andrews’ 

much better following a siege with Broadcasting and Theatrical Pro- 
a exPects,to, co™e.ea5|t ductions set-up; he’s Andrews’s 
J„!lh comedian-husband April) ^ther-indaw and show h.iz persori- 
22. En route, east he is stopping lit 

f01 a Humanitarian Ali-inclusive. tickets, now being 
Awara. . v Issued by Irish railways for out-oL 

Conrad N.. Hilton will be the towncrs to-see VAround World in 
honored guest at this year's Spring 80 Days’’ (UA) in Dublin; late- 
Gambol of The Lambs. Affair will night special trains return trippers1 
be staged at the Waldorf on May to provinces. ' . 
10. proceeds will go to the Lambs’ Milan Horvat has bowed out as 
Relief F o u n cl a 11 o n and Actors conductor of Radio Eireann Sym- 
Fund of America. ■• ■ /■ phony orch. He'll, be batoneer of 

Stage director George.. Monroe Zagreb .Philhafmb.mc in his native. 
Olsen, and actress Irene Ryan, Jugbslav'la; ho. replacement named 
known professionally as Irene for Radio JEireannj 
Riordan, to wed April 14 at The • . •• -.. 
Little Church Around the Corner, 
He’s the son of bandleader George DL!L J-LL:« 
Olsen and singer Ethel Shutta. T flll8Q6lpDl8 

Seven Arts Center, which is tak- 
ing over an .old Stanford White • * , Jerry Gaghan . 
structure on lower Madison Ave.,J;. Folk singer_Pete Seeger due In :. 
has hired as ^xec sec, Marjorie f°r recital at Town Hall; J 
Spear, w’.o’s been at the Ellen- . Tommy Sands in to help exploit 
v.ilie, N Y., Empire; State Festival his film, “Sing, Boy, Sing.” j 

summers... . ■ ,... “South Pacific,’' iri Todd-AO, set] 
Morton.Downey has been tapped for wiUiam Goldman’s Midtown 

by Mayor Wagner to be N. Y: April 9: 
"goodwill ambassador” to Chicago „. * r 
on St. Patrick's Day, He'll present The Virtuosi di Berna return for 
an inscribed .plaque to Chi's Mayor their third ..concert at Academy of 
Richard J, Daley when he sings for Alusic- . 
Friendly Sons of St. .Patrick Mon- Republic branch manager Nor- 
day (17). . ' . man Silverman axed in current 

Billy (Little Club) Reed making general cutback: 
liis first trip to Las Vegas to o.Q. J Robert Kelly named coproducer 
the nitery scene, and especially'his of Theatre 74, permanent repertory 
pal. Dan Dailey. Reed still eyeing theatre in Hew York, 
a Coast restaurant-niteryi. location, • Rudolph Serkin’s benefit for 
and his palaver .with Dave Chasen Friends Select School April 15, in 
(partnership deal) is still not en- the school auditorium, 
tirely cold. Laura Lee, vet Bulletin film 

P. T. Barnum’s home. town, critic, resigns May 1. to settle in 
Bridgeport, now hais a Circus Saints Italy with artist-husband.. , 
and Sinners branch,' the Jumbo. Music publisher. Dave Blum out 
Tent., organized last week by lead- of hospital after four weeks and 
ing. businessmen and civic toppers; recuping at. his brother’s .home. / ; 
Walter . Kiernan, who lives in ; Harry “Lifty” Lewis, back from 
neighborhood, is first prexy. Ini-, long stretch in Cleveland, to head 
ti’al Fall Guy will be Jasper Me- own show opening, at the Trcic 
Levy, recently.' retired 12-term March.17. 

^niayor of Bridgeport, ..who will be Toots Shor Will be guest of honor 
inducted April 9.: - at the Philadelphia Club of Print- 

..En. route back from Sunday ing House Craftsmen’s dinner at 
night dinner at Luchow’s, Pegeen the Bellevue'. 
(and Ed* Fitzgerald’s cab collided . Victoria de Ids Angeles, Met- 
with a private car driven, by coin- opera soprano, will appear' with 
cidence. by. _ an NBC page boy the 150-voiced. Singing City, at the 
Mhose automatic . exclamaticri at. Academy of Music, 
the crackup was, “There goes the Sam Haridelsman, in New York 
money 1 won on ‘Name That hooking plays for Playhouse-in-the- 
Tune.*’r Mrs. Fitzgerald was the Park, negotiating with Dody Good- 
only one injured, hurting her wrist man to do a comedy here, 
and splitting her nails open ' The Boyd, Cinerama house here, 
through: tlie impact of the collision. | shutters March 6, with . the 23d 

- —r— . week of ‘‘Search for Paradise.” No 
plans for Stanley. Warner 1,400- 

frpTon|l seater announced. 
11 Claim New Orleans Philharmonic, con- 

By Maxwell Sweeney ducted by Alexander Hilsbergj will. 

By Gene Moskowitz . j 
. (28. Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944) j 

, Third Cinerama entry’ “Seven 
Wonders of World,” due at Empire, \ 

Zizl Jeanmaire took over self-‘ 
service restaurant in Latin Quar-! 
ter. '; ■ j. 

Bernard Zeeman here - on two- _ 
month looksee of Columbians Con- ‘ 
tinenta! offices. .. j 
; More than 110,000 people have' 
seen “10 Commandments” (Par)1 
here in four weeks. * 
. Actress Andree Debar hurt in; 
auto .accident, and holding up pic,! 
“Le Chevalier D’Kon,” fpr a few 
months. 

The eighth film .. version, and . 
third French .filming, of Victor) 
Hugo's “Les . Miserables” opens 
here this week- . 

John Huston to. Africa to begin 
“Roots of Heaven” (20th) which ■ 
will ’ be there ,10 weeks and then 
return to Paris for interiors. J 

Lars Schmidt would like to do ; 
Reginald Rose’s “12 Angry Men” i 
as a play here and wants Nobel ; 
prizewinner Albert Camus to play j 
Henry Fonda role. . ; 

French bandleader Eddy Warner ] 
signed for role.in Vincente Minelli’s [ 
“Reliictaht Debutante,’.’ now roll- [ 
.ing here! Will, also do music for: 
this Metro release. . j 

Sol Hurok will probably take the 
: state .subsidized . Gallic legit com¬ 
pany, the'Theatre National Popu- I 
laire, stateside next season as well ■ 
as London’s Old Vic ! 

.Yank legit producer Alexander , 
-Ince interested in picking up Ray-j 
mond Castan’s “Auguste,” .and 
Felecien Marceau’s “L’Oeuf” (The 
Egg) for U; S. productibn. 
/Technician strikes for higher 

wages agairi plaguing statersubsi- 
dized houses (Opera,. Opera- 

J Comique, Comedie-Francise and 
Theatre National Populaire). . j 
. Edith . Piaf’s. . six week . current; 
stint at Olynipia Music .Hall pushed 
up to nine because of her SRO 
showing and heavy advance sales. 
This, looks to! break all records. 

Hit comic pic here, “Le Tripor- 
teur” ..(The Delivery Boy), with 
Darry Cowl, .will actually have a 
sequel called “Le Fils De Tripor- 
teur” (The Son of the Delivery 
Bov). 

Edith' Piaf and new singing 
protege, Felix Marten, will do a 
two-character play together here 
next season. They, are now in a 
six-week run at the Olympia. Miss 
Piaf-recently made her first pic 
since pre-war days, “Tomorrow’s 
Lovers,” 

Italo actor Raf Vallone taking 
boxing.lessons from Georges Car- 
pentier for his role in Arthur 
Miller’s “View From a Bridge” due 
at Theatre Antoine next month. 
Marcel Ayme adapted and Miller 
and Marilyn Monroe are expected 
in for opening. Peter Brook is 
directing. ..; 

wife for Irene Kaiifmann Settle¬ 
ment reunion. '. . . .. 

Sam Stratton in town beating the 
drums for Walter Pidgeon’s “Hap¬ 
piest Millionaire.’1 . . • 

Bobby Brannigan Jr. master 
electrician for Broadway • smash, 
“Two for the Seesaw.” 

Gene Kelly?s mother; has moved 
from old family, home into, the 
Kenmawr Apartments. ■ v 

Barbara James, wife of .Mike 
James, of Four Coins, back in the 
line at the New Nixon. . 

Tommy Sands in town for a day 
getting in some piugs for his 20th 
.picture, “Sing, Boy, Sing.” 

Cinerama’s “Search for Para? 
dise” advertising “last weeks” but 
no definite closing date yet. 

Sportscaster Tom Bender’s nine- 
month-old son underwent eye sur¬ 
gery at Eye arid Ear. Hospital. 

Andrini Bros, drove from San 
Francisco, where they, live, for 
their current Ankara engagement. 

Lennv Litman promoting Alan 
Freed Rock ’N’ Roll show in Chi¬ 
cago and Minneapolis as. well as 
here. . , ' • ' 

Tavern owner Jimmy Sundry 
running for State Senate'on Demo¬ 
cratic. ticket in Westmoreland 
County. 

Eight-year-old Playhouse student 
Loyette Miller picked bv producer 
George Brandt for bit in “Cat on 
a Hot Tin Roof” here. . 

Four Tech Drama School alumni, 
John Brachita, Suzari Becker, Ed¬ 
mund Rose and Ted Houck; in off- 
Broadway “Dark of Moon,” 

Burtt Harris ioining Grace 
Price’s Children’s Theatre as actor 
and b'z staffei* when he closes in 
“Holiday, for Lovers!’ at Playhouse. 

HoDywood 

Vancouver 

By Maxwell Sweeney 
(22 Farm*?/ pk: Dublin 684506) perform here for first time next 

season, Hilsberg was former con- 
vienna Buys Choir skedded for. ppi-f-mactpr. nf Phiiadeinhia Dr- 

Theatre-Royal, Dublin. / t Philadelphia Or 
Tax on terperies netted $744,000 : 

In 16 months; up to Dec. 31. . . « V 
Mario Lanza set for one-night 111131111 D63CIV 

stand at King’s Hall, Belfast. . ; . . ! “ 
Max Jaffa Trio one-nighting for : By Lary Solloway 

International Jewish Charity. Bene- (3755 Caiais Dr.: Union 5-5389) 
fit in Dublin, Torn.. Ball’s Geisha Revue held 

Elfie. Mayerhofe.r,. Vienna . State j over again by Saxony. 

in for guest shot at 1- i. Linda .Christian in -from ■ Mexico 
“Tte Bridqe on the River Kwai" Clt.'' for '’Isit 'vith George DeWUt. 

(Col) did record fou^weeks at! Tony Bennett and Joey Bishop 
3,200-seater Savoy, Dublin. ; Die Americana’s next tandem of 

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanrie j toppers.: (13); 
doing three-week run of “Time and : McGuire Sisters ticketed; to fol- 
Again” at Olympia, Dublin. . : | low Dpnald; O’Connor into. Deau- 

Micliael MaeLiammoir recording; vflle’s Caisa.nOva Room, with Dan 
poems by W. B; Yeats and Patrick j Dailey, and company to follow on 
Pearse for Spoken Arts Inc. (.March .27. 

British rock ’n’ roller Terry Dene Jimmy Durante recruited line of 
and Dene-Aces to. big biz at Thea- local lovelies for "Work in his act 
tre Royal, Dublin, first time in Ire- when he opens at the Fontainbleau 

m 1 i, . °n March 18. First to be pacted 
Variety Tent 41 (Dublin) just was ex-Mrs. Jake LaMotta, Vikki 

published The Story of Variety.” Taylor 

Collins by pre?S Guy Kevin M- Despite reports in N. Y.. Belden 
' P. L.‘ Kendrick in from London 

diostUno\vIho?h»ne ^rav‘°rv.|Sh|l> Stays M EdW RoCnntil Joe K 
w?oiw' bull*n* at Bray, Cpunlj Lewis plays out return date Begin- 

Site of bumed-out Cork Opera ni”B MatP** 2L 
House acquired by local committee . Tony Martin skied over to Ha- 
to be held in trust pending deci- yan? an^ Dapn engagement_ fpl- 
sion to rebuild. lowing last-show bash tossed by 

Government finance- refused for Ben Novack which had al Ithe peri 
project to convert former Belfast formers in towmon Ijahd for an ad 
Coliseum, Odeon-owned cinema, to Bb gagging session. 
National Theatre. Barry /Gray’s initial week, of 

Irish government okayed $30,000. Mutual net midnight-on. gabfests a 
grant to Abbey Theatre to cover a rousing success, with the Matador 
part of six year losses; theatre also Room of the Seville getting the in- 
gets $24,000 grant person listening crowd and hotel. 

Charles Crichton gandering lo- getting record mail load of in- 
eatlons on Irish rivers to double1 quiries. 

Paris Sisters with Lennie Gale 
set for Cave fortnight. 

Paula Page, at Arctic. privatery, 
then to Majestic, new vaude house, 
for indefinite stint. 

.Resumed run of “20 Days,” at 
Stanley nabe,. brings Vancouver 
first-ruri record up, to 29 weeks, 
/ Derek Gunderson quits pub-ad 
chores at Lovick agency to become 
prez of Enterprise Brewery Ltd. 

Theatre Under The Stars install¬ 
ing canvas roof over Stanley Park 
Bowl to cope with washout wickets. 

Actress Gay Scrivener wrapped 
up“Chalk. Garden” at; Frederick 
Wood. Theatre before entering hos¬ 
pital for surgery.. 

Mary. Phillips of Frankie. & John¬ 
nie’s, N. Y., guested here by Jack 
Wasserm.an, nightlife scribe, and 
his wife> Fran Gregory. 

By Robert F. Hawkins 
(Foreign' Press Club;, tel. 65906) 

William Holden expected here 
soon fe” appearances in behalf of 
“Bridge on River Kwai” in. Rome 
arid Milan,; 

Lucia Eose arid torero husband 
Luis Dominguin here to set details 
Of their upcoming Italo-Spanish co¬ 
production, “The Black Beast,” 

Gina Lollobrigida back to H S. 
soon for preparatory . work on 
“Solomon and Sheba,’’ Her recent 
“Anna of Brooklyn,” for RKO re¬ 
lease, is near completion. 

Noelle Adam, French actress- 
dancer, expected in Rome soon for 
preem. of . her first, pic, “L’Asceri- 
seur . a l’echafaud,” which Cei-In- 
coiri releases in this country.; 

O; W. Fischer in Home to define 
pact, for Italo stint,in “Don Vesu- 
vio” for producer Renato Bassoli. 
Pic . concerns Neapolitan “Boys 
Town” ..arid priest who runs it. 

Ingrid Bergman- changed mind 
about attending Oscar award cere-: 
moriies. She will be busy shooting 
“Inn of the Sixth Happiness” in 
Britain, Actress says she’ll even¬ 
tually settle down in Paris,, but not 
until end of this • year.. 

; Helmut Daritine, Agnes Moore- 
head and Vittorio Gassmann are 
latest, thesps to be signed, for “The 
Tempest,” Dino DeLaurentiis' pic 
rolling soon in Yugoslavia. Pic also 
features Silvana Mangano, Geof¬ 
frey Horne and Van Heflin., 

Dino DeLaurentiis has set Italo 
release via his organization for 
four Romy Schneider. pix: “Die 
Deutschmeister.” “Kitty and die 
Groose Welt,” “Robinson Soli Nicht 
Sterben’’ and “Montpi.” Pacts were 
inked during liis irecent German 
trip. 

I Gordon Melsori to Tokyo for fivr 
weeks. 

Desilu suffered $25,000 damage* 
in studio fire. 

Lloyd Anderson new Paramount 
: location manager. 

George Goodale set as exec di- 
: rector of Variety Club Tent 25. 
: Ernest Niins exited Universal 
editorial exec post after 12 years 

j Erskine Caldwell to write Rob¬ 
ert Ryan’s p.aV act On “God’s Little 

j Acre” tour. . 
i ; Leon Askin is new prexy. Buddy 
Ebsep, veepee, of Hollywood Ac¬ 
tors’ Council. 

I Frank Whitbeck is general chair- 
• man for Southern California Vari- 
j ety Club’s preem of “Merry An¬ 
drew” April 2. 

1 Academy board of governors will 
. toss dinner-dance immediately fol- 
[ lowing Oscar ceremonies March 26; 
. to honor winners and participants. 
] Billy Wilder, Rod Serling, Al- 
jbert Hackett, Frances Goodrich, 
Ted Post, Millard Kaufman will 
guest lecture at UCLA dept, of 
theatre- arts, 

, George Axelrod, Richard Breen, 
j John Michael Hayes,. Hal Kantor, 
! Jack Rose and Mel Shavelson will 
I write special material for Oscar 
emcees. 

Palm Beacb, Fla. 
By Ralph Lycett 

(P.O. Box 231; TE 3-8541) 

Fernanda Monte! a solid smash 
at Casablanca nightclub on her 
fourth-season appearance. 

Metobera star Zinka Milanov in 
sold-out Concert * here (12) under 
auspices of Palm Beach Society of 
the Four Arts. . 

General and Mrs. Mark W. Clark 
headed list of celebs at opening of : 
“King of Hearts” at new Royal! 
Poinciana Playhouse Monday (10). 

John Reardon, Patricia North- 
rup arid Joan. Bentley starring in 
“Oklahoma!” at Palm Beach Miisi-r 
carnival, now in filial stanza of two 
week run. 

Hildegarde to be featured at 
Honor Ball, in Orange Gardens of. 
exclusive Everglades Club Thurs¬ 
day (13), for benefit of the 
Good Samaritan Hospital building 
fund. . . 

Mrs; Stephen (Laddie) Sanford, 
former actress Mary Duncan,; gen¬ 
eral chairman of this year’s Polo 
Ball to be held March 16, with the 
Duke and Duchess of -Windsor as 
Honorary Chairmen. 

Still the big talk here is party 
given by Frank J. Hale and Paul 
Crabtree in Celebrity .Room! of 
Royal Poinciana Playhouse to . 
honor Helen Hayes and Billie 
Burke last Sunday (9). 

By Hal V. Cohen; 
Toriimy Sands, is plugging “Sing 

Boy Sing.” 
Four Showmen set for the Mo- 

cambo, Montreal. ; 
. Nixon preem of “South Pacific” 

April 7 will benefit Boys Town of 
Italy.:" -.. ■ 

Faye Yarchever is latest addi¬ 
tion to boxoffice. staff at Play¬ 
house, 

Nejla Ates back at Lenny Lit- 
mah’s Copa fOr. her: third engage¬ 
ment. ■ 

Theatre , owner! Norman Mervis 
doubling nowadays in real estate 
business. 

Don Taylor’s parents left for. 
Hollywood to visit their actor-di¬ 
rector son. 

Andrini Brothers drove from 
their San Francisco home for An¬ 
kara date. 

New Hilton Hotel now building 
here, will feature town’s first Luau 
restaurant. - 

Georgia Lang held over at New 
Nixon to head new Craig Daye line 
at the nitery. 

Walt Framer flew in with his 

By Guy Livingston 
(344 Little Bldg.; HAncoek 6-8386). 

Tempest Storm current at the 
Casino, burlesque house,. . 

Frankie Laine opens at Blins- 
trub’s Thursday (13) for 11-day 
Stand. 

Ruthie Shapiro, disk rep, back 
from Kansas City disk jock con¬ 
vention. 

Ben Sack bought. “South Pacific” 
for his Saxon Theatre to follow 
Around World in 80 Days” in 

April. 

^ Joe Levine, .Embassy Pictures 
Corp., inked Terry Turner to han¬ 
dle exploitation for his new film 
acquisition, “Attila” 

Monticello, Framingharh, , goes 
[back to acts Tuesday (18) with 
comic Tubby Boots and chirp Mar¬ 
gie Anderson topping bill.. 

Cafe Society, new Hub club 
opened on site of former Ada Bul¬ 
lock eatery with Michael Ventry 
orch leader, operating. 

, House sold by E. M. Lqew 
to Nicholas Polley; Dick Richard 
stays as boniface, with new enter¬ 
tainment policy upcoming. 

Hub’s ouffo cultural combo, Bos- 
ton Arts Festival, set dates for 
June 6-22 again in the Public Gar¬ 
den after winning battle with park 
commissioner. 

I Jimmy Bowman, singer and bon- 
goist, into Freddie’s nitery. 

| Margariela Sierra into Radisson 
Hotel Flauie room for two weeks. 

Northwest Builders’ show, March 
15-23 at auditorium, will run Mrs. 
Minnesota contest4 as part of twice- 
daily stage shows. ;• 

Land O’ Lakes boat show at St. 
Paul auditorium March 14-23 cer¬ 
tain to pull big attendance in this 

, boat-crazy country. . 
. Theatre-inrthe-Round . group, .be¬ 

cause of demand, extended run for 
“Happy Times’.’ from three to five 
performances, March 13-16. 

NOrthwest Builders show at Min¬ 
neapolis auditorium March 15-23 
has booked Trio Shmeed, Mattison 
dance trio, Mazzan Tumblers and; 
Al Mack as emcee. . 

Edyth Bush Little Theatre, most 
successful of local enterprises, 
plans “Rainmaker” for May pro¬ 
duction. Outfit hasn’t missed 
monthly show in six years. ... 

Upper, midwest hotel show, 
staged experimentally last fall in 
Lemingtoh Hotel, will be repeated - 
Sept. 25-27, but moved to audito¬ 
rium to take advantage of added 
space. 

By Stojan Bralovic 
(8. Ohridska St.r Tel.: 41232) 

Argentine “coloratura” soprano, 
Helda Marina, a success at Zagreb 
opera house in “Lucia di Lammer- 
moor.”. 

Jean» Giordino, director: of 
French" Radio Diffusion, on Euro¬ 
pean tour, gave concert in Bel¬ 
grade. Recital was partly spoiled 
by bad acoustics of new ; larger! 
Yugoslav concert hall. 

Yugoslav film producers, Avalai 
and Slavija; signed to produce 10. 
shorts for English, television On 
natural .beauties of Yugoslavia. 
Some of these films will also be 
shown in the English theatres. 

Efrem Kurttz, English orchestra 
director of Russian origin, a rare 
attraction for Yugoslav music lov- - 
ers with his conducting of Yugo¬ 
slav national symphony. Fifth 
Shostakovic symphony was favorite 
with the Yugoslav music public. 
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OBITUARIES 
MARK MARVIN 

Mark Marvin, 50, legit-film pro¬ 
ducer and former magazine editor, 
was found dead March 7 in his 
New York apartment. Police said 
a suicide note, was found beside 
the body.; According to Marvin’? 
brother, film producer - director 
Herbert Kline, the note revealed 
he had an incurable illness, be¬ 
lieved to be cancer. 

At the time of his death, Miarvjn 
was working with Robert Bteen 
and Harold Arlen on a contemplat¬ 
ed production of Arien’s “Blues 
Opera.” He was represented on 
Broadway last season as co-pro- 
djicer of “Hide and Seek.” Prior 
to that, he had been active in legit 
production in England where he 

.{lived for several years. 
While 'overseas, Marvin was in¬ 

volved in the production of a num¬ 
ber of plays in London and was 
also managing, director of the New- 
Ballet Go. He wrote a series of 

; half-hour tv films for Lexicon 
Films, Ltd., the English affiliate of 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films. 

. He co-produced the 1946 Broad¬ 
way production of “On Whitman 
Avenue” and early in his career 
was an editor of the New Theatre 
magazine. With his brother, tie 
produced “The Forgotten Village,” 
a feature film written by John 
Steinbeck^ He also produced the 
two-reeler, ‘‘Boogie Woogie,” in 
which Lena Horne costarred. 

He was associate producer of 
“Cinco . Fueron Escogidos”. and 
“Five Were Chosen,” the Spanish 
language and English language 
versions of a feature film scripted 
by Budd Schulberg and directed by 
Kline. Among his other credits is 
“Child of Man,” a Danish. film, 
which lie co-produced. 

Surviving, besides his brother, 
are his wife, actress Blanche Zohar, 

against Greiner and his wife. In 
May; 1956, half the liens were 
dropped and Internal Revenue an¬ 
nounced settlement of $571,731 of 
the tax liens for $71,600. The liens 
covered taxes, interest, and pen¬ 
alties. . 

His wife survives. 

WALTER A. FUTTER 
Walter A. Futter, 58, president 

and founder of the Vidoscope Cor¬ 
poration of America, "manufactur¬ 
ers of 16m projector and camera 
lenses and a former film producer, 
died March 3 in New York! 

Futter launched his career as a 
film cutter in. Hollywood, and then 
became editor of Cosmopolitan 
Productions. In 1925 he began pro¬ 
ducing short subjects which laterj 
totaled 250; In the .eairly 30’s, he 
made a feature film called, “Africa 
Speaks!” and in 1933, “India 
Speaks,” with Richard Halliburton. 
Futter also produced 10 westerns 
with Hoot Gibson and Adele Lacey, 
whom he married in 1937. She 
died in 1953; In 1937, he produced 
“Jericho” with Paul Robeson.: 

His wife, actress Betty Bartley 
and brother, Fred, a former film 
producer survive. 

SAM TAYLOR 
Sam Taylor, 62, vet director-pro¬ 

ducer-writer, died of a heart attack 
March 6 in; Santa Monica, Cal. His 
career spanned both the silents and 
talking pictures, haying started On 
the scenario staff of the old Kalem 
Co. in 1916, later swinging over to 
Vitagraph. His first directing as-, 
signment was with Harold Lloyd, 
on “Girl Shy.” 

: During his long career, Taylor 
wrote and directed for such other 
stars as Mary Pickford, Norma Tal- 
madge, Douglas Fairbanks and 
Laurel and Hardy. He worked for 
Metro, United Artists, 20th-Fox. 
In recent years he had been a Hol- 

In Memory of our darling 

JOSEPHINE HULL 

two children, a sister and his par¬ 
ents. 

LOUIS L. KAUFMAN 
Judge Louis L. Kaufman, 53, of 

the Allegheny County court, a for¬ 
mer Pittsburgh newscaster who 
won his election to the bench in 
1951 on the strength of his wide 
radio following, died of a heart ail¬ 
ment March 9 in that city. 

Kaufman was a broadcasting vet- 
. eran in Pitt, having joined KDKA 

shortly after his graduation from 
Penn State College in the mid¬ 
twenties. He continued as an an¬ 
nouncer while studying, law and 
after his admittance to the bar 
divided his time between , broad¬ 
casting and the legal profession. 

Surviving are his wife, the, .for¬ 
mer Virginia Connelly, daughter of 
the late Eugene Connelly pioneer 
Pitt showman with the old Harry 
Davis7 company and onetime, man- 

. ager of the Davis Theatre during 
its two-a-day vaude heyday; a son. 
Gene, also a former radio broad¬ 
caster; a sister and a brother. 

LOUIS W. GREINER 
Louis W. Greiner, 63, former 

Toledo night , club and dancehall 
operator, died March 3 of a heart 

.. attack at his Toledo home. He en¬ 
tered show biz in 1907 when he 
teamed with Osborne Crafts in 
promoting YMCA minstrel shows. 

After serving in World War I, 
he joined Chester H. Marks in op¬ 
erating several prohibition era 
night spots. His. partner Was slain 
in an ambush by three gunman in 
August, 1931. Together, they had 
operated the Mecca; a downtown 
billiard parlor; Luna Pier, an out¬ 
door dance spot built on a pier 
extending into Lake Erie near 
Monroe, Mich;; the Green Mill; 
later renamed the Show Boat, a 
downtown night; and the Chateau 
LaFrance, a suburban nitery. 
. Greiner also operated the former 
Trianon " Ballroom, in . downtown 
Toledo, and from* 1942 to 1947, 
Indian Lake Amusement Co. in 
Bussells Point, O. in 1947 he was 
managing director of Toledo's first 
Aquarama, and during the 1930s 
he promoted operas at the Toledo 
Zoo amphitheatre. His operation 
of the Indian Lake establishment 
led to the filing in October, 1952, 
of tax liens by the Internal Reve¬ 
nue service totaling $951,902 

, lywood publicity man. and mystery 
writer. Among his novels was “The 
Man With My Face.” 

ALICE GENTLE 
Alice Gentle, 69, onetime Metro¬ 

politan and La Scala opera star, 
died Feb. 28 in Oakland, Cal. A 
native of Illinois, she began her 
career as a dramatic soprano in 
San Francisco in 1915 ana the fol¬ 
lowing year made her debut at La 
Scala. After World War I she ap¬ 
peared at the Metropolitan Opera, 
and traveled the. world in concert 
tours. 

Miss Gentle sang In several of 
Hollywood’s early sound pictures. 
Her last concert performance took 
place in 1940. In recent years she 
lived at Carmel, Call., in retirement, 
with her manager-husband, Jacob 
ProebsteL 

. Beside Proebstel, a son and two 
sisters survive.. 

'sol TEPPER 
Sol Tepper, 65, agent and per¬ 

sonal manager for more than 40 
years, died March 7 of a heart at¬ 
tack in New York.. He spent most: 
of this time as an agent, but 
switched several years ago to a 
personal management setup. 

Among those Tepper handled at 
various times were Phil Foster, 
Sam Levenson, Tony Bennett and 
Jerry Lewis. In recent months, he 
concentrated oh getting newcomers 
Into television: He suffered a heart 
attack, several years; ago, and some 
weeks ago entered a hospital for a 
checkup and was pronounced in 
good condition. 

Survived by two daughters, two 
brothers and two sisters. i 

ANA BOTAS 1 
Ana Botas, 115, gypsy fado sing¬ 

er, died Feb. 23 after attending the 
wedding of one of her 400 descend¬ 
ants in the bullfight ring of Alges, 
near Lisbon. She was the “prin¬ 
cess’* of the Portuguese gypsies, 
her father having been the “king” 
of the tribe. For many decades 
she was a celebrated fado singer 
when fado had not yet become a 
Portuguese national song and tour¬ 
ist attraction. 

She had 18 children, some of 
whom are still. living. Two thoti- 

P&SIErt 
sand gypsies from Portugal, Spain 
and France attended the funeral. . 

BERNARD F. CORSON 
Bernard F. Corson, 45, assistant 

manager of WLS, Chicago, died 
March 2 in Evanston, Ill., of com¬ 
plications resulting from pneumo-! 
nia. He joined WLS last November 
and had previously been affiliated 
with radio stations in Yankton, 
S. D;, Kansas City, Mo:, Davenport, 
la;, and Springfield, Mo. For 12 
years, prior to taking his Chi post, 
he had been advertising manager 
for Tidy House Products. in Shen¬ 
andoah, la. 

Wife, three daughters, and a son 
survive. 

BOBBY DEASE 
Bobby Dease (Robert C. Mc- 

Cahan), 59. operator, for the past 
17 years of the Bobby Dease The¬ 
atrical Agency, Reading, Pa., died 
Feb. 22 in that city. He had been 
associated with other booking 
agencies in Pennsylvania, prtor to 
opening his own, and also appeared 
in. several Hollywood films, among 
them “Some Like It Hot,” 1939, 
and, “Dancing Coed.” 1940. 

His wife and daughter survive. . 

LOUIS LISSNER 
Louis Lissner, 80, Sail Francisco 

theatre manager for more than 
half a century, died March 1 in 
Berkeley, Cal. He started his ca¬ 
reer at the old California Theatre, 
San Francisco, before the 1906 fire 
and ’quake, and worked all the 
Frisco legit houses until four years 
ago,, when he retired. 

A nephew survives. . 

JEAN DE RIMANOCZY 
Jean.de Rimanoczy, 54, for 20 

years symphony conductor in Van¬ 
couver, Seattle and Tacoma, died 
March 2 in Lbs Angeles of a heart 
attack. He became professor of 
violin at Immaculate Heart Col¬ 
lege, L. A., in 1956, post he held 
until his death. 

His wife survives. 

FRANCES MARSH 
. Frances: Marsh, 61, vet film edi¬ 
tor, died March 3 in Hollywood. 
She had been, a Paramount editor 
for 28 years, and afterwards was 
associated with Revue and Larry 
Glickman Enterprises. 

Surviving, are two sisters, silent 
star Mae Marsh, and Mrs.Mildred 
Forster. 

EUGENE ATKINSON 
Eugene Atkinson, 63, for 14 

years business manager of Local 
lib, Chi Motion Picture Operators 
union, died, of a heart attack March 
5 in Montego Bay, Jamaica,: where 
he was vacationing. He’d been a 
member of the union for 40 years. 

His wife survives. 

LAWRENCE M. FINE 
Lawrence M. Fine, 70, publisher- 

editor of “Who Is Who to Music” 
died March 3 to Chicago. He was 
a lawyer for 48 years, to addition 
to heading the music field baedeker. 

Survived by a son, two sisters 
and two brothers. ■ 

Mrs. Florence Gallagher, 52, who 
with her; husband, Eugene Gal¬ 
lagher; had been . operating the 
Palace Theatre: in Union City, Pa*, 
for the last three years, was 
crushed to. death last week when 
their auto collided with a trailer- 
tractor near Erie, Pa. Her husband 
was injured only slightly. 

Princess Kanza Omar, 46, Ara¬ 
bic dancer, died , of cancer March 
6 in Los Angeles. Stricken last 
Nov; 7 while: while working on set 
of Paramount’s “The Buccaneer,” 
she was taken to a hospital Where 
she remained until her death. 

Richard W. Dekker, 43, manager 
of the Victory Theatre, Denver, 
died there March 5 following a 
lengthy illness. Surviving are his 
wife, father* three brothers and 
two sisters. 

Ray H. Reynolds, 61, executive i 
v.p. of Rogers & Smith ad agency j 
in Chicago, died March 6 in that I 
city: Wife, daughter and son sur¬ 
vive. 

Mrs. Signe Ruthstrom, 73, whose 
husband, and nine sons formed the i 
Ruthstrom Family band which 
toured the Keith-Orpheum Circuit, 
died March 5 to Houston. 

Mother, 99, of Gordon S. Wbitei 
Motion Picture Assn, of America 
advertising code' administration di¬ 
rector, died March 7 in New York.: 

Ernest de Bondy, 79, onetime 
vaude pianist and musical con¬ 
ductor, died March 9 in Irvington, 
N. J. A brother survives. 

Raymond Brauer, 29, assistant 
managing director, of the Civic 
Theatre in New Orleans, died 
March 3 in that city. 

Donald Miller, 65j director of 

special presentations in the sales- 
promotion department , of CBS 
Radio Spot Sales;. died March 2 in 
Norwalk,. Cohn. 

Clarence (Pee-Wee) Conaway, 
65, guitarist and singer- died March 
7 in Albany, Survivors include 
five brothers. 

T. Desmond Kelly, 61, film sales¬ 
man with Leeds (Eng.) branch of 
Warner Bros., died recently in that 
city. ' 

George McClymont, 75, manager 
of George CJirtema, Kilmarnock, 
Scotland, for j over 20 years, died 
there Feb. 28.| 

; Luciano Moreira; 78, former hull- 
fighter and circus impresario, died ] 
March 1 in Lisbon after a fall from 
ahorse. 

Wife, 45, of Frank Childs, owner 
of the Starlite drive-in, Sterling; 
Colo., died there March 5. 

Sister, 72, of Sam Levinsohn. 
secretary of the Variety Club of 
Illinois, died March 3 in Chicago. 

Mother, 81, of Nathan Slott, a 
director of Allied Theatres of llli- 
hois, died March 4 in Chicago. 

Mother of Constance Schneider, 
Pittsburgh Playhouse actress, died 
March 4 in that city. 

Afigel Torres Alamo, 77, Spanish 
playwright noted for his light com¬ 
edies, died Feb. 25 in Madrid. 

Bonilla (Aniceto MagantoV 65, 
retired clown, died Feh. 28 in Sego¬ 
via, Spain. 

Alvaro Santos, 69, prolific writer 
Of plays and revue?, died March 2 
to Lisbon. 

MARRIAGES 
: Catherine McKenna to Stan Jar¬ 

vis, Glasgow, Scotland, recently. 
Bride is former secretary at Glas¬ 
gow Empire; he’s assistant man¬ 
ager there. 

Tracy Walter to Charles Boyle, 
Pittsburgh, Dec. 15, just an¬ 
nounced. He is new* cameraman 
with KDKA-TV. 

Mary Me Alpine, to Kildare Rob¬ 
ert Eric Dobbs, Vancouver, March 
1. Bride’s a writer; he’s editor uf 
Macmillan Publishing Co. of Can¬ 
ada, and a poet. 

Margi. Coiiklin to Richard Denby, 
Hollywood; March 1. Bride Is a 
model; he’s an actor. 

Wilma Joan Kurzman, known 
professionally as Wilma Keyes, to 
Marvin S. Hecker, New York, 
March 1. Bride is a pianist. 

Sylvia June Trueman to William 
Zellor, Buffalo, Feb. 28. He is 
manager of UATC Century Theatre 
there. 

Mrs. Wilma Steele to Bill Michel- 
sen, Philadelphia, March 1. He’s a 
WRCV-TV newscaster. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs: Bud Tapper, daugh¬ 

ter, San Francisco, Feb. 23. Father 
is manager of the United Artists 
Theatre there. 

Mr. and Mrs. Beraie Baker, son, 
Chicago, March 3. Father is free¬ 
lance producer of industrial and 
tv shows. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Dillman, 
son, Beverly Hills, Cal., March 1. 
Mother Is former Frieda Harding, 
stage thesp; father is an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Schwartz, 
daughter, Schenectady, N. Y., 
March 1. Father is manager for 
Columbia Pictures in Albany, 

Mr. and Mrs. John Jurewicz, 
daughter, Pittsburgh, March 1. Fa¬ 
ther is on WWSW staff. 

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Marvin, daugh¬ 
ter, Hollywood, March 3. Father is 
an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bob: Howard, son, 
•Van Nuys, Cal., March 2. Father is 
a Paramount studio flack. 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lyons, 
daughter; Burbanks, Cab, March 5. 
Father is a film producer. 

. Mr. and MrS. Bob Ganon, son, 
Santa Monica, Cal., March 2, Fa¬ 
ther is production supervisor at TV 
Spots Inc. 

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Rhine, son, 
Santa Monica; Cal., March 6. Moth¬ 
er is Hazel Sherinet, actress; fa¬ 
ther is. a tv writer.’: 

Mr. and Mrs. Fran Dpwie; son, 
London,. March 3. Parents are com¬ 
edy duo, Ffaii Dowie & Candy 
Kane: . 

Mr. and Mrs. Edward McCaffrey, 
son; March 5, North Adams, Mass. 
Father is the son of Ed McCaffrey, 
Variety circulation manager. 

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry .Simon, 
daughter. New York, March 8. 
Father is eastern representative 
for Doris Day-Marty Melcher. 1 
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Gl’s in Europe 
Continued from page 2 

month—and unless there are really 
big names on tap, business Won’t 
be good.” 

Kelley started his military em* 
tertalnment career in Baumholder, 
Germany, as field entertainment 
director in September of 1956. 
Later, he produced the U. S. Army 
All-Star Revue for tele, during 
last year’s German Radio, Tele¬ 
vision and Phonograph Fair. 

Currently handling the free 
shows provided for the military in 
Europe, he had two kinds of shows 
available—the celebrity shows,; of 
famous entertainers who perform 
for the troops without pay; and 
the USO: shows which consist of 
not. well-known performers who are 
given a fairly low salary for ap¬ 
pearing in Europe. Bob Hope, 
Jayne Mansfield, Johnny Ray, Vic¬ 
tor Borge and Olivia de Havilland 
were among the celebrities, who 
toured Europe last year without 
pay—and these are the type of 
people the military really like to 
see, Kelley points out. 

- Tougher to Get Names 
But it is becoming more and 

more difficult to get these famous 
entertainers to make European . 
tours. The American Guild of 
Variety Artists, to which many of 
the leading performers belong, has 
tightened Its rules to permit fewer 
of the top artists to come, to Europe 
for the military sans pay. Those 
who are coming to Europe for 
some other reason are generally 
the ones who can be persuaded to 
give a little time to troop enter¬ 
tainment.. . . . 

With Bob Hope due in Europe 
next April, he may make some 
camp show appearances. And when 
Mario Lanza does his concert tout 
oL Germany, he is expected to 
visit several Army hospitals along 
the route although, because of hit 
tight schedule, he will be unable 
to sing for the men hut will chat 
with them Instead. 

Formerly, an Organization called 
European Armed Forces Profes¬ 
sional Entertainment Division 
booked shows for the. Army, Navy 
and Air Force in Europe. But it 
was disbanded last year, and now 
the: three get their shows sep¬ 
arately. 

The Navy and Air Force gen¬ 
erally buy camp shows from 
European entertainers, or from 
American entertainers already in 
Europe! This is not proving so 
successful since generally . the 
names are not large enough to at¬ 
tract a good audience. 

And to the realm of providing 
entertainment for themselves* the. 
U. S. Army In Europe runs an an¬ 
nual talent show, with a trip back 
to America and an appearance on 
top television shows for the win¬ 
ners. But, adds Kelley, it is be¬ 
coming. increasingly difficult to get 
the military men sufficiently en¬ 
thused to work up good acts for 
this, competition. 

Bar Minstrel Show 
SS= Continued from page 2 —— 

tention not only to the NAACP 
protest, but also to the State’s 
anti-discrimination law, stating,. 
“We have no option but to obey this 
statute.”,; 

Councilman Mooney, defending 
the Legion’s annual minstrel pro** 
ductions, asserted that the minstrel 
show Is an American heritage and 
has become an institution in the ^ 
social life of the city. He . also 
stated, “This is the first time there 
has been any expressed objection 
to “Black and White.” There Is 
nothing degrading in intent, or 
to fact, about this production.” 

(Among Negro scholars and ed¬ 
itors the minstrel show is next after 
“Birth Or A Nation” as the orig¬ 
inal incubator of racial superiority- 
inferiority stereotypes.—Ed.), 

Ziir’s Russian Deal 
S Continued from, page 1 55 

sian video which calls for five 
minutes of Tdragd T~'*' * 
exclianged each 
A-R has sent out i 
turet, which is a sight* trip 
around Television House/ commer¬ 
cial tv’s London hq, but the Rus¬ 
sians have not yet come through 
with their side of the bargain. 

Stern told Variety that the first 
American program, which will 
probably be. dubbed into Russian, 
will be. shipped to the Red network 
on April .15. 
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Six and a half million 

audience 

FOR TV PREVIEW OF 

F RAN CO ISE SAGAN’S 

THE BROKEN DATE 

io oe heiu' ,u 
sion to rebuild. 

Government 
"^»4get to ** 

GRANADA'S $ d&. or wis 

exciting new ballet in 

CHELSEA at NINE, ntb February, achieved 

74 per cent Nielsen Rating on 

BRITISH INDEPENDENT TELEVISION NETWORK 

and then—Box Office figures soared at 

London’s Dominion Theatre 

GRANADA TV NETWORK 36 Golden Square, London, England 
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11100,000,000 VIDPIX BUDGET 

•hope that bonifaces will ulti¬ 
mately be able to dispense with 
names and use only production 
phis playable acts. Bulk of cafe 
stage building is presently follow¬ 
ing the original blueprints of Le 
fido, Paris. Patterned directly 
after this cafe is the new Cafe de 
Paris, N. Y., and the Stardust Ho¬ 
tel; Las Vegas. The Latin Quar¬ 
ter, N. Y., is refurbishing along a 
style that nearly simulates that 
•kind of stage. 

Within the past year, the stages 
at the Deauville,, and Cafe De 
Paris, both Miami Beach, and the 
jHavana Riviera, Havana, have 
been designed to handle gigantic 
production. The new gimmicks 
include plexiglass floors which 
take multicolored lights, swim- 
jiiing pools, ice rinks, rain . and 
steam curtains, several levels of 

. staging. And many have lighting 
setups that can handle the most 
complex cues. 
' Thuis far, however, the bulk of 
the big stages have been forced to 
stay with the name system. But, 
-bonifaces say that it is more nec- 

• (Continued on page. 13) j 

POLITICS K.0/S TOLIES’ 
BOOKINGS IN TUNISIA 

Marseilles, March 18. 
War and political upheavals 

have some curious effects on show 
biz. Because of the recent troubles 
between France and Tunisia, the 
Tunisian government decided to 
cancel a projected visit there of 
the touring Folies Bergere. Dictum 
caiight up with the company just 
as the troupe was about to sail 
from here and barely in time to 
unload the scenery and costumes. 

Because of the international 
amenities involved (crazy laws any¬ 
where in the world) , it was okay 
to take the show material off and 
deposit it in town here while other 
arrangements for booking the 
show are made—but the cast was 
ordered to go back to their native 
countries. Those of them who are 
not French, that is. And this meant 
that all but five of the chorus- 
showgirls and strippers totaling 35, 
had to go' home to London, leaving 
the producer- -(Jules Borkon), the 
only one. who is still blushing. Girls 
will rejoin thp.troupe in Lyons. 

Salesman' Grand Opera 
Brussels, March 18. 

Flemish composer Jef. Van 
Durme has written a grand 
opera score to “The Death of 
a Salesman’' with the permis¬ 
sion of American playwright 
Arthur Miller, who authored 
the play. 

It may be premiered during 
the World Exposition here. / 

Leo the Lion May 
Roar Live on TV 

Hollywood, March, 18. 
Metro will be the first of the 

majors to enter live television if 
negotiations now in progress with 
Robert Saudek Associate? are 
firmed. Given the green light by 
Joseph R. Vogel, Metro president, 
and Benny Thau, administrative 
veepee, to explore, all facets of live 
tv, Charles C. Barry, veepee in 
charge of the studio’s tv operation, 
has initiated discussions, with 
Saudek for the production of six 
spectaculars, musical and dra¬ 
matic, each to cost around $350,000. 

In line with the thinking in the 
tv industry that ’58-’59 will be a 
“spec year,” Barry opened conver¬ 
sations With Saudek, whom he re¬ 
gards as the most quality-minded 
producer in television because of 
his success over the. years, with 
“Omnibus’^ and association with 
the Ford Foundation. Vogel has 
been insistent that a high level of 
production be maintained regard¬ 
less of costs and in which the stu¬ 
dio’s roaring lion ' trademark is 
used. Spex running 60 and 90 min^ 
utes will carry the Leo intro even 
though the shows will be produced 
off the lot. Long form specials 
will be made only on order. While 
properties are now being explored, 
Barry would not venture their iden¬ 
tities. Sponsors and networks will 
be given their choice of a wide 
range of. studio properties. 

While , the spex would be made 
(Continued on page 20) 

By DAVE KAUFMAN 

. Hollywood, March 18. 
Hollywood’s vidfilmeries are 

grinding out pilots at a record 
pace, the videxperts here strongly 
feeling the spring casualty season 
—already in progress—will see a 
wholesale turnover in shows, with 
over 40- being axed. That word 
“record” fits into the frenetic pace 
of the telebiz—producers expect a 
record number of axings; when 
they’re finished pilot-filming they 
likely will set another record, and 
production com for the year looks 
like a record $100,000,000; 

Unlike tv of so recently as five 
years ago, vidfilmers aren’t too 
concerned about the state, of the 
industry when a telefilm series is 
guillotined, for sponsors and ad 
agencies these days invariably 
latch onto another telefilmer. Too, 
the bankrollers want series with 
stars and no tqpliner will work in 
a live series, without those residual 
stars in his eyes. So despite the 
heavy casualty list—over 20 ax¬ 
ings to date and the big knife is 
still busy—Hollywood’s tv film fac¬ 
tories anticipate as big; a year as 
ever. .' 

Revue leads the field production- 
(Continued on page" 95) 

Minneapolis, March 18. 
Some of this territory’s small 

town exhibitors are finding bingo 
a more adverse boxoffice influence 
than television and daylight sav¬ 
ings, which were harmful last sum¬ 
mer; it was brought out at last 
week’s exhibitors’ meeting here. 

One' smalltown exhibitor took 
the floor to declare that his busi¬ 
ness is suffering more from bingo 
opposition than video and he asked 
other theatreowners to join him in 
trying to get the state legislature 
to ban it. 

“I have to get the bulk of my 
business on Sundays and last Sun¬ 
day, for example, the bingo game 
in my town was advertising a 
$1,095 jackpot,” he declared. “In¬ 
stead of watching tv or coming to 

1 my theatre most people in my 
town of 1,500 inhabitants are play¬ 
ing bingo on Sundays.” 

St. Patnik 
Philadelphia, March 18. 

Local : WCAU newscasters 
referred to the Navy’s orbiting 
of its Vanguard earth satellite 
as “the St. Patnik.” 

Authors League 
Hits More Govt. 

Authors League of America Inc. 
has asked Congress to vote , down 
three pending bills that would 
change the Federal statute that 
makes punishable the mailing of 
“obscene” material. 

The League’s objections center 
on bill HR 3663,: under. which— 
says the League—“Congress itself 
would. determine how far it could 
go in avoiding the prohibitions 
imposed bn it by the First Amend¬ 
ment.” The League also opposes 
the bill, arguing it would “result 
iri the suppression of numerous 
books written by eminent men of 
letters,, contemporary works and 
established classics.” 

In its. statement before the 
House Judiciary Committee sub¬ 
committee, the. League also op¬ 
posed bills HR 6239 and 2542 as 
“intended to make the use of the 
mail, for the transport of non¬ 
mailable material, a ’continuing’ 
crime:” This means that - an ac¬ 
cused could be prosecuted not 
only in the state where such mat- 

.ter is mailed, but in any state 
through which such matter passes 
while on route. “Such an Approach 
. . . is repugnant to established 
standards of fair play,” the League 
held. ..." • v, 

At the moment; the U.S. Code 
punishes the mailing of “non¬ 
mailable” material. One class of 
such matter consists of “obscene, 
lewd, lascivious or filthy” books 
and pictures. Court rulings have 
gone along. . with . the. “Ulysses” 
standard, i.e., the .test of obscenity 
is whether a book, judged as a 
whole, has a libidinous effect, ex¬ 
cites lustful thoughts. . The liter¬ 
ary merit of the accused volume 

David Merrick, who has set a 
precedent with four productions 
running simultaneously on Broad¬ 
way, is about to outdo himself by 
having all of them become hits. 
Three of the four have already 
recouped their investments, while 
the fourth is doing near-capacity 
business and is figured likely to 
recoup its cost in about six-to- 
eight- more^ weeks. The quartet’s 
take last week was $139,500 gross, 
with an estimated 30G net profit. 

. Variou s other managements 
have had several Broadway hits in 
succession, but Merrick is the first 
in many years to have four simul¬ 
taneously. As an added wrinkle, 
Merrick’s current four entries are 
all in the same block in West 45th 
Street. The present four, inciden¬ 
tally, give the producer a record 
of seven hits tq date, without a 
failure. 

His previous successes have in¬ 
cluded “Clutterbuck” (which took 
several years to pay off), in part¬ 
nership with the late Irving 
Jacobs; “Fanny," in partnership 
with Joshua Logan; and “The 
Matchmaker” in partnership with 
the Theatre Guild. All of Merrick’s 
current four are solo presentat;ons. 

The four Merrick productions 
(Continued on page 13) 

‘NEW’ SHIRLEY TEMPLE: 
REISSUES, TV & DOLLS 

A Shirley. Temple vogue revival 
is developing as a result of (a) re¬ 
cent showings of the former mop¬ 
pet star’s pictures on television 
and Ob) the emergence of the star 
herself, now; a 30-year-old “ma¬ 
tron” with three children, from 
comparative obscurity. 

The exposure, of Miss Temple 
as she was almost a quarter of a 
century ago plus her new person¬ 
ality via the “Storybook” tv series 
oh NBC is prompting manufac¬ 
turers to resume the promotion of 
Shirley Temple merchandise. For 
this purpose actress is in N. Y. to 
confer with the Ideal'Toy Co. and 
the Rosenau Dress Co. relating to 
the merchandising of Shirley Tem¬ 
ple dolls and . dresses. At the 
same time, NBC and NTA Pictures, 
(latter controls the rights to 19 of 
the Shirley Temple pictures made 
by 20th-Fox) are doing their ut¬ 
most to revive and perpetuate the 

(Continued on page 21) 

GmemaScope-Styled Cafe Layouts 
As Answerto High Cost of Names? 

The new style in nitery con-4— 
struction seems to be based on the f t 

also must be taken into account,: 

SEMI-ANNUAL DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN 

TV FILM SECTION 
(Starts on Page 29) 
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N.Y. Saloonkeepers Look to Pay-TV 111 Popcorn Paean N.Y.D.’s Town Hall 

By JO RANSON «( 

Pay tv will be the saloon keep¬ 
ers’ biggest pick-me-up since Mrs. 
Murphy found a pair of overalls 
in her chowder. 

New York’s approximate . 3,000 
saloons, once pioneers in serving 
tv entertainment back in. ’48, are 
now in the financial dumps and bar 
keeps are certain that some form 
of fee tv would prove a stimulant 
at bars. 

Ten years ago the saloons were 
mopping up with tv. Today tv 
viewing is a minor diversion 
among imbibers. Tavern owners 
and officials of the bartenders’ 
union agree that something '-must 
be done -to boost their biz. The 
answer, they insist, is toll tv. 

Today’s average saloon is. geared 
to three classes, say union officials. 
First group is from 20: to 28 years 
old and this section gives the bar¬ 
tender the most trouble; the sec¬ 
ond group is from 28 to 50, once 
the saloon keeper’s, best spenders, 
but how largely stay-at-homers 
glued to their installment-bought, 
tv receivers, and the third class 
Is the 50-year and older, a group 
largely existing on pensions* social 
security and which now sits around 
bar tables nursing a beer and re¬ 
calling prohibition days. 

If pay tv should strike this area, 
the starving saloon owners believe 
they could woo back the 28 to 50- 
year old contingent. Because this 
group is on a limited budget and 
most of their tv receivers have 
been bought on the installment 
plan, tavern proprietors figure 
they’d come in to see toll tv shows 
for the small price of a beer. 

’‘Toll tv will be the greatest sal¬ 
vation to. saloon keepers,” John F. 
Kelly, secretaryrtreasurer of Lo¬ 
cal 70 of the Bartenders’ Union 
said this week. “As. a matter of 
principle, I’m opposed to this type 
of entertainment, but as a matter of 
self-preservation, I’m in favor of 
It. I know this will stimulate tav-. 

(Continued on page 85) M 

From Gus Edwards to NTA 
In 50 Years: WW & Jessel 
Two veteran show biz personal!-! 

ties, George Jessel and Walter: 
AVinchclI, who in their early days) 
teamed together, now find their 
separate vidpix shows being syndi¬ 
cated by the same distrib, National 
Telefilm Associates. 

NTA has acquired the “Walter 
Winchell File,” due to go off the 
ABC-TV next month, with the bow- 
out of sponsor Revlon. NTA. in 
addition to picking up the 26 net¬ 
work exposed episodes, will pro¬ 
duce via Desilu Productions a fresh 
group of 13 half-hours. The 39 
“Walter Winchell File” episodes 
will be offered in syndication for 
fall airing. 

NTA already has put “George 
Jessel’s Show Business” skein into1 
the syndication mart. I 

Winchell and Jessel Were mem¬ 
bers of the original Gus Edwards 
kid act nearly 50 years ago. I 

Hawaiian Police Yarns Up 
Commodore. Productions .& Art¬ 

ists Inc. of Hollywood is offering 
“No Escape,” a'filmed series based 
on confidential material from the 

; files Of . the Hawaiian Police De¬ 
partment, for sponsorship. 
| Walter White Jr., president of 
: the firm, has the pilot in New 
j'York, showing it to networks arid 
l advertising agencies, if was dis- 
| closed here. Produced entirely in . 
! the Hawaiian Islands, the series 
stars 'Anthony George as Police 

j Inspector Kam Maku. 

! PUT BEST PIXFORWARD: 
TODD’S ADVICE RE USSR 

Hollywood, March 18. 
Films showing U. S. in bad light 

shouldn’t go to Russians at outset 
of the cultural exchange between 
the two nations. Mike Todd yes-, 
terday (Mon.) told U. of California 
students at local campus. “To of¬ 
fer such pix as basis ef first-im¬ 
pression by Russians of our way of 
life,” he stressed, “would be a 
tragic mistake. Public-spirited 
people should remember this, for¬ 
get the dollar when making and 
shipping . films behind irbn V cur¬ 
tain.” 

Said the producer: “Russians 
believe what they see is stark real¬ 
isms. After seeing a film such as 
‘Blackboard Jungle’ they would be 
convinced our schools are, filled 
with hoodlums.” 

Abbott Sues Costello 
Over Vidpix Payments 

Los Angeles, March 18. 
Bud Abbott is demanding pay¬ 

ment of $222,475.19 assertedly due 
• him on a contract signed April 27, 
[1951, in a Supreme Court suit filed 
j against’his former screen partner, 
•’ Lou Costello, and T.C.A., his pro- 
! duction company. 
i Complaint states Abbott was en- 
. gaged by the defendants to act iti 
\ 52 one-half hour vidpix, to be pro- . 
; duced by them, and promised pay- 
• ment of one-half :■ the proceeds. In 
j no events however, was this pay¬ 
ment to exceed $7,500 per film. 

Abbott claims he’s already been 
paid $167,524.81, but still is owed 
balance on total sum of $390,000. 
Pix to date have grossed over 
$2,000,0001 according to complaint. 

Senate Committee Wilt 
Mull National Theatre 

Washington, March 18. 
The Senate Public Works Com-. 

riiittee has agreed to hold hearings 
on bills to locate a National Cul¬ 
tural Center of the Performing 
Arts on the Mall-in. Washington. 
.. The proposed site is near the 

National Art Gallery, more popu¬ 
larly called the Mellon Art Gal- 

I lery. 

; By ARTHUR L. MAYER 

. . “There . will be a drastic 
shortage of popcorn and much 
of the popcorn that will be 
available will be. of poor qual¬ 
ity.” 

—Variety, Feb.’ 26, 1958 

The fate, of movies -uow is 
;• sealed . 
By the. sad; facts, above re¬ 

vealed. 
What price. ‘‘Commandments” 

or “Old Yeller” 
If we can’t feed the inner fel- 

ler? 
: Who can conceive of “Peyton, 

■ Place”'-' 
; Without; some popcorn in his 

■ face? •. 
“Farewell to Arms” may be all 

. right,.. 
If . there is. something else to 

• bite. 
We. might as well shut up the 

shop 
If we. have, lost our popcorn: 

crop, 
. And naught but TV ; will be 

seen \. 
When all the corn is on the 
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Brussels, March 18. 
“You have been reading recently . 

about some of the difficulties and 
problems confronting us concern¬ 
ing a rather, important item— : 
money,” said Mrs. Charles P. How¬ 
ard, Deputy. Commissioner Gener¬ 
al, of the. U S. Delegation, Brussels 
Universal & International Exhibi¬ 
tion, at a BelgOrAmerican Assn, 
luncheon. Speaker alluded to 
views largely expressed in the 
American Press .and in Variety 
(Feb. 5). But, apparently, addition¬ 
al funds were found to round out 
program of musical and theatrical 
attractions and make it truly rep¬ 
resentative of America’s foremost 
accomplishments and artistry in a 
most extensive field. 

And impressive indeed will be 
the U. S. artistic contributions to 

. the arts program to be presented 
at the World’s Fair by all partici¬ 
pating nations. 

Gian-Carlo Menotti’s new opera, 
“Marie. Colovin,’’ will be pre¬ 
miered in Brussels, The Philadel¬ 
phia Orchestra, conducted by Eu¬ 
gene Ormandy, soloist Isaac Stern, 
will perform during American Na- 

(Coritinued on page 14) 

J.H. Harris’USSR Visa 
Pittsburgh, March 18. 

. John H. Harris, producer of 
; Tce Capades” and head of a string 
of film houses here, has been 
granted a Soviet visa and will visit 
Russia right after he goes to the 
Variety . Club convention in Lon¬ 
don next month. One. of the 
founders of the showmen’s organ¬ 
ization, Harris is presently its life¬ 
time honorary head. 

Although the project is still only 
in the thinking stage, It’s under¬ 
stood that Harris would like one 
day to introduce his skating ex¬ 
travaganzas to the USSR. 

NEAR EAST ANTI-U. S. 

Libya’s Cancellation of ‘Ben Hur\ . 
Permit Cue To Bad Feeling- 

Rome, March 18. 
The Libyan government has re¬ 

voked the permit given Metro’s . 
“Ben-Hur” - company, which was 
scheduled to start its background 
shooting this week in. the North 
African desert, and refused to al¬ 
low the group entry into the strife- 
tom country. ; 

The move, taken suddenly and 
without prior warning, Is seen as 
tied in with current Arab unrest 
and as a part of the Libyan gov¬ 
ernment’s annoyance with the U.S. 
State Dept, refusal to take a 
stronger stand versus France. 

Photographer Robert Surtees is 
here with his crew and is now ex¬ 
piring the possibility of doing the 
required ' background work in 
Israel or Spanish Morocco, the 
only two countries in the Near and I 

, Middle East currently not antag¬ 
onist to the U S. 

Town Hall, lecture setup once 
famed on radio, is now part of New 
York U. Move was approved by 
Boards of Trustees of both Institu¬ 
tions and okayed by Board of Rer 
gents of N. Y. State. 

Carrol. V. Newsom, prexy of 
NYU, said new unit will be tagged 
“Town Hall of New York Univer¬ 
sity” and its future will be devel¬ 
oped through NYU’s Division of 
General Education. 

Music concerts and recitals will 
be continued, as will lectures, short 
courses and Saturday morning pro¬ 
grams for children. 

Ormond J. Drake is director of 
Town Hall and associate dean of 
Division of General Education, 
which gives non-degree courses, 
under deans Paul A. McGhee and 
Warren Bower. • 

CAN’T SHOW DIETRICH’S 
GAMS ON PARIS POSTER 

Paris, March 18. 
Although the French public has 

been subjected to posters of near 
nudity, with Misses Brigitte Bardot, 
Martine Carol, Gina Lollobrigida 
and Sophia Loren, they took um¬ 
brage at one which showed Mar¬ 
lene Diptrieh sprawled in a clinch 
with Tj rone Power arid showing 
her famous gams. Made up for 
“Witness For Prosecution” (UA), 
the police got many complaints 
from irate citizens who consider- 
ered Miss Dietrich’s posture as too 
suggestive and offensive to public 
morality. 

Police cracked down and Miss 
Dietrich’s underpinnings were 
covered by the names of the thea¬ 
tres at which pic was playing 
around town. 

Churchill Paints Good 
Like Eisenhower Should 
If house managers need alibi for 

falling biz, they can blame it on Sir 
Winston Churchill who is jamming 
’em in at Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, N. Y. 

Biggest thing since “September 
Morn,” Churchill show consisting 
of 41 paintings, was thronged last 
Sunday (16) and guards kept 're¬ 
peating a show biz phrase, “Keep 
moving, keep moving” throughout 
day. Similar performance. took 
place (9) first Sunday of British 
statesman’s art display. 

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, who 
caught the. show, said she heard 
one visitor exclaim: “Churchill 
paints good like Eisenhower 
should.” 

Free display, continuing through 
March 30, is drawing wide assort¬ 
ment of customers from 10th Ave. 
teeners to Madison Ave. matrons. 

‘Sir John’ Makes It 
. San Francisco, March 18. 

First American production of 
British coriiposer Ralph Vaughan 
Williams’ 30-year-old opera, “Sir 
John in Love,” was given at San 
Francisco State College last week¬ 
end, as part of a Shakespeare Fes¬ 
tival, 

Rue Knapp staged and Earl Mur¬ 
ray conducted. 

4-to-4 Vole As 
CBS, Benny Lose 
'Gaslight’ Appeal 

Washington, March 18. 
In a decision which still leaves 

the broad; principle up in the air, 
the Supreme Court yesterday (17) 
upheld a lower court’s injunction 
barring CBS from using a filmed 
parody on the Metro film, “Gas¬ 
light.” ; . . - 

Jack Benny made the parody, for 
use on a tv show, under the title, 
“Autolite ” 

The Supreme Court’s ruling was 
by the narrowest of margins—4 to 
4. Justice William O, Douglas 
took no part in the case. The Su¬ 
preme Court merely announced 
‘‘the judgment, is affirmed by an 
equally divided court.” It was to 
make precedent by ruling for the 

(Continued on page 95) 

JIM SADTER, 56, DIES 
OF BRAIN HEMORRHAGE 
James A. Sauter, at one time; 

president of . Air Features which 
was absorbed several years ago by 
CBS, and later president of USO- 
Camp Shows, died March: 18 of a 
cerebral hemorrhage at Doctor’s 
Hospital N.Y., at the age of 56. He 
was stricken the previous day in his. 
apartment in the Hotel Pierre. Sau¬ 
ter, was in semi retirement for the 
last two years because of a heart 
ailment. However, this condition 
didn’t prevent him from working 
actively in a multitude of charities. 
He affectionately described him¬ 
self as “the only ■ goy’ on the board 
of several Jewish charities." He 
was a board member of the Jewish 
Theatrical Guild and regularly 
worked on the benefit committee 
of the Actors Temple. 

In the habit of speaking daily to 
(Continued on page 12) 

Jane Powell, Liberace 
Delay Dates in ‘Hot’Coba 

While two major acts have post¬ 
poned their appearances in 
Havana pending more tranquil 
times, the Havana Hilton is plan¬ 
ning to preem tomorrow (Thurs.) 
as per schedule- Jane Powell, 
who was to have opened yesterday 
(Tues.) at the Riviera, and 
Liberace, who was to have gone 
into, the Capri later this week, have . 
delayed their Cuban dates to a 
period when there will be more 
tourists. Most travelers have been 
scared off by the increase of rebel 
activity in Havana. 

The Hilton chain, is flying down 
a'"flock: of newspapermen, celebs 
arid hotel execs to the Cuban capi¬ 
tal in preparation for the opening 
of the latest link in the chain. 
They anticipate no difficulties,.,Re¬ 
ports that the rebels planted a 
bomb In the Hilton casino have 
been denied. 
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Columbia Studio "Chief Uncertain 
Doubt That Bill Goetz Would Accept—Kahane 

Operating as Administrator 
For Booking m Special Houses 

Hollywood, March 18. 
For time being at least,; Colum¬ 

bia pictures wilt get along with 
a “United Artists type policy” of 
acquiring and/or financing inde¬ 
pendent productions to fill out its 
release schedule.; As of now,.Abe 
Schneider and committee of five, 
including board members have 
been unable to find production 
head suitable to them to head; 
company; 

Schneider . said studio Will be 
run by .administrative head, which 
means B. B. Kahane, who came out 

> of semi-retirement two weeks ago 
following death of Harry Cohn, to 
assume management reins at stu¬ 
dio. It’s understood one or two 
younger executives will be trained 
by Kahane to take over top . ad¬ 
ministrative duties within year or 
two. 

Asked whether . anybody offered 
post of studio production head, 

• Schneider said committee . hadn't 
arrived at definite recommenda¬ 
tions. Re Goetz beng offered job, 
Schneider said he doubted William 
Goetz would give. up independent 
status to take over studio helm. 
Said matter hadn't been brought 
to point requiring decision by 
Goetz.' 

/ Schneider admitted an acute 
shortage of top production man¬ 
power and said Metro and Para¬ 
mount were unable to solve prob¬ 
lem. While Columbia hasn't 
abandoned idea of having a pro¬ 
duction head, per Se, conditions 
make it necessary for -studio to 
operate at least temporarily under 
strictly administrative head. 

Discharge Clause’ 

To Fibn Kennedy Book 
Ottawa,. March 18. 

Tyrone Guthrie is president 
of Contemporary Productions 
Inc./ , which Will. film U> S. 
Senator John Kennedy’s book 
“Profiles In Courage.” Vee- 
pees are Robert Whitehead 

, and Leonid Lipnis. : 
Latter produced Toronto- 

made color “Oedipus Rex,” 
which Guthrie directed. 

Up as Textile 

Of Pubs’Grid 
Security rather than money will 

be the main concern of the N. Y. 
Screen Publicists Guild in’ its ne¬ 
gotiations With the film companies 
for a new contract. The SPG rep¬ 
resents pub-ad staffers at United 
Artists, Warner Bros., Columbia, 
20th-Fox, Universal and Metro. Ex¬ 
cept for the contract With Metro, 
which expires on June 1, all other 
pacts terminate during April. As 
a cbnseduenre the union has opened 
talk with UA (separately) and 
jointly with 20th, Warners and 
Col. •• 

The SPG, Which has seen its 
ranks substantially depleted dur¬ 
ing the recent economy waves, is 

• determined to fight for a stronger 
discharge clause and for an in¬ 
crease in severance pay for .long¬ 
time staffers. The SPG is hopeful 
of inserting a clause in each con¬ 
tract providing for the arbitration 
of economic layoffs. At present, 

. only the contract with UA con¬ 
tains this provision. 

SPG leaders have long felt that 
the pub-ad staffers have been the 
first victims of real or imaginary 
economy binges. In a number of 
Instances, they have maintained 
that the firings have been unjusti¬ 
fied. However, without legal re¬ 
course. the union was unable to 

(Continued on page 20) 

OCEANIC COMMUTING 

Lazarus Over on Tuesday, Back 
on Friday 

Paul N: Lazarus Jr., Columbia 
• v.p., was back in N. Y. yesterday 

(Tues.) after a quickie to London. 
He winged across Friday (14). 

Exec trekked to the British capi¬ 
tal to see the first cut of “The 

' Key;” CarL Foreman indie produc¬ 
tion starring William Holden and 

Sophia Loren. He also discussed 
the ad-pub campaign with the film¬ 
maker. 

Although its two past quarterly 
dividends, have been , passed, Co¬ 
lumbia is getting upbeat treatment 
in .the financial area. The Col 

. stock went up to $16.25 last, week, . 
for a rise of $3.12within just, 
the last three weeks. Presumably 
due to profit-taking, the issue 
slipped to $15 by the close of trad¬ 
ing on: Friday (15). 

Reason for the fancy jump is a 
subject of some speculation, as is 
usually the case when a company’s 
earnings are off and the stock goes 
up. Wall Street sources of the 
“informed” variety believe they 
have the answer. They say that 
Lester Martin, millionaire textitle 
industry operator, is buying up the 
Col issue through the brokerage 
firm of Reynolds & Co. and, on 
the. heels of Col president Harry 
Cohn's death, will be seeking a po¬ 
sition on the board. 

As of a week ago Martin owned. 
100,000 shares—possibly more by 
now—and clearly is the biggest 
individual stockholder Outside the 
Cohn family. 

Over 100 Asst. Directors 
Unemployed; About 65% 

Of Guild Now Working 
Hollywood, March 18. 

Employment in the Screen .Di¬ 
rectors Guild has dipped to its low¬ 
est point in itwo years, despite an : 
upsurge in jobs in the vidfilm field.. 
About 65% of the SDG member¬ 
ship are currently working, the 
low figure being the: result of less 
motion picture production. 

SDG has 1,100 members, and of 
that figure 664 are directors; 298 
assistant, directors, and 139 second 
assistants. Biggest unemployment, 
is With assistants, with over 100 of 
them out of work. This, too; is 
directly attributable to the. fact 
fewer motion; pictures are being 
made, and tv film does not use as 
many assistants as does . pix. 

Last year; SDG employment was 
split 50-50, with half the members 
toiling in theatrical films, the 6ther 
half in vidpix. But today, in tune 
with the times, employment: in tv 
films, has shot up 10% while theat* 
rieal film employment has slipped 
to the point where from 60% to 
65% of SDG are now kept busy in 
tv pix. 

While tv films have, helped some¬ 
what to take up the slack created 
by the dip in theatrical film em¬ 
ployment and tv commercials and 
industrial films have also helped, 
they haven’t made up for the loss 
in normal film industry employ¬ 
ment in SDG today is from 10% to 
15% below average. 

A number of vet theatrical film 
directors, such as David Butler, 
Lewis Milestone, Bruce Humber- 
stone, Stuart Hexsler and Tay Gar¬ 
nett, have recently gone, into vid¬ 
pix and done considerable work 
for that medium; 

Barney Balaban, president* vice- 
presidents Paul . Raibourn and 
George Weltner. arid . other top- 
echelon Paramount executives in 
New York will head for the. Coast 
Monday (24) for What promises to 
be one of the most important 
series of product conferences in 
the company’s recent history. Par 
is intent on starting a strong new 
program rolling and, despite th° 
absence of any of the usual hoopla 
announcements, is set to go high 
on the cash outlay. 

Of the major studios, Par has 
been among the; niore conservative, 
making about 20.new pictures each 
year. Whether this figure is to go 
up shortly remains to be seen-but 
sotto voce intelligence has it that 
the outfit is bbrit on blue chips 
production investments, for a vari¬ 
ety of reasons. Prominent, among 
them is the ..thought that several 
other companies: likely will have a 
short supply of product—or, short¬ 
er than in past. Par could take 
up the Slack!. ' 

In line With this it’s noted that 
Universal president Milton Rack- 
mil has pledged resumed film- 
making by July but property and 
talent commitments' so far hardly 
indicate any full-scale, studio ac¬ 
tivity by that time. 

Too, Columbia ’president Abe 
Schneider is determined to keep 
the cameras rolling but it's none- 

(Gontinued on page 14) 

NEW COAST PLOT TO 
OVERTHROW YATES 

Hollywood, March 18. 
Bid to oust from control Herbert 

J. Yates, Republic 'Pictures’' presi¬ 
dent and to secure a controlling in¬ 
terest in the company’s stock, has 
been made by a group which, ap¬ 
proached financier Elliott Evans 
ahd asked him to form a syndicate 
to purchase 200,000 shares of avail¬ 
able Rep stock. . 

Group, which has chosen to re¬ 
main anonymous, presently owns 
300,000. shares, which,, added to 
Evans’ proposed 200,000, would, en¬ 
able them to take control. / 

Evans confirmed the report when 
contacted.. 

Eastman Recession-Proof 
Eastman.Kodak hasn’t heard 

about the recession; having; 
. paid but yesterday (Tues.) its 

: biggest wage dividend since 
such dividends were begun in 
1912. 

Total of 50,000 employees in 
the United States shared $37,- ; 

: 900,000. Eligible persons re¬ 
ceived at the rate;of $32 for 

: each SI,000 they earned in the . 
past five years. v 

‘No Black Work’ 
The. British Film Industry Em¬ 

ployees Council, repping the major 
British entertainment unions, has 
thrown its support, behind the 
American Federation of Musicians 
in current strike: against the major 
Hollywood studios. The. British 
council, headed by George; H. El- 
vin, which includes ; the British 
Musicians Assn:, informed AFM 
prexy James C. Petrillo that it 
would not handle; so-called “black 
work,” or soundtrack music record¬ 
ings for U S. films slated for over¬ 
seas. \ 

Elvin pointed Out that the Brit¬ 
ish musicians recently refused to 
work, on the Soundtrack score of 
Paramount’s^ production of “Ver¬ 
tigo.”- 

Martin Davis Travels 
Martin S. Davis, assistant ad-pub 

director Of Paramount, leaves New 
York tomorrow (ThurS;) for a swing, 
of Chicago, Lbs Angeles and Dallas. 

He’ll confer with division reps 
in each of the three cities and catch 
up with the new product at the 
studio. 

^ American companies’ current 
: flirtations with East side outlets in 
N;Y. are seen creating a buyer’s 
market , that will put. the squeeze 
on foreign film distributors. 

Situation has always been a 
fluctuating one, with the theatre 
market very tight one moment and 
wide open the next. But the influx 
of .U.S, films, which promises to 
increase this year, is creating sev¬ 
eral, new aspects. 

As the East side population ex¬ 
pands, the. major companies are 
becoming conscious of its greater 
potential. But the number of avail¬ 
able houses in that area is limited, 
and t / building of new theatres 
is prouibitively expensive. 

There now exists among the com¬ 
panies a feeling that their more 
unusual fare can preem on the 
East, side day-and-date with Broad¬ 
way. Eventually; some of these pic¬ 
tures ihay end up with exclusive 
firstrims oh the East side. Alread3r, 
pictures like “Raintree County” 
and “Witness for the Prosecution” 
have shown their grossing capacity 
On: the East side (not to mention 
“Lili” of some time ago) and an¬ 
other biggie—“The Long, Hot Sum¬ 
mer”—has been booked into the 
Fine Arts to run day-and-date with 
the Mayfair. The Little Carnegie 
has slotted “Chase a Crooked 
Shadow.” 

Tough on Linguals 

The immediate results of such a 
policy is to “lock out” the foreign- 
language, imports, which have lit¬ 
erally no other place to go. One 
Of tlie additional problems for 
them is that, at least according to 
present-day thinking* they can’t 

(Continued on page 13) 

6 by Year’s-End, 
18-ffliIin Cans 

National Boxoffice Survey 
Trade Perking Up; ‘Kwai’ Cops First j ‘Brothers’ 2d, 

‘Witness’ 3d, ‘80 Days’ 4th, ’ ‘Search’ 5th 

After a brief lull, caused pri¬ 
marily by some less than sensa¬ 
tional newcomers, key city trade! 
is pushing ahead vigorously in! 
current session. Such new pictures 
as “Bridge on River Kwai” (Col)/; 
“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) and 
“Witness for Prosecution - (UA) 
and older entries like “Peyton 
Place”. (20th), “Sayonara” . (WB), 
“Old Yeller” (BV) and. “Farewell 
to Arms”: (20th) are now making 
exhibitors happy;. 

In first week out on reelase to 
any extent, “Kwai” is soaring to 
around $450*000 gross in keys cov¬ 
ered by Variety. . This makes it 
a. cinch winner of first place. 
“Brothers” is finishing second, It 
was champ last week. 

“Witness” is winding up in third 
place after being'oil; top for two 
weeks in a row,. arid second last 
round. “Around World iri 80 Days” 
(UA) is copping fourth position! 
while “Search for Paradise” (Cine¬ 
rama) is a strong winner in fif th 
place. 
.: “Raintree County” (M-G) is cop¬ 
ping sixth position. “Farewell to J 
Arms” (20th) will land seventh 
spot after being much higher for i 
weeks; “Paths of Glory” (UA),! 
just getting around currently, is 
taking, eighth money. 

“Cowboy” (Col), making a much 
better showing this stanza than in 
previous Weeks, is finishing ninth. 
“God Created Woman” (Kings) 
rounds out the Top 10. “Seven 
Wonders of World” {Cinerama), 

“Lady Takes Flyer” (U) and “Ger- 
vaise” (Corit) are the runner-up pix. 

Even though there are several 
very, big new films bit release pres¬ 
ently, some Other newies hint of 
further bright b.o. takings. “Long, 
Hot Summer” (20th), due in N.Y. 
shortly, is rated mighty in L.A. .'arid 
strong in Frisco. “Saddle the 
Wind”"(M-G) looms fair iri Balto. 

‘‘High Cost of Loving” (M-G) r 
another, newie, is torrid in Chi. 
“Summer Love” (U) is rated sturdy 
in Omaha. Still another with real 
promise, judging from its two open¬ 
ings in, N.Y., is “Desire Under 
Elms” (Par). It is great iri opening 
round, at both the Odeon as well as 
the arty Sutton. 

“Bopj our Tristesse” (Col) is mak¬ 
ing a better showing currently, 
being okay in Balto, Boston. and 
L.A. “I Accuse" (M-G) still is 
highly disappointing in present 
round: 

“Wild Is Wind’*; (Par), fast in 
Omaha, is rated great in Detroit. 
“Beautiful But Dangerous”' (20th) 
looms okay in Cleveland. “Lafay¬ 
ette Escadrille” (WB) is oke in 
Portland and Detroit. 

“Mark of Hawk” (U) looks good 
in Detroit. “Tall Stranger” also is 
nice in Louisville. 

“SnOw White” (BV) (reissue), 
boffo in Chi, shapes big in Port¬ 
land and fancy iri NY. “Man in 
Shadow” (U) is good in Boston. 

(Complete Boxoffice Reports 
on Pages 8$)> 

Hollywood, March 18. 
The Mirisch Company, set up last 

September by the three Mirisch 
brothers, vwill have completed six 
pictures by Dec. 31, 1958, at a 
total expenditure of $8,000,006, - 
prexy Harold Mirisch revealed over 
the weekend. All will be for United 
Artists release, with whom outfit 
originally contracted for 12 pic¬ 
tures but now number has been 
upped to an indefinite figure. 

Mirisch reported that with un¬ 
limited financing and distribution 
to» offer—through UA—his com¬ 
pany is concentrating on joint pro¬ 
duction ventures and already has 
lined up with five Outside units, 
four headed by stars and one by 
Billy Wilder. In each case, separate 
companies will be formed, such as 
Ashton Productions, set up by the 
Mirischs and Gary Cooper for the 
Cooper starrer, “Man of the West,” 
currently in work. Mirisch said 
that his coinpany can operate like 
a major in wooing outside deals 
without the handicap of a big stu¬ 
dio overhead. 

With initialer,.“Fort Massacre” 
starring Joel McCrea, already com¬ 
pleted and “Man of the West” in. 
final stages of completion, next film 
to roll will: be “Cast the : Long 
Shadow” in association with Audie 
Murphy, to roll in April. Mirisch 
Co. has a two-picture deal with 
Murphy and his company, with op¬ 
tion for one more. 

A two-picture deal, also is In ef¬ 
fect with Alan Ladd, first to be 
“The Man in the Net,” going be¬ 
fore cameras around late May. The 
Wilder co-production still is un¬ 
titled, with producer-director cur¬ 
rently collabing with I. A. L. Dia¬ 
mond on script, set to roll iri July 
at a cost of $2,500,000. Final pic 
of year will be “Roar Like a Dove,” 
with Doris Day’s Arwin Produc¬ 
tions. Partners on this also will , 
team tip with Roger Stevens’ Play-, 
wrights Co. in N. Y. for a Broad¬ 
way dramatization of London play. 
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MANHATTAN’S IMPORTERS NEi AMONT: Arte Demands GetStijfer 

Most' of the independent dis¬ 

tributors of foreign films are con-1 

viriced of the need for a strong 

and active. ..trade association of 

their own, but few Relieve it can 
be realized. 

Situation is an odd one in the 
light of several facts, i.e. the con¬ 
tinuous growth of that film biz sec¬ 
tor and the acknowledged prob¬ 
lems that can and should be met 
via a united front. There exists 
the Independent Motion Picture 
Distributors Assn., but it’s been 
chewed up into little more than a 
paper organization via / internal 
strife and the strong personal feel¬ 
ings and antagonisms amprig vari¬ 
ous of the top indies. 

■ At the luncheon marking the 
20th anniversary of his Apollo 
Theatre last week, Harry Brandt 
made the need for organized unity 
the keynote of his address. Urging 
the foreign film distributors to 
stick together, form an organiza¬ 
tion and hire a paid executive di¬ 
rector, Brandt said one of the aims 
of such a group -might be to com¬ 
bat the pressures of censor groups, 
and to counter-balance their influ-, 
ence with politicians. ^ 

There are many other areas in 
which such an Association could be 
active, and attempts were made 
from time to time to get IMPDA 
into, action. It was headed for a 
long time by Arthur L. Mayer, 
who is still in it, but who admits 
that his enthusiasm has waned in 
the face of the continuous friction, 
much of it -generated over the 
question of who should be dom¬ 
inant, dues representation, etc. 
Several important indies have re¬ 
signed from the group, others were 
never active in it, or never even 
Joined. 

Current status is that the or¬ 
ganization exists, but that’s about 
nil; It’s felt that it should be kept 
up I if necessarily dormant* pend¬ 
ing a possible emergency. It also 
sponsors the annual Joseph Bur¬ 
sty n awards. 

Observers close to the field see 
little hope for a change. Though 
they’ve been growing in number 
and in importance, the indies still, 
are a highly individualistic, highly 
competitive lot, each absorbed in 
making a go of what-are active but 
still essentially Small operations. 
The clash of personalities, ex¬ 
pressed in some real and. personal 
antagonisms, is such that coopera¬ 
tion on any extensive scale is vir¬ 
tually impossible even though it 
might be beneficial to everyone 
concerned. 

Since this friction envelops some 
of the top men in the field, and 
any sense of responsibility towards 
the group as a whole is conspicu¬ 
ously lacking, no amount of urging 
is—at the present stage—going to 
overcome the dissension. Yet, in¬ 
dividually, the indies are sharply 
aware of the price they’re paying 
for disunity. 

For instance, nothing is being 
done about the storage problem, 
nothing is done about a proposal 
to simplify and • unify contracts 
with overseas producers, nothing 
is done about censorship and Cus¬ 
toms. or restrictive legislation, 
etc. Though the commtm interest 
area is large, the indies prefer to 
tackle these problems individually, 
bickering all the way and pro¬ 
claiming their own righteousness. 

One of the difficulties, too, is 
the indifference shown by several 
of the top outfits, notably Distribu¬ 
tors Corp. of America, Walter 
Reade fContinental Distributing) 
and some others, who by stepping 
into a framework of activity could 
force some of the dissident mem¬ 
bers into line. Such an idea was 
activated once by Richard Brandt 
of TYailS-Lux, but it never reached 
fruition and Brandt appears to 
have lost interest. 

Federation of Councils 
In Cleveland April 16 

Federation of Motion Picture 
Councils will hold its 1958 Confer¬ 
ence at the. Hotel Carter, Cleve¬ 
land, April 16 and 17. 

Every one of the councils is ex¬ 
pected to be represented by two 
delegates. There will be several 
Speakers. Councils 1957 meet was 
in New York. 

DCA’s Dallas Exchange Ricketson Beats Drums 
c ; Dallas, March 18. 

Distributors Corp. of America 
has opened its own exchange for 
the. Dallas and Oklahoma. (City ter¬ 
ritories, per DCA sales manager, 
Irving Wormser. . 

Exchange manager is Fred W. 
Beiersdorf; Other staff personnel 
includes Peggy. Smith and Ernest 
Cribble. /. 

Bardot's‘Parisienne’ As 
East Side-West Side 

Manhattan Premiere 
Dual Broadway-East Side re¬ 

lease pattern,, which appears to be 
working itself into a fullblown 
trend, is to be refined with the 
simultaneous premiere of the Bri¬ 
gitte Bardot French staler, “Une 
Parisienne,’’. at the Victoria and. 
Plaza theatres on July 23. 

Film will open in its original 
version With subtitles. at the Plaza, 
but will play dubbed at the Vic¬ 
toria. Thus it’ll be available to 
audiences in any. form they prefer. 

Picture will be released by Ilya 
Lopert who acquired it, in part¬ 
nership with United A.ftists, for 
$225,000. Lopert owns the Plaza, 
and UA controls the Victoria. 

This is the first time that a for¬ 
eign film has preemed in N. Y. in; 
both originaT and dubbed version 
simultaneously. At. the moment, 
and in the past, films open in one 
version: or the other; ‘‘God . Cre¬ 
ated Woman,’? for instance, is cur¬ 
rent at the Paris. Theatre in sub¬ 
titled version. When it hits the 
circuits later this year, it’ll play in 
dubbed form. 

Lopert said, last week that he 
could see no reason why there 
shouldn’t be a dual run. He said he 
originated the; idea of Times 
Square-East Side day-dating some 
five years ago when he booked; 
“.Outcast of the Islands” into the 
Fine Arts and Victoria theatres. It. 
was a revolutionary idea at that 
time. Since then, and particular¬ 
ly lately, this practice has. been irir 
tensified - on both imports and 
American films. . 

For Oscar Sequels In 
Regional ‘Festival’ Form 

. Los Angeles, March 18. 
Hollywood’s Academy Awards 

ceremonies this month ought to 
be followed by a series of Ameri¬ 
can Film Festivals, or Expositions, 
to reap the benefit of the Oscar 
race and continue to. generate new 
vitality, strength, and progress for 
the film industry, Frank H. Ricket¬ 
son Jr., veepec-general manager of 
theatre operations for National 
Theatres, declares. : 

. “The Academy Awards activities 
stimulate the entire Industry, but 
one institutional program cannot 
supply the momentum to carry us 
for an entire year,” he pointed out. 

The .industry needs at least 
^Continued oh page 20) 

Doggie Sap Is 

Motion picture studios may run into additional grief anent geL 
ting new properties rolling if Sidney Lumet is typical of the . new 
behind-the-cameras talent that’s coming to the fore. This 33-year- 
old director stated this week he’s not going to take on any story 
that's not to his liking and, additionally, wants plenty of freedom 
in the production blueprinting. 

Lumet, mainly known for his television work, claimed, for ex¬ 
ample, he had been offered the opportunity to direct “Marjorie 
Morningstar” at Warners but turned it down because he didn’t see. 
eye to eye with the WB studio on how it should be handled. . 

His two pictures so far have teen ‘‘12 Angry Men” and the soon- 
to-be-released “Stage Struck.” He said that “Men” will gross about 
$1,300,000 in worldwide rentals, whieh suggests a hefty profit. 
The Henry Fonda statrer, which has been widely accoladed, cost 
$303,000 to make, according to Lumet. 

Did Not ‘Cancer Terra Fils Commitment For 
Bergman Film—Contrasts U.S.-Europe; 

isnev ‘Bonus 
Walt Disney . Productions. is 

drawing: the attention of Wall 
Street practictibners for a new 
and special . reason. . Because of 
the unique Disney. production set¬ 
up, a single picture can boost this 
company’s earnings by as much as 
$1.50 per shared as is the Case with 
“Old Yeller.” v 

Financial observers in: large 
numbers are opposed -to the in-' 

: dustry-wide - practice of participa-. 
ti'on deals—in which the ': partici¬ 
pants, take no risk, sharing only 
in either net and/or gross on each 
picture in which they’re involved. 

What the .Wall Streeters like 
about Disney is the absence of 
such percentage .arrangements: 
When there is a profitable picture 1 
the profit goes to the company and 
no one else. V..: 

“Yeller” was produced at a cost 
of $1,000,000. Its worldwide gross 
is figured at $10,000,000. 

BOB BENJAMIN CHAIRS 
OEMS’ FINANCE COMM. 

Robert S. Benjamin, United 

Artists board chairman, yesterday 
(Tues.) was named chairman of the 
finance committee of the Demo¬ 
cratic Advisory Council. In past 
he held many key posts in New 
York state Democratic organiza¬ 
tions and in 1956 was a member 
of the exec committee, of the N. Y. 
State Volunteers for Stevenson 
and Kefauver. c- 

New spot makes him responsible 
for organizing and supervising all 
fund-raising activities for the 
Couifcil. 

jNews That Studio Resumes Production Cheers Staff 
-^Facts Replace Rumors as Boss Opens Up a Bit 

J Statement of prexy Milton R; 

i Rackmil. that ’Universal will re- 

j sume production on July 1 plus 
staff screenings of a number of 
the company’s. completed pictures 
has had a salutary effect on the 
morale Of 1 U’s remaining em¬ 
ployees: , For several months1— 
since BAckmil ordered the tem¬ 
porary shutdown of the studio and 

• a drastic economy program— 
‘ homeoffice staffers, who have been 
| observing the departure of many 
-j of their, long-time colleagues,. op- 
; erated in a sort of limbo-—not cer- 
] tain - if the management planned 
: to liquidate, or resume activities^ 
r For the .most part, the morale 
} of the : staffers was shot as they 
! sweated out each week in the fear 
.that’, a pinkslip would accompany.; 
[ the pay envelope, Rackmil’S 
1 statement to. the stockholders was 
j the first, forthrieht indication 
the company’s, future plans. Al- 

j though Rackmil. stated strongly 
J that the company did not plan to 
[ liquidate and that it would resume 
■ production, the chief executive did 
not Outline the type of program 
Universal will pursue. . 1 . 

It’s: believed, however, that.' the 
company will make fewer, pictures 
annually, perhaps half of the 30 

.! to 32 pictures . it has available 
I presently until Feb., 1959.' In ad- 
' dition, it’s expected that U will 
! drop, program-type pictures and 
I open the lot to independents who 
! will produce films on a partner-. 
( ship basis -with Universal financing, 
j At present U’s studio, which ac¬ 
tually terminated . all '.. theatrical 
production only .last week, is op- 

I erating with a skeleton, staff. At 

the same time, as far as is known, 
the company has no specific com-, 
mitmerits with creative personnel 
for upcoming productions. How-p 
ever, Rackmil tpld the stockhold¬ 
ers that the company is now in the 
process of assembling properties, 
stars and deals. 

In the meanwhile, there Is con¬ 
siderable hope for improvement in 
U’s profit statement on the basis 

. (Continued on page 20) 

L. A. to N. Y. 
Pier Angeli 
Jack. Bean 
Rossano Brazzi 
Carl Dudley 

: Louis F, Edelman 
Mitzi Gay nor 
.Mitchell J, Hamilberg 
Harry Mandell ; 
David March 
Joseph H; Moskowitz 
Louis A. Novins ■ 
John Reynolds 
Lee Steiner 
Howard Strickiing 
Joseph R. Vogel 
Virginia Wiekes 

. Richard Widmark 

N. Y. to Europe 
Patricia Collinge 
Alec Coppel . 
Tom Curtiss 
Jim Ferguson . 
A1 Hibbler M 
Jane Magid 
Lee Magid 
Don Petrie; 
Alvin Sullum 

; Gladys Swarthout 
Maurice Winnick 

BACHE ATTABOYS U. A. 

Only Film Shares Currently Rec¬ 
ommended As ‘Good Buy’ 

Rarely has a film company got¬ 
ten such a boost from an impor¬ 
tant Wall Street outfit as did 
United Artists this week.. New. 
York Stock Exchange firm of 
Bache & Co., in appraising a long 
list of- issues on the big hoard, se¬ 
lected UA. as the only picture out¬ 
fit whose stock is recommended for 
buying at this time. 

In a Teport prepared for its cli¬ 
ents, Bache went over .396 differ¬ 
ent stocks and advised whether to 
buy, sell or hold. 

Bache is not the only one sup¬ 
porting UA. This issue went up to 
slightly over $18 per share a few 
months ago, from a low of $15, 
and has remained at that level con¬ 
sistently. Stock is not a dormant 
one, an average of about 2.000 
shares being traded each week. 

Reason why UA is a favorite is 
twofold. On the first count, the 
$1.40 annual dividend rate appears 
set to continue indefinitely. This, 
of course, is impressive to the 
man-in-the-street investor. Sec¬ 
ond, brokers are high. on the UA 
management. It’s no secret that 
several of the top money men at 
Loew’s at one time wanted the 
Arthur B. Krim-Robert S. Ben¬ 
jamin regime at UA to take the 
helm of the former. 

N. Y* to L. A, 
Sid Blumenstock 
Donald H. Coleman 
Lisa Daniels 
Martin S. Davis 
Arthur Fleming 
David Golding 
Ernie Heckscher 
Jack H. Levin 
Milton R. Rackmil 
Arnold Stang 
Don Wolff 

New York to Orient 
Diana Adams 
George Balanchine 
Robert Barnett 
Vida Brown 
Elizabeth Cage 
Jacques d’Amboise 
Andre Eglevsky 
Hugo Fiorato 
Melissa Hayden 
Charles Jaffe 
Allegra Kent 
Lincoln Kirstein 
John Kopera 
Nananne Porcher 
Vera Safonoff 
David Shearer . 
Henry Siegl 
Maria Tallchief 
Roy Tobias 
Jonathan Watts 
Patricia Wilde 

By DAVE JAMPEL 

Tokyo, March 11. 
I Austrian film star Curt Jurgens 
pausing in Japan enroute to Eng¬ 
land where he’ll co-star with In¬ 
grid Bergman in “The Inn of the 
Sixth Happiness” for 20th-Fox 
under Mark Robson’s direction 

f cracked as follows: . 
I “In Hollywood it’s business and 
straight and fair. There is .no pre¬ 
tending. They make boxnffice pic¬ 
tures and admit it.” Contrarily 
Jurgens said, “In Europe, espe¬ 

cially in France, Germany and 
i Italy, every director, even the di¬ 
rector of a little comedy, thinks he 

•1 is a genius. They are very pre¬ 
tentious in comparison to the nor¬ 
mal industrial job of Hollywood. 
They think they invented the mo¬ 
tion picture industry. I’m fed tip 
with the genius who says you have 
to ;drink the water this way and 
do this that way.” 

>. Jurgens offered, “Director? have 
much more power in Europe, They 

i don’t. have major studios as in 
Hollywood. There are no front of¬ 
fices with mighty producers who 

! do . the picture. In America, al-. 
j. most always it is the producer who 

does the picture. There are.only 
a half-dozen directors in the U. S. 
who have that much power.*. 

Of a story in a French paper 
that accused him of running out 
on a contract, with Terra Fils to 
make his forthcoming 20th-Fox 
film, Jurgens explained, . “They 
are very wrong and definitely mis¬ 
taken about that. Yes, I had a 
contract for the same period. I. 
had my lawyer get in contact with 
Terra Fils arid they explained that 
a postponement would cost them 
$50,000 in preparation costs. So 
I paid them that amount in cash 
out of my own pocket for a 12 or 
14 week postponement. It is very 
rare that an actor does that, but I 
wanted to do a picture with Miss 
Bergman and I appreciate so.much 
the chance to work with Mark 
Robson 1 

“It is a wonderful script, one of 
the best I’ve ever read. I play 
Eurasion—half Chinese and half 
British—rwho is an officer in the 
Chinese Army. Miss Bergman 
plays a missionary girl. Buddy 
Adler himself is the producer, it 
is one of the highest budget pic¬ 
tures of Fox and they pay me quite 
well.” 

: Jurgens, still a citizen of his 
native Austria, was en route to 
Hong Kong where “The Inn” was 
slated to be made after coopera¬ 
tion conflicts in Teipei, original 
location choice, because of the 
Studio’s insistance that a sequence 
show the binding of feet be re¬ 
tained.; Teipei authorities refused 
to go along with that footage al¬ 
though the studio argued that in 
1932 when the story takes place, 
such occurrances wefe not tin- 
known. 

20th decided to switch Ideations 
to London, however, while Jur¬ 
gens was en route to the Orient. 
While swinging through Southeast 
Asia before arriving here, the ac-r 
tor discovered that he had 
achieved international status when 
he was mobbed in the streets. His 
recent U. S. release, “The Enemy 
Below,” which is doing big b.o. in 
these parts, accounts for that 
recognition. 

Europe to N. Y. 
Peter Brook 
John Davis 
Paul N.-Lazarus Jr. 
Charles Michelson 
John O’Hare 
Robert Siodmak 
Robert Whitehead 
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Jack Warner, Jerry Wald, Other Producers Get An 

Artistic Ribbing in Hollywood 
' .. ■ : ' :—:— 

By DAVE KAUFMAN 

Hollywood, March 18. 
. Screen Writers’ Guild's tenth 

annual awards dinner, held before 
an SRO crowd of over 1,000 at the 
Moulin Rouge last Wednesday 
night,. saw John Lee Mahin re¬ 
ceive the Laurel Award of Achieve¬ 
ment, given each year to the writer 
who has contributed most to the 
screen over a period of years. 
Other award presentations were 
for the best-written American 
screenplays in musical* drama and 
comedy. 

Billy Wilder and I. A. L. Dia¬ 
mond won the award for best- 
written comedy. Allied Artists’ 
“Love in the Afternoon,” based on 
a Claude Anet novel, and. starring. 
Audrey Hepburn, Gary Cooper 
and Maurice Chevalier. It was a 
repeat for Wilder, who Past year 
won the Laurel award with. Char¬ 
les Brackett; also a repeat for AA, 
whose “Friendly • Persuasion” 
screenplay by Michael Wilson won 

.in the dramatic classification last 
year. 

Reginald Rose won an award for 
best-written American drama, for 
his screenplay of “12 Angry Men,” 
United Artists film which he 
adapted from his own television 
original. “The Bridge on the 
River Kwai,” incidentally, wasn’t 
eligible for this award under guild 
regulations which don’t allow any 
screenplays from foreign-localed 
companies, or where the guild has 
no hand in arbitration of the 
cerdit. “Kwai” was produced by 
Sam Spiegel’s Horizon company, 
located in London, and while wri¬ 
ter Pierre Boulle is an Oscar’can¬ 
didate—along with Rose—rules 
prohibited his eligibility for the 
guild .award. Rose, in N.Y., was 
unable to attend-the affair. V 

John Patrick won the best-writ¬ 
ten American musical award for 
his screenplay of Metro’s “Les 
Girls,” from an original story by 
Vera Caspary. 

Mahin, Laurel award winner, has 
such top credits as “Red Dust,” 

V “Scarface.” “Prizefighter, and the 
Lady,” “Boom- Town,” “Captains 
Courageous,” “Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde.” “Quo Vadis,” “Show Boat” 
and “Heaven Knows; Mr. Allison,” 
which was . a contender this'year 
in the best drama category. He is 
a vet of 25 years of screenwriting. 

Lots of Stars 
. Star-studded writers’ show, al¬ 

ways' the . main attraction Which 
brings those SRO crowds to the 
annual event; had an array of tal¬ 
ent including Jack Benny, Jack 
Carson, Nanette Fabray, Rock Hud¬ 
son, Wendell Corey, Ernie Kovacs; 
David Niven, Shirley. MacLaine, 
Marvin Kaplan, Pat Buttram^-and 
even Jerry Wald. 

One of the evening’s highlights 
was a satire on “Kwai” called. “The' 

. Bridge on the River Burbank,” or 
“I’ll Kwai Tomorrow!” with Rock 
Hudson playing the William Hol¬ 
den role; Wendell Corey as Alec 
Guinness; Jack Benny as “Colonel 
Sessue Warner,” last of the Holly¬ 
wood tycoons; and David Niven in 
Jack Hawkins’ role. Skit was load¬ 
ed with laughs. 

Said “Colonel Warner” to his 
writer-prisoners; “Hollywood wri¬ 
ters! I am the Commandant here 
—the only man left in this industry 
who runs his own studiol You are 
here to help me. You will work. 
Remember that* writers'. You are 
here to work. If you work: you eat; 
if you eat, you get indigestion. If 
you get indigestion, don't tell me 
you're too sick to work because if 
you don't work you don't eat! And 
if you don't eat you can't work; so 
you better eat!" 

Another sample: “At RKO they’re 
making bongo drums. Paramount 
has become a bottling plant for 
Coca-Cola. Universal is a store¬ 
house for Decca albums. At Fox 
they have so much oil they don’t 
know where to bury their dead.” 
Writers were then ordered to build 
a toll bridge so exhibs could pay 
the colonel for jumping off it, but 

(Continued on page 14) 

Triple-Bills Again 
St. Paul, March 18. . 

Roxy Theatre here, located 
on loop’s outer skirt, has gone 
to triple bills on Sundays. 

On the past weekend it of¬ 
fered “Smiley,” “Thunder 
Over Arizona” and “Beginning 
of the End” on one show. All 
three are late runs. 

Still on Burner 
The proposed deal whereby Sol 

C. Siegel would become production 
chief of Metro is not as cold as trade 
generally believed a fortnight back. 
Actually the matter has not been 
presented to the board of directors 
as yet for final action. Meanwhile, 
prexy Joseph. R. Vogel, who re¬ 
turned from the Coast over the 
weekend, continued his discus¬ 
sions with Siegel. It’s expected 
he’ll pitch a Siegel deal to the 
board when it meets early in April. 

Siegel, if he assumes the produc¬ 
tion post, is asking Loew’s to buy 
out his indie company for a sum 
believed in excess of $1,000,000 in 
addition to a term contract calling 
for a participation interest in all 
Metro pictures produced under his 
aegis, a la Louis B. Mayer in past. 

The board, which was originally 
scheduled to meet in New York 
today (Wed.), but postponed the 
session to April, will also be asked 
to approve a new contract for Ben 
Thau,, studio administrative chief. 
Thau’s old agreement expired some 
months ago and he has since been 
working under an interim arrange¬ 
ment made with Vogel. 

If the deal with Siegel is made, 
the studio operation will most 
likely be divided between produc¬ 
tion, and administration, with. Thau 
as head of the latter as well as 
overall supervisor, 

Meanwhile; Jerome A. Newman, 
newly-elected director and an as¬ 
sociate of Louis A. Green, who 
Owns over 100,000 shares of Loew’s 
stock, is currently on the Coast 
surveying the Metro studio opera¬ 
tion. Both Newman and Green are 
members of Loew’s newly-formed 
finance committee and it’s ex¬ 
pected that one of them will be 
chairman of the finance group. 
Green has been mentioned .for the 
job, but he is said to favor his col¬ 
league for the post. 

Hold Up Role on Move 
To Delay Renublic Meet 

As Mgt„ Reader Clash 
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice 

Benedict D. . Dineen yesterday 
(Tues.) reserved decision on a mo¬ 
tion by Republic Pictures minority 
stpckholders Charles D. Reader 
and John Marchese to examine the 
company’s, books and records and 
at the same time to enjoin the 
firm’s April 1 annual meet from, 
being held until 45 days after the 
examination. 

There was no oral argument be¬ 
fore the court, but an affidavit by 
Reader pointed out that he sought 
an inspection of the books because 
of a: “steady deterioration” in 
Rep’s affairs. He also charged mis¬ 
management on the part’ of com¬ 
pany prexv Herbert J. Yates aijid 
certain of his execs. 

.Rep secretary Joseph E. Mc¬ 
Mahon, who. opposed the insoec- 
tion, claimed in an affidavit that. 
the petitioners were not acting in 
good faith. Reader and Marchese, 
he asserted, rep outside interests. 
While these interests weren’t iden¬ 
tified, there was a strong hint that 
there's a link between the olain- 
t’ffs and financier Joseph Harris 
who’s pressing his own suit against 
R<p for reneging on.a buy-out deal 
of the company. 

By HY BOLLINGER 

Without including the diversion 
to legitimate of a Main Stem film 
house (the Globe), there are ap¬ 
proximately 250,000 less seats 
available per week in Broadway 
film , houses currently than, there 
were eight years ago.. Addition of 
the loss of 1,500 seats as repre¬ 
sented by the closing of the Globe 
would add another 42,000 seats.. 

The total is a conservative esti¬ 
mate and is figured on the basis 
of four' showrs per day . (ori 28 per 
week)- on the regular grind policy. 
Decrease in the number of avail¬ 
able seats per week was caused by 
the increasing popularity Of the 
hard-ticket policy On Broadway 
with the resultant cut in the num¬ 
ber of shows per week. In addi¬ 
tion, a number of the houses 
Which introduced new projection 
techniques were forced to decrease 
the seating capacities of the the¬ 
atres. 

For example, the Roxy, which 
will soon . introduce the Cine- 
Miracle process, wil| now have 
2,500 seats as . compared with 
5,886 seats previously; Under the 
former grind, policy and on the 
basis of four shows per day, the 
Roxy’s total seat availabilities 
would be 164.808 seats per week. 
Cutting the size of the house to 
2,500 seats and presenting the ' 
show on a two-a-day policy would 
give the house a total of 35,000 
seat availabilities per week. 

Similarly, the Palace, a 1.700- 
seat house, would have 47;600 
seats per. week under a foUr-a-day 
continuous. run as compared with 
18,700 seats per week under its 
11-performance per week policy 
for “The Bridge on the River 
Kwai.” The Criterion, Warner, 
and Rivoli theatres, all operating 
presently on a hard-ticket policy, 
also show substantial decreases in 
seats available per wreek. In ad¬ 
dition; the Warner and Rivoli the¬ 
atres have' decreased their seating 
capacities, the Warner from 2,776 
to 1,600 and the Rivoli from 2.092 
to 1,545. The Criterion’s seating 
capacity has remained at 1,700, but 
the house has been offering less 
shows per week with “The 10 
Commandments” and will follow 
this policy with “South Pacific.” 
It’s expected that Loew’s State will 
join the other, theatres in about a 
year in offering pictures on a two- 
a-day or 11 performances per week 
policy. 

Although. the theatres which 
have shifted to hard tickets are 
playing to less people, they are, of 
course,, grossing more per week 
than - previously because of the in¬ 
crease in the admission tariff. 
However, a concomitant Of the 
hard-ticket policy, not ■ generally 
realized by the industry, is a sub¬ 
stantial decrease in Broadway traf¬ 
fic and impulse buying, of pictures. 
With so many theatres presently 
operating in a legit-style manner, 
the habit of “Let’s go to Broadway 
and see what’s playing” is lost. 
Film-going appears to have devel¬ 
oped into an advance-planned ac¬ 
tivity similar to theatre-going. As 
a consequence, film houses which 
continue to operate on the time- 
honored continuous performance 
policy no. longer can depend on 
the substantial trade from passers- 
by who might purchase tickets, on 
an impulse. 

L A. UNIVERSITY WINNERS 

I, 2, 3 Prizes Go To Collegians 
Near Hollywood 

Hollywood, March 18. 
U. of Southern California copped 

first and second prizes in Screen 
Producers Guild’s Jesse L. Lasky 
Intercollegiate Awards, arid U. of 
California in Los Angeles drew 
third place out of .30 films submit¬ 
ted by college students throughout 
the Country. 

Winner of Gold =■ Medallion was 
“An Occurrance at- Owl Creek 
Bridge,” arid Silver Medallion 
went to “Escape to Nowhere.” Run-: 
ner-up was “The Davk Corner,” re¬ 
ceiving the Bronze Medallion. 

Linguistics neip; nopeiui on jpain 

[ Casting Problem 
Part of the casting sheet for 

20th-FoX’s upcoming “The 
Long War” calls- for the fol¬ 
lowing: :> “ : 
.1. 0he. guy from Boston, 

2. A guy from Brooklyn... 
3; The entire United States 

Marine Corps. . 

Suit On Four Pix| 
Arthur B. Krim, president of j 

United Artists; revealed in New 
York yesterday (Tues,) the com¬ 
pany has agreed to a settlement Of 
its. suit against James Nasser Pro¬ 
duct’oris and -allied independent 
companies which charged the de¬ 
fendants with, unauthorized release; 
to television cf four pictures. Set¬ 
tlement. involved “substantial pay¬ 
ments" tp UA but the specific fig¬ 
ures were riot given. 

. ..Federal Court, action wasinsti- 
tuted. by UA ini Los Angeles in 
1954 arid sought to prevent the 
tv’ing of “Don’t Trust Your Hus¬ 
band,” “Cover Up,” . “Without 
Horior’V and “A.Kiss for Corliss.”, 
UA had the theatrical distribution 
rights to these productions. After 
the filing of the complaint, the 
Nasser interests came back with 
counter claims against UA alleging 
maldistribution and antitrust law’ 
violations, ./ 

These counter charges were dis- 
riiissed in Fed Court on the Coast 
in 1956 arid such dismissal has 
beeri made • permanent - by the 
settlement. 

UA 'action, which sought an ac¬ 
counting of the tv receipts, is 
called off as against the Nassers 
but continues against defendants 
Quality. Films and Charles Wein- 
traub, who distributed the quartet 
of Nasser pix in. tv. 

Still pending in L, A. is a similar 
UA suit against Benedict; Bogeaus, 
Quality and Weiritraub which 
charges the unauthorized tv dis¬ 
tribution of Bogeaus’ “My Outlaw 
Brother.” 

Screen Actors Guild 
Warns Members to Slum 

’Bootleg’ Film-Makers 
. Hollywood, March 18. 

Members of Screen Actors Guild 
have been warned by SAG against 
working in Any theatrical films or 
felepix for companies which have 
not .signed a pact with the guild— 
so-called “bootleg” companies. 

. Guild said “such ‘bootleg’ com¬ 
panies are engaged in unfair com¬ 
petition with the hundreds of legit¬ 
imate producers who have signed 
the guild’s contracts, pay guild 
scales and abide by guild working 
Conditions. In some cases, actors 
have been employed at $25 and $30 
a . day instead of the guild ixrini- 
mum of $80 in television films and 
$90 in theatrical features. In at 
least one recerit instance, actors 
worked for nothing, 

j “While the films made by such 
i non-union, fringe . producers are 
I few in number , arid unimportant. 
| the actions of such employers tend: 
to undermine the. guild contact 
and cannot be tolerated,” said 
SAG, adding a warning any mem¬ 
ber working for non-union produc- 

! ers face strict disciplinary action. 

‘Raintree- 90c to $1.50 
St. Paul, March 18. 

“Raintree County” (Metro). is 
having : its ’ initial local showing 
here on a continuous policy at 
$1.50, instead, of 90c, after 5 p.m. 

In the other twin, Minneapolis, 
had its first and exclusive terri¬ 
tory engagement as a hard-ticket 
attraction at $2.25 top. It. ran four 
weeks to moderately good busi¬ 
ness. '■ 

By HANK WERBA 

Madrid. March 18. 
The new Motion Picture Export 

Assn. Mediterranean representa¬ 
tive, Frank . Geryasi, succeeding 
Charles Baldwin, presented his. 
credentials here in an atmosphere 
of unusual courtesy and goodwill, 
MPEA viceprexy, Griffis Johnston, 
introduced the new staffer to top 
Officials in all Government film 
circles. - Both Johnston and Ger¬ 
yasi voiced cautious optimism 
about possibilities of restoring 
normal relations between U. S. 
ma.ipr distribs - and Spain, as this 
major film conflict between the 
two .countries hears its third year. 

Film trade in Madrid reacted 
favorably to MPEA’s new negoti¬ 
ator who speaks the local lingo 
and whose Italian schooling makes 
him a betting favorite to renew 
the flow.of American pix to Spain. 

■, Gei'vasi’s reputation as a news-. 
mail had- been given advance press 
tub thumping in Madrid and he 
felt friendly attitude - taken by 
local scribes would go a long way 
to dispel hostile public relations 
MPEA has received in recent 
years. 

Johnston winged back to New 
York last Thursday (13* and after 
initial hand shaking with local 
newsmen Friday, Gervasi left for 
Barcelona where he will hold 
policy sessions with MPEA agency 
managers. Gervasi recognized that 
he haS an end-of-May deadline to" 
get a new pact if MPEA is to re¬ 
appear here for the 1958-59 season 
and this will be his main objective 
in the coming months. 
. . Gervasi's task wrill be abetted by 
film policy taken by all MPEA 
members , in New York ordering 
their Spanish representatives to 
refrain from any discussions, par¬ 
ticipation or intervention in the 
Spain-MPEA. dispute until new 
pact is sighed. 

Hollywood, March 18. 
/Newly-designated president of 
Columbia Pictures, Abe Schneider, 
remains On Coast two niore weeks 
before returning to N. Y. home of¬ 
fice. : He asserts that there’s con¬ 
siderable studio business here re¬ 
quiring his attention and he’ll re¬ 
main east but short before again 
returning to studio :for more 
parleys, 

Leo Jaffe goes to N. Y. this 
week but he, too, returns to Coast 
shortly on Studio matters. 

Commonwealth Theatres’ 
$750,000 Shopping Centre 

Its Prime Realty Venture 
Kansas City, March 18. 

Shopping center which Com¬ 
monwealth Theatres has plotted 
for Columbia, Mo., will be the 
circuit’s biggest venture In real es¬ 
tate to date. It is to post about 
$750,000 with construction to begin 
about June 1, according to Elmer 
Rhoden Jr., president. 

Part of a 16-acre tract is to be 
utilized, about six acres being held . 
back for future development. 
When the development eventually 
is Completed it Will encompass the' 
Broadway. Drive-In Theatre which 
the Circuit operates there. 

When the balance of the plot is 
developed it could push the in¬ 
vestment into the $1,000,000 class, 
it is pointed out by R’chard Orear, 
vice president and general 
manager. 

Lois. Brandt (Mrs. Richard 
Brandt) is going back to showbia 
after some years devoted: to raising 
children. A singer and comedienne, 
she’ll make her “comeback" Friday 
(21) *at a fashion musical put on 
by Theatre Network Television in 
Jersey. Mrs. Brandt has appeared 
on tv, the stage and. in nightclubs. 
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Thp Young Lioa» 
(CINEMASCOPE) 

A blockbuster. 

20th Century-Fox release of A1 Licht- 
man production. Star* Marlon Brando. 
Montgomery Clift, Dean Martin; features 
Hope 1-ange. Barbara Rush; May ■ Britt, 
Maximilian • Schell. Dora Doll. I.iliane 
Montevecchi. Directed by Edward Dmy- 
tiyk. Screenplay, Edward Anhalt from 
It win-; Shaw's bestselling novel. Camera, 
Joe MacDonald; special effects. L. B, 
Abbott; music. .Hugo Friedhqfer. con- 

. ducted bv Lionel .Newman; editor. Doro¬ 
thy Spencer; orchestrations. ‘ Edv.aid- B. 
I’owell; .asst, director,. Ad Schaumer; cos¬ 
tumes. Charles I^Maire.Adele .Balkan; 
technical adviser. Lt. Col, AHisnn A. 
t'onracl. Previewed • N.-V. March .13, /58. 
Running time, 167 MINS'. 

Christian .. 
Noah ■ . . . : . 
Michael Whiteacr'e . 
Hope Plowman .... 
Margaret Fro* mantle. 
Gretchen Hardenberg 
llar.denbcrg.. 
Simone ........... 
Sgt. Rickott -- 
Francois? 
Brant .. ......... 
Lt. Green . ..... 
Private Burneckcr ... 
Private Cowley 
Capt. ("olclougll ...... 
Corp. Kraus -,. * 
Private Faber ...... 
Private Donnelly ..... 
Private Brailsford ... 

Dean Martin 
..... Hope L.inge 
.fiaib.Yra Rush 

, . May Biitt 
Maximilian Schell 

.... Dora-Dell 
Lee- Van .Clcef 

Liliane Montevecchi 
.... . Hailey Baer 
_ Arthur-Franz 

, Hal Baylor 
.. Richard Gardner 
_ITerbei l Radley 
.... John AJderson 
...... Sam Gilman 
..... . L.Q..Junes 

Julian Burton 

‘"The Young Lions” is a block-: 
buster. So much for the boxoffice. 

It will serve as a monument to 
film pioneer AI Lichtman who, re¬ 
turning to production, made the 
filmization of Irwn Shaw’s bestsel¬ 
ler his first ‘‘independent” effort in 
his long career. So much for the 
sentiment. 

“The Young Lions” in Cinema* 
Scope, is a canvas of World War 
II of scope and stature that gives 
accent anew to the. observation, 
that television’s competition is 
still, fundamentally,: a peepshdw 
despite all the now familiar con¬ 
veniences of at-home comfort. So 
much for the physical realties. 

“The Young Lions” is also many 
more things, A few like this and 
the picture business’ “comeback” 
will be here. It’s a kingsized credit 
to all concerned, from Edward An¬ 
halt’s skillful adaptation to Edward. 
Dnvytryk's realistic direction, and 
not the least the highly competent 
portrayals of virtually everyone in 
the cast. 

Marlon Brando’s ..interpretation, 
of Anhalt’s modified conception of 
the young Nazi officer; Montgom¬ 
ery Clift, the drafted GL of Jewish: 
heritage; Dean Martin as a frank¬ 
ly wouldbe draft-dodger until the 
realities of war catch up with him 
are standout all the way. It’s in¬ 
evitable that his performance as 
the happy-go-lucky, dame-chasing 
Broadway character will be.likencd 
with what “From Here To Eter¬ 
nity" did for Frank Sinatra. 

“Ulysses,” and clip the >20 bill 
into it Which they had thefted as 
part Of the training camp, persecu¬ 
tions. 

Brando, blondined, and speak¬ 
ing with a German accent, under¬ 
plays his role with studied delibera¬ 
tion and considerable conviction.' 
His concept is not as hard-core at 
Shaw’s original. There have been 
other changes, including his. self- 
abnegation as, half-crazed, by dis¬ 
illusionment after he stumbles Into 
the concentration, camp, he hears 
the functionary officer, who is in 
command, complain with cruel mat¬ 
ter-of-fact ness that.- he is short- 
handed and hence his .schedule in 

Marion Brando the willful annihilation of his hu¬ 

so retarded. “But they don’t 
seem to understand this in Berlin,” 
lie complains. 

The shocked “Christian Diestl” 
‘Brandor staggers out of the cre¬ 
matory, destroys .his rifle, and per¬ 
mits himself to become another, 
“kraut” target for Dean Marlin 
who accompanies Clift (Noah) into 
the open-air, upon art understand¬ 
ing officer’s orders, when he ob¬ 
serves the gas chambers add the 
Nazi brutalities. In Shaw’s book 
the Brando character was unrecon¬ 
structed. shoots the Jewish Gl; and 
is ruthlessly stalked to his own 
death by the Dean Martin charac¬ 
ter.' ’ 

The Anhalt screenplay has cap¬ 
tured shade and nuance of role in 
pithy, pungent dialog. . The ac¬ 
cent on romance is as strong as the 
war stuff.: Underplaying is the 
keynote of virtually all .the per¬ 
formances. Same is true of Dmy- 
tryk’s celluloid treatment of this 
saga which is virtually three, sto¬ 
ries in one, played almost in coun¬ 
terpoint to one another, and only 
meshing in the closing war scenes. 
. The bullying dogface, who was 
one of four whom Ackerman (Clift) 
had to fight for a reason that Alar- 
tin doesn’t seem to understand, 
but. proves-a coward when attempt¬ 
ing to swim across a short span, is 
rescued by Clift, and both in turn 
rescued by Martin when the 
panicky GI almost drowns Clift in 
a deathrgrip in the Water. The 
emaciated rabbi. Who asks permis¬ 
sion for services for the dead in 
the concentration camp, when the 
Yanks liberate the town, is a 
poignant: touch. The romance 
sequences in the more or less con¬ 
ventional American standard. are 
contrasted to the “golden warrior” 
(typified by Brando); the fanatic¬ 
ism of his superior officer (Schell), 
the two-timing by the lissome May 
Britt, a looker and an actress who 
.vill zoom high, the fraternization of 
Dora Doll with Parley Baer; and ty cun lor rranK biirnrrn. ... i »**»•■*** v* -7W—* 

Hope Lange gives a sensit ive per- [ the proud Trench spirit of Liliane 
formance as the. New England 
girl opposite Clift and Barbara 
Push is properly more resourceful 
as Martin’s romantic yis-a-vis. 
Even more vivid ’ are the perfor¬ 
mances of Sweden’s May Britt, 
making her US. film debut in the 
role of the cheating wife of the 
Nazi officer, latter capitally played 
by S w i t z e r 1 a n df s Maximilian 
(young brother of Maria) Schelh 
also marking his Hollywood bow’ 
Two other debuts are Dora Doll 

Montevecchi until she realizes that 
Brando is no longer the conqueror 
but a refugee like herself. 

Credits are on the upside air the 
way from the authenticity of sets 
to the stark black-and-white lend¬ 
ing to the unobtrusive but effec¬ 
tive Hugo Friedhofer. score, ba¬ 
toned by Lionel Newman. Even 
the civilian men’s clothes are prop¬ 
erly period World War II, with the 
wide lapels and the fashionplate 
concept of the day (Martin as the 

(France) and Liliane Montevecchi [ Broadway character). , , 
(Italy) as Parisians in fraternization The Whole kaleidoscope^ of war 
roles with their German conquer- j and its futilties, of thevrubble and 
ors. 

Director Edward Dmytryk ef¬ 
fectively highlighted the human 
values on both the German and 
American home-fronts. It gravi¬ 
tates from the boot-camp in the 
States to the fall of France, the 

the obliteration of all human feel¬ 
ings (“we take no prisoners”, says 
the Nazi office in the.North African 
annihilation: of a British company) 
all come vividly to life in “The 
Young Lions,” easily one of the 

me, standout pictures of the year and 
North African campaign, the de-' one destined to remain a highlight 
terioration of the Third Reich' the ; in the annals. . Apei. 
smrking obsequiousness to the in¬ 
vading Yanks by the Bavarian town 
mayor when the GIs liberate the 
inhuman concentration camp, and 
.tlie gradual disillusionment of the 
once ardent Nazi as symbolized by 
Brando. 

There may be some dislike, over 
the persecution of Noah Ackerman 
(Clift’s performance is different 
from hs usual wont, .and most con¬ 
vincing) by his fellow-GIs. and the 
countenancing thereof by the 
sergeant (Lee Van Cleef. okay in 
a thankless role) and his command¬ 
ing captain (Herbert Rudley. also, 
okay). There is some strong dialog 
about blacketeering, the Bronx, “is 
New York a part of the United 
States?.” etc., but this may have 
inspired Brando’s observations at 
a Berlin press conference: “Shaw 
wrote his great book ■■•'while war 
hatreds were still white hot. We 
hope they have cooled. The pic¬ 
ture will try to show that Nazism 
is a matter of mind, not geography; 
that there are Nazis—and . people 
of good will—in every country.” 
A Berlin journalist is said to have 
observed, “Brando speaks more l ike 
a statesman than a movie actor/’. 

It’s true, also, that after oiie of 
the most realistic series of fist 
fights—Clift takes on his four bul¬ 
lies, one at a time, is badly heated 
by all, although he manages to 
knock, cut the fourth opponent— 
the dogfaces treat him with new 
respect; restore his James Joyce 

Merry Andrew 
. (COLOR-C’SCOPE). 

Bright, sometimes hilarious 
comedy - farce; with, dull 
stretches. Not always Danny 
Kaye at his best but prospects 
good. 

Hollywood, March 14. 
Metro release of Sol C. Siegel produc¬ 

tion. Stars Danny Kaye; co-stars Pier 
Angeli.- Baccaloni, Noel Purcell; features 
Patricia Cutts. Rex Evans, Walter Kings- 
ford. Peter Mamakps,. Rhys Williams, 
.Tommy Rail. Directed., by Michael Kidd. 
Screenplay,-.lsobel- Lennart, I. A. L. Dia¬ 
mond; from - a : story by Paul Gallico; 
camera (Metroco)or) Robert Surtees; edi¬ 
tor, Harold F. Kress,- music adaptor-con¬ 
ductor. Nelson Riddle; songs,. Saul \Chap¬ 
lin- and Johnny Mercer. Previewed Mar. 
.14,.’58. Running time; 103 MINS 
Andrew Larabee .......... Danny Kaye 
Selena .,.. ..... -Pier. Angeli 
•Antonio Gallini ___ Baccaloni 
Matthw Larabee ......_Noel' Purcell 
Dudley Larabee:'.,.'..,.... Robert Coate' 
Letitia Fairchild ...:....... Patricia. Cutts 
Gregory Larabee . Rex.Evans 
Mr. .Fairchild :. Walter Kingsford 
Vittorio Gallini i..... Peter Mamakos: 
Constable . Rhys Williams 
Giacomo Gallini Tommy Rail. 

. “Merry Andrew” has a happy-go- 
chuckley attitude and some of the 
smartest musical numbers in some 
time, set up by stand-out. music and. 
lyrics. Against this is the fact that 
the Sol C. Seigel production for 
Metro does not always inaintain its 
own siet of very high comedy val¬ 
ues, nor the pace of its initial 
scenes.. : • ' ' 

The highlights, of the . comedy- 
with-music are Very high, but there 
are low and slow stretches in be¬ 
tween. Michael Kidd, who makes 
his. screen debut as a director with 
“Andrew/’ still has a lot to Team 
about comedy set-ups and this un¬ 
sureness is made the more evident 
by. the contrast , of the narrative 
stretches with; the brisk and imag¬ 
inative manner in ; which Kidd has 
choreographed the musical num¬ 
bers. Here he is on experienced 
ground and he shows it. 
. Despite these reservations, how¬ 
ever, a good cast, headed by Danny 
Kaye in his first picture. in two 
vears, is attractive enough in the 
better parts of “Merry Andrew” to 
give it a comfortable, ride at: the 
box office. .. • v 

The romance and humor of the 
screenplay by lsobel Lennart and 
I. A. L. Diamond, based on a story 
by Paul Gallico, are based on the 
fact that Andrew, played by Danny 
Kaye, is anything, but merry in the 
opening sequences. He is an in¬ 
structor in a stuffy. British boys’ 
school, presided over by his mar¬ 
tinet father, Noel Purcell, and en¬ 
gaged to cool, and detached Patricia 
Cutts. Via his avocation (archeol¬ 
ogy) he gets mixed up with a fam¬ 
ily circus presided over by papa 
Baccaloni and featuring daughter 
Pier Angeli, This gives Kaye an 
opportunity to slap on the clown 
makeup and do several turns with 
handy circus props,. The free-and- 
easy life also so sells him on the 
permanent possibility of the merry 
life that although he returns brief¬ 
ly to the stuffy schoolroom corri¬ 
dors, he soon cuts Miss Cutts :and 
takes off With Baccaloni, Angeli 
and tribe for the carefree carnival 
life. 

Kidd has staged a fluid marvel 
of a number as Kaye sings one of 
the five Saul Chaplin-Johnny Mer¬ 
cer songs, “Tickety-boo ” While 
bike-riding over what is (or seems 
a reasonable- facsimile of) ■ the roll¬ 
ing English countryside. Mercer’s 
lyrics are exceptionally clever, 
rhyming “Pan,” for instance with 
“bad Samaritan,” in a number 
called “Pipes of Pan,” is a neat 
trick. The Other numbers, all With 
ingenious Chaplin, melodies, are 

‘Chin Up—Stout Fellow,” “The 
Square of the Hypotenuse” and 
"You Can’t Always Have What You 
Want.” • 

Kaye Is defeated sometimes by 
comedy situations that were not ex¬ 
pertly plotted. On the songs, he is 
fine and on scenes where he plays 
alone, he shines. Pier Angeli is 
pretty but her accent flaws impact 
for punch lines. Baccaloni, too, has 

! at times a harried look about him 
as if he wanted more room to ex¬ 
pand and is defeated.- 

Noel Purcell, whose natural 
beard is one of the greatest brush¬ 
es since Fuller, and Roberte Coote 
and .Rex Evans, do stiff-upper-lip 
Britons to a rare turn. Miss Cutts 
is lovely and other cast members 
contribute ably. ■ . , 

; Robert Surtees’ Metrocolor pho¬ 
tography is rich and varied, and 
well set off by Harold F. Kress’ 
editing. Walter Plunkett has con¬ 
tributed some notable costumes— 
most obviously in the circus scenes 
—and the backgrounds of both the 
boys’ school and the circus are im¬ 
aginatively done in the art direc¬ 
tion of William A, Horning and 
Gene Allen, with set decoration by 
Henry Grace and Richard Pfefferle. 
Nelson Riddle’s adaptation and 
conducting of the musical score is 
memorable and ably given its "tru¬ 
est value through Dr. Wesley C. 
Miller’s sound. Powe. 

High Flight 
(C’SCOPE) 

Hollywood, March 14. 
Columbia release of Irvin? Alien-Albert 

R. Broccoli production. Stars Ray Mil- 
land;- features Anthony Newley, Helen 
Cherry, Leslie Phillips, 'Bernard Lee. 
Kenneth Haigh, Kenneth Fortescue. Di- 
Tected by John Gilling. Screenplay, Jo¬ 
seph Landon, Kenneth Hughes, based 
on story by Jack Davies; . camera, Ted 
Moore: editor. Jack Slade; music. Ken¬ 
neth V. Jones, Douglas Gamley. Pre¬ 
viewed. March 13. '58. Running time, 83 
MINS. 
Wing Commander .. .Ray Milland 
Flight Sergeant Harris - Bernard Lee 
Tony Winchester ...... Kenneth Haigh 
Roger Endicott  . Anthony Newley 
John Fletcher ...... Kenneth Fortescue 
Cadet Day Sean Kelly 
Louise ... . . Helen Cherry 
Squadron Leader Blake ■ Leslie Phillips 

Foreign Capsule Reviews 
ECHECAU PORT EUR (Not Delivered) 

(FRENCH). Corona release of Orex Pro¬ 
duction. Stars Jean. Moreau, Serge. Reg-; 
giani. Paul Meurisse; features . Simone 
Renant, Gert Froebe. Reggie Naciler, 
Fernand Sardou. Directed by GjUes 
Grangier. Screenplay, Pierre Vary, Noel 
Calef from the novel by Calef; camera. 
Jacques. Leinare; editor, Jacqueline . Sad- 
oul. At Paris, Paris. Running time TO 
MINS. ' • ' _ • 

Sketchy pic uses a suspense gim- j 
mick of a bomb hidden in a foot¬ 
ball that gets into the. hands of 
kids. Director Gilles Grangier’s 
lack of direct, telling character ob¬ 
servation, and the telegraphed pro¬ 
ceedings, rarely give this the chill¬ 
er, ironic notations it needs. 

Stars hardly get a chance to 
make anything of their one dimen¬ 
sional personnages and t his 
emerges of: little . chaiice for the 
U. S. Technical credits are good 
and some gun fights are well 
staged. Mosk, 

RASCEL-FIFI (FRANCO-ITALIAN). Lux 
Film release of a Vides Film .production. 
Stars Renato Rascel; features . Franca 
Rame, Dario Fo, Annie Fratellini, Peppino. 
DeMartino. Directed by Guido Leoni. 
Screenplay. Leoni, Diho . Verde, OteUo 
Colangeli; camera, Gianni di Venanzo. At 

: Teatro Metropolitan, Rome, Running time, 
91 MINS. - 

^Modest budgeter looks to be¬ 

come a; b.o. winner With a good 
payoff to its producers. Renato 
Rascel name is a top-sales factor: 
If all of the pix running time was 
up to its first half hour, it would 
be a first-rate spoof-of the conven¬ 
tional gangster meller. Early reels, 
though slightly -derivative (“Guys 
and Dolls”), have a flair and style 
of comedy with tongue in cheek 
rarely seen in such obviously com¬ 
mercial efforts. While still remain¬ 
ing amusiiig, .pic loses both pace 
and stature later. on. 

Plot tells hoary : mistaken iden¬ 
tity tale involving nitery owner 
Rascel and a gang of thieves. Com* 
edian is amusing as usual, while 
Dario Fo makes ah eccentric gang 
chieftain and Franca Rame plays 
the sexy moll.. . Hawk. 

RAFLES SUR LA VILLE (Raids on the 
City (FRENCH). Corona release of Robert 
Woog production. Stars Charles . Vanel, 
Bella Darvi. Michel Piccoli, Mouloudii; 
features Francois Guerin, Danik Patlsson. 
Directed by. Pierre Chenal. Screenplay, 
Jean Ferry, Paul . Andreota; camera. 
Marcel Grignon; editor, Suzanne Roh' 
deaU. At Marignan, Paris. Running time,. 
•5 MINS. ,; 

Gangster opus is mainly about a 
hardboiled police inspector put. to 
get a shrewd, elderly gangster who 

(Continued on^ page 18) 

Fair programmer with some 
good aerial action; Ray Milland 
name to attract. 

Minister for Air 
Commandant 
Diana- 
Jackie ... 
Chauffeur .. 
Valetta Instructor. . 
Colonel -- 
Tweedy Lady ..... 
Farmer ......._ 
Policeman , • .. 
Bishop . ..:. 
Bishop’s Wife . .. 
Commandant's Wife . 
Barman . .. 
Publican .i...... 
Susan .. •...•». 
Cadet Pringle . .. 
Cadet. Phillips ...... 
Cadet Wilcox ....... 
Cadet Benson 
Cadet Johnson . 
Cadet Seymour ..... 
Cadet Connor --- 
Controller (CranwellV 
Controller (Leuchars) . 
Controller (Operations Room) 

. Alfred Burke 
Co-Pilot .... Owen Holder 
Radar Operator --. Bernard Horsfall 

Kynaston Reeves 
. John Le Mesurier 
....:. Jan Brooks 
...... Jan Holden 

Richard Wattls 
. Andrew Keir 
...... Charles Clay 
.... ... Noel Hood 
... Frank Atkinson 

_ Bill Shine 
... .. Ian Fleming 
... Nancy Nevinson 
...... Grace Arnold 
...... Hal Osmond 
.Leslie Weston 
...... 'Anne Aubrey 
.W. John Downing 
.. Richard Bennett 
...... Barry Foster 
... Peter Dixon 

Robert Raikes 
... Douglas Gibbon 

Alan -Penn 
William Lucas 
Gl.vn Houston 

Some rather stirring final air se¬ 
quences save this Warwick produc¬ 
tion filmed in England from utter 
mediocrity. It’s routine story of 
young fliers in training—RAF 
cadets during a three-year course, 
here—has been done before and 
better by innumerable producers, 
but interest picks up during aerial 
footage sufficiently for film to rate 
as a fair program entry, where the 
Ray Milland name should help with 
bookings, 

.Milland enacts the wing com¬ 
mander in this Irving Alien-Albert 
R. Broccoli production, in charge 
of turning cadets at the Royal Air 
Force College into expert pilots. 
Story is given a certain personliza- 
tion via relations between Milland 
and a non-conformant, Kenneth 
Haigh, son of Milland’s former 
squadron leader killed during 
World War II in trying to save 
Milland. 

Milland goes all out in trying to 
straighten out the cadet, dictated 
by his own conscience, but appa¬ 
rently can’t get through. Later, in 
saving the boy during maneuvers 
in Germany when Milland leads 
him back to base at hedge-hopping 
altitude after youngster has been 
wounded by flak; understanding is 
established. 

Under John Gilling’s tepid direc¬ 
tion, characterizations fail to build 
up interestingly for American taste, 
Milland is harassed in his role, and 
the three leading cadets, including 
Haigh, Anthony Newley and Ken¬ 
neth Fortescue* lack spark. Bernard 
Lee is okay as a flight sergeant, 
but balance of cast are strictly 
English. 

Second unit, responible for air 
scenes, functions effectively, in¬ 
cluding directors Max Varnel, An- 
thonk Squire and Bernard Main- 
waring, and lens-xs Stan Pavey and 
Cyril Knowles? Ted Moore as first 
camera handle assignment well, 
other okay technical credits includ¬ 
ing Jack Slade, editor; John Box, 
are director; Kenneth V. Jones and 
Douglas Gamley,. music. ... WMt*. 

Hie Lower Depths 
(JAPANESE) 

Paris,. March 11. 
Toho production - and release. Stars 

Toshiro Mifune) features Isuzu Yamada. 
Kyoko Kagawa, Bokuzen Hidarl. Directed 
by Akira Kurosawa. Screenplay,. Hideo 
Oguni. Kurosawa from play by Maxink 
Gorki; camera, Ichio Yamaski; editor, 
Yoshiro Huraki. Preemed in Paris; Run¬ 
ning time, 124 MINS. 
Sutekichi. .............. 
Osiigi .. 
Kayo ... 
Kahei ... ... . 
Rokubei ..... 

... Toshiro . Mifune 

..... Isuzu Yamada 

... Kyoko Kagawa 
.... Bokuzen Hidarl 

Genjiro Nakamura 

Akira Kurosawa, director of 
lRashomon” and the “Magnificent 

Seven,” now easily turns to a filmic 
adaptation of the Russo play, “The 
Lower Depths,” for unique resultsc 
Pic brims with characterizations 
without making this grim or down- 
beat. It is visually taking, blit its 
theme limits this to U.S. art house 
chances. There also was a French 
pic of the same title. 

Here again an itinerant peddler 
comei into .a hovel filled with hu¬ 
man derelicts. . Ostensibly wanted 
by the police, his gentleness and 
humanity Soon win over many of 
the human wrecks. But he is pow¬ 
erless to really aid these fallen , 
people. The drama of the thief 
in love with a young girl, who 
spurns him, and that of an aging 
woman in love with the thief (but 
spurned by him) weaves solid 
threads about the lower depths. 

Isuzu Yamada, as the vindictive 
woman, gives a brilliant, vitupera¬ 
tive turn to her character while 
Toshire Mifune does his cynical 
character of the thief nicely. Di¬ 
rector Kurosawa has kept this 
moving, and his observation makes . 
this crucible, film dramatic and 
plausible, Mosk. 

Teacher’s Pet 
(V’VISION) 

Fresh approach and smart 
comedy lends appeal to news¬ 
paper yarn. Top stars Insure 
strong b.o. 

Hollywood, March 14. 
Paramount release' of Perlberg-Seaton 

production. Stars Clark Gable, Doris Day* 
co-stars Gig Young. Mamie Van Dbrent' 
features Nick Adams, Peter Baldwin,. 
Marion Ross, Charles Lane, Jack Albert¬ 
son, Florenz Ames, Harry Antrim, Vivian 
Nathan. Producer, William Perlberg. Di¬ 
rector, George Seaton. Screenplay, Fay 
and Michael Kanin; - camera, Haskell 
Boggs; music, Roy Webb; songs,. Joe 
Lubin; editor, Alma Macrorie. Previewed 
Mar. 10, "58. Running time, 120 MINS. 

James Gannon ., 
Erica Stone ..:. 
Dr. Hugo Pine .. 
Peggy Defore ... 
Barney Kovac ... 
Harold Miller ... 
Katy FuUer .... 
Roy, Assistant .. 
Guide .... .... 
J. L. BaUentihe . 
Lloyd Crowley . . 
Mrs. Kovac ..... 

Clark Gablf 
......... Doris. Day 
.. Gig Young 
.. Mamie Van Doren 
.. Nick Adaiinfl 
...... Peter Baldwin . 

Marion Rosa 
...... Charles Lane 
../.Jack Albertson 

Florenz Aqei 
...... Harry Antrim 

—.  _... Vivian Nathan 
The hard-bbiled city editor and 

his devastating impact' on other, 
more idealistic, members of his 
profession have become; a staple of 
modern theatrical literature. 
‘Teacher’s Pet,” a Perlberg-Seaton 
production for Paramount, might; 
sound on hasty recap to be yet 
another version of ^ “The Front 
Page.” Actually there is rich new 
life and liveliness, and even a 
fresh approach with humor and 
heartiness in Fay end Michael 
Kanin’s original screenplay. Clark 
Gable and Doris Day give it solid 
star appeal, Gable particularly 
turning in one of his best perform* 
ances in years. It should be a 
Winner. 

The basis for humor in “Teach¬ 
er’s pet” is that Gable is one of 
those crusty, old-line newspaper¬ 
men who. believes that nothing 
good comes but of colleges, cer¬ 
tainly not out of schools of jour¬ 
nalism. When he is invited to lec¬ 
ture by journalism professor Doris 
Day, he replies caustically and 
conclusively in the negative only. 
to discover that for what manage-; , 
ment calls “policy” he must back¬ 
track. 

When he meets Miss Day, Gable 
discovers his ideas about female 
professors were wrong, but for 
various reasons he must pretend 
he is not a city editor but a pupiL 
In trying to get this straightened 
out, his emotional relations with 
Miss Day become more involved 
and they finally arrive at the ex* 
pected conclusion, v 

This is the straight story line, 
but the Kanins have decorated the 
framework with some. hilarious 
comedy lines and scenes which di¬ 
rector George Seaton has set up 
with skill and delivered with gusto.. 
There is the sequence of Gable's 
reactions to a strip-tease-by Mamie 
Van Doren; another between. 
Gable and his rival for Miss Day,. 
Gig Young, where Ybung is suffer¬ 
ing from the grandfather of all 
hangovers, these and a dozen other 
bright gags; spark the. story. It runs 
long (two hours) for a comedy hut 
it holds .up. 

There has been a good deal of 
advance exploitation about the 
newspaper aspects of the picture, 
including the fact that producer 
Will’am Perlberg imported a cou- 

(Coiitinued on page 16) 
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New York Sound Track s 
Friars Club's testimonial for Mike Todd next Sunday, night (23) at 

the Waldorf will be emceed by George JesseL Some 1,200, including a 
Hollywood contingent, will attend. 

On the tail of last week’s tale of the Miami stripper calling herself 
“Treasure Chest" who threw tomatoes (very expensive., this Winter) at 
Anita Ekberg, in town to exploit “Paris Holiday’- for U.A., the. Old one 
as to whether the tomato is fruit or vegetable has been settled by a 
showman defining it as a missile . . . Eugene W. Castle, founder of 
Castle Films, now owned, by Universal, and author of two books at¬ 
tacking Washington’s spending—“Billions, Blunders and. Baloney” and 
“The Great Giveaway'—testified again (for umpteenth time) before 
a Congressional committee ..... It was March 7 but behind locked doors. 

French actress, Marina Vlady,. and her actor-husband, Robert Hos- 
sein, will team again in a picture, “C’Est Toi, le Venin" (The Venomous 
One.) Co-starring will be Miss Vlady’s sister, Odile Versois. Story is 
about two sisters In love with the same man and the casting follows 
the suggested pattern . . . Fernando Lamas has been dropped as co- 
atar with Brigitte Bardot in her upcoming “The Woman and the Pup¬ 
pet.” Instead, Spanish thesp Antonio Vilar was signed to star opposite 
Miss Bardot. Lamas was virtually set, but threw in so many conditions, 
the French became fearful he’d be: a problem to handle on the set. 

Indie producer George Moskov, who puts “A Million Dollar Nose” 
before cameras in June, is pitching to Sid Caesar for lead.role ... . Ma¬ 
mie Van Doren set by Edward Small to star in “Guns, Girls and Gang¬ 
sters,” for UA release . . . Roy Rowland, now an indie, has acquired 
“Double Smokestacks,” Mississippi yarn, for his program. 

Three majors and five indies have already made pitch via William 
Morris Agency for acquisition of Meredith Willson’s Broadway hit, “The 
Music Man,” for future film production. Warner Bros., 20th-Fox and 
Metro are ovettUring, plus Hecht-Hlll-Lancaster, Frank Sinatra, 
George Sidney, Bing Crosby and Gene Kelly* 

The Apollo Theatre, the poor man’s art house on W. 42d St. grind 
row, celebrated the 20th anni of its foreign film policy on the lush eastside 
with a champagne and wine luncheon at the Waldorf. Astoria last Week. 
.Film importers, the press, and government and civic officials showed 
up to pay tribute to Martin Levine, general manager, of the Brandt op¬ 
eration. Levine received scrolls from importers of British, French, Ital¬ 
ian, German and Russian films. An organization representing mutes also 
hailed the Apollo’s policy because, the English subtitles, on the foreign 
films added to their enjoyment of the pictures. Nathan D. Golden, head 
of the film division of the Dept, of Commerce, represented the govern¬ 
ment. Noel Meadow, who handled the 20th anni promotion, rates a bow 
for a hip job . . . \.» 

Canada’s Prime Minister John Diefenbaker, campaigning for re-elec¬ 
tion March 31, spoke last week (7) in Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ont. 
He’d just received a second assassination threat. Palace marquee read:: 

SCIENCE MONSTER 
DIEFENBAKER 
TONIGHT AT 8 

ALSO THE HIRED GUN 
He drew capacity 2,300. 

David Unger who, while in retirement keeps close watch on the pic¬ 
ture industry because of fairly substantial stock investments in vari¬ 
ous companies, used to be an office boy for Samuel Goldwyn, when 
the producer, years ago, was on his own and . hadn’t yet changed his 
name from Goldfish. Unger picked Up his loot from the textile busi¬ 
ness . . . Trade ad on “An Affair to Remember” likens the picture to 
the racehorse Silky Sullivan. For those who don’t dig this kind of 
match-making, the nag has a big reputation for starting slow and wind¬ 
ing up the winner .. . Max Youngstein passes along the word that Sam¬ 
my Davis will do a one-man show' at Town Hall May 4 for the benefit 
of the Asthma Research Campaign ... pore Schary has an article in 
the current Look branding as “downright lies” the rumors about his 
being ousted from Metro .because he hadn’t made money for the'stu¬ 
dio. Former producer boss said he was tempted to answer back but de¬ 
cided against it ... . . Business Relations,. neW outfit formed in Cincin¬ 
nati to engage both actively and in a consultant capacity hr various 
management relations fields, has as its co-owners Harry K. McWilliams, 
former exploitation director at Columbia, and Robert L. Sidell, man¬ 
aging director of the Cincinnati Summer Opera Assn. 

Ilya Lopert Europe-bound April 15. He said. he (and UA) bought 
•*Une Parisienne” starring Brigitte Bardot for $225,000, not $220,000 as 
originally reported . . . Jacques Flaud, head of France's Centre Na¬ 
tional du Cinematbgrafie,. due in N.Y. next week, coming up from Rio 
... Massive pan of virtually every one of the several books about films 
published last year appears in. The New Yorker mag. Dwight MacDon¬ 
ald does the hatchet job. (Sample: Bosley Crowther’s “The Lion’s 
Share” (Dutton) is a shoddily Written and badly organized , history of 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer that throws at the reader a vast quantity of un¬ 
digested triyia.’’) 

German star Horst Buchholtz has been invited by director Billy 
Wilder to visit the States .. . Raoul Levy due today (Wed.) from France. 
Coming with him is Roger Vadim. Several other French directors, in¬ 
cluding Claude Autant-Larat, also heading for Gotham . , . The Little 
Carnegie is angling for “Stage Struck” . . . 

Paramount paid $500,000 for Han Suyin’s unpublished novel, “The 
Mountain Is Young” . . . Aaron Rosenberg will do “It Started With a 
Kiss” for his. next Metro production, to be directed by Valentine 
Davies ... Henry Ephron renewed by 20th-Fox to producer-director- 
Writer pact ... Metro’s start last week of “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” 
makes seventh .film to roll within a six-week span, others including 
“Imitation General,” “The Badlanders,” “High School Confidential,” 
“The Reluctant Debutante,” “infamy at Sea,” “Tunnel of Love” . ... 
John Santlkos, manager of the Olriios Theatre in San Antonio, reports 
that “King Solomon’s Mines” (Gaumont-British) broke an eight year 
boxoffice record with standing room only for the 7 p.m. show and some 
patrons turned away at the 9 p.m. showing on Saturday. ‘ ' 
• Pearl S. Buck, Cleveland Amory and John Vandercook are Authors 
Guild nominees for president, veep and secretary to serve until May 
I960 . . . 

William J. Heineman angling for 175 key theatre dates for “Paris 
Holiday” pronto on the strength of the film’s b.o..at three Miami 
houses. Took in $22,132 in two days, says the UA exec . ... Norman Vane 
trekked from London to the Coast where he’s doing the screenplay of 
hiS'legiter, “The Fish Are Dying in. the Sea,’’ for Allied Artists release 
. . . Paramovmt hired a Chicago law firm to press for revocation of the 
adults-only rating, given "Desire Under the Elms” by Chi police. . 

' Variety’s headline of a couple months ago, “NEW BRITISH SPORT: 
SPANK-YANKS,” is getting considerable mileage. It appeared in a 
London Daily Sketch article, text and head lifted, sans credit, of 
course. Other pickups were noted and latest is a piece in Christian Sci¬ 
ence Monitor reproducing the Daily Sketch article ... Article was 
based, in first instance, upon a study of the national newspapers of 
London and their playing up of anti-American angles. The ammunition 
was fed them by some Hollywood films. Study was the work of Edward 
L. and Doris Bemays, the man-and-wife PR team. ~ 

Screen Producers Guild’s Intercollegiate Awards henceforth will be 
known as Jesse L. Lasky Intercollegiate Awards, in honor of late, film 
pioneer . : . Presentations for three best college-produced films Of 1957 
will be made Thursday (20) at 20th-Fpx .. . Gregory Peck and Sy Bart¬ 
lett bought “The Winged Horse,” novel. by Clifford Allen, for their 
Melville Productions, to follow “Pork Chop Hill” for United Artists 

U NOT LIQUIDATING', RESUMES JULY 1 
‘No TV for 7 Years’ 

, Dallas, March 18. 
A pair, of trailers, produced 

to inform patrons, of Texas mo¬ 
tion pic houses that current 
pics will not be shown on tele¬ 
vision for at least seven years*, 
are on sale at $4.50 for the 
longer versions and $4 for a 
slighter shorter version. Trail¬ 
ers are on sale for members 
of the Texas Drive-In Theatre 
Owners Association at its home 
office here. 

. The trailers state that “The. 
new 1958 feature motion pic¬ 
tures are especially produced 
for exclusive exhibition in mo¬ 
tion picture-theatres and will 
not be seen, on free-TV, cable- 
TV or any other form of TV 
for seven years .'.. only in mo¬ 
tion picture theatres will you 
see 1958’s superb pictures in 
all their splendor.” 

' -— • ; — -—-——♦ Universal will resume produc- 
D L II D i m • f tion on* July 1, proxy Milton R. 
DOU flOPC T061S DUS1Q6SS Rackmil told the company’s stock- 

_ r, _ . holders last week at the annual 
In rarK Hn inav flkav meeting. At the same time, he 
IU 1411b IlUllUdy Vhay vigorously denied that the com- 

Fnr Snvinf rnmnralinncinn pany ^ad entertained any thought 
TOI uOVICl yOmprcOcDSIOn of liquidating or even considered 

Serge Semenenko 
‘Discussed’at U’s 

Before departing for Moscow selling its post—1948 backlog. 
Friday (14), Bob Hope, told a New The chief executive reported. 
York press conference he has no however, that because of the drop 
trepidations; about showing his [m boxoffice receipts the company 
newest . comedy, “Paris Holiday,” would probably show a loss of 
to Russian: audiences.. This is a $400,000 to $450,000 in the first 
Hope indie: production for United quarter of the current fiscal year 
Artists release and selected by the and that he would recommend to 
U: S. State Department as part of the board of directors that the divi- 
the now-prominent cultural ex-1 dend due at this time be “passed.” 
change between America and the At a; meeting of the board follow- 
Soviet. ing the stockholders’ session, the 

Hope, believes, he said, the sight directors concurred with Rackmil’s 
gags and . chase sequences will suggestion and voted riot to declare 
serve to transcend the language a dividend: 
barriers and for this reason there’s Discussing the present produc- 
no need for fear anent audience tion hiatus at the studio, Rackmil 
acceptance, He commented, how- explained that the business was go- 
ever, he has: been- forbidden by ing through a revolution. “Your 
State to discuss bookings of the management recognized that con- 
picture in Russia or any of the ditions had changed and it took 
Iron Curtain countries. steps to meet them long before 

He said he will be in Moscow everybody else," Rackmil declared, 
six or seven days and traveling “Something had to be done. There 
with him is a party of writers, was nothing unusual about it. 
press-agents and a television cam- Since we had enough pictures to 
eraman. He intends to photo- take us through 1958, we thought 
graph a show for his tv series and we’d take a breather and see what 
hopes to line up the Red Army happens.” 
Chorus arid the Moisyev Ballet for * Universal’s temporary shutdown 
samel Actual footage will be of the studio plus other economies niuiuai iuccuiik same. Actual footage will be 0f the studio plus other economies 

5* lensed by Russian technicians and at the homeoffice, exchanges, and 
Serge Semenenko, the somewhat Bed government- officials have in- abroad had resulted in an overall 

mvsterious Boston hanker Whose s^ed upon^script approval but be- annual saving of between $6,000.- 
mysierious Boston Danxer whose vond this there is to be no cen- rinn <7000000 mysterious Boston Danxer wnose yon<j this thereis to be no“cenr fioo and $7,000,000, Rackmil re¬ 
name frequently crops up in film sorship” as such. ported. In revealing plans to re- 
company affairs, was a subject of ■—;——suirie production, the U prexy said 
discussipri at Universal’s annual ^ that at present the company is 
meeting last week; Vihinnji.il HAOlId looking around for properties, stars. 

In answer to a stockholder’s LjIllIcnOn llCflQS and deals. He.did not specify what 
question relating to the influence type of operation U would pursue 
of Semenenko in U’s activities, 1 • 9 w on reactivation of production, but 
prexy Milton R, Rackmil declared KAlrtniMt* IllVAffi he told reporters later that we’ll 
that although Semenenko and lie Tin I HI U III S JUFUla !make Pictures we think wiU make 
Were personal friends, “he has tfuiwio money for us.” 

nothing to do or say about the Novelist George Simerion will be The i date- Rackmil added, 
operation of this company.” . . * president of the 11-member jury was selected because the manage- 

He noted, however, that Seme- for the wbrld film festival at Brus- "?®11^ after careful study, had de- 
nenko Was an official of the First sels this summer. Among the CI U*at wan the time, pictures 
National Bank of Boston which group, too, is Charles Spaak, would have to be made in order to 
has granted Universal an $11,000,- brother of Paul-Henri Spaak. contmue^U a orderly flow of re- 
000 loan. “Aa^ long as We make Entire jury includes Simenon, leas^s- With the pictures we have 

Simenon Heads 
Belgium’s Jurors 

000 loan. “As long as we make 

continue U’s orderly flow of re¬ 
leases. “With the pictures we have 

our payriierits,” Rackmil declared, Spaak, Johan Daisne, Olivier. Del- ?Yt«a^e^n°W‘ 
“there is nothing Semenenko can ville, Louis De Meester, Suzarine ’?a'f® d0>ia thrng until July I.. 
tell; us to do. Only when we don’t Lilar, Theodore Louis,: Maria Ros- 
pay him can he. come into the seels, Jean Servais (a well-knowTi 

VlllCi UUUia L/C 1UCCOWCI, UlU.ailUb 4;. i _iV t . . . • . ' Jt 
Lilav, Theodore Louis, Maria Ros- he. Epuited. out the 
seels, Jean Servais (a well-known P.r,?' 
Frend, aetor), Henri Storek and 

WANTS MAUREEN O'HARA 

Mary Magdalene’s Screen Billing: 
4The Great Sinner’ 

Jos Van Liempt. 
The American industry will par¬ 

ticipate at Brussels as one of the 
major European fests this year: 

20TH SUES ALLIED ARTISTS 

interim,1 Rackmil indicated, the 
company would continue produc¬ 
tion on tv commercials and tele- 
pix. He revealed that the company 
was in the midst of a number of ty 
production deals and “if we can 
make money on them, w'e’ll pursue 
them.” • 

TV Not Gravy Train 
Replying to the comments of 

stockholders who suggested that 
the company discontinue theatrical 

Hollywood, March 18. . " " . . . tnem. „ " 
; Negotiations are under way for Ciaims^Water Damage From Neigh- TV Not Gravy Train 
Maureen O’Hara to star in “The bor’s Fire ‘Negligence’ Replying to the comments of 
Great Sinner ” which tells the "•7-—“'"--. u stockholders who suggested that 
story-of Marv Magdalene for nro- Omaha, March 18: the company discontinue theatrical 
ducer OtaviB Poeei in Ttalv°r P Twentieth Gentury-Fox’s local production and concentrate on tele- 

..v"- j i,;, branch office has sued Allied Art- pix, Rackmil made the point that 
«»l * ha^ iIlformf d . Miss an(j ^e latter’s manager, Sol J. video production is not as lucrative 

Te?S’ 1 Francis^ in District . Court for as generally believed. He told the 
i»^S and HfT $4,546:13 over a fire last year. investors, if they wanted confirma- 
?oss.,.of that agency is currently Suit stemmed from a March 15 tion, to look at the statements of 
handling negotiations. Film is due fire in the AUied offices. The fire, 20th-Fox, Metro, Columbia and 
to roll m Italy bept. 1. the petition alleged, resulted in other companies involved in tele- 

Currently, other Magdalene proj- water dairiage to a carpet and film pix production, 
ects include one of David O. Selz- in the adjoining 20th-Fox quarters. As has. been customary at recent 
nick’s, another UI has had for sev- Improper film storage, in . viola- annual meetings of film companies, 
eral years, and one by Reginald tion of a .city ordinance, caused a number of stockholders recoiri- 
LeBorg. the fire, 20th elaiiris. mended that the company liqui- 
—t:— - ' - V7 ..:. ' ;V, . - - _ V ;■ . : '■ r ;■—date the studio. One stockholder 

release . . . Samuel Goldwyn rolls “Porgy arid Bess,” budgeted at $5,- uiiverlal^had116^^fftre? 
000,000, April 1. “Hong Kong Confidential” is Robert E. Kent produc- nnO nnn for th^ S.^n ^ 

™.rfor release on lop of ST& 
Metro s High School Confidential. have not talked with anybody 

Monique Van Vooren in Gotham for promotional work on Metro’s about selling the studio or any- 
“Gigi.” . . > Anne Jackson, actress wife of Ell Wallach, off'to join Yul thing else.” Then he added “if 
Brynuer, Deborah Kbrr and Jason Robards Jr. in Vienna for “The Jour- anybody walked in with half that 
hey,” Anatole Litvak production for Metro release j . . Movielab has amount, he wouldn’t be able to 
completed construction Of another of its exclusive patented Octette mul- walk out of the door.” 
tiple printers, which produce eight reduction prints simultaneously with Mbst people, Rackniil explained, 
one pass of the 35m negative through the aperture . .. Pier. Angeli, who have an exaggerated idea of the 
co-stars with Danny Kaye In “Merry Andrew,” in N.Y. for inter- value of the studio property. “It 
views . . . doesn't have anywhere near the 

Gabe Sumner arid John Friedkin handling Morris Engel’s “Weddings value of $35,000,000,” he empha- 
and Babies.” , , , Kathy Barr signed by Cine-Roma Films to star pppo- sized. In addition, he noted that 
site Lex Barker in ‘‘The Appian Way,” to be filmed in. Rome in August liquidation is not as simple a proc- 
. . . Henry Herdegen, charter member Of Newark’s (N.J.) Porjectionists ess as generally believed. “The 
Local 244, tendered a testimonial dinner on his 50th year as a licensed cost of liquidation is so fantastic 
boothman . . . In addition to writing the screenplay for “Voice at the that I doubt you would see much 
Back. Door,’’ Aaron Rosenberg production for Metro, Millard Kaufman above the hook value of the stock,” 
will also direct the film . . j Arthur P, Jacobs, of the Rogers, Cowan & he said. * 
Jacobs p.r. firm,, accompanying Bob Hope on his trip to Moscow-. . Dubious On. 20th Deal 
Gena Rowlands back in N.Y, following a three-city tour on behalf of Pressed on 20th-Fox’s $80,000,- 
MetrO’s “The High Cost of Loving.” : . Amedeo Nazzari, rated Italy’s 000 real estate deal, the U chief- 
top boxoffice personality, signed for the Manuel Godoy role in “The tain commented that he’d be will- 
Nakefi Maja,” which will star Aya Gardner as the Duchess of Alba and ing to make at bet that in three 
Anthony Franciosa as Goya. Henry Koster will direct the Goffredo Lom- years from now the 20th real estate 
bardo-Titantus production to be filmed oii location in Italy arid Spain, plan “Would not come about.” 
Film, a three-way production arrangement, will be released by United Formal actiori taken at the meet- 
Artists in the U.S. and Canada, by Titantus in Italy, arid .by Metro in ing included the reelection of the 
the rest of the world ., ' (Continued on page 20) 



PICTURE GROSSES 
Vednwdfly, March 19, 1958 

LI Perks; long Summer’ 

I,os Angelos; March 18. . 4/ 
Heavy pickup in .15. A- grosses in * 

cm rent stanza probably partly 
items from the great showing of 
"Long, Hot Summer.” It is heading 
for a mighty $48,000 Or better 
opening frame at four theatres, 
biggest -week for a pic in regular 
first-run situations in more than a 
year Showing was'made despite 
the rain. 

Also new. "Cowboy” with "True 
Story of Lvnn Stuart” is heading 
for sma'-h $31,000 in three houses, 
"flock Baby, Rock It” with R-R 
stage.show is only fairish $14,000 at 
Downtown Par! "Underwater War¬ 
rior” looms pale $11,000 in three 
spots. Other newcomers are slow 
to drab. T 

“Bridge on River Kwai” looks 
socko $19,700 at Egyptian in- 13th 
week while “Around World in 80 
Davs” is torrid $19,000 at Carthay 
in 05th. “Seven Wonders of World” 
y.a* big $17,800 last (41sU week at 
Warner Hollywood. 

Estimates lor This /Week 
Downtown Paramount. <ABPT) 

(3,300; 90-$L5(» — “Rock Baby, 
Hock It” Undid and R-R stage- 
show. headed by Roy Hamilton. 
Fair $14,000. Last week, with Iris, 
Uptown, “Ft. Dobbs” (WBk “Es¬ 
cape San Quentin” <CoU, $18,000. 

Downtown, Wiltern, Hollywood 
(SW-FWC) (1.757; 2.344; 758; 90- 
$1.50)—“Cowboy” (Col) and "True 
Story Lynn Stuart” (Col). Smash 
$31,000 or near. Last week. Down¬ 
town. Wiltern, “10 Command¬ 
ments” (Par) (20th wk>, $13,5.00: 
Hollywood, “Witness For Prosecu¬ 
tion” tUA >. “Hell Bound” tUA) i3d 
-wkv $6,600. 

Hillstreet, Iris (RKO-FWC) (2,- 
752; 825; 90-$1.50>—“Giant from 
Unknown” (Indie) and “She De¬ 
mons” (Indie). Low $6,400. Last 
week, Hillstreet with New Fox, 
Kitz, Loyola, ‘'’Gift of Love” (20th) 
(1st multi-run), “Ride Violent 
Mile” (20th), $13,900. 

State. Hawaii. Ritz OJATC-G&S- 
FWC) <2,404; 1,106; 1,320; 90-$1.50) 

'—“Underwater Warrior” , tM-G) 
and “Safecracker” <M-G). Pale 
$11,000 or less. Last week. State, 

(Continued on page 18) 

Estimated Total Gross 
This Weew '' .L' “-$'438,9'6o ; 

(Based on 24 theatresJ 
Last Year ... . , , . .$578,100 

Based on 25 theatres) 

‘Brothers’ Smash 11G, 
Port.; -Snow White’9G 

Portland, Ore., March 18: 
Weak product, which has hurt biz 

here for several weeks, is being 
replaced by sbme better fare in 

} current session! - “Broth ers Kara- 
! mazov” shapes smash at the Fox 
: while “Snow White,”, out, on an¬ 
other reissue date, looks big at 

>. Liberty! “Lafayette Escadrille ’ is 
rated okay at Orpheum. 

Estimates for This; Week 

Broadway (Parker) (1,875; $1- 
$1.50)—“I Accuse” (M-G) and 
“Black Tent” (Rank). Sad $3,000. 
Last week, “Missouri Traveler” 
(BV) and "All Mine To Give” (U), 
$2,400. 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) 
—"Brothers Karamazov” (M^G) and 
“Town On Trial” (M-G1-; Sock 
$11,000. Last week; "Cowboy” 
(Col> and “The Long Haul” (Col) 
l2d wk), $7,100; 

Liberty (Hamrick) (1.890; $1" 
$150)—“SnoW -White” (BV) (reis¬ 
sue) and - “Man Froriri God’s Coun¬ 
try” (A A). Big $9,000 or over. 
Last week, “Witness For Prosecu¬ 
tion” (UA) and. “Chicago Confi- 

KanSas City, March 18.; .dential” (UA) .(3d wit), $6,700. 
First-runs are registering moder-: Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- 

ate to . good currently with little $1-50) —,•*'Ka,fayette ^sca 
. . . .. . -j ; iWB) and Woman ..In Dressing 

gieat strength in evidence, New-. Gown» (WBL Okay $6,000. Last 
comer “Cowboy” at Midland is week, ‘-Sing Boy,. Sing” (20th) and 
slight but “Darby’s Rangers” at “Back From The Dead” (20th), 
Paramount : looms hefty. Latter $6,100. . . : ■ • 
m nw , vu,or.„ . » Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1- 
may hold,. Lady Takes Flyer m 50)—“Motorcycle Gang” ,(AD 
four Fox Midwest houses is moder- an(j “Sorority Girl” (AI). Dull 
ate. “Brothers Karamazov” in sec-. $g 000 Last week, “The Last Para- 
ond week at Roxy is still very good. I dise” (Indie) and “Girl In Black 
“And God Created Woman” at stockings” (UA), $5,300. 
Kimo in sixth week is not far off ' ' • ■ • - •__ 

‘Kwai’ Gigantic $40,000, 
Det; ‘Hawk’ Lofty 12G, 
‘Wind’16G,‘Woman’11G 

Detroit, March 18. 
Big news this stanza is the gigan: 

tic total being racked up by 
“Bridge on River Kwai” at the 
Madison.; Other newcomers are 
doing fine, too. “Wild Is Wind' 
is great at the Michigan. “Mark 
of Hawk” shapes good at the 
Broadway-Capitol. “Lafayette Es¬ 
cadrille” is rated okay at the Palms. 

Second week of ‘‘Brothers Kara¬ 
mazov” is shapes sOcko at the Fox. 
“And God Created Woman” con¬ 
tinues torrid in ninth week , at 
Trans-Lux Krim. 

. Estimates for This Week I 
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1.25- 

$1 ,50> — “Brothers Karamazov” 
(M-G) <2d wk). Great $22,000. 
Last week, $31,000. 

Michigan (United Detroit) (4.800; 
90-$L25>—“Wild Is Wind” (Par) 
and "Spanish Affair” (Park Smash 
$16,000. Last week, “Lady Takes 
Flyer” <U> and ‘‘Female Animal" 
(UK $15,000. 

Palms (UD) (2.961; 90-$1.25)— 
“Lafayette Escadrille” (WB) and 
“World Was His Jury” (Col). Oke 
$14,000. Last week, “Paths of 

■ Gloiy” (UA) and “Man God’s 
Country” (AAK $16,000. .... 

Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$L75) 
-^-“Bridge on River Kwai” iCol). 
Gigantic $40,000. Last week, 
•‘Bonjour Tristesse” iCol), $10,000. 

Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; 
S0-S1.25’ -'“Mark of Hawk” (U) 
and “All Mine To. Give” (U). 

from first week. 
Estimates for This Week 

Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drive- 
in,: Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson) 
(700; 750; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 75- 
90)^-“Beast of Budapest” (AA) and 
“Bride and the Beast” (AA); Open¬ 
ing outdoor season in this area; 
Weather no help, so mild $4,500 
looms. Last week. Glen “Street, of 
Shame”. (indie) (3d wk), $700. Dick¬ 
inson subsequent. 
.dark. > 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$l.25) 
—“God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(6th wk). Record-breaking $4,500. 
Last week, $5,000. 

Midland (Lqew) (3,500; 75-90)— 
"Cowboy” (Col) and "Return To 
Warbow” (Col). Dull $6,500 but 
may hold. Last week, “Paths of 
Glory’- (UA) and “Invisible Boy” 
(M-G), $6,000; 

Missouri (SW-Cinerama) . (1,194; 
$1.25-$2) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerarna) (29th. wk). 
Steady $6,000. Last week, same. 

Paramount (UP) (1.900; 75-90)-— 
“Darby’s Rangers” i WB). Hefty 
$10,000; likely will stay. Last week, 
“Wild Is Wind” (Par), $5,500. 

'Brain’ Good 18G, ‘Witness’ 15G, 4th 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 
This Week . .... $2,547,400 

(Based on 22 cities and 233 
;. theatres, chiefly first f uns, in¬ 

cluding N. Y.) •; 
Total Gross Same Week 
Last Year .. . $2,383,500 
. (Based on 21 cities and 228 
theatres.) 

Cincinnati, March 18. | 
“Brothers Karamazov,” shaping 

smash at the small Grand, tops] 
first-runs here currently. “Lady 
Takes a Flyer,” newcomer at the 
Palace, rates fairish. Second round 
of “Witness for Prosecution” is 
looming good at the. Albee. “Fare¬ 
well to Arms” is fairish trend at 
Keith’s, Both are contributing to 
an okay mid-Lent session on the 
Cincy pic front. “Search for Para¬ 
dise”: contiues solid in 15th week 
at Capitol. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)— 

“Witness for Prosecution” (UA) (2d 
wk). Good $9,000 following $13,- 
500 bow\ 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; 
$l;20-$2.65)—“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) ,(15th wk). Solid $14,- 
000 on pickup of juve groups. 
Last week, $13,800. 

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$1.25)— 
“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G>. 
Smash $13,000. Holds, natch! Last 
week; “Winchester 73” (U) and 
“Cfiss Cross” (U) (reissues), $4,000 
at 75-$1.10 scale. 

Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)— 
‘Constant Husband” (Indie) (3d 

wk). Perking to okay $1,600 on ad¬ 
dition of Tom McCarthy, local ra¬ 
dio personality, in film-talk of his 
trip to Ireland. Last week; $1,300. 

Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)— 
“Farewell to Arms" 20th) (3d wk). 
So-so $6,500 after $8,300 second 
round. 

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l.l0)— 
“Lady Takes Flyer” (U). Fairish 
$7,500. Last week, “Ft. Dobbs” 
(WB), $7,200. 

‘KWAI’ HUGE $36,000, 
FRISCO;‘SUMMER’15G 

San Francisco, March 18. 
First-run. biz is mixed here this 

stanza. “Bridge on River Kwai” 
shapes tremendous at 1,400-seat 
St. Francis, to pace city. “Search 
For Paradise” la rated only fair at 
Orpheum, especially in view of 
what other Cinerama pix have 
done here. “Long Hot Summer,” in 
one of preem engagements around 
country, looms nice at the giant 
Fox. “Brothers Karamazov” looks 
good in second Warfield round. 
“Witness For Prosecution” is wind¬ 
ing its run at the United Artists 
with an okay sixth week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Golden Gate (RKO) <2,859; 90- 

$1.25) — “Summer Love” (U) and 
“Big Beat” (UK Slim $7,000. Last 
week, “Missouri Traveler” (BV) 
and “Badge of Marshal Brennan” 
(AA), $6,800. 

Minneapolis, .March 18. | 000. Last week, “Seven Hills of I „TFox *V. ^ f -50— 
There are only two newcomers Rome” (M-G) (2d wk), $2,500. : \ Hot Summer (20th) end 

downtown, smallest number in} Lyric (Par) (1,000; 90-$l:25)— i Dia_n?Pnd_ ■ Safari. (20th), Nice 

Rockhili (Little Art . Theatres) 
(750; 75-90)—“Bed of Grass” (T-L); j 
Usual $1,600. Last we^k, “Passion¬ 
ate Summer” (Kings),* ditto. | 

. Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$1.25- 
$1.50) — “Brothers Karamazov” 
(M-G) (2d wk). Moderately good 
$5,500. Last week, $7,000. 

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra¬ 
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,000; 2,043; 
700; 1,217; 75-90)—“Lady- Takes, a 
Flyer’’ (U) with “Escape To Red 
Rock” (20th) added at Tower and 
Granada. Modest $12,000! Last 
week, "Farewell To Arins” (20th), 
third week at, Tower, moveover at 
others, $11,000. 

‘Brothers’ Bright 20G, 
Pitt; ‘Deep Six’ Ddl 

7G;‘Search’15G, 23d 
. Pittsburgh,: March 18. 

Long^ruririing hits In the Golden 
Triangle, have finally disappeared. 

Drive-ins. were! .And of the crop of newcomers, 
only “Brothers Karamazov” at 
Penn is making much dent. It’s 
doing smash and will hold. Else¬ 
where, “Gift of Love” at Harris, 
“Deep Six” at Stanley and “Sing, 
Boy, Sing” at Fulton are languish¬ 
ing far behind. In the 23d stanza; 
“Search for Paradise’’ will have the 
best week of its entire run at War? 
ner. New Brigitte: Bardot entry, 
“Please, Mr. Balzac”, at Guild; got 
away very. Weil, awhile the Bardot 
champ, “And God Created Woman” 
at Squirrel Hill, continues to make 
hay.. . 

Estimates for This Week 
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$ 1.25)— 

“Sing Boy, Sing’’ (20th); Good 
campaign, sparked by visit to town 

] of Tommy Sands, star of pic, but 
only weak $4,000 looms. Last 
week,: “Farewell To Arms” (20th), 
(5th wk-0 days), $8,000. 

Guild (Green) (500; 99-$1.25)— 
“Please, Mr. Balzac” (DCA). Bar- 
dot name potent enough to over¬ 
come miserable notices and should 
do trim $3,500, best here iii long 
time. Last week, “Devil’s Gen¬ 
eral” (DCA) (3d wk), $1,800, 

Harris (Harris). (2,165; 80-$1.25) 
—“Gift of Love” (20th). . Just a 
fill-in, and isn’t likely to beat dis¬ 
mal $5,500. Last week, “Peyton 
Place” (20th) (9th wk-8 days), 
$9,000. Could have stayed, but had 

(Continued on page 18) 

Boston, March 18. 
Sloughed ,by sneak snowstorm 

Friday and Saturday (14-15),. pix biz 
took nosedive, storm keeping pa- 
trons out of city. New product: is 
light with “Brain . From Planet 
Arous” in horror package at Para¬ 
mount and Fenway shaping: Okay. 
“Man In Shadow” looms good at 
Memorials 

Holdovers : dominate with hard- 
ticket pix getting good play. 
“Witness For Prosecution” stays as 
biggest thing in town with fourth 
smash week at the State. “Don’t 
Go Near Water” is hotsy in fifth at 
the Orpheum. “God Created Wom¬ 
an” is holding slick in sixth at the 
Beacon Hill. “Bridge on River 
Kwai’’ is holding sock in 12th round 
at the Gary. “Search for Para¬ 
dise” is holding good iii 17th at 
the Boston. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; 90-$1.50)— 

“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (4tli wk). 
Oke $5,500. Last week, $7,000. 

Beacon HiU (Sack) (678; 90-$1.50) 
-“God Created Woman” (Kings) 

(6th wk): Fifth week, smash $8,000. 
Last week, $9,000. 

Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354; 
$1.25-$2.65)—“St . ch for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (17th wk). Good $16,- 
000. Last week, $17,000. 

Capri (Sack) (990; 50-$1.50)— 
“Light Across Street” (UMPO) and 
“Beachcomber” (U) (3d wk). Nico 
$6,500. Last Week, $7,500. 

Exeter -(Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)-r- 
|.“Man Escaped” (Cont) and “Naked 
Eye” (FR), Opened Sunday (16K 
Last week, “Ladykillers” (Cont) 
and “To Paris With Love” (Cont) 
(reissues) (4th Wk), $6,0Q0. 

Fenway (NET) (1.373; 60-$1.10)— 
“Brain From Planet Arous” (Indie), 
and “Teen-Age Monster” (Indie). 
Good $5,000. Last week, “Song of 
•Bernadette” (20th) (reissue), $2,000. 

Gary (Sack) (1*340; $1.50-$2.75)— 
"Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (12th 
wk). Stout $16,000. Last week, 
$17,000. 

Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25) 
—“Gervaise” (Cont) (9th wk-final 
wk). Neat $5,000. Last week,. 
$6,000. 

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 75-$1.10) 
-—“Man in Shadow” (U) and “Flood 

(Continued bn page 18) 

many Weeks, but. one of them,} “Brothers Karamazov’ 
“Bridge Dii River Kwai.” is terrific; Wk).. Gaining momentum from fa¬ 
in opening week at Radio City. The j vorable word-of-mouth. Great $10,- 
other newie, “Sing Boy, Sing/’ is i 000. . Last week, $13,500. 
only fair at the Gopher, And up-] Radio City (Par). (4,100; $1.25- 
town “Gervaise,” also shapes big atV$L50)—“Bridge on River Kwai” 
the arty Suburban World, ! (Col). No complaints on boosted 

The long holdovers list finds the : admission scale for this heavily 
hard-ticket; “Around World’5 and j; pre-sold topper. Huge $29,000! 

1 "Search for Paradise” in their 36th Last week, “Deep Six” (WB), $5,- 
.. ’ 000 in six days at 85-90c scale. Good $11000, Last week. “Bride; an^ third stanzas, respectively, 

•'•''-Beast’ sAAi and “Beast of r Fourthweekfor “Withessfor Pros- 
Budapevi” ■< AA >, j ecutiori” is hefty at World while 

United Artists 11 A1 11.667; SI -25-} second for "Brothers Karamazov” 
$1.80---“1? arewell To Arms ’ (20lh) ■ at Lyric shapes, great. 
,(6tii wkh lair $8,000. Last week, i . Estimates for This Week 
$8,600. 

Adams (BalahaiD 

RKO Orpheum (RKO) <2,800; 75- 
901—“Cowboy” (Col) (2d wk). Just 
about making the b.o. grade. Mild 
$5,000. Last week, S7,000. : 

RKO Pan (RKO); <1,800; 75-90)— 
Academy (Mann) 1947; $1.50-/“Paths of Glory” (UA) (3d wk). 

$1.5.0'—“Riiintree County” iM-G) 
<4ih wk>. Big $15,000. LastWeek, 
$17,500. 

Music Ilall <SW-C i n e r a m a) 
<1.205; $1.20-$2.651—“Search for. 
Paradise” (Cinerama) i6ih Wk). 
Strong $20,000. Last week, same. 

Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) 
a.000; 90-$l65) — "God Created 
Woman” (Indie) (9th w?k>. Torrid 
$11,000. Last week, $12,000. 

< 1.700; $1.25-: $2.65)—-"Around World, in 80 Days” 
(UA) <36th wk). Final eight weeks j 
for this bonanza. Sturdy $7,000. 
Last week, $7,500. 

Century iSW-Cinerama) (1,150; 
$1.75-$2.65) — "Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (3d wk). . Going 
along at almost same fast pace as 
its three predecessors. Great $17,- 
000. Last week, $17,700. 

Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)-— 
“Sing Boy,: Sing’* (20th). Fair $5,^ 

Okay $4,000. Last week, $5,000. 
State (Par) J2,300; 85-90)-^“Wild 

Is Wind” (Par) (2d Wk). Moderate 
$5,000. Last Week, $7,000. 

Suburban World (Mann) (700; 
85)—"Gervaise” (Cent).' Big $2,500. 
Last week, “Bride Much Too Beau¬ 
tiful”: (Indie) (3d wk), $1,800. 

World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)— 
“Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 

,a._. ---- (20th). _ 
(M-G) (2d! $15,000. Last week, “Sing Boy, 

Sing” < 20th), $10,000 in 9 days. 
Warfield (LoeW) <2,656; 90-$1.25) 

— “Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) 
(2d wk). Good $14,000. Last week, 
$20,500. 

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$I.25) 
—‘‘Cowboy”1 (Col) and “World Was 
His Jury” (Col) (2d wk). Fair 
$11,000. Last week, $14,800. 

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25) 
—“Bridge On River Kwai” (Col). 
Smash $36,000. Last week, “Des¬ 
ert Fury’.’ (Par) and “California” 
(Par) (reissues), $5,000. 

Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; 
$1.75-$2.65) — “Search For Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama).. Fair $21,000. 
Last . week, “Seven Wonders 
World” (Cinerama) (68th wk), 
$28,000 for 8 days. 

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; 
90-$1.25) — “Witness For Prosecu¬ 
tion” (UA) and “Ride Out For Re¬ 
venge” (UA) (6th wk). Okay $6,500. 
Last week, $8/200. 

Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25- 
(4th Wk). Healthy $5,000, and stays ‘ $1.50) —: “Henry V” (Rank) (reis- 
on. Last week/ $5,590. 1 (Continued on page 18) 

‘Rangers’ Lean $6,000 b 
Mo;‘Anns’Lusty 11G, 

2d; ‘Witness’ Solid 10G 
Baltimore; March 18. 

Film biz is just warmish here 
this frame with the new product 
making only a fair showing. Lead* 
ing the pack are “Farewell to 
Arms” which is hefty in second 
stanza at Century and “Witness for 
the Prosecution,” still tall in third 
at Mayfair.- “Saddle the Wind” a* 
Hipp is quite mild for a newie. 
“Darby's Rangers” at Stanley 
shapes dull. “Paths of Glory” at the 
New shapes, robust. “Seven Won-, 
ders of World” is slow in last 
weeks at the Town but "And God 
Created Woman” is still pleasing, 
in 18th record frame at the Cinema: 

Estimates for This Week 
Century (Fruchtman) <3,100; 50- 

$1.50)—“Farewell To Arms” (20th) 
(2d wk). Hefty $11,000 after $15,- 
000 opeiier. 

. Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1/25)—"God Created Woman” 
(Kings) (18th wk). Good $3,300 af¬ 
ter near same in previous week. 

Film Centre (Rappaport) (890; 50- 
$1.25)—^“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) 
(3d wk). Oke $3,500. Second week, 
$4,200. 

Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—^‘Smiles of Summer Night” 
(Rank) (3d wk). Nice $2,800 after 
$2,500 in second. 

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300: 
50-$1.25) — “Saddle the Wind’* 
(M-G). Slight $4,100. Last week, 
“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G) (2d 
wk), $5,000. 

. Mayfair (Fruchtman) (980; 50- 
$1.25) — “Witness for Prosecution” 
(UA) (3d wk). Neat $10,000 after 
$11,000 in previous sound. 

New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50- 
$1.25)—“Paths of Glory” (UA). 
Robust $8,000. Last week, “Wild 
Is Wind” (Par) <2d wk), $5,000. 

Playhouse (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$1.25)—“All At Sea” (M-G) (4th 
Wk). Warm $2,800 after $3,000 in 
second. 

Stanley (Fruchtman) (3,200; 50- 
$1.25) — “Darby’s Rangers” (WB). 
Slow $6,000. Week previous, “Mis¬ 
souri Traveler” (BV), $4,000. 

Town (SW - Cinerama) (1,125; 
$1.25-$2.25) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (12th wk\ Off 
to fair $630 after $6,603 v.‘.:k 
before. 
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Chicago, March i8. + 

Loop first-run biz this session 
shapes smash, thanks mainly to 
new blockbusters. Some carry¬ 
overs are also contributing to the 
upbeat. 

“Bridge on River Kwai” looks 
tremendous $68,000 at State-Lake 
opener.. “Paths. of Glory” is boff. 
$20,000 at Roosevelt also in first. 
“Seven Hills of Rome” looms nice 
$25,000 in first Oriental round. 
“High Cost of Loving” rates a tor¬ 
rid $9,500 at Esquire, 

“Snow White” figures to do a 
boffo $15,800 at Garrick in first 
stanza. “Guys and Dolls” on reis¬ 
sue at Monroe looks mild. 

“Brothers Karamazov” is very 
nice in second: at the Woods. “Pey¬ 
ton Place” is expecting a terrific 

: for third Chicago frame. “Witness 
for Prosecution” is shaping torrid 
in fifth United Artists round. 

Estimates for. This Week 
Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (485; 

$1.25)—“Gervaise” (Cont) (6th wk). 
Very nice $3,100. Last week. $4,500. 

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1.80) 
—“Peyton Place" (20th) (3d wk). 
Terrific $43,000. Last week, $49,000. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 
$1.25-$1.50)—“High Cost of Lov¬ 
ing” (M-G). Hotsy $9,500. Last 
week, “All At Sea” (M-G) (3d wk), 
$7,000. 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$ 1.25)— 
“Snow White” (BV) (reissue). Boff 
$15,800. Last week, “Day of Bad- 
man" (U) and “Damn Citizen” (U) 
(2d wk), $5,500. 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.5Q)— 
“And God Created Woman” (King) 

■(■12th. wk). Socko $8,000. Last 
week, $8,000. . 

Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 57-97)— 
“Guys and Dolls" (M-G) (reissue) 
and “Crooked Circle” (Rep). Mild 
$4,500. Last week, “Fury Sun-, 
down” (UA) and “Fort* Laramie” 
(UA), $4,800. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) 
—^“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G). 

(Continued on page 18) 

Toronto; ‘Raintree’ Hot 
33iG,‘Peyton’23G, 3d 

Toronto; March 18. 
Heading the. newcomers Cur¬ 

rently is “Bridge on River Kwai” 
terrific at 2,318-seat Carlton. 
“Raintree County,” in two Loew 
houses here, also is smash. “Bridge” 
may set a house record. Leading 
the holdovers is. “Peyton Place” 
still mighty in third frame at Im¬ 
perial. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carlton (Rank) (2,318; $1.25- 

$1.50)—“Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col). Socko $40,000. Last week, 
“One That Got Away" (Rank), 
$15,000. 

Colony, Dahforth, Humber, Hy¬ 
land (Rank) (838; 1,330; 1,203; 
1,357; $1)—“One That Got Away” 
(Rank) (2d wk). Big $15,000, 
'Downtown, Glendale, Scarboiro, 

State (Taylor) (1,054; 995; 698; 694; 
50-75)—“Cattle Empire” (20th) and 
“Plunder Road” (20th), So-so $10,- 
000. Last week, “Steel Bayonet” 
(UA) and “Valerie” (UA>. $12,500. 

Fairiawn (Rank) (1,165; $1.25- 
$2.50) — “Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank) 
(4th wk). Nice $9,000. Last week, 
$10,000. 

Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25) 
—“Farewell to Arms” (20th) (6th 
wk). Solid $11,000. Last week, same. 

Imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-$I.25)— 
“Peyton Place” (20th) (3d wk). Still 
big at $23,000 for one of this 
house’s greatest grosses. Last week, 
$28,000. 
. International (Taylor) (557; $1)— 

“Happy Is Bride” (IFD). Smash 
$5,500. Last week, “ Silken Affair” 
(IFD) (2d wk), $3,500. 

■ Loew’s, Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 
2,073; 75-$1.25)—“Raintree County" 
(M-G). Terrific $33,500. Last week, 
Loew’s, “Don’t Go Near Water” 
(M-G) (8th wk), big $10,000; Up¬ 
town, "Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G) 
(3d wk), fine $7,000 for five days. 

Tivoli (FP) (955: $1.75-$2.40)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(31st wk). Big $7,500. Last week, 
$3,000, 

Towne (Taylor) (695; $1) — 
“Golden Age of Comedy” (IFD). 
Fine $5,500. Last week, “Spanish 
Affair” (Par), $3,000. 

University (FP) (1,233; $1.50- 
$2.40)—“This Is Cinerama" (Cine- 

• r'ama) (21st wk). Still way up at 
$10,500. Last week, $11,500. 

York (B&F) (745; $1-$1.25)— 
‘‘Julius Caesar” (M-G) (reissue) (2d 
wk). First time here at pop prices, 

„ jstqEdy* $4,500* week,. $5,000. - j 

v Estimates Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities, are net; i.e„ 
without usual tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take, when 
playing percentage, hence the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. 

The parenthetic admission 
prices,. however, as indicated,; 
include the U. S. amusement 

'■ 'tax. 

$11,000 in L’viDe 
Louisville; March 18. 

Outlook is for average to fair 
biz this week at four of downtown 
area’s first-runs. Standout is the 
holdover, of “Farewell To Arms” at 
the Brown in second week, with an¬ 
other smash take. “Paths of Glory” 
at the Kentucky shapes excellent: 
“Cowboy” at the. United Artists 
looms lightweight.. Snowfall of 
nearly 6-inches Thursday (13) re¬ 
sulted in early closing of downtown 
stores, curtailed school sessions 
and brought traffic tieups. All of 
this put a crimp in film house biz. 
Recovery from the snow was rapid, 
however. 

; Estimates for This Week 
Brown (Fourth Ave.-Loew’s) (1.- 

000; 99-$1.45) — “Farewell To 
"Arms” 120th) (2d wk). Saturday 
(15) trade was virtually a repeat of 
previous Saturday, both being 
turnaway. Solid $11,000 looms 
after opening week’s $12,000. 

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 50-85)— 
“Paths of Glory”- (UA). Lavish 
press comments helping this to ex¬ 
cellent $6,000. Last week, “Wild 
Is Wind” (Par). (2d wk),. $5,000, 

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; 
50-85)—“Tall Stranger” (AA) and 
“Portland Expose” (AA). Fair $4,- 
500. Last we«k, “Darby’s Rangers” 
(WB) (2d wk), same* . 

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 50- 
85)—“Kiss Them For Me” (20th) 
and “Young and Dangerous” (20th) 
(reissues). Good $9,000. Last week, 
“Old Teller” (BV) (3d wk), same. 

United Artists (UA) (3,000; 50- 
85>—“Cowboy”- (Col) and “Escape 
From San Quentin” (Col). Small 
$7,500. "Last week, "Bonjour Tris¬ 
tesse” (Col) - arid “Domino Kid” 
(Col), $8,000. 

‘Kwai’ Record$30,000, 
D.C4 ‘Brothers’ Big 31G 

Washington, March 18. 

A pair of blockbusters are cur¬ 
rently breathing new life into main 
stem-biz. “Bridge on River Kwai,” 
at the. Trans-Lux launched by a 
fancy preem and rave reviews, 
looks like a record-breaking $30,- 
000 or better. Even the scale hasn’t 
seemed to discourage lines outside 
the 600-seat house. “Brothers 
Karamazov” shapes sensational at 
Loew’s Palace with $30,000, and a 
$1.25 top. “God. Created Wdman” 
continues solid in 19th stanza at 
tiny Plaza. “Cowboy” loorris good 
in two spots. 

Estimates For This Week ;■ 
Ambassador - Metropolian (SW) 

(1,490; 1,100; 80-$l,10)—“Cowboy” 
(Col). Good $12,000. Last week, 
“Darby’s Rangers” (WB), $12,500. 

Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 90-$1.25) 
—“Saddle the Wind" (M-G). Drab 
$10,000. Last week, “Underwater 
Warriors” (M-G), $9,000. 

Columbia (Loew) (1;154; 90-$1.25) 
—-“Raintree County” (M-G) (2d 
run) (7th wk). Very steady $7,000 
for second consecutive week. Holds. 

Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25)— 
“Paths of Glory” * (UA) (3d-final 
wk).. Okay $7,000 after pleasing 
$8,500 last week. 

Palace (Loew) (2,350; 90-Sl.25)— 
“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G). Wow 
$31,000. Holds, of course. Last 
week, “Farewell To. Arms” (20th) 
(3d wk), $13,000 In 9 days at $1.50 
top. 

Plaza (T-L) (276; 90-$1.50)—“God 
Created Woman” (Kings) (19th 
wk). Stays right on top with hefty 
$5,000 for fourth consecutive week. 
Continues. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; $1.25-$2) 
—“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col). 
Sensational $30,000 or better, and 
absolute capacity,, at unusually 

(Continued on page J8) *< ’ 

‘FLYER’ FANCY $8,000; 
1NDPLS; ‘BROTHERS’ 6G 

Indianapolis,- March 18, 
Biz is off a, little, at first-runs 

here this stanza,, partly because 
holdovers Continue to dominate. 
“Lady. Takes a Flyer" is getting 
nice returns at Circle to lead new 
starters. “Sing Boy, Sing” is dull 
at the Indiana. “Brothers Kara¬ 
mazov” is under expectations in 
second week at Lqew’s. “Farewell 
to Arms” is still okay in sixth and 
final - stanza at. Keith’s, “God: 
Created Woman” still is doing well 
in llth stanza at Esquire, art film 
house. 

Estimates for This Week 

Cirale (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 75- 
90)—“Lady Takes Flyer” (U) and 
“Parole Violators” (Indie): Nice 
$8,000. Last week, “Gift of "Love” 
(20th) and: “Plunder Road” (20th), 
$7,500. 

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-90)— 
^“Sirig Boy, Sing” (20th) and 
“Rockabilly Baby” (20th). Drab 
$7,000. Last week, “Gun : Is 
Quick” (UA) and “Chicago Con¬ 
fidential” (UA),. $6,000. 

Keith’s (C-D) (1,200; 90-$1.25)— 
“Farewell To Arms” (20th) (6th 
wk). Oke $5,500. Last week, 
$7,000. 

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-90)— 
“Brothers . Karamazov” (M-G) (2d 
wk). Moderate $6,000. Last Week: 
$10,000. 

Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)^- 
“Raintree County” (M-G) (5th wk). 
Good $9,000. Last week, $11,000. 

XwarPhillyAce, 
SfflG; ISeardhL 20G 

Philadelphia, March 18. 
Midtown sector was jamrned 

Saturday with boxoffice takings 
soaring after two days of snow and 
slush had cut into the week’s take 
a bit. Only two first-runs have 
fresh fare, with “Bridge on. River 
Kwai” easily standout and linding 
a giant total at the Randolph. “Big. 
Beat” paired with “Summer: Love” 
is not so good at the Goldman. 
“Witness For Prosecution” shapes 
trim in fifth Stanley round. “Broth¬ 
ers Karamazov’.’ still is: lusty in 
second Trans-Lux : session while 
“Peytrin Place” continues sturdy in 
llth stanza at the Fox. 

Estimates for This Week 
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-S1.80)— 

“Farewell to Arms” (20th) (3d wk). 
Okay $10,000. Last Week, $12,500. 

Boyd (SW - Cinerama) (1,340; 
$l,20r$2.80)—“Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (23d wk). Solid $20,000 
in last 8 days. Last week, $12,500. 

Fox (National) (2,250; 65-$1.25)— 
“Peyton Place” (20th) (llth wk). 
Sturdy $13,000. Last week, $18,200: 

Goldman (Goldman) (2,250; 65- 
$1.25)—“Big Beat” (U) and “Sum¬ 
mer Love” (U). Tepid $7,000. Last 
week, ”1 Accuse” (M^G), $7,000. 

Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75- 
$1J25) (closed Sundays)—“All at 
Seh” (M-G) (5th wk). Good $4,000. 
Last week, $5,100. 

Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 99-$1.49) 
—“Paths of Glory” (UA) (2d wk). 
Slow $9,000. Last week, $13,000. 

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 99- 
$1.89)—“Raintree County” (M-G) 

(Continued" on page 18) 

‘Witness’ Sterimg 16G, 
ProT^ ‘Gift’ OX $7,000, 

‘Arms’Ragged HG, 3d 
Prdvidence, March 18.’ 

The State’s “Witness for Prose¬ 
cution” is topping an otherwise 
moderate week at the b.o. How¬ 
ever, . “Farewell To' Arms” looks 
fine in third at Albee. “Gift of 
Love” looms okay at the Majestic. 
Elmwood’s 23d week of “Around 
World in 80 Days” is just marking 
time. 

-Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)— 

“Farewell To Arms” (20th> (3d wk). 
Fancy $7,500 after $8,500 in second, 

Elmwood (Snyder) (745; 90-$1.25) 
—“Arourid World in 80 Days”- (UA) 
(23d wk). Meek $4,000. Last week, 
ditto. 

Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80)— 
“Gift of Love’* (20th) and “Plunder 
Road” (20th). Oke $7,000- Last 
week, “Deep Six" (WB) and “Green 
Eyed Blonde” (WB), sairie. 

State (Loew) (3,200; 75-90-$1.25) 
—“Witness for Prosecution” (UA). 
Busiest spot in town for big $16,- 
000. Last week, “High Cost of Lov¬ 
ing” (M-G) and “Gunsigltf. Ridge” 
(UA), $7,000. 

Strand (National Realty) (2,200; 
65-80)—“Jumping Jacks” (Par) arid 
“Scared Stiff” (Par) (reissues). 
Opened Monday (17). Last week, 
“Across Bridge” (Rank) and "Alli¬ 
gator Named Daisy’’ (Rank), drab 

*$3,000. ' ■' • 

B'way Spotty as H.0.’s Predominate; 
‘Etas’ Smash $38,000 East-Westside, 

Arty ‘Lovemaker Big 1(%G in Bow 
Dearth of new product plus the 

fact that some long-runs have been 
overly extended will give Broad¬ 
way. a very spotty appearance this 
week. Weather, has been favorable 
excepting for the all-day snow and 
rainstorm, last Friday (14). 

Aside from one arty theatre 
opener, the lone newcomer is “De¬ 
sire Under . the Elms,” which is 
smash: both at the Odeon and the 
arty Sutton. The former looks to 
hit $21,500 while the Sutton, with 
about 300. fewier seats, will likely 
reach $16,500. Showing is being 
racked up despite running into the 
storm on Friday, second day of run. 
“Lovemaker” registered a big $10.- 
500. opening round at the arty 
Trans-Lux 52d Street. 

“Brothers Karamazov” p 1 us 
stageshow is winding up a highly 
successful four weeks at the Music 
Hall, with a lusty $125,000 in final 
round. The Hall opens its annual 
Easter stageshow with “Merry An¬ 
drew” tomorrow (Thurs.). Advance 
sale of reserved seats in the riiez- 
zaninehas been terrific, and likely 
will hit a new high for the Easter 
show by Thursday. 

“Witness For Prosecution” con¬ 
tinues to roll in sixth week day¬ 
dating the Astor and arty Plaza. 
Pic looks to hit. big $19,000 at . the 
Astor and a smash $16,000 at the 
Plaza. "Raintree County” still is 
solid with. $17,000 for final Six days 
of 13th week at the State. ‘‘Saddle 
the Wind" opens tomorrow, .. 

“Mark of Hawk” held to fair 
$18,0Q0 in second stanza at the Par¬ 
amount, and stays on through 
March 24. Pat* flagship then closes 
for about a week to prep for preem 
of “Young Lions” on April 2. 

“South Pacific” opens with a 
benefit for PAL tonight (Wed.) at 
the Criterion to be followed by an¬ 
other benefit showing tomorrow 
night. The opus opens to the public 
on. Friday (21). . , 

The Capitol brings in “Teacher’s 
Pet” today (Wed.) after swinging 
low in fourth session with “Cow¬ 
boy,” “And Grid Created Woman” 
continues its amazing pace at the 
Paris, with 21st round holding at 
$14,000. “Snow White" also still is 
lively at $10,000 in current (6th) 
week at Normandie. 

Both “Around World in 80 Days” 
at the: Rivoli . (74th week) and 
“Bridge on River Kwai” at the 
Palace (13th week) are still run¬ 
ning; capacity. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-82)— 

“Witness. For Prosecution” (UA) 
(6th wk). This round winding up 
today (Wed.) .looks like great $19.- 
000 or close: Fifth was $23,000. 
Stays on. - 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—“The Awaken¬ 
ing”. (Kings) (3d wk). Second stanza 
ended Fridav (14) was fine $6,200. 
First hit $8,000. “Chase a Crooked 
Shadow” (WB) opens Monday (24). 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 
$1.70} — “Gervaise” (Cont) (19th 
wk). The 18th frame ended Sun¬ 
day (16) was nice $4,400. Last 
week, $5,100. “Ladykillers” (Cont) 
and “To Paris With Love” (Cont) 
(reissues) upen Friday (21). . 
' Capitol (Loew)" (4,820; $1-$2.501— 
"Teacher’s Pet” (Par). Opens to¬ 
day (Wed:). In ahead,. “Cowboy” 
(Col) (4th wk), thin $13,000 or near 
after $17,000 in third. 

Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 
$3.30) -- “South Pacific” (20th). 
Opens tonight (Wed.) with a bene¬ 
fit for PAL, to be followed by an¬ 
other benefit preem f6r Naval Air 
Reserve Thursday (20) night. 
Regular run j sans benefit shows, 
sarts Friday (21). Last week, “10 
Comriiandments” (Par) (70th wk-6 
days), this longruh ended with 
$34,000 and total gross of $2,749,- 
000. 
: Fine Art* (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) 
—“Demoniaque” (UMPO) (3d wk). 
Secorid frame completed Sunday 
(16) was big $12,000. First was 
$i5,obo. 

55th St. Playhouse. (Moss) (300; 
$i.25-$1.80)—“Henry V” (Rank) (re¬ 
issue) (m.o.) (2d wk). Initial week 
concluded yesterday (Tues.) was 
good: $4,500. 

Guild (Guild) (450: $l-$l-75)— 
"Confessions of Felix Krull” (DCA) 
(3d wk). First holdover round 
finished Monday (17) was! fancy 
$8,000. First week. $9,500. 

Mayfair (MaUrer): (1,736; 79- 
$i:80)-T-“Uriholy Wife” (U) (2d wk). 
This round ending today . (Wed.) 
looks to sag to lean $7,000 or less. 
First was $9,000. 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
$1.80)—“Snow White” (BV) (6th 
wk):. Current round ending tomor¬ 

row (Thurs.) looks like lively $10,- 
000. Fifth week, $12,500. 

Palace (RKO) (1,700; $l-$3)— 
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (14th. 
wk). The 13th round ended last 
night (Tues.) was capacity $34,700 
in 10 performances. The 12th week 
was $35,500 for II shows. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $l-$2) 
—“Mark of Hawk” (U) (3d wk). 
First holdover session ended last 
night (Tues.) was fair $18,000. In¬ 
itial week, $24,000. House closes 
March . 25 to prep for preem of 
“Young Lions” (20h) on April 2. 

Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (250; 
$1.80) “Gervaise” (Cont) (10th 
wk). The ninth session ended yes¬ 
terday (Tues,) was smooth $4,100. 
The eighth was $4,200. 

Paris (Fathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
$1.80) — “God Created Woman" 
(Kings) <22d wrk). The 21st stanza 
finished Sunday (16) was fancy 
$14,000. The 20th week. $14,200. 

Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel¬ 
lers) (6.200; 90-$2.75) — “Brothers 
Karamazov” (M-G) w'ith stageshow 
(4th-final wk). This week winding 
up today (Wed.) looks like lusty 
$125,000. being helped somewhat 
by St. Patrick’s Day.. Third w'eek, 
$.130,000. “Merry Andrew” (M-G) 
with annual Easter stageshow 
opens tomorrow (Thurs.). 
1 Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50) 
—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 

j (75th. w*k). The 74th stanza ended 
yesterday (Tues.) ; was capacity 

] $37,70.0 in 11 performances. The 
* 73d week was the same for like 
number of shows/ 

Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.5Q-$2)— 
“Witness For Prosecution” (UA) 
(6ih wk). This round ending tefday 
(Wed!) is hcadirig for w-ham $16,- 
000. The fifth was $15,000. 

Odeon (Moss) (854; 90-$1.80) — 
“Desire : Under Elms’- (Par) (2d 
wk). First stanza ending today 
(Wed.) looks like great $21,500. In 
ahead, “Henry V” (Rank) (5th wk), 
$9,000. 

State (Loew) (3,450; 50-$1.75)— 
“Saddle Wind” (M-G). Opens to- 
morow (Thurs.). Last week, “Rain- 
tree County” (M-G) (13th wk-6 

(Continued on page 18) 

‘Kwai’Powerful $35,000, 
CIe?e.; ‘Brothers’ Socko 

17G, Taths’ Bright SG 
. Cleveland, March 18. 

Some powerful newr entries here 
currently will give first-runs a 
bright appearance this, session. 
“Bridge on River Kwai” did turn¬ 
away trade over the weekend, with 
a mighty total in prospect for 
opening week at the Allen. “Broth¬ 
ers Karamazov” is rated lively if 
not big at the State. “Paths of 
Glory” shapes very smooth at 
Stillman.. Beautiful But Danger¬ 
ous” looms okay at Embassy but 
“Bonjour Tristesse” is thin at 
Hipp. > 

Estimates for This Week 
Alien (S-W) (3,800; 90-$1.50) — 

“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col). 
Whopping $35,000, with turnaway 
biz on sellout, weekend. Last week. 
“Laf a.y e 11 e: Escadrille” (WB), 
$9,000. 

Continental (Art Theatre Guild) 
(850; $1.25)—“God Created Wom¬ 
an” (Kings) (m.ri.). Fair $2,800 for 
fourth lap after $3,000 last week. 

Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70- 
90) — “Beautiful But Dangerous" 
(20th) and “Showdown at Boot 
Hill” (20th). Okay $4,200. Last 
week; “Day of Bad Man” (U) and . 
“Flood Tide” (U), $4,100. 

Heights Art ■(Art Theatre .Guild) 
(925; $1.25) — “Mile. Striptease" 
(DCA). Light $3,500. Last, week, 
“Gervaise” (Cont) (3d wk). $1,900. 

Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-90) — 
“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col). Thin 
$10,600. Last week, “Sing Boy, 
Sing” (20th), same. 

Lower Mall (Community (500; 
60-90)—“Garden of Eden” (Indie) 
(4th wk). Passable $1,800. Last 
week* $2,300. 

Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50> 
— “Around World. in 80 Days" 
(UA) (40th wk). Fine $8,000, Last 
week, $12,000. 

Palace (SW - Cinerama) (1.250; 
$1.25-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (7th wk). Mod¬ 
est $14,000. Last week, $15,500. 

State (Loew) (3.500; 70-90) — 
“Brothers Karamazov” i M-G). Neat 
$17,000. Last week, “Witness for* 
Prosecution” (UA) (4th wk). 
$11,000. 

Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)— 
“Paths of Glory” (UA). Good 
$8,000. Last week, “Raintree 
County" (M-G) (5th wk), $7,500 
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CaBas’ Portugal Dates Carry More 

Lisbon, March 18. 

Maria Meneghini Callas is due to 
. ing “Traviata” at the San Carlos 
opera ''house here on March 27 and 
or; Sunday, March 30, .' matinee. 
Tickets sold at the usual top price 
of $4 to subscribers ; and $5 
remaining seats were sold out in 
a couple of hours. Reportedly .a 
black-roarket developed and ducats 
reached $40 a pair, enormous for 
Portugal. 

However the demand for tickets 
is not so much due to a desire to 
hear Callas sing as the hope of a 
display of temperament. At the 
San Carlos here will be the Presi¬ 
dent of the Portuguese Republic 
and as Mme. Callas is apparently 
allergic to presidents, so; think the 
■vyags, a special historic angle, is 
involved. 

Cncohfirmable, it’s whispered 
Callas will receive $10i000 (in U.S. 
currency! for the two Lisbon per¬ 
formances.. This is more than 20 
times what has been paid, in the 

B past to the most important stars. 
Reportedly fee is net, free of taxes 
and all expenses. 

She will be the guest of the the¬ 
atre and trouble has already start¬ 
ed since the royal suite at the A viz 
Hotel, which had been promised to 
her, is not free and Mme. Callas 
refuses to go to the Palace Hotel, 

. Estoril because it is too far. A spe¬ 
cial plane will fly her from London 
to Lisbon and then to Rome with 
all her costumes and a personal 
dresser. She will arrive only on 

. the eve of the first performance 
and not a week before, as usual. 

As Callas has changed her mind 
four times about the opera she 
wanted to sing deciding, at last in 
December, on “Traviata” it was 
impossible to arrange everything 
as she wanted, but at the end she 
agreed that director Franco Ghi- 
one, tenor Alfredo Kraus, baritone 
Mario Sereni, producer Riccardo 
Moresco would please her. 

Another vexation: Callas doesn't 
vi ant the opera in which, she will 
sing to be radio-transmitted as it 
is the tradition in Portugal and 
this is causing a lot of discussions 
with the Portuguese National Ra¬ 
dio that has already signed a con¬ 
tract with the theatre. It is Under¬ 
stood some 50 people will come 
from Italy and. Spain to hear Cal¬ 
las and she wants to offer them 
free seats and has asked-for 100 
in the stalls and boxes. The thea¬ 
tre is faced with impossibility of 
satisfying this request because the 
house was sold out long ago. 

Two star dressing rooms are be¬ 
ing joined and a bathroom in¬ 
stalled to give soprano comfort in 
the theatre. 

No outsiders will be allowed at 
the rehearsal. This will be incon¬ 
venient for the local opera critics 
who start to write their Column- 
long criticisms on an evaluation: of 
the rehearsal. 

San Carlos management admits 
It has never spent so much money 
in cables and international phone 
calls. 

Yank Soprano in ‘Aida* 
London, March 18. 

American soprano, Edith 
. Lang will sing one of the lead¬ 

ing roles in the Covent Gar¬ 
den production of Verdi’s 
“Aida,” which . has been se¬ 
lected to open its Spring Sea¬ 
son on April 2. Singing oppo- . 
site her will be Jon Vickers, . 

Oreste Kirkop, the Maltese ; 
tenor, who has recently re¬ 
turned from Hollywood, has 
also been lined up to sing in 
“La Boheme,” and “Rigoletto:” 

Film Fair 

Callas* Atlanta Recital 
Atlanta, March 18. 

Maria Callas will sing here Oct. 
21.. It was frontpaged in Atlanta 
Journal as her “Dixie" debut, 
though she has sung once and Is 
set for a repeat in Dallas. Ameri¬ 
can-born Greek soprano from 
Italy is now being handled for re¬ 
citals by Sol Hurok. 

Other concert events set by Mar¬ 
vin McDonald for Atlanta Music 
Club next season include Philadel¬ 
phia Symphony, Danish Natiohal 
Orchestra, Ballet Russe de Monte 
Carlo, National Ballet of. Canada. 

‘Risky’ Drive-Ins 
The Government of New Zea¬ 

land has banned the construction 
of drive-ins in that country, re¬ 
ports received in N. Y. say. After 
considering the matter for some 
time, the government said the 
pzr*nei\< wouldn’t be in the public 
interest. 

Ministry of Internal Affairs made 
the ruling “in the light of the 
present economic outlook and the 
speculative nature of the eater- 
prise.” 

New Zealand exhibitors had 
•trsnuously campaigned against 
any drive-in competition. 

Mexico City, March 11. 

The often attempted staging of a 
world film fair in Mexico looks to 
become a reality this time,., with 
the announcement of Congressman 
Jorge Ferretis, chairman of the 
National Cinematographic Board, 
that the government intends to 
sponsor such a show in . September 
when Mexico celebrates her Inde¬ 
pendence. 

He indicated that the fair will 
open on or near Sept. 16, Inde¬ 
pendence Day. Ferretis went on 
to say that Rene Clair will act as 
presiding judge at the show.. 

The government administered 
National Auditorium here, has 
been tentatively chosen as the. site 
of the fair. The government will 
grant the fullest facilities to all 
participating In the show, Ferretis 
said. 

MenottiY 2-World Fest 
Scheduled at Spoleto; 

Gala Nights’Top: $16 
Gian-Carlo Menotti’s Italian proj¬ 

ect, the Festival of Two Worlds, has 
now completed its schedule of 
events for the June . 5-29 event 
which . will unite opera, dance, 
drama, instrumental recitals and 
fine arts in the mountain town of 
Spoleto, 75 miles north of Rome* 
Dario Soria, former head of Angel 
Records, recently journeyed to 
Spoleto to set up the several the¬ 
atres, chart the managerial needs 
and will return there soon with his 
wife to stay through the festival. 

Admission prices are scaled up 
to $16 for gala opening nights, av¬ 
erage $3.20 for pop performances. 
Teatro Nuovo and Teatro Caio Me- 
lisso are being used. 

Jerome Robbins will present an 
evening of American ballet and 
John Butler one of chamber ballet. 
Plays include Eugene O’Neill’s “A 
Moon For the Misbegotten” and a 
French company’s version of Dau- 
det’S “L’Arlesienhe.” Operas will 
be Verdi’s “Macbeth,’’ conducted 
by Thomas Schippers, plus . two 
contemporary works, one the 
American Lee Hoiby’s “The Scarf.” 

Britain’s Art Council 
Given 11% More Coin 

London, March 11. 
The government Is to give the 

Arts Council an 11% increase in 
coin which will raise its annual al¬ 
lotment from $2,758,000 to $3,080,- 
000 

When the government’s inten¬ 
tions were revealed In the House 
of .Commons a Treasury spokes¬ 
man said the House would agree 
that in view of the overriding need 
for economy in governiiient expen¬ 
diture, the Chancellor of the Ex¬ 
chequer had been generous to the 
Arts Council 

London, March 18. 
The proposed merger of the Sadler’s Wells and Carl Rosa Opera 

Companies, which has already led to the resignation of Norman 
Tucker director of the former outfit, is sparking a new public 
controversy. Opera-goers have been queueing up outside the 
Sadler’s Wells Theatre to sign a protest petition. In the first 
couple of days more, than 3,000 signatures Were obtained and sup¬ 
porters of the protest have been handed “save Sadler’s Wells’* 
jear stickers. 

in his letter of resignation to James Smith, chairman of the 
Sadler’s Wells Trust, Tucker objected to the proposed merger 
just because there had been a one year decline in takings. He' 
thought they should have been given a three year run for their 
money. 

Alexander Gibson, Sadler’s Wells musical director and Stephen 
Arlert, the general manager, have also handed in their resignations. 

Osaka Festival Has ‘Major Dream 
This Year’* Outlook Big Via N. Y. City Center Ballet 

And Leningrad Philharmonic Appearances 

Salzburg Near Sellout 
Frankfurt, March 11. 

Tickets for the Salzburg 
Music Festival, set for July 27 
through August 31, are nearly 
sold out already, according to 
the report of a ticket agency 
here. 

The : new Samuel -Barber 
opera “Vanesse,” debuted re¬ 
cently In N. Y., is the most 
contemporary production 
slated, along with operas by 
Beethoven, Strauss, Mozart 
and Verdi. 

Hugo von Hofmannsthal’s 
morality play, “Everyman,” will 
be performed seven times, and 
Franz Werfel’s “Juarez and 
Maximilian” is set for five per¬ 
formances. 

Mike Frankovich, Columbia’s 
production topper in Britain, ex¬ 
pected to be given a say-so in the 
company’s European production 
^lansj^^ 

Wonderful thing about thejournalof amusements, VARIETY, pub¬ 

lished weekly at 154 West 46th Street, New York 36, is that this paper 

circulates anywhere that showmen are showing their wares. 

VARIETY discovered Interndtional Show Business well before World 

War l> opened an office in London as early as 1908. During the late 

1920's and early 1930's there was a series of foresighted International 
Numbers. 

Now again, next month, VARIETY will explore, exploit and engineer 

the natioir-to-nation situations. The Interhational Film Section, now in 

preparation, will be aii ideal showcase for advertisers who wish "to 

travel". Producers, Studios, Distributors, Laboratories, Services, Stars, 

Directors, Writers, Technicians—whoever and whatever — have the assur¬ 

ance of an alerts knowing, noticing, planning audience. 

Space reservations can be made at any office listed below for the: 

of 

LONDON, W.C. 2 
8 St. Martin's Place 

Trafalgar Square 

NEV^ YORK 36 
.154 W; 46th St. 

PARIS 
28 rue de la Huchette 

Paris 5 

HOLLYWOOD 28 
6404 Sunset Blvd. 

ROME 
Stampa Estera (Foreign Press 

Club), Via Mercede 55 

CHICAGO 11 
612 N. Michigan Aye. 

Tokyo, March 18. 
The New York City Ballet has ar¬ 

rived here: for a series of Tokyo 
performances prior to appearing 
at the. Osaka International Festival 
of Music, Drama and 'Art which 
will run for one month beginning 
April 10. Group will appear in 
Osako April 10-13 and then leave 
for performances in Manila, New 
Zealand and Australia. 

The arrival of the troupe has 
further mushroomed Interest here 
in the Osaka project, first of an 
annual event that is hoped will 
rival like festivals in Europe and 
the U. S. 

Performances of the New Yorb> 
ers and of the Leningrad Philhar¬ 
monic, making a rare outside-Rus- 
sia appearance, are almost sold out 
in Osaka. 

Other top fest attractions will be 
Metropolitan tenor Jan Peerce,-. 
Gasper Cassado, Benno Moisei- 
vitch, Henri Piette and Janine 
Reding, Amadeus String Quartet. 
Salzburg Marionette Troupe, Chi¬ 
nese Dance Troupe and Japanese 
entries include, kabuki, noh play, 
puppet drama, ancient court music 
and traditional dancing as weU aii 
symphonic and operatic contribu¬ 
tions. — 

Festival’s executive director* 
Miss Michi Murayama, tola 
Variety she did not think the 
event would loose money,. She 
added that Japan has been spend¬ 
ing foreign currency for foreign 
artists since the end of the war and 
fest is a more conceptrated effort 
to bring about a meeting of East- 
West cultures. 

Miss Murayama, who visited the 
Salzburg and Edinburgh fests two 
summers ago, revealed that the 
forthcoming art convention was 
originally pencilled in for either 
Kyoto or Nara, but lack of ade¬ 
quate hall and hotel facilities shift¬ 
ed plans and arrangements to near¬ 
by Osaka, an industrial city that Is 
Japan’s second largest city. 

Miss Murayama is the daughter 
of Nagataka Murayama, chairman 
of the board of the Ashahi Shim- 
bun, Japan’s .largest newspaper em¬ 
pire, and a member of the Osaka 
International Festival Society 
Board of Directors. • Civic and in¬ 
dustrial leaders round out 

Karachi, March 11. 
Lahore, the film capital of Pak¬ 

istan, is to have a Motion Picture 
Academy. The idea has been 
mooted by the West Pakistan Di¬ 
rector of Industries and it has been 
welcomed by film circles of the 
country. 

The Academy when established 
will impart training in various 
branches of the cinematic arts. It' 
will also bold a film festival every, 
year and give awards to: best pro¬ 
duction, actor, actress, , director 
and others.. 

There is great dearth of trained 
film technicians in the country 
and such an Academy is very 
badly needed. . 

Early in 1956 the Central Pak¬ 
istan Government advanced a. simi¬ 
lar project and a department of 
Film Development was opened un¬ 
der the Central Ministry of Indus¬ 
tries for the purpose. But the 
scheme was shelved for undis¬ 
closed reason and the department 
itself has become'more or less de¬ 
funct. - .• .• ? 
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UN-SNAFUED, VARIETY HOPS ON 
Plan to Up Fees for Music Performed 

In Britain’s Cinemas Shocks Exhibs 
London, March 18. 

British exhibitors are “appalled* 
by the Performing Rights Society 
proposal to up its fees for music] 
performed at picture theatres. They 
have registered their “dismay and 
astonishment” that the PRS should 
have seen fit to make the proposal 
at a time when the industry is go¬ 
ing through “grave difficulties.” 
And also at a time when PRS fees 
from other sources such as com¬ 
mercial tv, gramophone records 
and dance halls are at a peak. 

But H. L. Walter, general man¬ 
ager of the PRS, told Variety that 
his outfit was aware that the in¬ 
dustry was going through a bad 
time, and that it was inevitable that 
more theatres would be forced to 
Shutter. However, he added, this 
would hot be the fault of the PRS* 

The plan proposed by his organ¬ 
ization, which would assess fees on 
1% of boxoffice takings, had been 
drawn.UP with an eye to the future 
when the industry had found: its 
own level and superfluous theatres 
had been shuttered. 

Walter added that the idea had 
first been submitted to exhibitors 
back in 1947 when the industry was 
booming, but it had been rejected. 
Now, when times were hard, it 
was unreasonable to expect the 
PRS to cut its fees, he said. 

At present, fees are based on a 
graded scale of percentages vary¬ 
ing with the . size of the theatre. 
The Cinematograph Exhibitors 
Assn, plans, to set up a special sub¬ 
committee to investigate the_ situa¬ 
tion. The committee will have un¬ 
til December, when the current 
PRS license expires, to find a 
solution.: 

Fear More Aussie 

Sydney, March 11. 
Show biz observers here fear 

that before the end of the year 30 
to 40 “in-the-red” cinemas will fold 
and relight as commercial business 
operations. Those spots may cover 
coast-to-coast key cities, nabes and 
those in the stix. 

Major loops like Hoyts and 
Greater Union Theatres already 
have turned some of their non- 
paying nabes over ;to former mana¬ 
gers to operate as individual op¬ 
erators; Now understood t h a t 
some cinemas are in the hands Of 
real estate agents for a quick sale. 
In the major setups, there; is a gen¬ 
eral denial of riny drastic closures, 
now or in the future. . 

Apparently, tele has nothing to 
do with any mooted sales or clos¬ 
ings. Keen experts say that both 
major and minor operators will 
weed out houses uneconomical to 
run under current conditions. In 
other words, it’s just a case of 
throwing out the "baddies” and 
keeping the profitable ones. 

in Melbourne, for example, sev¬ 
eral showmen are seriously figur¬ 
ing screening only three times 
weekly instead of the usual six in 
a bid to beat high operation over¬ 
head and slower boxoffice. This 
applies. to the nabe sectors only, 
plus near country zones, 

A sudden upbeat in unemploy¬ 
ment in key industrial centres is 
one of the major reasons for the 
drop in cinema trade generally; 
Patrons are shopping for entertain¬ 
ment but have a more limited 
budget. Hence, only the real 
toppers are pulling the business 
today. 

French *57 
Paris, March II. 

In *57 the pic censorship board 
nixed four foreign plx for showing 
here, forbade the exportation of 
four Galic films, and cut extensive¬ 
ly six French and seven foreign en¬ 
tries. 

And 16 films were* forbidden to 
those under 16 years of age. „, j 

Film to Run 5 Hours 
Tokyo, . March 11. 

Seeking to capitalize on the 
“good old days” film. boom, 
here, Toei is planning to make ; 
a picture that may be 25,000 
feet in length and run four or : 
five hours... Project is titled 
“Great Imperial Japan.” It 
will survey modern Japanese 
history from the start of Meiji 
Era to outbreak of World 
War II. 

Idea was submitted by Toei 
topper Hiroshi Ohkawa to 
“enhance the patriotism of the 
Japanese : people” and trace 
this nation’s rise from feudal¬ 
ism to a world power. 

Rome 1st Runs In 

Rome, March 11. 
Rome film .grosses have shown 

the first sharp rise of the season 
this week, with several recent re¬ 
leases showing surprising strength 
despite the. general downbeat talk 
hereabouts. Top ratings are still; 
being racked up by “10 Command¬ 
ments” (Par), now past the $150,- 
000 mark in its moveover first-run 
situation, and “Around World in 
80 Days” (UA) doing well on a 
longrun at the 4 Fontane Theatre. 
“Peyton Place” (20th) is now bet¬ 
ter than $40,000 in three houses 
While the Swedish “Smiles of a 
Summer Night” has shown surpris¬ 
ing stamina, with $39,000 for Ini¬ 
tial runs. 

Later starters such as “Witness 
for Prosecution” (UA), “Sayonara” 
(WB) and “Timbuctu” (Italo title 
of “Legend of Lost”) (UA), are also 

f* grossing well, with ; “Witness” hit¬ 
ting a Very strong $2,300 daily av¬ 
erage, and the other pix not far 
behind. Top per-diem rating, how¬ 
ever, goes to an Italo-made Com¬ 
edy, “II Marito,” which is topping 
$2,400 per day in a relatively small 
theatre, exceptional trade for here. 

Nationally, situation shapes up 
for the current season as follows: 
Excluding “War and Peace” (Par) 
and “Giant” (WB), currently con¬ 
tinuing their first-runs and subse- 

‘ quents and far ahead for the year, 
“Commandments” is leading the 
nation merely on the basis of its 
first two dates here and Milan. An¬ 
other Par release, “Gunfight at OK 
Corral” is second, followed. by 
“Love in Afternoon” (AA). Other 
toppers, in this. Order, are: “Sun 
Also Rises” (20th), “Pride and.Pas- 
siori” (UA), “Prince and Showgirl” 
(WB), “Vacanze ad Ischia” (Rizzolir 
Italian), “Belle ma Povere” (Tita- 
nus-Italian), “Friendly. Persuasion’* 
(AA) and “B0 Days.” 
'. Of the first 30 toppers (accord¬ 
ing., to first-run figures) 20 are 
U.S.-made, eight are Italian; one is 
French and one is Swedish. 

High Tax Bite Threat To 
Dublin Ace Vande.Spot 

Dublin, March 11. 
Warning that the 3,500-seat The¬ 

atre Royal here may abandon its 
film-variety policy and go to 
straight pix if the entertainment 
tax bite isn’t eased in the imme¬ 
diate future was. given by Edmond 
Grace, secretary of Irish Cinemas 
Ltd., which controls the. vaUder for 
the J; Arthur Rank . Organization. 
He has seen leaders of theatre 
trade union and told them: that 70 
staffers will be fired if lie house 
discontinues vaude shows. Trade 
unionists, headed by president John 
Conroy, relayed this news to the 
government 

Royal, the only remaining major 
house staging vaude in Ireland, 
gets a current rebate of 30% of 
the entertainment tax for staging 
the part-live Shows. It also can 
operate bars (there are three in 
building). If vaude is abandoned, 
.thfJjarsMvill^ haveto b^shut^ergd.^ 

The success of the Variety Clubs 
International convention in Lon¬ 
don April 22-25, which was seri¬ 
ously threatened by a cancellation 
of charter flights from the United 
States, appears upbeat again as a 
result of conferences with the 
Civil Aeronautics Board and the 
restoration of a number of char¬ 
tered plane trips. 

Deal has been made with the 
Flying Tigers Airline,, a non-sked 
airline with a perfect safety rec¬ 
ord, to transport Variety Club 
members to London from New 
York on three, separate, specifically- 
designated flights. The airline is 
providing three Super H Constel¬ 
lations which will seat 96 people 
each and with an allowance of .66 
pounds of luggage for each pas¬ 
senger. 

According to George Hooper, 
Variety International executive di¬ 
rector, the original charter flights 
were cancelled because of viola-, 
tions (which Variety International 
was unaware of) of rules of the 
CAB and the International Oceanic 
Travel. Assn. In addition to the 
Flying Tigers, a number of AmerU 
can and foreign overseas airlines 
were Involved in the transporta¬ 
tion. ' 

Hooper stated that CAB and 
IOTA'rules do not permit an or¬ 
ganization with more than 5,000 
members (Variety ■/ International 
has about. 9,000) to arrange for 
charter flights. In addition, accord¬ 
ing to Hooper, coordination of the 
charter flights by a travel organiza¬ 
tion also constitutes a violation. 
The Thomas Cooko travel agency 
had been making the arrangements 
for Variety International. 

Hooper insisted that the CAB 
arid the IOTA did not actually 
“cancel” the original flights. They 
merely “informed” the airlines and 
Cook that the rules of the govern¬ 
ing bodies had been violated. As a 
consequence of. this ‘‘informing” 
the airlines and the travel agency 
“voluntarily” cancelled the trips. 

Hooper reported that new ar¬ 
rangements were made so. that the 
charter flights would come within 
the rules. Instead of Variety In¬ 
ternational or a commission-collect¬ 
ing, travel agency contracting for 
the charter flights, individual 
Variety dubs made their own 
deals. For example, the Memphis 
tent arranged for the flight which 
will be open to Variety Club mem¬ 
bers from the western part of the 
U.S. while the Philadelphia tent 
is coordinating the two-flights for 
eastern members. 

. Price for round trip transporta¬ 
tion New York to London and re¬ 
turn from Paris will be the same 
as originally planned for the 
charter deals-r-$285 as compared 
with the new regular flights’ econ¬ 
omy fare of $453. The charter 
flights, all leaving from New York, 
include: April 17 for 24 days; April 
19 for 29 days, and April 21 for 26 
days. It’s stressed that, members 
selecting one of the three flights 
must adhere to the schedule and 
cannot return by any flight other 
than the one originally chosen* . 

In addition to these three, charter 
flights, there’ll be two others which, 
had been. chartered by individual 
clubs more than a year ago and 
which were not involved in the 
dispute. These include the Balti¬ 
more Tent’s via Pan-American and 
the San Francisco Tent’s via 
TWA. In addition, a large number 
of Variety Club, members will be 
going to London by ship and by 
regularly-scheduled flights. 

The Warner in London 
Dates Outside ‘Peyton* 

London, March 18. 
For first time since it opened in 

1938, the Warner is to play a Hol¬ 
lywood picture Other than one pro¬ 
duced by WB. The honor goes to 
“Peyton Place” (20th), which 
preems there tonight (Tues.).. 

In its lifetime, the Warner 
showcase in Leicester Square has, 
of course', frequently played British 
pix made by companies in order 

iax now Highest in worici— 
’ Karachi, March 11. 

Pakistan Government has in¬ 
creased entertainment tax by 25%. 
This increase was among the fresh 
taxations devised by the Pakistan 
Finance Minister in the budget for 
1958-59 which has just been passed 
by the Pakistan Parliament. 

The increase in entertainment 
tax will effect admission tickets of 
the actual value , of Annas—/12/6 
(about 17c). Tickets below that 
amount Will be exempted from the 
increased tax. 

The rate of entertainment tax 
prior to this latest blow was 50% 
of the actual value of the admis¬ 
sion ticket. This means that now 
the percentage goes up to 75%— 
the highest in the world. Besides 
this there is a surcharge of 10% 
which means that a picturegoer in 
Pakistan actually pays 85% of the 
money he spends on a film show as 
taxes to the government. 
: This situation naturally is caus¬ 

ing grave apprehension in film 
v_ circles here. To protest against the 

London, March 18. j government decision'the producers. 
Extreme anxiety about the fu-; distributors and exhibitors re- 

ture of the British film industry! cently observed a One-day strike.’ 
if pictures were included in thel ^jine^s^e^closed .ior on. 

terms of the European free trade distributing concerns remained 
area• was expressed by Eireen j closed for the. day. The Eastern 
White, a member ' of Parliament | ^fud^9s» the only functioning stu- 

Sermon at Suiiday Show 
London, March 11. 

A local council has with¬ 
drawn its objection to Sunday 
picture theatre openings : fol- 

: lowing the. submission of a 
scheme whereby the resident 
cleric would deliver a short 

; sermon during ' the intermis¬ 
sion. 

However, the local church- 
men are doubtful that the idea . 
Would succeed. Now that the 
council has withdrawn its: ob¬ 
jections, there is little doubt 
but that the plan Will be put 
into operation. 

Free Pix Trade 

and. chairman, of the Parliamentary 
Labor Party’s film group. Mrs. 
White, speaking at the 25th annual 
convention" of the Assn., of Cine¬ 
matograph, Television and Allied 
Technicians, said if it came about 
that films were included,; Britain 
should; have a position where it 
could hold; its quota protection > 
against American, non-European1 
films. 

“But,” she. added, “we would 
have, to have European films com¬ 
ing in, not for levy but for quota. 
In return this would be reciprocal, 
making it a great deal easier for 
our films to be shown in Continen¬ 
tal countries. One would .have to 
remove, the various barriers you 
now have, such as fantastically in- 

" ‘ If we ‘ 

dio in Karachi, also remained 
closed. 

The increase in entertainment 
tax is bound to have an adverse 
effect on attendance. What is 
worrying the local film-men is that 
native production, whose- sole mar¬ 
ket is Pakistan, will be discouraged. 

In Fight Vs. Tax 
Mexico City, March 1L 

Filmites have seemingly scored 
._ ■ j■ -j* iiii■ > ai!y in-j another victory over’ the -govern* 
flated dubbing fees. ILwe have. a meDt’s flamboyant tax hike ideas, 
really good, film industry m this operators of the 64 cinemas la 
country, then on the whole, I think JMonterrey, the eastern Texas bor- 
wu should benefit by having a(der factory town (Mexico’s third 
Wider market open to us. | largest city) got their theatres back 

Anthony Asquith, president of; by getting the embargo on their 
the conference, Urged an expansion houses lifted. The city govern- 
of filming. “If we believe in films, ment had ordered the embargo 
if particularly we believe in - Brit- when exhibitors flatly refused to 
ish films, and if We happen to work ! pay the demanded 50% tax hike, 
for an organization, which has had j The government, declaring that 
a reasonably good financial record, the cinemas all are thriving, ruled 
in recent years, then we cannot be-j that it would only be fit and proper 
lieve there was any. need for Pine- that they contribute much more, in 
wood studios to. dismiss 400 work-, the form of tax payments, to pro- 
ers recently and to cancel four j vide the coin the administration 
productions. | needs for an ambitious public 

“We will never compete with; works program. Rejecting that 
television by ..shutting. our film j proposition, the exhibs asserted 
studios, sacking the staff, or by; that while some of them are doing 
closing our cinemas. We will, only j Weli, their biz is nothing like a 
compete by making films which | bonanza. The government replied . 

' by plastering the embargo. 
The cinemas reopened when 

Cesar Santos Galindo, prexy of the 
National Cinematographic Cham¬ 
ber, and Gabriel Alarcon, chief of 

the public will demand to see.” 

Each Arts' Quarteter To 
Tour in His Own Auto 

The. Fine Arts Quartet, a top] th*.^,ad„en*d.e Oro (Golden Chain) 
string ensemble In the concert „,?p£a‘eS >mosttof 
field, goes on the theory that tour- UV.,?T here and had 
ing Europe can be hothi-work and , a ftank talk with the mayor, 
fun. Arid that’s precisely what the 
Fine Arts fiddlers plan to do oh 
their first .European swing this 
summer. ' 

Each member of the quartet has 
purchased a new car from the N. Y. 
office of Auto-Europe Inc. They’ll 
take possession in Paris and, at the 

Scot Jare Delinquency 
Officer Blasts Tele 

.. Ayr, Scotland, March 11. 
^ ^____ : Television Shows were attacked 

end of the. three-months tour, will jh.ere bya probation officer speak- 
have the vehicles shipped home. ! ing °ri juvenile delinquency. Alex 
They’ll play in France, Italy.) Stevenson, Ayrshire’s chief proba-. 
Germany, Switzerland, Holland, 111011 officer, said some tv planners 
Belgium and Britain. j did not seem to appreciate the 

Members of the quartet are pressures built up in teenage 
Leonard Sorkin, Abram Loft, Irv-: viewers. 
ing Ilrner and George Sopkin. On1 Musical shows, he said, were de- 
their concert “vacation,” they’llveloping the “personality cult,” 
each have in their cars one musi- i which seemed to have a language 
clan, one wife, tWo offsprings and : °f its own. These programs made 
a threemonth supply of family lug- i idols of singers who rose to fame, 
gage. often recently acquired, on the 

The Fine Arts Quartet is handled strength of a hit record, 
in Europe by the Valmalette con- \ Stevenson added: “It is more like 
cert agency and in the U. S. by: bit and run. For Certain types it 
Concert Associates. They’ve re- i gradually builds: up to what best 
corded on Mercury* Decca and j can be described as a form of mas# 
.YWIW4-. - — - - - - - .» i tysteri9:" A * -* 
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Par Suit to Remove Chi s ‘Adults Only 
Bar on ‘Elms’ Tests City’s Power To 

By JACK PITMAN 

Chicago, March 18. 

Paramount- Film Distributing 

Corp; Thursday (13) sued in Fed- 

Richard Kahn Upgraded 
At Columbia Pictures 

was released by the company last 
week as part of an economy move, 
Kahn moves up. from the second- 
in-command post. Previously with 
the Buchanan & Co. agency, he 
joined Col in 1955, going first to 
the press book department arid 
later switching, to exploitation, 

Herman Silver, with, Col since 
1945, has been promoted to adver¬ 
tising copy chief, from staffer in 
the department. He succeeds Lester 
Denber, who also was pinkslipped 
in the cutdown operation. 

. - l u i Richard Kahn .has been appoint- 
eral District Court here to | ea exploit»tion manager of Coium. 
the adults-only restriction here on ^ia, replacing Ray Murray, who 
“Desire Under the Elms.” Pic is 
expected to open late next month 
at the Esquire Theatre, which is 
owned by the Par distribbery. 

In pink-ticketing the film, Chi¬ 
cago Police Censor Board quoted 
a city ordinance to .support its 
Judgment that pic has. “such as¬ 
pects of immorality, or obscenity 
as might tend to .create harmful 
Impressions in the minds of chil¬ 
dren.” 

Paramount, in seeking to en¬ 
join application of the ordinance* 
maintains it is “vague and indefi¬ 
nite” and that it violates the First 
Amendment to the Constitution. 
Also, that it's an unreasonable use 
of police power. Suit is believed 
-unprecedented in that it seeks to 
test a citv’s power to regard all 
persons under 21 as immature. 
Par's argument, according to law¬ 
yer Samuel. W. Block, who filed the 
action, will be under “modern 
conditions that is no longer true.” 
Block is with the find of Thomp¬ 
son. Raymond, Mayer, Jenner & 
Bloomstein. retained by the plain¬ 
tiff expressly for the “Desire" 
case. 

They Won’t ‘Learn* 

Few months ago. Times Film 
Carp, successfully sued to remove 
the Censor Board’s ban on “Game 
of Love,” which the board termed 
obscene. U. S. Supreme Court’s 
ruling favoring Times dealt only 
with content, and not the touchy] 

Czechs Yen Yank 
Features But Top 

The Czechs would like to buy 

American films, but are Willing to 

pay only between $8,000 and $10;- 

000 a piece for therii^ Eiriile J. Lus- 

tig, producer and foreign film rep, 

said in NLY. lost week. Lustig add¬ 

ed that, If some- sort of “compen¬ 

sation” deal could be made, the 
Czechs probably would pay more; 

He had been to Prague recently 
Issue oLprior restra^t.^whichTtiie'' Mter spending several weeks iri 
high tribunal has consistently Germany. 
ducked. j Lustig said he was impressed by 

Named defendants in Par's suit j the modern equipment he found 
are the city of Chicago, Mayor, at the Czech Barandov studios 

‘COMMANDMENTS’RACKS 
$1,385,300 IN LA. 

Los Angeles, March 18. 
“Ten Commandments’' to date 

has chalked up a sizzling $1,385,- 
300 locally in. four enclosures. To¬ 
morrow (Wed.)* DeMille feature 
goes into local subsequent run. in 
14 houses. 

Latest record run up . by pic was 
$354,600 for 20 weeks in Down¬ 
town and . Wiltern Theatres, Pre¬ 
viously, it hit $972,400 at Warner 
Beverly, Where it showcased, dur¬ 
ing. 46 w’eeks, foiir days, and addi¬ 
tional $58,300 in nine Weeks at 
Hollywood Paramount. 

Richard J. Daley and Police Comr. 
Timothy J. O’Connor. 

The. mayor has shown no dispo¬ 
sition to intercede in the matter 
following appeals by the law firm 
and "Desire” producer Don Hart¬ 
man. A spokesman for Par’s Chi 
office said Hartman wasn’t, ex¬ 
pected here before the pic’s open¬ 
ing. 

Jim Sauter Dies 
Continued from page 2 

bis longtime friend, singer Lucy 
Monroe, >he called the Hotel 
Pierre at midnight when Sauter 
didn-’t phone that day. She . re-. 
<iuestcd that a manager go into his 
room to determine, if he was well. 
Sauter was found unconscious and 
physicians were called. He died 
at noon the next day. 

A florid, exuberant man. Sauter 
for many years was active in poli¬ 
tical circles, having been enter¬ 
tainment chairman of the Demo¬ 
cratic National Committee, He 
bandied Some of the details in the 
“fireside chats” by the late Pres. 
Franklin D! Roosevelt and later for 
Pres. Harry S. Truman. Some years 
ago. he was in charge of the Phil¬ 
adelphia Orchestra broadcasts un¬ 
der Leopold Stokowski, 

Sauter graduated Regis High 
School, private parochial school in 
N.Y. City. As No. 1 honor student.1 
he merited a scholarship to Holy 
Cross, which he didn’t accept. He 
went, into business instead, and. 
at 19 was a vicepresident of the 
Chase National Bank. He also was 
a member of the N.Y. Stock Ex¬ 
change, lie joined Air Features, in 
1937 which was a “service” organi¬ 
zation for Frank and Anne Hum- 
mert, then King and Queen of 
soap opera. Air Features Inc. was 
sold to CBS iri 1951. 

Sauter was at one time chairriran 
of the United Theatrical War Ac¬ 
tivities. Committee and served with 
USO-Camp Shows before elevated 
to the presidency. Because of his 
activity in. Bond Drives, the Trea¬ 
sury Dept, recently awarded him 
its highest civilian decoration. 

He left no immediate family. He 
was married at one time, but his 
wife died. Funeral services will be 
held. Friday <21). rrioming at 11 a.m. 
at St. Patrick’s Cathedral, N.Y* 
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at the Czech Barandov 
(most of it was American) which 
are among the largest in Europe. 
The Czechs continue to. turn out 
exquisite cartoon films. Lustig said 
one that particularly impressed 
him was “The Creation of the 
World in §ix Days,” which; is fea¬ 
ture-length. The Czechs told : him 
they’re looking for coproductiori. 

As for Germany, Lustig, who has 
sold some of the top Germari films 
in the States (“Hauptmann' von 
Koepenick,”; “Confessions of Fe¬ 
lix Krull,” “Liane,” etc.) reported 
he was getting two more to offer 
to the U.S.: distribs. They’re “Das 
Wirtshaus yon Spessart” (The Inn 
at. Spessart) and “Wet Asphalt,” 
the latter starring Horst Buchhollz. 
Both are big b.o. hits iri Germany. 

U Severees Find Jobs 
Albany, March 18. 

A number of dropped Universal 
employees have obtained positions 
outside the industry, on the closing 
of the local exchange, but one of 
their number, Mrs. Catherine Rei- 
bou. assistant cashier, stayed on 
Film Row, filling an operiirig at the 
Columbia exchange. 

Branch, manager Norman Weit- 
man also remained—as sales rep¬ 
resentative. He will maintain an 
office in the exchange until the 
lease expires in late June, but .will 
be, on the road much of the time. | 

9 

Art has been -on a continuous 

grind for 20. years at a New York 

location whose atmosphere seems 

almost more suggestive of peep 
shows. This is “Grind ARby”-—s42d 
between Sixth and Eighth Avenues 
where theatre’s are operating prac¬ 
tically side by side and where the 
emphasis is on the carny type of 
merchandising. Only a couple of 
spots play major company product 
bn a second round basis; others 
work with-reissues and exploita¬ 
tion specials. 

Turning the fifth^of-a-century 
mark at this time is Brandts Apollo, 
and over that period it has played 
more than 1,000 foreign motion 
pictures. 

It was in March of 1938 that 
then N. Y: May.Or LaGuardia de¬ 
cided to shutter all live burlesque 
houses and among therii..was the 
Apollo, owned by Max Wilner, He 
turned to the Brandts to take oyer 
the operation and division manager 
Martin Levine was assigned to the 
job by the circuit. 

Levine admits he had no idea 
of what - to do with the situation. 
Accidentally he cairie upon ari im¬ 
port, “Lives and Loves of .Bee¬ 
thoven;” It seemed like .an outland¬ 
ish booking for such an '■= area but 
paid off nonetheless. 

Levine has been playing the 
arties ever sitice, ori. second , run, 
and result is the Apollo is doubt¬ 
less. one of the most profitable art 
houses iri the country. The weekly 
gross ranges from $8,000 to $12,-; 
000, usually nearest the. latter fig¬ 
ure. Admission scale of 45c to 85c 
is attractive to ’those who simply 
can’t afford the $2 bite at the:first-, 
run art situations and they’ve be¬ 
come a. loyal- following, , states 
Levine.- ' 

Regular trade is sometimes en-! 
hariced by the theatre shoppers.; 
along “Grind Alley.”. This hap¬ 
pens when the Apollo has an im¬ 
port with sexy angles, Levine re^ 
lates. • ■ • 

[LEGIT UNION YIELDS JURISDICTION] 

Publicists Local 872, a newly-organized eastern unit of the In¬ 

ternational Alliance of Theatrical. Stage Employees, has reached 

an agreement with the Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents and Man¬ 

agers relating tb jurisdiction on hard-ticket, legit-style film pre¬ 

sentations. 

According to David Cassidy, IA official in charge of the publicists* 
union, all film presentation from now on will be in the domain of 
the Publicists Local 872 and its Coast affiliate. The only reason 
ATP AM handled two-a-day film shows previously* Cassidy ex¬ 
plained, was because there was no other union in the field. Cassidy 
noted that a number of the publicists Who had been handling vari¬ 
ous Cinerama preseritations in different cities have joined the new 
IA union. It’s conceiveable that many press agents in the field will 
be members of both the* IA Union and ATPAM. Although ATP AM 
members have frequently been hired to publicize films, the. strict 
rules of ATPAM prevented film publicists from handling legit 
shows or even joining the theatrical union. There were many com¬ 
plaints from film publicists about the "one way street” and Cassi¬ 
dy’s deal with ATPAM is seen as the first step in containing the 
legit, flacks in their own field.! With the market for film publicists 
becoming tighter in New York, it’s felt that both the Publicists Lo¬ 
cal 872 and the-Screen Publicists Guild will seek contract clauses 
that will prevent the ATPAM members from invading the film field. 

At present Publicists Local 872 represents the home off ice, and 
field pub-ad staffers at Paramount. The IA union, however, is in 
the midst of an organizational drive to corral all the field publi¬ 
cists working for the film companies. It has had considerable suc¬ 
cess in signing up the travelling bally men although it has not as 
yet commenced negotiations with the film companies, other than 
Par, for recognition. According to Cassidy, however, the film com¬ 
panies have shown an indication toward hiring the IA members. 
He noted that a large number of men who are out working on 
Columbia’s “The Bridge of the River Kwai” are members of Pub¬ 
licists Local 872, The unit’s contract with Paramount expires short¬ 
ly and negotiations with the company will commence tomorrow 
(Thurs.), Cassidy reported. ; 

HAIL hoblitzelie HEALTH AID 
Dallas* March 18: 

Karl Hoblitzelie, prez of the In¬ 
terstate Theatre : Circuit, will be 
presented the 195$ award for out¬ 
standing contribution to communi-. 
ty health by the Dallas: Hospital 
Council. 

The award is to be presented at 
the hospital council’s annual award 
dinner Thursday at the Baker Ho¬ 
tel; .With the award will go a 
lengthy citation ..which indicates 
that Hoblitzelle’s contributions. in 
developing Dallas as a medical cen¬ 
ter are without parallel. 

Vancouver, March 18. •: 
Warner Bros. Canadian branches 

won’t be following Milwaukee and 
Portland economy steps, says 
Earle. H. Dalgleish, studio’s topper 
this area. Distrib Was commenting 
on recent Variety items. on dis¬ 
tributorship cutbacks. 

“Who have eight and a hatlf staff 
here, and there’ll be no changes,”: 
he said. The fractional member is 
part-time help.. Reasons Dalgleish 
gives are, “Canadian branches 
have a wide great area to cover, 
whereas in the states the problem 
was the overlapping, like Portland 
and Seattle.” 

He pointed out. that Vancouver, 
as fer-instance; is 600 miles to the 

1 next film exchange, in Calgary, ] 
? i i ■£*■.; / 

“where; what with oil business and 
one-channel tv, Alberta business is 
particularly healthy. Calgary has 
three times the film; situations (of 
most exchanges)-” He added that 
position was about identical in 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan : ex¬ 
changes. . 

Dalgleish ; also . said that the 
“overlap of branches” by WB was 
brought about by other studios in¬ 
dulging the same extravagance: 
“We moved in too-—to keep up 
with the Jones’”, and stated that 
his branch had always used bookers 
who. double as salesmen. ; 
7 Distrib exec concluded, "Our 
pictures always do good business— 
and even more with the. teenage 
pictures.” . i 
si • / •» rf' /iS: .a 

San Francisco Drive-In Agenda 
TOA’t ‘Conventionettc’ Expects Attendance of 

250 Ozone Operators 

5 Sindlinger-Sponsored 
Mike Simons Workshops 
A total of five ticket selling Work¬ 

shops has been organized by Sind- 

linger & Co. for theatre operators 

in various sections Of the country. 

The workshops, under-the direc¬ 
tion of Mike Simons, former Metro 
exhibitor relations-chief, get under 
way in Baltimore on April 1. Sub¬ 
sequent dates set include Rich¬ 
mond,, April 3; Nashville, April 
16 and St. Louis, April 21.. 

The Sindliriger program is re¬ 
ceiving assistance from exhibitor 
organizations. For example, Mis- 
souri-Illinois Theatre Owners 
Assn, a Theatre Owners of Amer¬ 
ica affiliate* voted to announce the 
workshops in its -bulletin tb mem¬ 
bers and urged all-out cooperation 
with the project. 

Show Biz Big 

Amusement enterprises ranked 

high as users of space for adver¬ 

tising in U. S. daily and Sunday 

newspapers, according to the 

Newsprint Information Committee. 

Of the total of 3,894,000 tons of 

newsprint consumed by America’s 

advertisers last year, the ariiuse- 

ment industry was responsible for 

113,000 tons of newsprint, accord¬ 
ing to the committee, composed of 
Canadian newsprint manufacturers. 

Amusement advertising, largely 
for neighborhood film theatres, 
ranked fifth in the retail category. 
Total messages in the retail cate¬ 
gory, which accounted for. 54% of 

newspaper advertising, con- all 
sumed more than 2,103,000 tons-of 
newsprint last year. 

In the retail category, film 
houses were outranked only by de¬ 
partment stores, retail grocers, fur¬ 
niture and clothing stores; In toto, 
newspaper publishers • laid out 
$525,760,000 last year to buy news-, 
print for their retail, national, 
classified arid financial advertisers. 
Their investment , in newsprint for 
retail advertisers alone totaled 
$284,000,000. In addition, pub¬ 
lishers spent another: $336,000,000 
on 2,500,000 additional tons of 
newsprint devoted to news, fea¬ 
tures and editorial comment. 

*1 § 8 1 V < ( Z J.l. t ) ', ) ;( C 

Theatre Owners of America has 

designated moderators and panel¬ 

ists for its forums on ticket selling, 

equipment and concessions at the 

exhibitor organization’s first drive- 

in “conyentionette” In San Fran-? 

cisco March 26 and 27. The two- 

day meetirig, timed to come on the 

eve of the drive-in spring openings, 

is expected to draw some 250 dele¬ 

gates, according to advance reserr 

vations. Session will immediately 

follow the mid-winter meeting of 
TOA’s board of directors and exec¬ 
utive committee on March 24 and 
25,; 

Summer Redstone, v.p. of Red¬ 
stone Drive-In Theatres of Boston, 
will be moderator of the Ticket 
selling forum on March 26. Panel¬ 
ists and their subjects will be: 

“Reopening. Your Dive-In With 
a Bang,” Harold/Field; “Face Lift¬ 
ing arid Short Cuts on Theatre 
Maintenance,” Edward. Stokes; 
“Service With a Smile—How to Get 
the Most Out of Your Staff/’ Ro- 
tus Harvey; “Promotions That Paid 
Off at the Boxoffice,” Paul Krue¬ 
ger. 

The ticket selling forum will be 
followed by a “talk-a-table” ses¬ 
sion in which the delegates will 
split up at tables of 10, with each 
table collecting the best sug¬ 
gested promotional activity and re¬ 
porting the stunts to the. full meet¬ 
irig. After the convention, all 
suggestions will be collected and 
published by TOA as .part of its 
business building service to its 
members. 

Panel on drive-in , equipment 
will be held Mrirch 27 and will be 
moderated by Hal Neides of Blu- 
menfeld Theatres of San Fran- , 
cisco. Panelists will include Rob¬ 
ert WoelfL of National Theatre 
Supply, James Barry of Western 
Theatrical Supply, and Robert W. 
Beriiis of W. G. Preddey Co- 

Concluding session that day will 
be a concessions forum, moder- 
atored by George G. Kerasotes, 
senior assistant to the TOA prexy 
and head of Kerastes Theatres of 
Springfield, Ill. Scheduled speak¬ 
ers . include Spyros J. Pappas* 
Charles Brinkman, W. H. Turpie, 
William B. David, Sam Gillette, B. 
0. Manheimer, James Reed, and 
Ike Rubin.. National Assn, of Con¬ 
cessionaires is cooperating with 
TOA in staging this forum session. 

Additional features Of the meet¬ 
ing will be arrangements whereby 
the delegates will be able, to see 
the closed-circuit telecast, of the 
RobinsOn-Basilio fight on March 
25 as well as the ’Academy Award 
telecast on March 26. 

iJ'V (t Vfiiv; J/iJ ill ebi 
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Yen Blocked Up to $8,490,000 
Tokyo, March 18. 

Blocked yen account of foreign film distributors has mushroomed 
to an estimated 3,056,700,000 ($8,490,000) yen as of the end of Jan¬ 
uary. . . ; 

Figure stood at 2,704,000,000 yen as of the end of December / 
last year and. receipts during January accumulated 352,700,000. yen 
more to the account. 

increase in the account was attributed to the reduced (by 20%) 
foreign currency budget for film imports of the Japanese Govern¬ 
ment for latter half of current fiscal year (ending March 31): from 
the previous $4,500,000 to $.3,550,000 and eventual reduction of 
home remittance rates for rental-base pictures, 18% for rental less 
than 60% and 15% for rental exceeding 60%. ^ . 

Foreign releases imported during first six months Of current- fis- 
cal (through Sept. 1957) number* 125 of which rental base films 
constituted .94 and flat base films 31, 

Distribution receipts of the rental base films : during the six- 
month period totalled 4,938,000,000 yen of which 1,108,000,000 

. yen was remitted- leaving the accounts of ‘toon-residents” 1,429,- 
000,000 yen. Including the remainder,., accumulated yen reached 
1,631,000,000 yen as of the end of last September. 

Remittance after that date was only 53,300,704 of British films 
including 47,333,877 yen of BCFC, 846,110 of Shingaiei and 5,120,- 
717 of Towa Films. . •-.V .. - • ; 

Via Local Concert Or Legit Auspices 
Concert-type showings of “The 4 

Bolshoi Ballet,” a feature-length 
film of the famous Russian troupe, 
is racking up tall coin in one. and 
two-night staiids in various cities. 

Rank Film Distributors of Amer¬ 
ica, which is distributing the pic¬ 
ture, turns the film Over to a local 
concert . or legit impresario who 
then handles the attraction as if it 
were a live show. 

In Miami recently, playing the 
Dade County Auditorium, the pic¬ 
ture chalked up $5,200 for a one 
night exposure.: At. the Bushnell 
Auditorium in Hartford, it scored 
$3,600. It is scheduled for two 
evenings each in Cleveland and 
Cincinnati. 

For the Miami engagement, 
which was followed by similar sin¬ 
gle night “gala performances”: in 
other Florida cities, the. Interna¬ 
tional Repertory Co, of Pittsburgh 
sgnt its managing director, Francis 
Mayville, to Florida to handle the 
showings there. 

Following the Florida dates, 
Mayville planned back to Pitts¬ 
burgh to handle International’s 
booking of National Ballet of Can¬ 
ada and to ready Pitt’s Interna¬ 
tional Theatre’s spring season of 
plays and ballet. 

Thus far this Season the Inter¬ 
national Repertory Co., has man-; 
aged the opening dates of Harry 
Belafonte in Pitt and Cleveland; 
Carmen Amaya in Pitt, Cleveland 
and surrounding Pennsylvania and 
West Virginia cities; the Ballet 
Russe de Monte Carlo in Pitt, Jack¬ 
sonville add Miami Beach, and 
Jose Greco in Pittsburgh. i 

‘Jamaica’Payoff 
Continued from page 1 

are, in chronological Order of open¬ 
ing, “Lobk Back in Anger.” “Ro¬ 
manoff and Juliet,” "Jamaica”, and 
"The Entertainer,” All but “Ja¬ 
maica” are British importations, 
"Anger”, and “Entertainer” being 
by John Osborne add “Romanoff” 
having been authored; by its star, 
Peter Ustinov. The financial 
status of the shows is as follows; 

Look Back in Anger 
Investment, $40,000. 
Profit paid to backers to date, 

$4,000. 
. Additional payment due this 
week, $8,000. 
.. Currently netting $2,000-to-$7,- 
25th week. . 

Romanoff and Juliet 
Investment, $80,000. 
Repaid thus far, $48,000. 
Additional payment due this 

week, $16,000. 
Recouped balance of cost last 

Currently netting $2,000-to- $7j- 
000 per Week, 24th week. 

"Jamaica 
Investment, $300,000. 
Repaid to date, $120,000; 
Additional payment due this 

Week, $60,000. 
Has recouped $225,000. 
Currently netting $14,000 per 

week, 21st week. . . 
Entertainer 

Investment, $60,000.* 
Repaid to date, $30,000. 
Additional payment * due this 

week, $30,000. 
Recouped balance of cost last 

Week. 
Currently netting $11,000 a week, 

sixth week. .'>% .' . . • : 
Ends limited engagement May 10. 

Embassy Suit Delay 
San Francisco, March 18. 

Opening: of Embassy Thea¬ 
tre’s $8-million antitrust suit 
against all major producer-dis¬ 
tributors was delayed until 
this week because, of lawyers' 
plea for more time and illness 
of Federal Judge Edward P. 
Murphy. 

Trial. had first, been sched¬ 
uled to start March 10, was 
then delayed until last Wednes¬ 
day (12) and finally put oyer a 
week. 

Cafe Layouts 
Continued from page 1 

| essaty to build the expensiye 
[ stages than ever before. The qp? 
erators feel that ultimately,, they 
may have to make the run sans 
names if they are to stay in busi¬ 
ness. Under present competitive 
setups, they . claim that prices Of 
some of the names make it impos¬ 
sible to come out ahead. The pres¬ 
ent season in Florida also Indicates 
that evenwith the . turn of the 
•weather for the better,, certain 
names have worn out their effec¬ 
tiveness because of frequent re¬ 
peats. • 

The try at production had a fair¬ 
ly good average this, season, with 
the Florida Casino de. Paris, sans 
expensive talent, holding its own 
for the greater part of the Florida 
season. The Geisha Girl Revue at 
the Saxony was also a major draw 
this winter in Miami * Beach.; The 
former was making coin until; the 
advent of Donald O’Connor at the 
Deauville, Milton Berle at the La¬ 
tin Quarter, and Frank Sinatra at 
the Fontajnebleu, which drew the. 
bulk of the Florida money. The 
Deauville, incidentally, had to 
abandon its. production policy in 
midseason and go in for headliners. 
It started with O’Connor and fol¬ 
lowed up With the McGuire Sisters; 
Bill Miller, former booker for the 
Sahara and who operated , the 
Dunes Hotel, Las Vegas, is now the 
talent buyer for the Deauville; ; 

The . Latin Quarter, N. Y., fre¬ 
quently is able to go through long 
periods on production, and gets a 
name periodically as an added in¬ 
centive. The Dunes, Las Vegas, 
has been hitting good takes with a 
series of Minsky units. AH: stages 
in the major Las Vegas hotels/in- 
cidentaUy, have been built to 
house major production. However, 
the newer stages, as exemplified by 
the. Stardust, will - be even more 
elaborate and capable of effects 
now impossible in the regulation 
floors. 

An indication of the kind of 
shows that will be used on the new 
stages is seen in. the. fact that the 
N. Y. Casino de Paris .issued a 
Call last week for chorus girls who 
Can dance, swim and skate. 

The Lido type of show doesn’t 
run cheap, despite absence of top 
names. Under the deal made by 
Lido bps Pierre-Lotiis . Guerin & 
Rene. Fraday with the Stardust, * 
overall cost of the show is likely to 
go. up to $250,000. Stardust then 
pays the transportation to Vegas/ 
add takes over the salaries* along 
with tlie costs of the show. 

* By JOHN W. QUINN 

Berger Sees Victory Over 
Paramount Policies Re 

Ten Commandments’ 
Legal sources at Paramount 

■ this week, upon being apprised 
of comments made by Benja¬ 
min Berger anent a, licens- 

c ing arrangement for “The 
Ten Commandments”, disputed “ 
Berger’s accuracy.. 

Dept; of Justice wrote to Par 
about Berger’s complaint anent 
the, tr:Commandments” deal, 
Par replied with a description 
of the terms offered Berger, 
and the D. of J. thereupon told 
Berger ■ there was nothing 
wrong with such a deal-—all ac¬ 
cording to Par. . I 

Upshot of it all was that Ber- 
. ger bfooked the picture, on an 

agreement; to . pay . Par on a i 
per-admis$ion basis. *''• - 

Minneapolis, March 18. 
: Circuit, ovyner Bennie Berger, 

claims he has-won his point in his ] 
dispute with Paramount over terms 1 
for “The Ten Commandments” for 
his Fergus Falls, Minn., theatre. 

Berger has been informed by the 
Dept, of Justice to which he com- 
plained against. Paramount that the 
distributor has promised to sell the 
DeMille . picture to Fergus Falls 
either on straight percentage or 
for ai guarantee without, in the for¬ 
mer case, requiring that he state in 
advance the admission price he’ll 
charge. 

However, at this writing he still 
hadn’t gbtten .together with Para¬ 
mount to try to close the deal. 

In* his complaint to the D. of J; 
Berger alleged that after he had 
signed-his percentage contract for 
“Corhmandments” Paramount “iller 
gaily” demanded that hie specify 
the admission price and when he 
refused it changed the terms to an 
“impossible” $2,750 rental guaran¬ 
tee for the engagement. 

Berger claimed this: was ‘■dis¬ 
criminatory” against Fergus Falls 
because no other of this territory’s 
deals called for a. guarantee. He 
asked the D. of J. to require Para¬ 
mount to go through with the origi¬ 
nal deal. 

CHICAGO FIRM EXPANDS 
INDIANA DRIVE-INS 

Fort Wayne, Ind., March 18; 
. Alliance Amusement Co. of Chi¬ 

cago, which operates two indoor 
. theatres in Fort Wayne, the Em¬ 
bassy and Jefferson, has pur¬ 
chased four drive-in theatres in the 
area, and plans to spend approx¬ 
imately $100>000 in new equipment 
for the ozoners. They are the Lin- 
colndale. East 30, Fort Wayne, and/ 
Sunset Drive-Ins. 

Improvements will include new 
speakers, new high intensity lamps, 
magnetic sound heads, new. play¬ 
grounds, and nCw concession equip¬ 
ment. 

, In the wake of the library sales 
to tv, the Museum of Modern Art 
in N, Y. is engaged in the slow 
task /• of renegotiating contracts 
with the individual companies how 
controlling the rights to the old 
pictures. 

Hardest hit by the new assign-: 
ment of rights, and the resulting 
confusion, is the Museum’s circu¬ 
lating library, which services be¬ 
tween 500 and 1,000. schools and 
Colleges each year with 16m prints. 
Several of the distributors, notably 
Metro and Universal, have with¬ 
drawn their 16m prints from the 
Museum. Warner Bros, is partly 
out. 

“We’ve just got to be patient 
and see how things develop,” said 
Richard N. Griffith, curator of the 
Museum’s film library. “In some 
instances it’s getting to be quite 
difficult to figure out who does 
own residual rights nOw.” Also, 
the Whole purpose of the Museum’s 
functions has. to be explained over 
again. Prior to the tv sales, the 

Kansas City, March 18. 
Plan revealed by Howard Jamev- 

son for forming Motion Picture In¬ 
vestors as an “open end” trust for 
rank and file of the motion picture 
industry to invest in its future.got 
off the ground with a bang-when it 
was: announced at the combined 
conventions of Kansas Missouri 
Theatre Assn, and. Allied Inde¬ 
pendent Theatre Owners at the 
Hotel Pickwick here March 1-131 

More than 300 exhibitors, one 
of the largest turnouts every as¬ 
sembled for .a trade convention 
here,, gave him a standing ovation, 
and: wheels began turning immedi¬ 
ately to set in motion the machin¬ 
ery t6 work out the details of the 
management plan. Before the con¬ 
vention was Over, upwards of 
$100,000 had been pledged and 
indications were that there will be 
no shortages ef investors subscrip¬ 
tions, Jameyson revealed at the 
closing. session. He is the semi- 
retired board chairman of Com¬ 
monwealth Theatres. 

Word of the plan spread nation¬ 
wide rhpidiy, and Jameyson and 
other convention officials, received 
inquiries from a distance. The 
plan, which calls for opinions of 
exhibitors to be felt by producing 
and distributing policy makers 
through. ownership of common 
stock, will have firm support from 
exhibitors all over the country, 

Earl Kerr,, midwest indeperident 
exhib who resides near Den¬ 
ver, told jameyson he felt cer¬ 
tain the mountain area would come 
up with $100,000 in initial pledges 
promptly. Representatives pres¬ 
ent from a number, of other exhi- 
tor organizations indicated they be¬ 
lieve the backers will underwrite 
the idea as promptly as it can set 
up to receive firm financial sup¬ 
port,. ' 
• In addition to giving exhibition 
a means of expressing its voice in 
industry development, the invest¬ 
ment trust will provide a tremen¬ 
dous morale factor for the entire 
industry, giying it. a. common 
ground of unity not heretofore ef¬ 
fective; Jameyson said. Specific 
goal for. the present is to speak 
but authoritatively against, the sale 

: of features to television. 
After the idea was revealed early 

in the session Wednesday morning 
its facets permeated the meetings 
throughout the balance of the con¬ 
vention. It was easily the tops 
among a bevy of operational and 
money-making, ideas. presented at 
what is conceded the most success¬ 
ful, convention and trade show ever 
held-here by exhibitor groups. 

Better Feeling? 
A new tone of cooperation be¬ 

tween . exhibs and : distribs was: 
plainly evident as distributors were 
honored at. the Wednesday , break¬ 
fast. Area exhibs chose Russell 
Borg, Warner Bros, veteran, their 
favorite exchange manager, and he 
was gifted with a handsome deck 
set; Mrs. Dorothie Warneke, 
Buena Vista, was’ voted the. fa¬ 
vorite booker, and “Tammy” was 

voted the exhibitor’s favorite pic¬ 
ture of the year. 
. Surprise accompanied the desig¬ 
nation of M. B. Smith, Common¬ 
wealth circuit* ad-pub director and 
president of KMTA, as “show¬ 
man of the year.” He had aided 
in the plan to select the showman 
and expected he would announce 
the name of someone else as win¬ 
ner from the rostrum Wednesday 
afternoon. He was called aside 
While Beverly Miller/ president of 
Allied, took the mike apd pinned 
the honor on Smith, 

A judging to make the year’s 
award for outstanding showman¬ 
ship resulted in the nod to Har¬ 
ley Freyer, Lamar, Mo., drive-in 
theatre operator. He received, an 
“Oscar” and $100 check. 

A second major step was re¬ 
vealed in the. adoption of resolu¬ 
tions, one of which calls for unit¬ 
ing KMTA and Allied units here 
into one exhibitor organization. It’s 
to be decided by a vote of member¬ 
ships, . but is-given an excellent 
chance of passing. It would be 
known as United Theatre Owners 
of the Heart of America. 

Solid Front 
Differences which caused the or¬ 

ganization of Allied few years back 
are now minimized, and industry-, 
wide cooperation is the newer 
trend, it was pointed out by officials 
of both organizations, A solid- 
iron t. exhibitor organization is. 
more fitting In light of the revital- 
izing industry, they said. 

Other resolutions backed the. 
plan of orderiv distribution as 
described by Ed Hyman, AB-PT 
vice president, at the opening ses¬ 
sion Tuesday1; afternoon. Another 

• endorses -the Jameyson plan. 
An offbeat note occurred Wed- • 

nesday afternoon after speaking 
for several hours Kroger Babb, 
president of Hallmark Productions, 
collapsed on the stand and was 
taken to the hospital. Doctors next 
day described his ailment as ner¬ 
vous exhaustion and his condition 
satisfactory, but gave no indica¬ 
tion of. how long he might be con¬ 
fined .here; .■ 

Annual election of officers of the 
KMTA board returned Smith to 
office, for another year. They also .. 
picked W. L. Barrett, Witchita, vice 
president; James Cook/ Maryville, 
Mo., secretary; and Ed Harris, Neo¬ 
sho. Mo., treasurer. 

Ideas propounded early in the 
convention by Fred Soutter, Fox 
Midwest Wichita district manager, 
gained exhibitor ' attention. He 
described a newspaper magazine 
supplement entirely devoted to mo¬ 
tion pictures which had consider¬ 
able circulation in .Kansas papers, - 
through urgings by the circuit, and 
proposed that it could be done 
several times a year as a basic in¬ 
dustry production.. The thought 
of a large exposition of motion pic¬ 
tures, similar to auto and sports 
shows held here, was also pro¬ 
posed. 

‘Crowd’ Imports 
—1 Continued from page 3 

I?. I spread beyorid a certain area. The 
Beckman Theatre, for instance, 
might go firstrun provided it were , 
assured of sufficient top product, 

| but many feel that it’s already too 
j far uptown. 

industry dealt with the. Museum I Making it additionally* tough is 
via a. committee. " , the fact that so many of the artles 

“We’ve got rip such united front; are run by distributors, some of 
now,” said Griffith. “When we had i whom prefer slotting in their own 
it, we thought the committee' was ; releases Almost regardless of what 
at times . difficult. Now we know else may be offered to them, 
it had its advantages.” / What it all adds up to is a stead- 

Metro withdrew because it ily risirig flood of imports, an arti- 
wanted to: deal yia Encyclopedia; ficially limited number of outlets 
Britannica Films. WB withdrew, and, now, a new competition in 
some pictures,, but not others, some/ those outlets via offbeat American 
years back; The, reasoning was/ releases. Added in this pressure 
never adequately explained. A. cooker is the ai most - inevitable 
large part of the Museuin’s col- “freak” hit, run, like ‘‘And God 
lection of old films isn’t affected Created Woman” at the Paris Thea- 
hy the companies’ tv... dealings. j tre, which can tie up/a house for 
Griffith explained. On today’s ■ many moriths. 
films, the Museum, continues to Pointing to the fact that some 
get copies of pictures it requests of the foreign lingualers may play 
for its Collection. . only a week or two. making the. 

Occasional . thoughtlessness on, state of the theatre market unpre- . 
the part of the. studios is deplored : dietab!e, one of the indies this week 
by Griffith. “Universal once de- j held that the East side needed at 
stroyed its. entire lot; of silent film [least one more hou^e. It may get 
negatives,” he related, “Only after l it. via the RKO 58th St. Theatre 
itwas done did someone ask .‘Why i switching to a first-run policy on 
didn't-we at least offer them to American films, which would take 
the Museum?’ ” j , off some of the pressure. 
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Hollywood Production Pulse 

allied Artists 
Starts, This Year...... 5 
This Date, Last Year; ..... 4 

"STALLION TRAIL'*- 
l’rod.:-Ben Sobwalb 
I)ir.—R. G. SprinK$teeo .■■■■■ 
Oorge Montgomery. Diane Brewster. 

Jerry Hartleben. Dan Sheridan. Den- 
\er. Pyle 

(Started March 3) . 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year... .... ..8 
This Date, Last Year...., . 7 

"BELL. BOOK AND CANDLE" 
U’hoenix I’rod.) 

I’rod. Julian Blaustem 
.Dir --Richard Quine 
James Stewart, Kim Novak, Jack Lem- 

mun, Ernie Kova’cs. Elsa Lanchester,. 
Ilermione Gitigold. Jani«-e Rule. :Bek 
Nelson. Phtlipe Clay. Pete and Conte 
Gandoli. Jack Costanzo 

(Started Feb. 3) . 

"THE LAST HURRAH" 
Prod.—John Ford' 
Dir.-—John Ford ''. 
Spencer Tracy. Jeffrey Hunter, Dianne 

Fosters Pat O’Brien. Donald. Crisp. 
Basil Ratlibone. John Carradine. 
James Gleason . Wallace Ford. Basil 
Ruysdael. Ricardo Cortez. Ed Brophy, 
Frank McHugh.! Carjeton. Young, 
David Butler, Edmund Lowe. Charles 
Fitzsimmons, Anna Lee, O. Z, White* 
head. Arthur Walsh, Ken Curtis. 
Willis Bouehey. William Leslie. Julius 
Tannen. Dan Borzagle. Robert Levlr 
Harry Tyler. Richard Deacon. Frank 
Baker, Raoul Freeman, Hal K. .Daw¬ 
son, Jimmy Murphy 

(Started Keb. 24) V 

"TWO HEADED SPY" 
(Shooting m Berlin) 

Prod.—Hal E. Chester 
DiK—Andre De Toth 
Jack Hawkins, Gla - Seala 
(Started March 10) 

"FLAG OVER TARAWA? 
CVIorningside Prpds.) 

Prod.—Charles Schneer . 
Dir,—Paul Wendkos 
Kerwin Mathews; Julie. Adams.' Ray 

Danton, Onslow . Stevens, Karen 
Sharpe.- Russell Thorson, John Baer, 
Lee Farr 

(Started March- 12) 

"CHISERA" 
J’fod -Wallace MacDonald 
Dir —Irving I.ippman 
Robert Knapp. Marina Zoltah, Paul 

Birch. Russell Thorsen, Doii Harvey, 
Clarence Straight, Jean Moorehead .. 

(Started/March 14) 

WALT DISNEY 
Starts, This Year ......... 0 
This Date, Last Year...... 0 

METRO 
Starts, This Year.. . *.. 7 
This Date, Last Year .; .., 5 

"THE RELUCTANT DEBUTANTE" 
(Avon Prods.) 
(Shooting in Paris) 

Prod.—I’artdro S. Berman 
Dir.--Vincente Minnelli 
Rex Harrison. Kay, Kendall, Samira 

Dee, John Baxon. Angela Lansbury 
(Started Feb. 10) 

"THE BADLANDERS" 
(Areola Prod.) 

Prod.- Aaron Rosehber 
Dir.— Deliner Daves . 
Alan l.add. Ernest Borgnine, Katy 

Jurado. Claire Kelly ' 
•Started Feb. 3» 

( CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF" 
(Avon Plods:) • 

I’rocl Lawrence Weingarten 
D'l. Rit haul Brooks 
Elizabeth Taylor. I’aiil New mart. Burl 

Ives. Jack Carson; Judith Anderson, 
Madeleine STierwood ■' 

(Stalled March 12) 

PARAMOUNT 
Starts, This Year....;..... 3 
This Date, Last Year.. 5 

"THE BLACK ORCHID" 
(Ponti-Girosi Prods) 

Prods.—Carol Pouti> Marcello Girosf 
Dir.- -Martin Ritt • 
Sophia Loren. Anthonv Quinn* ina 

Balm. Mark Richman. Naomi Stevens, 
Virginia Vincent, Frank Puglia, Jane 
Rose. Majel Barrett, Jimmy. Baird 

- (Started Feb. 3) 

20th CENTURY-FOX 
Starts, This Year . . .,.... 8 
This Date, Last Year. .v.. .10 

"THE BRAVADOS" 
Prod— Herbert B:>yard. Swope Jr. 
Gregory Peek, Joan -Collins. Stephen 

F.uyd, Albert Salmi. Henry Silva; 
Barry Coe. Ken S'rott. Kathleen Gal¬ 
lant. Andrew Duggan. Herbert Rudley. 
Jack .Mather. Lee Van Clcef. George 
A'askovcc. Lee De Rita, Robert Adler, 
Juan Garcia- 

(Started Feb. 3) 

"A CERTAIN SMILE" 
Prod.—Henry Ephron 
Dir.—Jean Neguli sco 
Rossano Brazzi, Chnstine Cavere. Joan 

Fontaine. Brad Hillman. Jolinnv 
Mathis. Steve Geray. Kathryn Givncy, 
Trude W'vler. Ren>te Hoy; Eduard 
Franz, Kathryn Locke • 

(Started Feb. 174 

"THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK" 
Prod.—George Stevens 

. Dir.—George Stevens . 
Millie Perkins. Joseph Schildkraut, 

Shelley Winters, Ed Wynn, Richard 
Beymer. Gusti Huber. Lou . Jacobi. 
Douglas Spertcer, Diane Baker, Dody 

"THE ROOTS OF HEAVEN" 
(Darryl F. Zanuck..Prod.) 
(Shooting in Africa). 

Prod.—Darryl TV Zanuck • 
Dir.—John Huston 
Trevor Howard. .Errol Flynn,Eddie 

Albert, Juliette Greco,. Frederick 
Ledebour 

(Started March 5) 
"THE HUNTERS" 

Prod.-Dir.—Richard Powell 
Robert Mitchum, Robert Wagner, Rich¬ 

ard Egan, Lee Philips, May Britt, John 
Gabriel 

(Started March 6) 

WARNER BROS. 
Starts, This Year ..; .2 
This Date, Last Year .. 5 

"HOME BEFORE DARK" 
:Prod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy... 
Jean Simmons, Dan O’Herlihy, Rhonda 

Fleming. Efrem -Zimbalist. Jr.,. Mahel 
Albertson, Joanna Barnes, -Steve 

. Dunne,- Albert Godderio ■ 
(Started Jan. 13) : 

"THE NUN’S STORY" 
(Fred Sinncmann Prod.) 
(Shooting in Africa) 

Prod.—Henry Blanke . 
Dir—Fred Zinnemann . 
Audrey Hepburn, Dame' Edith' Evans, 

-Dame Peggy. Ashcroft, Peter Finch,' 
Molly Urquhart, Dorothy. Alison. 

(Started ^an.: 27) 

INDEPENDENT 
Starts, This Year... . .. .20 
This Date, Last Year..... .33 

"FROM THE. EARTH TO THE MOON' 
(Benedict Bogeaus Prod.) 
(For RKO Release) 
(Shooting in. Mexico) • 

■ ■■Prod.-—Benedict Bogeaus 
. George Sanders. Debra Paget- Don Dub¬ 

bins, l’atric Knowles, Melville Cooper, 
Carl Esmond, Henry. Daniell, Ludwig. 

. Stoesel, Morris Ankrura . 
Dir.—Byron Haskin 
Joseph Gotten 
(Started Jan. 31); 

-'MAN OF THE WEST" 
(Ashton Prods.) 
(For UA Release) 

Prod.—Walter M. Mirlsch 
Dir.—.-Anthony Mann . 
Gary Cooper, Julie London, Lee J; Cobb, 

Arthur O’ConnelL Royal Dana, Jack 
Lord,- John Dehher, Robert J. Wilke 

(Started Feb. 10) 
"TARZAN'S FIGHT FOR LIFE" 
(Sol Lesser Prod.) 
(For MGM Release) 

Prod.—Sol Lesser 
Dir.—Bruce Humberstorie 
Gordon Scott, Eve Brent,. Rickie Sdren- 

> si>n. Cheta the Chimp, Jill ;Jarnivn, 
Carl Benton Reid, Harry.. Lauter, 
Woody Strode, James Edwards, Russ 
Evans, Otis. Greene. Nick Stewart 

(Started Feb; 10) 

"ESCORT. WEST" 
(Batjac*Romina Prods.) 
(For TJA Release) .. 

Prods—R. E. Morrison-Nate Edwards • 
Dir.—Francis-D. Lyon .. 
Victor. Mature, Elaine Stewart. Faith 

; Domergue, Reba Waters, Rex lngram, 
Harry Carey Jr,, Noah Beery Jr., 

(Started Feb. 10) 
"THE PHOENIX" 
•Seven Arts Inti. .Prods.-Hammer Filins) 
(For UA Release) 
(Shooting in Berlin) 

Prod.—Michael Carreras 
Dir:—Robert Aldrich 
Jeff. Chandler, Jack Palance, Martine 

Carol 
(Started Feb. 17) 

"SATELLITE OF BLOOD" 
(Algamated Prods.) 
(Shooting in London)' 

Exec. Prods.—Richard Gordon, Charles. 
F. Vetter Jr. .• 

Prods —John Croydon, Robert Day 
Marshall Thompson 

. (Started Feb. 24) ' 

"THE COLOSSAL BEAST" 
(American , international Piets.) 

Prod.—Bert I: Gordon 
Dir —Pert 1. Gordon . . 
Sally Fraser. Roger Pace. Dean. Parkin, 

Russ Bender, Charles Stewart, Jack 
■ Kosslyn, Bob Garnet. June Burt, Rico 

Alani.x. June Jocelyn- 
(Started Feb. 24) 

"THE DEFIANT. ONES" 
(Stanley Kramer Prods.) 
(For UA) 

Prod -Dir.—Stanley Kramer 
Tony Curtis, Sidney Poiter. Theodore 

Bikel, Cara Williams, Charles McGr.tw, 
Lon Chancy, Lawrence Dobkin, Whit 
BisselL. Claude Akins, Carl Switzer 

(Started Feb: 28) / • , '.. 

"VILLA!" 
(Artys Films for 20th Fox) 
(Shiuiting in. Mexico) . 

Prod.—Plato Skou'ras 
Dir.-Ja mos B, Clark ' 
Brian Keith. CfSarC Romero,Margia 
■. Dean.. Rudolpho ^H'lyas . 
(Stiuted March. 3)1 i 

"LITTLE .MIRACLES" 1 
• Hugo Haas Prod.) t 

Prod.-Dir.—Hugo Haas; 
Carol Morris, Dick Kallman; Vera 

Vague, Hugo HaaS ■ 
(Started March B) . 

"HONG KONG CONFIDENTIAL" 
(Vogue Piets, for UA). ! 
-. Prod..--; Robert Ei. Kent'- 

Dir --Edward. L. Cahn 
Gene Barry, Beveriy Tyler, Michael 

Pate 
.(Started March 6) 

"NGSSiLE INTO SPACE" 
(Regal Films for 30th-Fo.\) V 

Prod.—Bernard Glasser. 
Assoc. Prod.—Norman Maurer. 
Dir.-Edward Bernds - 

•Bill Williams, Lyn Thomas 
• Started March 7) 

"THE BONNIE PARKER STORY" 
Prod.—Stanley Sheptner 
Dir.- William Witney 
Dorothy Prpvine, Jack Hogari, Richard 

Bakalayan, Pat Huston, Carolyn 
Hughes. Jeff Morris. Jim Beck. Made¬ 
line Foy. Ken Lynch, Joel . Colin, Joe 
Yrigoyen, William Stevens, Frank Ray 

(Started March 10) ., 

.Paul Ellis, for.30 years, with the 
Robins Amusement Go; at Warren, 
CL, serving as general manager and 
secretary, has left the firm: He had 
been on sick leave recently. During 
his . employment in Warren, Ellis 
managed the Rubins, Daniel, and 
Ohio theatres. . . 

NEW TRIAL FOR EXHIB 
UNDER‘OBSCENITY’RAP 

Los Angeles,. March 18. 
/New trial, has been granted Ray¬ 

mond Rcihauer, owner- operator of 
Coronet Theatre, who was arrest¬ 
ed last Oct. 11 for having Shown 
asserted “obscene films” and con¬ 
victed Feb. 9. .Municipal Judge 
Harold' Shepherd granted defense 
attorney Stanley. Fleishman’s plea 
when Rohauer appeared for sen¬ 
tencing last Friday (14).. 

Fleishman contended two films 
shown by theatre were“different” 
from. a play. Rohauer was arrested 
under. L.A. city ordinance dealing 
with, obscene plays; At time of 
Rohauer’s conviction the prosecu¬ 
tion held that ordinance was broad 
enough to include motion pictures 
as well. as. pi ays. 

Films in . question .were pair of 
experimental; .psychological, pix, 
‘Fireworks” and “The Voices.” 

Brussels Talent 
Contihued. from - page 2 '.'^^^ 

tional Days.' Also American Ballet 
Theatre, with prima ballerina Nora 
Kaye and premier dancer Erie 
Brun heading the company: There 
also will be Yehudi Menuhin, the 
Juiiliard Quartet, the N. Y; Wood¬ 
wind Quintet and the three well- 
known American .winners of the 
Queen Elisabeth competition: Leon 
Fleisher, John Browning, Berl Se- 
nofsky. Also appearing will, be 
Rosalyn Tureck, Byron Janis and 
the harpischordists Sylvia Marlowe 
and Ralph Kirkpatrick. From the 
Metropolitan1. Opera will come 
Eleanor Stebef, George London 
and Negro baritone Robert Mc- 
Ferrin. The Smith College choris¬ 
ters, the Knox College Choir, the 
.Yale University Glee Club and the 
University of Illinois Men’s Glee 
Club will add a . significant Ameri- , 
can . note. - Also, the U. S. 7th 
Army Symphony Orchestra from 
Germany. - But, in a different field 
the Benny ; Goodman orchestra; 
Harry. Belafo.nte, Leontyne Price 
and William Warfield will add va¬ 
riety and balance: 

Belgium only once, saw a truly 
American opera, “Porgy and Bess.” 
"Carousel” will now be produced 
and .the European premiere of 
“South Pacific” in Todd-AO, will 
show the. lighter side of American 
filmusicals; 

The regional theatre, one of the 
more, unique developments of 
American stagecraft, will, not be 
forgotten. “But,” as Mrs. Howard 
emphasized, “our program is not 
yet completed and we expect soon 
to announce/additional attractions- 
just as representative of our na¬ 
tional culture in. the World of the-I 
atre, opera,: ballet and choral 
work. We feel that the diversity 
and quality of our cultural presen¬ 
tations, . along with those of other 
nations^ Will help' to establish at 
the Brussels Exposition a “new di¬ 
mension” in international coopera-' 
tiqn and .international tiiiderstand- 
ing.” .. 

This ambitious program, with 
few exceptions. Will be presented 
in the U. S. ^Pav.illion’s own audi¬ 
torium,, seating 1,150, equipped 
with the latest technique in .light¬ 
ing, both for stage and. auditorium 
.itself. •' 

Week Ended Tuesday (18) 

N. Y. Stock Exchange 
195T-58 Net- 

High Low Weekly VoL Weekly Weekly Tues; Change 
In 100s High Low Close for wk. 

. 17% 11% ABC Vending 36 16% 1534 16 + % 
24% 11% Am Br-Par Th 470 15% 17% 15% + % 
3V/a 23% CBS “A” ... 205 28% 26 2834 +2% 
35% . 22% CBS “B” .... 124 28 25% •27% +1% 
20% 11% Col Pix 51 15% 14% 14% —1% 
19% 13% Decca ..... 418 15% 14% 14% —1% 
15% 13 Disney-.. 162 19% 17% 19 +1% 

115 813% Eastman Kdk. 105 105% 102% 104 —2 
. 434 3% EMI .. .... 84 4% 4 4 — -.%'; 
10% 7% List Ind. .... 15 7%. 7 7 — % 
22 11% Loew’s ...... 180 133,4 13% 13% — •% 
9% 7 Nat. Thea.... 43 8% 8% 83k 

38% 28 Paramount .. 52 34% 33% 33% — % 
18% 11 Philco ...... 163 -15% 15 15% — % 
65 
40 
8^4 

1314 
1814 
29!4 
30% 
25% 

30 
27 

4 U ' 
9 

13% 
18% 
19% 
15 

Polaroid..... 1,082 
RCA 
Republic .... 
Rep., pfd... 
Stanley War. 
Storer . 
20th-Fox- 
United Artists 

368 
16 

9 
61 
38 
42 
22 

65 
33% 
6% 

10% 
16% 
22% 
25 
18% 

573,4 
33 
6% 

10% 
16 
22% 
24 
18 

64 
33% 

6V4 
: lO^i 
16% 
223/4 
24% 
18% 

+4% 
— % 
— %.. 
+. % 
+ 1% 
— % 
—1 
+ % 

30% 18% Univ. Pix..-- 29 22% 19% 20 —2% 
73 65 Univ., pfd .. *10 68 68 68 —2% 
28% 16% Warner Bros. 11 18% 18 18% — % 

. 70% •67% Zenith • 55 70% 68% 70 +1 

American Stock Exchange 
4% 2% Allied-Artists 11 3% 3% 3% r—' 

1134 6% Assoc. Artists 94 9% 9%. 9% -- 
1% % C. & C. tele. 100 % -% % +1/18 
6% 3 DuMont Lab. 106 4% 3% 4 + % 
4% 2% Guild Films 83 2%' 2% 2%' — % 
934 5% Nat’l Telefilm 34 6 5% 5% — 
9 3% Skiatron .... 54 4 3% 3% -T- 
834 2% Technicolor . 32 4 334 334 — % 
5% 3% Trans-Lux .:. 2 4. 4 4 

Over-the-Couriter Securities 
Bid Ask 

Ampex ... ........ 51% 56% ' +1. 
Chesapeake Industries... 2% . ■■—- 
Cinerama Prod. .. 1% — % 
DuMont Broadcasting.. 8% + % 
Magna theatre .. .. 3 3% + % 
Official Films.. ....... 1 1% 

: Teleprompter.... ... 4% 434 —1% 
U. A. Theatres ...;......... 5% — % 

* Actual Volume. 
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.) 

Writers Headline Writing 
Continued from page 5 ; 

Cameras; Roll 
SS Continued from\page 3 

theless apparent that Col has had 
its problems with studio, overhead 
and a long-range program has not 
been blueprinted. . . 

So far as new pictures are con¬ 
cerned, both' RKO arid Republic 
virtually are out of . b ii sine s s.. 
Warners has started only two new 
pictures this year, as compared 
with, five at this; time in . 1957, 

It’s further noted that Par has a 
substantial cash position .to. hack 
up its'new-pic plans./ Within the 
past few. days the studio, bought 
two properties that will eventually 
cost at least $500;000 and could go 
up iriuch higher, depending, on the 
percentage splits. 

These Were the unpublished Han 
Suyin novel, “Mountain js Young,” 
at $400,000. plus a participation, 
and Samuel Taylor’s yet-to-be-pro- 
duc.ed play, . “Pleasure of His Com¬ 
pany,” at a minimum of $100,000, 
with possible other payments to be 
in accordance with the Dramatist 
Guild formula which sets the tost 
of rights oh the basis of the lett¬ 
er’s gross. 

■; As one s o u r c e put it, Par 
‘doen’t have to play it tight.*’ 

it later came out the bridge was 
to take post-’48 pix to ty, so the 
writers blew it up. 

When the “colonel” struck 
‘Guinness” in the face, it was with 

the budget of “The Old Man and 
the Sea.”. Another “Colonel” 
quote: “ . . . When I get through 
with most people, they’re through 
—finished-^kaput1. Never heard 
from again. John Huston, Hal 
Wallis, Doris Day, Darryl Zanuck.” 

Jerry the Grabber 
Another sketch, penned by John 

Michael Hayes, concerned 20th- 
Fox producer Jerry Wald and his 
penchant for buying properties. 
Carson limned Wald and Marvin 
Kaplan was the writer in the 
-sketch. Among the properties the 
producer, bought during this rou¬ 
tine were a complete set of “early 
love letters” between Dean Martin 
and Jerry Lewis, which he was go- 
ing to call “An Affair to Forget,”; 
“An Introduction to the Outline of 
Human Stupidity,” the story of 
RKO . and Howard - Hughes; “The 
Federalist Papers,” to star Cary 
Grant; two surly memos from Da¬ 
vid Q. Selznick for $80,000; a copy 
of the Rocicriisians index of Unac¬ 
ceptable Films; “Roget’s Thesau¬ 
rus”; the Boy Scout Handbook, also 
for Grant; a tome, “Arthritis and 
Common Sense,” to be Wald’s first 
musical. Wald himself came on¬ 
stage at- the end to “buy” the 
sketch—for Grant, of course. 

Shirley MacLaine, Nanette Fa- 
bray and Mary McCarty starred in 
a Sammy CahnrJimmy Van Heu- 
sen skit, “Silvano, Sophia & Gina, 
the Seven Hills of Rome,” marked 
by some robust lyrics aneiit ’ the 
Italian sexpots. 

“The Time Capsule ” by Hal 
Kanter, featured Pat Buttram as a 
cement worket sealing objects in 
the cornerstone of the Writers’ 
Guild new building. Among ob¬ 
jects placed in were “unfair lists” 
of the guild; an actor’s brain pre¬ 
served in alcohol with a dash of 
Vermouth; a map of San Fernando 
Valley, showing the exact loca¬ 
tion of Seymour Nebenzal, and a 
real live agent donated by the 
agents’ committee/the agent be¬ 
ing Louis Shurr. 

Screenwriters prexy Frank Nu¬ 
gent introed the “keynote speak¬ 
er” of the night, exhibitor “Ira C. 
Babcock” of Theatre Owners of 
America, who was played by Ernie 
Kovacs. Comedian'said he wanted 
to pay tribute to an outstanding 
writer—a Mr, Taradash, subse¬ 
quently identified as “Irving Tara¬ 
dash, parking lot attendant of the 
Mickey Hargitay Memorial The¬ 
atre in East Skouras, Ind., who 
wrote the homeoffice that historic 
memo; ‘Why don’t We put two 
cents worth of melted butter on 
the popcorn and charge an extra 
dime?’” 

He cited statistics to prove the 
industry’s troubles are due to the 
fact “you cannot trust an audi¬ 
ence because an audience is com¬ 
prised of people,” then suggested 
the answer might be to show pix to 
captive audiences, such as those at 
Alcatraz, Dannemora and Sing 
Sing; 

Jay Adler was seen as a pro¬ 
ducer, Jesse White' as an agent, in 
a “Writer’s Agent” sketch which 
evoked laughter. 

George Wells produced the 
awards show, and Danny Arnold 
directed. Writers of the tunes and 
skits were Herbert Baker, Cahn, 
Diamond, Ken Englund, Julius Ep¬ 
stein, Melvin Frank, Everett Free¬ 
man, Ivan Goff, Edmund L. Hart¬ 
mann, Kanter, Hayes, Norman 
Panama, Joseph Quillan, Ben 
Roberts, George Seaton and Van 
Heusen. Allen Rivkin was general 
chairman of the dinner. 

GREENSBORO VET RETIRES 

M. S. Hill Quits After 29 Years As 
District Manager 

Greensboro, N. C., March 18. 
Montgomery S. Hill, for the past 

29 years district manager for N. C. 
Theatres Inc;, will retire from that, 
post April 1. His successor has not 
been revealed. 

Hill, who has made his head¬ 
quarters In National Theater here* 
has served a territory including 13 
cities and towns in North Carolina 
and Virginia, and Bluefield, W. Va. 
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Film Reviews 
Continued from page ® ss=mSS===S. 

IVafher4® Pot action, Welles’ direction moves 

i! i%t nrodZct to ad? ^ that can. be accepted. On the 
to ' his city room, scenes; Seaton fringe, however, Welles has drawn 
docs not overdo it| fortunately, or a few ^eccentric characterizations 
plav it cute. The real newspaper- that, although, amusing are dis- 
n,en .and women) are handled nat- turbing to the flow of action.- 
urallv and at a minimum so their In his role as actor, Welles por- 
piesence, while effective for ex- trays an American cop. who has 
ploitation purposes, does not mat- the keen reputation .of always get¬ 
ter or become an inside joke, Th's ting his man. . Before you know it, 
and other newspaper touches are he’s hot on the trail of those 
authentically done although the ^scoundrels who blew to smither- 

■ point seems to be made that the gens the wealthy "owner” of . a 
only., kind of daily newspaper pos-lstnalI Mexican border town. Hes- 
sible of success, these days-is the T ton, a bigwig in . the. Mexican gov- 
“Love Nest Sex Slaying” variety, a ;*rnmerit, just happens to be around 
.view that seems open to debate, [with his new American bride, Janet 

(table frankly 5 mugs through | Leigh, and gets himself rather in- 
many of his comedy scenes and it yolved in . the proceedings, feelin,, 
is effective ow comedy- He. is also the. dynamiting has something to. 
strong in nis serious scenes, his | do with a narcotics racket he s. J2V* 
relationship with his staff and its j vestigating. When Heston discovers 
problems. Miss Day, who appar- i Welles "always gets his man be¬ 
en tly can do almost any kind of a • cause he plants evidence for some- 
role is as bright and fresh as alone else to find, he starts a good 
newly set stick of type. [deal of trouble which, results, 

Gig Young gives the Phture its among other things, m Miss Leighs 
funniest moments, milking the being accused of a i 
scenes with the expertness of a ted by Welles,, the.^mely v 
farcial master for every possible Welles LS, P C 
laugh. Miss Van Doren is seen shakeup of the whole tpvn. 
briefly but importantly and others Off his rocker since his wife was 
in the large, cast who score -in- murdered years ago, Welles .supr 
elude Nick Adams, Peter Baldwin, posedly is deserving of a bit of 
Marion Ross, Charles Lane, Jack sympathy. At least, there’s a bint 
Albertson, Floreriz . Ames, Ilairry > of it in dialogue, even though it 
Antrim and most particularly, | jsn’t seen in his characterization; 
\ivian Nathan. I Aside from this, he turns in a 

Haskell Bogg’s Vista Vision cam- unique and absorbing performance 
era work in black and white is Heston l^eeps his plight, the point 
sharp and vivid for fullest comedy of major importance, combining a 
effect, aided by Alma Macrorie’s dynamic quality with a touch of 
slick editing. Joe Lubin has writ- Latin personality. Miss Leigh, 
ten two good songs, “The Girl Who sexy as all get-out, switches from 
Invented Rock and Roll” (a novel- charm to fright with facility iri a 
t>» and "Teacher’s Pet,” both of capable portrayal. Two of the best 
them woven ingeniously into the performances come from Joseph 
.musical background by Roy Webb, Calleia and Akim Tamiroff, with 
Art direction by Hal Pereira arid good work done by Joanna Moore. 
Karl -Hedrick, set decoration by Ray Collins, Valentin de Vargas 
Bam Comer and Robert Benton, and Mort Mills. Dennis Weaver, as 
and sound by Hugo Grenzbach and the night man, is. fine though ex- 
Winston Leverett are among the aggerated. 
other good technical credits. 

Poire. 
Spicing up the Albert Zugsmith 

production are a single closeup of 
Zsa Zsa Gabor as a non-stripped 

Wil ) stripper, a word or two from Jo- 
1 Of Seph Cotten who’s slipped in with^ 

~r——: . ..." , . out screen credit, and a provoca¬ 
tion Welles scripts,-directa tive few minutes with gypsy-look- 
and stars with Janet Leigh and ing ^arlerie Dietrich. Miss Die- 
Charlton Heston. Confining, trich is rather sultry and fun tU 
somewhat “artsy” film. So-so watch, even though it’s somewhat 
prospects- incongruous to see her walk into 

tt „ j . the Mexican darkness; at the . pic- 
.. . Hollywood March 14._ ture’s finish, turn to wave, then 
t mv*rsalrelease of an Albert Zugsmith .7 Ttnn 

production. Stars .Charlton Heston, Janet, Vail* AalOS. .. tlOTl. 
Leiich. Orson Welles: costars Joseph Cal- . ■ ,——— 
leia, Akim Tamiroff: guest stars. Marlene CIba nAntAna 
Dietrich. Zsa Zsa Gabor.. Directed by Sfl® lfemOOS 
Orson Welles.’ Screenplay, Orson WeUes. —_ 
from a novel bv Whit Masterson; camera. nilventiire Tarn 
Russeii Metty. music- Henry Mancini; edi- ineaiocre adventure yarn, 
tors. Virgil NL Vogel. Aaron Stell. Pre- lower-bracketed With Giant 
•viewed at the studio, March 13, *58, Run- from the Unknown.* ■ 
rung time. 95 MINS. . - .. 
Ramon Miguel (Mike) Vargas. ' . Hollywood, March 14- 
Susan Vargas ......Janet Leigh Astdr release of Arthur A. Jacobs prt^ 
Hank Quinlan . .... ... Orson Welles Auction. Stars. Irish McCaUa.^Tod Griffin; 
Pete Menzies .. ....... Joseph Calleia features Victor. Sen Yung. Rudolph^An- 
' Uncle Joe” Crandl..*.-Akim. Tamiroff ^ers. Gene^Roth, Lenl Tana. Directed by 
Marcia Linnekar ......... _Joanna Moore Richard E Cunha; . story-screenplay, 
Adair • . Ray Collins Cunha, H.. E. Barrie; caniera, Meredith 
The Night Man’.'.. ‘ - [ Dennis Weaver Nicholson; editor, William- Site*; music-, 
Poncho . Valentin do Varcas Nicolas Carras. Reviewed. Margh 13, 58. 
Schwartz .. Mort Mills Running time. 7* MINS 

Itu.lo Sanchez Victor Millan. Jerrie Turner ..: Irish McCalla 
Risto' —.. Lalo Rios Fred.Maklin Tod Griffin; 
P‘ ettv Boy.. MichaeT Sargent Sammy Chirig ——i.: Victor Sen Yung 
Blaine . — . — — Phil Uarvey Kris Kamara . — ....... Charlie Opuni 
Blonde Joi Lansing Egore ......."i'Gene Roth 
Gould — . — . — — — Harry Shannon Herr Osier!Rudolph Anders 
('asev .. Rusty Wescoatt Mona . —. —....:.......... — Leni Tana 
Gang Members . — Wayne Tavlor. Ken - •' . 

Miller, Raymond Rodrigue? •. . . i 
Giniiie ...... Arlene McQuade She Demons ’ . Unfolds On a VOl- 

:v‘tvai- „ , ^ DomemckDeigarde canic Island where a former high 
Jackie .Snh?e*d£® ' Nazi scientist, living in secrecy 
Bobbie ... Yolanda Bojorquez f from the World., changes lovely. 
i.?a .. ............ Eleanor Dorado maidens into snarling beasts of kill. 

I T“ , / - , Mediocre film is actually more 
. Orson. Welles is back at.it, play- straight adventure than horror, al- 

ine himself as writer-director-aetor though it fits adequately into the 
and turning out a picture. "Touch package top-bracketed by "Giant 
of Evil." that smacks of brilliance ! from the Unknown.” ! 

in il- T?e 1 In a hurricane, Ihe yacht carry! 
Imv not o - ?° ^ Irish McCalla,.- spoiled rich 
f'S. picture nor manV daughter, and Tod Griffin, 
is it m the exploitation clasi=— | leading an expedition to find re- 
and must depend^solely rin star | p0rtcd "animal people,” is wrecked 
names of Welles, Gharlton Heston on the island and small party, in-, 
and. Janet Leigh for boxpffice -Iiire. I eluding a Chinese crewman, cap- 
The ndded guest names of Mar-. tured by the scientist’s men. The 
lene Dietrich and Zsa Zsa Gabor. German, who years before set up 
may help, but overall prospects ; a complete laboratory to find ways 
look rather slim. of developing a perfect race of men 

Welles establishes: his creative for Hitler’s Reich, has been trans- 
talent with pomp, but unfortunate- " ferririg the beauty of the island 
ly the circumstances of the storv [ maidens to his wife's scarred fea- 
suffer. There is insufficient o^ien- j tures, result of an explosion. In the 
tation and far too little exocsitmui.! stranded newcomer he sees addi- 
with the result that much of the ! tional beauty for his experiments, 
action is confusing and difficult to I but before he can complete. them 
relate to the plot. Taken scene by; he’s killed when a volcano rocks 
scene, there is much to be said for tbe Jsle* 
this filmization of Whit Mastersoh’s Principals handle their roles as 
novel. “Badge of Evil.” Welles’ well as script by Richard E. Cunha, 
script contains Sbme hard-hitting who also directs, and H. E. Barrie 
dialogue: his use of low key light- permits. Miss MCCalla has, little to 
ing with' Russell is effective, and do but pout, but Griffin is properly 
Russell Mettv’s photographv is heroic. Rudolph Anders is okay as 
fluid and impressive: and Henry the scientist and Victor Sen Yung 
Mancini’s music is poignant. But *n tor comedy relief. 
“Touch of Evil” proves it takes Meredith Nicholson’s photography 
more than good scenes to make a heads technical credits mid special 
good picture. 

Within tie framework of major * David KOehier. 
effects are expertly handled by| 

Variety 

This llappy Feeling 
(COLOR—C’SCOPE) 

Part - slapstick,. part romantic; 
comedy. Should get healthy re- 

, turn on good b.o. values. 

.. . Hollywood, March 14. . 
Universal release, cf a Ross. Hunter pro¬ 

duction. . Stars Debbie Reynolds, CUrt . 
Jurgens,: .John 'Saxon;' co-stars Alexis, 
Smith, Mary Astor; features Estelle Win- 
wood,'Troy Donahue;; Hayden Rorke, also 
'with; -Gloria '.Holden; .-Alex. Gerry, Joe- 
Flynn, Alexander Campbell, Clem Fuller.. 
Produced by Ross Hunter.. Directed by 
Brake Edwards., Screenplay, Blake Ed¬ 
wards; from . the :play, "For. . ■Love;- of 
Money,” by F. Hugh Herbert,. produced, 
on the stage by Bernard Straus; camera, 
Arthur E. Arling; .music,' Frank. Skinner; 
editor, Milton ' Carriith. . Previewed ■ in 
Hollywood. March .7, *58. Running -time, 
92 MINS. : 
Janet Blake - - -Debbie Reynolds 
Preston Mitchell ...Curt J urgens 
Bill Tremaine .:....;. ..John S^xott 
Nita Holloway Alexis Smith 
Mrs. Tremaine' . Mary Astor 
Mrs; Early ........... Estelle Wiijwood.. 
Tony Manza .:«.Troy Donahue 
Mr. Booth VI.:-Hayden Rodke. 
Mrs; Dover Gloria ;■ Holden 
Mr: Dover Alex Gerry 
Dr. McCafferty ....... - - • . Joe Flynn 
Briggs . . ; . . Alexander Campbell 
George,...........Clem 'Fuller 

Delightful cemedy, strongly and 

happily Teminiscent of the zany 
school oi the 30’s, “This Happy 
Feeling!’ should^ rack up strong 
response to its potent ingredients 
of. humor deftly., manipulated with 
wholesome sex. . 

Blake Ed\yards’ direction of his 
Own screenplay, from F. Hugh Her¬ 
bert’s play, “For Love Or Money,” 
liberally sprinkled with sight, and 
sound gags..! The lines and situa¬ 
tions smash across in Ross Hun¬ 
ter’s handsome production for Uni¬ 
versal. Debbie Reynolds turns in 
a seemingly effortless performance 
in an amusing May-Septerriber-May 
triangle romarice with Curt Jur¬ 
gens and John Saxon. There's 
nothing wrong at Universal City 
that a. few pictures like this can’t 
cure. 

Basically, the story is not star¬ 
tling, Jurgens is a retired matinee 
idol nbw breeding horses at his 
Connecticut farm, playing the 
avuncular chum of neighbor John. 
Saxon, and fending off an acid and 
amorous leading lady, Alexis Smith, 
when Miss- Reynolds shows up in 
all her girlish eharni. Jurgens be¬ 
gins to feel younger; than he should 
and' Miss Reynolds is lightly torn 
between the glitter of his mature 
suavity and the ghw of Saxon’s 
fresh youth. 
; Estelle Winwood is the continu¬ 
ously sound housekeeper for Jur¬ 
gens whose cooking specialty is but¬ 
terscotch pancakes: principal ingre¬ 
dients, butter : and Scotch. Troy 
Donahue is a heavily moody de¬ 
votee of the Actors Studio school 
of drama. There is a demented 
sea gull which wanders through 
the proceedings for no discernible 
reason except to provide laughs. 
There has to be another reason? 

Edwards’ direction doesn’t allow 
anything to go by the boards,: de¬ 
veloping line arid1 gesture for com¬ 
edy.;,’. 

Jurgens does a slick and profes¬ 
sional, job and Saxon plays: for full 
impact. Alexis Smith and Mary 
Astor render strong support, while 
Miss Winwood, Donahue and Hayr 
den Rourke are outstanding. ; 

J ay Livingston, and Ray. Evans 
did the adroit . title song and it 
sounds like a disclick as Miss Rey-^ 
nolds does it. The Eastmancolor 
photography . by- Arthur El Arling 
points up the story’s moods, set 
against the handsome backgrounds 
of art directors Alexander Golitzert 
and Richard H; Riedel, with set 
decorations by Russell A Gausman 
and Julia Heron. Eileen Younger 
did Miss Reynolds’ gowns, which 
are knockouts. - 

Frank Skinner’s music highlights 
the comedy, while editing by Mil- 
ton Carruth is slick and expert, with 
first-rate sound by Leslie I. Carey, 
and Frank Wilkinson. : Powe. 

Giant Front the Unknown 

.. Okay horror pic for program 
market, packaged with “She 
Demons,” 

" Hollywood, March 14. 
• •Astor-release'of Arthur A. Jacobs pro¬ 
duction. Stars Edward Kemmer, Sally 
Fraser, Bob Steele, Morris Ankrura; fea¬ 
tures Buddy Baer. Oliver Blake; Joline 
Brand, Billy Dix. Directed by Richard E. 
Cunha. Story-screenplay, Frank Hart 
Taussig-Ralph . Brooke, camera, Dick 
Cunha; music, Albert Glasser... Reviewed 
March 13, *58. Running time, 77 MINS. 
Wayne_Br.doks Edward Kemmer 
Janet Cleveland ... Sally Fraser 
Vargas, the Giant .......... Buddy Baer 
Prpfesror Cleveland.: .'■...Morris Ankrum 
Sheriff Parker ...:........ Bob Steele 
Ann Brown .. . . . . ... .. .... . Joline Brand 

“Giant from the Unknown” car¬ 
ries enough shocker treatment to 
make it an okay entry for the pro¬ 
gram market catering to this type 
of film: Subject matter is imagina¬ 
tive and characters are well devel¬ 
oped. Packaged with less-meritor¬ 
ious “She Demons,” combo has a 
chance of showing , fair returns. , 

Theory of life in suspended ani¬ 
mation is given ai strong pipy pi, 

Wednesday, March 19, 1958 

this Arthur A. Jacobs production, Juvenile Jungle 
which deals with a brutal Spanish (NATURAMA) 
conquistador of gigantic propor- — - ■■ 
tions coming backed life after hav- Billed with “Young and Wild” 
ing "slept” for 500 years. This -n an effective teenage combo, 
theory which the scientific world should do well In adolescent 
attributes to lower forms of life is market. 
wrell conceived in the Frank Hart ~ " ■ 
Taussig-Ralph Brooke; screenplay Hollywood, Match 14. 
Opening reels are rather Slow put Republic release of a Coronado Pro-, 
a fast Dace later is reached by dl- duction. Producer, Sidney Picker. Stars 
JS F Puriha Corey Allen; features Rebefcca Welles, rector Richard E. uunna. Ribhard Bakalyan. Anne Whitfield. Joe 

Principals are Morns Ankrum, Di Reda; With. Joe Conley, Walter Coy, 
or. Oi-ciiaplnloeist searching for. Taggart Gasey, Hugh Lawrence, Leon an arcnaeiOiOgUI iCdi uiiiiig Tyler, Haryey Grant. Louise Arthur. Di- 
traces Of the Spanish giant, wnom rector, William Witney; screenplay, 
his research indicates died in the Arthur T.. Horman; editor, Joseph. Har- 
rolifnrriip mountains- his daughter, rison; music, Gerald Roberts; sound, Dick 
^ °^n ao Kommer Tyler, Sr., previewed March 11, 58. Run- Sally Fraser; and Edward Kemmer,. ning^ime: : m mins. 
a°ybung scientist. Kemmer has -ai- Hal McQueen ... Corey Allen 
ready found a lizard, buried in-tne Glory .. ...... — ...:■ Rebecca Welles 
rocks for centuries, which is re- Tick Tack ........... Richard Bakalyan 
rocKSi ior t- , y* j atVkrnrri Carolyn Elliot .......... Anne Whitfield 
stored, to life, rind he and AnKrum ,.Monte .j0e Di Reda 
hit upon the theory that the hy- Duke . .... Joe Conley 
jrnnp conauistador may have re- John Elliot ...-......... Walter Coy 
gone conquibuiuui re. Lt. Milford.. Taggart Casey 
peated this process The r Officer Ellis Hugh Lawrence 
turn leads to murder, before he is usher Leon Tyler 
IrilloH l.Pete ................... Harvey Grant 

■iea* ■ . . j- At, Mrs. Elliot Louise Arthur 
Kemmer delivers well and An- . 

krum persuasively presents the sci- Republic Pictures has come up 
pntific theory that comes J-rue m a pair of teenage exploitation 
the case of the “ pix with the essentials to lure high 
istically enacted by Hictnff school trade. Coronado’s produc- 
Miss Fraser offers attractive di^v tion> “Juvenile Jungle” smacks; of 
interest, and ®pb.f Je|Le ^5® inves^ adolescent crime, drinking arid a 
plays a hard-headed sheriff,, inves hint of sex_pH weii intended to 
tigating murdCTa m t e n lghbo give' young moviegoers what they 
hood. Joline .Brand is tne preuy evidently are paying to see. In its 
murder victim, . _ double billing with “Young and 

Technical credits Wild” (reviewed herewith), the 
died. Jack Pierce created film should ring loudly in teenage 
interesting makeup, and Dick j situations> 

most Gf the1 su^eet y ^ Whit. I Sidney Picker’s production val- 
.most of the sudj_ ues freauentlv show the nieture’s 

interesting makeup, ana f situations. 

mostGf the1 suSect * ^Whit. Sidney Picker’s production val- 
most of the sudj t. ues frequently show the. picture’s 

c . _....... low budget, but the overall effect 
Screaming Muni actually in indicative of a. fairly 

——— . . well-produced film. William Wit- 
Psychological meller with ney’s direction, is stable, having 
Anita Ekberg as the femme put his young thesps through their 
lead; a dualler, paces with a sure hand.. Arthur T. 

-—:—. Horman penned the script with a 
Columbia release of a Sage (Harry Joe feeling that, at the very least, will 

Brown, Robert FeUows) production, stars keep young moviegoers absorbed 
S*rjaae^.dCfcGT^HSSlfrom beginning to Art 

JSS3& Li;dV£7ro%,3:mSfte.S;";: ' Allen, and »e 
Rob^rt Biees. based on book, by Fredrick does quite well, combining under- 
Brown; camera, Burnett Guffey; editors, playing with highly wrought action. 

As a cunning hoodlum who turns 
March ®» '58. Running time, 79 MINS, good, he obviates itlOSt cliches in- ; 
Virginia wuson .. ......,. Anita Ekberg herent in the part he plays, turning 
Bill Sweeney .......■ • Pijji Carey jn a good performance. The cast 
Dr*nGreenwood*.", JHarfyl<Townes hPfsts a number of fine portrayals, 
Ketti Linda Cherncy with most effective jobs turned m 
Charlie. Wilson ... — - R°mney _Brent by sexy Rebecca Welles, Richard 
wSkr^g bii^?M<S^an Bakalyan, Joe Di Reda and Anne 
Red Yost • Red Norvo .Whitfield.- 

aum.' ' 
Paul ...__Frank ScanneU are involved in a gang with big 

•... ; ' ideas. The teenage mobsters, in 
With a nightclub background and meeting Allen, realize, his ideas 

Anita Ekberg as the femme lead, are even bigger and are hopped up 
.•Screaming Mimi" would appear to £ 

have a strong audience interest, maneuvers a meeting with the 
But this psychological meller fails daughter of a well-to-do store own- 
to rise above the calibre of a typi- er, anticipating the day he and his 
cal -•B-programmcr and its ^ 
destiny lies in the duals. chant’s safe keepings. As one might 

Based on the book by Fredrick suspect, Allen falls for the girl and 
Brown, the Robert Blees screen- the respectable life she leads, ulti- 
Piay has a pulp quality that^is ^ ftac» ; 
scarcely improved by the stock di- h0ies by his former friends. There’s 
rection of Gerd Oswald and the! every, indication he’ll- live through 
cast’s mechanical : performances. | the ordeal and may even up with a 
Yam cohcertfs'the hunt, for the gentle wife and a lawful life 
murderer of a San Francisco Ron. 
stripper. 

As per tradition, script has a La Venere di Cheronea 
newspaper columnist who runs 
down all the clues long before the 
slow-witted police get wind of 
them. He’s portrayed by Phil 

(The Venus of Cheronea) 
(FRANCO-ITALIAN) 

. Rome, March It. 
Euro International Films release of a 

Carey who makes a good stab at ctra°”'F?,rA<?;^lto T .^prod^-c“?cn-' 
w iv —Ua • winti/v—a • tj 1stars.. Belinda Lee, Massimo .Girotti, 

going through The motions. His Jacques Sernas; features Claudio Gpra, 
reportorial chores introduce him. E. Pary, Jean Cbevrier, CamUlo Pilotto. 
tn Mist; Ekhere an exotic at a directed by Victor Tourianski. Giorgio;. 

Frisco strippery run by. Gypsy Rose | Dav^aaiii;SCcImePM,y* (Fltra^acoSSotii: 
Lee. scope), Arturo. Gallea. At Cinema Gal- 

After Miss Ekberg is superficial- x.* 
ly WOliftlded by an unidentified as- Praxiteles -Massimo Girotti 
sailant, Carey is reminded of the -Claudio --- Jacques Seraas 

earlier murder. Key clue, is a nude . ... •. .' • ■ . ■ . 
statue of a frightened woman, Straightforward triangle tale cen- 
otherwise known as "Screaming t^nng around a beautiful girl who s . 
Mimi,” Running down his lead, the 5aid to have inspired Praxteles 
columnist uncovers Miss Ekberg’s greatest sculptures, this might 
history as a mental patient with a njake^ good exploitation entry in 
homicidal fixation and the rest is1 the U.S though color print costs 
obvious. may mitigate against this. 

There are a few scenes of Miss Two men are in love with Re- 
Ekberg in scanty garb. These may lmda Lee: Jthe sculptor, Massimo 
offer, an exploitable touch to show- Girotti, needs her as his model, and. 
maniy inclined exhibitors. Her per- Jacques- Sernas, a Warrior whom 
formance, for the most part, is an the sculptor hides from the author-; 
uninspired one with possible excep- Uies. She tries to escape with the 
tion o£ some romantic bits with latter, but he’s wounded. They 
Carey. Miss Lee has relatively lit- are separated, and she winds up 
tie to. do as the nitery proprietor, walking the streets of ancient 
Also involved in this Columbia re- Greece. 
lease, among others, are Harry While Miss Lee’s riigged suitors 
Townes, suitably menacing as Miss pine away through the picture, the 
Ekberg’s doctor-manager; Romney camera remains focused pn her at- 
Brent, okay as Miss Ekberg’s sculp- tributes, displayed in various 
tor-stepbrother; Linda Cherney, a forms of garb. The censor obvi- 
nitery entertainer, and vibe player ously has been at work on the local 
Red Norvo as himself. copy, and trouble may be ex- 

Physical values of the Sage Pro- pected elsewherel 
ductioni, turned out by Harry Joe The actress plays the role with 
Brown and Robert Fellows, _ be-, abandon and considerable ability 
speak a low budget. Burnett Guf- while her suitors, haven’t a chance 
fey’s camerawork is good* especial- other than to flex their muscles, 
ly in the outdoor scenes. Editing Script,. direction, production qual- 
of Jerome Thoms and Gene Hav-. ity (including some impressive bat- 
lick is standard as are the music tie scenes), and lensing in a muted 
conducted by Mischa Balaleinikoff, Ferraniacolor all add up to unusu- 
Cary ODell’s art direction and ally high quality for this, type of 
other technical cf edits. Gilb, production. , Hawk. 
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SELLING 
YOUTH! 

Out of 4 pictures featured in current 
"Seventeen” Magazine, (reaching 3,144,000 
young readers) 3 are M-G-M. The Industry 
Survey says Youth is your bread- and butter. 
They're redding about these Big M-G-M Hits! 

the BROTHERS MERRY 
KARAMAZOV" ANDREW 

SEVEN HILLS 
OF ROME 

It’s the new box-office 
champ in Variety’s na¬ 
tional box-office survey, 
thrilling audiences from 
Coast to Coast. The most 
publicized attraction of 
the year, with LIFE 
Magazine devoting 8 
colorful pages and cover 
to M-G-M’s blockbuster. 

★ 

20-year, all-time record 
set first week of Singapore 
World Premiere. A fore¬ 
cast of its draw. Be sure 
you’ve got one of the 
nationwide Easter book¬ 
ings for Danny’s happiest 
holiday show. Launched 
at Exchange City Theatre 
Previews. Big campaign! 

No wonder ’'Seventeen” 
recommends it for young 
people. It’s packed with 
youth appeal, rock ’n roll, 
romance, songs galore. 
Mario Lanza at his win¬ 
ning best introduces a 
gorgeous new beauty 
from Italy, sensational 
Marisa Allasio. 

M-G-M presents “THE BROTHERS 
KARAMAZOV” starring YUL BRYN- 
NER * MARIA SCHELL CLAIRE 
BLOOM '■* Lee J. Cobb * Albert Salmi 
and co-starring Richard Basehart with 
William Skatner \ From the Novel by 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky An Avon Produc¬ 
tion * In Metrocolor • Screen Play and 
Direction by Richard Brooks * Produced 
by Pandro S. Berman 

M-G-M presents A Sol C. Siegel Pro* 
duction starring DANNY KAYE in 
“MERRY ANDREW” co-starring 
Pier Angeli • Baccaloni • Noel Purcell 
Robert Coote * with Patricia Cutts 
ScreenPlay by Isabel Lennart and I. A. L. 
Diamond * Based on a Story by Paul 
Gallico * Music by Saul Chaplin * Lyrics 
by Johnny Mercer Choreography by 
Michael Kidd • In CinemaScope and 
Metrocolor Associate Producer Saul 
Chaplin Directed by Michael Kidd 

M-G-M presents MARIO LANZA in 
“SEVEN HILLS OF ROME” * co- 
starring Renato Rascel • Marisa Allasio 
with Peggie Castle • Screen Play by 
Art Cohn and Giorgio Prosperi • Based 
on a Story by Giuseppe Amato • Filmed 
in Technirama* A Product of Techni¬ 
color • Produced by Lester Welch* Directed 
by Roy Rowland* A Le Cloud Production 
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‘Kwai’ Gigantic $35,000, 
Buff;‘Witness’ 10G, 3d 

Buffalo, March 18. 
Biggest strength being displayed 

this session is by the holdovers 
although there is one blockbuster. 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8) 

"Narcotics Story” (Indie), $6,400. 
Hawaii with Orpheum, "Quiet 
American” (UA) (1st multi-run), 
“Lady of Vengeance” (UA), $7,100. 

Orpheum, New Fox*. Uptown 
. (IVIetropblitan-FWC). (2,213; ,765; 

"‘Bridge on Itivcr Kwai,” rated ter- 1,715;90-$1-50)—“Young arid Wild” 
rific at Century opening week. 1 (Rep) and "Juvenile Jungle” (Rep) 
•■Cowboy” is fairly good at Para- Minor $8,500. 
mount. “Lady Takes Flyer” shapes | Los Angeles, Fox Beverly. Loy- 
sluggish at Lafayette. "Witness for : ola. Vogue (FWCi (2,097; 1,170; 
Prosecution” looms torrid in third . 1,248; 825; $1.25-$2.40)—“Long, 
week at.the Buffalo. . {Hot . Summer? (20th). Mighty 

Estimates for This Week | $48,000 or a bit more. Last week, 
Buffalo (Loewi (3,500; 70-$1.25) j Lbs .Angelfe$;. New. Fox.- Vogue, 

—“Witness for Prosecution” (UA) I Peyton Placei (2Qth)... <&th wk, 
(3d wk>. Rousirig $10,000. Last j Los^Angeles; 13th ..wk at,others), 
week, $16,000. i$13‘.30°* 

Paramount (AB.-P.T) (3,000; 70-90) ! El Rey (FWC) ;(861; 90-$1.50)— 
(Col) and ’^ brothers i “Three Faces of Eve” .= (20th). and (C.oi): ang w/otners /oninM /on^M f™Cc„n<:v -r—"Cowboy” 

Dico” (Col). Good $10,000, Last 
week, “Long Haul” (COl) and "Deci¬ 
sion Sundown” (Col), $11,000. 

Center (AM-PT) (2,000; 70-90)—! 
"Great to Be Young” (Indie* and 
"Iron Sheriff” (UA). Modest $8,000. 
Last week, "Farewell to Arms” 
(20th) (5th wk-9 days), $9,500 at 
$1.25 top. 

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)— 
"Lady Takes a Flyer” (U) and "The 
Violators” (U). Sluggish $8,000. 
Last week, "Missouri Traveler” 
(BV) and "Up in Smoke” (AA), 
$7,000- 

Century (UATC) (2.900; 70-90)— 
"Bridge on River Kwai” (Col). 
Mighty $35,000. Last week, “Sing 
Boy, Sing” (20th) and “Unknown 
Terror” (20th), $6,000, 

‘Summer Love' Lofty 
6G, Omaha; ‘Wind’ 4G 

Omaha, March 18. 
Biz is lagging all down the line 

at first-runs this session. “Summer 
Love” looms as fanciest entry 
playing at the Omaha. “Wild Is 
Wind” is slick at the Brandeis but 
"Underwater Warrior” is modest 
at the State. “Farewell To Arms” 
is below par in third session at the 
Orpheum. 

Estimates for This Week 
Brandeis (RKO) (1.100; 75-90)— 

"Wild Is Wind” (Par) and "That. 
Night” (U). Fast $4,000. Last week, 
“Witness' for Prosecutiori” (UA) 
(2d wk>, $5,000. 

Omaha (Tristates) t2.066; 75-90) 
:— “Summer Love” (U) and “Big 
Beat” (U). Lofty $6,000. Last week, 
“Gift of Love” (20th) and “Am¬ 
bush Cimarron Pass”'(20th); $5,000: 

Orpheum (Tristates) (2.980;. 90- 
$1.25 >—“Farewell to Arms” (20th) 
(3dv\vk>. Fair $5,500. Last week, 
$7,000. 

State (Goldberg) (850; 75-90) — 
"U n d e r w a t e r Warrior” (M-G). 
Fairish $3,000. Last week. “Rain- 
tree County” (M-G) (4th wk‘, 
$1,000 at $1.25 top. 

Hatful of Rain” (20th) (reissues). 
Lazy $2,200. Last week, “Brothers 
iri Law” (Indie); $1,000. 

Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90- 
$1.50)—“Golden Age of Comedy” 
(DCA) (2d wk); Poor $2,800. Last 
week, $4,000, 

Pantagea (RKO) (2,812; $L25- 
$2.40) — “Brothers Karamazov” 
(M-G> (3d wk). Okay $15,500. 
Last week, $18,400. 

Four Star (UTAC) (868; 90-$1.50) 
—“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (5th 
wk). Oke $3,000. Last week, 
$3,500. 

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90r$1.50) 
—“All At Sea" (M-G) (5th wk). 
Mild $2,500. Last week, $3,200. 

Hollywood Paramount (F&M) 
(1,468; $1.25-$2.40) — “Sayonara” 
(WB) (12th wk). Strong $17,000. 
Last week, $17,300. 

Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.25- 
$3.50)—“Bridge on River . Kwai” 
(Col) (13th wk). Socko $19,700. 
Last week, $18,000* 

Warner. Hollywood (SW-Cine¬ 
rama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven 
Wonder? of World” (Cinerama). 
Started 41st wk Sunday (16) after 
big $17,800 last week. 

Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- 
$3.50)—“Around World In 80 Days” 
(UA) (65th wk). Torrid $19,000. 
Last week, $17,700. 

Crest, Sunset (Lippert-Cohen) 
(800; 540; $1.25-$1.50) — “Bride 
Much Too Beautiful” (Indie) (3d 
wk). Good $3,500. Last week, 
$4,500. 

Glory’ Lush $12,000, 
Denver; ‘Kwai* 24G, 2d 

Denver, March 18, 
“Bridge on River; Kwai” is still 

pacing the city with, another ter¬ 
rific session in second round at the 
Center.. Naturally, it is. holding 
again. “Cowboy” is rated fairly 
good at the Denver, and. will have 
.. brief . holdover. “Paths of 
Glory” shapes fancy at Paramount 
but “Safecracker” is very, slow at 
Orpheiriri. Snowstorm last Sunday 
hurt biz all over town. 

Estimates for This Week 
Aladdin . (Fox) (1,400;. 70-90)— 

“Miracle of Mareelino” . (Indie) (3d 
wk). Good - $4,000. Last week, 
same. 

Centre <Fox) .(1,247; 90-$1.25)— 
‘Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (2d 

wk). : Great $24,000.: . Last week, 
$32,000, 

Denver (Fox) (2,586; 70-90)—. 
“Cowboy” 'Col) and “Crash Land¬ 
ing” (Col). Good $13,000, .Last 
week, “Missouri Traveler” (BV); 
$7,000. 

Orpheum (RKO) (2,596;-.70-90)— 
“Safecracker” (M-G) -and “I Ac¬ 
cuse” (MrG). Sad $5,500, Last 
week, “Saddle Wind” (M-G) arid 
“World Was His Jury” (Col), $9,000. 

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 
70-90)—“Paths of Glory” (UA) and 
“Lady of Vengeance”. (UA). Good 
$12,000. Last week, “Witness for 
Prosecution” (UA) (3d wk), $11,000. 

BOSTON 
(Continued from page 8) 

Tide” (U). Good $12,000.;. Last 
week; “Tarnished Angels" (U) and 
“Escape From Red . Rock” (20th), 
$14,000. 

Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90- 
$1.25)^-“Jplson_ Story.” (reissue). 

Capsule Foreign Film Reviews 
Continued from page 9 ; 

has killed his best friend. Women and call In private eye Toto with 
- - . ’1 predictable results. 

DeSica manages an offbeat por¬ 
trayal of an aging Don Juan to 
good effect while Miss Lane, regis¬ 
ters via a neat (and eyefilling) 
tongue-in-cheek rendering of the 
doctor. Toto acts the detective in 
good .form, while German Cobos, 
Titina DeFilippo and others back 
colorfully. Modest - budgeted, pic 
should ring up a good b.o. record, 
especially in countries involved in- 
the production. Hawk. 

actually best both these, men and 
both get their comeuppance. How¬ 
ever, film is haltingly directed and 
acted. It rarely gets the needed 
tension. 

Charles Vanel gives heavyweight 
thesping to the old underworld 
character while Bella Darvi is a 
fine foil. However, this is a sec¬ 
ondary gangland film way below 
Yank par and Of little- chance for 
American marts. It is technically 
well done and location shooting 
helps: Mosk. 

Rome, March 11." 
IL COCCO Dl MAMMA (Mamma's Boy) 

(ITALIAN). Warner Bros, release? of a 
PaUavicini-Bistolfi production. -Stars Inge 
Schoener, Maurizio ArCna; features 
Edoardo Nevola, Enzo Fiermorite, Memmo 
Carotenuto.LedaGloria, Virgilio Riento. 
Directed by Mauro Morassi. Screenplay, 
Massimo Franciosa, P. F. Campanile; 
camera, Guglielmo Mancori; editor, 
Lionello Massobria. At Capranica, Rome. 
Running time, 10? MINS, 

■ One of many similar “Roman” 
items, principally intended to cash 
in on Italian run, this manages 
some colorful moments in telling 
tale of neighborhood hero who en¬ 
ters prizefighting game but loses 
out because he’s afraid his face 
will be disfigured. His gal’s advice 
finally wins out, arid he fights and 
wins. 

Embroidery on this plot outline 
furnishes pic’s better moments in 
limning Roman life, and the ro¬ 
mance between the boy, Maurizio 
Arena, and the girl, Inge Schoener. 
Latter shows ability, and looks far 
and away above her current mate¬ 
rial. Technical credits are standard. 

Hawk. 

MARITI IN CITTA (Husbands in the 
City (ITALIAN). LUX Film release of an 
Oscar-Morino production. Stars Giorgia 
Moll, Nino Taranto, Renato Salvatori, 
Franco Fabrizi; .features Memmo Caro-- 
temito, Helene Remy. Irene Cefaro, 
Franca. Valeri- Directed, by Luigi Com¬ 
encini. Screenplay, Anton, Verde, Mac- 
cari, Continenza,- Comencini; camera, 
Armando Montini. At Rivoli, Rome.. Run¬ 
ning time, 101 MINS. 

Slow $70(10' wppIt “Gift of J CINERIZ release of a Royal Film-Fran- 
OTH?cinex coproduction. Stars Vittorio De- 

T.nvp'^mhl and find Tc TWv Part. l Sieaj Marcello Mastroianni, Mania Mer- 

Amusing little item .is bright¬ 
ened by a winning performance by 
Giorgia Moll, well . seconded by 
Renato Salvatori, in one of the 
sketches which make up this 
sketchbook on the summer habits 
of husbands who stay behind in 
the city while their wives go off to 
the seashore, Most of the* episodes . 
are fairly obvious and overworked, 
such as the one about the servant 
girl in the opposite apartment, or 
another in which the husband has 
the tables turned on him arid 
rushes off to the seashore to check 
or. his wife. But the one in which 
a foreign painter is approached by 
the errant Italian husband (Salva- 
tori), and how it’s finally resolved, 
is handled with care and comes off 
best. Humor often has a . decided 
local slant. 

, Direction by Luigi Comencini 
e L°- *TREGONE.(The makes the most of. his material. 

Do.ctor.and the Hegier) (iTALo-FRENCH). ! Technical quality is generally good. 
Hawk. 

BROADWAY 
(Continued from page 9) 

days), hit fine $17,000. The 12th 
full week was $20,000: 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75) — 
“Desire Under Elms” (Par) (2d 
wk*: First round ending tonight 
(Wed.) looks like-great. $16,500 or 
close. 

Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- 
$1. >()• _ “Lovemaker” (T-L) i2d 
wk . Initial round finished Sunday 
U CD was big $10,500. In ahead, 
“Old Yeller” (BV) tilth wk-5 
days i, S3.500. 

Victoria (City Iriv.) M.060; 50-$2V 
— ‘ ast Paradise” (UA) <3d wk>. 
This frame ending t o m o r r o w 
(ThursJ looks like mild $9,000 or 
less. Second was $11,000. “Run 
Silent, Run Deep” (UA) operis 
March 27. . 

Warner (StV - Cinerama). (1,600; 
$1.80-$3.50) — “Search For Para¬ 
dise” iCinerama) (26th wR). The 
25:ii frame finished Saturday 115) 
was fine S25.200.. The 24th 'week, 
$2‘.800. 

W'orld (Times) (400; 95-51.50V — 
“Lr.de Is Much Too Beautiful” 
(Ellis' (9th wk). The eighth round 
ended Sunday (16) held at fancy 
$5,600. same as seventh vw ck. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
'Continued from page 8) 

sue )ke $2,500. Last week. “Rain- 
tree . • unty” (M-G) (11th wk), 
$3.8(m . 

Presidio > Har-dy-Parsons) (774; 
$1.25-$1.50.)—“Passionate® Summer” 
(Indie). Neat $3,200. Last week, 
“Novel Affair” tCont> (2d. wk), 
$3,000. 

Vogue (S. F. Theatres.) (364; 
$1.25)—“Golden Age Of Coihedv’’ 
(Indie) (5th wk). Big $4,200. Last 
week, $4,700. 

Coronet (United California1 
(1,250; $1.50- $3.75) -- “Around 
World In 80 Days” " 

CHICAGO 
(Continued from page 9) 

Fine $25,000: Last week, “Farewell 
To Arras”-. (20th) (7th wk), $18,000. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,434; 
$1.25-$3.40).— “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) (65th wk). 
Sturdy $15,000. Last week, $15,200. 

Roosevelt (B&K) 11,400; 75-90)-^ 
“Paths of Glory” (UA) and “Man 
on Prowl” (UA). Sock $20,000. Last 
week, “Missouri Traveler” (BV) 
and “LaFayette-Escadrille” (WB), 
$14,000. 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.80)—‘Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col). Wham $68,000. Last Week, 
“Cowboy” (Col) (3d wk), $15,000. 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.50) 
—“Golden Age of Comedy” (DCA) 
and “Fields Festival” (Teitel) (4th 
wk). Warm $4,000. Last week, 
$5,300, ' 

Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036; 
$1.75-$3.30)—“Around World in 80 
Days” (UA) (50th wk). Sturdy 
$17,200. Last week, $17,800. 

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- 
$1.50)-^-“Witness for. Prosecution” 
(UA) (5tb \vk>.. Great $16,000. Last 
week, $20,000. 

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- 
$1.50) “Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) 
(2d wk). Brisk $26,000. Last week, 
$37,000. . 

World (Indie) (606; 90)—“Two 
Loves Had I” . (DCA). Sluggish 
$2,500. Last week. “Scarlet Week” 
(Indie) (2d wk), $3,000, 

ner” (20th), $9,000. .' 
Paramourit (NET) - <1,700; 60- 

$1:10)—“Brain From Planet Arous’ 
(Indie) and “Teen-Age Monster” 
(Indie). Nice $13,000. Last week, 
“Song of Bernadette” • (reissue), 
$6,000. /; 

Pilgrim (NET) ' (1,000; 65-95)— 
“Darby’s Rangers” (WB) and "Man 
Frorii God’s Country” (AA) (reis¬ 
sue) . Oke $6,000. Last week, 
‘Winchester 73” (U) and “Criss 

Cross”' (U). (reissues), same.. 
Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.50-$3.30) 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 

(49th . week). Big $15,000. Last 
week, $16,000. . 

Trans-Lnx (Trans-Lux) (730; 75- 
$1.10)—“Fedra” (Tiriies) and “For¬ 
bidden Desire” (Indie). Good 

,000. Last . week, “Wife For 
Night” (Indie) and “The Bed” 
(Indie) (2d wk), $4,000. 

Urpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75-$i:25) 
—"Don’t Go Near Water” (M-G). 
(5th wk). Good $11,000. Last 
week, $15,000. 

State (Loew) (3,600; 75-$1.25)— 
“Witness For Prosecution” (UA) 
(4th wk). Torrid $15,000. Last 
week, $18,000. : 

lini; features Gabriella Pallotti, Lorella 
De Luca. Directed by Mario Monlcelli. 
Screenplay, Monicelli, DeConcini, Age. 
ScarpeUi, Emmanuele; from story by Age 
and Scarpelli: camera (Cinescope), 
Luciano Trasatti; music, Nino Rota. At 
Capitol, Rome. Running- time, 9t MINS. 

PHILADELPHIA 
(Continued from page 9) 

(11th wk). Oke $7,500. Last week, 
$8.500.. 

Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; . 65- 
$1.25)—‘Bridge on River Kwai" 
(Col). Giaht $50,000. Last week, 
“Wild Is Wind” (Par) (2d wk), 
$13,000. 

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)- 
“Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 
(5th .wk). Trim $14,000. Last week, 
$17,000. : 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— 
“Legend of Lost” (UA) (6th wk); 
Fair $5,500. Last week, $5,000. 

Trans-Lux. (T-L) t500; 99-$1.80)— 
“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) (2d 
wk). Loud $15,000: Last week, 
$20,500. 

Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.49)-^ 
“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G) (6th 
wk). Okay $6,000’ Last week, 
$7,000. 

World (Pathe) (500; 99-$l:89)— 
_ ‘ (UA' ? 64th wk». j “Girl in Black” 2d wkv Slow $2,- 

Okay $11,500. Last week, $12,000.1100. Last week, $1,500 in 4 days. 

PITTSBURGH 
(Continued 'from page 8) 

to come, out because of rnultiple- 
nabe run. 

Penn (UA), (3,300; . 80-$1.25.)— 
“B r o t h e r s Karamazov” (M-G). 
Only thing .downtown doing any 
biz. Should easily get great $20,- 
000, and certain h.o. Last week, 
“Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 
(3d wk-10 days), $15,500- 

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 99.$1.25) 
—“God Created Woman” . (Kings) 
(13th wk). Will come iri With 
close to $4,000, sensational at this 
stage of run. Last week, $4,500. 

Stanley (SW). (3,800; 80-$i.25)— 
“Deep Six” (WB) : Alan Laidd 
doesn’t mean much at the wickets 
here. So-so $7,500 looms. Last 
week, “Old Yeller” (BV) (4th wk), 
$7,000. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,000; 
$1.25-$2.40)—“Search for Paradise” 
ICinerama) (23d wk). Hitting over 
$15,000, biggest week of entire 
run. Closes Saturday (22), house 
reverting to conventional filiris on 
March 28. with the oldie, "Snow 
White” (BV): Last week, $10,400. 

Lightweight entertainment along 
lines already exploited in the 
Bread, Love . . .” pix, film leans 

heavily on surefire talents Of De- 
Sica, Mastroianni arid Merlini, 
backed by Gabriella Pallotti and 
Lorella DeLuca for teenage ap¬ 
peal. Should pay off in depth, and 
makes fairly acceptable export 
fare. . 
. Plot has Mastroianni arriving in 
a backward village to start a medi¬ 
cal practice. Here he comes face to 
face with a faith healer (DeSica), 
who has the town sewed up as far 
as patients are concerned. Battle 
erisues, with medic winning at the 
end. Script is often amusing 
though overindulging in broad, 
folksy humor. Direction is taut and 
effective in . the hands of Mario 
Monicelli. Location lensing and 
technical credits are excellent. 

Hawk. 

BELLE MA POVERE (Poor Girl Pretty 
GirD (ITALIAN). Titanus Films release 
of a Titanus Production. Stars Marisa Al- 
lasio, Renato Salvatori, Maurizio Arena; 
features Lorella DeLuca, Alessandra 
Panaro, Directed by Dino Risi. Screen¬ 
play, Rlsl, P. F. Campanile. Massimo 
Franciosa; from story by P. F. Campanile; 
camera, Tonino delli Colli. At Capitol, 
Rome. Running time, 9S MINS. 

WASHINGTON 
(Coritiriued from page 9) 

high scale for grind. Last week, 
“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (6th wk), 
$3,500. 

Uptown (SW) (1,100; $l-25-$3)— 
“Around World iri 80 Days” (UA) 
(50th. wk). Fancy $12,000. Last 
week, $10,500. 

Warner (SW - Cinerama) (1,30.0; 
$1.20-$2.40)—"Search for Paradise” 
(Cinerama) (10th wk). Pleasing 
$10,000 after $9,000 last week. 
Stays. 

Followup of successful low-bud- 
geter "Poor But Handsome,” pic 
has lost some of the freshness 
which characterized the first. How¬ 
ever, it looks to pay off just as 
Iiishly, especially in local release. 
Marisa Allasio, here given less of 
a chance to shine, tops an almost 
identical cast, and may help film’s 
export chances. . 

"Belle” again chronicles the 
more or less legitimate doings of 
some Roman left-bank youth as 
well as their early involvements 
with the opposite sex. Besides Miss 
Allasio, both Lorella DeLuca and. 
Alessandra Panaro brighten the 
scene in their attempts to win 
their boys, respectively Maurizio 
Arena and Renato Salvatori. A col¬ 
orful cast of backdrop characters 
has been included. Script is^ good 
foi plenty of laughs, albeit with 
the local slant. Technical credits 
are good. Hawk. 

LA MINA (The Mine) (SPANISH-ITAL- 
IAN-COLOR). Lux Film release of a 
Maxima Film-Aspa Cinematografica pro¬ 
duction. Stars Elsa Martinelli. Antonia 
Ciffarielo; features Glancarlo Zarfati, Luis 
Pena, Felix Acaso, Julia Cavas Alba.. 
Directed by Giuseppe Bennatl. Screen-, 
play, Bennatl, Benvenutl, DeBemardi* 
Mahgione, Albanl; from « story by Ben- 
nati; ' camera (Ferraniacolor), : Marco 
Scarpelli; music. Carlo RusticheDi.. At 
Imperiale, Rome. Running time,97 MINS. 

Well-made pic looks headed for 
only average grosses on the home. 
market partly due to unsensatioinal 
and unexploitabie aspects of its 
telling. Coriversely, it appears to 
have a better chance abroad in 
certain European countries where 
the Elsa Martinelli name means 
something. It’s ior the general 
trade, hence dubbing may be in 
order. 

Story involves a fisherman 
stranded in a seaside village by a 
storm in a protracted fight with a 
local man and a love, affair with a 
local belle. Also) in the plot is a 
fisherman who claims he lost his 
arm in a wartime incident, actually 
was hurt while fishing with dyna¬ 
mite. Latter activity produces a 
chilling bit involving a mine 
caught in a fishnet and a child who 
tries to neutralize the explosive 
charge. Romance is also well 
handled. 

Miss Martinelli is very good in 
her hard-to-get role as the local 
gal while Antonio Ciffariello makes 
a fine opposite number. Some good 
character portrayals are added by. 
Spanish thesps Luis Pena ana 
Felix Acaso. Direction by Giuseppe 
Bennati is in his usual easy-going - 
style. Other production credits are 
excellerit. Some trimming is sug- 
gested.’ Hawk. 

TOTO, VITTORIO E LA DOTTORESSA 
(Toto, Vitorrio, and the Doctor) ITALO 
FRANCO — SPANISH).. Jolly-Gallus-Fenix 
Film coproduction and release. Stars 
Vittorio DeSica, Toto, Abbe Lane; fea¬ 
tures German Cobos, Darry Cowl, Titina 
DeFilippo.. Pierre Hondy. Directed by 
Camillo Mastrocinque. Screenplay, Metz- 
and Marchesi; camera, Gabor Pogany. At 
ArcMmcde, Rome. Running time, -94 

Amu s i n g, mostly slapsticked 
comedy with good marquee values 
in Vittorio DeSica, Toto and Abbe 
Lane. Set in Naples, it lets (mar¬ 
ried) doctor Miss Lane loose on a 
set of eccentric patients, who soon 
begin chasing her, of course. Her 
antique in-law? suspect, the worst 

Paris, March 11. 
LES FANATIQUES (FRENCH). Path* 

release of Cinegraph-CGC-Regent Film 
production. Stars Pierre Fresnay, Michel 
Auclair; features Gregoire Aslan, Thilda 
Thamari Betty Schneider. Directed by 
Alex Joffe. Screenplay, Jean Levitte. 
Joffe; camera, L. H. Burel; editor, Ray¬ 
mond Lamy. At Paris, Paris.: Running 
time, 95 MINS. 

Pic begins With some rugged 
newsreel footage of revolutionary 
terror in some unnamed South 
American country. Then it segues 
into a thriller about a revolution 
trying to kill the returning dictator 
with a time bomb on a crowded 
plane. Slick aftermath rarely lives 
up to the terse, real footage, but 
engenders enough suspense to 
make this a possible Yank dualer 
or good video fare. It has some 
name values, too, in Pierre. Fresnay 
and Michel Auclair. 

Main trouble Is the lack of iden¬ 
tifying the would-be terrorists, 
Fresnay and Auclair, with the revo¬ 
lution. Their subsequent moral 
dilemmas are talked out and the 
telegraphed suspense is effective in 
some spots. Film is smartly paced 
and directed by Alex Joffe. but 
lacks the depth to make this a top 
work. Fresnay is sufficiently, un¬ 
yielding. Gregoire Aslan etches * 
fine bit as the tyrant, and Auclair 
is competent as the humane ter¬ 
rorist*. . . .. .. Mosk. 
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Volume on 
By FRED HIFT 

There has been so much contro¬ 
versy about Roman Catholic, acti¬ 
vity in the realm of films and, 
books that any reasonably defini¬ 
tive expression on . the Catholic 
view arid position should be wel¬ 
come and deserves close and care¬ 
ful study. 

Such an expression, invaluable to 
anyone who may wish to gain a 
better insight into , the Catholic 
mind, now comes in “Catholic 
Viewpoint On Censorship” <Han- 

. over House; $2.95) by Harold C. 
Gardiner, S.J. 

Father Gardiner, who; is the 
literary editor of America Maga¬ 
zine,. makes no bones—from the 
very outset—that he believes in at 
least the theory of limited, censor¬ 
ship. . “The proponents of free¬ 
dom as an absolute are devoted to 
a false ideal of law which does nbt 
take sufficiently. into; account the 
fact that law . . . is for poor; 
fallible,. striving h u m a n beings 
who ■ need the pedagogy of coer¬ 
cion and restraint no less than the 
expansive skies of liberty and. 
freedom,” he writes. 

And again, when he discusses 
the proper limits of. freedom* the 
Jesuit priest holds that because 
“not all citizens are equipped, 
either by temperament, education,. 

. opportunity or what riot, to deter¬ 
mine for themselves what the so¬ 
cial ‘ought’ is that those ‘compe¬ 
tent’ ones with the legitimately 
delegated power have not only the 
right but the duty to ‘impose’ so¬ 
cial ‘oughts’ on the citizens. But 
. /. those ‘oughts' cannot be legiti¬ 
mately be imposed unless they are 
conformable to reason, to the ob¬ 
jective order of things.” 

Do Not ‘Censor* 

. Father Gardiner, defends the ac¬ 
tivities of both the National Legion 
of Decency and the National Of¬ 
fice for Decent Literature against 
the charge that both are censor¬ 
ship organizations and intrude on 
the liberties of non-Catholics. 

. These groups do not censor* he 
maintains, they “control”; and, he 
.states flatly, “they are not free to 
impose their standards of judg¬ 
ment on those who are not subject 
to the discipline of the Church.” 

The Legion and the NODL are 
“agencies of organized Criticism,” 
says Father Gardiner, “which tries 
to arouse public opinion by meth¬ 
ods of persuasion. But can it be 
that in their tactics of persuasion 
they have come (or. may uncon¬ 
sciously come) to advocate or at 
least tolerate methods of coer¬ 
cion?” And, he goes, on, “if 
coercion were not that lamentable, 
could it still be a judicious and 
prudential way of achieving the 
goals, of the. organizations?” He 
never adequately answers that 
self-posed question. 

He does make the flat state¬ 
ment that the Legion “does not ex¬ 
ercise prior censorship” but in al¬ 
most the same breath relates that 
producers occasionally ask the Le¬ 
gion to give an opinion on scripts 
lii progress “and changes occa¬ 
sionally have been made.” There’s 
another side to this coin, and that 
Is that the Legion has managed to 
instill such fear in the hearts of 
producers that the latter are in- 
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dined to seek its opinion even be¬ 
fore a. film is completed or le- 
leased. 

Hits at ACLU 
Book makes the charge that the 

American Civil Liberties. Union, 
and others, are “engaged in a.Cam¬ 
paign to. censor the Legion, and the 
NODL out of existence by. disagree¬ 
ing with their right to disagree 
arid putting t hje i r own criticism 
on a phony basis of ‘American¬ 
ism.’ ” In fact, maintains the au¬ 
thor, “The Catholic viewpoint on 
censorship is an admirably sane 
adjustment of the sometimes di¬ 
vergent drives of law and freedom, 
and the viewpoint, of. American 
Catholics. is truly a democratic 
viewpoint.” . 

Trouble with the ACLU, writes 
Gardiner, is its tendency to think 
only the law can settle censorship 
cases. ^ In any case, he reminds, 
even the ACLU doesn’t really be¬ 
lieve. in ‘■totriT’ freedom of ex¬ 
pression.: 

(It! may be pertinent to in¬ 
sert here, a-brief quote from 
Walter Kerr’s volume. “Criti¬ 
cism and. Censorship.” Kerr, 
drama critic of the N. Y. Herald 
Tribune, is a practicing Catho* 
lie. He writes: ..“1 Vith (his) 
training,. it [is not surprising 
that the average lay Catholic 
in America should, in his ma-[ 
turity, 'move toward the arts 
with a chip oh his - shoulder 
and a panicky apprehension 
in his breast. He comes to it 
with the. unfriendly eye. and 
the suspicious' sniff of a 
watchdog." 
(And, in yet another Kerr chap¬ 

ter; “The censorial attitude is, of 
course^ principally concerned with 
the health of society. Its various 
acts are performed in. the interests 
of sanity, balance, all .those quali¬ 
ties that help keep the moral life 
of the community on an even keel. 
But the health of society . .-.- . does 
not come^ from negative, protective 
acts alone. The constitution of 
society is. not necessarily made 
strongbynot doing things.”) 

Jesuit scholar’s book, calm, well- 
written and liberally documented, 
allows that—in practice—there 
really is no such thing as a single 
Catholic, viewpoint. A good 
Catholic may agree with the need 
for the Legion, but may disagree 
with its tactics. He acknowledges 
that the action of the Albany dio¬ 
cese in forbidding Catholics to atr 
tend, for six months a house that 
has shown Warners’ “Baby Doll” 
was “a type of punitive boycott” 
and adds, rather tentatively,. that 
“Some Catholic opinion might de¬ 
bate its public-relations value.” 
But this is underestimating the 
points of opposition, to some prac¬ 
tices of organized. Catholicism. 

Pressure Groups 

A whole chapter in the book Is 
devoted to “pressure groups,” boy¬ 
cott and cooperation. The Legion, 
says Father Gardiner, in an “inter¬ 
est” rather than a pressure group. 
“The purpose of the Legion is not 
‘to control the behavior of recalci¬ 
trant or non-confonriing individ¬ 
uals’;. that is to say, to bring the 
movie producers into line or to 
regiment - the' thinking of noni- 
Catholics,” he writes. . But, he 
adds, “Since the very purpose of 
the Legion can be achieved only 
by action) the changed attitude it 
strives to foster can be shown bnly 
by an abstention from movies es¬ 
timated as unworthy of Catholic 
viewing.” 

The book denies that the Legion 
Is engaged in secondary boycott, 
but openly affirms that It exercises 
a species of primary boycott, which 
is “not illegal, undemocratic, un- 
American or ‘extra-legal.’ ” What 
it all adds up to, in effect, is that 
the means (if lawful) justify the 
end. And one cannot escape the 
suspicion that Father Gardiner in 
his heart has no objection to non- 
Catholics being affected by restric¬ 
tive actions, of Catholics who seek 
what is morally “right.” 

He says the antagonists of the 
Legion and the NODL would be 
satisfied If the two organizations 
were to talk to Catholics alone. 
They wish, he holds, “that these 
two Catholic ‘censorship’ orjganiza- 
tions would, not talk at all, for 
there is always the danger that they 
may be overheard.” This is a 
statement that is open to consid¬ 
erable criticism in that it, acci¬ 
dentally or by design, overlooks 
the “coercive’* activity with which 

Teenagers Prod Reps 
Into Passing State Law 

Vs. ‘Subliminal’ Filins 
Albany, March 18. 

The optimism and determination, 

of teenage boys and girls belong¬ 

ing to the legislative committee of 

the New York State Hi-Y Assem¬ 

bly paid off Wednesday (12), when 

State’s Senate unanimously ap¬ 
proved the Desmond bill banning 
siibliihinal advertising “for com¬ 
mercial purposes on film.” 

As originally adopted by the 
YMCA group, at its annual legis¬ 
lative session in Albany; last De- 
cernber, the measure made viola¬ 
tions a felony. Senator Thomas C. 
Desmond and Assemblyman D. 
Clinton Dominick,. Newburgh Re- 

|-publicans, agreed to introduce the 
bill—just as the youngsters had 
prepared.it. 

A group headed by John Garman, 
of Albany, began making, daily 
visits to the Capitol, button-holing 
legislators on behalf . of the 
proposal. 

Eventually Senator Earl W. 
Brydges, chairman of the commit-, 
tee on public education, agreed to 
report it out—amended to make 
violation a misdemeanor. The kids 
continued to solicit support from 
lawmakers; won it from Senate 
Majority Leader Walter. J. Maho¬ 
ney, of Buffalo—among others. 

he deals in another part of the! 
book and which,, by Way of its. I 
economic tactics, rouses the. non- . 
Catholic majority’s resentment. 

Father Gardiner would appear 
to be a .moderate in his camp, arid 
he writes with a certain “detach; 
ment” Non-Catholics will find his 
book •' fascinating and; enlightening . 
in many respects^ It will convince j 
few of the: absolute fairness of the 1 
Church's position. : 

GRAND, EX-LEGITER, DARK 

Chicago Now Has City Total of 171 
Film Houses 

Chicago,. Mnrch 18 
Protracted boxoffice srum.n..’has; 

dosed the j,200-seat indie Grand I 
Theatre.. First-run a ("ion house j 
darkened last riieht (17), reducing: 
Chi to 171 filmeries, ! 

Theatre; was sold by-. Mi's;. Van. 
Nomikps. widow of the owner, to ; 
a s.vndi<;ate. which owns the nron- • 
eriy. Sum involved ivas -not dis-' 
closed. :Once the Four Cohans, a : 
legit house; Grand is on Clark St.." 
half a block south of bu"v. neon-; 
splashed Randolph St., ard it’s felt 
that pffrpatli location nir'binpd, 
With eerierally mediocre pix to finr - 
aiiv.d’oit. in. 

Origindlv the; Grand Oriera 
Hoiv?'\ theatre was tairon over a?- 1 
ter World War II bv th^ PvO cir¬ 
cuit and tte name shortened to the ; 
Grand. It Was sold a few years 
avp to a group which mcluded 
Nomikps, who bought out his part- j 
ners. late, last year. Noiriikos died 
in February. 

Albany-Buffalo Split 
For Universaf Pictures 

Albany, March 18. 

The northwestern part of the Al¬ 

bany exchange district is being sold 

by Universal from Buffalo, through 

salesman Frrink Dana, under an 

arrangement made as a result of 
the recent drastic cutback in the 
company’s operation of the ex¬ 
change here.. Manager Norman 
Weitmah, the only employee re¬ 
tained in Albany, is covering most, 
of the territory, as sales representa¬ 
tive except the Utica-Watertown- 
Rouses Point sector; 

• Bookings and billings for Univer¬ 
sal are being handled from Buffalo; 
print shipments from this City, via 
Clark Film Service. ; 

Jim. Tunney, local head shipper 
for the company 30 years, may re¬ 
main with Clark, after the latter 
finishes installation : of additional 
racks in its quarters (two blocks 
from Filmrow). Tunney and in¬ 
spectress Mabel.Van Amburgh were 
temporarily hired by . Clark, which 
has been using the; Universal facil¬ 
ities pending completion of the ex¬ 
pansion at the former’s location. 

Washington, March 18.. 
. George Dorsey Jr., former Uni¬ 
versal rep in Washington, has been 
named manager of Allied Motion 
Picture Center Inc., new space and 
equipment rental facility to be 
opened at Sheraton Park Hotel. 
Allied, which ...will function as" a 
service organization for local and 
out-of-town . motion picture and 
telefilm producers and ad agencies, 
has taken over studios being va¬ 
cated by: WRC-NBC, wh'ch is in 
process, of moving' to .new, ex¬ 
panded h:q. 

Dorsey* before going with Uni¬ 
versal, was with the NBC o&o sta¬ 
tion for eight years, serving at va¬ 
rious . times as program manager 
and film. director. He is the son 
of George Dorsey,. Warner studio 

i rep in. the capital. He takes over 
,. his new chores in advance of the 
[ April Id debut of Allied’s film op-, 
eration. . 

j . (Above Allied will be plenty con- 
\ fusing a. trade which already 
! mixes . Allied Artists and Allied 
[States Assn.—Ed.) 

Every time the picture busiriess 

hits the nadir of pessimism along 

comes a surprise entry that renews 

the hopes of tradesters and con¬ 

vinces them that there’s still con¬ 

siderable life left in the industry. 

Prime example this time is the 

amazing returns chalked up by Dis¬ 

tributors Corp. of America with a 

package, consisting of ‘‘Rodan,” a 

Japanese science fiction emry ed¬ 

ited and dubbed by the King. Bros., 

and “Battle Hell,” a British film 

produced by Herbert Wilcox. 

. Combo was booked in a total of 

79 theatres in the New York metro¬ 

politan area for runs of four days 

to one week starting last Saturday 

(15). Included.in the lineup of the¬ 

atres were.25 RKO houses. 

DCA backed the saturat;on enr 

gagement with an $80,000 cam¬ 

paign primarily oh teie. 'sicn, with 

WRCA, NBC’s New York outlet, 

getting the. bu’k of the business. 
Some of th? video plugs also Went 
to WOR-TV. Exploitation tech¬ 
nique, riiarked. by heavy use of tv 
spot campa'gn and special/video 
trailers, followed the pattern of 
similar bally successfully employed 
previously for. sci-fi pix and for 
certain types of action films. 

According to Irving Wormser, 
DCA saies. chief, the four-day to 
one-week runs in the Gotham ter¬ 
ritory is expected to rack up a 

gross of between $450,000 to $500,- 
000. The package, he added, fared 
better than, any recent science fic¬ 
tion picture. In some cases, the 
attraction equalled or bettered the 
returns of some recent blockbust¬ 
ers In certain theatres. 

Wormser. said that “Redan,” 
playing by itself in certain terri¬ 
tories, had. chalked up solid re¬ 
turns. It has played regular en- 
gagerneijts and saturation bookings 
in many sections of the U. S. 

Dallas Tent Boss Quits 
Dallas, March 18. 

:: Jack Bryant, manager of Variety 
Club, Tent 17, since 1945, has rer 
.signed effective April 15. He will 
join a hotel chain, a reentry for 
him. Bryant came here from the 
Marehman Hotel, Wichita Falls, to 
helm the showmen’s club. 

Joe Caffo, a club board member 
and theatre concessions exec, is 
understudying Bryant and will 
succeed , him next month as 
manager. 

Dayton Bothered by French Import—But Authorities 
Point Out Hazards of Careless Prosecution 

Dayton, O., March 18. 
Some 125 “aroused” citizens at¬ 

tended a meeting of City Council 
of suburban Oakwood to protest, 
against the films being shown by 
the Far Hills Theatre, art house, 
and especially the current French 
import, “And God Created Wo¬ 
man” with the sexkitten, Brigitte 
Bardot. That same night, an 
anonymous caller telephoned police 
at 9:21 • p.iri; to say there was a 
bomb planted in the theatre. As. 
a result, some 300 patrons were 
evacuated and their admission re¬ 
funded* while police searched in 
yain for the bomb. 

At the Council meeting, three 
letters of protest from clergymen 
were read, and spokesmen for the 
protestors demanded action against 
features and advertising they 
termed “obscene.” When asked 
how many had seen the current 
film, less than 10 persons raised 
their hands. The turnout was said; 
to be the largest at any city meet¬ 
ing in the last four years. ’ 

City Solicitor Francis McDaniel 
said council could not enact any 
censorship bill Without infringing 
the; 14th amendment, under recent 
U.-S. Supreme Court , rulings. He 
said that probably the only answer 
would be criminal prosecution un¬ 
der state law banning “obscene” 
films. In this particular instance, 
the prosecutionwould have to 
prove: to a court that a given film 
was obscene, which he : doubted 
could be done in the case of “And 
God Created Woman.” He said 
the possibility of a countersuit by 
Kingsley, distribution cornpany," 
made council reluctant to press ob¬ 
scenity charges. 
: One: spectator’s insistent offer to 
sign a criminal affffidavit of ob¬ 
scenity was declined when he ad¬ 
mitted he had not seen this or any 
other “questionable" film at the Far 
Hills. Citizens suggested that 
Council study the possibility of en¬ 
acting an ordinance to govern the 
age limit of those who may . attend 
films in the art theatre. i 

PUBLIC NOTICE 

PUBLIC IIEARIS'G—STATE OF 
NEW YORK 

MINIMUM WAGE DEPARTMENT OF 
. LABOR .. • 

.Pursuant, to'Section 657 of the Labor 
Law, the Industrial Commissioner will 
hold public hearins s on the report and 
recommendations of the Amusement and 
Recreation Minimum Wane Board re¬ 
lating to' the Minimum Waee Standards 
in the Amusement and Recreation Indus¬ 
try as follows: 

New York City, Friday, March 28, 19"8, 
at 2:00 P.M.r New. York State Office 
Building. Room 659. 80 Centre Street, 
New York 13, New York. 

DEFINITIONS 
1. AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION 

•INDUSTRY. “Tlie Amusement and Recrea¬ 
tion Industry” is defined to include all. 
establishments whose primary service is 
to provide amusement, entertainment, or 
recreation. including . establishments 
which produce'and distribute motion pic¬ 
tures and services allied to this,'such as 
casting and rental of motion picture 
film. or equipment. The industry also in¬ 
cludes owners, - lessees, and concession¬ 
aires whose business is incidental thereto 
or in connection therewith, or a part 
therof, ?.nd such services as are allied 
therewith, 

.The industry includes but Is not limited 
to motion piicture and other -theatres, 
dance halls and studios', ballrooms, bowl¬ 
ing alleys, billiard parlors, skating rinks, 
riding academies, race tracks, and stab'es. 
amusement' parks and centers, penny 
arcades and other coin-operated amuse¬ 
ment-device parlors, athletic fields, 
arenas, ball parks and stadiums; swim¬ 
ming poofs, . beaches, gymnasiums and 
slenderizing salons, golf courses, tennis 
courts, carnivals, circuses, boathouses, 
card ..clubs and other similar establish-; 
ments-. as well as play-producing or other 
enteriainment-producing companies,. thea¬ 
trical; agents, ticketbrokers. and profes¬ 
sional' sports promoters. The industry, 
also includes allied services operated in . 
connection with amusement and recrea¬ 
tion establishments, such as check rooms 
and parking lots. 

The industry excludes fa) establish¬ 
ments engaged in the operation of radio 
and television broadcasting stations, and, 
(b) non-profit organizations organized ex¬ 
clusively for religious, charitable, or 
educational purposes, 

. 2. EMPLOYEE. "Employee" means a 
woman 21 years of age and over, and 
any person under the age of 21 years 
employed in the amusement and recrea¬ 
tion industry. Summer Theatre appren¬ 
tice actors, actors, employed in New 
York City theatres with less than 309 
seats,-and Tolling chair pushers shall be 
excluded from - this definition. (Pursuant 
to Section 663-a of Article 19 of the 
Labor Law aU- of the provisions of a 
minimum wage order apply also to males 
21 years of age and over). 

3. WORKING TIME. "Working lime?* 
means time worked or time of required 
attendance; including waiting time, 
whether or not work is provided, and 
time spent in travelling as part of the 
duties of the' employee. This provision 
shall-not apply to pinsetters. caddies, and 
ushers at sports exhibitions. 

4*. MOTION PICTURE SERVICE STAFF 
EMPLOYEE: An employee in a motion 
picture theatre: whose duties involve 
the performance of services for patrons 
and require direct contact with patrons 

.Ctipiqs: of the Board’s recommendations 
are available on request at the Office of. 
the Industrial Commissioner, 80 Centra 
Street, New York 13, New York. : 

Isador Lubin 
Industrial Commissioner . 

March 14. 1958 
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Biz-Builders Never Mentioned TV, 
Old Movie? or Terms 

Anvrkan film deals with two 4 
Communist countries are hearing f 
the wrapup .stage, hut negotiations 
v.ith the Soviets haven’t even got-, 
ten under way yet. 

The Motion Picture Export Assn, 
deal with Hungary, calling for the 
purchase by the Hungarians of .10 
pictures at approximately $6,000 
a piece, is now; in the hands of the 
companies who must approve the 

■contracts. This may take some 
time since the distribs don’t, want 
to set any had precedents. 

As For the Poles, who are. to. buy 
26 pictures, the deal is. in effect 
closed but must, be signed in War¬ 
saw... It’s done via ‘the. fnterna- 
tioniil Media .Guaranty Program, 
under which the U.S. Information 
Agency exchanges Polish currency 
for dollars in New York. 

In Hungary., the only company 
that has made its own deal is 
United Artists, It is considered 
possible that, next. year, the com¬ 
panies will make their own in¬ 
dividual deals. Hungarian ar¬ 
rangement calls for the Hungar¬ 
ians to pay print and other costs 
In addition to the royalties. 

Groundwork has been laid for 
talks with the Soviets via the Rus- 
so-American cultural exchange 
pact. However, nothing can be 
done pending the arrival of .the 
Sovexport representatives in Wash¬ 
ington. 

The only other Red country with 
which Hollywood has been dealing 
for some time is Yugoslavia. Me¬ 
dia Guarantee program is in effect 
there also. 

TEVLIN VS. HOWARD HUGHES 

Onetime Head of RKO ! Studio 
Sues Ex-Boss 

Los Angeles, March 18. 
C. J. Tovlin, who headed RKO | 

Studios when: lot was. controlled j 
by Howard Hughes and later was 
in dharge of latter’s film activities, ■ 
slapped suit in H. S, District Court i 
against Hugh Tool Co., parent con- ' 
tern of Hughes’ motion picture 
operations. 

In action, asking for total of 
$226,088 on: various counts, Tevlin 
charged breach of contract, unpaid 
salary and retention of personal 
property. ,. 

Complaint stated that in August, 
1955, Tevlin signed an .agreement 
with Hughes Tool Co., whereby he 
would handle Hughes’ motion pic¬ 
ture operations at weekly salary 
of $1,500. This later was reduced, 
by mutual consent, to $1,000 per 
week. On July 15, 1957, however, 
according to Tevlin, contract Was 
wrongfully terminated. 

Minneapolis, March 18. 

At last week’s ^business-building 

forum here, hot once, did a sched¬ 

uled speaker or an exhibitor talk-, 

ing from the floor speak of televi¬ 
sion’s damage to .the boxoffice, the 
sale of oldie features to video and 
distributors “toughness’’'and “ex¬ 
orbitant’’ terms. 

As such, last weeks’ asscembly 
was a real novelty hereahouts and 
industry circles --are still' talking 
about, it.. 

Berger Seeks Orpheum 
For Legit Road Shows, 

Alternating Pictures 

Tokyo, March 18. 

Motion Picture Export Assn. Far: 
Eastern veep Irving Maas said lie 
doesn’t . anticipate snags in next 
fiscal (beginning April 1) alloca¬ 
tions of foreign, film import li¬ 
censes due to Social Party oppo- 
sion in. the Diet, but he added 

| that he doesn’t rule, it ..out either. 

During February meeting of the 
Minneapolis. March 18. | House Budget and Finance Com- 

Tf RKO Theatres w ishes to . di-; mittee, Socialists assailed the Gov- 
vest itself of oge of its two Min- j.ernment by. pointing out (I) the 
neapolis showhouse holdings,, the ‘ present allocaUons are being made 
loop 2.800-seat Orpheum and 1.600- i °«i basis of business records regis- 
seat Pantagcs, it has the chance to j tered during Occupation. (2V aU'o- 
do so now in what’s apparently a | cations favor foreign companies 
buyers’ market. * { and that their service contract is 

Circuit owner Bennie Berger, impartial to the extent, of making 
seeking a theatre for the legit and /taxation hardly possible and (3) 
willing to operate the Orpheum as i some companies are reselling im- 
a film house (which'it is now; in ; port licenses. 
between such road attractions, re- \ Mass described Socialists’ voic- 

. vealed that he has made RKO an ; ings as “harrassing the: Govern- 
offer to buy or lease the Orpheum j ment and using us as a whipping 
from it for a price which he. de-! boy.”. 
dines to disclose. j With a delay in allocations, the 

Also, either the Orpheum or Pan . Ministry 'is''.giving tentative allpca- 
would he suitable lor Elmer ; tions of one import license to each 
Rhoden who wants Minneapolis to, U S. maior; but this, has riot yet 
be one of Hie 10 American cities j been, finalized. . 
where he’ll proem his first Cine-i Holdup*.'is also due to delayed re- 
niiracle picture, “The Windjam-vturn of Exchange Control Section 
mer.’’ next July. chief Miyagi from London.. He is 

Two of the three Minnesota now expected back on the 2t0h. 
Amusement Co. (Paramount i down-i Maas has not yet met with Mims-* 
town theatres also would be up : try officials, awaiting Miyagi’s 
Rhoden’s alley. After the Rhoden , return, 
letter to . the local Chamber of i 
Commerce stating he’d, like to have j  -——' —~T"-r“ 
a theatre seating- 1,600..' or more! 
hei'«* .was 'efeiTtd to the MAC,} . KICKBISQII 
Charlie Winch ell, its. president-j 
general manager, followed up by !: Continued frdm page 4 ——. 

submitting to Rhoden the speeifica-; three nationally promoted events, 
tions of tlie 4 100-seat Radio City -each entirely different from tha 

kfa*P- , : other so that there is no coflict. 
This . doesn t mean, however,, he noted. For example, he said, 

that we re placing these theatres • “the Academy Awards are held! in 
*?.r sale.” explains..; March. In September, we could 

Winchell. We re just willing to; pr0IT,ote an American Film Festi- 
entertain- any. offer , that Rhoden ,val. then- at' the end of the. year, 
ma-' fff t° »pke for C mcmiracle i ih December, an Audience Partici- 
and Tne W indjammer. . j pation Poll, or similar promotion 

Todd Fils in Hub To 
Set ‘80 Days’ Playoffs 

Boston, March 18. 

Mike Todd Jr., in town to 

set New England showings of 

“Around World in 80 Days,” said 

the film is skedded for release in 

six: or more Yankeeland cities, in¬ 

cluding Fall River, Worcester, New 

Bedford, Lawrence, Lowell and 

Manchester, -N.H.. 

The film remains at the Saxon 
Theatre. Boston, where it opened 
48 weeks ago, until April 7, there¬ 
after “South Pacific” will be shown 
at the, Saxon; Reporting on the 
history of “Around .World,” Todd 
said it opened Oct. 17, 1956 and 
played in about 25. key cities. Then 
it.was taken to several world thea¬ 
tres including Singapore and Bang¬ 
kok, about the middle of 1957. So 
far, he said, it has grossed $32 mil¬ 
lion! 

Biggest smash Outside the U.S. 
and England is in. Chile, he said, 
where it opened 16 weeks- ago, 
There, are lines and. lines and not 
an empty seat with Chileans trying 
every way they know to get tick¬ 
ets. 

could be featured. Each event 
would have suhstance and .national 
impact and each would sustain in- 

Academy Telecast Ahead 
Of ‘SO Daysr Unscreening terest.’ 

Los Angeles. March 18. ’ ' New patronage would bO enlisted 
Carthay Circle Theatre. where Tor the boxoffice,. Ricketson felt, 

“Around the World in 80 Days’ 
currently, is in its.G4th week, will 
precede . regular showing Of pic¬ 
ture on night of March 26 with a 
special television screening of. 
Academy Awards ceremonies. 

Harry Zevin, manager of house, 
will open doors at 7 p.m. and is 

and once inaugurated such festi¬ 
vals or expositions “are certain to 
become an annual event.” . 

Recalling that the Oscar en¬ 
thusiasm “had comewhat overcome 
the prevailing , feeling of down- 
beat.” NT topper asserted that a 
rotation plan might \ be followed 

arranging for "installation of be- |-for'.festivals- so that all parts of 
tween 12 and 18 monitors in vari- ; the country Could participate, 
ous parts of theatle. Following ! This year, for example,, he said, 
completion of 90-minute telecast,i four, nationally sponsored festivals 
Pie Mike Todd production" will! might be held in N, Y.,: Chicago, 
start. ] Ne\v Orleans and LA. In 1959, 

Same procedure . already has . Washington, St; Louis, Frisco and. 
been set for Coronet Theatre, ‘ Dallas. Such a project, properly 
Frisco; where pic is now playings; exploited, would bring hundreds 
and similar arrangements Are now ’ of thousands of visitors to the 
being made in other theatres sponsoring communities and 
throughout the country playing | “would integrate our theatres with 
the Toddv pic, for Oscar sweep-: civic authorities, merchants* the 
stakes'AXj^be brought, to. patrons, press, radio and television.” 

U. Morale Better 
^ Continued: from page. 4 

oif. the pictures presently available. 
The company staunchly feels it 
has a property of blockbuster cali¬ 
bre in a “A :Time to. Love and a 
Time to Die.” the film version of 
the Erich Maria Remarque novel. 
Additionally, . there’s a “happy 
feeling”. about “The: Happy Feel¬ 
ing.” which U officials envision as 
another “Tammy and the Bache¬ 
lor,” one of the company’s most 
successful pictures last year. Like 
“Tammy,” which also starred Deb¬ 
bie .Reynolds, U. feels it has a 
“sleeper” that will appeal both to 
the. teenage and family trade. Pic 
is based on F, Hugh Herbert’s 
stage play “For Love or Money.” 
Also high, on U’s agenda are 
“Touchof Evil,” starring Orson 
Welles, Charlton Heston and Janet 
Leigh; “Twilight of the Gods,” 
starring Rock. Hudson and . Cyd 
Charisse. and “Raw Wind to 
Eden,” starring Jeff Chandler and 
Esther Williams. Strong, potential 
is also, envisioned for “Dracula,” 
made, in England for Universal re¬ 
lease. 

Universal pictures. currently In 
release are not causing any excite¬ 
ment- at. the boxoffice. However, 
it’s felt that with the release, of 
the hew crop of pictures, starting 
in April, the downbeat trend will 
be reversed. The. feeling of op¬ 
timism is being. bolstered with a 
new wave of promotional activity 
which will see the. revitalization of 
premiere plans,- star tours, com¬ 
mercial -tieups, radio-tv plugs and 
general. pre-selling activity. 

—. Continued from page 7 

10-man board of directors, the de¬ 
signation of Peat, Marwick,: Mitch¬ 
ell & . C.p! as auditors, and the der 
feat of a . resolution offered by 
Lewis Gilbert, requiting that direc¬ 
tors bther than nominees of Decca 
Records own 100 shares of common 
or preferred stock. . 

Named to. the board were Rack- 
mil, N. J. Blumberg, Alfred E. Daff, 
Preston Davie, Albert A. Garth- 
waite, John J. O’Connor, - Budd 
Rogers, Daniel M. Sheaffer, Har¬ 
old I. Thorp and Samuel H: Val-. 
lance. At the meeting there were 
928,663 shares or more than 95% 
of the voting stock present, in per¬ 
son or by proxy. 

' The board releeted all present’ 
officers of the compiny. 
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Remarks By Rackmil 
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Makes A Difference 
When Universal prexy Milton E. Rackmil told the company’s stock¬ 

holders last week that he would recommend to the board of directors 
to omit the dividend payment due at this time, there was hardly a peep 
of protest from, the assembled investors. 

In contrast, when Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel told his company’s 
stockholders the same thing at a recent annual meeting, he was sub¬ 
jected to considerable abuse and protests, 

U’s stock, of course, is 81.49c-owned by Decca Records, of which Rack- 
mil is also president. Loew’s shares, oh the other ,hand, are widely dis¬ 
tributed. 

* * * . 

‘Self-Cut’Proposal 
A stockholder suggested to Rackmil that the company’s officers take 

a voluntary pay cut of 50% retroactive- to April 31, 1857, “We’ll take 
it under advisement,” Rackmil told him. 

* * +. 

No U-Decca ’Fusion 
As has been customary at most annual meetings of Universal, the 

subject of a merger between U and Decca again came up. Rackmil re¬ 
iterated that the situation had been studied many times and a decision 
had been reached that it would not be feasible to. merge. “It would not 
result in a gain for; either company,” he declared. However, he added 
that both companies help each other wherever they can. 

* •* * 

Conservative. Amortization . 
Universal’s accountant, John Peoples of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & 

Co., told the stockholders that U has the most conservative amortiza¬ 
tion write-off table in the industry. He asserted that Universal writes 
off 97% of a picture’s cost in 52 weeks and this is frequently accom¬ 
plished before a picture is released abroad. 

+ ★ 
Film Row Economies 

Rackmil reported that additional efforts will be made to consolidate /' 
physical facilities of the exchanges. In addition, he said considerable 
cuts will be made in the European overhead and in other parts of the 
world. “It’s not pleasant, but it has to be done,”, he declared. 

' 4 . * "4 " 

U’s $800,000 Holdback on RKO 

Rackmil.acknowledged that $800,000 had been withheld from RKO as 
a result of a dispute relating to a release of one of the RKO pictures. 
The disagreement is now in litigation. 

4 4 '4 

Discount For Hyperbole 
! Although Universal’s publicity has frequently stated that; “A Tiixie to 
Love and a Time to Die” cost $5,000,000, Rackmil declared thait the pic.- 
ture did not cost anywhere near that amount. “We never made a pic¬ 
ture costing $5,000,000,” he said. 

4 4 ; . 4 

Commercials Lucrative 
Although Rackmil found U’s tv commercial film division a lucrative 

undertaking, he told the stockholders: “I don’t have to listen to them.” 
Topper also reported that the company’s advertising expenditures had 
increased last year, but he declined to release the figures. . 

Sees Trightening Demonstration 
Of Webs Power to Influence 

Leo’s Live TV 
Continued from page 1= 

away from the Culver City studio, 

Metro staffers will collaborate with 

Saiidek on the creative and pro¬ 

ductive level. Season’s schedule of 

spex would be restricted to six to 

initiate the live operation. 

. Metro's schedule of filmed sub¬ 

jects for next season runs heavily 

to action and adventure with a 

sprinkling of comedy. In the action 

group are “Fastest Gun Alive,” 

“Skagway ’98,” series based on the 

gold rush, “Port of - Call,” “Gas¬ 

light,” series of English murder in 

the Victorian era, a mystery-hor¬ 

ror stanza and a sciepce-fiction se¬ 

ries to be shot in London. Among 

the comedies are, “Goodbye Mr. I 

Chips,” with Michael Redgrave a 

possibility in the title role, “Father 
of the Bride” “Min and Bill,” the 
latter now in retakes to add a new 
juve character. 

Jack Dunning, one of. the stu¬ 
dio’s top film editors, will produce1 
the “Min” retakes and also pro¬ 
duce “Fastest Gun.” Floyd Sim¬ 
mons, a discovery of Joshua Logan 
who cast him in “South Pacific,” 
has the inside track for the “Fast¬ 
est Gun” lead. George Cukor will 
be consultant on “Gun” and 
“Father of the Bride.” 

Warners made a presentation 
three years ago of “Port of Call” 
but it was later abandoned because 
of lack of agency interest. Adven¬ 
tures of a sea captain and cadet 
officer will be madq^in cooperation 
with American President Lines. 
“Skagway” will be produced by 
Adrian Samish, with David Greg- 
gory one of the writers. For 
the mystery-horror series, Barry 
promises the most off-beat casting 
in the studio’s history. He declined 
revealing the identities. 

K Washington, March 18. 

Rep: Thomas L. Ashley (D.-O.) 
has charged that the three net¬ 
works and the motion picture the¬ 
atres interests employed campaigns 
of “misinformation” to kill sub¬ 
scription television.. . . 

While expressing opp^ition to 
j any device that would deprive the. 
public of free programs-r-which 
would , seem inconsistent putting 
congressmen on . both horses?— 
Ashley said the “real issue” is 
whether the webs and the theatres 
“should be allowed to coerce conr 
gress. into arbitrarily rejecting any 
new idea that poses any measure 
of competition to these vested in¬ 
terests.” 

Ashley suggested a congressional 
inquiry into “this frightening dem¬ 
onstration of network power to in-? 
fluence the very workings of our 
national government." 

‘Discharge Clause’ 
Si— Continued from page 3 —j 

demand arbitration of the situa¬ 
tion. 

In . addition, Union leaders are of 
the opinion that many veteran 
staffers—with 25 to 30 years of 

. service—are not receiving suffi¬ 
cient Severance pay when they art 
pirikslipped for economic reasons. 
Current contracts provide for a 
maximum of. 24 weeks pay for 
those with 10 years of service. A 
discharged staffer can only receive 
the maximum of 24 weeks no mat¬ 
ter how much longer he has been 
In the employ-of the company. 

In its demands for a new two- 
year contract, the SPG will prob¬ 
ably ask for a slight wage hike 
and a number of fringe benefits, 
but the: main concentration will be 
on security. Attitude of the union 
can best be expressed by the com¬ 
ment of an official of the SPG. 
“What good is a salary increase 
if the companies can fire our mem¬ 
bers on a-whim?,'* he asked. 
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in a 
Must Defend Selves Against Charges of Fraudulent 

Tactics in Selling Shares 

Statements concerning activities 
of and investments in Selectivision, 
Inc.f a closed-circuit pay-tv scheme 
aimed for the Forest Hills, N. Y., 
area, were termed fraudulent last 
week Iby the office of Attorney 
General Louis J. Lefkowitz. 

The Attorney General’s office 
made the charges in papers filed 
in N; Y. Supreme Court. Justice 
Joseph A. Gavagan signed an or¬ 
der temporarily restraining the 
P. J. Gruber & Co. brokerage Out¬ 
fit from selling Selectivision. stock. 

The Attorney General. called 
“false, misleading and deceptive” 
the Selectivision contentions that 
$4,000,000 already had been in¬ 
vested in the company and that 
15,000 homes in the Forest Hills 
area had been fully wired, with 
100,000 apartments to be wired by 
the end of February or March 
when operations would start. 

Court order required P. j. 
Gruber and certain of the Select!- 
vision officers, namely prexy J. T. 
Hamilton arid Bernard L. Golden- 
berg, to appear in court March 13 
and to bring with them books and 
records relating to the investiga¬ 
tion: Selectivision’s lawyer asked 
for more time to study the charge. 

The Attorney General's affidavit 
said Gruber had sold out 85,000 
shares of Selectivision late last 
year for $85,000. Another 65,000 
shares«of option stock at prices 
ranging from $1 to $2 also were 
sold. 

Charge said that only $150,000 
had been invested in Selectivision. 
Certain literature. issued by the 
Gruber outfit for Selectivision was, 
in the opinion of the Attorney 
General’s office, “misleading, de¬ 
ceptive and fraudulent."’ Assistant 
Attorney General Eugene T. Ros- 
sides conducted the investigation. 

Shirley Temple 
Continued from page 1 

Shirley Temple popularity among 
a new generation of moppets. 
.Those involved in the new Temple 
buildup are receiving unsolicited 
but welcome support from, the 
mothers of the new moppets* The 
mothers Seemingly have a nostal¬ 
gic feeling about Miss Temple and 
are the ones that are prompting 
their offspring to witness Miss 
Temple’s old and new accomplish¬ 
ments. 

On the basis of the ratings 
racked up by four of the Temple 

.pictures presented on the NT A 
video network, NTA withdrew the 
films from television and turned 
the whole lot over to its theatrical 
distribution subsidiary for release 
to theatres. The first picture 
selected by NTA Pictures for re¬ 
issue is “Susannah of the Moun- 
ties,” in which Miss Temple, ais a 
child, starred with Randolph Scott. 
NTA selected this film because it 
presents Miss Temple in a west¬ 
ern. The western angle, the dis- 
trib figures, gives theatres double 
protection in catering to the tastes 
of their matinee aficiandos. 

“Susannah . of the Mounties,” 
which will be packaged with a full- 
length cartoon, “Gulliver’s Travels”, 
(also a reissue), has been booked 
on the Loew’s Theatres metropoli¬ 
tan N. Y. Circuit for Easter Week. 
In addition, the picture is sched¬ 
uled to play in other areas during 
school vacation periods. “Susan¬ 
nah” represents a test for NTA. 
On the basis of the results 
achieved by the initial reissue, the 
company will determine its future 
policy on .the remainder of the 
Temple backlog. 

The first film is being presented 
with ah entire new promotional 
campaign. Mai Warshaw, NTA 
Pictures’ pub-ad chief, has pre¬ 
pared new trailers, advertising, 
press books, and publicity mate¬ 
rial. His aim is to give the entry 
the. same type of backing that a 
new picture would receive. 

It’s hoped that Miss Temple’s 
current appearances oh tv, the 
theatrical reissue of hef old pic¬ 
tures, and the new push on the 
merchandising of Shirley Temple 
Items will result in an entire new 
cycle of popularity for the. former 
child star. 

AND NO TUXEDO TO WEAR 

Booth Jobs Weekly 
At $171.78 

Pay 

Los Angeles, March 18. 
In second such deal with a Holly¬ 

wood Blvd. showcase in less than 
a week, Projectionists Local 150, 
IATSE, has concluded deal with 
Chinese. Theatre calling for upped 
scale for the new Cinemiracle 
process, which will preem April 8 
with Louis de Rocheinont’s. “Wind¬ 
jammer.” . 

. Previous deal was with Egyptian, 
for “South . Pacific” in Todd-AO 
process when that pic opens as 
follower to currently - playing 
“Bridge on the River Kwai.” New 
arrangement is same, as with. War¬ 
ner Hollywood for Cinerama pix. 

New basic scale, calling for 
$4.09 hourly and $6.13 overtime, 
boosts total basic weekly pay to 
$171.78, plus $25 weekly for chief 
projectionists: It also provides for 
two-week vacation after one year, 
and One-sixth termination pay. 
Anything over 14 shows per Week 
will be handled by a swing man. 

Contract runs to June, 30, 1962, 
with option to- renegotiate on Jan. 
2, 1960. 

M Texas Ozoner 
Amherst, Tex., March 18: 

E. L. Ray, owner of the 84 Drive- 
In Theatre here has introduced a 
cash discount card idea which is 
clicking for him at the boxoffice. 
The discounts are paid in cash. 

Each patron receives a card, to 
be punched once for each paid ad¬ 
mission or for spending $1 at the 
concession stand. When a -total of 
$25 is punched out, a seal on the 
card is broken. Underneath the seal 
is printed the amount of the dis¬ 
count which ranges from $i to $50. 
There are no blanks, and i no dis¬ 
count is less than $1. 

There are two nights during the 
middle of the week which, are 
known as double punch night. 

Cards are void if the; patron 
breaks the seal to fiiid out what 
the amount is underneath. Ray 
stated that the general idea is a 
10% discount for $25 worth of biz, 
which means that the average paid 
out is $2.50 per customer. ! 

‘Sayonara’ Chi Whammy 
Chicago, March 18. 

Optimism note; 
. Momentum from a sock nine- 
week Loop run carried “Sayonara” 
(WB) to a terrific gross topping 
$300,000 in its first outlying run 
here. Pic played a solo week at 
50 nabes, and was held'over at 15 
of them, William Goetz production, 
ran nearly even with “Giant” for 
the same situation. . 

At least one of the 5Q houses 
racked up a record take with 
“Sayonara.” Total gross is the 
more impressive for the recession 
and the foul weather, that -Iplayed 
Chi for the run. | 

Utica Takes the Bout 
Albany, March 18. 

. The Avon, Stanley Warner, 1600- 
seater Ini Utica, will telecast the 
Basilio - Robinson championship 
fight, March 25. This is the first 
time Utica has been included in. 
a closed-circuit. The Mohavih Val¬ 
ley City is near Carmen Basilio’s 
home town of Canastota. 
/ Reports here are that the. Avon 
will use portable equipment; has; a 
three-price scale for the bout: Wil¬ 
liam Decker manages the “B" first- 
run. 

BILL TO KILL PAY-SEE 

‘South Pacific’ 
‘80 Days’ at Ted Mann’s 

Minneapolis, March 18. 
_“South Pacific” On May . 1 goes 

into Ted Mann’s; Todd-AO-equipped 
local Academy for an exclusive 
territory hard-ticket engagement 
and expected lengthy rum. . ~ 

At that time it will replace 
■ ‘Around the - World in 80 Days” 
Which ; will have, chalked- up a suc¬ 
cessful 43-Week rpn. This, too, has 
been a hard-ticket and exclusive 
engagement for. the. entire territory 
at $1.50-$2 matinee and $2:40-$2:65 
night admission scales. 

Mann practically rebuilt the in¬ 
terior of the former Alvin, now the 
Academy,, at a $250,000 cost 10 
house such pictures as “80 Days” 
and “South Pacific.” . 

He says his intention wras to run 
the Mike Todd smash a full year 
“and if I wanted to I could, judging 
by the way that the grosses have 
been holding up^-the 35th week 
take, fOr example, was more than 
$7,000.” 

However, he explains, “the ‘South 
Pacific’ people insist on an earlier 
opening—they even Wanted it for 
Easter Week, but that wouldn’t 
have been fair to ‘80 Days ’ ” ..• 

No other Twin Cities’ theatre is 
Todd-AO-equipped and the initial 
release of that picture will be, of 
course, in that screening process. 

CONTINENTAL HANDLES 
BRITISH‘BLUE MURDER’ 
“Blue Murder at St. Trinian’s,” 

a British-Lion comedy, - has been 
acquired for U. S. distribution by 
Continental Distributing. Pro¬ 
ducer by Sidney Gilliat and Frank 
Launder, and directed by the lat¬ 
ter, the picture stars Joyce Gren¬ 
fell, Terry-Thomas and George 
Cole. 

Film was inspired by a series of 
drawings by cartoonist Ronald 
Searle of the girls and staff of St. 
Trinian’s. 

Driye-Irii Hazards When 
Opening Before Robins 

“ Albany,. March 18. 
The gamble involved in an early 

opening of drive-ins around here 
—due to the mercurial. weather— 
was dramatically, demonstrated Fri-. 
day (14), which Joe Miller set for 
the relighting of the Menands, on 
Albany-Troy Road. Wet snow fell 
for hours that day. The previous 
day and night had mild, perfect. 
“spring” conditions. 

Several automobilers, including 
Lament’s Riverview at Rotterdam 
and Sunset at Kingston, Alan Ise- 
lin’s Auto-Vision in East. Green- 
bush, and the Marotta Brothers’ 
Carman in Guilderland, are. sched¬ 
uled to reopen , this weekend. : 

A top of as high as $7.50 will be 
charged by theatres and arenas 
for- the closed-circuit telecast of 
the Carmen BasiliO-Ray Robinson iVnnM lifsito >r«li « penmen x>aMiiu-i\ay rvopmson 

Would Wak®al^“n.aa Crime In middleweight championship fight 
j next Tuesday (25). The $7.50 tab 
j has been set by Loew’s State on 
■ Bi’oadway for loge seats and the 
majority of these have already 

Los Angeles, March 18. 
As latest istep in its battle to 

defeat feeve:e, Citizens Committee b ein’" sol d outV 
Against Pay-TV has submitted; ^ e* * 
draft of a bill to outlaw system in ■ a<v?lss,-°?T at ,^e, 
State of California to Assembly- i V711 Many New York the- 
man Louis Francis, of San Mateo - afres :car^n? the .telecast will be 

cis, for subjnission to Stfltc Legis-- ■ rnost Dart out-of-town thpatrp^ 
iature and Incorporation in bills ; Willha5e a $3.50 $4 tab. h 
which will be considered if a pro- ; T . ,/• 0_ , T, 
posed special Session of state gov- Driye-ln, Key port, 
ernirig.; tody is*- called by Gov. &J!?aerJ?Fylne the Goodwin Knight. ; telecast, has set a $14 per car 

■ . .... '.. ■ ■■ ■ ' minimum with a maximum of four 
Committee previously was active ; persons to a car. For each person 

m successfuHy circulating two pe-; over four, there’ll be an extra 
tUions asking referendum vote m :$3.50 per person charge. The. $14 
* A’y ■ grantinS ■ of ’ per.-car charge holds even/if there 
Tf,ranfh^es November to. Fox is one to three people in the car. 
West Coast-International Teleme- 
ter Corp. and Sklatron TV Inc. ! - According to exhibitors who 
Franchises were rescinded two 
weeks ago at specific request of 
the two closed-circuit companies. 

have .signed up. for the telecast, 
advance sales are running about 
25% ahead at this time than the 
sales up to fight time for the pre¬ 
vious Basilio-Robinson encounter. 
On the basis of the advance sales, 
there is considerable optimism 
that there will he rush of window 
sales on the night of the bout. 

Teleprompter Corp., which Is 
handling the closed-tv event for 
the International Boxing Club, 
anticipates slightly less than 200 
locations with a seating capacity 

; of a little more than 500,000. Ac¬ 
cording to Irving Kahn, Tele-, 
prompter prexy, there will be ap- 

. Minneapolis, March 18. | proximately 150 theatres and 50 
The boxoffice locally is clinging j arenas in the fight network. 

To Last Year s 

to the pattern of last year. Mean¬ 
ing, it’s erratic. Exhibitors are im¬ 
pressed with the number of new 
pictures which since the beginning 
of the year have drawn “good old 
(days” kind of money. Along with 
this, howrever, is the number of sur¬ 
prising flops — surprising in that 
they figured to do well on the basis i 
Of Upbeat critical appraisals . they I 
received. ' 

The important revenue producers 
in these parts in the recent period 
include “Around the World in 80 
Days,” “Peyton. Place,” “Search for 
Paradise,” “Seven Wonders of the 
World,” “Sayonara,” “Old yeller,” 
“Farewell to Arms,” “Bridge on the 
River Kwai,” “Witness for the Pros¬ 
ecution” and “Don’t Go Near the 
Water,” 

On the downbeat side: “Deep 
Six,” “Slaughter on 10th Avenue,” 
“Third Key,” “Lady Takes a Fly¬ 
er,” “Bon jour Tristesse” and “The 
Missouri Traveler.” . 

Fight, which will be held in 
Chicago, will toe seen in eastern 
outlets at 11 p.m. Theatres are 
scheduling their film programs so 
that the house can be cleared in 
time for the telecast. 

San Francisco’s Levin 

San Francisco, March 18. 
Irving M. Levin, co-ordinator of 

the Oct. 29-Nov. 11 San Francisco 
Film Festival, will fly to London 
April 19 to attend Variety Inter¬ 
nationals’ convention, go to Paris 
April 26 and to the Cannes Festi¬ 
val May. 2.. Levin will remain, at 
Cannes until May 16, go to Rome 
until May 19 and fly back to Frisco. 

Trip has two objectives: (1) to 
attend the Variety Club conven¬ 
tion (he’s head of the Frisco club) 
and (2) to meet and chat with film 
association execs, in preparation 
for the Frisco fete. 

Circuited Clinic In Sales Techniques 
at $6; Event In Red 

DRIVE-IN PETITIONS 
UPPED CLEARANCE 
Minneapolis, March 18. 

The 7-Hi drive-in has requested 
clearance in the local setup’s earl¬ 
iest subsequent run slot, 28 days, 
in place Of 35 days, five days'be¬ 
hind the earliest dozen Twin Cities' 
four-wall neighborhood houses. 
The 35. days now is the best avail* 
ability obtainable for the ozoners. 

If this 7-Hi request is granted it’s 
regarded as a certainty that the 
seven other Minneapolis-St. Paul 
35-day outdoor theatres will de¬ 
mand the earlier availability, too, 
making-things tougher for the con¬ 
ventional houses, a dozen of which 
in Minneapolis alone are in the 28- 
day slot. 

Five of the Twin Cities’ ozoners, 
owned and operated by the Min¬ 
nesota^ Entertainment Enterprise, 
comprising a large group of own¬ 
ers of the leading four-wall houses, 
have always had a highly success¬ 
ful last runs policy and plan its 
continuance. These are among the 
finest ozoners to be found any- 
where.. 

The recent Tele-Sell and Tele- 
Manage. closed-circuit sales clinic, 
although an artistic success^ is ex¬ 
pected to wind up .a financial fail¬ 
ure unless the promoters can bail 
themselves out via the sale of 
kinescopes of the three-Session 
program. 
. Promoted. by Tele Clinics Inc., 
headed by Arthur H. Motley and 
Morris I. Pickiis, the closed-circuit 
program, designed to demonstrate 
salesmanship and management 
techniques, had hoped to draw at 
least. 200,000 persons in 58 U. S. 
and four Canadian cities at $6. per 
head; Actually, it’s estimated that 
only 80,000 tickets were sold for 
the three-day sessions. Out of the 

$6, Tele-Clinics received $4, with 
$2 going to. a local, sponsoring or¬ 
ganization, usually a chamber of 
commerce Or sales executive club. 

Out of the receipts received, 
Tele-Clinics is committed to pay 
the Teleprompter Corp, for han¬ 
dling the closed-circuit facilities, 
which includes the long lines, pro¬ 
jectors, cameras, etc, Telepiromp* 
ter also provided the staging and 
production facilities which were 
well received. 

. According to Irving Kahn, presi¬ 
dent of; Teleprompter, his com¬ 
pany had no per ticket arrange¬ 
ment with Tele-Clinic. He de¬ 
clared that the event was handled 
on a straight fee deal and whether 1 pointmenf to the promoter*. 

Pittsburgh, March 18. 
“Around the World in 80 Days” 

will get its first nabe breaks here 
at Easter time. United Artists re¬ 
lease, which wound up a nine- 
month: road-show engagement at 
the Nixon early in January, has 
been inked to open at three houses 
locally on April 3 for indefinite 
engagements. . 

j It goes into two Stanley-Warner 
houses. Memorial in McKeesport. 

v . I and Schenley in Oakland district, 
or not the sponsoring organization : and one Hands- Amusement Com- 
comes lip with a profit or loss, the : pany operation, the Denis. 
original stipulated fee will be col- —;———:—— - 
lected by Teleprompter. 

Although Kahn did not reveal ALHAMBRA BITES DUST 
the cost Of the telecast, it’s be- Minneapolis. March 18. 
lieved it was staged for $300,000.; , One more local neighborhood 
Some estimates are that Tele-Clin- theatre, the. Alhambra, a prosper- 
ic may lose as much as $100,000: | ous operation in the good old pre- 

The first and third nights, of the i tw days, has tossed in the . sponge 
sales clinics, devoted to sales ex-' because of its “dying” boxoffice.. 
ecutives and management, was | it’s the approximately eighth up¬ 
rated a success. However, the . town house to bite the dust during 
great loss was incurred . on the . the past several years. 
second night when the failure of j Whether it’ll ever reopen or he 
retail store management to send j converted to other uses likely will 
their employees to the sales train- ; be decided in the next few years 
ing program’proved a costly disap-1 according . to Clyde Cutter, iti 

I lessee. 
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NBC FLIPS AS CBS FLOPS IN MARCH 

NBC-TV has burst through the 
Trendex barrier to top CBS-TV’s 
nighttime schedule in the ratings 
for the first time in several years..] 
The March Trend ex gives NBC a 
clearciit advantage, both in the 
overall seveil-night 7:30 to 10:30 
p m. averages and in the Trendex 
Top 10 list. 

The seven-night average, rating 
for NBC for March (1-7) is a 20.2, 
some 10f < ahead of CBS- 18.4 and 
37C< ahead of ABC’s 14.7. On the 
Top 10 listing, NBC walks off with 
six out of 10, with CBS and ABC 
getting two each (see separate 
box). A year ago, NBC Was 27% 
behind CBS in average nighttime 
Trendex ratings, though 47rc ahead 
of ABC. In terms of absolute rat¬ 
ing points, the NBC average has 
gone up 3.7 points over last year, 
CBS has dropped by .4,1 points and 

. ABC has improved by 3.5 points. 1 
On a night-by-night basis,. NBC 

captures three nights, CBS three 
and ABC one. NBC wins Sunday, 
by a 24.4 average vs. 17.0 for CBS 
and 15.3 for ABC; Monday, by 25.0 
to 19.1 for CBS and 9.2 for ABC; 
and Wednesday, by 20.4 to 17.7 for 
CBS and 15.2 for ABC, CBS 
nights are Thursday, With a 19.0 to 

Trendex Tbp 10 
NBC has taken over the lead 

in the Top 10 Trendex for 
March, grabbing off six of the. 
places and leaving CBS tied 
with ABC with two entries 
each. It’s the; lowest CBS to- 

. tal ever in- Trendex Top 10 
history. Ratings are as fol- 
lows, covering the March .1-7 
week: 
Gunsmoke (CBS) ..,. 37.8 
Bob Hope (NBC) .... 33.5 : 
Perry Como (NBC) .. 32.4 
Price is Right (NBC) , 29.6 
Restless Gun (NBC) . 29.2 

. Maverick (ABC) .... 29:0 
Wyatt Earp (ABC) ... 29.0 
Danny Thomas (CBS) 28.9 
Wells Fargo (NBC . :: 28.5 
Loretta Young (NBC) __ 27.7 

MCA’* ‘Hey, Look* j 
MCA-TV’s doing a lot of j 

shouting over the newest (sec- T 
ond February) Nielsen report j 
on the basis that; with the sole ]. 
exception of the Gisele Mac- j 
Kenzie show, all of the major • 
entries sold to NBC-TV came > 
through with a share-of-aiidi- ; 
ence topping the competing 
shows on ABC and CBS. i 

MCA has particular. refer¬ 
ence to the Monday night j 
“Suspicion” entry (with a 41.6 
share); the Wednesday night j 
“Wagon Train,” the brace of .! 
Monday night westerns, “Rest- I 
less Gun” and “Wells. Fargo” . ! 
plus the Friday night. “M ; 
Squad.” j 

Phil Silvers has since moved j 
into the Friday at 9 CBS slot • 
opposite “M Squad” and from r; 
the looks of things both en-. 
tries seem to be splitting ! 
evenly. • j 

NBC’s 17.8 and ABC’s 17.5; Friday. ] 
by 18.4 to 14.8 for NBC and 12.9 j 
for ABC and Saturday, by 22.2 to j 
20.5 for NBC and 13.0 for ABC, 
ABC walks off with Tuesdays with [ 
a 20.4 average, vs. 18.8 for NBC ; 
and 15.5 for CBS 

NBC has been on CBS’ heels all ■ 
this season, but this is the first] 
breakthrough by the web. The 
latest Nielsen ratings, advances on [ 
the Second February Report, show 
NBC only 5rr behind-CBS in av-'j 
erage audience ratings over the 
seven-night 7:30-10:30 span, closest ] 
margin this season. Whether the 
Nielsens for March will reflect the 
new March Trendexes by giving 
NBC the edge still remains to be 
seen, but the second February 
Nielsens bring NBC up a notch 
toward (hat goal. Average ratings 
In the Nielsen advances give CBS 
a 26.0. NBC a 24.7 arid ABC a 19.2. 
That leaves NBC only 5% behind 
CBS, as compared with 17^ behind 
a year ago. 

Moreover, NBC prexy Bob Sar- 
noff stated last week that coupled 
with the rating increase comes the 
fact that the current first quarter 
is shaping up as the best grosser in 
the web’s history J This reflects 
gains iri daytime, late-night via the; 
Jack Paar show, and the 7:30-8 p.m. 
strip, over the same quarter a 
year ago. 

Max Ljebman’s nearly 10-year al¬ 
liance, With NBC ended this week 
when he settled his contract, which 
had two-and-a-half years more to 
run, in order to set up his oWn 
indie tv packaging outfit, Max Lieb- 
man Productions, Inc. He made it 
plain that he was severing his NBC 
connections With no ill feelings 
toward the network: “They gave 
me free rein at all times,” he said. 
“There was no interference from 
NBC at any time.” 

As an indie tv. packager, Lieb- 
man has lined up a stalwart array 
of properties including a 30-minute 
dramatic series tagged “Bless the 
Women,” dealing with careers of 
colorful Women of yesteryear. Se¬ 
ries would feature such characters 
as Calamity Jane; Belle Starr, 
famed Western Bandit; Poker Alice, 
cracker jack gambler; Lillian Rus¬ 
sell and ether dames who captured 
imagination of the.country.. 

Also in the Liebman hopper is. a 
proposed half-hour dramatic series 
or several spectaculars based, on 12 
stories by B. J. Chute published 
under title of ‘.‘The Blue Cup” and 
a number of individual spectacu¬ 
lars to. be telecast on a one-shot 
basis. These would deal with 
“Heroes of the West” (Buffalo Bill, 
General Custer, etc); “Joe Col¬ 
lege,” panorama of college life 
from turn of century, and a spec¬ 
tacular concerning; tjapt. Kidd. 
Liebman's also mulling over; possi¬ 
bility of repeating his tv version 

(Continued on. page 73) . 

FTATATBETA 
To Be Introduced By 

JIMMY NELSON 
On tlie “JIMMY.. DEAN SHOW” 
CBtf-TV, Saturday, April 20. 1958 

Mariai^enieht: Directional Enter¬ 
prises, 200 West 5.7th Street, New 
York. - ' 

Booking: . Mercury Artists Corp. 
730 \Fifth! Avenue, New York. 

• r 

WQXR, the . radio station of the 
N.Y. Times and a key outlet in the 
“good music” field, is prepping the. 
recommencement of a sizeable good 
iriusic network. Life is being 
breathed back into the web, which 
has been functioning in something 
of a diminished state for the last 
two years, by the probable return 
to . the concept of the five stations 
making up the, Rural Radio Net¬ 
work. 

. Changing the name tp the; North¬ 
east Radio Network, RRN, which 
prilled, out on the. network scheme 
two years ago. last September, is 
dickering with; WQXR ‘and the 
other four stations which remained 
in the web about reunifying. • 

Purpose of the web is to attract 
regional and national sponsors to 
classical and semi-classical music 
on radio. There has been very little 
sponsor biz for the rietwork since 
the RRN pullout: 

Good Music Network will have 
10 stations in all if the knot is re-r 
tied. According to WQXR, there are 
separate stations in the country 
which carry tapes of WQXR shows, 
but they are not part, of a network 
advertising setup. 

HONOLULU’S KPOA 
DICKERS FOR HUSING 

Honolulu, March 18. 
KPOA source indicates the 

sports-mindqd Honolulu station is 
hoping to add Ted Husing to its. 
staff by summer, his health per-' 
mitting. ; 

“Even if he doesn’t do any broad- : 
casting, he would be great to have 
from a public relations point of 
view,” a station exec said. 

From Husing’s standpoint, he’d 
find Hawaii’s climate ideal. j 

(Second Feb. Report) 

NBC bounced back to capture four places in the Nielsen Top 10 
average audience list: for the second February report, with CBS 
just edging it With five entries. ABC had one. Three of the NBC 
qriartet were westerns, with the web’s “Wagon Train” hitting the 
list for the first time and its Monday night parlay, “Restless Gun” 
and “Wells Fargo” as the other oaters. Altogether, six oaters placed, 
others being: ABC’s “Wyatt Earp” and CBS’ “Gunsmoke” (still 
strongly entrenched in first place) and “Have Gun, Will Travel.” 
Four out of the top five are westerns, these being the two CBS 
entries plus “Wells Fargo” and “Restless Gun.” 

AVERAGE AUDIENCE 
Gunsmoke (CBS) ....;..::;..........:...... . 
Wells Fargo (NBC) ...: ;..... ...,.. 77 * ’■ ]; ’ * * ’ ] 

' Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS) ■.... *. ] ’ ’ ]• *; * j ‘ ] *; *•*.* 
Danny Thomas (CBS) ’ * V ‘*0 * * 
Restless Gun (NBC) ................v.77.7.’777 
I’ve Got a Secret (CBS) , ,....;...... * * 7 ‘ ’ * * 
Wyatt Earp (ABC) -.:........ ‘ . ‘ 7. '. *.] 
Wagon Train (NBC) .. V.,.............;,. 77 7.* 7 .* 
Jerry Lewis (NBC) .......... ............]. * [7 7 * 
General Electric Theatre (CBS) 7 ..7. ’ 77 7 777 

TOTAL AUDIENCE 
Gunsmoke (CBS) .............. ...... . . . ]... 
Perry Como (NBC) .... ........ 7 7 77 7 * * * 
Wells Fargo (NBC) ,:. ;.. ,.,....77777*** 
Du Pont Show of the Montfc (CBS) . * *. 7 * * ’ * 
Jerry Lewis (NBC) ......:....; 7 7.7. 7.! 
Wagon Train (NBC) ... . . ..............; 7! 77 * 
Cheyenne (ABC) ....... 7 7 7!* 7!! * * 
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS) . ..........77777 7 
Sugarfoot - (ABC) _ .......... 
Shirley Temple (NBC)....»......;... . ’ ‘ .V' * " ‘ 

. 45.1 
39.2 
37.ff 
36.1 
35.9 
341 
33.5 
33.1 
33.1 
32.5 

46.6 
42:1 
41.4 
40:5 
40.2 
39.8 
38.8 
38.4 . 
37.9 
37.9 
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Lucy & Desi s Win, Place & Show 
Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz hayp walked away with the audieqeo 

and rating honors in their four specials thus far on CBS-TV this 
year, a Top 10 Nielsen compilation on the tv specs indicates. Lucy 
& Desi in their four one-hour Ford outings grabbed off the first 
four places, followed by “Annie Get Your Gun” and “The Edsel 
Show,” then by Bob Hope twice and the General Motors 50th Annl 
Show and the Standard Oil 75th Ann! Show rounding out the pic¬ 
ture. Figures look like this; 

Av*.Aud. . Homes 
Show & Date Network Rating Reached (000) 

Desi-Lucy (11/6) ........... . CBC 47:0 18,828 
Desi-Lucy (1 /3) :.......... . CBS 43.6 18,190 
Desi-Lucy (2/3) ........... . CBS 41.8 17,383 
Desi-Lucy (12/3) ........,. . CBS 39.2 15,738 
Annie Get Your Gun (11/27). NBC 38.5 15,491 
The Edsel Show (10/13) ... . CBS 38.3 15,283 
Bob Hope (10/6) . NBC 32.2 12,854 
Bob Hope (1/17) ........... NBC 30.8 12,665 
GM 50th Anni. Show (11/17) . NBC 31.0 12,442 
SO 75th Anni Show (10/13) . NBC 30.5 12,278 

Viva Zapata 
Chicago, March 18. 

Chicago’s Park District Police 
are. spending $6,000 with • Radio 
Corp: of America for equipment 
that Will free their AM frequency 
from a Spanish language station 
that has been drowning out police 
calls. Interference on the station 
has occurred every day from 9:30- 
10 a m. for the past four months;. 

9 <1 

After eight years a new program j 
“Luncheon at the Astor,” replaces 
“Luncheon at Sardi’s” over WOR,. 
New York, on March 31, on a five- 
times-a-week basis with: Ed and 
Pegeen Fitzgerald hosting. Le$ 
Colodny, npw heading an expanded 
radio department at the William 
Morris agency (which was' set up 
recently separate and apart from 
tv), handled, the deal for the Fitzr 

When the park police com¬ 
plained to the Federal Communi¬ 
cations Commission about it, they 
learned the station is evidently 
located in Venezuela and that its 
reception in Chicago is due to sun 
spot activity. George Otlewis* park 
police chief, in makirig his recom¬ 
mendation . to the : park commis¬ 
sioners, said exasperatedly, “This 
can’t go on.] Either we get this 
silencer equipment or we get a 
translator.” 

geralds with WOR-Radio v.p.-g.m,. 
Robert Leder. Deal is for three 
years, on a 20-week frequency re- . 
newal basis and also provides for ! 
The Fitzgeralds to do alL vacation 
replacements for such WOR staples 
as Dorothy & Dick (Dorothy Kilgal- 
len and Richard Kollmar), Martha 
Deane, Long John, et al. 

The Hotel Astor origination. 
Which will be live as it is now with 
Ray Heatherton (and formerly Ed 
Herlihy) on the Sardi’s restaurant. 
originations, is a Coincidental tie-in 
with Pegeen. Fitzgerald’s new hook¬ 
up with the William Zeckendort 
(Webb & Knapp) operations of the 
Astor and Manhattan hotels; and, 
eventually, the Commodore (latter 
under lease), all in NeW York. She 
will work with Col. Serge Obolen¬ 
sky who will be operations execu¬ 
tive for the Zeckendorf hostelries. 

WOR-TV, N.Y., in the ‘'pre-game 
warm-rip” period appears to have 
struck out with the Philadelphia 
Phillies. Todate, no major spon- 
sorjs have been signed up for the 
schedule of 78 games, which starts 
April. 15, when the Phillies meet 
Cincinriati. 

The RKO Teleradio station when 
it lost the Dodgers to the Coast, 
Went to Philadelphia and lined up 
the Phillies for telecasting. The 
Phillies will be the only National 
Club team having representation 
on tv in N.Y., the Giants also hav¬ 
ing moved .to the Coast. WPIX, 
N.Y,. has the Yanks lined up and" 
the team’s expanded baseball game 
.coverage is completely sold out.. 

There has been an open question 
of how quickly sponsors might line¬ 
up, for an out-of-N.Y. team. Sta¬ 
tion recently conducted a survey 
indicating the large loyalty among 
N.Y. baseball fans with the Na¬ 
tional League fortunes. But at this 
point, no major bankrollers have 
moved in. Understand, WOR-TV is 
committed to paying $600,000 for 
the overall Phillies package. 

Feeling is the entire situation 
may change once the games get on 
the air and hit some rating strides. 
Then the seemingly reluctant pres¬ 
ent sponsors will fall in line, it’s 
predicted. Right now, station has 
a $600,000 gamble on its hands. 

Masland’s Whopper 
Roster of names the like of 

which a radio show hasn't seen for 
years has been lined up. for C. H. 

• Masland & Sons’ two-hour CBS 
Radio spectacular on May 4. Cast 
includes Ralph Bellamy as emcee, 
Judy Holliday, Andy Griffith, Rob¬ 
ert Preston, Edgar Bergen, Herb 
Shriner, Eydie Gorme, the Ames 
Bros., Andy Williams,- Ray Charles 
Singers and the David Rose prch. 

Commercials will be handled by 
Dorothy Kilgallen and Galen 
Drake. 

Trailer for the Playbill Roon|i 
Eventually the program will be 

renamed “The Fitzgeralds at the 
Playbill,” keyed to that new room 
in the Hotel Manhattan which, the 
Zeckendorf Hotels Corp. interests 
and Cpl. Obolensky hope to make 
the social-theatrical focal point of 
Theatre Square. The entire ven-i- 
ture, teeing off at the Astor arid 
segueing into the Manhattan's 
Playbill Room, has the redevelop¬ 
ment and glamorization of Theatre 
Square as an objective. When the 
new Playbill Room is ready in the 
fall, almost coincidentally the new 
Astor’s Plush Horse (nitery) will 
get under way] 

The March 31 teeoff program of 
“The Fitzgeralds at the Astor” will 
have Zeckendorf Sr., Robert W. 
Dowling, president of City Invest¬ 
ing Co.-r-a realtor as well as a pro¬ 
ducer—and Meredith Willson as 
guests. Mayor. Robert F. Wagner 
will also participate. 

“Conversations” with people in, 
the news, both show ibiz and other¬ 
wise, rather than “interviews,” per, 
se, will be the keynote of the new 
format. 

Unique also in the tieup is-A 
(Continued on page 67) 

WAYNE & SHUSTER’S 
1-YR. SULLIVAN PACT 

Toronto, March 18. 
Johnny Wayne and Frank Shus¬ 

ter, tv comics on the Canadian 
Broadcasting. Corp. network, have 
signed a one-year contract with 
Ed Sullivan and will make their 
first Sunday night appearance over 
the CBS chain on May 4. Subse¬ 
quent shows for the pair include 
May 11, June 1 and 8. 

According to contract, Sullivan 
will allow the team to bring in 
their own. Canadian actors for 
sketch routines, with Sullivan per¬ 
mitting Wayne fc Shuster to do 
their own script-writing and “re¬ 
tain that- certain flavor that U.S. 
writers never have approximated.” 
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Do television critics really watch the programs they pail? 
There was room for doubt this week when New York Post coir 

umnist-critic Jo Coppola, in Monday’s (17)* early edition, wrote 
about the. NBC-TV ‘‘Wisdom” series, pointing out that it “has come 
up with interviews with Pablo Picasso, David BenrGurion, Igor 
Stravinsky and a few others, but the preponderance of repeats 
this season has been overwhelming. Revived have been the talks 
with Robert Frost, Bertrand Russell, Marcel Duchamp, Sib Osbert . 
Sitwell and. Sean O’Casey. 

“The interview with Irish playwright O’Casey; Was a hoked-up 
piece of business the first time and it doesn’t improve with repeti¬ 
tion. If the revivals are due to a shortage of elder wise men— 
which I doubt—Wisdom, with a financial boost froip another west¬ 
ern, could afford to interview O’Casey again, Perhaps it had better 
not. If O’Casey saw the original print, he probably wouldn’t open 
the door to admit a television man again/' 

Trouble with Miss Coppola’s review., was that NBC-TV, which 
had. scheduled the O’Casey repeat for the day before, suffered a 
mixup in prints and actually put on an Eamonde yalera interview. 
So in the late editions of Monday’s Post, Miss. Coppola’s column 
was altered somewhat. O’Casey’s name Was removed from the list 
of the “Wisdom” repeats, and the paragraph reviewing the O’Casey . 
show Was kept virtually intact but with Robert Frost’s name re¬ 
placing O’Casey’s. It read: 

“The interview with poet Frost was a hoked-up piece , of busi¬ 
ness the first time and it doesn’t improve with repetition. If the. 
revivals are due to a shortage: of elder wise men—which I doubt 
—Wisdom, With a financial boost from another Western, could afford 
to interview Frost again. Perhaps it had better not." 

By ABEL GREEN 

Leonard H. Goldenson,president 
of American Broadcasting-Para¬ 
mount Theatres Inc., now that he 
has. his television network opera¬ 
tion setup crystallized with the ap¬ 
pointment last week of James G. 
Riddell as radio-tv topkick, feels 
that he is in a better free¬ 
wheeling, troubleshooting position 
to apply himself to this or that 
problem as it arises. While still 
shuttling between his Paramount 
Theatre Bldg, headquarters , and 
the network's West 66th St. gen¬ 
eral offices and studio, eventually 
everything will be consolidated on 
that entire Gotham street from 
Central Park West to Columbus 
Ave. 

At the moment, and more than 
heretofore, he is now back in the 
Paramount hq with an eye to the 
theatre circuit operation which, he 
says, is somewhat ahead of last 
year and,. like all theatre chains, 
is strictly attuned to the quality of 
the product.. He cites a string of 
strong b.o. pictures which have 
benefitted the Par theatres as it 
has other exhibitors. 

On the AB end the prime prob¬ 
lem now Is the radio network. Its 
future is currently being probed 

. and whether it’s to be scrapped 
or be carried as a calculated risk 
-—a luxury which isn’t good busi¬ 
ness, however—is Goldenson’s 
and his colleague^ current head¬ 
ache. (See separate story.) 

: Radio Network Problem 
“I . thought we did something 

different with the accent on live 
but apparently we were wrong be¬ 
cause it hasn’t clicked in the black 
ink department,” he frankly' ad¬ 
mits, He refers to the string of 
people from Herb Oscar Anderson 
through Jim Backus. 

ABC-Radio, of course, Is not the 
(Continued on page 73) 

Frank Sinatra’s future on tele¬ 
vision next season will be decided 
later this week at a meeting on 
the Coast. ABC-TV, Chesterfield, 
McCann-Erickson and the William 
Morris Agency will sit down to de¬ 
termine whether Sinatra will re¬ 
turn to television next season, and 
under what circumstances. 

Ginger himself isn’t sure he 
wants to come back, in spite of an 
iron-bound three - year contract 
with ABC. He’s currently work¬ 
ing in Miami but will be in touch 
with the meeting. Chesterfield, 
though uncertain as to whether it 
will return as his sponsor even if 
he does decide to come back, is 

(Continued on page 70) 

’Emmy’ M-Star Cast 
- Hollywood, March, 18. 

Milton Berle, Gisele MacKenzie, 
Ida Lupino, George; Gobel. Ed 
Wynn and Steve Allen have Ibeen 
set by the Academy of TV: Arts 
and Sciences to present various 
awards at this year’s “Emmy” pro- 
gram'April 15. 

. Berle will proffer the “best pro¬ 
gram of year award.” 

Or Be Cut Down 
rJim Backus - and Merv Griffin, 

who with the exception of the Vet¬ 
eran Don McNeill are the last of 
the “living” at American Broad¬ 
casting Network," are getting the 
axe Friday, April 4. This destroys 
the final entries provided by prexy 
Robert Eastman for “live, fun 
radio,’’ and puts the board of direc¬ 
tors at American Broiadcasting- 
Paramount Theatres in the pbsition 
of having to make tip their minds 
mighty quick about the future of 
the radio web. 

Judging from. the feel among 
several highly placed network 
sources, the very best that can hap¬ 
pen Is a greatly, abbreviated radio 
network operation. As of yester¬ 
day (Tues.), however, the board 
had still not decided what definite 
steps to take beyond the firing of 
Backus and Griffih. 
... They have discussed three prin¬ 
cipal avenues: (1) Ending AB- 
PT’s participation in network ra¬ 
dio entirely, keeping only the own¬ 
ed & operated stations in radio; 
(2) Turning to a “jjews service” 
operation* sans benefit of adver¬ 
tisers; (3) stressing news, some as 
Mutual does, along with the reten- 

(Continued on page 66) 

Zenith Profits Bp .32% 
Chicago, March 18. 

Zenith Radio Corp.; profits in 
1957 jumpeji 32% over the previ¬ 
ous year’s earnings, Comdr. E. F. 
McDonald Jr., company prez, an¬ 
nounced today (Tues.) in the an¬ 
nual stockholders’ report. 

Profits the past year amounted to 
$8,165,577, or $16158 per share. In 
1956 Zenith’s earnings were $6,- 
187,717, or $12.55 per share. 

Sales for 1957 amounted to 
$160,018,978, second Only to Ze¬ 
nith’s $166,733,276, in 1953. 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

Several significant developments 
in'the . tv drama sweepstakes por¬ 
tend a reemergence of New ..York 
as the major production centre for 
live drama next season just at a 
time When the whole cause seemed 
hopeless, plus a realization that all 
that glitters on the Hollywood 
horizons doesn’t necessarily turn to 
gold or . impressive Nielsens, in. 
brief: . 

(1) Fate of ‘‘Studio One In Holr 
lywood” hangs in the balance, with 
likelihood that it will fade at the 
end of the season. CBS-TV will 
get its answer from Westinghouse 
on April 1, with the client serious¬ 
ly considering moving into other 
tv programming areas. If “Studio 
One” folds it will be the first time 
in 10 years that the-Monday night 
10 to 11 Columbia slot has been 
without a dramatic showcase, 

At one tinie the most eminent 
and respected of all tv drama 
hours, . “Studio One” has fallen 
upon lean days, with the shifts to 
the Coart at the first of the year 
(to give it “names” values) winding 
up as a bust both from a critical 
standpoint and on the rating 
charts. CBS, in fact, will be the 
first to admit it. 

Meanwhile, CBS is doing some 
of its own “plotting.” Monday 10 
to 11, it feels, would make an at¬ 
tractive showcase for the A T & T- 
sponsored alternate-week musical 
series slated to premiere in the fall. 
This is the Henry Jaffa Enterprise's 
package with a $135,000 production 
budget per show (uncertainty as 
to company’s immediate plans 

the only thing holding up 
A T & T’s signaturing of the deal). 
Oddly enough, it’s the same strat¬ 
egy NBC has in mind in its attempt 
to win over the show, for. with 
“Suspicion” going ,off at the end of 
the season; NBC would very much 
like to grab the musical stanza for 
its own Monday 10 to 11 slotting. 

‘Evergreen’Series 
(2) CBS-TV programming chief¬ 

tain Hubbell Robinson Jr. is ini¬ 
tiating the most impressive drama¬ 
tic series since “Playhouse 90” first 
hit the air in a bid to revitalize 
Gotham originations and restore 
the drama field to its erstwhile, 
status of respectability. He’s prep*r 
ping a 90-minute dramatic show¬ 
case titled “Evergreen’’ for the 
Sunday afternoon 5. to 6:30 period 
starting in October and continuing 
weekly until next. April. The series 
will be based on the world’s fore¬ 
most novels, both contemporary 
and dating back to the 17th cen¬ 
tury. Unique aspect is that the 
major accent will not be put on 
production (something approximat¬ 
ing the intimate “Camera Three” 
technique will be employed, “sug¬ 
gesting” the background and props 
rather than re-creating them >* nor. 
will money be Spent on stars. In¬ 
stead, the major coin will be si¬ 
phoned into. writer-producer-direc¬ 
tor production credits. Robinson, 
has lined up Lelaind Hayward as 
executive producer with Alex Se¬ 
gal as producer-director. John 
Mason Brown, critic-author-lec- 
turer, will host the. series. Under 

(Continued on page 66) 

Trendex, But Twasn’t Always Thus; 
Breakdown on Who, What and Why 

Paar’s Fairly 
; NBC-TV Is. throwing, an ali-night 

party in honor of Jack Paar on 
March 28, to which it’s inviting 
officials of all its affiliates carrying 
the Paar late-nighter as well as 
members of the press and key NBC 
officials. The bash, slated for the 
grand ballroom of the Plaza Hotel, 
N.Y., will, begin at 1a.m. and con¬ 
tinues “as long as people are 
happy.’’ 

Affair; will have entertainment 
by some of the web’s top talent, 
with Ethel Menrian already inked 
to perform. Late-night launching 
of the affair stems from the fact 
that Paar does his show until 1 
a.m; that night, following which 
his entire entourage will take off 
from the Hudson Theatre over to 
the Plaza. Web is calling the party 
‘Paar Appreciation Night” , in 

honor of his contribution in re¬ 
viving live late-night network’tele¬ 
casting. ' 

TWO SHEAFFER PEN 
SPECS TO NBC-TV 

. Sheaffer Pen has firmed up NBC- 
TV for its two fall specials, “Little 
Women’1 and “Gift of the Magi,” 
and will present the forffier on Oct. 
20 from. 8 to 9 p.m. and the latter 
Dec. 14 from 9 to 10. Talent Asso¬ 
ciates will produce both shows. 

Originally, Sheaffer and BBD&O 
had placed an order for the time 
with CBS-TV, but the latter web 
was unable to firm up definite 
dates for the specials and Sheaffer 
thereupon took the shows over to 
NBC. CBS, in fact, hasn’t even set 
the opening date for next season’s 
“DuPont Show of the Month” ser¬ 
ies, owing to the fact it can’t pre¬ 
empt sponsors until it has a better 
idea of its fall schedule. 

In; the wake of Scott Paper’s de¬ 
fection to CBS-TV with “Father 
Knows Best,” alternate sponsor 
Lever Bros, has juggled its NBC- 
TV billings with a major program 
reshuffling the result. Lever has 
purchased full sponsorship of 
Groucho Marx and is .shifting his 
’•You Bet. Your Life*’ into the 
“Father”; Wednesday at 8:30 time 
slot At the same time, it’s pur¬ 
chased half of “The Price Is Right” 
and will install that in place of 
Rosemary Clooney Thursdays at 
10. All the shifts take effect in 
September. 

Speidel, currently alternate 
sponsor of “Price,” will move with 
the show to share the Bill Cullen 
quizzer on Thursday; nights, with 
RCA (currently “Price” alternate 
sponsor) dropping out. The multi¬ 
ple switches give NBC full spon¬ 
sorship on Groucho and “Price,” 
but leave two time slots open, 
Groucho’s old Thursday at 8 period 
and Price’s” Monday at 7:30 slot. 

Moreover, there’s a loss of bill¬ 
ings involved in the shifts too. 
Lever’s expenditures remain un¬ 
changed at three alternate-week 
half-hours, since it currently has 
half of “Father” and all of Rose¬ 
mary. Clooney, for which, it ex- j 
changes half of “Price” and all of 
Groucho. But NBC loses De Soto, 
which fully bankrolled Groucho, 
and RCA, which has half of 
“Price,” 

Red Barber ‘Official 
Spokesman’for Golf 

On and Off the Air 

' Curious, switch in rating claims 
by CBS and NBC has taken place 
over the past few years, with CBS 
placing more and more emphasis 
on Nielsen National Ratings and 
NBC tending to stress the Trendex 
and 14-city Nielsen results. It’s a 
complete reversal from four or 
five years ago, when CBS based all 
of its pitches on its Trendex show'- 
ings while NBC leaned on Nielsen. 

What accounts for the switch is 
the fact that the two services de¬ 
liver different information and are 
based on different factors that in¬ 
fluence the ratings! Nielsen Na¬ 
tionals measure total homes deliv¬ 
ered while Trendex and the 14- 
city Nielsen measures competitive 
program popularity. The factors 
which can influence a national 
Nielsen rating, besides the pro¬ 
gramming itself, include coverage; 
strength of stations, number of 
Stations and delayed broadcasts. 

Consequently, “facilities” as It 
refers to station lineups and clear¬ 
ances,; bears considerable weight 
in a national Nielsen rating. In the 
old days* when CBS’ facilities \vere 
clearly inferior to NBC’s Colum¬ 
bia would hammer away with its. 
Trendex results and tend to ignore 
Nielsen. Now, with CBS the facili¬ 
ties kingpin, it uses virtually all 
Nielsen figures and ignores Tren¬ 
dex to a large extent, while NBC 
tends to make tight of the national 
Nielsen and emphasizes Trendex 
and the 14-city. Nielsen. 

Actually, Trendex and the 14- , 
city Nielsen, by their construction, 
are designed to test program 
strength to the exclusion of other 
factors like facilities, lineups and 
clearances. That’s because they 
are centered in those cities where 
programs of the three networks 
compete directly against each other 
in regular live time slot designated 
on the network schedules. Were 
every program to' have the same 
coverage, station lineup, equally 
strong stations and all live clear¬ 
ances, the national Nielsen would 
give the same results as the 14- 
city and practically the same as 
Trendex. 

But it’s the differences in cover¬ 
age and lineups that account for 
(1) use of Trendex and 14-city 
Nielsen for purposes of evaluating 
programming as isolated from all 
other factors, (2) the conflict in 
claims, with the inferior network 
facilities-wise tending to talk about 
program strength and the strong 
Web concentrating on its delivered 
audience, and (3) the sometimes 

(Continued on page 73) 

Hollywood, March 18.. 
Walter Winchell will be back at 

his old trade on ABC-TV if. spon¬ 
sorship now being negotiated is 
consummated. Colgate is reported 
interested with the date of his re¬ 
turn predicated on when the or¬ 
der starts. Only hitch in discus¬ 
sions for bankrolling appears to he 

Red Barber has been tapped to • product conflict, 
become the “official spokesman” j Because of his exclusivity deal 
for Gulf Oil Co. in all its television j with Desilu, which will resume 
and radio commercials. Barber has ! production of “Walter Winchell 
already filmed several Gulf spots, i File,” that studio has priority, on 
and next week travels up from St.! sponsor approval. Shooting on 
Petersburg where he’s covering next 26 issues of “File” starts April 
the N.Y. Yankees spring training; 1, in deference to Wmcheli’s 
camp, to Pittsburgh for a taping ; wishes that, because of his irregu- 
session on several Gulf radio ; lar hours, production start at mid¬ 
blurbs. i night, and run through to 6 a.m. 

. It’s a 26-week deal with options, ! When ABC veep John Daly.start- 
and Barber will also do the com-; ed juggling time periods for a re- 
pany convention bit, showing up for j turn of Winchell as tv newscaster 
Gulf company meetings whenever : he. caught a glint in Winchell’s eye 
he can get away; from his ballcast- j when he suggested Sunday night at 
ing chores. Deal was set by Bill: 10. “In that case,” said Winchell, 
McCaffrey, Barber's manager, with ; “I’ll work for nothing.” In oppo- 
Young & Rubicam, the Gulf agency. j site slot on CBS-TV is “$64,000 . 
Barber, incidentally, had a similar, j Challenge,” sponsored by Reylor 
commercial deal with Procter .& which recently pulled plug o 
Gamble a couple of years back. i “Walter Winchell File.” 
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‘Who’s for Channel 10?’ Creates 
A Poser If Miami’s Up for Grabs 
Washington.. March 18. 4 

Action of the Federal Communi¬ 
cation*; Commission last week in 
moving to reconsider its decision 
in the channel .10 Miami case poses 
some interesting .questions bearing 
on procedure and the final de¬ 
termination. 

As tiie agency', itself told the 
Court of Appeals ih asking that an 
appeal of the case there be re¬ 
manded to it. it. is “not in a po¬ 
sit ion to stale whether any changes 

Shulton’s Godfrey Bay 
Shulton becomes the first new 

sponsor for Arthur Godfrey’s CBS 
Radio non-simulcast morning stan¬ 
za, moving in for a 42-week ride 
on April 14. Godfrey begins his 
10-11 a.m. radio-only stint (tv 
separate at 11) on April 1, with 
most of his old simulcast clients 
moving over. Shulton’s weekly 
quarter-hour- will cost it $340,000 
gross.. 1 ' 

in if«j previous deferinination in 
t’hi«'proceeding may ibe necessary 
or appropriate.” Commission also 
advised the Court that it has not 
decided “the exact nature” of 
whatever proceedings may be re¬ 
quired. 

Assuming the Court grants the 
■'■agency's motion, the Commission 
would , find itself without two of 
the original six members who 
voted in the ease—Richard Mack,, 
who resigned following Congres¬ 
sional disclosures that. he. bor^ 
rowed money from, a lawyer inter¬ 
ested in the application of ..Na¬ 
tional Airlines. and former chair¬ 
man . George C. McConnaughey, 
who also voted for National. . 

Thus, the present Commission1 
Includes only two members I Chair¬ 
man John C. Docrfer and Comr. 
Robert E. Lee* who voted for Na¬ 
tional. one (Comr. Rose! . Hyde) 

■who voted for L. B. Wilson, and 
one (Comr. Robert Bartley) who 
voted for A. Frank Kat7entein. 
Comr. T. A. M. Craven did not 
vote .in the ease and Comr. Fred¬ 
erick Ford joined the agency since 
the decision was issued. 

The Commission therefore will 
have to decide whether four of its 
members who originally voted 
should reconsider or whether the 
present six (or seven when a new 
commissioner takes office) should 
decide. There is also the question 
of whether new hearings should 
be held. 

Questions are also raised as to 
what the Court will do with the 
Commission's motion. Parties to 
the case on appeal (National, 
Katzentein and Eastern Airlines) 
have the opportunity to suDport or 
oppose it. It’s also possible that 
Wilson and North Dade Video, the 
fourth applicant for the channel, 
may seek to intervene. The Court 
thus may. hear arguments on the 

' motion. 
Whether the motion is granted 

is not certain but legal opinion 
here is that the Court, will insist 
that the Congressional disclosures 
and the Grand Jury actions bear¬ 
ing on the case enter into the ul¬ 
timate determination, by the FCC 
or the Court itself. 

Meanwhile; a bill was jointly in¬ 
troduced by Sens. A. S. Mike.Mon- 
roriey (D-Okla.) and Joseph C 
O’Mahoney (D-Wyo.) to prohibit 
Issuance of tv station licenses to 
air carriers. Noting that the Com¬ 
mission is ‘‘about to reexamine” 
the channel 10 decision, the Sena¬ 
tors asserted that “Congress also 
ought to consider the matter from 
the legislative point of view.” 

The Senators said “it is ob¬ 
viously absurd” for airlines to be 
allowed to operate tv stations since 
they are eligibile for subsidies and 
"could obtain . . : free advertis¬ 
ing” which would not be available 
to competitors. 

Go to Bat Vs. 
Barrow Report 

...... Washington, March 18. 
Two multiple owners of tv sta¬ 

tions told Federal Communications 
Commission yesterday (Mon.) their 
records of operation at the com-. 
munity level sharply dispute the 
“local- ownership doctrine” of the 
Barrow report. 

Weston C. Pullen Jr., exec vee- 
pee . Of Time T Life- Fortune, in 
charge.of broadcast operations, and 
Mrs. Dorothy Bullitt, principal 
owner of King Broadcasting Co., 
took issue with the . report’s as¬ 
sumptions that group ownership is 
against the public interest.'- Pul¬ 
len’s testimony was backed up. by 
Hugh B. Terry, head of TLF’s sta¬ 
tion, KLZ-TV, in Denver. 

Pullen told the Commission that 
TLF’s entry into tv through pur¬ 
chase rather than application was. 
motivated by the desire to save 
time and not by any lack of con¬ 
fidence in its qualifications. When 
the publishing firm acquired its 
first, station in 1952 (in partrierr 
ship with the late Wayne Gey), he 
said, its objective was to put its 
money and experience to work “as 
fast as possible:” 

Delays inherent in Comparative 
hearings, he added, “niade it im¬ 
prudent from a business point of 
view for us to commit substantial 
funds for indefinite periods of 
time with aii absence of predict¬ 
able. results: and the concomitant 
negative effect upon other oppor¬ 
tunities to employ our resources.” 

Through selection of competent 
managers . and emphasis on. local 
programming, Pullen asserted that 
TLF has been able to provide su¬ 
perior service. All its five sta¬ 
tions have been improved he said, 
and the viewing public has bene¬ 
fited. 

Pullen disputed the report’s as¬ 
sumption that multiple owners 
have competitive . advantages in 
network affiliation, national spot 
and.film purchase. TLF, he said; 
has never sought to change an af¬ 
filiation or; effect a basic change 
in terms. 

Terry testified that KLZ, a CBS 
affiliate, is accessible io producers 
of syndicated film programs during 
the best viewing hours. During 
the last week of January, he said, 
40% of the 6-11 p.m. segment con¬ 
sisted of non-network shows and 

DuMont Labs Cuts 
Losses; Still in Red 

50% of the time withiri'evening op¬ 
tion hours was locals programmed. 

: Improved service by KLZ since 
it came under TLF} he said, has 
been due to the parent company’s 

[ (Continued on page 66) 

DuMont Labs did not . get back 
into the black ink in 1957 as. was 
hoped. But under prexv David T. 
Schultz, the tv manufacturing ebm-i 
pany substantially reduced its 
losses. 

Company, which . was divorced 
from DuMont Broadcasting (tv sta¬ 
tions* nearly two- years ago, re¬ 
ported a loss of $535,000 on sales 
of $43,582,000 for 1957. Company 
stated that this compares with an 
operating loss of $5,149,000 for 
1956 on sales of $47,401,000. 

DuMont, which once thrived on: 
government contracts, reported 
that last year the military sales, 
was not up to snuff. Of tube deal¬ 
ings, Schultz said “competitive 
conditions in the tv picture tube 
industry had been : extremely 
severe with several majpr com¬ 
panies abandoning the field.” 

Phil Silvers' Special 
Phil Silvers has accepted Poriti 

; ac’s offer to star iii. a one-hour 
special on CBS-TV on May; 13. Deci¬ 
sion came after CBS cleared the 
decks on hi.s‘ regular weekly . pro-, 
ductipn schedule in order to devote 
two weeks to preparing the one- 
shot. Silvers is talking to Allan 
Sherman, who produced Victor 
Borge’s recent outing for Pontiac, 
to take over production chores and 
has also signed on the Mello Larks 
as-an act. in the one-shot. 

Revised shooting schedule for the 
weekly Silvers show now sees the 

| cast laying off for a two-week vaca- 
I tion, then returning on March 31 
1 to shoot five mote episodes, fol- 
j lowing which Silvers will have two 

1 weeks to prep the spec. He plans 
I to do a revue-type show. 

THE 

HONEY DREAMERS 
Currently on “The Jim :Backus 

Show,” Daily-Anieri(.-an Broadcast¬ 

ing Network. ' 
Records Transcriptions 

.Mgriit: ART WARD. • Direction 
Oxford 7-SO34 . .MCA 

—That’s the Rub 
Boston, March 18. 

TV pub-ad. people are doing a 
slow, burn over bypassing of local 
shows by Hub tv reviewers in fa¬ 
vor of network shows. Boston tv 
editor’s columns invariable lead off 
With what happened on the net¬ 
work shows the night before, and 
what’s upcoming, devoting around 
three quarters of their columns to 
such fare and .work mg in a few 
lines at the end of their columns 
on local happenings.. 

While advertising execs have 
been screaming for years, “all ad¬ 
vertising is local.” and newspa^ 
per. desks scream for the local an¬ 
gle and local news, the tv writers, 
seem to have taken it upon them¬ 
selves to reverse the procedure, 
according to one tv official, who 
has heen keeping book on the local 
scribblers. “They contend,” -he 
pointed out; “that their readers 
are more interested |n the nation¬ 
al happenings, .who’s getting a new 
contract, and how much, etc., arid 
who is going to guest star on what 
show! In other words, they are re¬ 
viewing the shows by ratings, which 
seems unfair. Here there are many 
good local shows on tv around, the 
town, which are not getting the 
publicity breaks they deserve, be¬ 
cause the local tv.writers are ig¬ 
noring them. 

“The public does not know about 
some of these shows, and would 
watch them* if they knew about 
them through the tv writers.” 

Another tv official pointed out, 
“Our tv reviewers here seem to be 
neither ‘fish nor fowl/. If they 
took a. leaf from the drama critics 
and reviewed; every, show, as they 
should do, it seems to me it would 
be a much better situation than 
bypassing the local live shows and 
hop skipping around the nets.” 

NBC-TV'sW Probe 
Of American Teenagers 

Via Threshold Years’ 
NBC-TV’s “Today” . stanza will 

devote the entire week of April 7 
to 11 to a study of America-’s teen¬ 
agers. Titled “The Threshhold 
Years,"- the series of- five programs 
will cover teenagers from the as¬ 
pects of “Teenagers & Authority,” 
“Teenage Mores & Customs,” 
“Teenagers &; Religion/’ “Self-Ex¬ 
pression and Communication” and 
“The Teenager and His Future,” 
with each theme keyed to a sep¬ 
arate, day. . 

Show has assigned four reporter- 
editors, Diek McCutchen, Joe Mi¬ 
chaels, Maurice Robinson and Lissa 
Charell, to the project, and expects 
to. send film crews out iff-N. Y., 
Philadelphia, Minneapolis and St 
Paul and other points for. inter¬ 
views, pictures contrasting a youth 
gang with a high«chool fraternity, 
etc. Additionally, there will be live | 
remotes and cutins to affiliates for 
round-table panel sessions of ex¬ 
perts stationed throughout the 
country. Week the series is; sched¬ 
uled is that following Easter, so 
that “Today” anticipates a. large 
percentage of the audience to be 
teenagers themselves. J 

Adams: Don’t Cry Over Syndicators’ 
Washington, March 18. 

. Claim that syndication sources are “drying up” because of net. 
work option time just doesn’t stand up, David C. Adams, NBC exec 
veepee in charge of corporate relations, testified at Barrow Report 
hearings last week. What’s happened, he said, is that a “great in¬ 
flux” of feature film now occupies thousands of .station hours for¬ 
merly programmed with syndicated film. This trend, he asserted, 
has narrowed the market for syndicated film. 

However; said Adams, film syndicators have been doing “very 
well,” as evidenced by “substantial growth” in sales arid earnings 
of leading companies over the p~st year and a 100% increase in 
the amount of product available +rom a representative group of 
syndicators ih the last four years, excluding series sold for net¬ 
work broadcast. 

Adams therefore posed the question: “Who is getting hurt by 
option time? If it is a serious threat to spot television, we might .. 
expect the stations to oppose it, because the major part of their 
revenues comes from spot. But they have strongly supported the 
maintenance of option ‘time. The advertisers do not oppose it, and 
apparently the film syndicators themselves are no longer interested 
enough to file an appearance here” (at the Barrow hearings). 

Fourth Estaters No Longer Eager 
For Those TV Interview Sessions 

WNHC-TV Snack Wagons 
New Haven, March 18. 

WNHC-TV has instituted a view¬ 
er-builder gimmick with a setup 
called the Channel 8* Snack Wa¬ 
gons. Two nights weekly . (Wed., 
Sat.) studio sends out roaming 
cars loaded with packages of as¬ 
sorted snacks. Drivers ring door¬ 
bells promiscuously, and if tenant 
is tuned to WNHC he gets a hand¬ 
out of the delicacies. 

Stunt gets plenty publicity via 
newspaper ads and (natch) by 
constant studio plugging. 

Depends on Who 

Are: Corinthian 
A partner of J. H. Whitney & 

Co., one of the.newest-entries in 
the tv field, told the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission last "week 
that the Barrow Report proposal 
to limit multiple owners to three 
stations in the top 25 marts is “un¬ 
necessary.” 

Wrede Petersirieyer, head of 
Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., 
Whitney subsid, testified that while 
the proposal would not require the 
company to: divest itself of any of 
its four stations there has been no 
showing that the ownership of 
more than three facilities in the 
top 25 markets has resulted in 
injury to the public. 

• “Moreover,” he said, “the. top 
25 markets are the most competi¬ 
tive markets in the country and, I 
with the duopoly rule, it is diffi¬ 
cult to see that there could be any ; 
serious: effect on competition.” 

The Corinthian stations, all 
CBS affiliates, are KOTV in Tulsa, 
KGUL-TV in Galveston, WISH-TV 
in Indianapolis, and WANE-TV 
(UHF) in Fort Wayne, Ind. 

Petersmeyer also saw practical 
objections to the recommendation 
because of the problem of decid¬ 
ing which are the top 25 markets. 
Whitney, he said, considers two of 
its stations among the top 25 but 
according to the Barrow Report 
only the smaller of these two is 
in the top 25. 

Also, he said, population growth 
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Everybody Scblitzing It 
There will be no less than four 

separate series of “Schlitz Play¬ 
house” reruns due to be making 
the 13-week dogday rounds. 

CBS-TV will have three of them. 
One series is slated to replace Pat¬ 
ti Page’s “Big Record” at the end 
of June, probably on a. sustaining 
basis since Oldsmobile ends its 
sponsorship on the show at that 
time. Another series currently runs 
Saturday mornings on the web. The 
third will be the suminer reruns 
of the current Friday night Schlitz 
cycle on the web. NBC’s contribu¬ 
tion will be via the Gisele Mac¬ 
kenzie replacement, with the 
Schlitz shows sharing the screen 
with some “GE Theatre” repeats, 
with this series starting the end of 
this month. 

’ Newshawks, particularly those 

covering municipal affairs in Goth¬ 

am and appearing on radio-tv 

forums, are no longer eager to 

accept video interview dates. 

For one, city editors have been 
squawking to their staff reporters 
that latter don’t ask right type of 
questions when confronting poli¬ 
ticians and public officials on the 
air. Reporters* attitude is that they 
are quizzing. guests on their own 
time and not as representatives of 
dailies, consequently don’t have to 
shoot “angled” questions. 

Also, some Gotham reporters 
who cover political beat on munici¬ 
pal front, reportedly feel ■ that 
dough they get on locally-origi¬ 
nated public service Interview and 
panel shows isn’t worth effort they 
put into it. 

Both WRCA and WCBS, which 
present this type of program, deny 
they have “fair trade” or cartel 
setup regarding fees for newspa¬ 
perman. WRCA pays newspaper¬ 
men $25 per appearance on its 
“Citizens’ Union Searchlight” Sun¬ 
day program, WCBS offers similar 
fee to fourth estaters who grace 
its “Let’s Find Out” Sunday pro¬ 
duction which features two report¬ 
ers plus: Bill Leonard of CBS staff. 

When Mayor Robert Wagner’s 
Press Conferences are aired news 
quizzers each get $50. Regarding 
Mayor Wagner’s future appear- ' 
ances on radio-tv, Lloyd White- . 
brook, mayor's radio-tv aide, is 
thinking of revising format by put¬ 
ting a moderator on program, pre¬ 
ferably one with mlkeside savvy. 
Quincy Rowe’s name had come up 
as of type of individual needed to 
moderate Mayor Wagner’s appear¬ 
ances on radio-tv. 

Rated one of . the top news 
makers in Gotham circles is 
WNYC's “Campus Press Confer¬ 
ence,” Sunday night feature mod- - 
erated by Marvin Sleeper, N. Y. . 
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. “Pursuit," CBS-TV’s projected 
hourlong deteotive story series, 
may be the first television show to 
be produced on tape /on a weekly 
basis. Plan for the series, if it’s 
sold, is to tape it in advance of air¬ 
time each week. 

Pilot has already been taped. 
Charles Rusisell, producer of the. 
series, did the audition tape (prob¬ 
ably the first pilot film ever done 
on tape) couple of weeks ago on 
the Coast, with ‘^Playhouse 90’s” 
John Frankenheimer directing arid 
Steven Hill starring in an original 
whodunit. CBS will play the tape 
off onto hinnies and make prints 
for its salesmen. However, in terms 
of a weekly series, the plan for 
taping-in-advance is designed to 
ease the growing strain On CBS- 
TV’s Coast facilities. 

Use of advance-taping isn’t new 
to CBS on the Coast, since Fran¬ 
kenheimer has been using it for 
nearly a year on “Playhouse 90” in 
place of. kinescoped clips where 
f ilmed-in-advance segments are 
necessitated by quick-scene 
changes, outdoor shots, etc. As with 
“Pursuit,” tape is shot with AFTRA 
actors and IBEW engineers. 
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HOW TO LIVE WITHOUT MONEY 
San Francisco, March 18. 

A Frisco lawyer blamed tv advertising last week for a recent 
rash of bank robberies, but his client wasn’t listening. 

James Reilly used this approach in seeking leniency for his client, 
Frances Holmgren, a jobless bartender, who pleaded guilty to at- . 
tempted robbery of the Crocker-Anglo Bank in downtown Frisco. 

Reilly told Federal Judge Oliver J. Carter that “banks are at 
fault for their tv commercials telling the public to go iri and ask 
for money.” The lawyer claimed Holmgren and other “befuddled, 
persons” took the. invitation at face value because the tv plugs re¬ 
act on their “subconscious minds.” 

The Judge ignored the tv denunciation but Imposed a lenient 
sentence because Holmgren was “inadequate and inept” and, ac¬ 
cording to the Judge, was fond of the bottle. The court also noted 
the would-be robber had a. hard time convincing bank employees 
he was. really bent on a holdup arid staggered into the arms of a 
waiting FBI agent as he departed. 

Out of court, Holmgren was asked if tv really was responsible 
for his bank-robbery urge. His response: 

“Nope. I never watch the thing.” 

A iig Payoff in Concrete 
Lo! The Poor Troupe as It Has to Have a Theatre 

Built From Ground Up in Fla. 

It was a “have show, need 

showplace” theme as “The Big 

Payoff” troupe wound up a cross- 

the-board stint at last week’s South 

Florida State Fair in Homestead, 

The CBS-TV program out of New 

York was a major attraction at the 
fair, but what went on prior to the 
event was a challenge in logistics 

. and ingenuity almost worthy of the 
wartime Seabees. 

When the booking was made, the 
producers had specified use of an 
exterior location. There being noth¬ 
ing on the fairgrounds answering 
this description^ the search went on 
two weeks before the opening. A 
bare field adjacent to the carnival 
was picked as the site, with 2,000 
square feet of concrete flooring put 
down to serve as a stage and for 
housing of the show, plus Cameras 
and mikes! An additional 6,000 
square feet .of sod was planted 
around the stage area to give the 
effect of fresh lawns. This was aug¬ 
mented by 200 potted plaints, palms 
and shrubbery. 

Headache No. 2 was audience ac¬ 
commodations and dressing rooms. 
Temporary stands seating 6,000 
set up in theatre-in-the-round style. 
A pair of home trailers served, as 
wardrobe and dressing rooms. A 
mobile control room was spotted 
In .a neighboring area, and the 
phone company 'set the microwave 
relay parabolas on a 115-foot crane 
to handle the signal 32 miles to 
downtown Miami for the network 
feed. WPST-TV, which, did the 
pickup and technical work, had a 
crew of 13 plus five cameras, latter 
Including one on the carnival mid¬ 
way. Props included tractors, furni- 
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As GE Buys In 
“The Kate Smith Show” on Mu¬ 

tual, introed in the fall, now is sold 
out, with General Electric buying 
four program per week participa¬ 
tions. Miss Smith. is slotted morn¬ 
ings cross the board Monday- 
through-Friday, with other tabs be¬ 
ing picked up by Reader’s Digest 
and Dumas-Milnar Corp. 

The GE campaign, via Young & 
Rubicam, comes on the heels of 
the company’s decision to go off 
fair trading of its merchandise. It 
embraces NBC and CBS as well, 
with GE buying one participation 
in Art Linkletter’s daytimer on 
CBS and two a week in; NBC’s 
“Bandstand.” All the shows start 
April 13 for a 13-week ride with 
a renewal option. 

Mutual also inked Reader’s Di¬ 
gest for its fourth saturation cam¬ 
paign on the net in behalf of an 
upcoming issue. The mag this time 
bought 40 five-minute newscasts 
weekly, plus 20 eight-second adja¬ 
cencies, for a two-week period 
starting Tuesday (25). J. Walter 
Thompson is the ageq<y>, ., , 

WHOM'* ‘El Bastardo* 
“El Bastardo,” or “The Ille¬ 

gitimate Son,” a top ranking 
Spanish soap opera in; Cen¬ 
tral and South America, was 
offered to WHOM, NX on an 
exclusive basis. 

Charles Baltin, veepee and 
sales manager of the foreign 
language outlet, uncertain "how 
the Spanish title might sit 
with listeners, checked his 
Washington barrister for mor¬ 
al implications, if any, before 
preeming the Spanish weeper. 
WHOM’s barrister nixed “El 

. Bastardo.” 

Chi TV in 

Hut live’Flam 
Chicago, March 18. 

Chi programmers, after months 
Of self-criticism for allowing vid- 
films to dominate the local aii> 
waves, are starting again to make 
live Strides, but gingerly, Since 
the current season began it Has 
been almost true that local radio 
is out-living tv (viz. WBBM and 
WBBM-TV or WLS and WRKB), a 
situation , made doubly embarras¬ 
sing by the fact that much of the 
video live stuff has been in the 
pubaffairs realm in Class C time. 

This week , several new live 
shows are debuting on Chi sta¬ 
tions, and it’s known that several 
more are pn the drawing boards. 
But of the new entries only one is 
berthed in. anything resembling 
preferred, time. 

On Thursday (20), WGN-TV 
kicks off. an outside produced 
quizzer, “It’s in the Name;” which 
the National Tea Co. has pur¬ 
chased in the 8 p.tri. slot. It rer 
places reruns of “Our Miss 
Brooks.” A' few weeks ago the 
station added the 15-minute tint 
strip, “Blue Fairy,’’ at 7:15 p.m., 
and in about a month it will un- 
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WOR BUYS SPOTS 
ON OTHER STATIONS 

WOR, N. Y., has bought a four- 
week schedule; of spots on seven 
day-time radio stations in a three 
state area to promote WOR pro¬ 
grams. 

The daily spot purchased ip 
each case is the last commercial 
of the broadcast day, just prior to 
the. station’s signoff When aud¬ 
iences wiU be . asked to switch to 
WOR. Stations lined • up for the 
drive include WMTR, Morristown, 
N. J,; WCRV, Washington, N, J.; 
WPAC, Patchogue, L. I.; WVIP, 
Mount Kisco. N. Y.; WNRC,,New 
Rochelle, N.Y.; arid WNLK, Nor¬ 
walk, Gown 3 j 

By JO RANSON 

With competition more biting 
than ever, Gotham’s radio, indies 
and network outlets are delirious¬ 
ly contest-happy around the: clock. 
Anyone with a corisistent run of 
luck and with time , on his harids 
can practically live off the; cuff 
these days. 

Equipped with stubby pencil and 
batch of postcards and with care¬ 
ful dialing, average bloke can cur¬ 
rently grab himself a batch of con¬ 
tour-shaped diapers for his'preg¬ 
nant frau’s forthcoming offspring 
as well as one monthly payment 
on fairiiiy jalopy. A dame, can land, 
a date with Frank Sinatra, not to 
mention a kidney-shaped swim¬ 
ming pool plus a ton of food. 

With recession talk and more 
layoffs among workers, listeners, 
are determined to enter as many 
radio contests as /possible1 and con¬ 
sequent station mail response has 
been eyebrow-raising. 

There’s “A Good Deed Contest” 
raging, on Lanny Ross' prograrii 
over WCBS. Listeners are asked to 
write 150-word or less coirimu- | 
nique on good deeds. Daily prize 
is,. $45 basket of food but grand 
prizes include fully-equipped sta¬ 
tion wagon, all-expense trip for two 
to Hawaii, ton of food, $1,000 fem¬ 
inine wardrobe and a swimming 
pool. There are. 100 consolation 
prizes, (theatre tickets, perfume, 
handbags, etc.). Contest is draw¬ 
ing approximately 1,400 . letters 
weekly. 

Banghart’s 'Eat Out’ 

Food’s also the magnet at WRCA 
where Kenneth Banghart is tout¬ 
ing a “Why I Would Like to Eat 
Out” contest in cooperation with 
with the Restaurant . Assn, of 
America, Open to Women, it pro¬ 
duces a daily winner, who can 
choose any restaurant With dinner, 
for two. A chauffered limousine 
calls for. winrier and companion 
and brings them. home. Price 
of babysitter is included. Dinner 
can be at Chambord, 'Pavilion,'.21" 
Or any other restaurant desired by 
winner. Contest is said to be pull¬ 
ing from 500 to 600 entries daily. 

At WINS two contests are cur¬ 
rently hot, one a “Silver Dollar 
Swap Shop” wherein1 announcers 
swap objects for silver dollars. 
Station offers a candle snuffer for 
seven bucks or a blond toupee for 
five dollars. Offer is open two 
minutes and first person callirig in 
with object gets the dough. 

For aspiring station break writ¬ 
ers, WINS has a “Bucks for Break” 
contest. Station is. buying 20 and 
30-second station breaks penned by 
listeners arid paying $1.00 per 
break, . Some' 500 entries are. re¬ 
ceived daily. 

Barry Gray at WMCA recently 
ended a “Why I Deserve A Second 
Honeymoon” contest, .tie-in with 
Miami Beach hotel.- This Was one 
of those 25-Word or less, creations. 

Current attention-getter at 
WNEW is a Klavan-Firich dilly 
tagged “Free Ride Contest” asking 
listeners to send .in postcards in¬ 
dicating time they leave home and 
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Boss Loss 
Phil Silvers offered a couple 

. of acting roles to his bosses at 
CBS-TV, but was politely 
turned down. Offer was made 
to exec. v.p. Hubbell Robinson 
Jr! and N. Y. programming 
veep /Harry Ommerle to play 
themselves in the Silvers epi¬ 
sode.filmed last week, “Bilko’s 
Pilot Film:” Show deals with 
a Bilko idea for a western ser¬ 
ies, which he takes to Robin¬ 
son and Ommerle. Show, in¬ 
cidentally, .is No. 100 for 
Silvers & Co. * 
.Melville Ruick will play 
Robinson, who said he felt he. 
wasn’t up to the part. Asked 
about Ommerle, Robinson said, 
“I decided he wasn’t up to it 
either.” 

NBC-TVs Posen 
to Slot 

‘Cimarron City ? 

; CBS and Jackie Gleason are in 

the midst of dickers for the return 

of the comic to the. tv airlanes next 

Season. Deal reportedly is all but 

set, with Gleason, after a year’s 

layoff, due to bow in the fall in a 
series of six full-hour musicals 
which will be slotted at intervals 
throughout the season and in dif¬ 
ferent time periods. Both Gleason 
and the network have agreed that 
the days of weekly exposure are 
over, insofar as network tv is con- 

Nielsen vi. Act-of-God 
Joe Floyd, prexy of KELO- 

TV, Sioux Falls, has insured 
his station for $1,700,000 
against loss resulting from 
damage to the tower, antenna 
or transmitter equipment dur¬ 
ing Nielsen coverage study No. 
3, The policy according to 
Floyd, is the first in broadcast¬ 
ing history to protect a sta¬ 
tion against loss of business 
leading from ah unfavorable 
coverage or rating report be¬ 
cause of act-of-God damage to 
transmittting equipment dur¬ 
ing the survey period,. 

Twice before, once during 
NCS No. 1, and again during 
NCS No. 2; the KELO radio 
arid tv stations’ towers respec¬ 
tively, were leveled by violent 
storms arid, the station says, 
consequently during the study 

,,trite coverage, wasn’t reflected. 

cerned. (Gleason’s “Honeymooners” 
half-hour vidpix series is topdog 
today in the syndication marts.) 

The Gleason musicals, based 
along the lines of the “Mardi Gras” 
audition show he turned out a few 
seasons ago but which was discard¬ 
ed because of the huge outlay it 
would entail. Will feature the Jure 
Taylor Dancers. Neither Art Car¬ 
ney nor Audrey Meadows will re¬ 
turn to the Gleason show. It’ll be 
strictly a bigtime musical show 
built around Gleason as its major 
star. . 

For some time CBS had enter¬ 
tained the idea of starring Gleason ' 
in a series based on the Nero Wolfe 
stories, paralleling somewhat the 
click “Perry Mason” Saturday night 

[series. However, this plan was dis- 
- | carded when further examination 

. . - • ... . . of ..the stories showed that the ac- 
NBG-TV is. putting quite.: some tion centered chiefly around the 

reliance on the projected “Cima- j second banana character of Archie, 

arron . City,”; full-hour : western I. New Gleason musical- series will 
series, starring. George Montgorri- j a big-budget affair, but not as 

ery. in order «o inflict dama8e j “ft ~ ^ 

;the . competition next season. But. [ where in the neighborhood of 
the big question mark is: what com- !.$200,000, 
petition should the show go after? 

. There are some at the network 
who cling to the1 belief that by 
installing it in the Sunday evening 
7 to 8 slot, thus getting in a half- 
hour before ABC-TV’s “Maverick,” 
the Montgomery show , would be 
just what the horse doctor ordered. 

On the other hand, there are 
those at the network who are all for 
throwing it into the Saturday night 
program ring, now tiiat NBC is tak¬ 
ing a considerable drubbing from 
the CBS competition on thaf night. 
Plan would be to give “Cimarron 
City” a 9 to 10 o’clock = slotting, 
jumping the gun on “Rave Gun 
Will Travel” by a half-hour and 
Creating an audience, continuity 
through its back-to-back slotting 
with Perry Como. Present occu¬ 
pants of 9 to 10 are “Club Oasis” 
(alternating with Polly Bergen) and 
Gisele MacKenzie. Musical segs 
Will bite the dust. 

SCOTT ISLAND’ GETS 
BOUNCE FOR QUIZZER 

Hollywood, March 18. 

; R. J. Refolds is bouncing ZiV’s 

“Adventures At Scot! Island” and 

replacing it on July 8 with a new 

variety quiz 30-minuter called 

“Anybody Can Play.” The bank- 

roller apparently Wants to hold its 
choice time on ABC (after “Mave¬ 
rick” on Sundays) with; the live 
package,; owned by John Guedel 
and to be emceed by George Fen- 
nemari. 

“Play,” inked only for 13 weeks 
during the hotspell, in effect, per¬ 
mits: Reynolds to hold on to 
the ABC Sabbath time franchise. 
Chances .are if the 8:30 half-hour 
Clicks during the summer it Will 
become Reynolds’ regular, fall en¬ 
try as. well: Show, which has a 
homeviewer participation angle as 
part of the format, was pacted by gionalsponsors for 
William Esty- acting for tlie cig! baseball “Game of tt 

Kellogg Co. is replacing Rem¬ 

ington Rand as alternaterweek 

sponsor of “What’s My Line?” on 

CBS-TV April 6. Remington pio¬ 

neered the alternate-week sponsor¬ 
ship pattern back in the . fall of 
1953 when .it bought the skip-week 
with Jules Montennier (the orig¬ 
inal “Line” sponsor, since merged 
into Helene Curtis Industries, 
which still has the other “Line” 
week). 

Remington pullout is keyed to 
its requests for relief on the show 
since January. It was out for six 
shows, with Florida Citrus and' 
Mutual of Omaha taking over its 
segments.. Then it asked CBS for 
relief for the entire second quar¬ 
ter, but. CBS refused, advising 
Remington either to stay in all the 
way or pull out entirely. This 
week, Remington decided to . pull 
out. 

The Kellogg buy represents 
something of a renewal for CBS, 
since it involves the same coin 
Kellogg bad riding on “The Big 
Record” when it decided to can¬ 
cel that show. At the time of the 
“Record” cancellation. . Kellogg 
had indicated it wouldn’t buy any¬ 
thing else, but changed its mind, 
first with an Arthur Godfrey day¬ 
time buy arid now with the pickup, 
of the “Line” sponsorship. 

NBC-TV’s Regional Coin 
For ‘G^me of Week’ 

NBC-TV has picked up three, re- 

William 
house. 

its Saturday 

SWats* Det. Slot 
Robert X. (Bud) Swats Jr. Has 

been named manager of CBS-TV’s 
Detroit sales office. Swats held 
the same post for NBC Radio until 
two years ago, and subsequently 
moved over, to Time-Life. 

. He . replaces Charles R,. Sterritt, the same day. 
w ho Covered Detroit for CBS-TV; The 26-week schedule of major 
for the past six yeai-s. j league games starts April 5. 

the Week” tele¬ 
casts. Trio, each of whom will 
take on half-sponsorship in its 
specific area, comprises Hamm 
Brewing, for the mid- and far west, 
Jackson. Brewing for the south and 
southwest, and National Brewing 
for the southeast. Hamm deal, inr 
cidentally, puts it in direct com¬ 
petition with Falstaff Brewing’s 
baseball sponsorship on CBS-TV 
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By JACK BERNSTEIN 

. Approximately two months ago 
the United Kingdom declared that 
it was going to have a tea party 
of its own by making it extremely 
difficult for future American ad¬ 
vertising agencies to open branch 
offices in England. The reason 
for the British move was obvious 
to Madison Ave , it wanted to keep 
the lucrative advertising industry 
within Britain to itself and aa far 
as the American agencies Were 
concerned it was hanging out the 
sign of “go home Yank.” The 
American agencies within the past 
10 years have seen the advantages 
of pushing Coke in Belo Horizonte, 
as well as other products the world 
over and what was once consid¬ 
ered peanuts to Madison Ave. has 
now mushroomed into a multi-mil¬ 
lion dollar business by the ad agen¬ 
cies. 

In 1957 five American agencies 
billed over $230,000,000 abroad 
with J. Walter Thompson leading 
the pack by placing nearly $75,- 
000,000 in international business. 
Close on J. Walter’s heels were 
McCann-Erickson and Grant both 
having banner year abroad in 1957 
with more than $50,000,000 in bill¬ 
ings sewed up. 

The Madison Ave. ad men have 
been making like 18th Century im¬ 
perialists in their efforts to open 
up foreign doors which serve to 
plug not only Yankee wares blit 
also the goods of the particular 
country they may be in. Last 
month Grant Advertising an¬ 
nounced the opening of five new 
overseas offices which are located 
In Singapore, Malaya; Colombo, 
Ceylon; Nassau, Bahamas, and 
Salisbury in Bulawayo, in Southern 
Rhodesia. Opening of an office in 
Singapore will have the effect of 
extending Grant's eastern network 
from Karachi in Pakistan through 
Bombay, New Delhi, Madras and 
Calcutta in India, to Bangkok in 
Thailand; then to Singapore, and 
Hong Kong to Manila in the Philip- 
pines. 

Execs at the Grant agency feel 
that the opening of the Ceylon 
branch is of importance because 
Ceylon is one of the few countries 
in Southeast Asia that has commer¬ 
cial radio facilities; and in addi¬ 
tion to servicing its oWh clients, 
the new Grant office in Ceylon 
will undoubtedly be utilized by; 
some of Grant’s clients in India, 
since a considerable percentage of 
programs which originate in Co¬ 
lombo are beamed to various 
parts of India. 

Will C. Grant, prexy of the 
Grant Agency, 'points out that 
much of the agency’s business 
abroad . is made up of accounts 
which are controlled and handled 
locally, although Grant offices han¬ 
dle advertising abroad for many 
t\ S.-based companies such as 
Colgate - Palmolive, International 
General Electric, Auto-Lite, Ko¬ 
dak. Singer and others. The agen¬ 
cy currently has 31 foreign offices. 

TV (Major Factor 

What lias prompted the agency 
colonial policy more than anything 
else and has turned the ad men’s 
attention to overseas is the advent 
of television and its foreign possi¬ 
bilities. Currently 24 . foreign 
countries beam commercial mes¬ 
sages over 17.000,000 sets. Abroad, 
there are over 375 television sta¬ 
tions which have gone commercial. 

Outside of the United States, 
Great Britain ranks as the largest 
tv country in the world having Jn 
estimated O.OOO.OOO sets. In the 
tv o-and-a-half years since commer¬ 
cial tv began to function in the 

-London area, it has captured 8% 
of the nationar expenditure on ad¬ 
vertising. In 1958 which will see 
the opening of three commercial 
stations, commercial tv should 
gross a minimum of $100,000,000 in 
advertising revenue. In 1957, the 
first year in which the major areas 
of Great Britaip were covered by 
commercial Television, the total 
advertising income was around 
$65,000,000. 

. Next to Britain, West Germany 
is now the number two tv nation 
in Europe having over 5,000,000 
viewers. Here, slowly, commercial 
television is making progress as in 
other European countries and mak¬ 
ing Madison Ave. sit up and take 

notice of the possibilities of fur¬ 
ther exploitation. 

At the present time J. Walter 
Thompson has 35 offices abroad 
and carries 22,600 employees on 
their international division payroll. 
McCann-Erickson has 1,800 people 
overseas and as the number two 
American based agency abroad, it 
has offices in 15 countries. McCann 
considers their offices outside of 
the U. S. to be firms Of the par¬ 
ticular country they happen to be 
in rather than American branches 
of the agency. ... 

A McCann spokesman stated that 
in four-fifths of the. countries they 
are in they are the largest Airieri- 
can international, agency and in 
most countries they are the larg¬ 
est agency except iri rare instances 
where local agencies, which for 
the most part do no international 
billings, are larger. 

McCann has over 500 clients 
overseas and finds their tv billings 
constantly on the increase and one 
exec stated , that ih Latin America 
over 50% and possibly more was 
put into radio and television: 

To give some idea of how much 
international billings have, in¬ 
creased in the Vast 10 years, 
spokesman at McCann - Erickson 
Stated that their international bill¬ 
ings were up more than 1,000%. 
With: increases such as ; this, Madi¬ 
son Ave. is doing more than sit 
back green-eyed an'1 watching 
McCann’s and J. Wall, s interna¬ 
tional billings spar, they are mak-: 
ing plans to open up foreign shops 
of their own and cash their chips 
in prior to the. lid being put on 
them such as happened in Great 
Britain. 

Chrysler Publicity Account 

. With Leo Burnett snaring the 
corporate advertising for Chrysler 
comes the further announcement 
that the agency has been named to 
handle the television publicity acr 
count on “Climax” and “Shower of 
Stars.” McCann-Erickson’s public 
relations arm. Communication 
Counselors, was forced to. resign 
the account at the time the agency 
dropped the Chrysler billings to 
take on the Buick division of Gen¬ 
eral Motors. Television account is 
said to be worth an estimated 
$60,000 with moire than 15 p!r. 
firms bidding for the business. 

Gore-Smith-Greenland Shakeup 

Gore - Smith - Greenland, an 
agency which was formed last 
April, and billing an estimated $3,- 
000,000 appears to be undergoing a 
major shakeup with recurr&nt re¬ 
ports that Martin L. Smith find Leo 
Greenland, principals of the 
agency, set to pull Up stakes and 
set up an agency of their own. 

Whether Smith and Greenland 
have control of enough of the . ma¬ 
jor accounts to cause the agency 
to close its doors is not determin¬ 
able but the two principals are 
said to have control over the 
agency’s grocery accounts which 
makes up a large part of the Gore- 
Smith-Greenland billings. 

’ Bill Lewis, prexy of Kenyon Sc 
Eckhardt recently stated that he 
sees little hope of most of the cur¬ 
rent westerns getting past the; mid¬ 
dle qf next season. Lewis believes 
that they don’t sell the product arid 
sponsor identification is negligible. 
Nick Keesely, head of Lennen & 
Newell’s television department, 
takes issue \vith the prexy of K&E. 
Keesely, who just inked '“Rough 
Riders” and “Jefferson Drum” for 
P. Lbrillard, states that the oaters 
take up only 12% of prime net¬ 
work time, and they, rep resent 50% 
of: the top 10 shows in Nielsen’s- 
total audience figures and 60% in 
the latest Nielsen average audience 
survey.. 

Those Westerns 

Keesely also pciints out that the 
westerns are not flooding the air¬ 
waves as is the popular conception. 
“Of the 145 half-hours of. class A 
tv time, only 18 half-hour shows 
are westerns and they comprise ap¬ 
proximately 12% of all shows.” 
The veteran agency man. states 
that more people are conscious of 
westerns because more people look 
at westerns'. The ratings according 
to Keesely prove that the tv public 
is not tired of the sagas. 

McCann Eriskson television 
plans seem to be taking . shape 
slowly for next season with the ex¬ 

pectation that Frank Sinatra will 
not return for ‘Chesterfields in a 
rejgulary weekly slot. The ABC 
television network and Liggett & 
Myers, sponsor of the Sinatra fare, 
hope to get the singer to do one 
and even possibly two specs for the 
’58-’59 season. 

There are strong indications that, 
the agency has not given up on the 
Eddie Fisher show and McCann is 
said to be looking for a format that 

IJV NEW YORK CITY . . . 
Hampton Howard, longtime commercial salesman in N.Yv now rep¬ 

ping Wilding Motion Pictures of Chicago here as a sales staffer follow- 
_„_ , ing a stint with Roland Reed Productions . . . Snirley Temple in town 
would allow the . singer to do a for promotional stints for Ideal Toy Co. (Shirley' Temple dolls) and 

“ ~ ' ‘ NBC ... Charles Baltin, WHOM v^p.-sales manager, was guest speaker 
at .City College Baruch School of Business last week. This month, marks 
Baltin’s 17th anni with WHOM . . . Seymour Robbie set to direct “Om- 

Elspeth March in from the Coast for a role on 

show sans George Gobel. 
CAMPAIGNS:; National Shoes ,j 

Inc., said to be starting its heaviest ; 
spring advertising drive in history; 
with use of network radio and par¬ 
ticipations and spots on 30 stations 
with more than 800 one-minute 
messages per week. Campaign, 
started last: week via. Emil Mogul. 

Silf Skin Girdles will use a na¬ 
tional tv program and one-minute 
spots to promote, its products be¬ 
ginning March 25. 

Rayco Mfg. Co., makers of auto 
seat covers,, will go national for the 
first time in its history arid spots 
will be purchased in 55 radio and 
40 tv stations. Advertising drive to 
start on May 5. 

Sunoco is reported to have ap¬ 
propriated an estamated $5,000,000 
advertising budget for .the forth¬ 
coming year and. of this figure 
$2,000,000 is slated to be placed in 
spot and network tv. Agency for 
the oil firm is Wm. Esty. 

LOST & FOUND ACCOUNTS: 
Ogilvy, Benson Sc Mather has re¬ 
signed the $900,000 advertising ac¬ 
count of Thom McAn shoes.. Agen¬ 
cy will continue to serve the . ac¬ 
count. untiL June. 30. i 

J. M. Mather has been appointed 
as agency for; Porter-Cable Ma¬ 
chine Co., makers of portable wood¬ 
working tools. 

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shen- 
field has been appointed to handle 
the Noxzema shaving creams and 

nibus” Sunday (23) . 
Hallmark’s “Little Moon of Alban” Monday (24) ... Barbara Joyce plays 
femme lead on “Frontiers of Faith” Sunday . . . Jim Lowe replacing 
vacationing Jack Sterling on his WCBS early-morning stanza this week 
arid next, while Peter Thomas takes over Sterling's. Saturday shows 
. . .. Arthur Hailey, first Canadian scripter to get an Emmy nomination 
(for "No Deadly Medicine”) sold his new script, “Hour Of the Rack” 
to "U.S. Steel Hour” for production in April or May . Lanny Rosa 
to Palm Beach. Saturday (22) to do the Everglades Club Concert, then 
back for his WCBS strip , . . Joanna Moore set by David B. Graham 
(Wm. Shiffrin agency) for “Studio One” March 24 in “The Award Win¬ 
ner,” with David Greene directing the Norman Felton production . .... 
Kagar the Magician making several telefilm commercials this week for 
BosCo . . . Jim McKay subs for Bill Leonard on WCBS’” “This Is New 
York” while Leonard vacations for two weeks . .. Danny Jones, director 
of film research for NBC’s special projects division, speaks on “The In¬ 
nocent Years” show tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Museum of the City of 
N.Y. . > . Richard Bayer on “Verdict Is Yours” this week . .. . Joseph 
Campanella set for “Modern Romances” next week . . . Ruth Alben* 
program contact for “This Is New York” on WCBS, taking a maternity 
leave . . . June Havoc off to the Coast for the lead in the “Stag* 
Fright” pilot being produced by McCadden Productions-for NBC ... 
Mari Lynn set for the “My True Story” cast on NBC Radio March 28 
. ; . Still a few copies of the original cast recording of the Ad Men’s 
Jazz Concert II, staged by the Advertising Men’s Post of the American 
Legion last November. Proceeds go to the Herald Tribune Fresh Air 
Fund, with NBC’s Thairie Engle handling the sales . . . Andre Baruch, 
frau Bea Wain (and family), to Coast to vacation and dp some teie- 
blurbs and a Universal documentary; returning April 11 arid .are do¬ 
ing their ABC Radio weather show live from Coast . * . Sports Broad¬ 
casters Assn, reviving periodical luncheons today (Wed.), this time at 
Leone’s for basketball coaches . ; . Peter Ustinov on Mike Wallace’s 
show the 29th . . . Bob Kennedy to act as quizmaster on “Wirigo,” corns ... 
CBS-TV preem time April 1 . . . Lili Darvas into “Night Beat” tomor¬ 
row. ... Steve Feldman, former “Airiateur Hour” production assistant. 

lather, products of Noxzeriia Chem- i to WHLI, Hempstead, as account exec . . . Buddy Hackett, dancer Neils 
ical Co, 

Wexton Advertising has landed 
the ad account .'of: radio station 
wins, ; 

J. Walter Thompson, which ap¬ 
proximately two weeks ago re¬ 
signed the Swift & Co. account in¬ 
cluding Pard; Dog Food is back 
in the canine business having been 
named to handle the $3,500,000 
Ken-L products of the Quaker Oats 
Co. Ken-L account was formerly 
handled by Needham, Louis & 
Brorby. 

SWITCHES: Frank G. Silver- 
nail, manager of station relations 
in the media department of 
BBD&O, will retire from the 
agency March 31. v ^ 

Howard W. Calkins has been 
elected prexy of the Albert Frank- 
Guehther Law, Inc. •••' 

Charles A. Black has been 
nairied director of the radio-tv de¬ 
partment at Farson, Huff & North- 
lich. ; , 

Sairiuel Dalsimer has been 
elected to the executive committee 
of Grey Advertising. . 

. Richard C. Shepard, formerly of 
station WBEN, Buffalo, has been 
named director of radio-tv at the 
Rumrill Co. 

Arthur W. Weil, Jr., arid Law¬ 
rence D. Benedict elected Veepees; 
of Donahue & Coe. 

By LES BROWN 
Chicago, March 18., 

.Grant Advertising is sending 
four of its top execs to an all-day 
seminar in Toronto, Canada next 
Tuesday. (25). Purpose is to ac¬ 
quaint Colgate-Palmolive (Cana¬ 
dian) sales and advertising person¬ 
nel wijth current U.S, marketing 
trends and techniques. Attending 
for Grant will be Fred L, Spence, 
exec veepee in charge of the agen¬ 
cy’s foreign operations; John.Gaunt, 
v.p. arid television, director of the 
Hollywood office; Paul Bradley, 
v.p. arid manager of the New York 
office; and Sheldon B. Sosna, veep 
and copy director, of the Chicago 
office; Session was set up by 
Joseph G. Wren, prez of Grant’s 
Canadian operations. 

While most agencies are cutting 
back personnel in the recession, 
Tatham-Laird here has added 
three and promoted.^ two. Mrs: 
Mary Agnes Schroeder joined as 
^roup copy supervisor on the Torii 
Co. account (she was forineriy with 
North. Advertising), and Don Wal¬ 
lace and Bob Huntley were tapped 
for the commercial department 
writing staff. . Office has upped 
Robert Bassindale to commercial 
supervisor on Ovaltine,' Trix, 
Parker Pen, and Sucaryl and has 
appointed Harry Kinzie Jr. acting 
print copy chief while John H. 
Jameson is on: extended leave. 

John L. Baldwin, ex-Needhairii, 

(Continued ori page 73) 

Adams into Friday’s (21) Patrice Munsel ABC’er . . . WBAI-FM’s folk 
singer Francesca and Theodore Bikel, who also appears on the station, 
are both getting new time slots — she to 11; p.m. beginning tonight 
(Wed.) and singer-actor Bikel to Mondays at 11 p.m.., . . Jack Kane, 
baton-wielder and arranger for “Music Makers of *58” Toronto tv’er, 
has been signed by NBC-TV as musical director of the Steve Lawrence 
and Eydie Gorme summer series replacing Steve Allen for eight weeks. 
Kane leaves Toronto for Los Angeles in three weeks to huddle with 
Dinah Shore’s, writers, who will script the Lawrence-Gorme show. 

WPIX is presenting ari\ hour-long film digest Of the McClellan Sen-? 
ate Labor Rackets Hearings, from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. Filmed highlights 
of the previous day’s proceedings began yesterday (Tues.) . . . Mutual’s 
“Game of the Day” series kicks off March 29, with a .“citrus cricuit” 
exhibition contest between the Chicago White Sox and the New York 
Yanks... . . WOR-TV picking up some more union biz. State-County- 
Municipal Employes. AFL-CIO, is Sponsoring a half-hour Friday (21) 
evening 9:30 to 10 for a wage discussion, titled “You Can Fight City 
Hall” . . . Vocalist Judy Lynn is filling in for hostess Bess Myerson on 
CBS-TV “Big Payoff” this week. Miss Myerson’s daughter Barbara took 
ill while troupe was playing the fair at Homestead, Fla., last week, with 
mother and daughter in nearby Miaini until the young one recovers. 

Tom Clancy into Hallmark’s “Little Moon of Alba” Monday (24). 
along with Julie Harris, Christopher Plummer and Barry Jones . . . 
Telefilm thesp Doris Wiss does first live video stand Saturday (22) on 
“True Story” . . . Diamonds, Billy Williams, Bill Haley and The Com- 
cts, Betty Johnson, Sam Cooke comprise Saturday lineup on Dick 
Clark’s nighttime ABC-TV’er. 

. CBS newsman Richard C. Hottelet back in N.Y. after a stay ih West 
Germany covering data for an upcoming* “See It Now** show. CBS’ Lo¬ 
well Thomas also. back from filming his “High Adventure” show in 
Quebec . . . Robert P. Engelka from NBC to ABC-TV as manager of 
sales development under Bert Briller, director of the dept, . . . Ronald 
Kaiser arid Franklin B. Rohner joined the CBS legal staff ; . Bob Ken¬ 
nedy tapped to emcee. CBS’ new “Wingo”; series * . . “Lamp Unto My 
Feet” producer Don Kellerman lecturing on scriptwriting this week 
at the New School... META program chief Dick Heffner moderates a 
discussion, at the annual Child Study Assn, of America conference at 
the Hotel Roosevelt next Monday (24) . . . “Ma Perkins” star Virginia 
Payne is guest of honor tomorrow (Thurs.) at the St. Louis Woman’s 
Advertising Club 24th Annual Gridiron Dinner . . . Jocko Maxwell 
celebrating his 26th year on the air with a nightly sports show on 
WNJR in Newark . . . Joyce Gordon & Bernard Grant, husband & wifa 
acting team, into cast, of “Road of Life” as a married couple. • 

IN HOLLYWOOD . . . 
John K. West, NBC’s western division veepee, took himself a bride 

last week, Mari Wilcox, and is honeymooning in Arizona ... , Floyd 
Campbell, husband of Variety contributor, Kay Campbell, was the in¬ 
ventor of RCA’s high speed eraser which wipes clean 4,800 feet of mag¬ 
netic tape or film in 30 seconds to permit its continuous re-use . . . Bill 
Robson, commenting on his 25 years a producer-director in radio, said, 
“it has been filled with excitement and boredom.” He started as a writer 
at KHJ-Don Lee but spent most of his years at CBS . . . Kenyon & 
Eckhardt prexy, W. B. Lewis, in town to install John Bricker as coast 
veepee and to beef up the offices in Frisco arid HoUywOod for new, 
business . . . Meredith Willson now rates the head booth at the Browh 
Derby arid draws more well-wishers than a casting director. 

IN CHICAGO . . . 
Text of an ad in the Tribune personals last Thursday (13): “Radio 

neighbors help! Write to keep Mary Merryfield on the air.” To no avaiL 
Miss Merryfield’s contract runs out March 28, and after seven years 
WMAQ is axing her “Radio Journal.” Phil Bowman’s show is being 
expanded to two hours to fill the void ... Alfred H. Boyd, veteran of 
29 years with WLS, upped to program director succeeding Bernard F* 
Corson, assistant station manager, who died two weeks ago ..; Adolphn 
Merijou, here to plug “Target” debuting on WGN-TV this week, slated 
as the extra-added at Chi Broadcast . Advertisirig Club session tomorrow 
(Thurs.), where Pete Cash of Television Bureau of Advertisirig will 
guestspeak . WBBM-TV newsman Joe Diehl and Talent Inc. topper 
Lee Armentrout have taken to tiinesmithing together. Diehl vocalizes 
on some of the demos . . . NBC is transferring newsman Jack Chau* 
cellor to Vienna.in May to become Central Europe correspondent . . 
Thomas V. Cinquina, ex-Forjoe & Co., joined John Blair reppery here 
as salesman . . .ABN’s “Breakfast Club” broadcasting {from Sarasota, 

(Continued on page 70) 
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. N.Y. Herald Tribune's policy of using trade, names in program 
title listings on its tv pages is regarded as an enlightened concept 
of journalism by tv advertisers and ad agencies. Trib is only daily 
gazette in N.Y. area with no ukase against program titles tied in 
with trademarks or brand names. 

N.Y. Times, on other hand, does daily surgery on titles smacking 
of sponsor identification,, a policy it has scrupulously maintained 
Since early days of radio. On occasion, it’ll slip up as in case of a 
‘‘True Story” title or ‘‘Life In the World,” tag, wherein magazines 
are sponsors, but once mistake is discovered, line iS changed in-: 
stantly. 

Most dailies in metropolitan area have resigned themselves to. 
a full listing of ‘‘Telephone Time,” on theory that “telephone”.is 
now generic and does not necessarily imply Bell Telephone. 

Majority of dailies, with hawklike precision continue to scalpel 
and emasculate these tv titles: U.S. Steel flour, Lux Show, Hall¬ 
mark Hall of Fame, G. E. Theatre, Alcoa Theatre, Armstrong Cirr 
cle Theatre, Schlitz Playhouse and. Goodyear Theatre. In most 
instances the'titles end up as Play, Theatre or Drama, with cast 
and play title as followup. 

TV editors, however, feel there’s been a considerable curtailment 
in commercially-tagged program titles and-nowhere near as many , 
as radio editors were forced to excise when Happiness Boys and 
Airjr Fairy (flour) tenor filled the smelly ether.. 

New Yorks Tuerto Rican Profile 
on 

The Cry is “Es treracndo” in 
Puerto Ricatt radio circles. Madi¬ 
son Aye. ad agencies are huddling 
with their Spanish-speaking breth¬ 
ren in San Juan and the phrase 
“Costo per miller de oyentes” 
(cost per thousand listeners) is 
bandied about like a jai-lai hall. 
The race is on to capture the lush, 
mushrooming Puerto Rican audi¬ 
ence in New York City. 

Seven Gotham radio stations are 
currently devoting approximately 
421 hours weekly to foreign lan¬ 
guage programs but greatest in¬ 
terest is in the Spanish speaking 
population concentrated ' in: New 
York. Latest Spanish Pulse and 
Puerto Rican profile shows 
WHOM, Operated by Fortune Pope 
since 1946, leading in 46 out of 48 
quarter hours with strong audience 
appeal during evening tv hours. 

Foreign language radio, not only 
Spanish hut German, Polish and 
Italian as well, is destined, to re¬ 
main a long time, says broadcast¬ 
ers in this field. There are more 
Italians in N. Y. C, than in Rome, 
more , Jews than in all of Israel, 
moire.. Germans than in any Cities 
in Germany except Hamburg and 
Berlin, more Poles than in any 
city in Poland, except Warsaw and 
Lodz and three times as many 
Puerto Ricans than in. San Juan. 
There, are 735,000 Spanish-speak¬ 
ing Puerto Ricans jammed in 
N. Y. C. '■ ■ ■ ^ 

It is this profitable market that 
Is fascinating many national ad¬ 
vertisers; Foreign language out¬ 
lets, once a fringe market, are no 
longer so, arid ad agencies are well 
aware of this ethnic revolution; 
WHOM, as an example, is on the 
air weekly with German, Italian, 
Polish, Chinese (FM) and Spanish, 
a total of 138 hours with 65% of 
the weekly schedule in Spanish. 
It, is estimated that 71% of Puerto 
Ricari’s population listens to 
WHOM in course of day.; 

Influx of Puerto Ricans has 
. prompted • forward - looking. - ad 

(Continued on page 66) 

‘Wagon Train/ ‘Cheyenne,’ 
Dinah Shore Shows Set 

For Brit TV Premieres 
London, March 18. 

Two major changes in Associ¬ 
ated-Re diffusion’s revised program 
schedule which starts operating on 
April 7, are the inclusion of a 60- 
minute Western skein, “Wagon 
Train” in an 8 to 9 p.m. slot on 
Mondays, and the shifting of Gra- 
hada-TV’s “Chelsea At Nine,” to 
an 8 p.m. notch on Tuesday eve¬ 
nings. 

The Western series , edges out 
“Jack Hylton’s Monday Show,” 
Which will be shifted to a 10:15 p.m. 
slot, while A-R’s weekly crime de¬ 
tection offering, “Murder Bag,” 
steps down to make way for Associ¬ 
ated Television’s panel gam? “Tell 

(Continued on page 66) 

ABC-TY’sNewAft.Biz 
ABC-TV signed two new after¬ 

noon network contracts last week. 
Procter & Gamble inked a 52- 
week deal to sponsor a half of the. 
weekly “Wild Bill Hickok’’ stanza 
at 5 p.m., and Mattel, the toymak- 
e% will double its “Mickey Mouse 
Club” bankrolling. 

P&G is taking a quarter-hour of 
the. Wedriesday: telefilm adventure 
from Kellogg, which owns the 5 
to 5:30 slot on Mondays through 
Fridays, and the buy begins 
May 14. Mattel inking commences 
in . the fall of 1958 for the full 
year, with the sponsor, which had 
26 segs a year , of .“MMC” expand¬ 
ing to a full 52 quarter-hours of 
the show, V 

Though newspapers and broad¬ 
casting have squared off. as ‘‘ene¬ 
mies” in the mass communications 
field, a . Unique promotional-edi¬ 
torial tie has been: worked out be¬ 
tween NBC News and Some of the 
country’s top dailies. Under the 
deal, the newspapers carry bylined 
pieces (with credit to NBC News) 
by some of the web’s top Washing¬ 
ton and foreign correspondents on 
a daily basis. . 

Thus far, seven dailies are car¬ 
rying the NBC Correspondents’ 
pieces on a regular basis. NBC 
News is adding papers at the rate 
of a couple every week, and hopes 
to level off with about 25 different 
dailies. Papers already using the 
service are the San' Francisco 
.Chronicle, the. Chicago Sun-Times, 
the Milwaukee Journal, Pittsburgh 
Post-Gazette, Buffalo Courier-Ex¬ 
press, the Northern Virginia Sun 
(covering Washington) and the San 
Mateo Times, ^ 

Actually, the papers are using 
reprints of -the commentators’ 
scripts used on the air that day. 

(Continued on page 70) 

MBS‘Game of the Day’ 
Set for Canada Marts 

• ‘ The Saturday play-by-play broad¬ 
casts of Mutual’s “Gariie of the 
Day” series will be carried by the 
Trans-Canada Network of the 
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. 

Deal marks the first time in nine 
seasons Of the “Game of the Day” 
series that the programs have 
been aired outside the: U.S: .. Bob 
Feller Will be the net’s, key broad¬ 
caster this year, aided by MBS 
sportscaster . John MacLean . and 
Gene Elston. 

Television networks and pack¬ 

agers are pausing for. a quick 

breath before taking the plunge 

into what may prove the most dif¬ 
ficult and decisive selling season 
in the medium’s history. That time 
—the beginning of March—is here 
again, and within a couple of 
weeks everybody from the network 
presidents down will begin a five- 
month merry-go-round that -Will 
terminate in the chips-down pic¬ 
ture of what happens to network 
television in a recession. :. 

The omens, such as they are, 
appear somewhat mixed at the mo¬ 
ment. For one thing, while it’s 
been traditional to have a tentative 
fall schedule fully mapped by 
March 1, the.networks haven’t.yet 
completed this basic task. Princi¬ 
pal reason is that the cancellation 
rate this winter has been so heavy 
the network Chieftains are .still 
not entirely Sure what’s going to 
remain standing next fall. It’s 
made in-advance planning the 
toughest in years. From the looks 
of things, NBC will have its fall 
layout in first, following the pro¬ 
gram meetings on the Coast 
headed by exec v.p.: Bbb. Kintner.; 

. On the brighter side, however, 
is the indication that the “specials” 
sponsors are doing their shopping 
bright.. & early—even Christmas 
shopping DU Pont has indicated 
it’ll be back on CBS-TV with nine 
shows next season. Sheaffer Pen 
has already ordered two specs on 
CBS-TV, one of them as far ahead 
as December. Philco has renewed 
its September Miss America Pag-: 
eant: Rexall is down for “Hiar 
watha” on NBC in the fall. Amer¬ 
ican Telephone & Telegraph is en¬ 
gaged in some, heavy program ex¬ 
aminations with an Cye. toward . 26 
one-hour shows next season. Breck 
Shampoo, Sealtest and Hill Bros- 
Coffee are ;already .committed 
through January for the ‘‘Shirley 
Temple Storybook”; series. 

But even this is somewhat of a 
mixed blessing, for the networks, 
are approaching the matter of spe¬ 
cials with something akin to 
trepidation lest it get out of hand 
and destroy. not only programming 
patterns: but eliminate sources of 
effective sponsorship coin on a. 
regular basis, particularly in light 
of the fact that the webs make no 
money ori specials. 

Meanwhile; the principal probv 
lem of selling the weekly shows 
for next season shapes up as a 
more formidable task than .ever 
before. The difficulties in shaping 
a fall schedule; the problems of' 
rising costs; the effect of the. reces¬ 
sion on advertising budgets; the 
programming drift towards more 
and more westerns; the shrinkage 
in sponsor identification; the de¬ 
mands for 13-week contracts; the 
tough year for auto manufacturers 
—all pose headaches the like of 
which ulcer-wise network brass 
have never dreamed of. ; * 

MEREDITH WILLSON 
‘FAUNTLEROY’ SPEC 

Hollywood, March 18. 
Meredith Willson, who can now 

afford to bypass television as it did 
him for so many years, will pro¬ 
duce a musical spec for the medi¬ 
um based on an idea by Franklin 
Lacey on "Little. Lord Fauntleroy.’’ 
His juve lead in “The Music Mari,” 
Eddie Hodges, . will play the name 
role,- - 

! Willson is in no hurry to get 
busy on it, writing an original 
score and collaborating with Lacey 
on the teleplay and. production. 
They'll work it over on a tour that 
will take them to London and the 
Greek islands. While in Britain, 
Willson Will start negotiations for 
a third company of his “Music 
Man.” ' ••; .• 

He is not so sure it will be ready 
for next season (“I ; hate dead¬ 
lines”): When he feels they have 
it whipped into shape it will be of¬ 
fered to networks and agencies. 
“You ca n say for me,” offered Will- 
son, “it won’t be cheap.” 

Plots Rolling at Feverish Pace 
Honesty Can Be Fun 

: Jim MCKay, who plays the 
court reporter on CBS-TV’s 
“Verdict Is Yours” day timer, 
will take a week off the show. 
early in April to cover, the 
Masters Golf Tourney with 
John Derr: for the network: 

He’ll be written out of the 
script in a manner that’s un-. 

'usual fpr its Simplicity; An¬ 
nouncement will be made that 
McKay, as a reporter, has been 
handed another temporary as¬ 
signment, to cover, the Masters 
meet on CBS-TV. Thus, the 
truth: pays off—with an addi¬ 
tional plug for the web’s golf 
coverage. . 

Ashley-Steiner agenting-packag¬ 
ing mill shifted into an unprece¬ 
dented high last week, with more 
than a dozen pilots in the signed-, 
sealed-delivered stage of shooting 
or already shot for ’58-’59 network 
projection. Jampacked A-S roster 
of upcoming entries, for example, 
includes .anew half-hour “Cindy” 
situation comedy, starring Evelyn 
Rudie 'kid who played “Eloise” on 
“Playhouse 90”), with Alex Gott¬ 
lieb as producer. Pilot was shot 
at Hal Roach Studios. 

Within the next three weeks 
pilot rolls on the new Mike Wal- 
lace-Adrian Spies “Motive” half- 
hour series, which - ABC-TV is 
financing. Spies, writer-creator of 
the series, also created “Walter 
Winchell File” format. Wallace 
Will be host-narrator. Motivation 
for notable deeds will be theme 
of drama anthology series, which 
Sidney Marshall will produce. 

Pilot on new half-hour western, 
! “The. Tall Man,” rolls this week on 
the Coast. Co-financing the prot¬ 
est are . Procter & Gamble (via 

I Benton & Bowles), and Hal Roach 
/Studios- It will star Michael Ren¬ 
nie, with Joe Shaftel producing. 
P. & G, natch, has first option On 

■series and, if relinquished, pilot 
Philip Morris ; has. nixed an- j will get playoff for P A G during 

other season of “Mike Wallace In- I summer sub series for Loretta 

terviewsf’ on ABC-TV, Web. has ! 

begun notifying affiliate, that the! Ashley-Steiner , house is the 
Saturday night half-hour finishes Ed Wynn comedy series (he 
on April 19, after a full year with • plays a grandfather in a college 
the cig house, to be replaced for i town alone in an old house with 

the summer by Silly Graham in 
■ • . ; , dren). This one is being financed 
the 10 p.m. slot. . .. I b3* Screen Gems with Ben Feiner 

Graham will be doing a full- as producer. It’s designed as a 
hour show every Saturday. The . nighttime half-hour entry and net- 
Graham religiOso is paid-for. time work interest is already high, 
ori the network: : Rod Serling’s own indie unit, 

with financing by CBS, has come 
ABC. programmers figure there s v with a new science fiction 

a “very good” chance the Wallace | s/ries; with A_s repping the full- 

hour entry, pilot on which rolls 
next month. Pilot is also due 'to 
be shot in the east) on a new 
Crime Club anthology series which 
will carry the Pyramid Production 
tag. Pyramid also gets billing on 

new “T-Men" series (Walter 

live half-hour will be 'shifted to 
another time period, next fail, that 
is, if it is. sold to a new sponsor. 
Wallace's old Sunday slot, at 10 
p.m.„ and a: similar Monda.y slot 
are said to be considerations for 
his return. . 

PM has ridden with the contro- , Greaza hosted the old series; this 
versial stanza since it began last. one will have a new personality) 
year, on the last Sunday in April. ; “Flying Tigers” (based on adven- 
Paying a nut-of $10,000 a; week on • tures of same) is also on agenda, 
the hot seater, the cigafet company i Both Walter Slezak and Gert- 
first rode with an odd-lerigthed j rude Berg are shooting pilots on 
20-week contract, renewing later ; new. series repped by the Ashley* 
'on.fur another six weeks and then, | Steiner office. Slezak (whose pre- 
taking advantage of the. web’s di£- : vl6us “Slezak & Son” pilot died 
count structure on time charges, ; aborning) gets Screen Gems financ¬ 
ier normal 13-week cycles. | |ng wjth three separate teams of 

. ini January, FM took its name- \ writers Currently whipping up a 
sake.brand off the air, replacing it j format. Miss Berg’s pilot is also 
on the Wallace show with Parlia¬ 
ment. PM officials said on Friday 
(14) that they had no new tv net¬ 
work plans yet. It is understood the. 
advertiser is going to pour heavy 
coin into a new comic book ad 
gimmick it has devised. 

Should PM return to network tv 
next season, it’s considered quite 
likely that . the cig company, will 
dicker with Wallace to do the com¬ 
mercials. Even though the “Inter¬ 
view” ratings were not so hot 
bankrOller feels that he is an effec¬ 
tive pitchman. Also, Wallace’s 
new telefilm anthology series ori 
ABC might be a PM consideration 
for next fall. 

(Continued on page 70) 

There’s Hardly a Man 
In Pitt Doesn’t Know 

Jack Paar Is Coming 
WIIC-TV, NBC’s new affiliate in 

Pittsburgh, is staging a radio satur¬ 
ation campaign as part of its over¬ 
all promotion for the Jack Paar 
show, which it begins to carry next 
Monday (24). WIIC-TV has taken 
the unusual step of buying one- 
week saturation campaigns on six 
stations in Pitt and environs to 
plug the show, apart from its own . 
on-th e-air promotionals, newspaper ‘ 

j ads. billboards, carcards, etc. 
___ _ _ i ri i Radio campaigns are set to begin 
NW^ Pn^-FlffW Sea • today (Wed.) on WWSW, WPIT 
HDt 1051 riglll OCg : and WEEp. all in Pittsburgh; and 

Bristol-Myers has picked up the , kHJB, Greensburg, WAMB 
NBC-TV post-fight interview, show ; Waynesburg and WBUT, Butlet. all 
on Friday nights for a 39-week ride j within the WIIC-TV signal area, 
starting April 4. Currently, the ' Each. Station vail carry 21 spots, 
network. Which had been unable to j. With Pitt iu the bag, NBC’s sta- 
sell the post-fight segrrient (ap-' tion relations dept, last week 
proximately 10:45 to ITp.jn.>; has ; signed on KRON-TV, San Fran- 
filled the period With “Comment.”; cisco, to carry the show, now giv- 
out of the NBC News programming - ing Paar coverage in all the na- 
roster. NBC dropped the sports j tion’s top 10 markets and extending 
segment at the begirining of the - his lineup to a 108-station total, 
year after having sustained it for; KRON-TV begins, carrying the 
a couple of months. ' show on April 28, initially ori a 

Deal Was set through Doherty, | three-a-week basis but with the in 
Clifford. Steers & Shenfiold agency. ] ten tion of expanding to fives times 
No emcee chosen yet for the spot i weekly. Paar pickup marks i 
(Red Barber handled it when it! switch from late-night featur 
was commercial)*. I film policy, for the station. 
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The Quiet Revolution In Telefilm 
Trade Winds Blow Up Some Stunning Surprises; Network Sales Still Desirable 

But Watch That Market-By-Market Syndication Yen Pickup 
Momentum! Post-’48 Feature Rhubarb 

RE-USETOPIA 
By WALTER LOWENDAHL ====~ 

(President, Transfilm Inc.) 

At home the other evening after a tiring session, of 

contract negotiations with the: representatives of one. of 

the theatrical unions, I reflected . . . What about this 

business of re-use payments? Is it. justified? Just what 

is a performer entitled to in return for appearing In a 

tv spot commercial film which usually takes considerably 

less than a day of his time but is. subsequently shown 

repeatedly on. tv stations from coast to coast? Is he 

really entitled , to receive, payment every time the film is 

run? 

If the answer to, this question was “yes,” I said to my¬ 

self, then why—In fairness-r-isn’t everyone who works 

entitled to similar consideration? Surely, the buttonhole 

maker has one less buttonhole to make for every one that’s 

in use. Why not re-use payments for him? The designer 

Who creates fashions certainly deserves payment each 

time her dress is worn; for isn’t re-wearing depriving her 

of the opportunity to sell more dresses? 

I yawned, and before I knew it* my eyes had closed 

and I had dozed Off. What I dreamed of was that happy 

Utopian day when the principle of re-use was being ap¬ 

plied fairly to all working Americans. I dreamed that the 

cities of the North had been deserted. Everyone had 

moved to bask in the warm sunshine and balmy breezes 

of Florida and California. Only the enslaved people- of 

belligerent Lower Slobovia worked, turning out the parts 

for the gigantic electronic computers .needed to keep the 

records and to write the re-use. payment checks. Every¬ 

one, else had retired to a life of leisure, thanks to their 

re-use payments. 

} , The Shame of It! | 
As I. dreamed on, I suddenly: discovered myself in a 

nightmarish predicament! I had to turn up my collar and 

walk with a disguising stoop. Imagine the shame of it! 

I found myself living on my wife’s re-use payments. A 

kept man! What a disgrace! All my friends—plumbers, 

artists, actors, buttonhole makers—-were living off their 

own re-use earnings. But I ; , ; it was humiliating . . . 

I kept to myself subsisting grubbily on money from the 

re-use of oval eyelets my wife made years ago. Once 

they had been the rage for brassieres, but now they were 

By MURRAY HOROWITZ 

In the midst of unchartered television seas, stemming 

from the altered economic swell this year, vidpixers are 

launching new projects, setting their sails in the two big 

Oceans of the trade-syndication and network. 

. Market-by-market selling, which encompasses features : 

as well as telefilms, shapes up as the less turbulent sea 

for. the upcoming season, But drowning in syndication, too, 

is possible. The national network expanse in ’58 looks the 

riskiest in years. 

How are the trade winds blowing in ’58? 

All the major motion picture companies now, in varying 

degrees, aire engaged, in; telefilm production and/or 

financing. 

The last holdout pre-’48 feature libraryi that of Para¬ 

mount Pictures, will be offered for sale shortly by MCA, 

which is plunking down a total of $50,000,000 for negative 

right? to some 700-odd vintage^pix. : 

Battle lines on post-’48’s are being drawn, with , the ; 

blowup expected in 1960 or '61, just a few years from now. 

•Nationally, the rating dust kicked up by the westerns 

has made prior judgment on network aimed telefilm 

properties, the biggest guessing game of the tv era. 

; Sought-after short term: commitments by sponsors and 

agencies has added to. the risk of pilot making and tele-; 

film ventures, 

Syndication, either of telefilms and/or features, re¬ 

mains the backbone of most telefilmeries—the biz. as op-' 

posed to the hit and misses of national network expo^ 

sure, is a year-round, day-in-day-out operation; 

Giants in the comparative infant syndication biz aire 

tending to hold sway—with fewer small operations around.;; 

| global Market Slowdown | 

The foreign market for telefilms is expected to con¬ 

tinue to grow—but not at the phenomonal rate of previous 

years. 

But what about the quality of programming, ignoring 
the features for a moment, and concentrating on the 
made for television celluloid parade?. On the networks,, 
more time has been allocated for telefilms over the years 

- and despite the pinch predicted by some network execs : 
this upcoming season, telefilms will hold a good chunk 
of time in ’58-’59, .too. 

In the current season, now. nearing an end, virtually 
the only new telefilms which have made a popular impact, 
if not a critical one, are the westerns. You name the 
western and Neilsen, Trendex, ARB will furnish the fat¬ 
ing, In that category, it’s been virtually a. clean sweep 
with the viewers. 

THE CUPBOARD IS BARE 
—======By BEN BRADY— ■ 

(Exec Producer, ’Perry Mason’) 

Hollywood. 

It ;is a curious anomaly that an industry like tv which 

is constructed essentially upon a basis, of imagination 

can be so incredibly short of inspiration and ideas for 

facing its most critical problem—the lamentable shortage 

of qualified writers. 

Naturally, I don’t pretend to talk for all tv producers, 

but I have talked to many of them* They have, without 

exception, answered my question: “What is your major 

production problem?” with a Uniform answer. “Scripts.” 

Moreover, instead of improving, the problem continue? 

to worsen as the big fat tube devours artistic calories at 
an alarming rate. 

This parlous complaint can perhaps be traced to' a 

variety of causes, but the effect remains the same; no¬ 

body is doing anything about it. 

V The gentlemen who push the buttons are constantly 

demanding more production speed, more shows and more 

quality in the finished product. And while the infant Is 

thriving they are willing to pay; and pay well, They 

are faced, however, with the ageless arid primitive prob¬ 

lem of supply and demand. 

Regardless of the amount of money available, and even 

allowing for the brilliant developments of automation, 

the mechanized author is not yet clearly limned on the 

writing horizon. 

Consequently, our current quota of talented and ex¬ 

perienced writers are working overtime to fill the need. 

.By their own admission, they frequently take, three and - 

four assignments simultaneously. They work longer hours 

than their energies will allow—a freelance writer lives 

a precarious existence, his vacations are more often 

forced thari chosen, and so his spirit of security says 

yes even when his artistic endurance says no. But ob¬ 

viously there is no coexistence. for quality in such a 

; climate. 

The motion picture industry never had this problem. 

They had that one wonderfully succulent item that looms 

Tosy and full-blown at the end of the tv rainbow-time. 

• ; ; You Can’t Fall Behind j 

. Doing a filmed television series requires producing each 
going out of style. The eyelets, I mean. 

Fickle fashions—because of them my wife’s re-use 

earnings were becoming less and less each day. Were 

we to end up broke, homeless, abandoned in some cheap 

Florida estate? I flinched at the thought. What had hap¬ 

pened? My troubles could be clearly traced to my agent, 

who had become my re agent when I stopped working to 

enjoy my re-use payments. Foolishly, I was paying him 

.015% of my re-use earnings even though. the going 

rate was only .010%. But I could afford to be generous in 

those days. After all, I was collecting re-use payments 

pn a most popular commodity—the plastic coated sub¬ 

way seat. 

Everything was going along famously until one day 
my re-agent accidently sent me a re-use check that was 
intended for someone else. And I . , . well, I glanced at 
the amount, endorsed it, cashed it. . . and next thing I 
knew, found myself -before a judge. What I had done 
Was. a perfectly natural mistake. It could have happened 
to anyone. Like everyone else, I received hundreds of 
re-use checks every day from women’s leather purses, 
children’s lunch boxes and men’s plastic-lined hip pock¬ 
ets—all of which I had a hand in. In designing, I mean. 

On the fateful day I had received 13,280 checks'from 
subway seat re-use alone, one check coming from as far 
as Kuala Lumpur where a Malayan Was using an anti¬ 
quated 30-footer for nesting hens. Among all . these 
checks I endorsed one lousy wrong one. But could I 
convince the judge? What a hard heart! 

He was a true misanthrope .; . . and no wonder! 
After all, he had never contributed anything to society! 
He hadn’t done a thing that would entitle him to collect a 
6ingle re-use payment! A totally wasted life. Frankly, 
that judge lived oh nothing but the salary society paid 
him for sitting on a bench—plastic coated! 

No wonder I got such a rotten deal! 

My sentence was 12 months of suspended re-use pay¬ 
ments, with the stopped monies going to the World’s 
only charity, the Society for the Uplift of Down- 
pressed NoriBe-Use and Ex-Re-Use Payment Collectors 
(SUDNRUERUPC). For a year I was condemned to sink 
lower and lower . . . but a thought struck me! 

It occurred to me that there was something I could do 
about it; As an ex-re-use payment collector myself, I 
qualified for aid from the SUDNRUERUPC. What a laugh 
on the judge! 

... I awakened startled and; bleary-eyed, wandered into 
the bathroom. What a-dream! Still half asleep, I reached 
into my pocket for a coin. It was obvious which group 
would become the economic czars of the Re-Use Era. i 

; And for the upcoming season, because of this, the sage¬ 
brushes will ride herd . over the: network again, despite 
sponsor and agency dissatisfaction with the lack of ident¬ 
ity in such shows. 

Comedies, too, are being pitched for the ’58-59 season, 
with the argument going around that in poorer, times 
people want more laughs. 

The current season for networked telefilmed shows,, 
other than the westerns; has come up with very few 
new popular faves, let alone any: skein winning heavy 
critical plaudits. There ; were virtually no new .Danny 
Thomases, Phil Silvers’, Robert Youngs in half-hour for¬ 
mat which completely won the public. No “I Love Lucy’s” 
or “Dragnet's.” Of course, not helping5 the rating meter, 
is the rise of the three network split, with the ascend¬ 
ancy of ABC-TV. 

The challenge is surely present. The answer may lie in 
the pilots now being prepped for next season. It also 
may lie in the growing care being exercised by agencies 
and sponsors, as well as telefilmeries, in the selection of 
properties; 

. Another lift may be in the new blood entering the 
telefilm biz, writing talent such as Rod Serling, .acting ■ 
prowress such as displayed by Ed Wynn in his inter¬ 
mittent tv outings, (Wynn now is in a projected series V 
and new production talent Coming from indie motion 
picture producers such as Hecht-Lancaster. 

1 The Full Hour Trend 1 

There also is a trend toward hour teiefilmed series, 
pioneered by “Maverick” and “Wagon Train,” offering a 
longer span to spin out a' yarn to get added dramatic 
qualities. The established houses, the MCA’s Revue; CBS; 
Television Film Sales, Screen Gems, Television Programs 
of America, Metro TV, Warners, Desilu, et al, have more 
savvy, too. . 

The telefilm house that confines itseif just to making 
pilots In the hope of a national sale is in the riskiest; 
end of the business. Despite the dangers, though, there are 
a number of such outfits, one of the giants being Desilu, 
But even Desilu has made and is making production ties 
with syndicators, as opposed to depending solely on na¬ 
tional network sales. 

In the telefilm biz, a quiet revolution has taken place. 
Most telefilm houses, referring to those engaged in sell¬ 
ing as well as having production ties, now are no longer 
as dependent on a national sale. In fact the sturdier 
telefilmeries can exist in today’s market very well with¬ 
out a national network skein being sold—although such 
a deal always is desired. 

The turnabout came at the beginning of this season, 

(Continued on page 30) 

segment on time. In the “Perry Mason” series, for in¬ 
stance, we shoot six days. Then we have a day in which 
to prepare for the next segment and the following day 
we’re shOoting again. With no major mishaps we will com¬ 
plete 39 episodes in one year. If we ever fall behind, 
we’re dead. 

Obviously; carefully written scripts that don’t require 
endless rewriting and editing are the vital factor in such 
an existence. But with more and more shows being 
demanded each year, the present group of competent 
Writers, already working beyond their capacity, certainly 

. can’t be expected to supply them. 

Temporary stop-gaps are being employed. The story 
editor and the producer, W’drking slavish hours, do all 
they can to qualify the neglected and undernourished 
scripts that are left with.them. But the elements of human 
fatigue afld ultimate exhaustion are not peculiar to 
writers, and inevitably the virus of debility must infect 
the entire project. , 

There are several possible answers to this problem, I 
believe. A series. of conferences between educators and 
network or studio heads might be of tremendous advant¬ 
age both to the industry and to fledglings who would 
like to become a part of it. 

, Perhaps fellowships might be established by the net¬ 
works for promising young students who desire a career 
in this well-paying; field. Acting schools have long been 
endowed by the studios^- what’s wrong with writers? 

Industry spokesmen could do W’orse than visit colleges 
and universities and lecture English majors on the ad¬ 
vantages of seeking a; career in television. Perhaps the? 
most substantial idea of all would be one in which the 
networks and studios would . hire promising young people 
with a desire to write and allow them, to work with ex¬ 
perienced writers. 

It has been clearly demonstrated that the industry and 
the . network can teach and develop trained, personnel 
through their work in the more technical fields. A great 
deal Of time and money is spent each year in teaching 
Camera Operation, lighting techniques and sound engi¬ 
neering. ' 0° 

For some unexplainable reason, no one is doing a 
thing about training ’writers—and without them the in¬ 
dustry will die. The greatest technical crews in the world 
can do nothing, the greatest , actors arid actresses would 
lie fallow, arid the best director in the. world could rise 
to nothing;without a.script. 

Working without a proper script is like asking a pitcher 
in the World Series to pitch a bowling ball. He doesn’t 
have a chance, no matter how talented his arm. 

. It appears to me that in failing to develop writers the 
television industry may be writing the orchestration to 
its own death knell—but soon. 
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British Telefilm Quota Poses 
Serious Dilemma tor Industry 

By HAROLD MYERS : 

. London;: V 

The .British, telefilm industry is. Laced with a dilemma*. 

The local commercial networks, having to comply with 

an JJfi' ( British quota, are desperately in• need of a. con- 

i,1 ant flow of domestically produced program material. At 

tlie same time, the production companies realize that, 

tiiere is no hope of breaking even either in the home mar¬ 

ket or even'with..Commonwealth backing unless the Airier-.... 

lean maiket is wide open. On elementary economics the 

U.S. territory nuM-yield at least 509c of the return to 

rreoup production'■investment: before thinking in terms 

of a profit. 
As the .American heart beats, its P.ulse can; be. clearly 

recorded in British. studios. As of this moment, it is a 

very, nervous pulse, no matter how cheerful the patient 

superficially makes himself out to be. British eyes, like 

the rest of the world's, anxiously trace the constantly . 

dipping graph of American economic activity. In sharp, 

focus is the softening tv market on the U.S;. side first 

evident among the networks which have provided British 

co-producers their quickest and lushest profits, and soon. 

It is felt, inevitably to reach the station markets which 

are the life blood of syndication. . 

] ’ : As”U. S. Goes So . Goes— , , .1 

Hanning even deeper than this anxiety about downward: 

trends is the fear among British co-production companies 

that the American slump will.' within four or five months, 

have serious effects on the British economy, cutting deeply 

Into their first line activity as stations which at this mo¬ 

ment are establishing the kmd of sustained profit which 

is more often just the stuff of which dreams are made>. 

If the American recession should develop into a de-. 

preision with no quick upturn,., the pate of British pro¬ 

duction may well slacken and new financial patterns, as 

well as new policie., will Inevitably emerge. If it’s, just 

a case of a sealing down of. the American inarket to a 

level of sober reality, British telefilm production can con-., 

tinue to flourish. Its costs have.always been geared to a 

soft American market and the co-production pattern.will 

continue but with greater caution and with fewer dreams 

of a Klondike strike. 
The British program contractors urgently need top 

quality British product and are strictly controlled by . a 

stringent quota which compels them. to. show at least 8Sfo 

British program, material. It's, common knowledge that. 

there isn’t enough home grown talent around to fill the . 

gaps with live shows and that underscores the necessity of 

pie-filmed material. - ; 
In many ways 1957 was a period of high gear British 

and Commonwealth, production on the co-partnership 

formula, but it is -not necessarily true to believe that 1958 

will reach the same level of acceptance. American recep¬ 

tion of British-made, programs, was. far from dismal, 

though there were certain .series that were the victims 

Of unhappy time periods and powerhouse competition. For. 

example, the "Dick and the Duchess'’ skein, produced by 

Sheldon Reynolds. and financed by CBS. had to face com¬ 

petition from, the “Perry Como Show” and was cancelled 

after 26 of the skein had been released. LUS. reaction has 

worked against a sale in Britain but it is expected there'll 

be an early deah to commercial tv because of the. acute 

shortage of British product, even though the selling price 
may be lower than originally anticipated..Conversely, the 

‘•OSS’’ senes, which has hit socko ratings in the United 

Kingdom, has only-received a. moderate reaction on ABC- 

TV in the U S. ‘ Robin Hood’’ series, a longtime hit on 

either side of the Atlantic, is still holding up admirably 

* on tl.c British webs and even though it’s still uncertain 

■whether it will go into another year, there is undoubt¬ 
edly, substantial amount of coin to. be picked up in Sec¬ 

ond run syndication in the U.S. 

A brighter side to the overall production picture was 

the wide range of product committed to full, series pror ■ 
Fiamming, whether or. not network sales materalized im¬ 

mediately. Outstanding examples in this category include 

“Hawkeye and the Mohicans”—a v joint ITP-TPA skein 

which has been strong in American situations and hit 

socko ratings in Britain:("MartinKane”<a Harry .Alan 

Towers product ion’for ZiyV which has been stout in U.S. 

s> indication and a hefty audience builder in the ; UK; 

‘•Tugboat Annie7 <AR «:;d‘ TPAV which got off to a good 

. start in syndication ih America: “1'v.ari hoe” (Screen Gems) 

which recentlywas launched in pkay style in Britain arid 

i', going into American situation;, and "White Hunter” 

(Bernard L. Schubert and ITP1 which is now in American 

syndication and is due for early presentation in Britain. 

1 _ . New Product on Tap J 

Program plans fpr.the current year are now beginning 

to take shape and within the next few weeks the pattern , 

of Anglo-American, yidpic production Will be more clearly 

established. As ih previous y ears. Incorporated: Televi¬ 

sion Program Co.,, the outfit closely allied to Associated 

Television, will be playing a "major role, either : directly 

or through affiliates: ITP went into production this month 
with their "William Tell" series which they are making 
in cooperation T'he^skein, jqr whj^tj ^qilqt.w^ 

made; last year, will, star Conrad Phillips and is being, pro¬ 
duced by Ralph Smart: Additionally, in cooperation with 
(Official Films, they, are completing plans to proceed, with 
the “Invisible Man” series, for which a. pilot has ..also been 
completed. ; 

In conjunction with .Sapphire Films (the -telefilmery 
Which has made. "Robin Hood,” “The Adventure of -Sir- 
Lancelot,” "The Buccaneers” and "Sword of Freedom ) 
there are three more series in the readying stage which 
should be. going into production later in the. year. Among 
these are. "The Four Just Men” based on the Edgar Wal¬ 
lace property, -for - .which, jack. Hawkins and Vittorio De 
Sica have already been signed, and other big names are 
being lined. Up; “Wnmen in Love,” a half-hour drama 
series.in which Diana Porswillbe starred and guest ar¬ 
tists will, include Anna Magriani, Edith Evans, Peggy Ash¬ 
croft.- etc. and the Robert Morley bedtime series in which 
the .British actor will personally appear in 13 .arid emcee 
the others. • : 

Gross-Krasne, w'ho moved into the British field, last year 
with their African series, are now filming. the, "Glerican- 

, non” series at the Associated British Elstree studios with 
Thomas Mitchell in the lead. It’s generally accepted that 
-their "African Patrol” series will soon get their first Brit- 

. ish airing on the ABC-TV network from the Midlands. 
ABC-TV. is now. moving directly into the production 

field with "The Flying Doctor’.’. series, for which a unit is 
now at work in Australia filming location backgrounds. 
The unit is due back in London, in the early Summer and. 
will .move,into Elstree to complete the skein of 39 which 
is to be directed by David Macdonald from a. script by 

. Michael Noonan. , 7 ’ 
Also tentatively skedded for production at the ABC 

. studios..- is the new Towers-Ziv series, “Dial 999,” the pilot 
..for which was scripted by Ted Willis; while still in the 
negotiating stage is the "Captain Courageous” program, 
a coproduction, venture with California :National. This 
will finally be decided in the early Spring when Earl Ret- • 
tig. comes to town to cpnfirm the deal. 

•: |.;- J;.,' Screen Gems’ ‘Raffles* ■■■; ] 

Screen Gems, which last year made the “Ivanhoe” series 

.. .in Britain, is" now, in association with Bernard Luber, 

readying. a “Raffles”; project for which a pilot script is , 

nowr being completed. Also, reportedly, they are contem¬ 

plating a vidpic series based, on “Anthony Adverse” but 

that’s in an embryonic, stage of development: In mid-Sum- 
mer they \vill proceed with their coproduction deal with 
Hammer .for the “Frankenstein” skein; the pilot for which 
was made earlier in the year ih. their Hollywood studios. 
Another SG project is a 90-mihute show with the Old Vic . 
and they’re also lining up Eric Ambler’s "Journey’: Into 
Fear,” which is now in the scripting stage. 

The Danziger brothers are going into their fourth year 
with the "Mark Saber” adventure; series with the title 
role again played by Donald Gray, and have an Anglo-U.S. 
coproduction program . in the negotiating stage.. Frank 
Cooper has been, promised the full cooperation of the 
Royal Airforce, for his projected “Eagle Squadron” pro¬ 
gram, arid Sheldon Reynolds is. having another, go in the 
British, market with “Appointment;with Fear” in which 
CBS will probably participate. 

Granada-TV netveork, who operate. a successful com¬ 
mercial tv station in the north of England, have to, date 
not -embarked on any direct - vidpic. production but are 
known to be talking a; deal with MCA for a “Secrets of 
Old Bailey” series. It’s .too early to indicate wheri this 

' particular project iriay get into production: 

The urgency of . an increasing flow of British program 
material for television was underlined by the recent agree- 
nient Within the film industry to prevent the; sale of stu¬ 
dio backlogs to the tv webs. Hitherto, the. program con¬ 
tractors have relied to a considerable extent on the avail- 
ability of British : oldies to help in sustaining their 86%. 
quota, but if this source should prove to be no longer 
available they'll be more dependent on their own produc¬ 
tion resources. In that connection, however, they’re tied 
to the economics which , are discussed earlier in this re¬ 
view... \ 

; ../ A. Production Costs Mount { 

, Uhder the present setup, a British co-producer with a 

topnoich property can anticipate, a maximum return of 

around $7,000 per subject -from; the U.K. territory, and 

Canada and Australia -combined might be worth another 

$4:000. Other territories,. excluding the U:S. may, with 

luck, yield an additional $3,000 for a longterm operation 

—but that’s extremely questionable: Production costs in 

Britain, as elsewhere, are continually mounting and now¬ 

adays a half-hour' episode could not possibly be brought 
iri under $22*500. if adequate production..'values are to be 
maintained. Indeed, most producers' reckon they have to 
invest around $30,000 or more if they are. to stand a rea- 

. sonable chance in the competitive iriarkets. It’s clear, 
therefore, that the British producer cannot afford to go it 
alone and is dependent on . an American coproduction deal 
as the .means of dividing his. financial load* 

; The one big political question-mark dominating the Brit¬ 
ish Scene is the possibility of a general election within a 
year and, the possible defeat of. the Conservatives who in¬ 
troduced commercial tv against the wishes of the Labor 
Party. There's no doubt that if Labor should take power 
commercial tv will continue but there is good reason to 
believe that substantial changes, will be made in the 
method of operation. Current .political thinking leans to 
the view that the Independent Television Authority (the 
Government agency administering the Television Act) 
will assume authority for. programming arid advertising 
sales, and that the present program contractors—who op¬ 
erate the networks—will become program packagers sell¬ 
ing to the ITA.: Basically, this heed not affect the pattern 
of the British scene but woUld seriously cut into the. earn¬ 
ing capacity of the program contractors who are noW reap¬ 
ing rich returns from their expensive pioneering opera¬ 
tion?.. 
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M1LT0W.N OVER THE ROCKS 
By ALEX GOTTLIEB 

Hollywood. 

Want to produce a couple of situation comedy series 
for television and still not get ulcers? It’s easy. As easy 
as making a round-trip to the moon. All you have to 
remember, are these basic rules: 

1. Just believe the good reviews.. The had ones don’t 
know what they’re, talking about. 

2. One hundred times a day say, “There is no John 
Crosby. There is no John Crosby.” 

3. Pay no. attention to ratings unless. they’re high. 

4. If your ratings insist on. being low blame it on the 
time spot. Remind everyone that the same Danny Thomas 
sffow that’s in the top 10 now was 129th last year when 
it was on another network. 

5. Switch ;the name of your show to "I Love Lucy.” 

6. Or the Bob Hope Show. 

7. If your sponsor looks at the film in a projection room 
and says it isn’t funny, ask him to Watch it on the air 
with a laugh track. 

8. If he still, doesn’t think it’s funny, tell him it’s not 
supposed -to be. That you’ve switched to a "heart” format. 

9. If your show gets cancelled, don’t worry. You. can 
still avoid ulcers. Simply cut your throat. 

Revolution In Telepix 
' Continued from page 29 

When many telefilmeries were caught with their pilots 

down. Official Filins, ABC Film. Syndication, TP A and 

the others took those pilots and put them in the syndi¬ 

cation market. -Not all of them did. Weil. Brit the indi¬ 

vidual failures were based more on the lack of program. 

appeal, than the inability of the market to absorb the 

properties. 

- In terms of sponsor acceptance and prospects, symlicar ; 

tion has made rapid strides' In the midst of the soft net¬ 

work outlook, syndicators feel that they will profit by 

the situation—more ’advertisers choosing individual mar¬ 

kets rather than buying a “must-buy” list of outlets on 

a net for a particular program. 

The. turnabout Was helped by station participation in 

financing of syndicated skeins. Sparking the station par¬ 

ticipation were, such indies as KTTV, Los- Angeles, and 

"VVPIX, N. Y„, both heavily dependent on telefilms for7 

programming. Also keying the health of the field was the . 

growth of station buying combines, with an.exec such as 

Mel Ferister of RKO Teleradio o&o’s buying for his out¬ 

lets, a Dick Pack buying for Westinghquse o&o’s, etc. . 

The foreign market has grown considerably in the past 

few years, keeping pace with the growth of sets abroad 

and the increase in the number of coirimercial outlets. 

It now accounts for about 20 or 25% of the gross in 

syndication, with hopes to drive it' upwards to 30%, 

where it’s expected to level off for quite awhiiri. But 20 

to 25% isn’t hay. It represents over $14,000,000 a year, 

including the gross from Canada in the take. 

[ That Post- 48 Rhubarb I1 

In the feature end of syndication—a vital and import¬ 
ant part of the biz—the post-’48 ceiling is now the big 
thing. One by one the major studios, hard-hit by eco¬ 
nomic woes and diminishing boxoffice receipts, turned 
their pre-’48 backlog over for tv distribution,, the last be- , 
iiig Universal and Paramount 

Individual producers such as Stanley Kramer, Pine- 
.. Thomas and others have made deals on post-’48’s,-cutting 

in the various Hollywood talent guilds and Petrillo’s mu¬ 
sicians union on the tv. gross. Still others,: notably those 

: producers represented by United Artists,, have turned 
over post--48’s for tv exposure, holding iri escrow a cer¬ 
tain percentage of the tv take, pending. a. formula for the 
talerit unions on pictures produced after August, ’48, the 

. cutoff date. 

The good pos.t-’48 pix have been utilized by the dis¬ 
tributors . to dress up . their packages and stations are 
reaping a rating harvest with such not so old faves as 
“High Noon,” and “Bells of St Mary,” (Not tlwt the 
good vintage pix from the Warners, Metro TV libraries. 
have been rating slouches; and the horror packages put 
out by Screen Gems also have kicked up rating dust). 
Upcoming in the pre-’48 catalog .is'the whole Paramount 
library. 

There has been a lot of “bottom of the barrel” stuff 
sold to tv, such pix usually finding their low rating level, 
too. For the novelty of seeing a Hollywood production at 
home has worn off, and the viewers appareritly are get¬ 
ting that selectivity bug that has caused such an up¬ 
heaval in theatres. 

Now, the big speculation, is when Will tv have the 
sizable pool of post-’48’s. Exhibitor pressure against any * 
new sell off . to tv is strong. Hollywood talent guilds, too, 
hurt by tv competition are not eager to; agree'on a 
formula. The amount that a picture draws from tv, about 
$100,000 for the toppers, is small compared to the box-, 
office harm such exposure might inflict on new pix, it’s felt. 
Then, it’s argued, why not theatrically reissue the big 
ones and hold the rest in the vault? 

The dori’t-seil-to-tv arguments could prevail, except for 
one key factor. What happens if a major motion picture 
company falls-by--the wayside arid stops production. That 
happened to Republic Pictures, now selling, its post-48’s 
without a residual agreement with the unions. The talent 
guilds appear to have no recourse against a studio that 
goes out of business. In that instance, its Strike weapon 
is ineffective. 

The motion picture industry now is in a: transitory state. 
The bets are that there will be other studios that will 
follow the Republic course. The years 1960 or ’61 are 
seen as the decisive ones. 

•That’s the. way the trade winds are blowing.- Let her 
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SYNDICATION GOOSE HANGS HIGH 
— ~ ; ~ ' By EARL RETT1G ~~' ~~ ~' 

(President, California National Productions Inc.) 

One thing’s for sure in these uncertain times: The goose will hang 

high for television film syndicators come Christmas. It will be stuffed 

with 84 million dollars gross annual billing. And, according to the 

more conservative sliderule boys, the 1959 yearerid goose will dangle 

even sleeker and higher on a SO million-dollar hook. 

A gorgeous industry picture for a nation in the midst of the econ¬ 

omists' “recession”? Certainly. But the goose will lay that promised 

golden egg for '59 only if syndicators grasp this truism of our business 

life: Opportunity begets responsibility—and lots of it. 

That might sound like a gratuitous remark from ^relative newcomer 

in the fold (I became president of California National Productions, 

Inc., and its syndication division—-NBC Television Films and its power¬ 

ful stripling brother. Victory Program Sales, a couple'of months ago), 

if it weren’t for what follows. 

Applying 20 years thick-of-fray experience ih movie production and 

another rugged 10-spot in network broadcasting, I see possible rough 

sailing ahead, although the winds are favorable, for CNP and all its 

competitors. Let’s take a. hard look at some of these danger portents. 

In all U.S. television, 5li film series were available for broadcast at 

the outset of 1957.. SLxty series were added to the “for sale” roster 

over the next 365 days. Now, the significance of the latter figure is 

the submerged fact that only 22 of these 60 were specially produced 

for syndication in ’57. 

J; _. Okies & Oldies . [ 

Q. Are syndicators to wind up like the Okies, working the old cellu¬ 

loid soil over and over until their futures black out in the angry storms 

of buyer resentment? 

Q: Are my fellow syndicators also determined this shall not happen 

because all of us will keep producing fresh, new programming ma¬ 

terials to meet the burgeoning demands of broadcasters arid advertisers? 

Unless the answer • to the second query is resoundingly affirmative, 

our scintillating Aurora Borealis of . sales will turn into a celestial 

Fool's Gold. 
We: have been witnessing the world of theatrical cinema close to 

Its own undoing. There has. been loud caterwauling about the darii- 

aging body blows of free television. The truth is much more in the 

fact that the movies got fat and lazy through the war years, grinding 

•out B pictures, which wouldn’t rate a Z category in most instances. 

Syndicators should have adduced by now that mere talk of “great 

production values” are not enough. A: film series can’t be much bet¬ 

ter than its basic stories. Polishing shooting scripts can’t turn wormy 

tales into gripping ones. If viewers ever become cognizant of those 

vaunted production values, you can be sure they’re bored with the 

story. ;■ 
And, while we’re at it, neither will a glittering boxoffice name per¬ 

form magic tricks for emaciated plots which are lacking in motiva¬ 

tion, masterful characterization and the best of all possible tonics for 

entertainment—a good story well told. Granted there are plenty of 

capable producers, directors, actors and crews in Hollywood or wher¬ 

ever there’s a film camera. But technological expertness and talent 
still need that lonely guy, the .typewriter-pounder, to make them all 
geniuses. / • 

I’ve seen all kinds of “special” performances on television, in the 
movies, arid on stage. Too many .have fallen flat on their well made-up 
faces. Instead of big money outlay “contributions,” the producers should 
have stood in bed until they camel, up with, an honest to goodness story. 
Just as Paddy Cheyefsky did—and made Ernest Borgnine’s reputa¬ 
tion—via “Marty.” Graham Greene accomplished the same feat for 
Alan Ladd, then equally Unknown, in. “This Gun for Hire.”, Arid 
Alfred Hitchcock, whose cameras have roamed the World, did one of 
his best directorial jobs with a one-set, small cast for “Rear Window.” 

| , . The Meat’s In the Script , 1 

. I would advise all television producing, companies to look for the 
best writer’s conception of a series. Thereafter, from such a literary 
launching platform, the real swoosh to success orbiting is powered by 
a set of 39 top scripts.; 

There’s also the matter of the syndicators’ need for creating new 
types of programming, as well as anticipating the universal tastes of 
television families, roadcasters and, advertisers. . Westerns were the 
big hit surprise of 1957. They did come in big—although not nearly 
as great as most people think—and they, emerged strongly on the 
rating charts. CNP rode at: the head on this I winning strategy with 
another Western entry, “Boots, and Saddles—the Story of the Fifth 
Cavalry.” For 1958, we’re moving into the vanguard of the trend with 
•‘Union Pacific” and plan; further, to diversify our forthcoming pro¬ 
duction—in an $8,000,000 . budget, for this year—with a series concern¬ 
ing the cold war of international espionage and!intrigue, a comedy 
skein spun around the antics of a news agency staff, 39 additional 
episodes of “The Silent Service” which will include hitherto untold 
aspects of submarine. warfare, and others still in the blueprint stages 
of development. If, with all the other titles in our portfolio, we don’t 
have the right show for any kind of programming need, I believe no 
one else will. 
. Some of the extras for syndication this year should be in the form 
of national money. A recent Katz agency study establishes that, a coun¬ 
trywide market-by-market lineup can Cut time costs nearly in half. 
We’re at a point in U.S. advertising economy when this kind of dollar 
efficiency, talks loudly and importantly. 

Last year we delivered a new series with the Spring flowers and 
another show in the Fall. This year, we will bring forth a new series 
at a rate of one every three months, or better. Besides; we will re¬ 
lease a number of off-the-network first syndication runs to bring the 
roster of Victory Program Sales division over the 20 series mark. 

It’s no great trick to score one hit. With the quick money speculators 
just about combed out of syndication, it’s up to the reliable practi¬ 
tioners to repeat the process steadily arid continuously with the right 
shows at the right time. It is the best insurance for a fat Christmas 
goose in ’58 and the golden egg in ’59. Otherwise, it may be just an¬ 
other dowdy-feathered old barnyard bird laying* the proverbial egg— 
square-shaped. And, brother, those kind hurt in the evaluating process! 

> 

Vigor of the syndication, business 
is reflected in Variety Syndication 
Cost Chart in the current issue, 
which reveals that in only six 
months, a total of 55,000,000 worth 
of syndicated product has been un¬ 
leashed on the market. 

Chart Tuns down costs of. 27 
series in release or about to be 
released Since last September, only 
six months ago. Of theh 27 series 
(only one of which is quarter-hour, 
rest being 30 minute shows), the 
great majority are brandnew prod¬ 
uct, another index to the health of 
the business. New product com¬ 
prises 17 out of the 27 series; eight 
of the others are off-network re¬ 
runs, and two are imports from 
Canada, made for the CBC-TV and 
run on that network. 

Although new shows comprise 
the greater number Of series, in 
dollar volume they are almost 
matched" by the network rerun 
skeins just become available. 
That’s due to the release of such 
large arid expensive packages as 
“Our Miss Brooks,” consisting of 
118 half-hours produced originally 
at a cost of $35,000 each, in itrtilf 
amounting to a total of $4,130,000. 

The 17 new series represented 
a negative investment of $16,784,- 
500/ averaging out to just short of 
$1,000,000 per. series of 39. The 
eight off-network - rerun group 
totaled $13,230,500 in original pro¬ 
duction costs. Next to “Brooks,” 
biggest bundle was provided by 
“It’s a Great Life,” with $2,600,000 
originally invested; in 78 films. 
Third on the list w?as the 59 
“Medic” shows, which cost $1,947,- 
000 to produce. The jCanadian im¬ 
ports originally cost $2,483,000. 

Naturally, the reruns and im¬ 
ports don’t have to make their 
costs back in the syndication mar¬ 
ket—negative costs have already 
been written off, and in some 
cases, a profit made by the pro¬ 
ducer. But the distribs do have 
to make up print arid distribution 
costs for syndication, along -with a 
participation or guarantee to the 
producer, so that the income to be 
derived from the reruns must be 
substantial. ; \ 

On the other, hand, the new-for- 
syndication series, involving a lay¬ 
out of nearly $17,000,000, must be 
recovered out of the market itself, 
along with the added costs of dis¬ 
tribution. In other words, in terms 
of business, that $17,000,000 lay¬ 
out should represent a gross of 
about $24,000,000 alone. . This; of 
course^ is only a small part of the 
current syndication market, since 
the Variety chart represents 
series released ' only since last 
September. The large number of 
shows put. into release last spring 
and summer are still on their first 
sales go-rounds too, as are still 
older shows and other network re¬ 
runs put into release earlier last 
year. 

Xchange to Start 
According to Joseph M. Brandel,; 

veepee in charge of European 
operations for Ziy International, 
his outfit will send 10 hours worth 
of vidpix to Russia, April 15, as 
one of the first tv exchange setups 
since the signing , of the cultural 
pact between the U, S. and the 
USSR. Brandel made the Russo 
trip with Edward J. Stern, the 
preXy of Ziv International. 

Brandel said that Russia now has 
.2|000,000 video- sets and over 
5,000,000 are expected to be . in 
operation by 1960. Russia has 37 
regular tv transmitters plus an¬ 
other 13 built by amateurs, and, 
strangely enough, run on a private 
basis.. 

The Russians were ready to ac¬ 
cept vidfilms on>a cultural or en¬ 
tertainment plane, and stressed 
westerns arid science fiction series. 
Ziv would in turn take some Russo 
documentaries, dance arid mari¬ 
onette films. 

$55,000,000 
Program Ideas To Come To 

The Aid Of Your Features 
By JERRY HYAMS 

(Director of Syndication, Screen Gems) 

In the annals of tv film, 1956 was the year the big Hollywood hatch 
opened, and 1957 Was the year of “Shock!” 

“Shock!” .was that important a milestone because it was the first 

meaningful effort to program features around a single. Integrating 

theme. TVe could have dtimped our monster movies into the usual 

balanced bundle, but we didn’t. The stations could have dumped them 

into their anthology theatres,, but most of them didn’t. The key sta¬ 

tions dressed up the “Shock!” films with the most fantastic and varied 

assortment: of local programming ingenuity ever I applied to a single 

program theme. 

The full significance of this effort is yet to get a full accounting. I 

think over the next couple of years it will prove to have been as im¬ 

portant a development as the influx of all the major studio pictures. 

By the middle of 1957 you couldn’t amaze anybody anymore with 

another big library of films, and you certainly can’t do it in 1958. 

We .knew this last August when we got the tv rights to the Universal 

backlog. 

It’s not that a good picture won’t always be a good picture. You 

can always get a lot of people to stay up late for one, especially if 

you get it into the highlight listings. But a good picture is no longer 
awaited with breathless expectation. . The: public has become used to 

them. * Remember the fantastic ratings pulled by “30 Seconds Over 

Tokyo” and “Command Decision” in the fall of ’56 and the winter 

of ’57? You don’t get those Tatings anymore, and it’s riot because 

those were the two best pictures ever made. 

Feature film programming has been a relatively simple business the 

past couple of years. Practically all a station needed was a halop with 

the program title, a record with the theme music and enough sense 

to pick out the best titles for rating week. All the creative work had 

been done I in Hollywood before 1948. 

But the stations that aren’t now sitting on stockpile of the best fea¬ 

tures in. their markets, don’t have -it So easy. Even the feature-rich 

stations,: orice they’ve played the first runs of most of their block¬ 

busters, have to start doing some deep thinking/ because the end of 

the. supply is coming into sight. It’s not too early now to start digging 

up. some programming ideas. 

When you program feature films around a single provocative theme, 

whether' .it's “Shock!” or something else; you get an added value 

that ratings alone can’t measure. 

| . . . Get Yourself a Good HoBt : | 

The biggest plus is the local host. The names of the “Shock!” emcees 

in themselves tell a story: Roland,; Terrence, Marvin, Dr, Lucifer, 

Jagged Jonathan. These characters are almost as much an attraction 

as the films. . 

The thematic feature program is exploitable. When a Marvin or a. 

Roland makes a personal appearance, the station and the sponsors 

are making an impression they couldn’t touch with an anthology show. 

If the theme is interesting, you’ve got a story to tell in the newspapers 

arid on the street corners. We have a stock of clippings on “Shock!” 

that’s probably bigger than the publicity pulled by the release of ati 

the major-studio product put together. 

; In each market the debut of “Shock!” was heralded by stunts and 

events that ranged from the ridiculous to the daring. Monsters were 

sent Out to spread the word at ball games, department stores, parks, 
college campuses/ newspapers and ad agencies. In some towns the 
Frankenstein monster. Usually accompanied by a shapely model, toured 
the main streets in a hearse, or some other appropriately outlandish 
vehicle: In at least one town a monster was seated for four days in 
an electric, chair in a downtown store window. 

“Shock!” parties were thrown for the press and clients by many of 
the stations, arid you can let your imagination go on the special fool¬ 
ishness, used for decorations. All the local “Shock!” emcees have tiieir 
own organized fan clubs. . 

All this Is merely a sample of the extravagant showmanship possible 
in an intelligently iritegrated program of feature films. I 

The "Shockt” theme was odd enough and well timed enough to be 
able to make an impression while the floodgates were still clanging 
open! There are more thematic ideas that can add zest to features, 
arid It would behoove distributors to help stations develop them. 
Screen Gems, the distributor that started it all with “Shock!” intends 
to come up with a few more such surprises^ 

By PHIL COHEN 
(Vice-President, SSC&B) 

My thoughts on live vs. film programming on tv are pretty sim- 
pie.. Good ‘live’ is good; bad ‘live’ is bad. Good ‘film* is good; bad 
‘filin’ is bad. 

Unless there is a special reason to see an event while it happens 
—sports and man-moons, for example—the question should not be 
is it live or film, but does film or live give the most believability^— 

. the end product that you set out to accomplish. 

Ed Murrow filmed 12 hours of Truman to get a one hour show 
- that was well I reviewed. Would a live hour have been better? The 
late great Henry Salopian had to work with film. 

Danny Thomas, who is on film, often looks live. Kraft, which is 
live, often looks as if it were filmed, 

Dave Susskind; the ablest spokesman for ‘live,’ is reported to 
have a. film deal. 

In short I riispect this whole controversy is pretty meaningless. 
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TV T 
Electronic television tape, bugs and all, has such a rcvolutumarv 

capacity that nobody of any importance in the industry, is apparently 
ready to go out on a limb and spell out the ultimate ramifications of 
t/iP machine. But the -indications of a television—even motion-picture 
—upheaval are nonetheless implied. 

Tape is already being put to limited use by the tv networks in re¬ 
broadcasting live programs outside of New York arid Los 'Angeles. 
Though the supplanting of kinescopes is the only substantive example 
tfie industry has of tape's practical uses at present; it doesn'tIseem 
that live programming will be as much affected by this technological 
development as wilt film. Tape me rely "recaptures” live tv, while con-, 
ceivably it could replace celluloid, as we know it, almost completely 
yearshence. ’ 

By taking only <i single facet of the “tape story,” some idea of the 
electronic machine’s broader importance can.be inferred• Iri this spe¬ 
cial tv film issue. Variety has asked several advertising agency and 
tv film commercial: production executives to give the readership the 
lowdoicn on "whither tape.” 

Even though the remarks are sometimes cautious in dealing with, 
the relatively unknown, this symposium presents a feeling of the great 
clashes beiiceen live and film proponents, unions and the approbation 
of high costs and accelerated "obsolescence” that are due. to take- place 
before tape settles into its groove. 

The symposium directly concerns tape’s impact oh the iise and pro¬ 
duction of video commercials. Using this as the particular and going 
to the general—a reasonable process since the growth problems of: 
this restricted portion of the industry mainly seem to mirror the prob¬ 
lems of the industry at large—there is a knowledgable group of ttade- 
sters Which feels tape is "here now.” There is another .group ready to 
admit that the raw material is available, but months and even years 
•from general implementation. 

By and large, participants in the Variety q Si a are more pessimistic 
about the externals of tape than the real or imagined.^intrinsic.defects 
of this hi-fidelity method of production. There is still the problem, of 
extensive editing of tape, but some observers feel that this is easily 
counterbalanced by the speed with which tape can be turned.out. The 
big problems suggested revolve around the titanic struggle among the 
unions—Screen'Actors Guild vs. American Federation bf Television & 
Radio Artists and International Brotherhood of Electrical. Workers and 
Kaiional Assn, of Broadcast Employees & Technicians vs. International 
Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Employees for jurisdictional, control— 
and bctrcccn networks and indie film producers. There are so many, 
incalculables, of such sizable proportions beyond the. mere internals 
of video-tape, that they may, take years longer to crystallize and. solve 
than the mere problem of finding a comprehensive means, for editing 
tape. 

But once everything is in perspective look out. 

By ART WOQDSTQNE 

I will be ironed put but we feel it. is 
* still too early to predict when the 
; transition to Video tape will take 
1 place or will become practical. 

Philip H. Cohen 
Vice'. President, Radio-TV 
Sullivan, Stauffer, 
Colwell & Bayles 

How near are taped video ‘color television. However, the 

commercials? . many advantages video tape offers, 
——i--——:———— -——J not the least, of which jure the 

Thev’re here. Westinshouse has 1 savings in time and money should 

already laped several "Studio One" ; »Y* ,ls ^c'ep*a"?f 1 ”>«*** 
commercials .on the. West. Coast, the final analysis. 
arid Revlon has used taped com: • . . , , . . , 
merdats on the -’Walter Winchell, *hlci> talevlf™ 
File." We are presently planningyJ10ns lnsta11■reproducing facilities, 
to tape come live commercials in 1 Roger Pryor; 
New-York. I Vice President, Radio-TV 

will largely be related to the ra- 

Hermino Traviesas 
Vice President & Manager. 
TV-Radio BBD&O 

Foote, Cone. & Bel ding 

TVt-Radio BBD&O j Taped video commercials are, of 
-—- course, already being used on the 

Just as near as the time when *s far as the New 
recording and plavbaelc equipment ! >prk,Pptura « conceyned. I don’t 
are available for use with 
merciats. We have no indde 

formation, but fronv whal has been . 'operVti™ fn New York at the nio- 
puhlished « expect- some use this.; ment. but ts not making said equip! 

ment.available t0 for com- 
dp mai»\ a jear neiore tape 'V111 [ niercral purposes. NBC is in about 
«m.pletely supplant for com-1 the same bPit;. Tbe above refers 
niercial transcription. The edit-; 

.. . ...... ..to network operation. However, 
ing problems involved in «*ed fuBderatimd that orte of the nihjor 
commercials .would seem to Place, independent studios here in New 
. omewhat of a .hmd .on visual; York will be ready to go With tape 
treatments uhich.. have heeome jor commercial purposes in 110 to 
commonplace with the use of film.' qn j-,.. ■ . : 
On the other hand, the fid.elitv of 
reproduction possible with tape- 
gives it a strong plus. At present, 
a good many film shows are being 
bicycled from station to station 
with' film commercials already cut 
into the urogram. Tn such eases. 

Charles M; Boland \ 
Radio-TV Director 
Parkson Advertising'Agency 

Taped ^ video commercials - are 
here now! As a matter of record. 

the use of taDed commercials would : E,eYe.ral -iriQnths ago McCann- 
representconsiderable risk even! Enckspn taped several comrner- 
where tape playback equinment : cla!s £in . f°r “Climax” 
is locally available: I think \ve : an4 Studio^ One. It is ,our 
can assume that, all of the “bugs” i H.n“erstariding that the . Ampex 
now present in.taped video record- \ Corporation. will deliver Video 
ing will eventually be eliminated.' *?pe ™at-hines to at least, three, 
but it will take quite a number of York commercial- production 
years. For the near future. I be-! in the next 60 days, 
lieve video tapeWill pretty much ! • ' _ 
he limited to network use. Arid ! Yice President, Radio-TV 
the commercials will hear a strong- j McCann-Enckson 
er resemblance tb present live | '=.• 
ccmmercials than to those which \ We have been waiting for taped 
rely on film tricks for practicality, video commercials for the last 

W M. Mitchell J three years. Much progress has 
Creative -Director ■ made but there are-still many 
Geyer Advertising l Pf°bIerns to be overcome. One im- 

__- important problem is that it;.present 
* tape cannot be edited in a true mo- 

Smce taped commercials are .cur- tion picture manner. The editing 
rently being seen, on network;has to be done as the commercial 
shows t FC&B’s first experience: is being filmed—that is, live. With 
with this technique was seen on; today’s complicated coriimercials 
the special EdsCl show, which we * involving precision cutting, tridc 
did on October 13, 1957 with Bing opticals, supers, sound effects arid 
Ci osby, Frank Sinatra and Rosc-’J rnu$iCj it would be almost impos-. 
mary Clooney)^ I assume this sible to get satisfactory results 
question means how near is com- with tape. There is also a splicing 
plete acceptance of taped . video: problem. Although tape can be 
commercials, and it's a dift-iciilt spliced, it: cannot be spliced scene 
one to answer since it easily falls for jk:ene because of the frame line, 
into the same general category astln time these problems and others 

If by . this , you mean network 
I commercials, I believe them to be 
quite near. I base, this opinion on 
the fact networks have already ap¬ 
proached. me; They would not; 
logically, be dnly theorizing but 
actually have something to. sell, 
and are anxious to get going. 

Joseph: S. Forest 
Vice President, 
Television Commercials 
William Esty 

. Considering broad usage, I’d say 
at least five years. Two chains in 
L. A. can .only repeat broadcasts. 
The.equipment is now three: times 
the size, of the average tv station 
equipment, and it., is our feeling 
that promises are .exceeding prac¬ 
tical solutions. 

Alfred t. Hollender 
Vice President, TV-Radio 
Grey Adyertisirig / : 

In my. opinion, closer than many 
of us realize. If the networks will 
make their equipment available, 
we can make a start this year. If 
the pressure from advertisers for 
network tape facilities is so great 

it promises- to be—that the 
networks cannot make their facili¬ 
ties available to all without jeopar¬ 
dizing normal operations, progress 
in this field 'will then be deter¬ 
mined by the rate at which inde; 
pendent; producers can acquire 
video tape equipment. One is prom¬ 
ised, as early as March 15. 

Thomas H. Calhoun 
Director, Radio-TV 
N. W. Ayer 

In a limited Way, taped video 
commercials are here now and 
have been used on certairi network 
shows. In theory, the networks 

. have, the necessary equipment for 
tapirig live action spots, but in 
practice there ard problems. From 
the agency point of view, there 
are questions, to. be resolved in 
writing, producing, editing, distri¬ 
bution and even: the simple matter 
of screening the commercial for 
jigericy and client.. At this stage of 
development we must still evalu¬ 
ate the flexibility: of Use arid the 
costs of tape versus, film. From the 
network's point of view, aside.from 
the multiple of production prob¬ 
lems, there are a number of juris¬ 
dictional, problems to be. ansSvered 
prior to general use of tape; For 
the near future, I see taped live 
action commercials used only on 
network shows and produced With 

. network facilities primarily for the 
network’s convenience. 

Frank Brandt 
Vice President 
TV Film Commercials 

. Compton Advertising 

; How many television stations 
i must there be equipped with 

tape playback equipment to 
make it economically feasible 
for you to go into tape record- 
ing of Commercials?:. Would 
you be willing to produce 
commercials on tape for net¬ 
work use only? Would you 
consider duplication of tape 
commercials for network use 

j and fi|m commercials for tv 
I stations too much of an eco¬ 

nomic hardship for the time 
being for advertisers? 

Tile first. part of this question is 

almost impossible to answer since 

the ideal situation w’buld be to 

have them .all equipped with tape 

playback equiprnent iri orderi. for 

us to reach every market in a. spot 
campaign if we; so desired. The 
choice of stations should depend 
on the media strategy, not on 
whether they are equipped to play¬ 
back tape. For network commer¬ 
cials, we would of course be as 
willing to produce tape comnier- 
cials as We are live commercials 
for network exposure* and likewise 

. kiries.can be made of tapes as they 
are for live. The third part of this 

■question will have to be decided 
when a specific problem arises. 

Herminio Traviesas 
Vice President & Manager, 
TV-Radio BBD&O 

a) Probably 75%. 
b) Yes, we would be willing to 

record commercials on tape for 
network use only. 

c) The duplication of taped com¬ 
mercials for network use and 
filmed commercials for TV stations 
would not necessarily be an eco¬ 
nomic hardship. 

. C. Terence Clyne 
Senior Vice President, Radio-TV 
McCann-Erickson 

Generally speaking, we would 
have to ber assured that all of the 
stations we are using for spot and 
syndicated show use have . tape 
playback equipment to make taped 
commercials feasible for us.. In 
some cases we might be Willing, to 
produce commercials on. tape for 
network use only, but our present 
schedules would inake this imprac¬ 
tical in most instances. For the 
time being, I doubt that , we would 
find it advantageous to duplicate 
tape commercials for network use 
arid film commercials for station 
use. 

W. M. Mitchell 
Creative Director 
Geyer Advertising 

I. believe the answers to ques¬ 
tions 2 and 3 should suffice, a) 
While we have, in the past, pro¬ 
duced taped commercials for net¬ 
work use only, we do not feel it is 
economically the better part of 
wisdom, and our decision was dic¬ 
tated entirely by the element of 
time. 

b) We see no point in duplica¬ 
tion of taped commercials for net¬ 
worked use. and film commercials 
for stations not equipped with tape 
playback equipment since filrri 
could do the .; job. for all. The only 
exception would be where time 
would not permit film production. 

Roger Pryor 
Vice President, Radio-TV 
Foote, Cone & Belding 

Initially at least stations in ma¬ 
jor markets should be equipped 
with tape playback equipment, al¬ 
though this is a tough one to . an¬ 
swer because every advertiser’s re¬ 
gional requirements are of differ¬ 
ent structure.' In short, I personally 
would settle for the major markets 
at the moment. 

For the second question; yes, I 
would be' interested in producing 
commercials for network use only 
because the clients I work with 
are. primarily network advertisers. 

To question 3, there might be 
economic factors involved, al¬ 
though I don’t think they would 
extend to the point of hardship. 
Also, the time element in making, 
producing and projecting such 
commercials might more than 
make up for added costs. 

Charles M. Boland 
Radio-TV Director 
Parkson Advertising Agency 

No comment. 
Philip H. Cohen 
Vice President, Radio-TV 
Sullivan, Stauffer, 
Colwell & Bayles 

, In answering the third part of 
your question first, I am not fa¬ 
miliar with the economic prob¬ 
lems, never having heard them 
stated clearly. In a recent lunch 
with someone “in the know,” I was 
unable to obtain any idea at all of 
costs, etc., etc. I brought, up the 
question (one that I believe will 
become more common if it hasn’t 
already) of union factors. I say that 
if tape eliminates many technical 
phases we may affect some savings, 
but it seldom works out that the 
savings benefit us for long periods 
at the cost of eliminated phases. 

Joseph S. Forest 
Vice President, 
Television Commercials 
William Esty 

a) I don’t see tape as efficient 
for miilti-station use. When this 
is the pattern, film seems much 
more practical. 

b) Tape is much more practical 
for network use when we «r$, sat¬ 

isfied that quality the factor can 

equal film. Otherwise, it’s only fea¬ 

sible for “one-time” shots. 

. c) Yes, we would consider .dupli¬ 

cation, unless low cost composite 

dupes were possible from film to 
tape or tape to film, whichever way 
provides best quality. 

Alfred Ij. Hollender 
Vice President, TV-Radio 
Grey Advertising 

Realistically, most of the stations 
in the top 50 markets would have 
to be equipped with tape playback 
equipment before it would be eco¬ 
nomically feasible to go into tape 
recording of spot commercials. We 
would most certainly be willing to 
produce commercials on tape for 
network use only, just as we have 
Often produced film commercials 
for network use only. At the mo¬ 
ment we can see no real need for 
duplicating on tape for network 
use a commercial which has aready 
been filmed for spot use. 

Thomas H. Calhoun 
Director, Radio-TV 
N. W. Ayer 

It is now economically feasible 
td produce the average live action 
comrnercial on tape, providing the 
cost is justified by a network 'use. 
With this first , step, assuming the 
quality and cost of duping this 
commercial to be satisfactory, it 

. shouldn’t be difficult to amortize 
the costs of the origirial network 
for spot use as stations get equip¬ 
ment; The biggest problems of sup¬ 
plying spot markets with tape com¬ 
mercials would seem to be in 
straightening out contractual ob¬ 
ligations’ At this .time it doesn’t 
seem economically possible to shoot 
a commercial on both film and tape 
unless perhaps handled in the man¬ 
ner of the electronic cam system. 

Frank Brandt . 
Vice President, 
TV Film Commercials 
Comp tori Advertising 

Do you presently use the 
same film commercials for 
spot placements as you do for 
networks? Do you also use 
re-edited versions of network 
commercials, for spot place¬ 
ment? If so, in what percent¬ 
age of both cases? 

About 80% ef our network film 

is also used for spot, both re-edited 

and as is. About 40% of our ,film 

production is spot. only. 

Herminio Traviesas 
Vice President & Manager, 
TV-Radio BBD&O 

Yes, in most cases, we use 
re-edited versions of the same 
commercials we. use on network 
shows for our spot; arid syndicated ; 
schedules. . " 

W. M. Mitchell 
Creative Director, 
Geyer Advertising 

In the past, we have used filrii 
commercials for both network and 
spot placement and the only time 
we have employed re-edited ver¬ 
sions of. network commercials is 
where we wanted to include a par¬ 
ticular message of local interest. 

Roger Pryor 
Vice President, Radio-TV 
Foote, Con£ & Belding 

To the first question, yes; to the 
second question, yes, also. Up to 

! now, the percentage has been about 
10% use of films in spots that were 
initially made for network. In the 
second case, the percentage is 
negligible but, in future, we will 
convert to an almost completely 
film operation for network and 
spot; 

Charles^ M. Boland s 
Radio-TV Director 

* Parkson Advertising Agency 

a) Yes, we do sometimes—if they 
are sixty seconds Jong. However, 
usually a new custom-built script 
is written for this purpose, and a 
new optical negative is . made for 
each of these two specific uses. 

b) Yes, we frequently do use re- 
[. .(Continued'on 34) 
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STATIONS SELECT 50 OUTSTANDING FREE TV FILMS 
TITLE DISTRIBUTOR FILMED BY SPONSOR RUNNING TIME DESCRIPTION 

ALICE IN: WASHINGTON..;.... Association Films .. ....;. .... .Qn Films, Inc...: American Airlines .. :. 19 .Mins:, (c)*...... Imaginative travel- tour around 
modern-day Washington, ?/t. 
Vernon, Colonial Williamsburg 
as Lewis Carroll’s Alice might 

'• ■■ V have seen it. 
AN AMERICAN GIRL ........ AhH-Defaniation League, B’nai 

B’rith . . iDynamic Films . .. .Anti-Defamation League ........ 28^ Mins. ,.... ; i In highly .dramatic stor>r form it 
presents the problem of anti- 
semitism. ' "' 

ALL OF A SUDDEN.....;....... Sterling Movies, USA ........... Unifilms Prods. .Socony Mobile Oil Co. . -.... 12:30 Mins.. (c>..; Safely film probing into psycho¬ 
logical causes of accidents. 

A STAR SHALL RISE. . . .......Family Theatre .y. v. . Family Theatre .. . ... ..... ....... 29 Mins. .Christmas story of Three Wis.e 
; J : Men and their Journey to Beth- 

lehem: 

A PLACE FOR GROWING.. .... .Boys’ Clubs of America ......... Campus Films .. .Boys’ Clubs of America ..,...... 15Ji A 30 Mins, (c) Dramatic portrayal of boys’ clubs* 
•: role in promoting juvenile, de¬ 

cency as an antidote for juve¬ 
nile delinquency. 

ASSIGNMENT OVERSEAS American Foundation For Over¬ 
seas Blind ..... . Richard Wood . . . ..American Foundation For Over- 

. seas Blind ..121i Mins. . . . . . . . Documentary' of. the American 
•y.'. Foundation For Overseas Blind 

work with worldwide agencies in 
helping the blind. 

ACTION IN ASIA..v .YMCA ._............. Bob Frers ..YMCA V;l.2m Mins. <c) ... Fcaiuring the famous YMCA Boys* 
Town in Korea and YMCA work 
with refugees in Hong Kong & 
other areas. '■ 

AFRICAN HERITAGE ......... Sterling Movies, • USA;..Robert Kingston. 
Davies .Calif.Texas Oil. Co. ,............28^£ Mins, fc) . y; Documentary of. East Africa “where 

; . y/ . recalled history began.” 

AN AFFAIR OF THE HEART Association. Filrns ..... Victor Weingarteri. Health Information Foundation ’.28 Mins, .___A graphic, demonstration of medi- 
y ' cal science in action, as a delicate 

heart operation saves a young 
' man’s life. 

A LIFE TO SAVE : ..Association Films. ... . .;.Centron Corp. . .’. . American Medical. Assn. .......:.. 28 Mins. .... .V... Facts about medical quacks and 
■ : " y how these practitioners of 

fraudulent medicine are brought 
• ; to justice. 

BELGIUM: WHERE PAST . . 
MEETS PRESENT.. ...... . Sterling Movies, USA;. .■>........ Ernest Kleinberg . Calif. Texas Oil Co. '...,..:....... 28!£ Mins, (c):. A. Documentary on embattled past 

• A and future of Belgium. 

CARIBBEAN CAROUSEL.. .... Tribune Films......, . Carillon Films .y. ,KLM ......................... 27 Mins. (c)....... Travelogue concerning island of 
Caribbean. Imaginative treat¬ 
ment composed entirely of native 
muric recorded on spot. 

CHALLENGE on the lake. 

CHALLENGE OF OUTER 
•.SPACE 

THE CHRISTOPHERS .... . 

THE CORPORAL STORY , .. . 

EVEN FOR ONE.......,....y 

FRANCESCA;-. 

THE FRIENDLY TOWNS . 

FOOTHOLD IN ANTARCTICA 

FIVE MILES WEST.. . . ... . 

FRANCE IS A GARDEN . . . 

HERO NEXT DOOR . . .,.... 

HAIL THE HEARTY.... 

HELPING THE TAXPAYER , 

INVISIBLE KILLER 

MAN IN THE DOORWAY .... 

MEN AND MISSILES 
MODERN HOME DIGEST . . . 

ONE PEOPLE .. 

PORTRAIT OF A QUEEN .: 

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE ;. 

SEA WINGS . . . 
ST. LAWRENCE POWER 

PROJECT . . . . . ..y .. 

THE SUZUKI'FAMILY . . ..... 

. . .Marathon TV,. Marathon TV. Breaking the world record with a 
Nev/sreel ...... SoconyyiVIobil .__12^ Mins.. (c),.... jet powered speedboat. 

US Army.............., ;....... Dept, of Defense. .Dept.7 of Defense............. 60 Mins. . ......;. D'eussion by Dr. von Braun on 
rockets,spacestationsandsatel- 

.• li’es. ■ 
... The Christophers /.Vi.......................The Christophers;........;..... ..27 Mins..;.-.Continuing series of discussion, 

y. music and dramatic show de¬ 
puting the Christopher ideal. 

.. . Association Films ............... Firestone Guided 
Missile Division , Firestone Tire and Rubber Co. . : 16 Min.. Timely documentary account of de¬ 

velopment of the “Corporal” 
missile from drawing to actual 
firing. 

. . .Sterling Movies, USA............ . Nathan Zucker ... American Medical Assn.------- 28t^ Mins... . Dramatic story developing import¬ 
ance of doctor in the community, 

.. : Association Films ...,........... Lux Brill .. . . . ... Foster Parents Plan..... ......... . 28 Mins. .........Story of a child in poverty-ridden 
'.I Rome. 

.. Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fund ^ Herman V: Kitchen Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fund ... 28 Mins, (c).. 

.. British Information Services.y ,.. British Informa- 
tion Services. ... British Information Services . . . . . 2Hi Mins, (c) 

. ; Marathon TV Newsreel...... <. . . Marathon: TV 
Newsreel .........Volkswagen y.13j^ Mins, (c) 

... Sterling Movies, USA ,... ....... Alleenhardt •... Calif. Tex Oil Co.......28Vi Mins. (c). 

... U.SV Air Force-Civil Air Patrol.., Armed Forces •.:..US Dept, of Air Force............ 26^ Mins. ; 

. : . Sterling Movies, USA............ The Borden Co. . . The Borden Co....;; :..... 2V£ Mins: (c) 

..Association Films _v......;... . Willard Pictures . - American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants _.1. W/b Mins. 

,: Sterling Movies, USA ..... 1... . . Milner Prods. ... ... Automotive Exhaust Institute .., , 13\i Mins, (c). 

,... A poignant appeal for support of 
the welfare endeavor. 

.... A dramatic account of the Com¬ 
monwealth Trans-Antarctic Ex¬ 
pedition. 

.... Film points up application of free 
er.terprize concept in process of 
rehabilitation of West Germany. 

__A beautiful survey of France as a 
natmn of gardners. 

. . . . The . Civil Patrol in action and the 
story, of its missions. 

...: The tremendous progress made in 
solving problems of nutrition. 

What happens when the govern¬ 
ment questions a tax return, 
showing how differences between • 
taxpayers and Internal Revenue 
Service are settled. 

. . Story of carbon monoxide as cause 
of auto accidents. 

.. Stirling. Movies, USA MPO. Productions American Cyanamid ............ 28 Mins. (c)^..,.. A documentary on the advances in 
chemistry, especially in the area 

) of increasing soil productivity. 

.Hill & Knowlton .. ........._____. . ........... . Aircraft Industries . . ... .. 28 Mins. . i......; History of development of missiles. 

, ..Modern Talking Picture Service ........ -....Various Companies ....... 13^ Mins. ...... C.oiitinuing series of vignettes per- 
^ ’’.mg to home making. 

. . .Anti Defiamation League Anti Defamation 
League Anti Defamation League ... i ...11 Mins. . Ilovv Ameiica grew thru its many 

nationality groups with each 
group pictured in its native back- 
grniu’d. Vincent Price narrates. 

..: British Information Service_. . . British Informa¬ 
tion Services V. British Information Services .... 14 Mins. ..Review of life of H. M. Queen 

El’zabeth II. 

,i. Modern Talking Picture Service. ...Various Various ..................y ..... 28 Mins. .......... Contnuing series of sports, travel 
and industrial films. 

,.U.S. Navy. . ,. .vy. .*..,. 
Association Films........ 

. . Modem Talking Pictures. 

U. S. Nr.vv ,. .. y. U.S. -Navy ......;. .v.. . 28 Mins. . . , . ,. 

Bransbury Prods; . .FkY.S;. Pov/?r Authority........... 28 Mins. <c). .. 

...y.. y....... rTi^j^^ry. of Japanese Affairs;..... 13 'Mins. 

(ContinueJi oil 

Training and action of navy Pilots. 

, History, of famed river and how 
the new dams will help surround¬ 
ing territories. 

Hea; twarming picture of family 
life in modern. Japan 
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STATIONS SELECT 50 OUTSTANDING FREE TV FILMS 
" • ;(Continued from page 33) 

TITLE DISTRIBUTOR FILMED BY SPONSOR RUNNING TIME DESCRIPTION  j . 

SILK ...........;........,.; International Silk Assn., USA 

TIIE STORY BEHIND 
A BOTTLE. . ■ .V.-:...., . sterling Movies, USA. .> . . .. 

THE STORY OF A MAIN 
STREET MERCHANT .,,,.... Association Films:......:.. 

THAT THE DEAF MAY SPEAK .Lexington School For Deaf 

Wheaton Galentine Int. Silk Assn., USA  .10 Mins, (c);..... Employing novey techniques to 
capture the beauty and splendor 
of silk. Original music score. 

Video Pictures, 
inc, Glass Container Manufacturers 

Institute. : . . . . . .. 24 Mins, (c)...History of glass making from 
ancient times to present. 

John Sutherland 
Productions .... J. C. Penney CO....,...28 Mins. Arthur Franz and Jan Clayton 

trace the life of a man whose 
career has been based on honor, 

: integrity and service. 
Campus Film . . 

Productions . * .Lexington School For Deaf ..28 & 42 Mins, (c)... Experiences of a little deaf girl 
learning how to speak. 

THIS WAY UP .,..... .Marathon TV Newsreel ,....... 

THIRTY YEARS THAT 
CHANGED THE WORLD .... Tribune Films ............... 

THIS IS THE LIFE .............Lutheran-Synod . ..... . . V.... 

THE RELAXED WIFE ......... . Association Films..... 

THE MUSICAL RIDE ... .Nat’l.Film Board of Canada ... 

MR. WITHERS STOPS THE 
CLOCK ...Sterling Movies,; USA ,...,. 

WE, THE MENTALLY ILL .......Association Films ..:•...... 

YOUR SAFETY FIRST.......... Association Films... ... .___ 

YOUR MINIATURE WORLD . . ... Modern Talking. Picture Service 

YOUNG LIVING • •. . . ....... .Editorial Films, Inc. ... . 

WILD LIFE IN THE ROCKIES .. Nat-1. Film Board of Canada . •. y. 

*(c) Color. 

.;. Marathon TV 
Newsreel .... ..Sikorsky Aircraft . . . 30 Mins.. How helicopters are used through¬ 

out the world. 

... F.D.K. Productions Pan American World Airways .... 2VA Mins. ........Documentary of 30-year history of 
world developments including 
aviation accomplishments. 

.:; Lutheran-Synod .. Lutheran-Synod ................. 29 Mins. .. Continuing series of dramatic half- 
hour shows of religious nature. 

... On Film, Inc. ..... Chas. Pfizer & Co .._____ 13.V6 Mins, (c).. ... A humorous movie, about. a “re¬ 
laxed wife” who shows her hubby 
the importance of finding free¬ 
dom from tension. 

... NatT Film Board 
of Canada ^ . . . . Dept, of Northern Affairs, 

Canada . .; .J.... ......19 Mins, (c)..Presentation of famous musical 
ride of Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police. 

.,. Paul Alley Prods. . Air Transport Assn. ............. 27. Mins, (c).; 

. . . Smith/ Kline & 
French: Labs ... Smith, Kline & French Labs ..... 27 Mins. ...... 

i.. John Sutherland 
Productions >... ■Automobile Manufacturers Assn... 12V<z Mins. .... 

.. Sid Davis Prods. .. Revel!, Iricj:....... 14 Mins, (c). 

.. . Editorial Films, Inc Seventeen Magazine ............. lOVft Mins, ...., 

.•.. Nat’l Film Board 
of Canada ..... .Nat’l Film Board of Canada.14 Mins. <c) . . 

... Reveals the importance'' of air 
transportation In oar. modern 
way of life. 

...Dramatic documentary from the 
“March of Medicine” tv series. 

.. .Animated science-fiction satire of 
transportation through ages and 
looking forward, to future modes 
of transportation. 

.. Scale models of ships and planes 
and how they are made. 

.. Dramatic story of teenager’s typi¬ 
cal day in school and home and 
how she faces , the dozens of 
problems. 

.. Banff and Jasper National Park In 
Canadian Rockies with intimate 
view of . world of nature. 

TV Tape In Tip Top Shape 
i Continued from page 32 ; 

edited versions of network com¬ 
mercials for spot placement. 

c> Probably less than 25r < in both 
cases. 

C. Terence. Clyhe 
Senior Vice President, Radio-TV 
McCann-Erickson 

Yes, SSC&B uses the same com¬ 
mercials for spot placements as f or 
networks, but commercials are 
never re-edited for the networks. 

Philip H. Cohen 
^ Vice; President, Radio-TV 
"Sullivan, Stauffer, 
Colwell & Bayles 

ai Referring to the use of. the 
same film commercials for spot 
placements, the answer is largely, 
yes.. 

b> I presume that by network 
commericals you are referring to 
kines of live commericals for spot 
placement..If . so, the answer is that 
we don’t re-edit and if we have it 
has been to an insignificant degree. 

Joseph S. Forest 
• Vice President, 

Television Commercials 
William Esty .. 

We frequently duplicate use—in 
about 25% of cases. 

Alfred L. Hollander : 
Vice President, TV-Radio 
Grey Advertising 

On occasion we do use film com¬ 
mercials for spot placement as well 
as for network use. We have also 
re-edited versions of network com¬ 
mercials for spot use. We estimate 
that 20% to 30% of our film com¬ 
mercials are so used. 

Thomas H. Calhoun 
Director, Radio-TV 
N. W. Ayer 

why they should buy your product 
over any other. Whetiief it’s a net¬ 
work show or spot commercial the 
appeal is really to the same people 
and there seems little need to 
make different film commercials 
for each use. A strong selling mes¬ 
sage presented with showmanship 
is effective no matter what its 
placement. Re-editing, of network 
commercials for spot'use" is " done 
primarily for timing purposes or 
to accommodate . local dealer tags. 
Irt evry case, \ve woiild keep the 
major selling message the same. 
On live commercials for spot use, 
however, the approaches should be 
more fiextible to fully capitalize 
on the personality of each indi¬ 
vidual performer. 

Frank Brandt 
Vice President, 
TV Film Commercials 
Compton. Advertising- 

Are you making any plans 
for the use of tape commer¬ 
cials for your clients? 

We are following ■ the ’develo; 

ment of tape very closely and v 

| are considering several areas whe] 

it might be desirable to use ;tai 

for commercials and programs 

Herminio Traviesas 
Vice President & Manage 
TV-Radio : BBD&O 

The sole job of a commercial 
Is to reach the largest audience) 
and then show them convincingly: 

There are no specific plans since 

equipment is riot widely enough 
available at present. However, our 
creative and production people 
have been keeping, abreast of the 
tape developments and are ready 
to consider their use as soon as 
some of the problems have been 
solved. 

W. M. Mitchell 
Creative Director 
Geyer Advertising 

Not at the present, but it is com¬ 

forting to know’ that the technique 

of taping commercials, is available 

to Us if, as and when the element 

of time dictates the need. 

Roger Pryor 
Vice President, Radio-TV 
Foote, Cone & Belding 

. No- 
Charles M. Boland 

Radio-TV Director. 
Parksori Advertising Agency 

We are investigating the future 

availability of machines, the cost 

of producing them in this manner, 

the question of unibn jurisdiction 

arid the quality of the end product. 

C. Terence Clyrie 
Senior Vice President, Radio-TV, 
McCann-Erickson 

. As always;, in learning of any 
new method for making television 
commercials, we "are maintaining a 
constant survey regarding *video 
tape. However, no plans for using 
this medium have been made yet. 

Philip H. Crihen 
Vice President, Radio-TV 
.Sullivan, Stauffer, 
Colwell & Bayles 

It would, be very flattering to say 
that We are; always making plans. 
I' am, however, an advocate of 
shooting only when the whites of 
eyes appear. In this case, I am 
.waiting for more' pertinent infor¬ 
mation and suggestions from those 
who are sponsoring tape commer- 

[ cials, before *■ planning.” 
Joseph S. Forest 
Vice president 
Television .Commercials 
William Esty 

Very limited plans, but we are 
investigating thoroughly. 

Alfred L. Hollender 
. Vice President, TV-Radio 

Grey Advertising 

... Yes, in fact we have just com-; 
pleted a series of 20 commercials 

for a regional advertiser. 
Thomas H. Calhoun 
Director,. Radio-TV 
N. W. Ayer 

No comment. 
Frank Brandt 
Vice President, 
TV Film Commercials 
Compton Advertising 

Do you envision the taping 
of commercials will cause a 
shift in production from inde¬ 
pendent tv film producers to 
the networks, keeping in mind 
the fact that most of televi¬ 
sion's live commercials are 
produced in cooperation with 
the networks? 

In the initial stages, most of the 
tape will. be done by the network 
since they are presently equipped 
to do *o. I don’t believe that the 
network will want to get into com¬ 
petition with independent film pro¬ 
ducers when the film producers are 
equipped to make tape commer¬ 
cials. There may be some increase 
in the amount of the commercial 
work handled by networks because 
it is possible "that some film com- 
mercials will be replaced With 
taped live commercials. By the 
time tape facilities are practical for 
general use, certainly the inde¬ 
pendents will have such facilities 
as well. 

Herminco Traviesas 
Vice President & Manager, 
TV-Radio—BBD&O 

I see no reason why taped com¬ 
mercials will not be produced by 
independent producers when equip- 
merit becomes available and the 
demand develops. As a matter of 
fact, I suspect :the demand will be 
of such volume that the networks 
will be unable to retain a monopo¬ 
listic hold on this business. 

W. M. Mitchell 
Creative Director 
Geyer Advertising 

We do believe taping of commer¬ 

cials will shift production from 
independent television film pro¬ 
ducers to the networks for the time 
being but, as its use becomes more 
general, we anticipate producers 
will install the necessary equip¬ 
ment because of the obvious ad¬ 
vantages over film. 

Roger Pryor 
Vice President, Radio-TV 
Foote, Cone & Belding 

I don’t know that this production 
operation will become a monopoly 
of the networks because those same 
networks also receive quite a lot 
of film from independent film, pro¬ 
ducers, and I don’t think that they 
would go into strongly competi¬ 
tive operations with independents. 
Granting that these taped commer¬ 
cials are in essence, “live” com¬ 
mercials, I think there will he a 
happy balance between indepen¬ 
dent tape producers and the net¬ 
works. The big problem, of course, 
will be in the indies .gaining clear¬ 
ances to use their pfuticular tapes 
on all networks. 

Charles M. Boland 
Radio-TV Director 
Parkson Advertising Agency 

Such a shift In production from 
independent TV producers in net- 

I works might take place initially, 
since the means used for the re¬ 
cording of video tape commercials 
is by live cameras and not film 
cameras. Eventually, however, com* 
mercial producers might encourage 
a studio to act as a central source ; 
for them, where all necessary elec¬ 
tronic video tape recording equip¬ 
ment is centralized. Of course ques¬ 
tions of union jurisdiction will hava 
to be resolved, since the techni¬ 
cians involved with live cameras 
are different than those in film 
cameras. 

C. Terence Clyne 
Senior Vice President, Radio-TV 
McCann-Erickson 

I At present there are at least three 
film producers who Have placed 
mders for . video tape recorders; 

It Is'our feeling that when all the 

(Continued on page 42) 
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The Outlook For Tomorrow 
By OLIVER A. UNGER 

(President, National Telefilm Associates) 

With feature length motion pic¬ 
tures currently riding the crest of 
the wave of popular acceptance 
with the television viewer* the ad¬ 
vertiser and the station owner, the 
time is at hand for a reappraisal 
of tomorrow’s tv programming out¬ 
look. . 

That reappraisal must he viewed 
In the light of the forces working 
for and against the televising of 
motion pictures. It is a subject 
that is causing some sleepless 
nights by theatre, motion picture; 
and television executives. 

On the. plus side of the ledger 
are these important factors—the 
top ratings garnered by feature 
pictures in both large and small 
markets throughout the country; 
the welcome sound of cash regis¬ 
ters jingling as national and local 
sponsors pour their advertising 
dollars into feature film spots; the 
public's enthusiastic acceptance of 
the films, and the backlog of fea¬ 
tures stockpiled by . the stations to 
Insure a continuity of feature film 
programming. 

However, the debit side of the 

industry and still remain in the. 
business of supplying filmed pror 
gramming, we will see intensified 
activity on the part of the film dis¬ 
tributors to corner whatever re¬ 
maining features are available for 
telecasting. A period of diversifi¬ 
cation is in the offing with distribu¬ 
tors placing greater emphasis on 
the production of new program¬ 
ming formats and the expansion 
into related fields. 

NTA has been diversifying its 
activities for some time. It has 
gene into production, film net¬ 
working, theatrical releases, radio 
and. television station ownership 
and foreign television and theatri¬ 
cal film distribution. All these ac¬ 
tivities fit into the pattern of a 
television, film distributor. 

With all this related business ac¬ 
tivity, NTA still retains a major 
interest in feature film distribu¬ 
tion. We have one of the major 
film libraries in the country, both 
in quality and quantity, and we are 
always in the market for new ac- 

j quisitions. _ 

.......— —- j The feature film has a definite 
ledger is not to be overlooked, [ niche in the programming scheme 
Listed in those columns are the 
limited supply of films available 
for television showing, now that 
practically the entire pre-1948 
backlog has been committed; the 
burgeoning resistance by ^both 
American and British theatrical in¬ 
terests to the feature films tele¬ 
vision exposure and, the small 
number of post-’48 that will be 
available when guild problems 

' have been solved. 

1 N.Y.-L.A.’a 100-a-Week Clip | 

Being realists and facing up to 
the facts, the television film, dis¬ 
tributors know that feature films, 
because of the limited supply, will 
disappear from the scene long be¬ 
fore the public is ready for a 
change in the programming pat¬ 
tern. Current programming sched¬ 
ules bring that fact Into sharp fo¬ 
cus. Stations are using up fea¬ 
tures at an incredible rate. A sam¬ 
pling of those.schedules reveal that 
New York and Los Angeles are 
using upwards of 100 feature films 
every week. And smaller markets 
are not . far behind these major 
markets. They are using feature 
films in proportionate numbers. 

1958 will see a greater propor¬ 
tion of time devoted to feature film 
programming as stations take ad¬ 
vantage of the audiences’ prefer¬ 
ence for this type of entertainment. 
That pattern also will develop in 
foreign markets which have be¬ 
come very active and have opened 
up new vistas for the tv film dis¬ 
tributors. 

. England now has more than 
7,000,000 tv sets for a population 
of Only 50 million people. And 
that . market is expanding at a 
rapid pace. On the. Continent, 
West (Germany now claims more 
than 1,000,000 tv receivers. France 
Is crowding, the million mark with 
italy shooting for the 3,4-million 
figure. The Latin-American mar¬ 
ket is booming with viewers look¬ 
ing forward to seeing more Ameri¬ 
can-made movies on their televi¬ 
sion screens. 

While the outlook In both the 
domestic and foreign markets looks, 
bright for the immediate future, 
there are certain disquieting signs 
on the horizon: The resistance to 
television expbsure .b^ theatrical, 
exhibitors in the United States is 
not to be taken lightly. Trade or¬ 
ganizations have been, crying for 
united action against the practice 
Of Hollywood studios . of selling 
their backlogs so far outweigh the 
reasons advanced by the theatre 
interests. 

In foreign markets, theatrical 
men have taken their cue from 
their American counterparts and 
•re actively campaigning against tv rosure of motion pictures. That 

especially true in England 
where the British film industry has 
threatened to boycott studios mak¬ 
ing films available to television. 
Nevertheless, foreign television 
Stations are bidding for Hollywood 
feature films for their rapidly ex¬ 
panding television audiences. 

of today and tomorrow. While it 
has just about reached its peak it 
certainly will continue to be a 
source of major programming for 
some years to come: However, as 
the supply diminishes and receives 
more and more exposure, distribu¬ 
tors will be seeking new sources 
of programming. It is along these 
lines that our industry must set 
its sights. We can see the initial 
Stages now taking form. 

Foreign Market Bright 
- Although the foreign film mar¬ 

ket looks bright, the future of fea¬ 
ture films in the U. S.’ is somewhat 
less than rosy due to the heavy 
exposure and the limited supply of 
fresh film. 

To buttress our position in the 

Its'Shock Theatre 
As Late Nite Fare 
It’s going to be horror pix all 

the way in the near future for 
WABC-TV, New York key for 
ABC-TV. The owned & operated 
station in doing its latenight local 
flick sked is " expanding its “Shock” 
pictures from the current three to 
six nights a week, dropping com¬ 
pletely the year-old format of run¬ 
ning standard feature films the 
first three nights in the post-11 
p.m. slot. 

Apparently, from now on in, sta¬ 
tion will only buy horror pix. It’s 
WABC’s understanding that dis- 
tribs are grouping more mystery- 
hbrror pictures for release. 

Latenight cross-the-hoard . fea¬ 
ture session changes its name 
from “Night Show” to “Shock The¬ 
atre,” borrowing on the name of 
the 52-film package it acquired 
from Columbia’s Screen Gems 
which began . on WABC-TV last 
September. In April of the same 
year, with 52 other Col pix,-the 
station began its first local feature, 
film sked. The latter group has 
had its first-run at night and the 
reruns hereafter Will be relegated 
to “Afternoon Premiere” and 
“Sunday Night Movie,” Sunday be¬ 
ing the one night when the horror 
flicks will not be shown. 

According to the station, there 
are still 26 of the original 52 Col 
mysteries, which have riot had their 
first runs. The remainder, in the 
main, have Only played three days 
each, since the station is in the 
habit of splitting the week between 
the horror shows and the regular 
feaures. 

New “Shook Theatre” kicks , off 
on March 31 with a. repreat of 
“Frankenstein” for three days, and 
then goes into “Son of Dracula” 
from April 3 through 5. In general, 
there’ll be two pictures a week, 
each showing three nights in suc¬ 
cession. “Shock” pacakage, WABC 
said, cost the station $750,000 to 
lease. 

ABC Film Dir. Reramp 
With the promotion of Howard* 

B, Anderson as central division 

manager, ABC Film Syndication 

has virtually completed its revamp¬ 
ing of its domestic sales division, 
launched with the arrival of Phil¬ 
lip Williams as syndication sales 
topper. 

The Producer 
In Vidpix—A 

Corporate Body 
By JOHN L. SINN 

(Pres., Ziv Television Programs), 

What is a film producer? Six or 
seven years ago he might have 
been a man with, an idea and a 
shortterm lease on studio facilities. 
Or he might have been the head; 
of an organization , that had previ¬ 
ously worked in other entertain-.] 
ment media, and was taking its 
first steps into a promising new 
field. j 

Now, as We start television’s 
second decade, the definition of 
what a producer. is cannot . be 
summed up so briefly. A producer 
is. many things but most impor¬ 
tantly, “a producer” is an intricate 
and . extensive organization of hun¬ 
dreds of individuals. 

This changed character of the. 
television film industry is. of great 
significance to the advertiser, arid 
programmer. The emergence of to¬ 
day’s production company is, to my 
mind, the greatest guarantee we 
Can give of a continuingly . high 
level of program quality. 

Let’s examine how and why this 
is true. To begin where all good 
programming must begin, with the 
conception of the basic idea for the 
series, the necessity for group 
work, backed by extensive re¬ 
sources, is apparent in the earliest 
stages. A good program concept 
can come from spontaneous inspir¬ 
ation, but it is iriuch more likely 
that it will spring from thoughtful 
analysis of programming the view¬ 
ing trends, from a thorough under¬ 
standing of what advertisers and 
audiences will want next year, or 
the year after. . 

Developing, the idea and testing 
its potential requires a team of ex¬ 
perienced, imaginative showmen 
with the time and facilities to work 
out their concept in detail. 

This means an extensive staff in 
story editing, casting, production 
planning, story research. It means 
a talent pool from which the right 
director, producer, and writers can 
be assigned. It means having 
enough top people so that a task 
force can be utilized oyer a long 
period not for actual filming, but 
for pre-production creative work. 

When production starts, an even 
larger reservoir of . skills must be 
available. More than 50 different 
types of specialists, are needed. 
Having several series before the 
cameras simultaneously adds to the 
managerial responsibilities for liai¬ 
son and supervision. 

No Coupons, Nothin-But FOR FREE 
[Today’s Batch of CufFo Pix Better Than Ever; 

Combine Entertainment, Educ’n, Sound Prod’n] 

■ By JO RANSON ■ 

New Role of The Salesman | 

Just as the definition of the term 
producer has changed, so has that 
of the film salesman. He can. no 
longer be just a genial chap with 
a can of film Under his arm. He 
must be an ^advertising man, knowl- 
edgable and experienced.: 

For advertisers and agencies, 
there is so much to know and be 
known about using this medium 
effectively— appraising its effec¬ 
tiveness, judging show values: and 
time values, evaluating ratings, and 
sales results, getting information 
on the activities of various indus¬ 
tries. 

To meet these needs, the film 
company must provide more direct 
service and more frequent contact 
with those -on the buying end. The 
only way to accoinplish this is to 
have enough trained and able men 
who are familiar with all facets bf 
tv advertisers. 

That is why We have undertaken 
a. major expansion move in our 
own company, adding men to all 
divisions arid departments. Now 
they will be able to concentrate on 
smaller areas and thus provide 
more Interisive service. 

Both In distribution and producr 
tiori, it is ..this careful marshalling 
of human resources that creates 
the difference between the merely, 
adequate and the genuinely out¬ 
standing. 

There’s a complete new forward 
look in sponsored films on tv sta¬ 
tions from coast to coast. Spon¬ 
sors and producers of the free 
films made by industry, govern¬ 
ment and welfare groups now ac¬ 
cept the truism that “the film that 
serves the audience FIRST, arid 
the sponsor’s desires SECOND” al¬ 
ways grabs the kitty when the 
gahie’s over. 

Boiled down to esseritials, it: 
means that the major outfits in the 
business of making sponsored films 
realize that subliminal public re¬ 
lations inevitably cuts deeper than 
24-sheet shouting in the viewer's 
mind.. Teachers, community lead¬ 
ers, clergymen, but most of all, tv 
program directors,: maintain that 
today’s batch of free films is better 
than ever. 

Ten years ago, when tv burst on 
the horizon, most commercial, films 
were loaded with sponsor messages 
.of a flagrant nature, but tv pro¬ 
gram directors called unon to fiU 
the insatiable maw, could not af¬ 
ford to pick and choose. 

Consequently video lanes were 
open to all kinds of commercial 
films, arid mostly, bad. but . since it 
was free, the harassed tv urogram 
director forgot his high standards 
and pencilled in the commercial 
footage between wrestling matches 
arid roller derby encounters. It was 
a glowing Roman holidav for dis¬ 
tributors of the free films and 
served as a sturdy pinch-hitter for 
“The 39 Steps,” Which had already 
been seen for the uiripteenth time 
op every video channel. 

With . the arrival. of arresting 
pre-48 feature films from the 
vaults of the major movie produc¬ 
ers, the tv program directors could 
now afford to cast a more critical 
eye at the batch of free film .made, 
bv leading manufacturers, reli¬ 
gious organizations; foundations, 
-etc.-. '• 

With a sharp .falling off in tv 
presentations of free films, the 
makers soon became aware of the 
fact that a soft-sell film, ablv pro¬ 
duced, woulji stand a better chance 
of tv exposure. At this moment 
there are approximately 4.000 free 
films, without excessive advertis¬ 
ing, available to tv film depart¬ 
ments. 

Today’s free. film product is in¬ 
deed a far cry from the: stuff avail¬ 
able 10 years ago. A vast amount 
of the product is in color with 
black and white . prints - readily 
accessible to tv stations. The tv 
program director will find riiucli of 
this material richly endowed with 
the three basiri ingredients of a 
good free, film, namely, entertain¬ 
ment, education, and sound pro¬ 
duction: . 

invalpable supplement and exten¬ 
sion to classroom work. They pre¬ 
sent this program service during 
the latter part of afternoon and 
Saturday morning schedules when 
the children are out of school and 
when both mothers and their off¬ 
spring can be indoctrinated with 
the all-iiriportance of electronic 
engineering, jet propulsion and 
other rapidly expanding scientific 
fields. 

Perhaps the most widely tv- 
viewed free film is the Kleenex 
job, sponsored by Kimberly-Clark 
Corp. and produced by Walt Dis¬ 
ney: This 10-minute animated film, 
slugged.“How To Catch a Cold,” 
has been telecast nearly . 1,500 
times since its initial appearance 
six years ago. This doesn’t take 
into consideration the vast number 
of schools, industrial plants, clubs 
and other community institutions 
which have shown it. It is rated a 
pint-sized “Gone With the Wind” 
as far as audiences are concerned. 
Other most - televised industry- 
sponsored filins (these, by the. way, 
are distributed by Association 
Films, Inc., one of the major free 
film distributors in the country) 
include “A Matter of Time,” spon¬ 
sored by Institute of Life Insur¬ 
ance and featuring Alan Ladd, with 
nearly 1,500 telecasts to its credit 
and “Liberia, Africa’s Only Repub¬ 
lic,” one of the Firestone Tire and 
Rubber Co: alltime favorites with 
1,000 telecasts already chalked up. 

An examination of this year’s 
new Variety list of 50 best free 
film for tv. (see current issue) will 

[ reveal the heroic strides made by 
industry, government agencies and 
others in their public relations 
campaigns on tv channels. 

7» ) <»F J T 

Zivs target lo 

You Can Prograim A Station J 

Target’ Twofer 
Hollywood, March 18. 

With air deadlines close, Ziv got 
into production of two episodes of 
“Target” simultaneously, on two 
different sound stages, under two 
producer-director teams. 

On one sound stage, producer- 
director Jack Herzberg was turn¬ 
ing out “The Bigamist,” while on 
another stage, the same day, “The 
Assasin” episode was being filmed 
by producer Morton Fine, i 

Alert tv program builders con¬ 
tinue to make first-rate use of this 
vast reservoir of free filni. They 
build special segments of their 
regular programming schedules 
with the product. Much of it goes 
into 15 and 30-minute segments 
devoted to science features (one of 
the hottest attention-getters today 
because of the vast interest in en¬ 
gineering, ballistic research and 
chemical warfare). 

The free film available on sci¬ 
ence and engineering, according to 
many tv pyograrii chieftains, can 
easily forrii the basis of remark¬ 
ably absorbing public service pro¬ 
gramming; It can kindle tremen¬ 
dous fires in behalf of more science 
courses In high schools arid, col¬ 
leges. " 

Much, of the science filin is avail¬ 
able from the Army Corps of En¬ 
gineers, U. S. Dept, of the Army, 
General Electric, RCA, Ohio Val¬ 
ley Electric Utility Companies, 
Monsanto '/■' Cheriiical. Co., Ryan 
Aeronautical Go., Standard Oil of 
Calif., French Govt., Sinclair' Re¬ 
fining Co., American Cyanamid 
Go., Dow Corning Corp., U. S. 
Dept, of Navy, U. S.: Atomic En¬ 
ergy Comm., Union Carbide and 
Carbori Corp.,- United States Steel 
Corp., Texas. Co. arid BauSch & 
Lomb Optical Co. This is a partial 
list of industry giants and govern¬ 
mental agencies presenting excel¬ 
lent free filin ' on science and 
•research. v-.." i 

TV program builders, in many 
instances, regard the current use, 
of science-research free film, as an 

Use of Producers 
The age of specialization has hit 

the ranks of telefilm producers, as. 
evidenced by Ziv’s new “Target” 
series, . now being pitched in 
syndication. Series, which has 
Adolphe Menjou as host, features 
different suspense-action yarns 
each week themed to the target of 
human danger involved, with the 
type of stories ranging from de¬ 
tective yarns to westerns. 

With this format, Ziv produc¬ 
tion v.p. Maurice Unger lias chosen 
to utilize a variety of producer 
specialists in the Ziv shop—one of 
the biggest syndication houses— 
rather than rely on one producer 
for the 39 episodes. 

For instance, current plans call 
for Eddie Davis, Who directed 
inany “Cisco Kid” arid “Tomb¬ 
stone Territory” episodes, to pro¬ 
duce “Target” segments with west¬ 
ern backgrounds. Vernon Clark, 
producer of “Harbor Command” 
arid Jack Herzberg of “Highway 
Patrol” will work on the law en¬ 
forcement format stories. 

Henry Kessler, associated with 
“West Point” and “Dr. Christian” 
will produce those stories in which 
human emotions are the key. Leon 
Benson who works on “West 
Point” and “Sea Hunt” will pro¬ 
duce adventure and war back¬ 
ground stories. 

Otto Lang,, who recently joined 
the Ziv organization after a 
lengthy association with Cinerama, 
will be assigned stories with large- 
scale production values and for¬ 
eign backgrounds. “By the same 
token,” continued Unger, “should 
‘Target* stories encompass under¬ 
water adventure or science-fiction 
formats, Ivan Tors (“Sea Hunt” 
and “Science Fiction Theatre”) is 
best suited to the production of. 
them. And if w.e go into historical 
documentary westerns, Frank Pitt¬ 
man and Andy White, currently 
producing “Tombstone Territory” 
will be in charge of those. 

In . the casting department, Pat 
O’Brien, John Ireland and Stephen 
McNally .are the latest leads signed 
for various episodes of the skein, 
due to hit the air this spring. 
Other leads signed include Howard 
Duff, Maria Riva and David Brian. 
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Chi TV One Big 
150 Hours 

By LES BROWN 
Chicago. petition and “State Trooper” lead- 

Windy Citv television today is ^ ^e Tnarket the^same time on 
: * ., , , - , • i Wednesdays. .‘‘Silent .Service 

fat with celluloid and healthy for1 

it The four local stations together 

consume around 150 hours of fiim 

per week, not counting what's 

piped in by the networks, and if 

there’s any indigestion from that 

dosage, it takes the form of a 

spritual heartburn felt only by 

sensitive programming nabobs who 

can’t help being uneasy about: the 
virtual abandonment • of “live” 
thinking on the local level. But 
live Chicago programs, with only 
a few rare exceptions, have never 
been known to equal the dazzling 
success stories that some video 
films have been writing into the 
accounting books. 

WGN-TV, as an independent 
competing against three network 
stations in this market, tells the 
vtipix story pointedly in Chicago. 
It’s a station that has to draw from 
its own resources from signon to 
s gnoiT. and those resources today 
come in ft; t round cans, A few' 
years back, a;rather costly Sunday 
evening,variety show on WGN-TV, 
tapped ratings of tv.os and. threes 
against Jack Benny and other net¬ 
work fare. Today the umpteenth 
reruns of a rorny syndicated series 
i< like.lv to triple those ratings 
without promotion or fuss. 

] ‘Toppers* Topper 

Case in point: the third to fifth 

with 22.5 in the January Nielsen 
bests WBBM-TV’s “African Patrol” 
by more than nine points, with the 
rest graduating downward. “State 
Trooper,” in the 20s, tops second- 
best “U. S. Steel Hour” by about 
six Nielsen points. Both are iii 
time, periods recently yielded to 
the station by the network, and 
both are sold to Schlitz Brewing 
Co. Sundays at noon WNBQ’s 
“Flash Gordon” gets ratings of 19, 
topping thie runnerup by 16 points. 

Actually, WNBQ has more series 
on the shelf than on the air at 
present, many , of them high- rated 
casualties of. the former 10 p.m: 
vidpix closelihe, before the station 
picked up the first half-hour of the 
"Jack Paar Show.” Waiting are 
“Capt. David Grief,” “Boots and 
Saddles,” “Crunch and Des,” 
“Sheriff of Cochise,” “Badge 714,” 
and anthology fillers and reruns. 

ABC's WBKB uses 14 syndicated 
Series per week, three of them 
strips and only one a firstrun 
skein, “Code 3.” That show has 
been doing extremely well ori Fri¬ 
day nights, running second in . its 
timeslots to “Person to Person.” 
“Susie.” the reruns df Ann So th¬ 
em’s “Private Secretary,” . is a 
high-rated strip by day arid on 
9:30 p m. Saturday flights has been 

j registering 10s against “Hit Pa- 
; rade’s” 17.7 (Jart, ABB). .But. that 
time period 'is actually headed by 
another series of half-hour reruns. 

It's Blue Chip 
Days In '58-’59" 
For Syndicators 

in anthology series that has been 
posting 18s. 

a."ainsj jlVBBM-TV’s /“Star Perfonnapee.” 
t ' Con.o S.iow. D:ck and| anthnWv that W hp*m 

Imehes?. and ‘Country Mucio Ju- 
ii’ec” on Saturday nights placed 
f cord to Co too with an li:i bv 
the American Besearch Bureau re¬ 
port fo” December. And this is not 
the only outing for “Topper” on 
the station. Older reruns of the 
series are shown in an afternoon 
sffp at 2:30. 

Ju'-t to give a rough statistical. 
Idea of WGN-TV’s v>dp;x depen- 
deri'cv: sta! ion uses 55. Syndicated 
si rirs per week. 23 feature, films, 
s:\ crosr-the-board rimns of half- 
hour leh films. six halfhotir cartoon 
y’inws.. a handful of religmus films, 
tv o bowling shows on. filni, and a 
r.dscrdlan\ of cartoons, integrated 
info live kiddie formats. In total 
film hours, this adds up to more 

•than 70 per week, or nearly two- 
tHrds the station’s overall on-the- 
air time. It also represents nearly, 
as much film as the. other three 
stations combined beam .each week.' 

. So reliant on vidfilms has WGN- 
TV become, to maintain a com¬ 
petitive position in Chicago, that 
it is now venturing deeper in the 
financing pf new series. The Chi 

.Tribune station joined in the co¬ 
on underwriting.of Official Films’ 
“Decov,r some months ago and 
row' is active in several new deals. 
Anart from the titillating possibil¬ 
ity of making money from, financ¬ 
ing alorie. the station secs several 
distinct virtues in co-op film in¬ 
vesting: fl) insuring a firstclass 
supply at what it considers a fair 
price. f2> possibility of amortizing, 
via capital gains, the per-unit, film 
costs at the station, and (3) con- 
ti oiling to an extent, as the inves¬ 
tor’s prerogative; the expenses of 
production. Basically what WGN- 
TV expects to gain from co-op 
deals is network quality at a local 
price. 

Recent ABB reports show’ some 
fine faring by the indie’s telefilms 
against bigtime nefwqrk shows. 
“IIighw;ay Patrol” had made such 
inroads on Friday nights (before 
the nets juggled some shows) that, 
the ratings were split almost even¬ 
ly four ways; with the WGN-TV 
vidfilm slightly ahead of “M 
Squad.” “Mr. Adams and Eve,” 
and “Frank Sinatra Show” in that 
order. “Official Detective” has 
been running second to “This Is 
Your Life,” beating out “Arm- 

, strong Theatre” and “Wednesday 
Night Fights,” "Whlrlybirds,” with 
a 16.1 on Thursdays (Jan, ABB), is 
second in the market to “Playhouse 
90,” and “Men pf Annapolis’* 
places second' to “Studio One” oi 
Monday nights. 

J_ CBS-TV’s ‘Prestige^Katings J 

The CBS-TV station, with the 
least local time available of any 
outlet in Chi, is the lightest user 
ill town. of half-hour vidpix but is 
one of the heaviest purchasers, of 
old Hollywood features. A curios¬ 
ity is that its Sunday night “Pres¬ 
tige Performance” has been get¬ 
ting h’^her .ratings-with reruns off 
tlie NTA network than those films 
got the first time shown. 

Much has already preceded this 
report on the feature film battles 
in Chi; with all stations, save 
WNBQ > wlpVh uses only one a day) 
indulging; heavily in cinematics. 
Gone are the days, however, of 
those heady ratings in the 30s, 
nearly every feature film slot is 
now an? arena participated . in. by 
two or more stations; Consequent¬ 
ly, excent when there’s a real 
blockbuster ,the ratings manage to 
divide themselves pretty evenly. 

' WBKB has made some big cine¬ 
matic strides; in. recent months, its 
“Shock Theatre” SBO and neck- 
and-neclcing it with WBBM-TV’s 
“Best of CBS” on Saturday nights. 
Its weeknight features have gained 
slight primacy at 10 p.m.. across 
the board, according tb the ABB 
report for January. 

More important than the ratings 
is the*fact that celluloid has been 
selling Iie~e. although there is no 
clear-cut Windv Citv pattern’to the 
buying. ; At WGN-TV most syndi¬ 
cated series are dually sponsored 
with participating shows second 
and single-o sponsorships rare’ But 
re feature films on the station, the 
s:tuatioi!i is reversed: four night¬ 
time shows are. singly sponsored 
and three participating. Cinematics 
at WNKQ are all participating, but 
the half-hour skeins are nearly all 
sirele sponsored. - WBBM-TV arid 
WBKB learn , heavy on narticipa- 
tions in both classifications,, al¬ 
though the latter has three solo 
-sponsored feature films. 

The £ause of live programming 
lias plenty to overcoine In Chicago. 
Most oj the recent live ventures 
from the home studios have failed 
to get that all important criterion 
of the businessman—results. 'At 
W GN-T.y, program director 
Both Jij. figures it this way: “Au¬ 
diences’ apparently expect too 
much fi'om live efforts.” 

By H. WELLER KEEVER 
(V P. and General Manager, Calls 
fornia National Productions, Inc.) 

The biggest question in televi¬ 
sion for ’58 and ’59 is: How strong¬ 
ly will riatiorial advertisers come 
into syndication? 

The logic of syndication for im¬ 
portant markets arid areas of na¬ 
tional, television advertisers has 
been clear to -thein for some time. 
But. the blue chip advertisers 
seemed .. embtionaliy . disinclined 
in the recent past to break away 
from their automatic, buying pat- 
terns. If there ever was a year for 
the application of dollar-retiirn 
principles in advertising invests 
ment, this IS. it; the U.S. economic 
climate now makes efficiency in 
advertising, expenditures a neces¬ 
sity. .Syndication,. therefore, must 
be considered more widely, deeply 
and seriously than ever before. We 
expect this uprclose look by ad¬ 
vertisers will result in major sales 
increases, for syndication. Progno¬ 
sis at present—but right on the 
proboscis a year from now. 

There afe two kinds of reasons 
why ; syndication iri. 1958 will en¬ 
joy, a. banner income year: Let’s 
call them “abacus” reasons: and 
“hash mark”: reasons. The former 
has to do..-with", the files, of facts, 
figures,, percentages arid decimal 
points on program popularity, Sets 
in use, audience composition, costs- 
per-thousand, time costs, coverages 
and goods sold. The- latter .con¬ 
cerns the responsible conduct of 
the major syndicators over the. 
past , several years. 

‘Abacus’’, matters that inost in¬ 
terest national advertisers are re-, 
lated to the fact that their cam¬ 
paigns, vary: in emphasis and, tim¬ 
ing, depending oik regions and 
markets;.. Syndication’s accurate 
hunting with . a;. rifle : will have. 
extra advertising appeal this year, 
and: a good deal. of it. 

., Some, years back, before today’s 
“hash mark” era, there were more 
than.a couple of hundred so-called 
film distributors in. the field. At. 
that time,:,almost anybody; could 
sell almost anything to almost any¬ 
one. A glossy photograph and three 
sentences typed on a piece of 
paper, and a. 15:minute sales pitch, 
could result in a 52-week, contract. 
Those were the..: days when a lot 
of gold-plated nickels passed for 
$5; gold pieces. There Were too 
many instances of buyer^ going on 
a pilot and a promise—the latter 
unfulfilled. I toweyer, the trend, 
over the last few seasons has rolled 
over the fly-by-riighters and with 
their: disappearance; have emerged 
the syndication reliables—a top 
dozen or so companies billing more 
than two-thirds of all business. 
The . companies that came but of 
the major leagues to play big time 
ball did so because they learned 
the meaning of responsibility, good 
product and specialized knowledge. 

Tried & Tested Theatrical 
Properties For New TV Era 

By CHARLES C. BARRY 
(V. P. In Charge of Metro TV'. . TV ) [ 

Not so many years ago the word “era” meant a long period of time, 
characterized by some dominant idea, or personality, often, lasting a 
century or more. Today, eras have become shorter and shorter. In a 
little over 50 years we have entered several eras, variously dubbed au¬ 
tomobile, airplane, atom, hydrogen and, most recently, space. 

In its first frantic decade, television programming has entered a new 
era practically every September. We have endured the era of the vari¬ 
ety show, the quiz show, the mystery, the quiz show, the situation com¬ 
edy, the quiz show, the western and the quiz show. 

In 10 years the Industry has pretty well run the gamut of program 
possibilities. Every “new” idea has been tried, including many that 
only looked like Ideas: 

That Is why I think television programming really is entering a new 
era; a period in which production refinement of sound programming 
ideas in all categories is going to be more important than getting on the 
air with some “new” gimmick. 

Another factor that will spur the birth of this new era is money. 
Since Its beginning, television’s production costs have climbed steadily 
until we have reached the point where a single spectacular is budgeted 
over $700,006. An advertiser paying this amount of money has every 
right to expect the kind of show, both in production -quality and story 
content, that off err a reasonable guarantee of success. ' 

It is in the areas of production quality arid ability to offer stories 
with iaU the Ingredients for mass entertainment value that the major 
film companies have already made, and will continue to make, a major 
contribution to television programming. 

It Was Always the ‘Story* 
The first order of business for any motion picture company is the 

finding of stories with audience appeal. MGM alone, over the past . 
couple of decades, has spent $3,000,000 to $4,000,000 annually in the 
acquisition of stories for its feature films. Of the many properties pur¬ 
chased, relatively few have found their way to the theatre screens. 

The development and production of a feature film from the basic 
story is a long and demanding job. The finest creative people In the en- . 
tertainment industry spend many hours working on plot development, 
character delineation arid the casting of the right talent in the light 
role. This thorough attention to detail has been standard procedure 
in the motion picture industry for more than 30 years. 
- Moreover, the results of these efforts have been tested, not in a Niel- : 
sen sampling, but through the much tougher trial of the paying boxof- 
fice. Of course, the ratings of feature. films only serve to reconfirm 
what the boxoffice showed in past years. 

It is this great reservoir of varied story materials:—comedy,' action, 
music, drama—and the creative know-how acquired over the period 
of years that offers television in the future, even more than in the past, 
a. great source of quality programming. 

From .the sponsor’s point of view, the assets of pre-tested properties 
plus quality production, help miniiriize the risks inherent in the costly 
television buys in today’s market. 

In a time when expenditures for entertainment packages are going 
to .be watched very closely, the film companies might well utilize the 
slbgan of a local coffee company that advises Its customers to “econo¬ 
mize with the best.” 

MGM-TV’s program calls for the development of a variety of prop¬ 
erties from our backing. A special unit has been, set up at the studio 
to examine arid evaluate them for television use. In addition to “The 
Thin Man” and “Northwest Passage” already being produced in series 
form, “Father of the Bride” and “Fastest Gun Alive” are on tap for 
the 1958-59 season; Whether it be situation comedy, melodrama, west¬ 
erns or musicals, the. film companies have the properties to meet the 
needs of television programming. " . • 

j WNBQ Hot on Syndication . { 

But actually the highest rated 
syndicated half-hour, shows in town 
are on WNBQ, the NBC-TV sta¬ 
tion, which has “Silent Service” 
topping all Tuesday 9:30 p.m. com-: 

Charlotte. N. C.—J. Nelson Ben¬ 
ton has ‘been promoted to the oosi- 
tion of flews manager for WBT and 
WBTV, j it was announced by 
Charles H. Crutchfield, exec v.p. 
and general manager, of the Jeffer¬ 
son Standard Broadcasting Co. 
Benton was . formerly news man- 
aeer for television. Promotion is 
effective immediately. 

ance is partly the result of group I 
decisions by program buyers. Tele¬ 
vision prograriiming is no longer a 
matter to be decided by one ad¬ 
vertising.manager. Buying a show 
is a decision equally important to 
sales, merchandising, marketing* 
and public relations. Since a com¬ 
pany image is usually involved 
along with a brand image, the buy¬ 
ing decision frequently must have 
the approval Cat.least tacit) of the 
sponsor’s top executives. Further¬ 
more, the buy is also the result of 
the advertising agency account 
group’s recommendation, which has 
is own parallel set of specialists. 

Era of. Specialization 

The experience iri depth of syn¬ 
dication sales executives has taught 
them the value and way of work¬ 
ing with, advertising agencies, sta¬ 
tions, station representatives and 
when occasion demands^ the spon¬ 
sor himself. In the past few sea- 

s, keen specialization has re¬ 
sulted in some beautiful team play, 
with, the television film house of¬ 
fering precision techniques, for 
working with : everyone from na¬ 
tional advertisers as every-week 
sponsors to; local, alternate-week 
sponsors, 

The responsibility, of syndication 
and its full-fledged acceptance into 
the expanded television fold de¬ 
pend on quality arid consistency of 
product arid common sense in sell¬ 
ing and pricing. CNP has added an¬ 
other dimension—continuous, pro-1 
duefion. It means that if syndica- 
tiori programming is a 12-month 
process, so are production and buy¬ 
ing. At the start of this year, we 
turned our GNP cameras on “Union 
Pacific” and a second series of 39 
“The Silent Service” episodes. At 
that time, we also: released two 
off-network shows,; “Medic” and 
“It’s a Great Life*’ Now, only two 
months later* we’re iri: prototype 
productioii on two new seifes—an 
international intrigue show >nd a 
news agency comedy. 

Syndication’s hard-earned accept- 

CNP’s New Division 

best indication of syndication’s 
coming of age. 

In 1958, QNP’s trade advertising 
campaign is in its second year. 
It’s unusual' in this respect; It 
leaves the “abacus” stuff to the . 
salesmen to deliver in person. 
Within.the CNP ads, a code of 
conduct for all syndicators hag 
emerged — a high: responsibility* 
based on experience and specially 
zation. lt is devoid of claims, brag* 
gadocio and weaseling half truthi. 
Within this continuing trade cam¬ 
paign is CNP’s inner voice. We of¬ 
fer them as the expression of the 
conscience of television film syndi¬ 
cation, long may it prosper! 

It was precisely this sort of spe¬ 
cialization that prompted CNP. to 
form Victory Program Sales, a new 
division to handle off-network 
shows and syndication reruns. The 
VPS staff is being expanded under 
Jacques Liebenguth, Manager, who 
is recruiting veterans in market 
problems, programming and Sales 
promotion.- These, local specialists 
will have a list of more than 20 
series this year. CNP’s know-how 
in client relations continues within 
the well-dened bailwick of NBC 
Television Films, the division which 
sells riewly-produced series to non- 
network advertisers, both local and 
regional. 

Syndication clients show a defin¬ 
ite tendency to stay with one film 
house and their prograin season 
after season. Advantages to the 
sponsor are evident; The show gets 
well-established in its time period, 
becomes strongly associated with 
the products shown and does a su¬ 
perior job. 
. One final “then-and-now.” Some 
seasons back, in the years of syn¬ 
dication’s wild growth, annual in¬ 
creases of one-third or even one- 
half in total hours of programming 
ori the air were not unusual. To¬ 
day, projections for the increase 
of programming time and the in¬ 
dustry’s billings range from 5 to 
10% annually—the growth rate of 
sound, mature Industries and the 

Sales Staff Expanded v 
By Calif. National 

Five new salesmen have come 
under, the California National Pro¬ 
ductions umbrella, two in the pa¬ 
rent syndication Company and . 
three in helping build the new li¬ 
brary sales unit. Victory Program 
Sales. 

H. Weller (Jake) Keever, CNF 
veep and general manager, baa 
hired J. William Mason and Prem 
M. Kapur. Mason, formerly with 
WBAL-TV, Baltimore, Will eovtr 
Georgia and.Florida for CNP, and 
Kapur, lately with - Ford Motor. 
will handle Nebraska, Illinois arid. 
Iowa, < 

Charles McNamee, for the south* 
east; Frank Browne, for the south¬ 
west, and Haan Tyler, for the Pa¬ 
cific, joined Victory, under man¬ 
ager Jacques Liebenguth. Browne 
quits Screen Gems for the. post. 
Tyler had his own station rep out¬ 
fit and McNamee came from Na¬ 
tional Telefilm Associates. 

.. New Orleans—Joe Van, formerly- 
of WKMH, Detroit, has been added 
to WDSU disk jockey personality 
roster. A native of the auto city, 
he is former professional thesp ana 
emcee of school and community 
functions in Detroit area. 
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The good biz enjoyed . by most 
major syndicators the first two 
months of this year has triggered 
a forecast by Leslie T. Harris, CBS 
Film Sales topper* that 1958 will 
be the biggest year yet for syndi¬ 
cation. ' 

He feels ’58 will run well ahead 
of record-breaking ’57, when the 
total syndication gross, both do¬ 
mestic and foreign, was put be¬ 
tween $70,000,000 and $80,000,000. 

A. number of major syndicators 
share Harris' view, .including John 
Sinn, .Ziv .topper, and Milton Gor¬ 
don, prexy of Television Programs 
of America. Feeling is that the 
soft network market won’t be re¬ 
flected in syndication. On the con¬ 
trary, advertisers in a soft, market 
will be more prone to follow the 
syndication -route, either as supple^ 
mental to their net buys, or on a 
national spot basis. 

But one syndicator queried said 
he was “Mr. Dubious” at this stage 
of the year. For one, he pointed 
to a number of price-cutting deals 
in top markets on some first-run: 
properties. For another, he main¬ 
tained it’s too early to tell the full 
ramifications of the slumD in the 
economy, incidentally, while. ma¬ 
jor syndicators appear to be riding 
the crest of the wave currently, 
there are a number of middlin’ and 
smaller houses feeling a pinch at 
th’s time. 

In his upbeat forecast, Harris 
underscores the importance of the 
four key markets, Philadelphia, 
New York, Chicago: and Los An¬ 
geles/ These markets represent 
27% of the tv homes and fully one- 
third Of the total billings of a syn- 

. dicated program. “If we fail, to 
sell those markets then we cannot; 
possibly get a return on our mon¬ 
ey.” Harris feels. ^ 

These and other sentiments 
were expressed by the CBS Film 

; Sales topper at a recent meeting 
of the Radio and Television Adver¬ 
tisers Club, in Philadelphia. 

COST CHART 
SYNDICATED FILM 

(Shows Released Since Sept., 1957j 

in 

one-year deal with WRCA-TV, 

alone. 
Sponsor will use 50 to 100 com- 

30 and was set through Grey Ad¬ 
vertising. Some 1,500 supermar- 

pbint-of-sale displays. 

ON RANK FEATURES 

tribiited by ABC Film Syndication, 

U.S. markets inked. 

Guinness starrers. 

ICCU51UUVU ui 
button to the advancement of 
\roadcasting. 

l>8-’59 Ripe For 

TITLE—Stars 
Type of Show :. 

(Producer). 

Average 
Cost Per Unit 

Production : 
Number of 

Episodes.' 

ABC FILM SYNDICATION 

26 MEN Western $30,000 39 
(Tris Coffin-Kelo Henderson*!) (Russell Hayden) 

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES 

ASSIGNMENT FOREIGN LEGION Adventure . 27,000.: -V 26 ■ 1 
(Merle Oberon) (off CBS, 1/58) (Intel Films) 

(Eng.).: 

THE GRAY GHOST Adventure ,. .. 32,000 39 
(Tod. Andrews*!); . (Linds.ley Parsons) 

OUR MISS BROOKS - Comedy , .35,000 118 
(Eve,Arden) (Off CBS, 7/57): . (Al Lewis) 

WHIRL YBIRDS Adventure 28,000 78 
(Kenneth Tobey-Craig Hill*!.) (Desilu) 
(2d year production) 

YOU ARE THERE .. Documentary-Drama.' 27,500 39 
(Walter Cronkite); (Off CBS, S 756) .(James Forida) 

FLAMINGO FILMS 

CITIZEN SOLDIER /Adventure 32,500 39 
(R. W. Alcorn) 

O.S.S. 

(Germany) 

Adventure 36,000 26 
(Ron Randall) (Off ABC,- 4/58) (Robert Siodmak) 

(Eng.) . 

GUILD FILMS 

MICHAELS IN AFRICA Adventure .. 11,000 : , 39 
.(George & Marjorie Michael) (George Michael) 

(Africa) 

AFRICAN PATROL 

GROSS-KRASNE 

Adventure 25,000 39 
(John Bentley) . - (Kenya Prods. Ltd;) 

(Kenyd) 

LAKESIDE TELEVISION 

TOMAHAWK Adventure 33,000 39 
, ( Jacques Godon*!) (currently on CBC-TV) (CBC-TV) ; 

PERSPECTIVE Dramatic Anth. 23,600 52 
(Currently On CBC-TV) / (Canadian Film Board) 

DREW PEARSON’S WASHINGTON News Commentary 13,000 39 
MERRY-GO-ROUND (Hullinger Prods.) 

(Drew/ Pearson) (quarter-hour) 

MCA TV 

MICKEY SPILLANE’S MIKE HAMMER Mystery / 28,500 . 39 
(Darren McGavin) . (Revue Prod.), ;■ 

PARADE* OF STARS (GE Theatre) Drama 50,000 16 
(Ronald Reagan) (off CBS, 1954-58) (Revue Prod.) , 

STATE TROOPER Mystery 28,000 78' 
(Rod Cameron) (2d year production) (Revue Prod.) 

NBC TELEVISION FILMS (California National Productions) 

BOOTS & SADDLESM-STORY OF THE Western: 30,000 39 
5TH CAVALRY (CNP). 

: (Jack PickardrPat McVey*!) 

THE SILENT SERVICE Adventure 28,000 78 
/ (2d year production) (Twin Dolphin Prod.) 

UNION PACIFIC Western 32,000 39 
' .(Jeff Murrpw*!) .. • (CNP) 

NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES 

GEORGE JESSEL’S SHOW BUSINESS Variety 10,500 / 39 
jGeorge Jessel*!) (George Bilson) ’ 

■ SHERIFF OF COCHISE • Western : 29,000 ' 78 
(John BfomfieldTStan Jones*!) (Mort Briskin) 
(2d year production) 

SCREEN GEMS 

' RANCH PARTY Musical. 18,000 - 39 

(Tex Ritter*!) (Briskin Prods.) 

) 77TH BENGAL LANCERS Adventure . 35,500. 26 

(Phil Carey-Warren Stevens) (Lancer. Prods;) . .; 
. (off NBC, 6757) 

[ VICTORY PROGRAM SALES (California National Productions).. 

1 IT’S A GREAT LIFE Comedy . . 35,000 76 
, (Mike O’Shea-Steve Bishop-James (Raydic Prods.) . 

5 Dunne) (Off NBC, 9/56) 

1 MEDIC . Drama 33,000 59 

c ... (Richard Boone) (Off NBC, 10/56) (Worthington Miner) 

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS 

r . SEA HUNT /Adventure 30,000 39 

e 1 (Lloyd Bridges*!) (Ziv TV Prog.) 

e!TARGET Adventure 30,000 39 

Jl (Adolphe Menjou*!) (Ziv TV Prog.) 

With speculation rising on next 

season’s programming fare, there’s 

a growing conviction that room 

exists on one of the three networks 

for a tOpnotch feature package. 

Argument heard, is that unlike 

previous years, a soft economy pre¬ 

vails, and. with some program 
budgets limited, a one-a-week fea¬ 
ture on a network could do a job. 
Reportedly, MCA-TV, which bought 
tile Paramount library* has held 
talks on such a project, accenting 
the cream of the post-48’s, the Bob 
Hope “Road” pix, et al. 

ABC-TV, which had such: a fea¬ 
ture showcase in past seasons, did 
not do too well. However, the pix 
were Rank productions, many of 
them top-caliber but not Holly¬ 
wood-made., boxoffice bonanzas 
such as “High Noon ” (Incidentally, 
ABC Film Syndication, handling 
the cream of the network’s pix buy, 
is doing well with its group of 20, 
just put into the market.) Another 
major hurdle was the slot, Sunday 
nights against Ed Sullivan and 
Steve Allen. Kaiser-Aluminum, 
which- initially, wanted to buck the 
variety artists with features, settled 
for “Maverick”—and the rest is 
rating history. 

One of/ the . major arguments 
against network exposure of fea¬ 
tures,, among many, is affiliate dis¬ 
satisfaction With such program¬ 
ming. With affiliates being able to 
buy their own cinematics, it would 
be more of the same if one of the 
nets decided on such fare. Rut 
what may tip the scale is the lining 
up of a sponsor. If the advertiser , 
is secured, many film execs feel 
that one of the networks will go 
along. . 

Veteran cartoon producer Max 
Fleischer has formed his own ani¬ 
mation production company. Out of 
the. Inkwell Inc. New company’s 
name isjtiased on Fleischer’s early- 
days innovation combining live ac¬ 
tion and animation with his Koko 
the Clown character, which used 
to emerge out of an inkw’ell. 

Firm will concentrate on pro¬ 
duction of new animated cartoon 
series for television, as well as 
novel one-shots for the medium. 
It will make extensive use of the 
Kokq character, and will film it in 
color. Joining: Fleischer in the new 
venture will be Hal Seeger, who ® 
headed his own Hal Seeger Produc¬ 
tions, as exec v.p., and Myron Wald- 
man, as production supervisor. 
Company will headquarter in New 
York. 

KASANDER-TAINES 
1UCK-0-TV’ SHOW 

“Luck-O-TV,” an audience par¬ 
ticipation show in which home 
viewers are Contestants, is. the ini¬ 
tial syndicated package of newly- 
formed Kasander-Taines Produc¬ 
tions. . . : 

. One of the principals, Paul 
Kasander, is a former producer 
and program development chief 
of Walt Framer Productions. The 
other principals are Gerald and 
Hal Taines, of Detroit, both of 
whom will head up the outfit's 
midwest sales office. Hal Keller 
will be in charge of west coast 
activities working out of Holly¬ 
wood. 

Firms’ initial radio package for. 
syndication is titled “Song 
Sleuths,” designed as a. promo¬ 
tional feature for music and news 
stations.^ 

•f indicates; star available for sponsor’s commercials and personal appearances. 

Ilanover, N. H.—The first entire¬ 
ly student-operated x'adio station 
to broadcast on a standard fre¬ 
quency has begun operations at 
Dartmouth College here, WDCR, 
with a power of 250 watts on 1340 
kilocycles, replaces WDBS, a 
closed-circuit radio station that had . 
covered part of the campus since 
1941. : 
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’58 Keynote: Economy & Flexibility; 
Syndicator Symposium Suggests Half-Hour Product Will Gain Edge 

Vs. Features, Network Programs 

Half-hour telefilm syndicators, 
•feeling bullish about everything 
these days except the cost of pro¬ 
duction, figure on pushing way 
ahead in the foreseeable future by 
picking up the apples the tv net¬ 
works a re. expected to lose because 
of the recession and the Barrow 

■ report. 

The two big words appearing in 
the Variety symposium on syndi¬ 
cated telefilm are “economy and 
flexibility.” Repeated verbatim by 
two of the respondents td this 
paper’s questions on the status of 
syndication, these are the selling 
points the syndicators are using to 
stress what they think they can 
offer and the networks can’t. 

Nobody’s downbeating features 
In these answers, but syndication 
executives generally feel that all the 
features can do from here on in 
is “hold their own,” neither gain¬ 
ing nor losing in importance. Atti¬ 
tude is that most stations are not 
looking to add more feature film 
time to their skeds. but that what¬ 
ever shopping is going on now is 
only for the purpose of supple¬ 
menting and sustaining the full- 
length stocks they have on hancL. 
Besides, syndicators maintain, the 
feature film distribs have little 
hope of taking local, premium time 
periods away from half-hour film 
programs. And If there is a re¬ 
trenchment in network time, as 
the result of the FCC action on 
the Barrow report,, syndicators fig¬ 
ure they’ll get that too. 

It appears kind of hard these 
days for producers to keep their 
half-hour syndicated costs down. 
The majority of the respondents 
are still afraid of costs going up 
still further, but they don’t rightly 
see how they can and still keep 
It a paying proposition. Idea now 
is to learn to squeeze every imag¬ 
inable asset out of the present 
budget. One exec warned, “Costs 
are at the maximum limit we can 
afford to go.” 

A slim majority of the replies 
indicate a skepticism about broad¬ 
ening syndicated program scope 
beyond the present crime, western 
and adventure series, but, it is to 
be noted, there are others who see 
a definite rise this year in the 
number of comedies. 

How can you keep production 
arid talent co^ts down in syn¬ 
dication and bow can you at¬ 
tract the major boxoff ice 
talent into syndication? 

With the 5% overall union in¬ 
crease Which went into effect last 
January, we still face a negotia¬ 
tion with the Screen Directors: 
Guild and possible additional de¬ 
mands from the Writers Guild and 

the Actors Guild. If a satisfactory 
negotiation is not worked out, 
there is no possible way of keep¬ 
ing production and talent costs at 
their present level In syndication. I 
think almost everyone in 'the. in¬ 
dustry feels that all costs are at 
the maximum limit we can afford 
to go. Any additional increases Will 
definitely mean a. curtailment, in 
present production and this might 
well affect network film produc¬ 
tion as well as syndication. The 
only possible way of keeping, costs 
down under these circumstances 
is to restrict: syndication produc¬ 
tion to properties which require 
fewer sets and fewer, actors. This 
in itself creates a situation which 
is almost untenable.-The demand 
at the present time is for higher 
quality and more diversification lh 
programs. ' To . accomplish . this 
means that it is. virtually impos¬ 
sible to produce a program for less 
than $30,000, and. probably con¬ 
siderably more. The best we can 
hope for is a very moderate in¬ 
crease. 

The' only way I know to attract 
major box office talent into syndi¬ 
cation is to either pay them the 
salaries they , demand or give them 
a piece of the show. In most in¬ 
stances where major talent is con¬ 
cerned, their asking price is more 
than the syndication market can 
bear, and since most shows are ab 
ready cut up into so many pieces, 
it is almost impossible, to offer 
them an additional incentive. In 
view of this, I doubt very, much 
that any major box office talent 

will be attracted by syndication 
this year. Actually, it has beeirour 
experience that the strength of a 
syndicated show is in the premise 
and writing of the show; If It is a 
good, show you don’t need name 
talenj. This has been proven pretty 
conclusively in my opinion by . such 
actors as. James Arness, James 
Garner, Tod Andrews and many 
others. Television film can build a 
new star very quickly. We are more 
interested in securing good actors 
than big names. 

Leslie Harris 
Vicepresident & General Manager. 
CBS Film Sales 

: I do not believe production and 
talent costs can be held down oh 
syndicated shows anymore than 
they can bn network shows except 
by good management. The costs of 
union labor, studio, and laboratory 
costs.are about the same for every¬ 
one, so that there Is no way of 
cutting costs : without sacrificing 
quality. 

At;all times. we have been able 
to ; attract important boxoffiee 
talent into syndication based on 
current budgets. It is obvious that 
you cannot attract really top. mar¬ 
quee .names into syndication. Eco¬ 
nomics do not permit. In fact, most 
of those names have not even gone 
into network television. 

Milton A. Gordon 
President 
Television Progranis of America 

The kind of show regional and 
local sponsors demand has to have 
a lot, of location work and a lot 
of action, and there’s no escaping 
the fact that these things are ex¬ 
pensive. The only way to save 
money is not to waste'-it. The pro¬ 
ducer just has to be good enough 
to miike profitable use of every 
minute of his production schedule 
and every foot of film. 

Big? names can be and have been 
attractedto syndication shows by 
a participation in the ownership 
or some other kind of continued 
payment arrangement. That makes 
his tax smaller and the long-range 
benefits greater. But we’re begging 
an important question here. It’s 
a moot point whether you want an 
established name for any particu¬ 
lar show. Does the star make- the 
show nr does the show make the 
star? In many cases the producer 
may fte better off finding an un¬ 
known whose identification will be 
concentrated in this. role. There 
are. shows that made unknowns fa¬ 
mous.; There are famous names 
that failed to make their show 
popular. It depends on the show, 
the role and the performer, and it’s 
the wise producer that knows what 
piece ;of talent will serve best.: 

jerry Hyams 
. Director of Syndicated Sales 
Screen Gems 

There is no way to keep produc¬ 
tions and talent costs down just 
because a film series goes into syn¬ 
dication. Your determining factor 
is your script, and what it calls 
for putting on the screen. If you 
want to make a low cost series, 
you would aim for that from the 
very first moment the production 
is undertaken. 

The, only way to attract major 
boxoffiee talent Into syndication 
would \be to give them a substan¬ 
tial equity in the ownership of the 
series. 

Oliver A, Unger. 
President 
National Telefilm Associates 

The-production cost problem is 
one of how to get the most for the 
money on a print—not how to re¬ 
duce costs. CNP maintains a pro¬ 
gram and production department 
under Robert A. Ciriader, vice pres¬ 
ident, programs, and. George M. 
Cahan, executive producer. With 
our own production team in year- 
round production, we strive for 
25% additional value on our in¬ 
vestment in every print. Careful 
cost Analysis keeps us aware of 
where)the money goes/ We don’t 
try to -avoid spending; we try to 
spend the money well. . 

Boxcfflce names ton often mean 
a production cost all out. of propor¬ 
tion, especially where the star has 
trouble working within television 
requirements. We’d father use tal¬ 
ented ‘actors who will build their 

reputations with our shows and be¬ 
come associated with the series> in¬ 
stead of being ^remembered for 
past Broadway and Hollywood hits. 
Participation is one method which 
syndicators, can use to attract box- 
office names when they may. really 
need them. . 

H. Weller Keever 
Vice President • 
& General Manager 
California National Productions 

Permanent production staffs and 
facilities tend to reduce the com¬ 
mon waste which accompanies the 
production of a new series. 

Most important is the suitability 
of the series being considered. to 
the talent being considered; and 
the possibility of residual income. 

David Sutton 
Vice President in charge 
MCA-TV Film Syndication 

This is becoming increasingly 
difficult due to increased demands 
by the various guilds. Only by 
very careful pre-planning and bud¬ 
geting Can costs be kept - within 
reasonable limits. 

. You can attract top .talent prin¬ 
cipally by allowing them a percent¬ 
age of profits.- 

I George T. Shiipert 
President 
ABC Film Syndication 

Ke :.p. costs down by careful pre- 
| production planning, and eliminat¬ 
ing overhead loopholes. 

By having properties that are 
important enough to attract major 
names, with excellent story ma¬ 
terial and a ; production team to 
make the half hour Worthwhile. 

R. R; Kaufman 
President Guild Fil ms 

Production and talent costs in 
syndication are subject to the same 
influences as in filmed or live riet- 

: work production. These costs are 
related directly to the quality arid 
production values. the producer is 
seeking to achieve. Greatest care 
must be exerted to establish con¬ 
trols and efficient methods of op¬ 
eration to avoid, waste in produc¬ 
tion all alorig the line and be sure 
that the dollars 'being spent are 
spent: wisely and reflect themselves 

.in entertairiment values on the 
screen for the viewers. 

More and inore. important names 
are being attracted into the field 
of syndication through participa¬ 
tion arrangements which give them 
a long range stake in * property, 
as well as immediate Income po¬ 
tential. 

Robert W. Friedheim 
Vice President 
Ziv Television Programs 

What do you consider tfiq 
maximum production outlay 
bn a half-hour' syndicated 
series,. if negative and dis¬ 
tribution costs are to be re¬ 
couped on the first run of a 
series? 

Major negative cost outlay on: a 
half-hour syndicated series which 
qari be recouped on- first run do¬ 
mestically is $27,000. per half-hour 
episode or $1,053,000 for 39 pic¬ 
tures. We have found it virtually 
Impossible to produce q;uality . se¬ 
ries at* that, price and in recent suc¬ 
ceeding years each of bur series 
has cost more, making it impossible 
to recoup, no less show profit; on 
the first domestic, run. Ordinarily, 
this would have required price in¬ 
creases, but we have avoided this- 
step by extensive sales iri reruns 
and constantly growing revenues in 
foreign distribution. Without these 
two last—reruns and foreign- 
producers, distributors, advertisers 
and stations would be in a fearful 
bind. '■ 

Milton A; Gordon 
President 
Television Programs of America 

Under the present amortization 
schedule acceptable to the Internal 
Revenue Department, it is impos¬ 
sible to recoup the production out¬ 
lay on a half-hour syndicated se- 
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ries during the first run regardless 
of tho costs. 

Leslie Harris 
Vice President & 
General Manager 
CBS Film Sales 

Production outlay on a half-hour 
syndicated series relates directly 
to the elements which go into such 
a series In the form of property, 
stars, production value, . location 
shooting, writing and directing, 
and a score of other elements 
which the producer, and ultimately 
the sponsor, are convinced add ma¬ 
terially to the prospect of success 
which a. series has. If you’re buy¬ 
ing a house, you recognize that you 
must pay for the important ele¬ 
ments of comfort, convenience and 
attraction which go into the house. 
You will pay what the house costs 
or will sacrifice some of these ele¬ 
ments. You know that you can buy 
cheaper houses but you also know 
that to obtain the attractions and 
comforts which you want in a 
house you may have to set your 
sights higher. On syndicated pro¬ 
gramming, we think no maximum 
outlay has been established. Spon¬ 
sors will pay whatever it takes to 
get a high quality series. - 

Robert W. Friedheim 
Vice President 
Ziv Television Programs 

$25,000. 
Oliver A. Unger 
.President 
National Telefilm Associates 

. The present market can support 
a production ebst up to $32,500 per 
episode. 

H. Weller Keever 
Vice President & 

- General Manager 
California National Productions 

As the pattern had become es¬ 
tablished, $27,000 per film was 
about par and $30,000 was about 
top at which you could yet your 
budget and hope to break even on 
the first. round. But all the an¬ 
swers are not in yet. We wanted 
a njore expensive production on 
“Casey Jories,” so we arranged to 
produce 32 instead of the con¬ 
ventional 39 films and asked the 
sponsors to.take-20 instead of 13 
reruns. Whether, in the long run, 
this is a way to break the budget 
barrier we can’t tell at this junc¬ 
ture. But I can tell you that 
“Casey” has sold extremely well 
and is very close to recoupment. 
There’s nothing sacred about the 
39-13 formula. 

will buy syndicated properties on 
a local and regional basis. Also 
manufacturers1 Inventory situa¬ 
tions require more pin-pointing at 
focal points of sale. 

Milton A. Gordon 
President 
Television Programs of America 

Syndication won’t suffer. There 
has so far been no tangible Indica¬ 
tion that it will. On the contrary, 
every logical expectation is that, 
due to its economy and flexibility, 
syndication will find advantages in 
a more cautious economic atmos¬ 
phere. The only difficulty that a 
recession adds tO a film distribu¬ 
tor’s repertory—as it does to a sta¬ 
tion’s or network’s—is increased 
instances of co-sponsorship, which 
requires a greater sales effort. 

Jerry .Hyams 
Director of Syndicated Sales 
Screen Gems 

While it’s quite probable the na¬ 
tional advertising total, will not 
have a major increase this year, it 
does not follow there will be any 
substantial cuts in ad expenditures. 
Budgets will be stabilized and the 
real questions will be how, when 
and where to spend. : 

Food, beer, drug, appliance, ten 
bacco and other., advertisers with 
competitive products can’t risk a 
decrease of advertising influence. 
They’ve got to put each dollar 
through careful scrutiny and spend 
as aggressively and efficiently as 
possible. In this climate, the pre¬ 
cision, flexibility and economy of 
syndication, along with Its other 
advantages, will produce cogent 
motives for national advertisers .to 
initiate new campaigns and in¬ 
crease syndication schedules In Im¬ 
portant areas and markets. 

. H. Weller Keever 
Vice President 
& General Manager 
California National Productions 

It is possible the current down¬ 
ward trend may be more favorable 
toward syndication in television be¬ 
cause advertisers may decide to 
by-pass. network programming In 
order to concentrate their money 
where the most dollars are, and to 
utilize syndicated programs as lo¬ 
cal buys for that purpose. 

Oliver A. Unger 
President 
National Telefilm Associate! 

| . Time clearances could affect 
budgets. If syndicated shows got 
better time periods in the, major 
markets, their potential ratings 
would be greater. The distributor 
could ask a higher price and still 
offer the good cost-per-thousand 
that syndicated shows usually get. 
And thus more could be spent in 
productiori. Another factor is in¬ 
ternational sales, which will even¬ 
tually be a big plus in putting a 
show in the black its first year. 
Still another question here is: 
How important is it to break even 
on the first-run? The competitive 
situation and ihe residual poten¬ 
tial may in certain cases make it 
worth while to put more, money 
into a show than you know you can 
make on the first round. 

With all these factors, I’d say 
there are possibilities that the 
budgets on first-run syndicated 
shows can be increased, though 
I’m not sure they should or will be 
More money in itself does not as¬ 
sure better quality. 

Jerry Hyams 
Director of Syndicated Sales 
Screen Gems 

No comment. 
David Sutton 
Vicepresiderit in charge 
MCA-TV 

A thirty-thousand dollar gross 
production outlay with a minimum 
number of prints and carefully 
planned advertising. 

George T. Shupert 
President 
ABC Film Syndication 

About 30,000 to $35,000. 
R. R. Kaufman 
President 
Guild Films 

In the current recessive econ¬ 
omy, will syndication suffer? 

I don’t believe that syndication 
will suffer during the current re¬ 
cessive economy. As a matter of 
fact, I believe that syndication will 
improve because national adver¬ 
tisers, unwilling to make large, 
commitments on a national basis, 

If, in fact, there Is a current re¬ 
cessive economy, it would seem to 
us that syndication would benefit 
because of Its greater flexibility 
advaritage. Also, the many excel¬ 
lent re-runs available in syndica¬ 
tion furnish low-cost advertising 
to sponsors with limited budgets. 

David Sutton 
Vice President In charge 
MCA-TV Film Syndication 

We have had no indication what¬ 
soever that the so-called recessive 
economy is being reflected in syn¬ 
dication throughout the country. 
We do expect a slower selling sen- 
son, but it is pur impression that 
advertisers are not retrenching, 
but are being much more discrim¬ 
inating in their choice of televi¬ 
sion properties. 

Leslie Harris' 
Vice President 
dc General Manager 
CBS Film Sales 

We don’t quite , agree with call¬ 
ing any retreat from previous high 
levels of national income, employ¬ 
ment, etc., a recession. We think 
there are some soft spots in the 
economy but have found from pre¬ 
vious years of experience that the 
thing which will get you and the 
country through these soft spots 
is hard selling. Strong advertising 
goes hand In hand with hard sell¬ 
ing. We look for real strengthen¬ 
ing in the months ahead for the 
demand and use of film prograrii- 
ming in syndication among nation¬ 
al, regional and local advertisers. 

Robert W. Friedheim 
Vice President 
Ziv Television Programs 

No, because the need for local 
advertising continues, and becomes 
more imperative than when spend¬ 
ing is more lavish. Advertising tac¬ 
tics may change, from the soft 
sell to the hard sell, but local tv 
stations provide opportunity for 
both. Also, with marketing uncer¬ 
tain, even national advertisers will 
have to enter the local field (either 

(Continued on page 54) 
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WHO’S GOT PROBLEMS ? 
By GEORGE SHUPERT 

(Pres., ABC Film Syndication) 

“No time for tears’' Is perhaps 
the best way to describe the cur¬ 
rent ABC Film Syndication opera¬ 
tion because we have now reached 
the point where we have no over¬ 
whelming problems which are pe¬ 
culiar to our industry. I think this 
Is a good time to review the ob¬ 
stacles which have been overcome 
since, the tv film Industry first 
came into being.. 

Like any hew business, the tv 
film industry had many problems 
to overcome during its formative 
years. We had a new type of prod¬ 
uct and a new type of service to 
sell, a service which made it pos¬ 
sible for the little guy to sponsor 
the same type of expensive pro- 

• gramming which hitherto had been 
the exclusive property of the adr 
Vertising giants. . Naturally, this 
type of seemingly “bargain” offer¬ 
ing was first regarded with sus¬ 
picion and ABC Film Syndication 
and other film syndicators had to 
explain the concept of syndication 
through ads, literature and per¬ 
sonal interviews before they could 
hope to sell their product and 
services. 

In many instances we had to ex¬ 
plain the advantages of film over 
live programming and to educate 
buyers on film handling.. Quite 
early in our growth we saw the ad¬ 
vantages in releasing network film 
properties, for syndication and our 
next big job was to educate the 
television and advertising indus¬ 
tries on the advantages of reruns. 

As film caught on, more and 
more companies began to produce 
film shows for first-run syndication. 
We quickly learned that if we pro¬ 
duced 39 films each year and used 
13 repeats to. fill the remainder of 
the year’s schedule we could help 
the advertiser to get the most out 
of his money. 

This 39-13 concept had -to be 
“sold”"too, alohg with the other tv 
film concepts and nbw, at this writ¬ 
ing, we know that almost every 
type of advertiser had found the 
39-13 concept to be as advantage¬ 
ous as we promised, it would be. 
39-13 schedules have been bought 
by dozens of national spot, re¬ 
gional and local advertisers' and 
used successfully in markets of . all 
sizes, including one station 
markets. 

) We All Make' Mistakes f 

Although our Industry’s thinking 
has been sound, for the most part, 
we have made our mistakes. For 
a short period many film distribu¬ 
tors released too much property 
and flooded the market. Subse¬ 
quently, it was difficult and occa¬ 
sionally impossible to make even 
a reasonable profit even in top- 
quality first-run properties. 

When the era. of indiscriminate 
release of properties was ended, 
we found that there was a real 
need, for wellrproduced, wisely re¬ 
leased tv film shows and that our 
customers were willing to pay a 
fair price for them. So, we had 
leaped another, hurdle in our 
growth. ^ j 

By this .time, which was in mid- 
1956, we began to study ways in 
which we could expand our dis¬ 
tribution areai. Obviously, the for¬ 
eign. market provided a good addi¬ 
tional source of revenue -and al¬ 
though we had made foreign sales 
In the paSk we began to concen¬ 
trate on this target area more seri¬ 
ously. ABC Film Syndication be¬ 
gan to enlarge its foreign sales 
staff and stepped up dubbing op¬ 
erations on more properties. Now, 
most of our syndicated shows are 
already dubbed into one or more 
foreign languages and dubbing 
plans have been - finalized for the 
others. 

Almost since .the inception of 
film syndication, a few national ad¬ 
vertisers “dabbled” with spot film 
programming beat the group was 
very small arid their purchases 
were very limited. Generally, na¬ 
tional advertisers .Used syndicated 
film to test hew products.. Dur¬ 
ing the past few years, regional 
advertisers have bfien making good 
tise of syndicated film and their 
success stories were reported to 
national advertisers who began to 
view the exciting, effective me¬ 
dium of tv film in a different light. 
They began to see that tv film 
offered them many advertising op¬ 
portunities. Spot .film could be 
used to boost sales in weak mar¬ 
kets. The flexibility of spot film 
gave them the chance to tailor 

their commercial to regional needs. 
They could buy Only the markets 
they wanted and schedule their 
show on the stations they wanted. 
There were no minimum market 
buys/ no need to buy waste dup¬ 
lication—two problems inherent 
in any network schedule. Al¬ 
though buying spot film might in¬ 
volve a little more work than buy¬ 
ing network, the savings in dollars 
and the increased effectiveness of 
custom-tailored Commercials more 
than offset the very slight incon¬ 
venience. 

[ Need More Press, Coverage. | 

At the beginning of this article 
I said we had no major problems, 
but as I write this I realize that 
we do have one. which is in the 
area of ;public rather than customer 
relations. Frankly, we are disap¬ 
pointed that the coverage of tv 
film news by many of the adver¬ 
tising and broadcasting trade pa¬ 
pers is not comparable to film’s im¬ 
portance in television program¬ 
ming. In. a recent survey we con¬ 
ducted among our customers, sta¬ 
tion, agency and advertising execu¬ 
tives, to ascertain their appraisal 
of tv film n’ews,. we found that they 
rated only a few publications for 
their comprehensive film coverage. 
The response to.the survey was so 
high that we know our Customers 
are interested in film’ news and 
would like to see more of it. This 
problem of getting wider press 
coverage on tv film is one we hope 
to tackle- shortly 

At this point in our develop¬ 
ment,^ with most major obstacles 
overcome, we can look forward to 
a very exciting future, both for our¬ 
selves and our customers. We’ll 
have a “cream of the Crop” selec¬ 
tion of new properties every year, 
each backed up by a. complete, 
comprehensive promotion program 
*to deliver maximum audiences and 
to stimulate increased business for 
the sponsors. Our sales represen¬ 
tatives are constantly being sup¬ 
plied with all types of information 
so that they can be helpful to 
their clients In all areas of tele¬ 
vision* we are keeping on top of 
all new Industry developments 
Which will enable us. to provide 
better programming and better 
services at the most, advantageous 
prices. No, time for tears—we’re 
too busy doing business: 

Chicago, March 18. 
“All-Star Golf,” hourlong filmed, 

tournament that preemed on ABC-. 
TV this season, has already been 
renewed by the net for next fall 
with Miller Brewing Co. again 
picking up half the tab. Show is 
three-fourths sold in the present 
season, Wildroot being a quarter 
sponsor. 

Second series of 26, ..which Chi 
producer Peter DeMet begins 
shooting early in April, has an Oct. 
W. starting date this fall in a later 
timesiot, 5-6 p.m. in all time zones/ 
New slot removes it from competi¬ 
tion with football, hockey and bask¬ 
etball, which it has faced this 
term, "/" 

Still, Miller Brewing Co. is satis¬ 
fied with the current ratings. 
Saturday afternoon entry tapped a 
13.1 Nielsen the first two weeks in 
February. In addition, Walter 
Schwimmer Inc., which distributes 
the vidfilm series, made a nation¬ 
wide survey of golf and country 
clubs and found 320,000 more view¬ 
ers there, an audience which rat¬ 
ing service would not have traced. 

Initial series goes off the net 
April 3 for a summer hiatus, while 
reruns , go into syndication, via 
Schwimmer, under the tag “Top 
Pro Golf.” ; 

UA’s TV Package 
Three titles, have definitely been 

slated for United Artists’ new 
package to tv. They are: “Happy 
Go Lovely,” starring Vera Ellen 
and David Niven; "Destination 
Moon,” and "Kon Tiki.” . 

The three were offered awhile 
back as an “intermediary pack¬ 
age,” but were withdrawn from 
the market. 

The Promise Of A 
Better Tomorrow 

In N. Y. Production 
By EVERETT ROSENTmL 
(Exec. Producer,. Pyramid Prod.) 

"New York; New York—it’s a 

wonderful; town.” / So goes the 

popular refrain—and so is our 

feeling at Pyramid Productions; 

which does all its television film¬ 

ing in New York. My enthusiasm 

for. this great city is based of 
course on experiences in produc¬ 
ing many properties, including the. 
current ones—“The Big Story” 
and “Decoy.” 

I New York City is without doubt 
the center of dramatic arts in the 
United States. No other city has 
as many talent sources for televi¬ 
sion film producers. They include 
radio, television, Broadway and 
off-Broadway. True, many stars-— 
an d lesser lights—live in Holly¬ 
wood, but they always like to rec¬ 
tum to New York—and work here 
—-because their roots are here. 
Consequently, there's rarely, if 
ever, a casting problem. 

New York is where most scripts 
I for television (both live arid film) 
1 are written. As. a result, the city 
is replete with talented writers, 
many of whom received their early 
training in this vast metropolis and 
enjoy pounding their typewriters 
here. 

New York is the largest and 
mpst heterogeneous city in the 
world. It has population diversi¬ 
fication and very exciting back¬ 
grounds for: photography. Mam¬ 
moth buildings make for strong 
visual contrasts such as the open¬ 
ing scene of “Decoy.” Further¬ 
more, within short driving dis¬ 
tances you can get all types of 
outdoor scenes vital for any pro¬ 
duction. 

New York has fewer sound 
stages than on the Coast but any 
number are always available,-and 
have a decided advantage. The 
sound stages built here in recent 
years were specifically designed 
for making television films. The 
importance of their compactness 
becomes obvious wrhen we realize 
that sound stages On the coast are 
tremendous because . they were 
built for producing theatrical films. 
Why cover distances.when you can. 
work most efficiently in a small, 
comfortable area? 

New York has very excellent 
personnel from directors of pho¬ 
tography to all types of technicians. 

What else has sold us on New 
York? We can’t overlook the stu¬ 
dios and the guilds. Their coopera¬ 
tion—plus the cooperation of oth¬ 
ers—have made it possible for us 
to produce artistically and com¬ 
mercially good films at costs that 
are comparable and in many In¬ 
stances cheaper than elsewhere. 

There ate iriany signs which in¬ 
dicate that others agree with my 
viewpoints about New York. Tech¬ 
nical personnel, are being offered 
permanent jobs here.. Studio op¬ 
erators are advising producers to 
make their commitments for sum¬ 
mer shows now* since a number of 
television productions are sched¬ 
uled for shooting in New York this 
spring. In addition, I have heard 
of at least four programs that are 
scheduled for production in New 
York this summer. 

I don’t want to Imply that all I 
have said indicates a trend away 
from Hollywood. That is not in 
the cards, simply because all pro¬ 
duction should not—in fact, could 
not—be handled in one city. 

However, anyone wanting to pro¬ 
duce in New York will find it ideal.. 
He’ll quickly learn that the city of 
New York definitely wants to en¬ 
courage film production. As a re¬ 
sult, it has Set up a committee 
to facilitate and expedite shooting 
of films anywhere in the city.; In 
fact, the word has gone down all 
along the line “Be nice to the tele¬ 
vision people—it's good for busi¬ 
ness.” As a result, we’ve received 
the Utmost cooperation from offi¬ 
cials here. . . 

Since New York has the best in: 
writers, the best in acting, excit¬ 
ing scenic backgrounds, and an 
abundance of talented people with 
television know-how—I can’t, help 
but again repeating "New York, 
New York—it’s a wonderful town” 
•--for producing television films. 

In Highly-Competitive Era, 
Strong Syndicated Product 

Is Proving A Major Weapon 
By MILTON A. GORDON 

(Pres., Television Programs of America) 

Show business is certainly not 

the most placid of industries, By 

its very nature it must constantly 

change and strive for improvement. 

At the present time, however* we 

seem to be at a particularly turbu¬ 

lent, if not uncertain, juncture. 

This is particularly true today 

of both network ty arid the feature 

film industry. It is reminiscent of 

the upheaval which took place 

in the legitimate theatre when 

sound films caused a revolu¬ 

tion a little more than a quarter 

of a century ago. Actually we can 

undoubtedly derive a moral from 

these past examples. After a pain¬ 

ful and worrisome interval, legiti¬ 
mate producers found that their 
answer was in better productions. 
Although legitimate production 
may be numerically below the 
levels of 25 arid 30 years ago, there 
is no auestion but that the quality 
and calibre of production have'ma¬ 
tured and improved enormously: 
No doubt this too will happen, 
perhaps painfully, in the feature 
film industry and moire pertinent 
to oUr own sphere, network tv. It 
is particularly significant that de¬ 
spite the uncertainties and cancel¬ 
lations and the ‘‘where do we go 
from here?” attitude prevailing 
In the network area, one phase of 
tv film is barreling along as it 
never has before. This is syndica¬ 
tion, both domestic and interna¬ 
tional. 

In. our own case, the first two 
months of 1958 were the best we 
have, had in the history of the com¬ 
pany and from what I gather from 
other companies, they, too, are en¬ 
joying excellent Syndication busi¬ 
ness. : 

There must be good and suffi¬ 
cient . reason for this. It would be 
easy to ascribe this happy situa¬ 
tion to a broad generalization, i.e. 
“syndication product is better than 
ever.” However, I do not believe 
that the reasons are So readily dis¬ 
cernible and actually do require a 
closer examination in terms of 
television today, its relation to the 
national economy and finally the 
somewhat murky network picture. 

I Throwback To Post-War Radio 1 

Taking them In order: TV today, 
it appears to me, is a situation 
somewhat comparable to that of 
radio iriimediately following World 
War II. During the: War, business 
came in over the radio station 
transoms almost faster than the 
stations, could catch it. In the first 
flush of tv, now ending, this too 
was true. It was not so long ago, 
it may be well to remind you,; that 
networks had waiting lists of spon¬ 
sors, rather than patiently waiting 
salesmen, but just as after the war 
radio- stations had to go out and 
sell cpinpetitiyely, so now must tv.; 
This can be traced to several 
causes, among them the increasing 
number of stations and the greater, 
need for advertisers to concen¬ 
trate on sales producing adver¬ 
tising. 

Another factor in the changed ty 
situation is attributable to tv’s 
competition, radio arid printed me¬ 
dia, both of which sat idly by for 
a long time, almost numbed by 
tv’s overwhelming arrival on the 
scene: Radio, the dailies and maga- 
rines are now' fighting back, no 
holds barred and their sustained 
counter-attack is clearly bearing 
fruit.. So tv must in turn come out 
and sell the harder, 

. Insofar as the national economy 
is concerned, it is traditional, 
classic . and indisputably ; logical 
that during a period of temporary 
Income decrease, such as is taking 
place now,/ the manufacturer-ad¬ 
vertiser must fight ever harder for 
his sales dollar. His greatest weap¬ 
on is advertising. This Is as true 
of a local business as it is of an. 
automotive giant.. Put another 
way, people do not buy anything 
they do not know about and one 
of the; best ways they learn Is 
through advertising, One of the 
most. efficient forms of advertis¬ 
ing in such situations is local ad¬ 
vertising—the ultimate point of 
sale is always on the local level— 

and this fact again puts further 
emphasis on local, that is syndica¬ 
tion, advertising. 

For example, the auto manufac¬ 
turers create a buying atmosphere 
and frame of reference, through 
their national advertising In all 
media. The aggressive local dealer 
must then follow through to pro¬ 
vide the final link, that of getting 
the customer Into his auto showr- 
rcom. A strong syndicated product 
is one of his best weapons. When 
one local auto dealer goes syndica¬ 
tion, his competitors must follow, 
and this applies to all manner of 
consumer goods. 

Obliquely, this is true of a tv 
station operation which is no more 
effective as an advertising medium 
than the sum total of its audience. 
Consequently, there Is greater 
pressure for programming superi¬ 
ority and the syndicated film is 
one of the most effective ways to 
achieve this programming superi¬ 
ority. The fact that a network ad¬ 
vertiser may have cancelled, a net¬ 
work program does not mean that 
he can afford to stop advertising. 
Insofar as tv is concerned, the syn¬ 
dicated program is one of his best 
answers. It is a completely flex¬ 
ible medium which can be pin¬ 
pointed in any soft sales areas. It 
Can be promoted and merchandised 
and it can be tied in with his lo-. 
cal dealers in many instances far 
more effectively than in network 
programming._ 

| _Featured Fuss - 7 

Syndication is also reacting fa- 
vorably* to the feature availability 
situation. The supply of features, 
especially strong features, grows 
progressively smaller and only the 
recently released-for tv Paramount 
library is to become available to 
stations. ! would be quite surprised 
if . the post-1048 features were to 
be released; feature producers-dis- 
tiibutors can go only so far In sub¬ 
jecting their own customers, the 
exhibitors, to further attrition. Be¬ 
yond that, I believe the first flush 
of excitement attendant on the re¬ 
lease of Imporant features for tv 
has long since worn off and adver¬ 
tisers are buying . -features wTith 
more discernment. ' . 

A .final fillip for syndication will 
also come,! believe, from comedy, 
programs. The groundswell is al¬ 
ready quite discernible. Study the 
trade press charts on top rated syn¬ 
dication shows and you’ll notice 
that “The Honeymooners,” only re¬ 
cently released for tv via CBS-TV 
Films is registering strong ratings, 
and another CBS property, “Amos 
'ri Andy,” has been fairly consis¬ 
tent. too.. We are just putting 
“Adventures of Tugboat Annie” 
into local selling, and immediate 
reaction rind initial sales, coupled 
with the show’s success in. Canada 
and England, have convinced me 
thrit people want to laugh and es¬ 
cape. That’s the usual situation in 
times of particular stress, such as 
we are now passing through. Syn¬ 
dication programs. act’*on and ad¬ 
venture, and now comedy, will con¬ 
tinue to provide much of that 
escape. 

‘Lucy's Dubbing 

Mexico City, March 18 
The recent tv premiere of “I 

Love Lucy” here has resulted in 
loud objections by Mexican unions 
and the beginning of an irivestiga- 
tion of film shows dubbed in Spain 
by the Mexican government. 

Mexican Actors Guild is vocally 
opposed to product dubbed in 
Spain, There is no actor reciproci¬ 
ty between Spain and this country, 
and the south-of-the-border actors 
figure business is being taken away 
from the extensive local dubbing 
operations. 

. The- Department of Cine, of the 
Mexican government, was told that. 
Desilu had -‘Lucy” dubbed for the. 
South and Central American video. 
market in Spain, and hence is how 
"studying the further exhibition 
arid distribution in Mexico” of 
Spanish-dubbed celluloid for tv. 
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CHICAGO Stations: WBBM, WBKB, WGN, WNBQ. TV Homes: 1.791.700. Survey Dates: Feb. 1-8, 1958. 

RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG. RK. 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30) .........»: .WBBM 41.2 1. 

2. Perry Como (Sat. 7-8) ...... , WNBQ 39.9 2. 

3. Danny ,Thomas (Mon. 8-8:30)........ .WBBM 35.2 3.. 

4. Lucy-Desi Show- (Mon. 7-8)....... .WBBM 31.7 

5. What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10),.. . . .WBBM 30.5 
4 

€. Loretta Young <Sun. 9-9:30) ....... ;WNBQ 30.2 5. 

7. 364,000 Question (Tu. 9-9:30) ..... /WBBM 29.9 

8. Person to Person (Fri. 9:30-10) .. .WBBM 29.2 
6/ 

». This Is Your Life (Wed. 9-9:30) .. WNBQ 28.9 ■ 7^ 
19. Shirley Temple (Sun. 5:30-6:30).,/. WNBQ 28,6 

8^ 

TOP TEN ‘MULTI-WEEKLY Shows AV. 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. RTG. 9. 

-- -:- —- -•— 10.: 
1. tSusan’s Show (M-F 4-4:30) .WBBM 22.0 1L 
2. ♦Mickey Mouse Club. (M-F 5:30-6).. WBKB 21.8 12. 
3. tNews Roundup (M-F 10-10:15) . WBBM 21.3 13. 
4. tin Town Tonight (M-F 10:15-10:30' .WBBM. 17:1 13. 
5. ♦Capt. Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45) .:. - .WBBM 13.8 14. 

8. ♦Verdict Is Yours (M-F 2:30-3).,,- WBBM 13.7 15. 
7. tMiss Lee. Wea, News 16. 

CM-F 8:45-9 a.m.) . ........ .WBBM 13.5 17. 
8. ♦Art Linkletter (M-F 1:30-2) . i...; .WBBM 13.4 

8. ♦Big Payoff (M-F 2-2:30) . .WBBM 13.3 18. 

9. tBugs Bunny & Friends (M-F 6:30-7 [ WGN 13.3 

TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS 
-DAY—TIME- STA. DISTRIB. 

AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION 
RTG* Sh! PROGRAM STA. 

State Trooper (Wed. 9:30) .......... 
Silent Service (Tues. 9:30) .> .... 

Sheriff of Cochise (Wed. 10) . . . . . .; 

African Patrol (Tues. 9:30) .1...... 

Men of Annapolis (Mon. 9:30).... 

Death Valley Days (Mon. 10).. . .... 

Captain David Grief (Sat. 6:00) ^.. 

Annie Oakley ('Friy 6:00) ... ....... 

Brave Eagle (Tues. 6:00) .... ....... 

Cisco Kid (Mon. 6:00) ....... 

Mr. District Attorney (Th. 9:00). 
Highway Patrol (Fri. 8:00) .... • .... 
Code 3 (Fri. 9:30) .......,........ 

Flash Gordon (Sun. 12:00) ......... 
R*n Tin Tin (Sun. 3:30) /. ... 

Bugs Bunny & Friends (M-F 6:30) . . 

26 Men (W.rd. 8:00) ./ ,. 
Stories of the Century (Tu. 9:30) .. 
Studio 57 (Tu. 10:00) : .... ..... 

Sky King (Th. 6:00) .. 

..WNBQ.. . MCA 25.2 41 Circle Theatre ........ . .WBBM 213 

. .WNBQ.. NBC 23.2 35 African Patrol ........ . . WBBM 189 
WNBQ .. .. NTA 19.5 34 (News Roundup ..... 

(In Town Tonight.... 
..WBBM 
..WBBM 

21.7 
17.7 

..WBBM.. .. Gross-Krasne 18.9 29 Silent Service_.... .WNBQ 23.2 

..WGN ., . .Ziv 17.2 25 I Studio One .......... ..WBBM 24.9 
wNBQ,; , U S. Borax 15.9 28 ! ( News Roundup ..... 

j (In Town Tonight,... 
..WBBM 
..WBBM 

20.3 
15.7 

..WNBQ.. .. Guild 159 34. CBS News Special . WBBM 13.2 

..WGN... CBS 15.0 35 ( Npws—Bentley ..... 
| (CBS News . ........ 

.WBBM 
..WBBM 

14.0 
14.7 

.WGN.., . CBS 14.9 34 (News—Bentley ..... 
(CBS News ....__ 

..WBBM 

..WBBM 
14.7 
14.7 

. . WGN... . Ziv 14.8 37 (News—Bentley ..... 
(CBS News ......i... 

..WBBM 

..WBBM 
11.2 
11.0 

. WBKB . . . Ziv 14.5 20 Playhouse 90. .. -. ..WBBM 28.2 

..WGN ... . .Ziv 142 20 Mr. Adams & Eve.. .. ..WBBM 23.9 

.. WBKB . ..ABC 13.9 19 Person to Person...... . . WBBM 29.2 

..WNBQ:: ..Guild 13.5 37 Korner Theatre ,,... / ..WBBM 11.2 
.WBKB.. ..Screen Gems 13.5 30 Wide Wide World..,.. ..WNBQ 19:9 

.. WGN. ,. AAP 13.3 23 Disneyland -....... .. WBRC 22.2 

/! WGN:w:. .ABC 13:2 ' 18 Millionaire -....... ..WBBM 232 
..WBKB.. Guild 12.9 20 Silent Service ........ ..WNBQ 23.2 

..WNBQ., ..MCA 12.5 22 ( News Roundup ..... 
(In Town Tonight,.,. 

. L WBBM 
• WBBM 

20:0 
16.3 

. WGN.... / Nabisco 12.2 32 (News—^Bentley ..... 
(CBS News ......... 

..WBBM 

..WBBM 
12.7 
12.3 

DETROIT Stations: CKLW. WJBk, WWJ, WXYZ. TV Homes: 986,700. Survey Dates: Feb. 1-8, 10, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:30).. ....... 
2. Perry Como (Sat. 8-9) . / ........ 
3. Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 8:00-9)... 
4. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9) .. ..... 
5. Danny Thomas JMon. 9-9:30).. V,. 
6. Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) ... 
7. Jim Bowie (Fri. 8-8:30) . . 

• 8. Sugar Foot (Tues. 7:30-8:30) ./. 
9. December Bride (Mon. 9:30-10) .. ; 

10. Broken Arrow (Tues. 9-9:30)..— 

...WJBK 40.9 

..■WWJ 35.7 

..-.WJBK 35:6 

. . L WXVZ 34.9 

...WJBK 34.7 

..WXYZ 34.1 

..WXYZ .. 32.5 

...WXYZ 30.8 

..WJBK 30.2 
.; WXYZ 30.0 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SIK 

1. tPopeye (M-F 6-6:30). ./.:../ 
2. *Mickey Mouse Club. (M-F 5:30-6) . . , 
3. *NeWs—Jac Legoff (M-F 11-11:15) , . 
4. * American Bandst’d (M-F 3-3:30,4-5> 
5. ♦Art Linkletter (M-F 2:30-3) :.. 
6. *Captain Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45 a.m,) .. 
7. ♦Verdict Is Yours (M-F 3:30-4) ; 
*. ♦ You Trust Your Wife (M-F 3:30-4).. 
9. *Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 am,).. 

10. tDetroit Bandstand (M-F 5-5:30)... 

SAN DIEGO 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Highway Patrol (Tues. 10:30)...... .WJBK.. .. Ziv 31.5 59 Basketball .—....... .. WXYZ 12.2 
Popeye (Mon.-Sun. 6).......,,»... . CKLW. :. AAP 26.0 51 Frontier Dr. ......... ..WXYZ 25.2 
Annie Qakley (Tues, 6:30)::.. .... J .WXYZ. /CBS 25.7 49 Mickey Rooney....... . : CKLW 12.5 
Frontier Doctor (Suii. 6) ,,. ....... . WXYZ. .. HTS 25.2 42 Popeye .. .. ..CKLW 19.7 
HoneymoOnei^s (Sat: i0:30) ... •.. •. .WJBK,. ...CBS 22.5 371 Your Hit Par ado...... ..WWJ 18.4 
Topper (Wed. 6:30).,: .. ... ,... WXYZ. .. Tele Star 21.5 40 Charter Boat,........ ..CKLW 12.9 
Stories of the Century (Fri. 6:30).,. .WXYZ, /.Guild 20.5 36 Brave Eagle..... ...CKLW 15.2 
Silent Service (Thurs,7) .:...:,... . WJBK: ...NBC 19.2 37 Boots and Saddles...: /. CKLW 17.9 
Death Valley Days (Mon, .7).. . V... . WWJ... .. .U.S. Borax 18.7 37 Badge 714........... ..WJBK 150 
Dr. Christian (Fri. 7).... .... .WJBK.. ..Ziv 18.2 31 Last of the Mohicans.. ; CKLW 179 
three Musketeers (Mon. 6:30)..... WXYZ. . . ABC 18.2 39 Frontier . :./ .. ..WWJ 12.9 
Boots and Saddles (Thurs. .7),...... . CKLW .; . . NBC 17.9 35 Silent Service ........ ...WJBK 19.2 
Last of the Mohican* (Fri. 7),.... . CKLW/, .. TP A 17.9 30 Dr. Christian;......... ...WJBK 18.2 
Captain David Grief (Mom 10:30). ^. .WXYZ, .. Guild 16.9 29 Studio One:.. ...WJBK 22,5 
Ramar of the Jungle (Sat, 2).. . . .. .WXYZ. .. TP A 16.9 37 Hockey .. .... ...... ...WJBK 15.2 
26 Men (Sun. 6:30).,/.,.... .WXYZ., ./ABC 16.7 28 Shirli^ temple..... V.. ...WWJ 28.0 
Sheriff of Ccchise (Wed. 7)..:.,, .CKLW., , . NTA 16.2 31 Amos fn’ Andy. .. . WWJ 150 
New Orleans Police Dept. (Th,6:30). .WXYZ., .. NTA 32 Sky King.. ...CKLW 15.5 
Tracer (Sat. 10:30)......... .WXYZ., ,. Minot 2.5.5. 26 Honeymooners /.. ...WJBK 22.5 
Men of Annapolis (Tues. 7) ..... *,. . WJBK.. v. Ziv 15.5 36 Casey Jones...... /. :wwj 14:5 
Sky King (Thurs. 6:30)./. : : . CKLW. .. Nabisco 15.5 31 n.o.p.d 1! WXYZ 15.9 

Stations: KFMB, KFSD, XETV. TV Homes: 270,260. Survey Dates: Feb. 1-8, 1958. 

1. Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 7-3) ....... ,KFMB 
2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30) .....,.. :•. KFMB 
3. Wells Fargo (Mon. 8:30,9) -.....KFSD 
4. Groucho Marx <Th. 8-8:30)..;. .. KFSD 
5. Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8-9) ........ KFMB 
5. Sugar Foot (Tues. 7:30-8:30) ___.XETV 
6. Perry Como (Sat. 8-9> jKFSD 
6. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9) ....... .XETV 
7. .Bob Cummings (Tues. 9:30-10) ...KFSD 
7. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9) . KFMB 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

ATLANTA 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. tTbis Day ’58 (T-F 7:30-8) ..KFMB 
2. +S. D. Dateline (M-F 6-6:15) .... . . .KFMB 
3. *CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30) ........ KFMB 
4.. tPopeye (M-F 5:30-6) ..; .. KFSD 
5. tBig Movie (Tu.-Th. 6-8) ...... KFSD 
C. ♦Art Linkletter (M-F 11:30-12) ... .KFMB 
7. ij. Downs Express tM-F 3:30-4) ....KFSD 
8. tEarly Show (M-F 4-6) . . .. ... . KFMB 
9. ’Queen fcr a Day (M-F 1-1:45) ...... .KFSD 

19. tMickey Mouse Club < M-F 5:30-6) . XETV 

1. Sheriff of Cochise (Sat. 9:30) ...... KFMB,. ./NTA: 31.3 47 Dean Martin . . ..... ...KFSD 17.5 
2. 26 Men (Wed. 7:00) .,..,/...... .KFMB./ ., ABC 24.9 41 Boxing . ........... ...XETV 189 

42 7 3. Harbor Command (Sat. 10:00) ..... .KFMB:. .. Ziv 24.2 48 Mike Wallace .... — ...XETV 12.0 
40:5 4. Highway Patrol (Fri. .9:30) .. /.. ;:. .XETV-. i. .Ziv . 212 33 Thin Man ... . ...... ....KFSD 23.2 
32:2 5, Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal (Sat. 6) KFMB.. ..MCA 19.5 44 Frontier Dr. ........ ....KFSD 12.9 
31.2 
30.7 
30.7 

5. Last of the Mohican* (Tu. 6:30) ..: XETV/.. ,.TPA 19.5 32 Name That Tune ... ....KFMB 18.5 
6. Captain David Grief (Th. 7:00) ... .KFMB; Guild 18.9 38 Big Movie .. . — ...... ....KFSD 19.2 

30.2 
30.2 

6. Sky King (Fri. 6:00) KFSD... > .Nabisco 18.9 37 I S. D. Dateline.. ... 
(CBS News. 

....KFMB 

... .KFMB 
12.0 
10.7 

29.9 7. Honeymooners. (Fri. 6:30) .. , , KFSD.., ..CBS 18 5 32 Leave It to Beaver .. ... . KFMB 24.9 
29.9 8. I Search for Adventure (Tu. 7:00).. .XETV-. ,. .Bagnall 18.2 28 Phil Silvers '. .. ....KFMB 27.9 

9. Whlrlybirds n’u. 6:00) ..;....: /./ , . XJET V... ..CBS 175 32 Big Movie ..... ....KFSD 17.9 
10. Popeye (M-F 5:30).'".,. . ,. .KFSD... .^AAP i7:2 _KFMB 13.0 

21.8 
17.5 

11. Gray Ghost (Mon. 6:30) .... //.. .. KFSD .. , :CBS 16.9 29 Robin Hood ., .... _KFMB 24.9 
12. Annie Oakley (Sun: .5:30) .... . ..... .KFMB.. .. CBS 16 2 39 Sun. Movie Special . . . . .KFSD 11.5 

17:4 12. Silent Service <Sat. 7:00) .,..: ,,. .KFSD... ..NBC 16.2 26 Perry Mason . . ..... /...KFMB 29.2 
17.2 
16.3 

13. Boots and Saddles (Mion. 6:00) .:... .KFSD/.. .NBC 14.5 30 JS. D. Dateline,.... 
(CBS News ..._ 

. . . . KFMB . 

...KFMB 
18.7 
18.3 

14.0 14. . State Trooper (Moh/7:00),./.. .KFSD,., . .MCA 14.2 20 Lucy-nesi Show .... . . . . KFMB 42.2 
13:8 
13.3 
12.7 

. 15i Decoy (Sun. 7:00) .. . . . ....... XETV,,. ...Official 13:9 21 Lassie . ... ....KFMB 27.2 
15. Kingdom of the Sea (Wed. 6:30)... .XETV:.. ./Guild ; 13.9 24 I Love Lucy ....... ....KFMB 26.2 

11.4 16. Vagabond (Mon. 7:30). : .. . KFSD / -.Official 13.5 19 Lucy-Desi Show —. ..: k£mB 43J2 

Stations: VVAGA, WiW-A, WSA. TV Homes: 217,000. Survey Dates: Feb. H-8, 1958. 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:30). .,. . ,. ,, . 
Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 8-9)......... 
Dariny Thomas iMon. 9-9:30),....... 
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).. 

Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10).... . 
Zahe Grey Theatre (Fri. 8:30-9).....:; 
I’ve Got a Secret (Wed. 9:30-10)... 
Playhouse 90 (Times. 9:30-11)........ 

December Bride (Mon. 9:30-10) .... 
Perry Como (Sat. 8-9) . 

TOP 1EN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

t Amos ’n’ Andy (M-F 6-6:30).... /..WSB 

♦NBC News (M-F 6:45-7) . .. i;.. .-VWSB , 
tNews Weather (M-F 6:30-6:45) l...WSB 
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6) .. . . WLW- 

♦CBS News (M-F 6:45-7) -.. . '..WAG/ 
tNews, W’d N’s/Wea (M-F 6:30-6:45) WAG) 

tWaterfront (T, Th 5:30-6) ... . .... WAG/ 
♦Price Is Right (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.}... WSB 

tStarl’t Movie. Misc (M-Th 11:15 S O.) WAG/ 
INewaroom (M-F 11-11:15)_ . . .WSB 

18.3 «• 
18.0 12* 

18.0 1Z- 

163 13. 
147 13 
14.6 

139 13. 
13-7 14. 
13.6 
13.3 14. 

Code 3 (Sat. 10:30) .. /.... i. .. WAG A . . ABC 26.2 52 Your Hit Parade....... ..WSB 18.7 
Highway Patrol (Fri. 7:30) ,...... ., WAGA,. .Ziv 24:5 39 Truth or Consequences. ..WSB 22.2 
Honeymooners (Fri, 7) ,......... .= . . WSB.... . CBS 24.5 46 Boots and Saddles..... ..WAGA 19.5 
Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 7),.... ... WSB... . NTA 23.9 42 Badge 714.. ..WAGA 21,5 
Studio 57 (tues, 10:30),..,/.... ...WAGA.. .MCA 22.9 55 Charlie Chan. ..WSB 10:2 
Gray Ghost (Wed..7)..... .. . .. .. ../WAGA:. .CBS 22.2 40 Whirlybirds ... .. ..WSB , 20.9 
Badge 714 (tues. 7)......:-...... . .WAGA.. /NBC 21:5 38 Sheriff of Cochise__ ..WSB 23.9 

Casey Jones, dvloh. 7) .. . ..:../.. ...WAGA . . Screen Gems 21.5 43 If You Had a Million.. ..WSB 20:9 
State trooper (thurs: 7). . . ... >.. ,/WAGA.. . MCA 21.2 38 Lone Ranger.......... .WSB 23.5 
ff You Had a MilMon (Mon. 7) ... ...WSB... ..MCA 2Q.9 41 Casey Jones. ..WAGA 21.5 
Whirlybirds (Wed. .7). , ..:.... ...WSB ..; ./CBS 20.9 ..WAGA 22.2 
Boots and Saddles (Fri, 7), , >... ...WAGA.. ..NBC 19.5 36 Honeymooners ........ ..WSB 24.5 
Amos ’n* Andy (M-F 6).., . ..CBS 18.3 45 I Led Three Lives... /./ ..WAGA 12.0 
Joe Palooka (Sun, 6:30) : , /.... ...WLW-A: Guild 16.2 39 Meet the Press.. , ... .. WSB 149 

Silent Service (Sun. 6:30) ...,... WAGA/. ..NBC 14.5 32 Shirley Temple ....... .WSB 22.9 
Sky King (Wed. 6:30). /./. .: . WLW-A . ../Nabisco 14.5 32 ) News, Weather ...... 

(NBC News ......... 
..WSB 
. WSB 

16.3 
160 

Annie Oakley (thurs, 6),....... ...WLW-A. .... CBS 13.9 32 Amos ’n’ Andy.. . .. . .. , .WSB 17.9 

Last of the Mohicans (Fri. 6:30) ... .. . WLW-A .. TPA 13.9 30 ) News,: Weather ....... 
(NBC News ......... 

. . WSB 

..WSB 
17.7 
17.7 

.Waierffont (T, Thurs. 5:30). .. WAGA!; . MCA 139 37 (Mickey Mouse Club/.. ..WLW-A ie:3 
Death. Valley Days (Thurs. 6;30),. ...WLW-A, .. U.S. Borax 13.5 29 i News, Weather .. .... 

(NBC News ... 
. . WSB 
..WSB 

18.0 
1K2 

San Francisco Beat (Tues. 7:30),; ...WSB.... ..CBS 13.5 23 Sugarfoot ......../. /. ..WLW-A 24.9 
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AS«/£Tr-TELEPUI-SE CITY-BY-CITY PROGRAM CHART . Variety’s weekly chart is based on the 22 major markets regularly reported by Tele- 
nner the a# ■„ r>i*...in * .. *• . . . ■ * Pulse each month, in addition to 133 other Telepulse tabulated XJ.S. markets, covered 
market Under the trJl ir statedweekly -The Variety chart isa compilation of data on syndicated films, as welt as netioorkyand live programs, tn each 
market. Under thetop 10 multi-weekly heading, the (f)stands forlocal programming and the {*) for Network shows. . 

SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND Stations: KGO, KOVR. KPIX. KRON, KSAN. TV Homes; 807.600: Survey Oates: Feb. 1-8, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME ST A. 
AV. 

1, Perry Como (Sat. 8-9) . .. 
2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30) .....!. 
3a Groucho Marx (Th. 8-8:30) 
4. Playhouse 90 (Th. 9:30-11.) __ 
5. Shirley Temple (Sun. 6:30-7:30).. 
6. Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 7-8) 
7. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30).. 
7. Twenty One (Mon. 9-9:30). 
8. Tales of Wells Fargo (Mbn. 8:30-9) 
9. Boxing (Fri. 7-8) . 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME ST A. 

1. tPopeye (M-F 5:30-8) . ... KRON 
2. tNews, Misc. (M-Th. 10:30-10:45) ...KRON 
Z. *NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30)..KRON 
4. tShell News (M-F 6-6:15) ... KRON 
5. f Big Movie (M-W, F 10-Signoff).... KPIX 
6. *Queen for a Day (M-F 1-1:45)...... KRON 
7. *CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30) ;.... KPIX 
8. tChannel 5 News (M-F 6-6:15)...... KPIX 

. 9. tFireman Frank (M-F 5:15-5:30) . KRON 
10. fGolden Gate Pl’yhouse (M-F 3-5:15) KRON 

AV. 
RTG. 

16.1 

1 TOP TWENTY SYNDICATED SHOWS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV* 
RK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. DISTRB. ETG SH. PROGRAM STA. Rl’G. 

1. Honeymooners (Th’ 7:00) . .KRON... , CBS ' 27.9 47 Big Story -- ...KPIX 22.2 
2. Stories Of Jack London (Fri. 8:30). . ; KRON .. . Guild 26.5 35 Playhouse of S1 ars .. ... KPIX 25.9 
3. Science Fiction Theatre (Th. 6:30).. KRON .;. ; Ziv 24.5 45 Sgt. Preston /. . .: .kpix lO- 
4. Highway Patrol (Tues. 6:30) : KRON;.; Ziv 24.2 46 Name That Tune . .. ...KPIX 16.2 
5. Harbor Command (Wed. 6:30) ..... KRON... . z;v 23.9 43 Last of the Mbiiic/ins ...KPIX 14.9 
5. Sheriff of Cochise (Sat. 6:30) ... KRON. .. NTA 33.9 48 Perry Mason ...KPIX 21.2 
6. Big Story (Th. 7:00) .. KPIX.... /Official . 22.2 37 Honeymooners ... ^. ...KRON 27.9 
7. Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal (Sat. 10) •. KPIX.... : MCA 21.9 40 Mike Wallace ....... ..KGO 18.2 
8. Martin Kane (Sat. 9:30)........... .KPIX . .. : Ziv 21.2 32 Dean Martin .,...... ...KRON 25.2 
8. Silent Service (Sat. 7:00) .,.,___ .KRON... : NBC 21,2 36 Perry Mason :... ...KPIX 20.2 
9. Gray Ghost (Fri; 6:30) ...... . KRON ... . CBS 20.5 37 Leave It: to Beaver .. ...KPIX 20.2 

10. I Search for Adventure (Th. 7:30).. .KPIX ... , Bagnall 20.2 30 Tic Tac Dough ...KRON 24.9 
1L Popeye (M-F 5:30) .. ......... , KRON ,.. . AAP 30.0 53 Mickey Mouse Club . ...KGO 10.7 
12. Men of. Annapolis (Mon. 6:30).... ,/ . KRON,.. .Ziv 19.2 ’ 42 Rribin Hood __ ...KPIX 16.5 
13.. San Francisco Beat (Sat. 10:30).... .KPIX .., .CBS 7.9 33 Your Hit Parade .... . .. KRON 19.2 
14. City Detective (Sun. .10:30) ....... .KRON... : MCA 17.5 34 What’s. My Line . .... ...KPIX 24.5 
15. Decoy (Tues. 9:30) ; .KPIX... ; Official 16.9 27 Bob Cummings ...... ...KRON 29,2 
16. State Trooper (Sun. 7:00)’/, .KPIX...... .MCA 16.2 28 Shirley Temple .. ...KRON 34 5 
17. Last of the Mohicans (Wed. 6:30).. .KPIX ... . TPA 14.9 30 Harbor Command . ...KROF 23 9 
18. Little Rascals (M-F 5:15) , . KRON .. .Interstate 14.4 ' 44 Fun at Five’.; ...KGO 11.3 

TV Stations: WMAL, WRC, V/TOP. WTTG: TV Homes 512,500. Survey Dates: Feb* 1-8, 1958* 

1. Gray Ghost (Sat. 10:30) .. ......... WTOP. .. CBS 22.7 36 Ticket-Hoilj'wood ... ...WTTG 16.2 
2. Highway Patrol (Sat. 7:00).. . WTOP... : Ziv ; 21 2 4Q Grand Ole Opry .... .. .WTTG 14.9. 
3. ‘Sheriff of Cochise (Th. 7:00) ...... . WRC . . ; , NTA 19 5 37 White Hunter . . .... ...WTTG l is 
4. Silent Service.(Tues. 10:3Q) ...... . . Vr’Top;., .NBC 19.2 36 Errol Flynn Theatre .. .WTTG 
5. Whirlybirds (Fri. 9:30) ... ....... .WTTG:.. /CBS 17.5 24 Playhouse of Stars.. ...WTOP 24.2 
6. Errol Flynn Theatre (Sat. 8:30) ...; . . WTTG... .Official .i6:9 23 Perry Como .... ...WRC 35.9 
7, Ellery Queen (Mori. 7:00) ..... .WRC .TPA 1S.5 . 35 City Assignment...... ...WTTG 12:2 
8. Waterfront (Fri. 10:00) ........... . WTTG... . MCA 15,9 23 Lineup . ... ...WTOP 252 

9. Last of the Mohicans (Wed. 7:00);. . WRC .;. TPA 15:5 33 San Francisco Best . ...WTTG 12.2 
10. Annie Oakley (Fri. 7:00) ...... .WTOP... .CBS 15.2 28 Boots and Saddles .. ... WRC 14.5 

10. Badge 714 (Fri. 7:30) ... . WTTG .. , . NBC i5 2 23 i Leave It to Beaver ...WTOP 16.9 
tRin Tin Tin .... ...WMAL 16.9 

11. Star and the Story (Wed. 10:30)..., . WTTG. .. . Official , 14:9 26 Circle Theatre: ..;. ...WTOP 18.9 
12. Grand Ole Opry (Sat. 7:00).. .. . .. WTTG .. . .Flamingo 14.7 ' 26 1 Highway Patrol ... ...WTOP 21.2 

i Perry Mason ... WTOP 24.5 
13. Boots and Saddles (Fri. 7:00) .....-. .WRC ...... NBC 14.5 27 Annie Oakley ...... ...WTOP 15.2 

13. Paris Precinct (Sat. 8:00)- . . WTTG,.. .Guild •;•••• 14.5 20 Perry Como __ ...WRC 33.2 

14. If You Had a Million (Fri. 10:30) .. . WTTG ... MCA 14:2 23 Person to Person . . .. . WTOP 24.2 

i5. The Falcon (Wed/ 10:00)..... . . WTTG:... NBC 139 21 This Is Your Life/. ...WRC 22.9 

15. Mr. District Attorney (Tues. 10:00). .WTTG... Ziv.v 13.9 22 Californians ... ...WRC 20.9 

10. Susie (Tues., Sat. 7:00),,....... .WRC ... :TPA 13 6 25 Highway Patrol .. . . . ...WTOP 21.2 

17. Errol Flynn Theatre (Tues. 10:30).. .WTTG... .Official 13.2 25 Silent Service ...... ...WTOP 19.2 

17. Sea Hunt (Fri. 10:30) , A/.A ../■>,. / . WMAL.... : Ziv ; 13.2 21 Person to Person- ...WTOP 24.2 

Stations: WCPO, WKRC, WLW-1. TV Homes: 309,800. Survey Dates: Feb. 1-8, 1958. 

1, Highway Patrol (Sat. 10:30) .. .... .WKRC., . Ziv 25.5; .461 Your Hit Parade .... ...WLW-T 19.9 
2. Dr. Christian (Mbn.. 7:00) ......... WKRC... .Ziv 24.5 48 Mama ... ...... ...WLW-T 165 
3. Kingdom of the Sea (Wed. 7:00).... WLW-T.. . Guild 22.5 48 Pantomime-Prd. ..... ...WCPO 12.5 
4. 26 Men (Th. 7:00) .... . WLW-T;. . ABC 22.2 .44 Frontier ...WKRC 16.2 
4. State Trooper. (Wed.. 9:00)....... . WKRC ... •; MCA 22.2 32 Ozzib & Harriet ..... ...WCPO 26,5 
5. Harbor Command (Sun. 10:30) .... .WLW-T.. .Ziv 21:9. 39 What’s My Love ..... ...WKRC 26.2 
5. Sheriff of Cochise (Th. 7:30) .... . . .WKRC... .NTA • 21.9 33 Circus Boy ...WCPO 26.2 
6. Code 3 (Tries. 10:30) .....,....;.. . wkrc :. . ABC 20.2 41 Playhouse 30 .. 1... .. ...WLW-T 17^ 
7. Studio: 57 (Wed: 10:301 ..:.,.... .WLW-T,. ..MCA ' 19.5 36: Circle Theatre ,...... ...WKRC 20.5 
8. Ciseo Kid (Sun. 6:00) .. . . . ... .WCPO.,, .Ziv. 18,5 48l Headin’ West ..WLW-T 13.2 
9. Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00) :...,. . WKRC .. .;US; Borax. 18-2 41 j Outdoor Guide .. ...WLW-T 13.9 
9. Sky King (Th. 6:00) :, ...... .WCPO ... ..Nabisco. : 18.2; 50 [ Headin’ West ........ .. . WLW-T 11.2 

10. Annie Oakley (Fri. 6:00) WCPO .. . CBS , 17^ 48 Headin’ West ........: ...WLW-T 10.5 
11. Silent Service (Fri. 7:30) ..^...... . WKRC v. NBC 16.5 28 Riri Tin Tin .... ...WCPO 22.2 
11. Mama (Mon: 7:00) .=....... . WLW-T.. .CBS 16.5 , 32 DK Christian .:. .. WKRC 24.5 
ll. S. Donovan, West. Marshal (Tu. 6:30) WKRC NBC 16.5 .42 i Sohio Reporter. Wea . WLW-T 12.0 

1 NBC News . ... .. WLW-T 12.3 
12. . Last of the Mohicans (Wed. 10:00).. WCPO i. TPA 16.2 .25. This Is Ybur Life . . . ...WLW-T 28.5 
12.. Frontier (Th, 7:00) ..... /. .WKRC... . NBC . : 16.2 32/ 26 Men .. __;... ...WLW-T 22.2 
13. Overseas Adventure (Th. 10:00) . . . . WCPO . . Official 15.9 - '25 i Playhouse 90 ......!. ..WKRC 28.9 
14. Men. of Annapolis (Sun. 6:30)....... .WCPO : Ziv . 15.2. . 251 Shirley Temple ...WLW-T 38.2 

: Stations: WATV, WSQC. TV Horn-??: 55,900. Survey Data.?: Fab. 10-17, 

I 
/' • • : . ./ i 

1958. 

1. State Trooper (Thurs. 7:00)- . WSOC: .. MCA 36.3 55 i Arthur Smith ........ .. WBTV ^23-8 
2; Sheriff of Cochise (Sun. 6:00):; .WBTV... NTA • 34.3 60 i Californians ....:.r. .WSOC 22 8 
3. ' Count of Monte CHsto (Tues. 8:30).. .WBTV... TPA 33.8 43: George Gobbi ........ ..WSOC 373 
3. Search for Adventure*(Fri. 7:30). . . WBTV,., Bagriail 33 3 48. Rin Tin Tin :.WSOC 30.8 
3. Waterfront (Fri. 7:00) ..... .wbtv. :. MCA 33,8 55 t Dr. Christian . . .__ ..WSOC 27.8 
4. O. Henry Playhouse (Thurs. 8:00) .. . WBTV : ., Gross-Ktasr e 33:3 461 Grbucho Mai x ....... ..WSOC 39.8 
4. Frontier (Tues. 7:30); / ... /...: WBTV:.. NBC 57 Star Playiiou.ve .. .. WSOC 30.3 
5. Silent Service (Fri. 10:30)........: V/BTV... NBC 32.8. 63 Boxing,- M’S';' . .. v/soc 19.5 
6. Harbor Command (Sat. 7:00) .... .. WSTV... Ziv 31.8 50 •: 26 Men ..' . .V.'SOC 31.3 

.26 Men XSat. 7:00). . /.. :;.. /..... WSOC.. ABC ;;i.3 50 . Harbor Comniard .... ..WBTV 31.8 
8. Dr. Hudson’s Secret. J’l (Thurs. 7:30) V/BTV... MCA- .A3 ■41 Circus Boy -.:/.. ,. WSOC 38.5 
9. Highway Patrol (Tues: 10:30),...... WSCC :. Ziv ;; 62 Mama ... ..WBTV 18.5 

10. Mike Hammer (Sat. 10:30):.,...... -W*T. MCA 2 :.5 55 Your Hit Parade ..... ..WSOC 23.8 

11. Sea Hunt (Wed. 7:30) .... . .... V/^TV.., Ziv . VPr 0 45 : Disneyland /-/..■. . WSOC 34.0 

12. Dr; Christian (Fri. 7:00) .......... V/SGC . :. ■Ziv. • : • 27.8 45 Waterfront __.... . : WBTV 33 8 
13. Gray Ghost (Wed. 7:00) . Wsoc.... CBS 27." 41 I Love Lucy . w... .... .. WBTV 36.3 

14. Popeye (M-F 6:00) ..... y ^rvrj 6 AAP : . •-27-..I . 53 Annie Oak ev.. .. WBTV 24.8 

15. Annie Oakley (Mon. 6:00) ... . . ..v/wv / . CBS. 2'; AO Popeye ..... ..WSOC 25.3 

16. Little Rascals (Sun. 1.-00)= ........ WB’iV,.;. Irli»state ' 3/3 65 Human Relati m ... v ..WSOC 12.8 
17. Martin Kane (Fri. 8:00) .. Vv .0 .. Ziv . 2 ?.8 37 1 Trackdown :......... ..WBTV 40.? 

WASHINGTON 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:30) . . ..WTOP 35.2 
2. Perry Come (Sat. 8-9)/. . WRC 34.5 
3, Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 9:30-10).... .WTOP 28.2 
3. Danny Thomas (Mon. 9-9:30)/:... . WTOP 28.2 
3. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9) . . WMAL 28.2 
4. Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) WTOP 27.9 
5. Lucy-Desi Show (Mori. 8-9) .. . WTOP 27.1 
6. Groucho Marx (Th. 8-8:30).. ..WRC 27.2 
7. December Bride fMon. 9:30-10)... . WTOP 26.9 
7. Loretta Young (Sun. 10-10:30).. . . ..WRC . 26.9 
7. What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11) . . . WTOP 26.9 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. tll:00 Report (M-F 11-11:15) ...... WTOP 18.5 
2- •Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6). .WMAL 15:3 
3. •Queen for a Day (M-F 4-4:45) . ..WRC 15.1 
i tLate Show (M-F ll:15-Signoff).. .WTOP 13.6 
5. tNews (M-F 11-11:15) ........ . . .WRC 13.5 
6. •Capt. Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45 a.m.). .WTOP 13.3 
6. tMilt Grant (M-F 5-6:15) . . :WTTG 13.3 
7. tll:09 Movie (M-F 11-Signoff) ... .WTTG 12.2 
7. •Modern Romances (M-F 4:45-5) .. ..WRC 12.2 
8. ♦Art Linkletter (M-F 2:30-3).... ..WTOP 12.0 

CINCINNATI 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1; Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-1030) - WKRC 
1, Shirley Temple (Sun. 6:30-7:30) ...WLW-T 
2. Perry Como (Sat. 8t9) .... ....... WLW-T . 
3-. Loretta Young (Sun. 10-10:30)..... WLW-T 36.2 
4. : Danny Thomas (Mon. 9-9:30) .. ......WKRC 35.7 
5. Lucy-Desi Show (Mbn. 8-9) ....... WKRC 35.3 
6-. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30-9:00) ..... . WCPO 3319 
7. Sugarfoot (Tubs. 7:30-8:30) . ......WCPO 33.5 
8. Roy Rogers (Sun. 9-10) ,. ...;. .WLW-T 30.7 
9. December Bride (Mon. 9:30-10). . . . WKRC 30.5 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. 150-50 Club (M-F 12:30-1:30) . . .WLW-T 22.3 
2. *Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).: .WCPO 20,3 
3. tNews-Grant, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15) ... WLW-T 20.1 
4. tNews, Wea. (M-F 11-11:15) ;■:..... .WKRC 17.6 
5. *TicTac Dough (M-F 1:30-2) ..... / .WLW-T . 15.3 
6. ' tAI Lewis Show (M-F 9-10 a.m.).. . . WCPO 15,2 

*7'. tOui- Gang Comedy (M-F 4-5)./.... .WCPO 13.9 
8. tHoiae Theatre (M-F 11:15-Signbff). WKRC 13.2 
9. tAl-Wanda Lewis (M-F 11-12) . . WCPO 12.9. 

10. tGolfc Cup Theatre (M-F ll:15-S.O.). WLW-T 12.3 

CHARLOTTE 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:30)... 
Shower of Stars (Thuft. 8:30 
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) 
I’ve Got a Secret (Wed. 9:30-10) 
Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11)., 
Zane Grey Theatre (Fri. 8:30-9) 
Trackdown (Fri. 8-8:30).. 
Playhouse of Stars (Fit 9:30-10).. 
Perry Como (Sat. 8-9).... 
Groucho Marx (ThUrs. 8-8:30) 

. .WBTV 55.3 

. WBTV 46.0 
, .WBTV 42.3 
.. WBTV 42.3 
.WBTV 42.1 

..WBTV 41.3 

...WBTV 40.8 
:. .WBTV 40.5 
...WSOC 39.9 
...WSOC 39,8 

‘TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1. tEsso Reporter (M-F 6:30-6:45).....WBTV 28.2 
2. tWea, Sports, Pat Lee (M-F 6:45-7). . WBTV 28.1 
3. tPopeye (M-F 6-6:30).. ..WSOC 27.1 
A, tArthur Smith (Tu, Th 7-7:30).:.... WBTV 25.6 
5. *CBS News (M-F 6:45-7)... ...... WSOC 23.1 
6. *Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6).... WSOC 22.7 
7. tNews, Weather (M-F 6:30-6:45).... WSOC 22.1 
8. tWeather, Late News (M-F 11-11:15). WBTV 19.7 
9. ^Captain Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45 a.m.). WBTV 17.6 

10. . *Guiding Light (M-F 12:45-1)... . . . . WBTV 10.9 
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TV Tape In Tip Top Shape 
—i—s Continued from pajre 34 JS 

necessary refinements are made so 
that this method for making com¬ 
mercials is feasible, many more 
film producers will order video 
tape machines. They will then 
adopt video tape as another meth¬ 
od tor making television commer¬ 
cials. Film producers have gained 
considerable experience over, the 
\ears in making-thesecommercials* 
and we expect they will maintain 
their share of the business wheth¬ 
er film or video' tape is used. 1 

Philip II. Cohen 
Vice President, Radio-TV j 
Sullivan. Stauffer, 
Colwell & Bayles | 

I would consider this a tragedy 
from many standpoints, both for 
the good of the industry and for 
a personal belief that little busi¬ 
nesses help make the nation’s econ¬ 
omy! There probably will be a 
shift unless this equipment is made 
available to the independent tv 
film producer. Am I drawing a bad 
parallel by saying that I would con¬ 
sider it equally unfortunate if 
newspapers and magazines pro¬ 
duced all. plates and typography 
used in their publications? : 

* Joseph S. Forest. 
Vice President, 
Television Commercials 
William Esty 

There will be no substantial 
shift to the network* First of all, it 
is inconceivable that the inde¬ 
pendent film producers will not in¬ 
stall tape equipment (some are al¬ 
ready in the process.) Secondly, 
production skills and techniques 
will have to improve to equal the 
high quality of our best houses. 
Thirdly, overhead and other re¬ 
lated costs will have to be compe¬ 
titive. 

Alfred L. Hollender 
Vice President, TV-Radio 

' Grey Advertising 

If the networks have the time, 
inclination and available facilities 
to undertake commercial taping 
there will unquestionably be a 
shift In production from the inde¬ 
pendent tv film producers to the 
networks, at least until such time 
as the tv film producers are in a 
competitive position both in terms 
of facilities and price. 

Thomas H. Calhoun 
Director, Radio-TV 
N. W. Ayer 

Should there be a trend to taped 
commercials in the near future, the 
networks will of course do a good 
deal of the Initial work in the 
switchover from film to tape, since 
they already have the necessary 
equipment. But for the networks 
to become deeply involved in com¬ 
mercials, thej? will have to change 
some of tlieir operating procedures. 
The commercial film studios are 
already ordering equipment for 
experimental tape work, arid in 
future tape commercials will re¬ 
vert to the independent commer¬ 
cial studios because of their unique 
operational set up, and the skills 
they have acquired in the years 
of working exclusively on com¬ 
mercial film. j 

Frank Brandt 
Vice President, 
TV Film Commercials 
Compton Advertising 

In your estimation, how will 
tape television commercials 
affect union jurisdiction, es¬ 
pecially between AFTRA and 
SAG? 

I'd like , to have the answer to 
this question myself. The AFTRA,- 
SAG problem seeins to be the easi¬ 
est, one to solve since most typer- 
formers carry cards in both unioris. 

Herminio Traviesas 
Vice President & Manager, 
TV-Radio BBD&O 

It’s only a guess, but I would 
put my money on SAG* I suppose 
this will not be resolved until after 
a costly and bitter jurisdictionaf 
battle* 

W. M. Mitchell 
Creative Director 
Geyer Advertising 

We anticipate, the union juris¬ 
diction will be In serious conten¬ 
tion but SAG seems to us the more 
logical union since, in the final 

analysis, tape is merely another 
way of producing a motion pic¬ 
ture. 

Roger Pryor 
' Vice President, Radio-TV 

Foote, Cone & Belding 

This is a rather broad question 
l and 1 think everyone in the busi- 
. ness foresees union .conflicts not 
i only in; who! has jurisdiction.- over 
| the making and projection of such 
tapes, but in a very lively fashion 

Ibetweeii AFTRA arid SAG. These 
jurisdictionaL disputes will* I think, 
pose at least. a mild obstruction to 
the use of tape for a while- How¬ 
ever, I :think the problems will be 
solved. ;We have, ail been through 
situations where new equipment, 
new . techniques, new concepts j, 
new philosophies have been in¬ 
troduced and jurisdictional dis¬ 
agreements entered the picture. So 
far they’ve always . ironed, them¬ 
selves but. 

Charles M. Boland • : 
Radio-TV Director •. 

. Farkson Advertising Agency.: 

To help clarify and'perhaps an¬ 
swer that question, I am quoting 
paragraphs taken from an AFTRA 
letter to TeleStudios which, at¬ 
tempts to clarify the union juris¬ 
diction between SAG and itself:' 
“You have heretofore described to 
us the operation of your studio in 
connection with the making of pro¬ 
gram and wild spots for use in 
television broadcasting. In the de¬ 
scription of your , process,: it has 
become quite clear that the meth¬ 
ods used. by you come within the 
meaning. of Paragraph 72 of the 
1956-58 AFTR*A Code of Fair Prac¬ 
tice for Network Television Broad¬ 
casting in that the recordings are 
produced by means of electronic 
video equipment which is iised to 
transmit, transfer; or record light 
or sound for immediate or even¬ 
tual conversion into electrical en¬ 
ergy As you know, the provisions 
of the 1956-58 AFTRA Code of Fair 
Practice for; Network Television 
Broadcasting provide that AFTRA 
will bargain in good faith concern¬ 
ing the fees to .be paid with re¬ 
spect toL recordings pf commercial 
inserts, cut-ins, hitch-hikes, and 
cowcatchers, and in this connec¬ 
tion, please be advised that AFTRA 
has served notice on all signatories 
of such a meeting for March 18th; 
1958 at the Biltmore Hotel, New 
York City. ■ 

This letter shall confirm and re¬ 
iterate that AFTRA has jurisdic¬ 
tion over the - type of recording 
Utilized In your studios with re¬ 
spect to the making of prograrii and 
wild spots and that AFTRA intends 
to assert and maintain its con¬ 
tinued jurisdiction over your ac^. 
tivities With every means at its 
command. In this connection,. pf 
course, : you have . agreed to 
AFTRA’s position and have already 
signed the 1956-58 AFTRA Code*” 

Naturally, everyone expects SAG 
to bring pressure to bear in order 
to move in on video tape recording. 
Obviously, no. predictions .can be 
made until after the March 18th 
meeting. 

C. Terence Clyne 
Senior Vice President, RadiorTV, 
McCann-Erlckson 

No comment. 
Philip H. Cohen 
Vice President, Radio-TV 
Sullivan, Stauffer, 
Colwell Sc Bayles 

An opinion here is equivalent to 
a prophecy and can do nothing 

, more for me than to make me out 
“brilliant” if they come out right 
or a boob if they do riot. I don’t 
know what the effects of AFTRA 
and SAG- would be and;I don’t be¬ 
lieve anyone, else . can tell me ex¬ 
cept AFTRA and SAG who are i 
probably, discussing it; themselves, 
even if only academically; I am in¬ 
terested,- however, (and with the 
confessed limited, knowledge I 
have of the whole subject) in what 
effect this will have on laborator¬ 
ies, optical houses, etc.; with con¬ 
sequent passing on to agencies. Be-, 
yond this, I don’t know. 

; Joseph S. Forest 
; -Vice President, 

Television Commercials 
William. Esty 

J I think we are heading for a real 
‘ jurisdictional problem. This is a 

“prize” which, both SAG and 
AFTRA. covet. I can’t predict out¬ 
come.' •• ••: 

Alfred L. Hollender 
, Vice President, TV-Radio 
; Grey Advertising 

We.. would prefer not to express 
an opinion on this question. 

./' Thocas H. Calhoun 
Director, Radio -TV 
N. W. Ayer 

I’m sure the, AFL is in a much 
better position to. answer this 
question. 

Frank Brandt 
Vice President, 
TV Film. Commercials 
Compton Advertising 

From the Producers 

How near are taped video 
commercials? 

Taped commercials of a particu¬ 
lar. type have already been tele¬ 
vised. However, these have been 
limited to commericals normally 
dorie live on network shows such 
as “Studio One.” Spots of this ’sort 
are an infinitely small percentage 
of the hundreds that must be trans¬ 
mitted each day to make, commer- 
ciaLty possible. The great majority 
of comniercials-^program spots, 20 
second arid 8 second station breaks 
—are. not network. Before taped 
spots can be any . more than a nov¬ 
elty, it will be necessary that each 
arid every tv station be equipped 
with Video tape equipment assigned 
to commercials. The cost' of the 
original installation of at least , one 
Video tape set-up plus at least one 
stand-by to make station operation 
feasible is staggering in the eco¬ 
nomic picture of the average tele¬ 
vision station.; At the moment it 
means a minimum outlay pf $80,000 
to $100,000. When compared to the 
cost of a 16m motion. picture pro¬ 
jector arid its ease of maintenance, 
one. cari understand, the reluctance 
of the average station-to install 
tape when film is so practical. 

There are still a great many un¬ 
solved technical problems that limit 
the taped commercials. Optical ef¬ 
fects are still rudimentary. Editing 
is . still very unsatisfactory—and 
editing is the lifeblood of ihe 
average spot. Yet it still remains 
that many painstakingly planned, 
and executed scenes must be sep¬ 
arately' shot and then carefully 
screened and edited to achieve the 
final, results.. There are many diffi¬ 
cult economic and technical prob¬ 
lems that must be solved before 
large scale transmission of taped 
commercials can become a practi¬ 
cal reality. It is my considered 
opinion that it will be a long 
time before tape replaces film: as 
the most efficient medium for the 
distribution of. commercials- 

Marvin Rothenberg 
MPO Television Filins 

Taped coirimercials are around 
the corner in one sense, arid in an¬ 
other sense possibly years away. 
The availability of equipment, arid 
Its apparent proven technical: per¬ 
fection make the Use of tape an im¬ 
mediate necessity wherever a dierit 
demands instant delivery of a sales 
message on a network show. Any¬ 
one failing to see its value for this 
purpose is somewhat short sighted; 
a film (on tape) can he prepared 
in the afternoon, arid cut into a 
show at night. The, obvious advan¬ 
tages of this procedure for “deal” 
messages, or new announcements; 
price cuts to beat the coinpetition, 
etc., are known to everyone. For 
this purpose tape is far more ad¬ 
vantageous than film purely from 
the standpoint of expediency. The 
reason tape may be years away is 
its lack of flexibility in handling 
special effects, opticals, mattes and 
critical title work—important tools 
of our trade ..in the commercial 
business; tools, which are necessary* 
after reviewing one hundred sam¬ 
ple films at random, in over 85% 
of our Work. The Ampex people 
have told me that the problem of 
inserting opticals arid trick effects 
with their units is still very much 
unsolved at. this date. They are 
working on it, arid will have the 
solution someday soon. It may be 
months, and it may be years. There¬ 
fore, the tape commercial for sim¬ 
ple “filming” is staring us right 
in the face; its application on a 
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broad overall scale, as « replace¬ 
ment for film, for example, may 
be many years away. So in one 
sense, you might say the taped 
video commercial is as near as the 
end of your nose, and as far away 
as the moon. There are, of course, 
many other factors affecting tape’s 
Introduction commercially on a 
broad overall basis—namely, the 
lack of a central point at this time 

■formaking reproductions (with 
film the labs handle this problem); 
Somehow, Ampex must get some¬ 
one into the “tape lab” business, 
which means the installation pf ex¬ 
pensive machinery before volume 
will justify the sound economics of 
such a Venture. Also many stations 
will be without tape equipment for 
years to come. The dual use of tape 
and.film may prove to be economi¬ 
cally unsound, and there will be 
a long period where this will be 
necessary until, all stations in the 
major markets convert to tape 
equipment. The next year will 
prove a most interesting one, and 
should provide the answers to many 
unsolved questions regarding tape. 

Martin Ransohoff 
Filmways 

June of this year, there will he an 
increase In this type of production. 
We guess that many an agency will' 
be sufficiently Interested in this 
new technique to use it for some 
commercials. Just like any tech¬ 
nique, it will ho used when neces¬ 
sary and the other forins of pro¬ 
duction will take their oWn place. 
We think that after the novelty has 
worn off, taped commercials will 
be rip' answer over studio filmed 
commercials. 

Robert L. Lawrence 
Robert Lawrence Productions 

Taped video commercials are 
here now. Several live telecasts, 
including commercials,! have been 
taped for rebroadcast. However, 
these commercials were essentially 
intended for live airing. A recent 
case of the taping of an automotive 
commercial originally intended for 
film proves that video tape record¬ 
ing as a replacement for film is 
still a long, long way off. The video 
tape commercial did not meet the 
standards of even a borderline 
filmed commercial. Video tape can¬ 
not be edited with facility or in¬ 
corporate complex Optical effects. 
Because filmed commercials are 
used most; heavily as local spots, 
every tv. Station woiild have to be 
equipped with video tape play¬ 
backs, an unlikely eventuality for 
the immediate future. And, to my 
knowledge, no provisions have 
been made for mass production of 
video tapes of a single commercial. 
It seems to me that the equipment 
host, capable of producing 300 to 
400 copies of a single spot for mass 
distribution, would be prohibitive. 

Walter Lowendahl 
Transfilm 

We expect to start: experimental 
work on taped video commercials 
within six months. Actual produc¬ 
tion will depend greatly upon" .re¬ 
sults of our tests. . 

William H. Unger 
EHidt-Unger-Elliot 

Nearer than We think. From the 
intensive reasearch and develop^ 
ment being carried out by our staff, 
we draw the conclusion that taped 
Video commercials will probably 
be in general use within three to 
five years, maybe even sooner. 
There is no question that the many 
technical difficulties currently be¬ 
ing encountered are being over¬ 
come at a much more rapid rate 
than was the equivocal situation in 
retooling from optical to tape 
sound. 

Lee Bobker 
Dynamic Films 

I think that is Gependent upon 
how soon there will be enough 
video tape equipment installed in 
stations to make it worthwhile for 
agencies ta begin distributing their 
clients’ tv commercials in this 
form; My guess is that when the 
switch to video tape does come it 
won’t happen .overnight. Instead, 
we’ll see a very gradual transition. 

Charles C, Barry 
Metro TV 

Are you making any plans to 
gear your company for tape? 
If so, why? If not, why not? 

We are trying to keep abreast ol 
video tape, developments; but have 
no plans to gear for tape as, it now 
stands. At this point, film is more 
practical from every standpoint. 

Walter Lowendahl 
Transfilm 

At the moment we at MPO are 
carefully studying the entire ques¬ 
tion of Video tape. Through re¬ 
search and consultation we are 
keeping abreast of all develop¬ 
ments in the field. We. are cur¬ 
rently negotiating with one of 
America’s top video development 
engineers to work with us.' We 
plan continued experimentation 
with tape to learn ail about it We 
are now In dose contact with the 
producers of video tape equipment 
and have taken steps to provide 
funds for retooling should industry 
trends require it. However, at the 
moment we cannot see it as a real 
production possibility, and considr 
er the ordering of the present ex¬ 
perimental equipment premature. 

Marvin Rothenberg 
MPO Television Filing 

Here we must distinguish be¬ 
tween. the tape video commercial 
as a substitute for (a) the filmed 
video commercial and (b) the live 
video commercial. We are much 
nearer (b), i.e., the tape being used 
as a substitute for the live com¬ 
mercial. The word I use, “substi¬ 
tute,” is a poor choice; Philosophi¬ 
cally, the use of tape in case (b) is 
riot a .substitute but rather another 
means of projecting a live commer¬ 
cial. Though slightly delayed from 
an instantaneous transmission, the 
use of the tape method of broad¬ 
casting a live video commercial 
gives conveniences that have been 
mentioned too often to repeat now. 
As for the use of tape as a substi¬ 
tute for film commercials, I believe 
we will not . see too much of this 
until 1959. To sum up my answer: 
video tape will not be used as a 
substitute for film Commercials un¬ 
til 1959. As a use of transmitting 
live commercials it is with us to¬ 
day and will show rapid growth 
this summer. 

Albert D. Hecht 
Bill Sturin Studios 

Taped commercials have already 
been produced. They have been 
made on location relaying the in¬ 
formation back to the station for 
later telecast. In addition, quite a 
few have heen made at stations. It 
would be difficult to determine at 
the moment how soon taped com¬ 
mercials will become an everyday 
operation. The reason for this is 
that many of the commercials as 
presently designed do not neces¬ 
sarily lend themselves to taping. 
There - are innumerable cuts, 
changes of scene and location re¬ 
quiring a stop and go type of pro¬ 
duction. There Is no question but 
that with the availability of the 
tape equipment some time around 

Our studio equipment depart¬ 
ment recently completed * careful 
investigation of the video tap# 
process, and is continuing to stay 
abreast of new developments in 
this area. As a result, when the 
industry finally is ready to go Into 
tape, M-G-M is prepared to mov# 
ahead quickly in order to maintain 
its position. 

Charles C. Barry 
Metro TV 

Yes,, plans are being made but 
are at a complete standstill be¬ 
cause of (1) the cost and (2) th# 
possibility of “obsolescence” with* 
in twelve months. As to the cost, 
it is not just the original invest¬ 
ment but also the gearing of a de¬ 
partment, including the employ¬ 
ment and training of proper pei> 
sonnel. Even if Immediate financ¬ 
ing for one year were available w# 
still must question the advisability = 
of such a big investment so early 
in the game. 

Albert D. Hecht 
Bill Sturm Studios 

We are definitely making plans 
to gear ourselves for tape. We 
have allocated the necessary funds 
to purchase the .equipment. How¬ 
ever, this is among our plans for 
the future. Our present plans do 
not call for the purchase of the 
first available equipment. We be¬ 
lieve that modifications will come 
rapidly and we would rather for 
the moment follow * wait-and-see 
policy. Once the equipment is 
stabilized and all the bugs taken 
out, we will make our purchase. 
In the meantime, because tape will 

(Continued on page 46) 
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-Pulse Rating Tally on Telefilmed Shows 
For the first time^VARIETY is introducing a chart designed to show • 

the rating hits and misses of syndicated properties* The chart is based on 
Pulse Spot film Reports and utilizes Pulse’s national weighted average 
method in its presentation. 

Compilation of ak three-month rating history, as spelled out below, 
encompasses all new properties in syndication which were aired since the 
summer of957 in six or more of Pulse’s 22basic markets in the December, 
*57 through the February ’58 rating period. Included under the “neic 
properties’9 category are off-network telefilm reruns—fresh to the syndi¬ 
cation market in the period, examined. 

As a point of reference, the rating history of a niiniber of established 

properties, for which new production was launched, also has been charted. 
All series are listed alphabetically. 

this is how the new syndicated properties compared over the three-, 
month period, utilizing the composite Pulse national weighted average for 
each show as the measuring stick:-—(1) “Honeymooners" CBS Film Sales, 
17.8; (2) “Casey Jones," Screen Gems, 15,1; (3) “New Adventures of Mar¬ 
tin Kane " Ziv, 12,9; (4) “Decoy," Official Films, 12.5; (5) “Boots and . 
Saddles," NBC California National Productions, 12.3; (6) “Harbor Com¬ 
mand," Ziv, 12.1; (7); ‘‘26 Men,” ABC Film Syndication, 11.8; (8) “Gray 
Ghost," CBS Film Sales, 11.4; (9) “Netc Adventures of Charlie Chan " Tele¬ 
vision Programs of America, 9.8; (10) “Parade of Stars," MCA-TV, 7.9; 
(11) “Mama," CBS Film Sales, 7.7. 

NEW PROPERTIES .(Ratings Taken From December, January, February, U; S. Pulse Spot Films Reports) 

22 

Cities 
ATLANTA ........... 

’BALTIMORE ........ 
BIRMINGHAM ...... 
BOSTON 
BUFFALO ........... 
CHICAGO 
CINCINNATI 
CLEVELAND 
COLUMBUS .... .... 
DAYTON 
DETROIT ........... 
LOS ANGELES 
MILWAUKEE .*... 
MINN.-ST. PAUL ,..... 
NEW ORLEANS .... 
NEW YORK ...I..... 
PHILADELPHIA .... 
PROVIDENCE ....... 
ST. LOUIS ........... 
SAN FRANCISCO „ 
SEATTLE - TACOMA. 
WASHINGTON ... . 
Natl. Weighted Average 

I BOOTS & -SADDLES 
Dec. Jan. Feb. Avg.- 

15.8 15.6 
27.3 29.3 32.8 ”29.8 
28.5 23.8 19.9 241 

9.7 8 9 13.2 “To.'6 

12.2 12.5 12.3 ~12.3 

10.5 12.0 17.2 132 

92 8.8 7.7 : 8.6 
22.2 22.9 22.6 

14,5 15.7 16.5 15.6 

22.8 22.8 29.0 24.9 

6.8 6.4 10.1 7.8 

17.9 16.0 16.9 16.9 

279“ 27.2 27.9 “2777 

13.9 12.5 13.2 13.2 

8:4 9.0 - 10.1 9.5 

122 12.2 

11.7 111 I4*i 12.3 

CASEY JONES CHARLIE CHAN 
, Jan. Feb. Avg.' Dec. Jan. Feb. Avg. Dec. 

18.9 22.2 20.6 6.2 5.5 9.3~“TiO “77“ 

21.3 16.3 18.8 15.5 14.8 10.5 13.6 .:. 

... • 7.-; 22.0 

10.5 10.6 10.6 

DECOY 
Jan. Feb; 

23.8 21.3 

19.4 1975 

25.2 20.5 

GRAY GHOST 
Dec. Jan. Feb. Avg. 

... 20.0 21.2 20.6 

... 14.8 14.8 

... 26.3 . 28~8 2776 

15.7 18.7 17.2 

HARBOR COMMAND 
Dec. Jan. Feb. Avg. 

... ... 7.2 7.2 

29.5 33 8 34.3 325 

22.2 217 23.7 22.5 

15.5 19.5 21.9 190 16.2 18.5 21.2 18.6 

35 4.5 5,8 8.9 8.9 7.9 1.7 5.9 
..l- 8.7 82 ; 7:... : 8.5 19.0 18.5 19.2 

19.7 19.7 20.5 20.5 

179 17.2 17.0 . :. ■' 12.9 17.9 192 16.7 17.9 17.9 16.2 

31.8 32.3 32,1 23.3 24.3 
62 4.2 5.4 19.5 15.2 17.2 

8.8 8.7 9.2 10.9 9.7 10.8 10.5 12.4 11.0 11.4 _1L6 92 11.9 11.4 

5.9 4.5 2.5 473 18.7 20.0 2i.o 

14.3 162- 15,3 ..' 11.5 14.9 152 

26.3 26.3 24.6 31.8 28.8 26.0 28.9 16.5 17.8 Tiks/ “162 21.3 23.8 22.8 

2.9 2.7 3.3 3.6 6.6 6.0 5.8 

15.5 13.4 13.1 13.9 169 192 16:7 10.5 112 19.2 

18.9 17.9 

16.4 16.7 

14.8 15.3 15.1110.1 9.7 9.7 9.8 111.8 

. . . ^ 19.2 19.2 

14.2 15.9 21.5 172 

20.1 25.8 26.8 24.2 

23.4 21.2 23.0 22.5 

10.3 11.3 12.5 11.4 

27.3 28.6 

20.2 20.6 

4.5 5.9 4.9 5.1 

11.6 11.6 13.2 12.1 

Cities .. Dec, 
ATLANTA ...... . ..18.0 
BALTIMORE :............ 12.3 
BIRMINGHAM .........: ... 
BOSTON .............. . . 29.5 
BUFFALO ... ... 15.9 
CHICAGO ..  14.5 
CINCINNATI .............. r 
CLEVELAND ...;....... 10.9 
COIUMBUS ..    22.5 
DAYTON ... 
DETROIT 1.  25.9 
LOS ANGELES . . ......,. 14.2 
MILWAUKEE ......;..:. .. 
MINN.-ST. PAUL ......... 8.0 
NEW ORLEANS ......... 32.3 

HONEYMOONERS 
Jan. Feb. j 

17:5 20.7 

16.8 12.0 

WASHINGTON 

Feb. Avg. Dec. 

20.7 18.7 ... 

12.0 13.7 13.3 

MAMA 
Jan. Fc 

13.4 13.1 7. 

, - - 15. 

11.9 10.0 5. 

35.3 33.0 .. 

20.2 

26.3 

9.5 

24.9 

24.5 

12.2 11.5 11.9 11.9 

Feb. .'■Avg*. Dec* Janv Feb. 

11.0 11.4 18.3 20,3 20.8 

33,3 37.8 34.8 

18-0 19.9 

102 9.9 12.9 15.2 

7-9 8.3* 10.2 9.5 9.7 

172 17.0 

9.2 10.1 14.5 6.5 7.4 

19.2 17.7 122 14.5 15.5 

9.5 11.4 

MARTIN KANE PARADE 
Jan. Feb. Avg., Dec. Jan. 
... ... 11.2 10.2 

20.3 20.8 19.8 8.3 7.3 
37.8 34.8 35.3 . . . . . 
... 19.9 19.0 ... 5 9 

12.9 15.2 14.1 9.5 12.0 
9.5 9.7 9.8 10.9 9.0 
. ..; ... 12.2 11.9 
6.5 7.4 9.5 18:9 23.9 

14.5 15.5 14,1 11.9 10.9 

PARADE OF STARS 
c. Jan. Feb. Avg. 

.2 10.2 ... 10.7 

.3 7.3 ... 7.8 

112 13.0 11:5 21.9 9.2 9.2 

5.7 6.4 6.7 6 3 8.4 8,7 

6.5 5.9 6 2 9.2 8.7 

52 4.9 92 6.4 8.5 8.2 

22.3 23.8 23.1 23,3 21.3 

•„ 2.0 1.5 

National Weighted Average. 117.7 17.8 18.0 17.8 | 8.1 7.7 

8.8 8.9 11.7 

7.7 j 14.7 11.6 

10.9 6.2 

12.9 7.9 

26 MEN 
Jan. Feb. 

20.3 21.9 

17.2 18.9 

13.9 

18.2 20.9 

12.3 .. 9.4 20.6 23.2 20.8 21.5 

3.9 • .. . 5.1 

7.9 ■, 7.9 10.4 122 12,8 1L8 

ESTABLISHED PROPERTIES 
HIGHWAY PATROL SHERIFF OF COCHISE SILENT SERVICE . STATE TROOPER WHIRLYBIRDS 

Dec. Jan. Feb. Avg. Dec. Jan. Feb. Avg. Dec. Jan* Feb. Avg. Dec. Jan. Feb. Avg. Dec. Jan. Feb. Avg. 

282 286 32.0 29.6 16.0 16.9 19.5 _17.5 11.4 10.5 16.5 12.8 26.2 25.5 29.5 27.1 16.0 18.0 19.9 18.0 

23.0 28.8 29.8 27.2 15.8 16.3 19:3 17.1 

BIRMINGHAM 31.3 35.3 37.0 34.5 26.0 34.0 38.3 32.6 ] 25.0, 27.8 30.0 27.6132.3 36.3 38JB 35.8 27.3 30.3 33.8 

BOSTON ........-..121.0 

BUFFALO . ... 

21.5 21.8 22.9 21.9 22.4 22,8 23.4 22.7 23.0 25.7 21.7 19.4 22.3 [30.0 23.7 25.4 26.4 

14.3 29.9 

WASHINGTON ,.... 

National Weighted Average. 118.2 

30.4 31.3 

379 
12.6 '1479 

26.9 23.5 

1674 13.9 
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RAILROADS!. 
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When we first talked about filming our UNION PACIFIC engines-and-Injuns 

series some 18 months ago, we couldn’t tell a papoose from a caboose. So far as we 

knew, firewater was the stuff they used to make steam in locomotive boilers, 

and “Hell on Wheels” was the name of a famous lady tennis player! 

Our aim was to film an authentic epic of a continent-spanning epoch, where every 

stretch of track had its own set of historic ties! The saga of railroadin’ men who 

faced mountains and floods with equanimity... come hill or high water, they were 

going through! The tale of Indian-fighting out on the far prairie, where a man 

might be without a cent, but never lack for a Sioux! 

We know a lot about railroads now. One thing for sure-UNION PACIFIC is just 

the ticket for yw> 

NBC TELEVISION FILMS-A DIVISION OF 

CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
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TV 
‘ Continued from page 42 

be available through other facili¬ 
ties,, we will conduct the necessary 
experiments to acquaint our people 
with the equipment. We definitely 
plan to engage in tape production 
the minute it i4s available. We al¬ 
ready have on our stall a trained 
tape engineer who has the respon¬ 
sibility of; obtaining and studying 
all of the information available 
waiting for the day when\ve start 
our own operation. 

Robert L. Lawrence 
Robert Lawrence Productions 

We have made arrangements, to 
acquire tape equipment 'from Am 
pex. and hope to be ready to offer 
taped video commercials tb our 
clients within 90 days. It. is bur 
feeling that despite its limited use 
for the next few years, the offer¬ 
ing of tape to clients is a neces¬ 
sity for major film producers who 
expect to stay on top of: the heap. 
There are singular and unique sit¬ 
uations where, from the standpoint 
of expediency, tape can be invalu¬ 
able, and in these instances, where 
our clients require speed and in¬ 
stantaneous service made possible 
by tape, we will be able to handle 
their needs. There are many prob¬ 
lems to be faced.by fiim producers 
venturing into production with 
tape, but as long as the commercial 
use of tape is inevitable, we plan 
to attack these problems, adjust 
ourselves and be ready to go by 
late spring. There’s no point cry¬ 
ing about ..the multiple problems 
presented by dual production (film 
and tape under one roof); I know 
of no one in our industry who 
relishes the thought of entering 
the field of tape production, along 
with our continuing film produc¬ 
tion. but it’s got to be absorbed os 
a necessary pain of growing in a 
field of ever-maddening problems, 
where a high premium is placed on 
flexibility and the ability to adjust 
yourself to new situations all the 
time. 

Martin Ransohoff 
••Filmways 

This would probably mean an ex¬ 
penditure of over . $400,000 for 
shooting alone.. Asstiming that the 
editing problems of video tape are 
solved. (although this is a big as-, 
sumption), we will then have to 
equip each one of our 10 edtors 
with a tape outfit because without 
them he cannot play back the scene. 
Shot. This would mean another 
$400,000 for 10 tape units, plus as. 
many additional standby units as 
are necessary, to maintain effi¬ 
ciency. There will."be considerable 
additional costs for training of per¬ 
sonnel and maintenance of equip¬ 
ment; 

Wiihout a doubt, it will mean an 
investment of well over $1,000,000 
to an organization like our; own. It 
is difficult to. visualize today’s cost , 
conscious advertisers, willing to 
help us amortize this amount, esper 
cially when it is difficult to explain 
to them why tape. is better, more 
efficient or more economical: than, 
the medium which we are now 
using; The necessary; financing, 
should tape become a practical 
reality, will have to be supplied and 
absorbed by the independent pro¬ 
ducer1. It would therefore become, 
a fact of life in the industry that 
only :the larger companies could 
survive, a conversion to. tape. If 
the industry will allow it, the total 
cost ^f conversion to tape may be 
cushioned by a gradual change¬ 
over. 

Marvin Rothenberg 
MPO Television Film's 

needs the west coast for a commer¬ 
cial, one needs it regardless of 
what the production technique is. 
The same is true of the east coast. 
If someone lias an emotional need 
to swim.at the pool of the Beverly 
Hills Hotel while . New • York. is 
covered by. snow, the: advent of 
tape will not discourage rior en- 
co.urage.it. . 

. Tape will’be feasible for location 
shooting When the men handling 
the talking cameras are more 
’‘With’’., productipn techniques and 
the problems of lighting. 

Albert D. Hecht 
Bill Sturm Studios 

Yes, to find out what form such 
commercials may take, and the 
working procedures for tape. 

William H. Unger 
ElIiot-Unger-EIliot . 

Yes. Our technical staff, under 
the direction of James Townsend, 
has made several trips to the coast 
and Europe, and plans are under 
way so that Dynamic Films will 
be ready for conversion as soon as 
some of the few remaining prob¬ 
lems are solved. Since we try to 
be first to. utilise new technical 
developments, this approach is 
consistent with our policy. 

Lee Bobker 
Dynamic Films 

The video tape recorder now 
costs 'in the neighborhood of $45,- 
000. But, this is only part of the 
investment. In effect, this part of 
the investment represents but the 
motion picture camera magazine in 
which film is placed. How about 
pickup cameras, editing equipment 
fwheri developed), monitors, rede¬ 
signed screening rooms arid dozens 
of other unforeseen requisites be¬ 
fore we can open for video tape 
business? I couldn’t begirt to esti¬ 
mate the final cost if tape does 
become a reality. It will certainly 
be high. 

Walter Lowendahl 
Transfilm 

; If and when tape becomes prac¬ 
tical; I do not believe that it will 
affect the status of production in 
the east as opposed to Hollywood. 
Despite tremendous pressure, and 
the glamor appeal of Hollywood, 
the great majority of sprats are still 
produced in the east. . Whether 
the medium is tape or film, I be¬ 
lieve that the same painstaking 
care will bedemanded, and. we in 
the east; have the largest pool of 
experts trained to turn out com¬ 
mercials. . 

Location shooting with vide.6 
tape is ■already a reality in pro¬ 
gram production^ Should the other 
technical problems be solved, there 
is rib reason why location shooting 
for commercials would not be pos¬ 
sible. ' ■ • ■ ■ • ' ■ ' . •: 

.... Marvin Rothenberg' 
. MPO Television Films 

Based upon current costs of 
equipment and labor, it is estimat¬ 
ed that a proper^installation that 
w’ould; give us video tape produc¬ 
tion leadership would cost upwards 
of $250,000. 

Charles C. Barry 
Metro TV 

The, equipment part of this an- 
swer-fwith proper tv system, two 
cameras and electronic: matting 
would, be approximately $80,000. 
The cost of training personnel and 
maintaining the equipment for the 
first year is not known to me. 

Albert D. Hecht 
Bill Sturm Studios 

How much do you estimate 
the total Installation of tape 
equipment wilt cost? 

This depends a great deal on bow 
extensive the installation—whether 
the. producer purchases two or 
three cameras and whether he ob¬ 
tains an electronic optical system. 
Our guess is that for a professional 
installation, to allow us to do the 
type of work .we are called upon in 
film production, a minimum invest¬ 
ment of $125,000 would be re¬ 
quired. This sum includes installa¬ 
tion but does not include mainte¬ 
nance and the engineers to Oper¬ 
ate it. 

Robert L. Lawrence 
Robert Lawrence Productions 

Let us analyze, for a moment, 
what the cost of conversion to video 
tape would mean to an organization 
like MPO. Last year \ye turned out 
more than 1,200 spots, so nor¬ 
mally, on any one day, we are 
shooting on three stages with three 
camera crews. Practical studio 
operation would necessitate tying 
up a video tape unit for each stage 
plus at least two standby rigs for 
necessary insurance—a total of five 
units. For each stage would also 
need at least two iconoscope cam¬ 
era systems plus control rooms, etc. 

The total installation of tape will 
cost in the vicinity of $80,000, in¬ 
cluding the hidden costs of labor 
which are difficult to calculate; in 
installing . riew processing . equip¬ 
ment. This includes: the acquisi¬ 
tion of one camera only, and the 
training of a technician, plus in¬ 
stallation and miscellaneous costs. 

Martin Ransohoff 
Film ways : 

The ultimate costs of all video 
equipment could reach $500,000, 

William H. Unger 
Ellibt-Unger-Elliot 

Between $200,000 and $400,000. 
Lee Bobker 
Dynamic Films 

HoW will the advent of tape 
affect the status of production 
in the east as opposed to 
Hollywood? Will tape he 
feasible for location Shoot? 
irig? 

I presume you are referring here 
to the tape as a substitute for film. 
If this is so, then the video tape 
and its accompanying tv camera 
system and monitors, becomes a 
substitute for the camera and lab^ 
oratory. I see no change in the 
status quo of east Vs. west. If one 

Tape, if realized, will not alter 
the present status of east or west 
coast production. Factors other 
than technical innovations are re¬ 
sponsible, for coastal production 
shifts. 

For location shooting, tape would 
seem. to: have limited use. There 
will, always, be. the. problem of 
transmitting the signal from the 
camera to the tape recording 
equipment. A cameraman, with a 
conventional: portable film camera, 
.can shoot; for example, a pano¬ 
ramic scene atop a mountain. How 
could: this be done via tape with¬ 
out- incurring the prohibitive costs 
of lugging video tape equipment 
up a mountainside? 

Walter Lowendahl 
Transfilm 

I think the .Sanie reasons which 
seem to favor west coast film pro-: 
duction now are equally valid for 
tape..' ; ■ ■■ • 

.. : . Charles C. Barry 
Metro TV 

Do you feel toping of com¬ 
mercials will cause a shift in 
production from independent 
tv film houses to the net¬ 
works, keeping in mind the 
fact that the networks cur¬ 
rently produce most of tele¬ 
vision's live commercials? 

I don’t think so. The nature of 
our business is such .that it really 
requires fulltime attention and 
concentration on detail. The net¬ 
works are basically In the business 
of selling time, and worrying.about 
what to.fill it with. This is also a 
fulltime job; handled in varying 
degrees of competence by the net¬ 
works, both in New York and Holly¬ 
wood. It would seem to me that the 
networks will be spending 100 % 
of their time and facilities in han¬ 
dling what they are primarily in 
business to handle—the selling and 
filling of airtime available to spon¬ 
sors. Although I could be sadly 
mistaken, it would appear that the 
television commercial business will 
remain in the hands of independent 
tv film houses, whose specialty it 
is to handle this highly compli¬ 
cated phase of commercial televi¬ 
sion today. 

Martin Ransohoff 
Filmways 

the advent of tape would cause a 
shift in production from independ¬ 
ent outfits to the networks. X be¬ 
lieve it unlikely that the network* 
could ever equal our ability to pro¬ 
duce commercials. The networks 
are primarily concerned with pro¬ 
gram production, it was out of 
necessity that they handled live 
commercials. Bebause these com- 
mercials are seen only once, criti- 

j cal standards are much lower. I 
have often. listened to the com¬ 
plaints of agency live producers at 
the shod, y, second Class treatment 
given to the production of live 
commercials at the networks; Eco¬ 
nomically; we can also rival the 
networks when it comes to the stop- 
and-go type of production neces¬ 
sary, for most commercials. They 
cannot tie up one studio for an en¬ 
tire day or more as is often re¬ 
quired in the production of a dif¬ 
ficult one minute commercial, and 
even if they could, tha. network 
costs would be prohibitive. 

Marvin Rothenberg 
MPO Television Films 

Tape will not affect one way or 
the other the status of production 
in the east as opposed to Holly¬ 
wood. The only thing that; will 
change is the equipment itself. It 
is merely the substitution of an 
electronic, system for the normal 
film system. The. only faictor that 
might be taken into consideration 
is that the tape allows for greater 
flexibility in continuous shooting 
with. the multiple cameras and 
therefore larger stages might, be 
more feasible. However, more and 
larger stages are becoming avail¬ 
able in the east: 

Tape definitely is feasible for lo¬ 
cation shooting as is evidenced by 
the work that has been done by the 
Chrysler. account. 

Robert L. Lawrence 
. Robert Lawrence Productions 

We can rariiy assume that in the 
immediate future tape will not af¬ 
fect New York-HollyWood relation¬ 
ships greatly, since tape itself may 
not have a. great impact. 

Location shooting does riot enter 
into our present plans for tape. 

William H. Unger 
: ElIiot-Unger-EIliot 

No effect at all, • The east will 
continue to grow as., a center -for 
creative film production and its pro¬ 
ducers will still-offer the.same ap¬ 
proach to films.regardless of any 
technical changes. 

Yes, tape is a feasible technique 
for remotes, but probably will take 
a while longer before lighter port¬ 
able equipment, is ready for use. 

■'■'.Lee Bobker 
Dynamic Films 

No; comment. . 
Martin Ransohoff 

Filmways 

If anything,, tape should put the 
independent producer in a better 
position. Presently, approximately 
75% of all tv commercials are 
filmed. The majority of these are 
for spot use, an area in Which the 
networks are not involved. It is 
highly doubtful that they would 
gear themselves to enter this phase 
of production. Filmed commercials 
made primarily for network use 
usually contain production values 
which could not easily be dupli¬ 
cated live. Therefore; it is more 
than likely that independent pro¬ 
ducers would even take over taping 
those commercials which are now 
produced live by the networks. 

Walter Lowendahl 
TranSfilm ! 

Although the networks do have 
a headstart with video tape, since 
they use it in the delayed recording 
of programs, the commercial uses 
of video tape are still wide open. 
The major film producers have the 
financial means, the technical skill; 
plus the studio facilties and crea¬ 
tive people to quickly oyercome 
the network’s headstart with tape 
facilities. 

Charles C. Barry 
Metro TV 

How will tape television af¬ 
fect union jurisdiction among 
film producers? Keep in mind 
the fact that the three tele¬ 
vision networks agreed con¬ 
tractually to give their own 
tape production to NABET 
and IBEW; and also keep in 
mind that you are contracted 
with SAG. . . 

This question will do at least 
one service for the industry: It will 
bring out into the open now what’s 
going to be a terribly big problem 
in tie immediate future. The film 
producers have and will probably 
be prone to suggest that production 
jurisdiction be confined to IATSE. 
This of course suggests a conflict 
with NABET and IBEW on the one 
side and IATSE on the other. 

As for the performer elements, 
I just don’t know. Production 
should be restricted to one union 
for all production techniques with-, 
[in the province of the independent 
film house. I cannot at the present 
time say the same for talent—nor 
is it as important in this field. 

Albert D. Hecht 
Bill Sturm .Studios 

; The answer to this .question will 
be to a large extent measured by 
the network and advertising agency 
plans for taped commercials. 

William H. Unger 
Elliot-Uriger-Elliot 

Definitely not. Advertisers and 
their advertising agencies have 
never gotten , the necessary service 
and competitive price structure 
from the networks that they are 
accustomed to receiving from in¬ 
dependent production houses: 

Albert D. Hecht 
Bill Sturm Studios 

We do not believe networks will 
become the major producers of 
commercials. It would have been 
perfectly easy for them to engage 
in the very thing that we are doing 
today, but they have kept out of 
it Here.again, it is merely the sub¬ 
stitution of one type of camera.for 
another. The time required for the 
type of production that today goes 
into commercials immediately in¬ 
dicates that this business wiil re¬ 
main with the film producers. The 
cost at the networks would be fan¬ 
tastic. 

Robert L.; Lawrence 
Robert Lawrence Productions 

No. The answer to this is rela¬ 
tively simple. The preparation of 
the creative and effective selling 
commercial still requires the back¬ 
ground and experience Offered only 
by the film producer. The superi¬ 
ority in effectiveness in the current 
film commercial would still be true 
of the tape commercial when pre¬ 
pared and produced by the inde¬ 
pendent film company. Frankly, 
speaking, the networks cannot com¬ 
pete with us in this area. 

Lee Bobker 
Dynamic Films 

This is tough to conjecture. How¬ 
ever, some compromise will.have 
to be worked out. . The IATSE has 
had complete and historic craft 
control in the film industry. NABET 
and IBEW have established their 
positions with the television net¬ 
works. As the technical differences 
between the two fields narrow and 
disappear, so too, of necessity, will 
the problems of union jurisdiction. 
I am sure tbit wise union leader¬ 
ship will see the impossibility of 
any other solution. 

Marvin Rothenberg 
MPO Television Films 

Don’t ask! 
Walter Lowendahl 
Transfilm 

We are advised that IATSE has 
already claimed arid has been 
granted jurisdiction over Video 
tape as far as the major studios are 
concerned. IATSE has taken the 
position that their place in the in¬ 
dustry is unchanged regardless of 
the medium being used. 

Charles €. Barry 
Metro TV 

No comment. 
Robert L. Lawrence 
Robert Lawrence Productions 

We will expect the applicable 
Unions to arrive at tentative, work¬ 
ing agreements amongst them¬ 
selves. If the unions agree, the in¬ 
dependent producers will be forced 
to go along with such agreements. 

William H. Unger 
Elliot - Unger - Elliot 

No comment. 
Martin Ransohoff 
Filmways 

No, I definitely don’t feel that 

No major effect, since most of 
our current union contracts pro¬ 
vide foit a switch oyer to tape and/ 
most jurisdictional disputes are 
outlawed under current labor law. 

Lee Bobker . 
Dynamic Films 
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Case For The Animation Specialist 
By ADRIAN WOOLERY 

iPres:, Playhouse Pictures) 

I believe a good television com¬ 
mercial should entertain while sell¬ 
ing to hold an audience and sell 
while entertaining to hold a. spon¬ 
sor. The animated commercial has 
proven to be . the most effective in 
accomplishing these tasks. It us¬ 
ually carries a minimum of “sell’ 
copy; it has a proven retention 
value for its sponsor and his prod¬ 
uct and more important, its ani-. 
mated characters create a perma¬ 
nent and identifiable impression. 

Of course not all products lend 
themselves to the ^ animated me¬ 
dium; This is one of the reasons 
why only about 25% of the total 
film commercial production is anir 
mated. There are other factors 
such as the light versus the hard, 
sell, the advertising techniques of 
competitive products and the mar¬ 
ket. involved. Popularity certainly 
is not one of the reasons why there 
are not more of these cartoons. On 
the average, six out of the top 10 
commercials in the .American;■ Re¬ 
search Bureau best-liked tv com¬ 
mercials survey each w eek are ani¬ 
mated and a sales analysis of their 
cartoon characters show them to 
be highly effective. 

Animation studios, were founded 
on their ability to provide better 
writing animation and art values 
through coordinated creativeness 
in storyboard, character design and 
"the'.unique execution of the entire 
film.. The specialist Studio has be¬ 
come big. business: It will con¬ 
tinue to thrive, as long as it . has 
the. talent and skills to add those 
extra creative touches under close 
supervision throughout the entire 
production, that results in an above 
average commercial. Because of 
the increased costs of television 
time and talent, a sponsor needs 
the most effective commercial his 
money can buy to deliver bis mes¬ 
sage. The commercial in many 
instances is an integral part of the 
show on which it appears add spe¬ 
cialist treatment is needed to make 
it dollar-for-doUar the highlight of 
the program. These same tech¬ 
niques are required in the tele¬ 
vision soot commercial to assure 
that it wUl stand out when run dur¬ 
ing a station break or "when 
coupled with other messages. With 
the increasing use of spot satura¬ 
tion, the specialist studio offers 
many advantages for the local, re¬ 
gional and, national advertiser. 
Among them is the creation of a 
cartoon character. 

Cartoon ‘Star* 

As pointed out, the sponsor 
benefits from the animated com¬ 
mercial in many ways but primar¬ 
ily through the development of a 
cartoon salesman. There are the 
added factors that the character 
can be used in newspaper, adver¬ 
tisements, on billboards; and in 
point-of-sale presentations. The 
animated commercial has made its 
greatest impact on the graphic arts 
field in this regard. Some adver¬ 
tisers have even Incorporated their 
animated television characters into 
their packaging design for further 
product identification. 

The phenomenal rise of the car¬ 
toon “star” Is one of the most In¬ 
teresting developments in the ani¬ 
mation field. H*s ; popularity and 
acceptance is not left to mere 
chance. In the tightly-knit envi¬ 
ronment of the specialist studio, 
careful thought,, research, and 
planning go into the creation of 
every new cartoon “star." The 
studio is nearly always requested 
to create a model sheet showing 
the proposed characters in dif¬ 
ferent poses and attitudes either 
from the agencies' rough story¬ 
boards or their own story outline. 
These model sheets allow time and 
study for the agency and adver¬ 
tiser to make sure that they will 
have a distinctive character and 
that their “star' ’will not be of¬ 
fensive or cause audience dissatis¬ 
faction When he sells the sponsor's 
product. 

The full talents of the studio are 
called into action to find the star; 
one with warmth, a strong person, 
afity, a sense of humor and above 
all saleability! Conferences ensue j 

with the creative personnel, the 
designer, background artist (scenic ] 
designer), music director, make-up j 

(ink and paint), the director and 
camera man. Simultaneously, a 
talent hunt is launched for the 
proper voice upon which a . great 
pirt of the character’s success is 
ba^ed. With agency approval and 

the production crew complete; 
voice, sound effects and music 
tracks blended; the star is born. 
Each animator lives the “person¬ 
ality” that has been created as they 
act out the character in the as¬ 
signed roles. In the weeks, ahead, 
millions will View the debut of our 
“star” in the comfort of their liv¬ 
ing rooms and discuss his or. her 
antics. • 

This personal attention to the 
sponsor’s cartoon salesman is the 
added plus the client receives at 
no extra cost from the animation 
specialist. It is a necessary “must” 
if the commercial is to reap its 
full rewards. Each week our cre¬ 
ated cartoon characters^ have far 
greater audience exposure than 
the biggest television personality. 
They must be carefully conceived, 
thoughtfully designed and profes¬ 
sionally executed: Their popular-! 
ity is a success story in itself and 
the impressions they make can be 
lasting and effective. 

Film Industry 
In France Alerted 
To TV's Inroads 

UBy GENE MOSKOWITZ- 
Paris. 

. A savvy French film producer 
told Variety that though no one 
takes television seriously, as yet, 
as a present and jeven potential 
enemy, the time is- now ripe for 
reassessment. During a tv strike 
last Christmas his film did top biz, 
but with tv on during New Year’s 
Day there was an .appreciable fall. 
He contends this, showed that. tv 
was now something for filmmakers 
to cope with. . . 

: Others are coming around. to 
this way of thinking and the Syn¬ 
dicate of Film Producers is now 
clamoring for a modus operandi 
with video before the" competition 
becomes disastrous; With .1960 to 
see all Of France covered by beam¬ 
ings, and a new all purpose, cheap 
set ready to hit the marts, they 
feel that this is now imperative. 

There is also, the possibility of a 
second channel run on commercial 
lines In ’60. This Would be the 
clincher as far as, hep film people 
are concerned. Lately old, and even 
fairly recent pix, have been get¬ 
ting choice weekend airings oh the 
one French nationalized vid chan¬ 
nel. Among . those which could 
easily keep set owners from local 
houses were “The Threepenny 
Opera,” “Millionaires For A Day,1" 
“The Wages of Fear,” “Elephant 
Boy,” “Tovarich” and. long ex¬ 
cerpts from a pic now in its first- 
run “Maigret Lays a Trap.” 

Many dubbed Yank pix also, are 
shown and most distribs and pro¬ 
ducers are quick to make an extra 
buck on video airings. Tv only 
pays about $1,000 a shot, but some 
feel it. is money in the bank; and, 
since tv is still not taken seriously* 
it could do no harm. Keener ob¬ 
servers say it can, and are taking 
steps to keep new films from tv. 

French video uses only two Yank 
vidpix series at present, “Brave 
Eagle” and “Hitchcock Presents” 
but may be buying more. Snag is 
that the low rates and high dub¬ 
bing costs make it a slim money¬ 
making affair. 

The coming second channel could 
change this. Under the state Radio- 
diffusion-Television Francaise a 
special .branch, SOFIRA, Was set 
up to make vidfilms. . However, 
nothing has come of this for costs 
are too high. Most present pro¬ 
grams are variety shows* quiz en¬ 
tries, live theatre, films and a few 
filmed series. 

With set sales now in the 800,000 
bracket, it is felt that tv may soon 
make itself felt in other show biz 
facets. Film people feel that agree¬ 
ments to close off postwar films 
from ty should be instigated so as 
to stove off the problems that now 
assail both U.S. and English tv. 

Kozlenko ExitsSG 
Hollywood, March 18. 

Following a difference in opin¬ 
ion as to the format of Screen 
Gems’ projected series about the 
Counter Intelligence Corps, pro¬ 
ducer William KozTenko resigned 
and is exiting the Columbia subsid. 

TV Films Slated 
For1959Upswing 
In West Germany 
—^ By HAZEL GUILD ^ 

Hamburg, 
March 23 to 29, 1958, is a typical 

week for the German TV net—and 
these are the tv films that are 
slated: March 23, “Gefaehrlicher 
Fruehling” (Dangerous Spring), an 
old German film starring Olga Tes- 
chechowa, on North-West German 
Rundfunk; March 26, “Taeter Un- 
bekannt” (Culprit Unknown) on 
Sender Free Berlin; “Dance 
Through Paris” ballet film over 
three stations; and “Adventures of 
Mickey Mouse’’ fronv North and 
West German TV; and - March 27, 
“Vater ist der Beste” (Father 
Knows Best) on three tv stations. 

...As this indicates, ; the tv film 
business isn’t a . giant industry at 
the moment.. But tv films will have 
double the chance for selling and 
showing in West Germany nCxt 
year When the long-awaited and 
in-some quarters heartily hated in¬ 
dependent commercial tV station 
Comes into being. 

Peculiar situation of West Ger¬ 
man television is that there are 
currently seven television stations 
licensed by the. federal govern¬ 
ment — Bavarian TV (Munich), 
Hessischer TV (Frankfurt), North 
and West German TV (Hamburg), 
Radio Bremen, Sender Free Ber¬ 
lin, South German TV (Stuttgart.) 
and Southwest TV (Baden-Baden). 

The seven, serve as a television 
network, with part of the day ap¬ 
portioned to each Station "and the 
other stations, generally carrying 
that outlet's shows during the time, 
HCssischer TV here offers a first 
and second program, for instance, 
with part of the time on both chan¬ 
nels carrying the same programs, 
part of the time picking, up shows 
from other stations, and only a 
small part of the shows carried 
just in this area. 

That, means that for the 1,000,000 
ty set owners in West Germany 
(about one in 50 with the current 
population -of around 50,000,000) 
there are just one or two channels 
to watch since all the seven sta¬ 
tions carry the identical programs 
during much of their broadcasting 
day. 

This has also meant that to date 
there were just seven stations that 
could buy- or finance television 
films—and if a tv selesman failed 
to click with any station; he could 
offer his shows around to the 
others in search of a buyer. 

But it has also meant that there 
was generally just one: showing of 
a film anywhere in the land. Even, 
if one station buys the film to beam 
locally only instead of buying it 
for the entire net, the other sta¬ 
tions generally shy away from du¬ 
plicating it later. And With the 
close ties between all the outlets, 
there is very little competition and 
hence low prices. 
• To break this monopoly has long 
been the dream of the viewers, tv 
film companies and the artists. And 
the federal government has just 
brought the dream into view by 
licensing a new entirely independ¬ 
ent tv outlet called Freies Fern¬ 
sehen. It has business headquarters 
In Frankfurt, but will probably be 
broadcasting by next year, from n 
sender in the highly industrial 
Ruhr section. ... 

It's hoped that prices will be 
raised, for films because Freies 
Fernsehen will be strictly . com¬ 
mercial—although in a way that 
Is entirely different from the Amer¬ 
ican system. 

Shows will be bought or pro¬ 
duced by Freies Fernsehen. The 
buyer of the commercial time will 
have ho say in presenting his own 
shows, with only a choice of when 
he wants his commerical to be 
heard. He can pick the hour hut 
he can’t, order that it be during, 
before or after any program, nor 
can he in any way influence the 
program. 

Even with such a strange ar¬ 
rangement for commercials, the 
station plans to realize a profit with 
an average yearly income ..estimat¬ 
ed at about 70,000,000 German 
marks (about $17,500,000). 

Ffeies Fernsehen expects to 
budget about 60,000 German marks 
(around $15,000) per hour for pro-! 
gramming. 

Accent In the seven stations al¬ 
ready in business has been pn “cul- 

Cartoons Creaky, But 
What Do Kids Care ! 

Py BOB CHANDLER 
Mpny an economist has stated that the field of economics is more 

psychology than finance. 
; Change that to child psychology and half the battle is won in figur¬ 

ing the complexities of the business of selling cartoons to television. 
Animated subjects, for example, are among the hottest of the syn¬ 

dicated sellers, the object of an almost inexhaustible demand. Yet. 
although the supply of . .theatrically produced cartoons is virtually ex¬ 
hausted insofar as their ■ availability to television is concerned, the 
amount of. new cartoon product produced directly for tv can be count¬ 
ed on the fingers of both hands. 

If this seems a paradox, it can be explained by two factors, cost 
and child psychology. First of all, “full” animation Is extremely— 
almost prohibitively—expensive. There, have been innovations in 
“limited” animation that cut costs considerably, and these have been 
responsible for the few series that have been produced. But more 
about .that later. 

As to child psychology, remember when, as kids you sat through a 
movie four or five times on a Saturday afternoon? Well, the same 
goes for ty. The repeat factor is virtually negligible, and station pro¬ 
grammers can use the same cartoon package for years on end, re¬ 
peating each subject an infinite number of times, without a complaint 
from the kids. 

What this means is that this inexhaustible demand for cartoons 
isn’t necessarily a demand for new cartoons. Havihg found that kids 
Will Watch the game subjects over again, stations aren't so much con¬ 
cerned about having new product as they are about having some kind 
of product, no matter how old. • The only way a new show stands a 
chance is if it’s priced competitively with the older packages, even 
though they’re reruns. 

Bearing the high costs of animation in mind that's the reason so 
few new; cartoon, series have been: produced for television. Those 
that have been produced—the. list includes the “Cfusader Rabbit” se¬ 
ries, Screen Gems’, “Adventures of Powwow” and “Ruff & Ready,” 
Terry toons’ “Tom Terrific” and some “Mighty Mouse” entries, and 
UPA’s “Boing. Boing” half-hour series—have mainly been produced 
for network use first and subsequent syndication rerun, or in severely 
limited animation style, or a combination of both. 

Showy Costly Technique J 
Full animation, as the term Implies, involves completely rounded 

and smoothly moving figures, with the drawings changed in every 
frame. It’s an extremely slow and costly production technique, with 
costs running up to $100 and more per foot, or some $9,000 for an 
eight-minUte one-reeler. Such a one-reeler, in the context of a full 
package of cartoons, could conceivably gross better than Its produc¬ 
tion costs, but the risk is high at best. Some costs run higher—CBS 
laid, out $1,695,000 for Its series of 26 half-hour “Boing Boing” films, 
better than $70,000 each. 

Fortunately, UPA some years ago pioneered the hew animation form 
called “limited” or “stylteed” animation. This involves the use of 
angular figures, moving jerkily against static backgrounds, etc. UPA 
technique, drawn in the modem vein, caught the public’s fancy and 
Won acceptance for the limited style. This opened the door to many 
cost-saving devices, all stemming from the fact that the same draw¬ 
ings and backgrounds could be used for many frames instead of single¬ 
frame filming; 

This limited animation technique is varied in degree, and in' its 
crudest sense can. bring in a semi-animated subject at a remarkably 
loW budget. Trick, however,, is to keep the costs low without sacrific¬ 
ing, too much in the way of quality by using the limited technique. 

In the; main, this has been the course of action used by those com¬ 
panies that are producing new cartoons for tv. Another trick is. to get 
them sold on a network basis first, then release them for syndication, 
as Screen Gems has done with “Powwow”! and “Ruff & Ready” and 
Terry toons with ‘Tom Terrific.” With most of the cost thus written 
off, syndicators can then match the rerun priees of their theatrical- 
cartoon competition. 

As to the future, stations can expect only a limited amount of new 
made-for-tv product. Amount of pre*’48 cartoon. product still out¬ 
standing from tv is insignificant; some Columbia color subjects and a 
few Metro “Tom •& Jerry” cartoons. As for post-’48 cartoons, they are 
also limited in number, since the business of cartoon-making went 
into a major decline as television’s impact on filmmaking became 
evident. . En masse, the accumulation. of post-’48 product from all 
sources is substantial, but in terms of packages from individual com¬ 
panies. they won’t make much of a dent. 

So the current flock of libraries, already in .their umpteenth runs, 
will be repeated Over and over again indefinitely. As long as the kids 
don’t care, why . should anyone else? 

lure,”, with constant repetitions of 
Classics by ; well known German 
writers like Schiller! and Goethe, 
longhair concerts, hook and art 
discussions. But Freies Fernsehen 
stresses that it is out for the buy¬ 
ing audience, housewives and .their 
mates, and will lure them, with 
more “entertainment” and less 
‘culture.” 

To . start the fight early against 
commercial tv, the seven stotions 
now in business are opening their 
time to spot announcements. But 
ad buyers will . .likewise have no 
control over the shows. 

The seven stations now are each 
controlled by their state govern¬ 
ments and have a good supply of 
working capital. The federal Min¬ 
ister of the Interior has. just 
strongly suggested, \ though, that 
all the. stations be made private 
industries and taken out of the 
states' control. Just what effect 
this will have, if it’s brought about, 
is strictly a matter of speculation 
here now. 

First American company to get 
into the German tv film business is 
Screen Gems. They sold “Father 
Knows Best,” which has been dub¬ 
bed into German and is a weekly 
feature on several stotions. Price 
is not public, but . .is rumored to 
have been a low deal in order to 
get a film foot into the gradually- 
opening door. 

Other than that, biggest Sellers 
here have been old German films. 

Italian and French pictures, some 
fairly recent, are bringing a price 
of about 4,000 German marks ($1,- 
000). 

Last May. Republic. Films open¬ 
ed their Hollywood TV Service 
Inc. for Germany, Switzerland and 
Austria, to offer films to the three 
German-speaking lands. Other 
major Hollywood film companies 
are reported seeking info on how 
to crash this market with some of 
their older pics. 

Walter Disney, though, scooped 
the lot. Disney's clever represen¬ 
tative in Germany, Leo J. Horster 
of Munich, " negotiated several 
years ago to put special shorts 
showing how several Disney films 
were made on German TV. Not 
only did the shorts include a big 
plug for the upcoming movie to 
be shown in a movie house, but 
both German and Austrian tv sta¬ 
tions faid for the rights to the 
trailers. v 

And Horster- has also been re¬ 
sponsible for selling other Disney 
shorts to Germany. 

Old German movies like “Blue 
Angel” show nearly as often here 
as they did when tv was a baby in 
the. States, 

One' of the major German film 
producers/turned out the first pair 
of films made for German tv last 
year and. opened the way for other 
German movie producers to follow 
suit, even though the reviewers . 
were pretty harsh on the products. ' 
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Not just a few ^big'' pictures—but every feature 

a proven audience winner! AAP’s ‘Vanguard’ group 

of Warner Brothers features is good to the last 

reel. 30 of Vanguard's 52 pictures have been 

rated in the past—and there’s not a single MRTu 

share-of-audience below 417°- Many are { 

way up in the 80’s and 90 s, Why not let J 

Vanguard chart your course to bigger share- j 

of-audience figures! Call, write or phone. ; 
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Need For Flexibility In 
I Both Live & Film Area 

By JERRY FENIGER 
(V. P. in charge TV-Radio Programming, Cunningham & Walsh} 

Basically, whether a program is wind up In the form of pilots. As 
oil celluloid or comes to you “dl- long as there are producers with 
rect from the stage of the world faith in their own convictions, we’ll 
famous, etc.” doesn’t have tremen- have lots of pilots to look at. How- 
dous -relevance to the viewers ever, the gamble inherent in buy- 
acrossi America. What they want is ing 39 shows on the basis of a pilot 
good programming, be it live or is given ever increasing weight In 
film. the final deliberations which pre- 

TV FILM SKMI-ANMAl 

Animated Oim'Is— I ^No Great Rush For 
le Soft-Sell With. 
A Show Biz Flavor 

Film Shows In Italy 
By ROBERT F. HAWKINS 

I . mi Rome. and occasionally the more popu- 
The new year has brought with1 lar ones are pulled out and dusted 

Rv RORFRT I AWRFlVfF it-another sharp boost , in Italian off for a second viewing at “off” 
By RGHLn 1 LAWKblNlh .. video set. totals, still far ahead of hours. Many opera kines have re- 

(Pres., Robt. Lawrence Prod.) timetable . and now. above 300,000 cently been fold to other European 
Like any growing baby, tv has registered subscriptions. Total is television *nets. Less frequently 
; tvDical Dhases. TV rnminerrialc expected to swell rapidly, especial- RAT dip* wl- 1 - r expected to”sweU rapidly. espeMalr £« digs back into Ts Sy to 

In the .never ending battle of cede any final setting of pen to are no exception. The tv commer- Iy in view of program improvement a repeat of a dramatic show- 
matching the show to the ^manner paper. : cial, in its infant stage, was apt to the start of the year and the though this is usually ?one in S 
of presentation, it boils down to ^Because of this, it seems to us howl loudly for attention, using increased number of hours dedi- of cancellation of skedded pro- 
this: which way of getting it on that the producers of live, shows neither good manners nor subtlety cated to the Itald viewer since Jan. grams or such cause 
the tv tube will give our clients,the have an advantage which can pay in its approach. Today, in adoles- R Current objective for the RAI- Aside from acquired film prod- 
best show at the lowest cost to do off _if they wiU carefully plan out cence, there is still a great deal of. TV operation: 1,000,000 sets. uct, mostly accumulated s J ™ * 
the overall marketing job. their show ideas for the coming the showoff. in the tv commercial, The jump in daily telecasting years ago and still- apparently 

Obviously, the current economic season. . , . of noise for noise sake, and a train hours has only slightly added to abundant, the Italo telenet uses 
. situation is a factor in every client’s The critics seem to feel that live of thought that often leaves its the local use of filmed segments, little '‘outside” material in its 
thinking, when he makes commit- music snpws nave, witn a lew ex- track. Like an adolescent, too, the. and, considering.the high overhead filmed programs. When not speci- 
ments for the coming season. The Qeptions, flopped .this season is tv commercial of today has its involved, RAI-TV still features a fically ordered by RAI on-film 
idea of making a large dollar out- this to say .that live music snows saccharine side, is overly romantic, surprising amount of live program- stanzas and documentaries’ are usu- 
lay on a firm basis in April of 1958 are necessarily .bad as a program unrealistically masculine or femi- ming in its weekly fare. ally the product of RAI’s own well- 
which commits him from Septem- type. Maybe it s because the crea- nine, and spins daydreams that Hence, RAI-TV is less concerned organized, lushly equipped, and 
her Of 1958 to September of 1959 tive. ingenuity necessary to do «r only itself can believe. for the moment with buying tele- well-staffed film organization, 
is bound to have less appeal in a good live musical-variety show has Fortunately, adolescence is mere- pix, though , some purchases from RAI productions include such 
____r__ nr_u h#»pn larking. v » nltsisp rtf ffrnwth Tha mm. tt- o ._. . T"!** piuuutuuns UlCJUae sucn 
yea7when economists from Wash- be™’ac“nf- h ly « °f grmvth' T!'e..tv U. 's;'o7fets"w'ere recentl7m‘ade na^l/a™‘thra™uVannTaand well1. 
Ington to Wenatachee admit that And, what about the comedians. mercial today, seems, at times, to Most recently was with MCA for made neW«?reeI material for 
their crystal .balls are tending to ^ J? and ^ 
ington to Wenatachee admit that And, what about the comedians? 

WnniP a bit mistv which. they work for a live audi- becoming more adult. . Presents ” while other repent ap- __ 
Tn tainnp -With crnre« hf nrn enCe? Red Skelton has certainly This is not to say the hard-sell quisitions have been TPA’s “Las- TonPe^+^fn6^!?01^ -an^ f** 
In talking with scores of Pro" been racking up high ratings for days are over—there will always Sie” series and Ziv’s “Your Favor- wfcv «han u^elr C£Unlef» 

ducers, packagers, agents, and net- many seasons. Again, creative be a hard-sell , school for the in- |te Story ”* RAI also has the same «i *he €q“ally fuR 
work panjandrums, we see a grow- talents must be assembled which tellectual hard of hearing. But if company’s “Highway Patrol” and ’2? I0? sp£its $£Yer" 
lng recognition of the need for ean give us new forms of present- there is a trend today, that trend '‘Science Fiction Theatre’1' readv mailin' 
flexibility in both the live and film ing comedy which avoid the pit- is toward respecting the intelli- for upcoming use y ty the RAI staff- 
areas. More and more film shows faiis we all have seen in seasons gence of the ty audience. Principal use of filmed segments tnvprnm^+ii1*11^7 sene/s of,semI* • 
will be offered on shorter firm con- past. - Since repeal ofthe law thatsaidohRAtTVhas nature (such as 
, . . ..-—-—- P The 1958-59 season offers a tre- you can’t have any fun with your ™elfare’ schooling, etc.). 

zo stanzas of, Alfred Hitchcock three daily newscasts (which use 
Presents,’ while other recent ac- proportionately more film and are 

will be offered on shorter firm con- past. > Since repeal of the law that said on RAI-TV has come duriiU the nature (such as 
tracts with longer options and less The 1958-59 season offers a tre- you can’t have any fun with your moppet hours in the local nef’s in- t™lei *chorolinf; 
advance notice. This is good. In niendously interesting challenge to commercial, tv spots have been not tensive pm children’s program- (Sprtn^SrPio^^Tf £?T ,I,taI° ^ 
effect, those who sell film shows everyone connected with television; only watched but discussed—some- ming unspoiled recenUv^have inSnS Sf Italian angles) 

*w T-itir «««»♦ ho _■■JL_...it*, timoe in thh .J^cenuy me and other similar material. 
..tucaj. UIU3C .will) otu siiuna everyone tUIUieaCU WH1I IC1CY1B1UII uui uiavusotu-owmy- mmg. UnSDOllPd rPPPntlV havo •_.r _ i . _---: 

recognize that the risk can’t be the programming. Certainly, with times in the same manner as the been- "Jungle Jim ’’ “Circus Bov ” material- 
clients alone . , . that all t^ose PorV than normal show attrition audience - discusses fv entertain^ th,S ' .-is n 
concerned With the show must be and a tightening of the economic ment. It is not strange that people curre^^Bengal Lahcers”^-all ?°iW .c?nterf^ }n 
joint venturers. picture,^ the availability of^^network deyelop likes and dislikes for cer- ^Gemf^^ 4in Tin^n” ^ in 
. :ev,rt..idT,’t fhp aimimh. of a tain commercials; which after all „. -RmTin Rome, where RAI-TV studios are Points To ‘Live* Upswing ~1 Ume shouldn’t tbe as much of a tain comniercials, which after all ^ very *e 

Points To l^ve upswing r oWeni ^ Reasons past.. are imbedded in solid blocks of en- _eatefl ^ 

All this leads toward the rather The time will be there... .. let’s tertamment on either side. How * Past year 

was. very well liked and wiU be re- now headquartered- Especially In 
)eated soon. . _ their vast and rapid handling of 

’ffeatured such new material, the “Telecitta” lab Obvious conclusion that Uve shows put better shows in the time; can an audience,.settled in its easy ^bs Film Sa es^ fare as Vrave ?SiSSaIpwpU^ 

Not that milesahd miles of film talent agencies, dient/andthe 

Becomes a Bigtime Success 
By NAT GASSMAN • - . ... _ tnpf „ 

(Ftp/* V * Director Medallion Picture*) 1 else than a commercial, .but one W- . - « „ where the would-be founders of the 
(Exec y^r. Director, Meaauion riciure?) . ^ ,trie-s t0 do its sening in a As for feature pix, RAI-TV gen- second net filed suit against the 

Need filler? Throw ort an old. only recently acquired some big clever, entertaining, and--if possi- erally slumps on them, following RAI-TV “monopolv.” Another at- 
movie Not so many years ago pictures. Their bandwdgon. policy ble—exciting way. apparent viewer preferences. Pix tempt, taking a different tack, will 

. No has paid off handsomely. In Jan- For this reason, animation will are usua]ly screened Monday be made soon, it is said along the 
this was standard operating p o- uary they aired “High Noon.” the continue to delight audiences into mghts at nine, rarely at other times local grapevine. The success of 
cedure for television stations every- Gary Cooper and Grace Kelly buying things, becau ^ <n the. short m week. Choices vary between any one of these “anti-RAI” op- 
where. The feature film was tele- starrer. The box scorer the NBC space of time ’allotted to a commer- Italian-mades and even older erations would probably open the 
vision’s adopted Child. Not really flagship captured 80% of the sets cial, more fancy, more amusement, foreign (usually U.S.) items. way for increased syndication and 
wanted but necessary to fill the in use; plus third in the Nielsen more music, and more exciting RAI ds known to have accu- film use on local tele screens, once 
chasms of air time. In those days rating in the New York area visual impact can be achieved mulated a^vast kine library, espe- the cautious RAI-TV programming 
the problems were twofold. Feature (beaten only by Perry Como and through animation than any other cially In the opera-operetta sector, venture is no longer alone. 
packages boasted a few good films Loretta Young) and hit the bull’s way. ~ ! “ ~ ■ ■ • ■ : ^ --——— — - -— 
with the balance tailing off badly, eye with the largest one shot au- Perhaps the famous Steinberg _ . A-a J ^ . If | ■ 
The film buyer reaching for the dieiice ever to see a televised JeUo series can be pegged as a f fill TO fl|1|y OC I.AAfl JJQ f Allf I «||| 
better films found himself saddled movie, .starter for all this—certainly the ■ VII I V VIIIJ UO UUUU fld I UUI Lull 
with too many which were un- CBS continually gets the rating current Piels Bros, ^campaign has CATTT irrrrr, 
worthy of programming. . nod with such films as "Gaslight,!’ made great hay m the soft sell ^ By. 3AJUL JEFFEE 

This package deal sales formula Garbo^^ -Ninotehka,” -The Man Wov'elab K.lm Laboratories) 
was financially successful for the Who Came to Dinner and. many hag 3the sugar-coating of Television and motion pictures Movielab’s facilities for both black 
distributor. The burden of pro- others, . i3XL and fUn to put across its sales have. never been noted for their and white color film processing 
grammmg feature films on an eco- The feature film has come of jnessage There are a generous P^smn for anonymity. The spot- have been steadily expanded ever 
nomic basis that made sense Was age on television, the future is number of others as well; light has been focused on practic- since the end of World War II; our 
the buyer, who, after several pur- limitless.! The distributor is now ■ ~ / - :—••*- • -- ally every branch of the business volume is at the biggest point in 
chases, discovered there was no faced with his biggest challenge, j Changing Animation Patterns. | except one.- That one: department of our 28-year history and each 
magic formula. Tired, of eating that of devising a successful sales ; Animation techniques have the film industry has managed to month seems to be setting a new 
film some stations decided they formula in view, of the trend to a changed radically in recent years. remain virtually unknown outside record. Our laboratory alone-^-ad- 
could get along without movies and buyer’s market. The library deal, Buyers used to think in terms of the trade and even among many mittedly a big one, but neverthe- 
resistance to same began to take except for limited markets, is on two styles—traditional or full, and m°vie people themselves. less only one of many big ones 
shape. - its way but; Selectivity is taking modern or limited. Today, anima- Evei^body knows about the stars here — can process in one day 

Then a voice from the ivory its place. A New York purchase tion-wise agency people tend to ar*d the theatres and the films on enough film to supply the normal 
- tower was’heard and it said, “Tele- is no longer an indication that the think in terms of characterization, television, but few people stop to network program hours of the 

vision was meant to be L-I-V-E” package will move in Chicago, Phil- or overall effect of the animation, realize that everything the stars three big television networks for 
and the echoes rebounded as af- adelphia, Milwaukee or other mar- rather than in terms of style. We apd. the showmen and the tele- half a week or more, 
filiates realized that maybe movies kets. have found that it is best to get vision stations do in the realm Movielab has accomDlished this 
didn’t belong on tv after all. If the distributor is to succeed the plot elements of a film settled of film ultimately depends on the growth in New York City even 

. Resistance to feature films was his package has got to move in first and worry about the style laboratory: The laboratory; is while the oracles were all echoing 
building and the distributors. be: almost all of the important markets secondly; In special cases, of where the picture takes form. It is Horace Greeley’s advice to ' go 
deviled with product acquisition and this cannot happen unless it course, a famous style is used for where freshly exposed negative is west. I would estimate that New 
problems inadvertently lent aid, conforms with the specific require- its own value and is more important, developed and analyzed and cut York as a film Center today handles 
by their sales formula, the only ments of the local situations. What than the animation action itself; and assembled vand printed. It is at least as much and possibly more 
one they knew, the package deal; goes in New York may take ia beatr This still comes under the heading where, if need be, a film maker than Hollywood itself Television 
Nevertheless, quality will out and ing in Chicago and make for a of characterization, in our book, can have a scene, shot in daylight, t ai,d industrial pictures today ac- 
with the help of the brighter pro- sweat in Philadelphia. In Milwau- For this reason we have searched transformed into the shade of C0unt for over 75% of Movielab’s 
gramming boys and the believers kee Schlitz is the big spender with out as many new animation stylists night he wants; it is where the business 
movies made it big. A good case up to $2,000 per for that show, as possible; buUding a catalog of whole mood of a color picture A ■ * . , ■. . ,■ . 
in. point is the CBS flagship, with Without a Schlitz pickup, figure on widely divergent art styles, so that can be emphasized or altered in ^. S nnn nnn Jf “nS 
the brilliant and hard , working about half the amount. New York, we can offer a client the kind of the processing,; where .- .camera - ' 
team of Hal Hough and Bill Lacey, for example, on a selective pur- character drawing that will best scratches are more important than t 1 
By'championing their cause this chase has paid up to $20,000 per sell his plot idea,: .« press books and where—let’s face Sr 
astute team have made their pro- title and in time may go as high More and more, too, the trend is it—the margin for error is meas- or Howhen thP MnviP^h 
gramming pay off. Today CBS has as 25. toward the agency ordering their ured in millionths of.an inch. 1 rJlor labor^wavSfmCn td thP 
«ne of the best movie operations The face of the tv feature film producers, to create an animation The laboratory business., like the H n'nnl\ :I ® 
in the country and a comfortable business has changed and if the storyboard from scratch. Animation film; production business, started *inefp aft Jrnonn w^t thronJh th? 
inventory of good films for some distributor Is to survive, he must ’is;almost;an/much.• an -engmegring m New York. Much of the pfbduc- r"thes? Sfnow 
time to come. Others of like mind keep pace with the new tempo. The science as it is an -art, and there tiqn business headed West, but the Eive a mnrh rlpJrpr 
are today reaping the same bene- unwanted adopted child, the fea- have been far too many occasions laboratories stayed in the East. ^ 
fits- • tdre film, has grown up and come when^ live action people designed Despite all the talk about the de- ^ l iKS? w ^ nlir 3 SS 

NBC, on the other hand, had a into its own and television has animation boards that worked, but Cune of New York as a film center, and I hope that avery user of film 
‘Johnny come lately” attitude and prospered because of it. (Continued on page 60) the proof of the pudding is that (Continued on page 60) 

J.au tu. juugc a iy auiiuuci.lhii at rirpLA a rj •• ~ uviu uuvu- 

least partly on the basis of its ■ f ?atlc Processing of film from nega- 
“story” content, "acting,” and the v *e{[!>ey Jon*s’ and The tive to screen, 
quality of its soundtrack? It Would. rr'. , . .. . \ The natural limitations of syndi- 
be illogical for the audience to s"orLsubject sector, RAI- cation of a government-monopoly 
consider commercials in any other 1, 5H^.r ■ V ■ situation, which usually creates a 
manner.. And leading ’■advertising.'s‘, SfytI£pedi“'?r5tan*SaC' buyer’s market such as the Italian, 
agencies, while often seeking the ,J/a.n,al; .jlm Board^-'of Canada, one, may be surpassed soon if one 
novel, never deliberately pursue Anjmal_ Adventures, and ‘Time of the varied attempts to open a 
the illogical. ; for Sports. Filler fare for second—commercial—channel in 

Therefore, today and tomorrow, evemng, hours has recently been Italy in opposition to the RAI-TV 
the chances are you will be finding Provided by Official Films’“Star monopoly is successful, 
more and. more of this kind of „°£?iaiJ,c?f and Screen . Gems’ One attempt made some years 
commercial—-a cdmmerciaf that . •* .-J: P0^*1 grouped here un- ago by a commercial combine has 
does not ’pretend it is something der heading of “Sene Grandi At- ever since been held up in court, 
else than a commercial, .but one tort- . ^ where the would-be founders of the 
that' tries to do its selling in a As for feature pix, RAI-TV gen- second net filed suit against the 

Worthy of programming. nod with such films as “Gaslight,” 
This package deal sales formula Garbo’s "Ninotchka,” “The Man 

was financially successful for the Who Game to Dinner” and. many 
distributor. The burden of pro- others, 

the buyer, who, after several pur- limitless.! The distributor is now 
chases, discovered there was no faced with his biggest challenge, 
magic formula. Tired , of eating that of devising a successful sales ; 

You’re only as Good as Your Lab 
By SAUL JEFFEE 

(Movielab Film Laboratories) 

Television and motion pictures i Movielab’s facilities for both black 

At Movielab we have just in¬ 
vested $2,000,000 in our new 

(Continued on page 60) 
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eries could win such 

IRST RATINGS] 
, W. ^ N E W YO R K 

WCBS-TV 10:30 P.M. 

#1 AMONG Alt SYNDICATED SHOWS 
outrating Wagon Train, $64,000 

Question, Maverick, Lawrence Welk 

Twenty One and others. 
ARB Jan. '58 

BAL-TV 10:30 pm 

IENYER 
KLZ-TV 9:00 pm WBRC-TV 6:30 pm 

50 225 313 
tratirig Studio One, 
Sullivan, Steve Allen, 
ie Ford, $64,000 
estion and others. 

ARB Feb. ’58 

# Outrating Groucho Marx, # Outrating Groucho Mark, 
To Tell The Truth, G. E. Steve Allen, Twenty One, 

• Theatre, Price Is Right, • Disneyland, Wagon 
Waaon Train and others. ^ Train and others* Wagon Train and others. 

_. ARB 
1 Jan. *58 

PULSE Feb. '58 

PinSBURGH 
WTVJ-TV 7:00 pm • KDKA-TV 6:30 pm 

337:288 
Outrating Wagon Train, 

}utrating Wyatt Earp, , Kraf, Theatre, This Is 
Twenty One, Steve Allen, .. Your Life, Twenty One, 
•hil Silvers, Ed Sullivan • $64,000 Challenge 
ind others. e and others. 

ARB Feb. ’5B . ARB Feb.’SB 

Outrating Wyatt Earp, 
Twenty One, Steve Alien, 
Phil Silvers, Ed Sullivan 
and others. 

ARB Feb.’58 

HOW GREAT CAN A SHOW RATE THE FIRST TIME ON TV? 
Your answer is right here... in these ratings fast! Make your next TV show 
SEA HUNT first ratings ... proof from an a ZIV show and enjoy that happy jspon- 
impartial source that ZIV delivers high sor feeling. 

IT’S THE HOT, HOT, HOT 
NEW SHOW OF '58! 
Pat O'Brien, Cesar Romero, 
Howard. Duff, Bonita Granville; 
Steve McNally, John Ireland, 
Lola Albright, David Brian, 
Kent Taylor, Gene Barry, 
Hans Conried and many more 
stars on exciting ACTION 
impact shows on Target! 

ADOLPHE MENJOU 

zv 
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’58: Economy & 
; Continued from page : 

directly or through co-op) to tight¬ 
en point-of-sale policies.. 

R. R. Kaufman 
President Guild Films 

Perhaps, ' although there is a 
good chance 'it will hold its own 
or slightly increase due to careful 
budgeting of advertisers' funds 
and their inc reased use . of spot 
program purchases. 

George T. Shupert 
President 
ABC Film Syndication 

Do you feel there will be dn. 
increase in playing time for 
syndicated product as the re¬ 
sult of possible network time 
retrenchment? 

Yes. This has already happened 
to some extent. But I think; this 
development is more significant for 
the quality of time periods that 
thus redound to syndicated shows 
than for the quantity of . time thus 
acquired. 

Jerry Hyams 
Director of Syndicated Sales 
Screen Gems 

Should there be a retrenchment 
of network time, syndication will 
get the lion's share of new availa¬ 
bilities. Local production costs ahd 
lack of available talent prohibit 
any increase in local live program¬ 
ming. Feature films can’t gain 
much by the. availability of a prime 
30-minute period, unless stations 
are willing to clear away existing 
shows to provide futr hour-plus 
periods. Consequently, it will be 
relatively simple for stations to 
reprogram, any new locally con¬ 
trolled half-hours with syndicated 
series as the avafflability occurs: 

H» Weller Keever 
Vice President 
General Manager 
California National Productions 

Oliyer A. Unger 
| President !.• 

. National Telefilm Associates 

This does not seem very prob¬ 
able at present: 

George T. Shupert 
President 
ABC Film Syndication 

I do believe that there will. be 
Increased playing time for syndi¬ 
cated product as a result of net¬ 
work time retrenchment, network 
program casualties, and the un¬ 
willingness or inability of : some 
moderate sized -national advertisers 
to make large scale national net¬ 
work commitments. 

Milton A. Gordon 
President 
Television Programs of America ; 

From our conversations with sta¬ 
tions and advertisers throughput, 
the country, \ye do not anticipate 
any cutback in the number .of net¬ 
work. hours. in the schedule of net¬ 
work affiliated stations. It is our 
impression that the stations are. 
desirous of maintaining the status 
quo, and we do not believe there 
will be any appreciable difference 
this year from. last. 

Leslie Harris 
Vice President & . 
General Manager 
CBS Film Sales 

Yes; because selling must, go on 
—ahd network retrenchment sim¬ 
ply. means the advertiser .will pin¬ 
point his sales efforts market by 
market. He will increase syndica¬ 
tion sponsorships as a consequence.. 

R. R. Kaufman 
President 
Guild- Films 

No comment. 
David Sutton 
Vice President in charge 

. MCA-TV Film Syndication 

Any network time retrenchnieht 
should obviously result In addi¬ 
tional playing time for syndicated 

PTa&nsfrr_ 
as well as other product. It is a 
little early to tell at this time 
whether there will be a substantial 
increase in time availabilities for 
syndication or locally placed prod¬ 
uct during the coming season. 

Robert W. Friedheim 
Vice President 

. Ziv Television Program1 

Do you believe that; television 
stations will devote more or 
less time to feature films dur- .1 
ing the 1958-1959 season? 

Station trend toward feature film 
programming, shows signs of peter¬ 
ing out. Features have never been 
serious competitors of film series 
for air. time. Certainly, the more 
desirable , time’ slots are assigned 
to prime syndicated shows. Much 
of whatever feature buying activity 
currently - exists is caused by in¬ 
dividual stations shopping, around 
for. features in hope of improving 
their present, old-movies schedules, 
rather than to expand them. 

II. Weller Keever 
Vice President & General 
Manager California National 
Productions 

There will be a slight decline in 
lime use of feature films as they 
get worn out. If there should be 
an influx of post-1948, feature 
films, then the time devoted to 
them will, be about the same in 
1958-1959 as this year. . . 

. R. R. Kaufman 
■ President Guild Films 

In our opinion television stations 
will devote about the same amount 
of time to feature films during 
’58-’59 that they did the previous 
year. The Release of the Paramount 
films will give them added program 
fillers they require to maintain 
this schedule. After '59, however, 
we anticipate a drastic cutback in 
the number of hours which the sta¬ 
tions will devote to feature films 
since they will be beginning to 
scrape the bottom of the barrel in 
first run properties and will not 
program second runs to the extent 
they would the first rub product. 
Also, by that time there will be a 
sufficient supply of top-grade syn¬ 
dicated product on the market to 
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be utilized in place of the feature 
films. Among these properties will 
be a number of hourlong television 
films which will certainly replace 
some of the dated features, that are 
being shown. 

Leslie Harris 
Vice President 
& General Manager' 
CBS Film Sales j 

I don’t foresee any significant 
change! However large a station’s 
stockpile of features, nowadays it 
would think twice about increasing 
the time devoted to them since 
that would inevitably bring the 
.station closer to the day when it 
will have exhausted all its first 
runs. The feature iilm supply is 
finite, and this fact will become 
more critical every day from now 
on. 

Jerry Hyams 
Director of Syndicated Sales 
Screen Gems 

We have found that stations are 
most responsible to the wishes of 
the public. If good half-hour film 
product in syndication is presented, 
we find the audiences continue to 
demand this form of entertainment. 
If good feature film is available, 
there is a demand for this as well. 
The viewers will not accept shabby 
product of any kind and this ap¬ 
plies equally to half-hour film for 
syndication or to feature film. 

Robert W. Friedheim 
Vice President 
Ziv Television Programs 

Oliver A. Unger 
President, National 
Telefilm Association 

With the emergence of new sta¬ 
tions in added markets, there will 
be a greater demand for both fea¬ 
ture films and syndicated half- 
hours. In markets where successful 
feature patterns have been devel¬ 
oped, competing stations will seek 
to emulate. 

David Sutton 
Vice President in charge 
MCA-TV Film Syndication 

Total time spent by all stations 
will probably be about the same 

due to increase of some and de¬ 
crease of others. 

George T. Shupert 
President 
ABC Film Syndication 

I do not believe there will be 
any increase in the use of feature 
films during the . 1958-59 season. 
If there is any marked difference 
it will be a decrease due to the 
diminishing supply, 

Milton A. Gordon ; 
President Television : 
Programs of America 

Does a sufficient "market" 
exist to enable broadening, 
the programming scope of 
syndicated product today be* 
yond the traditional staples— 
crime, western and adven¬ 
ture series? 

I wish I knew the answer to 
this. I have an idea a properly-done 
anthology series using a thematic 
approach and name talent will find 
buyers among many top regional 
advertisers who want something 
different. We may offer such a 
series later this year. 

George T. Shupert 
ABC Film Syndication 
President 

I don’t think so. . 
Oliver A. Unger 
President 
National Telefilm Associates 

Yes, there is a sufficient market 
to enable the broadening scope of 
syndicated product beyond crime, 
westerns, and adventure series. 
Our “Stage 7” which is a quality 
anthology series received fine re¬ 
ception and high ratings, and the 
sales were comparable to an action 
show. Our new show “Tugboat 
Annie”—a comedy show, has in 
the first stages of our compaign 
received enthusiastic support, and 
initial sales on this series are 
higher than any series we have 
heretofore put into syndication. I 
do not believe that shooting and 
fighting are necessary to insure 

(Continued on page 56) 
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. .with a point of view suited to these times 
These are such unusual times that a baby Is apt to grow up and reach 
maturity much faster than ever before. 

Take the newcomer to America’s television scene symbolized above, 
for example. 

He was bom eighteen months ago when the NTA Film Network was 
formed. 

A mere six months later, he took his first big step forward • .; when 
America’s dynamic new TV network began commercial operations 
, . .. backed by some of the nation’s most important advertisers and 
their agencies. 

Then he discovered his “first love” • when the Shirley Temple attrac¬ 
tions often made the NTA Film Network the Number One TV. network 
in America in the time period. 

Now he is reaching out again ., • with some very large plans ideally 
suited to these times. His position offen exactly what is needed during 
these days when advertisers are taking a long, hard look at their tele¬ 
vision coverage, their budgets, and their advertising plans in general 
... for this coming fall. 

Today above all, the NTA Film Network offers a unique solution to 
these problems, in the form of • • • 

Wider Flexibility 
.. . to meet advertisers’ 
varying sales patterns; 

Greater Economy 
... thanks to the elimination 
of costly coaxial cables 

No "Muct-Buy” Station List 
• • • to combat wasteful, 
needless circulation 

Guaranteed Clearance 
v..of time and programming, 
of which you will hear more later. 

It’s a program designed to solve the Number One problem in television 
today—the acquisition of maximum coverage at minimum cost with 
top-flight television programming. 

If you’re an advertiser or an agency faced with this knotty problem, 
before you make your plans for the fall, find put now about the all-new, 
big-time programming that will be telecast this fall on the NTA Film 
Network. 

Today is the time for you to. reach out and telephone, wire or write us 
... to hear the whole story; 

loncEii 
Vie I 

lomtng 
to tv 

mi mi 

^ Ti | "A : FILM 
SJ I f "V: NETWORK 

The Coliseum Tower, 10 Columbus Circle, New York 19, N. Y. • JUdson 2-7300 
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, Continued from page 54 ; 

the success of a syndicated prop¬ 
erty. 

Milton A. Gordon 
President 
Television Programs of America 

It ‘las been our experience that 
if a sufficient audience exists for 
any program appeal, regardless of 
its limitations, it will be produced 
and scheduled. However, both net¬ 
work and syndication audiences 
have been Voting overwhelmingly 
for action,- adventure and impact 
show's.' ' . 

Robert W. Friedheim 
Vicepresident 
Ziv Television Programs 

conscious" stations in the future are 
definitely looking for, and are able 
to pay for, a much wider variety 
of programs. 
Leslie Harris 
Vice President & General Manager 
CBS Film'Sales 

television, stations have already 
taken. a considerable gamble in 
putting themselves into this busi¬ 
ness. They have the right to ex¬ 
pect the producers and distributors 
to decide that a program is Worthy 
of the market and then to go ahead 
and produce and finance and make 
it available. 

Robert W. Friedheim 
Vice President 
Ziv Television Programs 

The market for new program 
types is eternal. It’s generally 
based on the desires of non-net¬ 
work advertisers for distinctive 
shows to create unique product 
identifications. Although strictly 
highbrow' shows are out; new types 
that could develop popular appeal, 
such as science fiction, are now 
among the species We're consid¬ 
ering. Proof that a new-format 
market does exist for syndicators 
Is the notable success of CNP’s] 
“The Silent Service/.' This series 
was launched last spring and hasw 
been so widely acclaimed, we are" 
now' producing another 39 episodes. 
H. Weller Keever 
Vicepresident Sc General Manager 
California National Productions 

Yes. There are many untapped 
program patterns where coopera¬ 
tion between .the distributor, the 
stations and the client will develop 
strong programming on a substan¬ 
tially pre-sold basis. 

David Sutton 
Vice President in charge . 
MCA-TV Film Syndication 

, Indeed it does. So-called syndi¬ 
cated film this year will include 
comedy, documentary and top 
grade dramatic anthologies. Most 
stations are anxious to improve the 
caliber of their programming 
schedules, and while crime, west¬ 
ern and adventure series will al¬ 
ways be acceptable, the “quality 

The action-adventure format has 
become the staple of syndication 
because that’s what best suits the 
needs of the chief sponsors of syn¬ 
dicated shows: That's what has 
proven successful arid hence that’s 
where the economics are most 
practical./ Within, these confines it’s 
not only desirable but necessary to 
find . freshness and originality. In 
“Casey Jones.*’ an action-adventure. 
series, we tried to do something 
different—it was the first series set 
against the background of 19th 
century railroading—and there is 
every indication «.sale$, ratings^ aud¬ 
ience composition, merchandising* 
that we succeeded. 

From our knowledge and exper¬ 
ience to date, it seems doubtful 
that we’ll see any major departure 
from the action-adventure format. 
It still has a lot to offer.; 

Jerry Hyams 
Director of Syndicated Sales 
Screen Gems 

A company such as ours has no 
problem in the financing oC new 
series. Actually, financing is riot 
the crux of the problem you have 
r ised. The real essence: is the 
question of lowering sales and dis^ 
tribution costs and speeding the 
return . of investment. In this 
light, w'e would welcome participa¬ 
tion by television stations .in tho 
creation of new syndicated pro- 
grains assuming the scope were 
broad enough to effect economies 
in sales costs. 

Milton A. Gordon 
./President 

Television Programs of America 

You have: omitted several im¬ 
portant categories which are doing 
wonderfully in syndication, not¬ 
ably comedy (“Honeymooners,” 
etc), and musicals and Situation 
comedy. Before the 1958-1959 sea¬ 
son is over, comedy of the Slap¬ 
stick-pathos type might be in the 
ascendency. 

R. R. Kaufman. 
President 

Guild Films . 

Do you welcome participa¬ 
tion by tefevition stations in 
the financing of new syndi¬ 
cated product? If so, under 
what terms? 

We don’t think we have the right, 
to ask television stations to gamble 
on a film series. We think that 

Screen- Gems, of course, made 
the pioneering move in this direc¬ 
tion in its. arrangement with West- 
irighouse. KTTV and WPIX for the 
production of “Casey Jones.” Since 
then, to the best of my knowledge, 
there has been only one other'such 
arrangement. Participation in pro¬ 
duction offers a couple of advan¬ 
tages to stations that carry a heavy 
schedule of syndicated. film. By 
having a closer working relation¬ 
ship with the producer they may 
have more of a voice in the kind 
of show they will get than if they 
were merely buyers. And, they can 
make more money from the show* 
since,' in addition to what they get 
from their own sponsor, they will 
make a profit from the distributor’s 
sales In other markets. 

Since these are valuable assets 
to certain stations, we will certain¬ 
ly keep our doors open for further 
such arrangements. Naturally, the 
producer , always wants to main¬ 
tain the majority interest and pre¬ 
dominant control oyer auy prop¬ 
erty he creates. 

. Jerry Hyams 
Director of Syndicated Sales 
Screen Gems 

Yes, . providing the terms are 
equitable on each side. In my opin¬ 

ion, if a station assumes a risk be¬ 
fore production has commenced 
then the station, should have the 
right to a more favorable purchase 
than afterwards, and in considera¬ 
tion of taking this speculation the 
station should be entitled to a par¬ 
ticipation in the profits. 

Oliver A. Unger 
Presideht 
National Telefilm Associates 

We’ve never considered partici¬ 
pation with television stations in 
production financing. That doesn't 
mean, however, that we’ve closed 
the door or our minds to any prop¬ 
osition that makes good business 
epnep. 

H. Weller Keever 
Vice President & 
General. Manager 
California National Productions 

We' are currently investigating 
this type of financing, but it is too 
early. for any conclusions; 

George T. Shupert 
President 
ABC Film Syndication 

It certainly is an interesting 
prospect to contemplate, and pro* 
vided that the negotiations were 
not too complex, we would cer¬ 
tainly be willing to review the pos¬ 
sibility' of participation by televi¬ 
sion stations jn the financing of 
new syndicated product. 

Leslie Harris 
Vice President & 
General Manager 
CBS Film Sales 

This is a subject we must go into 
more thoroughly. 

ML, R. Kaufman 
President 
Guild Films 

Many independent producers 
have lost money in the syndication 
field, and some attempts are being, 
made to substitute station financ¬ 
ing for: producer-financing, which 
is no longer readily forthcoming. 
The problems of profitable produc¬ 
tion and distribution are great, and 
profitable Operation is possible 
only to Very highly specialized 

j companies. 
David Sutton . ] 
Vice President in charge 

I MCA-TV Film Syndication 

What percentage In total 
gross sales do you expect will 
come from foreign syndicated 
sales during the remainder of 
1958? In 1959? 

Our estimate for 1958 is 8%; 
for 1959, 10%. 

Robert W. Friedheim 
Vice Presideht 
Ziv Television Programs 

About 18% during the remain¬ 
der of 1958. About 25% in 1959. 
It is well to bear in mind that the 
foreign market sounds very gla¬ 
morous, but the. problems involved 
in servicing the non-English 
speaking markets are complex and 
require a substantial investment in. 
dubbing and servicing. Our pri¬ 
mary interest must always be. in 
the domestic market. The foreign, 
market is purely the frosting on 
the cake. 

Leslie. Harris; 
Vice President 
Sc General Manager 
CBS Film Sales 

In 1958—12%. In 1959, possibly 
20%. 

Oliver A. Unger 
President 
National Telefilm Associates. 

Announced dollar volumes are 
generally much exaggerated. Es¬ 
timates of a third or a quarter of 
all business are wishful thinking, 
or even worse, a signal of bad busi¬ 
ness at home. Fast dealing and 
senseless adaptation have created 
major problems overseas. “Dump¬ 
ing” of shows has created a ridicu¬ 
lously underpriced market in many 
countries, and unthinking adapta¬ 
tion and dubbing has brought 
about some ridiculous situations. 
One outstanding comedy series, a 
top show at home, was rewritten 
with Latin American jokes for 
South American appeal. In the 
process, the sound track was ne¬ 
glected and the laughs all appeared 
in the wrong places. 

H. Weller Keever 
Vice President 
& General Manager 
California National Productions 

(Continued on paige 58) 
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BE SURE YOU HAVE "CRUSADER" IN YOUR MARKET. 
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VERNE BEHNKE, 595 Maditon Ave., New York 22. PLaza 5-0416 
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Syndication appears to be on an 
exploitation pic kick, with current 
and upcoming skeins keyed to 
hard action lines, ranging from the 
“shoot-her-in-the-belly” “Mickey 
Splllane’s Mike Hammer” variety 
to the“gimmick’’ shows exempli¬ 
fied by the underwater “Sea 
Hunt” 

Exploitation pix always have en¬ 
joyed a healthy theatrical ride in 
the past—nearly as good as the 
western staple. Syndication long 
has heen tapping essentially the 
same audience with similar pix, 
shortened to the half-hour format 
on tv. / 

But with syndication growing 
more adept at turning out this type 
of fare, swinging more and more 
to location shooting for heightened 
interest, there’s an upbeat in this 
category. 

Exploitation-type fare also has 
this advantage; it’s distinctive, ..of¬ 
fering'an advertiser a unique prop¬ 
erty on which to ride. For exam¬ 
ple, there’s only one frogman ser¬ 
ies around^ “Sea Hunt”; ditto for 
the submarine service, “Silent 
Service.” Same distinctive tag 
could be placed on “Whirlyblrds.” 

Usually, these shows are light¬ 
weight vehicles as dramas; char¬ 

acterizations are two-dimensional; 
plots, contrived artificialities. But 
they have an appeal of unusual, 

; adventurous occupations for their 
central characters, the plot lad- 
ened with action,. with the story 
moving clear and fast.. When the 
better .properties catch these in¬ 
gredients, they shape up as potent 
rating fate for the escape crowd: 

In the private eye field, the 
“Mike Hammer”, skein, repped by 
the first few episodes, goes ail out 
in the blood and violence direction: 
The goings-on are nothing new for 
theatrical exploitation pix, which 
has a history going back to “Little 
Caesar” in that category! but, in 
terms of degree, there have been a 
few “Hammers” on tv. 

. Understand MCA TV is introing 
more , “humane” elements, even; 
"humor" in later episodes, with a 
tone down of depicted brutality. 
Feeling is that the steady viewer 
of . the skein may get tired of the 
violent shennanigans; therefore the 
introing of fresh “humane” -ele^- 
ments. . 

Upcoming in the exploitation pic 
department is Television Programs 
of America’s “New York Confiden¬ 
tial,” the title based on the book 
by the late Jack Lait and Lee Mor¬ 
timer, Stories will be originals. 

FLAMINGO FINALIZES 
SALES EXPANSION 

Flamingo Films, expanding its 
product list With features and half- 
hours, has completed its sales re¬ 
organization with the appointment 
qf Ed Palmer as director of station 
relations. 

Palmer prior to joining. Flamingo 
was a sales exec at Official Films. 
As part of the sales expansion, 
Jeff Davis has been named regional 
manager of the southern division; 
Ken Rowsell,southwest regional 
manager; Julian Ludwig, west 
coast manager; and Robert Conn, 
eastern division manager. 

. “Citizen Soldier,” to be aired in 
the fall, is now in full production. 
Flamingo also is prepping to sell 
“b.S:S,” due to go off. the net 

. shortly. Outfit also is selling a 
package of Distributors Corp. of 
America pix. 

| Hollywood, March 18. 
Newest Desilu series is “Band¬ 

wagon,” which Mort Briskin will 
produce for Desi Arnaz, prexy- 
ownerof Desilu. 

Half-hour vidseries will be a 
musical western set in the period 
of 1880, and it deals with a travel¬ 
ing troupe of entertainers. Arthur 
Phillips wrote the teleplay of the 
pilot from an original idea by 
Amaz, who is exec producer. Pilot 
rolls next month at Desilu. 

’58: Economy & Flexibility 
Continued from page 50 

That is uncertain, due to highly 
fluid conditions abroad. 

David Sutton 
Vice President in charge 
MCA-TV Film Syndication 

1958, 25 to 30%; 1959, 30 to 
40%. 

George T. Shupert 
President 
ABC Film Syndication 

I expect that 35% of our. gross 
sales, exclusive of network sales, 
will corn* from our foreign depart¬ 
ment this yean 

Milton A. Gordon 
President 
Television Programs of America 

By the end of our fiscal 1959 
(July, 1960) it looks as If we’ll be 
making close to 30 per cent of our 
firstrun gross , income from inter¬ 
national sales. 

Jerry Hyams 
Director of Syndicated Sales 
Screen Gems 

No comment. 
R. R. Kaufman 
President Guild Films 

Which foreign areas do you 
expect to show the biggest 
sales growth for telefilm 
properties? 

Germany, Italy, Australia and 
Japan loom as the areas with e\e 
largest growth potential in the im¬ 
mediate future. 

H. Weller Keever 
Vice President 
& General Manager . 
California National Productions 

West Germany will probably 
show the greatest percentage of 
sales growth during 1958. England 
Australia and Latin America will 
probably supply the greatest dol¬ 
lar volmue of business during 1958. 

George T. Shupert 
President 
ABC Film Syndication 

In the last two years or so, we 
have noticed an increasing demand 
for film properties for use in Latin 
American countries, as Well as 
growth in. the demand in the Unit¬ 
ed Kingdom and Continental Eu¬ 
rope. 

Robert W. Friedheim 
Vice President 
Ziv: Television Programs 

A Column Sponsored by On* of Ifc* loading Film Products In Tolovhlon 

SARR A 

New York: 200 East 56th St. 

Chicago: 16 E. Ontario St. 

This 60-second commercial sells Camay 8oap hy transforming an ordinary bath 

into a fabulous experience. The setting takes the viewer from reality into 

the world of luxury—where cares are forgotten. Unhurried voice-over matches 

the mood;. beautiful product shots never Interrupt the pace. Seemingly 

relaxed sell! Produced by SARRA for THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 

OF CANADA, LTD. through THE F. H. HAYHURST CO. LIMITED. 

SARRA, INC 
New York: 200 East 56th St. 
Chicago: 16 £. Ontario St. 

Prime examples of the product-in-use technique! Everyday situations—eveu*- 

: day mishaps like spills on the floor—pfove in these 60-second commercials that 

Johnson’s Stride is “the wax ypu don’t have to re-wax every time.” By actual 

demonstration they ease, rather than urge, the viewer into buying Stride the 

very next time she shpps.. Produced by SARRA for S. C. JOHNSON & SON, 

INC. through NEEDHAM, LOUIS and BRORBY, INC. 

SARRA, INC. 
New York:. 200 East 56th St. 
Chicago: 16 E. Ontario St. 

Lively and believable, this series of commercials for Alps Brau Beer are really 

fun to watch Bavarian dancers! Skiers zooming down Alpine slopes! Attrac¬ 

tive people everywhere enjoying Alps Brau Beer . . . enjoying the jingle sung 

by a real Bavarian barmaid'. Ah unusually good combination of casting, conv 

tlnuity and music that sells as forcefully as it entertains. Produced by SARRA 

for CENTLiyRE BREWING C0RP. through GRANT ADVERTISING, INC. 

SARRA, INC, 
New York; 200 East 56th St 
Chicago: 18 E. Ontario St 

There’ll be no doubt In your mind that babies are still the #1 attention-getter 

when you see this series of 60-second spots, for Pet Milk. Babies yawn and 

fall asleep . but the audience doesn’t! Even a bachelor would find the 

situations appealing. Official doctors’ formulas are written out to give authen¬ 

ticity to correct infant feeding. Produced by SARRA for PET MILK COM-. 

PANY through GARDNER ADVERTISING COMPANY. 

SARRA, INC. 
New York: 200 East 56th St; 
Chicago: 16 E. Ontario St. 

Canada, United Kingdom, Ger¬ 
many, Italy, Australia. 

Oliver A. Unger 
President 
National Teleffim Associates 

The Western Hemisphere, where 
a good start has already been made 
in Canada and in South America. 
Both these areas anticipate the ad¬ 
dition of many new stations in the 

[near future. Countries in other, 
parts of the world, exclusive of 
Great Britain, of course, are just 
getting off the ground in television, 
and it Is difficult to predict where 
the strongest initial growth will 
take place. 

David. Sutton 
Vice President in charge 
MCA-TV Film Syndication 

I expect that all of the present 
foreign areas will continue to show 
marked .improvement. Germany 
and Japan will probably show the 
largest rate of improvement. 

. Milton A. Gordon 
Television Programs of America 
President 

The biggest sales growth for 
telefilm properties in foreign mar¬ 
kets will undoubtedly be in the 
Latin American area, Japan aiid 
possibly Germany. The German 
market showed great promise but 
their taste in comedy and adven¬ 
ture films differ quite sharply 
from ours and it is doubtful if 
they will wholeheartedly accept 
American programming for some 
years to come. 

Leslie Harris 
Vice-President 
& General Manager 
CBS Film Sales 

Germany and Japan now show 
the greatest rate of. growth, Latin 
America has tremendous growth 
potential that will be realized. as 
general economic and political con¬ 
ditions there improve.. 

Jerry Hyams 
Director of Syndicated Sale* 
Screen Gems 

Latin America, Japan, Australia; 
R, R. Kaufman 
President Guild Film* 

10 YEARS OLD 
and still going strong 

—Now Selling ATC’s 

iOth BIRTHDAY PACKAGE 

Consisting of 15 Top Features 

and the U.S. Marines’ % Hour 

Series, “Uncommon Valor.*' 

P. S .: 

THE CHAMPION PACKAGE 
is now available fo^ reran 
In most cities. * i 

■ IbUltllV Ibbbl IVll/lt uuiu« 

130 WEST 46th STREET 

NEW YORK 36, N. Y. 

Telephone—JUdson 2-1288 
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The Adventures of Robin Hood 
Sir Lancelot 
The Buccaneers 
Decoy 
The Big Story 
Sword of Freedom 
Vagabond 
My Little Margie 
Star Performance 
The American Legend 
Trouble With Father 
The Star And The. Story 
Dateline Europe 
Overseas Adventure 
Gross Current 
Rocky Jones, Space Ranger 
My Hero 
Colonei March of Scotland Yard 
The Hunter 
Willy 
The Scarlet Pimpernel 

NEW YORK • ATLANTA 
BEVERLY HILLS • CHICAGO 

CINCINNATI ' DALLAS > MINNEAPOLIS 

SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS 



Ely Landau’s Proposal for Option 1 

Time Allocations in D.C. Testimony 
Washington. March 18. 

Adjustment of network optionf j 
time, in three, two and. one-station' 
markets in order to broaden the; 
base of possible competition was 

• advocated by Ely A. Landau, NTA j 
Film Network prez. J 

Landau, in testimony before the 
Federal Communications Com mis-: 
*ion on the Barrow Committee’s: 
recommendations, said his pro-, 
posed adjustments were “interim” j 
sugfesiiohs. The only longrangej 
answer to the problem of establish- j 
lng true competition “is the alloca-; 
tron of more television stations, 
which will! in turn, lead to thej 
creation of more television net-1 
works." j 

The NTA Film Network prexy, 
came out firmly against the Barrow ; 
Committees recommendation that; 
option time be abolished, warning 
that such a step would “hopelessly ., 
sabotage” the industry. What! is; 
needed, as an interim measure, ac-; 
cording io Landau, is a more equit-; 
able method of allocating option 
time hours. . | 

lie advocated that the FCC 
adopt these measures: 

In a three-station market, tv.sta¬ 
tions should be allowed to extend 
network option time to four out of 
the five hours in each segment of, 
the broadcast day. But a prohibi-j 
tion should be placed on any one' 
network having more than three of; 
these option time hours in each, 
luch five-hour segment of the 
broadcast day. I 

In a two-station market, option- • 
time likewise should be extended, 
to four out of each of the five-hour [ 
segments, but in this instance, that, 
any given network be prohibited | 
from receiving more than two; 
hours of option time in any one of 
these segments of the broadcast! 
day. | 

In one-station markets, the same 
four^hour option time rule should- 
apply, but that each network be ; 
limited to one hour of option time,1 
out of the five hour; segment. 1 

Landau,, in making the sugges-j 
tions. stressed that the most piuss-! 

ing problem facing his network to¬ 
day was the one of clearing good 
time periods: He sketched the de¬ 
velopment of the NTA Film Net¬ 
work, . owned jointly by National 
Telefilm Associates and 20th-Fox, 
and outlined the “big push” 
planned for the net this. fall. 

In today’s soft economy, NTA 
has gone ahead and invested more1 
than $4!000,000 in three half-hour! 
programs, producing 39. episodes! 
for each rather than a pilot, so that ‘ 
a potential sponsor can see the eh- ; 
tire yeaCs programming before! 
committing his advertising dollar.: 
He. referred to “This Is Alice,” 
“How to Marry A Millionaire.” and’ 
“Man Without A Gun.” ! 

Additionally, Landau sketched in .. 
his net’s approach to functioning; 
this fall. The indie outlets of. the 
four-or-mpre-station markets will; 
form the hard-core of the filmed , 
net, with each of the indie affili-j 
ates being fed sufficient program-] 
ming for the establishment of a: 
"Big Night” format, comparable to, 
the fare offerrd on the wired nets, j 
The programming, in addition to 
the three series, also will include 
20th-Fox pix, Shirley Temple cine¬ 
matics, and reruns of the “20th- 
Fox Hour” and the off-net hour- 
long Warner .Bros. telefilms, one. 
series, being “Casablanca.” In toto, 
it will represent about $12,000,000 
in . programming. 

While the indies will form the 
hard core of the net, NTA will 

[ offer all of its programming in up¬ 
wards of 100 markets. (NTA’s ini¬ 
tial “Premiere Performance” was 
telecast in 134 markets.) Landau 
pointed out that there will be 17 
markets with four-or-more stations 
on. the air by the fall covering ap¬ 
proximately .19,500,000 tv homes 
and representing 46% of the total 
U.S. tv homes. These markets 
cover 49% of the effective buying 
income in this; country, he stated. 

Incidentally, Landau informed 
the Commission that NTA spent; 

I about $2,800,000 . in acquiring 80; 
| one-hour telefilms produced ... by 
20th-Fox and Warners. 

Animated Gom’ls 
Continued from page 51 

worked expensively. Thinking in 
animation terms is no simple knack 
and generally only men with the 
years of training in the field are 
equipped to do the medium full 
justice. The worst animation spot 
is that which is really a live action 
story told in terms of drawings— 
the tempo, pace and concepts of 
animation demand much more in¬ 
volved situations and actions than 
most live action stories could tell . 
in triple the time. 

It is no accident that the best 
producers seek to create the anima¬ 
tion spots they produce, and it is 
no accident that, this philosophy . 
saves the client money in the long] 
run. It is also no accident that the 
best, producers try to maintain 
studios on both coasts for anima¬ 
tion production; so that artists can 
work sensitively and directly with 
agencies , at the most important 
stage of all—creating the board. 

As long as people, have imagina¬ 
tions" the fantasy will amuse and 
intrigue—thus we feel the anima¬ 
ted spot will continue to grow 
steadily in importance in combin¬ 
ing fun and sell in one agreeable 
package. 

Your Lab 
Continued from page 51 s 

will be prompted to find out how 
laboratories operate. 
. We owe profound gratitude to 
television. We wouldn’t be in busi¬ 
ness without the producers and the 
television companies—but by the 
same token, their business depends 
cn ours. There used do be a saying 
that! the producer stopped worry¬ 
ing when he sent the film to the 
laboratory and the exhibitor start¬ 
ed worrying when he booked the 
picture. We in the labs try to live 
Up to George Eastman’s famous 
first ad: “You press the button; 
we’ll; do the. rest.” 

Ottawa—New~ telefilmed docu¬ 
mentary. series “The . Nature of 
Work” is set for teeoff on the 
Canadian; Broadcasting Corn’s tele¬ 
vision web at 10:30 p.m. April 1. 
Opener is called “The Clerk.” 

| Syndicators Get ‘Emmy Brush 
Perhaps it’s sour grapes, but syndicators argue that “we’re not 

set up for that sort of thing” when asked the reason why no syn¬ 
dicated property received an “Emmy” nomination this year. 

Of the 139 nominations tabulated by the Academy of Televi¬ 
sion Arts and Sciences, covering a wide range of categories, not 
one went to a syndicated property. Network exposure, according 
to one syndicator, is necessary for a nomination. Syndicators haven’t 
got a large froup of voting partisans, nor do they go in for elec¬ 
tioneering, it’s maintained. 

Instead of an alibi, one exec offered the suggestion that there 
should be a separate category for syndicated properties. 

Inside Stuff—TV Filins 
New portable studio sound unit developed bv Ryder Sound Services 

of Hollywood is being used in New York for the first time. CBS-TV’s 
upcoming , film series, “Rendezvous,” shooting at the Pathe Television 
Center, is using the unit, called the “Eldorado,” which is a self-con¬ 
tained sound console mounted on a perambulator. Unit, on which the 
sound mixer is seated, moves along with the action and can. get. with¬ 
in a few feet of the microphone. Unit can be moved from stage to.stage, 
and is particularly useful in studios where there’s no permanent sound 
installation. Magnepix IiiC:, Ryder’s eastern reps^ is renting the unit 
to CBS. 

CBS Newsfilm and WMTV, Madison, Wis., are cooperating to give 
the U. of Wisconsin’s educational station, WHA-TV, a helping hand. 

Under-the three-way arrangement, newsfilm supplied daily to WMTV 
will be made available to Madison’s WHA-TV. The footage will be used 
in a news commentary program telecast specifically to certain ele¬ 
mentary schools in Madison, under the title of “Exploring the News.” 

One of the few ventures of a syndicated performer on the inter¬ 
national p.a. circuit is being undertaken by Irish McCalla, star of 
“Sheena, Queen of the Jungle.” 

She will help the six-day Red Cross drive in Puerto Rico, due to 
get started Sunday (23).. Sponsor of the ABC Film Syndication skein 
there, Cerveceria Corona, makers of a malt drink, has organized a 
variety show in connection with the drive, With “Sheena” as a head¬ 
liner. Show will travel throughout Puerto Rico appearing In theatres* 
auditoriums and baseball parks. Show is telecast on WKAQ-TV, San 
Juan. • 

ABC Film Syndication 
Dickering Four Pilots 

ABC Film Syndication is closing 
deals on four pilots, which will be 
available for screening in about 
eight weeks. . 

ABC subsid is definitely going 
ahead on second year production 
of “28 Men.” It also expects one or 
two telefilm shows off the net for 
a rerun In the syndication market. 

’BOOTS AND SADDLES’ 
INVITES 196G SUIT 
Los Angeles, March 18. 

Plagiarism suit for $196,500 has 
been filed in Superior Court against 
NBC and California National Pro¬ 
ductions by writer Daniel Ullman, 
over defendants’ vidpix series, 
“Boots and Saddles.” 

Ullman charges he is author of 
idea, which he submitted in synop¬ 
sis and outline form. 

The 

Magnetic Center 
<rf 

Sound Recording 
• Production Channels — For Studio and Location 

• Transferring — Dailies, Music and Sound Effects 

• Scoring and Narration Recording 

• Rerecording and Dubbing 

World's Largest Mail Order Department for Handling 
Sound Recording and Dubbing I 

First and Largest Supplier of Striped Magnetic Film 

Ryder Sound Services Inc. 
1161 Vine St. Hollywood 9-3511 Hollywood, Calif. 

New York Representative 

MAGNEPIX, INC 
105 E. 104th St, LEhigh 4-6111 New York 29 

^ PRODUCERS 
WCD-P) of the 

{I/ FINEST IN FILMS 

GUARANTEES 
ualified staff producer—director 

U nites all TV departments into 

A strong team to assure you the 

L 0*t word in creative QUALITY 

I n all W. C. D. productions — 

T eamwork With one producer is v 

our assurance of the finest in film. 

WE KNOW HOW—WE CAN DO 

WONDSEL, CARLISLE & DDNPHY, INC. 
1600 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. 

Circle 7-1600 
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Erwin Klein Supervising Far East 

Tokyo* March 18. 
Music Corp. of America has de¬ 

cided it’s, too premature to set up 
an office in Japan but is going 
ahead with the alignment of rep¬ 
resentation in this country as well, 
as in other Far Eastern points, 

. Erwin Klein, here with topper; 
Jules C. Stein, has been installed 
as Far Eastern veep and will cir¬ 
culate throughout area maintain¬ 
ing contact in Japan, Hong Kong, 
Bangkok,; Manila, Australia and 
•any. other spot in geographical area 
with tv potential. In Japan, a 
resident part-time MCA corre¬ 
spondent will be named and pat¬ 
tern of native representation will 
be followed elsewhere. At the 
moment, Klein feels he. will visit 
Japan at least twice a year. 

In explaining the change of ori¬ 
ginal plan, Klein says, "We de¬ 
cided that at this stage It’s too 
premature to determine what our 
Far, Eastern or Japan policy will 
be. We don’t feel the growth of 
tv stations will be of such a na¬ 
ture to warrant an office here until 
1960. We will have in the long 
run a Tokyo office. There is no 
question about it. ' It will be at 
least head of our Japanese opera¬ 
tion. But the location of our main 
Far Eastern office is also up in the 
air pending the development of 
Japan and other markets. Mean¬ 
while. I will make trips to maintain 
contact, keep abreast of the situa¬ 
tion and to consummate sales” 

Initial raison d’etre of MCA in 
Japan is sales of tv film to local 
stations. Two-way traffic of talent 
will follow and MCA reps, will also 
keep eyes peeled for literary, prop¬ 
erties with film potential. 

Biggest reasons blocking MCA 
Japan plunge at moment are con¬ 
trols of U.: S. film imports by re¬ 
strictions on dollar allocations, by 

non-allowance of local yen cur¬ 
rency payments, and by the low 
price level of product here which 
Klein , described as “discourag¬ 
ing.” . Therefore, he said, MCA is 
going very slowly in Japan. 

Klein complained of the existing 
condition here where a live half- 
hour show may be budgeted at 
400,000 yen ($1,111) arid imported 
filmed show for same tiirie may be 
scaled at 70,000 yen ($194). Klein 
argued, “Certainly the filmed show 
is worth more. I think you pay for 
an audierice. Both shows are equal¬ 
ly valuable to you. I’m sure ‘I 
Love Lucy’ brings a bigger audi¬ 
ence than live shows. All you’re 
selling is the audience to which 
you are exposed.” 

About U. S. tv-film merchants 
who have succumbed to the pre¬ 
vailing prices, Klein voiced, “All 
they are doing, is being very op^ 
portunistic. It not only hurts for 
the selling of tv films here, but 
for the Japanese industry in gen¬ 
eral. As long as they can have a 
very cheap film, it will hold back 
their development. If bought films 
were more highly-priced, it would 
attract , bigger Japanese stars to 
tv who are now shying away. The 
whole basis of tv would be sounder. 
You can get away with this for 
only a while. After that you are 
going to have to pay true values: 
Because of the cheap film here, 
maybe Japan will not be offered 
the best of U. S. product and they 
will see only mediocrity and even 
less. Tn keeping the budget down, 
that’s what’s happening and that’s 
what will happen,” Klein declared. 

On the three Tokyo stations, 
there are now some 24 U. S. tv- 
film shows. Asked if he thought 
there . was a saturation point, 
Klein responded, “Yes; there is, 
but I don’t think it’s come any¬ 
where near it. The popularity of 
U. S. tv here and of U. S; motion 
pictures certainly indicates a 
larger market. I think the Japa¬ 
nese people would like to see a lot 
more of them. Except for one or 

Pfoti&ri 
two exceptions, they are extreme¬ 
ly popular.” ; 

At present time, MCA has two 
tv-film series—“Dragnet” and ‘-Al¬ 
fred Hitchcock Presents”—on local 
video. The agency has 39 tv-film 
shows in its international brochure 
and Klein expects to have two 
prints of each episode here shortly 
for screenings. He said feature 
films will not be considered for 
foreign tv markets by. MCA for two 
or three years as they will be 
continued to be used for theatrical; 
releases in overseas areas. 

Appraising Japanese tv, Klein 
said, “I am impressed by the high 
degree of technical development 
and also the superb dubbing. I 
could never believe that they 
could dub; as skillfully as they 
have. Their remotes are com¬ 
parable to the best I’ve seen.. The 
stations also amazed me with the 
organization, quality and calibre of 
tv studios. The equipment is the 
best.’’.' , 

Klein saw no iriimediate possi¬ 
bilities for the import of Japanese 
tv product for the U. S.,. pointing 
out that the Japanese motion pic¬ 
ture is restricted to art houses in 
the U.:r S; and that tv is a mass 
medium. He said it may develop 
in the future, but; motion pictures 
usually lead the way. 

Klein, formerly in charge of all, 
business .. aspects . for American 
Broadcasting Co; . programming, 
joined MCA six months ago. He 
was trained at the organization’s 
Revue Productions at. Republic; 
Studios in Hollywood. An almu- 
riiis of the Harvard Graduate 
School of Business Administration, | 
he served two Army tours in this 
area and studied Japanese while 
in service. . 

During their stay here, both 
Stein and Klein are huddling, with 
station and ad agency execs. Stein 
left Saturday (15) for Honolulu 
and then the U. S., completing a 
globe-circling that saw him set up 
an office in. Mexico City and visit 
other MCA reps in Europe, 

Klein Is scheduled to leave for 
Osaka and Nagoya, returnirig the 
latter part of next week and then 
hopping to Bangkok and Manila. 
He expected to be back in Tokyo 
April 14 for a month of selling. By 
that time, the next fiscal year dol¬ 
lar allocations should be set. 
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Syndication Renew 

TARGET 
(Police Doctor) 
With Adolphe Menjou, Gene Barry, 

Lee Gordon. Robert Osterlon, 
Peter Leeds, Charles Davis, 
Brett Halsey, Jean Maxey, Brad 
Trumbell, Jack Harris, Craig 
Duncan, Peter Dane, Abbey 
Shelton 

Director: Henry S. Kesler 
Writer: Leonard Freeman 
Distributor: Ziv Television 

“On the basis of the episode 
caught, “Target” is a commercial 
half-hour vehicle. It has a grim, 
storyline—“Danger lurks between 
a man and his target” say the 
pressagents—and is packed with 
emotion. However, the final out¬ 
come is never in doubt, and the 
suspense and impact are as great 
as in any "B” feature. ’ 

This episode had the police cart¬ 
ing to a hospital a man who had 
fallen from high scaffolding in a 
gravel company’s workyard. While 
in the hospital’s emergency room 
being examined by the medics and 
surrounded by police, the patient 
goes into shock and Imagines him¬ 
self fighting the war all over again 
in Korea. 

The patient thinks one of the 
cops to be a Korean (north, that is) 
officer, grabs his gun and wounds 
him as the other cops and the doc¬ 
tors scram. Bottled up in the hos¬ 
pital room, with his victim whom 
he imagines to be a wounded bud¬ 
dy, the patient holds off a horde of 
police. The doctor (Barry) talks 
the police into holding off a pro¬ 
posed tearrgas attack, although the 
cops do call in a sharpshooter who 
gets creased by a bullet before he 
can shoot the patient. Several 
hours later, after interviewing the 
man’s wife and buddy, the doctor 
learns that the medics were the 
first to reach .the patient’s Korean 
ridge position. The doc heroically 
imitates the G.I. medic, bursts into 
the room, gives a knockout hypo 
to the berserk patient, arid every¬ 
one lives happily thereafter. 

Photography is excellent, direc¬ 
tion is good, writing lacks imagina¬ 
tion in both dialog and plot; 
Adolphe Menjou is an amiable host 
at opening arid closing and during 
the middle break for the commer¬ 
cial, Gene Barry and other cast 
members are okay with material 
provided. Don. 

To Find Time For 
Industrial Films 

The heavy influx of feature 
films and rerun half-hour . tele¬ 
film (some of which , cost next to 
nothing after so many other runs) 
has gone a long way in limiting 
the value of industrial films to lo¬ 
cal television. These days, accord¬ 
ing to the distributors of indus¬ 
trials to television, its difficult 
finding available time. The gold¬ 
en days are past. 

Locally produced live public af¬ 
fairs and. public • service programs 
are on a decided upbeat and this 
mode of programming has also 
preempted much of the time once 
devoted to industrials. 

Where once a premium indus- 
trial-—one with little overt com¬ 
mercialism which was simultane¬ 
ously well made—played as many 
as 750 times on tv, the best any 
distrib can hope to do these days is 
to run a good flick between 300 
and 400 times, virtually cutting in 
half the playing potential. 

But despite the various limita-: 
tions placed upon them, industrials 
still find playing time on local 
television. For one thing, there 
are some 490 stations ' iri tv. now, 
and a good many of them still have 
some time available for indus¬ 
trials. Then too, there are prob¬ 
ably twice as many of these flicks 
today as there were, say, three 
years ago, giving stations plenty of 
stuff to choose from. 

All told, there is said to be 
roughly 3,000 reasonably good-to- 
excellent industrial films on the 
loose. 

: : Washington — Alfred B. Berry, 
former RKO exec in charge of 
studio relations in Hollywood, 
checked in past week as general 
manager of WGMS (“Good Music: 
Station”), the RKO TeleradiO Pic¬ 
tures outlet in Washington. Berry 
succeeds M. Robert Rogers, former 
owner of station, who recently 
bowed out as manager to .organize 
hi$ own radio consultant firm. 

FOCUS ON QUALITY 

.. our thanks to the following 
national advertisers and agencies 
with whom we have been 
privileged to work 

American Can Co. 
American Chicle Co. 
American Tobacco Co. 
E. T. Babbitt Co. 
Bond Clothes 
Carter Produets, Inc, 
Diamond Match Co. 
Drug Research Corp, 
Family Circle Magazine 
General Electric Corp. 

Ted Bates & Co., Inc. 

General Mills Corp. 
Kellogg Co. 
Lever Bros. 
National Biscuit Co. 
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 
Philip Morris Co. 
Procter & Gamble 
Stegmaier Brewing Co. 
Whitehall Pharmaceutcials 
Wildroot Co. 
4. B. Williams Co. 

Monroe F. Dreher 
Batten, Barton,. Durstine & Osborn Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, Inc. 
Leo Burnett Co., Inc. 
Benton & Bowles, Inc. 
Compton Advertising, Inc. 
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc. 
Doremus & Co. , 

The Joseph Katz Company 
McCann-Erlckson, Inc. 
Ogilvy, Benson $ Mather, Inc. 
Parkson Advertising Agency 
Sullivan, Stauffer, Col well & Boyles, Inc, 

LEW POLLACK PRODUCTIONS Inc. 
325Wo»t 44th Stnot 

New York 36, N. Y. PLaza 7-6325 
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SAG SIGNS NEW TWO-YEAR PACT 
BUT NO ONE’S HAPPY Al 

A new two-year, teleblurb pact 
with Screen Actors Guild has been 
made. SAG council wras slated to 
meet on both Coasts last night 
(Tues!) to ratify the agreement 

made with advertising agencies and 
producers. 

As it appears, it is not a contract 
that any side seems particularly 
happy about. It has definitely 
created hard feelings among pro¬ 
ducers themselves and between the 
producers and the ad agencies. 
Screen Actors Guild did not win 
all the demands it asked at the 
outset, but. it gained rate increases 
of as much as 143% and won a 
hard-fought change in the “unit 
payment” setup. 

Some 30 producers in New York, 

grouped, under the title of Film 
Producers Assn., were the last to 
give in. to the changes demanded 
in Unit payments. Plan previously 
called for paying actors a base 
day’s pay and delaying any fur¬ 
ther payments until the various 

.commercials coining from that 
day's work were shown on the air.. 
New. device calls for the producer 
to pay the base rate immediately 
for every commercial shot during 
the day. 

/Bludgeoned’ 
Chief objection FPA had was 

that the new arrangement would 
affect its bargaining position with 
the several craft unions arid the 
New York producers felt they were 
“bludgeoned” into signing against 
their will. Last week, they accused 
the agencies of selling them out 

and, this weCk, they were in the 
process of drafting a letter which 
was to say, in effect, that they were 
forced into sighing because SAG 
was picking off other, producers 
One by one. If everybody signed 
the telefilm commercial agreement 
but FPA, it would put them in the 
probable position of losing consid¬ 
erable Business to independent 
signatories, of the new Code. 

. The FPA feeling they have been 
expressing for the last month has 
been that they really have no rea¬ 
son for participating in the con¬ 
tract talks since it • was “really an 
agency contract;” and they didn’t 
want to put their harries to a com 
tract in which they had no say. 
The agency bargainers, on the 
other hand, have made clear the 
position that FPA was “stabbing 

them in the back” when it pub¬ 
licly vacillated last month . about 
whether to endorse the steps taken 
by the agencies, idea being that 
FPA had split employer bargaining 
ranks and made it more difficult 
to deal with SAG. 

One thing not discussed in a re¬ 
lease of the riew agreement’s terms 
was tape video. There was a “sup¬ 
plementary agreement” in 1955 
which gave SAG tape jurisdiction 
in making of commercials, and 
some informants felt that SAG, 
rather than write a tape clause into 
the new contract, was going to 
stand on the supplement. How¬ 
ever,. it was explained yesterday 
that the SAG . council was going 
to “make some kind of mention of 
tape” in the accord. . (Yesterday, 
an FPA spokesman said his group; 
intending w’riting a tape TV clause 
into its SAG agreement, giving in¬ 
die production jurisdiction to the 
screen actons, even if. the agencies, 
for their part, kept tape a “hazy” 
Issue.) 

mark vn lid. 

DRAGNET PETE KELLY'S BLUES 

(tri Preparation) 

NOAH'S ARK 

Rotums to NIC-TV 

Sunday.May 25, 7 P.M. 

AFTRA Warns on Tajpe 
Telegram from American 

Federation of Television & 
Radio Artists was sent to all 
the signatories of the Screen 
Actors Guild commercial code 

: warning them they have no 
right to give the film actors* 
union jurisdiction over tape tv 
blurbs. 

AFTRA, which has a pact 
with the tv networks on han¬ 
dling of taped Video, informed 
the SAG signers that it repre¬ 
sents “the majority of play¬ 
ers in making commercials by 
magnetic or electronic or 
video tape.” Telegram, also 
sent to SAG, was signed by 
Don Conaway, AFTRA na-: 
tional executive secretary. 

An agency spokesman felt 
that a “telegram does not es¬ 
tablish jurisdiction” and . that 
jurisdiction over tape between 
AFTRA and SAG would be 
determined by whether it was 
shot, at a network or with one- 
of the producers now signed 
with SAG. 

Hoping to bring the matter 
to arbitration, AFTRA also 
sent a copy of the Conaway 
telegram to the National La¬ 
bor Relations Board. 

Otherwise, here are the basic 
agreements in the new 1958-1960 
contract: (1) On-camera minimum 
raised from $70 to $80 per eight- 
hour day and $45 to $55 base for 
off-camera acting. There is also 
the new requirement that a player 
be paid promptly by the producer 
for each blurb made. As SAG ex¬ 
plains, “the previous ‘unit pay¬ 
ment’ system called for a player 
to be paid by the producer for 
only one commercial per day and 
additional commercials : were paid 
for only if and when deliver*?! to 
advertising agencies.” . 

(2) All use payments on spot 

commercials, previously reading 
maximum when spot was televised 
in over 20 cities, graduated sharply 
upward, with Class A usage now 
limited to 21 to 60 cities, with on- 
camera minimum for each 13-week 
use increased from $140 to $170, 
and so.on. (3)* New York, pre¬ 
viously "weighted” as seven cities . 
in determing classification for use 
payments, will hereafter be weight¬ 
ed as 11 Cities with L. A. and Chi¬ 
cago becoming seven cities each 
and any two of these three to con¬ 
stitute Class A usage and all 
three to constitute Class A A usage 
(premium, payment). <4) Pro¬ 
gram commercial rates were sub¬ 
stantially increased and the so- 
called “cutoff,” which set a maxi¬ 
mum payment for a Class A com¬ 
mercial, was ; eliminated. / Under 
new agreement, after $740 is paid 
on camera or $565 is paid off cam¬ 
era within a 13-week period, player 
continues getting coin at rate of 
17%% of individual Use rate for 
use of the commercial within 13- 
weeks. 

(5) Program openings and clos¬ 
ings : were raised from 400 to 
$500 for 13 uses in 13 weeks, and 
from $570 to $650 for 13 uses in 26 
weeks, with proportionate changes 
also made for off-camera work: (6) 
Dealer commercials: one year.use, 
on camera, raised from $575 to 
$700 and off-camera from $295 to 
$425; and also increases were made 
in six-month dealer use. 

Major Cities Pact 
TV'Medic Reruns 
Victory Program Sales, the Cali¬ 

fornia National rerun arm, has 
closed for “Medic” in the five big¬ 
gest cities on the syndicated route, 
with sales in New York, Chicago, 
L. A., Philadelphia and Detroit. 
Deals were consummated since 
early January. 

VPS has also closed deals in 
three of the remaining top 10 cities 
—San Francisco, Cleveland and 
Washington. Sales were helped 
along by the fact that DuMont 
Broadcasting closed for WTTG, ; 
Washington; WARD, New York 
and also for Paramount’s KTTV, in 
Hollywood, Besides which Stor.er 
Broadcasting inked for WJBK-TV, 
Detroit; WJW-TV, Clev elan d; 
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, and WSPD- 
TV, Toledo, latter two not “big 
10” cities. 

Other major sales are WGN-TV, 
Chicago; WVUE-TV, PhiUy and 
KRON-TV, Frisco. Sales in Bal¬ 
timore, Dallas-Fort Worth, Miami, 
Seattle, Denver and Portland, Ore., 
round out current sales bn the 
former NBC-TV half-hour telefilm 
series. 
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Corinthian D. C. Testimony ty Rim chatter || AFTRA Pitching for Video Tape Reid 
; Continued from page 24 ; 

could require divestiture of sta¬ 
tions as they come into the top 
25. “This would create uncertainty 
regarding the status of some sta¬ 
tions and fear of growth that would 
be contrary to the normal instincts 
of a broadcaster dedicated to help¬ 
ing his community expand and 
prosper.” 

Petersmeyer took issue with the 
[Report's emphasis On local owner¬ 
ship. “We maintain,” he said, 
“that the public is best served by 
by responsible ownership com¬ 
bined with experienced manage¬ 
ment and operating personnel who 
have the interest and capacity to 
become well integrated into the 
local community.” 

However, Com. Frederick Ford, 

noting that Whitney acquired all 
its stations by purchase, asked 
Whether it is worth all the trouble 
of the Commission holding hear¬ 
ings ' on applications and then 
winding , up with one-third' of the 
stations being sold; 

Petermeyer said he had “no coim 
ment” on that. 

Under further questioning; he 
said he suspected that multiple 
ownership, will spread in the field 
but whether this would be in the 
public interest would depend on 
who the multiple owners are. 

Atlanta^—Bob Stair, ex-program 
director of KIHO, Sioux Falls, new 
staffer at WAKE, Bartell chain out¬ 
let here. 

WPIX. N. Y„ has bought “Won¬ 
ders of the World” ... Frank Stone 
has been named southern area 
manager of Screen Gems. He will 
headquarter in Miami . ,. Don Ful¬ 
ler, formerly with ABC. Film Syn¬ 
dication, has joined Screen Gems’ 
southern area staff . . ; Hal Hackett, 
prexy of Official Films, has re¬ 
turned from a short trip to Eng-, 
land ... Joseph Morton has been 
promoted, to the new position of 
administrative assistant of sales for 
Wilding Pictures Productions, Chi¬ 
cago.. . . Movielab Film Labora¬ 
tories has completed construction 
of another Octette multiple pririt- 

|'er. The exclusive patented device 
produces eight reduction prints 
simultaneously with one pass of 
the 35m negative . through the 
aperture. 

On Its Own in Dickers on Blurbs 
American Federation of Tele¬ 

vision & [Radio , Artists began its 
com mer ci a 1 dickers yesterday 
(Tues.), directly on the heels of an 
agreement by Screen Actors Guild 
in the same field, and the areas of 
conflict between the unions are 
clearly stressed in AFTRA’s de¬ 
mands; Most : imports-t, reaffirm¬ 
ing a telegram sent .o all. signa¬ 
tories of the SAG teleblurb code 
on Monday <171, AFTRA is under¬ 
stood to have specified that it ex¬ 
pects jurisdiction of “wild spots” 
made via video tape, which, in 
effect, means, that the live actors’ 
union intends the new commercial 
pact to extend beyond taped video 

blurbs played on the tv networks. 
“Wild spot” is a union term for 
nationally, regionally or locally 
spotted vidblurbs. 

New pact is being dickered to 
begin from retroactive date of 
March 13 (yesterday) and to con¬ 
tinue for two years. 

Base rates being asked by 
AFTRA of the producers and own¬ 
ers of live and-taped commercials 
are; $61.50 daily for performers, 
on or off camera; a base of $64.50 
for each of four chorus dancers, 
with slightly diminishing fees for 
choruses of five or more terpers; 
$66.50 for each of three chorus 

(Continued on page 73) 
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Which Way ABC Radio? 
{ Continued from page 23 ; 

tion oi Don McNeill’s lucrative 9 
to 10 a n;. strip. 

On Monday (.17) some ABN ex¬ 
ecutives expressed the opinion that 
the web '‘would definitely not go 
entirely but of business.” One was 
banking on the retention of Mc¬ 
Neill and going into news more, 
heavily—a niodest operation at 
best when compared to the full- 
scale live music format devised 
and carried out under Eastman. 

Even at that, ABN’s salesmen, 
station relations men and sundry 
others there were out shopping last 
week for new jobs. The most opti¬ 
mistic of the job hunters are said 
to have expressed the belief to 
prospect ive employers that. they 
could only hope to stick it out un¬ 
til July 1. Yet executives closer 
to top echelon planning don't figure 
the web to last anywhere near that 
long if the. ultimate decision is to 
go out of business or even if the 
decision is to go in for news only. 

News service idea was bandied 
about last week, too, but the top^ 
pers seem to be having trouble 
convincing themselves that a 
straight service (without advertis¬ 
ing? would become a profitable op¬ 
eration doubt seemingly based on 
the anticipated trouble in getting 
stations in smaller radio markets 
to buy the service at a realtistic 
price. Still, the idea is far from 
finished as a possibility. 

It was reported that a week ago 
Monday (10) when the AB-PT 
board met, many members were all 
for obliterating the radio network 
on the spot. But, as it is told, One: 
board member talked them out of 

it, . presumably because he felt 
there was ample room to continue 
some kind of a network news op¬ 

eration. 
If the web is to be closed com¬ 

pletely—and a decision should be 
forthcoming within the next 10 to 
12 days, it’s felt—it will require 
paying off president Eastman, East¬ 
man, who joined web last:May, has 
a five-year contract.. 

Puerto Ricans 
■ -■ ■ Continued from page 27; s= 

agencies tor create special Spanish 
departments to take care of this 
valuable. market. Young & Rubi- 
Cam now has a Spanish section, 
and Publicidad Badillo, one of 
largest of Puerto Rican, agencies 
opened a branch in N. Y. and. han¬ 
dles such major accounts as Wrig- 
ley’s, Knickerbocker Beer, etc., for 
Spanish-speaking market. WHOM’s 
business is 70% national today; 

Conscious of the Puerto Rican’s 
abiding interest in sports, majority 
of beer sponsors on WHOM have 
been concentrating on sports pro¬ 
grams. : Last , year Schaefer Beer 
and Lucky Strike Cigarets spon¬ 
sored Dodger games ; with Buck 
Camel. and Humberto O’Byrne on 
Spanish play-by-play.. Station re¬ 
cently completed re-created ver¬ 
sions of Puerto Rican Baseball 
League Games, playoffs and Carib¬ 
bean World Series., Games were 
sponsored here by a Ballantine Beer 
and. Camel Cigarets. 

Rheingold Beer is . currently 

For creative 

T. V commercials 

WILBUR STREECH PRODUCTIONS 
135 West 52nd Street . New York 19, N.Y. 
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ANIMATION 

backing a news program “El Re¬ 
porter," with a Spanish announcer 
serving up the news. Knicker¬ 
bocker Beer, is providing listeners 
with an editorial type feature 
called “La Trihupa,” wherein Jose 
Perez analyzes labor , situation af¬ 
fecting local Puerto Ricans. Piels 
is sponsoring regular daily sports- 
cast/ ' 

Typical example of catering to 
Puerto Rican market was recept 
move on part of Camden. County 
(N. J.) Beverage Co. to market a 
beer with distinct Puerto Rican 
flavor. It calls the brew “Bohio 
Beer” which means “Little Hut” in 
Spanish and apparently evokes 
deep nostalgia of homeland. Spon¬ 
sor of “Bohio Beer” is pushing 
product with an aggressive air 
cainpaign. 

‘Wagon Train’ 
S Continued from, pace 27 

[The Truth,” which will be moved 

from a 7:30 spot to 9:30 p.m. 

; On Tuesdpy evenings; “Chelsea 
At Nine,” will move into the spot 
now occupied by GranadarTV’s 
“Criss Cross Quiz,” which shifts to 
a 9:30 spot, and into the position 
vacated by the “Chelsea” show will 
go the “Grey Ghost,” episoder, 
while a ; new A-R musical series 
starting Vic Oliver, entitled “Hotel 
Imperial,” will replace “Zane Grey 
Theatre” at 10:15. 

The London weekday program¬ 
mers’ Wednesday picture industry 
show, “Close Up,” is to be moved 
back 30 minutes to 7. p.m. and into 
its: old spot moves a revived drama 
series “Boyd C.” “Play Of The 
Week” is to be brought forward 30- 
minutes and “Carroll Levis Discov¬ 
eries” switches to 10 p.m. 

Next Sat. (22) “Wyatt Earp,” will 
be replaced in Associated Tele¬ 
vision’s ; London schedule by fhe 
60-minute long ; Western series 
“Cheyenne,” starring Clint Walker. 
On . BBC-TV, the “Dinah Shore 
Show” makes its bow as a monthly 
offering from next Wed. (26). 

Continued from page 24 

policies rather than to any alleged 
advantages it may have as a mul¬ 
tiple owner. 

Mrs. Bullitt suggested that 
some of the Barrow conclusions 
might have been different if the 
staff had observed station opera¬ 
tions in the field. 

Emphasizing that 1 o cal owner¬ 
ship is no guarantee of community 
“sensitivity,” Mrs. Bullitt c i t e d 
the programming of the three 
King stations to support her con¬ 
tention that “the end result of mul¬ 
tiple^ ownersh ip-r-like single own¬ 
ership—depends on the merit of 
the licensee.” 

Under questioning, Mrs. Bullitt 
said the Barrow proposal to rein¬ 
state the old.“Avco” procedure for 
competitive bidding on station 
sales would discourage purchasers. 
She thought that a broadcaster 
who builds up his station should 
be entitled to realize the. “fruits” 
of his endeavor through sale at a 
profit. The hearings. will resume 
March 25. 

ing Drama Scorecard 
l Continued from page- 23 ; 

such a setup, Robinson feels he can 

bring in the shows at perhaps 

$50,000 each while at the same 

time championing the cause of 

uplift programming to counter the 

wave of criticism that tv is bent on 

taking the easy way out. 

(3) Armstrong Cork has had a 
change of heart and will continue 

With its. Wednesday night “Arm¬ 

strong Theatre” on CBS-TV next 

season thus perpetuating the same 

alternate-week pattern with “U.S. 

Steel Hour,” which also returns for 

the ’58-’59 semester. 

(4) What happens with the full 

hour “Kraft TV Theatre” next sea¬ 

son will depend largely on what 
success it encounters under David 
Susskind’s (Talent Associates) pro¬ 
duction aegis. Susskind takes over 
production from J. Walter Thomp¬ 
son next month. Even if Kraft de¬ 
cides to drop the present Wednes¬ 
day 9 to 10 format, it has signified 
it will remain in the “live New 
York-originating drama fold.” . 

(5) NBC has practically decided 
to. abandon its full hour “Matinee 
Theatre” cross-the-board dramas at 
the end of the current cycle, which 
will leave CBS-TV’s Thursday 
night brace of entries, “Climax” 
and “Playhouse 90,” as the sole 
live drama survivors on the Coast. 
Robinson has already been notified 
that the switch of Chrysler billings 
from McCann-Erickson to Leo 
Burnett won’t in any way affect 
continuance of “Climax.” As for 

“Playhouse 90,” it’s “here to stay,” 
says Robinson, and although he’s 
aware of the inherent weakening 
of the stanza because of its par¬ 
ticipating sponsor setup (necessi¬ 
tating a six-act format)/ “Robinson 
rebuts: “Of course it’s not ideal, 
but wouldn’t you say that it’s bet¬ 
ter than no ‘Playhouse 90’ at all?” 
Robinson, in fact, champions the 
multiple sponsorship plans as op¬ 
posed to single sponsorship if only 
for the fact that CBS, having con¬ 
trol of the programming, will dare 
to buy properties that a client 
would run a mile from. 

With “Du Pont Show of the 
Month” putting its major stress 
next sea|on on 90-minute dramatic 
segments and with Hallmark ditto¬ 
ing on its “Hall of Eame” series, the 
realization that “When it comes to 
live drama, we’ll take New York” 
has finally come home to roost. 

‘Big Payoff’ 
SSS Continued from page 21 

ture, a 50-foot split bamboo fence 

and other paraphernalia contrib¬ 

uted by localmerchants. 

The five shows went off without 

a hitch, but the cast and produc¬ 

tion personnel, 21 in all, are glad 
It’s over. Having been quartered in 
Miami, they found it Wearying 
travelling the 30-plus miles daily 
to and from Homestead. Unlike 
its name. Homestead didn’t appear 
to have the proper accommodations 
for sheltering the troupe. 

CURRENTLY PRODUCING FOR 
BENTON & BOWLES, INC. LEO BURNETT CO. 
COCKFKLD,BROWN & CO.,LTD.* McCANN-ERKKSON, INC. 
DOVLE DANE BERNBACK, INC.* LENNEN A NEWELL,INC. 
FULLER, SMITHS ROSS, INC. • STREET S FINNEY, INC. 
DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE'GREY ADVERTISING AGENCY 

KETCHUM, MACLEODS GROVE, INC. 
BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE S 0S80RNE, INC. 
SULLIVAN, STAUFFER, C0LWEU S BAYLES, INC. 

SAMPLE REEL UPON REQUEST 
CALL HOWARD IINKOFF 

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS 

ANIMATION • LIVE ACTION 

245 W. 55 St.f New York / JUdson 6-1922 

PI 1-2345, Ext. WI 5-SOM 

performing ) “SEA HUNT” 
llVS commercial / for Household Finance Corp. 

portions on J wcbs.tv 
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A HJI —L IIIaLau!m^ “ • ■■-'— west side projects is an unusual 

DuMont WCkenng Ed & Pegeen fflSS'SS&& 
rr D A 1 lW JO = Continued from page 22 ===; cials. Dowling, too, with City 
If) IjUV UUl If CCfli $50-000 advertising: appropriation Investing’8 refurbishing of the old 

1 ' ■ „ by ‘hetZeckendorfs over WOR to ^ 
Negotiations are being carried suppoit the new upbeat of Theatre, is likewise interested, Zeckendorf 

on by the Weed station reppery Square. “WOR, basically, also has Jr* is in charge of the west side 
a more than casual'interest id. rer ^uare! redevelopment 

thp reooery to DuMont. Trade glamoring Broadway,” says Leder, F ~ ‘ .. •: 
enurces said, that DuMont has ex- “since we are also the.only metro- ^he,. 50. partieipating sponsors 
nressed a desire to expand its cur- politan radio station on Broadway” who have been ^yith the Sard]is 
rent operations and is interested (No, 1440, just below Times Sq.). 
in taking over the reppery. Leder. also accents “the: great fjf11 shl£t over to 

M tiT*hP weed organization and nbstaleia for ns at WOR to have The Zitzgeralds. 
..B°th rlwJd executives of Du- The Fitzgeralds back—and they When Leder and Golodny were, 
highly pla negotiation have shbuld never have left us—because jointly at NBC they, were the ones 
i'101 oh and^one member of Ed« a former newspaperman and who had set up the Tex (McCrary) 
JSnnf,Montor?^said conversation legit actor, started as a- com- & Jinx (Falkenburg) deal at the. 
the DuMo g^ negoti- nientator with us in 1935; and .in Waldorf-Astoria. Similar format 
was merely talk and not negoti 1939 Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald will highlight “the vaster Astor” 
'rSX "Rucklev a vicepresident made radio history as the very which, under Col Obolensky, will 

WARD WTTO and first husband-wife team. They set be making a pitch for the socialite 
of. WM, WAUL), . W11U, _ ana the nattern .Cm- the! ntW Mr' and rharitv fete hi,sine«« in it* 

Ed & Pegeen 
; Continued from page 22 ; 

TV FILM SEMI-ANNUAL 

i’s ‘Live’ Flavor 
; Continued from page 25 ; 

rie^iand01is particular" Mrs.: teams. They remained with grand ballroom. One such stunt 
the pattern for the other Mr. and and . charity fete business in its 

many years in the John Blair or¬ 
ganization. 

The Hillbilly Hep 
Chuck Bernard, who bills him¬ 

self as the Madison Aye. hillbilly, 
and represents mostly : western 
stations, has formed a network of 
the stations he reps and has landed 
an undisclosed amount of Sinclair 
refining 'business. Sinclair which 
is initiating a spot campaign has 
inked for the remainder of 1958. 

Walker Representative Co. has 
changed its name to the Walker- 
Rawalt Co. Wythe Walker contin¬ 
ues as prexy of the firm with Otis 
Rawalt moving up to the exec, 
veepee slot as well as maintaining 
his partnership interest. In May, 
the firm is slated to move into new 
offices at 347 Madison Ave. 

John E. Pearson reppery has. 
leased space at 405 Park Ave. at 
54 Street and expects to move 
shortly. 

Warren Tomassene, formerly as¬ 
sociated with NBC-TV film sales, 
has been added to the Chicago 
sales staff of Adam Young. 

Without Money 
Continued from page 25 —^ 

how, they get to work. Once a 
Week winning card is chosen and If 
lucky one is a train commuter, sta¬ 
tion buys him one monthly corn-; 
mutation card, if listener travels 
by car, he gets garage bill paid for 
a month, and if a winner uses pub¬ 
lic conveyance, station hands him 
five pounds of currency in piggy, 
bank. Currency comes to about 
$55. If winner walks to work, he’s 
given two pairs of -shoes. 

WABC is currently preoccupied 
with a “Date With Frank Sinatra 
Contest.” This is in the Martin 
Block segment and listeners are 
asked to jot down what they con¬ 
sider Sinatra’s greatest recording 
hit and why. If it matches Sina¬ 
tra’s own views, listener, be it man, 
woman or child, will have an even¬ 
ing on the town with Sinatra. Sta¬ 
tion is also using its deejays to 
promote f‘The Platter Pickers 
Club,” lucky members getting free 
laundry service, catered dinners, 
corsages, etc. . 

There’s a “Car Payment Award” 
gimmick on WMGM. This involves 
a write in, listening and telephon¬ 
ing in order for station to pay 
listener’s one monthly installment 
on car. It is also getting good re¬ 
sponse with a “1050 Baby Club 
Award” offering diapers, deter¬ 
gents, cigars and baby charms to 
lucky mothers whose offsprings 
bow in at 10:50 a.m. or 10:50 p.m. 
Station is on 1050 kc., hence the 
umbilical connection. 

ABC and later NBC.” preview of the Easter finery in co- 
The Zeckendorfs’ interest in operation with McCann-rErickson 

utilizing both The Fitzgeralds as a which handles the IVIiliinery Insti- 
public relations showcase for its 1 tute of America. . 

wrap a Saturday night hourlong 
amateur show, probably in color. 
For most of the season, the.indie 
has had no live shows after 7:30 
p.m. during the week. 

Frank Atlass,. program director 
of WBBM-TV who was one of the 
first to verbally deplore the pass¬ 
ing of live programming in Chi¬ 
cago, reveals he has around seven 
shows ready for kinnie auditions 
and now faces only the problem 
of finding suitable timeslots. Sta¬ 
tion has a successful news-weath- 
er-sports-variety strip at 10 p.m., 
which can’t be tampered with, 
and feature films at 11 p.m. with 
a big backlog to play off. Best 
chances for local. originations to 
see the studio lights are in the 
9:30. p.m. slot, where the CBS-TV 
net occasionally lops off a low 
rater. Atlass appears to be high 
on ideas for a panel and a jazz 
show, either of them a possible 

showcasing for Jerry Colonna. who. 
no longer is hosting trie latenight 
films , but, whom the s ation wants 
to keep under contract. 

WBKB lately, revised its day¬ 
time lineup with a number of film 
replacements for live opuses, but 
as. of yesterday (Men.* it has ad¬ 
vanced its signon two hours to ac¬ 
commodate three new studio orig¬ 
inations. These are in a 7-9 aun. 
limbo and apparently are a payoff 
to the station’s public affairs obli¬ 
gation, being respectively a sci¬ 
ence showr, a literary session, and 
a program of classical music. 

As for WNBQ, the NBC station, 
it has all. too few availabilities for 
local programming as is, what with 
the Jack Paar latenighter preclud¬ 
ing its participation in the week- 
night. feature film wars. However, 
the station next week deletes five 
vidpic series during the week to 
accommodate an extra half-hour of 
the Paar show. 

Repair Damaged Film With 
The Only Guaranteed Scratch 

Removal Process for 
T6 & 35mm Prints 

V Original* • Negatives 
* Kodachromes 

RAPIDWELD for scratched fi'lmi We 
remove scratches and abrasions from 
both sides of film, restore flexibility, 
repair oil improper splices, and apply 
pn exclusive protective coating. 
RAPIDTREAT for new films We 
°Pply coating to the emulsion side of 
your film to protect against scratches, 
dirt and all stains. 

Rapid Film Technique Inc. 
37-02.K 27th Street 

Long Island City I. N. Y. 
STiHwell 4-4401 

One too many villains 
Poor fellow Pcor ’e'low. indeed' He s only 

em:cr,QssPi fre show s climax may have 

deen ruined' But stop a moment, ihe scene 

ccn be saved. Just c snip — if d s on film! 

Tr.,s is orJ/ one of the ways him helps. Be¬ 

cause you see the show before you sho~ r 

A c( --.hot s ^ jid wt’c* s 

done' In control toe, of ‘me ora c 

everywhere1 Use d:ock crc *n ‘e-:1 ecu 

. there <■ on Eas'man F.ln- for e<erv o„r:ocs 

For complete irfomahen vv,v- to 

Motion Picture F.:m Depar*mer't 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Rochester 4 N 

ie sure f© sb©©tf 

in COLOR . . . 

Y©o’5S be gSad y©w did. 

East Coast Division 

ji/ V -C r> A. - . Me* Yo'k ’ 

Midwest Division 

1 3C Eos' Rc- joipr. c- cog-: 

West Coast Division 

t7Zi Son~o ^cr r.-i Bi.-c Hcl'ywcoP - 

• so e cna distr 

or W. J. German, inc. 

£ Eas'man Prc'ess j^oi Mct.o'- P c'ure F -s Feu Lee . C1-' cccc ill., rtci.ywooa Cci t 
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For Fall Programming 

FOOTBALL... 

ALL AMERICAN GAME OF THE WEEK 

• PACIFIC COAST CONFERENCE HILITES 

• BIG 10 HILITES 

SPORTS TV, INC. 
Ilil Nortk Highland A*.., Hollywood 38. Calif.. 

Hollywood 4-7474 

Sponsors Keep U.S. Military 0 seas 
Updated on Shows & the‘New Sell’ 

By HAZEL GUILD 
Ramsteln, March 18. 

Some of the top Stateside televi¬ 
sion shows—including “I Love 
Lucy/’ "This Is Your Life/' "Peo¬ 
ple Are Funny,” ‘‘Eddie Fisher,” 
"Zoo Parade,” "Mr. Wizard,” “High¬ 
way Patrol,” “Circus Time,” “Burns 
and Allen,” "Goodyear Playhouse,” 
"Ted Mack’s Amateur Hour,” "Beat 
the Clock,” "Caesair Hour/’ "Kraft 
Theatre,” "Voice of Firestone,” 
"$64,000 Question,” "Phil Silvers” 
"I’ve Got a Secret,” "Climax”—*re 
getting a free ride before the larg¬ 
est American television audience 
outside the United States, and the 
largest military and dependent au¬ 
dience in the world. 

The programs are being aired 

regularly pver the latest link in the 
television chain Of the U. S. Air 
Force in Europe—AFR-TV in Ram- 
stein, Germany, which joined the 
Air Force-operated stations in Sau¬ 
di Arabia and Tripoli just about a 
year ago. One more television sta¬ 
tion in Germany, at Spangdahlem, 
has now been added to the: group. 

Sponsors who release their shows 
to this military audience through 
AFRTS in Hollywood and New 
York are getting positive plusses, 
too—in many cases, the televiewing 
of their products is the only way to 
introduce new Stateside items to 
American military audiences sta: 
tion in Europe. 

"We know definitely that when 
Crest Toothpaste was first promot- 

-.V 

"THE COMMERCIALS WERE 
IMAGINATIVE AND BRIGHT" 

tNEW YORK TIMES 

"THE COMMERCIALS WERE 
LIGHT, ENTERTAINING AND 

HUMOROUS" 
-N. Y. HERALD TRIBUNE 

"... THE COMMERCIALS 
WERE FUNNY" 

-N. Y. WORLD-TELEGRAM & SUN 

". THE COMMERCIALS 
HAD WIT" 

-N. Y. DAILY NEWS 

" . . THE COMMERCIALS 
WERE FUN" 

-TIME MAGAZINE 

**smme *v 

mg&L 

ed on tv, sales shot up in the local i 
AFEXes, and the same is true of i 
Hazel Bishop lipstick,” Technical . 
Sergeant Gerald Huard, station 
manager, reported. 

AFR-TV at Ramstein currently 
has about 25,000 military listeners 
tuned in on about 7,000 sets. 

In addition, like AFN (the Amer¬ 
ican Forces Network, radio operat¬ 
ed for the troops in Germany) it • 
has drdwn thousands of German 
listeners. Germans can tune in to 
the AFN radio with no difficulty, 
but to view American , television, 
which beams out differently, they 
require converters for their sets. 

Unlike AFN, though, which airs 
Stateside radio shows but cuts out 
all sponsor identification and com¬ 
mercials, the AFR-TV shows are 
programmed complete, with full 
advertising. 

A secondary effect of the Ger¬ 
man viewing audience is that doz¬ 
ens of high-ranking Germans have 
visited the American-run tv sta¬ 
tion. Some German tv station offi¬ 
cials have even requested informa¬ 
tion as to how they can buy the 
American shows. 

The astounding little American 
station is located on a hill outside 
of Kaiserlautern, Germany, and 
serves the American army and air 
force troops with Class A broad¬ 
easting in a . radius of about 10 
miles from the station—a radius 
carefully controlled by the German 
government to prevent the Amer¬ 
ican station from usurping too , 
many Germany viewers. _ 

Ex-Barracks Now Station 
The station itself Is a fonner 

barracks for stateless persons. 
It is commanded by Capt. Truman 
Smith of Detachment 5 of the 
7122nd Support Squadron at 
USAFE Headquarters in Wiesbad¬ 
en—the group which operates all 
the Air Force tv and radio facili¬ 
ties, including the radio stations at 
Crete, Turkey,. and North Africa. 

But it’s unusual for a military 
operation In that the whole station 
is actually staffed by non-commis¬ 
sioned officers, headed by Sgt. Hu¬ 
ard. There are just 11 military per¬ 
sonnel. 

: In addition* most of the military 
members had no television back¬ 
ground-some had never seen a tv 
station before. 

Even with such an inexperienced 
staff, the station that started last 
April with four hours a day is now 
broadcasting nine hours daily. 

Armed Forces Radio and Tele¬ 
vision Services provide the shows 
from the States. Most of the top 
American shows are viewed here at 
the same hour, the same night of 
the week, as they are played in the 
States—only difference is that 
those showing here are from eight 
to 12 months old. 

To expand its broadcasting time 
and better serve its listeners, AFR- 
TV has worked out an unusual gim¬ 
mick—it selects the top show of 
the. night, and repeats that show 
the following afternoon from 4 to 5 
p. m-, utilizing either two half-hour 
programs or one full ..hour show 
for the repeat. 

“Some of our listeners are on 
night duty,” Huard explained. 
“With the repeat, they can Catch 
the best of the previous night’s 
listening before they go to work. 
Housewives who were busy with 

evening chores can see the top 
evening show the next afternoon. 
And most of the military personnel 
work until 5 o’clock, so they aren’t 
forced to view the same program 
twice. 

"People have become selective in 
just the time we’ve been in opera¬ 
tion,’’.Huard concluded. "At first, 
we heard that business had dropped 
.off at the military movie houses in 
the area and that folks were just 
staying home to watch television. 
Now they watch only the shows 
they like best, and the movie ad¬ 
missions are back to normal.” 

Kohler Hearings Get 
Badger Network Play 

Milwaukee, March 18. . 
Badger Television Network, re¬ 

cently formed in an alliance of 
three Wisconsin stations for pro¬ 
gramming, is starting this week to 
beam hourlong nightly films on the 
Kohler hearings by the Senate 
Rackets Investigation Committee. 
Edited highlights of daily proceed¬ 
ings are being flown in from Wash¬ 
ington for nightly programming at 
11 p.m., with Clark Mollenhoff on 
the commentary. 

Film originates from WISN-TV, 
Milwaukee, for WFRV-TV, Green 
Bay, and WKOW-TV, Madison, on 
the hookup. ‘ 

Harvard To Get 

Global AM Spread 
Harvard College will have a- 

worldwide audience for its one- 
hour "Case for the College,” which 
it will produce and sponsor on CBS 
Radio March 28. 

The worldwide lineup already set 
for. the broadcast, apart from Voice 
of America and Armed Forces Ra¬ 
dio feeds, includes Far East Broad-. 
cast Co., covering India and the 
South Pacific; Radio Inchon, cov¬ 
ering Korea and some of Red 
China; WCJB, the powerful short¬ 
wave transmitter in Quito, Ecua¬ 
dor, which covers all of South 
America and much of Europe and 
Africa; and Radio Luxembourg, 
covering Europe and the United 
Kingdom. 

Program will read like a who's 
who among the country’s intellec¬ 
tuals and celebrities. Harvard prexy 
Nathan M. Pusey is writing and 
delivering the commercials; poet 
Archibald MacLeish is supervising 
the writing; guests include ..Leonard 
Bernstein, Howard Lindsay, John 
Mason Brown, James B. Conant, 
Defense Secretary Neil McElroy 
and Sen. John F. Kennedy. William 
F, Suchman, ex-"Omnibus,” will 
produce and Laurence O. Pratt is 
exec producer. 
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film workshop 
With Susan Strasberg, Arthur 

Knight, Yael Woll 
Producer: Patricia Farrar 
Director: Marshall. Stone 
STE Saturday (March 15), 

1:30 p.m. w 
WRCA-TV, N. Y. 

As advertised, the title of this 
show was “The Story of Film 
Technique” and, in introducing it 
iast week (15) on WRG^TV, mod¬ 
erator Yael Woll, director of the 
Institute of Film Techniques at 
N^w York's City College, termed 
it “an experiment.” It was neither. 

Instead, it presented a somewhat 
limited and breathless discussion 
of the role of an actress in a film 
«nd of a critic's proper function 
within his frame. Also, there were 
two clips from the upcoming Stage 
Struck” There was nothing very 
experimental about it all, nor did 
the program , have a great deal to 
do with “film technique.” 

Participants were actress Susan 
Strasberg, who looked attractive 
but had comparitively little else to 
offer, and writer - critic Arthur 
Knight, who was Unquestionably 
qualified to participate in an eru¬ 
dite discussion of the topic at hand, 
but left the major part of the dia¬ 
log to Miss Strasberg, confining 
himself to what amounted almost 
to side remarks. . 
. Idea of the show was eminently 
sound, but it went off (1) in using 
a new picture as an example, thus 
turning the program into little 
more than the old plug, (2). in put¬ 
ting on an actress rather than 
someone familiar with film tech¬ 
nique in the artistic-technical 
sense. 

Why, for instance, didn’t Woll 
show a scene from “The Informer,” 
or some other film classic, and pro- 
ceed to analyze it for technique, 
perhaps comparing it to. the work 
of another director, earlier or 
later? Even in screening the 
“Stage Struck” footage, it wasn’t 
followed by anything much more 
than an eager questioning of Miss 
Strasberg on how she felt seeing 
herself on the screen and whether 
she thought her original intentions 
came across. 

Film, as an art, has long been 
neglected. On television there’s a 
great chance to dissect it, show its 
growth and development, trace the 
talents that shaped it. etc. But 
superficial shows such as the one 
presented by City College last 
week produce little more than 
boredom and. frustration. It might 
just as well have been an interview 
with Miss Strasberg. At least the 
billing would have been more hon¬ 
est and less pretentious. Hi ft. 

AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY 
101 

(META in cooperation with Hunter 
College) 

With Dr. John G. Stoessinger, As¬ 
sistant Prof. of political science. 
Hunter College 

Producer: Barbara Davidson 
Director: Frank Jacoby 

wpix“n. r?4 a?v 1I:3# 

Material served up by Dr. John 
tx. Stoessinger, assistant professor 
of political science at Hunter Col¬ 
lege, is solid, sober and vital to 
welfare of viewers. This prof knows 
subject of foreign policy* and de¬ 
livers it in literate English. It is 
must viewing to those who wonder 
what will happen to Civilization in 
age of anxiety. 

Program caught was open ses- 
sion of sixth teleclass,in Metropol¬ 
itan Educational Television Assn.’s 
telecourse “American Foreign Pol- 

*?V£ht by Prof. Stoessin- 
oer; tin this occasion, his subject 

de?U With “USA and 
NATO apd was delivered before 
live audience in Warren R. Audi- 

Manhattan, scene of 
METAs studios. 

Open session Was given at first 
midterm break after six talks on 
European issues. Two additional 
live audience lectures will follow. 
** , sessibns afforded earnest 
students and visitors chance to 
quiz the widely-informed, highly 
articulate^ Prof. Stoessinger on all 
aspects of U.S. foreign policy. Min¬ 
imum-production was involved in 
open session telecast. Principal 
speaker stood at speaker’s stand 
throughout 60-minute lecture and 

lllqminatingly on interna- 
tional issues and how they affect 
this country. From time to time 
cameramen caught shots of audi¬ 
ence making notes. This, was edu- 
micks31 tv minus gags and gim- 

^P^ed the myriad prob- 
iems of collective security as en- 

by 'W “'d selective' se- 
nfriM a 25* eI*jbodied in principles 

S,oberly. he outlined 
tragic story of Korea and Suez and 
present day issues to be solved by 

Rsrelationship with France, 
Britain and other NATO countries, 

he overlook the ^possible 
i^imns suggested by ^George 
Kennan, former U.S. diplomat. 

r' Rons. 

Follow-Up Comment 
Wide Wide World 

“American Theatre ’58,” as pro¬ 
jected Sunday afternoon (16) on 
the “Wide Wide World” show on 
NBC-TV, is anything but a Fabu¬ 
lous Invalid. The impression was 
more of a prosaic gabfest. Only 
when the scene switched away from 
Broadway to the regional theatres 
and showed stage artisans actually 
doing something rather than pala¬ 
vering generalities did it come to 
something approaching life. 

The show originated from Sardi’s 
restaurant, N.Y., which was open 
on a Sunday for the occasion, 
thereby repeating the exception of 
several weeks previously,, when in¬ 
vited guests attended a testimonial 
surprise party for N, Y. Times 
drama critic Brooks Atkinson. 
With a houseful of invitees talking 
and . drinking in the background 
and Waiters coming and going to 
accentuate the distraction, the cen¬ 
ter of interest Was a large table at- 
which the name guests bandied 
platitudes. 

Only once did the distinguished 
group generate a spark. That was 
When Helen Hayes, replying to 
m.c. Dave Garroway’s (perhaps un¬ 
intentionally) pointed qu e st ion 
about.what keeps the stage alive, 
read a quotation from Maxwell An¬ 
derson about the theatre being a 
religious institution, a sort of tern-1 
pie of the spirit. Miss Hayes is, of 
course, one of the theatre’s greats, 
and she gave the moment an elec¬ 
tric thrill. 

But Miss Hayes isn’t at her best 
as a discussion panelist with a 
dull script, without . lighting or 
costume or scenery or . other actors 
to play against As an actress, 
she’s an artist, but Off the stage 
she’s merely human, 

That was also all too true of Rob¬ 
ert Preston, Melyyn . Douglas and 
Peter Ustinov. Nor are playwright 
Arthur Laurents, director Harold 
Clurman, producer Robert White- 
head and designers William, and 
Jean Eckart exactly glamorous per¬ 
sonalities on camera. . 

Does the mass public that tele¬ 
vision reaches care a hoot that legit 
production add operating costs are 
becoming virtually ruinous?. Is it 
concerned about the trend toward 
smash hit or fast flop on, Broad¬ 
way? Is it even slightly interested 
that, as someone pointed out, the 
Stage is the only remaining enter¬ 
tainment medium in which a writer 
has freedom? 

The unique thing about the stage 
is that it is alive and immediate 
and personal—and that from these 
qualities it can have a shattering 
emotional impact. But there was 
no mention during the Broadway 
portion of “American Theatre ’58” 
about the excitement, of playgoing, 
of the proverbial shiver of anticipa¬ 
tion when the house lights dim and 
the curtain is about to rise, of the 
thrill of discovery Of a fine new 
play or new talent at a first-night. 

When the cameras left New York 
the show improved. There was 
meaning and a sense of participa¬ 
tion as the amateurs at the San 
Diego Community Theatre re¬ 
hearsed the next Shakespeare pro¬ 
duction and the Elizabethan songs 
and dances. There was reality and 
eagerness as the cameras visited 
the children’s Theatre at Evanston, 
Ill., and again in the comments 
of producer Nina Vance and a resi¬ 
dent actress from New York at the 
Alley Theatre in Houston.. The 
same was true as director and for¬ 
mer Broadway star Mary Morris 
conducted a rehearsal at Carnegie 
Tech drama school in Pittsburgh.; 

The visit to Off-Broad Way, via a 
rehearsal of “Threepenny Opera” 
at the Theatre de Lys, in. Green¬ 
wich Village, N.Y., at least got in¬ 
side, a; playhouse, although the two 
song numbers lacked the feeling of 
real performance and the conversa¬ 
tion of co-producers Carmen Ca- 
palbo and Stanley Chase was 
stilted. That was pretty much the 
trouble with the whole show: Too 
much talk and not enough theatri- 
calism. 

The General Motors, commercials, 
including three main spiels of about 
three minutes each, stressed dealer 
service; were pleasantly restrained, 
instructive and even moderately 
impressive. But like “American 
Theatre ’58,” they lacked excite¬ 
ment. No* one wpuld have ever 
suspected, on the ,basis of those 
carefully drafted words arid scenes, 
how automobiles have revolution¬ 
ized human life,. or how much 
drama there is under the hood^of a 
modern car. Hobe. 

Mike Wallace Interview 
In his own gentle,* unassertive 

way, Oscar Hammerstein 2d deliv¬ 
ered a packet of intellectual fire¬ 

crackers on the Mike Wallace show. 
Ion ABC-TV last Saturday night' 

(15). Under some pointed Wallace 
probing into the most sensitive 
areas of political and religious con¬ 
viction, Hammerstein defiried his 
Own ideas with unusual and re¬ 
freshing forthrightness. 

At no point did Hammerstein 
hedge Or even make an attempt to 
do so. When Wallace asked him 
whether he approved of miscegena¬ 
tion, one of the underlying themes 
in the “South Pacific" story, Ham¬ 
merstein replied affirmatively. Re¬ 
garding religion, he made it clear 
that he stayed clear of sectarian¬ 
ism, but rather had a general faith 
in mankind and the ultimate tri¬ 
umph of good over evil. On poli¬ 
tics. he not. only, declared himself 
a Democrat, but pointedly rapped 
the Republicans for their fixation 
ori a balanced budget. On socializ¬ 
ing. the economy, Hammerstein 
thought the country had gone far 
enough in that . direction already. 
On the militantly conservative 
ideas of the author, Ayn Rand, who 
believes that there is a “conspir¬ 
acy” of liberal authors to “brain¬ 
wash” the nation, Hammerstein 
identified himself clearly as a “lib¬ 
eral” but denied , the existence Of 
any conspiracy. 

On. his friendship With Paul 
Robeson, Hammerstein, without go¬ 
ing into the question of Robeson’s 
support for the Communist move¬ 
ment, very quietly explained how 
angry he would have become if he 
Was denied the right to eat arid 
sleep in the same hotel with his 
fellow performers. It was no de¬ 
fense of Robeson, but an indict¬ 
ment of race prejudice. 

Wallace opened the show with an 
excerpt from critique of the Rodg¬ 
ers & Hammerstein musical plays, 
which held that RAH had sacrificed 
“Civilized wit and urbane irony” to 
their loVe for the Simple things 
arid sentimental situations.: Ham-, 
merstein conceded, the point, stat¬ 
ing that he was neither ironical 
nor urbane and could only write 
what he believed and felt.. And. it 
was brought; out, that added up to 
a “vague, humanitarian fervor.” 
At the same time, Hammerstein ad¬ 
mitted that, at times, he had to be 
“tough” in; order to achieve suc¬ 
cess, and wealth, but he was noth¬ 
ing like his grandfather, Oscar 
Hammerstein, who was described 
as “ferociously ambitious:” 

The payoff for Hariimersteiri’s 
appearance on the show was a plug 
for the 20th Century-Fox , film 
adaptation of “South Pacific” Which 
opens this Week on Broadway; But 
the plug for the picture was han¬ 
dled at the show’s close with a 
brief mention that naturally fitted 
into the Wallace-Hammerstein in¬ 
terview. Henri. 

“got a match" was removed, because 
the sponsor was a lighter maker, 
etc. All this results . in a sort of 
pre-censorship in the writer’s mind, 
he said. He thought pressure 
groups. cannot affect listeners, but 
this is, difficult to prove. Serling 
said he was sad about the whole 
situation of censorship in tv but 
opined that some . meaningful 
drama could come ouf of non-con* 
troVersial scripting; He was con¬ 
vinced that the three networks 
could, never sell controversial 
drama. Writing is compulsive arid 
frustrating but there is fulfillment 
in creating and he derives satisfac¬ 
tion from entertaining people. He 
hinted he’d like to try a theatre 
Script. He thought sponsors, should 
not link their products with the 
dramas they present. 

Serling did an. articulate, con¬ 
vincing job in his filmed powwow 
with Agronsky and gave strong im¬ 
pression that he hadn’t altogether 
surrendered to Comstocks and 
Philistines and that after regroup¬ 
ing his forces he’d be pitching ’em 
through the slot once again. NBC 
displayed enlightened adult be¬ 
haviour in allowing Serling this 
opportunity to whack , a few well- 
deserving derrierS. . Raris. 

Look Here 
A couple of years ago Rod Serl¬ 

ing, successful tv script writer, told 
aspiring Writers that tv was indeed 
a happy medium for him. It didn’t 
sound that way when Martin 
Agronsky quizzed hirii on NBC-TV’s 
“Look Here” Sunday (16). 

Award-winging scripter, speaking 
from his posh quarters in Holly¬ 
wood, sounded off on sundry prob¬ 
lems confronting playwrights who; 
pull up New York roots for Holly¬ 
wood and also spoke unhesitatirigly 
on ty censorship. 

Serling told Agronsky that money 
was one reason he came to Holly¬ 
wood and that California spells live 
ty. He pooh-poohed Dave Suss- 
kind’s cracK that the moment one 
gets off plane in Hollywood, the 
personality changes. Living ori the 
Coast has had no appreciable effect; 
on his writirig, Serling said.. His 
kids get fewer colds and he gets 
more tan, but his writing doesn’t 
change, Serling insisted; A Holly¬ 
wood writer has anonymity but is 
well paid for his anonymity, accord* 
ing to Serling. Level of present-day 
tv audience is. higher than it is 
cracked up to be. and more aware 
of scripters thari. in film industry; 
Movie writing, he said, is a more 
collaborative business and there¬ 
fore not fulfilling but in. tv there’s 
rapport between writer and actor* 
consequently more satisfying. 

In his forthright beef against tv 
censorship, he listed four basic 
taboos: sex, racial controversy, poli¬ 
tics arid religion and as a result, 
this is tough , on punching writer. 
He named the heavies as sponsor, 
ad agency and. networks. Some of 
his censorship problems arose .In 
“Noon on Doomsday,”, a racial play 
that originally dealt with the Em¬ 
mett Till tragedy. “It was gro¬ 
tesque, the changes that , were 
made,” he said. Next exhibit was 
“Aftermath,”^ a play dealing with 
Mexican minority problem he had 
penned for “Playhouse 90.” .Here 
again he ran into censorship prob¬ 
lems but refused to make changes. 

. He cited, incidents of dopey dele¬ 
tions in “Requiem for a Heavy¬ 
weight,” wherein a^ line^ such ^as^ 

Playhouse 90 
Just what inspired director Vin¬ 

cent J. Donehue to cast and stage 
“The Male Animal” the way he did 
will probably, have to remain one 
of those imponderables. But it was 
no mystery to millions of viewers 
that “Playhouse 90’s” - version of 
the James ThUfber-Elliott Nugent 
comedy was a shambles, and per¬ 
haps worse, a bore. 

Andy Griffith, in something of 
an offbeat role for him as the col¬ 
lege prof,' overdid the abserit-mirid- 
ed, fuzzy-brained business to disr 
traction and never came through 
with anything like a solid, charac¬ 
terization. His prof came through 
as something of a moron. Edmond 
O’Brien as the alumni hero put on 
the most blatant exhibition of over¬ 
playing, mugging and hamming in 
many a moon, 'and his performarice, 
despite some occasional .fine touch¬ 
es, was largely, so overbaked as to 
be distracting. Add Gale Gordon’s 
trustee, and the fine Thurber-EI- 
liott edge was blunted into loud 
caricature. Ann - Rutherford and 
Charles Ruggles.maintained a more 
orthodox approach to their roles, 
but. the. basic damage was .done. 

Don : Mankiewicz’s adaptation 
hewed to original in most respects, 
but Donehue’s casting and" Concep¬ 
tion of the characters and his sub¬ 
sequent staging resulted in a series 
of peaks and valleys-—peaks, of. 
noise and fury and valleys of quiet 
dullness. The noisy elements, sup¬ 
posed to be farcical, were just loud. 

Chan, 

Kraft Television. Theatre 
“The Sea Is Boiling Hot,” a well- 

intentioned play with , only two 
characters, achieved only minor 
impact on the “Kraft. Television 
Theatre” stanza last Wednesday 
night (12). Written by Simon Win- 
celberg, the production was set in 
the Pacific dpring the last war; arid 
revolved around the relationship- of 
an American pilot and; a Japanese 
Soldier itiarooned together on a 
tropical island. Lots of talk was 
inevitable in this perdicament and 
the script failed to provide a sturdy 
dramatic structure to: carry the 
verbiage.' 

Since one of the characters was 
f a Japanese, who couldn't speak 
English, the script, for long stretch¬ 
es, was simply a monolog done by 
the American soldier. It was a 
tough assignment . skillfully per¬ 
formed by Earl Holliman who man¬ 
aged to draw an appealing and 
convincing portrait of a young sol¬ 
dier who seeks to-extend his hand 
across the barriers of. war arid lan¬ 
guage. As the Japanese, the vet¬ 
eran actor, Sessue Hayakawa had 
only a few Words to say during 
most of the play. He had his one 
big scene at the end when he con¬ 
veyed, in; Japanese, his trust of the 
American and his willingness to be 
taken prisoner of the U.S. forces. 

The setting for the drariia was 
executed in topriotch style. The 
atmosphere and physical sense of a 
Pacific island provided a com¬ 
pletely realistic backdrop. 
.. Finally, the play, with its theme 
of comradeship for the enemy, was 
a striking measure of the. time 
span since Pearl Harbon Herm. 

The Great Challenge 
For the second round in its “The 

Great Challenge” Sunday (16), 
CBS-TV studied “The Role of the 
Scientist In America’s Future.” 
Produced by James Fleming for 
the Public Affairs Department of 
CBS News, the hour developed into 
a stimulating gabfest that rang 

(Continued on page 72) ^ 

OSCAR LEVANT SHOW 
With Eddie Giverts, guests 
Producer: Cleve Hermann 
Director: Luther Newby 
60 Mins., Tues., 9 p.m. 
Participating 
KCOP-TV, Hollywood 

Oscar Levant, who earned him¬ 
self a "Peck's bad boy of tv” rep 
via his previous two teleshows, has' 
apparently reformed, judging from 
his opener Tuesday night (11), and 
emerges a mellow, much more se¬ 
rious personality. The many who 
have seen and enjoyed the wit on 
His other shows must have been 
disappointed in the lack of levity 
on the new entry, and probably 
hope the reformation won’t take. 
There was a wee bit of wit, but on 
the whole the program was marked 
by a solemnity not expected from 
a Levant. It was a disappointing 
show, and while Levant com¬ 
plained more than once that 
KCOP is only giving him an hour 
a week, that’s more than enough, 
if the initialer is Indicative of his 
format. 

Although Levant only last week, 
while subbing for the then-ailing 
Tom Duggan on . KCOP, said he 
would not have a Duggan-like for¬ 
mat, he did. He had the phone girl 
at his side (in this instance, the 
attractive Mrs. Levant), producer 
Cleve Hermann popping up, plus 
guests. Since he’s followed by Dug¬ 
gan, the similarity in formats isn’t 
wise. 

Levant mentioned Duggan hav¬ 
ing blasted Jack Lait Jr., but didn’t 
elaborate and say what it was 
about; it was l'ke an unfinished 
Statement. Levant gave a serious 
analysis of psychoanalysis, Freud, 
Jung, etc. There was a lengthy in¬ 
terview of District ? Attorney Wil¬ 
liam B.. McKesson, virtually all on 
a serious note. Covered was .such a 
variety of subjects as juve delin¬ 
quency, the Marie MacDonald case, 
narcotics, the Chessman case,. L. 
Ewing Scott, etc. Wh’le it was of 
interest, it was an interview more 
fitting for a Bill Stout or Clete 
Roberts than Levant. Latter got 
off one funny during this lengthy 
interview, asking the D. A.: “Don’t 
you think they (the Mafia) do good 
work? They’re anti-Communist” 

Eddie Giverts, who does the 
Regal Fur blurbs, proved himself 
quite a clown in some repartee 
with Levant; in fact he provided 
most of the evening’s few laughs. 
MiyoShi Umeki, up for an Oscar, 
for her supporting role in “Sayo- 
nara,” wasn’t given a fair shake by 
Levarit who would ask questions of 
the . pert miss, then answer them 
before she had a chance. Hugo 
Friedhofer came on. for a couple 
of minutes as the show went over 
by the same margin, something 
which caused a beef from Duggan 
who followed. Mrs. Levant was a 
most capable “girl Friday.” Work 
of producer Cleve Hermann and 
director Luther Newby was undis¬ 
tinguished. Participations pay the 
freight. Daktu 

WRITERS OF TODAY 
With Walter Kerr,; host; Frank 

O’Connor, guest 
Distributor: Educational Television 

and Radio Center 
Producer: Nathan Zucher 
Director: Lee Bobker 
30 Mins.; Mon.-FrL (17-21), 6:30 

a.m. . 
WCBS, N. Y. 

For the early-bird aficionados of 
Professor Floyd VZuIli’s “Sunrise 
Semester” lit coufse, WCBS-TV 
has opened up a half-hour earlier 
this week arid is presenting a ser¬ 
ies of visits with writers. 

Hosted by Walter Kerr, drama 
critic of the Herara Tribune, the 
initialer had; as its .guest short 
story w'riter Frank O’Connor. It 
was an engaging half-hour, with 
O’Connor’s warm, gifted and dis¬ 
ciplined personal!ty coming 
through. 

Scries, being presented via the 
Metropolitan .Educatiorial Televi¬ 
sion Assn., is being telecast in con¬ 

junction with National Library 
Week. The Irish scripter was a 

j natural for the first day—Monday 
: being St. Paddy’s Day. 
i Kerr, as host, was a bit stiff at 
1 the opening. But once the critic 
! and playwright settled dow-n in the 
j easy chair in the library setting 
l and talked with his guest, he 
j adopted a more winning relaxed 
“attitude. * " 
1 At the end, Kerr summed up the 
• thoughts and feelings of O’Connor 
That may be okay for the educa¬ 
tional tv circuit, for which the 
films were made, but the device is. 
pedantic. It may not even he good 
for strictly educational purposes. 
For O’Connor speaks eloquently of 
O’Connor—and the “summary’ is 
superfluous. Series was produced 
by Nathan Zucher for Dynamic 
Films. 4 I. • 

The opener’s highpoint was the 
writer, reading a portion of one of 
his delightful short stories, dealing 
with a boy’s first big confession In 
church; O’Connor, a former direc¬ 
tor of the Abbey Theatre, should 
get an AFTRA card. Horo. 
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BBC-TV to Cut Yank Telepix 
Imports to Five Hours a 

London, March 18. 4 

Allegations that British tv is be¬ 
ing dominated by American pro¬ 
grams have been strongly denied 
by both commercial and BBC-TV. 
But the BBC will cut Yank import 
program air time to five hours 
weekly as from next month. 

A resolution which deplored “the 
ever, increasing amount -of Ameri¬ 
can material" on British tv was 
adopted unanimously by the Asso¬ 
ciation of Cinematograph. Televi¬ 
sion and Allied Technicians at its 
25th annual convention, in London. 
Moving the resolution, Vivien Mil- 
roy of Associated Television, Urged 
that something should be done 
about the “wholesale import ot 
American films." Nine out of 12 
of them were based on crime and 
violence, he said. 

Illustrating this point, MilrOy 
said that in seven days of tv, 18 
people were murdered, 23 attacked 
and wounded with blunt instru¬ 
ments and 11 kicked in the stom¬ 
ach’ All this, he added, took place 
during children's tv. The,only re¬ 
assuring feature . about this, he 
went on, was that 90% of the vic¬ 
tims were Americans. .. 

Following this lead, the leader 
•' column of the London Evening 

Standard commented that televi¬ 
sion was bringing violence into the 
drawing-room. No one could prove 
that films! of this type directly 
caused juvenile delinquency, but 

- * they undoubtedly helped to create 
an atmosphere in which violence 
became attractive by making “the 
tough and the bully into an heroic 
figure, by giving glamor to brute 
force. Admiration for such televi¬ 
sion heroes could lead to imita¬ 
tion.”,1 

. This, the writer continued, ap¬ 
peared to have happened in the 
States itself, and in. particular, in 
New York where more than 1,8^ 
crimes were committed in schools 
over a period of 11 months last 
year. ' 

Direct-From-Continent 
Shows for British TV 

Britain’s Tint Wall Tube 
London, March 18. 

A new type of tv tube, 
claimed to cut the cost of re¬ 
ceivers and bring color tv in 
Britain years nearer, has been 
invented by a British elec- . 
tronic scientist, Dr. Dennis . 
(Gabor. A set using fhe new 
tube would be slim enough to 
hang on the wall like a pic- 
ture.: 

: Dr. , Gabor will demonstrate 
his invention to leaders of the 
British tv industry, the BBC 

. and commercial tv at the Insti¬ 
tute of Electrical Engineers in 
May. Of major importance is . 
the fact that new tube can be 

.!.. used to receive both black and .. 
white and color pictures. 

If the new development is 
approved and found to be a 
practical proposition, it will be 
put into mass production. 

• Hollywood, March. 18. ■ 
Within 30 days, KTLA will 'in¬ 

augurate. an ambitious hews cover¬ 
age service, utilizing a helicopter- 
borne . remote unit capable of 
transmitting both sound and pic¬ 
ture without ground connection, in 
regular hourly on-the-spot tele¬ 
casts from sites of immediate news 
importance. 

Lew Arnold, KTLA v.p. and 
general manager, said the station 
is adding at least two additional 
news commentators and four re¬ 
mote crew workers to handle the 
increased slate Of news coverage. 

Regular airings of these remote 
broadcasts will be scheduled hour¬ 
ly from 7. p.m. to 11 p.im, with 
cutrihs to range in length from 
two to five minutes. Station is cur¬ 
rently .seeking a sponsor for these 
broadcasts, and would air them 
se ven-day s-ri-week on a. commer¬ 
cial ;basis. .Sustaining, only five 
days would he allotted for the 

Within Next 2 Years 
London, March .18.. . 

Programs direct from the Con¬ 
tinent Will probably be screened 
on. British commercial tv within 
the next couple of years, says Sir 
I vein e Kirkpatrick, chairman of the 

: Independent Television Authority. 
Sir Ivone made this observation 
after the; Geneva meeting of the 
European Broadcasting Union at 
which the indie tv. programmers 
were represented by Bernard Sen- 
da 11, deputy director-general.of the 
ITA, and Norman Collins, deputy 
chairman of Associated Television. 

Collins reported that there will 
he further discussions on the Gene¬ 
va confabs by the Administrative 
Council. of the EBU before any 
definite .decisions were reached. 

Meanwhile, it’s understood that 
a French agent-producer -is plan¬ 
ning a London visit to page com¬ 
mercial programmers with a plan 
to present French spectaculars on 
British tv, It's believed that the 
scheme would be to air four of 
the shows a year, live; after bring¬ 
ing the entire cast across the Chan¬ 
nel. Each program would be 30 
minutes long. 

British ATV Plans 
New Celeb Festival 

London. March 18. 
Associated Television is plan¬ 

ning another “International Cele¬ 
brity Festival,” following; the suc¬ 
cess of its initial program of this 
type from the Royal Albert Hall 
on March 3. The next show will 
probably be aired in June, but an 
ATV spokesman said no bookings 
had yet been made. He added that 
the first offering was a “tryout for 
size" which had proved a big suc¬ 
cess. 

The Albert Hall would probably 
be the venue once again. The first 
ICE boasted artists of the calibre 
of Yehudi Menuhin, Eileen Joyce. 
Margot Fonteyn and . Michael 
Somes, The Ukrainian State Cos¬ 
sack Co. and Sir Malcolm Sargent 
conducting the London Philhar¬ 
monic Orchestra. 

service.. • 
. Technical research in coiinectiori 

with the project has been going on 
for the past six months, Problem 
of transforming a helicopter, into 
a remote unit capable of telecast¬ 
ing, whil^ in flight has been- a 
lengthy one, but is near complete 
.solution: 

MEDALLION ACQUIRES 
IITTLE BUCKAROOS’ 

! Medallion Pictures Cprp., of New 
York, is purchasing from San An¬ 
tonio’s Reycar Productions, the dis¬ 
tribution rights Of the “Little 
Buckaroos” series, this; ty material: 
to. fill afternoon' moppet program 
time on stations around the coun¬ 
try. The idea of . Tommy Reynolds 
and Bob Carter, the western series 
is acted entirely by juveniles, three 
to 13, and resembles Hal Roach’s 
old “Our Gang” comedies. .; 

With the pilot film already com¬ 
pleted, Reynolds and Carter have 
begun construction of new sets for. 
the juvenile westerns at a dude 
ranch at Bandera, Tex. 

BBC Gains Lost Gronnd 
In Feb., Coiii’lTV Down 

London, March . 18. 

During February commercial 

tv’s share of daily vievving declined 
perceptibly, reports the Nielsen 

Television Index. The most notice¬ 

able drops were in the London 
and Midland areas. 

This means that BBC-TV has 
been gaining lost ground. During 
January, the .commercial outlets 
ii London and the Midlands 
registered 71% and 75V£% of the 
viewing. Last month the London 
indie station lost 3V£% and the 
Midland outlet 3%. ■: The Northern 
Independent Television Authority 
station dropped 1% and the Scbt- 
tish . 1 Vi %. In South Wales. arid 
the West, the ITA’s share: of Feb¬ 
ruary was 5414%. In London and 
the North, total average daily 
viewing w;as about 8% higher thari 
the previous February, but. in the 
Midlands it was around '5% lower; 
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55555 Continued from page 23 

sitting in on the irieetings to see 
what happens and if a deal can be 
worked out. And ABC, probably 
the unhappiest. party of all with 
the arrangement, is vitally con¬ 
cerned about a settlement in which 
it can suffer the least financial 
losses. 

1 Meanwhile, it’s been learned 
that the Morris office has made 
preliminary overtures to NBC-TV 
to buy out the remaining two years 
of Sinatra’s ABC-TV. contract. 
Such a deal Would envision NBC’s 
purchase of the pact, In return for 
an exclusivity on Sinatra’s tv. 
services for the next two years 
and presuiriably ABC’s 40% inter¬ 
est in Sinatra’s Hobart Produc¬ 
tions, the singer’s tv and motion' 
picture packaging outfit. 

Under such a deal, ABC would 
be. paid off any: of its advance out¬ 
lays for the next two years and 
would come off clean. NBC, if it 
accepted the deal (and there’s con¬ 
siderable doubt whether the web 
Is really interested), would not be 
committed to Sinatra’s Current 
half-hour format but could instead 
choose to use Sinatra. in a series 
of one-hour specials' Chesterfield 
is considerably more bullish on the 
idea of specials than on the half- 
hour format.: 

Coast meeting will probably 
also take up the possibility of the 
contract sellbff, although a high 
ABC exec said this week he had 
no knowledge of such a prospect. 

N)|d &Newspapers 
55555 Continued fr(>m..page 27 ^^^5 

What NBC News does i$ to com¬ 
pile the best of the day’s broad¬ 
casts, rewrite them slightly to elim¬ 
inate the radio-ese or teievjsion-ese 
and send them out,. complete with, 
bylines, by teletype to the NBC, afr 
filiate in the city being serviced. 
Affiliate theri; relays the copy by 
teletype or messenger to the news¬ 
paper in time for. deadline by' 6 
p.m: Longer, feature type broad¬ 
casts, are sent out by mail for use 
as Sunday pieces, v 

Entire transaction is. free of 
charge, with rio cash exchanging 
hands; . Newspapers are using the. 
service because it provides them 
with some authoritative arid wk. 
by liners and fills gaps in their covr 
erage (i.e,; they get additional Mos* 
cow coverage via Irving R;. Levine). 
In fact, some of the papers are 
promoting the tie heavily, even | 
with Page One boxes, to point up 
how the NBC service supplements 
their existing staff and wire service 
(•overage... /’•' 

As for NBC, the tie-in gives its 
newsmen: exposure and additional 
authoritativeness by virtue of their 
appeararice in print, and through 
the NBC credit line, tends to give 
the entire NBC News operation a 
buildup. •• Plan fits in with the cam¬ 
paign NBC News v.p. Bill Me An¬ 
drew began last summer to get 
•wider exposure and enhance the 
prestige of the correspondents on 
an individuai basis. : 

Ashley-Sfeiner 
—Continued .from pace 27; 

under Screen Gems auspices; with 
Barbara Hariimer doing the. script¬ 
ing. -y • 'y . , 

Ashley-Steiner’s “Pony Express’’ 
half-hour western,, has already 
been sold to NBC; ditto a “Blue 
Angel” series, detailing the ex¬ 
ploits of a four-man . jet fighter 
team of the. U. S. Navy. Sam Gal- 
lu is owner-producer of the' series. 

Negotiations are underway for a 
Nancy Walker, series, with both 
NBC arid CBS high, on its poten¬ 
tial.. . (Jess Oppenheimer would 
like to do the series if it falls Into 
NBC’s lap.) . 

Finally, there’s new Allen Funt 
series, this one tabbed “All Star 
Candid Camera” (with Funt pro¬ 
ducing but not appearing as pre¬ 
vious). This one will have major 
personalities (Jackie Gleason as a 
gas station attendant. Perry. Como 
as a barber, as a for instance). 

Cy Mann to Mutual 
. Cy Marin, former exec producer 

of. sport broadcasts for William 
Esty, has. joined Mutual as its di¬ 
rector of sports. ■ ; 

Mann replaces Norman Baer, 
sports, special events and news 
director, now resigned-. 

From the Production Centres 
—5 Continue* from page 2C 

Fla. all next week while artist Ben Stahl begins painting the show’s 

“Moment of Prayer,” as commissioned ... Chicago Unlimited holding 

its first open meeting next Thursday (26) with Tom Coulter* ex-officer 

in the Assn, of Commerce and Industry; as speaker . . . Victor Petrolis, 

WCFL’s policeman dee jay, giving out safety tips between disks on his 

nightly stanza. 

IN WASHINGTON 
“Capitol Cloakroom,’’ CBS Radio’s oldest continuous public affairs in¬ 

terview show, celebrates its 10th arihi March 31 ... . Dr. Frank Baxter, 
the English prof who popularized Shakespeare on tv; skedded for a 
reading-commentary program at Library of Congress next week , . , 
Sophie Altman added another* award to her WRC-TV juve panel show, 
“Teen Talk,” in recognition of her contribution to first National Con¬ 
ference on American Indian Youth . . . WWDC prexy Ben Strouse guest 
speaker at spring huddle of West Virginia Broadcasters Assn. . . . L. 
John Wachtel, ex WTOP, added to production staff of WTTG, indie tv 
station, to assist With Pick Temple show ... . Shirley Sager, ex model, 
becomes town’s first femme sportscaster when she takes over as “score- 
girl” for post-game roundup of riiajor league baseball games on* WTTG. 

IN LONDON . 
Francis Head has been 'appointed head of the story department of 

Granada-TV. She was with the John Gibbs Agency in New York for 
12 years . . . Raymond Massey skedded to appear in his own play, “The 
Hanging Judge,” for ABC-TV on May 11 . . . Vic Oliver started his first 
series for commercial tv, “Hotel Imperial” for Assoeiated-Rediffusion 
last night (Tues.) . ... BBC-TV claims an audience of 12,000,000 for the 
“Benny Hill Show” . ... Michael Ingrams has switched from Associate.d- 
Rediffusion’s feature department to its light entertainment section. He 
has plans for a late night show .. . Harry Green to star in “Fifty Fifty,” 
to be produced for ABC-TV by Dennis Vance next month . . . Frankie 
Howard headed the bill of Associated Television’s “Sunday Night At 
The Palladium” (15) . ,.. Erie Maschwitz has been appointed head of 
BBC-TV light entertainment. He replaces Ronald Waldman, who re¬ 
cently became business manager of tv programs. 

IN BOSTON 
WBZ-TV tests another of its “Storyville” j azz shows with Sarah 

Vaughan and Japanese jazz 88er Wednesday (19) at: 10:30 p.m.' with 
New England Confectionery Co/sponsoring and Bill Marlowe, WBZ 
disk jock, hosting i . . WHMP, Northampton, Mass, became full time 
Yankee net affiliate Sunday (16) making if 30th Yankee outfit in N. E. 
for Yankee and Mutual programs . . . Brian O’Doherty of Dublin guest- . 
ed Duncan MacDonald’s “Yankee Home and Food Show” Monday (17) 
on WNAC-TV . Les Smith, former Hub deejay who was on WOR, 
New York; back in Boston as host on WBjS-TV’s new “Movie of the. 
Month,” film series of post 1952 features starting with “African Queen,” 
to be seen Wednesdays once a month . . , Louise Morgan, WNAC-TV 
personality. Girl Scout Cookie Chairman of radio-tv editors . . 
Wednesday (26) designated Frank Luthur Day in Walthairi, Mass. The 
WNAC-TV director of public affairs performs in all the elementary 
schools, visits hospitals, dep’t stores, and speaks to the Rotary Club;: 
. . . Joe Levine, former exec news editor Boston Traveler, now news 
dir. WHl)H-TV, . fanning out coverage using film stringers already re¬ 
sulting in some scooperoos . , . Channel 2, WGBH-TV, setting up.neW 
program, “Camera on the Commonwealth” Tuesdays, 7:15 p.m., with 11. 
shows set preeming (18) covering state official’s offices . . . Sherm Fel- 
ler, WEZE disk jock, getting congrats on. penning, of new disk lyrics 

IN CLEVELAND 
Russell W. Kane, named assistant Plain Dealer radio-tv editor, re¬ 

placing Tom O’Connell who joined WEWS sales ; . . Ronnie Barrett 
returned to disk spinning chores with nightly Wl)OK stint from Cap¬ 
tain Frank’s . . . Jim Frankel, Cleveland Pre$s radio-tv ed, into New 
York for writing look-see . .. Mylas Martin, Prfess reporter, doing KYW 
lyric reading stanza . . . Sid Stadig, KYW chief , engineer, and staffers 
Ed Kukis and Charles Ames, honored by Civil Defense for outstand¬ 
ing service . . . WERE’s newest newsman Is Philip Lenhart from WJR 
. . . Doug Adair emceeing the “Rising Generation” on WjW-TV’s talent 
hurit.. , , WGAR’s. Charles Day cited by Kiwanis for 15 years of -‘out¬ 
standing” news coverage. 

IN PITTSBURGH , 
John Hickton, Playhouse actor, is announcing at WEEP under the 

name of Jimmy Walker . . . Hank Shepard, WAMP general manager, 
has sold his home in Westport, Conn., and will move th'e family here 
just as soon as he finds a place . . , Former deejay Bob Dickey has quit 
the KDKA sales staff to go with the Price & Price agency .'. . Kate 
Lydori is a newcomer to the WCAE promotion department . . . Bob¬ 
by Tucker, son of sportscaster Joe Tucker, home from Maya Clinic in 
Rochester, where he spent a month having bone grafted to an injured 
disc . . . Bob Mortensen, WIIC boss, has picked pp a new Thunderbird 

. . Beckley Smith, named supervisor of news and special events for 
WAMP . . . Earl Bnncher, WLDO commercial manager, and his wifa 
expect their first visit from the stork in August . . . Tom O’Connor, 
KDKA sales service director, appointed co-chairman of entertainment 
and promotion for the downtown Lions Club. 

iN SAN FRANCISCO 
Another FM station, Alan Levitt’s KSFR, took to the air last week, 

bringing the Frisco area’s FMers to a total of 12 . . . KGO radio’s boss, 
Gil Paltridge, off to Detroit for the ABC brainwashing being conducted 
by net’s hew exec v-rp, James G. Riddell ... Korla Pandit departed his 
2:30 p.m. daily KGO-TV spot to make room for the new Ronnie Kemper 
Show yesterday (17) ... Jack Cahill left KLX, Oakland, to become news 
director at KMJ, Fresno. Knowles Robertson took over the spot , . ,. 
KGO radio got a rate inquiry from tourist bureau of Osoyoos County, 
British Columbia—the Canadians, said the 50,000-watter covers tho 
Pacific Northwest, which provides bulk of British Columbia’s tourist 
business. 

IN DETROIT . . . 
Jack H. Hamilton, formerly associate editor of Pathfinder News mag¬ 

azine and radio-tv editor and assistant manager of the Audio-Visual 
Services Department of the U.S: Chamber of Commerce, has been ap¬ 
pointed to the WJR news staff . . . Patricia I^orris, fashion and photo¬ 
graphic model, will be WJBK-TV’s “Miss Eairweather” three nights a 
week, joining the other femme weathercasters Betty. Bahr and Jeanne 
Dishong who divide the rest of th? week . ... WWJ-TV will present two 
special half-horn: Sunday afternoon programs dealing with the prepara¬ 
tion of income tax returns. Two Internal Revenue agents will ainswer 
questions submitted by viewers. Paul Williams will be moderator.. . • 
Bud Davies, CKLW disk jock, reports huge response to a contest in 
which listeners figure the total number of reedrds he will play during 
the week, plus the total number of Perry Como records he’ll spin. An 
Isetta 300 automobile is. the.gran4 prir;e. r 
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ABC-TV’s researchers have come to the defense of their claims of 
lower nighttime cost-pef-thousand for ABC than,for any other job. Re¬ 
plying to a CBS memo on the subject, the ABC boys point out that 
the Nielsen method for calculating c-p-t (which lists CBS as lowest 
and ABC as highest in c-p-t) uses an unweighted average. That is, it 
takes the c-p-t for each show, multiplies this by the commercial min¬ 
utes on each show, adds them all together and divides by total com-; 
merclal minutes. 

ABC says in effect, this is an over-simplification that isn’t acceptable:; 
It uses a weighted average, derived by adding up all nighttime costs 
(time & talent) and dividing by number of commercial minutes de¬ 
livered (AA homes times number of commercial minutes delivered). 
This weighted average gives ABC a c-p-t of $3.17, while the unweight¬ 
ed Nielsen method gives ABC an average of $3,85. As for other charges, 
ABC said it used date of different months in order to provide latest 
information on ratings, time Oosts and program costs,; and that its fail¬ 
ure to include non-network-option time periods in its comparison “does 
not change the relative position of the three networks at all/’ 

Waiter Cronkite and a CBS-TV film, crew had the luck o’ the Irish 
with them Monday (17). Cronkite & Co. had gone down to Cape Ca¬ 
naveral the night before for background. filming and interviews for 
''Ceiling "Unlimited,’’ an upcoming special edition of the web’s “The 
Twentieth Century” dealing with the space age. 

Early in the morning, Cronkite and his crew were roused out of bed 
just in time to get on-the-spot footage. of the successful Vanguard 
launching. ... 

TV isn’t turning nation’s moppets into “red-eyed, illiterate morons,” 
Bennett Cerf insists in current issue of Saturday Evening Post. More 
books have been sold and there’s greater circulation of: books in 
public libraries since advent of tv* Random House publisher and 
‘'What’s My Line?” panelist points out. 

He cites government figures to prove that 333,000,000 books, ex¬ 
clusive of textbooks and encyclopedias, were sold in 1947: in 1954, 
With tv entrenched, sale /of books was tip to 587,000,000. There was 
a 33% jump from 1947 to 1956 in circulation of books iri public libraries. 

Hardback mysteries and Western novels, however, have; been hit 
due to tv, Cerf declares. 'There now.are so many 'boss oprys’ on. tv 
that a nimble channel switcher can see a. bullet fired by Two-gun Top- 
litz on CBS whiz through a stagecoach window on ABC and plug the 
varmint from Bar-None Ranch on NBC!” Cerf says. 

In a move to spur sohsOrship interest for its “Captain Kangaroo” 
kiddie series, CBSTV has launched a new sales plan on the show 
under which any. advertiser buying a quarter-hour segment , can space’ 
out his three minutes of commercial time on different days of the Week. 
Previously, the three commercial minutes were Confined to the same 
day and the same quarter-hour. Under the new plan; at no additional 
cost, the advertiser can reach different audiences; with the three-day 
exposure. Also, CBS is extending its contiguous rate arrangements 
so that a bankrolled Can use one of the commercials: on the Same day 
he sponsors other CBS day timers and earn the. contiguous discount. 
Plan; incidentally, is confided to the “Kangaroo’’ - segment. 

. Burt and Harry Piel’s latest for their beer client shows one reading 
Variety and explaining, “Everybody in show biz reads it!” The prop 
headline is, “Piel’s SOcko In Pubs,” and once again Burt testily ex¬ 
plains to Harry. What that means. 

St. Louis Globe-Democrat Publishing Co. has purchased 310,000 
j shares (a 25% interests of; stock in Signal Hill Telecasting Corp., which 

owns and operates St. Louis television station KTVI. 
Globe-Democrat and Signal Hill signed an agreement last October 

•for sale of the stock to the newspaper, but the transaction wasn’t, con¬ 
summated till final FCC okay of sale by KWK, Inc., of TV Channel 4 
to CBS. Globe-Democrat held, a minority stock interest in KWK-TV, 
which began operations Sunday (16) as KMOX-TV. 

In buying Signal Hill stock, the Globe-Democrat agreed, to make a 
! loan to the firm and. to take over $500,000 in mortgages from stock¬ 
holders. 

Jane Ellen Ball, longtime women’s commentator on WJAS, Pitts¬ 
burgh, who was dropped when NBC. took Over and changed call letters 
to WAMP, is going back to the station but not as a broadcaster this 
time. She has been taken on by Merle Pollins, sales manager, tO work 
With him on the new Community Club Awards promotion which the 
outlet has just taken on. Miss Ball fits naturally into this setup since 
she’s been active for years in women’s club activities and has worked 
closely with femme organizations in and around Pittsburgh the last 
couple of decades. . ^ 

Newport Jazz Festival is planning a TV Award for best network or 
local telecast between June 1, 1957, and June 1, 1958. Critics will 
make award in July after viewing kines during two-day symposium on 
Jazz criticism. 

Screening will be done by Marshall Stearns of Hunter College and 
Institute of. Jazz Studies;. Eric Lairabee Of Harper’s Magazine; John 
Wilson,; jazz review, N.Y. Times and WQXR, and Patrick D. Hazard, 
Department of American Civilization, U. of Penn. v 

Station managers ahd producers with eligible shows should commu¬ 
nicate with Hazard at U. of Penn., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Current radio-tv- courses ’ in classical ' and contemporary' literature 
continue to get strong ballyhoo treatment in major book stores through¬ 
out metropolitan area. Barnes & Noble is currently devoting its big 
Fifth Ave. N. Y. window to three radio-tv programs dedicated to 
courses in literature. Window features large blowups and books calling 
attention to Dr, Floyd Zulli Jr.’s “Sunrise Semester” on WCBS-TV; 
Dr. Theodore G. Ehrsam’s “America’s Literary Heritage” on WMCA, 
and Dr. Stephen Stepanchev’s literature course on WNYC. Banner 
line in window read* “Listen and Learn—College Courses At Home.” 
Barnes & Noble, continues, to distribute, without cost, copies of broad¬ 
cast schedules of book programs and reading lists for three courses. 

. A new tv Series, titled “Dialogue,” produced by the Metropolitan 
Educational Television Assn, and Columbia U., got underway yester- 
day (Tues.) The series is being produced for the Educational Television 
and Radio Center, Ann Arbor. 

The initialer dealing with ‘The Literary Man” featured Columbia U 
faculty members, Jacques Barzun and Lionel Trilling. “The Literary 
Man” will form three half-hour segments. Other segments of “Dia¬ 
logue,” pegged to the structure of 20th Century thought, will be de¬ 
voted to religion, politics, economics, science, et aL 

To. seasoned tv performers the backstage reaction-to a program, 
particularly among the stagehands, cameramen and Other technical 
people, is regarded as among the most flattering. Last Friday’s midday 
panel discussion on “how far should an actor go offstage into politics?” 
got that kind of post-telecast pro-and-con palaver. It was Tex McCrary’s 
WRCA show (Jinx Falkenburg was home ill) and, similarly, a sore 
throat kept scheduled guester Melvyn Douglas at home but his actress- 
wife,.Helen Gahagan Douglas, who has also been active in California 
politics, substituted on the “pro” side: She faced a* panel Comprising 
Mary Margaret McBride and Pegeen (and Ed) Fitzgerald,;plus McCrary. 

Radio Review 

WE TAKE YOU BACK 
With Edward R. Murrow, Robert 

Trout, Dallas Townsend Jr., 
others 

Writers - Producers: Dan Bloom, 
Robert A. Skedgell, Townsend 

30 Mins., Thurs. (13), 9:30 p.m. 
CBS Radio, from New York (tran¬ 

scription) 
CBS Radio gave itself a soft pat 

on the back last Thursday (13) 
night when the network presented 
"We Take You Back,” a half-hour, 
of “ought to” listening fpr the 
trade. Purpose of the show, hooked 
to the 20th anni of CBS "World 
News Roundup” and the concur¬ 
rent 20th anniversary of Edward 
R. Murrow’s first broadcast; was to 
reveal the beginnings and growth 
of perhaps the most successful 
news format today — the use of 
radio (and tv) newsmen lined up 
around the world to give a cross- 
section of world news and views, 
sometimes on a particular topic. 

Though video is included in this 
scheme nowadays,; it has rarely 
achieved, the immediacy, if ever, of 
similar coverage on radio. All the 
networks are in the roundup fieid, 
with varying degrees of success. 
The importance of Such coverage 
in broadcasting has obviously not 
diminished; ABC Radio only re¬ 
cently, was all too ready to give up 
its entertainment programming, 
because, it was neither drawing 
audience pot sponsor coin, but; it 
was simultaneously willing to 
guarantee its radio affiliates a 
fresh quarter-hour news roundup, 
costing a couple of additional 
thousand per week, because that’s 
apparently what the listeners want. 
It’s a hot-age for news. 

Both Murrow and Robert Trout 
appeared on thfe original CBS, 
roundup. The first time,^ in 1938, 
when Germany was bullying West¬ 
ern Europe, it was apparently for¬ 
mer CBS news chief Paul White 
and. European chief Murrow who 
dreamed it Tip. Murrow and Trout, 
with, ample and justified plugs for 
their old teammates, were on 
“Back” as well, along: with Dallas 
Townsend Jr., who, acting as nar¬ 
rator, interwove: some of the voices 
from the past. There was the voice 
of William L. Shirer from Berlin, 
H. V. Kaltenborri speculating 
about FDR’s .third-term bid, John 
Daly (sounding the same on Dec. 
7, 1941, as he does today) tieing 
together bulletins on the Pearl 
Harbor and Manila sneak, attacks 
from his New York CBS desk. 
There was Murrow; on tape, in a 
repeat of his famous “Orchestrated 
Hell” broadcast. (Murrow was re¬ 
telling his ride on a bombing mis-: 
sioii over, Berlin and the entire 
quote, ending his straight and viv¬ 
id account, was ’Berlin was an 
orchestrated: hell—a terrible sym¬ 
phony of light and flame,” It’s 
that kind of stuff that can still 
make the grade, with a capital G, 
over today’s ether. 

In a special wrapiip at show’s 
finale. Trout examined the history 
of the stanza and Murrow the na¬ 
ture'of the news and newsmen he 
hired to act in. behalf of CBS. That 
first broadcast, 20 years ago, was a 
budgetless, makeshift, yet effective 
affair, which borrowed temporarily 
the descriptive talents of friendly 
newspapermen and trave 11 ing 
solons. CBS — ahd radio — have 
come a long way since then, but 
the old hews format is still a 
success. 

FRANKENHEIMER IN 
SUSSK1ND DICKERS 

: John Frankenheimer, who for the; 
past two years has been primarily 
identified with .''Playhouse 90” as 
its key rotating director; is talking 
with Talent Associates’ David Suss- 
kind on a deal to direct some of 
the “DuPont Showr..of the Month” 
specials. riext season. Though. 
Frankenheimer has a CBS-TV staff 
contract, it permits him to do shows 
other than “Playhouse” on the web, 
even when an, outside packager is 
involved,. ; 

Frankenheimer, currently in New. 
York, has been talking to Susskind 
about the straight-play properties 
the latter is lining up for next sea¬ 
son. - Frankenheimer, after three 
years; on the Coast, wants to do a. 
couple of N. Y. originations, and is 
also searching put legit properties 
for a possible Broadway play in the 
fall. He’ll continue with “Play¬ 
house 90” next season, but wants 
to cut down on his “Playhouse” 
chores to do the DuPont shows, the 
play and possible a couple of pic- 
tur.es> '- • 

Resistance, 
Looks Like Chi Will 

Get ATAS Chapter 
Chicago, March 18. 

Although ihere’s some opposition 
to the idea here, there's little doubt 
now that Chicago will organize the 
Industry’s third chapter of the Aca¬ 
demy of Television Arts and 
Sciences today (Tues.V 

Ed Sullivan, in his capacity as 
prez pi ATAS, planed to town to 
help start the wheels rolling at a 
Hotel Sherman, luncheon, attended 
by some 300 Windy City tradesters. 
Sun-Times columnist Ire Kupcinet 
and WBBM-TV program director 
Frank Atlass .were the principals 
in instrumenting the gettogether. 
They. calculate a membership of 
400 Will give Chi a definite voice 
in the selection , of Emmy winners. 

Opponents to a Chi chapter of 
ATAS are skeptical about what it 
will mean to the Windy City ahd 
feel they’re again being asked to 
"sucker, up” by the network boys 
in New York and Los Angeles. Re¬ 
sentment; bases partly in the fact 
that Chi is not represented in net¬ 
work tv in Any tangible way since 
the last of the. Chicago originations 
was dropped last month. Those re¬ 
sisting; ATAS in Chi are being as¬ 
sured at today’s luncheon that the 
organization will make local as well 
as national awards and that it will | 
function, to help Chicago fight for 
national tv recognition. 

WSB’s 36th Anni 
Atlanta, March 18. 

WSB Radio Saturday (1.5) cele¬ 
brated its 36th birthday, having 
hit the air in 1922 as first radio, 
mill below Mason-Dixon Line. 

. Station owned and operated in 
pioneer days. by The Atlanta 
Journal became a pioneer mem¬ 
ber of fledgling NBC and retains 
that affiliation today. . 

London, March: 13, 
BBC-TV’s new $35,200,000 home. Television Centre, at "present 

in the course of construction, has been designed with a closed 
eye to the future. Gerald Beadle, director of BBC-TV, admitted 
that the new premises will be large enough only to satisfy the , 
needs of tv as it is planned today. If by 1961, when the centre will 
start operating, there has been any substantial increase in the 
amount of broadcasting hours or other changes , in the pattern of 
British tv, the state web will probably, have to keep some of the : 
temporary accommodation, now in use. 

The plan, at present, is to close the Lime Grove And Riverside .' 
studios when the new hq becomes operational; and house All tv 
activities under one roof. 

Television Centre, situated at White City, a London suburb, when . - 
. completed will be the largest tv hq in Europe, covering a site of 

13 acres. It will consist of a huge main block containing seven stu¬ 
dios and several hundred offices; a scenery block; a works block; 
and eventually, within the next 11 years, an additional extension 
will be added, which will give the building the appearance of a 
large query sign. .- 

. Four of the studios will be bigger than any others at present in 
use in Britain. Each studio will have its own air conditioning plant, 
and the layout has so been designed that the additional require¬ 
ments in ventilation, lighting And power supply for color tv can be 
provided when required. 

in Air 
; Who upped and spouted that all 
tv-film production is in Hollywood? 
The spunky, | rambunctiously-pro- 
grammed .municipal broadcasting . 
outlet, WNYC, with studios atop 
the Municipal Building, is up to 
its antenna in film production and 
almost finished shouting its 60- 
minute “spectacular” tagged “New 
York—City of Magic.” 
; A color documentary revealing 
the pulsating spirit of Gotham 
during the four seasons of the. 
year, it should be ready for show¬ 
ing shortly, according to Seymour 
N. Siegel, director of radio com¬ 
munications for the City of New 
York. Production on “New York- 
City of Magic” was begun in 1956 
arid when finished, will be avail¬ 
able to all local tv channels as well 
as schools, PTA groups, profes¬ 
sional organizations, public service 
agencies arid overseas groups in¬ 
cluding BBC-TV. 

The film unit of WNYC is part 
of the city’s Communication arin 
and, in Addition to producing films 
on the virtues of the metropolis, 
also makes training films for po- 
lice and fire dept, personnel, the 
Health Dept., the Housing Author¬ 
ity, the Dept, of Sanitation and the 
office of Civil Defense. It recently 
completed a new training film for 
cops. It is called “How to. Use 
Handcuffs” and is a companion 
piece to one entitled “On the Wit¬ 
ness Stand,” a 30-minute film in 
Color telling officers how to behave 
in the courtroom. 

Meanwhile, WNYC is continuing 
plans to enter the local tv scene 
as an active broadcaster, once the 
solons at City Hall give Siegel 
the green light The municipal 
outlet holds a UHF construction 
permit for Channel 31. It’s down 
in the city’s capital budget for 
some $580,000 of which more than 
$300,000 would go for. the tv trans¬ 
mitter; approximately $145,000 for 
the main tv studio, and some $50,- 
000 for a mobile unit. 

It’s up to Mayor Wagner and. 
members of the Board of Estimate 
when the money will be released 
for the municipal tv outlet. 

A city tv outlet would undoubt¬ 
edly become the “panel channel” 
of the metropolis and it’s not un- . 
likely that baccalaureate degrees 
could be awarded those taking for¬ 
mal courses via its facilities. ; 

Siegel sees a city tv outlet as 
A visual communicator rather than 
a televisor, in the accepted sense 
of the word. With the completion 
of such ah outlet, it would serve 
the vital needs of virtually all city 
departments, both on closed and 
open channels. Its use td the po¬ 
lice department, according to Sie¬ 
gel, would be invaluable, notably 
in the case of police lineups. By 
means of ty, some 500 man hours 
weekly in travel, alone would be 
saved during the telecasting of 
police lineups. Many more police 
officers could see the daily parade 
of arrests on a live basis as well 
as with a hot kine for police offi¬ 
cers reporting for their 4 p.m. as¬ 
signments. Obviously, the police 
lineups w°uld be presented on a 
“scrambled” ty basis. The fire de¬ 
partment’s use of city tv for lec¬ 
ture purposes Would also be ex¬ 
tremely important, as would nur$*-w~ 
ing education in the city’s hospi¬ 
tals. Its possibilities in the pub¬ 
lic schools are limitless what with 
the crying teacher shortage, says 
Siegel. 

As regards WNYC’s AM and FM 
outlets, they are both booming 
properties today. 

30,000 Bulletin Customers 
WNYC’s Masterwork Bulletin, 

the handsomely-edited bi-monthly 
publication featuring sews and 
listing, is a sensational buy. More 
than 30,000. New Yorkers now sub¬ 
scribe to the publication. 

Working in conjunction with 
Queens College, Siegel recently 
Introduced a new radio college 
credit course. He’s also at work 
on. the upcoming 20th anniversary 
program of WNYC’s American Mu¬ 
sic Festival. 

Nor is Siegel overlooking the hi- 
fi addicts. With . the iforsythia 
(flower . of Brooklyn) about to 
bloom, there’s a spring touch in 
WNYC’s music programs. Techni¬ 
cal improvement in the quality of 
tapes and recordings on the station 
should prove far more effective to 
hi-fi set owners than tranquiliz- 
ing pills or warm baths. 
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with immediacy and pertinency l ies. He told the audience that he 
throughout. : could stay here for hours and be 

Rounded up for the symposium very funny, but he didn’t want to 
were William L. Laurence, Dr.: spoil the format of the program. 
Clifford C. Furnas, Dr. Edward Miss Horne handicapped herself 
Teller, Dr. Joseph Kaplan, Dr.; with her choice of material; having 
Howard L Bevis, Dr. Paul IL Sears been seen to better advantage: The 
and Dr. Roger Revelle. With CBS’ [ production from “Jamaica’" helped 
Howard K. Smith steering the con- [ her in her second spot. Wynn, to- 
versalion. the session threw some : gether; with Allen, gave a demon- 
light upon the topic that has be-j stratipn on the types of waiters., 
come of prime concern to the U. S. j and .it came off very well. Carmen 
since the Soviet launching of Split- : Basilio showed his ability to spar 
nik. |in a different direction—verbally. 

Perhaps what made the hour so and he made a good impress'on. 
Invigorating and enlightening was ;■ Mark ^Murphy pressed very hard on 
the apparent sincerity and devotion i Pprsormlity ip a rendition or- 
of the cause displayed by the good f -Shade of Banana . Tree ^ that 
doctors aud N. Y. Times’ scribe seemed overdone.. The usual cast 
Laurence. Each ■ had his . turn at <£ characters on. the Allen, show 
the mike and each scored with filled their assignments admirably. 

. forceful essays. The sparkplug of Jo:e. 
the affair was Dr. Edward Teller. n-1 
w.k. as “the father of the H-Bomb,” On the Carousel 
whose verbal explosions hit home a longtime educational1 $.ries 
and the dynamic force of his per- aimed at the grammar and juni or 
sonatity gave the show mast of its high school student, “On the Car- 
life. ousel” devoted an; hour last Oe- 

A symposium, at best, is just an cember to a special prodi c on 
exchange of ideas and for the most “dedicated’* to the Intern-Lonal 
part does not make for interesting Geophysical Year. \ It proved such 
viewing. In this instance, however. a fascinating science one-shot that; 
the idea and exchanges were so the Public Affairs Dept, of Y/C 3S, 
vivid as to make the whole grip- N. Y., in cooperation With the 
ping to ear. as well as the eye. Board of Education of the C'ty. of 

Gtos. New York has now come up with 
——— a new . monthly series of science 

Steve Allen Show shows.; 
Steve Allen had. a strong act Subject for Saturday’s (15' op^n-; 

believed dead who has tragedy bn the Exchequer, and Emanuel Shin- 
tragedy heaped upon him. He well, a former Labor cabinet min- 
struggied manfully, but the part ister; and on the other. Dr. Donald 
was unconvincing as scripted. Betsy Soper, noted pacifist,. and Mrs. 
Palmer was okay as the social Barbara Castle, vice-chairman of 
worker. Alexander Scourby lent a the Labor Party and a colorful 
credibility to his role as the adopts figure in the House of Commons, 
ed father, while Lori March (Scour- They had something of a free-for- 
by’s real-iife wife), as the adopted ah for about 15 minutes and the 
mother, had many hysterical mo- chairman was hard put in trying 
ments. Dennis Kohler as the boy to maintain order in the debate. 

: was tiptop, natural and convincing. ; Myro. 

j That the proceedings did not _ 
jell can also be attributed to the . 

j script by Abby Mann, who adapted 
! the tv drama from a story by Anne . ^ .5 

, Wormsar <m<I Jess Oppenhejmer. j |i^r,JK?b; ReialT’ottOT jtyorrisar ajn<i Jess Oppenhefrher. 

| Producer: JEric TiU 
I —j.—_ . .. . .. " ' Director: Barry Morse 

n • n,i n ■ [Adaptation: John Bethune 
rnrpiffn IV KPVlfiWt : 60 Mins., Thurs, (13) 10 p.m. 
ruicigll If ACf IvlfO ; CBC-TV, from Toronto 

i i * ' -*; There is the story that a group 

DOOMSDAY FOR DYSON j ren^Geo^^BlrLrd^Shaw1^ 

"^SjLi^SS'-ttast to their standing around 
J' mouthing the Shavian philosophy- 

in the Ru-ssian court of St. Peters- 

Di^*l”v%,NatgIan« «**>*"{- 
Writer: J. B. Priestley "Xm’ TiSfSp, w ?/“ 
60 mins,, Mon. (10) 8:30 p.m. do.m .^\en staeed S11jce,. but its 
Granada-TV, from Manchester principal roles give plenty of op¬ 

ping to ear. as well as the eye. Board of Education of the C'ty of 
Gtos. New York has now come up with 

——— a new .monthly series of s'.iehce 
Steve Allen Show shows.; 

Steve Allen had. a strong act . Subject for Saturday’s (15i op°n- 
lineup for his Sunday (16) semester. ing scientific installment was .the 
With Lena Home, Jack E. Leonard optical properties of glass and how 
and Keenan Wynn for name value, they’re used to discover new 
the layout got a good lead which worlds. On hand as guest of host 
It maintained throughout the per- Paul Tripp to explain _how gla"s 
formance. There were some major transmits,: reflects, refracts : and 
mishaps. At one point, Allen just magnifies light was ■ John Hoxie, 
couldn’t get started as a sports an- superintendent of lighting rngi- 
nouncer; laughing that hard. At neering ^at . the Corning Glass 
what, the viewers weren’t privi- .Works. Numerous props and ex- 
leged to learn. Another drawback hibits helped his demonstration, 
to this layout is the unconscionable L With the basic values of g ass 
number of commercials. The per- as an optical aid established, Tripp 
formers are faced with the task of fhen moved into the world ol the 
starting anew after the . frequent, spyglass, microscope and telescope, 
spiels, which aren’t models of Participating in an illuminating 

Writer: J. B. Priestley "Xm' TiSfSI w ?/“ 
60 mins,, Mon. (10) 8:30 p.m. do.m .^\en staged since, but its 
Granada-TV. from Manchester -£”3?!, r°1ffrs 

T _ -i.. i, y. , j portumty for ranting perform¬ 
er Priestley, novelist and anCes, as exemplified in the “Folio” 

dramatist, is also a powerful cam- i series of 60-min. tv plays presented 
paigner in the current H-bomb I by the Canadian Broadcasting' 
controversy and his pernt: of view j Cwp^on a 38-station coast-to-coast 

is bluntly expressed in this 45-j jhe role of Catherine the .Great 
minutet play specially written for J was borne by Katherine Blake 

• the tv medium. The piece, , funda-! (wife of David Green, CBS play- 

, mental*, has the app™ of a Rector,. t0~ 

propaganda tract, but Granada-TV a film contract. Lome Greene was 
gave it a novel and stimulating Prince Potemkin, lover of the Bus- 
presentation by inviting a panel of sian empress; Joseph Shaw was the 

emihent ppl!tiqa);. personalities to 

I argue the toss about it at the end Catherine for possible boudoir 
, of the run. acrobatics: All were meaty parts, 
I “Doomsday for Dyson” had its done full acting justice by this 

crudities but these : were to be ex¬ 
pected in a work which attempted 
to focus attention on this highly 

tro, plus Ruby Renaut as the 
prince’s niece and Patricia Farmer 
as the English officer’s cold fiancee. 

Period piece deals with the cov- 

salesmanship either. discussion- were several members 
The most incisive stint was by of a Junior Astronomers Club a 

Leonard. He got off a load of good- couple of students from Qu;ens 
■ ■ i ■■■■I. ■ i .1 i • high schools and. biology teacher 

. ... • • •j Lewis Kleinman. 
I AMDAII lirtl/CDrtl Session wasn't without its tccli- 
LUnilUll j nical difficulties for some on-cam- 

CAMERAMAN Lera reproductions of slides of water 
vnmE.nnmnn j fleas, protozoa etc. failed to come 

FREELANCE WITH,SMALL ; off immediately. This . prompted. 
cTiinin ca^iiiticc i Kl^ininsil to remark that: tv 
STUDIO FACILITIES i aren’t so good for little; bugs” and 

a-• ... Tripp speculated “perhaps they 
Equipment Aunceii 6Q0 _■ with have stage fright.” Withal, how- 
TV-T shutter. (Guaranteed no I [ ever, the new science series got off 

Shutter-Bar ). Anricon ,,200M I; tn an informative start. Gitb. ''Shutter-Bar'1). Anricon "200" 
both N/R Amplifiers. Arriflex Si¬ 
lent All Cameras Fitted Zooms 
17-70 m/m AND COOKE 380 m/m 
LENSES. DOLLY — FREZZO FIELD 
POWER SUPPLY, FTC. 

Write: 
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BROOKS 
[costumes 
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i to an informative start. . Gilb. ' ■ 

U S. Steel Hour 
A difficult situation was posed 

in “Give Me My Son,” the drama 
on Wednesday (12). evening’s “U. S. 
Steel Hour,” CBS-TV, It concerned 
the rights of a natural father to 
reclaim his son. living a number 
of years with adopted parents. 

That the hour outing d;d not 
come off is due to a number of 
reasons. Once the problem was 
established, the viewer could al¬ 
most call the shots, the twists and 
turns were that obvious’ Everyone 
essayed his or her role in a high 
einotional. key, giving a one-tone 
pitch to the entire proceedings. 
The authors stacked the cards so 
that the drama rested, bri “the. 
problem” rather than on the char¬ 
acters, drawn and- enacted as types 
rather than people. 

Blame for the one - tone pitch 
should rest on the shoulders of di¬ 
rector Alex Segal. Richard Kiley 
had the troubled role of the nat¬ 
ural father, a Korean war vet once 

dancer, now over 40 and. owner of 
a newsstand somewhere in Berlin, 
recalled the years of her heyday. 

The 3,000-seat Scala, inciden¬ 
tally, was-founded by Jules Marks 
in 1920 and quickly became ode of 
the foremost international Variety 
theatres. Marks, who had excellent 
bank connections (his father was a 
prominent Berlin banker), was 
known for paying the most unbe¬ 
lievable salaries. Such headliners 
as Grock, Rastelli and Con Col- 
leano were paid Up to 80,000 D- 
Marks. a month. Pola Negri once . 
was allegedly offered the mam¬ 
moth sum df 25,000 English pounds. 

In 1933, when Hitler took over in 
Germany, Jules Marks, who was 
Jewish, fled, and Eduard Duisberg, 
a friend of Hermann Goering, was 
made this vauder's new director. 
On Nov. 23, 1943, the Scala, which 
was able to maintain a surprising¬ 
ly high standard despite the war 
years, was bombed out. Part of the 
Scala ensemble then went to Spain 

1 where it performed until 1946. 
Some of them (Eduard Duisberg; 
for example, lives on Majorca) still 
reside in that country. Remainder 
of the Scala staff tried, during the 
war, to continue working in a Ber¬ 
lin cinema but it didn’t work. 

Although this tv presentation 
lacked , much of the atmosphere, it 
was a well received offering via 
nostalgia. Today’s Berlin showfolk 
can hardly believe what this city 
patronized in the '20s. In those 
years. Berlin had 50 theatres, three 
big vauders (Scala, Wintergarten, 
Plaza), two circuses, more than 100 
cinemas and lots of cabarets (latter 
with free admission). None of 
these vauders: and circuses is left, 
the number of theatres has been 
reduced by more than half and 
there are now just a few cabarets 
(sans admission) which are worth 
mentioning. Many called the Ber¬ 
lin of the '20s the world’s leading 
metropolis with regard to show biz.- 
The old Scala was part of that 
glorious period. 

Rumors are flying that a brother 
of the late Jules Marks had in mind 
rebuilding of the Scala. Nobbing 
positive has come out of it as yet. 
But: one thing is sure: Berliners 
would enthusiastically cheer the 
comeback of the Scala. After all* 
there is no real big vauder in town. 

. . ' _ Hans. 
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controversial issue in such a lim- etous Catherine’s dealings with the But: one thing is sure: Berliners 
ited space of time, it lost much of English courier-captain, sent- -by would enthusiasUcally cheer the 
its, imoact The messaee however the British, ambassador to deliver comeback of the Scala. After all. 
its impact, i ne message^ nowever, a diplomatic message to the Rus- there is no real big vauder in town, 
was clear, concise and deliberate, sian empress, foimer spuming her Hans. 

Ian Hunter, in the title role, is amorous overtures despite fact ■■■' ‘ —————— 

>'rflrHi*^ ^'S]‘hSat5Ldiwittetort^^Ss eSle J • ' INCOME TAX " * 
English household. His^ wife and | siberia, unless he subinits to the 1 ’VwtpV.TA • 
two daughters were setting out to j wishes of the empress. (His retort * RFTIIRNS 
attend a protest meeting on the is that he will immediately send a • p,.,,,,.1,1 ^ . 
H-bomb while he settled down for letter^to the editor of The London • siveiy for thc TbMfrlcal* Profit^ * 

__: Gazette on this behavior toward a • *ion— • 
a comfortahle snooze in the aim- British subject). The. captain, of • lncem*t Radar $5 000 $10. • 
chair. Then followed a dream se- course, is saved by his fiancee in a # , '“Vj* • 
quence in which a hydrogen bomb woman-to-womari talk in which *s'000-• • • m 
dropped on London, one of his Catherine the Great finally admits Return, inc’udfng ■neonPT«ur and • 

[■ Hanphtprc IriUpd n.itrieht her lack °f interest m this partlCU- • • Profjttlonal Schtdules. No appoint- ' 
daughters was killed outright, jar conquest of a prim Englishman. • "*»"♦ n«ca*$ary. For furttwr in- • 
another blinded, while his wife Miss Blake was excellent as the # aVranS^Pras.’ofMr’ Rob#rt # 
would very soon become a victim imperious empress; ditto Lome ■ TUF TAY CENTER INC * 
of the fallout. He, therefore, im- Greene the roaring drunken * 507 5l7^ . 

, ,. j u,. v;ii Prince Potemkin; and Joseph • ot» Avo. l4Z»d It.) N. Y. • 
plented an earlier promise by kill- ^baw aS; tbe priggish English cap- • Oxford 7-7564—(Room 1007) • 
ing his wife and daughter and tak-1 tain. In fact, the large cast of 30 o ' • 
ing his own life. In a heavenly did a splehdid job, with the pfin- m a*a al'aa * • 
court he was subsequently charged cipals making full use of their . 
with murder and suicide and was bombastic monologs and Bernard 
given balfran-hour by the presid- Shaw proving that he could write • ■_ 
ing magistrate to find, out who a comedy that permitted the cast 
really was to blame. to ham it up as he pulled the 

It’s at this point that Priestley strings. . 
came out directly into the open. _ a matter of record, John 
The responsibility (as he saw it) Bethune, adapter, admits that he ff/li VjN 
did not rest on the Riissian soldier dldn t dare change but two sen- iljl ■ YW 
on guard at a rocket base who tences in the Shaw manuscript. T[ HOWARD E. STARK \\\ 
panicked after an explosion and Barry Morse, director, also had his It IT 
signalled “enemy attack” instead work pointed up for him by follow- It »»wken aw> financial consultant || 
of “accident.” it did not rest on ing Shaw’s meticulous stage direc- II radio and tclcvision stations || 
the Russian pilot who actually Lons but did a fine job of coagu- ll 
dropped the bomb; nor did it rest lating the aberrations of his char- . i\\ *» utr arm itrot // 
on the American who had an Intel- acters. The ^period costumes were VOak n, n.t. 
ligence tipoff of the attack and done by Margaret Laurent* the I/h 
retaliated in advance. According to opulent court scenes designed by LWW -—— //// 
the author, Dyson himself was re- Nikolai Soloviov, who deserves aLl inquiries confidential, 
sponsible for having abrogated his kudos for his chandeliered, grand 
duties as a citizen to combat the ball setting and the paintings-hung- 
potential H-bomb menace leaving Palace corridors leading -to her. —gworiyi 
it “to the politicians who know majesty’s bedroom. In toto, this tv — 1 ■ i—-sagggpN 
best.” production of “Great Catherine" .. • . . 

Technically, the production was UnTmifted' 
staged with commendable imagina- Nmw Orimimat 
tion but there seemed little justi- A mo. comkdy material 
fleation for recruiting a big cast of TV Radio^Nttarira 
topnotch players, most of whom ^iS?0£humorama monthly filI: 
had only minute bits, lan Hunter *°r State-owned. • Containing jnonoioguot, Mt* of 

Portray^ “Dyson, CBC* _____ McStaV- ^mor^ui^^*‘rt^rlMl*ioVoL^5ag*I 
but the final scene in which he —— Ate., otc. 
awoke from his ffream and joined SO WAR ES IN DER SCALA Humorama Monthly Fife... .$7JO 
his . wife and family at [the protest (Such Was It In the Scala) Lo« Mato 1759 N, Drctud 
meetlne was an unconvinrin? and Producer: SFB. Berlin Hollywood at, California 
unsatisfying climax. It was just a Director: Hans Waldemar Bublitx . 
case of . bringing a propaganda Writer-Narrator: Lutz Lehmann A CUMPitTl rHOTOGRArnlC 
pamphlet to a happy ending, point- 65 Mins.; Tides., 8:20 pan. SERVICE FOR SHOW BUSINESS 
ing the moral without any attempt West German TV,, from W. Berlin p2duJFS"' 
aV subtlety. Frances Rowe, as the The story of the Berlin Scala, ways, tv graphics,* caRavil 
wife* Ann Firbank and Alanna world famous vauder until it be^ film*, mpo and audio. 
Boyce, as the two daughters, had came a victim of an Allied air raid Call 
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cameo as a elderly people Who once were asso- z=^_J_ ™" " * =' 
mumbung politician. dated with the old Scala enter- 

That the play will stimulate con- prise, and every now and then, Fcfol)lkll*fl TV Film Chufi* 
troversy and provoke discussion when a famous Scala headliner is MunnB«»il 11 rulll OlUllIV 
was admirably illustrated at the mentioned, the respective person- Wot» o Top Fill CofctSolo—on 
end* when Jo Grimond, Liberal ality (such as Grock, Charlie Rivel* SALARY $15,000 PLUS COMMISSION 
leader in the House of Commons, Erich Carow. etc.) is, via a “flash- Writo QooHfkoHon» 
presided over a panel which on back,” shown working. It was a B»x v-ata-sa vavifty 
one side comnnsed Peter Thorney- crackerjack idea, too, to look up iu w 
croft, until recently Chancellor of one of the e\d< Scala^girlav ^ 
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NX bts Sampling 
Of New TV Pilots 

Ad Agencies 
; Continued from page 26 ; 

-Soon the Splash 
The pilots are beginning to 

tumble into New York—not at any 
great number at this time, but 
some samples from each of the 
major telefilmers are becoming 
available. 

The splash isn’t expected until 
another eight weeks or thereabouts, 
when it will be ascertainable what 
portion of the 100-odd filmed 
projects for network exposure 
have gotten out of the “conversa¬ 
tion” stage and into pilot produc¬ 
tion. 

Television Programs of America 
has a pilot in on “Thunder Ridge.” 
Ditto for “Tales of Frankenstein” 
out of Screen Gems. TP A is just 
about finishing filming on “Air¬ 
line Hostess” and Robert Max¬ 
well’s “Cannonball.” Also In the 
completing tensing stages are pilots 
on “johnny Cordes,” TPA, and 
“Naked City,” Screen Gems. 

For April, Official Films will 
have pilots on “Invisible Man,” 
“Western Union” and “Arrest.” 
Principal photography on all three 
projects has been completed. 

CBS Likes Nielsen 
Continued from page 23 

marked difference between the 
Trendex and and the Nielsen rat¬ 
ings for the same show for the 
same period. . 

The Varying Spreads 
Some examples point up the 

difference. 
1. Where coverage is equal but 

the station lineup is unequal. 
NBC’s “Price Is Right” has the 
same coverage, practically, as 
CBS’ “Robin Hood,” competing 
Mondays at 7:30, but Is carried by 
only 85 stations compared with 160 
for “Robin Hood.” On the na¬ 
tional Nielsen, “Price” gets a 27.6 
rating vs. 22.5 for “Robin,” but on 
the 14-city Nielsen, “Price” gets a 
30.5 to “Robin Hood’s” 15.4. Where 

, “Price" tops “Robin” by 23% on 
the national Nielsen, It beats it by 
98% on the 14-city. . 

2. Where both coverage and 
station lineup are unequal. NBC’s 
“People’s Choice” has 86.3%. cov¬ 
erage and 93 stations, while its 
CBS “Climax” competition has 
98.2% coverage and 160 stations. 
On the 14-city Nielsen, “Choice” 
gets a 25.0 coverage Vs. 19.6 for 
“Climax,* an advantage of 28%, 
but on the national Nielsen, where 
lineups, and coverage come intoi 
play, “Climax” tops “Choice” by 
21%, with a 28.0 rating to 23.1 for 
“Choice.” " J 
, 3. Where live clearances- are 

limited via delayed broadcasts, in 
which case leading strength Is lost, 
fringe times are used, etc. ABC’s 
“Broken Arrow” hat coverage fac¬ 
tor and a station lineup (132) vir¬ 
tually equal to NBC’s “Meet 
McGraw” (128), but "McGraw” 
has only six DB’s compared with 
61 for "Arrow.” So on the national 
Nielsen, “McGraw” tops “Arrow” 
by a 24.1 to 23.0 ratings, or some 
5%. But on the 14-city, “Arrow” 
tops “McGraw” by a 28% margin. 
22.4 to 17.5. 

4- When coverage, stations and 
DB’s are about equal, the national 
ratings and the 14-city ratings are 
remarkably similar (and hence the 
Trendexes, which equate with the 
14-city ratings, are too). Danny 
Thomas show and Its NBC com¬ 
petition, “Twenty-One,” have vir¬ 
tually the same coverage, nearly 
the same station lineup (162 for 
NBC, 171 for CBS) and no delays. 
On the national Nielsen Thomas 
tops the quizzer by 33%, 35,6 to 

Louis, & Brorby, signed on with 
Kenyon & Eckhardt in Chi as ac¬ 
count supervisor of the Wilson & 
Co. business. 

Paul Synor upped to copy super¬ 
visor of Leo Burnett Co. 

William M. Englehaupt, McFar¬ 
land, . Aveyard & Co, veepee, 
named chairman: of the plans 
board. 

M. M, Fisher Associates, added 
Ben Migdow, previously of Dush- 
kin,& Migdow. 

London Agencies 
By BARRY BARNETT 

London, March 18. 
What do British ad men think of 

American tv commercials? Well, 
one had this to .say: “If they, were 
put on British television- they’d 
get the bird/’ Comment was made 
by Ronald Kirkwood, tv director 
for the Colnian, Prentis & Valrley 
agency, who’s jiist got back from a 
four-week looksee at the Yank tv 
ad seiupl 

Kirkwood said he went to the 
States with the intention of look¬ 
ing, listening and learning. On re¬ 
flection, he said he had looked, 
listened, but learned very little:. To 
his surprise, he had been collared 
by U.S. ad men who were keen to 
hear about the latest angles and 
approaches being used to plug 
products on the medium this side 
of the water. After watching tv in 
New York and Hollywood, his im¬ 
pression was that the commercials 
were top long, lacked impact, and 
were low in entertainment value. 
The latter point is one which is a 
strong selling angle: here. 

Diana Dors has just completed a 
series of tv commercials to pro¬ 
mote the sales of a Champagne 
Perry. In all, she’s made six dif¬ 
ferent filmed ads—five of 30-sec¬ 
onds duration, and one of 60 sec¬ 
onds. The campaign, being handled 
by the London Press Exchange, will 
go on the air early next month. 

AFTRA 
—— Continued from page 65 

singers,, again with diminishing 
rates for four .or more for on-cam¬ 
era group singers; $74.50 per day 
for solo singers and each member 
of a duet. 

AFTRA wants producers to pay 
the; fees for “recorded” blurbs no 
later than the week after the com¬ 
mercials are made, thereby obviat¬ 
ing, long delays in payments until 
such time as the advertiser uses the 
blurbs on the air. 

Nearly all AFTRA proposals, it 
has been learned, are geared to 
cover “recordings,” i.e., video tape. 
And for each rerun of a commer¬ 
cial, either on tape or kinnied, 
AFTRA wants players to receive 
80% of the original Television 
Code base rate. 

There- Is a proposed clause in 
the live-tape teleblurb, pact in 
which AFTRA is pursuing In 
greater detail the “wild spot” con¬ 
cept. Union demands that all play¬ 
ers who work. more , than once a 
week on the same show to be paid 
80% of base after the first three 
plays of each commercial, an em¬ 
ployer group disclosed. 

Lastly; AFTRA wants alt pro¬ 
ducers to do no dubbing whatso¬ 
ever of. a recorded commercial 
once the original is produced, un¬ 
less the union gives written con¬ 
sent 

mSiETr 

Motorola’s $7,824,431 
Net Income for’57 

Chicago, March 18. 

Motorola Inc, in 1957 came close ;■ 
i to equalling its record of 1956 in 
: sales and earnings despite a fourth 

i quarter drop in the general busi¬ 
ness recession. Net income was 

1 $7,824,431, or $4.04 a common, 
share, compared with the previous 

• year’s record $7,966,817 profit, or 
: $4.12 a share. Gross for 1957 was 
! $226,361,000, about $1,000,000 un¬ 
der 1956. j 

! Gains were made in car radio; 
i sales, phonographs, transistors, j 
j two-way radios, and microwave; 
j systems. 

ITape Anfesueln 
1BEW Dickers On 

New Pact 
A key minority in the Interna- f 

tional Brotherhood pf Electrical . 

Workers is intent upon making tape 

demands a paramount issue in the 

reconvening contract dickers with 

CBS. This union faction is hopeful 

that the talks with the web can 

recommence before Monday (24), 
meaning even before IBEW gets 
the final word on the results of the 
vote by members of the National 
Assn, of Broadcast Employees, & 
Technicians upon offers by NBC 
and ABC. 

Anxiety to get back into nego¬ 
tiations With CBS was brought on 
by the fact the network is report¬ 
edly shooting for a late April dead¬ 
line in completing a fullscale video, 
tape operation in its" Grand Cen¬ 
tral studio space. Unionists want to 
find out what’s up with regard to 
themselves before then. 

The demand IBEWians want in¬ 
corporated in the network dickers 
is geared to this: Whatever video 
tape is played on CBS.-TVior on a 
CBS owned & operated station or 
on any affiliate within 200 miles 
of an owned & operated Etation 
should have an IBEW label and be 
made in an IBEW shop. This would 
include programs on tape, which 
might possibly be made outside by 
an advertiser and then brought to 
the web for exposure. So far, the 
union has had few problems with 
regards to outside production of 
live CBS shows; but the advent of 
tape has created new considera¬ 
tions, union says. 

This all-inclusive tape demand 
was not part of IBEW’s original 
package of demands before nego- 1 
tiations broke off in January. | 

Bill Lyon-Shaw’s New 
British Com’lTV Slet 

London, March 18. j 
Bill Lyon-Shaw has been named i 

program controller for Tyne Tees ■] 
Television Ltd., the new commer- , 
cial tv outlet scheduled to com- . 
mence operating later this year, j 
His appointment takes effect on , 
June 1. . ; 

At present, he is executive pro- 1 
ducer With Associated Television. 1 
Tyne Tees TV will operate the j 
North East England transmitting 1 
station for the Independent Tele- i 
vision Authority. i 

RADIO-TELE VISION 

Leonard Goldenson 
^ Continued from page 23 ; 

only one in trouble. CBS prexy 
Dr. Frank Stanlori testified before 
the Barrow committee that it was 
ah o', true of his radio chain, and 
NBC is ditto, (Network radio op¬ 
eration differs from the music-and- 
news concept that has been highly 
successful on the local operations 
level. : Network radio is more 

! limited in that connection although 
I ABN also has a plan for more fre- 
. que it newscasts! 

; TV and Theatres Both OK 

AB-PT has done a sizeable; upbeat. 
It is not a question of tv profits 
elf-citing theatre, losses; because, 
says Goldenson,; when a flock of 
recent films can gross $5,000,000 
and upwards there can be nothing 
too wrong with the picture box- 
cfjice. He, cites “Old Yeller.” 
"Don't Go Near the Water,” “Jail- 
house Rock,”. “Farewell to Arms,” 
“Rciutree: County,” “Sad Sack” 
and "Pal Joey” in that $5,000,000- 

: plus category. “Arms” and “Rain- 
iree,” despite critical captiousness, 

; are doing strong biz. 

[ “Peyton Place” may do as much 
as $10,000,000 domestic. He pegs 
“Sayonara” at $8-$9,000,000 gross 
potential; “River Kwai” at $10,000,- 
000. 

Goldenson points to “Marjorie 
Morningstar” and “The Young 
Lions” for Easter; “Run Silent, 
Run Deep” and “Teacher’s Pet.” 
both with Gable, around the same 
time, As further sturdy followups. 
“So what’s wrong with product 
like this and business like 

Nonetheless, until AB-PT is fo¬ 
cused entirely on West 66th St., he 
is shuttling between the Paramount 
and the. network. From 1.450 
houses, originally, the chain is now 
535 and will ; be cut to 425 prime 
theatres says Goldenson. He sub¬ 
scribes to the new thinking that, 
apart from the obsolence of many 
fringe theatres, maybe 8.000 cin¬ 
emas—“and maybe only 5,000, in 
fact,” he punctuates—will account 
for an even greater gross polenUr! 
than the so-called 19,000 U. S. 
theatres of World War II days. 
(Many were only partial opera¬ 
tions;. most thrived because of war¬ 
time shortages in other commodi¬ 
ties).- 

In re the Picture Business 
Goldenson has other views on 

the general show biz scene. One 
diatribe is against the old-line ex¬ 
ecutives “who refuse to let go 
and give young blood a chance.” 

. “As the largest theatre circuit in 
the world today,” he continues on 
another facet; “we have been 
holding seminars in Kansas City, 
Detroit, Los Angeles, Boston and 
elsewhere, through Our theatre 
veepee Ed Hyman, and as an in¬ 
dustry service to all producers and 
all distributors we continue to agi¬ 
tate against seasonal’ releases. We 
want as strong product in other 
months, as they offer for Christmas 
or Easter or during the airco.udi- 
tioned summer season.” 

On showmanship Goldenson 
stresses that “essentially this is a 
hokum business; If we stir up 
enough excitement they’ll turn out. 
That’s. where a ’Ralntree’ or a 
'Farewell to Arms’ benefits.” (It 
was here that Goldenson aired his 
affirmative view# on Spyros 
Skouras* indefatigable aggressive¬ 
ness and the continuous policy of 
20th-Fox; ditto to “tho boys at 
UA”; felt that Jack L, Warner “has 
that showmanship vision”; thinks 
Abe . Schneider will do all right in 
Harry Cohn’# shoe# at Columbia; 
feels that Joe Vogel, given a 
chance how to devote himself to an 

operation, instead of legalistic chi¬ 
canery, will and can do a job. 

. “But things change. ‘Pa and 
Ma Kettle’ was all right in its era 
but when you get it for free on 
tv then it’s dated—we have "Kettle’ 

. right now on ABC only it’s called 
‘The Real McCoys’.” 

Westerns 
He feels westerns will last but 

that the medium new needs some 
new programming value other than 
whodunits, mustangers i and quiz 
shows. He says ABC has some¬ 
thing new in that direction but 

• prefers to retain a* much exclusiv¬ 
ity until tested, naturally, before 
a’ring it. He feels westerns as 
straight boxoffice film will have to 
be much better, yet notes that 
Jamies (“Maverick”) Garner in 
VvB s “Darby’s Rangers” and Clint 
(“Cheyenne”) . Walker in “Fort 
Dodd,” also WB, “both are doing 
around $2,509,000 gross, which isn’t 
bad for a $900,000 budgeter.” 

Goldenson’s timetable for AB- 
j FT consolidation on West 66th St, 
is about two years. The brown- 
stone tenants (in the south side 
have already been given notice. 
The north side is entirely owned 
by the network up through and in¬ 
cluding St. Nicholas Arena and the 
restaurant on the Columbus Ave, 
corner. Only half the block on the 
south side of West 66th St., from 
Central Park to the firehouse 
(there's also an Armory next door 
to that) is AB-PT owned.The com¬ 
pany’s development will be coin¬ 
cidental with the Lincoln Square 
redevelopment as a cultural and 
art centre in Manhattan’s new face¬ 
lift. 

Liebmaii 
Continued from . pace 22 —— 

of “The Adventunes of Marco 
Polo.” 

He’d also, like to do another sit¬ 
uation comedy with possibly Thel¬ 
ma Ritter playing lead. Last: year 
he was represented by the comedy 
series, “Stanley.” 

Additionally, Liebman is contem¬ 
plating returning to Broadway. HO 
has acquired rights to “Parfum- 
erie,” comedy by Miklos Laszlo and 
hopes to present it as a musical 
next season. It was produced in 
more than 21 countries, but never 
seen here. MGM made a film ver¬ 
sion, “The Shop Around the Cor¬ 
ner,” produced and directed by 
Ernest Lubitsch with James Stew¬ 
art and Margaret Sullavan in prin¬ 
cipal roles. 

[ Fonrth Estafers 
a— Continue# from page 24 ssb 

Journal-American writer. Sleeper 
gets no dough oh this program but 
did win an H. V. Kaltenborn Foun¬ 
dation grant of $1,500 for his savvy 
work on the weekly series. College 
editors quiz public officials on 
“Campus Press Conference.” Pro¬ 
gram served as fifth estate train- 
lug ground for Gabe Pressman 
before moving to WRCA in new# 
and special events. 

Strong undercurrent of pres# 
hostility toward tv continues with 
no letup In right Reporters on 
daily press charge that tv people 
consistently pick their brains dur¬ 
ing mass interviews. Fourth es- 
taters Insist they ask pertinent 
questions only to have tv reps use 
their material for followup video 
Interviews. 

independent station can’t afford this choice of entertainment. 

99 
Listeners interviewed by Motivation Analysis, Inc. stated!the impor- 

tanee of Network affiliation to a station’s image. Compared to Independ- E —*E ■ 
ent stations, the C-O'e were considered bigger end mare authoritative, KCBS, San Franc 

CBS-OWNED RADIO STATIONS 

. WEEl, Boston 

WBBU, Chicago 
KNX, LneAngtU* 

WCBS, New York 

KltOX, St. Louie 
KCBS, San Francioco 
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jocks, Jukes and Disks 
•By HERM SCHOENFELD- 

Paul Anka (ABC - Paramount):; prano voice as part of the iiistru- 
“CRAZY'LOVE” (Spankat), .a solid i mental ensemble. . 
rocking tune angled to the kids, is j Mitch Miller Orch (Columbia): 
due to sustain Paul. Anka’s click • “BONNIE ELOISE” (Ludlow^), a 
pace. “LET THE. BELLS KEEP!.highly attractive ballad with an 
RINGING” fSpankat) is a . cute,! oldfashiofted folk flavor, is sold via 
bouncing number with a catch:ng : a rich choral production for hefty 
idea .j impact. “GINNY,. MY JOY” (Val- 

Die Mandolinos (Capitol): “DER | iantt) is another fine ballad in. a 
LITTLE TANGO” (Criterion* )„ cut; similar groove. . 
by a German combo, has an amus-! Burt Kampfert (Decca): 
ing. Latin flavor which could catch j “DUCKY” (Ross Jungnickel*), cut 
on big in the U. S. “BENJAMINO.: by a; German combo, is a good in- 
BENJAMINO” (Seith*) is another strumental featuring, a talking 
highly likable slice which could muted trumpet which could pass as 
surmount the language barriers. a “new sound.” “MIDNIGHT 

The Three Suns (RCA Victor): BLUES” (Ludlowf) is another 

PAUL ANKA . .... ; . - -- 
( ABC-Paramount ......... 

DIE MANDOLINOS .......... 
iCapitoU ... 

THE THREE SUNS ____ 
(RCA Victor) ......... 

BILLY WILLIAMS QUARTET 
(Coral) 

PATTI PAGE ........ 
(Mercury i ......... 

MAH ALIA JACKSON . 
(Columbiaj .. ...: 

■ i. CRAZY LOVE 
.Let .The Bells Keep. Ringing 

.... J;.,. DER LITTLE TANGO 

.;... Benjamino, Benjamino 

.......... ..J.V........ TWEETY 
.... . .............. Rainbow . 

. . .. STEPPIN’ OUT TONIGHT 
.... There I’ve Said. lt Again 

. ANOTHER TIME, ANOTHER PLACE 
___;., ..; .These Worldly Wonders . 

.WHOLE WORLD IN HIS HANDS . 
...;.. . .V: •., .Didn’t It Rain 

“TWEETY” (Graphicf) is a bright,/ strong slice with a contrasting use 
catching instrumental with a rock- of hot and sweet trumpets, 
leg beat played by the Three Suns f Count Basie Orch-Joe Williams 
plus several sidemen. “RAINBOW ; (Roulette*): “HOW CAN YOU 
(Coronati is -another rhythm in-: LOSE” (Planetary*) is a swinging 
strumental With a simple under-1 number with an okay lyric rtiftily 
lying motif. I delivered by Joe Williams. “FIVE 

Billy Williams Quartet (Coral): ! °^LOCK IN , THE MORNING” 
“STEPPIN’ OUT TONIGHT”1 (Diane+) 15 a bluesy atmospheric 
(Lowell- C a strong rocking num- ! Production handled in ace style by 
her, is projected by a savvy combo Williams and the Basie crew, 
for big returns. “THERE I’VE Gisele MacKenzie (RCA Victor): 
SAID IT AGAIN” (Valiantt), the | “THEY’RE PLAYING OUR SONG” 
standard, is given an updated, (Shayne*), a pleasing ballad . in 
rhythm production. /waltz tempo, is sung in lucid style 
-'' ^ , „ * xta-th by this songstress for good impact. 

Shfr pFaPF”(“COME TO ME MY TRUE LOVE” 
ER TIME, ^ANOTHER PLACE j (Raphael*) is a lilting melodic en- 

• (Famous ), title song of the Para- ; ^rv also rating plenty of spins for 
JP°.u.nt P1C- 1S a cl3ssy ballad which ; j0cks vantill change-of-pace ma- 
Patti Page, a vocalist who has .yet terial 
to yield to the. rock 'n' roll trend, i Bob Hope-Bin? Crosby (United 

f******.“PAWS•• - HOLIDAY" 
THESE . WORDLY WONDERS J <Moms*) JS one picture tune that’s 

(Brenner-) is another strong ballad. : a frank plug for the film; which 
Mahalia Jackson (Columbia); doesn’t enhance its commercial 

“HE’S GOT THE WHOLE WORLD | chances. “NOTHING IN COM- 
IN HIS HANDS” (Cappell*), the MON” fMorris*) is a special piece 
oldie now getting a revival, is pro- of material clowned up Bing. Cros- 
jected for ton returns by this song- ‘ by with incidental help from. Bob 
stress. CouM go all the way.; Hope. 
“DIDN’T IT RAIN” (Hill & RangedVelour? jOnyxb. “REMEM- 

> * - ' **«>• * 

LAWRENCE WELK 
And Hit CHAMPAGNE MUSIC 

Present “ONE-NOTE POLKA” 
(Coral No. 61937) with The Sparklers 
b w “Lovers On The Park Bench” 

Goody s Album Bestsellers 
(Compiled by Sam Goody’s, leading New York disk retailer 

whose global mail order operation reflects not only .-the national 
market, but internationally). 

Artist 
1. Original Cast 
2. Original Cast 
3. Original Cast 
4. Meredith Willson 
5. Sound Track 
6. Mantovani 
7. Johnny Mathis 
8. Lester Lanin 
9. Eydie Gorme 

10. Ella Fitzgerald 
11. Frank Sinatra 
12. Original Cast 
13. Sound Track 
14. The Weavers 
15. Harry Belafonte 
16. Edmundo Ros 
17. Pete Seeger 
18. Mantovani 
19. Original Cast 
20. Frank Sinatra 

■ * Title 
The Music Man 
West Side Story 
My Fair Lady 
The Music Man 
Around World 80 Days 
Concert Encores 
Goodnight Dear Lord 
At the Tiffany Ball 
Vamps The Roaring 20’s 
Sings Rodgers & Hart 
Come Fly With Me 
Oh Captain! 
South Pacific 
At Carnegie Hall 
Calypso 
Rhythms of the South 
Favorite Ballads 
Film Encores \ 
Jamaica 
Frank Sinatra Story 

Label 
Capitol’ 
Columbia 
Columbia 
Capitol 
Decca 
London 
Columbia. 
Epic 
ABC Paramount 
Verve 
Capitol 
Columbia 
RCA Victor 
Vanguard 
RCA Victor 
London 
Folkways 
London 
RCA Victor • 
Columbia 

newcomer whp could make considr 
erable noise in the present market. 
“PARKIN’ LOT” (Winkf) Is famil¬ 
iar, dull rhythm stuff. . 

Tom Tail (Crest): “STACK-A- 
RECjORDS” (Ameticaht) has a 
good lyric peg and a driving beat 
handled in forthright rocking vocal 
style. “MARY JO” (Americant) is 
another catching item for the juve 
trade. .. 

Jimmy Church’s M a gi c 1 a n s ! 
(Verve): “BANDSTAND POLKA” 
(Eldorado-Drive-int) is a bright 
polka number which might get the 
kids to hop rather than rock. 
“CORRIDO ROCK” (Eldorado- 
Drive-iri) takes the: same polka 
melody and converts it into a fair 
rocking instrumental. 

Nat (King) Cole: “LOOKING 
BACK” (Eden-Swecot) is a good 
ballad, with an offbeat lyric which 
Nat Cole projects to the hilt. “DO 
I LIKE IT”. (Swecotj is a routine 

“GIgi” (MGM). The soundtrack 

of the MGM film, “Gigi,” has all 

the ingredients of a sock package. 
The Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick 
Loewe score, their first since “My 
Fair Lady,” is sparkling throughout 

and the performances in this set 

are up to the standard of the mate¬ 
rial. Maurice Chevalier supplies 

the Gallic flavor, delivering the 
charming “Thank Heaven For Lit¬ 
tle Girls ” “It’S a Bore,” “I Remem¬ 
ber It Well” (with Hermione Gin- 
gold), and ‘Tm Glad I’m Not 
Young* Anymore,” one of the best 
songs in the show. Leslie Caron 

‘DO ! (or her dubbed-in voice) delivers 
1 brightly on “The ’Night They In- 

rocking ’item which only Cole 
could give commercial potential;. 

jerry Lewis (Decca): “LONG 
BLACK NYLONS”, (Leeds*), a cute 
lyric, is a fair showcase .for Jerry! ...... . ~Ucr. _ XT , , . 
Lewis’, vocal talent. “BOAT TO out SP°^ m ?he Is Not Thinking 
KENYA” (Fortiina*) is another j of Me” .and .“Gigi,” a long number 
clever piece of material, but with i containing- the lilting title theme., 
doubtful commercial ifnpaet. 

vented. Champagne,” (with Louis 
Jourdan and Miss Gingold), “Say 
A Prayer For Me Tonight” and 
“The Parisians.” Jourdan (or his 
stand-in singing voice) has a stand- 

is a Colorful uptempo religiose with 
a solid beat. 

The Platters (Mercury): “TWIr 
LIGHT TIME” (Porgiet), a class 
ballad with an adult lyric, is de- 

BER” (Malvert) is an okay rocking 
ballad delivered; strictly according 
to pattern by this combo. “CAN I 
WALK YOU HOME” (Malvert) is 
another fair juve-angled item 
vocalled by the lead tenor 

livered in fine style, by this combo [ what can be called a commercially 
which has not been completely I amateurish style 
bogged down in th.e..rock_’n* roll; Jim McCrory ‘(Key): “SCHOOL 
vocal gimmicks. OUT OF MY- TIME PRETTY BABY" iRnnnH 
MIND” ^Suret) reverts to the i Ta^), u ^Scal^|ectic^ 

[tune with a repetitive lyric, gets ..a usual rocking groove. 
Frankie Laine (Columbia): “MY’ 

GAL AND A PRAYER’’ (Morris^*) 
is a slow ballad which Frankie 
Laine infuses with attention-get¬ 
ting dramatic power. “THE LONE¬ 
SOME ROAD” (Paramount1*), the 
oldie, is. also - belted in powerful 
style. 

Hunt Stevens (United Artists): 
“JOHNNY ON THE SPOT” (Atlan- 
tict) is a routine rocking entry 
delivered with the usual rockabilly 
intonations by this newcomer who 
sounds just like, a couple of dozen 
other fellows with guitars. “I FEEL 
IT FOR YOU” (Unart*-) is more of 
the same. 

Carl Perkins (Columbia): “PINK 
PEDAL PUSHERS” (Hill & 
Ranged); the sequel to “Short 
SHORTS.” is rocked in standard 
style. “JIVE AFTER FIVE” (Hill 
& Range-) is the same melody with 
a different lyric. 

The Kays (MGM): “WHO’S 
GONNA TAKE YOU HOME” 
(Time*) is more lacklustre rocking 
material delivered in totally tone¬ 
less style by this combo. “BABY” 
(Baleones")) sounds as if someone 
asked: “How bad can we get?” 

Jo March (Kappi: “HE’S GOT 
THE WHOLE WORLD” (Gar¬ 
land*), the religioso folksong, is 
delivered in excellent style by Jo 
March with vocal ensemble and a. 
penny whistle accompaniment. “A 
SWEET SOMEONE TO LOVE” 
(Bourne*) is a fine lilting ballad, 
based on a German song, which 
could pick up lotsa spins. . ^ 

Art & Dotty Todd (Era): “CHAN¬ 
SON D’ARMOUR” (Meadowlark*), 
a neat ballad, is slickly harmonized 
by this duo - for good impact. 
“ALONG THE TRAIL WITH 
YOU” (Music Productions*) 
richly melodic side using 

strong rockabilly workover by this 

* ASCAP. t BMI. 

EXTENDED PLAY DISKS 

Andre Previn conducts the studio- 
orch in ace style. 

MGM has also covered the “Gigi” 
score with two instrumental pack¬ 
ages. In one, David Rose and orch 

From ; serve up the Lemer-Loe.We num- , 
Outer Space (RCA .Victor). ^This • bers in a rich orchestral setting. 

^ double-talking that spotlights the rich melodic 
A.!.. Kelly ..doing his ;-stuff m front content of the various numbers. In 
v- iai bnder Leroy; another set, pianist Dick Hyman, 

u 1®c.tures aFe-, as . with bass and drums accompani- 
usual, good for chuckles, while the • raent, niftily swings the same num- 
S^UI^ out ^ swjngmg musical j bers in smooth cocktail jazz style, 
torrent. | The Millard Thomas Group: “In 

Jack Mills Returns 
Miisic and Songs of the Caribbean” 
(RCA Victor).. Millard Thomas, 
longtime guitarist, accompanist for 

Jack Mills is back in New York • Harry Belafonte, steps out in this 
after a month’s business-vacation i set as head of his own combo in a 
trek to Mexico and Havana. catching calypso program, although 

Th* lWiiTc ilfc lacks ^ commercial imuact of 
u-itht returned [Belafonte as performer. William 
w lth a load of tune material chichi Dillard, a deep-voiced folksinger, 
he s currently screening for U.S. and the Bey Sisters, a pleasing duo, 
Dublication. v I handle songs like “The Search,” 

V 1. CATCH A FALLING STAR (3) ., 

2. SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON (8) 

3: TEQUILA (2) :V. 

4. ARE YOU SINCERE (3) , i ..., 

5. IT’S TOO SOON TO KNOW (1) .. . . . 

6. WHO’S SORRY NOW (I) ,.. 

7. SUGARTIME (9) 

8. oh julie (5) .;.....! 

9. GET A JOB (7) ... . ■■ ....;,.. 

10. SWEET LITTLE 16 (3) .. V;. 

Perry Como .... 

Billy Vaughn .. 

Champs ....... 

Andy Williams 

Pat Boone ...... 

......Victor 

...,... Dot 

.Challenge 

:. . Cadence 

. .. ... Dot 

Second Croup 
DON’T -_...... 

; LOLLIPOP .r, . . . 

OH OH FALLING IN LOVE ..-. 

.26 MILES . . : ..... ...'z.;., 

YOU ARE MY DESTINY 

BREATHLESS 

WITCHCRAFT ..........,,.... 

BALLAD OF A TEEN AGE QUEEN 

THE STROLL 

Connie Francis .. .... . .MGM 

McGuire Sisters .......", Coral 

Crescendos .......... . .. .Nasco 

Silhouettes .............Ember 

Chuck Berry ........ ... Chess 

Elvis Presley ,... #>.... . .Victor 

Chordettes ............ Cadence 

- Jimmie Rodgers ...... Roulette 

Four Preps .........,Capitol 

Paul Anka .,... „, ABC-Par 

Jerry Lee Lewis........;... Sun 

Frank Sinatra , 

Johnny Cash ., 

Diamonds . 

Kathy Linden . 

.......Capital 

........ . Sun: 

...... Mercury 

..;... . Felsted 

[Figures in parentheses. indicate humber of weeks song has been in the Top 103 
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“Linstead Market,” “Love Tastes 
Like Strawberries,” “Ho To” and 
“Calypso Tromp.” 

Jackie Gleason: “The Torch With 
The Blue Flame” (Capitol). Maes¬ 
tro Jackie Gleason is back again at 
the mood music stand with one of 
his best instrumental packages to 
date. An unusual atmospheric ef¬ 
fect Is achieved, by blend of a mar¬ 
imba section with trombone solos 
on a program of dreamy numbers, 
including a flock of standards and 
a couple of Gleason Originals. This 
entry sums up the meaning Cf mood 
music. 

“Juerga Flamenca” (Audio Fidel¬ 
ity). This set has put a dashing 
flamenco scene into the groove. 
Recorded by a gypsy troupe in 
Spain, it presents a program of 
haunting, songs, heel beatings and 
castanet clicking to. a continual 
series of “oles ” As usual, this 
label’s recording quality is on ths 
brilliant side. 

Bill Kenny: “Precious Memories’* 
(Decca): Bill Kenny’s high-pitched 
tenor, which has not been too con¬ 
spicuous in the pop field of recent 
years,.finds an excellent outlet in 
this collection of religiosos arid in¬ 
spirational songs. Kenny, backed 
by various vocal, and instrumental 
combos, strikes a suitably fervent 
note on such tunes as “The Vision 
of Bernadette,” “The Hand of 
God,” “It Is No Secret,” Schubert’s 
“Ave Maria” and others. 

Eddie Condon & His All-Stars: 
“The Roaring Twenties’* (Colum¬ 
bia). A good title, a veteran combo 
under Eddie. Condon and a book of 
dixie standards add lip' to a first- 
rate traditional jazz entry. Condon 
and: assorted sidemen exercise on 
such oldies as “Heebie Jeebies,” 
“St. James Infirmary,” “That’s 
A-Plenty,” “Wolverine Blues” and: 
“China Boy,” among others. 

“Jo March” (Kapp). Jo March, 
a folk singer who has recently 
come into the pop field, has a 
forthright style unmarked by any 
stylistic gimmicks. At the same 
time, she needs more variety in her 
delivery. She registers best on 
folk-type songs such as “Fare Thee 
Well, Oh Honey,” “Kisses Sweeter 
Than Wine,” “My Love Is A Wan¬ 
derer” and “The Riddle Song.” 

“John McCormack Sings - Irish 
Songs” (Camden). Although this 
reissue is iiiade. up of antique re¬ 
cordings, some dating back to be¬ 
fore the first World War. the fine 
Irish tenor John McCormack can 
again be savored on this low-priced 
LP even though the veil of low-fi 
technique. McCormack’s unusually 
pure lyric voice is heard on such 
Gaelic staples as “Macushla,” 
“When Irish Eyes Are Smiling,’* 
“Mother Machree ” “Kathleen Ma- 
voureen,” “The Rose of Tralee*^ 
and “I Hear You Calling Me,** 
among others. 

Paul Martin & His Oldtimers: 
“Banjo In Hi-Fi” (Tops), Oldfash¬ 
ioned banjo arrangements of some 
fine standards have been packaged 
into a pleasant nostalgic set. In a 
style that goes back sdme 30 years, 
Paul Martin and his instrumental- 
vocal combo deliver tunes like 
‘Mary Lou.” “Somebody Stole My 

Gal,” “Yes Sir, That’s My Baby,” 
“I’m Alabamy Bound” and others 

that genre; 

“Blow Boys Blow” (Tradition). 
In this set, a refreshing catalog of 
sea songs and chanties turns up in 
appealing performances by singers 
A. L. Lloyd and Ewan MacColl. 
Among the more interesting songs 
in this package Are “Paddy Doyle,” 
“Old Billy Roley,” “The Handsome 
Cabin Boy,” “Whup Jamboree” and 
“DO Me Ama.” . Herm. 
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THE MUSIC 
To Settle Strike; No 'Oscar’ Music? 

Hollywood, March 18. 
A segment of Local 47 musicians 

led by ousted veepee Cecil F. 
Read have been attempting to per¬ 
suade. AFM prexy James C. Pe- 
trillo into settling the current, 
strike against the major studios by 
giving up the trust fund and re¬ 
opening negotiations on the basis 
of “no reuse payments, even to the 
musicians.’ Read’s faction have 
held several meetings already but 
indications are they have met with 
a lukewarm response. 

Read's group claims there is a 
disunity among the local adminis¬ 
tration, and while this may be true 
In part, the bulk of footers are 
strongly behind prexy Eliot Daffiel. 

Daniel has wired Petrillp ask¬ 
ing him to use all his forces and 
pressure to prosecute the strike, to 
the fullest and if, as reported here, 
the producers desire to open nego¬ 
tiations, to explore this, as soon as 
possible, “A solution can be found 
without compromising any of our 
principles,” Daniel said. 

Meanwhile; an informal “boy-, 
cott,” aiong the theme of the in¬ 
formal. “strike” against the major 
companies, is the works against 
the Academy Awards NBC-TV 
show March 26. This was evidenced 
over the weekend as members of 
Local 47, who are not now work¬ 
ing at major studios, have indi¬ 
cated that they may be “busy” the 
night of March 26, when the indus¬ 
try-sponsored Oscar Awards are 
televised. As it Stands now, no 
footers have been hired although 
copyists and arrangers are working, 
away on the music. 

The Awards, in the past, have 
always used studio orchs, but with 
the strikeVon, this is impossible 

(Continued on page 81) 

PILOT PLATTER 

Anvin Signs . Flyboy 
.Encore 

In Label’s 

. Hollywood, March 18. 
Marty Melcher is reactivating his 

Arwiri Records and will begin pro-’ 
duction on singles and albums 
shortly. According to Melcher, dis¬ 
tributors are being lined up now 
and label has already signed Its 
first artist. He. is Jack Lewis, an 
American Airlines pilot, who has 
been ticketed by Arwin for five 
years. His initial disk will be re¬ 
leased this month. 

A1 Kavelin has been named gen¬ 
eral manager of the company, and 
Jerry Simon will rep label in the 
east. George Greif is veepee in 
charge of sales and promotion and 
Joe Lubin is a&r topper. 

Fired Negro Deejay Sues 
Frisco’s KSAY for $35,000 
On ‘Discrimination’ Claim 

San Francisco, March 18. 
The firing of a pair of Negro 

deejays and a Change in policy 
from rhythm-&-blues to pop music 
have occasioned bitter charges 
against a six-month-old Frisco ra- 
dio station, KSAY. 

! Most of the charges, so far, have 
come from one of the fired deejays, 
Ray Bruce, who claims racial dis¬ 
crimination is behind his discharge 
a fortnight ago. Bruce also claims 
he had a firm two-year contract 
with the independent 10,000-watter, 
and last week filed a $35,000 dam¬ 
age suit against KSAY, saying his 
contract runs until June, 1959. 

But Walt Conway, the station 
manager, denies there was any dis¬ 
crimination, points out the station 
still employs two Negroes and. 
says: “We let Bruce and Willie 
Bryant go because they could not,, 
or would not, follow the station’s 
policy.” 

In addition, says Conway, KSAY 
decided to shift from pitching pri¬ 
marily ta the Frisco-Oakland Ne¬ 
gro market with r&b to a general 
market with straight pops, and no 
r&b. 

Bruce asks what he regards as a 
very pertinent question: “Why 
can’t a Negro deejay play a Sinatra 
record as well as a white deejay?” 

The deejay is working with the 
NAACP and plans to file a protest 
with the San Francisco, Fair Em¬ 
ployment Practices Commission 
this week. He says “this goes far 
beyond my fight with KSAY— 
there are more than a dozen and 
a half radio and tv stations in this 
area and only three (KSAY, ICS AN 
and KWBR) employ Negroes. I’m 
sorely distressed.” 

Bob Thiele, artists & repertoire 
chief of Coral Records for the past 
few years, is exiting to take over. as 
viceprexy and a&r chief at Dot 
Records, the Paramount. Pictures-, 
owned label. Randy Wood, Dot 
prexy, has been handling the a&r 
chores, blit will now concentrate 
on the .diskery’s administration and 
occasionally make records as well. 
Wood founded the pot label in 
Gallatin, Tenn., shortly after the 
last war and parlayed it into one 
of the most successful indies in the 
business before selling it to Para¬ 
mount for $3,000,000 a couple 
years ago. Thiele Will headquarter 
in the east. 

At Coral, no. replacement has 
been set as yet for Thiele who is 
continuing in his office there until 
he winds up unfinished business. 
Assisting Thiele at Coral was Dick 
Jacobs, musical director. 

Washington, March 18. 
. A strong, frontal attack on the 
broadcast industry’s alleged cohr 
trol of the pop music biz made by 
a group of ASCAP songsmiths. and 
sympathizers of the American So¬ 
ciety of Composers, Authors . & 
Publishers ran into a partial Sen¬ 
atorial roadblock in hearings on 
the Smathers Bill here last week. 
Testimony in behalf of the bill, 
which would divorce the broadcast¬ 
ers from Broadcast Music Inc. and 
activity in disk and publishing op¬ 
erations, produced several sharp 
exchanges between subcommittee 
chairman John Pastore (D., R.I.) 
and some witnesses.. However, 
Sen. George Smathers (D., Fla ), 
author of the bill, who only, attend¬ 
ed the first day of the hearings last 
Tuesday (11), Indicated, via his 
line of questioning, that he still 
backed his proposed legislation. 
. The. case for divorcement of the 
broadcasters from the music biz 
was made chiefly by ASCAP song¬ 
writer Arthur Schwartz: Some of 
the testimony ran over the same 
ground covered in the 1956 . House 
antitrust .committee hearings un¬ 
der Rep. Emanuel Celler (D., N.Y.) 
where numerous ASCAP song¬ 
writers charged that the broadcast¬ 
ers were discriminating against 
ASCAP music in favor of the 
broadcast-owned BMI catalog. 

Arthur Schwartz, one of the 

(Continued on page 76) 

MGM Renews David Rose 
Hollywood, March 18. 

David Rose inked new deal with 
MGM Records, marking his 11th 
year with company. Under pact, 
he wil act as a&r rep for diskery, 
handling certain, other artists and 
his own recordings, and will con¬ 
duct all types of pop. and pic theme 
singles in addition to continuing 
with “more Substantial" type of 
music for albums. 

Initial chore will be to record 
two more “string ’n’ rock” singles 
similar to “Shepherd Blues.” 

Avakian Exits Col 
For Share-Alike 

CHEVALIER GETS NOD 
TO FRENCH-DISK ‘GIGI’ 

. Hollywood, March 18. 
Maurice Chevalier has received 

permission from Alan Jay Lerner 
and Frederick Loewe. to. record the 
entire musical score of “Gigi” for 
his French diskery. 

Chevalier will wax. the score In 
Paris prior to 'returning. here for 
the Academy Awards and his ap¬ 
pearance March 29 at the press din¬ 
ner for President Eisenhower in 
the Capitol. \ 

Following this he continues on 
to N.Y, for his April 6 engagement 
at the Waldorf-Astoria and will 
also attend the preem of Metro’s 
“Gigi” in Gotham. He .costars in 
the film with Leslie Caron and 
Louis Jourdan. 

Carter Quits Roulette 
Don Carter, national sales man¬ 

ager for Roulette Records, is leav¬ 
ing to set up his owil diskery. Car¬ 
ter has vbeen with Roulette since 
its inception a year ago and pre¬ 
viously was associated with Tico 
Rama and Gee Records. 

Joe Kolsky, Roulette exec vee- 
Pee, is currently prowling the field 
for a new sales chief. - 

Cap Completing $lf-Mil 

Capitol Records winds up an 18- 
month construction-expansion pro¬ 
gram on its branch outlets in May 
at a cost of $1,500,000. The pro¬ 
gram takes in 16 branches in Cap’s 
network. 

The branch buildup took place in 
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, 
Charlotte (N. C.), Cincinnati, Dal¬ 
las, Detroit, Hartford, Minneapolis, 
Kansas City and St. Louis. In ad¬ 
dition, branches which have about 
doubled in' size over their old loca¬ 
tions include Boston, Buffalo, 
Newark, Oklahoma City and Pitts¬ 
burgh- A new branch also has 
been . established in Baltimore, 
bringing the total to 26 branches. 

At D.C. Slugfest; Hammerstein For 

Via Metopera Tie 
. RCA Victor is setting up its 

third disk club venture with the 
Book-of-the-Month Club. Latest is 
the Metropolitan Opera Club which 
will be run for the .opera market 
in conjunction with a new deal, be¬ 
tween Victor and Rudolf Bing, 
Metopera general manager. Vic¬ 
tor’s opera club will bow with its 
first release next fall, 

George Avakian has stepped out 
as director of pop albums at Co¬ 
lumbia Records to join. Richard 
Bock’s World-Pacific Records. Ava¬ 
kian, who will have shares, in the 
company equal to Bock’s, will head 
World-Pacific’s New York: office as 
veepee. 

Bock will continue to run the 
firm’s Coast activity as prexy With 
Philip. Turestki as secretary-treas¬ 
urer. The Avakian move to W-P is 
the first step in diskery’s expan-! fOMO T ATfH’-R 
si.on program. Label how plans to j vvlIIU vAL vll Ci) IlvA u 
open another office in Dusseldorf, 

Washington, March 18. 

Is the American Society of Com¬ 
posers, Authors & Publishers over¬ 
due for a revision of its rules to 
provide greater participation In 
its income by the younger mem¬ 
bers? 

Is Federal legislation necessary 
to protect the “small businessmen” 
among its members from the so- 
called “powerhouse” group? 

Should action along these lines 
be taken by the Antitrust Division 
of the Justice Dept., through a 
change in ASCAP’s antitrust de¬ 
cree? * 

These questions are facing a 
House Small Business Subcommit¬ 
tee, headed. by Rep. James Roose¬ 
velt (D, Calif.), which opened 
hearings last week in response to 
complaints by some members of 
the organization. 

The testimony before the com-, 
inittee developed both ways.- The 
complicated ASCAP system of di¬ 
viding the loaves and fishes was 
not only attacked; it was equally 
strongly supported. 

Among the developments: . 
The Dept, of Justice submitted 

a background statement on the' 
ASCAP antitrust litigation which 
pointed out that the amended 1950 
decree sought to bring about a 
more objective method of distribut- 

, Under its new pact with Bing, i in& the Society’s revenues. Justice 
•Victor : will use Metopera and: Vic- j ^ePl- disclosed that the present 
tor artists for its opera recordings ) formula is “under current consjder- 
which will get some kind of seal ®^lon* that no, decisions have 
signifying that the disk work has j j?een r®ached on whether to press 
the approval, of the Metopera it- i*3 change. ' . 
self. The deal Will not affect those: | _ In ^ statement' 
artists who have contracts with i RP0s.evelt said the purpose of the 
other companies. j hearings was to determine whether 
. At the present time, Victor has ' t0 reciomroeod that the enfbrce- 
classical and pop music disk clubs agencies should utilize exist- 
operating under BOM manage- I mg legislation or Congress should 
meht, Victor’s all-out move in the | enact new legislation to remedy the 
club direction ha5 been cued by l Jtuationi; and ^thereby save hun- 
the click of the longhair club ^refs spia11 businessmen from 
which has obtained 300,000 sub- j destruction : . . or whether the 

scribers since it bowed at the out- . 
set of this year. V 

. Victor initiated its close ties with • 
the Metopera with a deal to record. I 
“Vanessa,” the Barber-Menotti j 
work which is currently being put ; 
into the groove, 

(Continued on page 81) 

Hollywood, March 18. 
Jesse Kaye, MGM Recbrds’ 

Coast rep, has been upped to v.p. 
in charge of Coast operations. 

Kaye has been with the Company 
11 years, since its inception. 

Germany, under the direction of 
Joe Napoli, to oversee and develop 
labels’ European interests: 

The expansion program also in¬ 
cludes a move into the pop package 
field. Heretofore, World-Pacific had 
been issuing jazz albums only. 
Added to the label for the pop 
push are singer David Allen and 
arranger-composer Gil Evans. 

Avakian, who had been with Co¬ 
lumbia for, the past 18 years, is 
credited with bringing such, artists 
as Johnny Mathis,. Errol! Gamer, 
Dave Brubeck, Duke Ellington, The 
Hi-Lo’s and Louis Armstrong to 
the Col fold. Col’s pop album divi¬ 
sion is now under the overall su¬ 
pervision of artists & repertoire 
chief Mitch Miller. No replacement 
for Avakian has yet been set. 

World-Pacific, which is operated 
by. Pacific Enterprises Inc., was: 
launched four and a. half years ago 
by Bock. It was originally known 
as Pacific Jazz but the name was 
changed to allow for a broader 
repertoire. There are ndw 70 LP’s 

in the W-P catalog- 

RCA Nabs George Feyer 
George Feyer, Budapest-born 

pianist now playing at the Hotel 
Carlyle, N. Y., and one of the top¬ 
selling keyboard/ artists in the LP 
market on the Vox label, has been 
added to RCA Victor’s talent 
stable. Feyer will cut both singles 
and albums for Victor and his LP 
set, due to be cut shortly, will be 
out this spring. Feyer clicked with 
hiis “Echoes” series on Vox. 

Feyer, who arrived here in 1951, 
has been playing at the Hotel 
Carlyle for the past three years. 

1ST GOLDIE FOR 1958 
RCA Victor handed out: its first 

gold disk of 1958 last weekend. It 
Was to Perry Como for “Catch a 
Falling Star” which was released 
early in January: 

At the same time, Victor inaug¬ 
urated a new custom of giving a 
“silver disk” to the producer: of 
each 1,000,000 seller. In this case, 
Joe Reisman,. who selected and 
arranged the number for Como, 
was palmed; 

Shaw’s ‘Extended Play’ 
As GPM of E. 6. Marks 

Pop Deejay Convention 
Retains ‘Anti-Freeload’ 

Registration Fee for ’59 
. The 1959 pop disk jockey con¬ 
vention, already scheduled for Kan¬ 
sas. City by the Storz Stations early 
next March, is due to draw heavy 
attendance, from all the disk com¬ 
panies, many of Which missed the 
boat for the first conclave in K.C. 
last week. In line with the sugges¬ 
tion of the disk firms* there will 
again be a registration fee for all 
non-deejay guests. The fee this 
year was $17 per person. 

Todd Storz, head of the radio 
chain which is sponsoring the con¬ 
vention, pointed out that the disk 
companies, who hosted the various 
affairs, recommended the registra¬ 
tion fee since they didn’t think. It 
would be fair to ask them to pay 
their way for a lot of people with 
competitive labels, or songpluggers, 
publishers, field men, .eic. At the 
first convention, Atlantic, Colum¬ 
bia; Dot, Mercury, RCA Victor and 
Roulette, picked up tabs, ranging 
up to $7,000, for the dinners, cock¬ 
tail parties, banquets, etc. 

Storz said that since a larger 

Arnold Shaw has had his gen¬ 
eral professional manager’s pact 
picked up by E. B. Marks. The 
new deal, which runs for an inr 
definite number of years, follows 
the original three-year pact which 
expires in May; Shaw also will! turnout of music biz people is ex- 
contihue as firm’s veepee. .. t pected next year,' it was important 

Since Shaw joined Marks afer to set a precedent the first year 
leaving . Hill & Range* firm has about who pays for what. It's hoped 
jumped with such clicks as “Banana ‘.that the- registration fee will also 
Boat Sdng,” '‘Cindy, Qh Cindy,” | have a desired effect on the -hang- 
“Dungaree Doll” and “Wonderful, ers-on and freeloaders. 
Wonderful.” Marks is currently ; • ~ - — 
riding with “Lollipop’’ on the Cad¬ 
ence and RCA Victor labels. 

WelkSRO $31,000, S.F. 
San Francisco, March 18. 

' Perry Back to Joy Music 
Jack Perry has rejoined Joy 

j Music, to handle deejay promotion 
' for the parent company as well as 

,-___ i Oxford and Hawthorne Music. 
Lawrence "w^lkV-orch* grossed : He’ll cover the. New York and mid- 

$31,000 for a. one-niter at San; we«t territories. 
Francisco Auditorium Thursday.: Joy's professional operation con- 
q3)4 [ tinues to be headed by Johnny 

Event drew a capacity crowd of | Farrcw, Jerry Green takes care 
9,000 with tickets scaled up to $5.; of firm's contacting on the. Coast 
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Solons Face The Music 
— Continued from page 75 ; 

leading plaintiffs in the $150,000,- 

000 damage suit brought by the 

ASCAP songsriiiths against BMI 

the airlanes and which was labelled 
as “trash.’' ... 

The rap against hillbilly my sic 
rubbed some political bigwigs the 

and the major networks, made the wrong way. Sen. Gore (D., Tenn.) 
. fol’owing: points: i himself a . country-styled fiddler, 

(D the broadcasters should not showed, up at the hearing to de- 
, TI ji i •'« fend “country” music. He also 
be allowed to exploit their Federal a. teIcgr^ from Gov. Frank 

license to use the air channels for ! y, ..Clement of Tennessee, home of 
the purpose of promoting their i hillbilly music; defending. Ameri- 

own music, their own disks and : can folk mh^ic, ■ V.. 

their own artists. . He pointed out i whethei: divorcement of BMI from 
that NBC and CBS, as the largestj broadcasters would knock 

networks, also are corporately, af- ’ either hillbilly, or rock ■n’Tbll-.'from: 
filiated with, the largest disk com-:; the_ainyaves. 

panirs. RCA Victor :ohd Columbia...V(ircins: he ,nirt ot „„<• point: 

i2i The broadcasters, from the “Do you believe that, by breaking 
top echelons down, have attempted this combination,: you could stop 
to suppress ASCAP music in.favor. ■ rock ’n •-roll a hd hillbilly? “an. a 

01 BMI music. He quoted from an . 

early pamphlet. circulated ; among cultural, stamina of the 
radio stations in behalf of BMI ‘ American people to make the right 
which stated “The public selects its. .. choice. . Legislation is only part 

favorites from the music which it pf the answer.. a • 
. However, the ASCAP songwrit¬ 

ers took the position that divorce- 
Schwartz stated - ment would-lift the pressure, from 
ominous threat' the disk jockeys to favor BMI 

tunes. Without that pressure—, 
both direct and ’ indirect-—they 

“You couldn’t- stop iCjust by di- 

hears and. does not miss what .it' 

does: not hear.” 

that this was “an. ominous threat 

of suppression” which gave ‘‘clear 
warning .that the networks intendr 
ed to favor their own music.” 

<3t BMI. via a whole series of pin¬ 
up sheets, music memos and other 
promotional literature -to stations, 
moved to , “restrict the public's 
choice of music.” In various pub¬ 
lications, BMI pointed out to sta^ 
lions that BMI tunes are “your 
property,” and warned against the 
playing of non-BMI music. . 

*4> There were a series of con¬ 
tracts between BMI and its affili¬ 
ated publishers which attempt¬ 
ed ' to suppress ASCAP music, 

. Schwartz quoted from the Hill & 
Range pact of 1948 which pro-.] 
hibited H&R from exploiting tunes ! 
iii its ASCAP films. Schwartz, at" 
this point, told Sen. Pastore that 
“there are lawyers now in this . 
room who could testify about other ’ 
suppressive BMI contracts.” Sen. | 
Pastore snapped back that he was 
capable of determining what tes¬ 
timony was to be heard. 

51 Schwartz also put the last BMI; 
financial statement into the record. 
He pointed out that BMI’s gross 
was $10,589,625 while its distribu¬ 
tion amounted to $6,460,689. mak-j 
irg the overhead around 40°c. He’ 
also pinpointed an expense item of 
$984,487 under the category of 
“other.” Schwartz asked Sen. Pas¬ 
tore to . inquire into this ‘‘other” 
expense category, stating that it 
looked1 like part of BMI’s “slush” 
fund. Sen. Pastore again retorted 
to Schwartz that the committee did 
not at this date intend to engage 
in a “fishing expedition” Into BMI 
finances. 

Oscar Hammerstein 2d 

Oscar Hammerstein 2d, the first 

censing pool, but wanted it to be 
a voluntary organization divorced 
from broadcast Control. He stated 
that there was a lot of fear created 
among the small stations against 
ASCAP which. he held, was as reg¬ 
ulated as a public utility. Having 
BMI to protect the stations against 
ASCAP in its present state, he 
said, was like hiring, a , bodyguard 
to protect yourse’f against a man 
whose hands are tied. . 

Vance Packard, author of “The 
Hidden Persuaders.” also entered 
a long statement detailing how, in 
his opinion, the broadcasters had 
the power to manufacture hits 
and manipulate the musical taste 
of Americans and how they actu¬ 
ally used that power. Under ques¬ 
tioning by Sen. Pastore. Packard 

r disclosed that he was paid by. the 
Songwriters Protective Assn, to 
do his research into the music 
business. 

Other witnesses in .behalf of the 
bill also testified of knowledge of 
discriminatory actions against 
ASCAP. music at various radio sta¬ 
tions. Among those testifying 
were Dr. Howard Hanson, director 
of the Eastman School of Musie; 
tunesmiths Joan Whitney and Kim 
Gannon; and Eddy Rogers, radio 
station musical director. . 

R V R & Hillbilly 
Repeatedly, -witnesses pointed 

out that broadcast control of BMI 
hot only .was unfair competition 
for ASCAP music, but that it was 
responsible for the hillbilly and 
rock ’n! roll music now fli 

said, non-BMI. music would get: a 
chahce on the airways. 

The hearings resume tomorrow 
(Wed.) for two more days this 
week when additional supporters 
of the bill will be heard. They 
then will be jumped to mid-April 
when opponents of the bill, among 
them the broadcasts and BMI execs 
and lawyers, will have their in¬ 
nings. 

British Disk Bestsellers 
London, March 18. 

Magic Moments . ... .. Como 
(RCA) 

Story Of My Life .. . . Holliday 
(Columbia) 

Jailhonse Rock . ... . .Presley 
(RCA) • 

Don’t __......... Presley 
(RCA) 

At The Hop . . Danny & Juniors 
(HMV) 

You Are My Destiny ..., .Anka 
. (Columbia) 
Oh!- Boy :“:;v     • - Crickets1 

(Vogue-Coral) 
April Love .....;....... Boone . 

. .(London) 
.-. Nairobi . -. - ■.. •. ....... Steele 

; (Decca) 
All The Way , ,Sinatra 1 

. (Capitol) 

Inside Stuff-Music 
The Croweil-Collier disk club is shifting the. operation of its Jazz- 

tone label to Sutliff & Stevenson, mail order film. Latter will handle 
the mechanics of servicing the Jazztone subscribers for C-C. According 
to William Fowler, who heads the C-C disk club, shift was sparked by 
a decision to eliminate unnecessary operational costs. The jazz com¬ 
petition from such majors as Columbia and RCA Victor, Fowler added, 
has been minimizing the effectiveness of the Jazztone line. The C-C 
club will continue handling its own Croweil-Collier Record Guild and 

Concert Hall lines. 

The American. Civil War is getting additional disk coverage, via a 
Coral soundtrack package of the film short, “The #True Story of the . 
Civil War,” with narration by Raymond Massey an«i music by Ernest 
Gold. Short, produced by Camera Eye Pictures, won an Oscar as the 
best documentary short subject. The Coral LP will be filled out by 
poems and songs about the war, plus an eight-page folio of photos 
and maps; Deluxe set will retail for $4.98, making it the first set under 
which Coral has upped its.: price to this level. 

Billie Holiday, Husband j. 
Oh Probation for 1 Year 

Philadelphia, March 18. j 

Billie Holiday was placed: on 

probation for. one year, after plead- j 

irig guilty to narcotic charges be-1 

fore Judge Curtis Bok in Common ’ 

Pleas- Court here. 
The. singer, and her husband- 

manager Louis McKay Jr. were ar¬ 

rested here two years ago. McKay■; 

was also adjudged guilty of viola¬ 
tion of the firearms act. He was 
placed on probation for same 
length of time. 

., Judge Bok said that Miss Holiday 
could leave the city and continue 
her career, but warned that she 
could be picked up anywhere in 
the . United States and returned 
here.". ■ 

“Fm definitely off drugs,” the 
vocalist said.. 

WQXR, N.Y., longhair outlet owned by the N.Y. . Times, is adding a 
$500 prize for the best chamber music work submitted to the Student 
Composers Radio Awards conducted annually under .the auspices of 
Broadcast Music Inc. and BMI Canada Ltd. The WQXR. String Quartet, 
will also perforin , the winning composition over the air. This year’s 
awards now total $14,000 with cash prizes varying from $500 to $2,500, 
awarded at the discretion of the judges. Contest is now in its sixth year. 

Veteran lyricist L. Wolfe Glbert was' kudosed by Senator John 
Sparkman (D., Ala.) last week via a full page insertion into the Con¬ 
gressional. Record of a column by Vincent X. Flaherty, Lo$ Angeles 
Examiner columnist. On: the floor of the Senate, Sen. Sparkman lauded 
Gilbert for “Waiting for The Robert E. Lee,” a song that, is now 46 
years old. Gilbert, incidentally, is now marking his 50th anni as a 
songwriter.; 

New high-speed eraser for magnetic tape, either audio or film, has 
been developed by RCA. Unit can wipe a complete reel of tape (up to 
4,800 feet) in 30 seconds for immediate reuse, Ted Smith, RCA exec 
v.p., said the new eraser is believed to be the first commercially avail¬ 
able instrument for rapid and large-volume erasure of tapes. 

David Rose has been assigned to record an: album from Mills Music 
catalog by Jesse Kaye, head of MGM Records’ Coast division. Deal was 
approved by Arnold Maxin, prexy of MGM Records, in N.Y. Mills, , it’s 
understood*. wilV spend huge chunk of coin this summer to make it-^ 
still untitled—its No. 1 plug album. 

. 
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CHAMPS (Challerige) 

1 Tequila 1 2 1 9 7 7 3 I I 2 8 2 2 2 1 1 2 145 j 

2 
CHUCK BERRY (Chess) 

3 Sweet Little 16 .. a 8 1 3 5 3 3 5 5 -4. 4 6 4 3 82 

3 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 

4 Catch a Falling Star..:. 3 1 6 4 2 6 1 6 3 1 9 79 

■ 4 

ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence) 
v 5 Are You Sincere .. -J-w.. 8 2 9 1 7 7 8 3 7 1 6 4 69 

5 
FOUR PREPS (Capitol) 

2 26 Miles .. . 3 9 4 10 4 6 5 I; 5 2 61 

6 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 

7 it’s T90 Soon to Know. ' 4 7 1 X0 6 7.’ 2 6 ■4,.: 6 57 

i 7 
CHORDETTES (Cadence) 

12 Lollipop ... . •.. 2 '.4- 7 ;. , v .. .. 7 3 10 2 1 52 

8 
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) : 

10 Who’s Sorry Now.. 9 5* 8 4 10 3 ,. 3 1 3 6 48 
. 

1 1. 
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 

6 : Sail Along Silvery Moon_; . 3 „. 6 8 5 8 8 3 6 41 
f. ■ 
j 10 

PERRY COMO (Victor) 
. 16 Magic Moments ... 5 2 «. 2 5 9 32 

; MCGUIRE SISTERS (Coral) 
i 11A 14 Sugartime .. ... .. 5 2 5 10 9 5 30 

JERRY LEE LEWIS (Sun) 
■ 11B 20 Breathless .. ...,. . V. 6 5 3 4 7 30 

13 
LOU MONTE (Victor) 
Lazy Mary... .... . .. 2 4 1 9 28 

1 
l 14 

LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty) 
9 Good Golly Miss.Molly...;,. 6 10 1 2 25 

J JIMMY McCRACKLIN (Checker) 
i | 15A 22 The Walk ;; .. , . 5 .;. 10 5 4 10 9 23 
] JOHN ZACHERELE (Cameo) 
: 15B . Dinner With Drac .......;. . . 10 . 6 1 6 9 23 

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) 
i5C 17 Don’t , . ; .; ^ . * 6 5 9 4 8 23 

1 CRESCENDOS (Nasco) 
115D 8 Oh Julie . . . . . . . ; . 6 8 4 3 23 

• 19 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 

23 Wonderful Time Up There:. .. ,. 6 8 x 7 22 

\ 20 
DANNY & JUNIORS (ABC-Par) 

. Rock ?n’ Roll Is Here to Stay .. 3 .7': 4 9 21 

; 21 
CRICKETS (Brunswick) 

19 Maybe, Baby. 
_i_ .. 9 2 9 20 

j 22 
PAUL. ANKA. -(ABC-Par) 

15 . You Are My Destiny .. . 6 2 9 16 

= 23 
LAURIE LONDON (Capitol) 
World in His Hands ;, 9 8 8 5 14 

.; -24 
DAVID ROSE (MGM) 
Swinging Shepherd. Blues ... 9 5 7 12 

! 25 
BETTY JOHNSON (Atlantic) 
Little Blue Man ... . ....... mmmmm _ 

4 7 
• * ■ 11 
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Tradesters Get Up a Whoop-De-Doo Clambake 

In Tribute to Frankie Laine in Hub 

Boston, March 18. 

Biggest turnout of music people, 

rii-,k. jocks, record interests* juke¬ 

box* radio and tv reps in years, was 

scored ::by Columbia Records for 

Jrankie Laine, current ait Blin- 

strub’s through. March .23, at Sid¬ 

ney Hill Country Club Sunday (16) 

■■night*- . . 
More than 150 tradesters turned 

.out to fete Laine* who. was tape-, 

recorded on Hub and out of town 
stations in interviews at the buffet 
party. Ed Masterson, Columbia 
branch manager,. and Bob Mes- 
singer,. C9lumbia promosh & p. r. 
man in Hub, and Ruthie Shapiro, 
Laine's personal rep, hosted the. 
affair and distributed LP’s of' 
Laine’s now album* “Foreign Af¬ 
fair.” 

Laine, who is toppling records at 
BHnstrub’s1,700-seater in an 11- 
day stand, was taped by dee jays, 
from Boston, Worcester, Brockton, 
Nashua, and: Manchester (N.H.) 
radio stations. Among those present 
Were: Rosalind Ross, GAC record 
department head; George- Clarke, 
Boston Daily Record nitery col¬ 
umnist; Jana Laurence, chirp; 
Sherm Feller, WEZE; Libby. Con¬ 
rad, Leo Egan, John Bassett* Bill 
Given, Arnie Rosen, WBZ; Stan 
Richards, Gregg Finn, Dave May¬ 
nard, Mike Fucillo, Gene Scionti, 
WORL; Jim Deering, John Barcus, 
WHDH; Lou Goldberg, Tom Evans, 
Paul Knight, Bob Wilson, WCOP; 
John Marion, Wally O’Hara, Bill 
St. Clair,, WEEI; Jack Chadderton, 

; johnny Towne, Dave Edwards, 
WLYN, Lynn; Ken Mayer, Amie 
Ginsberg, WBOS; Lad Carlton, 
WKBB, Manchester, N.H.; Dick 
Carben, Merrill Smith* Marc Hall, 
WOTU, Nashua, N.H.; Angie Pan¬ 
tos, WAAB, Worcester; Frank Teac, 
Bob Anderson, Dick Piper, WSMN, 
Nashua; Jack. O’Rourke, WNEB, 
Worcester; Budd Chain, Milt Krey, 
WORC; Worcester; Doc Jones, Dick 
Benham, WBET, Brockton,' Stanley 
Kaye; Joe Sinacore and A1 Lerner, 
of-the Frankie Laine outfit. 

Buffalo Phaharmonic Sets 
Dozen Paired Concerts 

Buffalo, March 18. 
. Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra 
Will present 12 pairs of concerts 
during the 1958 season under the 
leadership of Josef Krips who has 
been re-engaged.; In addition, the 
group is planning five concerts in 
Jamestown, and Niagara Falls. 

The Orchestra’s current mainten¬ 
ance fund campaign is continuing 
With $134,000 in pledges reported 
to date against the goal of $150,000. 

Wage negotiations with the Mu¬ 
sicians Union .arc in final stages 
on a two year contact with an in¬ 
crease of $3 per week per man and 
an extension of the season from 23 
to 24 weeks next year and 25 or 
26 weeks in 1960. • 

Dot Dandridge’s 2 LP’s 
For Granz’s Verve Label 

Hollywood, March 18. 
Dorothy: Dandridge has finally 

been tagged by a recording firm. 
Actress-singer, in a deal agented 
by Harold Jovien, has been signed 
by; Norman Grariz to wax two LP 
albums for the Verve label* The 
material as yet hasn’t been selected 
but Will .be comprised . mainly. of 
ballads and pop tunes! 

Granz, upon his return from Eu¬ 
rope, wil meet with Miss Dandridge 
and Jovien anent the tunes she 
Wil chirp! Miss Dandridge just 
completed a costar role in the An¬ 
drew L. Stone production, “Infamy 
At Sea,” for Metro. 

BUS BALLY 

McPartland’s 870-Mile Trek For 
Trail way* 

Atlanta, March 18. 
. A roadshow in. every sense of the 
word brought cornetist! Jimmy 
McPartland .and vocalist Toby 
Deane into Atlanta via a Trail ways 
Bus. McPartland and his. horn 
fronted a Five-Star Dixieland 
group which played at prearranged 
stops on 870-mile route from New 
York City to. Washington; D.C., 
Charlotte and Atlanta to introduce: 
extension of bus outfit’s Five-Star 
Luxury Service into these cities. 
He and Miss Deane entertained 
newspaper, radio-tv folk as well sis 
civic officials during various stops. 

Miss Deane! incidentally Is the 
wife of Bob Weems, executive of 
General Artists Corp. 

MGM Gets‘Orbit’ For R’n’r Kick 

RCA’S K1DISK SPREE 
VIA BLUEBIRD LINE 

RCA Victor is sharply stepping 
up its kiddie Bluebird series this 
month with its-biggest release to 
date. . Bluebird is releasing five 
new LP’s and three singles in ad¬ 
dition to converting a number of 
its bestselling catalog items in 
new four-color jackets. Harry 
Jerikirts, .RCA Victor chief of the 
single records division which 
covers the Bluebird line, is also 
pitching a merchandising plan to 
distributors: and. rackjobbers who 
channel the kiddie disks, to the. 
supermarkets and chain stores. 

: Heading the new Bluebird re¬ 
lease is a set by Shari Lewis, who 
has the "Hi Mom” show on WRCA- 
•TV, N« Y. Miss Lewis'] makes her 
debut on wax with aj set titled 
“Fun jn Shariland.” Other sets 
will feature the Norman Leyden 
orch, Maria Ray, Paul Wing and 
James Stewart,; as narrator of 
“Winnie the Pooh” stories- 

Fine Liberace $450 
For Un-Tair’ Tunes 

Liberace. received a $450 rap for 

infringing an Australian copyright 

by playing tiines from the musical 

“My Fair Lady”, during his Down 

Under engagement The fine will 
be split between Liberace and Lee 
Gordon, promoter of his . Aus¬ 
tralian tour. , 

. Fine will be paid to Chappell & 
Co. Ltd., of Sydney, which has the 
sole Australian copyright to the 
Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe 
score and the sole right, to the per¬ 
formance of the songs in public or 
authorization for their public per¬ 
formance. The tuner is scheduled 
to open in Melbourne in August. 

Lived to Seeco to A&R 

Paul Livert has joined Seeco 

Records to head the artists & 

repertoire department for the new 

singles, program being launched 

for diskery’s two subsid labels,' 
Dawn and Bronjo: 

Dawn, which heretofore had 
concentrated on the jazz field, will 
move into the rock ’n’ roll areas, 
while Bronjo, a new disk subsid, 
will be used for pop releases: First 
release on Dawn is a coupling by 
Tom Swift of “High School Ring”! 
and “Stormy.” The initial' Bronjo 
pressing, "Lover Come-Back to 
Me” and “Tenderly,” was cut by 
Butterball. 

t In a move to get a stronger grip 

j on the rock ’n’ roll market, MGM 

! Records is setting up a subsid 

, label to handle r&r releases ex¬ 

clusively. The new disk outlet Will 

: be known as Orbit Records, 

j: Irv Jerome, MGM’s veepee in 

..charge of sales; is now setting up 

; the distribution network for Orbit 

! He’ll utilize current MGM distribs 
as well as appoint additional ones 

, to handle the new line, 

i Orbit will kick off with two mas- 
i ters purchased from Jerry Win¬ 
ston’s pnyx label. They are “A 
Teenage Quarrel” by the Wander- 

j ers and “Remember” by the 
Velours. “You’re The One” by 
Jimmie Williams and others cut by 
the MGM staff will make up Or-, 
bit’s initial release package- due 
March 31. 

Orbit also has set a: deal with 
Onyx in. which Winston will supply 
Morty Craft, MGM’s artists & re¬ 
pertoire chief, with 15 releases a 
year using artists and material un¬ 
der his control. The MGM . a&r 

, boys will supply an unspecified 
; number of their own groovings to 
! the Orbit line. 

I According to Arnold Maxin, 
j MGM prexy,: there is an immediate 
need for the new Orbit label due 
to the pickup in single sales activ¬ 
ity since he took over the company 
three months ago: He believes that 
the new label arid new distribution 
setup Will, help nab deejay atten¬ 
tion and promotional coverage 
which couldn’t be realized if all 
the new releases were issued under 
the MGM banner only. 

Metronome Sets 

Metronome Records, European 
diskery. which distributes several 
U. S. labels in the Scandinavian 
and Continental countries, is step¬ 
ping up its activities in the U. S. 
Claes Dahigren, head of. the Met¬ 
ronome office in the U. S., has set 
45 LP albums of Mietronome-re- 
corded material for release on 
various U. S. labels during the 
next six months. Mercury is issu¬ 
ing 12 of these sets, including sev¬ 
eral mood music package^ by the 
Harry Arnold orch, a vocal album 
by the Nicholas Bros., a George 
Wallington-Jimmy Raney jazz set 
and some German and Hungarian 
material. Atlantic, Prestige, Ca¬ 
dence and World-Pacific are also 
releasing Metronome material, 

In the classical division. Van¬ 
guard Records has scheduled 10 
LP’s based on Metronome record¬ 
ings, In the pop single division. 
Metronome is now pushing the 
German: hit disk, “The Little 
Train,” by Marianne Vasel and 
Erich Storz. Mercury Is releasing 
the single this week. 

Dahigren, meantime, has set up 
a publishing subsid. Metorion. Mu¬ 
sic, a Broadcast Music Inc* affili¬ 
ate. It will handle European ma¬ 
terial recorded by Metronome. 

Holliday in Drama Role r 
London, March. 18. ' 

Britain’s. current top pop song¬ 
ster, Michael Holliday, is to play 
the lead in a BBG sound radio 
drama production, “Bigger Beg¬ 
gars,” in the Home Service next 
Monday (241. 

Story deals with juvenile delin¬ 
quency in the East End of London, 
with Holliday cast as a cafe own- 
♦£’s Besides taking part in 
tne action, he’ll provide a musical 
commentary on what is taking 
Place ^ Score has been written by 
Christopher Whelen. 

f^RIETY Scoreboard 
OF 

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each 6f the three major sales outlets enu¬ 
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety: The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL. IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes, (coin machines, retail disks- arid retail sheet music). 

POSITIONS 
'Tf.So tact TALENT.--: 

Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL TtJNE , 
1 1 CHAMPS (Challenge) . Tequilaf 

2 3 PERRY COMO (Victor) .!! ..... (Catch A Falling Star* 
' (Magic Moments* 

3 6 PAT BOONE (Dot) .. ....V..V.....!.<. (It’s Too Soon to Know* . 
' (Wonderful Time Up Theref 

A 5 ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence)' *.. !..,.... ... Are Ypu Sinceref 

5 4 CHUCK BERRY (Chess) .... ... . Sweet Little 16f 

6 7 BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) ...... .W..... . Sail Along Silvery Moon* 

7 CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) .... . .. . . .... ■* Who’s Sorry Now* 

8 2 FOUR PREPS (Capitol) ? , . 26 Milesf 

9 CHORDETTES (Cadence) ....... v.* . Lollipopf 

10 McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral) .... ... ..... . Sugartimet 

POSITIONS 
This Last TUNES 
Week Week TUNE PUBLISHER 

1 1 *CATCH A FALLING STAR . ......_.Marvin 

2 4 fTEQUILA . .. . . ... 

3 2 ♦SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON .... ;... ...;...:..-..... . v;'. Joy 

4 3 fSUGARTIME....... . ..... .. " .... Nor-Va-Jak 

5 7 fARE YOU SINCERE ......... . .......: ...:....!............. ... Peer 

6 8 ♦IT’S TOO SOON TO KNOW . . . . ........-.. ..!.." Morris: ; 

7 6 fSWEET LITTLE 16 .., . .. ... . Ark’ ' 

8 ♦WHO’S SORRY NOW ■" v; . Mills 

9 5 f2^ MILES * .> ;v..;. v. v>....... Beech wood 

io fLOLLIPOP .;................... • >. v»..>■.»...•»......... Marks 

(♦ASCAP fBMI F-Films) | 

Single 45s to 98c 
The hike in the price of 45 rpm 

singles to 98c is a fait accompli 

now that Columbia and Decca Rec¬ 

ords have fallen into line. Col’s 

new price schedule, up from 89c, 

, went into effect Monday (17). Dec- 

- ca’s increase starts April 1. 

j The move towards the 98c price 

i was sparked at the beginning of the 

i year when RCA Victor upped the 
tab on 45’s from 89c. Rival com-. 

; panics soon followed the lead, with 
Columbia and De.eca the last of 

: the major holdouts. At the. time of 
[Victors’ price boost on 45’s, RCA 
: also hiked its classical LP line from 
$3.98 to $4.98. Col is still holding 

‘ the $3.98 price for its Masterworks 
series. 

' : Col’s price, boost on the singles 
also includes releases from its re¬ 
cently formed subsid. Date Records. 

I The diskery 'currently is Working 
! out details regarding credit for ex¬ 
isting single records currently on. 
guarantee. 

Decca’s increase also involves its 
! subsid labels. Coral and Brunswick. 
Shipments , will be made to dealer* 
through this month at the old price. 
All other prices in the company’s 
disk line will remain the same. 

DeCca will continue to give deal¬ 
ers a 5% return privilege on all 
single disks, figured semi-annually. 

Diskery Pactings 

Charles Applewhite, currently 
serving a hitch in the U. S. Army, 
has been inked by Design Records. 
He’ll be a civilian at the end of this 
month and will make a disk jockey 
tour to kick off his initial Design 
release. Design has also pacted 
Julie Joyce, Philadelphia song¬ 
stress, w’ho has done numerous 
singing commercials. 

Jimmy Williams has been tapped 
to a recording deal by MGM Rec¬ 
ords. .He’ll bow with “You’re The 
One” and “I’ll . Only Give My 
Love.” He’s managed by publisher 
Larry Utall. 

Virginia Gibson has been added 
to the Cabot Records roster. 
Thrush is featured on NBC-TV’s 
“Your Hit Parade.” 

Jack Gold has inked Arlena 
Fontana to his indie Paris label. 
Her first disk will be released in 
April. 
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MUSIC 

On The Upbeat 
New York I St. Louis | ‘ Last year RCA. Victor tapped 

Beverly Chemer back at Kapp | Jack Teagarden due in March 28 Backus for a “Magoo” album. It 
Records as promotion manager and • at Monty Nesser’s Blue Note . ■ . was a onershot deal, however. 
Monroe Glassberg takes over as Beverly Paradise presiding at. pi-.. 7 -. / V- V' ■'7 
label's general office manager . . .ana bar at new Painted pig ..... Jed ^ .. .. _ ni • 
Victor Selsman joined E. B. Marks’ i Hadfield pianist-orgarnst. .in;, his |\ fV If* P CL _ / 
professional department . . . The umpteenth week. at .Walnut Ro9m. |J U fll'Tl I lllflW S 
Playmates, Roulette diskers, join . Earl Bostic slated for March 25- "*Vi III A I U11VVT O 
the Feld Bros, rock ’n’ roll- tour fat Plagium 'Eounge- .. Patty : # . - 
April 5 . . . Dee jay Rex Dale nowj Nash Trio at Carasal Lounge . D«4V 1U iMilft \aava 
at WAMP, Pittsburgh . .Mitzi Ernie Young and his . champagne KM 1h HIJII APAfP 
Mason starts a four-day. stretch at style” piano continuing at Rose I/lg. iy,VVV UVUI> 

the Club Elegante. Brooklyn, today Cio\\ n . Johnnyj^ol“n ^'issnuri - Washington; March 18. 
(Wed.) , RfarryFox, general man- j Athieti^^Club8* **. W P * Washington’s fourth annual Hi-Fi 
ager of the Music Publishers pro-J ."y*. '/ Music Show chalked Up a record 
tective Assn,, is serving as chair- . •. ■■■ . ^ attendance of over 16.000 at a 75c 
man of the music committee in the . Kansaa? City :scaie which topped, previous years 

Col Woos Backii$-‘Magoo’ 
Columbia Records is dickering 

With Jim Backus on a proposed 
“Mr. Magoo” album series. Backus 
is voice of “Magoo” on the UPA 
cartoons. . 

Last year RCA Victor tapped 

(Wedaefiday, March 19, 1958 

D.C. Hi-Fi Show s 

Commerce & Industry Division of 

Washington'; March 18. 
Washington’s fourth annual Hi-Fi 

Music Show chalked Up a record 
attendance of over 16.000 at a 75c 
scale which topped, previous years 

fhp s-rivfltinn Armv anDpal I Change of policy reopens the when the 50c tab drew 15,000. The 
Tonv R nd im hf<; oum ‘ former Southern Mansion, now the , three-day/music fair featured 250 

7-11 label. First release is “The ■ Di**e Manor’ to dancing on week- exhibits of hi-fi components and 
Whole Town's Talking” .Ed ’ends’ wdh Les Harding orch on the packaged hi-fi home systems, and 
Flaherty has joined Associated Rc-1 stand, including .a special dixieland filled Hotel Shoreham \yi.th sounds 
cording . . . Steve Lawrence head- m th<; gre>ug- adds. ,a which ranged all the . way from 
lines at the Shamrock Hotel, Hous- Baltimore, Aye. Bach chorales .through “progres- 
ton. March 22-April 2, not the^e.”ardl?*? deaf is one ftep to- sive” jazz to bongo drums. Rock 
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, as efra- [ 'v^.rd regalJ?i"f1 ”nr.roll was; tabu, much to the dis- 
.turned last week . ; Vaughn Mon- ^Srace^SlS^M^eb^h [appointment of crowds of teenage 

‘ a * * L3ke iahoe- Nev • March 31 for a. week, then . the M. Robert. Rogers;. who, has mas- 
_ _ iNorcrest Hotel. Fort Wayne, Ind., j terminded show from its debut, 
London -April 7-19. ] wound up the. exhibitTby announc- 

'^face^S™^ 'ro'vds of teenage 

terminded show from its debut, 
wound up the. exhibit by announc¬ 
ing plans for an expanded, week- 
long hi-fi “festival” for 1959, with 
ail international accent Latter 

Feldman Music Co. has moved- ing plans for an expanded, week- 
into newly built premises in Bean Ireland *®ng. hirfi ‘•festival” for 1959, with 
St. As well as centralizing its pub- irciauu . ail international accent Latter 
bery activities in the new Soho Peter Cusack orch named for would have special appeal for 
h.q., the company has ooened. its summer season at Butlin s Mosney tovvn?s extensive and important 
own record sales department on'-holiday Camp > . . Chris Lamb Embassy. Row. Rogers, Who recent- 
the ground floor , . ; Erie Delaney band tpunng Irish clubs in England {y bowed out as manager of WGMS 
orch skedded for a nine-week_sum- J^ Meltck '<?*** m^statioiT), which he 
rfur''°" a Brighton . Harry ■ . • * • g f Trish + emeries bad previously sold to RKO Tele- 
Gold forming a new band after two °rcn to u.s>. ior irisn terperies v ... * pfrflirp«; ha<- skyrocketed 
years away from the biz Ted stint . . . Former emcee Lugn Ryan radio. Frctures, nas^ sKyiocKetea 
Heath vocalist Peter Lowe heading nampd manager ,of Mayfair Ball- show to capital’s most flashy music 
years away from the biz . , Ted s-in.■ v *.J?0-n 
Heath vocalist Peter Lowe heading! named_nianaj 
for his native South Africa next F°mn, Dublin, 
month. v 

l promotion stunt.- 

RobL Stolz’s Bosy Baton 
For Albums Cut Abroad 

Vienna, March 18. ; 
Composer-conductor Robert Stolz 

is on a bicycle between British, 
German and American diskeries 
with a series of albums which he 
is conducting here. 

First is for Decca (London), the 
entire operetta of “The Merry 
Widow” with the Vienna Philhar¬ 
monic, an all-star cast from the 
Vienna Opera and the chorus of 
the Vienna State: Opera. Hilde 

i Gueden is singing the title role. 

For the same label Stolz is also 
recording an LP of “Robert Stolz 
Melodies,” while Polydor’s. (Ger¬ 
man) album is titled “Ah Evening 
With Robert Stolz.” 

The same technical. staff from 
Decca (London), now allied with 
RCA Victor in the U.S., will also 
work on Stolz’s “Vienna Waltzes 
Today”, for the American label. 

Glenn Gould Dates 
Ottawa, March 18. 

Glenn Gould, Canadian pianist, 
has been invited to play at four, 
major festivals next summer: Ann 
Arbor, May 4, with Philadelphia 
Orchestra undef Eugehe Ormandy; 
Vancouver, thrice in July;. Salz¬ 
burg in August, with Dutch Con- 
certgebouw Orch, conducted, by 
Dmitri Mitropoulos*r Berlin in Sep¬ 
tember, with Berlin Philharmonic 
under Herbert von Karajan. 

Come fall, Gould plans other 
concerts in Germany, Austria, 
Italy and Belgium and a probable 
11 in Israel, 

In January ’59 he starts a North 
American tour. 

Liable For lift’ 
Of Song, But Not 

'Unfair: Court 
The owner of a copyright on a 

sting, who sues a recording com.- 

pany under, the. copyright laws for 

recording, without permission, can¬ 

not recover extra damages for un¬ 

fair competition for unauthorized 

use of the title of the song, accord¬ 

ing to 'Chief Federal District 

Judge Leon R. Yankwich: 

This preliminary ruling wax 

handed down in case of Harms 

Inc. against Tops Music Enter¬ 

prises and Carl Doshay, in which, 

the court held that the defendants 

were liable for copyright infringe¬ 
ment but plaintiff, could not also 
sue for unfair competition for 
title’s use. Song in question was 
“You and the Night and the Mu¬ 
sic;” Howard Dietz-Arthiir.Schwartz 
number whose copyright. is held 
by Harms. Besides its demand 
for damages for copyright in¬ 
fringement. Harms additionally is 
requesting $250,000 for Unfair com¬ 
petition. 

Judge Yankwich declared that 
action cannot be taken over use of 
a title “because the. title .cannot be 
disassociated ; from the song.” 
Tops, it was disclosed in early 
hearing, had “tendered” $3.0.000 in 
royalties to Harms since filing of 
suit, but the money had been re¬ 
fused. 

Hollywood ! _ 
Judy Hicks, for the past five ~ 

years contact rep for the Frank 
Music Corp.. will take over all pro¬ 
motional activities for the Coast- 
office . . . Rona’d Stein, will score 
“Road Without End,” indie theatri- . 
cal film produced by Ronald Ron¬ 
deau and Hugh Hooker, Balladeer- : 
guitarist Randy Sparks has been) 
signed to sing the title tune co-; 
penned with Stein . . . Ella Fitz-; 
gerald voted ‘-most popular, singer ; 
of the year” by UCLA student: 
body ... Jay Livingston & Ray 
Evans will pen the title tube for' 
Alfred Hitchcock’s “Vertigo.” ., !: 

Hal Hidey will arrange-conduct i 
the Commentary album “Clara” ...'.! 
Capitol pactee Sonny . James in ; 
town .;. . Fernando Lamas will wax j 
a narrative album presenting fa¬ 
mous monologs from dramatic, pix ■ 
for Roulette . . . Dot has four al-l 
burns scheduled for release this 
month. “Moods of March.” “Lion ; 
Roars,” “El Dipsy Doodle” and ; 
“Cathedral Chimes.” ; 

Chicago. ; 
Sam Donahue brings his big 

band into Chi’s Blue Note March 28 ‘ 
for one frame . .. Red Norvo’s five- 
some skedded for a three-week^r 
at the London House here starting, 
May 21 ... Australian Jazz Quintet, 
and Chico Hamilton’s combo have' 
July dates at Peacock Alley. SI.; 
Louis Jazz bassist Johnnie Frigo ■ 
(of the Marx'& Frigo trio at Mister 
Kelly’s1 popping up on WLS fChi»/ 
Barn Dance stanzas in. the guise of; 
a country fiddler, ' / : I 

San Francisco 
Cellar celebrated first anni of ; 

jazz-and- poetry with the return ; 
“engagement” of Kenneth Rexroth f 
and Lawrence Ferlinghetti . . . 
Anson Weeks preparing a new al¬ 
bum for Fantasy . Fairmont’s ’ 
Ernie Heckscher off to New York 1 
to plug his Verve album : . , Anita 
O’Day into the Blaekhawk Friday . 
(21 > for a fortnight . . . . . Jimmy : 
Slyde added to show, at BimboV 
365 Club . Aura Cameron, 
Dorothy Le Veque and Don R?g'an ; 
into new show opening (IS) at 
Gomans Clay 90’s . . .. Paul Bley ■ 
Quartet signed for a summer tour . 
of Canada.. ! 

.. Pittsburgh 
Joe Negri Trio had its option re¬ 

newed at Penn-Sheraton Hotel and; 
ditto Allan Shine band at Copa . . 
Carmen Cavallaro trio into Holiday 
House for two weeks, their fourth 
engagement there is less than two ; 
years ... Ken Wayne, organist, at , 
Turnaway Inn for indefinite stay.; 
... Stan Bailey combo to play for ’ 
weekend dancing at Merry-Go j 
Round which has also gone in for 
Fridav-Sat.urday floorshow’s . . ” 
hiJiieiAirs’ Local 60 granted An-; 
d.dn* Bros.,.' at the Ankara, per-1 
mission, io ;;uake a guest appearance { 
with P.e iluquesne U. Tambufit-j 
zane hi their annual Concert at Sy-i 
ria Mosque. 1 

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS 

ySniETY—- 
Survey of retail.:' album best 

sellers based on reports from lead¬ 
ing stores and shoioing comparative 
ratings for this week, and last. 

^ & X 
-£• o 

7 ; s 
i - « 

National 
Rating .. 

This Last 
wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title | 

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol! . ' 
Come Fly With Me I.W920).... 

•.MUSIC. MAN (Capitol)' . 
Original Cast ( WAQ 9901. V : 

jOIINNY MATHIS (Cblumbia). 
. Warm; (CL. 1078) :.. /. ' 

MY FAIR.LADY (Columbia) 
Original Cast (CL 5090);...... 

AITjOE Y~( C Apitol) ' 
Soundtrack t\V 912). 

1 5 4 4 1 2 10 2 7 1 

4 1 1 1 3 3 1 .. 

2 9 3 2 6 1 2 1 1 

4 7 4 • 

8 9 5 8 .. 10 

2 2 1 .. 

3 • 1 2 4 159 

2 7 4 3 152 J 

1 4 3 8 131 

3 . 7 10 5 4 

AROUND THE WORLD. (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 9046) . . . . . 8 .. .. 

“RICKY “NELSONTlmperfal) • • 
Ricky (IMP 9048):/ : . ( .. 9 ... . 8 • 

TONY BENNETT tColumbia.) . . 
Beat of My Heart (CL 1079) : : r:% 

PAT*BOONE (Dot) .V .• 
Pat’s Great Hits (DLP 3071) .. 7 :. 9 

“ TENNESSEE ERNIE XCapilol) 
Hymr-? tT.756)^. .... .! 

“ROGER WJLLiAMSJKapp). , 
Fabu’ous Fifties (KXL 5000).. . . ..,. 

“CARMEN CAVALLAROTDecca) . 
Remembers Duchin (DL 8661). .. .. 

TrMANTOyANl“London')“v .. ; 
Film Encores (LL; 1700). . .... .. 6 

“MARIO* LANZATvictor) ' ^ 
7 Hills of Rome (LM 22il) . .. . 7 

FRANK SINATRA (Columbia) , 
/Frank Sinatra Story I.C2L6)... 1 

* D AKOTA' STATIONTCapitol) , / . 
_Late Late Show tt 876) •:.. . ;. 3 ■./ / 

OH CAPTAIN ) Columbia) 
Original Cast rQL 5280) . ; 3 -, 

PAT SUZUKI ( Vik) 
Many Sides of Pat (LX 1127);.. . . . ... .. 

'. ARTHUR ^jYMAN (Hi-Fi) / / 
•Taboo (R 806) ^.. 7.';. ... 

“OKLAHOMA'lCapitoD - ... -. . 
Soundtrack tSAQ 595).. .7 . 10 

TENNESSEE ERNIE ^Capitol). - 
Spirituals (T 818) y......, .. ./ : , - ■ 

“DUKES OF DIXIELAND (AudioFidelity) 
Volume 3 (AFLP 1851) 

PERCY FAITH tColumbia) 
Viva (CL 1075) .... .7........ .7 ., 

KING & I (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (W 740)... 7,.:. V. ;, ,, 

NAT KING COLE (Capitol) 
One of Those Things (W 903) ,. 7. 
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Vs.B&FjMepry 
Chicago, March 18. 

Circuit Court of Appeals here 

last Friday (7) upheld a copyright 

infringement decision against B&F 

Music Co. of Chicago and Mercury 

Records , involving a tune titled 

■'While We Dream.!’ 

■ Songwriting team of Homer 
Cholvin & Norman Stade charged 
the tune’s melody was thefted 
from their “When the Sun Bids 
the Sky Goodnight” and won a 
Chicago. Federal Court verdict in 
January, 1957. : 

Case is now with a master in 
chancery who will decide amount 
of damages for Cholvin and Stade. 

“While We Dream” was waxed 
for Mercury. by Ralph: Marterie 
orch and developed into a fairly 
brisk seller. B&F Music, started 
four years ago, is a subsidiary of 
Frederick Music Co., BMI-affiliatr 
ed sister publisher of Brandom 
Music, which purveys ASCAP 
numbers. 

Attorney. Morton Schaeffer,. of 
Schaeffer & Schaeffer, here, repped 
Cholvin & Stade in the litigation. 

Lynn’s Ad Lib Music Co. 
Jerry Lynn has set up a new 

publishing Subsid to be called Ad 
Lib Music. It will be affiliated 
with BMI. 

Lynn currently is on an over¬ 
seas tour of Europe arid the Mid¬ 
dle East looking for recording and 
publishing ties as well as tune ma¬ 
terial for U.S. publication. 

“A VERY 
PRECIOUS LOVE’ 
fran th» Warner Bras. Production 

“MMJNIE NOINIIKSTM” 
THE AMES NOS. RCA Victor 
MUSHY Columbia 
TIE JORKSTON NOS. London 
MMHENITM Dot 
SUM WHTMAN Imperial 
MCA JtNES Capitol 
MCA NUKES Hallmark 
SMNITUCA AUIM RCA Victor 

M. \V I T M A R K & SONS 

From PARAMOUNT PICTURE 

of the son-,.' njr,.,-. 

COUNTRY 
MUSIC 

HOLIDAY 
COLUMBIA R.-cc’d , 

BERNIE NEE 

FAMOUS MUSIC CCBPCCA’ cs 

To The Top Again ... 

’WHO’S SORRY NOW 
CONNIE FRANCIS M-C-M 

*I’M GETTIN’ 
SENTIMENTAL OVER YOU 

NELSON RIDDLE M Capitol 

’BILLY 
KATHY LINDEN « F.l.t.d 

’SOLITUDE 
■ILLY WARD M Liberty 

MILLS MUSIC, Inc. 

THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV 

* § he 
<Tg'$ L 1 

L(vmmazo\' 
ROBBINS MUS1C CORPORATION 

BETAIL SHEET BEST SELLER! sl : 
;.. 
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irjVRIETY 
Survey of retail sheet music . 

best sellers based on reports, 
obtained from leading stores in 
13 cities, and/ showing com-. 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 

■ * ASCAP / t BMI 

! National 
! . Rating 

j This Last 
wk. wk. Title, and Publisher 

! .. • 1 1 ■ * Catch'A-Falling Star (Harvin) 3 1 "2 3 3 3 3 4 1 1 1 2 115 
| • 2 2 ♦Silvery Moon (Joy)... 1 7 1 1 10 5 8 5 2 2 : 3 8 3 87 

i -3 3 t Sugartime (Nor-Va-Jak). 2 8 2 1 6 1 1 3 2 4 80 i 4 5 tShepherd Blues (B.-Kahl) 6 4 3 9 4 5 9 37 

! ‘ 5- 6 tAt the Hop (SMU)..... 8 2 2 7 10 3 34 

1 6A 4 ♦April Love (Feist)....... ~5~ T~ 8 4 8 29 

! |. 6B ■: f Are You Sincere (Cedarwood) 7 5 2. 1 '29 

i. ® 9 tMagic Moments (Famous) 10 4 8 -7 9 9 7 7 27' 

I 9A 10 ♦All the Way (Maraville).. 2 6, 6 19' 

(Get a Job (U-Bagby) ..... 4 4 6 19' 
1 HA 8 ♦It’s Too Soon (Morris) .. 9 ~6~ 5 7 17" 

11B :. ♦Colonel Bogey <B.-Hawkes) 1 3 4 10 10 17 

13 A 14 tWonderful Time (Fowler) 5 v.. 8 9 6 16 

13B 13 ♦76 Trombones (Frank) . 8 jT_ 10 2 16 

II 15 
15 ♦Fascination (Southern) .. 4 5 13' 

Hollywood, March 18. 

The faction of Local 47 musi¬ 

cians headed by ousted veepei 

Cecil F. Read have won all seat! 

in a special local .union electior 

held here at the musicians’ build¬ 

ing. 

Read tallied 550 votes, compared 
to 450 cast for Local 47 prexy Eliot 
Daniel whose backer.1 said that the 
administration made no effort to 
make a political fight against the 
Read slate which placed seven 
members on the board of directors 
of the Musicians’ Club. One of the 
main reasons given by the adminis¬ 
tration iii not waging an all-out 
battle with Read was to keep a lo¬ 
cal union’ unity, especially now with 
its current strike against the major 
studios. . 

Bead is leading a segment of 
Local 47 footers in a $13,000,000 
lawsuit against Federation prexy 
James C. Petrillo who they claim 
misused the Musicians’ Perform¬ 
ance Trust Fund. 

Prajse, Paste ASCAP 
; Continued from page 75 ; 

complaints against ASCAP V were 

unjustified. 

Lengsfelder’s ‘Lopsided’ 

Hans J. Lengsfelder, a composer; 

charged that the ASCAP formula 

for making payments was lopsided 

in favor of big composers and music 
publishers. He claimed, further, 
that ASCAP had. run out on its 
responsibility., to collect from the 
film studios because of their con¬ 
trol of the richest and most power¬ 
ful publishing houses in ASCAP. He 
said three publisher-members of the 
ASCAP board are “knpwn in the 
trade as the powerhouse” and con¬ 
trol over 51% of the votes because 
of the allocation system. He said the 
“powerhouse” elects, the. 12 pub¬ 
lisher members of the board .and 
that “the. 12 writer members are 
either directly or indirectly affili¬ 
ated with, .dependent upon, and 
therefore subservient to these same 
giant publishers.” He said royalties 
were disbursed as the result of “ah 
inaccurate and distorted logging, 
system.” 

James. A: Johnson, head of. Walt 
Disney Music. Co., alleged “grave 
errors’* in the way both ASCAP 
and BMI distribute their funds to 
their writers and publishers. He 
added: “It seems a shame that 
those who make the rules in ASCAP 
share the greatest in the: returns.” 

Guy Freedman president of the 
Alec Templeton Music Publishing 
Co.,, telling the committee about 
the “ASCAP power trust,” de¬ 
clared: “The board is self-perpetu¬ 
ating. The officers and directors of 
ASCAP cannot be removed under 
the present bylaws, even though 
they were to be charged with self- 
dealing and misapprehension of 
funds, without procuring the af¬ 
firmative vote of about three pub¬ 
lisher members who control more 
than 51% of the publisher, votes, 
and the affirmative vote of writer 
members comprising less than 5% 
of the writer membership who con¬ 
trol more than ,51% of the. writer 
votes:”. 

Hammersteik Defends Logs 
Oscar Hammbrstein 2d, one of 

the 12 writer-members of the 
ASCAP board, defended the voting 
system, and claimed he. had worked 
40 years to achieve his present im¬ 
pressive point status in the organ¬ 
ization. He insisted that the log¬ 
ging system was based upon public 
acceptance of the songs, not upon 
any arbitrary decision by a few 
members. 

Franco Colombo, New York rep 
of Riccordi & Sons, described how 
European performing rights soci¬ 
eties operate. He said they do not 
use weighted votes and: that each 
member has one Vote: He said the 
European logging systems are much 
more accurate than those of 
ASCAP. However, under question¬ 
ing, he admitted that in some coun¬ 
tries, including Italy, there is some 
government control over the or¬ 
ganization. In Italy, he said, thed 
president of the society Is appointed1 

by the president of the country 
and that .Italian police help to en¬ 
force the logging system and keep 
the users of music honest. He also 
admitted that in France, Germany 
and Italy only a. little over 2,000 of 
30,000 members had ainy vote at all. 

Publishers on ‘The. System’ 

Guy Freedman fAlec Templeton 
Music) urged that the logging of 
ASCAP music, plays be done by an 
“independent organization or the. 
Government.” He; favored logging, 
in great detail by a highly scien¬ 
tific sampling. 

Ralph S. Peer, head of Southern 
Music and Charles K. Harris Music 
claimed his firm has been juggled 
around in its points and; that he 
fails to get the kind of treatment 
he believes his 25 years of ASCAP. 
seniority should bring him. He said; 
the “Publisher board can change 
the rules of the. point system any 
time it wants to.’’ 

Fred Fox, Sam Fox Publishing 
Co., endorsed the plan of only one 
vote per member in ASCAP, 
whether a large or small member,- 
he amended this to say he was 
willing for the larger members to 
have more votes, but. he. wanted, 
them limited to about 10 apiece. 
He strongly opposed the present' 
system , in which ar small handful 
of powerful publishing houses; have 
enough votes to outvote the large, 
majority of members. He said he 
knew of at least three occasions on 
which the point system under 
which payments arc made was. 
Changed overnight without advance 
notice to the. membership: He 
called for a much simpler point 
system and for a broader base of 
logging. 

. Also defending. ASCAP before 
the; Committee were Otto Harbach, 
veteran lyricist and former prexy 
of the Society, and Frank Cobb, 
Carl Fischer Music exec. Harbach 
said that ASCAP. both protected 
older writers as well as helped 
young people. He added that the 
Society’s detractors were using the 
same old complaints a ga i nst 
ASCAP’s “ground rules.!’: Cobb 
lauded . the Society’s welfare ac¬ 
tivities. Both Harbach. and Cobb 
received noticeably sympathetic 
hearing from the Congressional, 
probers. 

Seeco’s Sidney Siegel 
O’seas on Disk Prowl 

Sidney Siegel, Seeco Records 
prexy:, left for Europe last week 
to record material for U. S. re¬ 
lease. He plans to hit Madrid, 
Paris and London during a two- 
week jaunt: 

While in Madrid, Siegel will 
record 10 zarazuelas (light Span¬ 
ish operettas10 flamenco LP’s 

| and two albums with. Lola Flores; 
' Spanish film performer. In Paris, 
Siegel plans to cut original cast s 
sets of French musicals. This will 
mark the first time original casters 
of French tuners will be cut for 
U. S. release. 

Court Reverses Order 
Hollywood. March 18. 

Superior Judge Phil'brick McCoy 
has reversed an order he issued 
two weeks ago that required AFM 
prexy James C. Petrillo to come 
here for taking of a deposition by 
a dissenting group of Local 47 
musicians who are suing Petrillo 
for $13,000,000 which they claim 
belong in the local’s trust fund. 

Harold Fendler, counsel for the 
musiciahs, argued against the re¬ 
versal which was brought on by 
objections from Mike Luddy, coun¬ 
sel for Petrillo here. 

Capitol’s Reshuffle 
Hollywood, March 18. 

Capitol Records is reshuffling 
personnel in various departments. 
Julius C. Varady has been named 
New York office manager and Ro¬ 
land Fribourghouse will fill the 
same spot here at the Capitol. 
Tower building. 

Charles O. “Buck” Stapleton has 
moved up as assistant to artists & 
repertoire producer Ken Nelson, 
and Walter E. Kiernari, former of¬ 
fice manager of Angel Records’ 
N. Y. office, has been transferred 
to Capitol in the. same capacity. . 

Local 47 
—— (Continued from page 75 j 

now. It’s not too probable that 

Petrillo will issue an official order 

prohibiting musicians from work¬ 

ing the show because of the Taft- 
Hartley Law, and possibly because 
of their working agreement with 
the networks, but the fact does re¬ 
main that one can’t be forced to 
work if he is indisposed. This 
could come about, and if it does, 
for the. first time in the Academy’s 
30-year history, it may be com¬ 
pelled to use canned music or just 
plain old recordings: In any event, 
on the heels of the British Mu¬ 
sicians’ Union decision to back the 
AFM strike by refusing to work 
on any American pix shipped there 
for that purpose,, the looters’ posi¬ 
tion has now; become more favor¬ 
able than it was the first two weeks 
of the strike. 

As already known, Petrillo has 
been hoping that the Composers. & 
Lyricists Guild would back bis 
hand and also walk out of the stu¬ 
dios, but as yet hasn’t succeeded 
in Winning them over. Talks are 
going bn between reps of both Lo¬ 
cal 47 and the C&L Guild to ex¬ 
plore possibilities of better coop¬ 
eration between both unions, espe- 
cilly in regard to the AFM strike 
against the majors: ’ 

Wilmot Nat l Sales M«nr. 
For Columbia of Canada 

Fred Wilmot has been set as 
: national sales ^manager for Colum¬ 
bia Records'of Canada. He pre- 

; viously had been with the Columbia 
' Record Sales Corp. as a district 
. sales manager covering the south, 
j midwest"and New England, 
j He’ll headquarter in Toronto re- 
j porting-to Bob Pampe, managing 
| director of Col’s operations. 

^ OF THE 

DEAN 
JONES 

ME! 
PLEASE! 

ME 
and 

Meet Me Jn 
The Study Hall 

K 12620 

*★*★*★***★★*★*★★**★*★★* it ************ 

| FRANKIE LYM0Nj 
« Mar. 18—One Week With HY LIT SHOW, Philo. J 
I Mar. 28—Six Weeks Plus—Tour With ALAN FREED SHOW I 

« May 25-—ED SULLIVAN "Toast of the Town" It 
* With Repeat Engagement July 13 * 

■ '■'*■■' * * 

Roulette Records 
. +. 

*.. 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION-* 
JOE GLASER/Fret. 

745 Fifth Av*. 203 N. Wabash Av«. 407 Lincoln ltd. Mil Sunsot Blvd. 
N»w York U N.Y. Chicago, III. Miami Boach, Fla. H'wood 44. Calif. 
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Salisbury*s Return by Record Vote 

Salisbury, Miss., March 18. 

Niteries along this once lush 
beachfront are readying for a come¬ 
back this summer with the ending 
of “the noble experiment” of no 
booze which had them out of action 
last year. The town voted “wet” 
Tuesday (11), reversing its startling 
“dry" decision 16 months ago. 

A referendum on sale of alcpr 
holic beverages won by a terrific 
margin as a record 90% of the 
voters cast ballots. The voters also 
accepted a plan to create a special 
commission to regulate liquor with¬ 
in the town:: Vote on the license 
question was: Part 1—yes, 1,010; 
no, 651. Part 2-r-yes, 073; no, 626. 
Part 3—yes, 1,015; no, 636. Vote on 
the liquor commission question 

was:: yes, 1,048; no, 565. 

The balloting climaxed an. inten¬ 
sive campaign by club owners, con¬ 
cessionaires, ride ops, hotel and 
motel owners, who claimed loss of 
SO'c. of their income last summer. 

The first dry summer in the 
town since Prohibition closed the 
1,200-seat Frolic* which for more 
than a decade had played big 
names, and the Bowery, 450-seater, 
which . played names and semi¬ 
names. Some 40 other clubs and 
establishment serving liquor were 
also forced to shutter for lack of 
biz. ” ; ' 

Last year, Benny Mulcahy, 
Frolics op, planned to spend $100,- 
000 for talent from July 1 to Labor 
Day with an admish of $1 and a 
minimum of $1.50, with soft drinks, 
setups, ice and charged water, but 
It didn’t work. After a switch to 
semi-names and dancing for a few 
weeks, the club shuttered. For this 
season, Mulcahy plans to return to 
the regular policy of $1 admish. 
Jacy Collier will book the room 
as in the past years, and is eyeing 
the top names. ' .j 

The campaigning to go wet again, | 
was spearheaded by Roger J. Sha-j 
heen, Eugene J. Dean, both of 
whom are amusement ops at the 
beach, and Mulcahy; The . record 
vote included an unprecedented 117 
absentee ballots. The town's eco-^ 
nomic interest and entire financial 
structure have been allied with the 
resort business for many years. j 

Fists, They Fly in Frisco; 
Painter Daubs 170G Suit 

On Boniface of hungry ] 
San Francisco, March 18. 

The founder of the biggest and 
most prosperous of Frisco’s base¬ 
ment bistros took a. punch—which 
missed—at his resident artist last 
week and wound up with a $170,000 
suit on his hands for slander, false 
arrest, assault and interfering with 
a. business arrangement. 

Sued was Enrico Banducci, beret- 
topped owner of the lowercase 
hungry i (for hungry intellectu¬ 
als), the basement night club which 
sheltered the budding Mort Sahl 
and currently is billing Don Adams 
and the Gateway Singers. 

Plaintiff is Walter Keane, a 
painter of large-eyed children. 

Beef started at a bar just above 
the hungry. 1, where Banducci 
claimed Keane, was using unpar¬ 
donable language in the presence 
of women. When Banducci sug¬ 
gested Keane applogize, Keane 
used some more unpardonable lan¬ 
guage and Banducci swung. The 
looping right looped right around 
Keane and connected with a hos¬ 
pital bookkeeper who was sitting 
at the bar minding her own busi: 

Dove-Tale 
Chicago, March 18. 

Magician Ron Urban: was in¬ 
ducted into the Army March 

'TO. ' 
So were his 15 doves. 
They and Urban will play 

camp circuit but of Special 
Services after the prestidigita¬ 
tor completes his basic at Ft. 
Leonard Wood, Mo. 

Urban most recently ap¬ 
peared in Boston and, with Ice 
Varieties, Akron, O, The draft 
knocked out dates in Nassau 
and Toronto, plus an Austral¬ 
ian tour skedded for next 
September. 

.. . Chicago. March 18. 
Sammy Davis Jr, sought to kiss 

and make up with the local nitery 
critics; but most Of them indicated 
they weren’t having any by fail¬ 
ing to. show at a belated press con¬ 
ference held Friday (14) by the 
comic., 

Davis called the meeting to ex¬ 
plain his press-rapping statements 
from the stage at his c Chez Paree 
opener Feb. 28. prompted by Chi 
Tribune gossiper Herb Lyon’s re¬ 
port that Davis would sold this'j 
time around because of a family 
rift. 

Davis’. remarks lumped; the en¬ 
tire press corps for playing the 
Untruth, which the guys from the 
gazettes resented. They also re¬ 
sented Davis’*act in totO, a judg¬ 
ment which may or; may not have 
been Influenced by the headliner’s 
editorializing. 

Through, mlscues which still 
haven’t been altogether cleared up, 
Chez’s advance publicity indicated 
Davis would, in fact, solo. Lyon 
coupled the announcement With 
what seems to have been conjec¬ 
ture When he noted additionally 
that Davis saris, the family spelled 
a family rift. According to Davis, 
the columnist made a backstage 
apology after the comic’s opening. 

Not only was the item untnie, 
Davis, said, but it also shaped as 
an invasion, of privacy. As for the 
remarks, made at the outset of his 
turn, he explained, *‘1 felt as a 
human being that I had to say 
something.” 

Only critic who attended the 
press conference from' the metro¬ 
politan papers was Sam Desner of 
the Daily News. Saying gossip 
Wasn’t his lirie. Lesner said he 
wrote that Davis would solo, but 
did it per the publicity handout. 

The meeting drew several repre¬ 
sentatives from Negro publica¬ 
tions. and a cityside reporter from, 
the Sun-Times. 

Davis, who closed here last night 
(Mon.) said. however, that he “defi¬ 
nitely” \vould work as a single in 
the future; Tjut it Won’t be the 
result of any rift.” He won’t solo 
in saloons before next year, at any 
rate, .because of picture commit¬ 
ments. He starts “Anna Lucasta” 
rehearsals April 27, and later * in 
the year has a 16,-week minimum 
pact with Sam Goldwvn for “Porgy 
and H?ss,” which he said pro¬ 
vides him with a “great meat-and- 
potatoes role’- (as Sportin’ Life). 

Comic fears being typecast. He 
said Goldwyn told him at their, 
first meeting, “I was always under 

Short Puff-on-Cuff 
Chicago, March 18. 

Philip Morris’ Country Mu¬ 
sic layout, an SRO for-free af¬ 
fair since starting its tour back 
in January, 1957, finally came 
a cropper here last Thursday 
(13) night, when It drew an es¬ 
timated 1,400 to the 3,531- 
seat Opera House. 

Rltefs Out 
The ‘Country’ in Roadshow 
That Pulls 'fin by the Pack 

Chicago, March 18. 

; Because .■/ it’s no longer that 
parochial, the "Country” is coming 
out of Philip Morris’ long-touring 
“Country Music Show.” Inclusion 
of rock ’n’ roll and other pop idi¬ 
oms . have . rendered the original 
title obsolete. 

Show’s attendance hasn’t been 
hurting* however. Since hitting the 
road, Jan. 6, 1957, it has played to 
about 1,600,000 loyalists at 416 per¬ 
formances. in 27 states. Statistics 
are updated to the Chicago date 
last Thursday (13) at the Civic 
Opera House. John Latham, Philip 
Morris brands manager, rates the 
boxoffice whammo notwithstanding 
the free admission sign. Audience 
is only required to flash a PM pack 
at the gate (kids exempted). That 
policy will, be “liberalized” . April 
1, when a - Marlboro pack (PM’s 
filter sister) will also beepine ac¬ 
ceptable currency. 

Show’s regular cast, which does 
accent country music, is frequent¬ 
ly augmented by big names who 
don’t, such as Jerry Lee Lewis arid 
the Crescendos. For the regular?, 
it’s a six-nights-a-week grind, with 
a layoff week every six weeks. 
Where; circumstances permit, the 
company plays extra dates at mili¬ 
tary posts. Latham says the show 
has numerous requests to play fu¬ 
ture special situations such as state 
fairs, but before those can be con¬ 
templated there’s a swing through 
the northwest and New England 
territories to be made. , . i 

Country riausic agent Jim Denny, 
of Nashville, assembled the show, I 
With N. W. Ayer & Son, the ciga- 
ret's ad agency in charge of pro 
duction. 

Paris & Road Circuses Still Potent; 
Some Take on Musk Hall Overtones 

Hollywood, 
Editor, Variety: 

Your March 12 night club review 
of . the Crescendo, Houston, was 
terrific. This club date has been 
a springboard for my client’s Gale 
Robins’ series of club appearances, 
with the niteries anxiously await- 
irig the Variety review. 

One hitch in the review, how¬ 
ever, is that the name of Gale 
Moore instead of Gale Robins was 
used.. The clubs are crying, I’m 
crying, and Gale Robins (correct) 
will probably drown herself in a 
Texas oilwell. 

Robert Carleton 
(Personal Mgr., Gale Robins) 

[Sorry! Gale Robins it is. How 
the Variety Houston correspondent 
goofed is something he can’t under¬ 
stand. himself.1 

For Sale (1) And 

BIGWIG HOTELIER SMITH 
NAMED IN 960G FRAUD 

Toronto. March 18. 

Benjamin Smith, 46, millionaire 
owner-operator with his two broth¬ 
ers of the Prince George Hotel 
here arid the recently-opened Ha¬ 
vana Riviera in Havana, was ar¬ 
rested Friday (14) in his hotel suite 
by Toronto. detectives on charges 
of the. Ontario Securities Commis¬ 
sion of theft Of $960,000. He put 
up property bail of $1Q0;000 and is 
to appear In . court here April 15 
on charges of fraud and conspiracy. 

The. nitery Owner, named as 
vicepresident of Brilund Mines 
Ltd., allegedly dealing in man¬ 
ganese arid chrome deDosits, has 
had his listings suspended by the 
Toronto Stock Exchange to pro¬ 
tect the. Investing public. Similar 
Warrants have been sworn by the 
Ontario Securities Commission for 
the- extradition from New York 
City for hearings in Toronto of 
Stanley SchOnbreri, S. R. Rauch 
and H, D. Rauch, U. S. citizens, and 
named as directors of Brilund 
Mines; 

ness. 

This brought the cops, Banduc-; the impression you imitated Jerry 
ci’s flack, Frank Werber, the hun-j Lewis and that was it.” , 

Davis, a repent convert to Juda¬ 
ism. also said he’s been : invited 
bv the Israeli. government to visit 
the young state. He wants to go, 
he said, but obviously can’t make 
it this year. 

gry i's bouncer,. Harry Smith, and 
Keane's arrest on a drunk charge. 

The-’i.exi day Keane ceremoni¬ 
ously marched down to the hungry 
i .(after announcing he’d forfeit 
his Si0 nail on the drunk charge) 
and removed 24 paintirigsTrom the 
ba»*m*r4i bistro’s walls. 

Banducct surveyed the barren ex¬ 
panse and promptly announced: The Dimes. Las Vegas, will go 

"It took, nice with some or that off the Minsky poUcy^temporarily. 
Junk o.® > Spot has signed a show starting 

m. ‘ . ., April 2 to comprise Frankie Lalne, 
. Whw-apo,. Keanes lawyer, Rob- Jack E; Leonard and John & June 
er. X-onir.jP., fi,ed suit. • Belmont, with Mme. Kamarova to 

A* for :h# recipient of Banducci’s do the production. .. 
punch.—•♦•eK. she wasn't mad at Harold Minsky’s. “Follies,” cur- 
anyon#. Sht was neated for a; rent at the Dunes, returns there 

Dunes’ Act Policy 

brulOLJixd-weaLhome.__i.Max.1*__ . 

Scot ‘5-Past 8’ Revue 
Sets Acts for May Bow 

. Glasgow, • March. 18. 
: Stewart Cruikshank, boss of 
Howard & Wyndham, is planning 
Glasgow’s most lavish revue in the 
upcoming “Five-Past Eight,” sked¬ 
ded to tee off at Alhambra Theatre 
here May. 19. ’ First guest act 
pacted - is the Ballet Trianas, cur¬ 
rently at the Lido, Paris. 

Stanley Baxter, singer David 
Hughes, and Rikki Fulton are set 
as leads, with Fay Lenore as sou- 
bret. Production, to be staged by 
Dickie Hurrah, will have program 
change once a month instead of 
every three weeks, as previously. 

Jimmy Logan, Jack Radciiff e, 
and G’-l Johnson, U. S. dancer, 
are pacted as leads for. the Edin¬ 
burgh “Five-Past Eieht ” opening 
May 31 at King’s Theatre there 
with weekly change of. program 
material. Sheila O’Neill, dancer, 
and Rosina Long, soubret, are set 
for this .production. 

Chicago, March 18. 
Shrinking nitery business here 

was underlined last week by the 
foldo of one club, the for-sale sign 
on another, and announcement of 
the mid-Lenten shutdown of an¬ 
other pair. 

Shuttered was the new Huck¬ 
sters’ Lincolnwood in . the north¬ 
west area outside Chicago, a J 
seater which switched from private 
Club status only last January. Spot 
played established local names 
such as comic Lenny Collyer.: 

Put on the block was Club Hol¬ 
lywood in suburban Franklin Park, 
one of the oldest niteries extant 
hereabouts. Owned by Steve Har¬ 
ris and his wife Olga (who founded 
the spot 16 years ago), given rea¬ 
son for wanting out is the former’s 
health, although it’s no secret that 
the bistro has for many years had 
trouble filling its 600 chairs, save 
for a Saturday night here and 
there. Spot plays second-string 
acts. 

Lent and soft biz are cueing a 
one-month shutdown of the ice 
show in the Hilton Hotel's Boule¬ 
vard room, with the skaters to hi¬ 
atus from March 29 to April 26. Al¬ 
ready darkened for the same rea¬ 
sons is the Chez Paree, Windy 
City’s flagship nitery, which plans 
to reopen April 25, probably with 
the McGuire Sisters and Henny 
Youngman, although the club re¬ 
portedly is still shopping. 

Decision to put the ice show on 
ice temporarily will mark the first 
Lenten closing of the Boulevard 
room since skaters took over 10 
years ago. Traditional is a brief 
Xmas respite and occasionally a 
couple of weeks or so at midsum¬ 
mer. 

Paris, March 18. 

Though many are bemoaning the 
demise of old show biz staple, the 
circus, all over the world, the saw¬ 
dust extravaganzas look beaucoup 
alive here. Besides the two per¬ 
manent one-ring affairs in Paris, 
the Medrano and Cirque d’Hiver, 
four big tops will be touring France 
the next. six months including a 
visitor from Russia, the Moscow 
State- Circus. 

Though the circus is still solvent 
here it has evolved with the times, 
and become part music hall in qp- ’ 
erations, with singers and person¬ 
alities as much a part of the ring 
as the regular acts. 

Hitting the road are the fol¬ 
lowing: 

Amar includes sport stars in its 
lineup via a boxing champ,, Al¬ 
phonse Halimi, arid a bicycle rac¬ 
ing name, Louis Robic. Both will 
do their specialties, 

BougiiOne,. besides the regular 
Cirque d'Hiver base here, sends out 
a road troupe including some radio 
and video quiz additions like “Dou¬ 
ble or Nothing.” 

Pinder stars the top disk fave 
here, Gloria Lasso, as well as 
chorus of girls who dance, and 
also cavort on trapezes. 

Cirque Jean Richard, run by the 
top legit and film comic star here, 
Richard himself, stays mainly in 
the circus tradition. Albert Pre- 
jean replaces Richard as ringmas¬ 
ter until the latter finishes up a 
run in a hit musical. 

The Moscow State Circus plays 
various key cities in France be¬ 
fore and after its month date here 
at the Palais Des Sports starting 
Thursday (20). This features ani¬ 
mal and aero acts and seems to 
be the one having the most classic 
line in numbers and makeup. 

Lynn, Mass., Clergymen 
Oppose Minstrel Shows 

Lynn, Mass., March 18 
Going on record against min¬ 

strel shows, the Greater Lynn Min¬ 
isterial Fellowship said: “We want 
to make it clear that we are op¬ 
posed to all forms of entertainment 
which make light of any man’s 
race, color or creed.” 

The clerical group Urged “all 
organizations and institutions in 
our community to discontinue the 
practice of having minstrel shows.” 
The move followed a similar action 
taken by the Massachusetts Coun¬ 
cil of Churches (and only last week 
by a nix, in Hudson, N.Y., by that 
town’s Board of Education; > 

The 25 Greater Lynn Protestant 
leaders attacked minstrel shows 
directly as “characterizing Negroes 
in such a way as to perpetuate a 
derogatory stereotype.” Rev. James 
M. Cubie, pastor of the First Pres¬ 
byterian Church of Lynn, secre¬ 
tary of the fellowship, made the 
minstrel show announcement. 

Action followed a meeting at 
South Lynfield Community Church 
addressed by Dr. Julian D. Steele 
of West Newbury, w.k. Negro 
leaden „■ 

T.C. Jones’ Long-Run 
At Gay ’90s in Mpls. For 

Original $1,200 Stipend 
Minneapolis,. March 18. 

In his ninth week at the Gay 
’90s and with no immediate end of. 
his engagement in prospect, female 
impersonator T. C. Jones is break¬ 
ing all local night club long-run 
records. 

Abe Perkins, who operates the 
bistro, is said to have bought 
Jones for $1,200 a week on the un¬ 
derstanding he’d be held as long 
as business warranted it. Consid¬ 
ering the prestige gained by Jones 
on Broadway and in such New 
York supper clubs as the Blue 
Angel, and the further fact he 
supplies his own pianist, the sti¬ 
pend is considered by local boni- 
faces to be extremely moderate. 
And with the performer drawing 
big crowds Continuously, it’s turn¬ 
ing out, to be; an exceptionally 
good buy for Perkins. 

; Incidentally,. several years ago, 
before he attained Broadway prom¬ 
inence, Jones played a local nitery 
engagement as just a member of 
the “Jewel Box” revue of female 
impersonators at a salary not be¬ 
lieved to be in excess of $150 or 
$200 per week. 

NAME ACTS GET NOD 
IN SHOREHAffl ORCH NIX 
The Shoreham Hotel, Washing¬ 

ton, will shift from a name hand 
to a name policy starting April 8, 
with Herb Shriner ushering in the 
new deal. Jane Morgan is to go 
in April 22, with Julius LaRosa, 
Jean Carroll and Vaughn Monroe 
set to follow. 

There is a possibility that an act 
policy will continue into the sum¬ 
mer when the Shoreham opens its 
outdoor cafe* Alan Bralove, 
hotel’s exec veepee, is in charge of 
booking. 

Chaudiere Reopening 
Ottawa, March 18* 

The Chaudiere Club, Quebec- 
side nitery which shuttered late 
last December, schedules reopen- ' 
ing April 5. Billtopperc on open¬ 
ing fare win be Jimmy Clark Trio, 
with Harry Pozy band, back from 
a cold-season stretch in Standish- 
hall hotel, Hull, showbacking and 
playing for dancing. 

Chaudiere has pacted Four Aces* 
for May 2 bill. __ . 
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(n San Juans Widening Cafe Vistas 
San Juaii has started an expand 

. ed career as a nitery centre, with 
the focal point of debate similar 
to that of other Caribbean isles—, 
whether native shows have more 
appeal to tourists : as well as 
natives, or whether imported 
names from the II. S: and the Con¬ 
tinent are more potent. 

The principal protagonists on 
the island are the Caribe Hilton, 
which lean stoward Latin talent, 
and the Intercontinental San Juan 
Hotel, which opened with U. S. 
names, starting with Tony Martin, 
and Ted Lewis is now interspers¬ 
ing Latin and Continental names. 
However, latter hotel will swing 
to the style of elaborate revues at 
the Tropicana, Havana, plus names 
generally from the U. S. 

Milton H. Lehr who will pro¬ 
duce the new layout at the Inter¬ 
continental starting April 5, was 
in New York last week . signing 
chorus personnel who will number 
about 20, including the production 
singers. Lehr previously produced 
the shows at the Escambron Beach 
Club, San Juan, and is reining a 
once - monthly spectacular over 
WKAQ-TV. 

According to Lehr, the ideal sit¬ 
uation would be . to get native as 
well as tourist audiences. As it is, 
the Hilton, hostel is currently ap¬ 
pealing to the tourist trade with 

(Continued on page 85) 

hi, Oscar Nominee 
The Blue Angel, N. Y., may get 

an Academy Award w-inner into 
its act lineup. Miyoshi Umeki, 
nominated for an Oscar for her 
work as a supporting player in 
“Sayonara” (WB), has. been signed 

. for that spot starting May 1. She’ll 
be billed as Miyoshi. • 

. Also booked for the Blue Angel 
is George La Faye & Co. starting 
tomorrow (Thurs.), doubling from 
the! Arthur Lesser revue, “Inter¬ 
national Soiree,” at the Bijou The¬ 
atre. 

♦ ——-- : -: 
How to Win a Cafe 

London, March 18. 
Jazz promoter arid club 

owner Rik Gunnell, a man of 
many gimmicks, is organizing 

.. a lottery to dispose of his West 
End basement jazzgry. Tickets 
will cost $2.80 each| 

Gunnell bought tlie property 
18 months ago and says that 
he spent around $14,000 to 
equip it as . a club. The lottery , 
will be made on membership 
cards and the promoter ex¬ 
pects to attract 20,000 new; 
members. . The winner will : 
take over the club next. Jan. 1 
with 12 years of a 14-year 
lease left to run. 

Pittsburgh, March 18. 

New Nixon, downtown Pitts¬ 
burgh’s plushest nitery which has 
been plagued for weeks with the 
prospect of a sheriff’s sale, has 
finally straightened out its internal 
problems and remains in business 
at the same old stand. Deadline 
for clearing up some financial 
troubles was last Wednesday (12) 
and management was able at the 
last minute to get out frorn under. 

Big room, which opened only a 
year ago; was beset by financial 
difficulties almost from' the start 
and' didn’t finally get going until 
more than nine months, after the 
original target date: Although a 
more than satisfactory. grosser 
during the first year of operation, 
Organization’s structure had been 
such that everything was going out 
to Clear up primary obligations Of 
long standing. . j 

Main trouble, however, seemed 
to lie with a group of militant 

(Continued on page 85) 

Peelers Shed Petrillo 
Chicago, March 18. 

Silver Frolics, artiest Chi 
strippery, has dropped its 
four-piece band in what’s un- 

, derstood to be a recession- 
induced move. 

Spot’s 12. "exotics” now peel 
to record accompaniment, with 
one . AFM’er spinning . the 
disks. 

Hope 104G in ’57 
. Toronto, March 18. 

Danny Kaye will headline, the 
24,000-seater grandstand show of 
the Canadian National Exhibition 
(Aug. 20 to Sept. 6). Booking is 
subject to ratification at a riieeting 
of the CNE board of directors to¬ 
morrow (Wed.).. Deal was set by 
J ack Arthur, producer of the: 
grandstand stage spectacle, who 
spent several, hours in New York 
Over the weekend with Kaye: 
(Ccmic was CNE; headliner in Ar¬ 
thur’s 1950 stage presentation 
here). . .“ 

No figure was disclosed but Bob 
Hope, last year's .topper, got $100,- 
000 guarantee'for the fortnight, 
plus. 50% of the $3.50 gate over 
$472,000!. Despite bad weather dur¬ 
ing the first week and a .rainy 
Labor Day, latter always One of the 
biggest CNE attendance records,, 
grandstand show pulled $479,500, 
with Bob Hope picking up a check 
for $104,000. 

Joe E. Subs Sinatra 
• Joe E. Lewis stepped in to pinch- 

hit for Frank Sinatra at the Fon¬ 
tainebleau Hotel, Miami Beach, 
Sunday (16) after headliner Sin¬ 
atra went down with a severe case, 
of laryngitis. Lewis, who recently 
played the Eden Roc, next door to 
the Fontainebleau is scheduled to 
replay that, inn starting Friday 
(21).. Sinatra returned to the Fon¬ 
tainebleau the following night. .. 

Although many patrons ex¬ 
pressed disappointment, very few 
requested refunds. 

‘Waltz of Toreador’ 
Rarely has a bullfighter 

worked in. so. unusual arena as 
did Paul Valentine, who essays 
that role in the legiter “Oh Cap¬ 
tain:’’ At .the conclusion of 
the first act of the Show, Val¬ 
entine, in costume and makeup, 
hurried over to the Great 
Northern Hotel where the N.Y. 
branch of the American Guild 
of 'Variety Artists was in ses¬ 
sion arid asked for a point of 
privilege in presenting the' 
text of a letter he had written 

. (see separate story). 
After the reading, he could 

not stay ..for the violent at¬ 
tacks on the missive, since he 
had to get back to the show. 

Flamenco on A 
Stompede in Chi 

Chicago, March 18. 

Show business trend-spotters 
here see flamenco as the latest Chi 
nitery fare cycle. 

Andalusian clompers and/or 
wire-pluckers arie current at three 
Windy. City spots, the blossoming 
having, begun last December when i 
East Street forsook piano back¬ 
grounding for a flamenco guitarist. 
Blue: Angel followed by adding a 
flamenco act to its normal calypso 
doings, arid continues to feature 
the former idiom in its new show, 

. Third in line, last month. Was 
the Gate of Horn, the popular folk¬ 
song cellar, which paired folk- 
singer Stan Wilson with the guitar- 
terp duo of Paco Amaya & Car- 
mencita Torres. 
..Heretofore flamenco had been 

pretty much confined in Chicago 
to legit stages, except when Jose 
Greco’s troupe stopped at the Em¬ 
pire Room three/consecutive years 
through 1956. 

4As Gets Charges 
The difficulties of the American 

Guild of Variety Artists over the 
Dick. Jones case is again popping 
up in various parts of the country. 
In the . first branch membership 
meeting since the February na¬ 
tional board confab, in New York, 
sharp questioning of administra¬ 
tion acts were presented from the 
floor in New York, while Philadel¬ 
phia.. meinbers, led by Jones, a 
former eastern regional director of 
(he union, -lashed out against the 
administration. Jones followed up 
his actions at this meeting with a 
letter to the Associated Actors 
arid Artistes of America asking 

[that body to take over AGVA fn 
order to safeguard the fights and 
assets of the membership. 

In • New York, Paul Valentine, 
a member of the branch executive 
board, revealed that he had written 
a letter to all chairmen of the 
branch exec committees setting 
forth a series of charges. These 
included the administration’s raid 
upon the treasury to pay off the 
$20,000 court award against na¬ 
tional administrative secretary 
Jackie Bright in settlement of the 
Jones case, in Which Bright was 
personally assessed with the judg¬ 
ment after AGVA itself was ab¬ 
solved of any blame in the matter. 
Valentine also charged Bright and 
union counsel Harold Berg with 

(Continued on page 85) 

Ex-Versailles ‘Fashions’ 
Gets Emporium Time 

/‘Fashions in Rhythm,” the style 
show which had a long run at the 
now defunct. Versailles, N’Y., is 
being! revived for industrial pres¬ 
entation. Theatre Network Tele¬ 
vision has picked up this layout 
and will initially show it for a 
group at Bamberger’s, Newark de¬ 
partment store, on Friday < 21). 
- Music for the layout was written 
by Jane Douglass, Sid Shaw di¬ 
rected and Charles Tate is rede¬ 
signing the choreography. Jan 
Brewster is producer. 

T. C. JONES 
BLUE ANGEL—New York 

HOTEL COMMODORE—New York 

ROYAL CASINO—Washington, D C. 

THE COP A—Pittsburgh, Pa. 

ANN’S44Q-^-San Francisco 

BLACK ORCHID—Chicago 

GAY HAVEN—Detroit 

GAY 90’S CAFE—Minneapolis 

Summer Tour of 

“MASK AND GOWN” 

Opens at Bucks County Playhouse 

June 3, 1958 for Two Weeks 

THE NEW YORK CRITICS 

HAROLD V. COHEN 
PITTSBURGH 

LOUIS KRONENBERGER 

CUE MAGAZINE, N. Y. 

THE NEW YORKER MAGAZINE 

WILL JONES 

CEDRIC ADAMS 
MINNEAPOLIS 

VARIETY 

BUCKS COUNTY, N Y; 

BOSTON, MASS. 

THE CHICAGO CRITICS 

THE MIAMI CRITICS 

“NEW FACES OF 1956”— 
Sillman & Roberts 

“MASK AND GOWN” ’57— 
Sillpian & Halliday 

bu6ks county PLAYHOUSE— 
Mike Ellis 

COCONUT GROVE THEATRE— 
Miami 

ED SULLIVAN SHOW 

STEVE ALLEN SHOW 

DAVE GARROWAY SHOW 

, WENDY BARRIE SHOW 

MITCH MILLER SHO W 

MARTY FAYE SHOW—Chicago 

MONITOR RADIO SHOW 

“T. C. JONES—Famed mimic of female foibles99—Dude Magazine, March 1?58 

“Top-notch entertainment—great impressionist?9—The Visitor—Minneapolis 

“When miming Katie Hepburn, fairly sprouts calla lilies”—Ace Magazine, April 1958 

CURRENT RELEASES: 

RCA VICTOR—"NEW FACES OF 1956” 

CORAL LABEL—"CHAMPAGNE COCKTAH S" 

MANAGEMENT: 

GLORIA SAFIER 
667 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 
TEmpleton 8-4868 
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Saranac Lake 
By Happy Benway 

Inside Stuff—Vaude 

. Honolulu, • March 18. 

Night club tours are turning into 

a solid source of revenue for Hono¬ 

lulu niteries. Three competitive 

outfits are handling, these tours, 

with virtually all of the biz com¬ 

ing from Waikiki hotel guests. 

Essentially, all three tours have 

a similar format: For a single 
price, customers get one'drink in 
each of three niteries, plus trans¬ 
portation. Taxes, tips and cover 
charge are included in the package. 

Ted Granstedt, operating Nite 
Club Tours Ltd., takes his guests to 
Don the Beachcomber’s, the Oasis, 
and the Royal Hawaiian hotel’s 
Monarch Room—^all for $11. . 

Bob Dewitt and Ed Tremper, op-: 
erating as Waikiki Night Life 
Tour, schedule visits to the. Ha- r 
waiian Village hotel’s Tapa Room,• 
Don the Beachcomber’s, and the j 
downtown Ginbasha, latter featur¬ 
ing imported Japanese floorshows, 
all for $12. 

Jim Tully and Ed Fernandez,; 
both former nitery managers, are 
hosts for a WaikilR tour, including 
the Royal Hawaiian's Monarch 
Room, Hawaiian Village’s Tapa 
Room and Don the Beachcomber’s, 
al; at $12 per. 

The Tully-Fernandez team two 
..nights a week offers, a “Honky 
Tonk Tour,” covering three down¬ 
town spots, places where—accord¬ 
ing to their folder—"stevedores go 
slumming.” This one. costs $10 per. 

All of the tours cater to single 
men and Women as well as couples. 

Suva-nirs 
Honolulu, March . 1L 

This news from Suva,. Fiji, 
has just reached Hawaii by 
way of Sydney, Australia. De¬ 
spite the roundabout route, it’s 
worth repeating. . 

When Suva’s largest bar re¬ 
opened . for business last 
month, it was jammed all day 
by old and new friends. Man¬ 
ager had 864 glasses put for 
use. Checkup at 9:30 p.m: 
found that 144 of them had 
been swiped by “well-wish¬ 
ers:” 

Saranac Lake, March 18. i Ottawa’s neighbor city, Hull,,at one time the ‘‘place to go, is grow- 

William (IATSE) Brogan, pro- }ng milder than a cemetery. Quebec province’s curfew on bars which 
jectionist of Palace Theatre, Jersey shutters nileries and danceries at midnight, is slenderising boxoffice 
-City, registered for the rest and and. bothering bonifaces. Now a Hull civic bylaw has been activated 

to impose a fine of $25 and costs .on Jean Guida, Montreal impression¬ 

ist, on each of two charges of “giving a public exhibition in a public 

o.o. period. 
. Many patients here, received 
Purim greetings arid a basket of 

Wni1amaMonririmsW from°the Sister-' place” (floor'show). The manager of the Interprovincial Hotel, where 
hood of the. Jewish Community: Guida performed, was charged with allowing the show ; and . was re- 
Center. manded to April 10 for hearing. 

.Joseph A. Grever, billposter, artr . . 

ctifiera/e ^Te^nL setbaric ! Because big name headliners have priced it out of the market, “un- 
^i^euiSSi&. ^ • doubtedly due to television and Las Vegas’ influences,” -«■»« — 

Pierre Andre, Spanish dancer,1 
drew an OK for major surgery j 

_____ _ this year’s cur- 
ent Builders Showv an annual event in Minneapolis, has a stage lineup 

minus any prominent luminary. That’s the explanation of manager J. 
Hale.Cavanagh who feels that his five-act layout, “costing half of what 
previous such shows with the big names have cost,” is at least on a par 
entertainmentwise with previous Offerings. Moreover, he claims, at¬ 
tendance is enroute to a new high. In past, years, the Builders Show 
has had Spike Jones and his band twice, the Andrews Sisters, the Phil 

from his clinic report. His mother, 
sister arid brother in froni Gotham 
to bedside him during the ordeal. 

Joe Bishop, musician who saw a 
lot of service with, the Woody Her¬ 
man hand-the past year, is con- I spitalny orch, Ralph Edwards and. other headliners, 
reeled with Coyne’s package store.: K 
He wrote ‘‘Blue Prelude.” He has i 

The Casino ; de: Paris, N,Y._ 
floating a stock issue, shares of 
which are. to sell at $10. Letters 
have gone out to a group of pros¬ 
pective investors citing the advan¬ 
tageous location near the N.Y. Coli¬ 
seum, the convention center of. 
N.Y:, along with a statement that 
in 15 years of operation at the 
nearby. Latin Quarter, boriiface. 
Lou Walters^hever failed to clear 
less that $250,000 in any one year. 

Capitalization of the venture Was 
not given in the initial letter. 
Shareholders must be residents of 
New York State. ; 

This is the second stock issue 
floated this ; year by Walters. He 
operated the Florida edition of the 
Casino de Paris through a- stock 
issue from which he financed 499o 
of the cafe at $200,000. 

“ been Uving in our downtown ac-1 Alice Alexander, who partnered \yith Joe Frisco 26 years ago, “danc- 
tors’ coloiiv since', his discharge ' ing, comedy and sketches,” is writing a bio of the late comic at ner 
here in 1953. • . i home on Blueberry Hill, Provincetown, Mass. Anyone having early 

Robert Simril of Oriiaha, who anecdotes dr info re Frisco is requested by Miss Alexander to write.: 
left here with an all-clcar in 1956,1 inadvertently, she reports, her name became twisted to “Helen” and she 

J ~s back with virus pneumonia. . . ! is getting Inquiries as to what. “Helen” appeared with Frisco. There 
;. Anna W. Stumpf of Paramount, is rio “Helenshe pointed out—it’s Alice. She has been residing in 
j Pictures’ homeoffice is in for the, provi11Cetown for the past seven years: 
[ general rest , and o.o. period. _____ 

Pianist Billy Reid lost his claim to a share in his ex-partner’s (song¬ 
stress Dorothy Squires) $23,000 home, and a counterclaim by MisS 
Squires foi* $8,400, which she said she had spent on their , stage act, 
was also squashed by a London court. Dismissing both cases, the 
judge said: “It may be that the best thing is to cry quits and get on. 
with life.” He added that he hoped the decision might end disputes 
between “two talented people:” 

Write to those who are ill. 

Paddy’s Day Teeoff 
Irish Room 

NAME ARCHIE ROBBINS 
FLAMINGO ENTT CHIEF 
Archie Robbins has been ap¬ 

pointed entertainment director of 
the Flamingo Hotel, Las Vegas, 
succeeding Jack Cathcart, resigned. 
Deal was made last week by Rob¬ 
bins and A1 Parvin, inn’s prexy, 
after Robbins returned: from a( ___ 
lengthy tour in Australia where he The new room In the Manger Hotel 
performed on the Tivoli circuit. vvas dedicated yesterday (Mon.), to 

Robbins is retiring as a comedian! coincide with St. Patrick’s Day, by 
to accept the new post. He starts., the Irish Ambassador to the U. S., 
as entertainment director tomor-j Frederick H. Boland, 
row (Thurs.k | Formerly called the Crystal 

Room, it was completely redecorat¬ 
ed with Kelly green carpets and 
draperies, light fixtures.; of solid 
brass and several small clusters 

Boston, March 18. 
Hub finally got an “Irish Room,’ 

fun-master 
PROFESSIONAL 

. COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatricals 

"We Service the Star*" 
Big Ctam-Oat Special on All 

35 Gag Files for Only $15 . 
Ply* $1.00 Postaga 

a J Parody Books, Par Bk. ... $10 • 
* 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. $25 e' 
# Minstrel Budget ..$25 a 

How to Master the Ceremonies 
$3 per Copy 

No C.O.D's .. . "Alwey* Open" 
BILLY GLASON 

200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C., 1* Circle 7-1130 
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY) 
(Let a Real Professional Train You) 

Mad: Sq, Garden 
Suit has been brought against 

Madison. Square Garden Corp., 
■N.Y., and several of its directors, 
for a total of $2,693,249; repre¬ 
senting treble damages for. alleged 
violation of the Sherman and Clay¬ 
ton antitrust acts. Complainant is 
Leonard A. Peto, a former director 
of the Montreal Cahadiens hockey 
team, who charges that the Garden 
and its directors, conspired to de¬ 
prive him of a National Hockey 
League Franchise to. operate in 
Philadelphia;. Suit, filed in the N.Y. 
Federal Court, named directors 
James D. Norris, John Kilpatrick, 
Edward S.. (Ned). Irish, Arthur M. 
Wirtz and* Walter Annenberg. 

Peto declared . through : his at¬ 
torneys, ' Rothstein & Greenfield, 
that he had started to build an 
arena on the site of Baker Field, 
formerly the; horne grounds, of the 
Phillies baseball team, but when 
he was unable to exercise his fran¬ 
chise because of the efforts of the 
defendants, he was forced to aban¬ 
don the project and the property 

. was foreclosed. He also set about 
j to acquire the team based on the 

An unusual post-booking situation has caused mutual agreement on 
cancellation -of the Blackburn Twins., Duo had been signed by the 
Riviera, Las Vegas, but the deal was made before Jerry Collins was . 
added to the act. With a third person in the troupe, the act Wanted 
more money. The Riviera balked at this. Sines the Blackburns elected 
to work with Miss Collins bather than break up the trio, even if tem¬ 
porarily, they bowed out of the Vegas stand. 

Liberace will get $31,000 for'IO days in Jack Suz & Hairry Holmok’s 
Bellevue Casino in Montreal for ninth anniversay show next month* 
according to Gerald FitzGerald in the Montreal Gazette. It’s reputedly' 
the highest ever paid a single, artist in any. Montreal club. Joe Howard,- 
octogenarian composer of “I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now,” opened 
Bellevue Casino and headlined the first eight anniversary shows since. 

. ,-, ■ mC v x . . «to acquire tne team cased on tne 
: °f shamrocks,- The electric, sign jhocke^ league offer, and complaint 
, over the entrance js a glass fabric- allpf,Pi thaet hA simRariv lost coin 
I ated shamrock. Recessed panels 
in the walls are dedicated to out¬ 
standing Irishm eri, 

j.. At the opening, only Irish wh.is- 
j kies, wines; beers and cordials 
j .were served, and the buffet' con- 
: sisted entirely of Irish imported 
: foods! 

alleges that he similarly lost coin 
on. that : deal because of trie Gar: 
den’s opposition. 

Borge S inpraij 
. Minneapolis, March 18. 

At $5.50 top at the 4,100-seat Ra¬ 
dio City, Victor Borge and his oner 
mail “Comedy, in Music” pulled a 
tremendous $22,000 for two nights, 
with approximately 3,500; at each 
performance. 

Last year at the same theatre 
Borge grossed $35,000 for two eve¬ 
nings and oiie matinee. The night 
performances then Were SRQ. 

$8,000 in Omaha 
Omaha,- March 18.; 

Victor Borge’s one-nighter at; the 
Paramount Theatre Friday (14) 
grossed $8,000. 

GRECO TORS 'GRANADA1 NITE 

Unique Affair as Benefit For 
Local Symphony . 

Sari Antonio, March 18. 
Jose. Greco Will bring his dance 

company to perform in San An¬ 
tonio Symphony’s “A Night in 
Granada” on Tuesday, March 25 
at. the . Municipal Auditorium 
here.' 

, This special event has been 
planned as a partial benefit for the 
San Antonio Syiriphony Orchestra. 
Cabaret tables, festively decorated, 
are being placed in the orchestra 
section of the' Auditorium. Eight 
seats are at each table : arid the 
price for a table is $80. ; 

Following the performance, a 
dance hand will move into the pit 
df the auditbrium and all ticket 
holders, whether at the cabaret 

The 3,000 seafer was two-thirds tables^ or not, will be invited onto 
full. I the stage for dancing. 

Ricky Layne, who wields a Yiddish dialect dummy, Velvel, is branch¬ 
ing out into entirely new areas. Layne was recently signed by his agent* 
Abner J. Greshler, for a role in one of the “Thin Man” series wherer 
in he manipulates a dummy enacting an Irish leprechaun: Velvel sud¬ 
denly became Seari. 

INTRODUCING 

(the comedienne with "low-down" class) 

Thank You 

Hugo Gravagoli and Paul Marr 
for a Wonderful engagement at 
THE LAKE CLUB, Springfield 

. Personal MM4g«mn^ARRY W. LAWRENCE 

At Vancouver in July As 
Part of PNE’s Acreage 

Vancouver, March 18. 

Vancouver’s all new Gay way will 
be completed by July, says Gerry 
Crawshawv exec of the tub-thump¬ 
ing aspect of Burrard Amusement 
Corp., operator of the permanent 
midway at Pacific National Ex¬ 
hibition. Park Is half completed. 

Corporation Is (building a 68-foot 
Coaster to replace the 30-year-old 
ride that was scrapped to make 
way for the racetrack. .- 

Possible hitch to Gayway, which 
expects to operate annually from 
May to Labor Day, is curfew and 
curb on night activities, sought by 
householders in the vicinity. Gas- 
siar district ratepayers association 
is demanding the midway close 
down at 11 p.m. except for the 
two-week PNE, Aug. 18 to Sept. 1. 
City Hall says a unanimous no to 
thjs. -: 

During the PNE, a two-acre pic¬ 
nic park Will be deployed as i 
Kiddieland, additional to the per¬ 
manent nine-acre amusement aijea. 
A Home Show will be added fea-: 
ture at this year’s fair. 

Exhibition’s headmen expect the 
fair’s gate to top 1,000,000 this 
time. Turnout last year was a 
near-record 820,000. British Co¬ 
lumbia Travel Bureau’s: crystal- 
gazing bodes even better. Soloris 
in Victoria expect 3,000,000 tour¬ 
ists, most of which will reach the 
Gayway, if not the annual fair. 

Renaldo’s Stampede Date 
Calgary, March 18. 

Duncan Renaldo, the Cisco Kid 
of theatrical films, and tv, will play 
the Calgary Exhibition and Stamr 
pede July 7 to 12. He will be ac¬ 
corded a civic reception on arrival 
and, with hih horse Diablo; take 
part in the opening day parade arid 
appear iri front of the grandstand 
on at least three btcasions. Daily , 
appearances will be made at all; 
performances of Polack Bros. Cir¬ 
cus in: the Stampede Corral during 
the last four days of the show. : . 

Last year’s guest was Leo Car¬ 
rillo. 

GERRI GALE 
CURRENTLY 

BOLERO CLUB 
BARCELONA, SPAIN 

Mgt.—MILES INCAUS, HOWAW HOYT 

23,000 Comedy Lines 
ad-llln. routine*, bit* of builneu. ilfht $a$i, 
eartdtei, blMkaute, doublii, un* titles, tlenl- 
fled material. 1700 pa*ei ef ihare, up-te-the- 
seeead eemedyl No joe Miller* * newepaam- 

MrtmeatFV frM M"*dy writer De- 

ORBEN PUBLIGATIONS 
ill E. Carpeafer 8L Valley Stream,.Ik Y. 

VING MERLIN 
and 

CURRENTLY 

V pUAGUNO/ALLEGRO 

Mgf.: Jbct| Aystj^. 
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4A’s Gets Charges Vs. AGVA 
; Continued from page 83 ; 

unethical conduct in misrepresent-1 

ine the facts to the national board { 
in a referendum which called for 
a vote on whether the.union should 
uay this award; unethical conduct 
bv the board in not giving Jones a 
hearing, so that there would have 
been no case; contempt shown the 

y branch executive committee 
by bright when he even refused to 
discuss the matter with them oh 
the ground that “it was none of the 
members’ business.” 

Valentine asked that the national 
board be held accountable for “this 
shocking affair and for the incom¬ 
petence and dishonesty of those 
they employ to run your organiza¬ 
tion and spend your money” 
Valentine asked the board whether 
in the light of failure so far in his 
fight for clean unionism, if he 
should continue or give up. He 
didn’t reveal whether he got any 
replies from the branch executive 
board chairman. 

May Resort to Courts 

Jones’ letter to 4A chairman 
Paul Dullzell ranged over a wide 
variety of alleged misconduct and 
included the possibility of his re- 

i turn to court to clear his name. He 
claimed that Berg and Bright are 

! still attacking him despite his vin¬ 
dication in a Federal court. He 
said that unless the 4A’s hears his 
charges he will have to resort to 
the courts again. His letter fo 
Dullzell said that the administra¬ 
tion has been claiming that the 
$20,000 settlement given him by 
AGVA on behalf of Bright was 
only for settlement of the libel 
claim. He said that an article in 
the January issue , of the AGVA 
News, union house' organ, said that 
$5,000 was in settlement of the 
libel issue, and $15,0.00 for drop¬ 
ping an injunction suit which 
asked for no monetary damages but 
restoration of his membership and 
right to speak before the national 
board. He said; “The board was 
ordered to listen to me for one 
hour, but under on circumstances 
were they to question me.” 

Jones also asked the board “to 
investigate and audit the present 
sick and relief fund Of AGVA since 
this fund, has been used for irregu¬ 
lar purposes; discriminatory tac¬ 
tics have been used against the 
members of AGVA in the disburse¬ 
ment of these funds and AGVA 
members are subjected to discrimi¬ 
natory rules and regulations gov¬ 
erning this fund.” 

Other charges include the use 
of AGVA news as “an instrument 
of self-aggrandizement and to pub¬ 
lish false Jnrormation to AGVA 
members” . . . “Denying AGVA 
members the right of representa¬ 

tion in the supervising of election 
of delegates to the AGVA conven¬ 
tion.” “Forcing a dictator¬ 
ship on the AGVA membership.” 

Jones also charged that the at¬ 
mosphere under which the Phila¬ 
delphia branch membership was 
conducted was illegal, and said that 
as a climax,, the chairman of the 
meeting. Bob O’Neil, 'signed his 
name to six. blank pages which 
were'to be filled in with the tran¬ 
script of the meeting, thus affix¬ 
ing his name to documents of 
which he won’t know the contents. 

Jones charges include the is¬ 
suance of “sweetheart” contracts 
dating back to 1950. He said these 
were the root of the bulk of the 
AGVA “evils” still persisting in 
the union. 

KEN BARRY 

Currently 
CLUB ONE-TWO. Toronto 

. . Future 
. FROLICS—Revere, Mum 

PALUMBO'S—Phil.; 
ALAMO^Orchld, Bet. 

Mqt.: S»a A Will Weber, New York 

■ Continued from page 13 

headliners such as the Mexican 
filmster Maria Elena Marques who 
is current there, and with Carmen 
Amaya . who follows. In the past 
they’ve had Jose Greco and Los 
Chavales de Espana. As agairist 
these headliners, the Interconti¬ 
nental has had, in addition to Tony 
Martin and Ted Lewis, Katyna 
Ranieri and Don Cornell. Yma 
Sumac opens with the new- Lehr 
production in April. Varel & 
Bailly along with Nat King Cole 
are being negotiated for. Lehr 
says these, performers have been 
able to nab a good deal of the 
native' trade and it’s hoped that 
tourists will be attracted by the 
enlarged production. 

San Juan is also thriving on 
other nitery fronts. The Flam- 
boyan (formerly Jack’s) is using 
revues imported intact from Cuba, 
arid the Condado Beach Hotel is 
using acts, both native and im¬ 
ported; 

Industrial Show 
Mpls. Builders Show 

(CITY AUD., MPLS.) 
Minneapolis, March 15, 

;■Winged Victory Chorus (12), 
Trio Schmeed, Mattison Trio, Waz- 
zan Troupe (9), Al ..Mack, Wes 
Barlow Orch (16); at City Auditor¬ 
ium, Minneapolis, March 15-23, ’58; 
90c admission; 

Vaude, Cafe Dates 

Pitt’s New Nixon 
i^— Continued from page S3 

minority stockholders, who finally 

agreed to sell out to majority own¬ 

ers, James Martier and Harold 
Gray. Fortner brought in his 
brother, Lou Martier, veteran res¬ 
taurateur, with. fresh cash, en¬ 
abling New Nixon to get: rid of the 
sheriff’s shadow and keep goirig. 

. Spot is figured to be a natural 
for big money if owners can hold 
out until Civic Auditorium Center 
is finished, since it’s in the im¬ 
mediate vicinity. That won’t he 
for at least another three, years. 

Grade’s U.K. Tour 
Glasgow, March. 18; 

Charlie Gracie, U, S. singer- 

guitarist, is set to headline in vaude 

at the Empire Theatre here .April 

28. It will be his second date at 

the. house. 

Gracie tees off British tour April 
7 at Empire Theatre, Liverpool, 
following with a week at the Hip¬ 
podrome, Birmingham. He played 
two weeks. at the London Hippo- 
droine last year, and also toured 
in vaude, ; 

Saris Usual big name headliner, 
this annual Builders Show stage 
lineup still packs considerable di¬ 
versified entertainment and flash 
at the same high quality level as 
its predecessors. There are no dull 
moments during its 60 minutes, 
reflecting booking acumen. . 

It’s firjst-rate vaude in nearly all 
respects, the lone deficiency—if it 
is a deficiency — being a stingy 
amount: of .comedy. Especially 
strong on the singing end, the. 
melange should: benefit by favor¬ 
able word-of-mouth. 

The top spot is occupied by the 
Winged Victory Chorus, an out¬ 
standing glee club of 12 husky 
young men in striking military 
uniforms. The ensemble and solo 
vocalist5 cs are snappily embel¬ 
lished productionwise by accom¬ 
panying effective movement, peppy 
marching and other business: A 
“South Pacific” medley proves a 
highlight. 

Familiar here through a number 
of Hotel Radisson Flame Room 
slipper club . appearances, the 
Swiss-imported Trio Schmeed, two 
young men and their sister, land 
solidly with their yodeling and 
other offbeat chirping. They con¬ 
tribute a few laughs, too, with a 
tongue - in - cheek Elvis Presley 
takeoff and Swiss version of rock 
’n’ roll. However,, whatever rib¬ 
tickling there is is entrusted main¬ 
ly to emcee At Mack whose patter, 
includes some heard-before stories, 
jokes and gags and some new stuff 
which excites mild merriment. 
Mack also is a clever sleight-of- 
hand artist. 

The tumbling, aero and balanc¬ 
ing of the nine Arabian Wazzans, 
whirling dervishes, at a lightning 
clip, provide a lively opener. A 
tribute to Hammerstein & Rodgers, 
via dancing illustrative of “Okla¬ 
homa” and “The King arid I” fea¬ 
tures the lively, energetic and 
skillful terpsichorean contribution 
of the Mattison Trio, two young 
men and a girl whose precision 
and rhythmic stepping win heavy 
applause. Wes Barlow’s local 16- 
piece orch backs up the perform¬ 
ers well. 

As a supplement, to the main 
dishi exhibits of items interesting 
to home owners, the flesh offerings 
make the 90c admission all the 
more a bargain. Rees. > 

New York 
Corlnne Calyet inked for the 

Diamond Beach Lodge, Wildwood, 
N. JM July 4 . Jerry Lee Lewis 
to start a British tour in August 

. . Pat Suzuki tapped for the. 
Black Orchid, Chicago . V . Marion 
Marlowe to the Eden Roc* Miami 
Beach, May .7 ■... . . Jane Kean & 
Ron Fletcher to work on the Vic. 
Daraone bill at. the Copacabana 
starting March 28 . . . Dick Shawn 
set for the Fontainebleau, Miami 
Beach, Jurie 10 . . Geene Court¬ 
ney opened Monday (17) at Le 
Cabinet* Toronto, and is set for the 
Alamo Room. , Detroit, May 26 . 
Juanita Hall preemed yesterday 
(Tues.) at Le Cupidon. . 

Sheila Refolds inked for the 
Drake Hotel, Chicago, May 2 for 
four weeks: . ... Denise Darcel set 
for the Ed Sullivan show at the 
Desert Inn, Las Vegas, July 2 . . . 
Barbara McNair tapped for the 
Berne Restaurant, Stockholm, Aug. 
1 . Mimi Benzell to the Ameri¬ 
cana, Miami. Beach. May 21- : 
Billy Fields to El Morocco, Mont¬ 
real, April 13 . , . Rita Grable 
pacted for; the Rendezvous, New¬ 
port, Ky., April 7 . . . Ryhthmettes 
lined up for the Capri, Havana, 
starting Friday (21) . . . Bobby Van 
and Dave Barry to be oh the Judy 
Garland show at Ben Maksik’s 
Town & Country, Brooklyn, start¬ 
ing tomorrow Thurs.) . . . Virginia 
Craig moved into the Viennese 
Lantern, N. Y. 

FINEST ROX OFFICE ATTBACTION 

JOAN BRANOON 
WORLD'S GREATEST HYPNOTIST 

JehnOwen, Mgr Dir. and Prod. «f Trad* Shews said: "I 
have booked th* country's name bands, singing, stars 
and either entertainers in soma of my shews, but you 
are, without a doubt,; the finest box office attraction 
in the country today. Evorytim* you or* the ottrac- 
tion in ons of my shows wo hov# trsmsndous attend- 

anco." ; 

Mgt.t J. BRANDON. 450 W. 24A St., New York 

CAB CALLOWAY 
Featured hi PARAMOUNT'S 

“ST. LOUIS BLUES” 
SOON TO U RELEASED 

M«t. (ILL MITTUR. Ut* IfMdwey, H»w Ywt 

N. Y. Saloonkeepers 
SSSS'- Continued from page. 2 ■= 

ern business. Toll tv is the an¬ 

swer to the Saloonkeeper's prayer.” 

Phil Zimmerman, spokesman for 
Local 15 of the Bartenders tJniori, 
takes a similar view. Toll tv will 
mean, better business in taverns, he 
insists, adding that the customer, 
if he so desires, can still enjoy a 
good argument with drinking com¬ 
panions. 

Consensus is that tavern owners 
are currently starving to death but 
that they’d starve, faster without 
tv. As for the current program 
tastes of saloon followers, sports is 
still the No. 1 attraction; movies 
are definitely out; political 
speeches are okay, in season; Ed 
Sullivan and Steve Allen are min¬ 
ority attractions, but >Perry Como 
is a fave. Also, for some unknown 
reason, “The Millionaire” is a 
drinker’s must, according to bar¬ 
tenders. . '"" 

Neighborhood bartenders say the 
Jack Paar show is growing, in pop¬ 
ularity and that Elsa Maxwell, in 
particular, is furnishing barflies 
with guffaws. They don’t regard 
Elsa as a commentator on mores 
of society but merely as a comic 
“She’s good for belly laughs,” say 
the bartenders. 

Basie Low 2G in Pitt 
Pittsburgh, March 18* 

Count Basie’s one-nighter last 
week at Carnegie Music Hall was 
a disappointment, pulling less than 
half a house at 1,800-seat auditor¬ 
ium and grossing just under $2,000 
at $3.60 top. Promoters barely 
broke even. 

It’s the first time: Basie has ever 
finished on the weak side of the 
ledger locally*: Every visit in past, 
in concert or nitery, whether on his 
own or part of a package, he’s at 
ways been big/ 
'• m 7. 4 m m emmm -m-m.'m.m.m m. t 

Chicago 
Yonely into the Palmer House 

July. 31 for four weeks . . . Yvonne 
Moray plays the Wolhurst County 
Club, Denver, for 10. days starting 
April 11 . ,. Jimmy Ames into the 
Muehlebach, K:C., May 23 for a 
fortnight ... Ford & Hines have a 
four-day booking at the Lackland 
A. F. Base, near San Antonio, April 
11 .v. Jonathan Winters winding 
up a five-day stand at Oklahoma 
City horse show. . . Jose Greco 
opens a two-weeker May 1 at the 
Roosevelt'Hotel, New Orleans . . V 
Tommy. Leonetti, of the tv “Hit 
Parade,” does a pair at the K.C. 
Muehlebach* opening June 20; 
Crooner turns up next at Detroit’s 
Cliche for two frames . . \ The 
Cliche will have The Playmates 
June 6 for two rounds .. .... Roberta 
Sherwood set for the New Orleans 
Roosevelt June 12 for a pair . . . 
Myron Cohen slotted for 10 days 
at Rancho Don Carlos, Winnipeg, 
April 19. 

Dallas 
Three Suns into Statler-Hilton’s 

Empire Room (20) for two frames. 
Bob Cross’ band, here since, the 
hostel’s J an., 1956, opening—ex¬ 
cept for. an eight-week summer 
hiatus last year—departs April 3 
for a lengthy date at Shoreham 
Hotel, Washington, D. C„ but re¬ 
turns., to Empire Room Sept. 25. 
Garwood Van . crew replaces, April 
3-June 25; Paul Neighbors and his 
band follow, June 26-Sept. 24 ... 
R i V e rla k e Country Club has 
Tommy Dorsey band; fronted by 
Wesley Covington, inked for. March 
30, and Glenn Miller orch, headed 
by Ray McKinley, set for May J6 
. . . Pianist Johnny. Cola into Dal¬ 
las Country Club nightly . . . Terri 
(Cupcake) O’Mason ended a six- 
week stay at Colony Club (15) . . . 
Louannrs set one-nighters for 
Woody Herman, March 28; Lcs 

Brown, April 20, and Harry James, 
May 30 ... Roland Drayer’s band 
pacted for second annual Beaux 
Arts Ball, April 12, at Statler-Hil- 
tori .'.y. Beverly Richards, thrush, 
into private.Cipango Club for fort¬ 
night . . Comic Tommy Hanlon 
Jr. opens (22). at. Twin Tree Club, 
privatery, for two weeks . . . Col¬ 
ony Club has a return date April 7 
for impressionist Chuck Mitchell 

. Birdland, midtown swing spot, 
opened (15) with the Willy Nelson 
combo , . . Club 3525, plush new 
privatery, expected to open with 
name act about May 1 . . Jimmy 
Clay quintet and LeRoy Cooper 
into Circus Room indefinitely . . . 
Adolphus Hotel has set localite 
Benny e Gateys, smger-dancer- 
actress, for May 19-21, to gap the 
dates of Ted Lewis, May 5-17, and 
Sophie Tucker, May 22-31. 

Atlanta 
Petticoats trio opened (17) at 

Henry Grady Hotel’s Paradise 
Room, with comedian Dick Smith, 
backed up by Erv Hinkle band fea¬ 
turing Four Larks . . . Jim Scott 
Duo is spotted in Dogwood Lounge 
. .... Vaite de Villa, French gal, to 
open (20) in Empire Room of At¬ 
lanta Biltmore Hotel, joining Wal¬ 
ston At Sina, eccentric dancers, 
Freddie Martell and Emil Poisson 
orch . . Four Mints in sixth week 
at Chick Hedrick’s Domino Lounge 
in Imperial Hotel which has added 
dancer Rita Grable . . Jimmy 
Waller Trio joining show at An¬ 
chorage Room in Clermont Hotel 
on same bill with Bachelors and 
Nancy Lee . , . Club Peachtree’s 
show, has Terry Venezia, Buddy 
King, Dixie Lee and Kitty O’Grady 

. Luc Poret held over at Leb’s 
Pigalley and Jim Hanning is stay¬ 
ing at piano in Zebra Lounge at 
Howell. House. 

Vancouver 
Paula Page, currently at Arctic 

hospice, tapped for Mills Bros, 
Cave fortnight starting April 28 
, . . Billy Grant kibitzing at Pacific 
Athletic privatery ; . . John Emer- 

)* son’s Cameo Miisicomedy returns 
to Arctic for two weeks March 21 
.. . The Viscounts current at vaude 
Majestic, backed by .Mel-ody Se 
Ruby with Portolo The Clown for 
two weeks . . . Maureen Cannon 
billtopping Motorama at Exhibi¬ 
tion Gardens, Miarch 25 to April 2 
.. . Johnny Matson in for one, with 
Harry Pryce Orch backing, for 
Auto Dealers’ convention. Pano¬ 
rama Roof, March 24 . . . Royal 
Guards inked for Shell Oil con¬ 
vention March 27-28, for Plimsoll 
Club biannual fest April ll, both 
at Vancouver Hotel with Lorraine 
McAllister piping, Mandrake & Co 
in lineup. 
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Waldorf-Astoria, X. Y. 
Varel & Bailly with Les Chan- 

feurs de Paris (7), Emil Coleman 
ind Bela Babai Orchs; $3-$4 cOver. 

Unlike England’s angry young 
men, France has sent over a group 
of happy young men in the person 
of i Andre) Varel & (Charly) Bailly 
with Les Chanteurs de Paris. The 
presence of this talented assem¬ 
blage should provide a joyous feel¬ 
ing for visitors td the Waldorf’s 
Empire Room, for the team, as it 
presents its Unique repertoire of 
Gallic, tunes, is the essence of joie 

is his vacillation between his pre¬ 
tensions to eggheadedness and the 
vulgarities pf his origins as a sa¬ 
loon entertainer. He keeps looking 
back; as if he weren’t sure of him¬ 
self. Of course he can sing, dance, 
iriugg, tell a joke, play a cornet and 
burlesque other entertainers and 
do some of these things supremely 
well, but' he’s still a teenager’s 
Grimaldi. Many kids who got in 
to the Chi Chi with their parents, 
split their sides at his antics, blit, 
his blue material isn’t for them/ 
Or even for him any longer. 

Show; was well publicized. for 
weeks. With Lewis garbed in all 

It‘s' evident... they’re enjoying.j sorts , of freak costumes. For the 
what theyrre doing and this feeling 
is dramatically conveyed to the 
audience. Varel & Bailly are com¬ 
posers and lyricists as well as en¬ 
tertainers. With Bailly. a pixie-like 
French Russel Nype at the piano, 
and Varel/a handsomer Fernandel 
fronting the seven Chanteurs, there, 
is an outpouring Of choralistics and! 

Show, however.; he stuck to a con¬ 
ventional tux with red silk lining. 

^His. dancing duels with Dick 
Humphries are still a delight to 
see and hear, but the dialog of his 
Japanese 6l.o, riling could be 
cleaned lip and not cost him a cus¬ 
tomer. ; 

Among the crowd on his second 
musicianship that leaves a trernen- - night were Mike Todd and Eliza- 
dous impact. ’ i beth Taylor, Arlene Dahl and Fer- 

There’s not a clinker in the 12-.: nando Lamas, Mr. and Mrs; Kirk 
song, 45-minute stint. With Varel j Douglas; Claudette Colbert, Jack 
Sc Bailly in black tuxes and the \ Warner and Bill Goetz. But the 
chanteurs in white tails and with j customers who forced tables to be 
the movements excellently chbrep- i jammed together and; caused SRO 
graphed, the pictorial impression is were new to niteries in the main, 
as effective as the precision articu- J and the sad part is they won’t be 
lation and the sound of the blended back, unless much of this aind the 
voices. ‘.material of other comics is cleaned 

Out of the 12-tune presentation, up, 
a total of 10 are the handiwork ofPeg Leg Bates.Opened the show 

Fontainebleau, M.B’ch 
. Miami Beach, March 15. 

Frank Sinatra, Maria Neglia, Sa- 
casas Orch; $5-$7.50 minimum. 

Varel & Bailly. who in addition to 
their performing chores, are per¬ 
haps France's best-known song¬ 
writing team. For the most part. 

and danced up. to his: best- He 
graciously asked the audience not 
to toss money on the stage “be¬ 
cause Mr.. Schuman pays me very 

the. frontmen and Les Chanteurs! well.7’ Besides, he could break 
stick to their native language, di-! his neck if his peg leg caught a 
grossing only once or twice to offer coin arid he skidded, 
ari English translation in a strong-j Lou Brown’s orch was loud and 
Iv French-accented manner. The: backed up Lewis’ versatile talents 

“ ■ ' - Hill A lovorwlai-'c eT/lo' tunesmiths,. who have written for 
Lena Horne. Edith Piaf, Jacqueline 
Francois, Patachou and others, are 
perhaps best known in the UJS: for 
“Le Ciel” (The Sky), which, of 
course, is among their Waldorf Of¬ 
ferings, Their program is varied— 
encompassing ballads as well as 
jump tunes in the-Gallic tradit on. 

At their previous Waldorf in¬ 

adequately. Bill Alexander’s side: 
men limited their, playing to the 
dancers.: Scul. 

. nnds, lJas Vegas 
Las Vegas, March 18. 

Nat King Cole, Allen & DeWood, 
Texas Capa Girls (12), Antonio 
Mprelli Orch 117); produced by 

pearance. the group ^picked .up ; jack EntTatter; $3 minimum, 
for tv appearances on the Ed bui-i .. . • , . 
livan and Garry Moore shows and j „ _ r_, is hapk the 
it won’t come as surprise if there ! JNdt.K4ng L-oie Js-.DacK - m.tne 
is strong video bidding for its ; CoPR Roqm/where^e* ^ays been 
services during the current U.S..a big draw, and-this time he plays 
t0UF fto better effect than ever before. 

The French tuues, as transla^d. j His smooth., gimmickless, turn con- 
included “Let’s Be Friends,” “All sists of a homogenized repertoire 
My Life.” “Let’s Wipe the Slate | that is embellished with a fine bit 
Clean.” “You’re Kidding Me,” j 0f emoting on two- numbers, “Lul- 

'omnn'o nthprs Thp - ir -r. ^ j..—. pt.’i - 

Frank Sinatra’s impact on this 
jaded-with-Stars town can be 
summed up in seven lucky words: 
Total estimated gross for one week: 

|$130,00Q. 
There’s never been a week like 

this for any cafe in the area. The 
bigwigs fought for tables. Some, 
with their parties insisting on stay¬ 
ing for two shows, willingly paid 
the . minimums assessed. The hy¬ 
draulic Stage was kept level with 
the floor., and used for an expanded 
set of ringside tables, with Sinatra 
working from a bandstand exten¬ 
sion that could be called an apron. 
And. for every show, he could do 
no wrong.; From dramatic entrance 
a la his tv shows, hat on head, 
coat carelessly tossed around the 
shoulders, weaving his way through 
the audience as. the spot followed, 
he spurred pounding that neared 
pandemonium, among the males as 
well as the femmes, until he 
mounted the stage. From that mo¬ 
ment on it wound into a 60-minute- 
plus concert. of every tune he’s 
been associated with, an album of 
every platter click and pix scores, 
plus a round of newies, plus re¬ 
quests he hadn’t counted oh and 
had no/ arrangements for but ad 
libbed anyway. To top it all, his 
vocal equipment was strong-toned, 
the adrOit feel for a lyric line and 
trick Of interpolating added word- 
age without breaking the beat, al¬ 
ways present. The fablers, took it 
all : and kept demanding more. 
. That femme contingent that 
swooned With him during his Para¬ 
mount Theatre days have grown 
older and are much more expen¬ 
sively and immaculately groomed 
now, but they still gave out with 
the yelps and the cries as he 
worked out his varied song book. 
.He. did three,shows—his own idea, 
to help build the gross in .the. 550- 
sCater—for the Weekend. He could 
have done that Cxera one every 
night, and still had scores of turn- 
aways. 

■Hotel proxy Ben Novak had to 
move the expensive furniture of 
the lobby, lane leading to the club. 
Even the staid dowagers who 
flocked in wanted souvenirs, of any 
kind. When the Sinatra pix dis¬ 
plays were torn out of settings and 
the furniture began to go, Novack 
had to get .extra security men to 
control the niiobs. From opening: 

fective in...a Tommy Dorsey med¬ 
ley of “Opus One,” “Green Eyes’’ 
and “Sunny Side of Street.” Gal 
got off after. 15 minutes to solid 
palming. First-rate backing, per 
usual, from the Marx & Frigo 
threesome. 

Lee Wylie and the Kingston ,Trlo 
are due in March 24 for a pair. 

Pit 

Ritz Carlton, Montreal 
.- Montreal, March 11. 

Doretta Morrow (With Augie 
Lamont & Joe Moon), Johnny Gal¬ 
lant, Paul Notar Trio;. $2-$2.50 
cover: 

“What a Ball!” among others. The j jaby of Broadway,” and ‘‘Just One' night the toppers around town f half-century-plus-five of entertain- 
arrangements^ -re . lopnotch ana i 0f Those Things.” With dramatic, tried to make it for every show ing, she finally “made” the Wil- 
there s a dramatm impact m^eacn , iighting on both, he leaves the stage] and pulled every trick to get a ** 
rimdenng Among^the^h^ndsome.j with; kody and fac|ai expressions j table.. This, reviewer caught the 

that - c:— 
.s' Af -fho wun- ooay ana racial, expressions tame.. . inis, reviewer caugni ine 

: re-UrjCpair^Snatra^eUs. aiul 

The petite and stylish Doretta 
Morrow returns to the Ritz Cafe, 
for her second appearance within 
the year and thrush garners better 
than usual plaudits for her fine 
piping. 

A handsome brunet. Miss Mor¬ 
row has more of a straightforward 
nitery offering this time around 
as compared with her cafe bid 
which she broke in a year ago at 
the Ritz. Although the difference 
within the past months is slight, 
there seemed to be more of a show¬ 
case on first viewing which took 
her out of the usual chariteuse 
groove. However, overall experi¬ 
ence, inherent show savvy and a 
better than average voice with solid 
legit overtones combine to make a 
pleasing act for any of the better 
boites. 

Songs ; vary in tempo and lan¬ 
guage and Miss Morrow is perhaps 
first in Montreal to sing anything 
from Leonard Bernstein’s score for 
“West Side Story” which is usually 
ignored by the routine chirper. An 
Italian group is well received and 
numbers from “Kismet” and “King 
and I,” in which she appeared, 
make good clinchers. Miss Morrow 
gets okay support from guitarist 
Augie Lamont and 88’er Joe Moon 
and part of the Notar group. Be¬ 
tween shows, house pianist Johnny 
Gallant and Paul Notar’s. combo 
split dance sessions for the cus¬ 
tomers. Newt. 

St. Regis, JY. Y: 
Ginny Simms, Milt Shaw and 

Ray Bari Orchs; $2-$3 coper. 

Ambassador, L A. 
Los Angeles, March 14. 

Sophie' Tucker, Ted Shapiro, 
Francis Brunn, Freddy Martin 
Orch (14); $2-$2.50 cover. - 

Not some of these days or any 
other time will Sophie Tucker 
cherish more her opening night 
at the Cocoanut Grove. In . her 

lyric tenor stands out. The great-.^ , - - 
est impact made by the team, how-, warded with hefty mitting. 
ever is the transference of an* A special nod should go to flutist 
overflowing feeling of joy, a .qual-j Ralph Gaii for the neat assistance 
ity frequently lacking. in most nitr! on -‘The"Party’s. Over.” Other 
ery acts. /■„' ; songs include “Thou Swell ” “But 

.Vs per usual, the Emil. Coleman j Not. . For Me,’/ “Night ^Lights,” 
ciew provides standout backstop- “stardust,” ‘St. Louis Blues.’’ and 
ping and alternates with the Bela ! “joe Turners Blues.” .Cole’s own 
Babai aggregation• for customer j musicians, John Collins on guitar; 
dansapation. . ffo'Il.. 

riii l hi; Palm Springs 
Palni Springs. March 11: 

Jerry Leicis Show, with Dick 
Humphries,. Hal Bell, Peg Leg 
Bates. Lou Brown Orch, .Bill 
Alexander Orch 15); $2.50 cover. 

Lent and other downbeat biz 
trends to the Contrary, Jerry Lewis 
b>;<' all weekend records for the 
CV (’hi Starlite room and looks 
like a solid sellout for the Whole 
16 days his package is booked into 
Sehuman’s swank bierstube. . 

Second showing,, the bane of the 
boite de huit. has finally found an 
after - midnight audience, though 
opening night deuce show was not 
the best. Scheduled to start at 
11:45, Lou Brown’s brassy band 
didn’t blast off till 12:30, and it 
took three aiidience appeals of 
rliythmic clapping and stamping to 
get him off the. ground even then. 
Lewis’ outfit of 25 had flown in 
from Florida the ‘day before and 
the show and crew were .obviously 
over or under-rehearsed. Cracks 
of the comic like “Who’s handling 
the lights—Hope?” and ‘‘Take the 
spot off that guy, he’s not in the 
show!” got laughs of course, but 
they’re rather on the intra-trade 
side and therefore self-limiting. 

His ribald material also got lim¬ 
ited laughs, and to much of the 
house that knew him only in 
pix and on tv; embarrassing. 
His grandpa-who-turned-out-to-be- 
grandma is not material; for this 
town. Neither is there much hu¬ 
morous content in his blue lim-| “Blue Swing/ a disked collection 
ericks or puns like “Did. you ever I Ibe less hectic standards, 
see a Jew Jitsu—well I did.” 

Much of his “new” material was 
tried out here last spring, including 
audience participation of “Shine 
On Harvest Moon.” By now it. 
looks as if -He has squeezed • more 
dough out of the song than Jack 
Norworth and Nora Bayes did in 
their whole show biz careers. » 

defgqt, ac jop( goqijc,! 

Charles Harris, bass, : and Lee. 
Young, drums, give strong support 
to the orch (17). expertly batoned 
by Antoriio Morelli. 
- Jack Entratter. brings comedians 
Marty Allen & Mitch DeWocd into 
the Sands for their initial effort^ 
and- their act. though following a. 
familiar pattern, is punctuated 
with yock-pulling m a f e r i a 1. 

; Straightman ..DeWood scores With 
impreshes of Don Cornell and Louis 
Armstrong, and is a good balancer 
for Allen, who has the face and 
'’oice/of an offbeat comic. Allen’s 
bits in Which he portrays, ‘ with 
costume, a Japanese prisoner-of- 
war, a Los Angeles Dodger, and 
a bullfighter, get especially big 
laughs. •/ 

Ingenious production numbers 
featuring the Texas Copa Girls 
and the. grandiloquent songology 
of Bob Kaye fiU out the package 
skedded through April 3. Duke. 

Ofiawa House, Hull ■ 
Hull, Que , March 15 

Eileen Rodgers, Canadian. Jazz 
Quartet; 75c. admission. 

Eileen Rodgers totes along an 
aura of professional slickness in 
both sight and sound* that gets her 
loud customer kudos in the Circus 
Lounge of the Ottawa House. Gal’s 
competent piping avoids newer 
tunes but gives a fresh handling to 
oldies, standouts including “Lone¬ 
some Road” and “Sunday,” latter 
frem her new Columbia album. 
Blue Swinff r a   2 

Besides the w.k. tunes. Miss 
Rodgers, whose thrushing arid looks 
belong on the musical stage plus 
disk, gives socko presentation to a 
few special bits such as a hat-tip 
to Garland, Tucker, Jolson—no im-^ 
preshing, just affectioriate homage. 
Backipg by the house’s boffo Cana¬ 
dian Jazz Quartet is, as always, 

- M - as xy Gprmr., 

dropped in later in week, to check 
for reaction.... It was like. opening 
night at every show tabbed. 

Maria Neglia opened the show; 
that she got. some, measure of at¬ 
tention for her trick violiriings is 
to her credit: 

Jimmy Durante & Co. follows, 
with Sinatra / skedded to pop into 
his opening shovV for-laughs. It 
should be quite a session. Lory. 

Mister Rellyrs, f 'lii 
Chicago, March 11. 

Kaye Ballard l with Len Berge) 
Lynn Roberts, Marx & Frigo Trio, 
$2:50 minimum on beverages only 

Mister Kelly’s is back on the 
comedy beairi with plenty. of cam 
dlepower. to spare with its current 
layout* a two-week session that’s 
also .libido-aimed via a glamor 
chirper in peekaboo gown. 

Hard-working, impish-eyed Kaye 
Ballard is a fresh gust of comedic 
wind that often blows into an out- 
front howl. Her pace is fast, her 
delivery sharp and on target. Show 
caught (10) had the yocks leap¬ 
frogging. 

Comedierine, working on her 
back atop the Steinway, grabs the 
crowd early with “Midtown Waltz,” 
a; wacky ode to tranquility/ Her 
“Where or When” is a piercing 
thrush with hiccups, and her im- 
presb of an egocentric film siren 
with ; no talent Is a riotous bur¬ 
lesque, A diandy bit of sophisticated 
riorisense is the “Teeny Tiny” num¬ 
ber, tale of a vindictive woman in 
a Lilliputian world, which the 
comedienne illustrates with her 
fingers/ IFs perhaps the most im¬ 
aginative item in her catalog. 

If act has a guffaw peak, it’s 
reached in “Park Ave. Xmas,” with 
Miss Ballard cocktail-toasting her 
risirig stocks, viz: “Everything’s go¬ 
ing according to plan with my 
American Can/’.. She also makes 
points en route, with borne very 
funny so-called “hand jokes.” Len 
Berge is . at the piano with stout 
support for the turn. 

Singer Lynn Roberts is a blonde 
looker with capable pipes and a 
fluent style who shows the benefit 
of several semesters with big bands. 
Voice sometimes gets lost for her 
plunging decolletage With skin- 
tinted mesh that leaves, little for 
speculation/ Her soiigaiog is 

wi^hj >tipost«firi 

shire bistro but it was on the sen¬ 
timental side that a packed room 
paid her a tribute reserved only 
for a. show biz great. She was 70 
and the standing ovaton would have 
drowned out Meredith Willson’s 76 
trombones. 

It was not an ordinary drop-in 
crowd or a Tanrier tour that red¬ 
dened their paws with applause as 
bouquet after, bouquet of red roses 
was brought to the stand. She 
was so deeply touched aind emo¬ 
tionally moved that her eyes be¬ 
came dewy and her lips com¬ 
pressed beyond utterance. Wheri 
she could finally speak, she said, 
“I shall never forget this reception. 
In my 55 years of wonderful open¬ 
ings, tonight surpasses them all. 
At 70 I have earned your love and 
I’m a little sad/*^ Nor will the 
Hollywood gay blades and their 
stylish ladies forget the tribute. 
Surely no entertainer in the his¬ 
tory of the Grove was ever so tu¬ 
multuously received and heart- 
warmly praised as “the last of the 
red hot mamas.” 

Those who saw Soph in Vegas 
say her act has changed little. She 
still gets around like a filly arid to 
prove that the years haven’t slowed 
her step or debilitated her spirit, 
she practiced around like a pony 
decked out in gold pants in a 
calypso spin. Her material is still 
very special arid edged with in¬ 
nuendo. Her “Entertaining Papa” 
number is a gerri of vocal carica¬ 
ture with a smokehouse flavor. 
She may crowd the line of prop¬ 
riety but she never crosses it. 

The inevitable “Some of These 
Days” was given a novel twist, 
with the singer imploring the sit¬ 
ters, ‘Tve sung it to you for 47 
years, now you sing it for me” 
Sheldon Brooks, composer of 
“Days,” took a bow from a ringside 
table. Ted Shapiro is still at the 
88’s and wears a mike to trade 
persiflage with the performer who 
must hold the record for longest 
and continuous unbroken headlin¬ 
ing In every facet of show business. 

Francis Brunn is billed as the 
world’s fastest juggler and takes 
the show off to a sizzling start. 
Freddy Martin's crew booms “Holi¬ 
day For Trombones” and fills the 
floor with shufflers. After the 
show, Sophie took her stand at the 
Grove to sell her book and record¬ 
ings to aid the cause of charity. 
So far in her career she has turned 
over $2,500,000 to charities. 

Show in for two weeks filled out 
^lp.SQ 

Ginny Simms, she should pardon, 
the expression, is an oldtiraer, hav¬ 
ing been in the spotlight as the top- 
featured vocalist with Kay Kyser's 
orchestra in the prewar years, and 
is now out giving the plush nitery 
circuit a whirl. Her show business 
longevity must indeed be cited, for 
Miss Simms ought to know a class 
spot like the- Maisonette deiriands 
some amount of “production.” This 
she doesn’t offer. 

Miss Simms has an affable man¬ 
ner. She comes smiling through 
on a song in a way that reveals 
adequate vocalistic talent and pro¬ 
jects a pleasing personality. 

But the tipoff on the overall turn 
was much in evidence opening 
night (13). Maitre d’August had a 
full house (catered to with marked 
efficiency^ by the way) but the en-. 
thusiasm for Miss Simms was lim¬ 
ited to the apparerit partisans. Her 
display of a little tenseness might 
well. be overlooked; not so, though, 
her abserice of a genuine act. 

There was some mild palaver 
with the audience plus novelty ma¬ 
terial concerriing Hollywood’s Os- ' 
cars that reflected but modest 
showmanly savvy. Add to that a 
half hour’s succession of tunes of 
the memory-lane type, which Miss 
Simms handles well. These: in¬ 
cluded “I Got a Crush on You/* 

Cuddle Up a Little Closer,” “Long 
Ago and Far Away,” “Thanks for 
the Memories,” “April in Paris’* 
and “In the Still of the Night.” 

Miss Simms’ turn, in for three 
weeks, needs some fixin*. Her ap¬ 
proach is simply not sufficiently 
exterisive and/or intensive to reach 
across the tables. Milt Shaw orch. 
does ari expert job of backstopping 
and sharing the customer dancing 
chores with Ray Bari. Gene, 

Hotel Miaehlebach, K. C. 
Kansas City, March 14.. 

The Harfnonicats (3), Carl Sands 
Orch (9); $1-$1.50 cover. 

Longtime favorites here, the 
Harmonicats are back in the Ter¬ 
race Grill and good as ever. This 
is their third stand at the rate of 
about one a year, and biz looks 
good on the basis of opening night. 
Their former stands have been 
buxom for Grill business. . 

Carl Sands gives.. the show a 
sendoff with a bit of special treat-, 
ment on “Ain’t We Got Fun,” play¬ 
ing the banjo along with unusual 
brass trio of mellophone, alto horn 
and valve trombone. Then the Cats. 
come on and make 32 minutes. zip 
away. 

They wrap up 10 numbers with 
Jerry Murad on the melody, Don 
Les on the bass and Bob Herndon 
temporarily on the chord hairnon- 
ica in place of recuperating A1 
Fiore. There’s variety from “Sabre 
Dance” to “Around the World” and 
“Perfidia” and back to “Twelfth 
Street Rag.” Among others, there’* 
“Sentimental SiHy,” a pretty ballad 
just written by Les arid out on the 
Mercury label, and, of course, their 
hit “Peg O’ My Heart.” Closer is 
“Harmonica Rock Boogie,” as fast 
as they come and rousing the house 
to cheers. They look solid for their 
stand through March 27. Quin. 

Embers, Y. Y. 
Bernie Nerow Trio, Johnny Costa 

Trio; $3.50 minimum. 

The jazz glow continues at the 
Embers despite continual rise of 
opposition music rooms along New 
York’s eastside: The Embers ha* 
become an established hangout for 
the music buffs arid pulls ’em in 
even when the marquee values of 
its tootlers have been heretofore 
untested. 

Case in point Is 21 - year - old 
pianist Bernie Nerow who’s mak¬ 
ing his how in the room. He’s done 
some previous keyboard doodling 
out Vegas Way and on the indie 
Mode label but he’s not yet estab¬ 
lished as a jazz name. Room, how¬ 
ever, has been doing solid hiz and 
is giving Nerow a chance to show 
that he’s a comer. 

Surrounded by bass and drums, 
Nerow, although not a flashy 88’er, 
is a surefire attention-grabber. He 
knows how to. push the pop stand¬ 
ards into new musical areas that 
enhances composers’ original 
straight melody lines. It’s done 
with clean, precise strokes that 
could be understood by alL Hi* 
showpieces come when he start* 
toying with the classics, and here, 
too, imaginative and. fresh ap¬ 
proach to music oome to the fore. 

Johnny Costa, a keyboarder out 
Pittsburgh, has made stops at 

the Embers before. His style con- 
ttDues to have a neat and pleasing 
hit that’s just right for the Embew 
atmosphere of dining and/or tip- 
pling. His book is mainly out of 
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Hotel Pierre, N. Y. 
(FOLLOWUP) 

The Hotel Pierre management 
must be forced to the conclusion 
bv now that it’s false economy to 
exD?ct its posh Cotillion Room to 
let by withits hybrid fiddle policy. 
This was a room . designed for a 
personality , name, of the calibre 
that seemingly does all .right for 
the Waldorf’s Empire Room, the 
Plaza’s Persian Room, the St. Regis’ 
Maisonette, in New York^ and m 
divers Hilton, Schme and Statler 
hostelries across the land. 

The Paul Getty-owned hostel’s 
reason for attempting an American 
road company of the Monsigneur s 
(Paris) policy was the^ allegation 
that talent had priced itself out of 
business. Considering that, origin 
nally, the entertainment room of a 
key city hotel was intended as a 
trailer for the establishment, this 
should not apply. It is true,, of 
course, that hotels no longer need 
the ballyhoo to sell zooms, as m 
another era when a radio “wire” 
had as its prime: reason the exploi¬ 
tation of the hotel. 

An ultra environment, expertly 
handled by veteran maitre d’ Pas- 
quall and his suave staff, good 
cuisine and all goes with it, has 
seen the Cotillion Room putting up 
a losing battle against the reality 
that a personality is still the best 
draw. Joe Ricardel’s dansapators 
are good, Alex Rosatti sings 
romantic Italian ballads, his suave 
10 strings are surefire for the Con-1 - 
tinental addicts; and they've even-i 
added attractive blonde Betty1* 
Benee for her musicomedy prima 
donnaing, but it still skirts the 
fundamental—a name. 

Stanley Melba, former maestro 
now entertaining major domo of 
the Pierre, has probably recognized 
ere now that the accent on “the 
romantic” isn’t enough in this type 
of operation. Close'by Chez Vito 
has done well with low-key violins 
and al fresco operatic table-singers, 
and one or two* other spots have 
fiddled themselves to the fore. The 
Cotillion Room needs a bigger zing 
than the strings for the b.o. 

Abel. 

ancing stylist is terrifico sight act 
and nabs big mitting. 

Norton & Patricia are slick with 
fancy terping and get . big returns 
with their “figures on the clock” 
routine. The Fredianis, European 
aero act, score with varied routine 
of lifts, jumps and stands to shoul¬ 
ders' Using no props, except them¬ 
selves, the four, three lads and 
father, amaze and with intricate 
human pyramiding and stands on 
crossed wrists. ; 

Moro Landis line, with some new 
additions of lookers, stomps out 
terp routines in two slickly cos¬ 
tumed production numbers. Mike 
Gaylord backs the. show; in fine 
fashion; Lou . Weir is nice at the. 
organ in the dance interludes. 
This layout holds through March 
23. Guy. 

Beverly Hills* Newport 
Newport, Ky., March 14. 

Jane Kean xoith Ron Fletcher, 
Dominique, Dorothy Dqrben Dan¬ 
cers (10) unth Clay Muhdey, Mary 
Fassett, Marijo Leyanna, Don 
Little, Gardner Benedict Orch 
(10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, Barbary 
Coast Boys (2); $3 minimum, $4 
Sat. 

Jane Kean, heavy with regulars, 
and newcomer Dominique, gay 
French deceiver, treat Greater 
Cincinnatians to rollicking en¬ 
tertainment in plush Beverly Hills 
Country Club’s current two-framer. 
For class support, over a 70-minute 
route are the location’s Dorothy 
Dorben ensemble and Gardner 
Benedict’s band. 

Minus her sister Betty on this 
visit, Miss Kean has as a new part¬ 
ner Ron Fletcher, ballet artist He 
is a lively and delightful fill-in 
while Miss Kean makes stunning 
Wardrobe, changes in a whirlwind 
of impressions. She mirrors Lou- 
ella Parsons, Lena Horne, Judy 
Holliday, Sophie Tucker, Eartha 
Kitt and Marilyn Monroe, among 
Others. 

Dominique keeps tablers wide 
awake during 22 minutes of magic 
and looting. Brief card manipulat¬ 
ing is the comeon for contact with 
customers at ringside and onstage. 
A lively youngster With thick oo- 
la-la, his pocket-picking hands 
come up With falsies, ties, shirts 
and undershirts along with watches 
and wallets. A novelty fun riot. 
Rusty Draper returns to top the 
show opening March 28. Koll. 

Bflinstruh’s, Boston 
Boston, March 13. 

Frankie Laine, Jimmy King, Nor¬ 
ton& Patricia,. Fredianis (4), Moro 
Landis Line (10), Michael Gaylord 
Orch (100, Lou Weir; $4 minimum. 

With screams from the femmes 
and solid mitting by the rest of the 
denizens of Stanley Blinstrub’s 
1,700-seat boite, Frankie Laine 
rmgs up the curtain for what has 
all the earmarks of a record break¬ 
ing 11-day stint The free-wheel¬ 
ing piper tears through a set of his 
w.k^ items, highlighted by “Jeze¬ 
bel’ “i Believe,” “Moonlight Gam¬ 
bler, “High Noon” and “Granada” 
ill an hour-long songalog in which 
he dons his eyeglasses with a 
flourish and kibitzes with the 
femme ringsiders. 

With an upped minimum to $4 
for Laine, the big spot looks to re¬ 
coup from some thin weeks with 
this booking. 

Jimmy King opens the show with 
some unusual aero work. Atop a 
pyramid of platforms, he wins with 
a straight arm horizontal plunge.. 
In black; toreado*" outfit* working 
with' White 'Pfopfy the ►single hal- 

Old Romanian, N. Y. 
Lermy Kent, Eileen Barton, Avon 

Long, Margaret Tynes, La Vern 
Hutchinson, Jimmy Roma, Robert 
Brooks, Boots McKenna's Guys & 
polls (11), Mac Pollack Orch (12); 
$4.50 minimum, $5:50 weekends. . 

Flamingo, Las Vegas 
Las Vegas, March 18. 

Vic Damone, Jackie Kannon, Lit¬ 
tle Buck, Don Kirk, Flamingdeties 
(127, Jack Cathcart Orch (13); $3 
minimum. 

Vic Damone, whose voice and 
mannerisms seem, to improve with 
age, is in at the Flamingo Room for 
a 12-day stand. Damone injects 
topflight showmanship into his 
dancing skit which he; calls “Two 
Left Feet,” and is also especially 
effective in his song-savvy on 
‘September Song.” Other num¬ 

bers . include “Lulu's ‘Back In 
Town,” “Bewitched, Bothered and 
Bewildered,” “Cheek to Cheek,’’ 
“I’ve Got You Under My Skin,” 
‘Our Love Affair,” a Gershwin 

medley and his disclick “On The 
Street Where You Live.” Pianist 
Ian Bernard, drummer Arthur An¬ 
ton, and guitarist Bob Morgan lend 
solid assistance, augmenting the 
orch (13), smoothly led by Jack 
Cathcart. 

Jackie Kannon, long a Vegas | 
fave,; is comedy star of the show, 
and brings in some very funny new 
material to add to his w.k. one- 
liners-—some of which are classic 
here-p-and his trademark egg-in- 
the-sack sketch. Kannon gags re¬ 
gistered consistently with first- 
nighters, who rewarded him with 
loud yocks and mitting. 

Little BUck, one of the better 
technicians of the tap, is highly ef¬ 
fective with his; terping which in¬ 
cludes sortie spectacular: acrobatic 
footwork. Buck makes the psychol¬ 
ogical mistake of asking for ap¬ 
plause—he doesn’t need this ges¬ 
ture because he's good enough to 
get the mitting without solicitation. 

Production numbers with big- 
time pipery by Don Kirk, backed 
by the Flamingoettes, are held over 
from previous show. Duke. 

Crescendos, Hollywood 
Hollywood, March 11. 

Billy Daniels ■ Benny PayneLan¬ 
cers (4), with Slick Slavin, Dave 
Pell Orch (8); $2-$2.50 cover. 

In his cuiTent Crescendo stand, 
Billy Daniels scores solidly with a 
well-concocted potion of whispers 
and wails, weaving his magic with 
a potent style. His appeal is com¬ 
pounded by a superbly selected 
repertoire ranging from the witty 
“The Masculine Touch” to the 
haunting “My Yiddishe Mama.” 

The Sunset Strip’s opening, show 
was an excessive 90 minutes but 
with careful scissoring should be 
able to sustain its. effervescence. A 
shorted microphone further com¬ 
plicated matters with the opening 
acts—comic Slick Slavin and the 
Lancers. 

Daniels is rather passive about 
his hetween-songs patter but prop¬ 
erly comes to life when belting one 
song after another. His change of 
pace adds the kind of spice that 
makes for a well-seasoned show, 
with the vocalist concentrating on 
standards, dropping in a hew pop 
tune or two and rounding out with 
an offbeat offering. 

.An integral part of Daniels* act 
is accompanist Benny ; Payne who 
chit-chats cleverly with the singer, 
then rates his own rewards with 
“Lover Gome Back To Me” and 
“St. James Infirmary Blues.” 

If one can consider three acts, 
all-male, as a well conceived show, 
then this Is it. The Lancers, one of 
the better sounding quartets* bring 
out with pleasurable material. 
Their impersonations of the Ink 
Spots, the Mills Bros., the : Dia¬ 
monds and; the Four Lads are 
priceless. 

Slick Slavin trods the boards 
first with the intent of warming up 
his audience. He’s a happy, clever 
comic who Unfortunately bore the 
brunt of the shrill public address 
system. , , .. • 

Dave Pell’s octet handles back¬ 
ing and dancing with good sound. 
The Daniles show continues for 10 
days, with Louis Armstrong bring¬ 
ing in his trumpet and hankie on 
the 20th. Ron. 

There’s something for everybody 
in Jack Silverman’s current layout 
at his Old Romanian. Lenny 
Kent’s there to sew up the strictly, 
kosher clientele and Eileen Bar¬ 
ton’s there for those who don’t 
know kreplach from crepe suzettes. 
The show banks on these two head¬ 
liners and they pull it off. 

Funnyman Kent: knows, his. Cat- 
skill-Miami axis and he ..plays the 
Yiddishisms to the hilt, it’s tough 
going for. a tabler outside the 
tribe but Kent knows who fills the 
Romanian, especially on a Friday 
night when show was caught, and 
he gets maximum response. He 
works fast with a brash touch: that 
never gets out of bounds and he 
seems to keep everyone happy. 
And even when he gets a little 
naughty, the. more sensitive rihg- 
siders blush in an amiable manner. 
However; some of the throwaways 
about Harry Belafonte and Tallu¬ 
lah Bankhead are not in good taste 
and won't hurt his stint any if 
done away with altogether. 

Miss Barton could have copped a 
plea before she went on because of 
a “cold bug’’ that was affecting her 
throat It was noticeable but it 
didn’t detract. Thrush has a savvy 
manner and she sells in a captivat¬ 
ing way. Her clincher, of course, 
is the Jolson takeoff at the wind in 
which she touches on “Swariee,” 
“Mammy,” ; “Toot, Toot Tootsie, 
Goodbye” and the like in black¬ 
face and it's a surefire begoff. 

Preceding is a salute to Harold 
Arleri. It’s a solid idea but lacks- 
cohesion. The songs are sock but 
the interspersed patter on who 
sang ’em and who’s grateful to 
Arlen for them seems to' confuse 
the issue. Her opener, “Take Me 
Back To Manhattan,” sets the pace 
for : the solid songfest that’s to 
come and her workover of the 
current pop click': “Witchcraft,” 
warms ’em up for the big stuff that 
follows. 

Avon Long, Margaret Tynes and 
La Vern Hutchinson close the show 
with a medley from “Porgy and 
Bess.” Miss Tynes is the big 
scorer with “Summertime” and in 
duet with Hutchinson on “Bless 
You Is My Woman Now;” Long 
and; “It Ain’t Necessarily So” have 
been together for a long time but 
some of the old spark seems to be 
missing. 

: Trumpeter Jimmy Rjoina starts 
the show rolling with some flashy 
lip-work on “The Min That Got 
Away” and “An American In 
Paris,” It's just a filler but he 
gets hmself heard. 

Boots McKenna’s cuties fill the 
stage attractively during the pro¬ 
duction numbers, while Robert 
Brooks handles the songs in a 
serviceable way.' It’s all backed by 
Mac Pollack’s crew and it’s a 
standout job. Gros. 

Miirrow. Churchill’s woofing locu¬ 
tions get spoofed. 

Gable, Grant, Godfrey, Devine, 
Jimmy Stewart and Eleanor Roose¬ 
velt takeoffs evoke the heavier 
palm-pounding. Gale is one of the 
best-equipped bpffo - coppbirs to 
play this favorite, echo chamber, 

Ray Park & The Canucks, pre¬ 
viously the Rocketunes, and play¬ 
ing homebase, merit New Act 
treatment. Act’s a modified rock 
’n’ roll sesh, with some socko side¬ 
lights. \ . \ • 

. ..Fraser Mci nerson orch, a near- 
new crew, is groovy arid top-deck 
support to shows, and easy-to-take 
for darisapation. Tonis, 

The Seville, !. A. 
Los Angeles March 14, ' 

; Lecuona Cuban Boys (11), Daisy 
Guzman,. Steven Peck & Lita; 3- 
drink minimum,. . 

Adolphus, Dallas 
Dallas, March 14. 

Lou Nelson, Arlene Fontana, Joe 
Reichman Orch (7); $1.50-$2 
cover. 

Unrelenting zest on the part of 
the Lecuona. Cuban Boys, most of 
whom left their boyhood long ago, 
currently. is running wild at the 
Seville in a 35-minute show that 
stacks up as good sound arid 
rhythm for the Latin lovers. The 
heavily pounded bongos still don’t 
drown out Steven Peck & Lita, a 
pair of terpers who glide smoothly 
and shuffle quickly in two beauti¬ 
fully executed routines on their 
home floor. 

The Cuban group, founded by 
and named after Ernesto Lecuona, 
honors the island composer with 
arrangements of his “Malaguena;’’ 
“You; Are Always In My Heart” 
and ’‘Andalucia,” then moves on: 
to highlighting its talented mem¬ 
bers. Raul Martel scores with a fine 
baritone voice; Olito . Castellano 
stands out instrumentally with 
some spectacular trumpet work; 
arid Daisy Guzman, the “Cuban Cy¬ 
clone,” whirls and grinds with sexy 
satisfaction. 

The full, sound that comes from 
the 11-piece orch is rich and re¬ 
plete with many inducements for 
toe tapping. For; the mambo- 
rhumba-samba devotee, the group 
comes up with topnotch dancing 
music. 

Peck & Lita make an impressive 
looking pair, the footwork of both 
shining on the Seville boards. 
Lita’s beauty—a face of class and 
an appealing, curvaceous figure—; 
goes well with the act and the male 
patrons. 

The Lecuona Boys are signed for 
three more weeks at the Seville, 
with indications they’ll stay five 
to seven more. Ron. 

Cave, Vancouver 
Vancouver, March Iff. 

Paris Sisters xaith Ken Brown, 
Lennie Gale,. Ray Park & Canucks, 
Fraser McPherson Orch (6), Ken 
Cooper; $1.50-$2 cover. 

Cave wicket trade is fair, and 
bistro’s package this fortnight is a 
winner. Billtopping Paris Sisters, 
on their second time around in 18 
months, have obviously hit both 
style, and stride in the interim. 

Sightwise, youthful trio is a can¬ 
dyfloss festival, in apple chiffon 
over leotard white top. Femmes’ 
turieflights emerge this date as 
lyrical and clicko as chordetters 
ever come. They now give a mere 
nod to r&r numbers, serve up very 
potent upbeat, and schmailtz, and 
tending-to-boppish cleffings, for 
which Norman Haws rates a big 
hand. Group merits the heavy 
mitting received. Backstopping the 
sisters is Ken Brown on bongos, 
with a touch that tells witlflab- 
lifters. 

Group'makes full use of stop- 
beat stuff, instrumental-style, and 
does some pretty and graphic ges¬ 
tures with gams arid hands, with 
none of the. inevitable cheoking- 
for-rain arm work.. Deft enicees* 
they intro each; other. 

Formal closer spotlights bongo 
Brown, and some Afro-Cuban dari¬ 
sapation in leotards, which cops a 
brace of encores. Starry-aspected 
chicks should capture the kudos in 
most anybody’s room. 

Lennie Gale is a veteran, wit who 
kriiows it and shows it with a stand¬ 
out 20 minutes of howlgain. Some 
is .too fast for the faraway people, 
and, like Scatman Crothers,. he 
mugs a multitude of initasheries, 
Warbles a gusty song. Likeness 
quits there. Gale is his. own storm 
and a gusty buffoon, raising a riot 
with impreshes of stateside news- 
eastersusuchA as ’Heatter, 'Winchell; 

Twin bills continue to be popular 
in the plush Centuiy Room, and the 
current duo’s fortnight should reap 
a neat b.o., judging from opening 
113) reception. 

Comedian Lou Nelson gets off 
fast . with fresh one-liners and 
throwaways, subject specialties be¬ 
ing dogs, doctors and television. 
He grabs hefty mitting with his 
steady pitchihg.arid the laughs pile 
up. After 20 minutes he could 
leave ’em begging for more; in¬ 
stead, he drives through a few sag¬ 
ging minutes, holds on to build his 
15-minute stint into a yock finish. 
Flashy finale is a fast dance rou¬ 
tine, abetted by deft use of straw- 
hat and cane, and it’s a click closer. 

Lovely Arlene Fontana, opening,; 
offers visual assets sufficient to 
sustain her portion of the show. 
She has fancy framework fetch- 
ingly covered in a minimized satin 
sheath. Husky-voiced brunet scores 
with her 20-minute songalog and 
show savvy. 

Smart song selections include a 
brace of standards, a suggestive 
“What Every Young Girl Should 
Know,” a rock rn’ roll bit and a 
sock calypso vocal, “Woman Is 
Smarter Than Man.” Stage strolling 
with handmike, friendly banter, 
etcetera, plus a fabulous figure,, 
cadge the customers and she’s way 
ahead. Surprise windup finds Mis* 
Fontana at the piano for self- 
accomp, while she sings “Breezing 
Along With the Breeze” for a neat 
bow. 

Joe Reichman orch, per usual, 
offers top assist at showtime. 

Bark. 

Society, London 
London, March 11. 

Jill Day, xoith Ted Taylor Trio 
k Gypsy Adam's Tzigane Players 
(5Y; $3.50, minimum. 

The silky Society restaurant is 
noted for . its flatteringly dim il¬ 
lumination. But even the candles 
are scarcely needed during Jill 
Day’s radiant act. She bounces into 
the room like a health cure, with 
her blonde hair arid 1,000-candle- 
power smile offsetting her black, 
figure-revealing gOwn. Miss Day, 
a wellknown tv. songstress and 
comedy actress, is an exuberant 
young persori who. bubbles over 
with zest. Heris is not a restful act, 
but it is calculated to put a little 
life into the party. 

Sihe offers about 25 minutes of 
song, slipping in some neat special 
material amid.a few pops. Opening 
on a lively note with “Sugar Can¬ 
dy,” the . blonde warbler goes into 
“I’ve Taken a Fancy To You” 
which she. sings with a hip wiggle 
direct at some unsuspecting come- 
hither attack. ^‘Tenderly” changes 
the mood, but even then Miss Day’s 
restless energy and sense of com¬ 
edy take over the gentle song. She 
then successfully essays an orig¬ 
inal and. slightly naughty calypso, 
“Tick, Tick, Tick,” concerning a 
young woman , who tries to smuggle 
a clock through the Customs by 
hiding it in a somewhat inaccessi¬ 
ble spot. Played for yocks by Miss 
Day, the double meaning is by no 
irieans offensive. 

Next comes “I’m a Red Hot 
Mama” from “Pal Joey,” in which 
she has a colored handkerchef gim¬ 
mick which neatly rounds off the 
ditty. Following another, quiet 
love song, “Let Me Love You,”. 
Miss Day tackles a gay medley in¬ 
cluding “The Lady is a Tramp,” 
“It’s Love at Last” and “Just One 
of Those Things,” tidying up the 
act with “Without You” as a finale 
in. which she pays tribute to the 
cooperation of the audience. 

Unobtrusively backed by the 
Ted Taylor Trio, Miss Day has a 
brisk and . vitally alive act which 
could perhaps do with an occa¬ 
sional change of mood. Gypsy 
Adam & His Tzigane Players share 
the dancing stint with Taylor’s trio, 
and the only complaint is that 
there is overmuch1 noise when 
Adam players serenade individual 
tables at close range. Rich.* 

Pack’s II, San Francisco 
San Francisco, March 11. 

Vagabonds (4), Lord Buckley, 
Herb Barman Orch (5) xaith Frank 
Lenall; $1-$1.50 admission.: 

Vagabonds are pros—solid musi¬ 
cians building a good, funny act 
on slapstick comedy. But the real 
surprise package of this 55-minute 
show is Lord; Buckley, vet . night 
club perforriier who fractures the 
customers with a bit in which he 
lines up the Vagabonds and a 
pretty girl from the audience on 
chairs and throws his voice to each 
in turn. This is a fairly bewhisk- 
ered trick, but done by an expert 
it goes over big—and Buckley Is an 
expert. ‘ 

Vagabonds come on with a cou¬ 
ple of relatively straight numbers 
such as “Waitin’ for the Robert E. 
Lee,” then go into fine dialect nov¬ 
elties like “Salt*” an Italian. “Mc¬ 
Namara’s Band,” a slow-motion 
prizefight a la tv and takeoffs on 
Arthur Godfrey and, inevitably, 
Elvis Presley. They’re smoothly 
rehearsed, sharp in timing with 
both musical and sight gags arid 
get a heavy ratio of laughs and ap¬ 
plause. 

Herb Barman’s orch, under di¬ 
rection of the Vagabonds’ musical 
director, Frank Lenall,'does a nice 
job and the Vagabonds themselves, 
on two guitars, bass and accordion 
together with occasional excursion* 
into the horns, add plenty of music, 
to this highly satisfying potpourri 
Show funs through March 23. 

Stef. 

Vienna Bovs9 Choir 
(ST. ANDREW’S HALL, 

GLASGOW) 
Glasgow, March 6. 

. Anglo-Axistriah Society and 
Anglo-Axistrian Mxisic Society Ltd. 
present Die Wiener Saengerkna- 
beii (Vienna Boys’ Choir), under 
musical . direction of Gerhard 
Lang; $1 top. 

Die.Wiener Saengerknaberi (Vi¬ 
enna Boys’" Choir), talented Euro¬ 
pean song group, enhance their in¬ 
ternational reputation with this 
latest performance at Glasgow civic 
auditorium. Songsters, all. boy 
choristers, give out in Items by 
Purcell, Ingegneri, Scarlatti and 
Cesar Franck, arid garner solid 
mitting from outfronters for clarity 
of tone and beauty of vocalizing. 
Juves have lively expression, too. 

Main fault of layout is that in¬ 
tervals are too lengthy. Show 
caught had large quota of moppets 
in audience, all restless during in-. 
termission and destroying atmos¬ 
phere of concert. Besides, lighting 
of aUditoriuiri should, have been 
lowered during show to concen¬ 
trate spotlighting on faces of cho¬ 
risters onstage. 

Between two sections of concert 
(the latter segment included 

. Strauss, Schubert, Schumann and. 
! Mozart), the choristers staged a 
I one-act. comic opera, “Cure for 
J Quacks,” by- Johann- Schenk. 
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Patachoo-'IntL’ Soiree 
Io Legit-House Try At i 

A Tco TaU $7.50 Tariff 
Arthur Lesser, who put Maurjiee, 

Clievah'er into one-man: shows and 
has imported a myriad of Contirien- 
tal attractions for presentation in , 
legit, has put together a yariegat jd 
package comprising pleasant aind 
talented performers. As its fulcriini 
his “International Soiree*' has. 
Patachou doing the entire second 
half of the evening as a solo cOn- 
cert. The first halt has the fornidt 
of a variety show with three tal¬ 
ented acts, consisting of the Bel- '• 
gian Marcel Cornells, the French 
novelty George La Faye 8L Co., ahd 
the Spanish flamenco dancers, 
Caracolillo & Maria Rosa. It’s] a; 
pleasant and entertaining blend -of 
ingredients, but the. combined 
product doesn’t measure up to the 
legit price level. 

EMpire, Glasgow 
Glasgow. March 12. 

Robert Wilson & White Heather 
Group (Gordon MacKenzte,; Will 
Starrr Jimmy Fletcher, Bil l Crot- 

} chet 8c Dizzy, [Sidh ey Devine, Denis 
; Woolf oTd), Jack . Anthony, with: 

ence sees unsupported objects -Bertha Ricardo, Bond Rowell; Ken 
floating in space by^virtu^ of tricky | & Allan Haynes, Ann & Val Shel- 
hghting . and the dead-black cos- j te?>; Clyde Valley Stampers (7), 

BomDou* 

misbehaving cello and a player, and | ° :' 
a sexy “John & Marsha” in which : ... 
a tophat arid a boa charm each Robert Wilson fave Scot Jenor, 
other. scores here with his Wh^e Heath- 

The musical backing is by the er ^roup, combo of comedy and 
.orch conducted by Jo Basile w ho v9£«*l Artists. Singer, who has won 
plays an expressive and colorful so.1,1J? popularity over . the. years 
accordion. Jose. . ^ his jaunty vocalizing; of Auld 

■ ■■ . : Lang Syne ballads, has built up a 
V V i group of entertainers for unit 

! • J?V" • ^ ,7* ' tours, and mixes a merry songalog 
. Evelyn Robinson, Deltoncs withzaniness on- part of 

Pastels (4), Willie John, Bill Dogys rubber-mouthed Jimmy Fletcher 
gett Quintet' The Upsetters. ('ll);.: and musical clown Billy Crotchet, 
‘Houston Story" (Col). i with femime partner Dizzy. 

■ ■ ■ I . Wilson garners mitting for 
The Harlem vaude flagship con-j “Highlartdman’s Umbrella” and, 

tinues its rock ’n’ roll session this- with Gordon Mackenzie, “Wedding 
week and brings back. Bill Do* ; **■; of Sandy Mac.” Mackenzie, stock- 
and his quintet to head a pleaser.! ily-built warbler, registers , with 

VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF MARCH 19 

Numerals in connection with bills beiow Indicate opening day of show.. 

NEW YORK CITY 

Music Hall 20 1 ^llJli„ 
„ ■ _ ■ t ? Rockettes 
Corps de Ballet Glee Club 

InlernadAnal Soiree 
(BIJOU, N. Y.) 

Arthur Lesser production star- I 
ring Patachou. -Features Hiram ■ 
Sherman, Marcel Cornetts, Georges ; 
La Faye 8c Co. (41, Caracolillo^ 8c] 
Maria Rosa twith Rogelib^Regu-] 
era y, Jo Basile Orch. At Bijau.,! 
N.Y., March 12, ’58; $7.50 top. : : 

Lesser 'has reversed the usu al; 
procedure. For example, the late: 
Clifford C. Fischer introed a lot of > 
Continental tunes in a legit house, 
but the layout didn’t work out. Two - 
acts, however, became majors on I 
the supper club circuit. In this. 
instance, Patachou already lus 
made goqd in the U:S. on the nitery 
circuits. For the hard-ticket trad?;, 
Patachou needs considerably more , 
stamina. Although an attractive, 
woman with beaucoup Gallic charm 
and savoir-faire, she still needs, the 
saloon atmosphere to get her. 
over the hurdles. Miss Patachbn 
has an extremely pleasant way with' 
a song. It’s easy to take, she touches ; 
likely over the peaks and there1 
are some shallow valleys of sorrow. 
But for a deep variety of emotion 
that can move audiences and which 
would round her out as a performer 
of stature, she doesn’t make it. 
Borne of her tunes make some at¬ 
tempt in this direction, but she 
doesn’t delve too deeply into th? , 
facts of life. She gives the, cus¬ 
tomers the tourists’ view of Paris 
and not the deluxe excursion that ■ 
shows the seamy side of that towri. 

Patachou, dressed in her trade¬ 
marked blue skirt and white shirt-; 
waist, makes an attractive picture. 
She’s restful on the orbs, has a lot 
of charm and is a skil.ed perfoirme.'; : 
but didn’t show enough facets, or 
herself in this situatipn. : 

One of the surprises of the bill, 
is the urbane charm of cohferencier i 
Hiram Sherman. He sets the scene 
for the various performers in r, j 
witty manner. His lines are geri; 
mar e to the acts and to the situat - 
lions, and help provide easy bridge : 
for the talents to hurdle. The high¬ 
light of his turn comes with a: 
savvy dissertation on castanets just; 
before his intro, of Caracolillo & 
Maria Rosa. 

The lirst half is one of the sharpsi 
est variety displays seen here since, l. 
perhaps, the Palace went off the 
two-a-day standard. Marcel Cor-v, 
nelis is an expressive and impish 
iiiMne who portrays a lion tamer;: 
a juggler arid a magician withoutV 
the aid of props. He has a keen 
sense of projection in making this 
gallery of characters come alive.: 
As his encore, he does a piano bit 
with (Irving Actmaft at the 881 ini 
which he depicts a performer work-; 
ing at an ultra-modern composition 
for the first time! He comes off ; 
well despite the. fact that he’s not; 
the ideal kmd of opening act. 

Caracolillo & Maria Rosa are a i 
first-line flairencp team who give ■ 
off the brand of excitement that 
New York saw- years ago with the 
bow pf Rosario & Antonio. This 
youthful duo endow their dancing:; 
with a sense uf humor as seen in-.- 
their open ng dialog in castan-; 
ets. Their flamenco work has 
the: excitement of the gypsy 
campfire. Their change of costum¬ 
ing gives them the country finery 
of . the peasant in their opening 
number, ard they change to the. 
more colorful garb. They are ac-. 
companied by the skilled guitar of, 

" Rogelio Reguera, who provides' 
some intricate musical patterns 
along with backboarding and other 
gimmicks that belong to the gypsy 
string school. 

George La Faye & Co. (4> have 
previously exhibited in. New York 
at the Blue Angel. This troupe has* 
a novelty turn in which, the aucli-' 

Bonnie Lass o’ Baillochmyle.” Sid¬ 
ney .Devine adds a modern flavor 
oh the guitar, and Denis Woolford 
handles the ivories! 

V/ith Doggett at the organ, the 
quintet gives out. with some hot; 
and. mellow tunes Which add up to 
good listening. Doggett gets able 
support from * ,sax; drums and a jack Anthony, established Scot 
guitar, all blending well together, comedian, is aided in comedy 

Since JJoggetts last appearance, sketches by his longtime foils Ber- 
a1 this house he has_ added ofay tha Ricardo, a blonde looker, and 
singer Val Martinez who belts out Bohd R6weU. Scores most in “Rest 
. I w°n.t Cryv Anymore and ar)d Be thankful,” a bedroom skit. 
You II Never Walk Alone. Mar- _. _ :. „„t 

tinez, Doggeft’s find in Mexico, can K nfani raS? 
belt out a tune with the best of briskly.in tunes.at the piano^rang- 
them and rS reoeated encores inS through current hits, including 
antMnuch mitttogs P ‘ ‘ “Put A: Light in the Window.” 
^h^m^^Syboard work is Ann & Va^heD^fill the ^ce 
tip-top, reflecting keen musician- ^^1 
ship. He gives out with “Honky- 1S accordiop^maestio though lus 
toiik” and winds up with “Leaps act in first segment is overlong, 
and Bounds/’ [ Clyde Valley, Stompers garner 

The Apollo spread is billed as i strong reaction from younger out- 
the Evelvn Robinson Rhythm &! fronters wjth jazz offerings, ;but 
Blues Revue Miss Robinson is a tend to be too noisy at times, Their 
real looker but adds nothing to the j leader’s announcing l?cks profes- 
fare. her sole contribution being to ’ s;onal touch, and was inaudible at 
intro the acts, She might learn a i times at show caught. Mary Mc- 
few lines to hold house together j Gowan, their resident thrush, war- 
while acts are prepafirig to come dies lustily in such tunes as “Ma, 
onstage i He’s Making Eyes At Me” and 

Rest of Apollo, bill is heavi’y; “Freight Triain.” 
laden w ith f&r. Deltones open the j Billy Crotchet, as well as giding 
bill, and don’t particularly registar : the White, Heather Group antics, 
well. Even on hot lick numbers ! provides his own comedy act with 
lyrics should be understandabl'*;! partner Dizzy; it rates ■well on mitt- 
There is nothing to differentiate ; meter. Bobby Dowds resident orch 
this quartet of girls from other • showbacks. \ . 
so-so groups, that have played the ; Mainly Auld Lang Syne in flav- 
bouse, . . a, : oring, layout suffers from slowish 
■ Pastels foursome comes off a.; opening scene, which is too con- 
little better with singing thats j cert-party in style, but perks up in 
rt asonably good. Group could bet- | ]ater stages. For the record, it’s 
tet itself with something fresh and | currently touring a number of U.K. 
original. Does a nice job on “Been ; yauderies both in Scotland and 

-’t . .. England. Gord. 
Willie John holds down the: 

semi-windup slot and belts qut in 
okay fashion “Fever” arid “Don’t 
You Know.” John is built for thU 
house, being strictly a rock 'nr 
roller. He would probably do well 
to try some mellow .stuff that i p ^ 
vould Aviden his horizons for 
cafe circuit. Organ-Piano 

The. Upsetffersi billed as Little 1.®**P*.w-..| ,,, 
Richard’s former band, showback ! 
in fine style: 

Glasgow, March 14. 
“Disc Doubles," with Denny Den-, 

nh. Peggy Desmond. Harry Rouson ! HJS8 '"ih, |h0e,shlSf 

Strong in the looks department 
and also boasting considerable tal¬ 
ent,. Patti- Jones: is one of the top 
pianist-organists to invade Omaha 
in recent Semesters. Sharply clad 
brunet, in a low-cut formal, is gen- 

* Sylvia Ross. Ted Gilbert. June [ 
Haynes. Teddy Wayne, Candy Ross, 
Dean Perelli, 

Denny Dennis, billed as the 
voice of Bing Crosby, score in this 
so-so layout, based on gimmick of 
each performer representing a fa¬ 
mous voice from the land of disks: 
Once a fast-rising song star with 
.N. Y: bookirigs, Dennis riegisters in 
“Man on Fire” and also in the cu<*- ! 
rent hit “Magic Moments.”. He has RAY PARK & THE CANUCKS (4) 
po:se and experience, plus the' Vocal-Instrumental Quintet 

organ and has no trouble getting 
plenty of requests from the drink¬ 
ers. ' 

. At: the 30-minute set caught 
Thursday (13), high spots were 
novel arrangements of “Rain or 
Shine,” “Tea for Two” and “Laura.” 
No dancing in the Bombay Room 
of the Sheratori-Fontcrielle Hotel, 
so all eyes are. on her; Trump. 

know-how' to belt over a tune. 
Remainder of performers are 

largely unknowns, apart from 
Peggy Desmond, who imitates 
Winifred Atwell In Ivory-tinkling 
and also offers her . own fairly 
bright piano act. Harry Rowson & 
Sylvia Ross are n.s:g. crosstalk 
comedy pair, Rowson emceeing the 

Cave, Vancouver 
Around some two years, with 

six months of stateside club lounge 
dates under their belts, Ray Park 
& The Canucks (4) currently fledge 
for the nitery circuit at home base. 
They rate it. 

Quintet, in early, twenties, are 
dominantly rock ’n’ foil. Ray Porks 

show in breezy but indigo^-tinged is - on accordion and vo.cals; Ben 
style,. j Wiebe, bass;. Red Lewis, traps; 

Teddy Wayrie, a pleasantly A=e- Johnny Faas, guitar; arid Glen, 
laxed performer, makes passable 1 McDonald^ tenor sax. Group disk 
stab at impersoriating Mel. Torme, : for ABC Paramount 
giving put, naturally^ with ‘‘Moim- j Act looks good ,and sounds ex- 
tam Greenery.” June Haynes, in cellent. There are some rough spots 
slinky, tight-fitting gOwri, is a sexy on vocal backstopping to Ray Park 
warbler posing as Patti Page in; lead. Saxirian McDonald weaves 
'Lady Is A Tramp” and“Sugar- |.standout counterpoint behind 
tune,” Ted: Gilbert has a strong opener, “Saints Marching In,” and 
voice to represent David Whitfield, j cn solo ‘‘Consideration” he belts 
English tenbrv and Candy Rossi the horn with some Bostic. Lewis 
puts pep into her imitation of Kay : projects plenty personability from 
Storr. j behind neat druramery, and emcee 

Other disk stars represented in, Park chatters well between takes, 
“doubling” include Judy Garlarid, I Bass and guitar men could use 
Mario Lanza and Elvis Presley, ' energy, though tunewise rate fair. 

adequate enter-; Pipes-wise there’s a sameness to 
tainmerit fodder, w'ith main appeal 
to young disk. fans. Show caught 
had extremely Small, audience ow¬ 
ing to current cold spell, aind re¬ 
action wras weak. Gord. 

tunefest, arid some upbeat inser¬ 
tions would: assist; Group’s a good 
staple and needs, only sprucing to 
rate second billing on .the bistre 
beat. Thom. ’ 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNI 

Tivoli 24 
Shirley Bassey 
Vic Hyde 
Lili Berde 
Clifford Guest 
Ciiribas (4) 
George Holmes. 
Neal & Newtori 
Eleanor Gunter 
Joe Martin 
3 Winds 
Jimmy Jeff. 
David Sterle 
Irene Bevans . 
Rae Morgan 

Reg Priestman . 
Norman Thorp* . 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli 24 

Larry Griswold 
Johnny Lockwood 
Eagle &. Man 
A Robins 
Rayes & Paye 
Anny Berryer 
Medlock de Marlowe 
Winnetou & Squaw 
BAD Stuchberry 
Jimmy Parkinson 
Edit Juhasz 
Frank Ward 

BRITAIN 
ASTON 

Hippodrome .1/ 
Roxy & Glenda 
Diane D’Orsay 
Alec Pleori : 
A A C La.vem# 
Del A Dorrien 
Pauline Mee 
Andree’s Girls 

BIRMINGHAM 
Hippodrome 17 : 

Jimmie Wheeler 
Murray A Maldle 
Bruce Forsyth. 
Sum Miller 
Rlc Richards . 
Murray Campbell 
Francois A Zandra 
Royal Command 

Girls 
BRADFORD 

Alhambra 17 . 
Johnny Duncan Co. 
Candy Sis 
Southlandera 
Carlo Sis 
PAP Page 
Smoothey A Layton 
Freddie Earle 

BRIGHTON. 
Hippodrome 17 

Billy Cotton Ore 
McAndrews A Mill* 
Davy Daye 
Les Braziltianos 
Archie Glen 
Zodias 
Ladringlos 

EDINBURGH 
Empire 17 

Russ Hamilton 
Horler Twins . 
Betty Driver 
Joe Henderson- 
Duo Russmar 
Johnny Luck 
N A C Carta 
Don Arroll A Ptnr. 
FINSBURY PARK 

Empire 17 
David Hughes 
Martinis 
King Bros... 
Skylons 
Bill Maynard 
Harry Worth 
Audrey Jeans 
Tommy Locky 

GLASGOW 
Empire 17 

Marty Wilde Co. 
Margo A John 

Chas. McDevitt Gp. 
Andy Stewart . 
Gitsom Sis 
HoUander A Hart . 
Jeanne A Jon 

LEEDS 
Empire 17 

Alma Cogan 
Lane Twins 
Terry Wayrie 
Der Kordas 
Billy Stutt 
Patsy Sylve . 

■ Gordon A Colville 
LONDON ; 

Metropolitan 17 
Red Peppers 
Harmonica Jackpots 
BUI Kent 
Devine A Barbara 
Gillian A June 
Mother RUey A 

Kitty 
NORTHAMPTON 

New 17 
Dave Gray 
Melfl Kids 
Mum A Dad 
Toni Kaye 
JAP Sbarrap 
Peter Small t 
Jack Roxy 
Jean Broidey 
Andres Lovelies 

NOTTINGHAM 
Empire 17 

Eddie Calvert 
Jean A Julie 
Robert Earl 
David DeMott 
Dennis Spicer 
Barbara Law 
Tllibs Bros. 
Garth Meade 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand 17 

Johnny Silver 
Jane. Beryl Catlin 
George Neaden . 
3 Botands- 
Margaret West 
Nat Willis 
Dennis Bros. 

SUNDERLAND 
. Empire 17. 

Jack Anthony 
Bertha Ricardo 
Clyde Valley Co. 
Robert Wilson Grp. 
Billy Crotchet 
K A A Haynes 
Jimmy Fletcher 
A A V Shelley 

NEW YORK CITY 

Blue Angel 
George Lafaye' 
Evelyn Knight 
SheUey Berman 
Dorothy Loudon . 
Bart Howard 
Jimmie Lyon Trio 

'Bon Soir 
Sylvia Synis 
Phil Leeds 
Jorie Remus 
Three Flames 
Jimmie Daniels 

Casanova 
Donna DuUn 
Margrit A Adrienne 

Chateau Madrid 
Carmen Torres 
Donay A Winters . 
Candi Cortez 
Ralph Font Ore 
Parichito Ore 

Copacabana 
Myron Cohen 
Sam Cooke 
Jaye Sis 
Ted Morrell 
Mimi 
D A G Prior 
Michael Durso Crc 
Frank Marti On* 
Downstairs Room 

Julius Monk. 
Ronny Graham 
Ceil Cabot 
EUen Hanley 
Jean Arnold 
Gerry Matthews 
Stan Keen 

El Chlce 
Marisa Terol 
Lucerite Tena 
Carlos A Myrna 
Mellitas Del Campo 

No. 1 Fifth Ave. 
Cedrone A Mitchell 
Bob Downey 
Harold FonvUle 
Joan Bishop 

Hotel Pierre • 
Stanley Melba Oro 
Joe Ricardel Ore 
Betty Benee 

Hotel Plata 
Jane Morgan 
Ted Straeter Ore ‘ 
Mark Monte Ore 

Hotel Roosevelt 

Guy Lombardo Ore 
Hotel Statler . 

Xavier Cugat Ore 
Hotel Taft 

Vincent Lopez Ore 
Hotel St. Regis 

Ginny Simms 
MUt Shaw Oro 
Ray Bari Ore 

Latin Quarter 
Kirby Stone 4 
Beverlee Dennis 
Bernard Bros. 
Peiro Bros. 
Chandra Kaly - 
Martha Ann Bentley 
Jamel Twins 
India Adams 
Bob Kennedy 
Jo Lombardi Ore 
B Harlowe Ore 

L* Cupldon 
Juanita Hall 

Old Romanian 
Lenny Rent. 
EUeen Barton . 
McKenna Lin* 
Avon Long 
Margaret Tynes 
Laverne Hutchinson 
Jimmy Roma 

Town A Country- 
Judy Garland . 
Bobby Van 
Dave Barry 
Ned Harvey Ore 
Sicaris Ore 

Viennese Lantern 
Janine Caire 
Virginia Craig 
Ernest Scboen Ore 
Paul Btamf 

Village Bern 
BUly Kelly. 
Mae Sagan . 
Larry McMahon 
Irving Harris ■ 
Belle Carroll 
Piute Pete 
Bobby Meyers Ore 

Village Vanguard 
Langston Hughes- 
Irwin Corey 
Charlie Mingus 

Waldorf-Astoria : 
Varel A Bailly 
Chanteurs De Paris 
Einil Coleman Ore 
Bela Babai Ore 

CHICAGO 

Black Orchid 
Orson- Bean 
Dlahann CarroU 
Joe Parnello (3) 

Bio* Angel 
Princess Abilia A 

King Christian 
Lord Christo 
Mighty Dictator 
Antonio Jiminez A 

Pepita Martinez 
Blue Note* - 

Earl Bostic (5) ‘ 

Drake Hotel 
Pat O'Day 
Jimmy Blade Oro 

Gat* of Horn 
P Amaya A 
C. Torres 
Stan Wilson . 

London Houso 
Carmen Cavallaro 4 
^Cloister Inn 
Eddie Higgins Trio 

■Beverly KeUy. - . . I 
Ramsey Le^is .Trio l 

Conrad Hilton 

"Big Top” 
Glenn A Coleen 
Menchassys 
Luparescos 
Paul Castle 
Darlene Sellik 
Jo Ann McGowan 
Fred Napier 
Adrian Swan 

Norman Crider 
Tune Tattlers 4 
Charlie Fisk Ore 

Mister Kelly** 
Kaye Ballard 
Lynn Roberts 
Marx A Frigo 

Palmer House 
Carol Channing 
Chiquita A Johnson 
Ben. Arden Oro. 

LOS ANGELES 
Avanto Garde 

Matt Dennis Trio 
Jacqueline Fontaine 

Ben Blue's 
Ben Blue 
Kay Cee Jones 
Barbara Heller 
Sammy Wolf 
Joan Kayrie 
"Dick Berriie . 
Ivan Lane Ore 

Coconut. Grove 
Sophie Tucker 
Frances Brunn 
Freddy Martin Ore 

Crescendo 
BUly Daniels 
The. Lancers. 
Slick Slavin 
Dave PeU. Ore 

til Club . 
Annette Warren 
Johnny Walsh 

■ : interlude 
George Shearing ■ 

Quintet 
Large 

Frances Fayo- 
Peter Wood 
Eddie Grady .Ore 

Larry Potter'e 

Supper Club 
King's Four 
Phyllis Inez 
Sandy Sims 

Mlyoshi Yumeki 
Kelso Imperial 

. Japanese Dnca . 
Frankie Sands Trie 
Paul . Hebert Ore 

Moulin Rouge 
Ella Fitzgerald 
Toni -Dalll 
Donn Arden Line 
Royal Guards 
Eddie O’Neill Ore 

Slat* Bros. 
Jimmy Ames 
Ann Hathaway 
Gil Bernal 4 

Statler Hotel 
Wally Boag 
Don Dellair 
Ed, Bergman Or* 

The Seville 
Lecuona Cuban 

Boys 
Steven Peck A Lit* 

Ye Little Club 
Caroline Richter 
Randy Sparks 

HAVANA 
Capri' 

Margarita Sierra 
Tony Martin. 
M. Alverez Mera 
Luisa Chorens 
Somavilla Ore 
Calvet Ore 

- Nacional 
Parisien Dncrs 
Dancing Waters 
W. Reyes Ore 

Riviera 
Ted Lewis 
Eddie Chester 
Cathy Basic 
Beverly MarshaU 
Sol Klein Ore 
Elena Del Cueto 
Manolo Torrente 
Lasker Steinberg 
Mercedes Valdes 
Arminda Martinez 
Maria Magdalena 

Guzman Singers 
Rivera Ore 

sens Soucl 
Tony Foster 
Gloria A Roland* 
Victor Alverez 
Miriam Barrera* 
Elena Burice 
Raquel Mate 
Kary Russi 
La Serie Ore 
Ortega Ore 

Tropicana 
Nat King Cole 
Erlinda Cortes 
Alberto Rochi 
Blanca Varela 
Gladys. A Freddy 

Riveros 
Guaracheros 
Monica Castel 
Tropicana Ballet 
S -Suarez Orq 
4 Roriieu Orq 

LAS VEGAS 
Desert, inn- 

“Newcomers, 1928” 

Paul Whiteirian 
Karry Richman 
Rudy Vallee 
Buster Keaton 
FifI D’Orsay 
Carlton Hayes Ore 

Dunes 
“Minsky’s Folies 

. International” . 
Irv Benson 
Dorian Dennis ' 
Paul White 
Sid Fields 
BouboUka 
Carol King 
Cee Davidson Gro 

. El Cortez' 
Dubonnet. Trio 
Dick Saunders 
Marcie Miller 
Deedy A Bill 

El Rancho Vegas 
Eartha Kitt 
Morey Amsterdam 
Barry Ashton Dncrs. 
Dick Rice Orch 

Flamingo 
Vic Damone 
Jaclrie Kannon 
Little Buck 
Flamingoettes 
Jack Cathcart Oro 

Fremont Hotel 
Nltecaps 
Make Believe* 
The Victors 
The Castles 

THarry Ranch. 
'Jig Adams 
Charlie Boyer • • 
L A F Maynard 

Riviera 
Dennis Day 
De Castro Sisters 
Novelites 
Cavanaughs 
Ray Sinatra Ore 

Sahara 
Dan Dailey 
Collins Kids 
Camille William* 
Louis Basil Ore 
Beachcombers • 

Sands 
Nat King Cole 
Allen A DeWood 
Copa Girls 
Antonio Morelll Or* 

San. Souci. 
“Midnight in Parle” 
Bobby Morris 
Pat Moreno 
Ray Parsons 
Sherry Shone 
Cindy A Albert*. ' 
Jeanne Masson - 
Mile. Zabuda 
Bobby Blue Of* 

Showboat 
Hank Penny 
Shirley Scott 
Garr Nelson 
Showboat Girl* 
Vic Aries* Ore 

Silver Slipper 
Hank Henry. 
Annie Maloney 
Peggy Dieterick 
Jimmy Cavanaugh 
Sparky Kaye 
Mac Dennisoa 
Geo. Redman Or* 

ThunderblrQ 
Frank Gusto 
Jo*. Fornaro 

Tropicana 
Jayne Mansfield 
Mickey Hargitay 
Elaine Dunn. 
Cathy Crosby 
Johnny Puleo -A 

Harmonica. Gan* 
Dante D’Paulo 
George Chakiri* 
Lizanne Trnex 
Sean Garrison . 
Jack Ackerman 
Nat Brandywyn** 

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 
Americana 

Julie Wilson 
Senor Wences 
Bert Michaels 
Jackie Heller 
Lee Martin Ore.' 
Maya Ore 

Avalon 
Rip Taylor-. 
Bobby Dukoff Ore 
Anita Boyar 
Red Smith 3 

Balmoral 
Charlie Farrell 
Irving Fields 3 
Billy Mitchell 
Mickey Gentile • 
Jose Curbelo Ore 

Cafe De Paris 
George Matson 
The Szonys 
Wiere Bros. . . *■ 
Piroska 
Billy Fellows 
Jet MacDonald 
Dick Estes 
Ilona Nagy 
Chlckie James 
Doug Scptt 
Croft Twins 
Tinker Bell 
Sherry Britton 
Kingpins 
Lyda Fairbanks' 
Freddie Bell Bell¬ 

hops 
Deauville 

McGuire Sisters 
A1 Mack Ore 
Red Caps 
Tito Puente Ore 
Damita Jo . 

Di Lfde 
Eddie Bernard 
Bpa Kalinus 

Bernie Sager 
caney Qrc. 

Eden Roe 
Joe E. Lewis 
Ella Fitzgerald 
Jonah .Jones 
Rascha Rod ell 
Mai Malkin Or* 
Sonny Kendis Ore 
Louis Varona-Ore. 

Jimmy Durant*' 
Eddie Jackson 
Sonny Kiri* 
Jack Roth 
Jnles Buffane 
Borden Twins 
Sally Davis 
Sacasas Ore 
Pup! Campo Ore 
; Latin Quarter 
Milton Berle 
Betty Georg* 
Metropolitans 
DunhUla 
Mltsuoko 
Stan Fisher 
Quito Cjayer* 
Gina Guardi 
Martba Errole 
Walter Nye Ore . 

Lucerne 
Havana Mardi Gras 
Dios* Costello 
Milos Velarde 
Don Casino 
Tonia Flores 
Tony A FrancellB 
Juan Romero 
David Tyler Ore 
Luis Vairons Ore 

Malayan 
Hawaiian Revue 
Bhama Mama 
CalypSb Revue . 
Murray Franklin's 

Terry Haven 
Dick Hayilland 

I Danny Rogers 
^ .... r,. ,1 Stuffy 

(Continue 95) ' 
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Why Not Jack Up the Lecturers 
And Put a New Theatre Under ’Em? 

Chicago, March 18. 
A spiritual renaissance would be 

the salvation of the theatre, and 
that rebirth must extend to all 
Elements—actors, playwrights, pro¬ 
ducers, directors—and audience. 
That’s the view of Harold Clurman. 

‘*1 think we have to cleanse, to 
renew ourselves in the theatre. 
Plays today are viewed as a com¬ 
modity rather than artistic expres¬ 
sion.” The director-producer-critic 
guestspoke at Chi’s Goodman The¬ 
atre last Friday (14), He . con¬ 
trasted the esthetic courage of 
Eugene O’Neill with contemporary 
playwrights, spearing the latter as 
the ‘’most intimidated group I’ve 
ever met. They’re shivering in their 
boots” losing their identities and 
articulation in a frantic desire to 
woo the public. 

Clurman spoke of playwrights 
who are “geniuses for a season,” 
faltering when public acclaim sub¬ 
sides, and turning to “agents and 
psychoanalysts for their spiritual 
guidance.” ' They are burdened, he 
said, by fright—the fear of eco¬ 
nomic disaster and loss of ego 
stimuli*. I 

Shifting his focus to actors, he 
referred to many famous actors 
"in show business, but not in the 
theatre.”. Not in the sense, he ex¬ 
plained, that Olivier belongs to the 
theatre, essaying divergent roles 
or . divergent size and toiling over 
extended periods for pittance 
wages with such repertory groups 
as Old Vic. ; 

Clurman blistered the star fat on 
picture loot and mass worship who 
comes down from the olympian 
Hollywood hills every few years or 
so to spend a few weeks on Broad¬ 
way—usually in a romp. An actor 
of merit, he feels, should have 
some trouble, and. not a romp, 
when he takes a role. The film, 
“Sayonara,” for example, was hard¬ 
ly a test for Marlon Brando. “I 
felt,” Clurman asserted, “he could 
have done.it between cocktails.” 

Critics were also on the pan. 
Most of the aisle-sitters said Clur¬ 
man, no longer are “fully attuned” 
to what they see. He asserted; 
they ought not be swayed by pub¬ 
lic tastes. They should lead, hot 

Continued on page 92) 

Equity Donates $5,000 
To Hypo Brussels Fund 

Actors Equity is spearheading. a 
fund-raising drive to bolster U S. 
participation in the live performing 
arts at the Brussels Fair this sum¬ 
mer. The union is contributing 
$5,000 for that purpose and hopes 
its move will cue similar action by 
other organizations and individuals. 

Equity recently joined with the 
American Guild of Musical Artists 
and a number of prominent indi¬ 
viduals in issuing a statement pro¬ 
testing the limited funds allotted 
by Congress for the arts phase of 
the. Brussels program. The state¬ 
ment scored the degree of, U.S. 
participation in comparison with 
other countries, with particular 
emphasis placed on the estimated 
$60,000,000 Russia is spending cn 
its own programs. 

The total. U.S. expenditure is 
estimated between $12,000,000-$14,- 
000,000. 

Seeks $35,750 Damages I 
For Backstage Injury • 

Houston, March 18, 
Damage suit for $35,750 has been 

filed in Federal Court here against 
the city of Houston. Plaintiff in 
the action is Andreas Nomikos, of 
New York, Who claims he received 
a compound fracture of his right 
leg and other injuries when he 
fell through' an unlatched stage 
trap door of the Music Hall while 
Supervising the erection of scenery 
for the Houston Grand Opera 
Assn., which had rented the muni¬ 
cipal house in January, 1957. 

Nomikos alleges he was disabled 
for 28 weeks, and asks $35,750 
damages and $750 for. medical ex¬ 
penses. 

Arena Theatres Could Save Road, 

for Motherhood 

"Jane Eyre’Cost 

Catholic Univ. Group 
Revives‘Bernadette’As 

Warmnp for latino Tour 
Washington, March 18..: 

Current production pf “Song of 
Bernadette,” at Catholic U’s camp¬ 
us theatre, is serving as a dry rim 
for a. 10-week tour of the religious 
drama through South America this- 
coming summer. The 18-member 
cast, directed by ReV. Gilbert 
Hartke, head of university’s famed 

- School of Speech and Drama* will 
make the Latin American trek at 
invitation of Drama Panel of 
ANT A, under aegis of the Presi¬ 
dent’s Special International Pro¬ 
gram for Cultural. Presentations. 

Opus first saw the light of day 
on this same campus in . 1944, when 
Walter Kerr, then on faculty of 
school, and Jean Kerr, a drama stu¬ 
dent, adapted it for the stage from 
Franz Werfel’s novel. “Bernadette’ 
not only launched the Kerrs in 
professional theatre when it went 
on to Broadway, but later sky¬ 
rocketed Jennifer Jones to stardom 
via the film version. Father Hartke 
also directed the original produc¬ 
tion. 

Production of play has been spe¬ 
cially tailored for touring. Set de¬ 
signer James Waring has created 
a series of compact, collapsible 
settings for .easy air transport, and 
cast members double as. stagehands 
and technical crew. One set of 
wooden frames carries two sets of 
canvas, so that even the sets do 
double duty. Entire operation, will 
act as a model; for similar touring 
companies in countries visited. 

The Kerrs’ drama was chosen in 
commemoration of the apparitions 
at Lourdes, and because of its spe¬ 
cial appeal for the Catholic coun¬ 
tries of South America. Father 
Hartke, Who has made many over¬ 
seas jaunts with both student and. 
graduate troupes, will not go,on 
the Latin American junket, be¬ 
cause of the demands, of the camp¬ 
us summer schedule, as well as the 
strawhat season at Olney Theatre, 
which is operated, by Players Inc., 
a professional group of CU aldmni 

“Body Beautiful,” which folded 
last Saturday (15), is figured to 
have dropped around $350,000 on 
its 60-performance tun at the 
Broadway Theatre, N. Y. 

The loss involves most of the 
$350,000 invested in the produc¬ 
tion. Of that amount, $50,000 was 
listed on the show’s initial account¬ 
ing as a general partner’s con¬ 
tribution. It was presumably put 
up by Albert Selden, who; co-pro¬ 
duced the musical with Richard 
Kollmar. Also figured in the loss 
is an additional $18,000 raised for 
an intensive ad-publicity cam¬ 
paign. 

During its eight weeks on Broad' 
way, the tuner failed to hit as 
much as half Its potential $74,000 
weekly capacity gross* The musical 
lost $76,997 on its four-week 
Philadelphia tryout. That, plus i 
$220,858 production cost and $30,- 
603 pre-opening ^expenses brought 
the total tab on opening the show 
in New York to $328,458. 

The musical earned $6,052 op¬ 
erating profit on its initial five per¬ 
formances in New York and . pos¬ 
sibly a. little more oh some of the 
subsequent stanzas. Incidentally, 
the grosses on the Philadelphia 
stand. Were overquoted in Variety. 

UTTLER& BEAUMONT’S 
NEW STOLZ MUSICAL 

London, March 18. 
A London production of “Little 

Hoax in Paris/’ which debuted in 
Vienna in. December, 1957, is now 
planned for late next fall by Prince 
Littler and Hugh Beaumont. The 
tuner,, with music by Robert Stolz, 
has been re titled “Lady on the 
Loose/’ Arthur Macrae is adapting 
the book, originally written by 
Robert Gilbert and Rudolf Weys. 

William Chappell, who staged 
the current West End production 
of “Where’s Charley?”, will prob¬ 
ably ditto on “Lady*”. Ian Carmi¬ 
chael, currently appearing at Her 
Majesty’s Theatre here in “Tunnel 
of Love,” is being sought for 
starring role in the production. 

Stolz, incidentally, is currently 
represented in Vienna by a new 
musical, “Hallo This Is LovA” 

‘Jane Eyre,” which closed in 
Philadelphia last Saturday night 
(15) for renovations, has already 
become the irm^ costly straight 
play production in recent legit his¬ 
tory. By comparison, the Broadway 
production of . “Auntie Marne/’ 
previously rated the champ in that 
division, is a shoestring venture. 

“Eyre” has cost around '300.000 
thus far as compared tq x $179,-; 
307 capitalization on “Marije."; 
Huntington Hartford, who adapted ; 
“Eyre’’ from Charlotte Bronte’s j 
novel, is reportedly financing the j 
presentation himself. The drama.! 
produced by Courtney Burr, in as¬ 
sociation with Sterling Produc¬ 
tions, dropped around $20,000 
weekly on its tourr which began 
five weeks ago. Sterling, incident¬ 
ally, is a firm headed by Al de 
Lynn, an agent involved in the pro¬ 
duction. 

The play is scheduled to reopen 
late next month with Eric Portman 
starring in the role originally 
handled by Errol Flynn and subse¬ 
quently by John Emery. Flynn 
Withdrew from the production fol¬ 
lowing the first twq tryout weeks 
and after publicly panning the play. 
His actions resulted in Burr and: 
Hartford filing charges against him 
with Actors Equity. No. action has 
been taken on the case yet. It’s 
understood that besides the $300,- 
000 involved in the production,; 
Hartford also payed Flynn over 
$100,000 to appear in the presenta¬ 
tion. v.. 

The management, meanwhile, 
has to get an okay from Equity to 
employ Portman. That’s in accord¬ 
ance with the union’s rules cover¬ 
ing aliens. However, because of a 
March 27 television commitment 
in. “A Tale of Two Cities,” Port- 
man will be unable to begin re¬ 
hearsing his “Eyre” assignment un¬ 
til the end of March. 

The present Sked calls for the 
show to. rehearse the first fortnight 
in April, then play a tryout stanza 
in Washington April 21 for a limit¬ 
ed run, Hartford, reportedly, has 
agreed to accept script revisions 
suggested by Portman, who caught 
the show several times during its 
tryout run. 

Stratford, Ont., March 18. 
Frances Hyland, currently fea¬ 

tured on Broadwfey In “Look Home- 
Wardv Angel,” will not appear at 
the Stratford Shakespeare Festival 
here this’ summer. Her intended 
roles.."' of Her mione in ‘‘Winter’s 
Tale” and Lady Percy in “Henry 
IV,” Part I,” Will be taken over by 
Charmion King. . : 
:. Miss Hyland will leave the cast 
of “Look Homeward, Angel” some 
time during April because of ap¬ 
proaching motherhood. It will be 
the second child for the Canadian- 
born actress and her husband, actor 
William Hutt. 

Pidgeon to Stay 

Walter Pidgeon is apparently 
happy as ‘‘The Happiest Million¬ 
aire,” Last summer, he delayed 
vacationing-from his starring stint 
in order to keep the Kyle Crichton- 
Cordelia Drexel Biddle comedy 
running , on. Broadway. Now, he’s 
agreed to remain with the show 
five ’ weeks past its scheduled 
April 12 closing in Philadelphia. 
That depends, on the postpone-, 
ment of a commitment to. make a 
pilot film, however* 

Meanwhile, the Howard Erskirie- 
Joseph Hayes production is edging 
into the black after 13 -months of 
Operation. As of a March 1 ac¬ 
counting, the comedy had a deficit 
of $14,400 on its $99,000 invest¬ 
ment. . The show had actually 
earne(Lback that amount, plus an 
additimj&r $600 as of the audit. 
However, $15,000 of the receipts 
represents an advance to the pro¬ 
ducers against their V.4% sharp 
of net profits on payoff stanzas. . 

The production has thus far. dis¬ 
tributed $63,000 to the backers, 
and even if the unrecouped coin 
isn’t earned back on the tour, It’s 
figured likely that subsidiary in- 

; conic, particularly from stock, will 
eventually push the show into the 
payoff bracket. . And, as the pro¬ 
ducers point out in a letter to the 
.backers, there is still a possibility 
of a film sale. 

If. the tour is extended as . 
planned it will take in southern 
bookings , through May 17. 

TiOa Durieux 
In Swiss 1 

Lucerne, March 11. . 
Actress Tilla Durieux, who was 

a personality in the legendary Max 
Reinhardt era, is making a come¬ 
back in the Stadttheatre produc¬ 
tion of “The Potting Shed/’ The 
German-language presentation of 
the Graham Greene play, adapted 
by Peter Sandberg, caught on after 
a slow start, with excellent word- 
of-mouth helping. 

The newspapers gave extensive 
coverage to Mme, Durieux’s legit 
return, with the publicity also , fig¬ 
ured a b. o. aid. The 70-year-old 
actress gives ah accomplished per¬ 
formance of quiet dignity. 

ST. L. MUNY RETAINS 
TAX EXEMPT STATUS 

St. Louis, March 18. . 
Municipal Opera is breathing 

easier after a ruling from the In¬ 
ternal Revenue Service that Mu¬ 
nicipal ’ Opera tickets will be ex¬ 
empt from federal excise taxes 
again this summer. Otherwise the 
Opera would have had to pass on 
the taxes to patrons or. absorb the. 
loss to keep from raising prices. 

Muny Opera tickets have been 
exempt. in previous, seasons, but 
last year the Internal Revenue 
Service tried to apply a narrow 
interpretation of “opera”, in the 
law. providing for exemption of 
non-profit organizations.. If “opera” 
were restricted in meaning to 
grand or light opera, a good many 
of Muny Opera’s musicals would 
have been subject to tax. 

Theatres-in-the-round .could re¬ 
vitalize the road. That’s the belief 
of Sam Handelsman, managing di¬ 
rector of the Playhouse in the Park, 
Philadelphia* A* circuit of hard-top 
arena houses in principal legit 
cities would not only cut expenses 
for touring shows, but would pro¬ 
vide great intimacy of performance 
and add audience excitement, he 
figures* 

The success of Philly’s Park 
Playhouse and other ln-tlie-round 
theatres demonstrates the value, of 
similarly-styled hard-top arenas 
capable , of year-around operation 
and: suitable for either touring show 
bookings or stock operation. Espe¬ 
cially if located in suburban areas 
away from the congestion and in¬ 
flated realty rates of downtown 
sites, , the arenas have enormous 
possibilities, Handelsman contends.. 

; The stock producer notes that 
the minimum-scenery required by 
in-the-round presentations would 
reduce railroad, hauling and setting 
up costs. He also, feels that shows 
could be directed for both proscen¬ 
ium and in-the-round presentation 
as was the case with “Saint Joan,” 
starring Siobhan McKenna and 
“Witness for the Prosecution,” 
which was booked in proscenium 
houses after being, presented at the 
Playhouse. 

Meanwhile, the Playhouse is be¬ 
ing converted into a hardtop opera¬ 
tion after six years as a canvastop. 
The cost of constructing the new 
showcase will come to about $190,- 
000, while the initial expenditure 
for the tent was around $60,000, 
Equipment'from the teepee will be 
utilized in the new setup. . 

Coward Seconds Hayes’ 
Theatre Party Squawk; 

LEROY & CHAS. VIDOR 
READY B’WAY‘STATION’ 
Warner LeRoy, who broke into 

the managerial ranks this season 
as co-producer of the off-Broadway 
presentation of Tennessee WiK 
liams’ “Garden District,” how has 
his eye on Broadway. He and film 
director Charles Vidor have ac¬ 
quired Erich Maria Remarque’s 
“The Last Stations” for production 
next fall. : 

Vidor’s association with :the play, 
which was previously under option 
to William Wyler and Robert 
Whitehead, will mark his debut as 
a legit producer. LeRoy; who’s in 
his early 20s, also has a longterm 
option On Waldemar Hansen and 
Richard [ Astbr’s version of Henri 
de . Montherlant’s “Queen After 
Death/’ In. addition, he’s negotiat- 

:= ing for the rights to Nigel Dennis’ 
dramatization of his book, “Cards 

; of Identity.” . 
' Besides: his production activity, 
! LeRoy operates the York Theatre, 
. where “Garden” is berthed. His 
producing partner on the .Williams 

: double, bill is John C. Wilson, 
I' - y . 

Dorothy Bennett’s dramatization 
of,St. Clair McKelway’s New 
Yorker story, “The Burglar With 
the Notebooks,” is planned for 
Broadway presentation next sea¬ 
son by Jay Julien, whose produc¬ 
tion sked also includes Michael 
Gazzo’s “Dance With the. Baby/’ 
Steve Hill's “A Little Sex in the 
Family,” Frank Corsaro’s “The 
Squirrel Cage” and Ira and Jane 
Avery’s “Walking on Air.” 

Plan Equity Strawhat 
Season at Poultney, Vt. 

V Hartford, March 18. 
• The: Green Mountain Theatre, a 

strawliatter of Poultney,; Vt., has 
been taken over by Ward William¬ 
son of this city and Saul Elkin of 
New York; .Williamson, who 
teaches drama and directs plays at 
the. Hartford branch of the U. of 
Connecticut/will direct. An Equity 
company will be maintained. 

The summer theatre will get 
underway in mid June for a nine 

I weeks season. 

Noel Coward has joined the con¬ 
troversy about theatre parties. 
“Never again will I piay so long in 
New York,” the actor-author told 
an interviewer last week in Holly¬ 
wood, where he is currently star¬ 
ring in alternate performances of 
his two comedies, “Nude with Vio¬ 
lin” arid “Present Laughter.” He 
indicated that theatre parties are 
the reason for his decision. 

“I suppose they: are considered 
economically necessary,” Coward 
commented, J‘but the parties are 
killing the theatre. People come to 
see plays because of charity, not to 
see a good show. And there is no 
enjoyment for actors to play be¬ 
fore cold, rude audiences. 

“In three months in New York, 
I had only six or eight audiences 
that i considered good,” he was 
quoted by AP staff • jvrlter Bob 
Thomas as saying. “You can't play 
light comedy to people who resent 
paying $50 for a pair of tickets to 
see you* They defy you to be fun¬ 
ny. 

“I went to a matinee of Time 
Remembered’ and saw the magnifi¬ 
cent Helen Hayes pulling every 
trick she knew to get laughs. She 
got nothing. I felt like wandering 
among the audience with a base¬ 
ball bat. : 

“At another party matinee of 
‘Look Homeward, Angel* the au¬ 
dience was absolutely rude in the 
face of the anguished efforts of the 
actors. One woman came in during 
the second act and sat down with 
her paper bags and talked about 
Shopping* I shook her as a terrier 
would a fat and said, ‘Madam, will 
you please be quiet!’” 

The British' star’s views are much 
more extreme than opinions on the 

/same subject recently expressed 
! by Miss Hayes, in an interview with 
V/ard Morehouse, of the Newark: 
Star-Ledger and the North Ameri¬ 
can Newspaper Alliance. A letter 

, to the editor, by Ivy Larric, presi¬ 
dent of the Assn, of Theatrical 
Benefit Agents, rebutting Miss 
Hayes’ statements, appeared in last 

ietY. week’s issue of Variety 

Kramer-Singer Set Own 
Talent Management Ofc* 
Milton Kramer and Ron Singer 

have left the Hillard Elkins office 
to form their own operation. 

The new outfit, tagged Kramer 
Associates, will concentrate, on the 
management arid development of 
new scripting-composing talent. 
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Darling 47%G, Hiilae- ‘Love 23G, Hub; 

Business was generally , a trifle [ $27,200 on subscription. Previous 
down on the road last week. There »eefc. $17,500, Harris, Chicago, 

were 23 shows on tour, Philly be¬ 

ing the most active city with four ] 

entries on the boards, and San ’ 
Francisco next with three. 

DETROIT 
Tunnel of Love, Shubert (C) (3d 

\vk) ($3:50; 2,050; $25,000; (Larry. 
Parks, Marsha Hunt)., Almost 

Of the Broadway-bound tryouts, [ $17,500 on subscription; Previous 
“Love Me Little” got a split press i week, $16,000. Folded lest Satur- 
and passable business on subscrip-I day (15). 
tion.in Boston, “Say, Darling” had 
a satisfactory week in Philly and 
“Back to Methuselah” did well in 

: another split-week. The Stratford 

COLUMBUS 
oiiuiiiw t__ __ Auntie Marne, Hartman (C> (sin- 
(Ont.) Festival had slim pickings ; week) ($5.50-$5; 1.443; $42,000): 
in Montreal, Javce Grenfell had a ! (Constance Bennett). Over $41,300 
favorable reception in Toronto and ; subscription. Previous week, 
“Jane Eyre” closed in Philly for a ( $47,200, National, Washington, 
complete overhaul. l- 

Estimates for Last Week- |. BALTIMORE 
Parenthetic designations for but-' Visit..to/-8'SmaU' PIAieii Ford^s' 

of-town shows are the same as: for ; c’of 
Broadway, except that hyphenated i 

T with show classification indicates i $30,600, Shubert, Washington: 
Try mu. Also, prices on touting 
shouincludes 10% Federal jtax 
and -peal tax, if any; but asi on \ 
Broadway». grosses are net; i.e.^ex-1 
elusive of taxes. . ; | 

PHILADELPHIA I 
Jane Eyre, Walnut (D-T) (1st wk).; 

($4.80; 1,340;. S30.000). Opened to 
unanimous . pans (deSchauensee, 
Bulletin; Gaghan, News; Murdhck, 
Inquirer). Just topped $5,f)00. 
Folded Saturday night (15), but is 
to be revised for Broadway. Pre¬ 
vious week. $5,700 in seven per¬ 
formances. Wilbur, Boston’ 

Long Day's Journey Into Night, 
Locust (D> (2d wk) ($4.80; i,{?80; 
$43,000) (Fay Bainter, Anew Mc^ 
Master). Around $18,500. Previous 
week,'$19,300. 

MILWAUKEE 
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Pabst (D) 

(single wk) ($4.75; .1,623; $36,000) 
.(VictOr Jory). Under $22,000. Pre¬ 
vious week, not reported. . 

SPLIT-WEEKS 
Back to Methuselah. <CD-T) /Ty¬ 

rone Power, Faye-Emerson, Arthur 
Treacher); Totaled $37,100 in 
seven performances, as follows: 
three, Monday-Wednesday (10-12), 
Constitution Hall, Washington, 
$16,600; four, Thursday-Saturday 
113-15), /iayhouse, Wilmington, 
$20,500. previous week, $41,000 in 

• six performances.; 

wk) i$5.40-$4.80,\ 1,870; $52,500) 
(David Wayne, Vivian Blaine, John¬ 
ny Desmond). Over $47,700; Pre¬ 
vious week, $40,600 in seven per¬ 
formances. 

pp, . . Damn Yankees (MC). Totaled 
Nn' Tim£ for Serireants Forrest : $23’100 in. seven performances, as 

(C) (2d wk) ($4.80; 1,760; '$48,042). 1 hs" AlontcomSwAla °$4I10o'’ 
Over $35,600 on subscription. Fre- | two Tuesday(llVjSrdan Aud^Co- 
vious week. $40,100. lumbus^Ga $6 900^ Sncle Thms 

Say. Darling, Shubert (MC-T> '2d ! ^^,^^u^vamSh. 

$4,600; three, Friday-Saturday (14- 
15), Peabody Aud;, Daytona Beach, 
Fla,, $12,500. Previous week, $32,- 
000 in eight performances. 
: Diary of Anne Frank (D) (Fran¬ 
cis . Lederer). Totaled $14,500. in 
eight performances, as follows: 
four, Monday-Wednesday (10-12), 
Community, Hershey,’ Pa.; $6,000; 
three, Friday-Saturday . (14-15), 
Aud., Rochester, $8,500 on a guar¬ 
antee. Previous week,. $27,700, 
Ford’s; Baltimore. 

Joyce Grenfell (Mono.). Three 
performances; Friday - Saturday 
(14-15), at $3.75 top at the 1,275- 
seat Eaton Aud., Toronto, $9,000; 

No Time for Sergeants (C). To¬ 
taled over $40,900 in seven per¬ 
formances, as follows: three, Sun- 
day-Monday (9-10), Munic. Aud., 
New Orleans, $20,800; single, Tues¬ 
day til). Post Theatre, Ft Polk, 
La.. $2,200; single, Wednesday (12), 
College Aud., Texarkana, TeX., 
$3,400; two, Friday-Saturday (14- 
15), Munic., Tulsa, Okla., $14,500. 
Previous week; $30,100 in seven 
performances. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Middle of the Night, Curran (D) 

(1st wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,758; $47,- 
500) (Edward G. Robinson). Over 
$26,700 on subscription. Previfius 
week, $47,600 in nine performances, 
Biltmore, Los Angeles. 

Tunnel of Love, Alcazar (C) 
(23d \vk» ($4.40; 1.147; S32.000) 
(Russell Nype, William Bishop). 
About $8,400. Previous week, 
$8,100. Tours weeknights atnd 
plays weekends here for the n£xt 
two weeks, then goes to Los An¬ 
geles. 

Marcel Marceau; Geary (Panto.) 
(1st wk) ($4.40;. 1,147; $34,000). 
Opened Tuesday (ID and got $14.- 
000 in seven performances. Pre¬ 
vious week, $27,300, Great North¬ 
ern, Chicago. ; 

CHICAGO 
Most Happy Fella, Blackstohe 

(>1I>> 16th wk) ($7;: 1,425;. $58,700). i 
Under $20,000. Previous week. 
$20,300. : ■ • \ 
. My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC' ! 
(19th wk) ($7; 2.100; $72,979> (Brian ! 
Aherne, -Aniie. Rogers). Nearly $63,-1 
300. Previous week, $69,100. 

Touring Shows 
(March 17-29) 

Auntla Mime (2d Co.) (Constance Ben¬ 
nett)—American; St. Louis (17-29). 

Back to Methuselah (tryout (Tyrone 
Power, Faye Emerson, Arthur Treacher) 
—Locust; Philly (17-22) moves to N.Y.) 
(Reviewed In VARIETY. Jan. 23, '58). 
: Cat on a Hot Tin Roof • (Victor Jory)-— 
Murat, Indpls. (17-19); State. Toledo (20- 
22);. Memorial HaU, Dayton (24t25); RJKO 
Orpheum, Davenport; la. (26); KRNT, Des 
Moines (27); Victoria, K.C. (28-29). \ 

. Damn . Yankees—Dade County Add.; 
Miami (17-22); Municipal Aud., Sarasota 
(25); Municipal Aud.. Orlando (26); V. 
Aud., Tallahassee (27); Murphy Aud., Mo¬ 
bile. Ala. (28-29). 

Diary .of Anne Frank (Francis Lederer) 
—Royal Alexandra. Toronto (17-22); Her 
Majesty’s. Montreal (24-29). 

. Happiest Millionaire (Walter Pidgeon)— 
Her Majesty's, Montreal (17-22); Shubert, 
New Haven (24-29). ■ • 

Long Day's Journey Into Night (2d. Co.) 
(Fay Bairiter. Anew McMaster)—National, 
Wash. (17-22); Ford’s Balto (24-29). 

; Love. Me LIHIe (tryout). (Donald Cook. 
Joan 'Bennett)— Wilbur, Boston (17-22); 
Walnut, PhiUy (24-29) (Reviewed in VARI¬ 
ETY. March 12. ’58). , • ■ : 

Marcel Mareeau—Geary, . .S.F. (17-22);- 
Aud., Denver (29). .. 

Middle of the Night (Edward G. Robin- 
sort)— Curran, S.F; (17-29); 

Most Happy ' Fella-^Blackstone, 
(17-29). ■ 

My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne, 
Ahne Rogers)—Shubert. Chl (17-29). 

No. Time for Sergeants (N.Y. Co J— 
Municipal Aud.; Oklahoma City (17-18); 
Memorial Aud., Wichita FaUs, Tex. (19); 
Gregory Gymnasium, Austin. Tex. (20); 
Municipal Aud., San. Antonio (21-22); 
Municipal Aud.. San Angelo. Tex. (24-25); 
H.S, Aud.; Midland. Tex. (26-27); Munici¬ 
pal Aud., Lubbock.: TeX. (28-29). 

No Time for .Sergeants (Nat’l Co.)—For¬ 
rest. Philly (17-22); National, Wash. (24-29). 

. Nude With Violin A Present Laughter 
(Noel Coward)—Hartford, L.A. (17-22, 
closes);":’;;.' 

Say - Darling - (tryout) (David. Wayne, 
Vivian Blaine. Johnny Desniond)—Shubert, 
Philly (17-29) (Reviewed in VARIETY, Feb. 
26, *58).. 

. Tunnel of Love (Coast Co.) (Russell 
Nype,, William BishOp)^-CiVic Aud., San 
Jose (17); Sunset Aud;, Carmel (18-19); 
Alcazar. S.F. (20-23)r Junior College Aud., 
Sacramento . (24-25); Pacific. Stockton (26- 
27); Alcazar, S.F. (28-30).. 

.Visit to a Small Planet (Cyril Ritchard) 
—Hanna. Cleve. (17-22); Cass, Det. (24-29). 

Chi 

British Show 
(Figures denote opening dates) 

LONDON 
At Drop of Hat, Fortune 0-24-57). . . 
Bells Ringing, Coliseum (11-14-57). 
Boy Friend, Wynonam's (12-1-53). 
B ride A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-36) 
Cat on Hot-Tin Roof, Comedy (1-30^8). 
*Dear. Delinquent, Aldwych (6-5-57). 
Dinner With Family.. New (12-10-57). 

. Flowering Cherry, Haymarket (11-21-57). 
Free As Air, Savoy (6*6-57). 
Grab Me ■ Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56). 

. Hnooiest. MIIL, C^mbridve (11-15-57). . 
Kldders, St. Martinis (3-18-58). 
Lady-at Wheel, Westminster (2-19-58). 
Lysistrata; York's (2-18-58). 
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52). 
New Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56) 
Paddle Own Canoe, Criterion (12-4-57). 
Plalsirs De Paris; Wales (4-20-57). 
PoHing Shed, Globe (2:5-58). . 
Rape of Belt, Picadilly (12-12-57). 
Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57). 
Roar Llko a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57).. 
S-lad Days,. Vaudeville (8-5-54). ; 
•Share My Lettuce, Garrick (9-25-57). 
Touch . It Light, Strand (2-27-58). 
Touch of Sun, Seville (1-31-58). 
Tunnel of Love, Majesty’s (12-3-57). 
Where's Charley, Palace (2-20-58). : 
•Transferred, :• 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
^:mole Spyman, Whitehall (3-19-58). 
Beth, Apollo (3-20-58). 
Catalyst, Arts (3-25-58). 
Breath of Spring, Cambridge (3-26-58). . 

CLOSED LAST WEEK 
School, Princes (3*4-58). 

- Dry Rot, WhitehaO (8-31-54). . . 

ON TOUR 
. .Breath of Spring 

Chalk . Garden • 
Desert Song 

• Dry. Rot . 
Duel of Angels. 
House By the Lake 
Odd Man In 
Reluctant Debutante 
Snllor- Beware 
Separate Rooms 
Summer of the 17th Doll 
Waltz of the Toreadors 

BOSTON - | 
Love Me Little, Wilbur <C-T> (1st ■ 

wk> ($4.95; 1.241; $32,699) (John 1 
Bennett, Donald Cook): Drew two., j 
affirmative reviews (Durgin, Globe; i 
Maloney, Traveler), to fairish 
(Doyle. American; Hughes, Herald), 
one yes-and-no (Norton, Record) 
and one pan (Melvin, Monitoij); 
grossed nearly $23,000 on subscrip¬ 
tion. Previous week, $14,000 In 
five performances, Shubert, Neivv 
Haven. ; 

Current flnanclal status of New. York and touring productions, 
including closed operations on which payment has recently been 
made. Investment figures include ovetcall, if any. (R) designates ;, 
amount of original investment , repaid to. the backers. (P) designates 
amount of profit distributed to the backers. Unless otherwise indi¬ 
cated, the backers’ share is 50?^ of the total profit, with the man¬ 
agement getting all or most of the remaining 50%. 

Show Title . investment 

MONTREAL 
Broken Jug, Her Majesty's (C-T) 

fist wk) ($4.50; 1,704; $33,000). 
Stratford 'Ont.) Festival Co. pro¬ 
duction got $7,500. Previous week, 
same group's revival of “Two Gen¬ 
tlemen of Verona,” $12,000. 

LOS ANGELES , ; I 
Nude with Violin-Present Laugh-1 

ter, Hartford (C-Rep.) (1st wk) ($6; t 
1.024; $34,000) (Noel Coward). A.l-1 
ternate-performance presentation: 
of two plays by the actor-authdr j 
drew $33,700. Previous week, ] 
$35,500, Curran, San Francisco. | j 

PITTSBURGH 
Happiest Millionaire, Nixon (G) , 

(single wki «$4.95-$4.50; 1.760; 
$40,000) (Walter Fidgeon). Oy.clr1, 

Auntie. Marne (N.Y. Co.) .. . ..... 
Auntie Marne (2d Co.) ...... 
Bells Are Ringing . V,... . ... 
Damn Yankees .., *...;.. 
Dark at Top of Stairs /. 
Diary of Anne Frank 
Entertainer . .:........ ., 
Happiest Millionaire ......... 
Jamaica .: .: 
Long Day's Journey Into Night. 
Look Homeward, Angel . 
Look Back in Anger .. /........ 

. Middle of the Night 
Most Happy Fella 
Music Man .. 
My Fair Lady (2 Cos.)......... 

: New Girl in Town .... . :• 
No Time for Sergeants (2 Cds.) .. 
Romanoff and Juliet .. .. 
Sunrise at Campobello, . .. 
Tunnel of Love .... 
West Side Story - *. * * r ^ * * *.. 

.,$i79,307 
130,000 

...... 360,000 

...... 250,000 
loo.ooo 
75,000 

...... 60,000 
...... 99,000 
...... 300,000 
....... 80,000 

.125000 
...... 40000 
...... 100,000 
...... 375,000 

300,000 
...... 300,000 
...... 3Q0O00 
...... iooooo 

80,000 
110O00 

60,000 
.. . 300,000 

CLOSED SHOWS 
Moon Is Blue (3 (Cos.) ..........:..... 185,000 

Note; (a) Backers receive 34.471% of the profits. 
(b) Backers receive 40% of the profits. 
(c) Figure is estunBted. 

Backers' 
Return 

To Date 
(a) $92,337 (P) 

13,000 (R) 
150,000 (P) 
437.500 (P). 

(b) 4,000 (P) 
99,300 (P) 
30.000 (R) 
63,000 (R) 

120,000 (R) 
45.500 (P) : 

112.500 (R) 
4,000 (P) 

87.500 (P) 
176,000 (P) 
135,000 (R) 

(b)(0680,000 (P) 
45,000 (P) 

545,965 (P) 
48,000 (R) 
20,000 (R) 

120,000 (P) 
300,000 (R) 

156,250(P) 

8way Dp;‘Story* $52,900, ‘Girl* 34G, 
'Captain* $58,200, ‘Romanoff* $21900, 

'Denim* $21,300 'Toreadors* $15,900 
Broadway climbed last week. 

Receipts jumped substantially. for 
most shows, while the previous 
week’s powerhouse entries held 
steady. There were 25 productions 
on tap. 

The lineup of sellouts arid vir¬ 
tual capacity entries included 
“Dark at the Top of the Stairs,” 
“Entertainer,” “Look Homeward, 
Angel,” “Music Man,” “My Fair 
Lady,” “Oh Captain,” “Sunrise at 
Campobello” and “Two for. the 
Seesaw.” 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama1, 

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 
MC (Musical-Comedy); MD (Musi¬ 
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ 
eretta. 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks.played, 
number of performances through 
last. Saturday, top prices (where 
two prices are given; the higher is 
for Friday-Saturday nights: and the 
lower for weeknights)•, number 
of seats, capacity.gross and stars. 
Price includes; 10% Federal and 
5% City tax, but grosses are net; 
i.e., exclusive of taxes. 

Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C) 
(66th wk; 517 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,- 
500) (Greer Garson). Previous 
week, $41,800; last week, nearly 
$43,300. 

Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 
(68th wk; 540 p> ($8.05; 1,453; $58,- 
101) (Judy Holliday). Previous 
week, $52,000; last week, almost 
$56,200. 

Blue Denim, Playhouse (D) (3d 
wk; 20 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 996; $31,- 
500). Previous week, inadvertently 
overquoted, was $20,700, with par¬ 
ties; last week, nearly $21,300. 

Dark at the Top of the Stairs, 
Music Box (D) (15th wk; 116 p) 
($5.75-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Pre¬ 
vious week, $33,600 with parties; 
last week, nearly $33,400, with 
parties. 

Entertainer, Royale (CD) (5th 
wk; 38 p) ($7.50; 1,050; $43,500) 
(Laurence Olivier, George Relph, 
Brenda de' Banzie, Joan Plow- 
right); Previous week, $43,600; last 
week, same. 

Fair Game,. Longacre (C) (19th 
wk; 153 p) ($5.75r$6.90; 1,101; $32,- 
000) (Sam Leven'e). Previous Week, 
$18^300; last week, almost $18,500. 

Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (20th 
wk; 156 p) ($835; 1,427; $63,000) 
(Lena. Horne, Ricardo Moritalban). 
Previous week, $59,200; last week, 
over $59,600. 

Li’l Abner, St. James (MC) (70th 
wk; 556 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $58,100). 
Previous week. $28,000; last week, 
around $27,800. 

Long Day’s Journey Into Night, 
Hayes (D). (63d wk; 380 p) ($6.90; 
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March, 
Florence Eldridge). Previous week, 
$17,600 on twofers; last week, over 
$18,900 on twofers. Closes March 
29. 

Look Back In Anger, Lyceum (D) 
^h Zk: 191 <$5.75; 995; $26,- 
400) (Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh). 
Previous week, underquoted, was 
over $12,600; last week, over $14,- 
40Q. . Moved last Monday (17) to 
the Golden Theatre. 

Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬ 
more (D) (16th wk; 124 p) ($6.90: 
1,076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins, 
Jo Van Fleet; Hugh Griffith). Pre¬ 
vious week, $41,000; last week, 
same. 

'Music Man, Majestic (MC) (13th 
wk; 100 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $68,658) 
Previous week, $69,000; last week 
same. 

n JJf. Fajf Hellinger (MC) 
(105th wk; 835 p) ($8.05; 1551- 
$68,210) (Edward Mulhare, Sally 
Ann Howes). Steady at $69,200. 
Show is selling 20 balcony seats at 
each performance to students at 
70 cents a ticket. 

Town, 46th St. (MD) 
(44th wk; 351 p) ($8.06-$9.20; 1 297* 
$59,085) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma 
Ritter). Previous week, $29,300* 
last week, almost $34;000. 
.^0h, ^Ptain, Alvin (MC) (6th wk; 
47 p) ($8.35-$9.20; 1,331; $60,000) 
(Tony Randall). Previous week 
$55,000 with parties; last week! 
nearly $58,200, with parties. 

anA Juliet, Plymouth 
!C,^„(23d wk; 180 PJ <$5.75-$6.25* 
1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov). 
Previous weeic, $21,100; last week, 
almost $21,900. 

Rop^Danccrs, Miller’s (D) (17 th 
& S Pi <$5-75-$6.90; 944; $27,- 
850) (Siobhan McKenna, Art Car¬ 
ney). Previous week, $11,400: last 
week, almost $11,600. 

Sunrise at Campobello, Cort (D) 
(7th wk; 52 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $36.- 
000) (Ralph /Bellamy),, Rreyiou^ 

week, $35,300, with parties; last 
week, over $36,400. 

Time Remembered, Morosco (C) 
018th wk; 143 p) ($9.60; 946; $43,- 
000) (Helen Hayes, Richard Burton, 
Susan Strasberg). Previous- week, 
$39,900; last week, nearly $38,800. 

. Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD) 
(9th wk; 68 p) ($6.90; 780; $31,700) 
(Henry Fonda): Previous week, 
$31,700, with parties; last week, al¬ 
most $31,900. 

Waltz of the Toreadors, Coronet 
(C) (2d wk; 15 p) ($6.90; 1,101; $35,- 
040) (Melvyn Douglas, Betty Field, 
Lili Darvas). Previous week, $10,- 
900 for first seven performances; 
last week- over $15,^00. 

West Side Story, Winter Garden 
(MD) |(25th wk; 196 p) ($8 05. 1,- 
404; $63,203). Previous Week, $51,- 
300; last 'week, nearly $52,900. 

Who Was That Lady I Saw You 
With? Beck (C) (2d wk; 16 pi 
($6.90; 1,280; $47,000) (Peter Lind 
Hayes, Mary Healy, Ray Walston). 
Previous week, $34,300 for first 
eight performances; last week, over 
$39,800. 

Closed Last-Week 
Body Beautiful, Broadway (MC) 

(8th wk; 60 p) ($8.05; 1,900; $74,- 
000). Previous week, $26,900; last 
week, over $31,700. Closed * last 
Saturday: (15) at an approximate 
$350,000 loss (see separate story); 

Wonderful Town, City Center 
(MC) (2d wk; 16 p) ($3.80; 3,090; 
$61,812) (Nancy Walker). Previous 
week, $42,400 for first eight per¬ 
formances; last week, over $52,700. 
Ended limited two-week stand last 
Sunday (16). 

Opening This Week 
Oklahoma, City Center . CMC) 

($3.80; 3,090; $61,812) (Helen Gal¬ 
lagher, Gene Nelson, Harvey Lem- 
beck, Betty Garde, Douglas F- .Rod¬ 
gers, Michael Maule, Gemze de 
Lappej George Church, Owen Mar¬ 
tini Sheppard Kerman,' Herbert 
Banke, Lois'O’Brien). Last in a Se¬ 
ries of three N. Y. City Center 
Light Opera Co. revivals; opens a 
limited two-week stand tonight 
(Wed.). 

Two Gentlemen of Verona, Phoe¬ 
nix (C) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,382). Re¬ 
vival of William Shakespeare play, 
the first of two Stratford Festival 
Co. of Canada productions, opened 
last night (Tues.) for a two-week 
run and then alternates: with Dori- 
ald Harrori’s “The: Broken Jug,” 
based on Heinrich von Kleist’s 
comedy. The coihpany is booked at 
the house; through April 20. 

Off-Broadway Shows 
Boy Friend, Downtown (1-25-58).. 
Brothers Karamazov. Gate (12- 

6-57). . 
Children of Darkness, Circle In 

the Square (2-28-58)./ 
Clerambard, Rooftop (11-7-57). 
Courageous . One; . Greenwich 

Mews (1-20-58). 
Crucible,. Martinique (3-11-58). 
Dark of the Moon, Carnegit 

Playhouse (2-26-58). 
Endgame, Cherry Lane (1-28-58). 
Garden District, York (1-7-58), 
King’s Standards, Blackfriars (2- 

12-58; closes April 1. . 
Power of. Dreams, Sullivan St. 

(3-10-58). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-25- 

55). ■ 
Closed Last Week 

Long Gallery, RNA (3-6-58). * 

O’Casey Bars Plays 
In Native Ireland 

Dublin, March 11.: 
Dubiin-born playwright Sean 

O’Casey,. now living in England, 
who would not allow cuts to be 
made in his latest, “The Drums of 
Father Ned,:”! which had been 
skedded for International Theatre 
Festival here, has now nixed pro¬ 
duction of his “Juno and the Pay- 
cock” which had been set for ma¬ 
jor presentation by Radio Eireann, 
state-owned radio setup. 

“Father Ned” incident was one 
of series which led to postpone¬ 
ment of the Theatre Festival. 

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS 
BROADWAY 

. (Theatres Set) 
Methuseleh, Ambassador (3-26*98). 
*ay Darling, ANTA (4-3-58). 
Joyca Granfall, Lyceum (4-7-58). 
Leva Me Little, Haye* (4-8-58). 

Eyr#' Belasco (wk. 4-21-58). 
Vim, Lune-Foutanne <5-5-58)^ 

< Theatres Not Set) 
Firstborn (4-29-58). 

OFF-BROADWAY 
AsmodM. Theatre 74 (3-25-58). 
■I®"*1 Wedding, Actors' (3-31-58L 
Legitimate Steal, 4th St. (4-1-58). 
Bed' Tima, Royal (4-2-58), 
M*. Pal*ln®' Jan HU» (4-2-58). 
Ardala, Cricket (4S-58). 
Enchanted, Renata (4-22-58). 
RO*vea»,MeiHle,Pheeni«. 44-J9-56L*- 
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THE THEATRE GUILD Presents 

THE NATIONAL COMPANY 

• BOOK AND LYRICS BY ■ 
BETTY COMDEN and ADOLPH GREEN 

• MUSIC BY 
JULE STYNE 

• ENTIRE PRODUCTION DIRECTED BY 
JEROME ROBBINS 

•SETS AND COSTUMES BY 
RAOUL PENE DU BOIS 

• DANCES AND MUSICAL NUMBERS STAGED BY 
JEROME ROBBINS and BOB FOSSE 

“A Sweetheart of a Masieal Comedy.” 
—KERR, N. Y. Herald Tribune 

3 BIG ^ HUS 

More Than Sixteen 
Months on Broadway! 

Over $3,500,000 
Gross to Date ! 

London Co. Now 
20th Big Week, London! 

NOW 
BOOKING 

If58-59 1959-50 

Playing in 20 Subscription Cities 
Organised by 

THE THEATRE GUILD-AMERICAN THEATRE SOCIETY 
Itiidtr It. AasptcM .f .. 

THE COUNCIL OF THE LIVING THEATRE 

71 Additional Cities 120 Playing Weeks 

Over $1,800,000 
Gross on Broadway I 

WRITE OR WIRE: 

INDEPENDENT BOOKING OFFICE, INC. 
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY 

THE THEATRE GUILD Presents 
THE NATIONAL COMPANY of the 

COMEDY SUCCESS 

tWHHEl of LQfr 
JOSEPH FIELDS and PETER DE VRIES 

e DIRECTED BY 

JOSEPH FIELDS 
e PRODUCTION DESIGNED AND LIGHTED BY 

RALPH ALSWANG 

Hits the box office target smack in the middle of the bells-eye!” 
—TOM DONNELLY, N. Y. Worid-Telegrom and Sun 



92 tEGITIMLATB JS&RIETY 

If git Bits 
Patricia Ripley has withdrawn 

from the off-Broadway production 
of ‘‘Threepenny Opera” to appear 
in the Tennessee Williams dfama, 
“Orpheus Descending,” atr the 
Cocoanut Grove Playhouse. Miami. 

Alan Green has resigned as [cast¬ 
ing director for the N. Y. j City 
Center to join the Gils SchFrmer 
Jr, talent agency. 

The Theatre Guild nil: celeprate 
Its 40th anni May 11 with a dinner- 
show party at the Hotel iMaza, 
N. Y. ' ; 

A campaign has been, launched 
to raise $1,000,000 for a five-year 
fund for the N.. Y. Shakespeare 
Festival, which operates on a quflo¬ 
at! mission policy. 

Lee Blattncr has exited as Stage 
manager'of the K Y. eompariy.of 
“Tunnel of Love” to join the; pro¬ 
duction staff of the Greek Thdatre, 
Los Angeles. ; ' . 

Deirdre Owen has been added to 
the cast of “Back to Methuselah” to 
play a role written into the second 
act" of the Bernard Shaw play hy 
adaptor Arnold Moss, 

Joshua Shelley »has optioned 
Robert Wilson’s drama, “Hayrjde,” 
which he plans to produce [and 
direct next season. : 

Barbara Wolferman and Jamies 
liammerstein have acquired (the 
legit rights to two books, Margery 
Sharp’s “The Eye of Love,”[and 
Stringfeliow Barr’s “Purely Aca¬ 
demic.” Miss.Sharp is adapting! her 
own novel for pre-Broadway ipro- 
duction this summer in Lonjdon. 
No adaptor, has been set yet, for 
the Barr novel. i 

Robert Griffith, Harold Pivince 
and Shirley Ayers are planning a 
tryout of Jess Gregg’s “A {Sea. 
Shell,” starring Peggy Wood,- for 
the week of April . 21 at Rojlins 
College, Winter Park, Fla. ! 

“My Jean,” a musical play b^ised 
on the life of Robert BiirnA is 
scheduled for Broadway produc¬ 
tion next season by Showwbrld 
Productions. Broadway conductor 
Max Meth is a partner iri the pro¬ 
ducing firm. The script written by 
the late Warren P. Munsell Jr. -and 
subsequently worked over by 
Stephen deBaiin, was originally 
titled “Cornin’ Thro’ the Rye.’* 

A London production of “Siniply 
Heavenly” is planned by Laurence 
Harvey and Jack Hylton. 

. The. rights to present Ronald 
Alexander’s “Holiday for Lovers” 
in German-speaking countries have 
been acquired by literary agent 
Mrs. Liesl Frank Mittler.with ,the 
initial production in Germany 
scheduled for early next season at 
the Thalia Theatre. Hamburg. . 

“Bells Are Ringing” hasn’t is¬ 
sued a statement to backers since 
the week ending Dec. 28. 

An off-Broadway edition of the 
longrun British musical. “Salad 
Da.\s.” is scheduled for a late Sep¬ 
tember opening at the Batbizjon- 
Plaza Theatre by Nicholas Benson 
and Stanley Fink in association 
with William Freedman and Barry 
Morse, who produced a Toronto 
edition of the show last year. 

The N. Y. City Center is making 
its ^Showcase.” a program of ex¬ 
cerpts from productions presented 
at the theatre, an annual event, 
with the next one scheduled for 
next Monday (24). i 

Francis Curtis has purchased [he 
rights to Peggy Mann’s dramatiza¬ 
tion of her novel. "A Room ; in 
Paris.’’ which he plans tff produce 
on Broadway next fall. I 

George Axelrod’s dramatization 
of Alfred Haves* novel, “My Face 

FOR sale: 
BRAE MANOR THEATRE j 

Knawlton, Quebec, Canada : 

21 Successful Seasons under one 

management. Playhouse and 20^ 

room bouse fully equipped. Wouljl 

sell theatre separately if desired. 

ERNEST PITT A CO. INC. 

5157 Sherbrooke St. West, 

Montreal, Que., Canada 

For the World- To See” is planned I 
for Broadway production next sea¬ 
son by Martin Gabel and Henry 
Margolis, with Axelrod directing. 

Designer Robert Soiile is keep¬ 
ing busy off-Broadway. Already 
represented by “Garden District” 
and “Long Gallery,” he’s now 
working on “The Enchanted,” 
which opens April 15 at the Renata, 
Theatre. , ' - 

Souvenir program salesman Sam; 
Saul is out of the hospital after 
undergoing surgery. 

'“You Touched Me,” by Tennes¬ 
see Williams and Donald Wind- ! 
ham, is being presented by Equity] 
Library Theatre today (Wed.) 
through next Sunday (23) at the 
Lenox Hill: Playhouse, N, Y.. the 
group’s, production at the house 
next . Wednesday - Sunday (26 - 30) 
will be Arthur Laurents’ “Time of 
the Cuckoo:” 

Katherine Spear, exec-secretary 
of the .Seven Arts Center, N. Y., 
was inadvertently referred to as 
Marjorie Spear in last week’s 
Variety. 

Uta Hagen and E. G. Marshall 
are planning to appear in. their 
own production next season of 
Gilbert Perlman’s adaptation of 
LTgo Betti’s “The Queen and the 
Rebels.” ■ 

Judith Anderson has been set to 
star :in Speed Lamkin’s “Cqmes a 
Day,” which Cheryl Crawford and 
Alan Pakula plan . for Broadway 
production next November. ; 

“The Heart’s a Wonder, ” a musi¬ 
cal version of J; M. Synge’s “Play¬ 
boy of the Western World,” is 
scheduled for overseas production, 
first in Dublin and then in London, 
by Winifred Comstock; The tuner 
was originally presented in Dublin 
by the National U. Dramatic 
Group. 

Alfonso Paso’s “Cielo Dentro de 
Casa” (“Heaven Is Home”) has 
been! purchased by Reginald! Den-, 
ham, who plans co-producing the 
play, which he’ll adapt and direct 
himself. 

The second annual Eastern Col¬ 
lege Undergraduate Play Festival 
will be held March 28-30 at Yale U. 

John S. Rodell’s “Crazy Old 
Owl,” .with Stuart Erwin in a co- 
starring role, is planned for Broad¬ 
way production next season by 
Shepard Trauhe. 

Peter Davis/ Theatre Guild gen¬ 
eral manager, and his wife, Fred¬ 
die, are'on a two-week Barbados 
vacation. 

The Australian rights; to “Auntie 
Marne” have been purchased by. 
Garnet H. Carroll. 

“Li’l Abner” will start. Sunday 
afternoon , and evening perform¬ 
ances April 13 in lieu of Monday 
evening performances and Wed¬ 
nesday matinees. 

Marriage dates have been an¬ 
nounced for two members of the 
“Waltz of the Toreadors” company. 
John Stewart, featured in the com¬ 
edy, will wed Nancy Travis, a pro¬ 
fessional ice skater, May 1, while 
Frances Stridinger, a standby for 
costar Betty Field, and scenic de¬ 
signer Robert Barnes will be mar¬ 
ried April 20. : 

Patricia Jessel, who had a long 
run in London and then on Broad¬ 
way and on toiir with Agatha 
Christie’s “Witness for the Prose¬ 
cution.” will star in the same au¬ 
thor’s new meller, “Verdict/’ to be 
presented by Peter Saunders,''with 
a premiere scheduled for. March 31 
at the King’s Theatre, Edinburgh. 

Michael Evans playing Henry 
Higgins in the second company of 
“My Fair Lady,” currently at the 
Shubert in Chicago, while Brian 
Aherne vacations for two weeks, 

j “The Duchess of: Washoe,” a 
, new musical with music. by Emil 
; Martin and book hy Cass Stevens 
land Madilyn Safanov, will open 
[March 28 at the Encore Theatre, 
! Frisco..- , 
I Marcel Marcean will appear With 
[the San Francisco. Symphony at 
I the Frisco Opera House in a single 
[performance for the symphony’s 
I pension fund: ... . 
j Legit and ballet producer-backer. 
I Blevins Davis was tagged With a 
$2,317 judgment in N. Y. Supreme 
Court last week by Suburban Land- 

1 scaping Corp._. ~ • • • • 

Air-Conditioned 

Carl Fisoieu Hall 
165 West 57 Street, New York 19 

Available For Off-jBroad\vay Productions. 

PM 7-2027 

‘CAREFREE HEART’ WAS 
$283,155 TRYOUT DUD 

“Carefree Heart,” which folded 
during its pre-Broadway tryout 
earlier this season, rang up a four- 
week operational loss of $72,324. 
That represented a little more than 
25% of the $283,155 dropped on 
the Lynn Loesser-Shamus Locke 
production. The venture was 
financed . at $287,500, including 
15%. pvercall; 

. The financial status of the Rob¬ 
ert Wright-George Forrest musical 
adaptation of Moliere’s “Doctor” 
stories, as revealed in a post-clos¬ 
ing Dec. 31 audit, also listed the 
production cost ] at $199,676. An¬ 
other $12,404 went down the drain 
•in expenses incurred after the 
show’s Oct. 26 wrapup in Cleve¬ 
land. Income oh the project was 
$1,250 from the sale of souvenir 
programs^. .. 

! The. weekly operating expense 
on the production; which, costarred 
Jack Carter, Susan Johnson and 
Melville Cooper, ranged from $23;- 
205-$26;324, with; the performer nut 
levelling off. the final, fortnight at 
$7,125. The weekly gross, with 
respective; losses listed parentheti¬ 
cally, Were as follows: 

Cass Theatrfe/Detroit, first week, 
$18,447 ($14,077);. 

Cass Theatre,. Detroit, second 
weelc, $17,206 ($14,713). , 

Hanna Theatre, Cleveland, first 
week, $17,127 ($14,805). 

- Hanna Theatre, Cleveland, sec¬ 
ondweek, $10,534 $18,670 ). 

Off-B’way Review 

The Commoh Wind 
Poetry Center of the YM-YWHA pres¬ 

entation of one-act concert reading by 
H. A.. L. Craig: Stars Max Adrian and 
Frank Silvera; features Frederick O’Neal, 
Martin . Wolfson; Ned Wright, Neil Vi- 
pond. Produced by Paul Lewis; staged 
by- Sidney Geckef; lighting. Perry Wat¬ 
kins; drum effects. Cyril Jackson; George 
McClain chorale. . At Kaufmann - Concert 
Hall. N. Y.. March 8, *58; $2,50 top. 

Cast: Godfrey Cambridge,. Frank Sil¬ 
vera. Richard Ward, Frederick O'Neal, 
Ned Wright, Phelps Manning, William 
Hindman.'Neil Vipond, Max Adrian, Jona¬ 
than. Morris. Jim Colby, Martin Wolfson. 

• Music effects: Ned Wright, George 
McClain, . George Da. Costa. . 

. Drummers; Cyril Jackson, Michael Ar¬ 
quette; Manuel Ramos, George Da Costa. 

.the .Kaufmann Auditorium, at 
the Lexington Avenue branch of 
the YM-YWHA, has been the seed- 
bed of; several, distinguished con^ 
cert readings: Dylan Thomas’ “Un¬ 
der Milk Wood,” and Sean 
O’Casey’s “I Knock At the Door” 
and “Pictures In the Hallway,” 
each of which subsequently had 
commercial mountings, started 
there. 

The latest to make the attempt, 
although it is only notable in at¬ 
tempt and not. in deed, is a well- 
cast reading of H. A. L. Craig’s 
“The Common Wind/’ a onet-act 
te-evocation of the career of Tous- 
sairit Louverture, the Haitian Ne¬ 
gro martyr of the late 18th centuy. 

Despite a generally sympathetic 
reading, staging that includes off- 
and on-stage drumming, an eight- 
person chorale; and such capable 
performers as Max Adrian/ Frank 
Silvera, Frederick O’Neal and 
Martin Wolfson, the attempt to re¬ 
create the life and times of Tous- 
saint remains in a distant literary 
realm rather than in the area of 
theatrical immediacy. 

This is graphically Illustrated 
each time Max Adrian reads the 
part of the Frenchman Sonthonax. 
By virtue! of his incisiveness, his 
preparation, and : his af Amative 
stage presence, the actor invests 
his scenes with attention and life. 
His exchanges With Frank Silvera, 
as Toussaint, are the closest the 
reading comes to living and 
breathing. 

This is not to reflect adversely 
upon the . efforts of Frederick. 
O.’Neal, who is directly vigorous as 
a freed one-eyed , slave, Martin 
Wolfson as a sadistic French cap- 
tor and Jailer, or Godfrey Cam¬ 
bridge, who gives ari extremely 
sympathetic reading as Billy Bap¬ 
tiste. ' 

: What it all gets back, to is that 
Craig’s dramatic, poetic biography 
of Toussaint is more for the lib¬ 
rary than the stage: It says less 
than it states, it describes without 
portraying, it is literary rather 
than dramatic. 

The mounting at Kaufmann Poe¬ 
try Center has been thorough and 
thoughtful. Drums are used to 
good effect atmospherically and 
the George McClain Chorale is 
used well for mood, . although 
sometimes at the cost of clarity. 
But Toussaint remains locked away 
in history . rather than being 
brought, to useful stage life. 

Geor. 

“Sunrise at Campobeilo!” will be 
published by Random House this 
spring, ' • •| 
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So They 
“If the Writing is honest it cannot be separated from the man 

who wrote it. It isn’t so much his mirror as it is the distillation, 
the essence, of what is strongest and purest in his nature, whether 
that be gentleness or anger, serenity or torment, light or dark.”— 
Tennessee Williams, excerpted by the N Y, Times from the preface 
to the forthcoming Random" House published edition of William 
Inge’s play, “The Dark at the Top of the Stairs.” 

“Terrific! A row like this is just what I’ve been hoping for. Car¬ 
ry on! Terrific!—British playwright John Osborne, referring to a 
brawl in a London pub, following the one-night production of “The 
Tenth Chance,” by Stuart Holyroyd, at the Royal Court Theatre, 
London, as quoted by the AP. 

“I hated the play, but I loved all this excitement.”—British au¬ 
thor-composer Sandy Wilson, referring to the Same scuffle, as 
quoted in the same AP dispatch. 

“Nobody ever won an interview.”—Laurence Olivier, as quoted by 
columnist Leonard Lyons in the N.Y. Post. 

Engage Pino Donati For 
Chicago’s Lyric Opera; 

Guild President Quits 
: Chicago, March 18. 

Carol Fox, general manager of 
Chicago’s Lyric Opera Co„ has ap¬ 
pointed Pino Donati, of Rome, as 
her musical assistant for the 1958 
fall season. Her action follows 
criticism in the local press last sea¬ 
son that she had taken too many 
administrative duties upon herself. 

Donati, a composer and in recent 
years a director of operatic produc¬ 
tions on the Continent, is due here 
in June to start his^new job. Also 
already set for return engagements 
next season are singers Renata 
Tebaldi, Giuseppe di Stefano and 
Tito Gobbi ail notable successes 
with the company last year, and 
conductors Tullio Serafin and Ar¬ 
turo Rodzinski, the former another 
returnee from 1957. 

Latest financial statement from 
the non-profit civic enterprise re¬ 
veals that , the Lyric finished $12,- 
000 in the red last season, as an¬ 
ticipated, but actually wound up 
with a $11,190 surplus for the year, 
owing to a refund from city tax 
collections, following a ruling giv¬ 
ing. it tax exemption. The refund 
was applied to back deficits, reduc¬ 
ing the total debt to $67,246. 

Mary Waggoner, president of the 
Lyric Guild, the fund-raising arm 
of the Lyric Opera, resigned yes¬ 
terday (Mon.) after two years as 
one of its most active members. 
She explained, “I simply have too 
many other things to do.”; The 
Guild is a voluntary group. 

Miss Waggoner’s regular job is 
to arrange social functions for the 
Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel here. 
She was formerly editor-publisher 
of Playbill, program publisher for 
local legit, ballet and concert of¬ 
ferings, but sold it about a year 
ago. 

Show Abroad 

Open Verdict 
Glasgow, Feb. 4. 

Rutherglen Repertory Theatre presenta¬ 
tion of three-act. (six scenes) melodrama 
hy Ronald Adam. Staged by Charles 
Baptiste; settings. Peter Wilson. At 
Rutherglen, Scotland. Jan: 25, *58. 
Mrs. Curtis ........... Margaret McMath 
Derek :..John Falconer 
SaUy .. .......v Christine Taylor 
Charles Curtis ... Bill Young 
Aunt Vera Davenport.Isabel McIntyre 
Sgt. Thrale ___......... George Smith 
Coroner .. Hugh McGuire 
Mrs. Ogshaw .......... .. Sheila Peate 
Dr. Strachan .......... McNab Robertson 
Mr. Wemyss. ...... George Steele 
Mrs. Benton .. Margaret Watson 
Court Officer . -... Robert Stewart 

New whodunit by English actor- 
author Ronald Adam tends to be 
slow, repetitive, and obviously con-i 
trived. The play’s appeal is mostly 
local. 

Bill Young is good as the central 
figure, a respectable middleclass 
London banker trying to give a 
good start in life to his son and 
daughter, Suspicion falls on him 
after a spinsterish family friend is 
found dead after calling on the 
banker to settle up her financial i 
affairs. 

Young, like others in cast, is in¬ 
clined: to mumble his lines, and 
John Falcon&r is particularly 
guilty of the same fault. The char¬ 
acters are shrewedly conceived and 
written, especially a chattering 
charlady played by Sheila Peate 
and a shifty nervoul odd-job car¬ 
penter acted by George. Steele. . 

Gord. 

. *’*,*“■“*"• *, « siuukhoi 
in Theatrical Interests Plan, I: 
is a stage buff whose hobby is x 
lecting legit scripts. He has an 
tensive library of them and sei 
additional ones. His address 
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. 
Washington, 

Equity Council Selects 

Actors Equity has started the 
machinery for its June 6 election 
of alL officers and 15 councillors. 
The union’s council yesterday 
(Tues.) appointed its segment of 
the nominating committee, which 

! will select candidates for the regu¬ 
lar ticket. The council will be rep¬ 
resented by five members, while 
another 10 will be elected at the 
next membership meeting March 
28. 

Of[ the councillors, three are 
principals and two are chorus. Of 
those selected by the membership, 
seven will be principals and three 
chorus. The five members already 
set are Stanley Tackney, Ruth Gil¬ 
lette, Lucia Victor, Jack Lee and 
Mary Roche. The last two are 
chorus. Tackney is chairman of 
the committee.. 

Alternates for principals and 
chorus, respectively, are Staats 
Cottsworth and Paul Brown. 

Lecturers 
; Continued from page.89 ; 

follow. Critics have become in¬ 
fluenced by the. public’s craving for 
new hits, hence they appear to 
Clurman as “shoppers” for play¬ 
goers, “a sort of consumer’s union.” 
(The speaker is also a critic, for 
The Nation mag.—Ed.) 

Directors? Why. don’t they do 
good older plays, more works by 
Shaw, Wilde,. Pirandello, Gira- 
doux? Clurman sees the theatre 
plagued with an imbalance of view¬ 
point and content, a condition he 
likened to the art!'gallery with 
nothing but moderns, nothing to 
show us the genius and viewpoint 
of the past. 

What Clurman called a “diffu¬ 
sion of goals’’ by the theatre was 
berated as trying to satisfy every¬ 
one, “and if you do that, it’s pub¬ 
lic relations and not . the theatre/’ 

Judging by the bursts of ap¬ 
plause and laughter. Clurman reg¬ 
isters socko as a one-man show, 
with good prospects especially for 
sophisticated urban areas. He’s 
a yet on the lectern circuit, and 
shows it with welcome animation 
and gusto of delivery. 

Hotel prlsideni 

L 
48lh Sf..W,tl of" Sway 

Circle 6-880Q i 
PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED 
Theatrical and TV Make Up e All 
Leading Cosmet.ie Lines « . Imported 
A Domestic Perfumes • Distinctive 
Fountain Service. 

DELIVERY OPEN SUNDAYS 
"The Drug Store, of the Stars" 

HADLEY REXALL DRUGS 
1181 ith Ave., Cor. U St., NEW YORK 
__ Telephone PLeza 7-0023 
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More Madison* Ave! 
Edwin Faainian Jr.’s novel, “The 

21’ Screen,” has to do with; the 
Madison Ave.-television field, io- 
elided around a video star. 

Another, adman-turned-author is 
Christopher Hilton whose upcom¬ 
ing summer publication of his nav¬ 
el “A Twist of Lemon,” has a 
Madison Ave. locale. Both are 
Doubleday books as is Vicki 
Baum's also-m-July publication of 
“Theme For Ballet,” novel wnich 
utilizes the ballet as its back¬ 
ground. 

More “gray flannel suit” stuff: 
adman Robert Van Riper’s novel, 
“A Really Sincere Guy,” novel 
with a public relations agency 
background, due via David McKay. 
Same pub bringing out actress-au¬ 
thor. Helga Moray’s third novel, 
“Dark Fury.” Former wife of 
director. Tay Garnett now resides 
in London* 

On a more serious plane is ex- 
adman Shepherd Mead’s novel, 
“The Admen” (Simon & Schuster), 
said to be a less jaundiced per¬ 
spective of the craft. " 

; Other show biz items off the 
Doubleday press are “Mister Music 
Maker, Lawrence Welk,” by Mary 
Lewis Coakley, straight biog of the 
bandleader, due in May; Herb. (S.F. 
Chronicle) Caen’s “New Guide to 
San Frahcisco (And The Bay 
Area)”; and book publication of 
Herman Wouk’s third Broadway 
play, “Nature’s Way.*’ Art anthol¬ 
ogy of American humor edited and 
with foreword and notes by Ken¬ 
neth S. Lynn is a Doubleday . item 
for April under the title, “The 
Comic Tradition In America.” 

; devoted to the film. To Bcnavoun.\ 
: nonsense,is the.real a v aril garde- in : 
i creative ' fields.... To him this _U 
! summed up as a way of Iniplacab: v : 
'looking at Uie world' from a head- ' 
Stand.position,and chronicling.it in ‘ 

against labor racketeering, dating an upside 4o'«vn i tit logical, nianne. 
‘'back .to -George Browne and Wiliie due to .onek ang-c of view. 
; Biotf’s muscle on Hollywood/was According .to. 'i'enavriun • the •fi’.i'n. 
likewise kudosed is the logical place for enthronig" 

The Ted Thackrey editorial in ihe nonsense approach to subjects 
. the Lakeland (Fla:> Ledger, .iricid- 'duo to its very nature of being .a Honolulu w as iri-ivicwed 
enta.lly, recalled how. Winchell was aspect.(!>-•!• bv Vapiety recently and 

. New. York. 
Editor, ..VAHiEfY.: ';••• 

The senior editor of a wc’l 
kmr.vn publishing:.. house unon ar- . 

I haye found the same principle 
bolds true with almost any me- 
diym.-'-eVen a novel! 

Tie qae.sdon 'now.remains: What 
> agents do? Supposedlv they 

" 5 neTCr be£n t,UilC ** -ASau.4vSS 
; Paul Armstrong’s memory . alive (. Most film purveyors of this .spi-. l“'" d® ,nurh l)arKainin« 
i With a one-inch ad in the Variety cialized category usually fall into I01_TuDncauon. oij. iiaiic.st There is undoub’cd’y an agents’ 
obit dept. When Runyon ex-'facility, like Walt Disney, accords ' ...•Is.10 a fascinating side to all. this. Agents have to 

• .. ■ •• .b't of. Information/because I have . ijve andpayrent.it is understand- pressed the hope that at least one ; ing to Benayoun.: MackSen-nett. 
such friend would ; remember him 
after life Winchell determined to 
see that this was done! He never 
dreamed the Runyon Memorial 
Cancer Fund would reach its 
present astronomic total of over 
$13,000,000. 

. Bye-Brown Agcies. Merge 
The 30-year old George T. Bye 

& Co. literary agency has merged 
with the .10-year old James Brown 
Associates agency. 

Mrs. Marian D. McNamara, as¬ 
sociated with Bye. for six years, 
will join John Van Bibber and 
James Oliver Brown in the opera¬ 
tion of the; merged organization. 
She’ll be : concerned particualrly 
with matters pertaining to the Bye-!', 
clients. 

Clear ‘Playboy’ Publisher 
. Charges against Hugh Hefner, 
publisher of Playboy mag, of con- 
L’ibuting to the delinquency of a 
minor were dismissed last week, 
while the teenage girl who allowed 
herself to be photographed nude 
for the magazine was sentenced to 
15 days in Cook County Jail for 
contempt of court. The girl, Eliza¬ 
beth Ann Roberts, refused to an¬ 
swer questions regarding her age. 

Illinois state had brought the 
charges against Hefner and the 
girl’s mother, .Mrs. Cathy Darnell, 
who prof esses to be a nightclub en¬ 
tertainer, when detectives received 
information that the girl was only 
16 at the time the photo was .made, 
Hefner stated he was informed the 

. girl was 18. 

Zolotow’s 2d Novel 
. Maurice Zolotow, Who has been 

. veering away from “profiles” and 
i interviews of show biz personali- 
} ties into fiction, has just completed 
[ his second! novel, * “Oh Careless 
[Love.” It has not been placed as 
yet! Random House published his 

; first.. “The Great Balsamo,” thinly 
• disguised version of a Houdini 
i magician, 
1 Zolotow’s short stories have been 
prolifically published in the popu¬ 
lar mags this past year* 

Movieland’s New Editor, Also! TV 
James Gregory appointed editor 

of Movieland by Alex L. Hillman, 
publisher. Gregory was formerly 

. an account executive in tv and ra¬ 
dio publicity at Brandt Public Rela¬ 
tions. Prior to this he was asso- 

. dated with the J. Walter Thomp¬ 
son Co. as editor of the RKO 
Radio pressbooks, with Columbia 
Pictures as a publicist, and with 
Michigan newspapers as a reporter. 
In addition, he. has written for film 
magazines. . 

Movieland plans a dramatic 
change in its editorial appeal to in¬ 
clude television news, features and 
services. 

Author On The Lam 
Ted Pratt’s new house in the 

Delray Beach environs J‘is out in 
the. piney woods, distant enough 
from .the tourist-trap Florida gold 
coast . . . can only be reached by 
secret directions.” Author of “The 
Barefoot Mailman” (10th. printing 
sold out pre-Xmas and an 11th 
just off the press) and “The. Flame 
Three” (third printing) will see 
the third of the Florida trilogy, 
“The Big Bubble,” due via a Pop¬ 
ular Library feissde in September. 

“These Florida books,” says I 
Pratt, ‘-made me. such a mark. at; 
our other house in Boca Raton' 
that people used to drop in unan¬ 
nounced just to see a live author 
it seems. One couDle one Sunday 
morning came walking right into 
the house arid it. drove both niy 
wife and me slightly nerts.” 

Pearson Salutes WW, Pegler 
Drew Pearson’s. “Washington’ 

Merry-Go-Round” syndicated col¬ 
umn last week saluted Walter 
Winchell and Westbrook Pegler 
under the caption, “Newsmen Led 
Struggle Against Crime, Cancer.” 

While all three columnists ap¬ 
pear in many Hearst dailies it was 
nbt long ago when all thiee. were 
engaged in strong political and 
other differences although, at one 
time, Winchell and Pearson were, 
quite frendly. Pegler’s er^ck 

■ about: “gents’ room journalism” is 
also recalled. Since then all con¬ 
cerned have made their columnar 
peace. ~ 

Pearson utilized the Florida 
Southern College honorary degree 
to Winchell as Doctor of Human- 
^*es , as the peg for reaccenting 
wuichell s Damon Runyon Cancer 
Fund work. Pegler’s crusade 

Danny Kaye and Red Skelton are 
cited.. Benayoun also feels that 
Groucho Marx is a topsuvivor of 
the . great film , nonsense days, and 
Jerry Lewis- has been the nearest 
to. Fields, in being the only living 
comic who could discourage a 
chimpanzee. Tome sells for £7; 

Mosk.. '. 

(for years) .been under the mis-. 3b<e that they cannot, spend’ their 
apprehension that agents tcere sup- time speculating on new latent. It 
posrd to get your yiavuscript ay- ; is evvn understandable that they 
cepted for publication. I honestly cannot spend much lime selling a 

-^v * what they got.tnpir. iv script for $750 or $1,000 which 
10^ for. Not so, says our senior would net them $75 io $100. Per- 

e , A! I. v..;, . , baps the literary agent is right to 
. ^b1?. ^V °f tu*'bit of step into the picture onlv after the 
information that canchange one s-} manuscript has been soM. and then 

■ ■ . . ... entire l.fe. Nqw that I knowu s! preferably only after it has been 
„ Rowan & Hams. Shifts \ af.er acceptance .one needs an j accepted by the Book-of-the-Month 
Roy .Rowan, Clnef. correspondent;.agent, I shall not. take up desk * Club>. 0ne can hardlv force an 

for Life mag. in Chicago_the past i space^ (or^back shelf space) at an ' agent to aceept unremunerative as- 
agent’s office any longer. Too bad - cements • '' 
some agents are too polite to tell " , I .. . . 
yojj they don't really expect to get >;'et A” ^ 

three years, has replaced T. George 
Harris, as midwest bureau chief for 
Time Inc. Harris has been reas¬ 
signed to the New York office . to 
become an editor on Time! 

into the picture before acceptance; t 
one would not have to bother them;. 

situation. Not. only for the non¬ 
bookclub writers, but for the 

Rowan had spent a year in New if they’d just say so, agents. After all who needs an 
York as an assistant editor on Life j. , To be a little more serious about aSent s advice, help and encourage- 
before he came to the Ghi. bureau. " 
Midwest office covers 13 states for 
Time, Life, Fortune and Sports 
Illustrated, 

.New Teenage Monthly . 
. New monthly mag aimed at teen¬ 
agers is being readied for June 
publication by Fred. W. McDarrah 
and Edward J. Widmayer of Har- 
rad Publications Inc. It’ll be titled 
Cheer (-‘reflecting - tastes and 
trends of modern young Ameri¬ 
cans”). 
. Priced at 25c, Cheer will have 
8 circulation guarantee of 125,000! 

Frank C. Beckert named to handle Mrs. Jack, van Urk’s 2d Novel 
Virginia van Urk, wife of ad exec [ promotion and advertising. 

J. Blan van Urk (veepee of Calkins1 
& Holden), has authored her. sec¬ 
ond whodunit, “Grounds For Mur¬ 
der/’ which Arcadia House is pub¬ 
lishing, . \ 

Ex-Harper’s Bazaar staffer and 
formerly p.r. director for Norman 
Bel Geddes previously wrot e 
“Speaking of Murder” which has 
been translated.into French. Italian 
and Portugese since : its original 
U. S. publication in 1952. 

The American Language 
Press release from Louise Thom¬ 

as’ flackery at; DOUbieday, herald¬ 
ing the new. Thorndike-Barnhart 
dictionary, rings in via; pseudo- 
dialog some new additions to the 
American, language, such as: 

Drag race, holding action, re¬ 
cording, Taipeh. heat up, flemeout, 
Asiari .flu, Strontium, fuel injection, 
merengue, calypso, cha-cha, bird- 
dog, free-piston engine, scoff-law, 
tweeter and woofer, bikini, benny, 
airburst, boondocks, among others. 

Samm Biaker’s Green Thumb 
Samm S. Baker has temporarily 

put aside murders, in the mystery 
books he writes, along with tele¬ 
vision and advertising material, to 
produce a new. ‘‘Miracle Garden¬ 
ing” book just published by Ban¬ 
tam. ‘‘Miracle Gardening” tfas se¬ 
lected as the title of the new book 
in spite of urging by friends who 
are mystery fans to name the. vol¬ 
ume “Blood From , A Turnip” dr 
“The Poisoned Ivy” 

Baker is on the executive staff 
of Donahue & Coe. Up to several 
years ago, as President of Kiese- 
wetter, Baker. Hagedorn & Smith, 
he had worked extensively oil 
leading accounts in the gardening 
field and. was a prime creator: of 
the “miracle gardening” trend. In 
on the beginnings of a number of 
miracle gardening products, and 
experienced in. the. “agricultural 
area also,, it was a natural that he 
should write a gardening book. 

Biog On Jean Giraudoux 
“Jean Giraudoux” by Donald In- 

skip (Oxford; $4.75) traces the life 
of the late French dramatist from* 
his native Bellac to his death in 
Paris Jan. 31, 1944. In addition 
to analyzing the writer’s plays, 
much space is" given to Giraudoux’s 
brilliant association with Louis 
Jouvet. A chronological list of 
the author’s plays is included; also 
a list of his works published in 
English, arid a thorough bibliog- 
raphy. 

Inskip, who prepared, this excel¬ 
lent reference work, is professor 
of English Language and Litera¬ 
ture at the University of Cape 
Town, Rodo. 

Book on Nonsense in Show Biz 
A new hardcovered book by Rob¬ 

ert Benayoun, published by Jean- 
Jacques Pauvert, “L’Anthologie Du 
Nonsense,” has t good deal of it 

Red Cross Honors. 
Gen. Alfred M. Gruehther, prexy. 

of American Red Cross! , recently, 
presented to Roy Popkin, vet; news¬ 
man and publicist, who is now as¬ 
sistant executive director of Brook¬ 
lyn Red Cross chapter,, special cita¬ 
tion for creating better understand¬ 
ing of ARC relief work! 

Citation was one of two, the 
other going to Roscoe Drummond 

:• iu pc a mu? .Jiiutc ociiuuo .auoui . , , . 

this agent-writer relationship—and ^nt tha? 'Tthe 
it is serious—glthough I have never [ Who needs more to learn where his 
seen it stated as frankly, the after-! fork^ j^lght -find publication,, how 
acceptance attitude seems to be t0 reat* a contract, what to expect, 
quite prevalent, The neophyate ' It is a perplexing dilemma, and, 
writer is caught in a never-never to be fair to all sides, only one 

j land! It simply is. not wortliw:hile suggestion can be made: Let 
for the agent to do the necessarv! agents be frank about this! -Let 
contact work to “sell” an unknown : them admit, that they don’t con- 
writer: Most good agents, will not sider themselves salesmen of the 
even take on a new writer, let • writer’s work. Let them stop kid- 
alone sell his work. The dilemma . ding about being interested in the 
is particularly evident in televi- writer and all his Work.. They are 
siori.. A good agent will hardly ever not—they are simply trying to in¬ 
find it worthwhile to handle in-. sure themselves by taking out a 
dividual scripts—even of well-es-; claim in the desert. If oil is struck 
tabiished; writers —and many tv j ( accidentally, or by someone else) 
producers will not accept scripts they’ll reap the harvest. They do 
unless they are submitted by. not wish to invest in drilling ex- 
agents: I have found that, the on'y peinses. That’s all right—they cer- 
way out. Was to sell my own woi’k, J tainly cannot be forced into specu- 
but always , let the producers to ; lation. But—it seems to me—10% 
vvhom I submitted scripts know on nothing but gilt-edged, sure-fire, 
who . my agents were. This ap- blue-chip investments is a-lot more 
parently made it respectable for than any other business expects to 
producers to read-r-and quite ofteri ! get—even without the self-created 
—buy. my scripts. And thus! I. halo of aiding the artist! 
guess, my agent “earned” his.lO^f Alice Maty Hilton. 

Y-iHerald-Tribune, .who had j ber« Haupt, editor and publisher i assignment of Sigmund Gottlober, 
covered Red Cross operations fol- of seventeen, on the occasion of executive secreta-y of the Foreign 
lowing Loursiana-Texas hurricane I tbe mag's “You Go To France” spe- Language Press Film Critics Cir- 
last summer. * i cial April issue. cle, as . chairman of the division of 

■ Coward-McCaim publishing Jean foreign language newspapers of 
Ahouith’s play, “Time Remem- ,Pub1^ information^ committee 
bered,”. his seventh on Broadway, j the Greater New Yo.k Red 
It is current on Broadway starring | ^r^,s . camp?lgn , $6,000,000. 
Helen Hayes, Richard Burton and | Gottlober serves as Red Cross lia- 
Susan Strasberg. English version ' i>oii for _21 dailies and 27 weeklies ,. 
is bv Patricia Moves printed in i-orci^n- languages witn 

1^0.0Wf.reUpH»» 
“Seidman and Son” has been given | e 
two Play house. 90 productions (fir?t 
with Eddie Cantor, later with Wal¬ 
ter! Slezak), publishing the novel 
in book form via Putnam. It was 
serialized in part in Cosmopolitan. 
Book is a Reader’s Digest Con¬ 
densed Book-Club section selection 
in June; 

: Reader’s Digest’s Peak Run 1 
Presses of the McCall Corp., 

Dayton, have been rolling day and 
night, seven days a Week, to turn 
out a record number of copies of 
the March Reader’s Digest, a com¬ 
pany spokesman revealed. Term¬ 
ing .it “the greatest print order in 
the history of printing,” the spokes¬ 
man said 13,724,897 copies were 
turned out for March. Previous 
records were set in printing both 
the January and February issues.. 

The spokesman said much of the 
increase represerits. new sales of 
the magazines in supermarkets/ . 

CHATTER 
Lippineott lunchfesting Catherine. 

Gaskin, author of soon-due “Blake’s 
Reaich,” at . a “21” shindig. 

Archibald MacLeish’s new play 
in verse, “J. B.,” which Houghton 
Mifflin has just published, will be 
produced at the Salzburg Festiyal 
July 25. 

Comediati-author Steve Allen’s 
hew book of short stories is titled 
“The Girls on the 10th Floor (And 
Other Stories)” which Holt will 
publish in April. 

Actress Ruth Chatterton’s new 
novel, “The. Southern Wild,”. for;. 
June publication by Doubleday,: 
deals .with white and Negro rela¬ 
tions in; the south of today. 

Yank . author Robert Faherty, 
who resides in Paris, finds that h?s 
Florida novel, “Big Old Sun,” is 
being reprinted in the U. S. by! 
Crest Books under the title of 

■Swamp Babe!” 
Meredith Willson’s click Broad-, 

way musical. • “The Music Mari.” 
being published in book form by 
Putnam next month which has also 
just brought out Williarii Saroyan’s 
“The Cave Dwellers.” 

David; Weiss; eastern story edi¬ 
tor for David O: Selznick, is author 
of a thinly disguised novel based 
on the life of Isadora Duncan 
which he calls “Sacred and Pro¬ 
fane.” Putnam is publishing. 

Tv producer Harry: Olesker has 
utilized the video medium as back¬ 
ground. for his latest whoduriit, 
“Now Will You Try. For Murder?,” 
which Simon & Schuster (Inner 
Sanctum Mysteries) is publishing. 

French Embassy press arid in¬ 
formation officer. Roger Varirs 
'pouring” for Mrs. Enid Annen- 

K. S. Giniger, v.p. and g.m. of 
Hawthorn Books, left Saturday (8) 
for a month’s European biz trip, 
London, Paris, Frankfurt, Milan 
and Rome publishers and authors, 

Paul Gardner of Young & Rubi- . 
cam. has written the sports review 
for the Book of Knowledge annual,. 
just issued.. 

John Pieretti. N. Y. Post, reelect¬ 
ed prexy of National Cartoonists 
Society for second term.; Tom Gill, 

j comic book artist, named veepee 
and Bill Crawford, Newark News 
editorial cartoonist, retained office 
of second Veepee; Ben Roth re- 
elected treasurer; George Wolfe, 
This Week cartoonist, secretary; 

In Rome, he will join with editors) and A1 Smith, who draws “Mutt 
of the new Catholic family Bible, ] and Jeff,” general membership re¬ 
td be published by Hawthorn this j spectively. National Cartoonist So- 

■fall, in. presentation of first copy • ciety plans exhibition of members’ 
off the press to the Pope. : work at Brussels Fair. 

Lewis Broad, whose. “Winston 
Churchill” is in its 14th edition in 
England, and who has authored 
biogs jof Sir Anthony Eden, G. Ber-.j 
nard Shaw and other important 
contemporary British . figures, has 
done! a tworvolume definitive biog¬ 
raphy of . Sir Winston Churchill. 
The .first of the- two. volumes will 
be published next fall by Haw¬ 
thorn. 

. Alniost cpincideritally Putnam’s 
is reissuing Frank Graham’s/“The 
N.Y. Yankees” iri revised edition 
(originally sold 40,000 copies) and 
Frank Graharii Jr./ also a sports 
writer, has authorized . “Casey 
Stengel: His Half-Century in Base¬ 
ball’’ for John Day- Graham Jr. was 
p.a. for the Brooklyn Dodgers-in 
1952 and latterly assistant manag¬ 
ing editor of Sport mag. 

Arvis Chalmers, Capitol reporter 
for . the Albany . Knickerbocker 

j News, won a bonus of $500 frorn 
1 Gannett Newspapers for. his recent 
series of articles, on legislative pay¬ 
rolls; a day later, received the an¬ 
nual $100 prize of the N. Y. State j 
Legislative Correspondents Associ-: 
ation—for all-around excellence in 

Look Magazine’s S. O. (“Schap”) 
Shapiro, v.p; and circulation direc¬ 
tor, will be honored by the publish¬ 
ing industry at a March 26 Waldorf 
(N:. Y.) dinner sponsored by the . 
Joint; Defense Appeal. 

Texas Opera Tops Self 
. San Antonio, March 18. 

Sari Antonio's Symphony’s J4th 
annual Grand Opera Festival was 
a success both artistically and fi¬ 
nancially.! . 

Early returns, still incomplete, 
show box office receipts of at least - 
$85,000.:a good $5,000 more than 
the previous high water mark of 
about $80,000. The. good return 
promises a profit of some $12,000 
on the production cost of $73,000, 
and it represents practically capa¬ 
city crowds of 6,000 at three of the 
four operas. 

The one that fell short, drawing 
only some 4,000 people, was “The 
Marriage of Figaro” on Sunday, 
March 2. The others were “Car- 

auoa—-xor au-aroujia exupiiente jiu j ., ^ -i «»t « 
covering State government and j f1®11 on ¥arc^„i’ 
politics^ particularly the series on .[-tost Saturday and .fakine Jast 
legislative salaries and payrolls. Sunday afternoon, which was play- 

Getting the Hed Cross story told { ed here for the first time with Lily 
in 22 different languages is the»Pons. 
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Broadway week by Roi Ray Ryan. 
Mel Torme sang at Janie Hus- 

Rome for a role m Warners Italo ' TnHian v„i* & i 
loeationbr. “The Nun’s Story.” .! . .. *•'• ] _ : . ! 

Publicist Ed Weiner’s daughter. r> iln?e , i^ years hubby : 
Natalie Jane Weiner, engaged to B^t ^Guire has not hit the road ; 
"Wall Streeter Robert H: Levy. Wed-; v.ith Lillian Roth. . _ 
ding in'June. i _ Stars piling m tojngn,for Police 

On the eve of his Gallagher’s ! 
chophouse being slated to mark its 

■25th anniversary on May 23, prop. 
Jack Solomon is entering the Roos¬ 
evelt Hospital. 

Maurice Barett is editing The 
Script, bi.-mpnthly club organ c£ 
l/ie- Lambs, and also' supervising- 
editorial matter for the spring 

- Lambs’ Gambol Journal. 
llaiold P. Bock, new manager of 

the Sheraton-East (nee. Ambassa- 
. <!<>r) open-housed the press at the 
. Loirs Seize suite ($200 per-day). of 
the. hotel on St. Patrick’s Day.. 

Maurice Winniek, London band¬ 
leader turned tv producer and iiackager, back today (Wed.) by. 
mat following a fortnight’s . U.S. 

stay, scouting new properties for 
British video. 

Hollywood agent Irving Paul La¬ 
zar, wuo isn’t—as witness his fre-l 

Show March .29—Cantor, Harris, 
Crosby, Marx among ’em. Coin iS 
for Boys Club. i 

Village fighting to annex North 
Palm Springs before Bobby Gar¬ 
cia’s grotip can incorporate it :for 
their poker parlor. 

Robert Stack and femme Rose¬ 
mary ; Bowe loafed at Ocotillo 

j Lodge before he hopped overseas. 
f„r “Trthn Oo.ti Tnnoc” • . for “John Paul Jones” pic.. 

Sir . Francis Scully . talked to 
Writers Guild on “Who; Isn’t A 
Writer?” and was paid off in a de¬ 
luxe, leather-bound. five-vol edi¬ 
tion of history of California, 

Brussels 
By John Flbrquin . 

Spyros Skouras visited local 
, 20;.h-Fox branch. 

Chinese singer Liu-Li-Fei adding 
quent hops to London, Paris, Rome, t true Oriental flavor to, “Madame 
Madrid on properties and client re- Butterfly” at the Monnaie, .. 
lationsT—has “Lazy” for his cable j All Brussels night clubs; prep- 
address. [ ping brand-new shows to coincide 

Robin Moore, author of “The, with opening of World’s Fair. . 
Pitchman” and son of the chairmans . German Hardy Kruger in town 
of tiie board of the Sheraton Hotel i to bally his first. English film; 
chain, back from a two-month stay - “The One That Got Away.” 
in Jamaica recuperating from ma- j Local press invited to visit Cine-, 
jor chest surgery. I rama installations at World’s Fair 

Claude Sullivan* vet newscaster • where “Seven Wonders of the 
and traveler, is conducting a tour:[ World,” will preem next month: . 
Of Ilolv Land and Mediterranean I Billed “the fabulous Johnnie 
countries starting July 3. SullivanRay,” the American singer received 
who is with Station WVLK, Lex-S rapturous welcome during one 
ington, Ky.. will be accompanied ] nWht stint at Ancienne Belgique. 
by his wife, Alyce, This, marks] Presentation by Madeleine Re- 
third annual tour. ! Jei?’Lpu?>s Barrault Co. of 

Frank Folsom, chairman of the ' ^ Misanthrope, jyill, oneve of 
executive committee of the board! ^po, opening, staH .International, 
of RCA, has been named the Lae-| Theatre Festival. .... . 
tare Medalist for 1958 according I vfpJ^ 
to communiques from Rev. Theo- i 
dore M Heshtireh nresidpnt nf : Trom Rome for fin.at location work- 

the Vatican ambassadors to the E|‘“rn to the Clty where she «as 
A>“™s-f“r;Peace Conference- -in Organizers of Inferiiational Eit- 

ic Rnnlm-e x TToTVwrtprcfo?n -perim'ental Film Competition, to be 
Tins is_Rodgers & Hammerstem j Staged by Cinematheque de Bel- 

week-on Broadway with,.the .-South ;..giqhe April 21-27 wading through 
o ^Im- prelm Todd-AO ;.miles-,of film. Hundreds of. entries 

at the Ciitenon the City Center s f have been duly registered; . 
Revival of ’Oklahoma., and Juan-, Complete with “explanatory fote- 

Hall, the original ‘Bloody word,” “Paths of Glory”. reinte- ita 
Mary” of the original stage produc- j grated the“"cinema where Tt“ re-j 
lion of “SP ’ and also in the film | cently preemed, only to be taken 
version,, bowing into Le Cupidon off in a hurry following public pro- 

■ I'tpcf ■ fpnm ■ inrliphanf' -.prOTFrench. nitl‘ry- -j:test front indignant 
Earth a Kitt purchased the top ^sympathizers; 

prize-winning painting by Frank? 
Ashley from the recent. “Art: USA 
—‘58” exhibition at Madison 
Square Garden, Backers of the 
Garden show' hope to stage next 
year’s exhibition at the Colosseum. 
Despite sale of $45,000 worth of 
art at Garden, exhibition ended in 
the red. 

‘Gene . Murphy, pi-ess chief of 
.Wilbur Clark’s Desert .Inn, will 
have Walter Winehell on the scene 
April 24-27 for the annual golf 
tournament, and Ed Sullivan is due 
July 1 for four weeks Which, he 
oI)-.ei ves, -‘reminds me of .the days 
when I was p.a. at Loew’s State 
and we had Nick . Kenny.. Ted 
Friend and others emceeing the 
vaudeville,” 

Beach 

(COVent Garden .0135/6/7) . 
. British' actor Leslie Henson, who 

died last .September, left about 
$45,00.0. 

.. N. K. Dewes, assistant sales man¬ 
ager of the Rank Film Distributors 
setup, has quit. . 

Ballet dancer-actor Robert Help¬ 
mann learning to skate following 
an offer to produce, an ice-show. - 

The. Emlyri Williams’ hew play, 
“Beth.” bows in at the Apollo 
March 20, with Robert Flemyng and 
Irene Bratyiie in leads. 

Ann Todd mulling• oyer proposi¬ 
tion to star in “Lady of Camelias,” 
in We$t End and on Broadway, fol¬ 
lowing her recent tv hit in ,the role. 
: Starlet Jackie Col ..ins. changed 
he’ monicker to Jackie Douglas, to 
avoid Confusion with her star sis¬ 
ter, Joan Golljhri V 

.. T.v commentators Michael TnV 
•grams -and Chris Chaitawav guests 
of honor at Variety Chib luncheon 
yesterday (Tues ). 

“Bride on RiVer Kw.ai” opens at 
the Ritz Match 13,. «Thurr..i, its 
third . West End run;- within six 
months. 

Veteran 82-year old vaude come¬ 
dian Albert Whelan in. S.t: Bart’s 
Hospital following a leg amputa¬ 
tion. 

The Ukrainian Cossack Dancers 
returned to London for a new West 
.End season at the Princes Theatre 
beginning. March 19. 

. Eric Chisman named Warner 
Bros, publicity director by Arthur 
6. Abeles Jr. He was formerly with 
the Rank Organization. 

Curt Jurgens in to take up his 
role in “Inn of Sixth Happiness” 
which will roll on location in North 
Wales. . 

Sabrina returned to the cast of 
“Pleasures of Paris” at Prince of 
Wales, last Monday (17) following 
her recent visit to America. 

Eric Goodhead to New York and 
Hollywood, to launch Jaiiet Munro 
who has been sighed by Walt Dis¬ 
ney for “Darby O’Gill and the Lit¬ 
tle People.” 

Kenneth More, Dame Ninette de 
Valois^ Joan Gross and Henry 
Sherek lined up as orators at the 
Critics’ Circle annual dinner March 
17- 

arrived from Music Hall Parisien. 
Actress Elisa Montes, doing a 

hew tv show' every Monday night, 
a drama in which; she • costars op-' 
posite Antonio Ozores.. ■ 

Cy : Endfield started shooting 
! English - American - Italian copro- 
: ductian. “Sea ; Fury” in Barcelona] 
His stars: Victor MacLaglen, Stan¬ 
ley Baker andrLuciana Paoliicci. : 

Director Antonio Roman started 
, rolling on ‘Clarines de Miedo” 

(Bugles of Fear) w-hich stars Fran¬ 
cisco Rabal and matador Pace 

1 Madrid.- 
Carmen DeLirio, Spanish pic¬ 

ture and revue Star who clicked in 
Mexican , tv last year, putting to¬ 
gether a new revue which she. 
plans to preem in Madrid within a 
few- weeks. 

Jose Tamayo preparing .Piran¬ 
dello's “Henry IV” with Manuel 
Dicenta in the title role. Show- 

. goes into Teatro Espanpl following 
| “Requiem for a Nun” Which stars 
Aurera Bautista* ' 

Palm Beach, Fla. 
By Ralph Lycett 

(Box 231; Phone TE. 3-8541) 
Ann Leonardo* Capitol record¬ 

ing artist, a hit at the Patio, 
Eos Chavales opening for week^ 

frame March 20 in Poinciana Room 
ol Palm. Beach Tow-ers. 

Marion Mariow-e and Danny 

By Lary Holloway 
.(1755 Calais Dr.r Union 5-5389) 

Barry Gray set to ' aircast from ; 
the Capri iii Havana next, month ! 
following stay, at the Seville here.; 

• Natalie;. Wood and Herman Wouk ! 
-in for preem of “Marjorie Morn-, 
ringstar” at Floridg .State’s Beach! 
iTheatre.; , ' - ■".] 
i Milton. Berle partied by. the. 
Footlighters, local performers club 
at their ocearifrbrit layout Sunday 
•afternoon, i 

A1 and Walter Jacobs “officially" . 
opened their ncwr DuPont Tarletbn; 
Sunday (16), with, cocktail bash for: 
bigwigs and press. ] 

. Sneldon Reynold’s associate pro¬ 
ducer Nicole Milinair in from • 
Paris and visiting with Ruth and; 
Milton Berle at the Roney. ;. .1 

Julie Wilson plays.first date here ; 
since decade ago discovery by man- ;, 
ager Barron Polan at old Mother, 
•Kelly’s. She’ll top the American^ \ 
ibill beginning March 19. I 
: “South Pacific” will replace long 
run “80 Days” at the Sheridan, 

Scholl pianod in for “Roberta” re-J With preem performance proceeds 
hearsals. opening at Royal Poin-1 to the Variety Children’s Hospital, 
ciana Playhouse Monday t24V. j 'and Miami Herald’s Lend A Hand 

Alexis Smith and Craig Stevens 1 Fund.! 
planed back to Hollywood Monday j Walter Winchell organized show 
(17 ■ after week’s stanza at Play- ' ’ ’* . 
house in “King of Hearts.” Co-star 
Murray-Matheson- returned to New 
Tork. 

Billie Burke, a Palm Beach resi¬ 
dent for several years, current 
starrer at Playhouse in Paul Crab: 
tree’s new- comedy, “Lad v of 
House.” a Broadway try-ouL Cast 
features Addisoii Richards and 
Enid Markey. 

Palm Springs 
By A. P, Scully 
f Fairview 4-1828) 

Record rain to date w'ellrspaced. 
^ Goons riddled Liberace's mail¬ 
box with buckshot. 

Leo Carillo emceed masked ball 
for Rose Bowl float funds. 

Jerry Lewis golfing at Tamarisk 
beween shows. 

Kirk Douglas and femme in their 
cottage for a spell. , 

Mike ,Todd and family in villa 
leased from widow of Leo Spitz. 

Joe pine now managing Signa¬ 
ture Room of Milton. F.Kreis. 

Millie Considine queened for a 

and emceed proceedings at first an¬ 
nual Turf Writers dinner at . Le¬ 
one’s; will do same for the posh 
Palm Beach Polo Ball for charity 
which has Duke and Duchess of 
Windsor as honor-chairmen. 

Tokyo 
By Dave Jampel 

(Press Club—27-0161) 
Chicago American columnist 

Nate Gross , here on last leg of 
Australia and Southeast Asia news- 
gathering tour. . 

Mr, and .Mrs. Jack. Gutting due 
here April 9 to supervise dubbing 
for “Cinderella” and “Peter. Pan,” 
slated for reissue. 

The Meiji-za Theatre, one of 
Tokyo’s oldest,, destroyed by fire 
last April, reopened after remod¬ 
eling., 
. Kabliki actor Kuroempn, who 
spent, two years in. the U. S. study¬ 
ing at the. Pasedena , Playhouse, 
left for a three^month revisit. 

-. Finance Ministry, has turned 
thumbs down on exhibition of USIS 
film concerts that the. Marunochi 
Shochiku Theatre was showing free 
to lure early patrons. 

■Shaw & -Son Co., affiliated with 
Snaw. Bros, of Hong Kong, opening 
a,Japanese office. Shaw outfit has: 
made several co-productions with 
Japanese studios. . 

Allied Artists, division manager 
William W. Osborne, here to ce¬ 
ment renewal of co-distribution 
agreement with Eihai. Pact ex¬ 
pires end of this month. 

Indie producer Steve Parker 
here. Expects to go to Hong Kong 
ahd return to work, with actress- 
wife . ShiFley MacLaine. joining, 
shortly. . 

The 110-member. Leningrad State 
Philharmonic Symphony to. make 
extended Japan.. concert] toiir in 
April , and May .under baton of Eu¬ 
gene Mvravinsky.; 

Paris 
I By Gene Moskowifz 
: (28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44) 

.. Alan Jay Lerner in to visit his 
new in-laws. 

, Czech (Karlovy Vary) Film Fest 
i to unspool July 12-27. 
j Jack Wiener, Col pub rep here, 
! off with William Holden on a Con- 
• tiriental tour to hypo “River Kw;ai.” 
I Pierre Vaneck and Nicole Berger 
j will play scrapping pair in John 
j Osborne’s “Look Back in Anger” 
j which opens at the Theatre Mathu- 
rins in: April. 

; Bobino Musichall goes legit next 
' month for operetta "The Hardware 
= Woman of Chicago” which will 
■.-run until September when the 
house reverts to vaude bills, 

j Next season Claude Dauphin will 
j make a legit Paris comeback at 
jthe Madeline Theatre in Terence 
i Rattigan’s “Separate Tables.” An- 
I dre Roussin adapts. 
■ Deborah Kefr in for the opening 

of "Bonjour Tristesse” (Col), then 
heading for Vienna where she stars 
opposite Yul Brynner in “The Jour¬ 
ney” (M-G). Anatole Litvak directs. 

According to. Olympia Music 
Hall prexy Bruno Coquatrix, Judy 
Garland will finally play the Olym¬ 
pia next September. She heads for 
Berlin first this summer for a film 
stint and will also sing at a local 
nitery there. 

Yves Montand finally has his 
US. visa but /'will net visit the 
States until early next year. He 
does, a one-man show here first, 
early next season. Montand will 
probably do his one man show on 
Broadway in ’59. 

San Francisco 
Bob Hall,. Call-Bulletin drima 

editor, back on the job after a siege 
of illness. 

Elmilia Hodel, News’ drama edi- , 
for, was elected president of the j 
Frisco Critics Council; , Paine-i 
Knickerbocker, Chronicle drama j 
editor, secretary-treasurer. ! 

Alan Rich, KPFA music director, j 
(lid a piece on the Frisco. Film; Fes- ! 
tival for Frontier, liberal Los .An¬ 
geles monthly, but forgot to men¬ 
tion the . laughter that punctuated 
the showing of “Seriso.” 
- C. V. Whitney, , here with bride 
Mary Hosford to plug ‘Missouri 
Traveler,” remarked! “Theatres 
must spruce themselves up and 
iriodernize. I think some will , have 
to relocate because of 'the parking 
problem on ‘main street’.” 

Madrid* 
By Ramsay Ames 

(Castelldna Hilton 57-224)0) 
- Tind Rossi due in: any day. 

Metro scouting: for actors and 
technicians for “Ben Hur.” 

Caterina Valente in to ballyhoo, 
her pic ‘-Du Bist Musik” (You Are 
Music) which opens this week. 

Anai Maria Iriarto will sing lead 
in perennial operetta “Dona Fran- 
cisquita” im Vienna this season. 

Classic quartet of Radio Nacional 
is off fpr a. series of concerts in 
England. 

. Italy’s Amedeo Nazzari and 
Yvonne Sanson in to Start “Cafe de 
Puerto” (Port . Cafe). 

Kathryn Nelson of New York’s 
Radio City Music Hall doing a sin¬ 
gle here at York Club.: 

Germany’s new star Erika Rem- 
berg in for presentation of. her 
“Tyrolean Castles.” 

Gustavo Rojo off to Rome to film 
“Afrodite, the Goddess of Love” 
with Giahria Maria Canale. 

Sonia Keliy and Eddy Georgia 
terpiiig at Morocco. They’ve just 

, Norman Vane in from London. 
Gerd Oswald, down with chicken 

pox.. . 
Frances Farmer granted divorce 

from Alfred Lobley in Seattle.. . 
Clark Gable will tour to bally 

“Teacher’s Pet,” 
Joe Ellis joined Screen Directors*. 

Guild as assistant to Joe Younger-, 
man. 

Virgil E. “Buzz” Ellsworth ankied 
MGM-TV post of commercial-indus¬ 
trial division director. 

Adrian will design, costumes for. 
L. A. Civic Light Opera’s “Grand 
Hotel” musical. . . 

Robert L. Sande. and Larry 
Greene resigned from prexy and 
veepee posts of Songs Ads Inc. 

Kitty Davis and Jean Fadely dis¬ 
solved their pub relations firm, 
J & K Agency, after three monts. 

Danny Thomas and Phil Silvers 
will share emcee honors for “Emmy 
Awards Program” April 15 over 
NBC-TV. - 

Bobby Heifer will be music co¬ 
ordinator and Murray Gerson his 
assistant, for Academy’s upcoming 
Oscar derby. 

. Mike Todd. spoke before UCLA 
on “Cultural Exchange—or Propa¬ 
ganda?” . discussion of his recent 
Russian visit. . - - 

Hollywood Ministerial Assn, will 
sponsor free screenings - of “King 
of . Kings” during Holy . Week at 
Hollywood Paramount. 

a Barcelona 
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis 

(Angli,. 43; Tel., 30-89-20 ) 
Palacio de la Musica celebrating 

its 50th anni. 
Pilar Lopez and her Ballet Espa- 

nol at the Comedia. . . . 
South American comedian Ver- 

daguer at Rigat nitery. . 
Rosario (ex H & Antonia) at the 

Calderon, with her .ballet, for six 
performances.. 

Italian actor Umberto Spadaro 
in town for Spanish-rtalian copro- . 
duction, "We Already Have a Car.” 

First pic presented by RKO 
under its new Spanish management 
is “Beyond All Reasonable Doubt” 
starring Dana Andrews and Joan 
Fontaine. It’s being advertised as a 
new RKO distribution activity. 

Ireland 
By Maxwell Sweeney 

(22 Farney Pk: Dublin 684506) 
Mario Lanza concert at Belfast 

postponed until March 29. 
Sir John Barbirolli and Halle 

Orch set for fall tour here. 
BBC Symphony to . play one- 

nighter at Theatre Royal, Dublin, 
May 24. 

Irish Actors’ Equity clapped 
levies on all members for. current 
quarter to meet increased operaU 
ing. costs: 

Trade Union Studio Committee, 
repping eight unions, set to handle 
labor relations with hew Ardmore 
Studios. 

As of Nov. 30. 7% of entertain¬ 
ment industry workers insured un¬ 
der Sqcial Welfare laws here were 
unemployed, according to official 
return* 

Sam Wanamaker has. booked 
Cyril. Cusack’s production of 
“Roger Casement,” which opened 
at Theatre Royal, Waterford, last 
week, for. his New Shakespeare 
Theatre. Liverpool, 

Toronto 
By Bob McStay 

Fred (Tivoli) Trebilcock holiday¬ 
ing in San Juan. 

Margaret Ann Smith off to join 
“Ice-Capades” in Detroit. 

Lady Kilmuir, sister of. Rex Har¬ 
rison, holidaying here with her 
.husband. 

Leonid Kipnis here to plan im¬ 
mediate indie-film shooting on 
“The Hunter,” to be directed by 
Tyrone Guthrie. 

Peter Donat, nephew of Robert 
Donat, signed for summer roles at 
Stratford (Ontario) Shakespearean 
Festival. 

Col. David Niven and his wife to 
journey from Hollywood to attend 
annual ball of Imperial Officers 
Assn, of Canada at Park-Plaza 
Hotel. 

Nat Cohen, drama commentator 
for CBC, rated the ^ "toughest 
critic” in Canada, commencing a 
Saturday: column in the Toronto 
Telegram. - 

Lois Marshall, soprano for Co¬ 
lumbia Artists, to tour Russia in 
September, following concert se¬ 
ries in tr. S.r Britain, Holland and 
Western Germany. 

American soprano Luella Sansing 
a hit with' her concert at the Con¬ 
servatoire. 

At Nuovo . theatre legit actor- 
manager Renzo Ricci and Eva Mag- 
ni a hit in new Diego Fabbri play, 
“Delirious.” 

Vittorio De Sica and Gino Cervi 
(noiy at the Manzoni in Tennessee 
Williams’ “Cat on Hot Tin Roof-’) 
lead an exceptionally good cast. 

Prospects are that Terence Rat¬ 
tigan’s “Separate Tables” starring 
Olga . Villi and Gianni Santuccio 
will continue at Odeon theatre well 
after Carnival season, 

French composer Francis Poulenc 
here to deliver lecture series on 
the -.twentieth anniversary of Mau¬ 
rice Ravel’s death. Commemora¬ 
tions comprise presentation, at La 
Scala, of three one act operas and 
ballets by Ravel. 

(Delaware 7-4984) 
Jazz singer Lucy Reed topping 

the entertainment side at Cafe 
Continental. 

Theatre First doing : “Teahouse 
of August Moon” April 11-12* at 
$1.50 per seat. 

Legit pressagent Bev Kelly 
stopped off a few days before re- 
joining Ringling Bros, circus in 
Charlotte, N.C, 

Two. qidtime vaudevillians are 
playing niteries here currently, 
Billy Carr at the Embers on Dear¬ 
born and Gus Van at Club Holly¬ 
wood,; 

Tom powd?s recently organized 
Central Film distribution has 
moved to larger space here. He 
represents Times Film Corp. in the 
midwest. 

Frankie Masters, whose orch 
played for the Conrad Hilton shows 
seven years,.; opens at Tony De 
Santis’ Martinique in Evergreen 
Park March 19. 
. Legit producer Noel Behn in 
town for powwows with attorney 
Art Morse, head of the Edgewater 
Beach Playhouse anent the coming 
strawhat season. 

Max Miller, who once operated 
his own jazz club in Chicago, now 
keyboarding at the Brass Rail in 
the Loop in relief of Buddy Greco 
and Luriean Hunter. 

. Ed Buckley, manager of the 
Edgewater Beaqh Hotel, planing 
down to Cuba with his wife (Con¬ 
rad Hilton’s sister) for opening of 
the new Hilton-Havana. 

Bev Younger, Charles. Grunwell 
and Dorothy Conrad taking princi- 
paD roles in Goodman Theatre’s 
production of “Camino Real,” 
which opens Friday (21). Company 
is doing Tennessee Williams’ re¬ 
vised version of the play. 
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OBITUARIES 
JAMES A. SAUTER 

: James A. Sauter, 56, former 
president of USO-Camp shows and 
former nresident. of Air Features 
Inc., which cast the daytime Aerials 
for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, un- 
til CBS absorbed the firm, diect 
March 18 in New York of a cere¬ 
bral hemorrhage. 

Details on Page 2. 

DOUGLAS L. GRAHAME 
Douglas L. Grahame, 64, who 

was Variety’s correspondent in 
Mexico City for about 30 years, 
having been appointed by founder- 
editor Sime Silverman, died in the 
Mexican capital on March 14 of a 
heart attack. 

A Canadian he had worked on 
various Dominion and American 
papers and news services before 
drifting to Mexico where he settled 
down and married a Mexican wife. 

Grahame had been brief ly. in.the 
insurance business in Mexico but 
essentially worked as a correspon- 

Theatre of Berlin. Starting in silent 
films, lie created. more than 70 
roles. He played 12 top parts in pix 
since the end of World War II, 
including appearances in “Des 
Teiifels General” (The Devil’s Gen¬ 
eral) and “Maedchenjahre einer 
Koenigin” (Gorlhood of a Queen), 

DONALD E. GLENN 
Donald E. Glenn, assistant man¬ 

ager and publicity head of the Shu- 
bert Theatre, New Haven, died of 
cancer March 12 in that city. A 
staff member of the Shubert since 
1950, he also was . resident press 
representative at the Shakespeare 
Festival Theatre iri S,tratford; Conn, 

j Previously, he had served as press 
J rep and boxoffice man at the: West- 
1 port (Conn.) Country. Playhouse., 
j Glenn was. a familiar figure to 
: names and personnel on both sides 
I of the footlights. Prior to entering 
management 4ide of show business, 

I he appeared briefly in Hollywood 
film roles and Broadway stage pro- 

Irene Bordoni 

March 19th, 195 J 

dent for various publications. Lat¬ 
terly he divided between Variety 
and the London Daily Mail. 

RUDOLPH F. ELIE 
Rudolph F. Elie, 48, longtime 

columnist and music critic for the 
Boston Herald, died on assignment 
in Los Angeles March 11 of a 
heart attack. Elie, who was 
Variety correspondent from Bos¬ 
ton from 1942 to 1955, was a mem¬ 
ber of a party of newsmen in San 
Francisco to view new electrical 
devices of the Hughes Co., owned 
by former film maker, Howard 
Hughes. He joined the Herald in 
1939 as assistant to the music and 
drama critics. Previously he had. 
worked as a script writer for Con¬ 
cord Productions and other indie 
film studios in Hollywood. 

Three years after joining the 
Herald, Elie became music critic 
and assistant drama critic, posts 
he held until 1945, when he was as¬ 
signed as Herald war correspon¬ 
dent in the Pacific. He was presi¬ 
dent of the Boston Press Club in 
1953 and 1954. His column, “The 
Roving Eye,” which ranged from 
show biz to rare wines, appeared 
daily in the Herald. He received a 
Navy citation in 1946 for his work 

ductions. He was a native Of Kiowa, 
Kan. 

Surviving are a sister and a 
niece. 

ERICH MORAWSKT 
- Erich Morawsky, 67, German 

film industry pioneer who pro¬ 
duced many silent pictures . and 
later became a writer, died March 
3 in Ascona, Switzerland. After 
starting in the business as distribu¬ 
tion chief for Terra films, he pro¬ 
duced a number of silent features. 

Morawsky;, who was credited 
with having turned out the first 
film version of “The Marriifge of 
Figaro,” also produced “Letzte 
Liebe” (Last Love) with Rudolfo 
Lowenthal in Vienna. Shortly be¬ 
fore his death he completed a play, 
“Das Spiel 1st Aus” (The Play Is 
Over). 

PATRIC DOONAN 
Patric Doonan, 31, actor was 

found dead March 10 in his gas- 
filled London apartment. He ap¬ 
peared for three-and-half years as 
a detective - sergeant In Agatha 
Christie’s “The Mousetrap,” which 
is currently playing at the Ambas¬ 
sadors Theatre, London. Doonan 
left the cast last year, and had 

as war correspondent. In 1957, his 
stories on the Bostoh Symphony’s 
Russian trip, were judged best 
writing in any Boston paper and 
won him the Amasa Howie Award 
at the anni Boston Press Club din¬ 
ner. 

Elie, who Studied music first 
with his mother and father, then 
with Alan Hohvaness, played the 
piano and the viol da gamba. He 
was an amateur painter, a composer 
and a playwright. He had written 
a play about: Simon Bolivar which 
was produced by the Federal Thea¬ 
tre Project He was a native of 
Somerville, Mass. 

Surviving his wife, a brother, 
Curtis, Hub musician, three chil¬ 
dren, and a sister. 

' KARL L. DIEHL 
Karl Ludwig Diehl, 61, German 

stage and film actor, died March 9 
in Oberbayern, West Germany. Son 
of a university professor in Halle, 
he started his . stage career in a 
production of “Old Heidelberg” in 
1922, and continued in. 'utstanding 
roles for the next 36 years. 

In 1929 Diehl toured America 
with the ensemble of the Lessing 

since appeared in “All Kinds of 
Men,” at the Arts Theatre, and 
more recently in “Roseland,” 
which came off after four per¬ 
formances at the St Martin's 
Theatre. . 

He also appeared in several pic¬ 
tures, including “The Blue; Lamp,” 
“Appointment With Venus,” “Sea¬ 
gulls Over Sorrento,” and “The 
Gentle Gunman.” 

JAMES C. SHANKLIN 
James C. Shanklin, 74, longtime 

theatre owner and exhibitor leader 
in West Virginia, died March 7 in 
Ronceverte, W. Va., after * long 
illness. He operated the Grand 
there and until a fepr years ago 
owned the Greenbrier In Charles¬ 
ton and the Lewis in Lewisburg’ 

Shanklin was a constant cham¬ 
pion of the small-town theatre 
owners and headed their cause as 
president of the West Virginia 
Theatre Managers Assn. 

His wife survives. 

OTTO R. STADELMAN 
Otto Robert Stadelman, 64, 

senior v.p. and media director of 
Needham, Louis & Brorby ad 
agency, Chicago, died in that city 

March 15 after a long illness. He 
helped found the Maurice H. Need¬ 
ham agency in 1925, and when the 
agency was reorganized under its 
present name in* 1929, he was 
elected secretary-treasurer. 
. Survived by wife and two broth¬ 
ers. .' 

OCTAVIO BOBONE 
Octavio Bobone, 69, noted cam¬ 

eraman and photographer, . died 
March 8 in Lisbon. Son of an Ital-. 
ian photographer long established 
in Portugal, he became that coun¬ 
try’s top cinema lensman. He won 
first prize, for camerawork at the 
1942 Venice Film; Festival and pro¬ 
duced more than 100 documenta¬ 
ries. He aLo did extensive news¬ 
reel, works. 

His wife and two Sisters, survive. 

EMILIO G; LINO 
Emilio Gomez Lino, 41, scenic 

designer, and architect, died . of 
cancer March 4 in Lisbon. He was 
sceiiic designer of . all English and 
American plays produced at. Lis¬ 
bon’s; Teatro Nacional over the last 
20. years. 

Lino was wed to Portugese legit 
star Mariana Ray Monteiro, daugh¬ 
ter of Amelia Rey Colaco and 
Robles Monteiro, impresarios : of 
the Teatro Nacional. His wife and 
four children survive. . 

JOHN FULCO 
John Fulco, 65, former : singer 

and actor, and most recently with 
ABC, died March 12 in Red Bank, 
N. J. He appeared in shows pro¬ 
duced by Ziegfeld, George Mv 
Cohan and Sam Harris and at the 
Chicago and New York World’s 
Fairs. 

His wife survives. 

JOHN NELSON V 
John Nelson, 25, former Holly¬ 

wood flack, died March 7 in Palmo. 
Majorca, of complications follow¬ 
ing major surgery. He had press 
agented at Metro, Rogers & Cowan, 
and for past 10 months had been 
handling publicity on various films 
in Europe. 

Surviving is his mother, Lillian, 
in 20th-Fox studio publicity depart¬ 
ment . 

HI PESKAY 
Hi Peskay, 57, associated with 

Fox West Coast Theatres from 1933 
to 1947 and onetime manager of the 
Egyptian Theatre, Hollywood, died 

IN MEMORIAM 

IRENE BORDONI 
March 19, 1953 

LAW, 

March 13 . in Hollywood, after a 
nine-year illness. 

. Surviving, are a son, daughter, 
and brother, Ben, indie exhibitor- 
distributor. 

HARRY KANE 
Harry Kane, 43, singer-come¬ 

dian, died March 12 in Brooklyn, 
N. Y., following an operation for a 
brain tumor. During his vaude and 
nitery career, he had been straight 
man to comics including RedBut- 
tons and Phil Silvers. 

Survived by wife,. daughter, 
brother and sister. 

OSCAR DA SILVA 
Oscar Da Silva, 88, Portuguese 

composer and concert pianist, died 
March 6 in Oporto. A child prod¬ 
igy, he toured Europe and the. 
Americas. He composed a number 
of operas and symphonic works. 

Da Silva, who retired in 1950, 
left no survivors. 

John M. Scadding, 24, announcer 
at radio station CFJB,4 Brampton, 
Ont., died March following an auto 
accident near Toronto. Surviving 
are his father, mother and sister. : 

Mildred Metz, 50, a director with 
Central Casting for past 25 years, 
died of a heart attack March 8 in 
Hollywood. Mother . and brother, 
survive. 

Jimmy Goldman, 58, in Colum¬ 
bia Pictures studio grips dept for 
past 20 years, died of a heart attack 
March 12 in Hollywood. His wife 
and mother survive. 

Sydney P. Sommers, 67, IATSE 
member and longtime .stagehand 
with the Pantages Theatre, Van¬ 
couver, died recently in that city. 

Mrs. Tommy Handley, 59, widow 
of the British comedian, died 
M^rch ll in London. 

Father, 70, of Bill Waddington, 
English stage comedian, died re¬ 
cently in Oldham, Eng. 

Dr. Leigh Vaughan Henry, 68, 
British composer and conductor, 
died March 8 in England, 

.William Edward Berge, 72, for¬ 

mer piano accompanist for Vernon 
and Irene Castle, died March 12 In 
Manistique, Michigan. $ 100-Mil Vidpix 

marriages 
Rita Sullivan to Ben Coleman, 

Little Falls. N. Y., Feb. 15. He’s 
buyer-booker for Carman Drive-in, 
Guilderland. N. Y. 

Sigrid Heine to Bemie Winters, 
London, Eng., recently. Bride’s a 
dancer; he’s a. comedian (of Mike 
& Bernie Winters). 

Patsy: Green to Donald Mutch, 
Newcastle, Eng.’, March.7. Bride’s 
a dancer, 
' Fay. Lenore to . jay Scott, Kil- 
marorioek.Loch Lomond, Scotland. 
March 17. Bride’s a singer and 
pantomime Principal Boy. 

Mary Enck to Robert K. Doerr, 
Ashland, O., March 08. Bride is 
editor, Cleveland TV Guide; he’s 
publicity director of station WEWS. 

Ronnie Mehlich to Darrell Ed¬ 
wards, Winchester, Va., March. 13. 
He’s all-night deejay ■ at KDKA; 
Pittsburgh. 

Susan Levine to Jordan E. Lou- 
rie. New York, March 18. Bride is 
daughter of Martin Levine, execu¬ 
tive v.p. of Brandt Theatres. 

Norah Kaye to Jerry Gold, New 
York, March 9. She is a fashion 
model; he’s a free lance film di¬ 
rector. 

Francolse Sagan to Guy Schogl- 
ler, Paris, March 13. She is an 
author; he’s ;a publisher. 

Ann Berstein to Arnold Archer, 
Boston, March 16. He’s with an 
act. called “The Two Chords.” 

Geraldine Brooks to Herbert 
Sargent, March 8, N., Y. Bride is 
an actress and daughter of James 
E. Stroock, president of Brooks Cos¬ 
tume Co.; groom is a writer for the 
Steve Allen television show. 

BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Raser, son, 

Burbank, Cal., March 8. Father is 
KNX writer-director. 

and Mrs. Edward Andrews, 
daughter, Darien, Conn., Jan. 17. 
Father is an actor. 

Mr; and Mrs. Johnny Janis, 
daughter, Chicago, March 10. Par¬ 
ents are pop singers; mother’s pro¬ 
fessional name is Dianne Davis. 

Mr. and Mrs. John Conte, son, 
Beverly Hills, March 9. Mdther is 
actressRuth Conte; father hosts 
“NBC Matinee Theatre.” 

Mr. and Mrs. Jerome L. Doff, 
daughter, Hollywood, March 13. 
Father is vp of Skiatron TV Inc. 

Mr. and Mrs. George Condon, 
daughter^ . Cleveland, Feh. 22. 
Father, is Plain Dealer radio-tv 
editor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Western, 
daughter, Enciho, Cal., March 14. 
Father is an actor. 

Mr. and Mrs. Sterling E. John¬ 
son, son, Pasadena, Cal., March 11. 
Father is assistant film editor at 
ABC-TV. 

Prince Rainier . and Princess 
Grace, son, Monaco, March 14. 
Mother is former film actress Grace 
Kelly. 

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hogan, son, 
Philadelphia, March 12. Mother, 
the former Sharon Harper, is a 
commercial artist; father is an ac¬ 
tor in national company of “No 
Time for Sergeants;” 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wendley, 
son, Lindenhurst, L. I., March 9. 
Mother is actress Vera Marshall; 
father is a tv. author. . 

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Badger, daugh¬ 
ter, Philadelphia, March 2. Father 
Is WFIL, WFIL-TV deejay. 

Mr., and Mrs. John Newton 
Reeds, son, March 17, N. Y. Father 
is an actor, using the stage name 
[John Newton; mother is an actress- 
designer; Dusty Reeds. 

Sm, Continued from .page 1 

wise; here, ’ with something like 
$30,000,000 in production a likely 
possibility for the MCA subsid this 
year. Revue, which on-the-record 
admits to around 10 pilots, will, 
probably be shooting closer to 20, 
but since it usually tosses its pilots 
into one of several anthology series 
it produces, doesn’t have to worry 
about taking a loss. Sponsor of 
the series involved will foot most 
of the bill for the pilot, and reruns 
will more than pay off the rest of 
the load. 

Desilu, No. 2 in the produrtion- 
parade, is also plotting and shoot¬ 
ing quite a few pilots, with DesI 
Arnaz planning a minimum of 
eight. Four Star.Productions, Ziv, 
Screen Gems, TCF-TV, Metro TV, 
Warner Bros. TV, Hal Roach Jr., 
NBC, CBS and ABC are among 
others readying pilots for next sea¬ 

son, One thing they ail scUm to 
agree on is that there will be an 
upheaval such as has never been 
seen before come next September 
and a new season. 

Syndication field has dropped 
off, however, with stations showing 
resistance to higher prices sought 
by syndicators as talent and labor 
costs soar. Those brave but fool¬ 
hardy-producers who shoot series 
without any sponsor or distribu¬ 
tion setup are also diminishing in 
number, many having been burned 
badly in such investments.* 

Past year has seen a. hike in the 
number of hour-long vidseries, and 
the longies are currently In pro¬ 
duction at Revue (which has three 
such series) and TCF-TV, where 
CBS’ “Perry Mason” series is 
filmed. Most important longie of 
the new semester appears to be the 
“Desilu Playhouse,” currently in 
preparation for production as an 
hour-long series, with six of them 
to be 90-minute films. Metro TV is 
also considering an hour-long 
show. 

. Because the element of risk is 
still so strong in vidpix, the num¬ 
ber of telefilmeries is waning, with 
only about 40 in existence today 
as compared. to around 70 just a 
few years ago. Tradesters predict 
these 40 will be pruned to some¬ 
thing like eight or 10 before the 
shrinking process is over, uppoint- 
ing the fact the pattern is follow¬ 
ing that of the theatrical, film In¬ 
dustry, with only the giants able 
to survive. 

It wasn’t at all unusual a few 
years ago for a self-styled pro¬ 
ducer to somehow scrounge up the 
coin for a cheap pilot, hang up his 
shingle, hire a press agent and be 
“in business.” But as more and 
more shoestringers died with pilots 
that couldn’t get off the ground, 
their species is all hut eradicated 
these days. 

. But the pot of gold in tv film Is 
there for the knowledgeable, the 
ones with savvy and understanding. 

: Continued from page tt ; 

Roy Sedley 
T.inila Blithnp 
Sue Lawton 

Nautilus 
Rose Hardaway 
Frank Scott 
Holly Warren 
Carlos it Yvonne 
6yd Stanley Ore 

Satis Seucl 
Dick HaU 
Freddy Calo Ore 

Saxony 
Gel£hx Girl Revue 
Ming & Ling 
Toy St Wing 
Florence Aim 
Tony Toyada 

Tong Bros. 
Kabouki Dncrs. 
Ruth Wallis 
Charles & Faye 
Henry Levene Ore 

Seville 
Don Rickies 
Barry Gray 
Dolores Leigh 
Pete Brady 3 
Marty Franklin 3 
Bob Sennett 
Murri St Ruth 

Cappiellos 
Leonard Young 
Len Dawson Ore 
Lord Flea Calypso 

RENO 

Continued from page 2 

first time whether , a parody^iid 
burlesque are covered by the copy¬ 
right law, so that nobody could 
parody a work, without permission 
of the copyright owner of the orig¬ 
inal. .• 

Attorneys for Loew’s argued 
that “Autolite” was an infringe¬ 
ment on Loew’s copyright of “Gas¬ 
light.” Attorneys for Jack Benny 
and CBS contended that by long 
tradition and use, the art of parody 
and burlesque was recognized as 
something outside the coverage of 
the copyright statute. 

But what actually came out of it 
was a tie vote. It will take at least 
one more case, in which no judge 
remains away, to settle the (Jues- 
tion. There is, for example, no 
indication of how. Douglas would 
have voted, and he might have tip¬ 
ped the scale the other way. 

Harolds Club 

Jodlmars 
Knox Sc Korral 
Wilder Btos. 

Harrah's 
King Pins 
Carmen LeFave 
Lou Styles Sc'.- 

Stylists 
Jan Stewart 4 

Holiday 
Barons 
Eddie Bush 

Mapes Skyroom 
Kay Martin 
Woo Woo Stevens 
Jack Melick 3 

Klvarsldo 
Mills Bros. 
Starlets 
BiU CUfford Ore 

SAN FRANCISCO 

Ann's 440 Club 

Patsy Kelly 
.Inez. Torres 
Marsh Bros. 

■ackstaga. 
Joanne Berettx 
Bernard Bragg 

Blackhawk 
Billy Taylor 3 
Anita O’Day 

Easy Street 
Turk Murphy Ore 

Pack’s II 
Vagabonds . 
Lord Buckley 

. Fairmont Hotel 
Johnny Mathis . 
“ Heckschcr. Ore 

Say 90's 
Bee, Ray & Ray K. 

Goman 
Joy Healy Dncrs. € 
Wally Rose Ore . 

Hangover. 
Earl Fatha Hines ' 

Ore 
Muggsy Spanier 

Hungry I 
Don Adams. 
Gateway Singers 
Jo Ryder 
Tom O’Horgan 
Jack’s Waterfront 

Ernestine Anderson 
Memry Midgett 
Pat Paulsen 

Jazz Showcase - 
Paul Bley 4 

Purple Onion 
Lil Greenwood 

i Lou Gottlieb 
jJim Shaw’s Puppets 
i 365 Club 
Jeannie J.ihnson 

| Allen Cole 
Dorothy Dorben 

Dors <10) • 
i Alex Dushin Ore 
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You get 

a lot 

of sparkle 

at SCRi .a GEMS 

v;hen if comes 

to mounting 

a TV film show 

that's a dazzlero 

m ARE YOUR ASSETS! 

CASET JONES 

RANCH PARTY 

SHOWCASE 39 

77th BENGAL LANCERS 

AU STAR THEATRE ! 

BIG PLAYBACK 

CELEBRITY PLAYHOUSE 

CRUSADE IN EUROPE 

DAMON RUNYON 
THEATRE 

JET JACKSON 

JUNGLE JIM 

PATTI PAGE 

TALES OF THE 
TEXAS RANGERS 

TOP PLAYS OF 195$ 

MOVIE PARADE 

MYSTERY PARADE’ 

PREMIERE PARADE 

SHOCK 

TRIPLE CROWN 

LIBRARY 300 

WESTERNS 

Y a*.,? 
" * "*3 ,■§ 

, *'“<*« *; . ■„* 

WV- 

■* -?■ 

J|f ’ 

Take programmingo 

Whether it’s half-hours, 

or features, 

or cartoons— 

our cluster-of-lustre 

is worth its 

weight in carats., 

□ 

Take marketingo 

1 shows are precision-cut 

to do a brilliant 

job in selling 
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100T SONG’ FOR NAMES: GIFTS 
Boston Not Prudish, Says Censor; 

Cites N.Y. Burley Ban, PhillyPicNix 
By GUY LIVINGSTON 

Boston, March 25. 
Boston is not censor-ridden. It’s 

an adult city with adult tastes. It’s 
less prudish theatrically than most 
other American cities. 

That’s the assertion of Walter R. 
; Milliken, who’s known as the local 

censor, but points out that his: offi¬ 
cial title is Chief of the Boston 
Licensing Division of the Mayor’s 
Office. It’s not true that chorus 
girls playing here must wear long 
underwear, that shows dealing 
with sex, perversion and such mat¬ 
ters must play “over the river,” or 
that “darn it” is the Saltiest dialog 
permitted on the local stage. 

.“Such fantasies, have been 
kicked around out of all propor¬ 
tion,” Milliken claims. They had 
some reality many years ago, he 
readily concedes, but have been a 
greatly magnified and widely 
spread myth in recent years. He 
believes that inconsequential cen¬ 
soring incidents here have some¬ 
times been distorted and.played up 
to get “banned in Boston” exploi¬ 
tation elsewhere. 

Two recent events have made 
•'censorship” news here recently. 
They involved “Cat on a Hot Tin 
Roof,” in which some, dialog was 
deleted or played down, and “The 
Entertainer,” in which Milliken re¬ 
quired the management to put a 
bra on a showgirl portraying a 
nude Britannia. The latter incident 

(Continued on page 72) 

Elvis-in-Crewcut Still 
Figures as Hot Disk Name; 

Victor Readies New IP 
After a spectacular two-year- 

disk spree in which he sold a rec¬ 
ord-breaking 40,00Q,00a ■ singles 
and around 10,000,000 LPs and 
EPs, earned over $2,000,000, and 
created a new word, “rockabilly,” 
in the music biz lexicon, Elvis 
Presley started a two-year term as 
a U. S. Army draftee Monday (24) 
at $78 a month. Presley’s induc¬ 
tion and farewells to his most re¬ 
cent assortment of girl friends 
grabbed wide press coverage from 
coast to coast. 

Presley, though now a soldier, 
will still be heard from plenty. 
RCA .Victor is readying a new 
Presley single release next week 
along .with .a. new LP comprising 
14 nf. his.15-1,000,000 disk sellers. 
Actually.. one . of Presley’s disks, 
“Don’t Be .Cruel,” has now topped 

-the 6,000,000 marker while most of 
the .other .dicks have passed the 
2.000.0QQ. mark. In the package 
field, „ .Presley’s initial album, 
“Elvis,”/, .became the industry’s 
first. l.QQQ.OOO, package seller for a 
solo, singer.,. .Victor has a couple 
of Presley sides still in the can, 
but Steve Sholes, the company’s 
artists & repertoire chief, plans to 
set up on-the-spot recording ses- 

(Continued on page 72) 

.ETC. 
Record Hops & Live Jazz Sprout 

AsDJs Penny-Ante 'Em for Teeners 
’Singing Commercials’ 

Team Into Class Cafe 
Bill Hayes & Florence Hender¬ 

son, a teatn put together for the 
Oldsmobile television commercials 
and its touring industrial show, 
will get a class metropolitan hotel 
airing with a five-weeker at the 
St. Regis Hotel, N.Y., starting next 
Thursday (3). 

The act was staged by execs of 
the D. P. Brother & Co., a Detroit: 
advertising agency in charge of the 
Olds -account. It’s the first team 
stemming from commercials ever 
to make the class hotel circuit. 

Lost in Crash? 
Random House wras inundated 

with requests from Life (which of¬ 
fered a sizable fee just for the 
“looking” rights) and from London 
for chapters on the Mike Todd 
biog, ironically titled “The First 
Nine Lives of Mike Todd.” . 

RH prez Bennett Cerf stated the 
showman’s Boswell, Art Cohn had 
it; he thought he was bringing 
it with him for further discussion; 
and for all he knows it may have 
been destroyed in the crash un¬ 
less there’s. a copy in Cohn’s study 
in his Beverly Hills home. 

Todd had objected in . the first 
draft to two things Which he felt 
were: "too strong.” Cohn’s deal 
was not to condition his biog for 
any plug or puff-stuff but he and 
Cerf acquiesced that, if it was in 
the .interests of . accuracy, it was! 
pertinent that he correct saifie. . I 

Ed Sullivan’s ’Ad’ 

- Ed Sullivan says, that he and 
Julia .Meade,- who- does the com¬ 
mercials -on • his - tv’er; will “break 
in-a new- act when we open July 1 
at.the Desert Inn,' Las. Vegas!” It’ll 
be a- song-and-dance routine which 
he and the spieler have been re-- 
heaTsing; ‘ Nat Hikeh is - writing 
some' special material for them: 

The. .columnist’s showmanship 
has. .been restricted to emceeing 
and, he. is the first to admit, even* 
he has sometimes been open to 
professional criticism. ’ But even 
the pros can’t laugh off a decade of 
Sullivan’s public acceptance with ] 
his toprated vaudeo.' I 

By JOE COHEN 

Money ho longer talks as loudly 
as it used to when it comes, to get¬ 
ting some of the top names to play 
various types of dates, whether 
cafes, video or films. It’s getting 
so that bonifaces have to watch for 
various gimmicks in order to in¬ 
terest a performer, and the money 
part is only secondary. 

One of the practices that has. 
arisen of late includes the furnish¬ 
ing of a headliner’s home; another 
got a set of farm equipment. It’s 
been a common practice tb offpr 
topliners a piece of a cafe or hotel 
in return for exclusive services. 
There have been various other 
lures devised to interest an attrac¬ 
tion ini playing dates. 

These performers generally ac¬ 
cept engagements based on the ad¬ 
vice of their accountants or busi¬ 
ness managers, and thus these an¬ 
gles have been cropping up. Some 
bonifaces invent their own “give¬ 
aways” to bait a headliner. 

In most instances, the side-re? 
turns have, beefi tacked on as gifts, 
or “gestures of appreciation.” 
However, they are helps generally 
in reducing taxes.. Sometimes, the 
gift of a Cadillac or a diamond wrist 
watch; if the performer does ex¬ 
cellently, could be construed as an 
additional return in lieu of a per¬ 
centage deal. Generally, the donor 
pays the tax bite on the gift, and 

(Continued on page 18) 

;— -. '. .. San Antonio, March 25. 
__ n ..f 'm' I The fastest growing entertain- 
Morton DowneyJr. In rti®nt fad >mon*the younger set muiiyu 41. in this city is jhe record hop. It-3 

Debut at N.Y. Niter? also becoming a national phenom- 

Morton Downey Jr., son of the Reflecting the popularity . of 
singer, is embarking on a nitery dartcin« to recorded music played 

t 'ivintt a disk jockey Is the attendance 
career. He s starting »tfhe Living figure of more than 1,000 at a re- 
Rpom, N. Y., Monday (31), cent hop in the school gym of the 

Young Downey has signed with Little Flower Church here. 

BMI Given Access 

MGM Records. His first pop plat- This PTA and church-sponsored 
fpr will he released shortlv dance takes a 50c admission fee ter wm ne released snoruy. from each youngster attending, 

! ‘ then turns the revenue over to 
w\wmw fl church and school. The dee jay .Don 

BMI Given Access & a8ic,s 
the sound equipment and spinning 

Ta AQfAP Fifflirac Lcr Perkins, Jack Elliott and to nui/Ar figures ?nd ak-tsa) 
and Herb Carl and Charlie Van 

: The defendants In the songwrit- the spinners from turn 
ers' suit against Broadcast Music s.tatI0,?s which almost dom¬ 
ino, and the broadcasters scored J°c,key *“• 
an important point this week when haraa"d ‘hey.take refH^ weeldy an important point this week when 
they were given the right to exam¬ 
ine all of the American Society of 

assignments at the shindigs.. 
! Regularly scheduled hops are on 

' OomUosers, Authors^ inch ^uhUsh: ^‘liJ‘‘'e0Flo*er-tthe Teen 
ers* performance records.'. Former nf.Yre?™ihf_ US9 .™d cojnnr,- 
Federal Judge Hatoid Kennedy. “** J« throughout 
who is sitting as- special master l!1; 1 „ r3hy. Shrine 
in the pre-trial examinations, ruled *?"*? 
that the defendants, are entitled to hf/. *?' At Se ?ocal 
the ASCAP records to properly mlllta,7 -bases also, week.y hops 
prepare their case. This issue was 
argued last year before N.Y. Fed¬ 
eral Judge William Herlands who 

(Continued on page 72) 

Russian Dancers Big American 6.0. 

Bolshoi Ballet $25 Top 
When Playing Manhattan 
For 3 Weeks Next Season 

London, March 25. 
The Bolshoi Ballet (over 100 in 

the,company) will be scaled at $25 
top at the Metropolitan Opera 
House, New York, when it debuts 
in America next year, which would 
mean a $65,000 nightly gross, per¬ 
haps a new world’s record for an 
indoor* theatrical attraction. Idea 
is to limit the Bolshoi to three 
weeks only and then a lightning 
tour of one-nighters in Los An¬ 
geles, San: Francisco, Chicago, De¬ 
troit jnd Washington. 

Depends, of course, on the possi¬ 
bility of transporting the approxi¬ 
mately 180 people (including or¬ 
chestra and other personnel) by 
air. / 

All dates are distant frohi New 
York—purposely—with the ex¬ 
ception of Washington, the latter 
an insistence by the Russian dip¬ 
lomatic masterminds. 

Moiseyev Dance Co. Mail 
Order Already $175,000 

And Expect Cleanout 
. New York area; ticket-buyers 
have reacted so strongly to pend¬ 
ing three-week visit to the Metro¬ 
politan Opera House of the 106- 
member Moiseyev Dance Co.' from 
Moscow that handlers, are frankly 
swamped by the mail order. Re-, 
sultantly the Met boxoffice was. 
open’ ’two days ahead- this week of 
official Thursday start of puhlic 
sale to make adjustments and 
switches. 

Sol Hurok office, with $175,000 
advance .sale via mail, expects that 
pfriof to the curtain-rising April 14 
the Met will have gone clean for 
the three weeks, or about $315,000 
capacity scaled to $8.05. 

This is a first time for the Soviet 
folk group which will work with a 
recruited orchestra of 50 and will 
remain some 11 weeks in the 
States and Canada: Montreal, 
Toronto, Detroit, Chicago, San. 
Francisco, Los Angeles, Boston, 
Philadelphia and Washington, all 
big week stands, are included in 
the Hurok hookings. 

(Continued on page 20). 

See ‘Kwai’ Oscar Sweep; 
Guinness, Woodward, Lean 

Lead ’Daily Variety’ Poll 
Hollywood, March 25. 

“Bridge on the River Kwai,” Sam 
Spiegel’s indie production for 
Columbia release, should dominate 
30th annual running of Oscar 
Derby at Pantages Theatre Wed¬ 
nesday, according to Daily Vari¬ 

ety’s Tlth annual straw poll. In 
addition to Oscar for “best picture” 
“Kwai” should reap three other 
major awards—for “best actor” 
(Alec Guinness); “best direction” 
(Dayid Lean), “best screenplay” 
(Pierre Boulle), according to poll of 
Academy members. 

If Oscars are handed out as pre¬ 
dicted, it would mark fourth con¬ 
secutive year an indie film copped 
best-picture award. Last year best 
picture of year was Mike Todd’s 
“Around World in 80 Days," year 
previous it was Hecht-Hill-Lan- 
caster’s "Marty,” and year prior it 
was Spiegel’s “On the Waterfront." 

Daily Variety’s poll heavily, 
favors “Kwai,” Guinness, Lean and 
Boulle. . 

Joanne Woodward garnered wide 
margin of votes, to be leading can¬ 
didate for “best actress” laurels, 
for role in “Three Faces of Eve” 
(20th-Fox). Red Buttons, making 
first dramatic film in “Sayonara,” 
is favored to win Oscar for “best 
supporting actor.” Sessue Haya- 
kawa of Japan appeared close rival 

[ (Continued on page 20) 
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EdiiMiFest'slaybe Next Year’ 1<JlSliSSSlls 
On Yock-It-Up Yankee Name Vaude 

By GORDON IRVING 

Edinburgh, March 25. 
A suggestion which Variety put 

forward some years ago in these Washington, March 25. emcee. Latter is houseguesting 
columns is at last being mooted Screen and tv star William1 Ben- /with the Walter T. Shirleys in 
and discussed at a fairly high level dix was cited by the Government Palin Beach on a golfing binge all 

£ in International Festival circles today (24) for his longtime ..service of this week, and will fly into the 
here. j in promoting XJ.S. Savings Bonds. Capital Saturday morning. A char- 

The idea: That Danny Kaye, Bob ( Bendix; in Washington to serve tered planeload will transport the 
Hope and Victor Borge are . the! as pageant master.for the Cherry show from NVY. to the capital un- 
quality and category of artist who [Blossom Festival, received an lion- der CBS veepee Robert M. Weit- 
should be invited over to the an-; orary appointment as “roving am- man’s auspices, 
nual culture junket that rejoices.: bassadob of good will” from Mrs. Chevalier is flying over for the 
in. the name of the International, Ivy Baker Priest, the U.S. treas- ; Academy Awards tonight (Wed.) 
Edinburgh Festival. [ tirer. Award was made, at a lunch- and will double back, to D.C. -from 

The chairman of the Festival eon of the Washington Advertising L A. Ray Block and orchestra (22) 
Society has now suggested ditto. Club at which 53 Cherry Blossom will back the show C01I?ip£*sl/?£ 
stating that the Festival toppers Festival princesses were honored. Jane Morgan,. Jean Carroll, Smith 
(of which he is one; should con- Bendix -will crown the queen on & Dale, Connie Towers, Johnny 
Eider “such famous people as Vic-, Saturday, after her selection. v ■■ Carson, ^ Prof. .Backwards, Bob 
tor Borge and Danny Kaye.” Lord [ ■. ' —■—-—-—— Lewis, Eileen O Dare and Carol 

PARB-LONDON AIRLIFT' 
busier than 

a'thing MarC" 21i - »U1 Joave D.C. by midnight Sat- 

deal of persuasion. Provided it js Our shrinking world (it seems to ? rkevalier incidentallv -stavs on 
of the highest standard. I think it|me) was very graphically illus- 
ia highly desirable to have an dn-. t!.ated By a quickie hop.1just made ”ay™te th| Waldorf-Astoria Easter 
temational variety show foi one . to London, arid back. Hoar 

Beodix’s D.C. Citation 

White House Radio-Television Cor¬ 
respondents dinner-show this Sat¬ 
urday (29) at the: Sheraton-Plaza, ■ 
Washington, which Ed Sullivan will 
emcee. Latter is houseguesting 
with the Walter T. Shirleys in 

Carson, Prof. Backwards, Bob 
Lewis, Eileen O’Dare and Carol 
Burnett (“I’m In Love With John 
Foster Dulles” diskerj. It’s planned 
to be a oiie-number-and-bff show, 
not to exceed much over an hour 
so that the chartered planeload 
will leave D.C. by midnight Sat¬ 
urday. ■ . 

lias Koudriavtzeff, the MontrealVice-President Nixon. The Presi- 
I thoofrA t onH pnnpprt ininrAcarm I r ' V • -• 

temational variety, show for one. to London arid back. Mnnriav .. 
week of the Festival,. I am thinking; j. CaUght an 8 a.m. plane from understood Smith & Dale are 
of people like Danny Kaye and stars 10riy. On the plane I met Nicho- w ^?aSMg i&tSm udflh 
01 ‘ An^'^ssell P-ved Way |{“^Wdriavtzeff, the Montreal jS.Iftgat'pS 

••Th^„?esTnf VTiss^nna Bus theatre and concert impresario dent .has eliminated all such .func- 
The success of Miss Anna Bus- SCouring Europe on his semiannual tinns because of health 

sell at last year s Festival indicates l tour foi| attractions. We arrived in tl0ns because °f nealtft- 
that something of this sort w‘ould ; Lpndontat 8:10 a;m. (a trick of the . 
be acceptable. Miss Russell had .-clock, df course) and, at the air- g\ f ¥%• iXif 
packed houses at every perform- p0rt. j: saw Herman Levin, just I llkoVI kl7 l Iff* 
ance and l am sure she could have about tp leave for Paris. At the vUUdli UlL l/ll 9 

filled the Usher Hall. _ hotel, as I was checking in, I. . ; 
Secretary of the Edinburgh bumped7 into Moss Hart and ex- 17 ■ f\l. ' Ti f 

Festival Society, John Reid, said: changed the latest gossip. During YonlrC rlQIlR.I |BQr 
The position is that the. Festival |uncj,t Kay Swift came over to the 1 lUlliv JT ICUlv 1/Cul 

can never pay its way if \ve mam- ^jjlg ar|d told me about a musical : 
tain the high artistic standard we. $he is c00king for London and * . f*.*. f | . 
require at the moment. I agree, about tlIe unfortunate demise after At Hllthll. IllYllfOt 
with the ideA of a variety show a very ihort run, of Mare Connel- fit fllllUll”JUllhCl: 
wdh people hke Dannj Kaje and iy-s newest play. At a nearby table 

th!SC\vLSllh?nfdednn?nnen 'thp1 s- Hurc^k was talking a dealwith The captive audience of some 
^Ud!!!m (Continued on page 70) 3M VIPs_sc,een_and dafeper- 

Cuban Biz Off; 

(Continued on page 70) 

TRUMAN & BENNY 

nn S. • Bure*' was ;• talking* :dear,with-. • .The captive audience of some 
MS (Continued on page 7D, 

Market i a local auditorium, norm- tdiimam X. dcmmv PIf Hi f fp?°S fir ally used for circuses, carnivals' TRUMAN & BENNY rad N- Hilton airlifted, m four 
,, .. , • —-—- planeloads from. Hollywood (1), 

(Continued on page 18) Pair Nearly Wipe Out Kansas City New York; (2) and the fourth plane 
j Symph Deficit from Miami, was about the only 

ED SULLIVAN DROPS I Kansas City, March 25. ! vana. last week, in light of the Sen- 
nvrn i t ijvaA ii i nTPnnir1 Harry Truman, and Jack Benny [ sitive political situation. These 
KUKAL MuU-MAS I fcKIIlU as a coflcert team got the Kansas} are. the reports brought'back by 

City Philharmonic virtually out of the Gotham newspaper people who 
BecausCJie “spent more time in hock with the benefit performance did the long weekend on occasion 

Europe l^st summer than in his they gave with the orchestra in a of the new Habana Hilton’s formal 
Connecticut estate.”. Ed Sullivan • special program in the Music Hall premiere. 
disposed of his 176-acre property Saturday (22) night, 
at Southbury Conn., for S250.000; Tlie aeats ^re scaled from 
to the_L lilted Hotel Corp: Latter- $2 50 td $100 and were all sdld for 
p ans it as a health farm ’ buL is take of $51,000, and when expenses 

Hotel and casino operators com- 
< Continued on page 72) 

othenvisc vague whether it's for 
eniployces or a commercial ven¬ 
ture. Ed and his wife, Sylvia 
Sullivan, only visited the. farm— 

come out the orchestra Association 
is expected to have, reduced its 
perennial deficit of $60,000 by 
about two-thirds. That is virtually 

the latter, with fully stocked herds in the black for a large civic- IT^ Alt Dm* 
of came, etc.—twice last summer, backed orchestra today, association I JT1 All I flX|- 4A T IX 

The intent of making it a con- execs said. ^ Uul TU 1 |A 
venienee for their married daugh-1 Benny played two violin con- 0 ^ ^ 
ter Betty and her children has also [ certos and avowed they were not San Francisco, March 25. 
been dissipated by her residence “dubbed, although that might have The board, of directors and. ex¬ 
in Scarsdale, which Is sufficienWy been better.’* Truman handled the ecutive committee, of Theatre Own- 
bucolic for them. This summer, of m.c. chores. The affair was a re- ers of America authorized the es- 
course, Sullivan will be the gntire: prise on a benefit they did a few tablishment of7 a non-profit, tax- 
month of July at the Desert Inn, [weeks ago on a similar basis in exempt trust by exhibitors for the 

Dancer Sues Nightclub 
When Asked to Strip 

Vienna, March 18. 
Local courts have been asked to 

jrule on the Erika Nussbauer, dan- 
seuse, action against a nightclub 

[ here. Dispute is over whether a 
: nightclub, which engages a dancer, 
can compel her to do a strip-tease. 

Miss Nussbauer did her dance 
for several months at the club in 
question. When the management 
demanded stripping; she refused, 
pointing out that her contract 
reads for dancing, not strip-teasing. 

Case was postponed recently to 
ask “expert advice” from the Un¬ 
ion of Artists. 

Priest Cool Re 
Stars Who‘Brag’ 
They’re Catholics 

Albany, March 25. 
Speaking here at a Communion 

breakfast in the Sheraton-Ten 
Eyck Hotel, Father Edgar Holden, 
O.F.M., professor of theology at 
nearby St. Anthony - on - Hudson 
seminary,, said, “Let’s think twice 
before publicly extolling the virtue 
of Catholic screen and television 
stars.” 

Franciscan priest, a frequent 
speaker at Catholic affairs, con¬ 
tinued, “I, for One, am pretty tired 
of holding my breath every time 
a theatrical personality lets it be 
known that he or she is a Catho¬ 
lic. And I am equally fed up with 
trying to look the other way when 
the same entertainer becomes' a 
•fallen’ star’ in the eyes of the 
Catholic Church.” 

It is “no great boon to the 
Catholic Church” that such celeb¬ 
rities are counted among members, 
Father Holden declared. Catholi¬ 
cism is not thereby strengthened. 

While a star’s defection does not 
discredit Catholicism, over-em¬ 
phasis upon the individual’s mem¬ 
bership in the faith may “lend 
credence to the view” that “defec¬ 
tion is damaging to the. Church,” 
Father Holden observed. 

WW on a Bicycle 
Walter Winchell is on an aerial 

bicycle from Miami Beach to Chi¬ 
cago (yesterday) for the Basilio- 
Robinson fight; tomorrow (Thurs.) 
with Frank Sinatra at the Boys 
Town of Italy dinner to* the latter, 
both returning that midnight to 
Hollywood. Winchell is en route 
to Palm Springs. Eventually, on 
April 2, he starts his fresh 13 
episodes in “The Walter Winchell 
File” at Desilu. 

In between Winchell will emcee 
the Police Dept, benefit for under¬ 
privileged children in Palm 
Springs March 29 and on. April 2 
accept the 1958 Saint-Sinner Award 
at a Moulin Rouge (Hollywood) 
shindig. _ 

Belgian Exhibs 
Fear B.O. Inroads 

Of Brussels Fair 
Brussels, March 25. 

It is feared here that competi¬ 
tion set up by World’s Fair will 
put a terrible strain on local ex¬ 
hibitors. Latter believe that un¬ 
less they are able to get really big 
pictures they will play to empty 
seats. Important films will prob¬ 
ably remain locked in vaults dur¬ 
ing the local pix biz’s • “Public 
Enemy No. 1” reign from April till 
October, as distributors are appar¬ 
ently averse to taking risks. 

Even now the shortage of film 
product is making itself being felt 
and, contrary to what happened 
until recently when pictures fail¬ 
ing to reach their percentage were 
mercilessly removed, films are al-, 
ready being held Over even with¬ 
out reaching the set figure. 

JESSEL JIBES OPERA 
SNEER AT BELASCO 

New York. 
Editor, Variety: 

May I report to you, sir, that in 
almost a half century of going to 
the opera, I’ve never seen or 
heard. so beautiful a presentation 
of “Madame Butterfly,” as I did 
last* Wednesday night with Mme. 
Stella on the stage and Mitropoulos 
in the pit The new staging, the 
delightful 'new settings, added a 
hundred pleasantries to this great 
score and heart-touching story, but 
upon looking at the program for 
the second time, I was surprised 
that the names of those who wrote 
the original story, David Belasco 
and. John Luther Long, were 
omitted. 

On the next 'page. I was shocked 
to'find in an article by William 
Ashbrook called The Chrysalis of 
Butterfly, this offending note, “this 
opera is derived from a fossilized 
play.” The great Puccini didn’t 
share this opinion and the one act 
play: from which the opera came is 
not an unborn things Every ele¬ 
ment from the original story, is in 
the opera, and loving the theatre 
and the memory of David Belasco 
and his great contribution to it, I 
shudder at this unwarm reference 
to his and; Long’s “Madam Butter¬ 
fly,” and I have a sorry feeling for 
the kin of Long, whose only bid. 
for fame was “Butterfly,” that he 
be stripped of the high compli¬ 
ment due him. I hope that this 
idea of programming will not be 
continued^ 

I would hate to see the name of 
Shakespeare removed as the au¬ 
thor of Verdi’s “Othello,” and even 
more in the program of “Traviata” 
some small mention of It being de¬ 
rived from a fossilized Alexander 
Dumas’ Camille. 

Very Earnestly, 
George Jessel. 

Las Vegas, his first nitery date. 

Subscription Order Form 

Enclosed find cfiecK for $ 

O One Year 
Please send VARIETY Ipr □ Two Years 

D Three Years 

(Pleas* Print Name) 

City........................... Zone*..; State. 

Regular Subscrljptleiii Rates 

One Year—$15.00 Tw» Years $20.00 

Three Yeqrs~$3f.OO 

Canada and . Foreign—$1AddttFonal Per Year 

f^AKIETTtme. 
154 W«sl 4<Hb Street (few Yorii 34. N. 

purpose Of purchasing all post-’48 
films in order to i keep, them off 
television.. . . - : 

Action, taken today (Tues.) at 
the exhib Organization’s midwinter 
meeting here, would have exhibi¬ 
tors subscribing, to-the trust which, 
in turn, would make a down pay¬ 
ment to the distributors and. issue 
bonds for the rest of the coin diie. 
The pictures would be returned to 
the ’distributors for theatrical re¬ 
issue for which they would receive 
a handling cost still to be deter¬ 
mined. ■ .' ; 

The project, it’s stressed, iS open 
to all exhibitors. 

W. C. Handy, While Still 
On Critical List, Asks 
Par Not to Cancel Preem 

W. C. (for William Christopher) 
Handy, 84, famed as the “father of 
the blues,”, was in critical condi¬ 
tion In New. York’s Sydenham Hos¬ 
pital yesterday (Tues;) with bron¬ 
chial pneumonia complicated by 
uremic poisoning. He was rushed 
to the institution from his Yonkers 
(N. YJ home Monday night in a 
state of coma but had regained 
consciousness at Variety presstime 
late yesterday. 

Because of Handy’s severe illness 
a special showing by Paramount of 

. {Continued on page -72) 
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STUDIO TAIL WAGS MOST FILMS 
-> 4< 

Certain stockholders of .Decca Records, at the corporation’s an¬ 
nual meeting April 8, will move for a major revamp in the opera¬ 
tion of Universal Pictures* over 80% of which is owned by Decca, 
according to Wall Street sources. 

Although Milton Rackmil, president of both U and Decca, has 
insisted the film company is remaining in the production and dis¬ 
tribution business, these sources claim that an influential group of 
Decca shareowners believe that U is facing too many hurdles and 
it would be more profitable to liquidate many of the assets, includ¬ 
ing studio and post-1948 pictures, than to continue the operation. 

There was no confirmation of this from any official source: It’s 
to be noted too, that rumors anent sweeping changes at U have 
persisted for some time, undoubtedly spurred at least in part by 
the company’s production hiatus. 

<1 • r 

So Rossano Brazzi Characterizes Film Industry In 
His Native Italy 

Trouble with the film industry 
in Italy is that nobody meant for 
it to be there in the first place, 
Italian actor Rossano Brazzi said 
in New York last week. 

■‘We never thought to create an 
industry,”, he held, “We never 
planned anything. It’s rather typi¬ 
cal of us. Everyone gets excited. 
We make a picture: And, later on, 
someone starts to wonder about 
distribution. It’s all very charming 
and carefree, but not very realis¬ 
tic,” 

Brazzi, star of the newly-opened 
“South Pacific,” said the exodus of 
European stars to Hollywood was 
easily explainable. “Europe is a 
disaster,” he stated with finality: 
“In Italy, at least, there' are a lot 
of- actors, arid very few pictures 
are being made. We’ve got to make 
a living somewhere.” He added 
that, as things stood now, he 
wouldn’t appear in a European 
film unless the offer were extra¬ 
ordinarily attractive. 

“Back in 1948 I told them in 
Italy , that it was necessary to turn 
their artistic success Into a com¬ 
mercial one. After all, if you riiake 
a product, you also have to be able 
to sell it. Pictures aren’t made just 
to show to your kids at home.’’ 

Ex-Lawyer 
Brozzi, a former lawyer turned 

actor, has; a long career behind 
him. As a matter of fact, “South 
Pacific” is his 89th film. He Came, 
to Hollywood in 1948. Success was 
slow in coming. But then he made 
“Summertime” and “Three; Coins 
in the Fountain,” arid, the Brazzi 
name became a marquee attrac¬ 
tion. 

Pleased with the response to 
“South Pacific,”, Brazzi felt that 
the critics who disliked the film on 
the .grounds that it didn’t stand up 
to the stage play were unrealistic. 

(Continued on page 18) 

Slides in Comeback 
Lps Angeles, March 25. 

Theatre managers through¬ 
out the National Theatres cir¬ 
cuit are undergoing training 
in the narration of color-slides, 
illustrating location journey of 

. Louis de Rochemont’s “Wind¬ 
jammer,” as a means of addi¬ 
tional ballyhoo for first Cine- 
miracle production. 

Offstage color slides* show¬ 
ing six-month sea trek of pro- 

. duction troupe, will be showri . 
at luncheon clubs arid before 
.other organizations. 

Robert Merrill’s Film 
Slant: Longhair Music 

With Popular Crew Cut 
Robert Merrill, vet Metropolitan 

Opera tenor and concert artist, dis¬ 
closed plans to form his own mo¬ 
tion picture company in associa¬ 
tion with his longtime agent, Moe 
Gale: Latter is handling the busi¬ 
ness details along with legalistic 
aides. 

Merrill intends to do what might 
be billed longhair with a crew cut 
on film—that is, modernized ver¬ 
sions of the traditional lyric thea¬ 
tre offerings which would retain 
the original music in part and yet 
subordinate it to story material, 
which would , be Updated: All in 
English. 

No writer has been selected as 
yet but, said Merrill when the 
name was suggested; Joseph L. 
Mankiewicz would likely be ideal. 
“As a matter of fact I discussed 
the idea with Joe in Rome last 
year,” said Merrill. “I think I’ll 
call him again today.” 

;. Merrill : disclosed further his 
plans include the production of 90- 
minute films for television, perhaps 
to be done hand in hand with the 
theatrical features.. His first prop- 
erty is to be “Barber of Seville” 
-and this will be done , in the two 
versions. 

He,said he feels the techniques 
of the two media are so different 
that the theatrical production 
would not be fitting for tv. 

UVVpi 

Twentieth-Fox is Seeking to 
work out a deal to purchase How¬ 
ard Hughes’ large block of stock 
In the company, reportedly about 
300,000 of the common shares. Al¬ 
though not confirmed by either of 
the principal parties, this has be¬ 
come a matter of some discussion 
among brokers in the Wall Street 
area. 

One source had it that Hughes 
earlier had been asking an “out¬ 
landish” pride for his holdings but 
now is coming around to the idea 
of unloading at a market trading 
level, which would be about $25 
per share. 

This would place the total price 
at $7,500,000. 

• Hughes, according to individuals 
claiming knowledge of the; situ¬ 
ation, has been “friendly’’ toward 
management—that is/ ref raiding 
from any openlywolced complaints 
about policy matters aridt not seek¬ 
ing any board representation. It's 
said he bought, in solely-for invest¬ 
ment purposes.; 

RETTIG SUCCEEDS SACKS 
AS FIGARO EXEC-VEEP 

Board of directors of Figaro Inc.* 
indie film and tv firm headed by 
Joseph L. Mankiewicz, named Earl 
Rettig, president of NBC’s Cali¬ 
fornia National Productions, ; to 
succeed the late Manie Sacks. as 
Figaro’s executive v p. 

The board, which met in N. Y. 
yesterday (Tues.), also elected 
Robert Lewine, v.p. of network 
programs for NBC-TV, to the 
board, 

U Sues Jeanne Crain 
Los Angeles, March 23. 

; Universal Pictures- slapped * suit 
againts Jeanne Crain in Superior 
Court asking refund of $6,633.78, 
Said to be overpayment on a con¬ 
tract signed In 1954. . 

Complaint states that when 
actress became unable to work,, un¬ 
der provisions of' pact company 
terminated Agreement. 

Directors Just Glorified Cameramen 
Which In Robert Siodmak Bleat Against Hollywood 

—He*s for Europe Where a Man's Still an Artist 
.: ~ ; . ;■ ■' ■-——-——•t-. 

Substantial segment of Holly¬ 
wood production brass likely will 
run into serious problems as the 
policy of patterning future opera¬ 
tions after United Artists is pur¬ 
sued. This point was made this 
week by veteran observers of the: 
film-colony scene. They throw ma¬ 
jor emphasis on the fact that an 
abundance of industry tradition is 
involved. 

To put it into simple terras, the: 
UA modus operandi is providing 
the financing (usually 100%) for 
indie producers once a project is 
agreed upon. This includes budget, 
cast and story property. There¬ 
after the indie is .free to shoot the 
picture with “independence”; UA 
execs actually remain aloof from 
the project until it’s ready for 
screening. 

Within the past several months, 
Loew’s, Columbia and Universal in 
varying degrees have, showri strong 
indications of taking their cues 
from UA. The only difference 
would be that each of these out¬ 
fits has its own studio; UA does 
not. . 

Where* then, the rub? 
Knowledgeable sources under¬ 

line that UA, as it’s now consti¬ 
tuted under the Arthur B. Krim- 
Robert S. Benjamin regime, “came 
into being with the atomic age.” 
Beginning in 1951 the enterprise 
was launched as virtually a new 
company, with no ties to past in¬ 
dustry practice. 

The only idea was to get pictures 
made with whatever financial 
sources could be found. Krim 
stated at the beginning: there was 
no money to be. made from distri¬ 
bution alone, that the company 
would want a substantial stake in 
each negative as well. (Actually, 
the producer in each case owns 
the negative; UA has the partici¬ 
pation.) 

UA competitors can undertake to 
follow suit, of course. But then 
the “tradition” comes into play. 

UA encourages each of its indie 
film-makers to employ his own 
sales manager who, in turn, works 
with the UA distributiou depart¬ 
ment. It’s never been any other 

: (Continued on page 10) 

Sophie Tucker's Gifts 
... Los Angeles, March 25. 
Presented with a gold heart ■ 

by membership of ; Variety 
Club Tent 25. at luncheon in 
her honor for her humani¬ 
tarian efforts down through . 
the. years* Sophie Tucker told 
members that each month, 
fpr the rest of her life, she 

. would send a three-figure 
check to Tent 25 for org's 
boys club. 

• It’s estimated that vet head¬ 
liner has donated more than; 
$2,500,000 to charity during 
her lifetime. 

Junior Goldwyn Tates Cue 
From Dad on Financing 
‘Rebel’ for $1,600,000 

Samuel Goldwyn Jr. says he 
“did it because he heard of an¬ 
other fella who did it”—meaning 
he .financed his own picture, as 
does Samuel Goldwyn Sr.. The 
younger Goldwyn’s new picture is 
“Proud Rebel,” made at a cost of 
$1,600,000 with •; the - producer ob¬ 
taining his financing from Bank of 
America. 

Filin-maker says the future of 
the independent producer lies “in 
his being a true independent” arid 
the only Way to do this is for 
him to put up his own money.' Fi- 

■ nariciers, such as the distributors, 
■ Want a number of “assurances,” he 
notes, and this deprives the pro¬ 
ducer of “flexibility.” 

| The Way to do it is to take the 
risk yourself, says Goldwyn. 

“Rebel,” which stars Alan Ladd, 
is to be distributed domestically 
by Buena Vista* Walt Disney sub¬ 
sidiary* Goldwyn disclosed. Loew’s 
International will release the pic¬ 
ture in the foreign market. 
: Goldwyn is in New York this 
week wrapping up the details of 
the distribution arrangements and 
working on the campaigns. James 
Mulvey is business and sales rep¬ 
resentative on the picture: l 

National Boxoffice Survey 

Biz Still Sturdy; ‘Kwai’;Again,Champ, ‘Witness’ 2d, 

‘Brothers’ 3d, ‘80 Days’ 4th, ‘Pet’ 5Ui 

. With new product shaping up 
better than expected, the current 
session finds biz parking in many 
key cities covered by Variety. The 
same oid failing—some very fine 
product but not enough of it to go 
around—Is hurting the over-all to¬ 
tal in a number of spots. Return 
of snowy weather and cold put a 
dent, in trade early in current 
stanza. 

“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) 
again is finishing first, the same as 
last week: It is considerably ahead 
of its nearest competitor in actual 
coin totaL “Witness For Prosecu¬ 
tion” (UA) is winding up second. 
It was third a week ago. 

“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) is 
finishing third. “Around World in 
80 Days” (UA) will take fourth 
money, same as last round. “Teach¬ 
er’s Pet” (Par), out for first time 
this week,; is showing enough to 
cop fifth position. 

“God Created Woman”; (Kings) 
is moving rip to sixth spot from the 
10th. place it held a . Week ago.: 
“Search For Paradise”:. (Cinerama) 
is finishing up in seventh position. 

“Rairitree County’’ (M-G) wiU 
Wind up eighth. “Saddle the Wind” 
(M-G) is capturing ninth place. 
“Seven Wonders of World”. (Cine- j 

raina) will be 10th. “Seven Hills of 
Rome” (M-G) will; take 11th spot 
while “Lafayette Escadrille” (WB) 
rounds out the Top 12. 

“Farewell To Arms” (20th) are the 
two runner-up films in that order 
this week. Both were higher last 
round. 
-‘Long, Hot Sunimer” (20th), 

which comes into N.Y, shortly, still 
is hep in Frisco and great in L.A. 
“Merry Andrew” (M-G), also hew, 
started off with a big $150,000 at 
N.Y. Music Hall where it is the 
Easter pic. Showing was made de¬ 
spite having, to open in a raging, 
blizzard. “South Pacific” (20th), 
playing 11 shows the first week, 
looms great at the N.Y. Criterion 
opening session. I 
./ “Desire Under Elms”. (Par) con¬ 
tinues socko in two N.Y. houses on 
second stanza. “Sing Boy, Sing” 
(20th) Is rated nice In Omaha. 

“Lady Flyer” (U), okay in Omaha, 
shapes fine in Boston and good in 
Denver: “Ft. Dobbs” (WB) is rated 
good in Providence. “Enemy Be¬ 
low” (20th) is fairly good in K.C. 

“Mark Of Hawk” (U) continues 
okay in Detroit. “Cowboy” (Col) 
shapes socko. in Omaha and fair in 
L.A. “Peyton Pla.ce” (26th), long 
high on the list since the first of 
the year* looms great in Chi, To¬ 
ronto and Philly. 

“Gervaise” (Cont), good in Chi 
and Minneapolis, is big in N.Y: and 
Balto. “Snow White” (BV) (reis¬ 
sue) shapes socko in Chi; fancy in 
N.Y. and torrid In Portland. 

“Paths of Glory” (UA) arid 
. (Complete boxotflce Reports on 

gages 8-9-10); .; ; 

Producer-director Robert Siod¬ 
mak, formerly of Hollywood and. 
active in Germany, last week ex¬ 
plained why he prefers, working In 
Munich or Berlin to working on 
the Coast. 

“In Europe, the creative talent 
still has a Say,” he said. “I don’t 
think I could stand the pressures 
in Hollywood any more. There the 
director is nothing much more than 
a glorified cameraman.” 

Siodmak came through Manhat¬ 
tan on his way to the Coast to be 
present at the Academy Award 
ceremonies. His “Nachts Wenn 
Der Teufel Kommt” (At Night 
When the Devil Comes) . was 
picked as the German contender 
for an -Oscar. Picture hasn’t yet 
been sold for the States. Siodmak 
described it as frankly and out¬ 
spokenly anti-Nazi. 

He has made three pictures in 
Germany during the past six 
years: One was “Devil.” The 
other two include “Die Ratten” 
(The Rats) with Maria Schell, and 
“My Father the Actor” with O. W. 
Fischer. Siodmak said he de¬ 
liberately was holding back any 
deal on “Rats” pending the fur¬ 
ther growth of Miss Schell’s 
Stature in the U. S, 

Siodmak’s future program, en¬ 
visioning U.; S.-German coproduc¬ 
tion, includes a film on Graf Luck- 

(Continued on page .20) 

Action Taken* 
Fdm Biz Okay: 

By WILLIAM STEIF 
San Francisco, March 25. 

An optimistic outlook for the 
future of the . motion picture in¬ 
dustry — as a result of decisions 
made and actions taken in the past 
100 days—is predicted by Ernest 
G. Stellings. president of Theatre 
Owners of America, in a state of 
the Industry address. 

In a speech prepared for deliv¬ 
ery tomorrow (Wed.) to 200 dele¬ 
gates to TOA's first drive-in con¬ 
vention here, Stellings declared: 
“No longer is it fashionable to be 
a prophet of doom for our industry; 
unequivicably I assure you there 
will be always be a motion picture 
industry, one that will again be 
profitable and one in which drive- 
in theatres will be an increasingly 
Important and integral part." 

The TO A topper’s optimism is 
based on the following recent 
accomplishments: 

1. Launching of the industry’s 
business building campaign. 

2. Assurance from distributors 
that post-'48 pictures will be kept 
off television. 

3. Pledges from production 
sources for an orderly release of 
product. 

4. Success in preventing a test 
of toll-tv. 

5. Curbing of : misleading adver¬ 
tising ori television—the type some 

(Continued on page 70) 

‘KARAMAZOV’ OFFICIAL 
iLS. FILM FOR CANNES 

■‘The Brothers Karamazov,” 
Metro picture starring Yul Byrn- 
ner and European star Maria 
Schell, has been picked by the 
Motion Picture Export Assn, as the 
official American entry at the 
Cannes film fest. Latter starts 
May 2. 

Other films on the “official” 
MPEA list from w;hich Cannes is 
expected to pick include “Desire . 
Under the Elms,” “The Goddess” 
arid “Old Man and the Sea.” 

However, it’s considered very 
likely that 20th-Fox’s “The Long, 

(Continued on page 20) 
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h or Out of the Chips, Todd Always 
Audacious, Up £ At ’Em Showman 

With Uforld’ as His Final Oyster 
Michael (Mike) Todd, 49. often*—-------■ 

called a modern P. T.Barnum, (lied cniT ArAiycr T/vnn 
March 22 In a crash of his private SUIT AGAINST TODD 
plane a few miles from Grants, 7 7, . . 

M. Accompanied by writer Art Tilm Ed Rfiggiero Seeking $9,«50 
Cohn, Todd was on his way from ' 1“ Salary, 
the Coast to N. Y. to be guest-of- . ' -. -. • • 
honor at a Friars Club testimonial Los Angeles, March 25. 
dinner in his honor Sunday night Suit calling upon Mike Todd to 
honor at a Friars Club testimonial Los Angeles, March 25. 
dinner in his honor Sunday night Suit calling upon Mike Todd to 
(23) at the Waldorf-Astoria. It pay $7,089 income tax. assertedly 

M **,*«. 59.650 aheadypridlnral- 
After . long sequence of hits My filed In Superior Court hy 

and flops, he finally hit the big- Gene Ruggmro.tilmeditor on pro- 
time with his first picture, "Around ducers Around the World in 80 
the World in 80 Days," and his Days. - . , . _ . ^ 
death came when he was at his his . complaint, Ruggiero 
zenith beginning to enjoy the fruits claimed he' had an oral agreement 
of his success. He died as he with Todd whereby he was to,be 
lived dramatically. paid a net of $9,650 after taxes, for 

Todd was born Avrom Hirsch his services as. editor on "8Q Days. , 
Goldbogen in Minneapolis. His —— -:— -- 
father was a rabbi and the show- - ] 
man-to-be was one of nine chil- Ill- . J 
dren. It was a poor family, but IIffipCC imVPII 
money didn't trouble Todd then 1UHVOO UUVVU ( 
nor bother him much in the years "■ 1 

to come: He said: “Being poor is FI* _!L _lL ! 
a state of mind. Being broke Is a L|]790Elil 1 JVlOf I 
temporary situation” Living up A ttj AVI 
to that concept, he was able to per- • .,, -7 
suade backers to part with new Hollywood, March 25. 
big bundles even as old creditors Elizabeth •« Taylor, wife of the 

Illness Saved 

Hollywood; March 25. 
Elizabeth * Taylor, wife of the 

were knocking at his door. He producer, was to have accompanied 
once he?1:i>e *?*,.*? Mike Todd east Friday night to 
raise $100,000 overnight. At that ... j{„ 
time, literal bankruptcy was star- be with him^t the testimonial din¬ 
ing him in the face. But he got the ner by the Friars* hut at the last 
money. minute her trip, was called off due 

When Todd was seven, he was to illness ■ i 

*&&&££&£ when ***** t^en iliTfednesfiay. 
carnivals came to town. In 1918, 
the family moved to Chicago. He 

and was unable to work either 
Thursday or; Friday, thus preclud- 

Xno, hpw in* the Gotham trek. She had al- didn't like school, his mind being * arran(Wnpnt- 
occupied with m°re “important” 
things. One of his enterprises in¬ 
cluded a bricklayers’ college 

( Continued on page 22) 

L. A. to N, Y. 
Kathy Barr 
Marlon Brando 
Charles K. Feldman 
Cy Feuer 
Arthur Freed 
L. Wolfe Gilbert 
Dorothy Lamour 
Jack H. Levin 
Joseph L-. Mankiewlcz 
Ernie Martin 
Eugene Picker 
Lily Pons 
Elmer C. Rhoden 
Sol A. Schwartz 
Italo Tajo 

N. Y. to L. A, 
Buddy Adler 
Barney Balaban 
Ray Bolger 
Donald Buka 
Anthony Franeiosa. 
Jack Haley 
June Havoc 
Russell Holman 
Warner LeRoy 
Ted Lloyd 
Anita Louise 
Eddie Moran 
Jerry Pickman 
Paul Raibourn 
Frank Sinatra 
Howard Strickling 
George Weltner 
Walter Wmchell 

Europe to N. Yi 
Maurice Chevalier 
Reg Connelly 
Miles Eason 
Mel Ferrer 
Lynn Fontanne 
Lionel Hampton 
Rita Hayworth 
James Hill 
Alfred Hoffman 
Alfred Lunt 
Daphne Newton 
Eric Portman 
Peter Riethof 
Victor Samrock 
Robert Siodmak 
Keneth Thornett 
Peter Witt •„ . 
Peter Woodthorpe 
John Wvse 

N. Y. to Europe 
Harvey Breit 
Thomas Gomez 
Slgne Hasso • 
Frances Heflin 
Joseph Schaeffer 
John Scott 
Richard Widmark 
Meredith Willson 

ready made arrangements with 
Metro, where she’s starring in 
“Cat on a Jlot Tin Roof,’’ to he' 
absent today) (Tues.), on the under¬ 
standing she: would return in time 
to report tot Work next Mori. (31). 

In Todd-AO Process See 
60 to 70 Overseas Dates 

For 20th’s ‘So. Pacific’ 
“South Pacific’/ Is expected to 

play between 60 and 70 dates 
abroad in its Todd-AO print ver¬ 
sion. Entire distribution of the 
film overseas is in the hands of 
20th-Fox International. After the 
Todd-AO version is played : off; 
20th will bring in the Cinemascope 
or printdown version. 

Rodgers & Hammerstein tuner 
opens in London April 21 and in 
Manchester ’April 28. J. Arthur 
Rank Org Is equipping eight ad¬ 
ditional houses in Britain to be 
able to play -the film in its original 
Version. : 

In the U: S., Magna Theatre 
Corp. is booking the Todd-AO ver¬ 
sion, with 29th handling the rest. 

PjUtlETt 

N.Y. TIMES EULOGIZES 
TODD’S SHOWMANSHIP 

; Monday (24) the N, Y. Times 
indulged Itself in an editorial, 
unique in flavor for that majestic 
daily; with a showman as theme. 

“There was no Friars Club 
in honor of Mike Todd at the Wal¬ 
dorf last night,” the editorial 
opened, 4*George Jessel did not 
deliver, tlie affectionatriy . insult¬ 
ing he had prepared for 
this occasion "-. . ” 

Continued the Times: "His 
gambling Instinct, his infinite 
audacity, . the persuasiveness 
which had hypnotized ‘many a 
famous personality into doing a 
“bit’’ part: while the spotlight 
focused on them for, a: moment 
and moved on^—these Equalities 
had produced a film the public 
still stands in line to see. Mike 
Todd was too full of life to be 
able to imagine himiself dead, but 
he would have rejoiced to have 
the world reminded, as it was 

: yesterday, that , the production 
called “Around the World in 80 
Days,” that - cost $6,500,000 to 
manufacture, had already grossed 
$33,000,000 and. was still going 
strong! ■■.... 
“As a showman he would have; 

Valued the dramatic qualities of 
his departure: the invisible wait¬ 
ing audience, the swift. plunge 
out of hopeful joviality into \ 
darkness, the end of a career at 
its very height. ' Now we can 
imagine him entering, with all his 
picturesque assurance, upon a 

. stage the size of a dozen Madi¬ 
son Square Gardens and; plan¬ 
ning with Jules Verne; Shake¬ 
speare or Homer, or all together, 
a production that would cost 
three times as much as his last 
one and bring in ten times as 
much. Or that would ruin them 
all, arid afford a chance to stage 
a melodramatic comeback.” 

Italo ‘10 Commandments’ 
Ires Paramount (Natch) 

... Paramount, as distributor Of 
Cecil B. DeMille’s “The Ten Com¬ 
mandments,” this week threatened: 
to . file suit, against New York’s 
Cameo Theatre if the latter goes 
through with its announced show¬ 
ing of an. Italian picture of the 
same title; Import, which; has Eng¬ 
lish titles, is described as a mod¬ 
ernized version of the Decalog. 

Par sent a letter to David Fine, 
operator of the Cameo, asserting 
that the' Italian film would create 
confusion, perhaps pick up “sec¬ 
ondary significance and goodwill 
of the utmost value” (because of 
the prominence of the DeMille pro¬ 
duction) and an injunction against 
its presentation would be in order. 

Fine said he intends to. go ahead 
With a scheduled April 5 opening 
unless he’s restrained from doing 
so by the “proper courts.” 

"W’ednesdayj Marcli 26, 195# 

The Color of Mike Todd 

Toddling Up From Chi and N.Y. Fairs 
Show Biz First Knew & Brash Competitor to Billy 

: Rose Had Come on Midway 

By LEONARD TRAUBE 

Mike Todd’s star began to rise 
more perceptibly from a national 
view upon his entry at the New. 
York World’s Fair scene (1939-40). 
The expo having opened with its 
amusement zone or midway large¬ 
ly a bust, Todd’s contributions 
stood out—at least they made a 
lot of noise for both him and his 
properties, and these properties at 

. one point numbered four. Among 
them were “The Hot Mikado” 
which he brought over to the 
Flushing Meadows from Broadway 
with the iat£ Bill Robinson con¬ 
tinuing his bo jangling as star; 
“Streets of Paris,” with Gypsy 
Rose Lee heading the' ieg-erde- 
main, and a large al fresco expanse 
known as Dancing Campus with 
name orchs drawing the teen 
trade. His fourth was a large New 
Orleans layout. 

"Mikado” and “Streets” were 
presented in huge theatre-like set¬ 
ups. It is riot recorded that Todd 
turned over a big penny with these 
enterprises, but the ballyhoo (then 

as later, right up to Todd’s' death, 
carried out by' Bill Doll), was, 
rather extensive, and a. fillip .for a! 
World’s Fair that was the whip¬ 
ping hoy of the national press. 

. The Urbane, sophisticated Grovef 
Whalen, first-year chief of the 
N. Y. fair, was hardly Todd’s ket¬ 
tle of fish; he was more in tune,: 
at least then, with the likes of ! 
Harvey D. Gibson. Gibson was ' 
chairman of the board that* con-, 
ducted the exposition (and hoard 
chairman of the Manufacturers 
Trust Co., which helped master¬ 
mind the colossal financial aspect), 
but in that position during the 
baptismal ’39 year, Gibson let 
Whalen call the shots and officiate 
as boss-greeter. In the “winterim" 
period (after the fair shuttered in. 
the fall to hibernate until spring 
of the following year, the second 
edition) Gibson blueprinted a new 
deal and became the active , head, 
it was under Gibson’s more savvy 
approach to show biz (the late 
banker always prided himself on 
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He Spoke His Own Language 
Mike Todd’s pithy, pungent and betimes racy phraseology was as 

much a part of his color as his flamboyant, llying-a-storybook career. 
His argot and patois was a blend of the carny, the racetrack, and plain, 
original Mike Toddisms, He was as offbeat in his manner of self-expres¬ 
sion as in his certainly never-dull pursuits. 

Few Ulnsions Abbnt His Stunts 
As he progressed front “flame dancer,” impresario to “Hot Mikado” 

(Gilbert & Sullivan with a solid beat) to “Star and Garter” (Gypsy Rose. 
Lee burleycue at $4.40) and later, to Sigmund Romberg arid Cole Porter. 
musicomedy productions, and until he finally hit the jackpot with 
“Around The World In 80 Days,” he never lost, the fundamental—that 
he was “hustler” who was making good! *. . 

He had few illusions about what he Was doing. The parade of fiacres, 
tallyhos, broughams, barouches, victorias; hansom cabs and other horse- 
drawn vichicles which transported the “Up In Central Park” firstnight- 
ers to his champagne-lnd-cayiar guest-list at the Tavern-On-The-Green 
was showmanship in the Diamond Jim Brady tradition. 

As he segued from a hot version of Gilbert & Suffivan—this and “The . 
Great Ziggy,” his first two legit entries—^were. both flops, he hit with. 
“Star And Garter.” He observed, “l guess the formula of. tail broads 
and low comedy is still surefire 

Admitted He Was Chumped 
Much publicized last fall was the fiasco at Madison Square Garden 

when he invited 18,000 “chums” to celebrate the first anni of "80 Days.” 
Vulgarity run riot and chiseling waiters sold what was supposed to be 
free, collecting $3 to $10 per bottle of bubbly. About this clambake 
which was, Todd^style, the biggest and most monumental flop of its kind 
in memory, the showman was quite realistic in his subsequent analysis 
to Variety:- 

"I teas chumped by the cops, whom J’d taken care of but good, 
but it was my fault for paying-off in advance, because otherwise 
the traffic would have been handled the way I wanted it. . And 
as an old hustler. trhile in another era 1 might have admired the 

: hustlers with that cuffo grape, I- should have had my own guys 
there on top of them to make sure that this was one time they 
Shouldn’t have been on the take ” 

Had Been Broke But Never Poor . 
To Todd, a menu was the "scratch-sheet”; the edibles were “the gro¬ 

ceries”; andhe always made sure "the groceries were good” by going 
to the "right filling stations”—the plush bistros. Also, he made sura 
that wherever he sat a phone was right nearby. Todd without a phone 
was like an untailored Don Ameche. 

Todd’s capacity for friendship puts many a richer showman to shame. • 
When he owed plenty and Was in bankruptcy he laconically cracked, 
"I owe over $1,000,000 so why should I cut down on a lousy $1.25 cigar” 
(the Dunhill “specials,” name-engraved, a la Churchill,, and said to he 
the same brand). “Ive been broke hut I’ve never been poor,” Was the • 
memorable aphorism be coined at the time. “Being poor is a state of 
mind; being broke is only a temporary situation." 

Never a close student of the dollar,, none the less there were times 
when Todd had refused a chisel, a hustle or when it came to a friend¬ 
lier turndown he was given to this phrase: “How do you want your *no* 
^faist or slow?” 

Beyond the. Grave 
Airplane, disaster acted as a stimulant to comments of all kinds. 

Apropos Todd going out tin a macabre pun) in a blaze of frontpage 
headlines, it’s recalled that Victor Young, the composer, may have 
had his biggest music score for “80 Days Around The World” but 
Young died without knowing it. It was Todd who accepted the Oscar 
which went to the score, along with the- picture’s award last spring. 

Net Too Popular in Legit Field 
Mike Todd’s own realism about himself and his ego being what it 

was, it follows that there, has been a small sour , obligato running against 
the tide of praise. On Monday the Times’ editorial encomium (see 
separate story) was not echoed in Sardi’s where the legit crowd tended 
to dissent from the film chorus. In his days as a legit promoter, Todd’* / 
manners were too gruff and rough for the taste of many in the dramatic 
theatre. Most of all it was In this area that he had something of m 
rep for “not paying off.” 

Inevitably the whole town’s preoccupation with the news of his 
death opened up a field day for the amateur Freudians who specu¬ 
lated on the showman’s compulsive drives, his motives and whether 
he was more genius than tyrant, more calculated gesture-maker than 
true sentimentalist. 

. “Extroverted” even by the standards of a business -with many ex¬ 
troverts, Todd was capable of trying on jewelry at a hotel desk in 
front of the world, and other displays that raised eyebrows. . 

He had Airline ‘Priority* 
Todd’s predilection to taking off for Europe on a few hours’ -notice 

was well known to the airlines. Howard Hughes (TWA) and, for that 
matter also PanAm made sure that, no matter, Toddx gets on, at will. 
People may have been bumped unceremoniously to'achieve this but 
Todd went, sleepers and all, at will. He was too good a customer. He 
made three European round trips In as many weeks consecutively one 
summer. Next to George Jessel he has been the most frequent N.Y.-to- 
L.A.’er in Variety and the undisputed champ in the N.Y.-to-Europe, 

■..and reverse. - " 

x His Loneliness Snspected 
“Ell never travel slngle-o again,” was Todd’s observation after he 

married Elizabeth Taylor. This was soon observed as the mccoy. Todd 
was often a loner, or a great guy with the guys. That’s when the gin- 
rummy for high stakes had pegged him as "one of the prize card 
chumps” on Broadway. It was true of his predilection for the ponies. 

Sensitive About B.O. Reports 
In recent months, as the “80 Days” grosses piled up, Todd was inor¬ 

dinately jealous of maintaining prowess. The Variety staffers know 
that, because Todd would phone from farflung places screaming that 
the Time mag reprints of the Variety monthly appraisals of the Top 
Ten Grossers “done me wrong.” It was in miom«its like this that Todd 
would air one of his pet expressions, “Protect me from my friends; 
I’m always sure of my enemies but I can never figure where rny 
friends, stand sometimes ” 

His Death Like His Life 
The showman’* own baric color, coupled with the drama of a reverse- 

act-of-God keeping the beauteous Elizabeth Taylor in Hollywood, mad# 
the Mike Todd tragedy top news. The -coverage nationally was extra¬ 
ordinary as were the radio-tv “specials.” Among the latter was an NBC- 
TV (David Brinkley) '‘special news event” telecast Saturday night 

Footage took the action hack to the plane wreck rite new Grants, 
NJt, a booming uranium town, and reprised an interview over KOB, 
Slulsa, wherein Todd oharacteristically gave his views on Rusria, The 
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Todd and The Friars Dinner 
Friars’ Club $50-a-ticket testimonial banquet to Mike Todd, in flying 

to .which he lost his life along vhth his writer. Art Cohn, and his pri¬ 
vate pilot and co-pilot; was cancelled at the Waldorf-Astoria Sunday, 
March 23. Friars executive secretary Carl L. Timin speculated that in 
perhaps a month or six weeks the dinner will be rescheduled, as a 
posthumous tribute to Todd. Meantime the souvenir program intended 
for. distribution, at the Waldorf may, Or may not, ever be widely dis¬ 
tributed; 

The following, piece from that souvenir program acquires a historic 
footnote value under the macabre.circumstances stagemanaged by fate. 

M &ftotoman 
By ABEL GREEN 

The Friars’ annual sr/Ute to a 
show biz standout this year is to 
Mike Todd. Like the. clay pigeon 
of the Abercrombie & Fitch set he 
must serve as. a lure for the 1958 
blue-plate special at the Waldorf 
($50 a copy): That’s how ban¬ 
quets in honor of somebody come 
about, and the bigger the lure and 
allure- of the guest of honor the 
bigger the draw. 

Sometimes so-called guests of 
honor need a “script” ■ to* identify 
them or square the raison d’etre 
for the event. A true celebrity 
needs rp further identification 
than his name. . Mike Todd’s mass 
identification is not obscure; Hence 
this dinner, a first to a showman 
rather than a star. Traditionally, 
Friars’ fetes in years past have 
honored personalities like Allen, 
Benny, Cantor, Durante, - Hope, 
Jessel et al. 

What distinguishes Todd, in the 
realm of showmanship, is the audi¬ 
ence-identification with the mass 
rather than the class; It’s nothing 
like the clerical collar of a Belasco 
or the Frohmans’ technique of 
keeping themselves and their stars 
(Maude Adams, Sothern, Marlowe, 

Mansfield) aloof and away from the 
hoi polloi. 

While Todd, of course, has rare¬ 
ly gone in for any podium or mi¬ 
crophone personals, such is the im¬ 
pact of printer’s ink and the news 
—and newsreel—lens that Mike 
and Liz are almost as identifiable 
as Ike and Mamie. 

Todd’s gregariousness, his fre¬ 

quent peripetatic. excursions frdm 
the steps of Romanoff’s (Holly¬ 
wood ) to the original Romanoffs’ 
Russian. steppes—with news - and 
pix to match—haye made it no se¬ 
cret that Todd, like George Wash¬ 
ington, slept here! 

Todd’s most captious ci'itics must 
be the first to admit that he never 
was a close student of the dollar, 
even when he didn’t have it. Al¬ 
ways a fast man with a buck, 
Todd’s predilection for “traveling 
big” is no . secret. This was good 
trainings when he conned and 
charmed that galaxy of 40—count 
’em-—40 stars to do bits in you 
knowhatpicture. 

When last year he hit the Cote 
d’Azur and lifted the mortgage 
of most Casinos, pubs a'nd galas , he 
was easily the Riviera Rover Boy 
most likely to succeed never to be 
forgotten by grateful gapcorts and 
padrones. He sure spent it like 
it was going Out of style. Somehow, 
of course, Liz, the photogenic de¬ 
light, was not far behind. Wasn’t 
long before Todd also was enjoy¬ 
ing a pretty good profile in the 
news lensemen’s sweepstakes. 

Todd’s peppery ad libs added to 
the typewriter ammunition. He 
has a way with offbeat phraseology 
as he has a way with public tastes. 
It invariably makes for good copy. 
Quotes make for. renown, but Mike 
.Todd’s renown as a showman is 
fundamental. 

He has joined the galaxy of 
greats, from P, T. Barnum to Zieg- 
feld to the Ringlings, as a master 
American showman. ’ 

load Jr.tarryiM on riayon in 

Future of the Mike Todd com-4 
pany appeared uncertain this week. 
Trade more or less accepted it as 
a fact that Mike Todd’s plans for 
“Don Quixote” would be dropped 
despite the considerable coin al¬ 
ready poured into it$ preparation. 
According to one source, Todd 
already had a $20,008 weekly pay¬ 
roll on the picture which was to, 
roll in Europe this summer. There 
was considerable trade skepticism 
about the “Quixote” choice. ., 

British scenic designer, Vincent 
Korda, arrived in the States over 
the weekend. He was to have con¬ 
ferred with Todd on “Quixote.” 

The \ Todd operations will be 
taken over by Michael Todd Jr., 
v.p. of Michael Todd Co. Inc., who 
will succeed as president. Herman 
Odell, who’s also a v.p., has been 
running the administrative side of 
the office, with Bill Doll handling 
the p.r. chores. 

Office now will, be devoted to 
supervising the playoff of “Around 
the World in 80 Days,” which so 
far has rolled up a film rental for 
United Artists and Todd of about 
$20,000,000 of which roughly $13,- 
000,000 has come in from the 
States. The $33,000,000 figure gen¬ 
erally mentioned for the film is 
boxoffice gross. Since “80 Days!’ 
has yet a long way to go in its 
printdown version, it’s figured to 
reach an eventual $50,000,000 plus 
in film rental and the golden $100,- 
000,000 mark in gross at theb.o. 

Finances Behind ‘80Days’ 
The picture cost close to $6,000,- 

000. He sold a straight 10% inter¬ 
est to the Columbia Broadcasting 
been no profit distribution since, 
in 10% of the profits (plus the 
special distribution deal set up be- 
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Todd’s Peace Pitch 
Washington, March 25. 

Mike Todd’s tragic”"death oc¬ 
curred within a few days after- he 
had authorized the Voice of Amer¬ 
ica to broadcast a peace song writ¬ 
ten to the melody of ‘Around the 
World in 80 Days.” The IyricS, by 
Frederick W. Collins, chief Wash¬ 
ington correspondent for the Prov¬ 
idence Journal, were first sung at a. 
Gridiron Club dinner . on March 
15. The first lines went: 

Around the world we search. 
for Peace; 
Our goal, is clear, We’ll, per- : 

. severe. Our hope shall never / 
■ cease. 

Senator A., S. MonroneyGX, 
Okla.), who attended the dinner, 
thought the peace theme to the 
“Around the World” music would 
be excellent for use by the U.S. 
Information Agency. He wired 
Mike Todd for permission toL use 
the number on .Voice of America 
and received almost immediate ap¬ 
proval^ > - 

Voice officials said they were de¬ 
lighted and would begin program¬ 
ming the number with English- 
language lyrics, almost immedi¬ 
ately. They said they would also 
seek lyrics in many of the 40.for¬ 
eign languages, in which the serv¬ 
ice broadcasts globally. 

Senator Lyndon Johnson (D.t, 
Tex.), the Senate majority leader, 
made a speech on the Senate floor 
in which he commended Monroney 
and Todd. Johnson added: 

“It is a fact that frequently a 
word, a slogan, or a picture will 
carry far more impact than 
speeches or whole books.: ' 

Hollywood, March 25. 
American International Pictures 

prexy James H. Nicholson has 
warned that the exploitation mar-; 
ket will die if program pictures 
don’t maintain some semblance of 
quality. And, he adds, the death 
of the market could conceivably 
spell doom for some 4,000 U. S. 
theatres. 

Nicholson and AIP veepee Sam¬ 
uel Z. Arkoff will discuss ways of 
fighting • the current “cheap imita¬ 
tions” at the company’s first meet¬ 
ing of nationwide distributors. 
The three-day convention is in its 
second day at the .Hollywood 
Roosevelt Hotel here. 
. American International spends 
an average of $200,000, including 
participation costs, to put each of 
its pictures in the can. “Many 
other companies,’- Nicholson says, 
A’do it for $50,000, and the differ¬ 
ence shows. When a moviegoer 
sees one, he’s not anxious to go 
back to see another exoloitation 

t picture.” Nicholson declares the 
exhibitors who play “the : cheap 
imitations’ are aiding the demise 
of the market and eventually their 
own doom. “It’s; true. that our 
young audiences want thrills rath¬ 
er than involved plots/’ the AIP 
topper points out, “but they can 
tell the difference between a 
quickie and. a well conceived film.” 
: American International, which 
helped found the current cycle of 
thrill pix, has released 41: films in 
its 2V2-year existence. Thirty-nine 
of the films, most notably the “I 
Was A • . ” pix, have been or are I 
proving to be financial successes. 
“With the market for the middle- 
bracket pictures virtually dead, 
the exploitation pictures bridge 
the gap between the blockbusters,” 
Arkoff explains. He notes that 
some 8,00.0 U. S: theatres depend 
in some degree upon program fea¬ 
tures. 

Company *• experimented with 
package production, found it suc¬ 
cessful and today conceives its 
properties in pairs. “We can put 
out a package for $400;000, then 
offer it to a theatreman for the 
same terms he would receive for 
one middle-bracket picture,” Nich¬ 
olson says, “and this way, he’s 
saved the trouble of going out to 
get a second feature.” _ Company 
also has succeeded in. booking its 
pictures into top playdates. 
: Exploitation features can com¬ 
pete with television because, as 
Arkoff puts it, “The age group 
from 12 to 21 doesn’t want to stay 
home all the time.” There are 
23,000,000 in the United States 
now and the group is expected to 
increase to 30,000,000 within 10 
years, he points, out/ “These 
youngsters can be brought into the 
theatres once? a week, but not if 
the pictures are bad.” 

Nicholson describes the imi¬ 
tative films as “poorly written, 
brutal for sensationalism alone, 
produced in shoddy fashion and 
dishonestly advertised.” Of his 
own pictures, Nicholson points out, 
“We employ Some of the better 
writers' with credits from major 
Companies; our technicians are all 
union whereas some other com¬ 
panies often ! employ non-union 
help; and our advertising is con¬ 
ceived before the picture for sales 
values and depicts nothing that 
.can't be found in the picture it¬ 
self.” . 

With 28 productions to be com¬ 
pleted in 1958, AIP has its sights 
aimed at, horror, science fiction, 
teenage, War and gangster pictures j 
but will steer clear of- oaters. “To 
compete with television westerns,” 
says Arkoff, “you. have to have 
color, big stars and $2,000,000.” 

Most of the Company’s upcoming 
pix will be lensed in Superama, 
its own anamorphic process. AIP 
currently has three pix in the cut¬ 
ting rooms, another in front of the 
cameras — “The Bonnie Parker 
Story”—and will roll *^}Iow to 
Make a Monster” tomorrow. Slated 
to appear in “Monster” are the 
28 distribs,. who will take time off 
from their sales confabs to don 
their makeup at Ziv Studios. 

For French Producers in D.S.; 
"But Don’t Overdo It!’: Indies 

Show Biz Toll 
As one Broadway showman 

put it. he voices the general in¬ 
dustry concern:.. 

“The way the Forest Lawn 
Hit Parade has been since the 
first of the year; I’m afraid to 
look in niy morning Times. 
Am not thinking of L. B. 
Mayer or Jack Cohn but, so 
far in 1958, - there have been 
names like Harry Cohn, Al 
Lichtman, Ted O’Shea, Jim 
Sauter, Mike Todd, Art Cohn 
and now Don Hartman.” 

Par’s Hartman 
Felled at 57 

Don Hartman, who died in Palm 
Springs last Sunday (23) at the age 
of 57, was part of a click combina¬ 
tion^ in studio operation. He, as 
production . head, and Y. Frank 
Freeman, as studio chief, had re- 

By FRED HIFT 
When New: York’s independent 

film distributors meet at dinner 
tomorrow night (Thurs.) with Jac¬ 
ques Flaud, head of the Centre 
National: de la Cinemotographic of 
France, they will be told official¬ 
ly of French plans to establish a 
producer’s representation setup 
within the framework of the 
French Film Office in New York. 

With only one of two exceptions, 
all the French producers have 
signed up for this new service, 
which will be free to them for the 
first two years. After that, if alt 
works out well, a 5% charge will 
be levelled against them. 

Since his return from France, 
Joseph Matemati, head of the 
French bureau in Manhattan, has 
b’een in touch with several of the 
top indies. They’ve been told that 
the expanded French setup would 
be along modified lines, i.e. it 
would concern itself with post¬ 
sale conditiohs rather than any at¬ 
tempt to act literally as a pro¬ 
ducer’? rep and to look over the 
shoulder of the indies as they make 
their deals with theatres. 

What the French want, as a 
starter at least; is primarily super¬ 
vision .on the accounting leveL 
They want, a check on the reports 
the indies give to the producers 
in France* on the accuracy of st^te- 

(Continued on page 18) 
markable successful: results in 
running the production affairs of 
Paramount, / * 

It was after an incredibly diver¬ 
sified career, ranging from truck 
driver, to • actor, to screenwriter i 
that. Hartman became, in 1951, the ' 
top man in film-making at Par— 
on the artistic end. He would con¬ 
cern himself with the artistic, 
values while Freeman, as the stu- i 
dio v.p. and top. man, balanced i 
Hartman’s work with. the budget-j 
ary considerations. In other! words, | 
Freeman’s main concern; as it still ! 
is, was the possibilities of the fin-; 
ished product with the “art” as an \ 
inherent part of the commerce. ! 
Hartman gave exclusive thought to j 
the “art" values. j 
Hartman held the port Until 1956 j 
when Paramount virtually had j 
switched its type of operation from i 
studio-contractee producer to unit I 
production. .[ 

Hartman at this, period asked to 
become an indie producer himself; j 
working in alignment With Par and. 
taking with him three properties 
that he had bought for the studio 
during his tenure as production su¬ 
pervisor; These, were “Desire Un¬ 
der the Elms,” completed and now 
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Reisini’s Sporting Pitch 
To Soviet; Cinerama In 
USSR, Panoramic in London 

Nicolas Reisini, head of Robin 
International Cinerama Corp., 
which holds certain rights to Cine¬ 
rama showings overseas, has of¬ 
fered to show the new Russian 
wide-screen Panoramic film in his 
theatres in London and Paris if the 
Soviets would show Cinerama fea¬ 
tures in Moscow. 

The Russian film, entitled “Wide 
Is My Conutry,” is a travelog of 
the Soviet Union. Those who have 
seen the film report that the proc¬ 
ess is similar to Cinerama. “This 
exchange of films could be a major 
move to implement the recently- 
concluded cultural agreement be¬ 
tween the U, S. and Russia,” Reisi¬ 
ni noted. 

O’Brien,, Silverstein File 
Overseas Report at Loew’s 

Robert H. O’Brien, Loew’s fi¬ 
nancial v.p., and Maurice Silver- 
stein, v.p. of Loew’s International, 
have returned to the company’s 
homeoffice after making a survey 
of Loew’s operations in Europe. 

Among the matters surveyed by 
O’Brien and Silverstein were the 
possibility , of the company’s un¬ 
loading of its British studio and ; 
selling* off other properties in Eu- | 
rope.. However, they will make a | 
report of their study to prexy Jo-j 
seph R. Vogel. On the . basis of! 
their recommendations, Vogel will j 
suggest to the company’s board of f* 
directors what action the company ; 
should take with reference to its, 
European holdings. 

There , is some indication that j 
Loew’s may give up the idea of; 
selling its British. studio. In the 
first place; it's difficult to find a J 
buyer at the price that is required, j 
In .. addition, there . has been re- j 
newed production activity on .the, 
lot, with three features of major l 
calibre now being filmed there j 
by companies renting the facilities, i 
If the studio can be made to op-j 
erate profitably, there’s a good j 
chance that Loew’s may decide to | 
hold bn to it. I 

SOVIET TEAM DICKERS 
FEATURE FILMS SWAP 

Washington, March 25. 
U. S.-Russian talks aimed at the 

commercial sale of Russian films in 
this country (always in effect) and 
of American films in the Soviet 
Union (not possible for years) 
opened yesterday (24) at: the State 
Dept. 

First discussions were general, 
with the Russian delegates asking 
for a list of films we are willing to 
sell them. The Russians brought 
along 24 of their own pictures 
which they want to place more 
w'dely in American theatres. 

The second meeting will be held 
next Tuesday at the MPAA, In 
the meantime, the first exchange of 
lists of available films will take 
place. In addition, there may be 
screenings of Russian and Ameri¬ 
can pictures for the two delega¬ 
tions. 

Representing the United States 
at the initial session were Eric 
Johnston, Turner Shelton, head of 
the United States Information 
Agency motion picture branch, 
Thomas Beal, deputy assistant 
Secretary of State for economic af¬ 
fairs,*. and two MPAA vice presi¬ 
dents, Kenneth Clark and Griffith 
Johnson. ! 

For the Soviets the following apr 
peared: Andrei M. Ladovski, coun¬ 
selor at the Soviet Embassy; and 
three officials who arrived over the 
past weekend from Moscow—Alek-. 
sander N. Davydov, head of Sovex- 
portfilm; and Aleksandr A. Slav- 
nov and Gavril G. Vladmirov. 
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$Mth Pacllle 
(MUSICAL-TODD-AO-COLOH) 

Boxoffice bonanza baaed on 
timeless potentials* 

20th Century-Fox release of South Pa¬ 
cific Enterprises Inc. (Magna) production, 
produced by Buddy Adler. Stars Rossano. 
Brazzi, Mllzi Gaynor; features John Kerr; 
Kay Walston, Juanita Hall, France Nupen. 
lluss Brown. Directed by Joshua Logan. 
Screenplay, Paul Osborn from the legit 
musical play by Richard. Rodgers. Oscar 
Hammerstein 2d and Joshua Logan, origi¬ 
nally produced by Rodgers &. Hammer-. 
Stein, Leland Hayward and Logan, based 
on James A- Michener's "Tales of the 
houtb Pacific." Songs by Rodgers & Ham- 
mersteln. Camera (Technicolor), Leon 
(thamroy; special effects, L. B-. • Abbott; 
Todd-AO consultant. Schuyler A. Sanford; 
inusic supervised and conducted by Alfred 
Newman, with Ken. Darby; orchestrations. 
Edward B. Powell, Pete King, Bernard 
Mayers. Robert Russell Bennett: sets, Lyle 
R. Wheeler, John DeCuir, Walter M. 
Scott, Paul S. Fox; dances. LeRoy Prinz; 
editor. Robert Simpson; costumes, Dorothy 
Jeaklns; asst, director. Ben Kadish;. pro- 
Auctlon associate. William \ Reynolds;' 
music editors. George Adams and Robert 
Mayer; Technicolor consultant, Leonard 
Doss. At Criterion, N.Y., two-a-day. *3.50 
top. commencing March 10. *58.. Running 
time, 170 MINS, (intermission). . 
Emile DeBecque ......... Rossano Brazzl 
Nellie Forbush .... Mitzi Gaynor 
Lieutenant Cable John Kerr 
Luther Billis ...._..... Ray Walston 
Bloody Mary_........ Juanita Hal) 
List .. .France Nuyen 
Captain Brackett .......... Russ Brown 
Professor ................. Jack Mullaney 
itewpot .... 
-farbison .. 
Jgana ... 
Jerome .... 
9uzz Adams.. 
5ub Chef ....-..... 
>pllot ........-- 

Communications Man.. Kative Chief . .. 
urse (Dancer) ... —. 

Admiral Kester .. 

_Kert Clark 
. Floyd Simmons 
.... Candace Lee 
... Warreni Hsieh 
... Tom Laughlin 
Galvan De Leon 
_ Ronald Ely 

....Robert Jacobs 
... Archie Savage 
.. Darleen Engle 
. Richard Cutting 

"South Pacific” Is a boxoffice 
smash. Itshould mop up. It’s a 
compelling entertainment with 
perhaps the peak 'pre-penetration’ 
campaign of any stage-in to-pix 
property in history. Between its 
legit impact and that undeniable 
Rodgers 8c Hammerstein score it 
can’t miss. The songs, perennial 
favorites, are mated to a sturdy 
James A. Michener story. Combin¬ 
ation can’t be anything but boffo. 

Analytical appraisal of “South. 
Pacific” in Todd-AO arid Technir 
color—eventually in Cinemascope 
release also—must be measured 
only by the degree of expectancy 
and whatever yardstick the auditor 
chooses to calculate the appraisal. 
Nothing is perfect. (“South Pacific” 
isn’t. Sometimes there's too much 
to digest. Theri, too, when a prop-r 
erty has enjoyed such wide prior 
exposure, from Broadway to truck- 
shows, there is the constant mem¬ 
ory harometer. 

Mitzi Gaynor is no Mary Martin 
but there are millions who have 
never seen the original Nellie For- 
bush. Rossano Brazzl may be no 
Ezio Pinza but the late, great Met¬ 
ropolitan Opera basso profundo 
hasn’t the global b.O. impact of the 
Italian film star-gone-HolIywood. 
Besides. Pinza Is np longer around, 
and Giorgio Tozzi’s dubbed basso 
has been skillfully integrated into 
the Brazzi brand of romantic 
antics. . 

The histrionics are effective 
throughout arid of high; standard. 
John Kerr (vocally, dubbed by Bill 
Lee) is the right romaritic vis-a-vis 
for Eurasian beauty France Nuyen, 
daughter of the bawdy “Bloody 
Mary” which Juanita Hall recre¬ 
ates for the screed. She’s, of the 
Broadway original and, paradoxi¬ 
cally, like most of the other prin¬ 
cipals she has been given a vocal 
stand-in (Muriel Smith', but; un¬ 
billed; Tozzi alone gets screen 
credit as Brazzi’s ghost voice). Miss 
Hall may have lost her vocal prow¬ 
ess but there’s nothing wrong with 
her celluloid repeat of her stage 
creation. 

Bay Walston is capital* as the un¬ 
inhibited seabee Luther Billis. re¬ 
creating the role he did In the road 
company of “SP” and in London 
(Myron McCormick created it oh 
Broadway). 

“South Pacific” is such a cohe¬ 
sive and foolproof sOng-and-story 
that, for Todd-AO (and later Cine¬ 
mascope) purposes the production 
values transcend the cast. It is 
here that critical captiousness is to 
the fore. '. 

For one thing, the Paul Osborn 
"expansion” of the origin a 1 
Rodgers 8c Hammerstein 8c Joshua 
Logan libretto may give cause to 
ponder the values where the visu¬ 
alization eclipses the imaginative. 
The “magical island of Bali Ha’i” 
sequence for instance, and the 
scope with that Yank raiding party 
on a Jap armada. From the early- 
scene suggestion of a rather obvi¬ 
ous miniature shot of Bali Ha’i it 
ultimately segues into a somewhat 
overwhelming LeRoy Prinz-staged 
ritual'dance routine. The pseudo- 
religioso tribal custom terps, with 
some bumps and grinds included, 
borders somewhat on. the Fanchon 
8c Marco out of the yesteryear 
brand of Warner Bros* filmusicals, 

Then there are those sepia and 
other colored filter shots, either 
director Joshia Logan’s or lenser 
Leon Shamroy’s concept of "mood 
music” interpretation. It has. its 
effective moments but becomes 
disconcerting when the brownish- 

green shades clash with the full 
splendor of the gorgeous South 
Pacific backgrounds (actual loca¬ 
tions were in Hawaii). 

There Is also the feeling of 
length* While under three hours/ 
it is in two parts, with the inter¬ 
mission at the Criterion coming 
after the first .105 minutes. 

The femme lead is a looker and 
while she can stand closCups, as 
can the personable Italian profile 
of Rossano Brazzi, sometimes; he 
and Miss Gaynor; on that Todd-AO 
screen, loom like Gibraltar^. At. 
other times Logan* Shamroy & Co. 
have; achieved more . intimate ef¬ 
fects, such as “framing” the close- 
ups of the Tonkinese beauty and 
the American lieutenant in their 
love tent sequences. 

Miss Gaynor Is uneven In her 
overall Impact. She is in her prime 
with “Honey-Bun,” in , that, capti¬ 
vating misfit sailor's uniform, and 
she is properly gay and buoyant 
and believable in “Wonderful 
Guy.” In other sequences she is 
conventional. No dubbee she, Miss 
Gaynor’s song-and-dance Is essen¬ 
tially. very professional. . 

Brazzi. is properly, serious of 
mien and earnest in his love pro¬ 
testations. The seabees are forth¬ 
rightly dame-hungry; and there is 
enough cheesecake among the 
nurses corps to decorate the beach¬ 
head. Their treatment of “Nothing 
Like A Dame” is standout. Russ 
Brown is effectively “irpn belly 
his concept of the naval captain, 
and the other military are properly 
Cast. 

From '-Some Enchanted Eve¬ 
ning” through “Cockeyed Opti¬ 
mist,” “Gonna Wash That Guy 
Outta My Hair” to “Younger Than 
Springtime,” “This Nearly Was 
Mine,” “Dites-Moi ” "Happy Talk;” 
“Balai Ha’i” to “Got To Be Taiight 
To Hate” plus “My Girl Back 
Home,” a new ballad, it’s a sure¬ 
fire score. It’s probably the great¬ 
est galaxy of popular favorites 
from a single show in the history 
of musical comedy. “Home” was 
originally in the legit score but 
eliminated for show’s length but, a 
favorite with R&H, reinstated into 
the film version. Length here, .too, 
is a factor. Also there will again 
arise discussion about “Got To Be 
Taught To Hate,” a punchy .-Ham- 
rherstein lyric that frankly propa¬ 
gandizes against racial bigotry, 

All the other credits are top¬ 
flight—the Alfred Newman baton, 
the Ken Darby musical assist, 
the crack orchestrators, iensers, 
recorders, costumers,. designers, 
makeuppers, sound mixers, techni¬ 
cians and all that goes with this 
$5,000,000 spectacle—the reported 
figure—which looks all of it. 

For the trade, Magna (George P. 
Skouras) in a capital gains partner¬ 
ship with Rodgers & Hammerstein, 
Logari, Hayward & Co., under, the 
corporate ownership of South Pa¬ 
cific Enterprise Inc., has the Todd- 
AO roadshow, rights. In on the 
partnership also is 20th-Fox which 
gets the Cinemascope release 
fights after the two-a-day special 
engagements have run their course. 
It will be a mopup all over again 
in the general film runs. Abel. 

Coni Five and Die 
(C’SCOPE) 

SuSpenseful meller based on 
"true” spy' story of World War 
II. Good double-bill material; 

Maigret Tend an Plege 
(Maigret Lays a Trap) 

(FRENCH) 
Rank release of Inermondia-Jolly Film 

production. Stars Jean Gabin; features 
Annie Girardot, Jean . Desailly, Gerard 
Sety. Luclenne Bogaert, Jeanne Boitel, 
Olivier Hussenot. Directed by . Jean 
Delannoy. Screenplay, R. M. Arlaud, 
Mlcbel Audiard. Delannoy froin novel by 
Georges Slmenon: editor, Henri Taverna. 
At Paris. Paris. Running time. 110 MINS. 
Maigret ...............__ Jean Gabin 

•Yvonne .... Annie Gerardot 
Michel .Jean' Desailly 
Mme. Maurin.. Lucienne Bogaert. 
Mme. Maigret ......... ... Jeanne Boitel 
Jojo..................... -. Gerard Sety. 
Inspector ............ Olivier Hussenot 

Georges Simenon’s famed lii 
erary Police Inspector Maigret gets 
another turn on the screen in the 
person of Jean Gabin. It is Gabin 
who gives this whodunit some form 
and semblance, because otherwise 
this study, of Maigret’s capture of 
a psychopathic murderer lacks the 
drive and suspense of Yarik coun¬ 
terparts. For the U.S., chances are 
slim except for possible se^oridary 
sports, but the. Gabin name may 
help. 

Four . women have been knifed 
and their clothing ripped, but they 
have not been molested. Maigret 
slow, human and clever carefully 
puts the . pieces together and 
finally narrows things down to a 
boy who has not even been capable 
of being a propef^husband/ Even 
his wife’s list minute sacrificial 
murder, to put Maigret off the 
trail, does riot help. 

Director Jean Delannoy has 
given this a solid mounting but 
insistence on character, sans the 
needed observation arid point, soon 
rubs off the edge of suspense. Cast 
are all competent but Gabin’s pres¬ 
ence overshadows everything. Tech¬ 
nical credits are good but this type 
of psycho-police inquest remains 
stolid In logical French hands. 

Mosk. . j 

Hollywood, March 21. 
Twentieth-Fox release of an. Ernest 

Gartside production.7 Stars Jeffrey. Hunter, 
Nigel Patrick, Annamarie Duringer; fea¬ 
tures David. Kossoff, Rolf Lefebvre, Larry 
Burns, Philip Bend, Beth Rogan. Directed 
by Victor Vicas. Screenplay, Jack-Seddon 
and David Pursall, from' a true story 
from O.S.S.. files; camera, Arthur Grant; 
music, John Wooldridge;’ editor, . Russell 
Lloyd. Previewed at the studio, March 
18, '58. Running .time, 91 MINS. ' 
Capt. Ranson _... Jeffrey Hunter 
Major Howard Nigel Patrick 
Rolahde. J..... Annamarie Duringer 
~ * -- - - ' David Kossoff 

.. Rolf Lefebvre 
... Larry Burns 
.... .Philip Bond 
..... Beth Rogan 

Prof. Mulder .... 
Dr. Radamacher ....... 
German Agent .. .1. . . . . 
Dutch Radio Operator .. 
Dutch Agent _.....__ 

“Cotint Five and Die” was made 
in. Britain with blocked. 20th-Fox 
furids and is a smart spy melo¬ 
drama, Well acted by a British- 
American cast and directed by Vic¬ 
tor. Vicas with , mounting tension. 
The Cinemascope production is not 
big enough to make much of a 
splash on its own, but it will be a 
healthy addition to any double¬ 
bill. ■./ 

Jeffrey Hunter is the Airierican 
officer assigned to British counter¬ 
espionage 'to help develop a plan 
that will confuse the Germans on 
where the Allies plan to launch the 
European, invasion of World War 
II. Nigel Patrick is his British 
superior and Annamarie Duringer 
a Dutch underground worker who 
is also part of the scheme. Double 
duplicity arises when the suspicion, 
later confirmed, comes up . that 
Miss Duringer is actually a Nazi 
agent. The picture ends when she 
is killed, but the plan to confuse 
the Germans is a success. 

The screenplay by Jack Seldon 
and David Pursall, reputedly based 
on O.S.S. files, ..is well-plotted in 
its early stages, but in the later 
events it sacrifices dramatic inter¬ 
est to truth. Title, incidentally, 
comes from the rise Of cyanide 
capsules by espionage agents to 
prevent their talking under torture. 
Take a pill, “count five and die,” 
the saying goes. 

Hunter, Patrick and Miss Dur- 
iriger (latter a 20th-Fox pactee) do 
Well in the leading roles and stand¬ 
outs in support include David Kos¬ 
soff, Rolf Lefebvre, Larry Bums, 
Philip Borid and Beth Rogari, 
Ernest Gartside produced the 20th- 
Fox release. Powe. 

Ron Silent, Run Deep 

Good, commercial entry with 
Clark . Gable and Burt Lan¬ 
caster.- 

United Artists release of Harold Hecht 
(Hecht-Hill-Lancaster) production: Stars 
Clark Gable and. Burt Lancaster: Features 
Jack Warden. Brad Dexter, Don Rickies, 
arid Nick Cravat. Directed, by Robert 
Wise, Screenplay. John Gay!from a novel 
hy Capt. Edward L. Beach; camera. Rus- 
seU .Harlan; music, Franz Waxman. Pre¬ 
viewed. in N.Y. March 19. *58. Running 
tiirie. 93 NUNS. 

Comdr. Richardson .. 1..... ■ . . Clark Gable 
Lieut. Jim Bledsoe...Burt Lancaster 
Mueller , .... -- ------- Jack Warden 
Cartwright ___ 
Ruby .................. 
Russo .........'....... 
Kohler ............... 
Laura...... 
Larto. ..-..;.... ...'.'..: 
Cullen ..;........... 
Hendrix 
Beckman 
Frank ................ 
Bragg 
Jessie 
Capt. Blunt .: 

.. Brad Dexter- 
...... Don Rickies 
.. Nick Cravat 
....... Joe Maross 
.. Mary LaRoche 
,... Eddie. Foy HI 
..... Rudy Bond 
.... H. M. Wynant 
..... John Bryant 
...... Ken Lynch 

Joel Fluellen 
..... Jimmie Bates 
.»... John Gibson 

Hecht-Hill-Lancaster, which has 
shown the courage to tackle offbeat 
pictures such as “Marty” arid “The 
Bachelor . Party,” is not one to 
neglect the good; commerdial, mass 
appear entry either. The b.o. clicks 
of “Vera Cruz” arid “Trapeze” pro¬ 
vide substantial evidence of the 
company’s dual taste. It is further 
strengthened hy its newest offer¬ 
ing, “Run . Silent, Run Deep,” a 
taut, exciting drama of submarine 
warfare in the Pacific during World 
War II. . 

With Clark Gable and Burt Lan¬ 
caster, popular prototypes of screen 
he-mariism, heading the almost all- 
iriale cast, H-H-L. appears to have 
assembled the Ingredients for a 
popular b.o. film. The tense adven¬ 
tures of a submaririe crew’ in 
Japanese-infested waters plris the 
marquee bait of Gable and Lan¬ 
caster add up to a film that should 
appeal to both sexes. 
^ Althorigh the analogy may be 
far-fetched, observant viewers may 
recognize overtones of “Moby 
Dick” and “The Caine Mutiny” in 
the John Gay screenplay adapted 
from the novel by Capt Edward L. 
Beach. Gable is seen as a staunch¬ 
ly-dedicated, hard-driving subma¬ 
rine commander with a single- 
minded purpose-—to seek out and 
destroy a Japanese Akikaze de¬ 
stroyer which he holds responsible 
for sinking his previous sub. His 
one-track dedication leads Id 
charges of cowardice and incom¬ 
petency which results in what 
seeiris like a “mutiny” on the part 
of Lancaster, his tough executive , 

officer who is resentful of Gable 
for taking over the command he 
had expected and who is in dis¬ 
agreement with Gable’s tactics. 

Since Gable has been injured, 
there does not seem to be much 
conflict about this eviderit “mu¬ 
tiny.” This portion of the film, re¬ 
lating to the legality of Lancaster’s 
takeover, is somewhat unclear. 
However/it becomes academic 
when Gable and Lancaster eventu¬ 
ally see eye to eye and the sub 
covers itself With glory in . the 
Japanese-held waters. . 

The submarine action is particu¬ 
larly effective and provides the 
audience with a sense of participa¬ 
tion as the men sweat out depth 
charges and fire from enemy de¬ 
stroyers and planes. The miniature 
photography is especially good and 
the scenes of ships blowing tip 
have a realistic effect. Although 

good portion of the film takes 
place in the sub, the. actioii is not 
static and in many instances the 
Viewers will be nervously perched 
on the edge of their seats. 

For the most part, the picture 
eschews the familiar cliches of war 
dramas, particularly in the banter 
of the’ enlisted men in their quar¬ 
ters. However, it departs from this 
commendable goal when it focuses 
ori one naive crew member and 
obviously tips off early in the film 
that be will be killed. 

Both Gable and Lancaster, who 
are made to order for films of this 
sort, give strong, convincing per¬ 
formances. This is the way their 
fans like to see them and they 
come through effectively. Jack 
Warden, as Gable’s yeoman and de¬ 
fender, provides ariother standout 
portrayal. Brad Dexter, as a mal¬ 
content; officer, is appropriately ob¬ 
noxious arid Don Rickies, Nick Cra¬ 
vat, Joe Maross, Eddie Foy III,; 
Rudy Bond. H. M. Wynant and ] 
John Bryant are good as enlisted 
men arid officers. Mary LaRoche, 
only femme in the cast, is seen 
only briefly as Gable’s wife. 

Robert Wise’s tight direction, 
particularly in the battle scenes, 
heightens the appreciation of the 
drama. Russ Harlan’s cinematog¬ 
raphy is to'pnotch in capturing the 
action in the confined area re¬ 
quired for a submarine. Harold 
Hecht has seen to it that top pro¬ 
duction values have been provided 
and Franz Waxmari has composed 
an appropriate musical score. 

Holt. 

(BRITISH-METROSCOPE) 

Inspiring reconstruction of in 
epic war adventure, well pro¬ 
duced, directed and acted; de¬ 
serves greatest boxoffice suc¬ 
cess. 

London, March 25. 
Metro, release of art Ealing (Michael 

Balcon) production. Stars John Mills. Rich* 
ard Attenborough, Bernard Lee, Robert 
Urquhart. Directed by Leslie .Norman. 
Screenplay. David Divine, W. F. Lipscomb; 
camera, Paul Beeson; editor, '. Gordon 
Stone; music, Malcolm Arnold. At Na¬ 
tional Film Theatre. London. Running 
time. 135 MINS, 

Binns . 
Mike... 
Barlow .. 
Dave Bellman 
Military Spokesman. 
Jouvet . . 
Charles 
Holden 
Frankie 

---John Mills . 
... Robert Urquhari 

Ray Jackson 
.. Meredith Edwards 
... Anthony Nicholls 
.... Michael Shillo 

.. ■.. :.. ... Bernard Lee 
. Richard Attenborough 

Sean Barrett 
Merchant Seaman Victor. Maddern 
Diana ...................; Maxine Audley 
Flanagan and Allen....... Themselves 
Lieutenant Luriipkin.... KenneiTi Cope 
Battery St. Major....;.Warwick Ashton 
Battery Major . Peter Halliday 
Staff Colonels.. John Welsh. Lloyd Lamble 
Viscount Gort. . .' Cyril Raymond 
Vice Admiral Ramsey. Nicholas Hannen 
Commander   .. Eddie Byrne 
Grace . . ............. Patricia Plunkett ‘ 
Commander _'. Michael Gwynn 
Old Sweet. .. . . Fred. Griffiths 
Sergeant on. Beaiehes. .Christopher Rhodes 
Colonel .... Lionel Jeffries 
Dr. Levy ............_ Harry Landis 
Padre .. I.... John Horsley 
Sergeant  . ;. Patrick. Allen 

•let Attack 

Okay war meller for exploita¬ 
tion. 

Hollywood, March 21. 
American-International release, of James 

H.. Nicholson-Alex . - Gordon production. 
Stars John Agar, Audrey. Totter, Gregory 
Walcott, James Dobson; features Leonard 
Strong, Nicky Blair. Victor Sen Yung. 
Directed by Edward L. Cahn; screenplay, 
Orirille H Hampton; based on a story by 
Mark Hanna; camera, Frederick E. West; 
music, Ronald Stein; editor, Robert S. 
Eisen, Previewed in Hollywood, March 
19. *58. Running time, «• MINS. 
Tom Arnett ....... 
Tanya . 
BUI ... 
Sandy... 
Major Wan 
Chick .. 
Chon... 
Olmstead __ 
Major Garver ... 
Colonel Catlett .. 
Muju '...,, 
Colonel Kuban .; 
Orderly. 
Phillips.. 
AP Sergeant .. 
WAAC Corporal 
Signalman ....... 

. John Agar 

.Audrey Totter 

. Gregory Walcott 

... James Dobson 
.. Leonard Strong 

1 . . Nicky Blair 
.. Victor Sen Yung 
.Joe HamUton 
- Guy Prescott 
- George Cisar 
• •.. Stella Lynn 
Robert Carricart 

.Weaver Levy 

...... Paul Power 
...... Hal Bogart 
... Madeline Foy 
... Boh Gilbreath 

‘Jet Attack,” Zurna production 
for American-International, is . a 
pretty good little war feature. De¬ 
spite superficial characterizations 
in Orville H. Hampton’s screenplay, 
Edward L. Cahn’s direction stirs 
up some interest in a tale of U.S.- 
Communist fighting in Korea with 
the aid of a good cast. “Jet At¬ 
tack” is the stronger of two fea¬ 
tures being double-billed for ex¬ 
ploitation. With “Suicide Batta¬ 
lion,” its companion, it should do 
fair to good business. 

John Agar and his two buddies, 
Gregory Walcott and Nicky Blair, 
are forced to accept the help of a 
Russian nurse, Audrey Totter, after 
they are shot down behind Chi¬ 
nese Communist-North Korean 
lines. • Agar’s friends don’t trust 
her, but he does, with. the result 
that she helps all three maneuver 
the escape of a vital U.S. scientist 
who has fallen into Red hands. 
The wind-up sees Agar making his 
escape in a Communist MIG with 
the scientist. 

Staged scenes are integrated 
into stock war shots exceptionally 
well to provide scope beyond the 
picture’s modest budget. 

Agar, Walcott, Blair and Miss 
Totter perform acceptably with 
good portrayals also Irom James 
Dobson, Leonard Strong, Victor 
Sen Yung and Joe Hamilton. 

James H. Nicholson was the ex¬ 
ecutive producer and Alex Gordon 
the producer on “Jet Attack.” 
Technical credits are fair, with 
Frederick E. West’s photography 
and, Robert S. -Eisen’s editing good. 

Povie. , 

Eighteen, years after the event, 
Ealing Films has courageously 
tackled the mammoth task of com¬ 
mitting Dtinkirk to the screen. 
This 4nspiring story; of a defeat 
which, miraculously, blossomed 
into ultimate victory because it 
stiffened Britain’s resolve, and soli¬ 
darity, offered Sir Michael Balcon 
and his team many challenging 
problems. These have been 
grappled with most effectively and 
as a result “Dtinkirk”. is a splendid 
near-documentary which just fails 
to reach magnificence, The pic 
should prove a deserved, resound¬ 
ing success. 

Director Leslie Norman’s biggest 
headache was to satisfy three audi¬ 
ences. First, those who actually 
went through the hell of Dunkirk 
and will watch the film with an eye 
and ear quick to detect a false note. 
Second, those who, while not actu¬ 
ally at Dunkirk, were old enough 
to be very aware of what was go¬ 
ing on. Third, a new generation of 
cinema patrons who were either 
not bom at the time of Dunkirk or 
were far too young for the name 
to mean anything but a French 
seaside town. Norman has achieved 
this three-prong purpose admir¬ 
ably. Though the yoringsters may 
still regard “Dunkirk” as “just an¬ 
other war story,” only the most 
insensitive can fail to catch some¬ 
thing of the spirit that was to lead 
to “Britain’s finest hour.” 

Norman has planned his film 
through the eyes of three men. 
John Mills, a spry Cockney corpo¬ 
ral, who, with a few men becomes 
detached from his unit and leads 
them to the beaches without quite 
knowing what is happening. Ber¬ 
nard Lee, a newspaper correspond¬ 
ent who is suspicious of the red 
tape of the higher-ups and intol¬ 
erant 6f . the complacent atti¬ 
tude of many British civilians who 
airily dismissed the war as phoney 
Richard Attenborough is one ox 
those very civilians having an easy 
time in a reserved occupation. Both 
Lee and Attenborough take their, 
little boats to help in the great 
evacuation. Lee loses his life, At¬ 
tenborough gets back, but with a 
fresh understanding of the drama 
surrounding him. 

The film throughout is deliber¬ 
ately underplayed, with no false 
heroics and with dialog which has 
an almost clinical authenticity. On 
the whole, it is an absorbing rather 
thari an emotion-stirring film. Yet 
there are many moments to be re¬ 
membered. The sound of a faint 
harmonica playing “A Nightingale 
Sang , in Berkeley Square” while 
bombs rain on the deferiseless, 
naked beaches. The resigned forti¬ 
tude with which a gun team await 
certain slaughter. The neurotic 
wife trying to fit a gas-mashron to 
her month-old baby. The savage 
yet not over-dramatic outburst of 
a wounded merchant seaman as he 
listens to the “phoney war” talk in 
a comfortable British pub. Tha 
death of Lee as the beseiged sol¬ 
diers join in church service. The 
setting out of the greatest scratch 
little fleet that history has ever 
known, though it was done , with 
greater emotion in “Mrs. Miniver.” 

There are a variety of topnotch 
performances in “Dunkirk,” but 
none has been allowed to dominate 
the greater importance of the film 
as a whole. In addition* to the 
three stars. Mills, Attenborough 

Lee <an excellent actor who 
has achieved nothing better in hiai 
film career to date), Ray Jackson. 
Fred Griffiths, Robert Urquhart* 
Kenneth Cope, Eddie Byrne, 
Michael Gwynn. Lionel Jeffries. 
Barry Landis, Warwick Ashton ana 

(Continued on page 14) 
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Paramounteers here say that .“if a man ever died of a broken 
heart it could apply to Don Hartman." They recall his frustration 
and disappointment and ,clong walks of nervous restlessness" foL 
lowing the pannings of his debut independent film, "Desire Under 
The Elms." According to one homeoffice exec, "Don somehow 
expected it to be the capping climax of his 30 years in show 
business. ' 

Insiders say there are no deals In work at United Artists-i-and nothing 
to the re-rumored: management takeover of Loew’s—to explain the 
company's stock upsurge. Apparent reason is the “buy": recommenda¬ 
tion put out by Bache &-Co., which was in turn latched on to by others, 
in Wall Street. Common shares jumped $1.25 last Friday (21). and hit 
a 'new high of $20.50 Monday (24), closing that day at $20.25. 

Fact that .Loew’s International has taken foreign distribution rights 
to “Stage Struck," being released domestically by Wait Disney's Buena 
Vista, is taken as further indication that Loew’s eventually will come 
upon all sales rights abroad to the BV releases. 

-Fortune mag is propping a feature on MCA. Time last, week did an 
extensive story, under “Business/' on the percentery. Understood board 
chairman Jules C. Stein—Time disclosed the C is for Caesar—who has 
set the pattern of anonymity for his global organization doesn’t relish 
the sudden Time-Life-Fortune spotlighting^ : . 

Dore Schary’s first of three for UA will be “The Hellbox,” based on 
story, “Miss Lonely Hearts,” by Nathaniel West and play Of same title 
by. Howard Teichman, to roll in mid-July directed by Vincent J. Done- 
hue ... Cornel Wilde purchased John McDonald's suspense novel, “The 
Executioners," at reported cost of $30,000, for his Own indie operation 
. , . Philip Coolidge and Lou Krugman join Susan Hayward: as princi¬ 
pals in Walter Wenger's “The Barbara Graham Story" . . Theatrical 

. producer Gant Gaither projecting a film version of legit comedy, “A 
Visit to a Small Planet," as a Bob Hope-Bing Crosby costarrer . . . 

Tyrone Power bought Joe Eisinger original, “Two Against Tomor¬ 
row,” for his Copa Productions, to be released by United Artists . . . 
Claude Binyon will collab with Leo McCarey on script of 20th-Fox’ 
“Rally Round the Flag, Boys’’ . .• . Anthony Caruso and Kiirt Krueger 
Inked by William F. Broidy for top roles in “Legion of the Damned’* 
for Allied Artists release ... . 20th-Fbx lifted Barbara Eden’s option,;/ 
Patricia Collinge off to Roine for featured role in Warner Bros;/ “The 
Nun’s Story” . . . Aubrey Schenck-HOward W. Koch production for 
Warner Bros., “Up Periscope," given $2,000,000. budget. 

Eugene Pioker, v.p. of Loew’s Theatres, back at his homeoffice desk 
following, a 10-day product-viewing trip to the Coast . . . Broadcast Pic- 

. tures Inc., new indie company, has completed its corporate setup with j 
the election of Joseph Steiner as president-treasurer, Dorothy Waring 
as vicepresident-secretary, Jacob Kornfield as general counsel, and Dr. 
Morton C. Kahn as a member of the board . . . Veteran publicist Jack 
Goldstein and former Metro explbiteer Floyd Fitzsimmons have joined 
Terry Turner’s staff for the. national exploitation of Italian “Attila," 
Which Joseph E. Levine Is distributing in the U.S.. . . Special 12-page 
booklet, complete with background information and stills, lias been pre¬ 
pared by producer Morris Engel for his new film, “Weddings and. 
Babies,” starring Viveca Lindfors and John Myhers . Anthony Frafi- 
ciosa, in Rome to star opposite Ava Gardner in “The Naked Maja,” re¬ 
turned to the U.S. to attend tonight’s (Wed.) Academy Award ceremon¬ 
ies. He’s due back ip Rome early in April to resume preparations for 
his portrayal of the Spanish painter Goya .. . As an example of drive-in 
public relations, bulletin of the Texas Drive-In Theatres Assn:—reports 
how ah ozoner" operator in the Oakley section of Cincinnati resolved the 
complaints of adjacent homeowners. He provided each home with a 
sound box so that his neighbor^ Could hear the show as well as see. it 
from their back porches . .. 

. Continental. Distributing's ad-pub head, Sheldon Guhzberg, in the 
hospital to mend a bad back .. . Columbia has changed the title of “Ad¬ 
mirable Crichton,” which rah at the Fine Arts in N.Y., to . “Paradise. 
Lagoon." ... Several national circuits giving big advance guarantees 
to Boston's Joe Levine for his Anthony Quinn starrer, “Attila" . . . 
Wolf Schwarz, production head of Germany’s Bavaria Studios in Mu¬ 
nich, is in the hospital with a circulatory ailment... . . “Windjammer,” 
the first CineMiracle picture, had some footage trimmed off it. It opens 
at; the Roxy April 9 . . . 20th-Fox International exec, Emanuel Silver- 
stone, back from vacation . . . Now that the Apollo Theatre on 42nd 
St: in. Manhattan has had its 20th anni, some of the indie distributors 
thjnk the time has come for them to get access to the theatre’s boxof- 
fice statements ... Rank Organization's managing director, John Davis, 
due back this week from Chicago ... Metro’s “The Blessing,” based on 
the Nancy Mitford novel, rolls in Paris in July. Deborah Kerr and Ros- 
■annoBrasi costar with.Mauriee Chevalier. 

Kaiser, Sedlow Sc Temple Inc., “creative" advertising firm made up 
former Warner Bros, and 20th-Fox advertising men, has expanded its 
services to the Coast With the appointment of Sigmund S, Matties, for¬ 
mer : Metro copywriter, as its Hollywood representative. Company's 
service includes trade, national and consumer advertising campaigns, 
promotion and exploitation materials, and trailers and main title de¬ 
signs . . . Movielab Color Corp. has issued a 16-page brochure describ¬ 
ing its new $2,000,000 color film processing laboratory . . . Joseph G. 
Alterman, assistant secretary and office manager of Theatre Owners of 
America, to San Francisco for TOA’s drive-in convention . 

James R. Webb, Sy Bartlett and Robert Wilder will get screenplay 
credit, and Jessamyn .West and Robert Wyler adaptation credit, on the 
William Wyler-Gregory Peck production, “The Big Country,” under an 
arbitration ruling by Writers Guild Of America, West. Ruling was 
brought on by number of writers involved.in project seeking credit oni 
United Artists release. Miss West and Wyler had written first Screen¬ 
play; Leon Uris, second screenplay. Then there was one of Robert 
Wilder, and final script-by Webb and Bartlett. Reason reportedly given 
for Uris not drawing credit was that his screenplay departed greatly 
from original Satevepost yarn by Donald Hamilton, and producers want¬ 
ed to return to basic material. 

N.Y. State Dept, of Commerce Commissioner Edward-T. Dickinson 
threw the weight of his support Saturday (22) behind a bill by Senator 
MacNeil Mitchell and Assemblymen Archibald Douglas and Bentley 
Kassal, (all of Manhattan), to create a State Arts Council for the spon¬ 
sorship, assistance and promotion of music, theatre, dance and the'other 
performing and fine-arts, and-appropriating $500,000. 

Initial Paramount ads for ‘‘Desire Under the Elms" stayed away from 
- any allusion to-the strong nature of the Eugene O’Neill property, un- 

> declining instead the “classic" stature. Then the reviews came out (in 
New York) and Pair went to town, giving the big play to such excerpts 
as “candidly1 outspoken,” “frank,” “lusty” an so. on. 

H. I.. Phillips* column: On Sunday (23) suggests the Vanguard missile 
Ought to be called the Patnik because it was launched on St. Patrick's 

. Day. No mention of. the Page 1 box in last Wednesday's Variety which 
had the'same thought ... Alan Ladd’s participation in Samuel Gold- 
wyn Jr.'s “Proud Rebel” is 10% of the gross / .. Barney Balaban, Paul 

(Continued on page 22) 
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By HY HOLLINGER 

As a result of U. S' exhibitors’ 
asserted new interest in reissues 
to discourage post-1948 pictures 
selloff• to television, distribs are 
planning to test the sincerity of 
the theatreowners and are ready¬ 
ing a number of packages. 

Joining the major distributors 
in the search for some of the re¬ 
issue possibilities are the tv syn¬ 
dicators themselves which have 
acquired many of the pre-’48 films. 
These include National Telefilm 
Associates and Associated- Artists 
Productions, both of which : have 
organized theatrical distribution 
subsidiaries—NTA Pictures and 
Dominant Pictures respectively.. 

Opinion among the distribs, par¬ 
ticularly among the tv firms, is 
that a reissue to be successful 
must be sold like a new picture. 
It’s pointed out for example that 
exhibs are accustomed to buying 
reissues for “peanuts" and a dis- 
trib Organization cannot operate 
on “$15 bookings!" That, at least, 
is the opinion of one distrib now 
handling reissues, 

Contention is made that the re* 
issue must be given all the ear¬ 
marks of a hew picture and should 
include a new publicity and adver¬ 
tising campaign. In addition, the 
distribs want percentage deals. 
NTA Pictures,. for example,. wants 
the same percentage that the ma¬ 
jor distribs receive for so-called 
program pictures. In most cases, 
however, the oldies are sold on a 
sliding scale basis and, according 
to an NTA spokesman, there have 
been circumstances where the per¬ 
centage has gone to as high as 
40%. . 

. Shirley’s Back 
In a.addition to 19 Shirley Tem¬ 

ple pictures which NTA plans to 
re-release with an 18-month clear¬ 
ance over tv, the firm presently is 
offering 12 pictures on its release 
slate. . Among these are Stanley 
Kramer’s “The. Men" and Samuel 
Goldwyn’s 1943 entry “The North 
Star," Both pictures have been 
retitled to “Battle Stripe" and 
“ Armored Attack” respectively 
and are being issued as a. combo 
action package with a new bally 
campaign. “North Star," which 
dealt with the. Nazi invasion of 
Russia,, has been considerably re- 
edited. Title changes have brought 
some . protests from unsuspecting 
viewers. However,' this practice 
has been employed frequently in 
the past with certain reissues. 

NTA is issuing the remainder of 
its oldies under the original titles. 
Included are David O.. Selznick’s 
“Adventures of Tom Sawyer,” 
Stanley Kramer's “Cyrano De Ber¬ 
gerac;’’ “The Bells of St. Mary’s," 
and Selznick’s “Spellbound," . 

A. W. Schwalberg, former Para¬ 
mount distribution chief, is v.p. in 
charge of sales for NTA Pictures. 

Cameramen Growl 
When Left at Home 

.Hollywood, March 25. 
IATSE cameramen's local 658 ex¬ 

ecutive board has been empowered 
by membership to take whatever 
action is necessity to demand that 
American crews be employed on 

; American-financed pix which orig¬ 
inate in the U. S. 

The motion picture Industry, ac¬ 
cording to Iensers, has. a “moral 
and social responsibility" to see 
that regardless of what part of- the 
country a picture may be shot the 
crew men be taken on location. 
Overseas, it’s recognized . -“there 
were barriers in a few nations” to 
take American staffers, but it’s felt, 
these could be worked out. 

For the industry not. to atandi be¬ 
hind its own employees and sup¬ 
port Iensers’ request would lead to 
a “breach of faith that could never 
be healed," according to biz agent 

• Herbert Aller. 

— ■ - -• . ♦ 

Travel As an Amusement 
Washington, March 25. 

Foreign travel, gets an in¬ 
creasingly large share, of the 
American recreation dollar. In 
1957, according to the U; S. 
Dept, of Commerce, over v 

$1,900,000,000 in IJ. S. coin 
went for travel overseas. 

Of this ,it is estimated that 
$580,000,000 was. spent for 
fare, with the remaining 
$1,360,000,000 being spent in 
foreign nations visited. The 
figures weer about 7% higher 

, than in 1956. 
Europe got 3V£% more 

American travel dollars than 
in the previous year; Canada 
gained 8%, and nearly 7% . 
more went to Latin American 
countries.. 

Md, Catholics 

Catholic individuals and organ¬ 
izations have become: apathetic, so 
far as the church's position in be¬ 
half of Censorship is concerned. 
This was frankly charged this week 
by the. Baltimore Review, Balti¬ 
more diocesan weekly, which had 
tried . without success to influence 
statewide legislation establishing a 
system of rating motion pictures 
either for adults only or for gen¬ 
eral audiences. 

Paper made the complaint that 
the film industry “lobby” battling 
agaihst the bill had not been too 
forceful. .Indeed, passage of the 
measure would have been assured 
had there been a show of strength 
among the Catholics. 

Instead, according to the Review, 
parisioners Simply were indifferent 
to the matter and for this reason 
the projected.film rating idea was 
allowed to die. 

Schulbergs’ Fla. Sequel; 
Will Splice in 48 Mins. 

From Old TV Pulitzer 
Using 48 minutes of footage shot 

for a tv show several years ago* 
brothers Budd and Stuart Schul- 
berg are planning t<> return to 
Florida this summer to produce a 
low-budgeter on the keys. 

Original film was titled “Phar¬ 
macist’s Mate” and was written 
by Budd Schulberg. It was shown 
on tv as one in the Pulitzer Prize 
series.., Story had to do with an 
emergency operation performed 
aboard a submarine by a pharma¬ 
cist’s mate.; Brian Donlevy and 
Gene Raymond wrere starred. . 

Schulbergs are taking, the foot¬ 
age concerning the operation and 
are expanding the story to give it 
a new frame, i.e. it’ll be presented 
in part as a flashback, with the 
same actor who played the mate in 
the tv presentation to. fie used 
again. 

. Ownership of the original foot¬ 
age has reverted to Columbia Uni¬ 
versity, which will ■ participate in 
the profits from the theatrical fea¬ 
ture. According to Stuart Schul¬ 
berg, about .$100,000 worth of 
shooting is necessary, to complete 
the film. He and Budd have worked 
up the new story. r 

The. Schulbergs recently com¬ 
pleted “Across the : Everglades,'’ 
shot entirely on' location in the 
Florida Everglades: • Roughcut of: 
the film will be shown to the War- 
ner Bros, brass, this week. 

Budd is currently working on the • 
play version Of his ‘‘The Disen- j 
chanted.” It’ll eventually be turned ] 
into a film. The author lives in 
Sarasota, Fla. 1 

London, March 25. . 
The biggest and most effective 

postwar campaign by the British 
picture industry to secure total 
abolition of the admission tax is 
now nearing its climax. There are 
exactly three weeks to go before 
the Chancellor of the Exchequer 
makes, his Budget statement in the 
House of Commons on April 15. 

Although the industry has cam¬ 
paigned With; considerable vigor in 
the past, neyer before has its ef¬ 
forts been so warmly received by 
the press and public opinion. The. 
regular news stories of declining 
admissions, shuttering of theatres 
and general ■ retrenchment in pro¬ 
duction has evoked a sympathetic 
chord among leading writers and 
columnists in the national and pro¬ 
vincial press. 

• The Beaverbrook group of news¬ 
papers, who control the Daily Ex¬ 
press, Sunday Express and Evening 
Standard in London alone, for ex¬ 
ample, has given the trade’s cam¬ 
paign the fullest possible backing. 
In Parliament, the Chancellor ar.d 
his colleagues . on the Treasury 
bench have been inundated with 
questions, from both sides of the 
House of Commons. 

Even tv, which is considered 
within the picture industry to be 
a major contributory cause to the 
downward trend in admissions, has 
given screen time to pinpoint the 
urgency of the tax campaign. 

Now‘ that motion pictures are 
the only form of entertainment 
subject to an admission tax poll, 
the industry has switched its cam¬ 
paign and refers to it as an ex¬ 
clusive "cinema" tax. Despite the. 
modest concession in last year’s 
Budget, it still takes out close on 
to $84,000,000 a year from the box- 
office, and that’s a burden the in¬ 
dustry can po longer bear. 
. Since the Financial Secretary to 
the Treasury recently received a 
formal deputation from the indus¬ 
try, the campaign in Parliament 
has been stepped up. Evert' ex¬ 

hibitor has been urged to write 
and wire his Member of Pari a- 
ment; and at a pre-stipulated t; ■” e 
last week, more than 500 theatre 
owner members of the Assn, of In¬ 
dependent Cinemas sent individual 
“abolish the tax” telegrams direct 
to the Chancellor of the Ex¬ 
chequer.; 

On the Chancellor’s Budget de¬ 
cision will depend the future of 
a substantial segment of the inde¬ 
pendent British film industry- Un¬ 
less the tax is wiped off the slate, 
it’s estimated many hundreds more 
theatres will go . dark this year. 
Close to 200 shuttered in 1957. 

Additionally, indie producers 
with plans advanced on the draw¬ 
ing board are waiting till April 15 
before deciding whether tb go 
ahead. There’ll be. a new confi¬ 
dence among producers if the tax 
is abolished and a substantially 
higher return is made from the 
boxoffice to them. 

U’s $426,900 Red 
For 13-Wk Period 
As stated by prexy Milton R. 

Rackmil at the company’s annual 
meeting recently. Universal experi¬ 
enced a loss of $426,900 for the 13 
Weeks ending Feb. 1, 1958. Stanza 
is the first quarter of the current 
fiscal year. After dividends on the 
preferred stock, the loss is equiva¬ 
lent to 52c per share on the 927.254 
shares outstanding. Before arriv¬ 
ing at the net loss, a Federal in¬ 
come tax credit of $425,000 was de¬ 
ducted. 

For the equivalent fiscal period 
of a year ago,. Universal chalked 
up a net profit of $163,786 after 
providing $200,000 for Federal in¬ 
come taxes. Profit was equivalent 
to 12c per share. 
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Los Angeles, March 25. 4- 
Despite some nice showings by 

a number of first-runs, the overall 
take currently Is off sharply. Sev¬ 
eral factors are contributing to 
this—rainy weather, Basilio-Robin- 
son champ fight tonight with its 
closed-circuit telecast (five houses 
Shutter regular showings all day) 
and Academy awards tomorrow 
flight, . ' 

"Teacher’s Pet” is leading new- = 
comers with a fine $19;000 at Hoi- 
Jywood Paramount. “Long, Hot f| 
Summer” shapes great $36,000 in 
tecond stanza, at four houses. “10 J 
Commandments” also is showing 
big in first multiple ozoner-nabe . 
run, with $150,000 in 13 spots. 

"Cowboy” Js only fair $15,500 in 
pecond lap at three cinemas. 
"Bridge on River Kwai”' is hotsy 
$19,500 at Egyptian. “Seven Won¬ 
ders” is proud $18,000 while . 
"Around World in 80 Days” is ■ 

Estimated Total Gross 
This Week ..... .. $522,600 

(Based on 24 theatres.) 
Last Year . ., $490,600 : 

(Based on 23 theatres) 

Pet'Nice $15,WO, 
Frisco,‘Kwai’27G 

San Francisco, March 25. 

Seattle, March 25. 
Closing, date for “Around The 

World’’ has been set for April 8. 
That will wind up the longrun of 
ail times here of 50 weeks. Best 
trade is being done currently by: 
“Brothers Karamazov,” big in sec¬ 
ond ..Fifth Avenue stanza and 
“Bridge on River Kwai” opening 
week at Paramount. "Underwater 
Warrior” has gone no place in two 
days of second round at Orpheum. 

: Estimates for This Week 
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 

$1.50-$2.50)—‘Around the World” 
(UA) (49th wk). Good $5,000. Last 
week, $4,400. 

Coliseum (Fox-West Coast) 
(1,870; 9(h-$1.25)—“Cattle Empire” 
(20th) and “Sing, Boy, Sing” (20th). 
Oke $7,500. Last week, “Cowboy” 
(Col): and “Town cm Trial” (Col) 
(2d wk), $5,300.. 

Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen) 
(2,500; 95-$l:50)—"Brothers Kara¬ 
mazov” (M-G) and. “Tiaj^una 
Story” (Col) (2d wk). Swell $9,000: 
Last week, $9,800. 

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90- 

Key City Grosses 
Estimated Total Gross 
This Week . .... . .$2,479,700 

(Based on 22 cities and 231 
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬ 
cluding N. Y.) 
Total Gross Same Week 
Last Year ........ $2,349,600 

(Based on 22 cities and 215 
theatres.) 

‘Kwai’Wham 26G, 
D.C.; ‘Bros.’ 22G 

"Bridge on River Kwai” is hotsy San Francisco, March 25. $1.25)—“Paths of Glory” (UA) (2d. Washington, March 25. Astor (B&Q) (i,372; 75-$1.25)— 
$19,500 at Egyptian. “Seven Won- First-run biz here this stanza K wk)/ Okay $3,000. Last week. Last week s winners continue to “Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (5th wk). 
ders” is proud $18,000 while * ftere tms stanza Is $4/700 .■ pacethemamstem^in currentses- oke $4,500. Last week, $5,500. 
"Around World in 80 Days” is sPmewhat uneven but there are MusicHall (Hamrick)(2,200- 90- slon‘ . Bridge on. River Kwai, in Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$1.50) 
hefty $17,000 in 66th week at Car- some really b.ig spots: “Teacher’s $i 25> “Lafayette Escadrille’’ (WB) sf:Cond stanza at the Trans-Lux, —“God. Created Woman” (Kings) 
thaiy, Carthay closed today as me- pet” looms nice at Golden Gate and "Forbidden Desert” (WB). Slow shapes .above .Iast^weeks sensa- 7th wk). Big $8,000 in sixth week. 

$3*“ the ?r0<iu^:Mike fftru rm* “ '5S? ^OBosto* k’ (Sw’-Cinerama) <1,354; 

eSStE&SbS 

Boston, March 25. 
Sneak snowstorm punched out 

biz on Wednesday and Thursday, 
hurting new arrivals and crimping 
holdovers and many others! Hence, 
biz is very uneven here. However, 
“Teacher’s Pet” is smasheroo at 
the Met. “Lafayette Escadrille” 
Shapes slick at the Paramount and 
Fenway combo. "Lady Takes 
Flyer” is nice at the Memorial. 
“Damn Citizen” is registering well 
at the Pilgrim. “Witness For Pros¬ 
ecution” still is strong in fifth at 
the State. 

Long running hits are still hold¬ 
ing with “Around World” stout in 
50th frame, and “Search for Para¬ 
dise” good in 18th week at the. 
Boston. “And God Created Wom¬ 
an” at Beacon Hill is. holding great 
in seventh round. “Bridge on River 
Kwai” continues sturdy in 13th 
week at the Gary. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; 75-$1.25)— 

“Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) (5th Wk). 
Oke $4,500. Last week, $5,500. 

Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$1.50) 

ncrial to the film’s producer, Mike 
Codd. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50) ' WarfoMrdufid^’SfeMdh Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- 
“f Accuse” (M-G). Slow $2,800. ^ Search ForPara- $1.25) “Underwater Warrior” 

Last week; “All at Sea” (M-G) (5th at OrDheum e°Lone Hnt Si.mmir” (M‘G) and “Safecracker” (M-G). 
Wk), $2,400. foom^he^ii wcolfd FoV^ppW16^ days. Symr 

Hollywood Paramount (F&M) looms-™ s®cond F?* week. phony in for 3 days. Last week, 
1,468; $1.25-$2) -r-“Teacher’s Pet” Estimates for This Week $3,900, In 6 days. 
(Par). Fine $19,000. Last week. Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90- Paramount (Fox-Evergreen) 
"Sayonara” (WB) (12th wk*8 days), $1.25)—“Teacher’s Pet” (Par) and (3,100; 95-$1.50)—“Bridge on River 
$16,700. “High Hell” (Pair):. Nice $15,000 or Kwai” (Col), Wqw $20,000 or near. 

Orphenm, Iris, Uptown (Metro- over. Last week, “Summer Love” Last week,. “Wild Is Wind” (Par) 
politan-FWC) (2,213; 825; 1.715; 90- (U) and “Big Beat” (U), $7,000. (3d wk) $3,200. 

ASacKVAE’ ‘S?7 Fox <FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)— 
tide Battalion’ (AD Tepid $14,- “Long Hot Summer” (20th) and iwr O ivn • 

,2d wk,; Kwai WhoBDinff 

JlWMUPacesMpk 
mount (FWC-ABPT) <765; 1,320; Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25) • - T 
3.300: 90-$l.50>—“Heaven Knows. —-‘Lafayette Escadrille” (W-B) and ^ , 

«?onn In R°Ja?cdayS' Last ueek’ is upbeat in final week of yearlong 
^adrille- iS 

t, and its Capri (Sack) (990; 50-$1.50)— 
remained “Light Across Street” (UMPO) and 
80 Days” “Beachcomber” (U) (4th wk). Good 

ays. w ecu, jg ;upbeat in final week of yearlong $5,500. Last week, $6,500. 
rPnY run. “Lafayette Escadrille” is okay Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 75-$1.25)— 
Soi nn Sr ln twD sP°ts- • “Mari Escaped” CCont) and “Naked; 

Estimates for This Week Eye” (FR) (2d wk). First week was 
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW) n «n *i inu_ 

(1,490; 1,100; 80-$1.10)—"Lafayette (ItEJLHi3Tl” and 
Escadrille” (WB). Okay $11,000 or eca?,fc?j£jf 

Sflsoo1'35* Week' "Cowboy" (CoI)' or“S?. S ■frata JFrom 
« «.oe», ,3 434; 90-$,.25, 

— Sfddle Wind (M-G) (2d wk). Gary (Sack) (1,340; $1.50-$2.75) 
Light $7,000. in final 5 days. Last —“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) 
week, $11,000. (13th wk). - Sturdy $16,000. Last 

Columbia (Loew) (1,154; 90- week, ditto. 
$i;25)—“Rairitree. County” (M-G) Kenmore (Indie) (700; $1.25-$2) 
(2d run) (8th wk). Very steady —“Henry V” (Rank) (reissue). 
$7,000 for second consecutive week. Wham $14,000. Last week, “G6r- 

. Stays. . vaise” (Cont) (9th wk), $5,000. 
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25) Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 60-$1.10) 

—“Missouri Traveler” (BV). Dis- Tak?,s 
appointing $7,000. Last week, JWiSjIi.' 
“Paths of Glorv” (ttaV Last week ‘Man In Shadow” 
$7000 ' ■ y (UA) (3d wk)’ (U) and ‘Tlood Tide” (U), $10,000. 

MetropoBtan (NET) (4,357; 70- 

‘Kwai’ Whopping 

Estimates for This Week 
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW) 

(1,490; 1,100; 80-$l. 10)—“Lafayette 
Escadrille” (WB). Okay $11,000 or 
near. Last week, “Cowboy” (Col), 
$13,500. 

from Unknown” (Astor), "She 
Demons” (Astor), $6,100. 

New Fox, Ritz, Downtown Para¬ 
mount (FWC-ABPT) <765; 1,320; 
3.300; 90-$1.50) — “Heaven Knows, 
Mr. Allison” (20th) and “12 Angry “Going Steady” (Col). Fair $10,000. 
Men” (UA) (reissues). Mild. $11,- Last Week, “Cowboy” (Col) and 

Minneapolis, March 25. 
As. holdovers continue to thrive 

000. Last week, Ritz with State, W°rid Was 
Hawaii, “Underwater Warrior” wk), $11,000. 
(MTG). "Safecracker” (MrG), $10,- St..Francis 

T act wpbIt «s. iiuiuovers conunue xo mnve 
“World Was His jSrv” (Col) (2d here* there appears little room left 

",0ri“. HlS Jury (Col) <2d for newcomers As a cnnsemience for newcomers. As a consetiuence, K«Hh’s (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25) 
• .the current lineup finds only three Missouri Traveler (BV). Dis- 

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$L25) fresh entries: T?ie state high schScd aPP?^irig ^$7,000. v Last- v week, 
. nnrfoo On p™, W. 1 baskethall tournament over the J?atks of Glory” (UA) (3d wk), 500. Downtown Paramount, “Rock —“Bridge On River Kwai” (Col) basketball tournament over the l‘Paths of Glory” (UA) (3d wk), 7Tn ar^S‘VtnnAt) tionm 

Baby Rock It” (Man) with R-N-R (2d wk). Wow $27,000; Last week, weekend brou^tin^^an army of » 
ttageshow. $14/700. _ • ■ $36,000. visitors and wls partlcularly-hel” '^ Palap* (Loew) (2,350; 90-$1.25)- $i^SreaSer^f Hart and 
iQwTwrri’i Wiltern Hollywood Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458; ful to the city’s two hard-ticket at- “Brothers Karamazov” . (M-G) (2d “Spanish Affair” (Par) Smash 

For. Pi» tractions, "Around World in 80 wk). Sock $22;000 after $29,000 ^m nnv 
$1.50)-— Cowboy (Col) and^ True dise” (Cinerama) (2d wk). Good Days” and. “Search for Paradise,” opener. Holds on. (Continued on page 10) 
Fah^lf SooSLast week $27 700^ $20’000* Last week, $21,500. in their 37th and 4tfa weeks respec- Plaza (T-L) (276; 90-$1.50i—“God — ' v- : 

1Os^ Anxeles^^ Fox^Beverly ’ Loy- United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; lively. A flu epidemic is an adverse Created Woman” (Kings) (20th wk). D*UA D A 
ola Vpglf (FWO f2 OsT'tVo-1 - d0fi:25)-“Paths of .Glory” v<UA) ?oes • ^to • sixth" ™nth wit^ bi€ SnOW DOpS BaltO P.U. 
248- 2?-S24oS^-onff 'Hot 'and Gl^ In Black Stockings”. hftlrand final week for j‘Witness $4,500 after $5,000 last week. Stay? n „r •• « An/1 

«Sriori05os^^iS %&£?nt ?irai Stout 22G, 
^Warner Beverly (SW) (1 612- 90- (UA) (fith wkV6Sfi2nn°T Rev®nge named isSone of biggest straight ll?d -Yk^. T.h“ p^-mJrFrS! | ‘Wifaess’ Nice 7G, 4A 

$>.50)—“Golden Age of Comedy” 
(Continued on page 10) 

(UA) (6th wk), $6,200. 
Stagedoor <A-R). (440; $1.25^- 

$L50). “Henry V” (Rank) (reissue) 
(2d. wk). Good $2,500. Last week, 
same. 

named is one of biggest straight, 
film grossers here ini years. : 

T1Z0* FsiimatM flip Thi« WmIt . 

Bat ‘Kwai’ Stout 22G, 
‘Witness’ Nice 7G, 4ft 

‘Brothers’Big $14,000, 

$ Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90- <UA) (6th wk), $6,200. film'grosse?”^litre ^nlre^rs* “gh^'^ so^^ storm cut Fnto opening week. ■IflUlCSS HlCe lU, 4ul 
$>.50)—“Golden Age of Comedy” Stagefioor < A-R) . (440; $1.25^ nijn Shapes brilliant $26,000 after smash Baltimore, March 25. 

(Continued on page 10) ?oA5° (!'eissu®) Academy; (Mann) (947* $150- $25.°Q°- Hoiding, natch! Crippling snows that kept pa- 
■----— Good ?2.500. Last week, $2.65) — “AroimT World” (UA) Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.25-$3)— trons home will put a freeze on the 

P ti irl , ?a™e* .... /TT J (37th wk). Into its ioth month, an- “Around World” (UA) (51st wk). boxoffice in current round. Some 
L Vi le Snothr Enemv fHardy-Parsons) (774; nouncement of final seven weeks Big $15,000. Last week, $12,500. the houses just gave up as they 
mj fuiv upvuj, uunmj $1.25^$1.50)— Passionate Summer” helping. Good-$7,000. Last Week Warner (SW* Cinerama)^^ (1300* did durmg the last big snow and 

M;|J non ‘Arm*’ Dm Undiel (2d wk). Big $3,500. Last $6,500. $1.2O^$2.40)—“Search for Paradise” closed shop for a few days. Despite 
iTllIQ $3jUUU, Anns Dig week, $3,200. Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150; (Cinerama) (11th wk). Steady $10- aU this, “Bndge on River Kwai” 

or <C J il > n nr Vogue (S.F. , Theatres) (364; $1.75-$2.65) —“Search for Para- 000 for second consecutive week, shapes strong at the Hippodrome. 
OU. Saddle alow /It $1.25) —“CJolden Age of Comedy” dise” (Cinerama) (4th wk). Pleas- Holds on. “I Accuse” is only fair at the Film 

t • (Indie) (6th wkh Solid $3,200. Last ant $15,000. Last week, $18,000. —:--———. Centre while “Ft. Dobbs” at the 
Louisville, March 25. week, $4,200. Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— m . Stanley is dull. “Gervaise" looks 

4°k i°r cu^re?t- week at Coronet (United Califoria). (1,- “Sing Boy Sing” (20th) (2d wk). WWc Riff tliliAO warm at Playhouse- Among the 
mam stem houses is fair to good. 250; $1.5Q-$3 75)—“Around World Fai^ $4,000. Last Week, $4,500. I/IOIllClo Dig ^l'ijUUUj holdovers, Farewell To Arms’ is 
l emale Animal is rated good .at In 80 Days» (UA) (65th wk). Off Lyric (Par) ‘ (1,000;; 90-$1.25)— OOP OI Pleas»ng in third round at the Cen- 

the Kentuc'ky. Best showing is be- to $10,000 but still good money -‘Brothers Karamazov”. (M-G) (3d liCDVCn &Wdl ZJIl. dd tuiY and “Witness for Prosecution” 
ing made by Farewell to Arms Last week $11800 - (Continued On naep 10) A „ is nice in fourth at the Mayfair. 
in third week at Brown—“Saddle - . ‘ , _1_ (Lonimuea on page 10) Denver.March 25. Estimates for This Week 
Wind” shapes slow while “Enemy Btyer Kwai’ at the Century (Fruchtman) (3,100; 50- 
Bclow” is mild. T\ ■ O 1# J Wi 9 P l HA AAA thtC a/Ld $L50)—“Farewell To Arms” (20tli) 

Uet Solid; Witness Great $30,000, | 
the N.C.A.A. tourney, Freedom ^ 7 7 Cinema tSchwaber) (460; 50- 
Hall being packed with over . <TV*11 9 0 ■! lOA (V/ •> OPA I FmhL»^0h4£PiMara??- ^li25) “ “God OrMted Woman” 

Hills Smooth 12G, TCwai 35G, 2d ”“^1, r r 
Estimates for This Week / wv, w Estimate* for This Week vious week. V 

M nnn-./Kurth Ave.-LoewTs) Detroit, March 25. rille” (WB) and “World Was' His -.T,C-eJntre <pox) (1,247; 90-$1.25)— Fi?“ vC«“tr® <Rappaport) (890; 
n.OOO, 99-$l,4o) -— Farewell To Strong biz is shapirig • up here Jiiry” (Col), $14000 - Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (3d 50“$l.-25)—I Accuse (M-G). Fair 
Arms' (20th) «3d wk). Fancy $8,000. this week. “Bridge dri River Madison (UD) (1W «i 9s wk)‘,, ^’00°* Stays on. Last $3,000. Last week, “Bonjour Tris- 
Last week, $11,000. KAVai” stays gigantic in second $1 75)_“Bridce on RivSr‘ we^k’ ^24’€P®’ , . teae” (Col) (3d wk), $3,500. 

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 50-85) crossing at Madison. “Witness for (Col) (2d wk)8^Wnw nnoKt St Denham (Cockrill) (1,429; 70-90) Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
—“Female Animal” (Uv-and ,“Es- Prosecution” is socko at the Michi- ^eek Wow;®5,0qg.; Last --“Female Animal” (U). Mild $5,- $125)—“Happened in Park” (El- 
cape-in Japan” (U). Good $6,000. gan in first round. “Saddle Wind” » ’ ^ .. . • _ ^ °00 or close. Last week, on reis- Js). Oke $2,200. Last week. 

Detroit, March 25. 

—“Female Animal” (U' and “Es- | Prosecution” is Socko..at the Michi 
cape-in Japan” (U). Good $6,000, J gan in first round. “Saddle Wind’ 
I.ast week. “Paths of Glory-:’- (UA), j is blowing hot at the Palms. “Sev 

ant $15,000. Last week, $18,000. —:-- ~ .- : ' ' ' ■ Centre while “Ft. Dobbs” at the 
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— ^ Stanley is dull. “Gervaise” looks 

“Sing Boy Sing” (20th) (2d wk). HWc’ Riff til lUUI warm at Playhouse. Among the 
Fair $4,000. Last week, $4,500. IMUIUCIO INg f lxjUUU) holdovers, “Farewell To Arms” is 

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 90-$1.25)— <V OOP O J Pleasing in third round at the Cen- 
■‘Brothers Karamazov”. (M-G) (3d UcDVCH AWfll ZjU. J(1 tury and “Witness for Prosecution” 

(Continued on page 10) , . Denver Mareh 25 “ ■dfetta.at^rtfo?trab,'w«kr- 

> p , f OA AAO wiu’holdfora third”8 thk -B “S? dlsS^Far^^^Armirli^y'-.’ ; Great JjO,000, x gdse^Nice 
V Cinema' (Schwaber) (460- 50- 

lOA fir •> or/1 O I "SleEmoL??«h^.Pi^am?".Sb $125)— "God Created Woman* 
1 fit KWai Vll* /I! Deni/er P * ShapeS sl°w at the ®ne> <l»th W- Still going on at 
luU) 1\ fv ill uJUi Lrll , $3,000 or near after, same in pre- 

9 Estimate* for This Week vious week. 
rille” (WB) and “World Was His (F°x) G>247; 90-$1.25)— eAFi?“cvC®“tr® <Rappaport) (890; 
Jury” (Col) $14000 Bridge on River Kwai” (Col) (3d 50-S1.25)— I Accuse” (M-G). Fair 

Madicnn ’ (TTni n onn- «ti or wk). Big $23,000. Stays on. Last $3,000. Last week, “Bonjour Tris- 
7si -SririLvL (y00;- 51-2?- week, $24,000. ... tesse” (Col) (3d wk), $3,500. 

(CoU (2d^k1S Wnw ^onri J®1111®"1 (Cockrill) (1,429; 70-90) Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
iveek S40^)0ft ^ow; $35,000.- Last _ Female Animal” (U). Mild $5,- $125)—“Happened in Park” (El- 
weex, $4U,UU0. 000 or close. T,a«st uippV nn rale. lis). Oke T ect mnnV 

Det. Solid; ‘Witness’ Great $30,080, 
Hills’ Smooth 12G, ‘Kwai’ 35G, 2d 

Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500; sues. 
en Hils of Rome” looks fine at fhe- r 9Q-$1.25)—“Mark of Hawk” (U)’ and Denver (Fox) (2,586; 70-90)- 

at .tn? “All Mine tn Give” 1TT1 fOA I VCaftle iTmnIi.e>l ’_J 

“Smiles of Summer Night” (Rank) 
(3d wk), $2,800. 

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2^00; 
<v0_41 T»:_v_ 

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.000: United Artists. “Raintree County ” Giv®” (U) (2d wk); ‘■Cattle Empire” (20th) and “Sing Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; 
50-85) — “Lafayette Escadrille'’ in fifth week at the Adams and G^e $10,000. Last week, $12;000^ Boy Sing” (20th). Slow $9,000. Last 50-$1.25)—“Bridge on River Kwai” 
(WB) and “Steel Bayonet” (UA). “Brothers . Karamazov.” Iri third United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25- week. Cowboy” (Col) and “Crash (Col). Smash $22,000, Last week. 
Okay $5,500. Last week. “Tall frame at the Fox, stav strorig. $1.80)—“Seven Hills of Rome” Landing (CoI)v $13,000... “Saddle Wind” (M-G), $4,100. 
Stranger” (AA) and “Portland Ex-] Estimates for This Week (M-G).. Nice $12,000. Last week, 4 TJ0rP“eulnJRKG) (2,596; 70-90)— Mayfair (Fruchtman) (980; 50^ 
pose” i AA). $4,500. Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5 000* $1 25- “Farewell to Arms” (20th) (6th wk), /Brothers^ Karamazov” (M-G) and $1.25)—“Witness for Prosecution” 

Rialto iFourth Ave.) (3,000; .50- $1.50) — “B ro t her s Karamazov” $7,500. to Warbow” (Col). Big (UA) (4th wk). Nice $7;000 after 
85* — “Enemy Below” <20th) and (M-G) (3d wk). Good $15,000. . Adams (Balaban) *(1 700- *1 2*1- ^ot’P00’ a,nd,?°^n^s* U^week, $10,00^in third. 
"Escape to Red Rock” (20th). Mild Last week, $19,000. $i:50)-*-“Raintree County”’ (M-G) pnSTvLn1 knd 1 Ac- (Schwaber) (460; 50- 
$9,000 or less. Last week, “Kiss Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; (5th wk) Hep $10 000 Last week CU|£». V ^w5t5k . ,n nnn fL^S^ G^rvaise” (Cont). Warm 
Them_For Me” *20th) and “Young 90-$l.25)—“Witness for Prosecu- $12,000. ■ " ’ on“au At Sea” 
And Dangerous’ (20th) (reissues), tion” (UA) and “Safecracker” Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,205- ^D^u /TT)FIlnLd(«ii non (M‘G) ,(4th w*>. 5?,80°: « 
«ame. (M-G). Socko $30,000. Last week, $L20-$2.65)—“^arch for Paradise” Ar t ?i1,002 -.,?f^l,^(Fruchtman) (3.200; 50- 

United Artists (UA) (3.000; 50- “Wild Is Wind” (Par) and “Span- (Cinerama) (7th wk) Great $19- rin^^’/TTAvS^ o^fek’*r Hobbs” (WB). Slow 
85) - “Saddie Wind” (M-G) and ish Affa< (Par),^16,000.° 00™ LagWeS, WffiKC? - gea°Se” UA^^ An ^ ^ 000. Last week, $21,000. 
’Underwater Warrior” (M-G). Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)— Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux) ~ Art r-- ■ ■ 

Slow $7,000.'Last week, “Cowboy’, “Saddle Wind” (M-G) and "Under- (1,000; 90-$1.65) — ‘‘God Created 75 900—*<££**"0(SW-Cinerama) (1,125; 
(Col) and “Escape San Quentin” water Warrior” (M-G); Great $18,- Woman” (Indie) (10th wk) Big Big*2 5(H) Jn4*25^ S®v®“ .Yond®rs World” 
(Col), $7,500. 000. Last week, “Lafayette EsbadJ$10;Q00. S weefc flO^OO. ' Sng4?^ ContInues’ *** week, Fair $7,000 

geance” (UA), $12,000. ers” (WB), $6,000. 

after $6,500 for last week. 
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Chicago, March 25. 4 
It’s virtually a 100% holdover 

session downtown, with the block¬ 
busters looking to rack up a hotsy 
total take. Only new entry, at arty 
World is “Girl in Black,” big $5,100 
in opener. . 

“Bridge on. River Kwai” figures 
on a smash second State-Lake 
round, with “Paths of Glory” 
pegged as okay in first Roosevelt 
holdover: “Seven Hills of Rome” is 
mild at Oriental in second. 

“Snow White” out on reissue 
again is great in second week at 
Garrick: . “High Cost of Loving” 
looms fine in second at Esquire: 

‘ ‘Brothers Karamazov” shapes 
good in third Woods round while 
“Peyton Place” is terrific in fourth 
frame at the Chicago, “Witness for 
Prosecution” rates good in sixth 
United Artists session. “Gervaise” 
is doing a tepid seventh week 
at the Carnegie. “And God Cre¬ 
ated Woman” is socko in 13th term 
at 'the Loop. 

“Around World in 80. Days” is 
: bright-in 51st sesh at the Cinestage. 

“Seven Wonders of World" in 66th 
Palace week shapes great. 

Estimates for This Week 
Carnegie (H&E Balaban) (485; 

$1.25)—“Gervaise” (Cont) (7th wk). 
Tepid $2,300. Last week, $3,100. 

Chicago (B&K) (3.900; 90-$1.80) 
—“Peyton Place" (20th) (4th wk). 
Great $40,000. Last week, $43,000. 

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350; 
$1.25-$1.50>—“High Cost of Lov¬ 
ing” (M-G) (2d wk). Fine $9,800. 
Last week, $9,500. 

Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)— 
“Snow White” (BV) (reissue) (2d 
wk). Sock $15,400. Last week, 
$15,800. 

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$l-50)— 
“God Created Woman” (King) 
(13th wk). Socko $7,500. Last week, 
$8,000. 

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$l.50) 
—“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G) (2d 
wk). Mild $18,000. Last week, 
$25,000. 

Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,434; 
$U25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders" 
(Cinerama) (66th Wk). Great $16,- 
000. Last week; $15,000. 

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 75-90)— 
“Paths of Glory" (UA) and “Man 
on Prowl" (UA) (2d wk). Okay 
$12,000. Last week. $20,000. 

State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- 
$1.80)—‘Bridge on River Kwai' 
(Col) (2d wk). Boff $48,000. Last 
week, $68,000. 

Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.50) 
—“Golden Age of Comedy” (DCA) 
and “Fields Festival” (Teitel) (5th 
wk). Modest $3,000. Last week, 
$4,000. 

Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036; 
$1.75-$3.30) — “Around World" 
(UA) (51st wk). Bright $19,200. 
Last week, $17,200. 

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- 
$1.50)—^“Witness for Prosecution" 
(UA) (6th wk). Nice $14,500. Last 
week, $16,000. 

Woods (Essianess) (1,200; 90- 
$1.50) — “Brothers Karamazov" 
(M-G) (3d Wk). Warm $20,000. Last 
week, $26,000. : 

World (Indie) (606; 90)-r-“Girl In 
Black” (Union), Smash $5,100. Last 
Week, “Two Loves Had I" (DCA)* 
$2,500. 

McYickers (JL&S) (1.580; $1.25- 
$3.30) — “South Pacific” (20th). 
Opens tomorrow (Wed.) to heavy 
advance. 

Bliz Cfips PhOly Bit 
Kwai’ Huge $35,000,2d; 

‘Woman’Hot Frill 21G 
Philadelphia, March 25. 

Last week’s blizzard sloughed biz 
during the early part of the cur¬ 
rent session but closing of schools 
plus a sock weekend helped salvage 
part of the grosses. Bulk of 
strength is coming from longruns 
since, most newcomers are disap¬ 
pointing. Particularly slow is 
“Underwater Warrior” £t Goldman. 
“God Created Woman” is back, 
day-dating in two hous£$, and cash¬ 
ing in on legal battle headlines. 
“Brothers Karamazov" shapes 
great in third round at Trans-Lux 
while “Bridge on River Kwai" still 
is mighty in second Randolph ses¬ 
sion. “Peyton Place" looms smash 
in. 12th round at the Fox. 

Estimates for This Week 
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)— 

“Farewell to Arms" (20th) (4th wk). 
Big $9,000. Last week, $10,000. 

Fox (National) (2.250; 65-$1.25>— 
“Peyton Place” (20th) (12th wk). 
Great $11,000. Last week, $13,000. 

Goldman (Goldman) (2,250; 65^ 
$1.25) — “Underwater Wa r r l • r" 

(Continued on page 10):> 

Estimate* Are Net 
Film gross estimates as re¬ 

ported herewith from the vari¬ 
ous key cities, are net; be., 
without usual tax. Distrib¬ 
utors share on net take. When 
playing percentage, hencev the 
estimated figures are net in¬ 
come. 

The parenthetic admission 
prices, however, as indicated, 
include the U. S. amusement 

.tax.' 

Providence, March 25. 
Holdover of “Witness for Prose¬ 

cution”, at Loew’s State is biggest 
grosser this week. . Also good is 
fourth week of ‘‘Farewell to Arms" 
at Albee. Majestic’s “Ft. Dobbs” is 
okay. “Jumping Jacks” “Scared 
Stiff” oldie package, looks nice for 
reissues at Strand. 

Estimates for This Week : 
Albee (RKO) (65-80)—“Farewell 

To Arms" (20th) (4th wk). Good 
$7,000. Third Week, $7^00. 

Elmwood (Snyder) (745; 90-$1.25) 
—“Around World in 80 Days" (UA) 
(24th wk). Fair $3,500. Last week, 
$4,0001 

Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80)— 
“Ft. Dobbs” (WB) and “Beautiful 
but Dangerous” (20th). Good $7,- 
000. Last week, “Gift of Love’* 
(20th) and “Plunder Road” (20th), 
ditto. . 

State (Loew) (3,200; 75-$1.25)— 
“Witness for Prosecution" (UA) (2d 
wk). Still .hot at $11,000. First was 
$14,500. 

Strand (National Realty) (2,200; 
65-80)—“Jumping Jacks" (Par) and 
“Scared Stiff" (Par) (reissues). 
Fine $7,000. Last week, “Across 
Bridge" (Rank) and “Alligator 
Named Daisy" (Rank), $3,000 in 5 
days. 

‘SEARCH’SMASH 22G, 
PITT; ‘FLYER’ HEP 6G 

Pittsburgh, March 25. 
Big noise currently is the wind- 

up of “Search for Paradise" at the 
Warner, the Cinerama production 
getting a 24-hour reprieve at. War¬ 
ner, the eight-day rim begin sev¬ 
eral thousand above previous high 
of engagement. It finished to abso¬ 
lute capacity. Among the newcom¬ 
ers downtown, “Lady Takes a Fly¬ 
er" at Fulton shapes best With a 
nice session. . “Beautiful But Dan¬ 
gerous" is dying at Harris. Second 
week of “Brothers Karamazov” at 
Penn looks solid. The “positively 
final week” notice for “And God 
Created Woman" at Squirrel Hill 
will probably have to be rescinded 
on strength of a strong upbeat in 
current (14th) session. 

Estimates for This Week 
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)— 

“Lady Takes Flyer” (UK Shoved 
in quickly when “Sing, Boy Sing” 
(20tn) nosedived. Lana Turner and 
Jeff Chandler potent enough to 
bring in nice $6,000. Last week, 
“Sing Boy" $2,300 in 9 days. . 

Guild (Green) (500; 99-$1.25)— 
“Please, Mr. Balzac" (DCA) (2d 
Wk). Way below Its rival. Bardot 
competition few blocks away but 
still In the chips and shooting for 
$3,000. Last: week, almost $3,500.. 

Harris (Harris) (2,165; 8041.25) 
—“Beautiful But Dangerous" 
(20th). “BBD" will be lucky ..to do 
thin $3,000: Last Week, “Gift of 
Love" (20thV $3,000. 

Penu (UA) (3,300; 804125)— 
“Brothers Karamazov”: (M-G) (2d 
wk). Solid $13,500: Should get it 
another h.o. Last Week, $18,000. 

Squirrel HiU (SW) (900; 99- 
$1.25) — “God Created Woman' 
(Kings) (14th wk). An out-and-out 
phenomenon; Amazing $5,500, and 
Can’t posibly pull it at that figure. 
Last week, $4,800. 

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 8041.25)— 
"Ft. Dobbs" (W). Clint Walker’s 
name bringing in some tv audience 
but only slow $8,500 looms. Last 
week; “Deep Six” (WB), $8,000. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; 
$1.25-$2.40) — “Search for Para¬ 
dise" (Cinerama) (24th-final wk). 
An extra day added Sunday (23) 
and . final performances were car 
parity to blazing $22,000, by fair 
biggest session of run: and above 
previous high, which was last 
week’s $15,000, “ ! V 

J^A-RiEfr 

‘Kwai’ Smash $18,000, 
Indpls.; ‘Rangers’ 754 G 

Indianapolis, March 25, 
Except for “Bridge On River 

Kwai," Which shapes great at 
LoeW’s, biz is dullish at many first- 
runs here this stanza. Final game 
of state high school basketball 
tournament on tv and. change to 
mild weather over the weekend 
were factors. “Darby’s Rangers” at 
Circle is mild. "Wild Is Wind” at 
Keith’s looks niild, 

Estimates for This Week 
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 70- 

90)—“Darby’s Rangers" (WB) and 
“Forbidden Desert” (Indie). Mod¬ 
est $7,500, Last week, “Lady Takes 
a Flyer” (U) and “Parole Violators” 
(Indie), $8,000. 

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 70-90)— 
“Love Slaves of Amazon” (U) and 
“Monolith Monsters” (UK. Drab 
$6,000. Last week, “Sing Boy, Sing” 
(20th) and “Rockabilly Baby” 
(20th), $8,000. 

Keith’s (C-D) (1,200; 90-$1.25)— 
"Wild Is Wind” (Par). Slow $5,000. 
Last week, “Farewell to Arms” 
(20th) (6th wk), $5,500. 

Loew’s (Loew) <2,427; 904125)— 
“Bridge on River Kwai” (Col). 
Great $18,000. Last week, “Broths 
ers Karamazov” (M-G) (2d wk), 
$6,000. 

Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.2542.20)— 
“Raintree County” (M-G) (6th wk). 1 
Mild $8,000. Last week, $9,000. 

ijUVU ivpff I&iVi 

Kansas City, March 25. 
Town’s only newcomer of any 

strength is “Enemy Below” playing 
four Fox Midwest houses and mod¬ 
erately "good take. Otherwise it’s 
the holdovers,: “Brothers Kara¬ 
mazov” at Roxy and “Darby’s Rang¬ 
ers” at Paramount* which are doing 
okay. “Cowboy" in second week 
at the Midland shapes thin. 
"Seven Wonders of World" at the 
Missouri , is nearing the close of its 
run, as opening date for “Search 
for Paradise" already has been set.: 
Weather continues with below nor¬ 
mal temperatures. 

Estimates for This Week 
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drive- 

in/ Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson) 
(700; 750; .1,100 cars; 900 cars; 75- 
90)—“Oregon Passage" (AA) arid 
“Sabu and Magic Ring" (AA). 
Coinbo operating with drive-ins 
looks mild $4,000. Last week, 
“Beast of Budapest" < AA) and 
“Bride and Beast” (AA) With drive- 
ins open only, five days satisfactory 
$4,500. 

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25) 
—“God Created Woman” (Kings) 
(7th wk). Hotsy $4,000, continuing 
record-breaking pace here. Last 
week, $4200. 

Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)— 
"Cowboy” (Col) and “Return To 
Warbow” (Col) (2d wk). Thin 
$5,000. Last week, $6,000. 

Missouri (SW-Cinerama) (1,194; 
$1.25-$2) — “Seven Wonders of 
World" (Cinerama) (31st wk). Light 
$6,000. Last week, same. 

Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-901— 
'’"Darby’s Rangers" (WB) (2d wk). 
Okay $6,000. Last Week, $10,000. 

Rockhfll (Little Art Theatres) 
(750; 75-90)—“Cyrano de Bergerac" 
(Indie) (reissue).. Fairish : $1,600. 
Last: Week, “Bed . of Grass’- (T-L), 

■ditto. 
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 9041-25- 

$1.50)—“B r others Karainazov” 1 
(M-G) (3d wk). Good $5,000. Last 
week, $5,500. 

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gran¬ 
ada (Fox Midwest) (2,000; 2,043:700;! 
1,217; 75-90) — “Enemy Below" 
(20th) and “Rockabilly Ba b y" 
(20th). Fairish $12,000. Last week. 
“Lady Takes a Flyer’ (U), with 
“Escape To Red Rock" (20th) at 
Tower and Granada, $10,000. 

<KWAI’R0USKN€26G, 
CLEVL; ‘RODAN’ 20G 

Cleveland, March 25; 
Still money champ here this ses¬ 

sion* is “Bridge oh River Kwai,” 
still great in second round at the 
Allen, “Rodan” paired with “Hell 
in Korea" is rated surprisingly 
hefty at the Kipp opening week. 
“Wild Is Wirid" looms only fair at 
Stillman. “Brothers Karamazov” 
shapes good in second sessions at 
the State. 

Estimates for Ifcls Week 
Allen <$-W) (3,800; 9041.50) — 

“Bridge on River Kwai" (Col) (2d 
wk). Wow $26,000. Last week, 
$35,000. 

Continental (Art Theatre Guild) 
(850; $1.25)-^-“God Created Wom¬ 
an" (Kings) (m.o.). Bi* $2,400 for 
fourth lap. Last week, $2,800. 

Embassy (Community) (1,200; 70-; 
j . . r (Continued on page. 10) < 

PICTURE CROSSES 9 

NewPix Aid N.Y.; ‘Andrew’ Big 150G, 
‘Pacific’ Great 42G, Teachers’ Smart 

50G, ‘Sadie’ OK 21G, finis’ 3314G, 2d 
Despite the all-day snowstorm of 

last Thursday (20) and resulting 
bad traffic conditions through the 
next , day, Broadway film business 
is being bolstered by four new bills. 
Of course, pictures which opened 
Thursday and Friday suffered, par- 

r ticularly those depending consid¬ 
erably on patrons from the suburbs 
or. nearby cities in the metropolitan 
area. -. 

As Usual the Music Hall’s Easter 
Show is attracting the most atten¬ 
tion, The annual stageshow with 
“Merry Andrew" looks to finish 
the first week with a big $150,000 
despite opening on Thursday. 
“South Pacific," which came into 
the Criterion on Friday, after two 
benefit shows the nights of Thurs¬ 
day arid Wednesday, looks to hit a 
great $42,000. for the 11 shows of 
the initial week:plus $3,000 from 
the benefit March 20 (Thurs.). 

“Teacher’s Pet" is heading for a 
smash $50,000 opening session at 
the Capitol though naturally hurt 
•the second and third days of the 
run:. “Saddle the Wind" looks to 
hit a good $21,000 on initial stanza 
at the State, . 

“Desire Under, Elms” is heading 
for a great $15,000 in second round 
at the Odeon and socko $14,500 in 
first holdover week at the, arty 
Sutton. “Witness For Prosecution" 
is continuing great, with $18,000 at 
the Astor in current (7th) round 
and smash $16,000 in: same week 
at the arty Plaza. 

“Bridge on River Kwai" wound 
its 14th stanza last night (Tues.) 
with a capacity $35,800 for 11 per¬ 
formances at the Palace. “Around 
World in 80 Days" was capacity 
$37,700 at the Rivoli, also for 11 
shows. “Search For Paradise” 
completed its. 26th stanza wiCh a 
good $24,800 at the Warner. It is 
now in its 27th week. 

Estimates for This Week 
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2K- 

“Witness For Prosecution" (UA) 
(7th wk). This stanza finishing up 
today (Wed:) is heading: for great 
$18,000. Sixth, $19,500. 

Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie) 
(550; $1.25-$1.80) — “C ha se A 
Crooked Shadow.’’ (WB): Opened 
Monday (24). In ahead, “The 
Awakening” (Kings) (4th wk-9 
days), mild $4,500 after $6,200 in 
regular second week. 

Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25- 
$1.70)—“Ladykillers” (Cont) and 
“To Paris With Love" (Cont) (re¬ 
issues). Initial round ends Thurs¬ 
day (27), with nice $5,00Q in four 
days.. In ahead, “Gervaise” (Cont) 
(19th wk-4 days), $2,200, after 
$4,400 in 18th full, week, for sen¬ 
sational run here. 

Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)— 
“Teacher’s .Pet" (Par) (2d wk). 
First stanza ended, yesterday (Tues.) 
was lofty $50,000. In ahead, “Cow¬ 
boy” (Col) (4tH wk), $12,500. 

Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80- 
$3.30) — “South Pacific’’ (20th). 
Initial Week, ending tomorrow 
Thurs.) is heading for a great $42,- 
000: Holding, natch! Pic opened 
Friday (21) after benefits on the 
nights of Wednesday, Thursday. 

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 9041.80) 
—“Demoniaque" fUMPO) (4th wk). 
Third stariza finished Sunday (23) 
was robust $10,500. Second, $12,- 
000. 

55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (300; 
$1.254180)—“Henry V” (Rank) 
(reissue) (3d wk). First holdover 
frame ended yesterday (Tues.) was 
okay $4,000. Initial week, $4,500. 

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)— 
“Confessions of Felix Krull” (DCA) 
(4th. wk). Third session completed 
Monday (24) was nice $6,500. Sec¬ 
ond, $8,00Q. “Marcellino" (Indie) 
opens April 4. 

Odeon (Moss) (854; 90-$1.80>— 
“Desire Under Elms” (Par) (2d wk). 
This round winding up today 
(Wed.) looks great $15;000.- First 
was $21,500. 

Mayfair (Maurer) (1,736; 79- 
$1.80)—“Unholy Wife” <U) t3d wk). 
Week ending today (Wed.) looks 
like mild $6,000. Second, $7,500. 
“Lorig, Hot Summer” (20th) opens 
April 3, day-daiting with Fine Arts. 

Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- 
$1.80)—“Show White” (BV) (reis¬ 
sue) -(7th wk). This round finishing 
tomorrow (Thurs:) is heading, for 
fancy $9,000. Sixth, $10,000; 

Palace : (RKO) (1,700; $l-$3)— 
“Bridge on River Kwai" (Col) (15th 
wk). The 14th stanza ended last 
night. (Tues.) was capacity $35,800 
in 11 performances.. The 12th week 
was $33,500 for 10 shows. 

Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- 
$2—House is now shuttered briefly 
to prep for preem of “Young 
Lions”. (20th) on April 2, closing 
down last night (Tues.). In ahead. 

“Mark of Hawk” (U) (3d wk), this 
session elided yesterday was mild 
$14,000 after $18,000 in second. 

Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B) (250; 
$1.80) — “Gervaise” (Cont) (11th 
wk). The 10th stanza completed 
yesterday (Tues.) was big $5,100. 
The ninth- wras $4,100. 

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- 
$1.80) — “God Created Woman” 
(Kings) (23d wk). The 22d round 
ended Simday (23) was fancy $13,- 
800. The 21st was $14,000. 

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬ 
fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75) — “Merry 
Andrew” (M-G) with annual Easter 
stageshow. The initial session end¬ 
ing. today (Wed.) looks, like big 
$150,000. Stays on indef. In ahead, 
“Brothers. Karamazov” (M-G) . with 
stageshow (4th wk), $125,000. 

Rlvoll (UAT) (1.545; $1.25-$3.50) 
—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 
(76th wk). The 75th week finished 
yesterday (Tues.) was capacity $37,- 
700 for 11 performances. The 74th 
week was the same for a like num¬ 
ber of shows. 

Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)— 
“Witness For Prosecution” (UA) 
(7th wk). This round ending today 
(Wed.) looks like great $16,000— 
same as sixth week. 

State (Loew) (3,450; 50-$1.75>— 
"Saddle Wind” (M-G). Initial stan¬ 
za ending today (Wed.) is heading 
for good $21,000 or close. Stays. 
In ahead, “Raintree County” (M-G) 
(13th wk-6 days), $17,000 and foir 
a very big run here. 

Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75>^- 
“Desire Under Elms” (Par) (3d 
wk). Second round ending tonight 
(Wed.) is heading for big $15,000. 
First. $16,000. 

Trans-Lux.52d St. (T-L) (540; $1- 
$1.50) • “Lovemaker” (T-L) (3'd 
wk). First holdover stanza ended 
Sunday (23) night was fine $8,500. 
Initial week, $10,500. 

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2) 
—‘Last Paradise” (UA) (4th-final 
wk). This is winding up today 
(Wed.) iii order to open “Run Sil¬ 
ent, Run Deep” (UA) tomorrow 
(Thurs.). For abbreviated six-day 
session looks thin $7,000. Third 
regular week $8,500. 

Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,600; 
$1.80-$3.50) — “Search For Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (27th wk). The 
26th round completed Saturday 
(22) was good $24,800. The 25th 
week, $25,200: Drops back to 10 
shows per week on April 13, in¬ 
stead of current policy of 14 per¬ 
formances. “This Is. Cinerama" 
(Cinerama) (reissue) opens May 4, 
ahead of ‘‘South Seas” (Cinerama) 
which won’t be ready until late in 
June or early July. 

World (Times) (400; 95-$1.50)— 
“Bride Is Much Too Beautiful” (El¬ 
lis) (10th wk). The ninth stanza 
ended Sunday (23) was good $5,409. 
The eighth was $5,600. 

Cincy Biz in Downbeat; 
‘Hills’ Fair 10G, ‘Gift’ 

OK $6,000, ‘Saddle* BG 
Cincinnati, March 25. 

Film . biz downtown Cincy this 
week looms fairish in view of the 
Easter approach. “Seven Hills of. 
Rome” is looming fairly okay at 
the flagship Albee. Another new 
bill, “Saddle the Wind” at the Pal¬ 
ace looks oke. “Gift of Love” at 
Keith’s, a rated so-so. Second 
week of “Brothers Karamazov" 
looms pleasing at the Grand. 
“Search for Paradise" is getting lots 
of party play in holding to hefty 
level in the 16th frame at the 
Capitol. 

Estimates for This Week 
Albee (RKO) (3.100; 90-$1.25K— 

“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G). 
Fair $10,000. Last week, “Witness 
for Prosecution” (UA) (2d wk), 
$9,000. 

Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; 
$1.20-$2.65)—“Search for Para¬ 
dise” (Cinerama) (16th wk). Hefty 
$13,500. Same last week. 

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$l:25V— 
"Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) (2d 
wk). Pleasing $7,000 after $12,000 
preem. Holds for third stanza. 

Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)— 
“Constant Husband” (Indie) (4th 
wk). Favorable $1,200 finale, 
matching the third week. 

Keith’s (Short (1,500; 90-$1.25) 
—“Gift of Love" (20th). Okay 
$6,000. Last week, “Farewell to 
Anris” (20th) (3d wk). $6,200. 

Palsee (RKO) (2.600; 75-$1.10)— 
“Saddle Wind” (M-G). No com¬ 
plaint with $8,000. Last week, 
"Lady Takes Flyer” (U), $7,509. 
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Omaha, March 25. 
Biz is perking at downtown first- 

runs this week, thanks to a combo 
of springlike weather and four new 
entries. “Cowboy” looms smash at 
the Brandeis. “Sing Boy Sinjg” is 
above expectations at the Omaha 
with nice takings. ''Saddle Wind” 
Is “rated okay at the State while 
“Lady Takes Flyer” looms fairiy 
good at Orpheum: 

Estimates for This Week 
Brandeis <RKO) (1,100; 75-98)—: 

4 “Cowboy” (Col) and “World Was 
• His Jury” (Col). Smash $8,000 or 
near. Last week, “Wild Is Wind” 
(Par) and “That Night” (U), $3,900. 

Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; “ 75-90) 
— “Sing Boy Sing” (20th) and. 
“Ride Violent Mile” (20th). Nice 
$6,000 or dose. Last week, “Sum¬ 
mer Love” (U> and “Big Beat” (U), 
$5,000. 

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 75- 
905—“Lady Takes Flyer” . (U) ■ and 
“Damn Citizen” (U), Okay $7,500 
or near. Last week, “Farewell: To 
Arms” <20th) (3d wk),$5*008 at 90- 
$1.25 scale. 

State (Cooper) (850; 75-90) — 
“Saddle Wind” <M-G). Oke $3,500. 
Last week. “Underwater Warrior” 
(M-G), $3,000. 

CLEVELAND 
(Continued from page 9) 

90)—“Deep Six” (WB). Nice $5,000. 
Last week, “Beautiful But Danger¬ 
ous” (20th) and “Showdown at Boot 
Hill” (20th). $4,000. 

Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild) 
(925; $1.25) — “Mile, Striptease” 
(DCA) (2d wk). Fair $2,900 after 
$3,500 last week. . 

Ilipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-90)— 
“Rodan” (Indie) and “Hell in Ko- 
Tea” (Indie). Hefty $20,000. Last 
week, "Bonjour Tristesse” (Col), 
$10,000. 

Lower Mall (Community) (500; 
70-90)—“Garden of Eden” (Indie) 
(5th wk). So-so $2,000. Last week* 
^2 800 

Ohio (Loewi <1,244; $1.25-$2.50) 
—“Around WTorld in 80 Days” (UA) 
<41st wk). Down to $8,000. Last 
week. same. 

Palace <SW - Cinerama). (1,250; 
$1.25-$2.50) — “Seven Wonders of 
World” (Cinerama) <8th wfc>. Stur¬ 
dy $14,000 after same in seventh. 

State iLoew) (3,500; 9(^$i;25)— 
“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) (2d 
wk). Good $15,000. Last week, 
$16,000. ’ 

Stillman (Loew) (2;700; 90-$1.25) 
—“Wild.- Is Wind” (Par), Fair 
$8,000. Last week, “Paths of Glo¬ 
ry” (UA). $6,000. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
(Continued from page 8) 

wkb Hefty $9,000. Last week, 
$10,000. 

. Radio City (Par) (4.100; $1.25- 
$1.50» — “Bridge on River Kwrai” 
(Col) '2d wk). Goes Only days 
this stanza because of Basjlio-Rob- 
inson fight. A real b.o. champion. 
Tremendous $19,000. La$t week, 
$30,000. 

RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- 
90)—“Day of Bad Man” (U) and 
“Damn Citizen” (U), Tepitji $5,000. 
Last week, “Cowboy” (CoI):(2d wrk), 
$5,200. i 

RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 175-90)— 
“High and Mighty"’ <W!B). and 
“Hondo” (WB) (reissues).j Oldies 
trading on John Wayne^s popular¬ 
ity but modest $4,000.. Last week, 
“Paths of Glory” (UA) (3d wk), 
$4,500. 

State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Jet 
Attack” (Lip) and “Suicide Battal¬ 
ion” (Lip). Good $7,000. Last week, 
“Wild Is Wind” (Par) (2d . wk). 
$4,500: 

Suburban World (Mann) <700; 
855—“Gervaise” (Cent) (2d wk): 
Favorable word-of-mouth an asset. 
Fair $1,500. Last W'eek, $2,500. 

World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.255— 
“Witness for Prosecution” (UA) 
r5th wk). Has enjoyed profitable 
run. Okay $4,000.. Last week, 
$5,000. 

Ohio Towns End B.O. Tax 
Toledo. March 25. 

Port Clinton (Ohio) City Council 
has repealed the city 3^0 admis¬ 
sion tax, retroactive to Jan. L The 
tax affected mostly the: Clinton 
Theatre and Port Clinton high 
school, and had been in controversy 
for some years. 

At Bryan, Ohio, City Council 
unanimously enacted an ordinance 
repealing its amusement tax, 
which yielded about $3,000 a year 
from the Bryan Theatre, a .roller 
skating rink,.and high school sports 
contests. AI Yahraus, manager of 
the theatre, had urged abolition of 
the tax on grounds, it was ‘discrim¬ 
inatory, and said his. firm paid 75fo 
of the tax. 

4———-— -——— ■ 

‘Brothers’ Bright 11G, 
Port; ‘Snow White’ 140 

Portland, Ore., March 25. 
Town is filled with reissues, and, 

holdovers, hut some are doing weiL. 
Lone new pic just starting out this 
week, "Big Beat,” is light at Broad¬ 
way. “Snow White” reissue back 
again for another run, Is torrid at 
the Liberty in second • stanza. 
“Brothers Karamazov” shapes ro¬ 
bust in second at the Fox. ' 

Estimates for This Week 
Broadway (Parker) (1,875; $1- 

$1.50)—‘Big Beat” «U) and “Sum¬ 
mer Love” * U). Thin $4;000. Last 
week, "I Accuse” (M-G) and “Black 
Tent” (Rankl, $2,800. 

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50) 
—“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) 
and “Town On Trial” (M-G) (2d 
wk). Robust $11,000. Last week, 
$11,200. 

Liberty: (Hamrick) (1,890;■ $1- 
$1.50)—"Snow White” tBV) (re¬ 
issue) arid “Main From God’s Coun¬ 
try” (A A) (2d wk). Torrid $14,000. 
Last week, $9,300. 

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1- 
$1.50)—“Unconquered” (Par) and 
“Scared Stiff” (Par) (reissues). 
Fair $6,000. Last week, “Motor¬ 
cycle Gang” (AI) and “Sorority 
Girl” (AI), $6,000. 

PHILADELPHIA 
(Continued from page 9) 

(M-G) and "True Story Lynn Stu¬ 
art” (Col). Slim $5,500. Last 
week, “Big Beat” <U) and “Summer 
Love” (U), $7,000. 

Green Hill (Serena) (750; .75- 
$1.25) (closed Sundays)—“All At 
Sea” (M-G) (6th wk). Okay $2,500. 
Last week, $4,000.; 

Mastbaum (SW) . (4,370; 99-$1.49) 
—‘^aths of Glory” (UA) and "12 
Angry Men” (UA) (reissue) (3d wk). 
Slow $8,000. Last week, $13,000. 

Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65- 
$1.25)—“Bridge on River KWai” 
(Col) (2d wk). Mighty $35,000. 
Last week, $50,000. 

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$1.80)— 
“Witness for Prosecution’’ (UA) 
(6th Wk), Big $13,000. Last week, 
$14,000. 

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49>— 
“Slim Carter”: (U) arid “Gunsight 
Ridge” (U). Thin $7V000. Last 
week, “Legend of Lost” (UA) (6th 
wk), $5,500. 

Studio (Goldberg) <385; 99-$1.89) 
—“God Created Worhan” (Kings). 
Hotsy $11,000. Last week, reissues. 

Trans-Lux (T-L) . <500; 99-$1.80) 
—“Brothers Karamazov” (M-G) (3d 
wk>. Great $14:000. : Last week,; 
$15,000. 

Viking (SleyV (1.000; 99-$ i:49>— 
“Seven Hills of Rome” (M-G) (7th 
wk). Okay $6,000. Last week, 
same. 

World (Pathe) (500; 99-$1.89)— 
“God Created. Woman” (Kings). 
Hot $10,000. Last week, “Girl in 
Black” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,100. 

Studio Tails Wag 
Continued from page 3 

way. On the other hand, say ob¬ 
servers, the veteran . distribution 
heads of other companies might 
find it difficult to operate, in as¬ 
sociation with an “outsider.” 

. It’s true that some indies at non- 
UA companies have had business 
reps but they have been relatively 
few in number. Similar Situation 
obtains with special publicity reps: 

The studio matter is of major 
importance. The big producer- 
distributor have had as the key 
course of migraine of late, their 

’studio overhead. This can best be 
handled as more pictures are inade 
on the home lot. Indie producers 
have a definite yen to work in far¬ 
away places. It doesn’t matter to 
UA where they go; the majors 
have the overhead to think about. 

Finally, UA can’t be regarded as 
the sole home of the indies. But 
the fact remains that, with one ex¬ 
ception, every producer who had 
aligned wtih. this financier-distrib 
for one picture has returned to 
the same fold to do others. The 
exception is Sam Spiegel,' who 
turned, to Columbia with “Bridge 
on the River Kwai.” 

. And, as recently reported, late 
Col president Harry Cohn had the 
complaint that, while. “Kwai” 
proved highly successful, no part 
of its production overhead could 
be applied to studio overhead, 
“Kwai” having been lensed in 
Ceylon. 

‘BONJOUR’ BOFFO 11G, 
TORONTO; 'KWAI’ 38G 

Toronto, March 25/ 
Of the major newcomers, “Bon¬ 

jour .Tristesse” is off to a hefty 
start on night turriaway biz. How¬ 
ever, “Bridge on River Kwai,”. in 
second stanza, is still leading the 
city with little change from, first 
round. “Raintree .County,” also in. 
second stanza, is veiy big at two- 
house. Loew combo. Terrific, too, 
is “Peyton Place,” now in fourth 
frame. • 

Estimates for This Week 
Carlton (Rank) <2,318; $1.25- 

■$1.50) — “Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) (2dwk);.Terrific. $38,000. Last 
week, $40,000. 

Colony* Danforth, Humber, Hy¬ 
land ; (Rank) (838;. 1,330; .1,203; 
1,357; $1)^-“Beautiful But Danger¬ 
ous” (20th). Okay $12,000. Last 
week, “One That Got Away” (Rank) 
(2d wk), $13,000. 

Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, 
State (Taylor) (1,054; 995; 698; 894; 
50-75)—“Big Beat” (U) arid “Sum¬ 
mer Love” (XJ). So-so $10,000. Last 
week, “Cattle Empire” (20th) and 
“Plunder Road” (20th), same. 

Fairlawn (Rank) (1,165; $1.25- 
$2.50) r— “Bolshoi. Ballet” (Rank) 
<5th wk). Fine $8i000. Last Week, 
$9,000. 

1 Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25) 
—“Bonjour Tristesse” (GOlX. Big 
$11,008. Last week, “Farewell to 
Arms” (20th) (6th wk), $7,500. 

Imperial (FP) (3,344; 75-$i.25)— 
“Peyton Place” (20th) (4th wk). 
Continuing hot with $19,000: Last 
week, $22,000. : 

. International (Taylor) (557; $1) 
—“Happy Is Bride” (IFD) (2d wk). 
Fine $4,000. Last week, $4,500. 

: Loew’s, Uptown (Loew) (2,098; 
2,073; 75-$.25)—"Raintree County” 
(M-G) (2d wk). Great $26,000. Last 
week, $32,000. 

Tivoli (FP) (955; $1.75-$2.40)— 
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) 

:<32d wk). Star1 consistent'.'at $8,000. 
Last week, same. 

Towne (Taylor) (695;. $1) — 
“Golden Age of Comedy” (IFD) 
(2d wk). Nice $5,000. Last week, 
$5,500. 

University (FP) (1,233; $1.50- 
$2.40)—"This is Cinerama”. (Cine¬ 
rama) (22d wk). Hefty $10,500. Last 
week, same. 

York (B&F) (745; $1-$1.25) 
“Julius Caesar”: (M-G) (reissue) 
(3d wk). Dipping to $3,000. Last 
week, $4,500. 

LOS ANGELES 
(Continued from page 8) : 

(DCA) (3d wk). Dreary $1,600. Last 
week, $2,500. • 

Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.25- 
$2.40) — “Brothers; Karamazov” 
(M-G) (4th wk). So-so $10,800 in 5 
days. Last week; $14,608. 

Four Star (UATC). (868;.90-$l:50) 
—“Bonjour Tristesse” . (Col) (6th 
wk). Okay $2,200: Last week, 
$3,000. ; I 

Hillstreet (RKO) <2;752; 90-$1.50) 
—“To Hell and Back” (U) arid 
“Away All Boats” . <U) (reissues). 
Slim $3,100. 

Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.25- 
$3.50)—“Bridge on. River Kwai” 
(Col) (14th wk). Torrid $19,500 or 
close. Last week, $19,400. 

Warner Hollywood (SW) (1.384; 
$1.20-$2.65) — .“Seven Wonders” 
(Cine) started 42d week Sunday 
(23) after big $19,900 last week, 

Carthay <FWC) (1,138; $1.75- 
$3.50) — “Around World” (UA) 
(66th wk). Hefty $17,000. Last 
week, $18,500. 

Crest; Sunset (Lippert-Cohen) 
(800; 540; $L25-$1.50) — “Papa, 
Mama, Maid” (Indie), and “Julietta” 
<Indie). '■ Pale $4,500. Last week, 
“Bride Much Too Beautiful” ; (In¬ 
die) (3d wk),. $3k800. 

BOSTON 
(Continued from page 8) 

$25,000 and holds. Last week, “Jol- 
sori Story” (reisue), $9,008. 

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60- 
$1.10) — "Lafayette Escadrille” 
(WB) and . “Panama. Sal” (Rep). 
Loud $16,500. Last week, “Brain 
From Planet Arous” (Indie) and. 
“Teen - Age Monster” (Indie), 
$7,000. 

Pilgrim (NET) (1,000; 60-$1.10)— 
“Damn Citizen” (U) and “Girl Most 
Likely” (U). Strong $9,000. Last 
week, “Darby’s Rangers” (WB) and 
“Man From God’s Country” (AA), 
(reisue), $4,500. 

Saxon (Saxon) (1,100; $1.50- 
$3.30)—“Around World in 80 Days” 
(UA) (50th wk).. Bright $17,000. 
Last. week, $15,000. : 

Trans-Lux (Traris-Lux) (730; 75- 
$1.25)—“08/15” (Indie) and “Naked 
Amazon” (Indie). Oke $5,000. Last 
week, “Fedra” (Times) and "For¬ 
bidden Desire’’: (Indie), $6,000. 

Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75-$1.25). 
—“Don’t: Go Near Water’’: (M-G) 
(6th wk). Good $11,000. Last week, 
$13,000. 

State (Loew) (3,600; v75-$1.25)— 
"Witness For Prosecution’’ (UA) 
5th; . wkb Flashy . $13,000.. Last 
week, $15;500. 1 

Hollywood Production Pulse 

allied artists 
Starts, This Year.,....... 6 
This Date# Last Year...... 4 

'STALLION TRAIL" 
Prod.—Ben Schwalb 
Dir.—R. G. Springsteen 
George Montgomery, Diane Brewster, 

Jerry Hartleben, Dan Sheridan, Den¬ 
ver Pyle 

(Started March 4>. 
'LEGION OF THE DAMNED" 

Prod.-^-William F. Broidy 
Dir.—Thor Brooks 
Bill Williams, Dawn Richard, Anthony 

Caruso, Kurt. Kruger 
(Started March 24) 

COLUMBIA 
Starts, This Year.. ..... 8 
This Date, Last Year. 7 

BELL, BOOK AND CANDLE" 
(Phoenix Prod.) 

Prod:—Julian Blaustein 
Dir.—Richard Quine 

. James Stewart, Kim Novak, Jack Lem¬ 
mon, Ernie Kovacs, Elsa Lanchester, 
Hermione Gingold, Janice Rule, Bek 
Nelson, Philipe Clay, Pete and Conte 
Cahdoli, Jack Costanzo 

(Started Feb. -3) ' 
'THE LAST HURRAH" 

Prod.—John Ford 
Dir.—Tohn Ford 
Spencer Tracy, Jeffrey Hunter, Dianne 

Foster, Pat O'Brien, Donald ' Crisp, 
Basil. Rathbone, John Carradine, 
James Gleason, Wallace Ford, Basil 
Ruysdael, Ricardo Cortez, Ed Brophy, 
Frank McHugh. Carleton Young, 
David Butler, Edmund Lowe, Charles 

• Fitzsimmons, Anna Lee, O. Z. White- 
head: Arthur Walsh, Ken Curtis, 
Willis Bouchey. William Leslie, Julius 
Tannen, Dan Borzagle, Robert Levin, 
Harry Tyler, Richard Deacon, Frank 
Baker, Raoul Freeman, Hal K. Daw¬ 
son, Jimmy Murphy, Frank Albertson, 
Jane Darwell, Ruth Warren 

(Started Feb. 24) 
'TWO HEADED SPY" 

(Shooting in Berlin) 
Prod.—Hal E. Chester 
Dir.—Andre. De Toth 
Jack Hawkins, Gia Seals 
(Started March 10) 

FLAG OVER TARAWA" 
(Morningslde Prods.) 

Prod.—Charles Sqhneer 
Dir.—Paul Wendkos 
Kerwin Mathews, . Julie Adams, Ray 

Danton, . Onslow Stevens, Karen 
Sharpe, RusSeU Thdrsen, John Baer, 
Lee Farr, Eddie Rhyder, Larkin Ford, 

. Ted Jordan 
(Started March 12) 

CHISERA" 
Prod.—Wallace MacDonald. 
Dir.—Irving Lippman 
Robert Knapp; Morina Zoltah, Paul 

Birch, Russell Thorsen, Don Harvey, 
. Clarence Straight, Jean Moorehead 
(Started March 14) 

WALT DISNEY 
Starts, This Year.. 2 
This Date, Last Year... . . . 1 

"DARBY O'GILL • AND THE LITTLE 
PEOPLE" 

(Walt Disney Prods.) . 
(For-.Buena Vista) 

Prod.—Walt Disney 
Dir.—Robert Stevenson 

. Albert Sharpe, Janet Munro, Sean Con¬ 
nery, Jimmy O’Dea, Estelle Winwood, 
Kieron Moore 

METRO 
Starts, This Year_ .... 9 
This Date, Last Year.. .... 6 

“THE. RELUCTANT DEBUTANTE" 
(Avon Prods.) 
(Shooting in Paris) 

Prod.—Pandro S. Berman 
Dir.-—Vincente Minnelli 
Rex Harrison, Kay Kendall, Sandra 

Dee, John Saxon, Angela Lansbury 
(Started Feb. 10) 

"CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF" 
(Avon-Prods.) ' 

Prod.—Lawrence Welrigarten 
Dir*—Richard Brooks . 
Elizabeth Taylor, Paul Newman, Burl 

Ives, Jack Carson, Judith Anderson, 
: Madeleine Sherwood 

.■ (Started March 12) 
"THE JOURNEY" 
(Shooting in Vienna) 

Prod.-Dir.—Antole Lltvak 
Yul Brynner, Deborah Kerr 
(Started March 19). 

“PARTY GIRL" 
Prod.—Joseph Pasternak 
Dir:—Nicholas Ray 
Robert Taylor, Cyd Charlsse, Le 

Cobb, John Ireland, Kent Smith 
(Started March 24) 

PARAMOUNT 
Starts, This Year.. 3 
This Date, Last Year.. 5 

"THE BLACK ORCHID" 
(Ponti-Girosi Prods:) . 

Prods.—Carol Ponti, Marcello Girosl 
Dir.—Martin Ritt 
Sophia - Loren, Anthony Quinn: Ina 
.. Bairn, Mark Richman, Naomi Stevens, 

Virginia Vincent, Frank Puglia, Jane 
Rose, Majel Barrett, ,Jimmy Baird 

(Started Feb. 3) 

20th CENTURY-FOX 
Stotts, This Year ........... 8 
This Date, Last Year...... JO 

"THE BRAVADOS" ' 
Prod.—Herbert Bayard Swope Jr. 
Gregory Peck, Joan Collins, Stephen 

Boyd, Albert Salnii, Henry Silva, 
Barry Coe, Ken Scott. Kathleen Gal¬ 
lant, Andrew Duggan, Herbert Rudley, 
Jack Mather, Lee Van Cleef, George 
VaskoVec, Lee De Rita, Robert Adler, 
Juan Garcia, Gene Evans 

(Started Feb. 3) 

“A CERTAIN. SMILE" 
Prod—Henry Ephron 
Dir.—Jean Negulesco 
Rossano Brazzi, Christine Carere, Joan 

Fontaine, Brad Dillman, Johnny 
Mathis, Steve Geray, Kathryn Givney, 
Trude Wyler. Renate Hoy, Eduard 
Franz, Kathryn Locke, Marietta Fle- 
motomoS, Sandy Livingston, Patricia 
Mitchell, Yvette Mimieux 

(Started Feb. 17) 
"THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK" 

Prod.-^-G#orge Stevens 
Dir.—George Stevens ■ 
Millie Perkins, Joseph Schildkraut, 

Shelley Winters, Ed Wynn, -Richard 
Beymer, Gustl Huber, Lpu Jacobi, 
Douglas Spencer, Diane Baker, Dbdy 
Heath 

(Started March 5) 
"THE ROOTS OF HEAVEN" 
(Darryl F. Zanuck Prod.): 
(Shooting in Africa) 

Prod.— Darryl F. Zanuck 
. Dir.^—John Huston 

Trevor Howard, Errol Flynn, Eddie 
Albert, Juliette Greco, Frederick,. 
Ledebour 

Started March: 5) 
"THE HUNTERS" 

Prod.-Dir.—Richard Powell 
, Robert Mitchum, Robert Wagner, Rich- 

. ard Egan. Lee Philips, May Britt. John ■' 
Gabriel, Ron Ely, Line Foster, Stan 
Kamber / ' 

(Started March 6) 
“THE FLY" 

Prod.-Dir.—Kurt Neumann. 
AI Hedison, Patricia Owens, Vincent 

Price, Herbert Marshall, Harry Car* 
ter, Charles Herbert, Charles Tannen. 
Betty Lou Gerson 

(Started March 17) 

“THE INN OF THE SIXTH HAPPINESS" 
(Shooting in London). 

Prod.—Buddy Adler 
Dir.—Mark Robson 
Ingrid Bergman, Curt Jurgens, Robert 

Donat . - 
. (Started March 17) 

WARNER BROS. 
Starts, This Year .. .. . 2 
This Date, Last Year ...... 6 

"HOME BEFORE DARK" 
Prod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy 
Jean Simmons, Dan 0*Herllhy, Rhonda 

Fleming. Efrem Zhnbalist Jr., Mabel 
Albertson, Joanna Barnes, SteVe 

■ Dunne, Albert Go.dderlb 
(Started Jan. 13) 

"THE MUN'S STORY" 
(Fred Sihnemann Prod.) 
(Shooting in Africa) 

Prod.—Henry Blanke 
Dir.—Fred Zinnemann 
Audrey Hepburn, Dame Edith Evans: 

Dame Peggy - Ashcroft, Peter Finch. 
Molly Urquhart, Dorothy Alison 

(Started. Jan. 27) 

INDEPENDENT 
Starts, This Year... 22 
This Date, Last Year.. 34 

"FROM THE EARTH TO THE MOON" 
(Benedict Bogeaus Prod.) 
(For RKO Release) 
(Shooting in Mexico) 

Prod.—Benedict Bogeaus. 
George Sanders, Debra Paget. Don Dub¬ 

bins, Patric Knowles, Melville Cooper, 
Carl Esmond,-Henry Daniell. Ludwig 
Stoesel, Morris Ankrum 

Dir,—Byron Haskin 
Joseph Cotten 
(Started Jan. 31) 

•'MAN OF THE WEST" 
(Ashton Prods.) 
(For UA Release) 

Prod.—Walter M. Mirlsch 
Dir.—Anthony Mann 
Gary Cooper, Julie London, Lee J. Cobh, 

Arthur O’Connell,- Royal Dano, Jack 
Lord, John Dehner, Robert J. WUke 

(Started Feb. 10) 

"THE PHOENIX" 
(Seven Arts Inti. Prods.-Hammer Films) 
(For UA Release) 
(Shooting in Berlin) 

■ Prod.—Michael Carreras 
Dir —Robert Aldrich 
Jeff Chandler, Jack, Palance, Martin# 

Carol 
(Started Feb., 17) 

"SATELLITE OF BLOOD" 
(Algamated Prods.)- 
(Shooting in London) 

Exec. Prods.—Richard Gordon, Charles 
F. Vetter Jr. . 

Prods.—John Croydon. Robert Day 
Marshall Thompson, Marla Land!, Carl 

Jaffe 
(Started Feb. 24) 

"THE DEFIANT ONES" 
(Stanley Kramer Prods:) 
(For UA) 

Prod.-Dir.—Stanley Kramer 
Tony Curtis, Sidney Poiter, Theodore 

Bikel, Cara Williams, Charles McGraw, 
Lon Chaney, Lawrence Dobkin, Whit 
Bissell, Claude Akins, Carl Switzer 

(Started Feb. 28) 
"VILLA!" 
(Artys Films for 20th Fox) 
(Shooting in Mexico) 

Prod.—Plato Skouras 
Dir.—James B. Clark 
Brian Keith, Cesar Romero, Margla 

Dean. Rudolpho Hoyas 
(Started March 3) 

"LITTLE MIRACLES" 
(Hugo Haas Prod.) 

• Prod.-Dir.—Hugo Haas 
Carol Morris, Dick Kallman, Vera 

Vague, Hugo Haas. Jacqueline Fon¬ 
taine, Lois Austin, Billie Bird 

(Started March 6) 

"THE BONNIE PARKER STORY" 
Prod.—Stanley Sheptner 
Dir.—William Witney 
Dorothy Provine, Jack Hogan, Richard 

Bakalayan, Pat Huston, Carolyn 
Hughes, Jeff Morris, Jim Beck. Mader 
line Foy, Ken Lynch, Joel Colin. Joe 
Yrigoyen, William Stevens,; Frank Ray 

(Started March 10) 
"KOREAN ATTACK" 
(Viscount Films Inc.) 
(For American International) 
(Shooting at Kling Studios) 

Exec. Prod.—Richard B. Duckett 
Prod.—Richard Bernstein 
Dir.—Sherman A. Rose 
Don Kelly, Marjorie Hellen. Edward G. 

Robinson, Jr., Frank Gorshin, Mark 
Sheeler, Bob Padgett, Baynes Barron 

(Started March 18) V 

"THE BARBARA GRAHAM STORY" 
(Figar, Inc.) 
(For UA Release) 

Prod.—Walter Wanger 
Dir.—Robert Wise- 
Susan Hayward 
(Started March 24) 
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"Rough’ But 
!, Sez Flaud 

In demanding the right to alIo-4“ 
cate 40 of the 110 Motion Picture 
Export Assn, licenses in France 
for 1958-59, France may be setting 
an example for other European in¬ 
dustries, Jacques Flaud, head oi 
the French Centre National de la 
Cinematographic, said In New 
York yesterday (Tues.) 

He acknowledged that the pro¬ 
cedure may be considered ‘‘rough’' 
by some, but held it was part and 
parcel of a growing international 
interdependence and cooperation 
in the film field. He advocated, too, 
for each country to Individually 
and realistically limit Its exports 
to avoid the swamping of the re¬ 
spective, foreign market. 

The U. S. and France have a 
two year film agreement. The sec¬ 
ond year of the pact starts July 1, 
1958. During the' first year, the 
American companies got their full 
license compliment of 110 permits. 
In the second year, the MPEA 
again will allocate 70 licenses 
among Its members. The French, 
however, will have the right to al¬ 
locate 40 permits on the basis of 
what companies had done the most 
for French films both In the U. S. 
and abroad, in terms of production 
and financing in France, etc. 

Flaud said there was no question 
of allocating any “bonus” permits 
to; the independent distributors in 
recognition of their services to the 
French in the States. These 40 
licenses belong to the MPEA, he 
stressed. 

Ideal of French distribution in 
the U. S; has been totally dropped; 
Flaud said, adding that there had 
been a great deal of improvement 
In the situation during the past 
several years. 

Income remitted to the French 
producers from their foreign mar¬ 
kets last year ran to $20,000,000, 
which represented a record and a 
25% rise over 1956. Of the total, 
15% ($3,000,000) came from the 
States, which now rank third 
after Germany and Belgium — in 
terms of export market importance 
for the French. The 1957 U. S. fig¬ 
ures are virtually 90% above those 
for the previous year. However, 
Flaud stressed that the future of 
the French film abroad was more 
Important in terms of widened dis¬ 
tribution than in terms of money 
remitted. 
. He complained that not all of the 
best French films are brought to 
the States, but didn’t think it was 
feasible for the projected new com¬ 
mercial section of the French Film 
Office in Manhattan under Joseph 
Maternati to bring over these pic¬ 
tures for screening. This,. he ex¬ 
plained, was due to the fact that 
the commercial setup would con¬ 
cern itself with the post-contract 

Flaud felt that France, with 140 
films last year, was now over-pro¬ 
ducing and that 1958 would see 
fewer pix made. 

CEA RAPS BOULTING 
FOR CRITICAL BARBS 

‘London, March 25. 
Roy Boulting has been rapped 

by the Cinematograph Exhibitors 
Assn, for making critical comments 
about the exhibition side , of the in¬ 
dustry in the London Evening 
Standard. Boulting is credited 
with saying that, “the lean days 
have come and we. have got to 
adapt ourselves and get the public 
back by better showmanship. Peo¬ 
ple who go to the cinema don’t 
Want their time wasted with ad¬ 
vertisements and long intervals 
for ice cream and popcorn.” 

The Finance and Management 
Committee of the CEA stated that 
ft appreciated that there would al¬ 
ways be members in one section 
Of the industry who would have 
views on how other sections of the 
business should be operated. This 
was not an unhealthy condition, 
but on the other hand, the com¬ 
mittee deprecated that statements 
Of this character should be made 
to the press. for consumption by 
the general public. It would be bet¬ 
ter if such, beefs were ironed out 
inside the trade. 

COLO* USED FIRST TIME 

One Shooting, Another Planned 
By Pakistan Producers 

Karachi, March 18. 
“Day Shall Dawn” is being shot 

here as a co-production with Film 
De Lite (sic) of England. All play¬ 
ers are Pakistani but the feature 
to be finished by April. will be in 
three languages, Urdu, Bengali and 
English. There will be a sequence 
in color, first time in any motion 
picture shot here. . 

Another Pakistani producer has 
announced a color production, in 
Gevacolor. A color laboratory is 
ready in Lahore to begin proces¬ 
sing work. It’s anticipated -that 
most of the production. companies 
will go in for making color films. 

Uruguay Pix Fest 
Buenos Aires,. March 18. 

Crime has reared an ugly head 
in the midst of River Plate, show 
biz recently, in a style appropriate 
enough to give the sleuth story 
writers plenty of fresh ideas. Over 
at Punta del Este, the Interna¬ 
tional Film Festival has been en¬ 
livened by a mystery; murder of a 
prominent Anglo-Uruguayan busi¬ 
ness-man, Victor Maynard La 
Brooy Johnson/ His body was 
found half-buried on the sands the 
day the fest started. The English¬ 
man owned a summer chalet at 
Punta del Este and at first the cops 
attributed the murder to his last 
World War secret service activities. 

Here a spectacular embezzlement 
and the absconding of the alleged 
perpetrators, the jeweler-financier 
French Stad Brothers, has an even 
closer link with show biz. These 
brothers owned a .big jewelry store 
on a Calle Florida corner* spent 
lavishly to advertise their finance 
business, through which they are 
reported to have obtained $1*000,- 
000 to $5;000,000 from Investors at¬ 
tracted by fabulous interest terms. 

The Stads are linked to the Ar¬ 
gentine entertainment world 
throiigh tele model and screen 
actress Marisa Nunez. Before ab¬ 
sconding, one of .them left in her 
safekeeping a lifggage .check on 
the Roca Railway for a valise 
which he said he Would send for 
later. When Miss Nunez found her¬ 
self being trailed by cops, she vol¬ 
untarily surrendered the check to 
them. And at the Roca station, thciy 
found a suitcase containing air the 
Jewelry from the store, valued at 
$3,000,000. Although Miss Nunez 
had nothing to do with the Stad 
machinations, the police still hold 
her as a possible accessory. She 
had a small role in Lucas Demare’s 
film “El Ultimo Perro.” 

The Stads were also connected 
with Alcor, another, finance com¬ 
pany under investigation, which 
has blown up swallowing millions 
of pesos put up by small investors 
(attracted by a promise of 70% 
interest per annum). The Alcor in¬ 
vestments which have not turned 
out well include $225,000 put into 
a theatre revue at the Astral 
Theatre, and another $105,000 paid 
for a restaurant. 

‘Kwai’Scores in Berlin 
Berlin, March 18. 

Along with unusual ballyhoo, in¬ 
cluding a British Army band and 
spotlights, Columbia preemed its 
“Bridge On River Kwai” at Delphi 
Palast last week. First night had 
all the trimmings of" a top society 
event. A remarkably large contin¬ 
gent of local screen., personalities, 
including Roray Schneider and O. 
E. Hasse, attended* 

If any film has really impressed 
Berlin’s preem audience, this one 
did. Showing of the pic was ac¬ 
companied by several ovations and 
there was a minute-long applause 
qfter this film was oyer. 

AS ‘FRIENDS' SEE 
New York independent distribu¬ 

tors (importers) want a slice of 
France’s “bonus” permit pie on 
the strength of their services to 
the French film in the States. , 

Subject. will be broached by 
them to Jacques Flaud, head of the 
French Centre National de la Cine¬ 
matographic, who is currently in 
the States and meets them for din¬ 
ner tomorrow night (Thurs.h 

As on most topics, opinion on the 
subject isn’t unanimous among the 
American handlers of-foreign films. 
But many of them feel that the 
French should give greater con¬ 
sideration—via the license distribu- \ 
tion on American films in France— 
to the concept that those who 
knock themselves out for the 
French film in the U. S. should 
reap a reward along parallel lines 
of that now contemplated by the 
Frerich for the major companies. 

Under the French agreement 
with the Motion Picture Export 
Assn., Flaud’s office will withhold 
40 permits from the 110 that nor¬ 
mally go to the U. S. distribs in 
France in the coming year, l.e„ the 
second year of-the Franco-Ameri- 
can film pact. The 40 will be dis¬ 
tributed by the French on the basis 
of which company did. what to help 
both production in France and the 
distribution of French films in the 
States and outside of France. 

Columbia Pictures; by this yard¬ 
stick, is. far and away the most 
active American company. 

Importers feel they’re shut out 
of this arrangement and that, if 
permits are handed out on a 
“bonus” basis* they should be con¬ 
sidered. Assumption is that, should 
the French agree, the indies 'then 
would be free to sell the licenses 
to the majors. Either that, or they 
might be able to pick up American 
films and bring them into France 
themselves.: / 

There’s a definite shortage of 
permits for France among some 
companies (like United Artists). 
Others have just enough pictures 
to fill it and still others haven’t 
sufficient product to ship in top pix, 
but are prevented from transfer¬ 
ring their lice&es (or selling 
them) to other MPEA companies. 
RKO is in that group. 

Indies aren’t very clear on the 
procedural points. They’re more 
intent' on establishing, the principle 
of being eligible for bonus con¬ 
sideration if the yardstick of “per¬ 
formance” is practically, applied. 

West End Sturdy Despite Snow, Ice; 
"Wonders’ Wham $22,500, ‘Paris’ Hot 

8G ‘Enemy’ Rousing 1(%G, All 2d 
BEST OF THE BEST 

Warsaw’s Festival of Other Festival 
Winning Films 

See 100 Houses Lost 
Liverpool, March 18. 

Over 100 exhibs, at mass meet¬ 
ing here, sent a resolution to the 
British Chancellor of Exchequer 
calling for abolition of. the Cinema 
Tax. The. resolution stated that 
“the closure of at least 100 cine¬ 
mas in South Lancashire, Cheshire 
and North Wales is certain in the 
near future. This tragedy, to the 
trade and to the public can oijly 
be averted if the cinema tax i is 
abolished in the next Budget. 
There will be no tax paid by these 
cinemas if they are closed. Abol¬ 
ish the tax and at least save the 
cinema, and therefore British film 
production.” 

S. K. Lewis, local exhib, told the 
mass meeting: “We do not fear 
television at all/ provided we get 
equal treatment. We maritain that 
we can give the finest and cheap¬ 
est entertainment procurable, of 
the highest quality and in favor¬ 
able surroundings.” : 

He claimed the unfair discrim¬ 
ination of the treasury was having 
a breaking effect on the progress 
of the industry: 

Jack X. Prenderg&st, Yorkshire 
exhib, said British films were im¬ 
portant because they carried the 
British Way of life to all parts of 
the world. Trade followed with 
the films. ..... ...l£. 
t . * i'jf. -r- Jsr V 

.. The Warsaw “Festival of Festi¬ 
vals,” featuring filfns that won 
prizes at the various European fests 
the prior year, is to be made into 
a regular event. 

First 13-day lest took place in 
Warsaw recently. American films 
represented included “Friendly 
Persuasion,” ‘‘Hatful of Rain” and 
“Twelve. Angry Men.”. In most 
cases, Warsaw showed the original 
versions of the fest winners, with¬ 
out subtitles or dubbed tracks. 

New fest is . sponsored by the 
Film Repertory Council of Warsaw 
which takes In reps of the produc¬ 
tion, administrative and distribu¬ 
tion divisions of the Polish in¬ 
dustry. 

. Rome, March 18. 
The eventual transfer of Rome’s 

giant Cinecitta Studios, and the 
disposal, and operation of other 
state-owned film studios and organ¬ 
izations has been confirmed here 
by Senator Bo, Italian minister for 
Government Investments. The vari¬ 
ous semi-governmental Setups, all 
of them in the red, will by official 
decree be taken over and run by a 
single new group to embrace the 
entire governmental film setup. 
This also includes the Cines Pro¬ 
duction Company,: the Luce Stu¬ 
dios,. and the Experimental Film 
School. - 

The Cines name may eventual¬ 
ly be used again for some future 
combined production effort with 
Cinecitta interests. The studio it¬ 
self; currently housing such Yank 
pix as “The Nun’s Story” and “Ben 
Hur,” will be moved to a new lo¬ 
cation, possibly to be chosen dur¬ 
ing the current year, according to 
its President Tito Marconi. 

Marconi added that technically, 
studio is committed through De¬ 
cember for the making of “Ben 
Hur,” but that actual transfer Could 
conceivably start once Metro had 
vacated the premises. Neverthe¬ 
less, blueprints for the “new” Cine¬ 
citta, to be built on city or state- 
owned land, are already said com¬ 
pleted, even though exact site has 
not yet . been, selected.. Housing de¬ 
velopments, expanding in direction 
of the Italian film center, have 
helped determine the move to 
new location. 

CINEMIRACLE SET FOR 
LONDON PREEM IN MAY 

London; March 25. 
Two new widescreen processes 

are: due here in the next two 
months: Both will be presented at 
Rank-owned; theatres, currently sec¬ 
ond pre-release, situations. First 
to preem will be the Todd-AO proc¬ 
ess which goes into the Dominion 
April 21 with .the preem of “South 
Pacific.” “Around World In 80 
Days,” which has been running for 
several months at the Astoria, is 
not. being shown in Todd-AO. 

Second new process will be Cine- 
miracie, which is tentatively due at 
the Odeon May 14. William La- 
tardy has just returned to London 
from Oslo where he completed ar¬ 
rangements for its Norwegian 
launching. Equipment for the Cine- 
miracle . system , is now being 
shipped from America. It will be 
a joint presentation between Na¬ 
tional Theatres and the Rank Or¬ 
ganization. 

London, March 18. 
A weekend of snow and ice, 

which dislocated traffic and caused 
considerable chaos in central Lon¬ 
don, made some dent in first-run 
returns, but the general picture 
remains healthy. 

The new champ currently in the 
West End Is the third Cinerama 
opus, “Seven Wonders of World,” 
which held at over $22,500 in 
second round at the Casino. 

Two of the new British entries 
are also fine. “The Silent Enemy” 
continues solid $10,500 or near in 
its second Odeon. Leicester Square 
week. “Carve Her Name With 
Pride” is winding its fourth week 
at Leicester Square Theatre with a 
stout $8,500 

“Paris Holiday” wound the sec¬ 
ond; week at fine .$8,000 at the Lon¬ 
don j Pavilion. “10 Command- 
merits” continues big $15,500 at 
the Plaza in its 16th week. “Around 
the World in 80 Days" is still great . 
$10,000 at the Astoria in 37th 
stanza. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Astoria (CM A) (1,474; $1.20- 

$2.15)—“Around World in 80 
Days” (jUA) (37th wkk Still big at 
over $10,300. 

Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$2.15)— 
—“Gift of Love” (20th). Average 
$7,000 or near. Stays second round 
with “Farewell to Arms” (20th) 
due March 27. 

Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)— 
“Seven Wonders” (Robin) (3d wk).; 
Second. round but mighty $22,800, 
same as opening sesh, and 85% 
of capacity. Advance bookings till 
end of year total better than $140,- 
000: 

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)— 
“Safecracker” (M-G) and “Handle 
With Care” (M-G) (2d wk). Fair 
$8,000 or near. Last week, $8,900. 
“Dunkirk” (M-G) opens with Royal 
preem March 20. 

Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$l.70) 
—“Wild Is Wind” (Par) (3d wk). 
Moderate $5,500. “Gideon’s Day” 
(Col) follows March 20. 

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA) 
<1,376; 50-$ 1.70) — “Carve Her 
Name With; Pride” (Rank) (4th wk). 
Current run ending with prospects 
of bright $8,500 or near* Previous 
round hit $9,200 with $11,400 in 
second week. “Innocent Sinners” 
(Rank) follows March 20* 

London Pavilion (UA) (1.217; 50- 
$1.70)—“Paris Holiday” (UA) (3d 
wk). Second round closed at fine 
$8,000 or close following opening 
week at $9,500. 

Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA) 
<2,200; 50-$l.70)— “Silent Enemy” 
(IFD) (2d wk). Set for solid $10,500 
or near after opening round of $11.- 
200. Stays a third frame with “Bon- 
jour Tristesse” (Col) preeming 
March 27. 

Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2.- 
200; 50-$1.70) — “Violent Play¬ 
ground (Rank) 2d wk). Below hopes 
at around $3,100. First week $4,- 
100, 

Plaza (Par) (1.902; 95-$2.80)—. 
“10 Commandments” (Par) (16th 
wk); Big $15,500, and great for 
length of run. 
, Rialto (20th) (592; 50-$1.30)— 
“Golden Disc” (ABP) and “Tall 
Stranger” (ABP). Fair $3,100 or 
near. “Orders to Kill” (BL) due 
March 27. 

Ritz (M-G) (432; 50-$I30)— 
“Happy Is Bride” (BL) (4th wk). 
Neat $3,000. . 

Warner (WB) (1.785; 50-$1.70)— 
“Young arid Guilty” (ABP) arid 
“Black Patch” (WB) (2d wk). Slight 
$3,100 or near. Opener was $3,600. 
“Peyton Place” (20th) preems 
March 18. 

Garvin Succeeds Hill 
Greensboro, N. C., March 25. 

David C. Garvin Jr., manager of 
Paramount Theatre. in Newport 
News, Va., for the past seven years, 
has been named district manager 
for N. C. Theatre Inc., with head¬ 
quarters here, in succession to 
Moritgomery S. Hill, who will re¬ 
tire from the post April 1. . 

Garvin will report here'April i 
and will occupy offices in National 
Theatre. 
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Veit Harlan (of ‘Jew Suss’ Notoriety) Directed But 

Will Get No Screen Credit in U.S. 

The German film, '‘Das Dritte 
Gesehlecht’* tThe Third Sex), deal¬ 
ing with the topic of homosexual¬ 
ity, has been acquired for the. U. S. 
by a syndicate headed by Ilya 
Lopert for a reported $30,000. 

The picture was directed by: Veit 
Harlan and created much contro¬ 
versy when first released in Ger¬ 
many. It stars Paula Wessely. Its 
story concerns a mother who, con¬ 
cerned over her son’s, apparent 
homosexual relationship with an¬ 
other, boy, arranges an affair with 
a young housekeeper. . 

Harlan's name does not appear 
on the screen credits. During the 
Nazi days he directed the viciously 
anti-Semitic "Jud Suess” ‘Jew 
Suess). After the war, he became a 
“regenerated” Nazi and publicly 
burned the "Jud Suess’* negative. 

Thd film still occasionally pops 
up in various parts of the world. 
Its last showing was in Egypt. It 
was unauthorized and the.. West 
German government, on behalf of 
the. UFA, intervened to have the 

. showing stopped. 
While the Harlan name has been 

removed from the titles of the 
screen, it does appear in the pro¬ 
motional literature Sent out by the 
German distributor of the film. 

Lopert said last week it was un¬ 
likely that his own outfit would 
hand.e the picture. The film was 
criticized in Germany as reflecting : 
Harlan’s apparently deep-seated 
racist ideas. Lopert said he could ■ 
detect no such implications in the | 
picture, adding that he wouldn’t; 
have been party to the purchase j 
had he noticed such tendencies. 

London, March 18. 
; The Gaumont Theatre in the 

Haymarket, London, W. is to be 
replaced by a building containing 
a basement cinema, offices and car- 
parking space. The Gaumont.is one 
of the first run cinemas in the West 
End and a key Rank house. The 
plan was put forward by the Rank 
Organization. The decision fol¬ 
lowed an appeal against the. Lon¬ 
don County Council’s decision not 
to allow the site to be used for 
such a building, and a public in¬ 
quiry Was held in November. 
: Henry Brooke, Minister of Hous¬ 
ing, said that “he was satisfied that 
the present building is wasteful, in¬ 
efficient and obsolete and can no 
longer be operated economically as 
a cinema.’’ Plans for the proposed 
new building are to be agreed with 
the L.C.C. 

Two Years of Make-Ready,1 
The Cid* Should Roll In 1 

Spain for Marty Goscb 
Madrid, March 18. 

Spain-based film producer, Mar¬ 
tin Gosch. has formed a partner¬ 
ship with Aspa Films, one of the 
leading Spanish production out¬ 
fits, and its director, Miguel 
Echarri. to roll ^The Cid” in Spain 
this summer. It’s billed as one of ! 
the most important productions 
ever to be launched here. 

Film’s been in preparation for 
over two years. Completion of; 
production plans awaited a tiein : 
w ith American finance, or a co~ i 
producer. Gosch, now hound for ) 
the States, will try to link the proj- : 
ect to States-side backing. 

Gosch also has teamed up with ] 
Moro Studios, which .is the leadT i 
ing producer of theatrical com¬ 
mercials in Spain. He has con-i 
vinced Moro to switch to the pro- • 
duction of tv commercials and has ; 
obtained exclusive rights to all; 
Moro tele product for the next 10 
years in the U. S., Canada and 
Britain. 

As for "The Cid,” Gosch Is aim¬ 
ing for an international cast to 
represent the U. S. and the major 
European film markets. 

Yank Film One of Six 
Winners at Italo Fest 

Rome; March 18. 
A Yank entry, "Basketball Indi¬ 

vidual Offehse”' won one of the 
six Gold Medals at the 14th Annual 
Sport Film Festival, held in Cor¬ 
tina, Italy.. Motivation indicated its 
‘‘high didactic values.” Other top 
winners were a Canadian, a Japa¬ 
nese, a German, an Italian and an 
Australian pic. 

There were 65 pix in the-running 
for the top prizes, consisting of 
medals and trophies! Total num¬ 
ber of nations submitted entries, 
this year hit 16; 

Hitchcock in Europe 
To Set ‘Vertigo’ Music 

Paris, March 18. 
Alfred Hitchcock winged back 

to the U, S. last Saturday (15) 
after a Continental looksee. He 
came here to get the music for 
his . hew . pic, “Vertigo” (Par) 
which was . recorded in Europe 
because of. musician's strike in 
Hollywood; Hitchcock tried Great 
Britain first; where the union 
backed their Yank counterparts 
as did the. French: 

An agreement was finally 
made in Vienna where Bernard; 
Herrman’s music will be record¬ 
ed. Hitchcock . made it clear that 
he was not strikebreaking but on¬ 
ly trying to finish his film on 
time. ' •' 

Italo Catholics Claim 
Objectionable Pix on 

Rise; 90 Films Nixed 
Rome, March 18. 

'• “Objectionable” films are on the 
rise in. this country, according to 
the Italian Catholic Film Center, 
which passes on all releases here. 
In an article by Monsignor Albino 
Galletto, Catholic contact with the 
Italo Entertainment " Office, the 
total ratings for 1957 are revealed. 

. .The local CFC examined 493 pix 
during 1957 as against 506 for 1956. 
It found 64 “acceptable to all” arid 
175j for adults only. Ninety fea¬ 
tures were nixed by the ecclesiasti- 
calfboard! 

Percentage total of acceptable 
items dropped from. 54% to 48% 
in; a year, while partly or wholly 
objectionable pictures rose 14% to 
18% during the same period.. 

Following several considerations 
on the current Italian cinema sit¬ 
uation, Msgr. Galletto called for. a 
reconsideration of ; the Pope’s re¬ 
cent “Miranda. Prorsus” message 
covering the field of entertainment, 
in the. light of doubts and hesita¬ 
tions of filmmakers and public. 

‘All-American’ Jan Peerce to Japan 
From Borscht Circuit to Roxy to Met Opera—Saga 

Of a Tenor Voice Europe Has Still Never Heard 

Stratford, Ont., March 18. v 
Canadian. Players are. importing 

an English director, Denis Carey, 
for its next-season tour, of “As You 
Like It” and an unchosen contem¬ 
porary play. Tour, with second 
company teeing after Christmas, 
Will cover northern U. S. from 
coast to coast and most of Canada. 
Canadian Players are Currently 
covering U. S. south and midwest. 

Carey, onetime actor who was 
director of Bristol. Old Vic until 
’54, staged, West End’s long-run 
musical “Salad Days” and peter 
Ustinov's “Romanoff and Juliet” 
there. He’s now directing “The 
Merchant of Venice” in French for 
Belgium National Theatre, to show 
at the Brussels Festival. 

Cinema B.0. Taxes in 
W. Germany $36,318,786 

Frankfurt, March IB. 
: Film taxes collected at boxoffices 
in West Germany totalled $36,318,- 
786 during 1957, according to a re¬ 
port just released here by SPIO, 
the organization of the German 
film industry. Highest taxes were 
raised in the German state of 
JNordrhein-Westfalen, which ac¬ 
counted for about $11,000,000 of 
the total. Grosses were down about 
9% there over the film tax col¬ 
lected in 1956. 

Everywhere else in West Ger¬ 
many, though, the tax totals were 
up from 3% to 11%. West Berlin 
alone accounted for over $2,000,QOQ 
in taxes, an increase of 3.8% 

Five Indie Producers 
On British Lion Board 

London, March Iff. 
. Five well-known independent 
pioducers have joined the board 
of directors of British Lion Films 
Ltd., ^the government - sponsored 
organization whose chief purpose 
is to provide distribution facili¬ 
ties and financial guarantees for 
independent producers. As fore¬ 
cast in Variety, they are Frank 
Launder, Sidney Gilliat, the Boult¬ 
ing Brothers and John Woolf. 
Tney join Douglas Collins, the 
chairman; David Kingsley, who be¬ 
came managing director in succes-. 
sion to Sir Arthur Jarrett, and Sir 
Arnold Overton. 

Reason foT this radical change 
in British Lion’s organization is to 
meet the challenge of present con¬ 
ditions in the film industry and to 
further the company’s policy of 
encouraging independent film pro¬ 
duction as the best way to cut 
overheads and other costs. 

The films of Launder & Gilliat 
and the Boulting Brothers will ! 
now be made exclusively for Brit¬ 
ish Lion. At present British: Lion 
has seven contract stars. Kenneth 
More is contracted to make three 
films for British Lion during the 
next three years j 

DIANA, GINA, SOPHIA 
and MARILYN 

British and other overseas ingenues arriving nowadays at American 

airports are quick to strike the expected silhouette and to announce their 

dimensions—40-25-34* It's another reminder that Moving Pictures de¬ 

velop standards Internationally. 

True, one European savant (highbrow for a big-talking male) recently 

declared that the female front has been over-spotlighted and that Euro¬ 

peans had had it Believe that when there's more proof. 

Meantime the International character of the Cinema is very much in 

the foreground of showmanly planning—this spring and summer, or any 

time. Hardly a nation but has projects (and problems) and the key fact 

is this: exchange of talent; exchange of capital, exchange of markets is 

of the essence. 

An ideal advertising opportunity for all studios, laboratories, distribu¬ 

tors, producers, directors, e»tars and others with foreign travel in mind will 

be the forthcoming (April) 

of 
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By ROBERT J. LANDRY 

The one-time borscht circuit 
dance fiddler and tenor .standby of 
the Radio City Music Hall, who 
became a Metropolitan Opera prin¬ 
cipal 16 years ago, is invading new 
territory. Jan Peerce will be in 
Japan from April 20 to May 14 for 
concerts at the Osakta Arts Festi¬ 
val, plus Toyko, Sundai, Mogoy, 
Ube* Fukuooka, Kuriazawa and Hir¬ 
oshima. Bookings were set by Get- 
ta Strok. 

Long one of the most versatile, of 
“entertainers,” Peerce, a Sol Hurok . 
talent; has already done the Soviet 
Russia tour bit (pioneering cul¬ 
tural exchange in the summer of 
1956) and has wowed ’em as a night 
club act in Las Vegas. Projected 
for next winter is his first concert 
invasion of South Africa. Indica¬ 
tive of versatility, he recently re¬ 
corded “My Yiddische Momma” 
for RCA Victor. 

Other future events, not yet 
dated: opera in South America 
(he’s sung in Mexico City and- Bo¬ 
gota, not further jpouth) and opera 
in Europe where, curiously, apart 
from Russia, he’s never sung. (An¬ 
other Met tenor, Richard Tucker 
hit Europe’s opera houses for the 
first time juist this January). 

Peerce will present his regular 
concert repertory, for the Japanese, 
including Italian arias, German 
lieder. Oratorio and some American 
works. He’ll voeahze in Hong 
Kong, Singapore, Manila and Hon¬ 
olulu On the return trip. 

in Japan, under private manage¬ 
ment as in . Russia under. State 
Dept, auspices, Peerce is presented 
as something of a phenomenon, an 
opera “great” who never’ studied 
and never even sang in Europe, the 
product of a movie theatre presen¬ 
tation policy who went on to big 
money in radio ’ before he ever 
crashed grand opera (via the Co¬ 
lumbia opera company in Balti¬ 
more, Philadelphia and San Fran¬ 
cisco): 

During his eight years at the 
Music Hall, under the Erno Rapee- 
Leon Leonidoff regime after 
“Roxy” (S. L. Rothafel), who hired 
him, lost his own job, Peerce Was 
frequently spotted; as a Met possi¬ 
bility, and among the voices raised 
in his behalf Was this paper’s, but 
the Met was not listening—rand 
perhaps not reading. Apparently it 
was the Frisco opera raves years 
later and wildly endorsing tele¬ 
grams to Edward Johnson from 
Lawrence Tibbett and Lily Pons 
which finally impressed the 39th 
St. shrine. ! 

Peerce who lunched the other 
day at the Russian Tea Room 
(owned by his brother-in-law) on 
two eggs, “so. that I can fit the 
costumes,” had originally been dis¬ 
couraged by some impresari as not 
the handsome type, and as with so 
many tenors, not very tall. All h.e: 
had was voice. 

But there are those. Variety 
among them, who suspect that 
those four shows every day at the 
Music Hall (and 6 a. m. rehearsals 
on opening Thursdays) gave the 
East Side Jewish boy such sta¬ 
mina, variety of experience and 
repertory and sheer musical know¬ 
how that everything that followed 
was only to be expected. 

To make the Jail Peerce saga the 
more remarkable, he’s not only 
married to his original Wife but 
they were sweethearts at the! age 
of eight. Barrel-chested but not 
chesty now that he’s a. supporting 
pillar at the Met, Peerce has the 
light banter of the oldtime vaude- 
villian. 

BARBIROLLI'S U.S. TOUR 

He’ll Quit Regular Halle Job Te 
Make. Trip 

London; March 25. : 
Sir John Barbirolli, conductor 

of the Halle Orchestra, has. accept¬ 
ed an invitation for a 14-week' tour 
of America starting next Decem¬ 
ber, and to enable him to. fulfill, 
this engagement and several ‘ 
others, he is quitting his' job as 
permanent conductor of the or- • 
chestra. .-/ 

He will still conduct many of its 
concerts, but will receive1 a fee for 
each performance instead of his 
regular salary* 
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London, March 25. 4 
The cut In production by the : 

Rank Organization, at its Pinewood 
Studios was the subject of a ques- 
tion and answer exchange in the 
House of Commons last week when 
the Board of. Trade -prexy, Sir 
David Eccles, admitted he was 
aware of anxiety in the industry. 
Prior to the Commons questioning, 
however, there were reports that 
the Pinewood lot might be virtual¬ 
ly dark the first part of next 
month, but the situation has been 
saved by a Beaconsfield production 
which is to be- made at the Rank 
studio. Additionally, it will have 
extra work on “Nor the Moon by 
Night,” which has been . largely 
filmed on location in South Africa. 

Two current productions likely 
' will be off the floor within the next 
10 days. “Sea Fury” is due to fin¬ 
ish April. 3 and “Wind Cannot 
Read” is now virtually complete. 
On the advance schedule are “Pas¬ 
sionate Summer” with a tentative 
April 14 starting date and “Rack¬ 
ets Galore" which may start roll¬ 
ing later in the month. 

Part of the void in the studio 
program had been created by the 
decision to put “Anna” into cold 
storage. This Sydney Box produc- 

. tiin, which was to; have starred 
Leslie Caron and Louis Jourdan, 
was originally slated to go into 
production this week. Officially, 
it has been shelved because Miss 

‘ Caron is expecting, but it's general¬ 
ly believed that script differences 
led to dropping the project. 

The revised script, ’submitted 
Just ahead of ■ the starting date, 
was not acceptable to top studio 
brass and a revise was impossible 
within the.. stipulated time. It’s 
understood, also, that suggestions 
of finding a replacement star; also 
were turned down. 

According to inside ... studio 
sources, the cost to the studio of 
putting the project into cold stor¬ 
age is around $250,000. 

When the cut in production was 
• raised in the House of Commons by 
• Stephen Swingler, he suggested 
this was because of the drop in 
admissions and .the high rate of 
entertainments tax. He also in¬ 
ferred that the 30% British quota 
was in jeopardy. Sir David Eccles, 
while agreeing that the Rank Or¬ 
ganization was postponing four pro¬ 
ductions, reiterated government 
protection in the form of an ex¬ 
hibitors’ quota, the production levy 
and aid from the. National Film Fi¬ 
nance Corp. 

‘Lawrence* Also Shelved 
Later in the week it was an- 

. nounced that the studios had also 
■helved the production of “Law¬ 
rence of Arabia,” its biggest proj¬ 
ect for the year, with a budget 
slightly more than $1,500,000. Dirk 
Bogarde had been inked for the 
title role with Anthony Asquith as 
director. Terence Battigan was 
acripting. 

A statement from, the Rank Or¬ 
ganization said the position would 
be reconsidered after the Budget, 
when it hoped that the admission 
tax would be abolished.. In any 
event, owing to climatic conditions 
where location shooting was due to 
take, place, the pic could not be re¬ 
instated |n the. production pro¬ 
gram until spring next year at the 
earliest. 

1,500 Catholic Cinemas 
May Glut Italo Market 

Rome, March 18. 
.Reports here indicate that the 

already-glutted Italian cinema field 
may have the total number of 
•houses increased if'current plans 

; for the addition of some. 1,500 new 
•‘parochial” theatres , go through. 
Proposal is said to have recently 

. been contemplated by the Italian 
..Catholic Film Centre. Additions 
would he made during the: current 
year. 

Currently there are some 10,732 
‘film houses in Italy, in addition 
. to some 5,930 “parochial” small- 
aeaters. Latter, group, however; 
generally operates as normal the¬ 
atres do, with admission charges, 
etc. Proposed increase would hike 
the total to 18,000, highest pro- 
capita ratio in thq world, A move 
to stop new opening of‘ theatres 
recently was made within the in- 

- dustry, with even the exfiih group 
In favor of putting a halt' to new 
cinema construction, 

Crawley«*66 in 1957 
Ottawa, March 25. 

Crawley Films Ltd., annual 
report shows 66 pictures com¬ 
pleted in 1957, plus 150 smaller 
assignments including televi¬ 
sion commercials. Of the films, 
a fifth were in French and 
average running time was 19 
mins. 

Crawleys also reports receiv- ' 
ing 14 film awards in 1957. 

Show Pix to Empty 
Houses-Save Tax 

Dublin, March 18. 
Taking. advantage of the tax re¬ 

bate for using one-third of the pro¬ 
gram time to screen films with 
Irish-language sound-tracks, some 
cinema proprietors;; mostly in prov¬ 
inces, are running the same shorts 
over and oyer to empty houses be¬ 
fore the normal time of showing. 

This rebate was introduced to 
foster showing of films designed, to 
promote general acceptance. of 
Irish language. Comparatively few 
films are available and proprietors 
feel that a diet of them would keep 
the patrons away m droves. Hence, 
they announce the showing of Irish 
language films to start before the 
normal program time. Projection¬ 
ist invariably finds himself showing 
to an . empty house Which begins 
to fill around the usual time for 
starting of the. show. 

. One reported Incident indicated 
inclusion in one program of 18 
three-ininute shorts, made by Gael- 
Linn, language-promoting organi¬ 
zation which is doing good job with 
brief magazine items of three min¬ 
utes each. National Film Institute 
has also observed the surprising 
recent upward, trend in booking of 
its Irish sound-track films. 

Gael-Linn is to check on the use 
of its shorts (it permits three to be 
shown together), and it. is antici¬ 
pated that legal loophole will be 
closed by tax authorities in the 
near future. Similar trouble, arose 
some years back when the conces¬ 
sion was granted for live shows 
which made up a percentage of 
playing time. The concession was 
Withdrawn. 

THREE’S A CROWD ON 
ZORICH LEGIT STAGE 
By GEORGE MEZOEFI 

Zurich. March 18. 

Similar to . Broadway’s current 
hit, “Two for the Sqesaw,” accent 
in Zurich legit is on minimum-cast 

i Plays at present. This is evidenced 
by this city’s top legiter Schaus- 
pielhaus* click production of Man-r 
rice Clavel’s "Leonor” a three- 
character play, and deluxe SmaR- 
seater Theatre arif Central’s pre¬ 
sentation of Louis Vemeuil’s 
“Monsieur Lambertier” with'a cast 
of two. Both are French vehicles, 
the former being produced here for 
the first time in German. 

“Leonor,” originally produced 
1954 in Paris as “Balmaseda” and 
inspired by a woik of Spanish au¬ 
thor Jacinto Benavente, is a stark 
tragedy, with a Spanish peasant 
background. It Concerns a ruth-, 
lessly scheming girl living with her 
mother and stepfather, whose sec¬ 
ret love for the latter destroys 
the lives of the elder couple; 

First-rate direction by Oskar 
Waelterlih and superb perform¬ 
ances by Heidemarie Hatheyer, 
Walter Richter and 21-years-old 
Chariklla Baxeyanos from Vienna 
(one of the seven ultimate, candi¬ 
dates for the pic role of Anne 
Frank) make this a must on the 
current legit sked here. It has 
strong U.S. possibilities for a trio 
of topflight stars. 

“Lambertier,” an oldie, has lost 
none of Its impact as a two-char¬ 
acter four de force play of love, 
jealousy and murder, with the ever¬ 
present title' character never ap¬ 
pearing on the stage. It looks like 
an above-average grosser due to 
standout portrayals by local faves 
Blanche Aubry and Leopold Biber- 
ti (who also directed). Femme is a 
looker with, top thespmg abilities. 

CEA Membership Down 
As 167 Cinemas Close 

London, March 18. 
Annual report on the member¬ 

ship of the Cinematograph Exhib¬ 
itors Assn, shows the number of 
members dropped from 4,122 to 
3,893 during. 1957 despite the sign-, 
tog up of 34 new members.. There 

! were 167 cinemas closed (two be¬ 
cause of fire), three have gone over 
to; live shows, there have been 73 
>resignations and. 20 exhibitors have 
[ been deleted because, of non-pay- 
iment of dues. The C.E.A. con¬ 
siders that in the economic cir- 

[cunjstances this is satisfactory, 
i since it represents 93.7% of Board 
I of Trade registrations at the end 
of 1957. 

. Report stresses that owners of 
news and specialized theatres have 
had ai difficult year.. ' 

/ It is pointed out that such spe¬ 
cialized theatres are only about. 30 
.in number and their plight is prob- 
1 ably hot realized : in comparison 
with the difficulties affecting fea-r 
iture. film houses. The BOT is ac- 
■ qualnted with the position and it 
-is hoped for adjustment When' j quota regulations are reviewed. 

Mexican Bank h 
Pitch for Yank 

. . Hollywood, March 25. 

. Ih an accelerated pitch to attract 
American producers to Mexico the 
Banco Cinematographica Nacional, 
which has the credit of the Mexi¬ 
can government behind it, now 
stands ready, to put up completion 
guarantees for American-Mexican 
co-production projects. Action 
marks the first time that such capi¬ 
tal has been made; available, the 
policy of the bank heretofore be¬ 
ing against it. 

This Was disclosed here / by 
Lee Steiner, Manhattan attorney 
who reps several European com¬ 
panies, whom the Mexican instil 
tution invited to Mexico City : to 
discuss, situation. Proposition, 
however, according to Steiner, who 
returned to Gotham last week, is 
restricted to “experienced and 
qualified” producers in whom the 
below-the-border bank feels could 
come up with good product. 

Willingness of the bank to help 
American producers in financing 
stems from the sharp dropoff dur¬ 
ing past few years of American 
production in Mexico. Lack of 
cotajto produce in Mexico long has 
been a serious stumbling block to 
film-makers, who have taken their 
trade elsewhere. 

Recognizing its shortsightedness 
in not taking advantage Of the 
business to be provided by Ameri¬ 
can producers; the bank now wants 
to cut in on some of the business 
going, to all other parts of the 
world, according to Steiner. One 
of the things that.has. killed U. $, 
production in Mexico was - fact 
there has been no financial .or¬ 
ganization willing to back sUch. 
Operation, and Banco Cinema¬ 
tographica now is desirous of 
remedying this situation, he indi-. 
catedL 

No set amount has been allo¬ 
cated by bank for the new. bid for 
American producers, Steiner said; 
amount. Will be flexible but suffi¬ 
cient to. accommodate required 
needs. 

Ex-Hungarian Directs 
New ‘Girls in Uniform’ 

Berlin, March 18/ 
Among the pix; currently in pro¬ 

duction here, “Girls In Uniform” 
undoubtedly is the most talked- 
about' one. A CCC (Artur Brauner) 
production for Gloria release,' it is 
being directed by ex-Hungarian 
Geza von Radwanyi, With Lili Pal¬ 
mer and Romy Schneider in the 
leads. It is a remake of the Ger¬ 
man pic success of the early ’30’s. 

; “Uniform” is Hadvanyi’s fourth 
German directorial job, his last be¬ 
ing •Doctor From Stalingrad." Rad- 
vanyi, who left.his native Hungary 
in 1948 when the Commies took 
over there and who is residing in 
Paris,. has now become .an Aus¬ 
trian: national. He was a journalist 
before he switched to directing 
films in 1941, 

Performing Arts & British Royalty 

• * 

Retirement Coin for TV 
■ - London, March 25. 

The Cinematograph Exhibi¬ 
tors Assn, presented a long 
service employee with a re¬ 
tirement cheque for $282. 

It will he used to buy a tv 
set. " 

Dates Tougher In 
Paris for U.S. Pix 

Paris, March 25. 
With France now producing 

around 140 pix per year, Yank ma¬ 
jors are hard pressed to get good 
first-run playdates even with their 
limited quota setups (110 pix per 
year . for all the companies to 
share). In France, a Paris opening 
is essential for depth distrib. New 
types of bookings are being experi¬ 
mented with as the French tie up 
the; lucrative exclusive tandems 
here with their own product. 

Paramount pioneered with open¬ 
ing the blockbuster “War and 
Peace” at two medium:sized houses 
in only the subtitled versions. It 
paid off; because the pic ran for 
six months in this alignment and 
then did'top biz on its general re¬ 
lease in dubbed version. Warners 
Will follow suit soon; with “Sayo- 
nara” which will open in three.] 
small first-runs simultaneously, 
with subtitles. If this goes big, 
it may inaugurate this type of 
Yank and overlook so many big 
.house bookings. 

. Yank pix - are now. opening here 
almost coincidentally with U. S. 
launchings. This makes it diffi¬ 
cult to fill the dubbing quota with 
pix sure to appeal to the French 
clientele. So another stopgap 
measure springing up is that of 
placing, features into one small 
house with titles. If it goes well 
critically, it is dubbed; if not, pic 
is just handled in its titled version. 
Latter have no fixed quota. 

Beginning of French blockbus¬ 
ters are also holding up good first- 
run spots. “Les Miserables,” a 
four-hour opus, just opened at five 
big first-runs on two-a-day. “10 
Commandments" (Par) has two 
houses and “Bridge on River Kwai” 
(Col) after an amazing seven-week 
first-run* has settled down for 
long run *at one house. 

MEXICAN ‘OUTSIDERS’ 
CUT TO 10 PERMITS 

Mexico City, March 18. 
Decision by Congressman Jorge 

Ferretis, chairman of the National 
Cinematographic board, to enforce 
government regulations allowing 
the export this year of only 10 
pix produced in Mexico by film 
makers who distribute abroad inde¬ 
pendent of the three official chan¬ 
nels, is hot pleasing much of the 
trade, including the National 
Actors Union/ 

Ferretis explained that this re?, 
striction is; neither discriminatory 
nor any kind of a move to make a 
trust of the official distributors, 
Cintox, Peliculas Nacionales and 
Peliculas Mexicanas. These distrib 
outfits place Mexican films virtual¬ 
ly throughout the world. This ac¬ 
tion, while applying to various pro¬ 
ducers in Mexico who either dis¬ 
tribute directly abroad themselves 
or through foreign companies, only 
affects 5% of producers in Mexico, 
as a great majority are tied up with 
the three official distributors. 

Objectors contend that the ac¬ 
tion limits trade and Will prove. a 
boomerang now that Mexico is so 
eagerly seeking more markets 
abroad for . her pix, because it will 
force the indies to curtail produc¬ 
tion. This would mean less work 
for film laborites and less coin all 
around. 

These latter phases are. particu¬ 
larly objectionable to the Actors 
Union, revealed its Secretary Gen¬ 
eral Congressman Rodolfo Landa. 
He. indicated that he will protest 
the ruling to the Ministry of the 
Interior, top government depart¬ 
ment.-' 

*4 Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, March 25. 
"West Indies Festival of Arts 

which will coincide with the Inaug¬ 
uration. of the First Federal Par¬ 
liament of the latest nation with¬ 
in the British Commonwealth will 
have the participation of at least 
one “expatriate”- artist, namely 
folkdancer Geoffrey Holder. Other 
West Indian talent such as Pearl 
Primus, Edric. Connor arid the new 
Metropolitan Opera soprano, Glor¬ 
ia Davey (St. Vincent’s-Island) will 
not be present. 

Attendance from the mainland 
is expected to be good, per ad¬ 
vance inquiries and bookings of 
British West Indian Airways and 
Pan American. The Caribbean. 
League in New York City hopes 
to send down a chartered plana 
full of fans. 

Problems of organization among 
so many islands within the frame¬ 
work, of a brand-new nation, and 
with transport and communication 
to some of the islands not frequent 
or speedy, has been largely over¬ 
come and the feeling in Trinidad 
is that the Festival will not fall on 
its face. Barbadoes and Jamaica 
are principal coordinating points. 

One disappointment centers In 
St. Lucia which had expected to 
send two playlets to Trinidad, but 
one of the works, “The Banjo 
Man,” ran afoul of the objectives 
of a Catholic priest. Father Joseph 
Vrignaud, for reasons not reported 
here. It had been intended to use 
boys from the parochial school as 
the cast. 

Objection to the one playlet has 
eliminated both since the dramatist 
involved, Roderick WaTcott, ex¬ 
pressed no interest in continuing 
with the other, “The Sea at Dau¬ 
phin.” Also withdrawing in protest’ 
against “creeping control of cul¬ 
tural activities on St. Lucia” were 
Kenneth Monplaisir, president, and 
Harold Simmons, secretary, of the 
sponsoring St. Lucia Arts Guild. 
Monplaisir’S action is considered 
a daring one since he is a Catholic 
and a barrister-at-law by profes¬ 
sion and this may cost him briefs 
privately. He is an enthusiastic am¬ 
ateur actor and Was to have ap¬ 
peared in the playlets. 

Meanwhile dramas originating 
locally on other islands have been 
confirmed for presentation here 
(April 23 to May 3) at the Fe§tivaL 
Trinidad itself will glorify the de¬ 
velopment of its steel bands from 
the time of feuds between different 
bands and social ostracism to the 
present acceptance of the bands as 
a wholly West Indian musical form. 
Errol Hill “Ping Pong” will tell 
the story. 

From the Leeward Islands will 
come Cicely Waithe-Smith’s “The 
Creatures” and from Grenada 
“Goose and Gander” by Wilfred 
Redhead. St. Vincent’s “Old Wom¬ 
an’s Point” will utilize a bamboo 
melodion flute band. 

British Federated West Indies 
looks sure to get off in a cloud of 
native culture. This is only second 
perhaps to the presence from Lon¬ 
don of Princess Margaret as a tour¬ 
ist attraction. The enthusiasts and 
island-hoppers whose numbers in 
America, arid Canada are now large 
are expected to be well represent¬ 
ed. The fact that there will be an¬ 
other “Trinidad Carnival” this year 
on top of . the usual pre-Lenten 
event is enough of itself to make 
this island, whose Port-of-Spain 
is the capital of the new nation, 
“jump.” 

Merging Holding Units 
In Greater Union Co. 

Sydney, March 18. 
. Stock deal of major importance 

here is all set for signature be¬ 
tween the Spencers. Greater J. D. 
Williams, Wests, and Amalgamated 
Pictures, four key holders in Great¬ 
er Union Theatres. Deal, scaled on 
share-for-share basis, - will see the 
formation of one unit—Amalgamat¬ 
ed Holdings Ltd. linked to GUT on 
a 50% basis, with the J. Arthur 
Rank Organization stiti-retaining 
50% in GU as before. 

Understood that acceptance by 
stockholders of the proposal would 
hit the paid Capital to around 
$3,000,000. Norman B. Rydge is 
chairman of directors of Greater 
Union. : 
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Dunkirk 
Meredith .'Edwards all: register 
strongly as varying servicemen in 
fi long, well-cast string of players. 

Maxine Audley and Patricia 
riunkett have only limited oppor¬ 
tunities as the wives of Lee and 
Attenborough, but make sure im¬ 
pact. 

Production-wise the film .is su¬ 
perb, Director Norman has mar¬ 
shalled his forces with patience 
and infectious enthusiasm and the 
beach scenes, filmed on Britain’s 
south coast because Dunkirk is how 
so unlike what it was 18 years ago, 
are produced and directed with a 
masterly touch. Paul Beeson’s pho¬ 
tography is very good' and the 
matching shots of newsreel are 
technically perfect. A special pat 
on the back must go to Fred Hel- 
lenburgh for his special effects and 
to Stephen Dalby and his team for 
the sound effects. 

Balcon and the Ealing setup have 
spared no pains to make “Dun¬ 
kirk” a film worthy of the adven¬ 
ture It chronicles. Congratulations 
are In order all round and any de¬ 
fects in the film can be forgivep 

. since it is impossible in 135 min¬ 
utes, to do full justice te one vof 
the most tragic yet inspiring pages 
of history ever to be written in the 
blood and torment of war. Rich. 

Heirs Five Hours 

• Moderate suspense thriller. No 
names. Double bill filler. 

Hollywood. March 21. 
Allied Artists release of Jack L. Cope-. 

land-Walter A. Hanneman production: 
Stars Stephen McNally. Coleen Gray, Vic 
Morrow; features Maurice Manson, Robert 
Foulk. Dan Sheridan. Will J. White, Rob¬ 
ert Christopher, Charles J. Conrad. Ray 
lerrell. Directed and written by Jack L. 
Copeland. Camera. Ernest Haller; music. 
Nicholas Carra$; editor. Walter A. Hanne- 
mann. Previewed In Hollywood, March 14, 
'68. Running time, 73 MINS. 
Mike .-__..... Stephen McNally 
'Nancy ..... ,.... Coleen Gray 
Nash .,;... . Vic Morrow 
Dr. Culver ...Maurice Manson 
Tlfe .... Robert Foulk 
Ken .. :. Dan Sheridan 
A1 .... . Will J. White 
Dill .............- Robert Christopher 

• George ...i. Charles J. Conrad 

The opening ten minutes, or so 
of “Hell's Five Hours.” a suspense 
melodrama written, produced and 
directed by Jack .L.. Copeland for 
Allied Artists, is tingling action, 
without a word spoken. After that, 
as the customary dialog begins, the 
picture loses its momentum and 
never quite regains it, although it 
is interesting enough to make the 
spectator curious about the out¬ 
come. “Hell’s Five Hours” is twin- 
bill fare. r 

Setting of the pic Is a huge plant 
for manufacture of a highly explo¬ 
sive rocket fuel, managed by Ste¬ 
phen McNally. When a disgruntled 
employe gets loose on the grounds, 
threatening to blow himself up, the 
action starts, because such a blast 
would set off the whole plant and 
surrounding residential areas. The 
trouble soon narrows to a person¬ 
ality duel between McNally and 
the'psycho. Vic Morrow, with Me-: 
Nally the final winner as-'he pre¬ 
vents Morrow from detonating 
himself until all - fuel has been 
pumped.out of the area. 

“Five hours” in the title refers 
to the time it takes to get all the 
fuel out from under Morrow and 
his home-made bomb. 

Copeland is a good director but 
hot such a good writer' failing to 
provide himself with enough plot 
complications, character twists and 
fresh action to keep his story go¬ 
ing. What he has he exploits fully. 
The cast does well enough with 
what it has to work with and tech¬ 
nical credits are able. Potee. 

La Ragazza Del Palio 
(The Girl and the Palio) 

(ITALIAN—-COLOR) 
Rome, March 18. 

GESI release of a GESI (Malerio 
Malenottii-Olimpo Production. Stars Diana 
Dors, Vittorio Gassmann; features Bruce 
Cabot, Franca Valeri, Teresa Pellati, Tina 
Lattanzi. Enrico Viarisio, Ronaldino. 
Directed by Luigi Znmpa, Screenplay’. 
Miachael Pert wee, Erthio do Concini. 
Lianl Ferri. and Zampa; from noval by 
Raffaello Giannelli; camera (Technirama- 
Technicolor', Giuseppe Rotunho: editor, 
Eraldo Da Roma..At Adriano. Rome. Run-, 
mng time. 104 MINS. 
Diana Wilson .......... Diana Dors 
Prince .. ; Vittorio Gassmann 

Colorful, splendidly lensed Ital¬ 
ian backdrops, the famed . Palio 
horse race, and the names of Diana 
Dors, Vittorio Gassmann and Bruce 
Cabot are the principal values set 
forth for consideration in potential 
U. S. bookings for this elaborate 
pic. An English-language version 
Is now being readied. This is for 
general release, not the arties, and 
with considerable pruning for pace, 
it rates a chance. Color print costs 

' are an. admitted problem, but the 

hues in this film are worth it. 
. Diana Dors is a Texas gal, daugh¬ 

ter of a service station, attendant, 
who Wins a quiz show jackpot on 
the subject of Italian history. She 
useS it on a trip to Italy, where 
she gets entangled with an Italian 
prince on the make. To complicate 
matters, neither knows the other’s 
family hasn’t a cent. Irked by his 
suspicions that she’s an adven¬ 
turess, and learning that he’s 
bribed a rival rider in the Palio so 
that his own horse ..will win, she 
talks the rivals into letting her 
ride instead, and eventually wins 
the race^-and her man. : 

Although there, are several talky 
stretches in which the lovers iron 
out their problems, the film covers 
plenty of territory and has some 
interesting digressions and sub¬ 
plots. The climax, the ;Palio race 
and the pageantry of Siena in all 
its colorful glory, has been neatly 
captured on film and woven into 
the plot. 

It. is probable that this will do 
for Siena, San Gimignano, and 
Tuscany in. general - what “Three 
Coins” did for Rome. Miss Dors 
is good as the Texan while Vittorio 
Gassmann is perfectly cast as the 
Italo nobleman. Bruce Cabot milks 
a brief role as an American Miss 
Dors meets in Siena. Franca Valeri 
ably outlines a particular: type of 
Italian society gal. Teresa Pellati. 
Nando Bruno, Enrico Viarisio and 
many others are in for appropriate 
cameos. 

Production by. Maleno Malenotti 
and direction by Luigi Zampa have 
focused on. the spectacular values, 
while.keeping the plot moving, and. 
it’s here that the pic pays off. in 
sight appeal. Lerising by Giuseppe 
Rotunno in splendid Technicolor 
hues is a top value arid other 
credits irieasure up. Hank^ 

The Young and the 
Guilty 

(BRITISH) 

Sensitively told story of a; 
young romance spoiled by the 
interference/of parents. Ex¬ 
cellent acting in a film which 
has good prospects in dis¬ 
criminating houses. 

London, March 18. 
-Associated British-Pathe . release of an- 

Assoclated British (Warwick Ward) pro¬ 
duction. Stars Phyllis Calvert and An¬ 
drew Ray. Directed by Peter Cotes. 
Screenplay. Ted Willis; editor, Seymour 
Logie:'camera, Norman Warwick; music,. 

.Sydney John Kay. At Warner:Theatre. 
London. Running time, 45 MINS. 
Mrs.. Connor ....,....... .Phyllis Calvert 
Eddie. .Andrew Ray 
Mr. Connor ...;...Edward Chapman 
Sue iJanet Munro 
Mr. MarshaU ..........CampbeU. Singer 
Mrs. Marshall .......... .Hilda Fenemore 
Mrs. Humbolt ............Jean St.Clair 
Brenda ................... .Sonia Rees 

Ted Willis has taken a slight but 
human theme for this Short film. 
Result is that “The Young arid the 
Guilty” emerges' as a neat, often 
absorbing effort; . Written. by 
Willis arid directed by Peter Cotes, 
it shows considerable sympathy and 
uriderstanding of the young. Pic 
is a sound booking for better class 
houses though some, of the dialog 
may be too sensitive for thought¬ 
less patrons. 

Thin story line . concerns the 
problem of young love- . Two chil¬ 
dren are enjoying an innocent, 
pure romance but their parents dis¬ 
cover a letter, misinterpret it as 
the sign of a furtive affair and 
their suspicions take the. innocence 
out of the affair. “The eighth 
deadly sin is to see evil where 
none exists” is Willis’ contention. 
Fortunately, the boy’s father, with 
an unexpected insight, persuades 
the girl’s pop that the two young¬ 
sters should be ericovlaged in 
their friendship rather than that 
it should blossom as forbidden 
fruit. 

The acting is all important in a 
film as slight as “The Guiltyand 
director Cotes is well served with 
his small cast. Andrew Ray bril¬ 
liantly suggests the problems of a 
gangling, sensitive youngster who 
is misunderstood by his .parents 
while Janet Munro’s performance, 
as.the1 girl in whom love i$ awaken¬ 
ing, is equally well done. The 
youngsters are completely credible 
and enjoy several well written 
scenes which they play movingly 
and with the skill of veterans. 

Phyllis Calvert, Edward Chap¬ 
man, Campbell Singer and Hilda 
Fenemore as the parents are ex¬ 
cellently. contrasted. Chapman is 
particularly outstanding as the 
pompous father whose curiosity 
and lack of sensitivity sparks off. 
the teenagers’ dilemma. Tony 
White’s camerawork plays safe 
and keeps the film on the note of 
simplicity . required by Willis’s 
straightforward but literate screen¬ 
play. Rich. 
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/Le Septleme Clel 
(Seventh Heaven) . 

’ (FRENCH) ' 
•. Paris, March 18. 

Gaumoht release'.of : Franco London 
Film-Vesta production. . Stars Danielle 
Darrieux, Noel-Noel, Paul Meurisse;- fear 
lures Gerard. Oury. Directed by Raymond 
Bernard.- Screenplay’, Jean-Bernard Luc 
and Bernard from novel by Andre Lang; 
camera, Robert Le Febvre; editor,'Char¬ 
lotte Guilbert. At. Colisee, Paris. Running 
time, 105 MINS. 
Brigitte .. Danielle Darrieux 
Lestrange .Noel-Noel 
Manuel ......_________ Paul Meurisse 
Xavier .Alberto Sordi 
Maurice ......i...I........’ Gerard Oury. 

This is a Gallic attempt at a suave 
macabre crimedy. which has some 
overtones of "Arsenic and Old 
Lace” but has enough switches to 
make this an original. However, its 
logic and emphasis on. explanation 
rob this of true comic nuances. Pic 
emerges a slickly made affair with 
good possibilities , here but limited 
to special spots in the U. Si, with a 
plus in the Danielle Darrieux 
name. ...••/ 

A flighty rich, woman, given to 
helping great charities, raises her 
money by doing away, with swin¬ 
dlers who court her* When they 
bring iri money to buy into her 
stocks, she has them electrocuted 
by. an old friend, enamored of her. 
Arid then calmly buries them in 
her garden. But ■! her 11th victim 
and benefactor is traced by a 
shrewd. partner of the latter for 
the film’s big complications. The 
wily woman manages to db away 
with him, too, hut retribution is in 
store.:: 

As entertainment, however, the pic 
falls soriiewhat short despite1 some 
very dramatic moments while the 
generally downbeat motif is also a 

{ negative boxoffice element. Splen* 
i did Yugoslav exteriors and the 
[names of Aiida Valli and Yves 
Montand are assets. 

Story is about a fisherman (Mon- 
Itarid) who illegally fishes with dy- 
riamite charges as against the ma¬ 
jority of villagers who play it 
straight.. When he’s almost caught 
and has to sink his boat, he’s, in 
for hard days with no one to help. 
As soon as he dan, he goes back 
to dynamiting as a last resort. Dan¬ 
ger .involved finally catches up 
with him, however, and he’s killed 
by a charge. Also intertwiried are 
subplots involving his daughter’s 
love for a rival fisherman’s son, 
plus some family angles. 

Picture has many effective mo¬ 
ments, thanks also to a good cast 
headed by an able Montand, closely 
followed by one of his screen sons, 
Ronaldino, who steals all scenes 
he’s in, and Francisco Rabal, a vig¬ 
orous, fisherman type. Miss Valli 
has little to do as the wife while 
Federica Ranchi is appealing and 
no more as the daughter. Peter 
Carsten and Umberto Spadaro are 
differently effective as the two 
finance guards who chase Montand. 

Mario Montuori’s location lens- 
Ing captures all the stark beauty of 
the Dalmatian coast, while JSillo 
Pqntecprvo’s direction is sober and 
dry, and sometimes slow. Technical 
credits are tops. Hawk. 

Film is deftly directed by Ray¬ 
mond Bernard, but he rarely im¬ 
bues it with the proper feel of 
comedy. Result is. a spotty affair; 
Miss Darrieux is fetching but never 
plausible as the. killirig widow. 
Noel-Noel is fine as her -cowardly 
helper While the remainder of the 
cast is more in keeping with the 
aims of the pic. . Technical credits 
are tops. Mosk. 

Young and Wild 
(NATURAMA) 

Half of a teenage .‘package.” 
Okay for its intended market. 

Hollywood, March. 14: 
. Republic release of an. Esia Production. 

Producer. $idney Picker. /Stars Gene. 
Evans; Scott Marlowe, Cirolyn Kearney, 
Robert Arthur;. with' Janies Kevin, Tom 
Gilson, Ken Lynch; Emlen Davies, Morris 
Ankrum, WendeU Holmes, John Zaremba. 
Director,. William Witney;- screenplay, 
Arthur T. Horman; editor, Joseph Harri-’ 
son; music, Gerald Roberts; Sound; Earl 
Crain. Sr. Previewed March 11, '58. Run¬ 
ning time, 49 MINS. 
Detective Sgt. Fred Janusz.!. .Gene Evans 
Rick Braden ....... ........ Scott Marlowe 
Valerie Whitman ....... Carolyn Kearney 
Jerry Coltrln ............. Robert Arthur 
"Allie". Allison " — • 
“Beejay": Phillips..... 
David Whitman ....... 
Mrs, Whitman 
Capt. Egan .... 
Uncle Lew .... 
Sgt. Larsen 

_James- Kevin 
...Tom Gilson 
...... Ken Lynch 

_. .. .’ Emlen Davies ......... Morris Ankrum 
.. .Wendell Holmes 

. 1.-..-.. John Zaremba 

“Young and Wild” is part of a 
Republic teenage bill. Story is one 
of fear, starting quickly with a trio 
of trouble-makers sideswiping a 
classy young, couple. Following the 
incident the threesome .drive off to 
become involved in a. hit-arid-run 
accident. The couple, the only ones 
who can identify the hoodlums, are 
threatened to the point of death: 
And they respond witii silence until 
the Whole mess becornes entirely 
too Involved. They talk, lure the 
no-gooders to a mountain cabin and 
the law moves in for the grab. . 

Scott Marlowe’s acting is. effec¬ 
tively stylized, and the good-look¬ 
ing youngstershows . promise of 
bigger things. Gene . Evans,, co- 
starred as a detective, creates a 
most believable picture of a law 
officer, trying to do his duty in the 
face of critical and hindering 
parents. Robert . Arthur; James 
Kevin and Tom Gilson turn in fine 
jobs, With pretty Carolyn Kearney; 
in her first theatrical pic, showing 
capable talent and ability to reflect 
changes of emotion with remark¬ 
able ease. 

Producer Sidney Picker, director 
William Witriey and scripter Ar¬ 
thur T. Hprman did their work 
effectively; with the results equal 
to “Jungle.’* Ron. . 

.Suicide Battalion 

World War II action melo¬ 
drama. Fair prospects as part 
of exploitation package. 

Hollywood, March 19. 
American-International release of Sam¬ 

uel Z. Arkoff-Lou Rusoff production. 
Stars Michael Connors. John Ashley, Russ 
Bender, Jewell Lain, Bing RusseU; fea¬ 
tures. Scott Peters, Walter Maslow, John 
MacNamara, Clifford Kwada. Bob Tetrick. 
Directed by Edward L. Cahn. Screenplay, 
Lou Rusoff; camera, Floyd Crosby’; miisic, 
Ronald Stein; editor, Robert S. Eisen. 
Previewed in HoUywcidd, March 19, 
Running time, 79 MINS: 
Major Matt. McCormick,;-. .Michael Connor's 
Tommy Novello. 
Elizabeth Ann Mafion 
Harry Donovan.. 
Lt. Chet HaU ....... 
Wally Skilzowski.;.. 
Marty Green ....... 
Colonel Craig ....... 
Colonel Hiosho ..... 
Bill ................. 
Beverly 
Annette .... 
Julie ... 
Mama Lily 
Papa Lily .......... 
Peter Hendry.......... 
Captain Hendry ...... 
Cho Cho .1.... 

.... John Ashley 
...... Jewell Lian 
.Russ Bender 
. ; ... Bing Russell 
...-• Scott Peters 

Walter Maslow 
. John McNamara 
. Clifford Kawada 

Bob Tetrick 
... Marjorie Stapp 
.... Jan Englund 
.... Isabel Cooley 

Hilo Hattie 
.... Sammy Tong 
.. Gordon Barnes 
...... Art Gilmore 
... Jackie Joseph 

“Suicide Battalion” is an Ameri¬ 
can-International picture designed 

for the exploitation market, open¬ 
ing in L. A. in 11 theatres with the 

same company’s “Jet Attack.” The 
low budget shows at times, but 
“Suicide Attack” moves along and 
for its class is a well-produced 
little feature that should carry its 
Weight in the package. The double- 
bill looks for fair prospects: 

Michael Connors, John Ashley, 
Russ Bender, Scott Peters, Walter 
Maslow and Bing Russell make up 
a volunteer mission behind Japan¬ 
ese lines in the Philippines iri the 
Lou Rusoff screenplay. The men 
are supposed to blow up secret 
U. S; papers left behind when 
headquarters was . abandoned. 
Alprig with the battle scenes, some 
staged and some from stock foot¬ 
age, there are behind-the-scenes 
actions involving war correspond¬ 
ent Jewell Lian and the usual war- 
front cafe girls, Marjorie Stapp, 
Jan Englund, Isabel Cooley arid 
their boss, Hilo Hattie. 

The pic’s greatest weakness is a 
confusion about action and motiva¬ 
tions that is never entirely cleared 
up, but the cast per forms capably 
under Edward L. Cahn’s direction. 
Samuel Z. Arkoff was executive' 
producer while Rusoff acted as 
producer as well as scripting. 
Technical credits are adequate. 

Poioe. 

La Grande Strada 
'Azziirra//; 

(Squarcio) 
(FRANCO-ITALIAN-COLOR) 

\ Rorne, March 18; 
G. E. S. I. release of a G; k S: I.-Pal- 

vart (Paris) co-production in collaboration 
with Eichberg CMunich) and Triglav 
(Ljublana). Stars Yves -Montand, Aiida 
Valli; features Francisco Rabal, Peter 
Carsten, Mario ^ Girotti, Federica Ranchi, 
Umberto Spadaro, Ronaldino. . Directed 
by GUlo Pontecorvo. Screenplay; Franco. 
Solinas Pontecorvo, . Eiinio de : Concini 
Maleno Malenotti from novel by Franco 
Solinas;. camera, (Ferraniacolor - Super 
Scope) Mario Montuori; editor, Eraldo Da 
Roma. At Cinenta Plaza,. Rome. Running 
time 97 MINS. 

Squarcio .... 
His wife . 
His. son ..... 

Yvea Montand 
Aiida Valli 

..... Ropaldino 

Drama contained in the Franco 
Solinas novel is presented here in 
straightforward fashion by Gilla 
Pontecorvo. . It’s a remarkable 
achievement for a first film effort. 

*G\gi9 to Be "Legitimate’ 
At Royale on Broadway 
Metro confirmed this week that 

“Gigi,” the Frederick Loewe-Alan 
Jay Lerrier filrausical, will receive 
a legit-style presentation ’ in New 
York at the Royale Theatre. Pic¬ 
ture is scheduled to follow, the en¬ 
gagement of “The Entertainer,” 
and will open about the third week 
in May. ; 

Leslie Caron, Maurice Chevalier, 
and Louis Jourdan head the east 
of “Gigi,” with other top roles 
played by Hermione Gingold, Eva 
Gabor, Jacques Bergerac and Isa¬ 
bel Jeans. Based on the Colette 
novel, with the screenplay by 
Lerrier, the new production was di¬ 
rected by Vincente Minnelli and 
produced by Arthur Freed. 

Paris, March 18. 
AMOUR DB POCHE (Vest Pocket Love) 

(FRENCH) Gaumont release of Madeleine* 
SNEG-Contact Org production. Stars Jean 
Marais, Genevieve Page; features Agn’eg. 
Laurent, Regine Lovi, Amedee, Jean • 
Brialy. Directed by. Pierre Kast. Screen* 
play, France. Roche from novel by Wlade* 
mar KaemSert; camera, Ghislain Cooquet) 
editor, Robert Isnardon. At Paramount* 
Paris. Running time. 90 MINS: 

; This is an attempt at a situation 
comedy with a scientific back¬ 
ground. Meandering direction, tel¬ 
egraphed proceedings, saris the 
needed snap, lilt and sympathetic 
characterization, this does not 
quite coirie off. 
' A young scientist has a conniv¬ 
ing fiancee but a succulent student 
walks into his life. HC has in¬ 
vented a liquid which can trans¬ 
form animals and people into tiny, . 
molecular - locked statues arid he 
can theri unfreeze them with salt 
water. To escape his fiancee, when 
he goes for the young girl, he 
takes the stuff; Then follows her 
various transformations until the 
wicked fiancee gets possession of 
the. statue and uses it for black¬ 
mail. 

Agnes Laurent shapes well in 
her first big role, but has a long 
way to go as an actress. Jean 
Marais is adequate as the scientist 
while Genevieve Page is the proper 
cold fish as the fiancee. Production 
and technical values are average. 

Mosk. 

LES VIOLENT* (FRENCH; DYALT- 
SCOPE), UA release of Oceans-Film pro¬ 
duction. Stairs Paul .Meurisse; features 
Franchise Fabian, ■ Fernand ' Ledoux,. 
Alta Riba, Jean Myer, Jean Brochard, 
Paul Guers. Directed by Henvi Calef.. 
Screenplay, Andre Haguet, - Andre Le* 
grand, Jacques Chabaiines, camera, Jean 
Isnard; editor, J. Loutre. Running time* 
100 mins. 

France'now deep in a suspense 
pic cycle, this one is a lesser entry. 
Use Of Dyaliscope process only , 
slows down the plodding plot even 
more. This lacks much for U.S. 
market. 

The son of a man, wronged by 
his family, supposedly comes back 
from America to avenge his father. 
Three people are killed in his name 
until a taciturn inspector nabs the 
real murderer, one of the family 
using the pretext of the supposed 
avenger to perpetrate a crime and 
take over a secret gunrunning op¬ 
eration in which' he is involved. 
Direction and playing are all too 
heavyharided and sombre to give 
this much movement. : Fights are 
poorly staged and technical credits 
are barely par. . Mosk. 

MARISA LA CIVETTA (SPANISH-ITAL* 
Rome, March 18. 

IAN). CEMNCOM release of a Carle 
Ponli-Balcazar (Madrid) co-production. 
Stars Marlsa Allasio, Renato .Salvatorl* 
Ettore Manul. Francisco Rabal; feature* . 
Angel Arranca, Ennio. Girolami.. Directed . 
by Mauro Bolognini. - Screenplay, Bolog* 
ninl. Screenplay, Bolognini, P. P. Paso¬ 
lini, Titina Demby; camera. Carlo CarlinL 
At Archimede, Rome. Runniin'g time, 105 
MINS. 

Well-made item despite, its some¬ 
what repetitious plotting which 
finds Marisa Allasio faced with ah 
eternal-problem: which of her four 
serious fiances to marry? A sailor, 
a football player, and two station 
masters all try to make her decide. 
She fights back with all means at 
her disposal, but mainly promis¬ 
ing to marry each one. Complica¬ 
tions are predictible, and after sev¬ 
eral climaxes, she marries the 
sailor. 

Miss Allasio plays, her usual pert 
self in a tailor-made part while 
Ettore Marini, Francisco Rabal and 
Renato Salvator! are' among , the 
many who succumb to her looks 
and wiles. Mauro Bolognini rises 
above his inaterial in his light¬ 
weight yet often human direction. 
Technical credits are good. 

Hawk. 

TREASURY TAGS WEBB 

Seeks $583,496 in Taxes For 1953 
-—Actor Protests 

Washington, March 25. 
Jack Webb appealed to the U. S. 

Tax Court last week from ari In¬ 
ternal Revenue Service claim that 
be owes $583,496 in additional 
taxes for 1953, and an added $15,- 
405 for 1954. His former wife, 
singer Julie London, asked the 
Tax Court to throw out an Internal 
Revenue claim that she owes $27?,- 
262 more in 1953 taxes. 

The cases revolve largely around 
the partnership interest Webb and 
his then wife had in Dragnet Pro¬ 
ductions as community property 
and then their separate interest* 
following their separation in No¬ 
vember 1953. Webb also attacked 
a Revenue claim that amortization 
costs on two motion picture nega¬ 
tives were too great in the yearf 
claimed. 
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The First WM BeTheYoung Lions' 
On April 2ridi after months 

of preparation, the Paramount 
will re-open its doors, dedicated 
to the finest in motion pictures 
presented in an atmosphere 
conducive to well-being and 
a sense of stimulation. You 
will find many innovations an 
new features, such as free 

- parking and high definition 
Cinemascope projection on 

r the enlarged 'crystalite’ screen, 
i You will be proud of the ‘new 

look' Paramount—and equally 
proud that our first attraction is 
Irwin Shaw’s monumental best¬ 
seller THE YOUNG LIONS. 
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Legit-Type Directory Listing Only; 
‘South Pacific’ Treated as a‘Show’ 

Following the “show" pattern 
set originally by Mike Todd with 
“Around the World in 80 Days," 
20th-Fox and Magna Theatre 
Corp. have launched "South 
pacific” with a minimum ad. cam¬ 
paign. Ad-wise, the tuner is being 
treated like a legit show. Sunday’s 
N. Y. Times, for instance, carried 
nothing more than a small direc¬ 
tory ad in the legit section. : 

Campaign, bolstered at the 
other end by a profusion of map 
and feature breaks, tleups and a 
sock opening last week at the 
Criterion, is cued to the basic no¬ 
tion that an attraction like "South 
Pacific” doesn’t need an elaborate 
ad schedule to bring it to the pub¬ 
lic’s attention. 

Finder’* Fee Settled 
Los Angeles, March 25! 

Out-of-court settlement for 
an undisclosed sum has been 
effected in George A. Smith’s 
$35,000 finder’s fee suit 
against National Theatres.. 

Smith, former western divi¬ 
sion sales manager for Para¬ 
mount and presently ad man¬ 
ager, for Pacific Drive-in Thea¬ 
tres, filed suit two years, ago 
in connectiqn with sale to NT 
of the Lawrence circuit of sev¬ 
en theatres in Salt Lake City 
area. , Smith Claimed" he 
brought deal to NT’s attention. ' 

This is borne out by the fact that 
the Todd-AO film has an advance 
sale of close to $130,000 and tick¬ 
ets now are being sold into July. 
Also, the Criterion has only a lit¬ 
tle more than 1.500 seats and the 
feeling at both Magna and 20th is 
that there’s little use trying to sell 
seats that are already sold. 

Nevertheless, George Skourns 
and Charles Einfeld, 20th’s ad-pub 
v.p., have skedded big review ads 
On “South Pacific”1 to break this 
week. They’ll be.unusual in char¬ 
acter m that they’ll list all of the 
“South. Pacific” dates both in the 
States and abroad so that people 
can make advance plans and order 
their tickets. 

Similar technique was employed 
by Todd for “80 Days,” which 
came in without much ad fanfare 
and with a big advance sale. Todd 
insisted on the more, dignified 
“show” treatment along legit lines. 
Eventually, he bolstered the runs 
With big ads in local papers. 

20th and Magna are counting on, 
very strong word-of-mouth on their 
Rodgers & Hammerstein tuner; 
Einfeld’s campaign-on the film has 
been geared to create it, aided and 
abetted by some offbeat gimmicks, 
such as the “shower of orchids” 
that inundated guests at the 
preem last week. The flowers were 
flown in from the island of- Kauai 
w here most of the film was shot. 

According to 20th, the “South 
Pacific” ad campaign is novel in 
its departure from the norm, i.e.. 
the belief that the bigger the pic¬ 
ture the bigger the ads. With 
these widescreen “spectaculars" 
may come a new concept, aimed at 
making the ads help the film when 
it begins to sag, rather than build 
up a pyuperty that’s already deep 
in the public’s consciousness. 20th 
calls it the “legit” approach, and 
with a number of big two-a-dayers 
coming up, the. practice may 
spread: 

Buffalo, March 25. 
A Roman Catholic motion pic¬ 

ture theatre, to specialize in films 
.with religious, themes and designed 
to counteract the “pagan” influ¬ 
ence of.. today’s communications 
media, will open here next month, 

j To be called the Catholic Thea¬ 
tre. it’ll'be operated under the aus¬ 
pices of Bishop Joseph A, Burke 
of . the Buffalo Diocese and will 
supplement the activities of the 
Pious Society of St. Paul, which is 
already in radio and tv here. 

House seats 1,200 and probably 
will show films only on Sunday 
afternoons and evenings. 

“Timely and telling,” The Evang¬ 
elist described Father Edgar Hold- 
den’s "remonstrance” adding edi¬ 
torially, “more often than we like 
to recount these celebrities are 
possessed of a Catholicism as 
ephemeral as the fickle fame they 

SPOT-SATURATE FOR 
, ‘FAREWELL’ 1NNA6ES 

Chicago, March 25. 
“Farewell to Arms” i20th) starts 

Its first outlying run April 4 sup¬ 
ported by the heaviest yet spot 
radio campaign. David O. Selznick 
production will lodge in some 15 
uabes for a two-week minimum 
run. 
• Broadcast blurbs will be limited 
to four or five outlets, with the 
heaviest saturation planned for. 
fringe isuburban) stations, follow¬ 
ing the. pattern employed for the 
pie's opening here. Between 500 
and 600 spots are being skedded 
at a cost estimated to reach near 
$8,000. Considerable blackrarid- 
white space, limited to the metro¬ 
politan gazettes, will also back the 
run. “Farewell” opened at the 
Oriental in the stream of a $40,000 
exploitation campaign which ig¬ 
nored tv.. 

Des Moines Tent Elects 
Des Moines, March 25. 

Lloyd Hirstine, operator of the 
Capitol Drive-In theatre here, has. 
been named chief barker of the 
Des Moines chapter of the Variety. 
Club. He succeeds Mayor Charles 
Res. 

Other new officers are Milton M. 
Feinberg of National Screen Serv¬ 
ice and W. R. Praught of Tri-States 
Theatre Corp., assistant chief 
barkers; David S. Gold, 20th Cen¬ 
tury Fox, property manager, and 
Lou Levy, Universal, dough guy. 

Mrs. F. D. Rubel, whose husband 
Is with Central. States Theatre 
Corp. has been named auxiliary 
president, succeeding Mrs. Lou 
Levy. 

Says AB-PT Pictures Chief: 
Republic Sub-Franchising 

Hollywood, March 25. 
AB-PT Pictures is weighing its 

own action ! in Republic . Pictures 
signing sub-franchise deals with in¬ 
die distribs for seven exchanges 
either already shuttered or about 
to close. 

Rep last week closed with Favor¬ 
ite Films of California to handle 
its activities in Los Angeles, Frisco, 
Portland and Seattle, effective 
April 5, day after it darkens its 
exchanges in these Coast cities. 
Minneapolis and Milwaukee branch 
biz has already been turned over 
to Independent Film Distributors, 
and Waldman Films Inc., is now 
handling the Albany branch biz. 

Irving H. Levin, prexy of AB-PT 
Pictures production arm of AB-PT, 
disclosed that Rep must get formal 
permission from his company for 
sub-franchising the four AB-PT 
pictures which Rep has signed to 
release. Contract, according to 
Levin, stipulates that Rep is obli¬ 
gated to distrib this product Via its 
“own manpower” for at least 18 
months following the first booking 
of each picture. 

“This, permission has not yet 
been granted,” he asserted. 

. AB-PT approval, he pointed out, 
will depend upon what arrange¬ 
ments can be made, “satisfactory 
to us. We don’t want to get hurt. 
We are not willing to give our okay 
yet." 

Harry. Mandel, AB-PT yeepee in 
charge of distribution, currently is 
in N.Y., huddling on matter with 
Richard Altschuler, Rep. global 
sales veepee. Sidney Markley, vee¬ 
pee of AB-PT, the parent com¬ 
pany, also is due here this week for 
confabs with Levin. Decision will 
be made on what action AB-PT 
will take either late this week or 
early next, according to Levin. : ’ 

Two of the AB-PT films, “18 and 
Anxidus” and “Girl in the Woods,’5 
comb tinder the full 18-month 
clause. Levin stated, while first two, 
“Beginning of the End” : and "The 
Unearthly,” have pretty well 
played out However, both .have 
about nine months to go on the 
18-month clause. 

Fibn Aid Funds Boost 
French Pix Production; 

130 Pictures Per Year 
Paris; March 25. 

The French film industry, helped 
by the governmental Film Aid 
Law funds for balance, is now 
overproducing drastically * accord¬ 
ing to one of . the big film pro¬ 
ducers here, Henry Deutschmeister, 
prexy of Franco London Film. He 
feels that the 130 to 140 pix per 
year: will soon have to be brought 
down to 90, with 30 in the block¬ 
buster or international class and 
the remaining 60 attuned primari¬ 
ly to France and French speaking 
marts'. 

Deutschmeister believes tele, is 
now making itself felt, here, which 
could be a good, incentive to film¬ 
makers to make better product. 
He thinks this will lead to the 
$1,000,000 big-scale pix to' draw 
people from their, ty home screens. 
He also maintains that French 
producers should now insist , on 
forbidding the big name pic. stars 
to. Appear on tv so as to reserve 
them for film showcasing only. 

He also thinks that the over 
5,000 cinemas in France may 
finally decline to about 3,000 
houses. However, Deutschmeister 
feels that some ; Gallic pic weak¬ 
nesses are the lack. of enough 
truly worldwide film names and 
the dearth of enough interesting 
scripts. : 

He opines that the coming amor¬ 
tization of pix will probably be. 
aimed at getting 7.0% in European 
marts (30%. in French speaking 
territories, 20% in West. Germany 
and 20% in Italy) with 30% com¬ 
ing from abroad. 

Plan O’Seas With 
Rank to Service 

RKO and the J. Arthur Rank 
Organization this week put the fin¬ 
ishing touches on an arrangement 
whereby Rank willtake over RKO’s 
physical handling of prints, billings 
and other administrative work in 
most. countries of the world. ' In 
other, words, Rank will become a 
service organization for RKO, with 
the latter to continue its own sales 
functions. 

It was further disclosed that 
Thomas. F. -O’Neil, .president of 
RKO Teieradio, which is the RKO 
parent, has worked out a new plan 
to finance independent film-makers 
and distribute the pictures in the 
foreign market:, 

Also, RKO will negotiate the re¬ 
lease of these pictures in the do¬ 
mestic . market (United States. and 
Canada! on an individual basis, 
just as “Naked and the Dead” is 
going through Warners and “Stage 
Struck” through Buena Vista do¬ 
mestically. 

O’Neil .footnoted: “RKO will 
make a substantial number of mo¬ 
tion pictures.’* 

Meanwhile, Walter B t an s o ri. 
RKO’s global distribution v.p:, is 
continuing on his tour of. Europe 
in connection yvith the new tieup 
with Rank. 

J. EDGAR HOOVER FEARS 
KIDS APE HOOD FILMS 

Hollywood. March 25. 
Newest cycle of gangster, vi¬ 

olence films has the chief Of the 
. Federal Bureau of . Investigation 
upset. J. Edgar Hoover has, in . 
consequence, appealed . to Eric' 
Johnston, president of-the Mdtion 
Picture Producers of America^ to 
end the rash of such films: 

What particular films . Hoover 
disapproves is not divulged, al¬ 
though it’s believed specifics were 
given Johnston. All studios here 
got copies of Hoover’s generalized 
beef to Johnston from Production 
Code administrator Geoffrey 
Shurlock. - ' 

Hoover has periodically been 
concerned,; through the . years, 
about unauthorized use of impli¬ 
cation of the FRi initials. ,’ 

Main feat: that gangster films 
for all the tiltiinate death or pun¬ 
ishment of the heels actually.tend 
to make the short, .actionful lives 
of hoodlums attractive to impres¬ 
sionable yoiithi 

mi ._i-j 

Hollywood. March 25. 
Motion picture biz. will thrive, and expand despite those 

“prophets of doom and the depressionists” who are mistaking an 
industry changeover for ‘‘disaster,” it’s asserted by William Goetz, 

Producer so prophesized in a speech before more , than 400 
persons at the eighth annual awards dinner of. the American Cin¬ 
ema Editors at the Beverly Hills hotel.. Goetz said in his opinion j 
the major change taking place in the . pix biz today is in the ) 
planning of its programs, adding “the motion picture business is 
not and probably will not be the same as it was during its peak 
days.” 

Inside Stuff-Pictures 
David Lean, the British director, was asked by Mike: Todd to make 

the trip east from Hollywood in Todd’s private plane. Lean said he pre¬ 
ferred to go via a. commercial airliner. He did—and lived! 

Rossanno Brazzi (“South Pacific”) has a phobia about flying. He was 
on the verge on breaking the. rule to rejoin the “A Certain Smile” com¬ 
pany in Paris when news of the Todd plane crash came. Brazzi imme¬ 
diately got on to the phone to director Jean Negulesco in Paris to see 
whether he could go the slow way, by boat. 

Todd and French producer Raoul Levy had set up a Manhattan date 
for past weekend. Todd wanted to discuss using Brigitte Bardot in “Don 
Quixote.” 

Walter Reade Jr. of the Reade circuit also flies his own plane and is 
fond of saying he feels safer in it than in anything else. 

Seeking a setting which would be representative of the conservative 
dignity of the traditional London private club for a sequence with Cary 
Grant and Ingrid Bergman in “Indiscreet,” producer- director Stanley 
Dorien was referred to the Garrick Club. This institution is an ancient 
and illustrious rendezvous of judges, literary men and the upper male 
echelons of the theatre. 

Following several meetings of the executive committee, permission 
was granted to film the scenes after midnight, when the guests had de¬ 
parted and Donen secured what he wanted. Last Week, however, Donen 
was advised that another meeting of the executive committee had taken 
place and it was decided that the Garrick name could not be dragged 
through the mire of cinematic drama. As a result, when audiences see 
this sequence on the screen, they’ll be seeing the Garrick Club but 
they’ll hear it referred to in the dialog as the “Players’ Club.” 

Judge Edgar Nathan in N.Y. Supreme Court reserved decision on a 
suit brought by four Warner Bros, stockholders against Harry, Jack 
and Albert Warner charging that the brothers had made improper, 
monetary gains when they sold their stock to the group headed by 
Serge Semenenko. Stockholders demanded that profit be returned to 
corporation: 

Suit, which was filed, about a year ago, was. turned over to a referee 
by the court. The referee recommended a settlement which involved 
the.Teturn of some $100,000. At hearing last week, to see if referee’s 
decision should he approved, two stockholders raised objectibns. As a 

i result, Judge Nathan reserved his ruling and asked the objectors to 
[file additional briefs by March 24. 

At a Coast conclave of several hundred industry leaders, opinionr 
makers and the like. Buddy Adler, the production chief of 20th-Fox, 
hosted a special screening of “The Young Lions.” He preceded the film 
with a simple statement that, while 20th-Fox financed the film and for¬ 
tuitously was distributing it, otherwise it was 100% (the late) A1 Licht- 
man, and nobody at the studio, Adler included, “had anything to do 
with it; all the credit is and belongs to the late great A1 Lichtman.” 
Press reaction eventually attests to the fact the film, the late veteran ex¬ 
ecutive’s first solo production, will be. perhaps his most lasting monu-. 
orient. On a sentimental plane, Adler was one of Lichtman’s proteges. 

: The ghost of Warners’ “Baby Doll,” which has been haunting N Y. 
State legislative halls since Senator Joseph F. Periconi, Bronx Repub¬ 
lican, and Assemblyman Louis DeSalvio, Manhattan Democrat, intro¬ 
duced a resolution on Feb. 5, 1957, denouncing the. Warner film as one 
making “ridiculous and derogatory reference to Americans of Italian 
descent,” was apparently, last week,, lead to rest, for the 1958 ses¬ 
sion. The Assembly Judiciary Committee killed the DeSalvio bill add¬ 
ing as a ground for licensure refusal by the State Education Depart- 
ment’s Motion Picture Division, a film that in whole or part “disap- 
parages against one’s nationality or color.” 

Italian , actor Rossanno Brazzi, a busy gent in’Hollywood productions 
nowadays, has a unique, percentage deal in the Rims in which he ap- 

| pears. It calls for him to participate in the European’profits of his pic¬ 
tures. And payment is in European currency. “That’s a market that I 
know and where I know what to expect,” he said^ “The companies like 
it because they can pay me out of. their blocked earnings. I like it be¬ 
cause I know the European distributors very intimately.” 

Brazzi was once in production in Italy. . . 

The United States exported $43,476,000 worth of motion picture films 
and equipment in 1957. This was about two % under the record of $44,-. 
456,000 exported in 1956, according to Nathan D. Golden, motion pic¬ 
ture director of the Dept, of Commerce. 

Golden’s study, based largely on census bureau’ figures, showed a 
slight increase in exports of equipment. This, however, was more than 
offset by the decline m exports of rawstock. There was also a drop in 
the exports of exposed film. 

.Wall Streeters upon learning of the death of Harry Cohn recalled 
this week that the late Columbia president was on the verge of selling 

i but his controlling stock a few years ago to a group which included 
the banking firm of Lehman Brothers. 

The deal was set, the papers were being draWh and Cohn decided, 
to pass the time via a trip to Hawaii. Upon his return, however Cohn 
announced he had reconsidered. Col was “his life,” he said, and he de¬ 
cided not to sell. 

Cary Grant and producer Sam Spiegel are discussing a co-produc¬ 
tion in which Grant would star and draw a participation. Pair haven’t 
yet decided on a vehicle. Conversations on the project .began in Mos¬ 
cow recently, when Spiegel was visiting there, and Grant skied from 
London to join the producer for. the confabs. Film would be shot eith¬ 
er under the aegis of Spiegel’s Horizon Pictures or Grant’s own indie 
company. 

Director Robert Siodmak says he has a good sense of “historic” tim¬ 
ing. I left Germany one day before Hitler came to power. I left France 
a day before war broke out, and I left Hollywood literally a day before 
Cinemascope first appeared,” he recalls. He’s now shooting films in 
Germany. ■ ■ 

■ Frence 5 Pathe production outfit, seeking financial succor, was .turned 
down for a large credit by the French government last week. 
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AMERICA LAUGHS! 

M-G-M 

A SQL C. SIEGEL PRODUCTION 
Starring 

to 

c..^ PIER ANGELI 
BACCAlONI • NOEL PURCELL • ROBERT COOTE 

w» PATRICIA CUTIS 

sc*.* rioy b, ISOBEL LENNART and I. A. t. DIAMOND 
' i«d« • Story fey PAUL GAUICO • 

Mu»k by SAUL CHAPLIN • iy*. by JOHNNY MERCER 
Choreography by MICHAEL KIDD • In CnomoScopo And METROCOtOR 

AuncirtnRfdiifr SAUL CHAPLIN * Directed by MICHAEL KIDD 
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Cooper Acquires Late Ralph Goldberg’s Theatres- 
Secrecy as to Charity Fund’s Possessions 

Omaha, March 25. 
Biggest film deal in years here 

occurred last week when the Coop¬ 
er Foundation of Lincoln, Neb., 
purchased the eight local theatres 
once owned by the late Ralph Gold¬ 
berg and inherited a year and a 
half ago by Goldberg’s widow. 
Hermine. 

The Goldberg houses represent-, 
ed Omaha's largest independent 
motion picture theatre chain and 
were valued at nearly $1,000,000. 
The showplaccs are the State, Dun- ( 
dee, Ames, Avenue, Military, | 
Muse and Town in Omaha and the 
Broadway in Council Bluff-s. Ia., , 
jmt across the Missouri River. 

Tiie •'Cooper' Foundation is a , 
charitable fund set up by a former 
exhib which ov ns theatres in Lin- | 
coin. .Colorado and Oklahoma. ‘ 
Goldberg, vJi.q died in 1956, in turn j 
left some''of the properties to; the in early release; “The Matchmak- 
Ksther and Hermine Goldberg ; er,” completed and awaiting re- 
Foundation. a charitable fund, and j lease, and “The Chalk’. Garden.” 
assigned oMi.t properties directly ’ Last named had been in prepara- 

Brotherly Policy 
Toledo, March 25. 

When a patron goes Into any 

downtown first-rim1 film house. 

in Toledo- he sees a lobby dis¬ 

play which advertises the films, 
currently shown in the other, 
downtown first-runs. It's part 
of a campaign by the exhibtors 

... to strengthen the film-going 
habit. 

Abe Liidacer, president of 
Toledo Theatre Managers 
Assn.; arid manager of Loew’s 
Valentine, said that the dis¬ 
plays haven’t hurt a bit! 

Don Hartman Dies 
S5S Continued from page 5 gs 

to Mrs. Goldberg. 

All assets of the Goldberg Foun¬ 
dation have been transferred to 
the Cooper Foundation “as a gift," 
according to Kenneth E. Anderson 
of Lincolri, manager of the Coop¬ 
er org. 

Mrs. Goldberg’s properties, how¬ 
ever. were sold to the Cooper 
Foundation. Neither parties would 
divulge which theatres belonged to 
the Goldberg Foundation and 
which belonged to Mrs. Goldberg. 

tion but Par execs called a halt on 
it prior to Hartman’s death. 

Hartman had a multifaceted foie 
in the show business scheme of 
things. Born in Brooklyn where 
his father operated the Park Cir-r 
cle Theatre, he bouriced to Chicago 
as a hotel bellhop, back to. his 
Brooklyn home and a job as night 
clerk In a Manhattan bank, to the 
Texas oil fields as a truck driver. 
It was at this time that he became 
an actor, with the Dallas Little 

The Cooper Foundation, was es- . Theatre arid not long after was on 
tablished in 1934 by Joseph H.' Broadway^ playing the : Aurania 
Cooper of New York -City and is j Rouverol play, “Skidding,” in a 
devoted to charitable enterprises ! role that was later .to become the 
in Nebraska, Colorado arid Okla-[Andy Hardy character in a series 
homa from profits derived from • of Metro films. 

Constantine Loses In 
Arbitration Case Over 

6-Pichire French Deal 
Loridori.March 18. 

An award totalling $337,000 

against Eddie Constantine and his 

agent Jacques Allain has been 

.made in favor of Jules Buck and 
Louis Dollivet by an arbitrator act¬ 
ing under the rules- of the Inter¬ 
national Chamber of Commerce in 
Paris. The arbitrator was a Bri¬ 
tish Member of Parliamerit and 
Queens Counsel, John Foster, who. 
was nominated more than two 
years ago. The dispute was heard 
in Paris after a French Supreme 
Court had ruled that it . was a 
proper matter for arbitration. | 

Buck and Doilivet claimed dam¬ 
ages against Constantine and his 
agent alleging breach of contract 
on a six-picture deal to be. spread 
over, a six'year'period. The films, 
which. would have been produced 
by Buck, were due, for release 
through Columbia. 

The award is. divided into two 
parts. For loss of profits, Buck 
and Dollivet are to receive $315,- 
000 while; the balance of $22,000 is 
to satisfy incurred expense, . Addi¬ 
tionally, Constantine is held liable 
for legal costs of $3,00(1 Buck and 
his associates had claimed $49, 
029. as expenses: arid estimated 
their loss of profits over the six 
years at $521,000. 

theatre operations and refreshment 
sales. 

The Cooper org immediately 
filed articles of incorporation in 
Lincoln to operate theatres and to 
vend refreshments in Omaha. Each 
has an authorized capital stock of 
$10,000. 

Incorporators of both new com¬ 
panies are W. W. Putney and C. W. 
Battey of Lincoln who also are 

Hartman segued from this to 
staging shows at Grossinger’s and 
other hotels in the Catskill Moun¬ 
tains and In this capacity had as his 
chief assistant Bore Schary, who 
wasTo become longtime friend and. 
dose business associate. In 1933 
he went to Hollywood arid did the 
screenplay called “Romance in 
Manhattan” for RKO. Numerous 
writing assignments followed, in¬ 

trustees of the Cooper Foundation, j eluding his co-authorship of “Up 
R. E. Campbell of Lincoln heads 1 in Arms” . and, “Wonder . Man,” 
Cooper's board of trustees. . ! starririg Danny Kaye, and the 

The Cooper Foundation now “Road”.p 1 c t u r e s which starred, 
owns the S.uart, Lincoln, Ncbras- : Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and Dor- 
ka and Capliol Theatres in I-in- ! othy Lamour,in collaboration with 
coin. Its other interests are in ■ Frank Butler. 
Oklalionm City. Okla., and in CoL | Hartman’s role then was to .exr 
orado Sorin^j, Greeley, Pueblo pand to writer-producer-directorat 
and Grand Junction, Colo. ; . i Columbia, RKO arid Metro, work- 

Meanwhile, damage suits for j jng at the latter while Schary was 
$230,500 are still pending in Dis 
triet Court against Mrs, Goldberg 
and the Goldberg Foundation, The 
action was brought by Kermit Carr; 
former general m anager of the 
Goldberg chain. 

CarraceuMxt Mrs. Goldberg last 

head, of operations. He went to Par 
in 1951. 

Hartman died bf an apparent 
heart attack, although, his associ¬ 
ates now relate, there' was no his¬ 
tory of a cardiac condition: Private 
memorial services were conducted December of slandering him in oral > 

statements to persons in Des ^V tatements to persons 
Moines. Chicago arid New York. of the family and a few other 

friends in. attendance. Survivors 
are his widow, Helen; a son, Tim¬ 
othy, and two daughters,: Mrs. 
James Halsey arid Mrs. Arthur 
Pereira. 

The future of Hartmari Produc¬ 
tions is nebulous since it was a 

•;yo“mg‘'uons-"rLoop'"vLii i 

Downgrade ‘Action’ in Loop 
Chicago, March 25. 

When the Balnban & Katz Roose¬ 
velt Theatre switches to a deluxe 
single-picture policy April 5 (with 
20th’s. ‘‘Young Lions”), Loop will 
be left with two firstrun action 
houses—B&K Garrick arid the in¬ 
die Monroe. Recently there were 
four. 

It’s felt the Monroe, which could 
use the biz.'.will benefit most from 
the shrinking, especially as. the 
Garrick deviates now and then 
with single majors such as “Gift 
of Love" and the current “Snow; 
White” reissue. 

Settle Theatre Rent Case 
Montpelier, Vt., March 25. 

The Vermont Supreme Court has 
ruled that Leonard J. Abbadessa, 
owner of the Bradford theatre 
property in Bradford, is entitled to 
only eight months’ rent from An¬ 
drew and Peter Tegu, who. entered 
into a lease agreement on the build¬ 
ing. The high court reduced a 
lower court award from $4,200 to 
$3,200 in the dispute. 

The court threw out the Tebus’ 
claim that Abbadessa had accepted 
their surrender of the premises by 
taking the key to the property and 
later negotiating for its re-rental 
with another party. 

The lower court had ruled that 
the owner of the theatre buildirig 
was entitled to a full year's rent 

having functioned on the Par stu¬ 
dio and only with the assistance of 
a . secretary. There was no or¬ 
ganization, as such. 

Loot Song 
S5555 .Continued from; page I 

the performer benefits in more 
ways than one. 

Gimmicks, aside from money, to 
interest the top straturii of acts is 
on the upbeat; In times past, the 
most widely accepted was cash un¬ 
der the table In lieu of a higher 
sum on the contract. However, that 
device was namely limited to boni- 
faces enjoying most intimate 
friendships With the entertainer. 

The agencies aren’t at all pleased 

by this turn of events. Primary 
reason for that feeling is that they 
are Tobbed of extra commissions. 
For example, how is an agency to 
collect 10%. of a station wagon or 
a diamond ring? Even under-the- 
counter deals are vexing since, the 
percentery cannot know the exact 
terms and collects only on the face 
value of the pact. However, there 
is little they can do about it. 

: Continued from page. 5:; 

mbnts regarding playoff, on ex¬ 
penses, etc.; It is not suggested, 
at the moment, that French repre¬ 
sentatives go beyond : this,. which 
would, in effect challenge the effi¬ 
ciency of the indies. But. Flaud 
said yesterday. (Tu.es.) that an ex¬ 
pansion of the bureau’s function 
could not. he ruled out. 

; .Latter are . hardly, enthusiastic 
about any expanded . role . of the 
Film Office, Their dealings being 
highly individualistic-in character. 
At the same time, the Vast majority 
of ! them-4-bn the record at least— 
openly welcome a “check” : on- the; 
accounting level,; and there is a 
good, deal of finger-pointing re the 
fellow who “certainly could stand: 
some looking in-to.” 

General attitude was expressed 
by Ilya Lopert, who said: “I don’t 
mind a comptroller, but I won’t 
stand for anything beyond that.” 

Indies: aren’t unawares ' of the 
French contention that,: on many 
films where a guarantee had. been 
given, the local producer never* 
saw another penny. Impression 
is widespread in Europe that the 
Continental . producer is being 
taken for a ride in the States. 
Actually, the indies point out, 
there’s rarely a mention of the 
times, when sizable guarantees 
were given and a picture didn’t 
return the investment 

What happens, top, is that a dis¬ 
tributor may buy a. film outright. 
If this. picure theh turns out to be 
successful, the local producer has 
a tendency to feel he’s been gypped 
arid he then turns darkly suspi¬ 
cious of future deals. 

There are no . indications that 
the French plan to seriously ex¬ 
pand their office to take care of 
the hew function. Chances : are 
they’ll add an accountant. They 
may also intensify their represen¬ 
tation in terms of checking, on 
distribs who release pix on which 
their rights have expired, etc. 

The French on the whole have 
reason to be pleased with their 
performance during the past year, 
though their important films were 
not released until late in 1957. 
There is every expectation that 
1958 will, be a blockbuster year 
for them in the States.- 

Indies aren’t of one mind about 
the French : Film Office. . None 
minimize the importance of having 
such a bureau, both as a contact 
point and. to do publicity for the 
French industry as a whole.. How¬ 
ever, some pf the indies feel that 
the Film Office hasn’t sufficiently 
channelized its activities : to aid, 
pictures in . release or going: into 
release here. Question is raised 
whether the office functions pri¬ 
marily to aid French pictures in 
the States, or to aid the French 
producers vis-a-vis the indies. :Latr 
ter have a high opinion of Mater- 
nati, but would prefer, him to map 
more concrete moves to aid them 
In their—often difficult—job of 
selling the French film. 

Edinburgh Fest 
Continued from page 2 SSSS 

and large exhibitions). I, still, think 
it Is a good idea.” j 

Gandering the Barns 
Reid quotes Rudolf Bing, former 

artistic director of. the Festival, as 
having once told him: ; • •• 

“I have no Objection to putting 
on leg shows so long as the legs 
are good.” . 

According to Reid, something 
must be done to improve the Festi¬ 
val finances. 

At present the Festival has nu¬ 
merous vaUde shbws and revues 
on its unofficial “fringe,” but these, 
being staged independently, pro¬ 
vide no coin to: the official coffers. 

A public appeal has been issued 
to shopkeepers and hotel owners 
asking them to put up more coin I 
for the Festival, which brings so 
many dollars to this ancient Scot 
capital. ■ 

Opera is a big loser. In 1956 the 
Hamburg Opera lost over $120,000.: 

Vaude Ain’t Artistic 

It’s believed here, that the plan 
fbr official vaude shows may run 
into strong opposition from the 
‘artistic purists.” Edinburgh, as a 

self-contairied city, has a reputa¬ 
tion for artistic snootiness arid a 
high regard for tradition. . . 
; Niteries, for instance, are un¬ 
known in this grimy gray city 
where professional types like law¬ 
yers and teachers abound by. the 
hundred, and little fun-fodder is 
provided for young people. . 

The main local vaudery, the Em¬ 
pire Theatre, controlled from Lon¬ 
don by Val Parnell’s Moss Empire 
circuit, is in danger of running it¬ 
self out of business through policy 
of cheap striptease shows and 
skiffle shows. It rarely goes in for 
strong vaude. as does its counter¬ 
part, the Glasgow Empire. 

A small intimate vaudery, the 
Palladium independently owned, 
collars a steady section of the citi¬ 
zenry, mainly working-class sec¬ 
tions, with resident family layouts 
headed by Glasgow comedians. Its 
success, and that of former city 
vauderies like the old Theatre 
Royal (now burned down), proves 
that the city is really keen on 
vaude and doesn’t fully merit its 
name of being “snooty.” 

They Make . Me Sick* 

Commenting on the proposal for 
vaude shows, at the Festival, Hugh 
Fra ter, secretary of the Edinburgh 
Ballet Club, said: “I have, no de¬ 
sire to see the Festival pandering 
to anything in the nature of popu¬ 
lar appeal. I would hate to see 
musical comedies, jazz and skiffle. 
It should not be commercialized 
in any way: It would be the begin¬ 
ning of the end if they introduced 
anything in the way of popular 
turns. They make me sick.” 

With the 1958 Festival program 
practically set, inclusion of vaude 
this August-Sept, is ruled out, but 
there are hopes that the 1959 lay¬ 
out will include an international 
vaude show. v 

Lord Provost Ian Johinson-Gil- 
bert pointed out that there are 
some “very high-class French 
comedians” and some “extraord¬ 
inarily-good” acts from China. 

Robert Ponsonby, artistic direc¬ 
tor of the Festival, has stated pub¬ 
licly that he has no objection in 
principle to the Vaude idea. 

For Amusements 

Minneapolis, March 25. 
In the midst pf all the recession 

publicity, exhibitors . hereabouts 
are taking heart not only because 
of the boff grosses that a not in¬ 
considerable number of pictures 
in competition with one another 
still are -chalking up here arid 
throughout the territory, but be¬ 
cause also of other evidence that 
continues to prove other public 
amusement spending at a high 
level and. some Minneapolis Fed¬ 
eral Reserve-bank and other favor¬ 
able statistics. 

Last week’s annual state high 
school basketball tournament, al¬ 
though the games were televised 
by a local station, WTCN, and sev¬ 
eral others throughout the terri¬ 
tory, broke all attendance records, 
pulling capacity crowds of. 18,200; 
or a total of 91,000 payees, for its 
two afternoon arid three night ses¬ 
sions. 

This was on the heels of a Victor 
Borge gross of $22,000 for two local 
performances and the Federal Re-r 
serve bank report showing a 4% 
increase over the corresponding 
time a year ago in Upper Midwest 
business activity, as measured by 
checkbook spending, and a state 
employment bureau announcement 
that the number of persons listed 
on jobless benefit roles in both 
Minnesota and Minneapolis drop¬ 
ped 2,116. last week, the first such 
decline in two months. 

However, there were other fig¬ 
ures revealing a 4,900 employment 
drop in the Twin Cities metropoli¬ 
tan area for the mid-January to 
mid-February period., . 

Barney Balaban at Studio 
: Hollywood, March 25. 

President Barney Balaban is 
chairing a week of Paramount stu¬ 
dio confabs to line up company’s 
recently-disclosed bluechip pro¬ 
gram. 

Here also for discussions with Y. 
Frank Freeman and other lot top¬ 
pers. are Paul Raibourn, Par-tv 
head; George Weltner, head bf 
global sales-distribution; Russell 
Holman, eastern production chief; 
and Jerry Pickman, ad-pub Veepee, 

W. R. Frank Burglared 
Minneapolis, March 25. 

More than $3,000, including the 
weekend receipts, was stolen from 
a safe at W. R. Frank’s local neigh¬ 
borhood Boulevard theatre: The 
theft was discovered Monday mor¬ 
ning when Frank and the house 
manager found that the safe's 
outer compartment in the cashier's 
office was open and the inner com¬ 
partment’s contents had been 
rifled. 

. Police found that several of the 
theatre’s doors had been forced 
open. They also speculated that 
the burglar might have remained 
in the theatre when it closed Sun¬ 
day night 

Charming, But— 
S Continued from. pa;e 3 

“Books, films and the stage, are 
different media and they must be 
considered differently. It makes no 
sense to use yardstick of one to 
the other because the requirements 
are so different. 1 am a stage actor, 
but when I. stand before a camera 
I use a different technique?’ 

Brazzi applauded director Joshua 
Logan for sticking closely to the 
“South Pacific” play in the first 
part of the picture arid then turn¬ 
ing ihore and more to purely cine¬ 
matic values. The actor said he 
found it more and more satisfying 
to work in American films “be¬ 
cause I am now thinking in Eng¬ 
lish. During the first two or three 
pictures I thought in Italian, hut 
mouthed my lines In English. It’s 
a hard thing to do.” 

Must See Script First 
His next assignment, aH:er he 

finishes “A Certain Smile” oppo^ 
site Christine Carere in Paris, will 
be “The Blessing” for Metro. He’ll 
costar with Deborah Kerr. After 
that, he’s free. 

“I won’t tie myself up for any¬ 
thing any more,” Brazzi said. “I: 
insist on seeing the script before I 
decide on whether or not to sign 
for a picture. At least I’ve come: to 
the point where I can afford to 
either make my own mistakes, or 
avoid them if my good sense warns 
me in time.” 

Coming hack to the Italian in¬ 
dustry, Brazzi said neo-realisrii, not 
wholly novel anyway since the 
French came close to it in the 
thirties, was bound to fail because 
it visualized the kind bf postwar 
Italian poverty which struck a 
sympathetic chord abroad,. but 
failed to convince the Italians who 
were suffering under it. “These 
pictures didn’t ring true for them, 
an d they failed in Italy,” he said. 

Trouble with the Italian Indus-, 
try, averred. Brazzi, was that it 
failed in its timing. “When the 
Americans were releasing 300 or. 
more films in Italy, we were turn¬ 
ing out 150 or more. We couldn’t 
compete. Our pictures would sit 
on the shelf,” he said. “At that 
time wfe should have seen to it that 
the American industry took at 
least 20 or 30 of our films in that 
huge U. S: market. That would 
have been at least some contribu¬ 
tion. But they never did, and wo 
never insisted, and today We’re re¬ 
duced to a bare handful of Italian 
films of which only a fraction are 
artistically valuable and commer¬ 
cially saleable.” 
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f: birth of the blues 
| the rhythm 

libund the world... 

You’ll hear "Beale Street Blues” •"Yellow Dog Blues” *MSt. Loui 

A STUNNING LINE-UP 

* "Harlem Blues” •’’Morning Star”* and many more! 

tiiaiiu. ENTERTAINERS... 

jj WORLD PREMIERE, FOX THEATRE, ST. LQUIS-THURSDAY EVENING, APRIL 10th 

National attention will be focussed on this citywide celebration honoring W. C. Handy 

—sponsored by the St. Louis Variety Club and the SL Louis Chamber of Commerce. 

IMMEDUTELY FOU0WED BY Q SUtUVtrS SALUTE 10 W.C.HUIDY, CBS-TV.SUNDAV. Will. 13di 
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irible on New Loan Terms 
Ask Congress Bring Loans Nearer a ‘Reality’ To 

Distressed Filin Houses 

Theatre Owners of America has 
petitioned the Senate Select Com¬ 
mittee on Small Business to ex¬ 
pand the regulations Of the Small 
Business Administration so that 
drive-in as well as conventional 
theatres would be eligible for Gov¬ 
ernment loans. At the same time, 
TOA—via Philip F. Harling. chair¬ 
man of the SBA committee of TOA 

'—urged the Senate committee to 
ease loan regulations for all thea¬ 
tres in light of the current business ! 
recession. 

Harling pointed out to the com- ; 
mittee that TOA on March 15, 
3.957, has submitted a memoran-1 
dunv to the SBA request jng revi- ‘ 
sions, expansion and the elimina¬ 
tion of restrictions "so that the 
aims and . purposes of the SBA 
■would actually become operative 
in fact rather theory.” 

Harling called the attention Of 
the committee to the fact that the 
plight of film theatres "is of long 
duration and is much more critical 
than it has ever been/’ He em¬ 
phasized that the SBA records 
show that out of 20,000 theatres in 
the U. S.. only 17 applications had 
been submitted by theatres, and 
out of these, four loans: totaling 
$50,750 were approved. Thirteen 
applications totaling $307,870 were 
disapproved. 

The TOA official charged that, 
t’ ‘ law as written "prevents the 
o ning of the economic .flood¬ 
gates which would make it possible 
for many millions of dollars to be 
spent in rehabilitating our indus¬ 
try which is essential to the na¬ 
tional welfare:’’ By ihe law’s limi¬ 
tations, Harling added, it prevents 
the employment of capital, labor 
and materials and ‘‘discriminates 
by reason of the narrovvness of the 
law against an industry which en¬ 
joyed the greatest manifestation of 
the trust and confidence when the 
government certified all. theatres 
as issuing agents for War Bonds 
during-World War II, without los¬ 
ing one single dollar from all the 
billions issued.” 

Autry Gun on Screen 
Hollywood, March 25. 

Gene Autry’s Flying A Pro¬ 
ductions, formed several years 
ago for exclusive activity in 
telepix, will how expand into 
theatrical feature production. 

First to go this summer will 
be "Cuban Escapade,” to 
star Estelita. Cowboy star 
won’t appear in film to be pro¬ 
duced by Lou Gray and di¬ 
rected by George Archaihbaud. 

Oscar Poll 
Continued from page 1 

for this Oscar, for role in "Kwai,” 
but Buttons edged ahead in last 
week of polling.. 

KK.a Lanchester topped others 
In licid in "best supporting actress,” 
f«»r.work in "Witness for Prosecu¬ 
tion.” However, Lanchester’s mar¬ 
gin very narrow, with Diane Varsi 
In “Pey ton Place,” (20th-FoxV and 
Carolyn Jones in "Bachelor Party” 
III-II-L’. also contenders. 
' "All the Way,” Sammy Cahn- 
Jimmy Van Heusen tune from 
‘‘.Joker. Is Wild.” has commanding 
lead Over rivals for best song. 

"Kwai,” best picture favorite, 
garnered more votes than did all 
opposition put together, and same 
was true of Guinness,, for best 
a< tor, and Lean, for director. 

■ For 10 previous years of Daily 

Yakikty polls, batting average 
overall is .862—far ahead of any 
survey ot this kind. Tour times it. 
has been 100'r accurate'. 

j Glorified Crackers 
Continued from page 3 

| ner, the German "sea devil”; an- 
.! other version of "The Three Pen¬ 

ny- Opera” with . the Kurt Weill 
! music, for which he wants Curt 
! Jurgens, and "Undine” by Giro- 
doux, for which he hopes to get 
Miss Schell. 

j Apart from, these; he’s planning 
to shoot. “The Rdugh and the 

; Smooth” as a British-German co- 
i production,- with Renown Pictures 
! as the British partner.. Film, is 
described as a modern human 

* bondage.. 
Siodmak also is shooting three 

pilots for. a tv series to be entitled 
I "The Killers” and he has an idea 
! for a.tv series on "Great Escapes;” 
1 from Churchill and Xenophbh: to 
j Latude and Genl. Giraud. These 
; pix would be shot at the Bavaria 
studios in Munich. 

The Germans, observed Siodmak, 
are virtually the only producing 
country where virtually no thought 
is being given to export. “They 
don’t bother to think beyond 
Vienna, Switzerland and the Saar,” 
the producer held, adding that this 
was in part explainable by the fact 
that (1) the German market is so 
potentially lucrative for a hit, and 
(2) German actors, once they be¬ 
come known, are so : quickly 
snapped up by Hollywood. 

Television is gradually making 
inrbads in Germany, Siodmak re¬ 
ported; He said, eventually, the 
small socalled German “Heimat" 
films woulld be replaced by tv. 
There \vas no great incentive for 
the Germans to coproduce with 
other European countries because 

j the dubbed product would be re- 
i leased just as easily, he said. How¬ 
ever, the incentive for Americans 
to coproduce With Germans was 

. considerable since, the German 
( market carried a virtual guarantee 
* of around $400,0p0 or more. 
I Biggest problem in Germany to- 
|day Ls playing time, and that’s get- 
' ting tougher all the time, said 
Siodmak. • 

“At . Night, When the: Devil 
Comes” w’as a .success In Germany, 
where the Gloria outfit released it, 
Siodmak said. He; acknowledged 

( that the German system of produc- 
! tion, with -distributors financing 
; producers and holding a tight rein 
ion film content, prevented any 
( great experimentation and possibly 
; tended to keep down film quality, 
Ibut added that there was little 
! chance for any change. Quite 
j apart from that, he reminded. Some 
* of the artistically poorest . films 
have done the biggest business in 
the German market. 

‘Karamazov’ of USA 
«-■- —- - Continued from1 page 3 ^^^ 

Hot Summer” will be on the top 
ot tlie invited pix at Cannes. 20th 
doc-m't participate in the. MPEA 
selection procedure and prefers to 
.lonewolf it with the various fests. 

Favre LeBret. Cannes lest di¬ 
rector. is currently in the States 
to invite stars and make, other ar¬ 
rangement^. He and. his commit¬ 
tee are expected to glean their 
film invites from the MPEA list,, 
but he's under no obligation to 
stick to it and indications are that 
Cannes and the other European 
fests . w ill favor those producers 
who can deliver stars. 

It’s already been made clear 
that Lee Remick, who appears in 
“Long, Hot Summer,” will be at 
Cannes with her husband, 

Though. following last, year’s 
Cannes festival, there was a good 
deal of conversation and discus¬ 
sion regarding a new. selection 
procedure to be adopted by the 
MPEA, nothing has been changed. 

GOLDWYN'S HERSHOLT KUDO 

; No Thalherg This Year But Laurels 
For Three Are ‘Specials’ 

. Hollywood, March 25. : 
Samuel Goldwyn is recipient of 

the Academy’s Jean Hersholt Hu¬ 
manitarian Award,. established last 
year in memory of . the org’s many- 
year prexy. Y. Frank Freeman won 
first presentation. 

With no Irving Thalberg Award 
set for this year, three additional 
film vets also are being kudosed 
by Academy this year- Board of 
Governors voted special! awards to 
Charles Brackett, former Academy 
prexy, and B. B. Kahane for their 
long service to the film industry. 

All presentations will be made 
at Oscar show tomorrow night 
(Wed.) at Pantages Theatre. 

Ray Woodard, law student at the 
University of Pittsburgh and in¬ 
state exhibitor, disposed of the 
Avalon and Kayton Theatres in 
Montgomery, W. Va., to Frank 
Sandor, a Smithers exhib, and 
Benny Filioggi Jr. . 

Exhibs Can Play the Role 
(Happiest Man in Town), 

Contends Ad-Pub Chief 
Minneapolis, March 25. 

There has been sorne criticism 
of the "happiest man in town” 
role that the local exhibitor Is to 
play in the forthcoming three- 
month territory^wide drive to "fill 
empty seats” to start in 200 or 
more ; towns simultaneously in 
April. 

It’s felt by the critics that the 
campaigns Will•: start off with. a 
"gross exaggeration” and an un¬ 
true picture of existing? boxoffice 
conditions. 

However, Ev Seibel, United 
Paramount circuit advertising-pub¬ 
licity head, who,, with Harry 
Greene, serving in a similar Eddie 
Ruben, circuit capacity; conceived I 
the idea, defend the "battle cry” 
as anything but an inept choice. . 

Seibel: refers to a recent, series 
of articles in the. Minneapolis 
Morning Tribune, based on a sur¬ 
vey by its staffer Carl Rowan, 
showing that in the srnall towns 
he visited most lines of business 
other than exhibition are in as bad 
or a worse way.. 

"The conclusion to be drawn 
from the articles is that the ex¬ 
hibitor in the small town hasn’t 
any more reason for unhappiness 
than his fellow townsmen engaged 
in other pursuits,"if as much,” says 
Seibel. "We feel .confident that 
the pictures coming up during en¬ 
suing months, plus the continuous 
•boxoffice drive that’ll be made i 

available for him to participate In 
well may bring him a measure Of 
prosperity and, . thus, happiness. 
At least, there can be no gainsay¬ 
ing that, those fellow . townsmen 
witnessing those pictures will find 
enjoyment which is tantamount to 
happiness.” ; 

Seibel and Greene were influ¬ 
enced in the "happiest man”- de¬ 
cision by a belief that there has 
been too much publicity abput ex¬ 
hibitor pessimism that has been 

; hurtful to the boxoffice. 

are regular features at. the youth 
and teenage clubs. 
. An estimated .5,000 local young¬ 
sters, weekly attend the hops, with 
the number increasing each month. 
They are so popular no\y that ttiey 
are becoming the vogue, for school 
parties, spring proms and gradua¬ 
tion dances. A no-passout rule at 
most hops precludes any shenani¬ 
gans outside the halls. 

. Disk jockeys report, that the hops 
are well chaperoned and with no 
incidents of violence reported. so 
far. A known tough who shows 
up is politely refused entrance: 
Schools, religious and civic lead¬ 
ers. are endorsing ' the hops as 
clean, healthful recreation. 
. The platter spinners do not feel 
that the hops will| take the play 
away from dance bands in the 
long run. The hops stimulate an 
interest in music and dancing, and 
in the long run they will result In 
a greater demand for dance bands 
and live entertainment, say. the 
dee jays. 

Jazz Vs. Rock ’n’ Roll for 5c 
Vancouver, March 25. 

Junior high tutor Doug Kennedy; 
a jazz buff, has brainwaved a way 
to level down rock ’n- roll in the 
minds of the lower teenagers at the 
school. "Expose them to Jazz,” he 
says, and: does. Now the moppets 
are boppets with that real cool 
preference, digging disk and 
"live.” 

Kennedy, health and personality 
instructor at Burnaby Alpha Junior 
High,. runs a noon-hour Record 
Club & Dance with a 5c gate. Coin 
collected—and 600 out of 800 stu¬ 
dents show lip-^buys free concerts 
by area’s jazz toppers, when en¬ 
tire student body, shows up. "Rock 
’n’ roll is not so important to them 
any more,” he said. 

First “in person” noontime jazz- 
for-junior sesh was. Lance Harri¬ 
son Dixieland presentation, in mid- 
December. Subsequent hypoed in¬ 
terest copped enough cash for a 
Doug Parker orch school date two 
weeks ago, presenting jazz that 
both was and wasn’t far out . 

Singing a.t .each session, was ty- 
web. thrush- Eleanor.. Collins, who 
doubles in PTA as a moppet- 
mother herself. “We’re Hie first,*’ j 
is tutor Kennedy’s opinion,.“but’ 
with this type of personality edu¬ 
cation, we’re only the beginning.’* 

NEIL HELLMAN NEW OZONER 

Hires'll Exchange Sales Mgr. To 
Run Drive-Ins 

Albany, March 25. 
Purchase of. the 650-car, four- 

year-old Andalusian Drive-in, in 
northeast Philadelphia, by Neil 
Heilman, -of Albany, is revealed. 
Reported price: about $200,0b0. 

Heilman, who has been operating 
drive-ins for 18 years, and who 
also! conducts two motels here, 
hired Eddie Potash, Universal sales 
manager of the City of Brotherly 
Love, to supervise the Andalusia 
and the Lincoln Drive-in at Phila¬ 
delphia, another Heilman enter¬ 
prise. Potash left Universal Friday 
(21> to affiliate with Heilman. 

Lee Sherman Reports Male 
Dancers to Yank Taste 

Rare For O’Seas Films 
' Male dancers for film work are 

ih short supply. in Europe and 
musicals done on the Continent 

i suffer from the lack of U.S.-trained 
hoofers, says Lee Sherman, Ameri¬ 
can choreographer who left over 
the weekend for Paris to direct an 
eight-minute dance sequence for 
the film “Colorado” there. 

I "Colorado” stars French come¬ 
dian Beauville and is a spoof on 

I the American west. Last year, 
> Sherman was called to Paris to 
choreograph the dances for an¬ 
other French musical, “Tabarin.” 
"Colorado” is a French-Italian- 
Gerrnan co-production. 

To get an "American” quality. In 
European male dancers is difficult 
if not impossible, Sherman said, 
adding that the U. S. dancers were 
the world’s greatest “with the pos¬ 
sible exception of the Russians 
about Whom we know very little." 
The Americans, he held, are the 
best trained and, in contrast to 
their.. Continental . counterparts, 
they bring to their work a vigorous, 
vital quality. 

For "Colorado” he expects to re¬ 
cruit some American dancers in 
Europe, including some Negroes. 
"We’ll have to beg and borrow 
dancers as Usual,” Sherman said. 
He expects to get some from an 
American troupe visiting at the 
Brussels Fair. 

In contrast to the men, European 
femme dancers are better dis¬ 
ciplined and more useable. In do¬ 
ing "Tabarin,” Sherman cut the 
men’s movements to a minimum 
and highlighted the girls. 

^With the advent of some of the 
American musicals in Europe 
(“Oklahoma,” " Kismet," "Briga- 
doon” etc. in London), a pool of 
male dancers trained in the Amer¬ 
ican concept of the dance is gradu¬ 
ally built up, Sherman related. 

This is being helped along, too, 
by the presence of some U. S. 
choreographers on the Continent, 
such as Billy Daniels in Germany. 
"Our choreographers are much in 
demand,” Sherman said. "They’re 
contributing something new and 
important The Europeans just 
don’t think the way we do.” He 
noted the European preference for 
American pacing. 
.. Sherman has choreographed the 
Jones Beach "Show Boat” ^ show 
for the past two years. He also did 
"Make Mine Manhattan” on BroadT 
way and has done a lot of tv work. 

Farr Quits for Realty 
Houston, March 25. 

Jack. A„ Farr, prez and major 
stockholder in the. Farr Amuse¬ 
ment Co., which operates theatres 
in Houston and Bryan, has re¬ 
signed his post as prez and general 
manager to-devote time to his real 
estate holdings. 

T. J. Cheney will be manager oi 
I the Trail Drive In here and J. W. 
Robertson will be manager of the 
Skyway Theatre in Bryan. Hey- 
wood Simmons will do the buying 
and hooking. 

McWilliams, Sidell Partner 
Cincinnati, March 25. 

Harry K. McWilliams, vet ex- 
plbiteer. Is a partner with4 Robert 
L. Sidell, Cincy Zoo Opera exec, in 
a new business relations firm, Sl- 
dell-McWilliams Co. here. They 
will serve as consultants in man¬ 
agement, employee, stockholder, 
dealer, labor and public relations 
fields. 
k McWilliams continues tQ beat the 
drums in this.'area -for Columbia 
Pictures,- following a stint in New 
York. Sidell Is former president 
of Cincy Local, Musicians Union,; 
and a former mayor and commis¬ 
sioner of Newport, Ky. 

Minneapolis, March 25. 
Approximately 200 of this terri¬ 

tory’s cities are expected to par¬ 
ticipate in the three-month busi¬ 
ness-building campaign which will 
be launched, in April; Plans for 
the campaign, aimed at stimulat¬ 
ing • film business in . the entire 
area, eventuated from a meeting 
of 248 exhibitors here last week. 
Session had. been arranged by cir¬ 
cuit owners Eddie Ruben and 
Harold Field and local United 
Paramount general manager 
Charles Winchell. 

Theme of the campaign, de¬ 
signed by Ev Seibel and Harry 
Ruben, ad-pub chiefs of the United 
Paramount and Ruben circuits. Is 
aimed at dispelling the pessimism 
that has surrounded the. film busi¬ 
ness recently: The optimistic and 
cheerful aspects of the industry 
are stressed. Large initial news¬ 
paper ads will be headed "I am 
the happiest man in town ’cause 
I’m going to make you happy, too, 
you’ll agree, when you see the 
wonderful motion picture produc¬ 
tions to he presented during the 
ensuing months.” A list and de¬ 
scription of the attractions will 
follow. 

Exhibitors left the one-day 
meeting with elaborate kits con¬ 
taining plans for campaigns in the 
shape of stunts, ideas, gimmicks, 
proposed ads, etc. They also heard 
pep talks from circuit owner Gil 
Nathanson, Ruben, Winchell, 
Green, and Edward L; Hyman, 
American Broadcasting Para¬ 
mount Theatres v.p. 

Initial steps were taken at the 
session to form a new permanent 
exhibitors’ organization "princi¬ 
pally devoted to business building 
forums." It’s indicated. that the 
new group may eventually affiliate 
with Theatre Owners of America 
which has never been represented 
in this territory. 

This development could con¬ 
ceivably put the skids undef Ex¬ 
hibitors Trade Assn., the .former 
North Central Allied unit, which 
has been largely inactive since 
Bennie Berger had been replaced 
as president a year ago. However, 
Ted Mann, ETA prexy, and Berget 
have indicated their opposition to 
TOA, which they regard as un¬ 
suitable In its aims for this area’# 
small exhibitors. Both have de* ' 
nounced the proposed TOA In¬ 
vasion and have declared they’ll 
fight to keep ETA alive. 

Standby for Grid 

St. Paul, March 25. 

Minnesota Gov. O, L. Freeman 
has indicated that he may call A 
special session of the state legisla¬ 
ture during the next few months to 
expand the jobless benefit pro¬ 
gram, His decision, it’s stated, will 
hinge upon the failure of economic 
conditions to improve. 

If the special session material¬ 
izes, exhibitors and agricultural in¬ 
terests are. expected to seek day¬ 
light saving time relief from the 
legislature. The dst law cannot be 
eliminated until the lawmakers 
meet again, and no regular session 
is scheduled until 1959. 

The first non-wartime fast time 
last summer did considerable box- 
office harm, it’s claimed by exhib- . 
itors who are looking forward with 
dread to another impending tussel 
with it; ' Drive-in theatres partic¬ 
ularly suffered, according to in¬ 
dustry toppers! 

Sentiment against the dst in¬ 
creased and became more wide¬ 
spread as the summer progressed 
last year. The radio and tv stations 
and newspapers put the law over. 

1,414 Filins Given ‘17 
British Rating in’57 

, . London, March 18. 
During 1957, the British Board 

of Censors examined 1,743 films, 
covering feature *pix, shorts, docu¬ 
mentaries and cartoons. There were 
1,414 films given a "U" certificate* 
which means that they were re¬ 
garded as suitable for viewing by 
patrons of all ages. Seventy-seven 
pix were tagged "X" meaning that 
children under 16 cannot see them 
and 10 wer» rejected. 

There were 264 full-length fea¬ 
ture pix passed in the "U” category. 
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In terms of the enjoyment 

registered by the paying 

customers, it looks like a 

surefire hit—designed to 

reach the widest possible 

audience.” 
The Film Daily 

Cinemascope 

co-starring 

ALEXIS SMITH • MARY ASTOR 
THIS HAPPY 
feeling 
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ESTELLE WINWOOD 
Directed by BLAKE EDWARDS • Screenplay by BLAKE EDWARDS • Based on the Play "FOR LOVE OR MONEY" written by F. HUGH HERBERT 

and produced on the stage by BARNARD STRAUS • Produced by ROSS HUNTER «A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE 

Available for a limited number of engagements over the Memorial Day weekend 
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Todd In His Midway Period 
Continued from pace 4 

his former hamininess, having 
prayed the fiddle in a Vermont 
burlesque house as a youth) that 
the "‘Todd touch” came to fuller 
flower. 

Had GibsonV Ear 
Todd was known to have Gib¬ 

son’s ear; they liked each other. 
Todd was allowed free rein in 
“competing” With Billy. Hose as 
the showman at the fair. Rose, .of 
course, could hardly be caught up 
with on a practical basis, having 
made a mint with the. gargantuan 
“Aquacade” which had a general 
admission of 40c—the key to its 
Virtually . SRO attendance; . but 
where Rose had the benefit of 
housing his water opera in part of 
a $5,000,000 exhibit building fi¬ 
nanced by the State of New York, 
Todd had to . build his theatres, 
etc., from the ground up, although 
there were reports at the time that 
some, if not all, of the financing 
for Todd’s enterprises came from 
the fair. Rose also advantaged 
Todd and most of the other show- 
men by getting a 10% deal, made 
during the Whalen regime, where¬ 
as the others, including Todd, had 
to earmark anywhere from 15% to 
40% of their gate receipts as the 
exposition’s share. . Even so, Billy 
Rose’s low percentage not only 

ave the World’s Fair a healthy 
ite but the “Aquacade" itself 

drew the best press nationally: It 
was one of the few times in his 
Career that Todd was “second 
best.” But even In that role, he 
was the expo’s “personality boy” 
and one of the prime noisemakers. 
Todd and many of the other show¬ 
men were understood at the time 
to have been given more favorable 
percentage de'als by Gibson after 
Whalen was "kicked upstairs ’’ 

The comparison with Rose is ihr 
evitahle in other ways. Rose was 
not in Todd’s class as a mixer; 
Todd was all over the place, gravi¬ 
tating especially toward the smart- 
boy carnies who dominated the 
midway as entrepreneurs. Most of 
the latter either made Chicago 
their home or were Associated with 
the Windy City in the off-season- 
end Chi was figured as “mikes- 
town” although he was from Min-: 
neapolis. One among them, Joe 
Rogers iDufoUr &> N. Y.-born but 
Chi-based was a match for Todd 
on the gambling spirit -linked so 
historically with “the Chicago 
mob.” (Gambling broke Rogers;, 
he committed suicide about 10 
years ago.) Rogers, one of most.: 
admired of all showmen at the fair, 
in a friendly way vied With Todd 
for . Gibson’s attention, and both 
got it in full measure. 

Got Way In Chicago 
Chicago, March 25. 

As the Chi Daily News put it, 
Mike Todd “got that way in Chic¬ 
ago”—the city that raised. and el¬ 
bowed him, alternately a backdrop 
for fame and fortune, and a cloak 
for obscurity. 

His first show biz success was 
here at the Century of Progress. 
But after the exposition folded. 
Todd’s luck ebbed, as it would time 
and again, and soon after the show¬ 
man was on Randolph St. working 
for a bookie, 

Todd first hit Chicago at the age 
of one, when the Goldbogen. family 
moved from suburban Miimeopolis. 
His boyhood environment w*as the 
thickly-peopled, pluralistic north¬ 
west side, where it was take-what- 
yoit-can arid cop-dodging. Todd was 
seven when he found show biz for 
the first time, joining a sidewalk 
pitchman as stooge. It wasn’t long 
before the brash kid gravitated to 
carnivals. 

If a buck was to be made, Todd 
was ready and witling. He was an 
apprentice pharmacist on Nelspir 
Algren's tough, cobbled W. Divi¬ 
sion St. He worked in a lab at 
Michael Reese hospital. He sold 
shoes for footwear tycoon Irving 
Florshelm before Florsheim was a 
tycoon. And he made signs for 
merchants—the kind that read, 
ironically, “Going Out of Business.” 

Once he even became a peda- 
. gogue, starting a school that taught 

bricklaying! In 1928 he werit to 
Hollywood to build soundproof 
stages, and the next Chicago knew 
of him, he was back arching blue- 
nose backs with a purple “Flame 
Dance” at the 1933 lakefront fair. 

Todd’s personality, reflected in 
so many things, was mirrored again 
here in 1940 when he opened a 

gaudy, girly nltery on the north- 
side, touted as a spot for “just 
folks.” It made money, and next 
thing he knew, some troglodytes, 
reminiscent of the Capone era 
were demanding in. Todd took his 

[ cue and ankled the club and the 
city. 

Todd’s two brothers and a sister 
live in the Chi area. Their father, 
Rabbi Chaym Goldbogen, is buried 
here at Jewish Waldheim cemetery, 
Another, sister died some years 
back, arid was also buried here. 
[Mike also was laid to rest there.] 

For Oscar Nod 
Hollywood, March 25. . 

The Todd-AO Corporation and 
Westrex Corporation, and Motion 
Picture Research Council, will be 
awarded; Class One statuettes In 
the Academy’s Scientific or Tech¬ 
nical Achievement Awards division 
this year. Last year, both Class 
One and, Class Two kudos were 
bypassed In annual Oscar sweep- 
stakes.' ' j 

Todd-AO and Westrex draw 
honors for the development of 

! Todd-AO process; MPRC for de- 
1 velopment of a high efficiency pro¬ 
jection screen for drive-in theatres. 

| In Class Two awards, one goes 
to The Soclete d’Optique et de 
Mecanique de Haute Precision, for 
development of a highspeed vari¬ 
focal photographic lens. Also, Har¬ 
lan L. Baumbach, Lorand . Wargo; 
Howard :M, Little, Unicorn . Engin¬ 
eering Corporation, for develop-? 
ment 6f an Automatic Printer 
Light Selector. 

Class Three: Charles E. Sutter, 
William B. Smith, Paramount: Pic¬ 
tures* General Cable Corp., for 
engineering and application to 
studio use of aluminum lightweight 
electrical cable connectors. 

Vancouver Never Saw Like 
Of ‘80 Days’ Long Draw 

Vancouver, March 25. 
Though set to bow-out Feb. 8, 

UA’s “Around the World in 80 
Days,” which flabbergasted city’s 
exhibs by running a record: 25 
weeks to 80% capacity grosses, at i 
Stanley, Famous Players 1,105-seat 
nabe house, was too good to let go. 
Film Is now In it’s 32d week and* 
“It will run until the middle of 
April,” said manager Jack Burdick. 

Wicket trade has eased off to 
’’a good 60%,” said Burdick, 
“which is good.” Previous Van¬ 
couver record was ‘The King k I,” 
14 weeks. Supplanting feature 
will be ‘The TO Commandments,” 
which the exhlb feels will, do four 
solid weeks: 

Todd Jr. Carries 0a 
Continued from pas* I ssiass 

tween them). Mrs. Lorraine Man- 
ville-Baxter owns 25% of the film 
up to a ceiling of $500,000. She 
originally invested $1,829,000, 
which she’s recouping in addition 
to her interest. So far* there has 
System. United Artists also shares 
including loans and interest, “80 
Days” Is only two-thirds paid off. 
It must earn another $2,100,000 be¬ 
fore going Into the black. 

There’s a feeling that Todd’s 
death may hurt the “80 Days” po¬ 
tential in that he was always active, 
in plugging his film arid keeping it 
before the public eye. In fact* Todd 
was a livings advertisement for his 
first and only moving .picture, 
whether he addressed a student 
group at Harvard or lectured the 
press on returning from Moscow. 

As far as Todd's relations with 
UA are concerned, UA prez Arthur 
Krim said Monday (24) that no 
changes at all were in the wind. 
Todd Is known to have had his 
differences with UA over the way 
the distribution of the printdown 
version was handled and he re¬ 
cently appointed a sales supervisor. 
He reportedly felt that his picture 
wasn’t getting important enough 
time during tbs Upcoming . Easter 
holidays. 

JesseFs Todd Eulogy 
[ At H’wood Memorial 
| . Holly wood, March 25. 

. “I’ve known .few men in my 
nearly 50 years before the public 
who could retain optimism and 
shun adversity as could Mike 
Todd,” ; George Jessel, delivering 
the eulogy at memorial services to 
the veteran showman, told more 
than, 1,400 great and small of Hol¬ 
lywood who turned out to pay 
their last respects today (Tries.) at 
Temple Israel; 

In a speech originally prepared 
for delivery before, the Friats last 
Sunday (23) in New York, Jessel 
declared, “It would please Mike 
Todd if I now use some of that 
address.” For » pitchman, Todd 
had the audacity of a Roman em¬ 
peror, shown in his works, said 
Jessel. “A man of great strength 
and firm convictions, Todd brought 
the world together in his picture 
(‘80 Days’),” Jessel. declared. 

[ Todd Terminus 
Continued frem page 4 

(which folded after a short run). 
During the roaring twenties he 
went into the construction business 
and made—and . lost—his first 
million. . 

Todd’s “flame Dance’- attraction 
at the-Chicago World’s Fair intro¬ 
duced him to a reporter on the 
Chicago office of Variety, Dari 
Goldberg; himself . later to show, 
some flair as an Impresario. At 
the time Goldberg fancied himself 
a playwright (he wasn’t and Todd 
fancied himself a Broadway pro¬ 
ducer (he wasn’t), with presentation 
of Goldberg’s "Call Me Ziggy” at 
the Playhouse. 

None of Todd’s first ventures on 
Broadway succeeded, riot “The 
Man from Cairo” in 1938 or his. 
theatre cafe with Gypsy Rose Lee 
in 1939. -But then came “The Hot 
Mikado,” starring Bill . Robinson. 
It had everything, from erupting 
volcano to a waterfall on. the stage. 
He took his hit to New York’s 
World Fair and followedwith 
“Streets of Paris,” “The Dancing 
Campus”. featuring name bands) 
and the Gay New Orleans revue. 

“Star arid Garter,” “Something 
for the Boys,” “Mexican Hay ride,” 
“Up in Central Park”., and “The 
Naked Genius” did better on 
Broadway but a variety of circum¬ 
stances (mostly the lure of the 
track) found Todd in bankruptcy 
in 1948, owing $1,105,000. He 
borrowed $375,000 and managed to 
refund his debts via another hit, 
“As the Girls Go.” . This he fol¬ 
lowed with “Peep Show” in 1950 
and. In 1952 and 1953, with the 
“Night in Venice” spectacular at 
Jones Beach. 
Sparked Cinerama; Later Todd-AO 

At that time, Todd and Lowell: 
Thomas teamed up in the new 
Cinerama widescreen medium. 
Todd, characteristically unable to 
get along with partners, quit the 
enterprise and sparked the devel¬ 
opment of the Todd-AO process. 
The first film was^ “Oklahoma,” 
butr—again—he broke with his 
partners (George Skouras and 
Joseph Schenck) and sold out his 
interest, using; the money to help 
finance “Around the World in 80 
Days.” In between he planned to 
make “War and; Peace,” but the. 
Italians beat him to it, 

Todd married . actress Joan 
Blondell (his first wife having died 
in 1947 following an accident), 
maintained ..a •. lengthy friendship 
with actress Evelyn Keyes arid 
courted and married actress Eliza' 
beth Taylor. Latter was one of the 
best publicized courtships in his¬ 
tory arid the couple continued to 
make news wherever they went, 
which was practically everywhere, 
from the Riviera to Moscow. 
. Last year,. Todd won . an Acad¬ 
emy Award for “80 Days.” At the 
time of his death he had been pre¬ 
paring to launch production oil his 
next picture, “Don Quixote.” 

Todd was an expansive man, who 
did everything with . “large.” He 
lived well' and he spent money on. 
anything, from valuable paintings 
to a Rolls Royce, an estimated $!,- 
000,000 in jewels arid a yacht as 
gifts for his wife; plus his private 
plane, a $100,000 Lockheed sumptu¬ 
ously outfitted. His phone bills 
Were legendary and he probably 
rivalled Don AmCche in publicizing 
the instrument; v 

. Surviving him are Miss Taylor, 
son Michael Todd Jr., and Eliza¬ 
beth Frances Todd, . a daughter 
horn to him and Miss Taylor last 
year,- arid three brothers and One 
sister. 
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Screenwright-columnist-author Art Cohn who crashed to his 
death with Mike Todd was polishing his biography of the showman, 
for Random House publication next fall because RH prexy Bennett 
Cerf felt the book “was enough for two volumes ” Cqhn called the 
Todd biog “The First 9 Lives of Michael Todd.” 

Cohn, who had only last month incepted a Hearst-syndicated 
column in the San Francisco. Examiner and other national-dailies 
—a Beverly Hills resident he had riot, as yet, obtained a Los 
Angeles outlet—had written the screenplay of “Don Quixote,” 
Todd’s next projected film production. He was also the producer 
of the CBS telecast version of that first anniversary party for 
18,000 “chums” at Madison Square Garden last fall far which Todd 
received considerable negative reaction as thanks for a grand 

■ gesture. ’ ' ' ; 1 •, 
Cohn, vet newspaperman, authored “The Joker Is Wild,” biog of* 

comedian Joe E; Lewis which is a current season Parairiount fiim 
release on a coproduction deal among star Frank Sinatra, director 
Charles Vidor, Lewis and himself. Because of the Joe E. Lewis 
association an initial rumor linked the comedian to the Todd fatal¬ 
ity when, actually, he had opened the night before (21) at the 
.Eden Roc, Miami Beach. 

The Color of Mike Todd 
^Continued from page 4 —J/ 

same tv cameraman and interviewer team who did that coverage four 
days later, ironically, covered the plane crash. 

NBC-TV newscaster David Brinkley said, “Todd’s career may be 
summed up, as Abel Green in Variety wrote, ‘He may parlay himself 
into the poorhouse or Fort Knox, but in either case he will sup on caviar 
and champagne.’” 

Goldwyn Hails ‘Great Showman’ 
Samuel Goldwyn issued this tribute: “Mike Todd was a great show¬ 

man who brought real inspiration to motion pictures. The Todd-AO pro¬ 
cess arid “Around the World in 80 Days” will live indefinitely as monu¬ 
ments to his dynamic energy and drive. The motion picture industry, 
and the entire entertainment world will miss him. I mourn him as a 
friend and my deepest sympathy goes out to his wife and to the mem¬ 
bers of his family.” 

Todd on the Air 
A couple of reviews out of Variety’s radio files—13 years apart— 

reflect the “ether personality” of Mike Todd. 
“Mike Todd was put in pretty fancy company by Mutual of Omaha, 

over WGN, Chicago, Dec. 1 (1944) when, as part of that insurance 
company’s ‘Freedom of Opportunity’ series, it dramatized the career 
of ‘the contender for the title of America’s greatest showman’ .un¬ 
quote.', Considering that McArthur, Eisenhower (‘coming Wendell 
Willkie.’) are part of. the same series, that’s pretty good for the ex-, 
flamedance impresario, whose career was boiled down into a meaty 
half houri Factual and sounding authoritative (‘Call Me Ziggy’, 'Hot 
Mikado’, up to ‘Mexican Hay ride’), it was a good job of radio dramatiz¬ 
ing his career. Todd is a Chi boy, hence it was a natural for the:local- 
boy-makes-good-ori-Broadway Algerism.” 

And this from CBS’ first “Face to Face” laist. August: . 
"To Launch ‘Face to Face’, With New York’s Park Ave. as the home 

site, there could hardly have been a zirigier personality than Mike 
Todd, who knows something about the rags to riches routine. The 
poobah of ‘ArountT the World in 80 Days’ must be set down pronto 
as one of the fanciest ad libbers around. Todd took a listener through 
30 minutes of razzledazzle; fast and hep talk about the life & tiines 
of Mike Todd; Elizabeth Taylor arid their infant daughter Liz; Mike 
Todd Jr.; how it is that Todd the elder has been , broke *but never 
poor’; how it is that some great showriianship is exerted more out of 
show biz thqn by those associated with the glamor realm; his career on 
carnies and In the construction biz. It was a beaut of a session.” 

In the newer medium, “Todd & Liz” drew the program’s biggest 
Trendex as of their appearance last year on CBS-TV’s “Person to 
Person.” 

Mike Todd’s, Sr.-and Jr* 
In his best Broadway tradition, the father-arid-son relationship 

between the Todds was unique. The life that the Old Boy led was 
something he didn’t want for Michael Jr.-and when the latter married 
“a nice conservative girl, not in the business,” it. was voiced by Todd 
with undisguised approbation; 

Michael Jr. was “the boss”, to the Old Boy. Originally it was, “If 
it’s okay with riiy general manager,” but later the billing, in ad lib 
conversations, was “the boss.” Junior, a modest kid. isn’t anything 
but bossy—until now,- of course, when be inust assume the reins pre¬ 
maturely. 

When young Todd was an Amherst undergraduate-^he served in the 
Navy thereafter—the Old Boy ‘-agented” a correspondent’s job for 
Michael Jr. on Variety. The youngster reviewed the Amherst campus 
show and sent in other tidbits. 

Foresighted, Todd sent Junior out on the road with Bill Doll pn any 
and all roadshow operiings and exploitation junkets. 

His Thames River Stunt 
His showmanship flair and his Diamond Jim Brady penchant resulted 

in that “Thames River Party” for the preem of “80 Days” in London. 
Anticipating rain he even supplied cuffo raincoats which made even u . 
greater impression than the free grape and caviar. As with the 
Madison Sq. Garden party—for which he got back $110,000 from CBS 
for a “Playhouse 90” spectacular telecast of the shindig—the London 
party was overevaluated. “Actually only cost me $20,000,” Todd stated, 
“and it got a million in publicity.” The Garden party was also pegged 
at a! 200G nut, but with the HOG fee he probably made a profit and also 
got invaluable publicity despite the haphazard format itself, and not 
discounting some of the negative word-of-mouth. 

Soundtrack 
S±5S5S5SSSS Continued frene page 7 sssssss^aa 

Raibourn, George Weltner and Jerry Piekman went to the Coast over 
the past weekend for studio huddles and, as per policy, each took a sep? 
arate plane . . . Grey ad agency’is riot one to mince words, as witness 
this interoffice memo to-its cage artists: “Grey's record for the season . 
was a disappointing five victories and nine defeats. We finished fourth 
in a field of eight. All team members are requested iO turn in their uni¬ 
forms as soon as possible." 

Martin Rackin has. secured release from his Warner Bros, producer- 
writer pact to partner with John Lee Mahln in new indie company . 
John Ford using silent stars Ruth Clifford and Ricardo Cortes for roles 
in Columbia Pictures* "The Last Hurrah” . . . Andrew and Virginia 
Stone reached agreement on new Metro pact as writing-producing-di- 
recting-editing team, calling for fdur plx over three-yeair period . . . 
Erich von Stroheim Jr., vet assistant director, makes his film bow In 
Joe Pasternak’s “Party Girl” at Metro 
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Broadway’s Warner Fills In for Eight Weeks With 
Repeat of Original Cinerama 

“Search for Paradise,”. the 
fourth picture In the Cinerama 
process, will terminate its Broad¬ 
way engagement at the Warner 
Theatre on May 3 after racking up 
the shortest run of any of the pre¬ 
vious three-strip films. When 
“Search” calls it quits the first 
week of May, it will have run for 
31 weeks as compared with .125 for 
“This Is Cinerama,” 62 for “Cine¬ 
rama- Holiday” and 70 for “Seven. 
Wonders of the World.” 

Stanley Warner, which has the 
exhibition and productions rights 
to the medium, explained that it 
is pulling “Search” because of “a 
known popular interest” in the 
first picture in the process, “This 
Is Cinerama," .Which the theatre 
chain is bringing back for a limited 
eight-week engagement. In addi¬ 
tion, according to SW, an experi¬ 
ment With morning shows of “This 
Is Cinerama” for school children 
has shown a popular interest in the 
initial entry, ! However, it’s known 
that “Search for Paradise,” which 
did not receive critical acclaim, 
and was rapped, for Lowell 
Thomas’ commercials, was faring 

: much poorer at the b.o. in New 
York and in other cities than the 
three previous Cinerama films. 

Following the eight-week run of 
“This Is Cinerama,” SW will bring 
in its. latest three-strip atractibn, 
“Cinerama South Seas,” which was 
produced for the theatre chain by 
Carl Dudley. Title of the picture 
will: be changed before its Broad¬ 
way bow. 

At the height of its popularity. 
Cinerama Was being shown in 23 
theatres in the U. S. and Canada 
and nine overseas. Currently, the 
situations in Buffalo, Atlanta, Ok¬ 
lahoma. City and Seattle have been 
closed permanently. Miami Beach 
will alsb call it quits at the . end 
of the winter season. The situa¬ 
tion in Dallas is presently oper¬ 
ating on a weekend basis only. 

-In contrast, the medium is add¬ 
ings sites outside of the U. S, Two 
new Canadian installations are 
now operating—Toronto and Van-, 
couver. tn addition. Cinerama is 
now being seen in .Havana and 
will shortly be shown at the: Brus¬ 
sels World Fair. 

Budd, Ex-WB Travel Exec, 
Now With Tour Outfit 

Rank’g Drive-In Target* j 
Los Angeles, March 25. 

Bank Film Distributors of 
America, with 24 British re¬ 
leases in its docket, will make 
a particular play for drive-in 
bookings for program, in ad- . 
dition to regular hardtop situ¬ 
ations. 

Sixteen of these films are 
still to play in local territory. 
Company has prepped a spe¬ 
cial four-page broadside to. ex¬ 
pand its outdoor operations. 

British Director Tabs 
Film Censor Board As 

‘Millstone' on Industry 
London, March 25. 

In a- forthright speech: at the 
-Critics’ Circle annual dinner, J. Lee 
Thompson, director of the interna¬ 
tional prizewinning . film, “Woman 
in a Dressing Gown,” described the 
British Board of Film Censors as 
“a miserable . millstone round the 
neck of the industry.” Thompson 
accused the censors of preventing 
British film-makers from produc¬ 
ing adult subjects while television 
can do anything it likes at one’s, 
fireside. 

He further accused the. BBFC 
of favoring American films. In his 
present pic- “A Tree in the Street,” 
the censors have compelled him to 
remove a scene in which a woman 
is accidentally killed by a youth.' 
Thompson asked -‘What about all 
the violent scenes in -Baby Face 
Neison’?” The director alleged 
that the censor replied: “Oh, well, 
that’s different. That’s American.” 
Thompson further deplored the 
fact that most adult themes in Brit¬ 
ish films are tagged with an “X” 
certificate^ Which sorely limits the 
number of people who can see such 
films. “The ‘X’ certificate is a death 
certificate,” insisted Thompson. 

The director then suggested an 
Appeal Board manned by reputable. 
critics to which a producer could 
turn when his film failed tb gain 
the- censor’s favor. Finally, be 
begged the film executives to aban¬ 
don their present defeatist attitude 
of not taking risks,, and efix to 
lambast the shoddy British films 
which rely on “busts, brawls and 
baloney.” 

Ralph W. Budd, who had been 
personnel director and transporta¬ 
tion manager for Warner Bros! for 
28 years, has joined Robson Travel- 
Arthur Robson (USA) Ltd. as a 
special sales representative: 

During his WB tenure, Budd 
. handled the. transportation for all 
the. WB world premiere jaunts. In 
his new position, he’ll concentrate 

. on specialized transportation serv¬ 
ice for the theatrical trade. 

Switch Booking Services 
Albany, March 18. 

Reversing the trend of the-past 
several years, the Riverview Drive- 
in at Rotterdam Junction (Outside 
Schenectady) has switched its buy¬ 
ing and booking from a New York 
agency, Liggett & Florin, to an 
Albany organization, Perlmutter 
Theatres. 

The Lamoiit organization, owner 
of the Riverview, believes that the 
Perlmutter operation, headed by 
Jules. Perlmutter, who also con¬ 
ducts a string of theatres, will be 
able to do a better job for it. 

However, Lamont’s Sunset Drive- 
in, at Kingston, continues as an 
account of Liggett & Florin. Kings¬ 
ton is located in the New York ex¬ 
change territory. 

Vanderbilt (indoor) in Green¬ 
ville, handled by Mrs. . Harry La- 
moiit, continues as a Liggett & 
Florin buying-booking job. Situat¬ 
ed in the Albany exchange district,, 
it 'particularly caters to Catskill 
Mt. summer patronage. The Van¬ 
derbilt will reopen soon; 

. The Riverview, managed by 
Howard Cammer, and the Sunset, 
piloted by Gerald Schwartz, are 
scheduled to relight March 2D. 

MERIAN C. COOPER 
SETS UP OWN FIRM 

Hollywood, March 25. 
Merian C, Cooper, vet industry 

figure recently veepee of C. V, 
Whitney Pictures Inc., and former 
production chief at RKO,. has set 
up Merian C. Cooper Enterprises 
Inc.,, for both theatrical film and 
vidpix production. 

Several years ago; he arid John , 
Ford were partnered in Argosy 
Films. 

ARTHUR J. NEWMAN $ PAIR 

Former.: Republic Exchange Mgr. 
Turning Exhibitor 

. Saratoga, March 25. . 
Walter Reade’s Community in 

Saratoga and his Community in 
Hudson will be bought and booked 
by Arthur J. NeWman, former Re¬ 
public branch manager here arid 
now upstate representative for 
Reade’s Continental Pictures. Ar¬ 
rangement becomes effective 
April 1. • 

They are the only conventional 
theatres operating in the two Cities. 
The Spa Community seats 1,250; 
the Hudson Community 1;500. Both 
are of Colonial architecture, with¬ 
out marquees, and about 20 years 
.old.- : ' .. . '■ . 

(The Hudson Community will be 
involved in bidding this season 
against Morris and Raphael Klein’s 
Sunset Drive-in. at Hudson. Brandt 
Theatres, of New York, which buys 
and books the Klein operations, no¬ 
tified local exchanges of the deci¬ 
sion to bid). 

Theatre circuits, which operate 
wholly-owned subsidiary conces¬ 
sion companies, have been warned 
to*“reexamine and revaluate situ¬ 
ations with the advice of their 
counsel and their accountants” in 
light of a recent ruling of the 
Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
against a Florida theatre chain. 

The warning came from Herman 
M. Levy, general counsel of the 
Theatre Owners of America, who 
in ani industry case digest cites the 
experience of Theatre Concessions 
Inc., a subsidiary of Tallahassee 
Enterprises Which . owns and op- J 
erates theatres and drive-ins in 
Florida. ■■':) 

The Internal Revenue Code pro¬ 
vides that the first: $25,000 of cor¬ 
porate income per year , be taxed 
.•at-the rate of 30% and that, all in¬ 
come in excess of the first $25,000 
be taxed at the rate of 50%. Levy 
points out that It is not an uncom¬ 
mon practice to “split” the income 
of a business enterprise: among 
two or more corporations in order 
to get the advantage of an addi¬ 
tional “surtax exemption” for each 
separate corporation; 

But, Levy stresses, the Internal 
Revenue Code also provides that 
if a corporation transfers property 
to a newly-created corporation, the 
second corporation shall be denied 
surtax exemption unless the tax¬ 
payer proves “by the clear pre¬ 
ponderance of the evidence” that 
the obtaining of . the additional 
surtax exemption was not “a major 
purpose” of the transfer. 

In the case of the Florida the¬ 
atre firm, the taxpayer failed to 
prove that the arrangement be¬ 
tween the theaitre corporation and 
the subsidiary concessions com¬ 
pany was. not an attempt to obtain 
a second surtax exemption. 

’ Tallahassee Enterprises gave the 
following reasons for setting up a 
separate, concessions company and 
the lease arrangement: 

. (1) To facilitate a possible sale 
of the theatres and the concessions 
business as separate entities. 

(2) To prevent theatre managers 
•from knowing total theatre profits 
and encouraging possible compel 
tition by talking about the large 
profits made by the theatres. ■;. 

(3) To discourage theatre man-: 
agers from asking for increases in 
salaries. 

(4) To protect the theatre-op¬ 
erating assets from possible judg¬ 
ments for damages arising from 
the sale of poisonous foodstuffs. 

The TJ. S. Tax Court in . Wash¬ 
ington, however, ruled that tlie 
major purpose for the formation 
of . the subsidiary and the lease ar¬ 
rangement “was to effect a tax. 
saying-” 

Juice Up State Street 

Chicago, March 25. 
State St. (“that great street”) is 

reported due for a boost in carir 
dlepower which, main stem mer¬ 
chants, including four p i c t u r e. 
houses, figure will help business. 
Just when the additional wattage 
will be installed, though,. isn’t 
known yet. ; • ■ 

Street’s present lamps, each; 
with 4;000 watts, were erected and 
are maintained. by the. non-profit 
State St. Lighting Assn., mer¬ 
chant- organized in 1926. Its lamp 
poles, 70 in all, extend from Lake; 
St: at the north end of - the Loop 
to Van Buren St. on the south, 10 
poles; to a block. Part of. the as¬ 
sociation’s .maintenance costs are 
borne by the city. 

Assn, hasn’t revealed hoW much 
watt increase it plans. Any boost; 
however, necessitates City Council 
amendment of an ordinance which 
regulates the output of the street’s, 
lamps. 

State St. theatres include the i 
Chicago, State-Lake and Roosevelt, j 
all B&K situations, and the Loop; 
a. Telemanagement house. All are: 
first-runs.;• , 

Is It 'Exploitation or 'Controversy? 
Gable Sup* With Guv 

Chicago, March 25. 
The “King” will get befit¬ 

ting treatment. 
Clark Gable is skedded for 

supper Monday (31) with Illi¬ 
nois Governor "William G. 

. Stratton. Actor arrives here 
the night before for two days . 
to pitch his latest, “Teacher's 
Pet” (Par). . 

Pic opens at the Woods . 
April 8. 

Wm. K. Hollander, Retired 
Balahan & Katz Ad-Pub 

Chief, Dies in Chi at 74 
William K, Hollander. 74, ad- 

publicity chief for the Balaban & 
Katz theatre circuit in Chicago un¬ 
til his retirement two years ago, 
died last Tues. (171 in Michael 
Reese hospital there of hepatitis. 
Per advice Of medics, he cut short 
a Florida vacation and returned 
home several weeks ago, entering, 
the-hospital about a week- before 
his death.- 

Hollander was believed to have 
been the trade’s .first exhibitor 
publicist, and s5 red film exploita¬ 
tion practices w hich have since be¬ 
come standard operating proce¬ 
dure. Onetime associates, recall 
him as an inseparable blend of 
genius and. martinet whose deepest 
satisfaction came from seeing for¬ 
mer miniohs move up the Industry, 
ladder. . 

Bora in Austria in 1884, Hollan¬ 
der was brought to New- York at 
the age of six. In his teens he de¬ 
veloped a show business interest 
•that finally led to a job with the 
N. Y. Morning Telegraph.; He 
opened a Chicago bureau for the 
paper in 1911, and seven years 
later the Chi Daily News raised 
some journalistic eyebrows by 
nam>ng him its first motion picture 
reviewer. Hollander started his 36- 
year tenure w-ith B&K in 1920, re¬ 
tiring in January of 1956. 

Disliked Nat’I Campaigns 
Edw'ard. Seguin, his successor in 

the B&K post, recalls Hollander’s 
aversion to the national campaign 
and his consequent clashes w?th 
film company promotion heads. He 
felt exploitation should be local¬ 
ized, tailored to each area: “The 
only situation I know about. is Chi¬ 
cago,’^ was his invariable capper;.. 

Hollander-trained men in the biz 
Include David Lipton, vice prez of 
Universal-International: Jack Gar¬ 
ber, press chief of AB-PT; Edward 
R..Solomon, No. 2 ad-pubber in the 
20th-Fox hierarchy, and John Jos¬ 
eph, press topper for the Hilton 
hotels chain. Other Hollander 
alumni include the late Bill Pine, 
the late Broadway press agent Ben 
Serkowlch, and Lloyd Lewis, one¬ 
time Chi Daily News drama critic 
and sports editor. 

Wife, /daughter, a son, two; 
brothers and .five sisters survive. 

ARBITERS AWARD $895 
TO BOOTHMEN’S LOCAL 

Hollywood. March 25. 
In full settlement of its claims 

against the Los Feliz Drive-in The-; 
atre Inc., the Moving Picture Pro¬ 
jectionists, Local 150. has been 
awarded $895.15 by the American 
Arbitration Assn., it was disclosed 
over weekend, 

. Hassle arose over theatre firm’s 
refusal to pay first-run scale for 

j projectionists on “The Rose Tat- 
toO” and “Court Jester,” on the 
claim these , films previously , had 
been showcased and consequently 
Were not first-run. Union showed 
that both. pix were exhibited day- 
date with local first-runs, 

j . . A clause in Local’s conventional 
j contract stipulates that exhibs pay 
boothmen first-run scale when pix 
are showcased arid later released 

| as multiple first-runs. 

Ogdensburg, N. Y., March 25. 
The? erection of a highway 

marker stemming from the pre¬ 
miere of a J. Arthur Rank film 
has stirred up a controversy In 
this northern N. Y. State commu¬ 
nity. Resulting from the benefit 
boW on March 18 of “The One 
Who Got Away,” the story of a 
Nazi prisoner who escaped from 
Canada to Ogdensburg, the Lions 
Club of this city, which sponsored 
the premiere, erected a marker 
with the following wording: 

“On this site, on Jan. 24, 
1941, -Franz von Werra, Ger-. 
man prisoner of war, reached 
American shores after escap¬ 
ing from ttco British prison 
camps. 

"This historic marker has 
. been erected as a reminder 

■ that constant vigilance must 
be: maintained for the: preser¬ 
vation of peace.” 

- Action of the Lions Club Imme¬ 
diately brought charges from some 
local citizens that the service or¬ 
ganization was “glorifying a be¬ 
liever in Nazism.” Pro and con 
opinions flooded the Ogdensburg 
Journal, with N. J. Beauchamp, a 
Lions Club member, staunchly de¬ 
fending the marker on the ground 
that its aim was to commend the 
citizens and the Police Department 
of the city for the speedy capture 
of the prisoner. 

Idea for the marker came. ori¬ 
ginally front exploitation men of 
Rank Film Distributors of Ameri- 
ica which opened the picture here 
for a five-day run in a high school 
auditorium in opposition to the 
Schine Circuit, which operates the 
only theatre in tow’n. The film was 
.originally offered tb the Schine 
chain, but wrhen: the circuit refused 
to give Yank-Rank more^ than three 
engagements on its 100-theatre cir¬ 
cuit/: the distributor decided, tc 
buck the theatre chain. Move, it’s 
said, w as also prompted by Schine's 
turndown of other Rank films. 

As. a. consequence, Rank tied up 
with the local Lions Club which 
hired the George Hall Auditorium 
of the Ogdensburg High School. 
With Robert Bradshaw, president 
of the Lions Club and a former 
projectionist - theatre manager 
spearheading the event, a Holly- 
wood-style premiere wras staged for 
the benefit of the Lion Club’s 
Sight Conversation Program and 
Student Exchange Program. The 
service group acted as the local ex¬ 
hibitor, splitting the take with 
Yank-Rank bn a percentage basis 
for the five-day run of the picture. 

Projection equipment and a 
screen for 35m projection w’ere 
brought tb Ogdensburg from Buf¬ 
falo in a funeral car, the contribu¬ 
tion of a Lions Club member. Rent¬ 
al cost of the equipment Was de¬ 
ducted from the top before Rank 
and the Lions cut up the h.o. re¬ 
ceipts. 

Leo; Pillot, Yank-Rank exploita¬ 
tion chief, came up from New York 
to_. aid in the promotion. Local 
newspaper went all out in promot¬ 
ing a contest and in supporting the 
premiere with art and daily news 
stories. Hefty tv and radio support 
was also obtained. For a touch of 
glamor, Pillot brought Greta Thys- 
sen, Who had no connection, what¬ 
soever with the picture, to Qgdens- 
burg, for a series of personal ap¬ 
pearances and glamor art. 

Although tickets w'ere priced at 
90c for evenings and 35c for the 
one matinee performance, Rank ex¬ 
pects to emerge with a larger net 
than that of any picture playing 
the town’s regular theatre on a 
similar run. The British outfit an¬ 
ticipates following the same policy 
in other situations where it feels it 
is being shut out by local ‘exhibi¬ 
tors. 

Prime St. Louis For ‘So. Pacific’ 
St. Louis, March 25. 

Todd-AO equipment is now be¬ 
ing installed at the Pageant Thea¬ 
tre here, operated by Arthur En¬ 
terprises. It’s the first time in St. 
Louis for Todd-AO and will be 
launched with the showing of 
“South Pacific” April 16. 

The -opening will be a benefit for 
the St, Louis Variety Club with the 
public, nm beginning the next day. 
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Echoes in Legion-Leery Albany, Troy 
Schenectady, March 25. < 

Film Row in Albany has been 
buzzing with reports of the strong 
business attracted at Fabian's State 
In Schenectady by the Kingsley 
import "And God Created Women/’ 
which went into Its third week. 

The Brigette Bardot feature, 
"condemned” by the Legion, of 
Decency, is estimated about $7,000 
the first week, and. $5,000 the sec¬ 
ond week, in the . 1,600-seat 
theatre. j,. 

This is higher than the average 
weekly gross, for the six-month Jieriod to March 1, of the much 
arger Plaza and Proctor’s, both 

Fabian situations. 
Bardot. pictures had played the 

neighborhood Colony operated this 
season as a straight art house by 
Sidney Dwore, but "And Got Cre¬ 
ated Woman” was the first impor¬ 
tant release with a Legion "C” rat¬ 
ing to be screened in a circuit 
bouse at Schenectady since the 
Pinza presented Warners’ "Baby 
Doll” 15 months ago. 

The Plaza was not on the re¬ 
ceiving end of the six-month in¬ 
terdiction ordered by Bishop Wil¬ 
liam A. Scully, of Albany (also 
moderator of the . National Legion 
of Decency) for Catholics, at the 
Stanley Warner Strand in Albany 
and the Troy in Troy—as the re¬ 
sult of its defiance in booking 
"Baby Doll.” 

The Plaza, however, is said to 
have suffered some' at the boxof- 
fice, because it showed "Baby 
Doll." Schenectady, is not as pre¬ 
dominantly Catholic as Albany and 
Troy. 

Film men here waited to see 
what Catholic action would be 
taken in re the State and the Bar- 
dot film, but none was reported. 
The Try on, a relatively new Am¬ 
sterdam first-run, is said to have 
experienced repercussions, from 
screening "And God Created 
Woman/’ 

30 Get Bardot Day-Date 
Chicago, March 25. 

Charles Teitel has set about 30 
theatres for a day-and-date first 
nabe run here of the Kingsley im^ 
port "And God Created Woman.” 
Dubbed version of Brigitte Bardot 
starrer starts April 18 for at least 
a week’s run. Teitel is handling 
pic for Indiana, Illinois and Wis¬ 
consin situations. 

Sexploitationer is in its 13th 
week here at the Loop. 

FILM ABOUT PRIESTHOOD 

Portland’s Archbishop Turns Pro¬ 
ducer of Tinter 

Portland, Ore., March 25. 
Archdiocesan Films, a project 

sponsored by Archbishop Edward 
D. Howard, of Portland, has its 
first’ film in distribution after 20 
months in production. It is "From 
the Rising of the Sun,” a tinter de¬ 
signed to interest young mien in be¬ 
coming priests. 

It shows the roles a Catholic 
priest is called upon to play in his 
parish—teacher, counselor and ad¬ 
ministrator. Film, which runs 20 
minutes, is the work of two Port¬ 
land priests. Fathers Robert C, 
Mundt and Alda Qrso-Monzonetta. 

"Rising of the Sun” has been 
shown several times locally and Is 
now being distributed nationally. 
Three sequels are planned. One 
Will show student preparation fot 
priesthood!, the second will deal 
with the priest’s use of his holy 
orders, and the third will stress 
the sacrifices a priest must make. 

A British production firm has 
bought the rights to a western. 
Dragon Films has purchased "The 
Plunderers," an original by Bob 
Barbash, who will do the adapta¬ 
tion.' 

. Pic> however, will, be shot ■ in 
the U. S. 

Can’t Advertise If 

Albany, March 25: 
When the New Fork censor 

bans a film and then is reversed 
by a court, the news is to be kept 
from the public as much as. pos¬ 
sible. 
That’s the gist of a bill submit¬ 

ted over the. weekend to Governor 
Averell Harriman. Measure was in- 
trdouced by Assemblyman Joseph 
R. Younglove. Johnstown' Republi¬ 
can and chairman of the Joint 
Committee on Offensive and Ob¬ 
scene. Material, and by Senator 
Stanley Baiuer of Buffalo, also a 
Republican and a member of the 
committee. 

Bill amends the penal law to 
read: /Advertising. Any person, 
firm or corporation which by pub¬ 
licly advertising that the decency or 
morality of the same (film) has 
been challenged in court; by any 
board of review or by any group or 
agency, shall seek to sell any book, 
magazine, pamphlet, newspaper* 
story paper, writing, phonograph 
record, picture, drawing, photo¬ 
graph, motion picture film or. tape 
recording, or ,to induce patronage 
for any place of amusement shall 
be guilty of misdemeanor.” 

Bill would go Into effect July 1. 
It grew out of the charge that, 
when the nudie "Garden of Eden” 
was shown in N. Y. City, it cited 
the fact of thecourt-ordered rever¬ 
sal of the censor in the ads. Harri¬ 
man has. 30 days after the legisla¬ 
ture adjourns to sign or veto the 
Bauer-Younglove measure. 

While the bill would have the 
effect of barring the fact of a re¬ 
versal from becoming a sales pitch 
for the distributor, it would also 
effectively cover up an important 
point, i.e. that a court had ruled 
the censor out-of-line. 

Theses’ another joint legislative 
committee bill pending. It would 
bar banners, posters or similar ad¬ 
vertising which "distorts or mis¬ 
represents the character or content 
of apy motion picture licensed by 
the Education Department/’ There 
is no indication as to who would be 
the judge or whether or not such 
misrepresentation in fact exists. 

SCRIPTING SCRIPTURE 
UPBEAT AT 20TH-F0X 

Hollywood, March 25. 
Twentieth-Fox is off on a true- 

life picture kick* four of the even 
dozen skedded either for produc¬ 
tion or release this year based on 
religious .stories, two from the 
Bible. 

Heading latter quartet will be 
David O. Selznick’s "Mary Magda¬ 
lene” and Samuel G. Engel’s "The 
Song of Ruth.” Additionally, En-. 
gel will produce . "End of the Sante 
Fe Trail;” yarn about : Sister 
Blandina, and Buddy Adler’s "Inn 
of the. Sixth Happiness/’ tale x>l 
Gladys Aylward;: missionary work¬ 
er in China, will roll this month/ 

Pair of other Bible stories , also 
are on studio sked, but pot this 
year. These include Jerry Wald’* 
"David,” and "The Greatest Story 
Eyer Told," which George Stevens 
may produce and. direct. 

Others:. "The Diary of Anne 
Frank,” "Mud on the Btars,” story 
of Tennessee Valley Authority; 
"Oh, Promised Land,” a soldier 
with Andrew Jackson’s army; "The 
Octopus,” American railroads; 
"Compulsion,” Loeb-Leopold case; 
"The Jean Harlow Story." 

Completed are. "A Nice Little 
Bank That Should Be Robbed,” 
based bn actual bank robbery, and 
"The Barbarian and the Geisha,” 
Townsend; Harris story in Japan. 

Albany, March 25. 
Theatre owners and managers 

concerned with damage caused by 
teenagers Will find of interest 
bill by Assemblyman William J. 
Butler which amends the Domestic 
Relations Law, to. make a parent, 
guardian or other person having 
legal custody of an “infant” under 
16 and under who, "wilfully, mali¬ 
ciously or unlawfully” destroys or 
injures real or personal property 
of another, liable for damages in a 
civil action, up to $250. 

One of the most hotly debated 
questions of recent sessions, 
somewhat similar bill passed the 
Legislature in 1956, but suffered 
a ‘ veto by Governor Harriman. 

The current bill is slated for a 
vote in the Lower House this 
week; 

PITCH FOR TOURISTS 

‘80 Days’ and ’Windjammer’ Room¬ 
ing Ticket Campaign. ■ 

Los Angeles, March 25. 
Pair of local hard-ticket en¬ 

gagements—^"Around the World in 
80 Days” currently in Its 66th 
week at the Carthay, and "Wind¬ 
jammer/’ to world preem April 8 
at Chinese^—are pitching to oiit-of- 
towners in Southern California 
area/. 

Fox West Coast, which operates 
the Chinese, will: make ues of more 
than 100 of its theatres in South¬ 
land to serve as ticket agencies for 
upcoming fun of the Louis de 
Rochemont picture. 

Carthay now has a travelling 
boxoffiCe, in form of a special 
trailer, making two-day stands in 
10 cities within a 50-mile radius 
for advanced sales for Mike Todd 
opus. 

Persistent Attacks on Police Censorship May 
Ultimately Force Prudes to Back Down 
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Chicago,. March 25. , 
Censorship situation in Chicago, 

one of the worst and most arbitrary 
in the. country, seems to be coming 

[to a head. . 
Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley 

last week reversed the police cen¬ 
sor board on its ban against the 
French filrii, "The Snow Is Black,” 
and attorney Felix Bilgrey ob¬ 
tained a special permit for the pic-. 

] ture limiting attendance to persons 
over 21. It was the first such known 

' reversal. 
j But Paramount’s “Desire Under 
| the Elms,” which got just, such a 
f permit* is still pending, and pro- 
j ducer Don Hartman has refused to 
[ release the film unless it is granted 
a general release permit. 

Jean Goldwurm’s Times Film 
has been a thorn in the side of the 
Chicago board. When "Game, of 
Love” was banned, he took the 
case to court and eventually ob¬ 
tained a reversal from the U. S. 

Supreme Court. He is contesting 
the ban of "Nana,” another French 
import, in the courts, . and it’s 
hoped that the judge will rule on 
the constitutionality of the Chica¬ 
go censorship ordinance. 

Times also has. asked for a li¬ 
censes on its "The Adulteress” with 
out ony prior exhibistion to the 
censors. Case isn’t- being pressed, 
pending a decision in the. "Nana” 
case..' 
. One or two other independent 
distributors say they’re in a mood 
to test the legal strength of the 
Chicago censor Setup. ' In New 
York, where the state censors, this 
was done and the power of the 
N. Y* censor was whittled down 
considerably. The “Game of Love” 
case brought out the faet that most 
of the members of the Chicago 
censor board, who banned the film, 
couldn’t even speak French and 
their educational level was con¬ 
spicuously iow. 

District Attorney to Try Managers 
Determined Not to Lose Battle to Make Bardot Film 

‘Obscene’—But Picture Now Showing in Philly 

Code Submissions Off 
Hollywood, March 25. 

Cutbacks in production are af¬ 
fecting the number of screenplays 
submitted for approval to the 
MPAA’s Production Code Adminis¬ 
tration. As of March 15, total 
amounted to 57, 24 under the tally 
for same period last year. 

Completed films submitted for a 
Code seal, however, figure four 
ahead of last year for correspond¬ 
ing period, for a total of 81 as of 
March 15. 

Dayton, March 25. 
City Solicitor Francis, S. *4c- 

Daniel of suburban Oakwood, 
where the Legion-condemned "And 
God Created Woman” (Kingsley) 
has been showing at the Far Hills 
Theatre, said that unless some 
citizen or citizens sign an affidavit 
charging "obscenity,” no action 
against the theatre operators is 
contemplated. 
. This was the second consecutive 
City Council meeting (17) where 
a delegation of citizens lodged , a 
protest against the kind of films 
offered at the art house- While an 
estimated 125 citizens attended the 
earlier meeting* about half the 
number came to the last session. 
McDaniel repeated his previous 

[position that “it is very doubtful 
that a court would hold the film 
obscene.” 

When nobody offered to sign an 
affidavit so that McDaniel could 
take some legal action against the 
showings, Dr. Eugene Torchia, an 
economics instructor at the U. of 
Dayton, but not a resident of Oak- 
wood, said; 

“I would be willing to sign such 
an affidavit if I had four or five 
Oakland residents signing along 
with me. You don’t have the cour¬ 
age of your convictions. Apparent¬ 
ly you don’t feel strong enough 
about this: matter to-take it in to 
court to get it settled once and for 
all. So we might just as well for¬ 
get about it.” 
. Council President said he did not 
feel that council had the authority 
to expose the city to a possible 
countersuit. 

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS 
SETS LOCAL CENSOR 

Middletown, O., March 25. 
. Test of this city’s recently-passed 
bill banning “obscene” films is ex- 
pected just as soon as the Colonial 
Theatre can get a print of the 
French import, “And God Created 
Woman.” The theatre had origi¬ 
nally planned to show the film 
starting Friday, March 14, hut 
could not get a print. At the be¬ 
hest of the local chapter of the 
Roman Catholic Knights of Colum¬ 
bus, the City Commission passed 
a law (19) banning "obscene” films, 
and the K. of C. threatens to in¬ 
voke the law as soon as the Colo¬ 
nial shows the Bardot frolic which 
was rated “C” by the Catholic Le¬ 
gion of Decency. 

. The law was passed despite a 
warning from City Law Director 
Tillmon Ellison, who said that the 
U. S. Supreme Court has reversed 
Ohio courts on censorship stands, 
and that censorship by cities is 
"still up in the air.” 

New Mermaid Theatre Corp. has 
been authorized to conduct a thea¬ 
tre business in Kings County, with 
capital stock of 200 shares, no par 
value. Directors are: Estelle Hor- 
witz, Helen R. Horwitz, Shirley 
Robbins, all of Brooklyn. Abraham 
H. Litke, ditto, filing attorney at 
Albany. 

Philadelphia, March 25. 
The on-again-bff-again career of 

the Brigitte Bardot French-made 
stairer “And God Created Woman” 
has reached another standoff in its 
long battle with the Philly cops 
and the District Attorney’s office. 

Twice pulled out of two local art 
housesr—.the. Studio and.the World 
—“Woman” returned larger than 
life again Wednesday. (19) when 
the Pennsylvania. State; Supreme 
Court, sitting in Pittsburgh 
granted a supersedeas sought by 
Kingsley International Pictures 
Corp., distributors of the film.. 

The brief court order directed 
the Philadelphia District Attorney 
Victor H. Blanc to return the film 
to the two theatres. Blanc had con¬ 
tended the film was "obscene.” 
The court ordered the D; A. not to 
interfere in any way with further 
exhibition of the picture, which he 
had confiscated twice before until 
the final disposition by the State 
Supreme Court of the Kingsley 
appeal. 

The D. A. countered over the 
weekend by having the two mana¬ 
gers of; the theatres — William 
Kanefsky. Studio, and Kendrick 
Packer, World — indicted by the 
March Grand Jury, Each are 
charged In two bills of indictment 
With possession and exhibition of 
an “obscene” film. Before handing 
up the indictments, the jurors 
(nine women and seven men) 
viewed the picture at the Univer¬ 
sal Exchange. 

“Woman” has been snagging . 
reams of Page One publicity here 
ever since its dual opening early 
in February (5). Pulled out after a 
two weeks run by the D; A. and 
County Detectives, pic was ordered 
returned by ah appeal and then 
was yanked out again; when lower 
court sustained police action.. 

The distributor's appeal will be 
argued before the high court dur¬ 
ing its Philadelphia sessions, be¬ 
ginning April 21. Blanc indicated 
he would abide by the Supreme 
Court order and not interfere with 
the showing of “Woman” until the 
final ruling. The D. A. said, how¬ 
ever, he plans to seek speedy trials 
for the two managers. “I want to 
get a judicial determination by a 
jury on the criminal charges be¬ 
fore the appeal is argued before 
the Supreme Court,” he said. 

NOBODY UNDER 16 IN 
QUEBEC SEES <YELLER’ 

. Montreal, March 25. 
Montreal moppets are aroused 

against adults! After weeks of the 
big build-up treatment via Walt 
Disney’s regular Wednesday tele¬ 
vision show plugging the new film. 
“Old Yeller” with the line “be . 
sure and watch for it at your local 
movie house,” Quebec’s provincial, 
authorities have made it Impos¬ 
sible for anyone under 16. to see. 
the film. 

The Quebec law, which has been 
in effect for many years, says no 
one under 16 is permitted in a 
public cinema. In many cases and 
particularly with most of Disney’* 
offerings, the. theatres have been 
able to get special permission and 
by funning the line “for the entire 
family” have boosted b.o.. returns 
and started a new generation of 
filmgoers. 

“Old Yeller” which is current at 
the Capitol is a cinch for the juve 
trade blit this time, no dice. The 
theatre has been swamped with 
complaints; local film critics be- 
seiged and one parent group 
threatens to write to the premier 
of the province and lodge an offi¬ 
cial protest. 

Parish Ends Film Theatre 
Buffalo, March 25. 

Niagara Theatre, lower west side 
nabe, has been purchased from the 
Buffalo Paramount Corp. by Holy. 
Cross Parish which owns adjoining 
property. The house, seating 1,200, 
was formerly operated by She* 
Amusement Corp. and went to Par¬ 
amount on the split up of local 
theatres between Loew’s and Par 
following the Consent Decreer 

Permanent removal of the Ni¬ 
agara from the local exhibition pic¬ 
ture marks another step in the 
gradual shuttering of sub-runs cur¬ 
rently taking place here. 
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LET CRITICS WAIT A WEEK! 
f' '• ' ’4— 

Wbat Are They Doing to Frankenstein?! JHflT'S LATEST 
In 1818, the young wife of Percy Bysshe Shelley penned a novel 

which has become one of the greatest classics of horror in all 
literature, a tale which combined the physical horrors of murder, 
grave robbing, and monster-making, with the psychological terrors 
of loneliness, misunderstanding and prejudice. The book was titled 
after its principal character, a brilliant but somewhat unbalanced 
young scientist by the name of Frankenstein. 

In the early ’30s, Hollywood .’discovered’ this work; Mrs. Shel¬ 
ley’s story was converted into two films, ‘Frankenstein’ in 1931, 
and ‘The Bride of Frankenstein’ in 1935. These films capitalized 
oh the visual horrors of the story, but also retained the more sub¬ 
tle, less physical terrors which elevated the novel above the or¬ 
dinary. Imaginatively directed and filmed, superbly played (par¬ 
ticularly by Boris Karloff as the Monster), the films were highly 
successful, and remain today as classics of their kind. 

Back in the ’30s,. any successful film of this kind automatically 
became a series. A third ‘Frankenstein’ film appeared, ‘The Son of 
Frankenstein’ (1939); though less effective than - the. two earlier 
films, it still contained a certain amount of power, and still had 
the benefit of Karloff’s performance. 

Hollywood will not let go a good thing. Having latched onto a 
money-maker, they refused to let the Monster die, A number of 
other films followed ... ‘Frankenstein Meets the Wolfman,’ 
’House of Frankenstein,’ etc . . .. whose only connection with Mrs. 
Shelley was the use of the Frankenstein name. Without the bene¬ 
fits of intelligent writing and direction, lacking the incredible 
force of the Karloff portrayal, these films had nothing to recom¬ 
mend them. Emphasis was wholly ort physical horror, and even 
this was not great, for with the departure of Karloff the Monster 
became a fumbling inarticulate automaton more likely to be ridi¬ 
culed than feared. The more profound and moving aspects, of the 
Frankenstein legend were completely abandoned. The Monster 
died an unmourned death after the ignominy of a romp with Ab¬ 
bott and Costello. 

We are, however, now going through a revival of interest in 
Frankenstein, possibly Sparked by the appearance of the early 
films on television. The result of that revival is that... for the first 
time in many years ... Frankenstein and his Monster are once 
more before the motion picture cameras. 

But what is it that has been revived . . the power and force of 
the early films, or the pap and nonsense of the last farces? Unfor¬ 
tunately, it is the latter. One of the recent, films places the Mon¬ 
ster in an English drawing-room, where his chief occupation is 
pursuit of i lovely woman; the other has a descendant of the great 
scientist creating a new teen-aged. Monster with the body of a 
Greek god and a face that not even a mask-maker could believe. 
There is no subtlety, no- emotional conflict, no power in these new 
versions of this great story. The horror is purely. physical and 
bloody, permitting the display of-amputated limbs and horrendous . 
faces, and the story merely concerns itself with the creation of. an. 
unearthly being who pursues a few attractive and Scantily-clad 
women until he is destroyed . . . but only temporarily, of course.' 
The performances are as juvenile as the stories. Not even chil¬ 
dren are horrified these days by what was once the most terrifying 
figure in literature and on celluloid. 
(Above commentary was contributed by a reader of Variety—Ed.): 

Minnesota Gov. Lets Theatres Down 
a on 

Minneapolis, March 25. 4 
Hopeful that he’d curtail it even 

more, Minnesota exhibitors feel 
they were dealt a blow When Gov. 
O. A. Freeman , set the ensuing 
summer’s daylight savings time 
period as April 28 to Sept. 2. The 
starting date is practically the 
same as last summer’s April 27, 
but the previous termination was 
Sept. 29. 

The earlier end still is too late 
to help the outdoor theatres, ex¬ 
hibitor leaders pointout. 

Harold Field, Exhibitors Trade 
Assn, chairman, has estimated that 
last summer’s first Minnesota non- 
World War fast time damaged the 
boxoffice to an 18 to 25%, and 
more extent. 

Warning has been served on ex¬ 
hibitors, farm leaders, many par¬ 
ents of young children and Parent 
and Teachers heads, workers and 
others who oppose DST that they’ll 
have a hard time to knock it out 
when the state legislature con¬ 
venes. 

Silver Dollars at 73c 
San Antonio, March 25. 

Clarence Moss, of the Inter-, 
state Theatre’s State Theatre 
was. selling silver dollars in 
front of the theatre at 73c. and 
Was having some difficulty 
selling the coins. 

Silver. dollars were being 
sold at the reduced price pub¬ 
licizing the pic. “Winchester 
73” (UtI)) starring James 
Stewart on its first re-reiease 
showing in the city. 

In TOA Sets Up 
New Theatres Owners of Amer¬ 

ica unit has been , organized in the 
Utah-Idaho area. New outfit, to be 
known as Mountain States Theatres 

The Twin Cities’ newspapers, Srincipal owners of WCCO TV and 
;adio (local CBS affiliate), other 

tv and radio stations and the state’s 
tourist industry are among DST’s 
principal proponents. 

Gov. Freeman told the press he 
hasn't decided whether to recom¬ 
mend DST’s abandonment to the 
1959 legislature, but he’s certain 
the lawmakers “will review it.” 

Strong. Electric Co., Toledo, 
which has developed what it de¬ 
scribes as the brightest artificial 
light source ever - made, has 
equipped a large truck with a pro¬ 
tection booth, and i* taking its new 
light—a blown-carbon arc which 
delivers up to 65,000 lumens—on a 
tour of the country. It has already 
booked one-night demonstrations 

;hi?6,citip,.. .../ 

Assn., will be headed by S, L. Gil¬ 
lette who was elected proxy at the 
organizational meeting last Wed¬ 
nesday (19) in Salt Lake City. 
More than 80 theatres were repre¬ 
sented at the meeting. 

The Utah-Idaho area' has been 
without an exhibitor organization 
for: several years since an inde¬ 
pendent, unaffiliated unit dis¬ 
banded. 

Other officers elected were John 
Krier of Salt Lake City, first vee- 
pee; George Smith Jr. of Magna, 
Utah, second veepee; Warren Bunt¬ 
ing of Salt Lake City, secretary; 
Charles lacona of Salt Lake City, 
treasurer, and Bussell Douterman, 
Eric Peterson and Glen Yergensen, 
directors.. 

Forever unhappy with the forth¬ 
right New York metropolitan Te- 

| viewers, some majors and some of 
the independents are kicking 
around the idea of trying to con¬ 
vince the papers not to run re¬ 
views on pictures until a week 
after they’ve: opened. 

Though this has been discussed 
privately, the chances of anyone 
actually approaching the . papers 
with this notion are slim and the 
likelihood of the papers going for 
it is even slimmer. ' 

Nevertheless, the stirrings are 
indicative of the continued strong 
feelings about reviews and re¬ 
viewers, particularly in the for-, 
eign film field where one or. two 
papers—and especially the N. Y. 
Times—can make or break a pic¬ 
ture. Argument . involves more 
emotion than logic, being nothing 
more than a strong desire to pro¬ 
tect a commercial investment. 

Apart from that, there’s prece¬ 
dent for delayed reviews both in 
the States and abroad. In several 
U. S. cities, the reviews don’t 
necessarily break ih the press the 
day. after a picture opens. In. Eu¬ 
rope, reviews are apt to appear 
weeks after a film has premiered. 

Put in its. bluntest form, the sug¬ 
gestion of having, delayed reviews 
in N. Y. amounts to nothing more 
than & . “cushion” for films that 
might draw a negative response.: 
Implied is the notion that, if a 
film doesn’t have artistic merit, 
but appeals to the public, the 
w e e k ’ s boxoffice performance 
would then be expected to sway 
the reviewer's Copy. Argument 
here is the familiar one, i.e. if a 
picture does business that means 
people like it, so how can it be 
bad? 

One top ad-pulb exec at a major 
company last week acknowledged 
that the idea-had been discussed, 
but was doubtful of its execution 
if for no other reason than that 
the papers wouldn’t be willing to 
give up their privilege. . 

One of the; reviewers laughed 
off the whole notion. “Films aren't 
like other merchandise,” he said. 
“We review pictures as a guide, a 
service to our readers. We don’t 
hold a pistol to their heads to 
keep them from going to anything 
we don’t like. But with so much 
entertainment on the market, peo¬ 
ple certainly have, the right to be 
guided by a competent reviewer in 
whom they ..believe and whose 
judgement they respect.” 

NO SAG MEMBER MAY 
WORK FOR REPUBLIC 

Hollywood, March 25. 
4 Screen Actors Guild’s 60-day no¬ 

tice of contract cancellation served 
last January upon Republic Pic¬ 
tures for failure to renegotiate 
with Guild for additional coin to 
actors for group of post 1948 pix 
leased to NBC-TV, expired Satur¬ 
day midnight (22). 

Consequently, no SAG member 
may accept employment with Re¬ 
public or any Rep subsidiary, in¬ 
cluding Studio City Television Pro¬ 
ductions Inc., until further notice. 
Guild announced over weekend. 

Under its collective! bargaining 
pact with all producers, Guild is 
legally authorized to withhold the 
services of its . members from any 
producer putting post-Aug. 1, 1948, 
theatrical films into tv without first 
negotiating with the Guild for adr 
ditional payments to players. 

‘Border’ Towns Go DST 
Fargo, N. D., March 25, 

. Theatres in North Dakota towns 
along the Minnesota border got a 
bad break when three of the larg¬ 
est, including this city, decided; 
through their governing bodies 
they’d have daylight savings time 
again during the coming summer 
to coincide with Minnesota. 

It’s anticipated that other towns 
adjacent to Minnesota will follow 
suit. Indications are that the rest 
of the state will remain bn stand-: 

l ard time. ^ 

*4 

Skips Sunday Shows 
Greensboro, N.C’, March 25. 

Under a new schedule for 
Carolina Theatre, Burlington, 
announced by. Iredel Hutton, 
city manager for North Caro¬ 
lina Theatres, the theatre will 
be open in the future only on 
Fridays and Saturdays, closing 
Sunday through Thursday. 

On Fridays, the theatre Will 
open at 1 p:m., and on Satur¬ 
days at 10 a.m. On these days, 
double feature programs will 
be offered. . 

HuttOn is manager of the 
Paramount Theatre at Bur¬ 
lington also. 

No Kentucky Tax 

, Louisville,, March 25. 
Kentucky state amusement taxes 

will be repealed effective June 19, 
following, action of the General. 
Assembly last week. Under a bill 
sighed. into law by Gov. A. B. 
Chandler, taxes yielding about 
$500,000 a year will go off tickets 
to film theatres, sporting events, 
night clubs, and the like. Propo¬ 
nents of the bill, which met little 
Opposition in the General Assem¬ 
bly, said the chief purpose was to 
relieve the “sick” amusement biz, 
especially film theatres. Opponents 
argued that Other tax-paying in¬ 
dustries are having a difficult time, 
too. They also contended repeal of 
the taxes won’t be passed on to cusr 
tomers in the form of lower prices. 

Admission at local film houses, 
as well as the Louisville Colonels 
baseball club are not expected to 
be reduced. Louis Arru, Louisville 
Assn, of Theatre Owners secretary 
said "I don’t know of anyone who 
is going to lower admission prices.” 
He said some of the theatre owners 
.Would use some of the money saved 
for improvements and salary in¬ 
creases. D. Irving Long, Fourth 
Ave. Amusement Co. prez said it 
is possible that in some cases ad- 
mish prices at film theatres will 
be ciit. 

Also repealed was a cabaret tax 
of 25% of the cover charge at eat¬ 
ing places that provide pro enter¬ 
tainment. Admissions of 50c and 
below at present are not taxed. 
Present admissions-tax rate is 51 to 
58c, 5 cents tax, and graduated up-* 
ward Of 99c to $1,10c tax; plus one 
additional cent tax for each 25c of 
admission charge above $1, 

WRITERS GUILD GETS 
$17,500 FROM DISNEY 

Hollywood, March 25. 
Writers Guild of America, West, 

has secured $17,500 in additional 
pay retroactively due six writers 
from Wait Disney. Productions, the 
Screen Branch reported over week¬ 
end. 

Participating are Ray Darby, 
Sterling Silliphant, Clinton Macau- 
ley. Jack Speirs, Charles Shows 
and Carl^Cons. Not. all, according 
to report^ are guild members, but 
were repped by org nevertheless 
under its jurisdictional fights. 

Involved-in dispute and settled 
by Guild were questions regarding 
guild’s jurisdiction, terms of its 
minimum basic minimum agree¬ 
ment and construal of cartoon 
story men and “researchers” as 
writers. I 

, Drive-In V*. Hardtop 
Albany* March 25. 

A. Vermont drive-in, the Man¬ 
chester at Manchester, will bid j 
for product this season against the 
conventional Playhouse in nearby 
Manchester Depot. Gerald. James 
operates the former; Mrs. Helen 
Hadley, the latter. 

Both, theatres are served from 
Albany, 

Albany, March 25. 
The economy scythe, for the 

second time within a month, sev-. 
ered all the employees of a major 

4exchange from the payroll, except 
the manager, when Warners swung 
it last week—preparatory to lock¬ 
ing the offices March 28. Only Ray 
Smith will continue, as. sales rep¬ 
resentative. 

Universal made a somewhat sim¬ 
ilar paring in February. The dif¬ 
ferences were: (1) That company 
first announced abandonment of 
print shipments from Albany and 
substitution of New York and Buf¬ 
falo—whichever was nearer to an 
individual theatre; (2) It left 
Branch Manager Norman Weitman 
as occupant of the branch* until 
the lease expires June 27. 

Protests by circuit and Inde¬ 
pendent houses, with, notification 
of booking cancellations; effective 
the day local shipments were to be 
ended, led to a retreat by Uni¬ 
versal. It arranged for Clark Film 
Service to do the inspecting and 
shipping from headquarters near 
Filmrow. 

Warners has arranged for Clark 
to handle its “backroom” opera¬ 
tions, Some or all of the four em¬ 
ployed by WB as shippers and in¬ 
spectresses will go over to Clark. 
Booking and billing are to be han¬ 
dled from New York. 

WB is closing the exchange com¬ 
pletely, despite reports the least 
has not expired. Smith will func¬ 
tion from his home, at the outset; 
later may set up another spaca 
arrangement. 

Virgil Jones, salesman here for 
about two and a half years and 
previously a company worker in 
Boston, may be transferred to an¬ 
other territory. He, as president 
of Lodge 24, Colosseum of Motion 
Picture Salesman, and Mrs. Char¬ 
lotte Lansing, assistant cashier 
and president of F-43 (front office, 
union), both were among those af¬ 
fected by the cutback. 

A number of the office staff had 
been with Warners and its prede¬ 
cessors (First National and Vita- 
graph) for more than 25 years; sev¬ 
eral, for 30-odd. The pink-slipping 
had overtures of personal distress. 

There had been persistent re¬ 
ports on Film Row for months that 
WarLers would shrink the local 
staff, or close shop. Some observ¬ 
ers thought this would take place 
by Jan. 1. 

The branch: suffered last year 
from determined regional Catholic 
opposition to “Baby Doll” (it had 
only a fraction of the normal dates 
quota), and to the six-month ban, 
for members of that faith, on the 
Strand, in Albany and the Troy in 
Troy. However, this was not a fac¬ 
tor in the decision to suspend. 

Job Gardner’s New Ozoner 
Albany, March 25. 

John W. Gardner, of Schenec¬ 
tady, who last October sold the click 
Turnpike Drive-in at Westmere 
(Albany suburb) to Neil Heilman, 
has informed local distributors he 
purchased land near the Fan Sc 
Bill’s Restaurant, on the Glens 
Falls-Lake George Road, for drive- 
in purposes. 

This would place him in com¬ 
petition with The Fort George, out¬ 
side Lake George Village—one of 
the most successful automobilers 
in a. resrort section of Northeastern 
New York. Jules Perlmutter oper¬ 
ates the Fort George, The smaller 
9-L Beach Drive-in, Lake George 
Village, now competes with the 
Fort George. 

Gardner, who still has a half 
interest in the Unadilla Drive-in, 
near Sidney, built that one, in 
1955-56. He constructed the first 
ozoner in the State of Vermont, 
at Burlington—with Claude Wat¬ 
kins, Chief projectionist at the 
Strand, Albany, as a partner. A 
one-time' boothman. Gardner and 
Watkins later acquired a second. 
drive-in, outside Barre. Vt. 
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* 
Promoters of last night’s (Tues.) 4 

closed-circuit telecast of the Ray I 
Robinson-Carmen Basilio middle- ! 
weight championship fight was 
hopeful of a $1,500,000 gate on the 
basis of more than 400,000 antici¬ 
pated admissions. However,: last- 
minute changes in the network as¬ 
sembled by the Teleprompter Corp. 
for the international Boxing Club 
made it difficult to make an accu¬ 
rate prediction. 

Although Irving Kahn, president 
of Teleprompter, originally envis¬ 
ioned a hookup of 250 situations 
and a record gate of $2,000,000, the 
network fell short of expectations. 
At fight time, it was about 171 
locations in 139 cities with a total 
seating potential of 505,000. This 
Is short of the record 174 locations 
and 509,000-seat potential assem¬ 
bled by Theatre Network Tele¬ 
vision, which handled the previous 
Robinson-Basilio encounter in Sep- 
t ember, 1957. Last Wednesday 119), 
Kahn told a press conference that 
there would be 173 sites with a 
total seating capacity of 514,000 
seats. Previously, the company re¬ 
ported 200 locations and then later 
181 definite spots. 

Last-minute cancellation, of the 
Cross County Center in Westches¬ 
ter County, N.Y., where an outdoor 
arrangement was to be set up for 
the benefit of the N.Y. Herald 
Tribune Fresh Air Fund, cost Tele- 
prompter 9,000 seats. Because of 
weather Conditions, promoters of 
the outdoor event were unable to 
proceed with the construction of 
bleachers. In addition. Tele- 
prompter received a cancellation 
from San Antonio location. 

One-Third Arenas 
Teleprompter was able to pass 

the 5O0,OOO-seat mark, its guaran¬ 
tee to the IBC, largely by the in¬ 
clusion of arenas and auditoriums 
in addition to theatres. About one- 
third of the network, according to 
Kahn, was to be made up of arenas: 
and auditoriums. No matter how 
the. b.o. fared last night, Tele^ 
prompter is committed to pay the" 
IBC a minimum of $275,090. 

.Indications were that closed-tv 
fight had an excellent chance of 
surpassing the disappointing. 5.7% 
of capacity achieved by the- previ¬ 
ous Robinson-Basilio fight. Sales 
were especially brisk in normally 
good fight cities such as New. York, 
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Den¬ 
ver and New Orleans. Basilio’s 
home town area of Syracuse also 
reported good advance sales. How¬ 
ever, there were mixed results, in 
the south, southwest and a large 
section of the midwest.: HoweVer, 
situations carrying the bout were 
hopeful of last-minute window 
sales. 

Admission prices varied from 
$3.50 to the $7.50 stop for loge 
seats at LoewT’s State on Broadway. 
The IBC receives its cut on the 
sliding scale depending on the ad¬ 
mission charge. Its take per seat 
varies from 80c to $L50 for every 
admission above the $275,000 guar¬ 
antee. For the most part. Tele- 
promoter and theatres or arenas 
carrying the telecast split the b.o. 
take on a 50-50 basis. 

In the .New York City area* a 
total of 2Q locations carried the 
event. Loew's Theatres alone had 
eight situations. According to a 
Loew’s spokesman, the telecast had 
a chance of winding up, from a b.o. 
standpoint, as the best elosed-tv 
event yet held. A complete sellout 
was anticipated for Loew’s State 
and a number of other theatres in 
the chain, with at least two-thirds 
of capacity expected for the others* 
The previous most successful fight 
telecast was the Rocky; Marciano- 
Archie Moore heavyweight cham¬ 
pionship fight of September, 1955, 
when 95% Of the available: seats 
were sold. 

Unique aspect of the telecast, 
first to be handled by Tele¬ 
prompter, was the addition of nu¬ 
merous small communities which 
had never carried closed-tv events 
before. These included such cities 
as Modesta, Eureka and San Rafael, 
Calif., Kalamazoo, Mich, Spring- 
field, Ill.j and Casper, Wyo. 

The fight originated in. Chicago 
and was seen in the east at 11 p.m. 
A 100-mile area around Chi was 
blacked out for. the telecast. 

STALLING FOR START 

Minneapolis Theatre Precedes Bout 
With Special Related Bits - 

. Minneapolis, March 25. 
Radio City theatre supplemented 

its Basilio-Robinson closed circuit 
telecast presentation tonight (Tues.) 
with a unique feature^for a show- 
house. 

With the doors opening at 7:30 
p.m. and the telecast not -starting 
locally until 10, the theatre had 
WTCN-TV’s “Ringside Round- 
table” panel of three fisticuffs ex¬ 
perts on the stage, a half-hour, be¬ 
fore the scrap, answering ques¬ 
tions from the audience on the 
prize ring, a lai video quiz shows,: 
and discussing and analyzing the 
evening’s bout fcfr 30 minutes. 

On tv the local panel follows 
the ABC-TV network Wednesday: 
night fights over local WTCN-TV 
with a 10 to 15-minute program 
that includes their opinion of the 
bout, predictions of next week’s 
fight outcome and answers to ques¬ 
tions . re the prize ring submitted 
by mail and telephone. Compris¬ 
ing local fight pundiU Ernie 
Slater; former boxer and now Min¬ 
nesota Fight Commission member 
and referee Jack Gibbons, son of 
the famous Mike, and Don Riley, 
St. Paul Pioneer Press sports- 
writer, it has built up a. large fol¬ 
lowing and has a high rating. 

In the 4,100-seat Radio City here 
and the 2,300-seat St. Paul. Para¬ 
mount the first B-R fight telecast 
at the same scale as tonight’s, 
$2.75, $3.85 and $5.50, grossed 
$10,000 and $6,000, respectively. In 
order to present it this time Ra¬ 
dio City interrupted for one night 
the current highly successful 
“Bridge on the River Kwai" run. 

Paramount has plans . to be in 
the tollvision business by the end 
of this year with its International 
Telemeter subsidiary operating on 
a fill! wired basis in one com-; 
munity. Company is keeping the 
wraps on the identity of the town 
involved and, for that matter, all 
other details. 

But a responsible source said 
the plan is set and there will be, 
indeed, the cabled tv in working 
order by the end of 1958. 

Par plot is to make a profitable 
showing with the tollvision opera¬ 
tion on its own in the single area, 
and thereby demonstrate to the 
rest of the country that it can be 
done. Type of programming also 
is undisclosed but it appears likely 
that no old theatrical pictures will 
be shown. 

Luellah L. Stearns has been ap¬ 
pointed New York manager for the 
Muzak Corp. Previously was v.p. 
of Trans-Community Television 
Network Iric. He succeeds Gerald 
Rock, now national field sales man¬ 
ager for Muzak. 

SEZTV OVER-DOING 
TOLL‘SCARE MAIL’ 

Washington, March 25 
Congressional criticism of al¬ 

leged pressure tactics by networks 
and stations to, stop pay-see tele¬ 
vision appears to. be mounting. 
Some mernbers of the Senate and 
House are expressing themselves 
s t r o n g l y regarding ; apparent 
“scare” mail they, have been get¬ 
ting. 

Transcript made public last week 
of hearings before the House Ap¬ 
propriations Committee on the 
budget of the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission revealed that 
Rep. Charles R. Jonas <R-N. C.) re¬ 
ceived 25,000 antirfeeyee letters 
during a four-day period. ; 

This led Rep. Albert Thomas ;(D- 
Tex.l, chairman of the subcommit¬ 
tee on independent agencies, : to 
inquire Whether the. Commission 
can act against a station operator 
who ’’asks his listening audience to 
write the Congress; to adopt his 
specific point of view.” 

FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer 
replied that it is difficult to apply 
sanctions because of laws prohibit¬ 
ing censorship over programs or 
interference with free speech. 

’About as close as we can: come 
to implementing a policy of fair 
play/’ Doerfer ;sald, “is to consider 
the overall programming of a 
broadcaster,” 

However/ this did not seem to 
satisfy Thomas who asserted that 
the Commission does have the au¬ 
thority “to see that ho program is 
put out which is going to prop¬ 
agandize the public either for or 
against a proposition without time 
to the other side to do likewise.’’ 

Regardless of inhibitions against 
its freedom, to act, Thomas said, 
the agency must not “throw away” 
its jurisdiction to protect the pub¬ 
lic interest. 

Question of feevee pressures 
came up again Friday (21) in a 
Senate debate' during Which Sen. 
Richard Neuberger (D-Ore.) de¬ 
clared “the networks . . . certainly 
have a great deal of unmitigated 
gall to resent even a trial . . of 
the inndvatioh known as pay tele¬ 
vision." 

Aside from the merits of the 
issue, Neuberger said: “The signifi¬ 
cant point is that, the networks 
have been relentless in preventing 
whatever case there may be, in be¬ 
half of pay tv, from reaching the 
American public. They seem almost 
frantic about it.” 

. Neuberger said that his mail 
shows that many people . believe 
that pay, tv is contemplated as “a 
substitute” for the present system 
and “understandably” object vio¬ 
lently against the prospect of being 
deprived of free tv;” 

“In part,” said the Senator, “this 
is an obvious misunderstanding, al¬ 
though possibly not a wholly un¬ 
intended one on the part of the 
opponents of pay tv.” 

Neuberger said he would be op¬ 
posed to any Senate action to in¬ 
terfere with the FCC’s authoriza¬ 
tion. of a subscription trial (now 
postponed until 30 days after Con¬ 
gressional. adjournment). The Com¬ 
mission, he said, “not We, have 
seen the whole record on the ques¬ 
tion and are qualified to decide it/ 

Hollywood, March 25. 
Allied Artists has adopted a policy of retaining television dis¬ 

tribution rights to all its product and has no plans to. release its 
post-1948 films to tv, per President Steve Broldy. 

Company, according to him, is In the midst of developing a 
series of. important theatrical properties and negotiations are on 

. with such personalities as Van Johnson, George Sanders, Cornel 
Wilde, Maureen 0’Hara> Another project involving Gregory Peck 
also has been reactivated. 

“The purpose of Allied Artists is to provide a sound and solid 
source of supply of worthwhile product for motion picture exhibi¬ 
tors throughout the world,” Broidy stated, “This has been and 
will continue to be the policy of the company as long as We can 
successfully service this market.” 

Exec added that in the case where certain indie producers in 
past who participated in financing had held onto video rights, 
AA had attempted to secure these rights so company would control, 
them. : 

Teleprompter Seeks $500,800 New 

Big Draw in L.A. 
Hollywood, March 25. 

Estimated $74,500 is in sight 
for closed-circuit telecast of 
Basilio-Robinson champ scrap 
tonight (Tues.) in seven local 
houses. Air houses, scaled 
$3.30 to $6.60, reported capa¬ 
city biz right down line. 

Heavy demand . for seats 
caused Rialto in downtown 
L A. to be added at last min¬ 
ute. Other theatres included 
Orpheum, Downtown - Par, 
Pantages, Downtown, Wiltern, . 
Warner Huntington Park. 

Par Chain Renews 

American Broadcasting-Para¬ 
mount Theatres is expected to sub¬ 
mit a fresh petition to the Federal 
Court for the right to reacquire 
the Grove Theatre in Elgin, Illi¬ 
nois, following a turndown last 
week by N. Y. Federal Judge Ed¬ 
mund L. PalmierL Issue before 
the jurist was whether a previous¬ 
ly divested theatre can be availed 
of as a “substantial equivalent re¬ 
placement” within the Intent of the 
Paramount Consent Decree. 

AB-PT sought to regain the 
Grove as a replacement for its 
Rialto, also in Elgin, Which burned 
down in 1956. Originally the cir¬ 
cuit held the Grove, Rialto and 
Crocker. In 1950 the Grove was 
divested under terms of the decree, 
but was repossessed in 1953 when 
the lessee defaulted.. House, how¬ 
ever, has not been operated as a 
theatre since then. 

Under a section of the decree, 
AB-PT argued, it could reacquire 
a house without court approval 
providing such acquisition was to 
replace a theatre lost by fire or 
conversion. Department of Jus¬ 
tice contended that any party to 
the. decree could not do this with¬ 
out court approval and Judge Pal- 
mieri agreed. 

Palmieri then enjoined AB-PT 
from reacquiring the Grove with¬ 
out court order. But, the jurist 
added, “the door to reacquisition 
is not shut” and directed the cir¬ 
cuit t<» submit a new petition in 
which it should show to the court’s 
satisfaction that the Grove’s take¬ 
over would not unduly restrain 
competition in the Elgin area. 

Where’s Allied on Gable Theatre ? 
San. Francisco, March 25. . 

Chairman of TolLTV Committee 
of Theatre Owners of America to¬ 
day pleaded for exhibitor unity in 
fight against pay-tv and voiced 
opinion that “the battle has been 
won, but the war isn’t over.” 

Phillip F. Harling,'in report to 
TOA board and executive commit¬ 
tee, specifically asked that Allied 
States Assn. take, stand against 
Cable-tv so that exhibitors’ struggle 
be continued. Allied States still 
hasn’t been counted on cable the¬ 
atre issue. 

Harling said: “Despite all the fu¬ 
rore about FCC being investigated 
it' is still Important, now more 
than every to use every means at 
our disposal to look to Congress to 
enact, legislation banning tollvi- 

Harling distinguished between i 
administrative and judicial func- 
tians of FCC, saying; 

“Question of toll-tv is a rule- 
making procedure. In such a pro¬ 
ceeding it is permissible for: any¬ 
one interested . . to talk with, 
discuss, write and solicit aid for 
purpose of advancing any position 
he has . . . On the other hand, 
when FCC acts . as judges . . . 
it would be improper for -anyone 
to advance. any argument or talk 
to anyone . . . unless it is done In 
accordance withrules of evidence 
and rights of FCC. 

“For these reasons, it is the. con¬ 
sidered opinion of our counsel that 
we must keep up Our campaign di¬ 
rected toward Congress to regulate 
or ban air toll-tv.” 

Harlihg declared, that cable-tv 

would also come under a govern¬ 
mental agency and “we must, 
therefore, as a TOA group, con¬ 
tinue opposing all forms of toll-tv.” 

He said “concrete example of 
effectiveness of such a campaign 
is evidenced here in California, 
both in Frisco nnd Los Angeles, 
Which showed entire country how 
organized and unified attack can 
virtually stop a jet-propelled jug¬ 
gernaut.” 

Harling. called Telemeter, Skia- 
tron and Zenith “three of most 
powerful, influential and richest 
corporations in the U. S., said he’s 
never minimized danger of toll-tv 
and I still feel it would be knock¬ 
out blow to our industry . . . we 
must not he swayed by promises of 
fast dollar: without insurance for 
the future.” 

Teleprompter Corp.,. requiring 
additional funds for working capi¬ 
tal and general, corporate expenses, 
received the approval of its stock¬ 
holders to offer for sale 10-year 
unsecured convertible notes in the 
maximum amount of $500,000. The . 
notes, according to the manage-} 
ment’s proposal and okayed by the 
shareholders, were limited only to 
certain buyers. 

Approval of the new borrowing 
was done at a special stockholders 
meeting held at the close of 1957,. 
it was learned. The sale of the 
new notes is subject to $250,000 in- 
debtedne§s of the company to the 
Marine Midland Trust Co. of N.Y. 

The proposal authorized the is¬ 
sue and sale to Western Union, 
holder of 50,000 or about 14% of 
the company’s outstanding shares, 
of a new note for $400,000, of which 
$250,000 was applied to prepay the 
outstanding note. The additional 
$100,000 was offered to a small 
group of other persons, including 
stockholders, directors, officers 
and other employees , of the com¬ 
pany. ’ 

The new notes, according to the 
company’s proxy statement, con¬ 
fer upon the holders the right to 
convert ’ the principal into shares 
of common stock of Teleprompter. 
Notes will be convertible into 
common stock at the rate of , one 
share for $9.75 principal amount- 
until Dec. 30, 1962 and thereafter 
and until Dec. 30, 1957, at the rate 
of one share for each $11.50 of 
principal amount. The company ■ 
reserved the right to prepay the 
new notes in whole or in part, but 
not before Dec. 30, 1961. New 
notes bear interest at the rate of 
4^% per annum. 

If Western Union converts its 
notes into shares as the proposal 
permits, it’s figured WU will be 
the owner of approximately 19% 
of the . outstanding stock. Tele- 
prompter received from WU, after 
cancellation of the outstanding' 
note, net proceeds of $150,000, all 
of which was employed for work¬ 
ing capital and general expenses. 

CALIFORNIA DEFERS 
"RESOLUTION’ VS TOLL 

Sacramento, March 25. 
Rules committee of the Califor¬ 

nia State Senate has deferred 
action on a resolution to place tht 
State Legislature on record oppos¬ 
ing tollvision. 

Resolution, introduced by Repub¬ 
lican Senator Jess R. Dorsey of 
Kern County, would call upon Con¬ 
gress and, the. FCC to prevent re¬ 
placement of advertising status quo 
with pay telecasts. 

Mrs. Hulda McGimi, lobbyist for 
Northern California Theatre Assn- 
told committee feevee would force 
almost all small-town houses and 
many urban theatres to close and 
depress economy generally. 

But Chester Lappen,- Los^Angelef 
lawyer for Telemeter/said “all we 
are asking, for is an opportunity to 
compete.” 

Action on resolution is expected 
within a fortnight. 

Mervis Brothers switched its Tri¬ 
angle in. East Liberty from a sub¬ 
sequent-run to Italian language pic¬ 
tures exclusively,, double-billing 
for week runs. It brings to six 
the number of- sure-seat foreign 

, houses in town. The others are tht 
Art Cinema, Squirrel Hill, Guild, 

‘ Studio and Grandview. 
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SOME NBC-CBS FLASH PLAYS 
Succoring The Enemy ? 

The news story about Metro mulling production of six live 
spectaculars for television, at $350,000 budget per spec, in asso¬ 
ciation with Robert Saudek Associates, automatically keys the 
thought of succoring the enemy, and is Metro being the sucker? 

The picture business' philosophy of J oin-’em-if-you-can’t • 
fight-'em, as witness the prer 1948 backlog by the majors (and 
plenty of post-1950 features, from the indies), already has had 
its sad trade repercussions. Hindsight now tells Hollywood that 
if it had withheld its feature films—the bankers and Wall St. 
liquidators notwithstanding—there would be a healthier motion 
picture boxofiFlce business today. It’s very evident that the public 
doesn’t hate “the movies” less—^-it Just likes the convenience of 
getting them via tv more. " 

Metro’s collaboration on a series of Video spectaculars could 
be superlative. Hollywood’s showmanship and savvy would- be 
remiss if it were otherwise. 

But the better the video Spectacular the greater the b.o. com¬ 
petition. What price glory ? 

It s Curtails for‘Matinee’ WHhP&G 

Curtain Fings down on NBC-TV4' 
“Matinee” for the last time at the 
end of the current cycle and the 
network is reembracing the soap 
opera program formula. Procter & 
Gamble has moved in on the 3 to 
4 p.m. segments and will install 
two half-hour cross - the - board 
weepers. Programs have not yet 
been selected one being considered 
Is a tv version of “Young Dr. 
Malone.” 

Decision to fold “Matinee” stems 
from the fact,, with its wide open 
sustaining spaces, it was costing 
NBC an approximate $2,000,000 a 
year to keep the tint dramas, go¬ 
ing. A NBC spokesman frankly ad¬ 
mitted that even under an SRO 
status it represented a $1,000,000 
.•-year writeoff to the network, 
‘‘and since we were getting less 
and less audience, what’s the use?” 
- Last season there was a resur¬ 

gence of audience interest in “Mat¬ 
inee” and for a while it was going 
great guns. But ever since CBS ap¬ 
plied a programming hypo to its 
afternoon schedule this . season 
“Matinee” encountered a serious 
setback. 

It’s been quite some! time since 
NBC abandoned soapers in favor of 
audience-participation, quiz, drama 
and other type entries. Thus the 
P & G soaper buy represents a ma¬ 
jor ''overhaul in thinking for the 
web command. 

NBC-TV Daytime 
Spurts $4,000,000; 

NBC-TV’s daytime p i c t u r e 
. brightened this week with, the Ink¬ 
ing. of General Fdods to a new 52- 
week deal and other new business 
and renewals totalling $4,000,000. 
The GF deal, via Young k Rubl- 
cam, calls for sponsorship of three 
alternate-week quarter-hours, in 
“Tic Tac Dough,” “Treasure Hunt” 
and “Truth or Consequences.” 

Dow Chemical Is moving back 
into daytime with two alternate-' 
week quarter-hours, , one on “Treas¬ 
ure Hunt” and the other on ‘‘Price 
Is Right,” both Tor 13 weeks, and 
is picking up 'two one-shots on 

. “Truth or Consequences” in sum¬ 
mer. S. C. Johnson & Son is tak¬ 
ing a three-day saturation spread 
under, which it is buying four quar¬ 
ter-hour segments on as many 
shows on April 14, two quarter- 
hours on April 28 and four on May 
12. 

On the renewal side, Lever Bros. 
Is taking another 52-week ride on 
its four alternate-week quarter- 
week quarter-hours in “Price Is 
Right”; Church A Dwight has re¬ 
newed its alternate-week quarter- 
hour in “Tic Tac Dough”, for 52 
weeks; Sterling Drug has extended 
its four alternate-week quarter- 
fipurs in “Modem Romances” for 
six additional summer weeks. 

Chevy to Ride 
Pat Boone Next Season 

Pat Boone is the only one of 
this’ season’s new crop of video 
vocalists who Is guaranteed an-; 
other season on the webs so far. 
His ABC-TV sponsor Chevrolet re¬ 
newed last week for another 39 
weeks with the singer. 

By GEORGE ROSEN 

With the certainty, that next 
season’s inter-network rating war 
will hit a • feverish clip, NBC and 
CBS, in their stepped-up bid for 
supremacy, have: already resolved 
most of their flash plays. It in¬ 
volves a major scrambling of pro¬ 
grams/ with every night of the 
week affected. 

Here, for example, are some of 
the more nbtable night-by-night 
shifts in the jockeying for position: 

Sunday: BBD&O arid American: 
Tobacco Co. have been talking to 
both networks on the advisability 
of moving “Hit Parade,” current^ 
ly berthed Saturday nights 10:30 
on NBC, into' Sunday 7:30 as the 
alternate-week attraction with. 
Jack Benny, who has already been 
renewed for next season. (“Hit 
Parade,” incidentally,; will under¬ 
go a complete recasting and re¬ 
formatting, having been a major 
disappointment to the client and 
agency this semester.) “Bachelor 
Father,” the present skip-week at¬ 
traction with Benny, would be 
moved into the Saturday night 
“Hit Parade” spot on NBC as. an 
every-week series. 

“Northwest Passage," out of the 
Metro TV shop, is definite as the 
Sunday night 7:30 show for NBC- 
TV, replacing “No Warning,” the 
“Sally” replacement. 
"Monday: CBS has made tenta-r 

(Continued on page 50) 

Mike Dann Exits Jaffe for CBS; 

Station Bays Okayed 
Washington, March 25. 

Actor-singer Frank Sinatra en¬ 
tered the radio station .ownership 
field last week with Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission approval 
of his $2,000,000 purchase of three 
outlets In the Pacific northwest. 
They are KJR in Seattle, KNEW in 
Spokane and KXL in Portland. 

Sinatra’s Essex Productions, Inc. 
will become the licensees. 

London, March 25. 
BBC-TV is planning its own 

spectacular as a birthday tribute to 
Irving Berlin when he is 70 next 
May. It will, primarily, be a live 
program, but film excerpts will be 
included as and where necessary. 

BBC program planners are hop¬ 
ing that top American show biz 
personalities, among them head¬ 
liners of the calibre of Bing Cros¬ 
by and Frank Sinatra, will be 
available either to come to London 
or to be jpre-filmed tn the U. S. 

The April 30 Issue of ^^lRIE^TY will reach the 

National Assn, of Broadcasters attendance. In Los Angeles, 

at the peak of the Convention. P^RIETY NAB Issues are 

invariably In hot demand because they contain pertinent spot 

news about people and events at the Convention whiTe they 

are still happening. 

Special Air Mail distribution of this edition insures fast; 

complete impact at the point of Convention contact. 

■* Mike Dann, who resigned as 
vice president in charge of pro¬ 
gram sales at NBC six months ago 
to become president of Henry 
Jaffe Enterprises, is exiting the 
latter operation to move to CBS- 
TV, where he becomes veepee in 
charge of programs for New York. 
He succeeds Harry Ommerle, who 
moves up to status of veepee in 
charge of national programming. 
As such Dann in the east and his 
west coast, counterpart, Ai Scal- 
pone, will report directly to Om¬ 
merle.' 

Elevation of Ommerle to the key 
national programming spot in turn 
will free exec veepee Hubbel Rob¬ 
inson Jr. from day-to-day program¬ 
ming chores to concentrate more 
on executive duties. 

Coming on the heels of the ele¬ 
vation of Louis G. Cowan (basically 
a programming man) to the CBS- 
TV prexyship. the appointment of 
Dann and revamp of the adminis¬ 
trative program setup suggests the 
new importance CBS is placing on 
programming stewardship per se 
in the overall scheme of network 
thinking toward attaining suprem¬ 
acy. His appointment. now gives 
CBS four programming v.p.’s in 
the east, all under exec v.p. Rob¬ 
inson. They are Ommerle, Dann, 
Bob Weitman, who’s V4». in charge 
of program development, and Os¬ 
car Katz, v.p. in charge of day¬ 
time programming. That’s the 
largest executive stable in the pro¬ 
gramming area of any network. 

Dann moves into his new post 
next Monday. The Dann-Robinson 
discussions actually have been go¬ 
ing on for a couple of months, 
predating the network-station sep¬ 
aration with the subsequent ap¬ 
pointment of Cowan as CBS-TV 
prexy and Merle Jones becoming 
president of the owned-and-oper- 
ated station division. . 

Dann’s track record in network 
programming dates back to ’54 
when he field the title of director 
of the program dept, at NBC. In 
his new capacity, producers, direc¬ 
tors-and production men identified 
with. N. Y. network originations 
will come under his wing. 

Shift of Dann leaves Vacant tho 
prexy slot at the Jaffe packag¬ 
ing operation, which is responsible 
for turning out the Shirley Temple 
series, the Dinah Shore show and 
the upcoming AT&T musical 
series. Jaffe’s had some flops, too: 
the “Kitty Foyle” daytime series; 
the Las Vegas spec series and the 
short-lived T e x a c o -s ponsored 
“Command Appearance” shows. 

- to put your 

sales messago before the most representative assemblage of 

the Broadcasting Industiy, is obvious. 
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NEW YORK M 
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HOLLYWOOD 2S 

5404 Swset llvd* 

Office: 
: CHICAGO 11 

612 No* Michigan Ave. 

Kudner s New GM 
Rap as Another 

Exits 
Kudner Agency, which received 

a staggering blow last December 
when the Buick Division of Gen* 
era! Motors announced that it was 
resigning the agency and placing 
$24,000,000 worth of business else¬ 
where, received a near knockout 
punch this week that sent the 
agency reeling when two divisions 
of the General Motor Corp.. Gen¬ 
eral Motors Truck & Coach and 
the Frigldaire Division announced 
their withdrawal from the agency. 
Newest rap is estimated at $12,000,- . 
000. 

The Kudner Agency has had 
more than their share of troubles 
with tfieir billings in the last few 
years having been on the decline. 
In just three years the billing 
has dropped from $66,000,000 to 
close to $19,000,000 with the 
agency going through a wholesale 
shakeup. Since the loss of the 
Buick account an estimated 40% 
of the agency people have been 
let go and a new president and 
set of veepees has replaced the 
old guard. 

Loss of the truck and Frigidaira 
business will total at least $12,000,- 

(Continued on page 50) 
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Situation Comedy & Mysterioso fliSSjaStil' CBS-TVs 1-Man Press Junkets 
nik has been contracted for the , ■ ■ 

Spnps Lfidd List of 200 HoDfifllk' Network Get* Lot* of Mileage Out of TV Editor*’ 
wvllvu LlVUlI LllOL UI uvU IIU|A/1 UIdj j Ave. Armory, Manhattan, JTueS.day, Wcek-in-Ncw York 

‘Sale by Pilot’ Is Losing Impact 
Hollywood, March 25. 4—-——— -—■=——:-’■' V - 

‘Last Word’ Sponsorship 
grams in every- conceivable form Tinle mag has pulled out of_its 
from mental to completed scripts deal for sponsorship of .two The 
are being studied in the commis-. Last Word shows nn March 30 
sion houses for report to their ; and April 6 on CBS-TV. The maga- 
home offices. Number, of pilots is zmes subscription department and 

. expected to double before the late the .Ben Sackheim agency had in¬ 
rush of buyers in mid-summer. ; tended to purchase -the two: shots. 

_ 4. " . , . j as a test of the show s subscription 
On the breakdown 9f submitted „ but decided against it. at least 

shows, situation eomed es and - lemJorarily Small ^osSibjiity ex- 
mysteiT-deteeUve series lead the lsts. that .A1n pick up the two 
list withI 35 either piloted or inshots in May, but that's not certain.. 
n^eonfofmn fr\r*r\ WAQtpfnc Tllim- • . • L .• 1. ■ _- 

Composer-conductor. Harry Sos- 
nik has been contracted for the 
Emmy Awards program, most of 
which will originate in the Park 
Ave. Armory, Manhattan, Tuesday, 
April 15. He was retained by NBC 
to work under program director 
Bill Kaden of the. west coast, who 
is repeating. 

Sosnik is also currently ready¬ 
ing a repeat pilot film for CBS. 
This is the “Community Sing” for¬ 
mat with Lee Cooley which Wil¬ 
liam S. Paley wanted to See re¬ 
made on strength of previous kine¬ 
scopes t 

presentation form. Westerns num- . gi the Sunday at 6 “Word” iS 
her 29 and dramas will have 24 ed- k , , : sustaining: status, the 
tries. Others include 22 specs, 17 ■ ,n ch„,„ min'ha tries outers incmue ax specs . March 30 show will be preempted 
adventure drama, and quiz-panel ani .,ge(, It Now- to expand 
and 15 music-variety. to 90 minutes <5 to 6:30) on that 

Most of the half-hour shows are date \\rjth its special oh atomic 
budgeted around $40,000, with pro- faii0.ut. 
gram costs geared to the present * i__—L-. 
soft economy. Highest priced of - 
the specs is the two-hour live ver- 1Y T 
sion of “Showboat” being offered l lACTtlfA | flCCPQ 
by the William Morris agency at 1/bOpUl/ MJ\JOO\*Oy 
$450^000. CBS is taking orders for 
two specs by Bing Crosby and six IKJI ■ 1 IT l T 
starring Jackie Gleason. These I |VAf rAl* 
will be ticketed around $250,000. lllUIlItll IIUI I UI 
Series of notable events by Jim 

, Bishop, author of the hest sellers, 0 1 0 \7 1 
“The Day Lincoln Was Shot” and \OlA \P7 vACFPl 
“The Day Christ Died.” are being UUIVj UVIi I VgU 
offered around with . “Day” in the • 
title to tie in with his tomes. MCA- The newly appointed exec v.p. 
NBC are partnered in two hour of Mutual; George Vogel, the op- 
shows, one a western. . . erating head of the net, laid to 

Sale by pilot is losing its impact J a nunaber of reports circu- 
with the admen, wlio pose ■ lated since the ouster of Paul 
question, “what about the Tiext; RobertS as prez 

' Number one, according to Vogel, 
- Lk «r. %e is that the »<* isn't up for sale. 

Prevent v°gel said in spiking that report 

it at $40,000? Sponsor interest Robert 
diminished and it was taken off the.; . ? ’ p’u v iV 
"market, I There have been no talks of m- 

‘_ ■ - j creasing rates, a move contem- 
t plated by the Roberts management 

pi* /If If team at the first of the year, but 
V|fm I f|OTlPA p A|T j shunted aside in the face of di- 
kJlUU vlicuivv I UI j minishing biz. The; net currently 

j is operating at a loss, but hopes. 
(VI . imp JV 1 ‘ for new biz to alter that situation, 
hrpp I V IlnfKFm 1 Under the heading of new per- 
I I 1 I VVU^Vl « j sonnel, Bob Marcato: has been ap- 

TT „ , _r. , pointed as national sales manager, 
Hollywood, March 25. with Syd Allen remaining as ad- 

Slim Chance For 
Tree TV’Dodgers 

Hollywood, March 25. 
At least four L.A. stations have ministrative sales v/p. Marcato 

made bids to telecast games of the joins MBS from ABC Film Syndi- 
Los Angeles Dodgers, and have not cation, where he • Was ' a sales exec, 
yet given up in fheir efforts. Formerly, he had been associated 
KCOP, KTTV, KHJ-TV and K--LA wifh NBC-TV, Kenyon & Eckhardt, 
have made the attempts, latter ).n and MCA. 
a combined pitch with KMPC.i . 
which will ,ir the games via radio/ M>3‘’a ^ ta! 
not long ago. . stituted a semi-monthly newslet- 

‘■Pay tv is. not m any way a fac- t6r to personnel titled “Views 
tor at this time.” declared.Kenyon From ihe Front office:” In it, he 
Brown, KCOPrexy, pointing to •■■{ asked for a change of the MBS 
Dodger radio commitments as the tag jfae “The World's Largest 
major roadblock. Network,” a tag line which would 

Exclusive rights to games here translate MBS’, local impact, 
are controlled by advertisers who Vogel sees no major changes at 
will sponsor Dodger radio broad- (Continued on page 50) 
casts, and since any tv commit- '■ ■ ■" " ■ 
ments made by these advertisers 
would weaken the impact of the ra- 1 DOT Rahawc TnraHa 
dio airings, for which a consider-;* WF ItCUcWo LUrClUl 
able amount of capital has already r. iro irnt Ail o---; 
been invested by them, chances for | TOl : JO** l/lfl uCllcS 
tv coverage appear slim at the mo-: ^ i > n *• .• 
™ent. i ilkayed for Syndicataon 

f Holly^vood. March 25. 
ninny TDAV Ckh&rvi C Renewal of the Loretta Young 
DARK I lllvAI LAnLEiLj f Show for next season has been ef- 

III \7 i IT I AniPHI 1TTA1TC fected by Tom McDermott/ tv head HAVANA OKHllNAllUNj of Benton A Bowles agency rep- 
_ , • .. ...4 , . ping Procter & Gamble. Weekly. 
Because of the possibility of j budget of $42,500 remains the same 

censorship of broadcasts, Barry J but P & G will assume any extras 
Gray has cancelled his four-week- ' occasioned by . upped scales by 

_®™anate Capri; unions or guilds under new con- 
Hotel, Havana, wrhich was to have tracts. Next season Miss Young 
started April 28 at $3,750 weekly. | vvill appear in 11 plays and host 
After deal was signed, Cuba’s j 20, with six re-runs in closing 
President Batista revoked all civil 
rights, and therefore, the govern¬ 
ment had the right to step in and 

weeks of season. 
P & G is said to have consented 

to the syndication of her previous 
black out broadcasts as soon as I Wmed shows ln ^ 5eries-provid- 
censorable statements were made. lng they are not networked or 

As a result of the cancellation, slotted opposite Miss Young’s half¬ 
deal is now cooking for emanation hour dramas oh Sunday night. In 
of the Gray show from El Rancho the batch of oldies are 181 pro- 
Hotei, Las Vegas. Marty Baum grams representing six years of 
(& Newborn) is negotiating. Gray telecasting on NBC. Films are said 
is presently working' from the to have a value in excess of $2,- 
Seviile Hotel, Miami Beach. .000,000. 

NBC Radio Gaims 
$12,Oi,000 Orders 

On Books for ’58 
. Disturbed by the impression, 
created by. the troubles of ABC 
Radio, that all the networks have 
suffered revenue declines, NBC 
Radio this week took the unusual 
step of releasing figures on its re¬ 
cent gains. Web revealed that it 
already, has orders on the books 
totaling $12,000,000 net for ’58. As 
a matter of comparison, at this 
time last year, NBC had orders to¬ 
taling only $4,500,000. 

Sales v.p. Bill McDaniel said that 
the web has had $8,000,000 worth 
of sales since the first of the year 
(with the. other $4,000,000 repre¬ 
senting carryover business from 
last year). In the past: 10 days,, 
McDaniel said, NBC. has set $1,- 
300,000 in sales. Moreover, the 
new ’58 figures assume greater im¬ 
portance in light of the fact that 
the web’s sales last year were 4i% 
better than in 1956. 

As art indication of stability, 
McDaniel said, some 80% of this 
year’s orders are for more than 13 
Weeks, a complete reversal of the 
pattern last year. When 75%. of the 
business was for less than 13 
weeks. While McDaniel did. not 
mention ABC; it’s known that NBC ' 
officials have been concerned that 
ABC’s troubles, have created an 

'impression that all' the radio webs 
are on the decline. .Actually, NBC 
and CBS have increased their rev¬ 
enues during the past year. ; 

That $1,300,000 in the past 10 
days comes from orders from1. Car¬ 
ter Products,.Lewis-Howe Co., Gen¬ 
eral Electric, GMC Truck, Dunlop 
Tire & Rubber and ah expansion 
of its schedule by Ex-Lax. 

NBC Pitches Berk 
For’58-’59, Either 

As Comic or Drluna 
Milton Berle may return to tele¬ 

vision in a live Weekly comedy for¬ 
mat next season.; That's one of 
two formats starring. Berle which 
NBC-TV is pitching at advertisers. . 
Should a sponsor go for the live 
half-hour comedy series and. a deal 
with Berle be firmed up. It would 
mark his first regular series since 
his pioneering hour show folded 
several seasons back. 

As of the. moment, there's noth- j 
ing firm in the situation beyond 
Berle’s longterm NBC pact. Blit 
he’s eager to get back in the sad¬ 
dle; there’s a great deal of adver¬ 
tiser ■interest in him; and. NBC 
wants him back at W'ork. Two for¬ 
mats are under consideration, the 
comedy series and a series of off¬ 
beat half-hour dramas, in which 
Berle would . narrate, and occa¬ 
sionally star. 

Neither Berle nor NBC have de-; 
cided which series they prefer, and 
consequently no deals have been 
firmed. But NBC is taking both 
ideas to Advertisers / With an eye 
toward making an early sale on 
one of the formats, after Which all 
the other , contractual elements 
would fill into place. Interest. in 
the dramatic series .Was spurred 
by Berle’s recent “Kraft Theatre” 
appearance on NBC. 

'Dub' Rogers Heads C. of C. 
Lubbock, March 25. 

•, W. D. (Dub) Rogers has been 
elected prez of the Lubbock Cham¬ 
ber of Commerce. He ba9 served 
for four years as a director of the 
organization. 

Rogers heads, the Texas. Tele-, 
casting which operates KDIJB, AM- 
TV here; KPAR-TV, Sweetwater 
and KEDY-TV, Big Springs. v 

‘Whispering Streets’ 
Lands CBS Radio Berth 

“Whispering Streets,” until six 
months ago one of the mainstays 
of ABC Radio’s morning bloc, has 
found a home for itself: on CBS 
Radio. The Ted Lloyd-Margaret 
Sangster package, moves into the 
cross-the-board 11:05 to 11:30 a m. 
slot starting Monday (31), as the 
replacement for. the tail-end half- 
hour of Arthur Godfrey’s simul¬ 
cast Godfrey will be doing radio- 
only frond 10 to 11 and tv.-only at 
11-11:30 starting Monday.. 

By a. c u rio us coincidence, 
“Streets” finds itself in direct com¬ 
petition to another Lloyd-Sangster 
package which used to be its ABC 
companion-piece, “My True Story.” 
That switched to NBC Radio in the 
fall, and occupies the 11-11:30 
time there, so that the two will be 
competing directly, “Streets” falls 
into the “modern” category; of 
soapers, in that it completes a dif¬ 
ferent Story each day. 

L.A. Strike Vote 
Snags 1BEW In 

CBS Pact Talks 
International Brotherhood of 

Electrical Workers’ main office, in 
Washington, announced last week 
that “CBS has made a final pro¬ 
posal to the union and has suggest¬ 
ed its consideration of further 
meetings.” Fact that .IBEW made 
the announcement instead of the 
network, was. taken as an indication 
that it Was ready to accept the 
offers, which are not—except for 
two points—too very different from 
the proposals rejected in February. 

Biit while the international of¬ 
fice appears ready’ to ink a con¬ 
tract, the strong New York IB lo¬ 
cals, which figures its represents 
a majority of the membership in 
CBS, is full of rumblings against a 
contract on the basis of latest net¬ 
work offers. New Yorkers scoff 
at the word “final” proposal, and 
some of the local’s members seek 
stronger video tape, concessions 
from CBS—namely, that the web 
guarantee that all tape appearing 
on CBS be done by IBEW and 
stamped with an IBEW label. This 
Would include shows and blurbs 
done outside by advertising agen¬ 
cies, for instance: Present word¬ 
ing of CBS’ offer only clarifies 
that IBEW can handle anything the 
network itself shoots. 

The L. A. local is also dissatisfied 
With the proposals and slated a 
meeting for last night (Tues.) to 
take a strike vote. If a strike is 
okayed there, it could be enough 
to kill a referendum, but the na¬ 
tional, it was explained, still has 
.the right, however futile, to de- 

(Continued on page 54) 

WABD Snares Sponsor 
For Easter Sun. Show; 

Top Talent Lined Up 
A large local photo supply chain, I 

Willoughby Stores, will bankroll 
an Easter Sunday (6). 90-minute 
special on WABD, New York; The 
live telecast, remoting from the 
Gotham Hotel,, may only be the 
first in a series of holiday specials 
sponsored on the DuMont station 
by Willoughby, with more dickers • 
understood due on future stanzas. 

Hosting will be Arthur: Van 
Horne and International News. 
Service columnist Phyllis Battelle. 
It’ll be big on the newspaper .an¬ 
gle, with the Times’ Meyer Berger, 
the Trib’s Eugenia Sheppard, the 
WorldrTelly’s Bill, Dana and the 
News’ Bob Sylvester slated to take 
up. a major share of the culinary- 
coutourier talk: • 

Guests will . be George Jessel, 
Sammy: Kaye, Edward Mulhaire, 
Evelyn Kpight and Grover Whalen. 
Called “Easter ’58,” stanza will be 
aired between 1:30 and 3 p.in. 

Using one of its daytime pro¬ 
grams as a peg, CBS-TV’s press in¬ 
formation department has come up 
with a method of bringing in out- 
of-town tv editors on an individual 
basis instead of en masse via jun¬ 
kets And has gotten far more mile¬ 
age out of the new technique than 
it ever achieved with the. old “pack¬ 
age tours.” 

Device used by the web is to 
bring in an out-of-town editor for 
two .days Or so for an appearance 
as a “guest reporter” on “The Ver- . 
diet Js Yours.” But while the edi¬ 
tor is in,for the guest stint on tv, 
he’s kept: busy with a round of 
interviews and meetings with net¬ 
work talent and execs, and caii re¬ 
turn. home with an armload of copy 
about “Verdict” as Well, as other 
network shows and plans. 

“Verdict” stint is a natural, one 
in that the host of the show (Jim 
McKay) Acts the part of' a court 
reporter, and hence, it’s easy 
enough for him to introduce the 
visiting fireman as Fred Remington . 
Of the Pittsburgh Press, to name 
One, who’s come. to “cover ; the 
case.’.’ McKay has a brief chat with 
the visitor, and that’s the end of. 
the stint. 

Meanwhile, however, CBS has 
been getting the fourth estater into 
interviews with top talent and : 
execs, and the columnist has 
enough copy for a week. Total of 
21 newspapermen have come in for 
the "Verdict” stint and have turned 
out a total of 106 features on 54 
different CBS programs ■ and per¬ 
sonalities, an average of five each. 
Stories averaged 10 inches deep in 
two-column type, a grand total of 
about 28,000 lines of free space. 

For this, CBS pays the reporter’s 
transportation both Ways, his hotel 
and food bills. In one case, a visit¬ 
ing reporter worked for a newspa¬ 
per that had no regular tv column, 
but as a result of the trip, the re¬ 
porter now has a three-a-week by¬ 
line column on tv. Reporter was 
Red O’Donnell of the Nashville 
Banner, and it was his features that 
turned the trick. 

Web figures this technique is no 
more expensive over the long run - 
than a single junket, yet the visitr 
ing newsman gets the VIP treat¬ 
ment all to himself and doesn’t 
have to compete with other junket- 
eers for stories.: Spacing allows 
them to cover spot news and fea¬ 
tures of immediate interest, be¬ 
sides. Network is running a similar’ 
operation on the Coast, except that 
the device there is a tour of CBS. 
Television City father than the 
“Verdict” appearance. 

6 Stations Lease 

Six tv outlets have leased local , 
rights to “Bingo-At-Home,” ac? 
cording to the Stone. Associates. 
package house, owners of the show. 

First to sign outside of N. Y; 
was KSYD-TV, Wichita Falls, CBS 
affiliate. Sid Grayson, prexy and 
general manager, plans to put the 
feature in a Monday through Fri¬ 
day 3 to 4 p.m. segment starting 
April 21. 

Also latching on to the Video 
bingo hit is WVUE-TV,. Wilming¬ 
ton, Del., which covers the Philly 
market. J, Robert Kerns, veepee 
and managing director of Storer- 
owned outlet, starts the feature im¬ 
mediately in a/3 to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday spot, 
. WMUR-TV, Manchester, N. 
starts it this week, as a daily one- ; 
hour attraction. Next month will 
see KCOP-TV, Los Angeles, and 
WDAV-TV, Scranton, Pa., herald¬ 
ing “Bingo-A4-Home.” 

Under the live syndicated licens¬ 
ing setup, the Stone office pro¬ 
vides a complete program pack- , 
age including production, promo¬ 
tion and prizes for the show; plus 
“Bingo-At-Time” name rights. 

Meanwhile, Stones are negotiat¬ 
ing with both ABC and NBC for a 
specially designed network adapta¬ 
tion of the game which would not 
affect the local “Bingo-At-Home” 
versions on WABD-TV, in Gotham, 
and other parts of the country. : 
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Here We Go Again 
Sari Francisco, March 25. 

Biggest daily In Northern. California, Hearst’s morning Exam¬ 
iner took a swing at tv. in its lead editorial last Tuesday (18)r 

Editorial; entitled “TV. and Crime,” said: . 
•The area of vital .responsibility, which increasingly challenges 

the television industry to searching self-appraisal is that of the 
glamorization of violence. 

“It has become & matter of grave concern to producers, writers 
and sponsors that television . . .: is capable of great harm. The 
overemphasis is on crime, including the almost clinical presents-; 
tion of the detailed techniques of brutality arid killing arid the 
various forms of human degradation, has reached such a point that 
the need for discipline is conceded not only within the industry 
but at all levels of our society. . 

‘The peculiar problem , raised by television is that it goes, 
directly, into the home and reaches all age groups almost promis¬ 
cuously. There is an almost total lack of any opportunity for se- ' 
lection on the basis of what is proper for adults and wholly unde¬ 
sirable for children. It can be-taken for granted that there is very 
little deliberate intention to defile the home ... . But it is beyond 
dispute that a frightening volume of the program material ... 
Is unfit for children . . . 

“Alert and responsible parents can shut offensive printed ma¬ 
terial out of the home. They can handle the problem of objec¬ 
tionable movies by withholding the price of a ticket. But tele¬ 
vision’s violations of good taste and good morals have electronic 
entry into the most intimate and holy places of the family, and 
their harm is done before the switch can be reached.”. 

First page of the same, home-delivered daily included these 
headlines: 

“ist Arrest Made in Wave of S. F. Society Thefts.” 
“Boy Held as Sniper”; 
“4 Convicted in Marriage Plot to Gain Citizenship”; 

; “Mr.: Big Tries to Open S. F.? Mayor Alerts Grand Jury.” 

Other Stations /Want In’ on Singing Editorials; 
AYorld Telly Takes Exception 

Flbck of out-of-town stations; 
have evinced considerable inter¬ 
est in WMCA’s “singing editorials” 
designed to influence New. York 
City’s eight-man Board of Estimate 
to adopt fluoridation. 

Leon Goldstein, veepee of pub¬ 
lic service programming at WMCA, 
reports that station operators seek¬ 
ing info on this fresh method of 
espousing causes, will be sent com¬ 
plete details plus transcriptions of 
Jingles. 

In addition to saturating wave¬ 
length with warbling editorials, sta¬ 
tion is presenting beep-phone in¬ 
terviews with leading figures in 
tnedical-dental circles and public 
officials who have okayed fluorida¬ 
tion campaign. 

Jingles, written by George Gill, 
WMCA’s staff musical director, run 
fibout one-minute while beep-phone 
Interviews extend from one to two 
minutes. To date station has record¬ 
ed messages of officials of AMA 
and ADA organizations; as well as 
comment by mayors of Rochester, 
Buffalo, Pittsburgh,. Philadelphia 
arid Baltimore, where fluoridation 
Is alreaoy accepted practice. . 

Immediately after WMCA start- 
. ad its “singing editorials,” N. Y. 
World Telegram arid Sun printed 
an editorial and limerick of its own 

:in disagreement Station set the 
.World Telly’s limerick, to music 

(Continued on page 50) 

moooFcc 
Washington, March 25. 

House Appropriations Commit¬ 
tee has recommended a budget of 
$8,900,000 for the Federal Com¬ 
munications Commission for the. 
fiscal year beginning next July 1. 
The amount represents a $600,000 
increase: over the agency’s current 
expenses but $50,000 less than what 
It requested. . 

Commission plans to hire about 
BO additional personnel, about half 
for -its point-to-point radio serv¬ 
ices and for field engineering arid 
monitoring operations. . 

About eight new employees will 
be added to its Broadcast Bureau, 
largely to help process radio sta¬ 
tion applications. Agency told 
th® Committee at. recent hearings 
that its backlog of standard broad¬ 
cast applications is so large that it 
takes eight months before it can 
l»cgin to tackle them after they are 
filed. . • 

Elkins to Mills-Park 
Hillard Elkins, personal mail-, 

ager and legit-tv producer, has 
joined the Mills-Park-Milford pack¬ 
aging firm as director of sales and 
sales planning. However, hp’ll 
continue to operate Hillard Elkins 
Inc. as his own management pack¬ 
aging house: 

James Troy, business manager of 
M-P-M, also takes over, sales pro- 
riiotion arid public relations super¬ 
vision. 

ujUtnjt 

ABC-TV CBS-TV and NBC- 
TV grossed $49,594,212 in January 
time sales, 14% better than the 
total for January, 1957, when $43,? 
501,996 Was coined collectively. 
CBS lead with a take Of $22,072,- 
167, up 9.1% from the previous 
January, NBC grossed $18,387,128, 
up 11.1%, and ABC hit $9,134,917 
for a 36% rise.. 

Information was contained in 
the first of a continuing series of 
monthly tele expenditure reports 
released by Television Bureau of 
Advertising. Report is in four 
parts: estimates on expenditures of 
the top 15 network advertisers; the 
top 15’s expenditures by brand; the 
above - mentioned • network tv 
grosses, and; estimated expendi¬ 
tures of network advertisers by 
product classification. 

In a breakdown, TvB reports 
daytime network tv time showed 
a juinp of 12.1% over the previous 
January. Nighttime went up 14.8%. 
Total gross daytime time charges 
the. past January were $14,868,978 
and nighttime $34,725,234. 

Procter & Gamble led : the 
spenders in ■ January with a $4,- 
099,327 time purchase. Next high¬ 
est of the top 15 was Chrysler with 
$1,905,529. Smallest on the 15- 
name, list was Gerieral Mills with 
a buy of $795,712 worth of tune. 
In between, in order of their ex¬ 
penditures, were American Home 
Products •— $1,825,602; Colgate- 
Palmolive—$1,800,687; Lever Bros. 
—$1,749,107; General Foods—$1,- 
716,916; Gerieral Motors—$1,705,- 
214; Ford-- $1,466,562; Bristol- 
Myers—$1,459,021; R. J. Reynolds 
—$1,264,684; Gillette—$1,239,998; 
Liggett & Myers-1-$l,15tt076; Kel¬ 
logg—$1 ,087,335, American Tobac¬ 
co—$939,342. 

By BOB CHANDLER 

The iiriminerice of pre-taped pro¬ 
grams—arid they’re closer. than 
most people think—may solve one 
of television’s most pressing 
problems, the dilemma of the 13- 
week cycle. Video tape guaran¬ 
tees the same safeguards as film 
without the stockpiling that’s a nec¬ 
essary accompaniment to celluloid. 

Implications of this ability sire 
enormous at this time of relative 
instability in networking, Adver¬ 
tisers, and their agencies, sick of 
26-week commitments but fearful 
of live television as the sole .means 
of signing for 13 weeks, can find 
the answer to their problems in 
taped programming. And with 
most of the “must’* functions of 
tape such as a Uniform daylight 
savings repeat pattern, substitution 
for kinescope on delays* etc., al¬ 
ready taken care of, the networks 
can now see their way clear to ac¬ 
tual program production on tape. 

Example is “Pursuit,” the one- 
hour detective series being pre¬ 
pared by CBS-TV for next fall. 
“Pursuit” pilot was done on tape, 
and if the network sells it, every 
show will be taped in advance of 
airtime. Essentially, it’s a live 
show, since it’s produced With live 
cameras and. equipment, run 
through, at a single sitting and 
otherwise produced spontaneously 
as a complete entity. 

But' it will be done in advance of 
airtime; the sponsor arid the net¬ 
work can see the coiripleted tape 
minutes after the finished- produc¬ 
tion. If there are objectionable 
segments, they can be eliminated 
(there’s- no way to edit tape yet, 
though the industry’s top engineers 
are working on that, but the entire 
show can be done Over at not-too-. 
much additional cost). The taping 
ban take place far' enough in ad¬ 
vance of airtime so that the tape 
can be adequately screened by all 
parties concerned, one of the big. 
plusses of film, in the eyes of the 
advertiser and agency. 

But no “stockpiling” is neces¬ 
sary, as in the case of film, where 
the week-in-week but production 
schedule is necessarily rigid, and 
where to fall behind is disastrous 
unless a backlog of negative exists. 
The taped show can be produced 
like a live show, but running ahead 
of airtime by a week only. 

This means that at the eight- 
week notification date, the network 
isn’t saddled with 16 to 20 films 
already in the can. If the sponsor 
wants to cancel, the network doesn't 
have to insist on a 26-week commit¬ 
ment because it would be left hold¬ 
ing the bag on unplayed films. • 

By next month, the networks will 
have completed their “tape cen¬ 
tral” arrangements in N. Y. arid 
on the Coast, in time for daylight 
savings. They’ve already set Coast 
repeat patterns on tape and all but 
eliminated, the hot kirinie. The 
Ampex Corp. has finally completed 
Its priority deliveries, and from 
here on out; most videotape pur¬ 
chases by the webs (whether from 
Ampex o* RCA), will be for the 
purpose of. prerecording, not; for 
repeat purposes. 

WOR-TV oo 1st Base 
With 3 Phillies Clients 

As play-ball time draws near for 
the telecasts of WOR-TV, N. Y., 
of. the Philadelphia Phillies, sta¬ 
tion reportedly, has three sponsors 
set for the game, 

Orie reason for: station’s re¬ 
luctance to release sponsor lineup 
is understood to stem from the, 
Phillies unwillingness to. clear 
sponsorship accounts in N. Y; uritil 
the ad lineup for the local Phila¬ 
delphia telecasts is finalized. 

The three-sponsor lineup still 
doesn’t represent a sellout. Un¬ 
derstand station will : need full 
sponsorship to recoup the heft- 
cohn $600,000, shelled out for tv 
rights, in metropolitan N. Y. 

Networks Warn Affiliates: Wo 

Shows; Inviting a ‘Hot Potato? 
WINS Sales Chief Exits 
John Maupin is out as sales chief 

of WINS, Gotham radio outlet. 
-John D. Kelley has come from 
Storer to take over as head of 
sales for the Elroy P. McCaw star 
tion. 

Maupin left, two weeks ago, and 
the station management said he in¬ 
tends to return to the advertising 
agency business. Kelly was With 
Storer for five years. 

D.C. Probers Play 
Hyde-frSeek On 
Expense Vouchers 

. Washington, March 25. 
The Congressional probe of the. 

FCC has completed, a full cycle, 
with the House Subcommittee on 
Legislative Oversight today (Tues.)- 
tumirig its attention back to the 
travel expenses of FCC commis¬ 
sioners. That’s how the probe be¬ 
gan sohae weeks ago. 

Having decided to drop the con¬ 
troversial Miami Channel 10 in¬ 
vestigation for the time being, the 
subcommittee today called on 
Comr. Rosel Hyde to explain Why 
the National Assn, of Broadcasters 
paid some of his expenses on 
speaking trips he made, for the. 
NAB. In. the cases involved; 
Hyde said the NAB. had .paid only 
his hotel bill, and that the General 
Accounting Office allows per diem 
payments when only part of the 
expenses are paid by an outside 
organization. In some instances, 
Hyde’s per diem was $9 a day. . 

Hyde testified that he considered 
his speaking engagements before 
NAB groups both official and im¬ 
portant from a Government stand¬ 
point Asked whether these en¬ 
gagements could have had a pos¬ 
sible influence on his decisions in 
contested cases* he replied: 

“I am satisfied that payment of 
my expenses: in attending these 
meetings did not intrude upon or 
affect me in any judgment I had 
to make.” He added that he 
never discussed these, proceedings 
While attending the meetings. 

The House Subcommittee on 
Legislative Oversight met ‘yester¬ 
day (Mori.) in executive session to 
consider possibility of looking into 
other contested tv cases. Chair¬ 
man Oren Harris (D-Ark.) said 
afterward that “quite a group” is 
involved and that the subcommit¬ 
tee must determine which to in¬ 
vestigate, 

c Harris indicated that the Sub¬ 
committee has just about finished 
with its inquiry into Channel 10 
Miami case, but said there; might 
be. some questions put to members 
of the FCC when they appear to¬ 
day (Tues.) to: answer charges of 
misconduct, 

DUTCH MASTERS BUYS 
HOPE’S MOSCOW TV’ER 

Bob Hope.will be fully sponsored 
on his final show of the season on 
April 5, with Dutch Masters Cigars 
picking up half-rsporisorship of the 
special in one of its rare network 
buys. April 5 segment is the show 
Hope filmed in Moscow last week, 

Dutch Masters will be sharing 
the show with Johnson Motors, 
which: has carried half-sponsorship 
on Hope’s last three shows of the 
year: Cigar outfit was repped in 
the real by Erwin Wasey, Ruth-., 
rauff. & Ryan. 

'“ . All three networks have re¬ 
fused their affiliates permission to 
makeany videotape recordings; of 
network. programs. Webs have 
ruled that the matter of videotape 
recording by any party other than 
the network itself is subject to le¬ 
gal complications which have not 
yet been, fully explored. 

Of the three networks, only 
CBS-TV has gone on the record 
with its ruling. NBC-TV and ABC- 
TV have dealt with the matter on 
the basis of individual station re¬ 
quests for permission to tape net¬ 
work shows, and have refused bl¬ 
each Instance of a specific request. 

The CBS-TV ukase was handed 
down in answer to questions 
raised at the web’s affiliates meet¬ 
ing in Washington in January. At 
the time, CBS said it would look 
into the matter, and last week, in 
a letter to affiliates, v.p. and sta¬ 
tion relations director Ed Bunker 
•wrote: 

“You will recall also that the 
question was raised as to whether 
tape recordings of CBS Television. 
Network programs might be made 
by affiliates. We have-given care¬ 
ful consideration to this question. 
It has been concluded by CBS Tele- . 
vision that such programs may not 
be recorded by any affiliates.” 

Statement did not elaborate, but 
the reasoning behind the ruling is 
roughly the same as pertains at 
NBC and ABC,. The networks ar® 
not sure that they have the right 
to grant • stations permission to 
tape . network shows for reuse. 
Where commercial programs are 
involved, there’s a definite legal 
question of ownership, and in the 
case of sustainers, even network- 
produced, there are union issues 
involving talent, musicians, etc., 
which makes the matter a legally 
complex one. Pending further 
study and clarification, webs are 
refusing permission for taping, on 
the basis that if lawsuits dp arise, 
they would be held liable. 

A secondary factor Is that of 
live clearances. Webs are fearful 
of establishing a precedent by al¬ 
lowing any one station to tape a 
program for subsequent reuse, , on 
the basis that if the practice grew, 
it might become impossible to 
guarantee advertisers a simultane¬ 
ous live clearance. However, at 
this point, it’s the legal aspects 
that weigh heaviest on the webs. 

Subject will come _up for a lot 
more consideration at the end of 
April, at the National Assn, of 
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‘Montape’ Dicker 
Nat Hiken’s “The Magnificent 

Montague” now appears headed for 
a Sunday at 10 berth on CBS-TV 
next season. Both P. Lorillard 
(Kent ciggies) and Revlon, cur¬ 
rently sponsoring “The $64,000 
Challenge” in the .Sunday slot, are 
hot on the new ‘‘Montague” series, 
and are dickering terms with CBS. 

Series, , which Hiken is produc- 
ing-direeting, stars Sir Cedric 
Hardwifcke in the title role, and co- 
stars Vivienne. Segal (who came 
out of retirement for the pilot), 
wife of CBS-TV exec v.p. Hubbell 
Robinson Jn Pert Kelton, cur¬ 
rently in “The Music Man,” is fea¬ 
tured. Hiken left “The Phil Sil¬ 
vers Show.” which he created, 16 
develop “Montague.” based on his 
old radio series of the same title. 

Both Kent and Revlon have de¬ 
cided they won’t be back with 
“Challenge” next season, the quiz- 
zer this year having taken a rating 
beating from NBC’s Loretta Young. 
Sponsors almost dropped the show 
at the midway mark this year, but 
decided to renew it through th® 
end of the season and start fresh 
in the fall. “Montague” is pegged 
for an: October start. 
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Indie Stations Bemoan Lot Over 

By MURRAY HOROWITZ 
A growing, unrest with the flow 

imd price of syndicated product 
Is shaking the leading indie sta¬ 
tions in major markets—and there 
is a growing conviction that the. 
dissatisfaction talk must somehow 
be translated into action. 

The rumble stems from this set 
of circumstances involving many 
of the syndicators: First, a. pro¬ 
jected series via the pilot, is pitch¬ 
ed for network exposure. Failing 
a national sale, the series is offered 
for regional sale. If nothing.comes 
of that, the series then may be 
offered for general syndication. 

One major indie operator howl¬ 
ed, “We get the rejects. How can 
\ve possibly build opposition pro¬ 
gramming to the nets?” 

Even when the series is put into 
syndication, usually the series is 
first offered to the network affllate, 
with the indie getting the last 
chance at the first-run property. 
Syndicators say the property “won’t 
get the ratings on. our station, nor 
will they command the same 
price,” one indie acknowledged. 
But how > can that happen, with 
indie facing such obstacles. ' ' ■ 

Leading iqjjies such as KTTV, 
Los Angeles, WPIX, N Y., and 
■WON-TV, Chicago, have had a good 
deal of success with syndicated 
film, despite the uphill fight for 
product* But they are far from 
satisfied With the situation and are 
talking in terms;, of entering pro¬ 
duction. 

. Their thinking is predicated On 
these factors: the top markets of 
N.Y., Los Angeles, Chicago and 
Philadelphia, all four-or-more sta¬ 
tion markets, account for about 
SO'/b of the gross revenes realized 

(Continued on page 55) 

‘Profile’Pitch 
CBS ' Television Film Sales Is 

making the agency rounds with a 
new half-hour film property being 
developed by CBS' public affairs 
department, marking the first time 
a network-produced pubaffairs se¬ 
ries has spurred interest in the. 
syndication field other than in the 
case of occasional off-network re¬ 
runs. 

Series is titled “American Pro¬ 
file,” and is a half-hour, documen¬ 
tary dealing with the stories of 
various types of people who are 
interesting in themselves as indi- 
\ iduals but are also representative 
of broad economic or social prob¬ 
lems in America; exariiples are the 
mid western farmer,. caught* in a 
price squeeze, the small business¬ 
man, the scientist impelled to 
choose between basic research and 
better-paying production work, 
Charles Romine, who recently exit¬ 
ed CBS public affairs to join the 
"Person to Person” staff, developed 
the property. 

The Film Sales interest is on a 
national sales level thus far, and its 
attempts to sell the package are 
with an eye toward network ex¬ 
posure, But it’s the first time such 
£ process has been undertaken on 
a public affairs show, which is or¬ 
dinarily turned over to the net¬ 
work sales department if any com¬ 
mercial possibilities exist. Actual¬ 
ly, there’s been spme limited activ¬ 
ity in the CBS-TV sales dept., too, 
but primarily the ball is. being car¬ 
ried by the Film Sales subsid, 
which would finance production as 
well in the event it sells the show. 

FILMASTER’S TRIO 
TO BYPASS PILOTS 

Hollywood, March 25. 
Three new vidfilm series are be¬ 

ing readied by Filmaster Produc¬ 
tions for next season’s slate, for 
which plans are to bypass the usual 
pilot film route and instead go di¬ 
rectly into production of the ven¬ 
tures as series. 

Although still in the scripting 
stage, plans are to produce a half- 
hour, continuing character western 
skein and a pair of hard-action 
dramas. 

TV Film Reprints 
48 page reprints of last 

week’s TV Film Special Sec- 
. tion are available. They may 

be had, in reasonable quantity, 
by Writing to Variety, 154 
West 46th St., New York 36, 
N: Y. No charge. 

TV’s Non-Theatrical 
‘This Is Our Best’ In 

11-Hour Showcasing 
Some of New York’s top non- 

theatrical film producers will show 
what they consider their best films 
at an 11-hour continuance screen¬ 
ing on Friday (28), sponsored by 
the New York Film Council: 

Represented will be commercial 
tv producers such as Robert Law¬ 
rence Productions, Storyboard Inc., 
MPO television Films and FCI 

. Production. All told, there will be. 
be 22 non-theatrical film producers 
represented at the screening, to be 
held at the World Affairs Center. 
Many of the- films shown will be 
industrials and. educational films. 
Also slated for a screening is the 
biographical documentary : “Gand¬ 
hi,”’ produced by Burton Benja¬ 
min for CBS-TV. 

Production companies to be rep¬ 
resented include Pelican Films, 
John Sutherland Productions, Hart¬ 
ley Productions, Audio Produc¬ 
tions, Weston Woods Studios, Dy¬ 
namic. Films, Herman J. Engel Film 
Productions, Marathon TV News¬ 
reel, Arthur Lodge Productions, 
Leo Seltzer Associates, Chantal 
Films, Fordel Films, Henry Strauss 
Productions, National Educational 
Films. 

Also Campus Film productions, 
Sturgis-Grant Productions and Af¬ 
filiated Producers. ./ 

SAW S U B—SWOON ED 

Navy Dept.’s Alt-Out Assist, oh Cal 
Nat’s ‘Silent Service’ Series 

The Navy has gone Whole hog 
in Its support of “The Silent Serv¬ 
ice,” California National’s sub¬ 
mariner half-hour telepix series—^ 
even to bankrollers. 

Commander J. B. Stewart, chief 
of the radio-tv-motion; picture sec¬ 
tion of the Navy Bureau of Per¬ 
sonnel, directed some 2,150 Bureau 
men across the country to make 
Navy facilities generally available 
to the sponsors of the series in ex¬ 
change for possible assistance in 
Navy promotions. 
.. Here’s a rundown of some Navy, 
facilities and “Silent Service” 
sponsor . disposal: Active-service 
subs visiting cities during preem 
weeks of the show and bn “other 
occasions:” Cut-away torpedoes 
and other equipment, models and 
photos for floor exhibs ahd store 
displays in land-bound areas. And 
even space on recruiting billboards 

| and posters. 

Buzzell’s Desilu Deal 
Hollywood, March 25. 

Edward Buzzell has closed a deap 
with Desilu Productions fob joint 
production of a rnysterioso series: 
based on Henry Kane’s short 
stories. 

Series will be shot as a joint 
venture of Desilu and BuzzelTs 
company, Edward Buzzell Produc¬ 
tions Ltd. It’s planned to go right 
into production as soon as a lead 
is found. 

WB's rC5-Men Series' 
Hollywood, March 25. 

“G-Men,” Warner Bros. 1935 
James Cagney stafrer. Will serve 
as basis of a new telepix series 
to be turned out by same company. 

Mildred and Gordon Gordon, 
latter a former FBI operative. Will 
write pilot. 

Target for Fresh Biz 
—List of 144; Smaller 

Spot TV Advertisers 
Everybody knows television’s 

major accounts, but how about the 
smaller ones? The list of names 
below contains less known spot 
television advertisers in 1957, bankr 
rollers who are expected to repeat 
last year’s tv performances—per¬ 
haps even expand Qri them—and 
the information ‘herein is meant 
primarily, for - tv. film Commercial 
producers who are. looking for fresh 
business. 

There are .144 companies on the 
list, all those, according to Tele¬ 
vision Bureau . of . Advertising, 
which spent between $50,000 arid 
$74,999 in spot television last year. 
They are listed in order of the 
biggest spender, in this case Car- 

i gill Iric., to the smallest ( just above 
$50,000), Darling Stores. Here is 
some $9,000,000 worth of fresh 
business for blurb makers to culti¬ 
vate. 

Cargill, Inc.,: . Manufacturers Light <k 
Heat, Chemicals.'Inc.: Lyon Van & Stor¬ 
age Co., Fleetwood. Co., Sav-On Drug 
Stores,: Manor Bakeries Co., . Brown i 

(Continued on page 55) 

It’sKo Dcalfin 

London,-March; 25.. 
After- having, dragged on for 

many months, the projected sale 
of 100 Ealing oldies to cornmercial 
tv in Britain has gone cold. Ac¬ 
cording to spokesmen from both 
the studio and the ABC-TV net¬ 
work, the breakdown in negoti¬ 
ations was not due to the intro¬ 
duction of the industry plan to 
raise a fund to buy up oldies and 
to impose, a boycott. on. any pror 
ducer or distributor who still made 
product available to video. 

The deal, as originally formu¬ 
lated, .involved around $560,000 for 
a single showing of some 90 to 
100. Ealing films; all of which had 
been made prior to their releas¬ 
ing deal with the Rank Organiza¬ 
tion, They included many: of the 
pre-war. Gracie Fields and George 
Formby comedies. 

Under the; terms of the deal, 
which Ealing described as a fran¬ 
chise releasing arrangement, .the 
studio would have retained . coiri- 
plete control on times of exhibi¬ 
tion and had indicated that they 
Would be kept, to off-peak hours; 
Which would not run into compe¬ 
tition with picture theatres. 

When news of the; deal first 
leaked in the industry there y:as 
an immediate hostile reaction and 
extensive threats of invoking a 

. 1952 exhibitor resolution, to im¬ 
pose a boycott on all Ealing’s prod¬ 
uct. Talks: initiated at that time, 
however, eventually led to the in¬ 
troduction of what has now be¬ 
come known as the Bernstein plan, 
under which picture, theatres with 
a weekly gross of $560 and up¬ 
wards pay one farthing per ad¬ 
mission into an industry pool arid 
the coin thus accumulated, esti¬ 
mated to reach close on $2,000,000 
in a. full year, will be used for buy¬ 
ing tv rights of films which would 
otherwise be offered to the webs. 
The scheme has the backing of the 
five major industry associations 
arid American majors have prom¬ 
ised fullest cooperation. . 

Trap’s NTA Slot i 
Jack Dunn, Trop has been ap¬ 

pointed technical production co¬ 
ordinator for the NTA Film Net¬ 
work, which is .planning an about 
fall programriiing push. 

In his new post, Trop will be in 
charge of production for all net¬ 
work film programming originat- 
ing in the. east. Trop has many 
theatrical, documentary and tv 
film credits. - 

Meanwhile, a budget of $100,000 
has been allocated for an ad cam¬ 
paign for the filmed net, both -for 
the upcoming double exposure of 
the “20th-Fox Hour” and the fall 
programriiing schedule. Hermit 
Kahn, NTA Film Network ad .man¬ 
ager, is supervising the campaign 
aimed at key metropolitan dailies 
and trade publications.. 

Top 20 National Syndicated Shows 
(Based on Pulse’s Spot Film Report for March) 

Compilation of the top 20 syndicated shows in the U:S. is based 
on 22 basic markets, representing about 16,391,500 tv homes. 
Pulse, in compiling the list, utilizes a weighted average keyed to 
the number of sets in each of the 22 markets.. The weighted aver¬ 

age takes in only the markets in which the program has been tele- 
cast. 

The 22 markets include Atlanta, Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston, • 

. Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, Detroit, 
Los Angeles, Milwaukee,- MinneapolisSt. Paul, New Orleans, New 
York, Philadelphia, Providence, San Francisco-Oakland, Seattle- 

Tacoma, St. Louis and Washington. 
Natl. 
Wght. 

Rk. Show Distributor Rtg. 
1. Highway Patrol .;■... ...20.0 
2. Sea Hunt.. ...18.5 
3. Honeymooners ..... ;.: .CBS .. .: .18.1 
4. State Trooper ...... ..MCA .. ...17.7 
5. Silent Service _ ...16,5 
6. Death Valley Days .. .........U.S. Borax ;... ...16.4 
7. Sheriff of Cochise ,. ...16.4 
8. Grand Ole Opry .... ...16.0 
9. Captain David Grief .. .15.5 

10. Popeye .. ...15.4 
11. Annie Oakley ,..14.8 
12. Casey Jones ....- ...14.6 
13. Code Three .. .. ....ABC .. ...14.3 
14. Cisco Kid .. .. .14:0 
15. Martin Kane .. .. .13.6 
16. Harbor. Command .. ...• .13.5 
17 Rnofc on fv Qfidflipc NTRr .. .13.3 XI* DUUlh aiiu -oauuica • 
18. Patti Page ... ....... Screen Gems . .13.2 
19. Three Musketeers ... ........ABC ......... .. .13.2 

20. Whirlyhirds . ...... CBS ......... .. .13.2 

Series Based on Old Theatricals 
Toby’s ‘Varsity U.S.A.’ 

“Varsity U. S. A.,” a half-hour 
filmed series highlighting talent to 
be found on campuses throughout 
the country, is being prepped by 
Toby Productions. 

Pilot, shot at Boston U„ has been 
completed. Tay Garnett is pro¬ 
ducer-director; Harry Ruskin, writ¬ 
er: arid Bernie Wayne, music. Ex- 
Hollywood agent Johnny Mascio is 
in on the financing. 

Fleischer Has Faith 
In TV Cartoon Future; 

Sets ‘Koko Klown’ Segs 
Veteran cartoonist Max Fleisch¬ 

er: who last week set up Out of 
the Inkwell Inc. as his own inde¬ 
pendent cartoon production, house, 
believes the prevailing pessimism 
about production of new cartoons 
is unjustified. To prove it, he’s 
already begun production on a new 
color series of “Koko the Klown” 
shorts which he says he’ll bririg in 
“at less than one-third the budget 
it previously required to make a 
firstclass fully animated cartoon.” 

The new “Koko” series (he cre- 
ated: the Koko character in 1917 
“and. it’s still on the screen”) is 
already in production, rolling at 
the initial rate of one a week and 
to be speeded up to a three-a-week 
output shortly. After Fleischer 
finishes the first two of the six- 
ftiinute cartions, he’ll decide on 
What kind of distribution deal to 
make. 

Fleischer says the cost problem 
in animation can be .licked by a 
combination of equipment and op¬ 
erating techniques. He’s invested 
$75,000 in equipment for the series 
arid has perfected a new form of 
hand operation that will enable 
him to bring the cartoons in with¬ 
in the cost restrictions of tv’s cur¬ 
rent cartoon market, he states. 

He’s also updating the series it¬ 
self, creating new characters (in¬ 
cluding a girlfriend, Koquet, for 
Koko), adding novelty effects and 
music, aside from color. AS from 
the start, Fleischer himself will 
appear in live-action sequences to 
introduce each episode. 

' With all the major studios now 
in telefilm production to a varying 
degree, there’s a big upsurge of 
pilots Or projected series based on 
successful past theatricals. 

But apparently a theatrical fave 
of yore is no assurance of a hit 
when translated for tv. There was 
the case of Warner Bros,’ “King’s 
Row,” and “Casablanca,” alternat¬ 
ing with “Cheyenne” . on ABC- 
TV, with “Cheyenne” albne making 
it over the long haul. . 

Currently, Metro’s “Thin Man” 
on NBC-TV Was rated okay for an¬ 
other 13-week renewal by Colgate- 
Palmolive, but the tv version surd- 
ly hasn’t kicked up the talk of thf 
Myrna Loy-William Powell Metrt 
cinematics.' Nor, for. that matter, 
has it hit the public with the same. 
impact of the radio series. In 
syndication, “New Adventures of 
Charlie Chan,” a cinematic prop-. 
erty of long standing, hasn’t kicked 
up much rating dust. 

In making the transition from 
one medium to another, there are 
a lot of factors which must bf 
weighed—whether the public taste 
has changed, how effective the 
story can be translated to the In¬ 
timacy of the living room, how 
much of the production values may 
be lost in the transition, the star tal¬ 
ent which attracted the public in¬ 
itially may be lost in the tv ver- . 
sion, the question of whether the 
public been satiated with the propr 
erty? etc. 

Many a telefilm producer If 
shocked when he meets a cool re¬ 
ception at the net or agency level 

(Continued on page 55) 

B^ Pulse Fave 
Ziv’s “Sea Hunt,” just hitting iff 

stride airing dates in market! 
throughout the country, is turning 
out to he a spectacular rating grab¬ 
ber, according to the latest March 
Pulse Spot Film Reports. 

The underwater sea adventure 
has zoomed No. 2 position, right be¬ 
hind “Highway Patrol,’’ in the list 
of Pulse’s Top 28 national syndica¬ 
tion shows, based on February data. 
It’s the first time the Lloyd Bridget 
starrer has been listed in the Top 
20. . ■ . 

The national weighted average 
for “Sea Hunt” in the March rt- 

(Continuedr orrpage 54) 
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A & A-Like Tennyson s Brook 
Iii markets scattered throughout the country, “Amos ’n’ Andy," 

as a stripped program is proving as durable as the most popular 
westerns, according to. February American Research Bureau re¬ 
ports assembled by CBS Film Sales. 

In N. Y., now in runs ranging from eight to 11, the series on 
WPIX hats put the indie into second place for the Monday through 
Friday 6J30 to 7 p.m. period. In November, ’57, WPIX was airing 
five different syndicated programs as a strip and getting a 5.2 
period, bjow, “Amos’n’ Andy” is pulling an 11.2 and is in second 
place auwng all programs on WPIX. 

A similar result is found in Boston. In its third and fourth run, 
it receives a 17.2 at 5 p,m.. versus an 11.6 for movies and k 5.5. 
for a strip made up of cartoons and syndicated half-hours, In. 
Atlanta,') aired Monday through Friday, the series delivers 66% 
greater ratings than the other two stations; combined. In Baltimore, 
stripped] at 6 p.mM the 78 episodes, now in' its fourth, fifth and 
sixth Tubs, have almost doubled ratings for the time period on 
WMAR yith a 15.1 against a 7.6^ _■ ' . /_ 

Menjou-Staunch TV Defender 
Losing Patience With People Constantly Panning 

^J]>4edium—*Too Much Entertainment’ 

Carnation wearing Adolph Meh- 
jou, a vet in show biz. vineyards, 
has many things to say about peo¬ 
ple, places and things—especially 
television, 

“I have to laugh at people that 
pan tv, that call tv moronic. What’s 
moronic about Dr. Baxter? About 
‘Omnibus?’ There are lectures on 
modern art and there’s education¬ 
al tv.” As to westerns: “Who can 
knock a beautiful horse and a 
handsome man? These are men 
people dream about.” 

If there’s too much of similar 
fare on tv any day or evening, 
“turn it off.” People in the U. S., 
says Menjou, are suffering from 
“too much entertainment.” There’s 
bowling, pool halls, motion pic¬ 
tures, etc., all vieing for the pub¬ 
lic’s interest. Instead of turning 
sour on the tv medium, the com- 

- plainers should do something more 
useful, like doing more work 
which is needed in this country. 

Menjou, who hosts Ziv’s "Tar¬ 
get” series, as well as starring in 13 
of the 39 episodes, finds that an 
actor’s life has completely changed 
since his early , vaude days. For the 
past few weeks, he’s been making 
p.a. tours for some of the beer 
sponsors of “Target,” “Today, 
you’re not only an actor, but you 
have to be a diplomat . . . a genius 
who knows how to please the spon¬ 
sor’s wife. I own a piece of ‘Tar¬ 
get.* How much is a secret? And 
I’m happy to have it.” 

On his tours of beer conventions, 
he’s worked out a 35-minute rou¬ 
tine;, cued down to getting his 
moustache trademark dunked in 
the foam, complete with a pretty 
girl walking across stage in briefs. 
At the latter point, he throws, out 
the line “Oh, to be 70 again.” It 
still gets laughs, says Menjou. 

Television production, is hard 
work, y/ith each episode allotted 
two days for. shooting. Menjou 
feels that the controversy between 
live vs. film production is an arti¬ 
ficiality and that telefilms can 

(Continued on page 50) 

Can’t Stop Buyin’ 

Ziv’s ‘999’ 
Ziv has begun pitching a new 

show in syndication, “999,”; being 
produced In England by Harry 
Allen Towers. > 

The action adventure skein.^is 
the second one lensed for Ziv by 
Towers in Britain, the former be¬ 
ing "New Adventures of Martin 
Kane” which was lensed in Elstree. 
Plans for the new series were re¬ 
cently finalized in London by Ed¬ 
ward J. Stern, Ziv international 
topper. 

Cole New Prexy 
Of Guild Films 
In Exec Revamp 

John J. Cole, the sales veep at 
Guild Films, is taking over as the 
telefilm company’s new president, 
replacing founder Reub; Kaufman. 
Kaufman retains the chairmanship 
of the public company’s executive 
committee and his chair oil the 
board. 

Moves seem to have come swift¬ 
ly after a board meeting last .week! 
With Cole assuming active com¬ 
mand of the firm, other executive 
realigning was carried out. Arthur 
R. Lerner, Guild’s assistant treas¬ 
urer for the last couple of years, 
was named treasurer. George J. 
DeMartini, up til now the treas¬ 
urer and veep, was retagged as 
veep and secretary. 

The 34-year-old Cole’s ascension 
puts new stress on barter selling 
of half-hour vidpix properties. 
Cole, after the. appointment, ex¬ 
plained that Guild is the “king of 
barter” and that the intention is 
to expand the operation even 
further. As for - getting additional 
celluloid to barter—since Guild 
has most of its old stuff, already 
going that route—Cole would not 
say. He did point out, however, 
now that Guild has a bible series, 
“Light of the World/’ under op¬ 
tion at ARC, the firm is going to 
shoot for other network deals. 

(Continued on page 56), 

WCBS-TV, .the CBS flagship in 
New York and one of the most 
heavily'Stocked,feature film users 
In the country, has shelled out an¬ 
other $450,000 to buy 30 selected 
features from Screen Genis’ 
“Triple Crown” package of 112 
Coitffiibia and Universal pix. Be¬ 
cause WCBS-TV didn’t buy the 
package in toto, price jumped on i 
the cream selections to $15,000 j 

per, one of the highest tabs ever 
In KY. 

Among the features selected by 
WCBS-TV were “Lost Horizons,” 
“All Quiet on the Western Front,” 
“Holiday," “Brute Force,” “An Act 
Of Murder” and .“Texas.” Screen 
Gems is negotiating to sell off the 
remainder . of the package else¬ 
where in N.Y. 

Frank Ferrin To Helm * 
‘Kipling’s Jungle Book’ 

j Hollywood, March 25. 
Frank Ferrin will produce 

I “Kipling’s. Jungle Book,” new vid- 
I pix series, under the banner -of 
India Jungle Productions. Sabu 
will star in the new project. 

I Location crews are now shoot¬ 
ing India lore, including tiger 
hunts, elephant stampedes and 
other jungle backgrounds. . 

Ferrin; who has produced vid¬ 
pix and theatrical films in India 
for ; the past eight years, has cre¬ 
ated a number Of. film documen¬ 
taries for the Indian Government. 
He plans to lens the series in both 
color and b-and-w. 

The alltime top grossers in. 
syndication cover a wide variety of 
properties, without a “look-alike” 
among them. 

The 10 properties that have 
earned gold to the weight of about 
$48,500,000 in the syndication field 
vary from an anthology to Liber- 
ace. 

Most of the big syndication 
earners are off-network shows, 
with the exceptions of smiling 
wavy-haired piano-player previous¬ 
ly mentioned, “Highway Patrol,” 
the he-man Broderick Crawford 
starrer, and “Ramar of the Jun¬ 
gle,” now in its umpteenth run 
around the country. 

The alltime top grossers in 
syndication were obtained from the 
individual telefilmeries in most 
cases. When no figures were sup¬ 
plied, the grossers were estimated 
from other sources. • 

Here’s the rundown on the ma¬ 
jor money performing properties:. 

Guild Films estimates a ' gross 
of $7,500,000 for Liberace’s 113 
episodes since its debut in Feb¬ 
ruary, ’58. : 

NBC Film Syndication’s jackpot 
on “Badge ,714” (Dragnet) is seen 
to hit about $6,500,000 in syndica¬ 
tion. It’s been on the market 
since 1953,;with the reruns running 
concurrently with the network ex¬ 
posure. To date, 204 episodes of 
“Badge 714” have been making the 
rounds. 

Screen Gems’ bonanza has been 
reruns of “Ford Theatre,” . titled i 
“All Star Theatre” in syndication. 
Introed off-network in the fall of 
'53, 156 episodes have piled up. 
since. Like; others In the classi 
the. property is strong enough to 
weather both a concurrent syndi¬ 
cation and network run. The es¬ 
timate for its syndication ride is 
from $6,800,000 to $7,000,000, 
!. Another off-network top grosser 
has been CBS Film Sales “Amos 
’n’ Andy,” now being stripped 
around the country.; Seventy-seven 
episodes of that skein has brought 
about $5,000,000 to the. coffers of 
CBS Film Sales since it was in¬ 
troed to the market in ’53.. Run¬ 
ning close behind in the CBS Film 
Sales house is “Annie . .Oakley,”, 
which has been in syndication for 
about four years; but nearly always 
sold on a national spot, or. major 
regional basis.. 

Ziv’s “Highway Patrol” has been 
one of the top made-for-syndica- 
tion money-makers. With 117. epi¬ 
sodes produced since, its debut in 
September, '54, it has grossed k. 
sizable $4,500,000. 

Goid dust also has been 
showered on Television- Programs 
of America’s “Suzy” (Private Sec¬ 
retary). TPA has grossed close to 
$4,000,000 on 104 half-hours over 
a two-year span. Running neck 
and neck has been TPA's “Ramar. 
of the Jungle,” which has gotten; 
play after play since its intro in 
’54 and the 52 episodes are now in 
about 100 markets. 

The off-network “Racket Squad,” 
98 episodes, in the market since. 
1953, has grossed about $3,000,000. 
for ABC Film Syndication. 

Official Films’ top grossing, prop¬ 
erty has been “Star Performance/’ 
reruns of Four Star Playhouse, 
which has hit about $3,000,000 in 
a two-year period. There are 153 
episodes involved for that one. 

A new baseballquiz show, featur¬ 
ing viewer participation, titled 
“Play Ball,” is being syndicated by 
Albert Black Productions. 

Series, consisting of 30 half-hour 
episodes, is made up of extensive 
footage of historic baseball events, 
spanning the years from 1910 to 
1957, Show Is geared for at-home 
contestants in each market with a 
national sweepstakes planned for 
August when Black Productions 
$tates a grand prize of $150,000 in 
merchandise will be offered. 

More TV Film Nows 
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Tax Rap Invoking ‘Salvage Clause 
Camel’s CNP Buys 

R. J. Reynolds closed with Cali- 
forrnia National for a five-market 
syndicated deal. Reynolds, for 
Camels, bought CNP’s “Boots and 
Saddles” in four markets and “Si¬ 
lent Service” in one. 

“Boots” was inked on KGO-TV, 
Frisco; WHBQ, Memphis;- KOTV, 

[Tulsa, and WFBC-TV, Greenville, 
j S-C- “Silent Service” was taken 
by the cigaret sponsor in Birming¬ 
ham, Ala., on WBRC-TV. 

! U.S. Vidpix Trim 
. London, March 25. 

Kenneth Adam, BBC-TV pro¬ 
gram controller, announcing that 
the “Thin Man” telepix series cur¬ 
rently being aired by the state web 
would shortly be concluded, added: 
“The heyday of the peddling film 
'salesman is over. I have not 
bought an American, telefilmed 
series for three months, and in fu¬ 
ture purchases will be only of the 
best.” 

One move in the cutting of the 
amount of US. tv material screen¬ 
ed by the BBC is that at least one 
hour of the existing five-and-a-half 
per week devoted to import pro¬ 
grams will be cut. 

Other program changes will 
mean the end of the “This Is Your. 
Life” series, arid the introduction 
of a weekly series of new plays, 
which is designed to encourage 
new writers into the medium. The 
first play, entitled “The Confes¬ 
sion/’ will go out on April 8. A 
new bi-werikly domestic episoder, 
“Starr and Co.,” will shortly make 

Hollywood, March 25. 
Meeting of Television Film Alli¬ 

ance Thursday night (27) will map 
strategy and arrange war chest to 
fight what indie tv producers con¬ 
sider ruinous tax regulations by 
the Internal Revenue Dept. Mean¬ 
while, the tax dept, has already 
undertaken intensive audits of va¬ 
rious vidfilmeries, including Stage 
Five Productions, Burns & Allen, 
Danny Thomas, Bob Cummings, 
Jimmy Durante, Loretta Young 
and “Wyatt Earp/’. 

Vidpixers bitterly complain that 
tax regulations will put them out 
of business, that they can no longer 
amortize their telefilms since the 
tax dept, now has imposed salvage 
value, with result they are taxed 
even though they make no profit.. 

Salvage applies to rerun poten-. 
tial of tv film, and producers point 
out in many instances they are pre¬ 
vented contractually from releas¬ 
ing tv pix for reruns as Ibng as five 
years, but nonetheless are con¬ 
fronted with stiffef taxes and sal¬ 
vage, which; they say, is estimated 
by tax risen as high as 10%. 

W. F. Upson, of Internal Reve¬ 
nue Department’s field branch, 
yesterday (Mon.) confirmed that 
agents are' scanning books of. vid¬ 
filmeries and said Hollywood office 
has passed on to him complaints. 
from producers. But, he opined, 
“We have no intention of putting 
anyone out of business—we are . 
merely doing something we should 
have done long ago.” 
. Upson , explained: “The 1954 
Code puts more emphasis on sal- 

, y.age; we haven’t done this in the 
past because tv film is fairly new. 

! Now the law puts a new slant on 
this matter. Prior, law’ required 
film be used until it was just junk. 
Now wre have a different slant on 
life of film—Something which we 
shou'd have had before. 

“We are examining books of 
companies for salvage possibili- 

j ties; that doesn’t mean we will ex- 
. (Continued on page 56) 

Mort Abrahams 
its bow. 

OF READIES PILOT 
ON‘INVISIBLE MAN’ 

Footage on “Invisible Man,” shot 
in England, is virtually complete 
and pilot should-be ready for show¬ 
ing by Official Filrns shortly. 

Prexy Hal Hackett returned from 
a short trip to Britain,, where he 
took- a look-see on the progress of 
the fantasy, Hackett also conferred 
with Hanna Weinstein of Sapphire 
Films. Official currently is hand¬ 
ling three Sapphire: skeins on the 
nets, as well as one for syndica¬ 
tion. As yet, it hasn’t received any 
official word on the possible re¬ 
newal of ‘‘Robin Hood,” nowr in its 
third year and a Sapphire property. 

: While abroad, . Hackett scouted 
other properties, too. 

WCCO Bumps Grapplers 
For ‘Spiilane’ Series 
Minneapolis, March 25; 

In order to make room for 
Mickey Spillane’s “Mike Hammer” 
syndicated . series, ; WCCO-TV is 
discontinuing. a. many years’ eld 
Tuesday night 30-minute show, 
preliminaries of the weekly Audi¬ 
torium wrestling card and,: as the 
station has boasted, the only live 
wrestling televised here. ' 

However, the station still will 
have some “live wrestling/’ It’ll 
televise its own Saturday night 5 
to, 6 p.m. wrestling cards; staged 
in its studio by the regular Audi¬ 
torium; promoter. 

Mort Abrahams, formerly exec 
producer of NBC-TV’s “Producers 
Showcase” and more recently pro¬ 
ducer. for “Suspicion,” has joined 
National Telefilm Associates as di¬ 
rector of NTA’s newly-established 
creative programming department. 

His’inking by NTA is another 
move by the Outfit to get into the 
field of live tv programming. NTA 
prexy Oliver A. Unger felt that 
with -the diminishing pool of the¬ 
atricals for tv, the firm should turn 
to new areas of programming both 
live and film. . 

Abrahams also has had experi¬ 
ence with telefilms, getting into 
film production in ’51 with “Space 
Cadets,” with Other credits includ¬ 
ing “Medallion Theatre” and “GE 
Theatre.” 

‘Father’ Gets Around 
In Latino Countries 

Screen Gems’ Spanish-dubbed 
version of “Father Knows Best” 
has been set in three more Latin. 
American markets, giving the se¬ 
ries total exposure in 11 Latino 
countries. New markets are' Pan¬ 
ama, where it will be sponsored by 
San. Antonio Industries; Puerto 
Rico, where Procter h Gamble 
picks up the tab, and El Salvador, 
.-latter a station sale to YSEB-TV. 

Bill Fineshriber, SG’s interna¬ 
tional topper, set the deals on a 
recent Latin American trip, in 
which he also sold “Rin Tin Tin” 
in two additional markets, Colom¬ 
bia, for sponsorship by Chicles 
Globo y Productos Noel, and Pan- 
ariia, for Libby sponsorship. 
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Trmd*. Su*-Sat 7:30-10:30 PM 
\NUUen MulUNetwork Area Report* Fek. I*S9 

At the peak of the current season, and during 

those hours when most Americans are watching 

television; the competitive superiority of NBC 

Trendex* and Nielsen Multi-Network Areaf reports, 

which measure program popularity in major markets 

where the three networks directly compete, establish 

that NBC's nighttime programs are now Number 1 

in viewer preference. 

The March Trendex report, for example, reveals 

that NBC leads the second network by 10 % and the 

third network by 87% * 

In terms of half-hour nighttime wins, NBC captures 

18, while the second network leads in 1U and the 

third network in iO* 

In just one year, NBC has increased its nighttime 

audience by 22 %, while the second network has 

declined 18 % .* This represents the greatest one-year 

audience shift in television's first decade and 

provides dramatic confirmation that 

the most popular programs in all television are on the 
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Viewers ‘Susceptible to Product* 
By JACK BERNSTEIN 

National advertisers of late are 
becoming more conscious of the 
correlation of sales and tv pro¬ 
grams than ever before with spon¬ 
sors telling the ad agencies to for¬ 
get concentrating pn reaching mass 
audiences but rather zero in on 
the viewing public who are suscept¬ 
ible to. clients’ wares. The sponsors. 
Via the ad agencies, feel . that 
whether-the goods are moving, in 
the final analysis, -is what pays the 
rent and what even up to last year 
seemed to be most paramount in 
the agencies’ , mind, the cost per- 
thousand. is now running neck and 
neck with the .Nielsens:; and 
Trendex for runnerup honors. 

Approximately three years ago. 
Philip Morris announced it was 
throwing in the towel on “I 'Love. 
Lucy” and caught the trade in a 
surprise move for .at the time 
“Lucy” was the No. I shmv and was 
hitting astronomical ratings in the 
40’s and 50’s. Although the pro¬ 
gram was reaching more viewers 
than other tv shows at the time, 
the sponsor decided to call it quits 
because the ciggies were sitting on 
the shelf. “Lucy” may not have 
been the first case where the spon¬ 
sor decided to bow out of a show 
because it wasn’t the right vehicle 

.for the product but it is the most 
classic example. 

Other Factors 

Madison Ave. ad agencies are 
reluctant to admit that a television 
show is directly responsible foV 
zooming sales because the ad. men 
say that too many other factors, 
enter the picture. National tv shows 
are usually accompanied by news¬ 
paper and magazine campaigns in 
the aliout effort to hypo sponsors 
wares. 

In additioh to this, the market¬ 
ing and merchandising support are 
essential factors to any campaign. 
The product can be foremost in 
the viewers’ mind and if the spon¬ 
sor fails to have it merchandised 
properly or if it just isn’t avail¬ 
able at the local super market,, 
then the millions put into the tele-; 
vision kitty count for naught. 

Marlboro has recently announced 
I$s intention of giving up on “Play¬ 
house 90” and DeSoto will abandon 
Groucho Marx at season’s* end. 
Marlboro has intimated that aL 
though the show has consistently • 
had high ratings, they, were not 
getting the right sponsor identify 
cation. DeSoto sales have been on 
the downgrade even, though . the 
auto manufacturer has had a tv 
program that has been in the 
charmed. Top 10, and will switch, 
to another format to carry their 
message. 

-The breweries, cig companies 
and those firms pushing razor 
blades and hair tonic have been* 
concentrating on hitting the men 
of the home via the sports route 
while soap operas concentrate on 
the women plugging household 
goods and items to glorify the 
w eaker sex, v 

A prime example of Hitting the 
right people and getting increased" 
sales is the Sid Caesar shodw this 
year.. While Caesar hasn't had tlr* 
Trendex hoys exactly working over¬ 
time to do compilations on his .Sun¬ 
day night fare, the agency, Ogilv :, 
Benson & Mather claims to b? 
perfectly, content because the 
Helena Rubinstein goods are mov¬ 
ing and as one agency exec stated, 
“that’s what were in business for.” 

'Rebating Isn’t Unethical’ 
“I can get it for you wholesale” 

may become the cry of the Madi¬ 
son Ave. ad agencies with the dec¬ 
laration hy Professors Albert W. 
'Frey and Kenneth Davis thet re¬ 
bating bv the agencies isn’t un¬ 
ethical, . 

The Frey report states, “Rebat¬ 
ing of media commissions is far 
from being an unknown practice 
now, and media .Seem to have little 
or no active interest in interfering 
with it. There is no reason why, 
ethically or logically, an .agency 
should refra n from passing or 
par? of its commissions to itsd - 
ents if it so desires. It seems no 
more unreasonable Or unethical to 
do thi< than to make concess.'oi.s 
in connection With service charges 
and fe, s c • !<• ‘five additional s- rv- 
ice at no c» t to the client.” 

The Frey renert goes on to say 
there Is ?ell^>g i>ow pre\a’ W: 
rebating- sharing the . media com¬ 

missions, with clients—either has 
been in the past or is at the pres¬ 
ent. time, but rumors concerning 
the practice have always been- rife. 
One of the ad men interviewed 
stated, “There are. plenty of dis¬ 
count houses on Madison Ave;”' 
One advertising manager question¬ 
naire respondent replied, “The. 
idea that all agencies had previ¬ 
ously offered their services in the 
past at full commission is fiction. 
You can now,' and . always have 
been, able to, buy agency service at 
any price and to any extent that 
you want.” The study goes on to 
say that in the radio and television 
fields, there is commission splitting 
in connection with network “time” 
and “network-produced” programs. 

Frey;states the important thing 
is that the agency receive what it 
considers adequate compensation 
for its, services to each client and 
that each client pay what he con¬ 
siders a fair price for the services 
rendered by the agency; “Uni¬ 
formity of method is not neces¬ 
sarily important. If client and 
agency can agree that the latter’s 
compensation is or would be ex¬ 
cessive under the. 15% commission 
system, is there any - sound argu¬ 
ment for denying the agency the 
right to charge the client less for 
its. services, even if this involves 
rebating a portion of thq media 
commissions?” . 

McDermott’s Pilot Testing 

Toni McDermott, head of Benton 
and Bowles radio-tv department, 
has for the past several years used 
the summer television session as a 
testing ground of new tv programs. 
The series which have clicked in 
the summer have been retained for 
the following tv season. McDer¬ 
mott has laid plans foiv an anthol¬ 
ogy series to replace Loretta 
Young. Procter & Gamble, via 
Benton. & Bbwles, has bought 50% 
participation in four vidpix pilots 
hv four different producers.; Each 
of . the pilots is said to rim In the 
neighborhood of $40,000, 

SHORTS: McCahn-Erickson’s tv 
department has* thus far screened 
gOO pilots, auditioned 20 quiz shows 
and seen 50 formats fpr the chin¬ 
ing tv season. 

DuPont is starting a major ad 
campaign. to support garments 
blended in dacron. Firm planning 
bn running nearly 1,000 local tv 
spots starting on May 1. 

The individual media buyers 
representing Parkson will no long¬ 
er, specialize in a single medium, 
either print of broadcasting with 
the department under Frederic Apt 
agency media director, being rer 
organized. Herbert Gruber slated 
to become assoc media director 
with Ruth Bayer being named all- 
media buyer. In the reorganiza¬ 
tion Gerald Levey has been named 
assistant to Gruber. 

The Advertising Council states 
vear-end; figures for 1957 revealed 
that radio and tv circulation con¬ 
tributed to public service earn-; 
paigns by network advertisers; in¬ 
creased 50^ over 1956. rising to 
over 16 billion' home impressions. 

LOST & FOUND ACCOUNTS: 
Geyer Advertising has larideu the 
International Swimming -Pool ac¬ 
count. Firm is the maker of Esther 
Williams swimming pools. 

Hilton & Riggio has. snared the 
Presto Beverage account. 

Wexton has been selected to 
handle the advertising for Amplex, 
makers of light equipment. . 

Anderson & Cairns has been ap¬ 
pointed as agency for American 
Gelosp Electronics. 

Pozzy-Reader selected to handle 
the consumer and trade p.r. for. 
Nametra, Worldwide travel organ-, 
ization. 

SWITCHES: Richard F. Casey 
elected, a veepee in charge of re¬ 
search for Benton & Bowles. 

i Joan Usoskin to supervisor of 
radio and tv commercials at; Cal¬ 
kins & Holden. 

Rollin C. Smith has been ap: 
pointed a senior veepee of Ogilvy, 
Benson & Mather.. 

Richard W. Clemmer has joined 
Kudner as a television producer; 
Clemmer is a former producer and 
director fit NBC. 

Frank Brady has .been.. elected 
exec veepee and member qf the 
board of directors of Cohen & Ale- 
shire. 

Norton Wolf and Howard . Shaiik 

have earned veepee stripes at Ben¬ 
ton & Bowles. 

; Robert H. Alter has been pro¬ 
moted to regional sales .manager 
for the Radio Advertising,Bureau. 
Alter is replacing John T. Cury 
who resigned to: join Grey Adver¬ 
tising.' ' ' ’ 

Alice M. Westbrool has been ele¬ 
vated to Veepee slot at' Noth Ad¬ 
vertising. 

John C. Sterling has been elected 
chairman of the board of the Ad¬ 
vertising Council. He : succeeds 
Louis N. Brockway, exec v.p. of 
Young: & Rubicfint. 

Chi Agencies 
Gladys Blair,, publicity accounts 

supervisor for. Young & Rubicam, 
named Chi Ad Woman of the Year 
by the Women’s. Ad Club..... .. 

Needham, .,: Lojuis •&. Brorby 
named for the U S. advertising of 
the. French auto, Peugeot. 

’ Herb. Grayson, former Chi, CBS 
public: relations head, joined Mohr 
& Eicoff ad shop; . 

. Mary Agnes. Schroeder, is- copy 
supervisor for Toni at. Tatham- 
Laird. ■. •' .. 

Qiian & Bronner will handle 
Libby Furniture effective April 1. 
Libby is a hefty user of tv; 

James Pat Sweeney is a new v.p. 
at Henri, Hurst & McDonald.. 

Newly formed Bud Solk Assoc: 
ad shop ripened offices on S, Michi¬ 
gan Ave. 

London Agencies 
By BARRY BARNETT 

• London, March 25. 
John. Hobson .& Partners, agency 

is handling a 26-week iS-riiinute 
radio series for Cadbury’s over 
Radio Luxembourg, the only com¬ 
mercial radio outlet reaching Brit¬ 
ain^ Each program will feature a 
recorded message from aHolly¬ 
wood celebrity. 

f. Closed circuit tv is to be inT 
stalled at the first European Tele¬ 
vision Exhibition, which will be 
held at Park: Lane House, London, 
from May 19 to 24, and will be 
available for. pre-testing live com¬ 
mercials find experimenting with 
art work. . 

Michael Garland, senior tv ex¬ 
ecutive for; the W. S; Crawford 
agency, is in Milan to look over 
production facilities of Italian 
commercial tv and also, for confabs; 
with Crawford associates in tHat 
country. Garland, is following up 
rumors that important alterations. 
in tv- advertising in Italy are on 
the way, find that there is also the 
growing possibility of Continental 
advertisers going in to the tv ad 
market: here. '. 

Brian K. Concannpn, formerly 
Television executive with McCann- 
Erickson : agency, arid Dennis Jen- 
nirigs, until recently senior account 
executive for Associated Televi¬ 
sion, have beeri . appointed senior 
sales executives for Tyne Tees Tel¬ 
evision, the indie tv outlet prepar¬ 
ing to go on the air later this year 
to serve north east England. 

Canon 35 Stinger 
Tossed at Cleveland 

Columbus, March 25. . 
Ohio Supreme . Court last week 

warned that all. Ohio courts could 
prosecute persons who take pic¬ 
tures in any state courtroom,' on 
charges of contempt, of court. The.; 
judges, to this effect, unanimously 
adopted Rule. 29, considered to be 
an implementation of Canon 35. 
Canon 35 of judicial ethics bans 

I photographs and radio or televi- 
! sion broadcasts of court jiroceed- 
ings. While Canon 35 refers only 
to ethics. Rule 29 is mandatory. 
Canon ;35 does not oppose; picture- 
taking before or. after sessions 
when the court is in recess. 

Action grew out of the appear¬ 
ance of photographs in the Cleve¬ 
land Press, said to have been taken 
during sessions in the Statehouse 
Annex courtroom; without knowl¬ 
edge of judges or spectators.; The 
Ohio State Bar Assn, urged the 
Supreme Court to initiate con- 
ternpt proceedings after the pic¬ 
ture-taking ; incident, Louis B. 
Seltzer, editor of the Press, said, 
“Canon 35 is merely a rule adopt¬ 
ed by the bar association and is not 
changed by any statement made by 
the Supreme Court qf Ohio. Canon 
35 must go. I think it conflicts 
with the public’s right to know.” 
A test case involving Canon 35 was 
taken to the U. S. Supreme Court 
by. the Press, but the ease was not 
admitted; 

IN NEW YORK CITY . . 
David Zellmer adds the title of New York Bureau Chief for CBS 

News, in addition to his current title of executive; producer for tele¬ 
vision news . . . Shari Lewis off her “Hi, Mom” series for a week to 
honeymoon in Nassau with hubby Jeremy Tarclier . . . WRCA-TV sales 
director Jay Heitin conducted a seminar on educational television be¬ 
fore the Roslyn (L.I.) Teachers Assn, last week . . . Bill Nimmo tapped 
to emcee the CBS-TV audition kinnle of Walt Framer’s new “For Love 
or Money” package . ., Bob Drew appears on “Frontiers of Faith” Sun-; 
day (30) . . . Jerome Ross* original, “Shadow of a Genius,” set for “Stu¬ 
dio One” Monday (31) via Blanche Gaines ... Lowell Thomas addressed 
the Adcraft luncheon in Detroit Friday (21) . . . Mary Alice Morphy, 
sec’y to CBS Radio prexy Arthur Hull Hayes, back from a Jamaica va¬ 
cation . . . META program chief Dick Heffner chairs a panel on audio¬ 
visual education at the annual conference on the United Parents Assn, 
Saturday (29) ... . Galen Drake is guest of honor and principal speaker 
at the Gristede Bros. 25th anni banquet at the Astor April 16 . •. , Na¬ 
talie Schafer, featured in “Romanoff & Juliet,” working on the pilot 
of “Dream World,” Arlene Francis’ new package .... John Chanin, 
director of WCBS’ “Music Till Dawn,” engaged to non-pro Hennine 
Ann Nussdorf;. fall wedding planned . . . Bob Hite subs for Jim McKay, 
off. to cover the Masters Golf Tourney next week, on “Verdict Is Yours,” 
while Galen Drake takes over for him on “This .Is New York” on WCBS 
, . . Beatrice Pons featured pn tonight’s (Wed.) “U.S. Steel Hour” , . . 
WABD program chief Jack Grogan father of a girl, born in Greenwich 
(Conn.) Hospital. Mrs. Grogan is former singer-actress Blythe Miller 
. . . Bill Fromm, manager of advertising-promotion for NBC Spot Sales, ; 
recuperating from an appendectomy . . . NBC’s Shirley Eder to the 
Coast for radio coverage of the Academy Awards . . . Mike Stokey’s 
“Pantomime Quiz,” taking over ABC-TV on. Thursdays, 9:30 to 10 p.m; 
for the summer, begins April 8 . .. Ted Webbe, race car reporter, be¬ 
gan another season of his 10-minute nightly stanza on WATT on Mon¬ 
day (24) . . , WABC-TV sales manager Joe Stamler to Detroit, Chicago, 
L.A. arid Frisco on two-week junket fpr the Gotham tv’er . . . WOR 
Radio at 5:50 a m. now is broadcasting reports of wholesale produce 
trading from the city’s Washington St. market every weekday morning 
... META’s "Problems of Everyday . Living,” via WPIX, will concen¬ 
trate on the way social security works on its April 1 and 3 broadcasts 
;,. Senator John F. Kennedy was the guest on WOE-TV’S Sunday (23) 
“Let’s Look at Congress” show. 

Norma Karol, tv producer-commercial performer, back for the sec¬ 
ond year with the City of Hope as the associate producer of the $2,00Q,- 
000 Dean Martin “Fight Leukemia” telethon May 24-25. 

WNEW program manager Hal Moore will; probably accompany deejay 
Art Ford to Brussels for the World’s Fair opening week ceremonies 
from where the disk jockey will tape Interviews. He may also film soms 
stuff for his DuMont television show. 

Mayor Wagner, a Yale man, declared Friday (28) Harvard Day in 
New York in honor of Harvard College’s CBS Radio b’cast, “The Cast 
for the College.” Jack Perils, Crimson alumnus who’s flacking the 
show gratis, did the persuading . . .. Jacqueline Kerr featured in “Arm¬ 
strong Circle Theatre” Wednesday (2)... Abby Lewis & John Seymour, 
husband & wife, are playing brother & sister in a color documentary 
on the America Cup yacht races being produced at Transfilm for 
Lipton Tea .. . Liz Scofield, “Person to Person” staffer, recuperating at 
her home in New Rochelle after surgery at Doctors Hosp . . . Sam 
Kanchuger, former CBS sports producer and. administrative assistant 
at the web, has joined the radio-tv dept, of the Greater New York 
Assn. Iric., which operates thoroughbred racing throughout N. Y. state 

, . Kerry Mark Joels, 12-year-old son of Tadio-tv actor Merrill E;. Joels, 
cast in the Equity Library Theatre production of “Time of the Cuckoo” 
this week . . .-WCBS-TV g.m. Sam Cook Digges was featured speaker 
at the annual luncheon of the Community League for Retarded Chil¬ 
dren at the Biltmore Saturday (22). Digges is honorary chairman of 
the Assn, for the Help of Retarded Chiltben of Greater N. "Y. . . . Ed 
McBaixi, listed as author of “Climax’s” May I script, “Deadly Tattoo/* 
Is a pseudonym for Evan (“Blackboard Jungle”) Hunter, who also hat 
a new novel, "Strangers When We Meet ” due. for publication In May.. . 
A Providence winner of “The Price Is Right” advertising in the N. Y. 
dailies for the sale of a $2,150 Schiaparelli ermine jaqket. .. Elizabeth 
Lawrence doubling over from “Look Homeward Angel” Into “City 
Hospital” and "Frontiers of Faith” this Week . Jimsey Somers, 
featured regularly in “Affairs of Dr. Gentry” arid “Tnie Confessions,” 
set for “My True Story” April 9 and has a picture spread in the April 
TV-Radio Mirror, 

IN HOLLYWOOD . , , 
Three of the town’s better comedy constructors, who have been “off 

the beat” for the past season, are bestirring themselves now that thr 
call for comedy is clear and clarion. They are Don Quinn and Phil Les¬ 
lie, longtime typewriter pals on “Fibber and Molly,” who are confect¬ 
ing a dish of fun and frolic, and Bob Welch, who is recovered from a 
long siege of illness and is banging the. keys again. He has been in con¬ 
sultant.duty at the Ted Bates agency . .. Ralph. Levy got over his virus 
miseries and left the infirmary for active duty with Jack Benny at Tele¬ 
vision City . . . Don Weis hiked east to direct the first two shows in 
CSS-TV’S “Rendezvous” series . . . Alan Livingston took time away 
from his programming duties at NBC Burbank to help whip up sales 
interest in the six pilots made under his command. Web feels he is 
closer to the properties than the salesmen and can Work up more enthu¬ 
siasm ... Murray Bolen of Benton. & Bowles and George Giroux, Proc¬ 
ter & Gamble’s man in Hollywood, bought themselves a Stimson plane; 
the better to_get to the outof-the-way fishing grounds ... . Wendell 
Niles Jr., son of the veteran announcer, writes that he’s now assistant 
director of radio and tv at Colgate, and only after a month with the com¬ 
pany .. . Don Bernard, based here for two decades as agency exec and 
producer, now supervising “Pat” Weaver’s "Make Me Laugh” for th# 
Gumbiner agency . .. Western bug has nipped Henry Jaffa and he may 
start off with a spec production of “The Virginian.” ... Hugh Wed.- 
lock and Howard Snyder, a writing team; in radio and tv for 30 yeara. 
will be hosted and roasted by his fellow gagmen May 5. Last time It wai 
Alan Lipscott who got the works, hailed by those who attended as the 
year’s funniest show. 

IN CHICAGO 
Pete DeMet, auto dealer who got into tv production via his’ “Cham¬ 

pionship Bowling” and “All Star Golf,” shuttered his car agency to de¬ 
vote full time to packaging . . . Singer Pat Suzuki doubles next week 
between Howard Miller’s WNBQ show and the Black Orchid nitery .., 
Sheriff Joseph Lohman gets the first NBC Chi Public Service Award 
for his “Shadows of the City” on WNBQ next Sunday (30) .. . WBBM- 
TV kicks off a new pariel show, “It’s In the Bag,” on Friday (28) with a 
coupla as yet unselected newspapermen panelists . . . Jules Herbuveaux 
vacationing in the southland ... Don Bowen now account exec, Dan 
Verbest to merchandising director, and Sidney Flotkin appointed pro- 

(Continued on page 48) . 
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WVIP: The Grey-Flannel Station 
1,000-Watter Catering to Exurbia, on Air 5 Months, 

Chalks Up Enviable Record 

The, Jaguar-MG set in the Mt. 
Kisco, N. Y, region is entranced 
with a saucy five-month old 1,000- 
watt daytimer fittingly enough 
tagged WVIP. 

Located right smack in the mid¬ 
dle of Exurbia, fountainhead of the 
grey-flannel suiters with their 
slender attache cases, WVIP went 
on the air (1310 kc.) last October 
virtually in the black at sign-on. 
Today the AM mouthpiece of the 
cashmere clique in an area con¬ 
sidered wealthiest per capita of 
any anywhere is nearing sellout 
point on station break and par¬ 
ticipating spots. 

WVIP, obviously, plays on its 
call letters at all times. Staff-pro¬ 
duced promotion matter bears 
down, on resurgence ‘of radio-vs. 
daily gazettes and heralds its “very 
important programming,” serving 
"very influential people” for 

. "variety, information and pleasure 
all day,” etc. 

Daytimer is co-owned by Mar¬ 
tin Stone, barrister and tv pack¬ 
ager of “Bingo-at-Home” (previous¬ 
ly “Howdy Doody ” "Gaby Hayes 
Show,” "Super Circus,” etc.), and 
E. Monroe O’Flyn, Mt. Kisco civic 

.leader and property developer. 
They are not absentee landlords; 
Stone lives in nearby Pound Ridge, 
where he monitors his growing 
AM baby almost constantly. 

In addition to serving Mt. Kisco’s 
population of 6,000 it sends out a 
sturdy signal to some 65 other 
New York and Connecticut com¬ 
munities where top names In show- 

. biz, publishing, sports and other 
fields make their abode. Loaded 
with talent, it frequently calls 
upon local VIPs for beeper-phone 
accounts. of their activities. For 
example, on station's Saturday 
"Survey” show, WVIP gets VIP 
taped report from editors or other 
upper echelon figures On Life, 
Look, Readers' Digest, Saturday 
Review and TV Guide—and it also 
gets network execs (remember, 
WVIP is an indie) to discuss their 
own nighttime tv productions. This 
is no skin off station’s back be¬ 
cause it signs off at sunset. 

For the Hi-Fi Set 
, Station Is opposed to rock ’n’ 
roll, carries no blare, no sob stuff, 
but largely album stuff, all hi-fi, 
with no breaks for commercials 
within 15-minute segs. This 
doesn’t apply, however to Ed Rob¬ 
bins* “Operation Earlybird” from 
6 to 9 ajn. and during newscaster 
Mort Dean’s "Communique” after¬ 
noons from 5 to 6 p.m., these being 

(Continued on page 48) 
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Teed’ to Mils 
NBC News bas come up with an 

unusual way of feeding newsfiim to 
affiliates on late-breaking stories. 
Web "opens the network” on its 11 
p.m. local (New York) news show, 
with affiliates cued before hand, to 
patch in at a predesignated time to 
pick up the film -feed for use in 
their local news shows. 

Web iused the device last Wednes¬ 
day night (19) in its coverage of the 
New York loft fire that took 24 
lives. With film coming in after 
the web’s 6:45 p.m. Huntley-Brink- 
ley news show, NBC News v.p.-Bill 
Me Andrew decided to feed late 
film to the network flagship 
WRCA-TV’s “11th Hour News” 
show". During network station 
breaks, the web Used a slide ad- 

: vising affiliates the network would 
be open at 11 and that the fire film 
would be used oh the air (and fed 
to the network) at 11:02. 

Affiliates were then free to patch 
in bn the web lines to use the feed 
•s part of their own local news 
Shows. Some dozen affiliates took 
advantage of the device. NBC has 
used it occasionally before* primar¬ 
ily in the ease of the Sputnik and 
Explorer launchings. 

Admen Discard Grey 
Chicago, March 25. 

Norman E. (Pete) Cash, 
prexy of Television Bureau of 
Advertising, in a talk before 

. the Broadcast Advertising Club 
last week, appointed Adolphe 
Menjou a committee of-one to 
come up with a new dress for 
ad people to get away from 
the “grey flannel group” la¬ 
bel hung on Madisoh Ave. and 
Michigan Aye. ad execs. 

Menjou, a guest at the meet¬ 
ing, was in town to plug, the 
kickoff of his new vidpic ser- 
ies, “Target,” on WGN-TV. 

KSTP Answer To 
Auto Coin Slump 
‘Buy a Car Week’ 

Minneapolis, March 25. 
Sympathetic over the present 

depressed condition of one of tele¬ 
vision and radio’s best customers, 
the auto: industry, and desiring to 
be as helpful to it as possible in 
its present hour of trial, KSTP 
Radio and TV is . taking up its 
cudgels in the motorcar dealers’ 
behalf. 

Because, the station wants to 
reciprocate and aid in lifting sales 
out of their present slough of de¬ 
sponds—and also, perhaps, because 
the promotion affords it the chance 
to pick up added [advertising reve¬ 
nue, it’s currently staging what it 
calls "Buy a Car IVeek.” 

Every effort is being made for 
the promotion to be one of the 
hardest hitting in the station’s 
history, explains KSTP president- 
general manager S. D: Hubbard. . 

“We want to help auto dealers 
to sell the many cars now in their 
showrooms and on their lots and 
we believe we can help to move 
them,” he says. 

For the . eight solid days; and 
nights, "Buy a Car” announcements 
will be filling every KSTP avail¬ 
able tv and radio spot. In addi¬ 
tion, there are interviews with 
auto industry executives and mem¬ 
bers, film stories, slides, tapes and 
pictures, of 1958 models on the air 
urging Northwest families to buy 
a car during the drive. 

Taking, a pbsitive approach, the 
campaign reminds viewers and 
listeners that notv is a particularly 
good time to buy because of deal¬ 
ers’ great bargains. It’s also being 
pointed out that old cars may be 
a highway safety hazard anu that 
auto sales are vital to the U. S. 
economy. 

Prior to the drive, all 250 Minne¬ 
apolis and St, Paul auto. dealers 
were contacted and many were en¬ 
listed in it. 

Clipp New Chairman Of 
TV Code Review Board 

Washington, March 25. 
Roger W. Clipp, exec veepee of 

the Triangle stations, Philadelphia, 
is the new chairman of the Tele¬ 
vision Code Review Board,- suc¬ 
ceeding William B. Quartom exec 
veepee of WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa, who Has served two two- 
year terms; 

E. K, Hartenbower, manager of 
KCMO-TV, Kansas City, takes the 
place on the board vacated by 
Quarton. 

Donald H. McGannon, prexy of 
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., 
Will continue on the board. 

Appointments were announced 
by Harold E. Fallows, president of 
National Assn. of. Broadcasters, 
as the Board met here yesterday 
(Mon.) for its quarterly meeting. 

By JO RANSON 

The Mafia and Madisoh Ave. 
maneuverings. are childplay com¬ 
pared to the intrigue of some in¬ 
tellectual. educators currently fi¬ 
nagling to get aboard the N. Y. 
Board of Regents—WOR-TV plat¬ 
form. 

With nary a dangling participle 
in sight-ahd-sound, scuttlebutt in 
scholastic sanctums is who will run 
the. gescheft when the go-ahead 
signal is- received from Albany. 
There’s more -waltzing around for 
power in the new Regents’ plan 
than one ordinarily sees in tr Bal¬ 
kan monarchy. 

. It’ll undoubtedly straighten it¬ 
self but, as suqh noble. endeavors 
always do, but a number of educa¬ 
tors Who make, with the polysyl¬ 
labic words, will get bopped on the 
hoggin with a . felt eraser in the 
race to teach the moppets their 
abe’s. The bopping will be done 
by lofty colleagues, not by class¬ 
room small fry. 

As they are apt to enunciate on 
Madisoh Ave., or Livingston St., 
(home of Board of Education, 
N.Y.C.) who’s gonna be the may- 
pole, who’s gonna be Mr, Chips in 
the. chips,, the teacher-showman 
around whom everything will twist 
and.turn? 

Legislators Back Bill 
' Majority leaders in N. Y. S. leg¬ 

islature last week gave support to 
bill seeking $600,000 for State Ed¬ 
ucation Dept, to offer daytime edu¬ 
cational tv programs Over Channel 
9, WOR-TV outlet. Station would 
be. used for educational shows from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through 
Friday and from 9 a.m. to noon 
on .Saturdays beginning with school 
year hext September. Bill also 
calls upon Board of Regents to ac¬ 
quire kinescopes/ sound, films, 
scripts, research reports or other 
related tv materials for use *of 
Education Dept, in producing edu¬ 
cation tv. The Regents are also 
authorized to contract; with "insti¬ 
tutions in the University” or other 
educational agencies, for acquisi¬ 
tion from them of materials. Mohz 
ey for this would be available’ 
April T. 

Professional broadcasters won¬ 
der how educational tv people will 
get such a massive programming 
structure under way in so short a 
time and they also. shake their 
heads at the small sum of money 
allocated for actual production of 
programs.. They take the dim view 
that many aspects, of the Regents’ 
plan are utterly Unrealistic, citing 
for one, the fact that kinescoping 
is very expensive, and that there 
are. pitifully few tv receivers avail¬ 
able in New York City public 
school classrooms. Proponents of 
Regents’ plan say there is money 
available for state aid in education 
and that sufficient tv receivers will: 
be forthcoming in much the man¬ 
ner that blackboards and other 
basic needs are provided for school 
rooms. 

Many worthwhile educational or¬ 
ganizations now functioning in 
Gotham cannot help but be affect¬ 
ed in some form er other by leasing 
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GRANADA TV ON 
PROWL FOR WRITERS 

London, March 25. 
. Granada-TV is sponsoring an 

$8,400 contest to find fresh play¬ 
wright talent for tv. Each con¬ 
testant will have to submit three 
original plays, because, the pro¬ 
grammers state, tv is going to be 
in business for a long time and; 
they are not looking for single-shot 
writers^ but those who will be able I 
to turn out good work for years to 
come. 

Only residents of the UK or I 
Eire will be. allowed to enter for 
the competition which closes on I 
Sept. 13. The programmers are 
sponsoring the contest because ] 
they feel there are talented short 
story ; writers and novelists who 
could and should be writing for tv. 

-4- A new basis, for exchange of 

Tokyo'# Tint. 
Color lv is going gre$t guns 

in Japan, according to NBC 
International boss A1 Stern, 
just back from a nine-week 
worldwide . tour of television 
facilities. Two of Tokyo’s 
three stations have installed 
live and film color chains and 
adjusted their transmitters for 
tint, and are now working in 
the studios with color. 

Curiously, it’s the: Govern¬ 
ment-owned station and one 
commercial station that are 
working with tint. Tokyo’s 
other commercial station, 
which is holding out and stick¬ 
ing with black and white, by 
a strange coincidence, has a 
working agreement with CBS- 
TV in the States, also a tint 
holdout. 

Station Reps See 
No Spot Damage 
From Recession 

The Station reps are not too 
pessimistic about the prospects of 
selling spot radio and tv in the 
midst of a growing recession. Most 
of the repperies feel that large 
national advertisers will first slash 
away at their network shows in¬ 
volving millions. rather than pare 
the spot allocation to the bone. 
The reps state that the flexibility 
of spot. enables a sponsbr to drop, 
a campaign within a matter of 
weeks instead of being stuck with 
the network’s longterm commit¬ 
ment, • 

television programming between 
the U.S. and foreign countries is 
in the process of being devised by 
NBC, According' to A1 Stern, NBC 
International topper, who’s work¬ 
ing out the details, it Would in¬ 
volve the importation from foreign 
countries of topical and generic 
program segments and individual 
talents, rather than the use of bulk 
series programming from abroad. 

Stern; just back from a nine- 
week round-the-world tour of 
worldwide television, feels that 
while foreign sales of U.S. pro¬ 
grams is becoming one of the more 
lucrative aspects of television, "it 
must become a two-way street or 
eventually we are going to lose 
out.” Thus far, no practical Way 
has been devised to bring in for¬ 
eign programming, not only be¬ 
cause of the language problem but 
because the foreign networks and 
producers generally have no idea 
of the needs of American adver¬ 
tisers. . 

Instead of program imports. 
Stern has . proposed—specifically, 
to the Australian broadcasters—■ 
that NBC will be glad to buy pro-, 
gramming on a segmented basis. 
For example, a recent "Wide Wide 
World” , did the story of doctors 
this season, Australia has its fa-, 
mous "flying doctor,” who covers 
the back country. NBC would 
have the Aussie broadcasters do a 
film or kinescope (or tape, when it 
becomes available there) on the 
doctor, then ship it to NBC for use 
on the program, further develop¬ 
ing the "WWW” theme. Stern 
will huddle with “WWW” exec pro¬ 
ducer Barry Wood for a list of 
next season’s projects and send it, 
along with recommendation^ as to 
Aussie contributions, to the Down 
Under broadcasters.. They’ll write 
back,, stating what they want to 
do, and a dealwill be worked out. 

: The reps are also pushing the 
advantages of the hard sell, feel¬ 
ing that national .advertisers can 
pick the markets where the prod¬ 
uct is sagging and concentrate on 
perking up sales with a heavy 
saturation campaign, which the 
repperies-say can’t be done by a 
network program. 

; Another reason why the reps 
claim not to be fretting is that: 
they feel that the big corporations, j 
with their institutional accounts,! 
are primarily network, .and these; 
will be the. ones that .will be slash¬ 
ing' the advertising budget. The 
tangible goods which are sold day. 
in and day out, such as cigarets 
and soap, the reps feel, cannot af¬ 
ford to cut - their appropriation. 

What does concern the repperies 
is the fear that the networks will 
be forced to sell participations 
within a good many of their pro¬ 
grams which would drain off 
money normally thrown into the 
spot kitty. 

Most of the repperies contend 
that , fringe stations, those which 
are third or fourth in the market, ' 
are. going to be the one’s hurt and 
the fact that they will deliver a 
fat package, deal won’t do with ad¬ 
vertisers. who noVr, more than ever, 
are forced to do business, with the 
top stations in the market to in¬ 
sure a substantial viewing audi¬ 
ence. 

Similarly, Stern will huddle with 
Bill Sargent, NBC’s director of 
participating programs, on the use 
of kinescoped segments of Aus¬ 
tralian talent* on the “Tonight’* 
show. Eventually, if this exposure 
clicks, the Aussie talent might 
come over to the U.S, for live ap¬ 
pearances. Transaction would in¬ 
volve dollar payments to Australia. 
And: similar arrangements would 
be worked out with other coun¬ 
tries. 

Stern points out that quotas al¬ 
ready exist against imports of 
U.S. television product, in England, 

l a schedule quota and in Australia 
I a dollar . quota. Their quotas 
could become worse unless the. 
IhS. finds a way of making some 
sort of exchange of programming 
and helps reverse thie dollar flow 
to some extent. He believes that 
use of foreign talent and facilities 
on this type of basis makes sense 
as a practical way of restoring a 
semblance of balance to. the pic¬ 
ture:' 

BBC Summer Deal 
Sid Caesar’s deal to do television 

in Britain this summer has been 

‘Senator’ Ford Dickers 
Return of Top This’ 

Keyed apparently to trade aware-, 
ness of the dearth of comedy on 
television, “Senator” Ed Ford has 
a- couple of dickers for the return 
of “Can You Top This?”, a package 
which , he-owns. Show was a 17- 
year radio and later tv veteran. 
One proposal is for a simulcast of 
the show,: so that the AM tapes 
could be made flexible for rehroad- 
cast on a syndicated basis. 
. Harry Hershfield and Peter Don¬ 
ald would again be associated with 
Ford, as heretofore, and a replace¬ 
ment for the late comedian-author 
Joe Laurie Jr.. will have to be 
fougd. 

finalized. It’s reported 13 weekly 
half-hour programs will be done by 
him and Imogene Coca for BBC- 
TV, the non-commercial outlet 
there which has been vying with 
commercial video interest for a 
hotspejl Caesar show. 

Miss Coca’s participation on the 
j BBC-TV show has not been cor- 
j roborated, but her .appearance is 
i held likely. Overseas edition be- 
* gins in June, after Caesar folds his 
ABC-TV tent here. Eight of his 
13 telecasts for England will be 
live, it’s understood, and the other 
five will either be filmed or kiner 

I scoped, permitting him enough 
{ time to get back to the States and 
[prepare his possible return to 
' American tv: next fall. 



ZIV 
"5 HOURS TO LIVE” 
starring STEVE McNALLY.. 

starring CESAR ROMERO*' 

“NO WAY OUT" . 
starring PAT O’BRIEN * * *' * * * * * * * * * * 

TATTOO ARTIST” 
starring DAVID BRIAN * 

“POLICE DOCTOR” 
Starring GENE BARRY* 

■uwB/Fommi 

THE HOT, HOT SHOW OF ’581 
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over the course of a year. Cities will be rotated weekly.. The .Varxett cnari-is a.compilation'of data on syndicated films, as well .as network and live programs, in each 
market. Under the top 10 multi-weekly heading, the (f) stands for local programming and the (*) for network shows.. 

MINNEAPOLIS-ST, PAUL Stations: KM&M, KSTP, WCCO, WTCN. TV Homes: 364.800. Survey Dates: j=eb; US, I?5». 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME ST A; 

Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 7-8:00)...... WCCcT 
Gunsmoke (Sat, 0-9:30) ...WCCO 
Perry Como iSat. 7-8:00* . . . . . .. KSTP 
Playhouse 90 <Th. 8:30-10:00) . .... . .WCCO 
Danny Thomas: <Mon. 8^8:30) .. ... . WCCO 
I've Got a Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00) . WCCO 
Person to Person <Fri. 9:30-10:00) . WCCO 
What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00).. WCCO 
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9:00):.. WCCO 
Lineup (Fri. 9-9:30) ...,.'. \WCCO 
Twenty One (Mon. 8-8:30) . ;... KSTP 

RTG. RK. PROGRAM—DAY-TIME 

1. Death Valley Days 'Sat. 9:30) 
;i State Tropper (Tues. 9:30) 

S’J 3. Highway Patrol (Thurs. 10:30).., 
l 4. Studio 57 (Wed. 9:30).. . ....... 

£ 5. Annie Oakley (Sat. 5:30) .... 
~^:‘Z 6. Sheriff of Cochise (Sat. 10:30).:. i 
^ 7. Waterfront (Fri: 10:30) . ....... 
^ 8, -Popeyes (M-F 5:30) ........ 
2 v 9.. Looney Tunes (M-F 5:00) ;. . ..... 
on'_ 10. Last of the Mohicans (Sat. 5:00) .. 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME ST A, 

tToday’sTlleadlines (M-F 10-10:15) .KSTP 
iWear Sports (M-F -10:15-10:30) >. . KSTP 
tPopeye (M-F 5:30-6:00) ... ..... WCCO 
tNews (M-F 10-10:15) . . ;..;.. WCCO 
t Axel and His Dog ‘M-F 5-5:30).... WCCO 
tWea, Sports (M-F 10-15-10:30).... WCCO 
♦CBS News (M-F 6:15-6:30) ... .'.WCCO 
♦Art Linkletter (M-F 1:30-2:00)..... iWCCO 
♦Queen for a Day (M-F 3-3:45)..... KSTP 
♦Capt. Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45 a m ). WCCO 

• Av. I ii- 
RTG. [ 12; 

Whirlybirds (Sun. 9:30) .. 
Boots and Saddles (Sun. 11 a.m.). 

Captain David Grief (Sat. 6:00). 

Crusader (Mon. 10:30) . 

Hopalong Cassidy (Sun. 10 a.m.) 

: Harbor Command (Th: 9:30) 
Sea Hunt (Mon. 9:30) __ . 
Sky King. (Sat... 9 a.m.>. , 

STA. DISTRIB. RTG. SH, PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

.WCCO _U.S. Borax 29.2 45 Yotir Hit Parade.... ....KSTP 16.5 
,kstp: .;:: MCA 23.2 34 f Wrestling :....:.... ....WCCO 19:5 
KSTP. .... Ziv 22.9 43 Arthur Murray-- ....WCCO 12.5 

.KSTP: .:: .mca 20.5 36 Boxing, Mise. ,.- ... .WTCN 19.9 
KSTP; ...:CBS 19.9 44 Champ.. Bowling ... ...WCCO 11.0 
KSTP : :..NTA- 19.5 42 “Shock” . .WTCN 13.7 
KSTP . , . . MCA 18.5 36 Dr. Christian . ....WCCO 12,7 

. WCCO ... AAP 18.3 46 Mickey Mouse Club . ....WTCN 12.9 
WCCO. .. Guild 17.3 45 Fun at Five .WTCN 10.5 

.KSTP. .,..TPA 16.7 36 (Basketball .. 
\ Champ Bowling ... 

... .WCCO 

... .WCCO : 
16.3 
13.0 

KSTP. . .. CBS .16.2 25 What’s My Line. ... . WCCO 30.4 
KSTP. . . . . NBC 15.6 65 f Business-Fiiiahce 

1 Wild Bill Hickok .: 
. . . wcco: 
....WCCO 

4:2 
12.9 

WCCO Guild 15.5 36 ) News Picture .:. 
(’Wea, Sports ...... 

....KSTP 

...KSTP 
12.0 
11.3 

KSTP. ... .MCA 15.5 35 i.9: O’clock Movie i. 
\ Frontier . ....... 

.KMGM 
... WCCO 

11.7 
11.7 

weed .NBC 15.2 76 5 Star Theatre ..... ....KSTP 4.8 
KSTP. V. . : Ziv 15.0 34 Frontier Dr. ....... ... .WCCO 11,5 
WCCO ... TPA 14.5 58 Andy’s Gang .. ^. ... * ... KSTP 10.5 
KSTP ..;. Ziv 14.2 Y9 Playhouse 90 ...... ;...wcco 38.5 

. WTCN. Ziv ' 14.2 20 Studio One ......... ... WCCO 25.2 
WCCO . Nabisco 14.2 64 Howdy Doody ... KSTP 7.9 

MILWAUKEE Stations: V/iSN. .Wlj!, WTMJ, WXIX. TV Homes: 287,000. Survey Dates: Feb. 1-8, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS State Trooper (Tues. 9:30) 
Whirlybirds (Sun. 9:30) .' 

1. Perry Como (Sat. 7-8:00) . .:.... .WTMJ 35.3 3, Harbor Command (Thurs; 9:30) ^ . : WTMJ • .. Ziv 21.5 
2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30) i..... *. WXIX 33.7 4. Silent Service (Fri. 9:30) : ..WISN.. . . . NBC 20.9 
3. Loretta Young (Sun. 9-9:30) WTMJ 30.0 5. D. Fairbanks Presents. (Wed: 9:30) . WTMJ . ABC 19.5 
4. Wyatt Earp (Tues: 7:30-8:00) .WISN 29.5 ;5.. Waterfront (Tues. 9:30) ........ .. WXIX . . MCA 19.5 
5. Roy Rogers (Sun. 8-9:00) ...... .WTMJ 28:7 6. Captain David Grief (Fri. 7:30) :,. . . .. WTMJ: : . Guild 17.2 
6. What’s My Line (Sun. 9:30-10:00):.. WXIX 28.2 6. . Frontier Doctor (Sat. 9:30)....... . .wxix . HT§ 17.2 
7. Steve Allen (Sun. 7-8:00) .WTMJ 27.3 • 7.; Dr. Christian (Sun. 10;00) . . _ WTMJ. , Ziv 15.5 
8. 
8. 

Danny Thomas (Mon. 8-8:30) 
This Is Your Life (Wed. ,9-9:30) ... 

.WXIX 

..WTMJ 
27.2 
27.2 8. Highway Patrol (Suri... 10:00)..,.. WISN: .. . . Ziv ' 14.5 

9. Father Knows Best (Wed. 7:30-8:00) WTMJ 26.9 
- 9. Men of Annapblis (Tues. 9:00).. . .-.WISN Ziv 13.5 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00). WISN 
♦NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30) ... WTMJ • 
yNews, Wea (M-F 6-6:15) .:. ..... . WTMJ 
+News, Wea., Spts. (M-F 10-10:15).. . WXIX .- 
tWea., News (M-F 10-10:15) ...... .WTMJ 
♦Price Is Right (M-F. 10-10:30 a.m.) . . WTMJ 
♦Queen for a Day (M-F 3-3:45) .... ,WXIX 
♦Tic Tac Dough (M-F 11-11:30 a.m.). WTMJ 
♦It Could Be You (M-F 11:30-12:00). WTMJ- 
♦Comedy Time (M-F 4-4:30) - . . .WTMJ 

Sky King. (Sat. 5:30) . .... WTMJ , . . . Nabisco 
Last of the Mohicans (Sun. 2:30)..!. WTMJ.... TP A 
Studio 57 (Thurs. 9:00) :..: .'. WISN....MCA 
Annie Oakley (Sat-5:00) , .V. .... WTMJ CBS 

Frontier (Mon. 8:00) ......... .WITI .... NBC 
Kingdom of the Sea (Tues. 9:30) .:. WISN...Guild 
Star Performance (Suri, 2:00) . .. . . . WXIX . . . Official 
Patti Page (T, F 10:15) WTMJ!... Screen Gems 
Range Rider (Tues., Th. 6:00) .. . . . WITI... . CBS 

Sheeria, Queen of Jungle (Mon. 6:00) WITI.. 

42 Waterfront . ......... WXIX 
37 What’s My Line ...... WXIX 
32 Playhouse 90 ......... .WXIX 
34 Person to Person ........WXIX 
32 Circle Theatre . WXIX 
32 State Trooper ..........WTMJ 
25 Zane Grey .........!. WXIX 
28 Sat. Night Theatre ...... WTMJ 

.31 i Sun. News Special ... . WXIX 
1 Late Show ...... ..WXIX 

■29 J Sun. News Special ... . WXIX 
) Dr. Christian ...... . . . WTMJ 

22 Californians :........... WTMJ 
31 Lone Ranger. ............ . WISN 
32 20th Century Prem .....WISN 
18 Playhouse 90 ' __.._WXIX 
31 ( Basketball !......,.... WISN 

l Tomorrow, Film ...... WISN 
16 Danny Thomas ......... WXIX 
17 State Tropper ..........WTMJ 
27 20th Cent. Prem. .......WISN. 
24 Late Show ..... WXIX 
18 i News, Wea. ........... WTMJ 

1 NBC News ....___WTMJ 
21 ) News, Wea. WTMJ 

1 NBC News :......... .WTMJ 

DENVER Stations: KBTV, KLZ, KOA, KTVR. TV Homes: 215,900. Survey Dates: Feb. 1-8, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

...KLZ 43.2 

... :KBTV 36.7 

....KOA 35:7- 

... . KBTV 34.7 

. . . :KOA 34.0 
: .. KLZ 33.8 

V.; :KOA 33.2 
. . .KOA. 32.9 
. . KOA 32.0 

:30J KBTV 32:0 

Maverick (Sun.- 8:30-9:30) 
Perry Como (Sat. 6:00-7:00) . . . 
Lawrence Wclk (Sat. 7:00-800):. 
Eddie Fisher (Tues. 6:00-7:00) 
Lucy-Desi Show (Mon. 6:00-7:00) 
Steve Allen (Sun. 6:00-7:00) 
Loretta Young (Sun. 8:00-8:30) . 
Roy Rogers (Sun. 7:00-8:00) 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

♦Mickey Mouse Club <M-F 5:30-6:00) KBTV 
iChannel 7 Reporting (M-F 10-10:15) KLZ 
vSports Shop (M-F 10:15-10:30)KLZ . 
tNews, Wea (M-F 10-10:15) ..... KOA 
tSheriff Scotty (M-F 4:30-5:00) . ... KBTV 
rAcademy Theatre (M-F 9-11:00).. . .KOA 
.^Clubhouse Gang (M-F 4-4:30). ..,. KBTV 
♦Price Is Right (M-F 9 9:30) . .. ..KOA 
♦Queen for a Day (M-F 2-2:45).. .. .KOA 
tFred & Fae (M-F 4:00-5:00) ... .. . KLZ 

DAYTON 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsnioke (Sat. 10-10:30) . . . WHIO 
Lucy-Desi Show (Mort: 8-9:00).. .... WHIG 
Danny Thomas (Mon. 9-9:30 . . ..... .WHIG 
What’s My Line (Sun. 10:30-11:00).. WHIO 
Have Gun Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10) WHIO 
Climax (Thurs. 8:30-9:30) ..WHIO 
I’ve Got a Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00) . WHIO 
December Bride (Mon. 9:30-10:00).. WHIG 
Loretta YOung (Sun. 10-10:30) .WLW-D 
Lineup (Fri. 10-10:30) .. . WHIG 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

*Sohio Reporter Sports 
Desk (M-F 6:30-6:45) ... .. WHIO 

vFront Page News (M-F 11-11:15):. WHIG. 
tLittle Rascals (M! Th! 6-6:30) ' . ...WHIO 
♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00) WLW-D 
;-50-50 Club (M-F 12rl:30) ... WLW-D 
♦Art Linkletter (M-F 2:30-3:00) . , WHIO 
+Dayton Final, Wea * M-F 11-11:15) WLW-D 
♦NBC News (M-F 6:45-7:00) • WLW-D 
vNews, Wea., Sports < M-F 6:30-6:45) WLW-D 
'Beat the Clock (M-F 2-2:30) ...... .WHIO 

az.a ■ m 
32.0 l 
32:0 8- 
— . 9. 

10. 
—- 11. 

22.7 iz 
21.0 W 
15.8 i X 
15 .3 ; J?- 
14.0 ! 14. 
13.2 i i5; 

53.3 J 
51.0 
48.3 4. 
44.3 5. 
43.8 R 
42.4 „ 
42.0 7‘ 

.40.3 8. 
39.8 9. 
39.5 m 

Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 9:00).... . ,:KLZ .. .. NTA 33.5 52 Academy Theatre , . . KOiA 14.7 
State Trooper (Mon; 8?30) ,. *... KBTV .; . MCA 28.9 41 Studio One ...KLZ 18.9 
Whirlybirds (Mon. 9:00) . /:;.. . . ; KLZ . . . . CBS 28.5 46 Academy Theatre .... .. KOA 18.6 
Harbor Command (Tues. 8:30) . . . ...KLZ .. . . Ziv 27.9 40 Honeymooners ...... .KOA 20.2 
Highway Patrol (Fri. 9:30) ...., ...KOA... . .Ziv 27.5 44 Colt .45 . . ...KBTV" 14.5 
Boots & Saddles (Thurs. 9:30). . ; ; KLZ... ..NBC 25.7 44 Academy Theatre .... ...KOA 13.5 
Frontier Doctor (Thurs. 9:00)... . . . KLZ , . .. HTS 24.9 41 . J Public Defender ... ...KBTV 13.9 

1 Academy Theatre .. .. KOA 13.9 
Sea Hunt (Fri.. 9:00) . ..;., . . KLZ , . ..Ziv 24.9 40 Silent Service .. .:koa 21.2 
Ueath Valley Days (Mon: 9:30)... ...KLZ. . :. U.S. Borax 21.9 39 Academy Theatre . . . KOA 17:2 
Annie Oakley (Fri. 6:00) .,.. .. KBTV.,. , CBS 21.5 43 Court of Last Resort ...KOA 12.9 
Silent Service (Fri. 9:00) ....... ..:koa... . . NBC 21.2 34 Sea Hunt .... ...KLZ 24.9 
Casey Jones (Fri. 7:30) .. ....... ; , . KLZ . ., .... Screen-Gems 20.9 35 Thin Man . . .KOA 20.9 
Deteoy (Sun. 7:30) ... .. . . ... KLZ .. .. Official 20.2 30 Roy Rogers _____ _ ;. . KOA 32.5 
Honeymooners (Tues. 8:30) . . . KOA .. . CBS 20.2 29 Harbor Command ,., ...KLZ 27.9 
Brave Eagle (Thurs. 6:00) ..,.... . . . KBTV .. .... rCBS 19.5 33 Groucho Marx ...... ...KOA 26.5 
Studio 57 (Wed. 9:00) ...KLZ ,. ..MCA 18.9 33 Ozzie & Harriet ..... .. KBTV 22.5 
Reader’s Digest (Sat, 9:30) . . . . . . ...khtv . .. Tele Star 15.5 26 Burns & Allen ...... ., .KLZ 27.3 
Popeye <Mon. 6:00) ... KBTV .. AAP 14.5 21 LUcy-Desi Show ..... .: :klz 33.5 
Guy Lombardo (Sun. 9:00) ..;... !v.KLZ ... ..MCA 14.2 21 Maverick . . .... .. .KBTV 37.9 
Public Defender (Thurs. 9:00) : : . . KBTV, . .,. Interstate 13.9 23 Frontier Doctor . . . ...KLZ 24.9 

Station*: VVHIO, VYLW-D. tV Homes: 149,900. Survey Dates: Feb. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 1958. 

Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal (F. 7:00) 
Whirlybirds (Wed. 7:30) : . . . . . . 
Highway Patrol (Tues. 9:00) . ’ . .1.. 
State Trooper (Tues. 7:00) ..,..., 
Silent Service (Sat:. 7:00) ......... 
Badge 714 (Sat. 10:30) 
Sheriff of Cochise (Tues. 7:30) 
Charlie Chan (Thurs. 7:00) . 
Little Rascals (M, Th! 6:00) 
Captain David Grief (Thurs. 7:00).. 
Harbor Command (Tues. 10:30) . 
Twenty Six Men (Tues. 7:00) .. 
Sea Hunt ( Wed: 10:30) v';:.. v. 
Death Valley Days (Mbit 7:00) .. .: , 
Annie Oakley (Tues. 6:00) .....: 
City Detective (Fri. 6:00) ...:., 
Sky King (Wed: 7:00) ....;!::! 

Little Rascals (Sat. 12 noon):.... 

Guy Lombardo (Wed. 6:60) ,. 

WHIG. . .. . .MCA 34.3 62 Jim Thomas .......... WLW-D 21.0 
WHIO... . CBS 33.3- 51 Disneyland .:'.. WLW-D 32.5 
WHIO. . Ziv 32.5 52 Adventures of McGraw, • WLW-D 30.3 

.WHIO... . MCA 31.5 56 26 Men .WLW-D 25:0 
WHIO... . NBC 29.5 61 Midwest Hayride ...... . WLW-D 19.3 

.WHIO... . NBC 29.3 55 Your Hit Parade ...... . WLW-D 24.3 

.WHLO.. . : .NTA 28.5; 46 Sugar Foot .. WLW-D 33.8 
. WHIO .. TPA 28.3 51 Gapt. David Grief...... , WLW-D 27.3 
. WHIO ;. .. Interstate 27.8 68 Saber of London :...... . WLW-D 16.8 
WLW-D. .Guild 27.3 49 Charlie Chan . WHIO 28.3 

.WLW-D . Ziv 25.3 46 Thin Man ... .. .WHIO 30.3 
WLW-D. . AB C 25.0 44 State TroOper ; WHIO 31.5 
WLW-D ..Ziv 24.3 44 Circle Theatre .......,, .WHIO 31.3 
WLW-D . U.S. Borax 24.0 47 Telephone Time ____ .WHIO 26.8 
WLW-D. . CBS 23.8 50 Professor ....,...... .. .WHIO 24.3 

.WHIO . ..MCA 22.8 50 Price Is Right ....,.... • WLW-D 22.8 
WLW-D . Nabisco 21.3 40 Ozzie & Harriet........ .WHIO 82.5 

. WHIO . . W. Schwimmer 20.8 53 Gold Cup Theatre. . WLW-D 18.3 
WHIO . . Interstate 20.6 71 J True Stoiry . .. . .__ • WLW-D 8.8 

(Detectives Diary ..... . WLW-D 8.3 
WHIO... 

oi 
..MCA .1.7.8 42 Life of Riley .. .....;.... WLW-D 24.3 
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MAKE ME LAUGH 
With Robert Q. Lewis, moderator; 

Sid Gould, Buddy Lester, Henny 
Youngman, Tony Bennett, guest;. 
Ken Roberts, announcer; Penny 
Peterson, hostess 

Producers: Mort Green & George 
Foster, Pat Weaver 

Producer-director: Johnny Stearns 
3ft Mins., Thurs., 10 p.m. 
AMERICAN TOBACCO 
ABC-TV, from New York 

(Lawrence C. Guiribihner) 
“Make Me Laugh” is one of the 

oldest of parlor games, arid in the 
hands of professionals, one of the 
best. . It consists simply of placing 
a contestant before the fireworks 
of rotating comedians and seeing 
how long it takes them to break 
down into laughtear. As applied to 
television (not for the first time,, 
since it's been done before, but 
never as a program format by it¬ 
self), it’s a surefire device. 

In its ABC-TV bow, under the 
joint production aegis of Mort 
Green & George Foster and ex- 
NBC prexy Pat Weaver, “Laugh” 
emerged as a fastmovirig, always 
funny and sometimes hilarious for¬ 
mat. But it faces that same old 
ABC problem, getting a rating in 
a late-night position against the! 
well-entrenched CBS and NBC 
competition, in this Case primarily. 
“Playhouse 90.” It's by no means: 
certain that “Laugh” can break 
through as a winner in its Thurs¬ 
day slot; suffice it to say with a 
better, time slot it couldn’t miss. 

. Guest comics on the Opener were 
Sid Gould, Buddy Lester and Hen¬ 
ny Youngman, three fast men with 
an ad lib and experts at their busi¬ 
ness. They, made short shrift of 
their contestants, and just about 
murdered guest contestant Tony 
Bennett, with Gould inflicting the 
damage by asking him if he ever 
sang with : “Joe Smeck’s band’’ 
Similarly, Gould deflated Jpdie 
McCrea, young soldier son of actor 
Joel McCrea, with the ancient gag 
about army cooks. 

Robert Q. Lewis, in the emcee’s 
chair in his first regular tv stint 
in some time,, started out a little 
rustily but by the. midway point 
was his old smooth and poised self, 
handling the guests comfortably 
and running things in a relaxed but 
firai manner. His spiels for Ameri¬ 
can Tobacco’s Tareyton brand were 
effective. Chan. 
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LEONARD SILLMAN SHOW 
With Robert Clary, Paul Lynde, 

Jim Hurst, Mildred Cook 
Producer: Sillman 
Director: H. Wesley Kenney 
30 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m. 
WABD, New York 

Jack Grogan, program chieftain 
of WABD, is a man out to prove 
that live local nighttime program¬ 
ming is feasible in New York. It’s 
a hard row to hoe, but he and his 
compatriots, such as Milton Rob¬ 
ertson, his executive producer, 
have shown they have the ingenu¬ 
ity to Work on a shoestring and, as 
often as not! come up with pretty 
appealing fare. The Art Ford 
“Greenwich Village-Party” on. Fri¬ 
days proved to be a good variety 
show, as good as some network 
shows. But the latest, “Leonard 
Sillman Show,” suggested the 
shoestring was a little frayed. 

Sillman, a veteran Broadway 
producer, (with six “New Faces” 
revues under his belt since 1934), 
was his own. host, and he fronted 
a series of old and potential “New 
Faces” at virtually no cost to him¬ 
self or the tv station. It was an 
erratic session. Robert Clary, an 
old “New Face,” sat around and 
chatted, being pleasant but doing 
nothing in particular. Other faces 
from previous Sillman legit re¬ 
views were comedians Mildred 

. Cook and Paul Lynde. Her mugg¬ 
ing was by no means.as, effective as 
Lynde’s, particularly since his rou¬ 
tining was fresh and hers kind of 
familiar and stale. . 

Sillman introduced a fellah 
named Jim Hurst, a handsome, tall 
singer, with a fair legit voice. While 
Hurst's tones may sometimes have 
seemed sharp, he adequately com¬ 
pensated by means of terrific the¬ 
atrical knowhow. 

Mostly, what made the half-hour 
initiator erratic was Sillman him¬ 
self. Only part of it can be passed 
over as “first night .stage; fright:” 
The producer, over and above that, 
gave the impression of being 
“pushy,” and on the whole no spe¬ 
cial asset to the presentation. He 
was trying hard to effect a nice, 
easy rehearsal hall technique for 
the whole show, what with a bare 
stage as backdrop, only a piano 
accompaniment (handled nicely by 
Arthur Siegel), and interruptions. 
One interruption, when he stopped 
Hurst to remove his stool and have 
him instead stand up “and sing 
out,” was perfectly unnecessary. 
Spontaneity became willful. Art. 

Omnibus 
Video’s potential as a major edu¬ 

cational force was vividly demon¬ 
strated on the “Omnibus” stanza 
last Sunday afternoon (23) when 
grand opera was subjected to a 
brilliant pedagogic analysis. Of 
course, this educational stanza had 
the benefit of Leonard Bernstein’s 
teaching talents, the; Metropolitan 
Opera House as a setting arid a full 
roster of players, singers and props, 
to illustrate the commentary. It 
was a dream classroom which only 
television could bring right into 
the home. . 

Bernstein, already a veteran at 
popularizing complex musical 
ideas, was in brilliant form in this 
opus. Proceeding from the thesis 
that grand oDere is the most direct 
and powerful. form of theatre, 
Bernstein established , the point 
with another one of his dazzling 
displays as virtuoso lecturer; mae¬ 
stro, pianist and, in this instance, 
a singer of sorts as well. Once 
again, Bernstein was riot only in¬ 
structive, he was inspiring in his 
defense of the opera. 

Bernstein plunge d. into. the cen¬ 
ter of the matter at the very outset 
with a Wagnerian lover’s duet, and 
then, presented bits : from other 
operas to establish the terrain. If 
the opening Wagnerian selection 
appeared to opitomize the so-called 
“artificial” quality of operatic pro¬ 
ductions, the concluding Wagner¬ 
ian aria from “Tristan and Isolde” 
hit home, under Bernstein’s tute¬ 
lage, with tremendous force. The 
reaction to the opening and closing 
sequence was a measure of the 
viewer’s progress. 

The Central portion of the show 
revolved around, the analysis of the 
third act of Puccini’s “La Bo- 
heme,” in v/hich Bernstein at¬ 
tempted to show how opera can 
magnify, emotion through the use 
of music. The alternation of 
straight dramatic readings of the 
libretto in English with the singing 
in Italian was a click device to 
show opera, off to the best advan¬ 
tage. In a lesser way, Bernstem 
made the same contrast with Iago’s 
soliloquy from Shakespeare’s 
“Othello” and an aria from Verdi’s 
"Otello.” 

The Metopera setting, the su¬ 
perb singers and orchestra, and 
the various actors used in the dm- 
matic sequences were superb. But 
fundamentally, it was another one- 
man show by Bernstein, . whose 
“Omnibus” stanzas have been the 
highlights of this arid previous 
video, seasons. Herm. 

The Twentieth Century 
Some of the best documentary 

footage in many a moon made 
“Class of ’58,” an hourlong .edition 
of “The Twentieth Century,” a 
standout example of public affairs 
programming and reporting. In 
treating of the problems surfourid- 
ing the “bright” highschool stu¬ 
dents,, the Upper third of the high¬ 
school graduating class, producer 
Stephen Fleischman arid director 
Henwar Rodakiewicz turned the 
spotlight on the other side of the 
teenage, coin and did so in fasci¬ 
nating style. 

What with all the headlines and 
talk about. juvenile delinquency, 
rock ’n' rollers and the rest'of the 
esotera of adolescerise,. it was re- 
freshing to see a group of teen- 
agers-^-far more representative of 
the average than the troublemak¬ 
ers that capture the headlines— 
working at learning, showing con¬ 
cern about their future, and acting 
no differently than generations 
that have preceded them. Fleisch- 
man’s cameras concentrated , on one 
principal, problem—the inability of 
many qualified students to go on 
to college, and pinpointed this to a 
fine edge. But in doing so, they, 
covered a variety of other educa¬ 
tional problems—as well as several 
plusses. 

A look into , an English class with 
a good teacher was a revelation; 
watching her provoke the students 
into a thoughtful discussion of 
conformity that;., crackled with 
crossfire was an exciting and grati¬ 
fying experience. A sitin on a 
teachers’ bull.session on. salaries 
and extra jobs spotlighted their 
problems far. better than any panel 
discussion could. Camera coverage 
of one of a regular series of guided 
senior sessions on their future as 
regards college was .a Confirmation 
that the. teenagers, whatever else, 
are thoughtful and serious about 
themselves and their roles in 
society. 

By moving the cameras into the 
classrooms arid conferences, into 
the local icecream den and a stu¬ 
dent’s home, into the auditorium 
and the principal’s office arid the 
football field, Fleischman & Co. 
gave vivid expression to matters 

that could and would have re- 
inained dry statistics in any other 
form. Even where some of the talk, 
as it must have, had the look of 
being staged, it was highly effec¬ 
tive. And there were times when 
the students and teachers forgot 
all about the presence of cameras 
and; unwound, into their own real 
personalities. ...... 

Fleischman, Rodakiewicz arid 
writer-associate producer Elliott 
Baker , rate kudos not only for a 
fine job in covering their subject, 
but for showing the way toward 
effective use. of a documentary 
technique that, could give tele¬ 
vision its. own unique style of re¬ 
porting in-depth and with impact. 

. Chan. 

Playhouse 90 
Life in a Hollywood talent agen¬ 

cy, is a 24-hour plush-lined bearpit 
peopled with master, schemers who 
would make Machiavelli look like 
a Greeripoirit alderman judging by 
the unscrupulous goings-on in “The 
Right Hand Mari,” adapted “es¬ 
pecially” for “Playhouse 90” by 
Dick Berg from a story by Garson 
Kanin arid aired over CBS-TV (20): 

Crowded with cads, it relates the 
yarn of the boss man of a leading 
Hollywood flesh peddling organiza¬ 
tion, played by Dana Andrews, who 
devotes his days and nights to 
keeping clients happy but who in 
the. dizzy pursuit, of his endeavors 
rieglects his lovely, lonely wife, 
portrayed by Anne Baxter. To help 
him with vital office routine arid 
keep his Wife company while he is 
shuttling between London, N. Y., 
and the Coast, lie calls upon the 
crafty assistance of “The Right 
Hand Man/’ portrayed by Leslie 
Nielsen! Stuart Erwin plays a. tal¬ 
ent agent on the staff who is iri the 
midst of ankling with batch of 
agency’s talent to a rival outfit. 
Climax is a real snapper and worth 
waiting to catch. 

Miss Baxter does an appealing 
job as neglected wife in posh sur¬ 
roundings. Andrews and Nielsen, 
the agency boys, wear their clothes 
well and drink whisky; With, the 
proper stance.. : . , 

Sets for “The Right Hand Man” 
were handsome. In faci everything 
about production was contempo¬ 
rary and fashionable; including the 
Roualt painting. Dialog was fre¬ 
quently New YorkeriSh and there 
were references to making some¬ 
one a veepee so that means a $100 
a week more for expenses” and 
there are “telephones in all rooms 
including all six johns.” This was 
also opportunity to spread current 
joke about moviegoer Who called 
manager of local house to ask when 
next feature was going on. “What 
time can you make it?”, the exhib¬ 
itor retorted. 

One of the sponsors of “Playhouse 
90” is Delsey which tears evenly 
and comes in. many convenient col¬ 
ors. Cracks about johns and plugs 
on toilet tissue, all on one program. 
Glory hallelujah! Ran*. 

Shirley Temple's Storybook 
The story of “Dick Whittington 

and .His Cat”, came up for film 
workover on “Shirley Temple’s 
Storybook” on NBC-TV last Sun¬ 
day (23). It was a drawn out af¬ 
fair that, at times, bordered on pa¬ 
rody and could only have had 
meaning for those youngsters who 
believe in handsome boys who can 
.talk to cats. 

The script as developed by 
Frank Gabrielson . almost had a 
tongue-in-cheek quality especially 
as played by Martyn Green, Sebas¬ 
tian Cabot and Fritz Feld. In 
their hands the Dick Whittington 
saga seemed as though it was com¬ 
ing. out of “Sid Caesar’s Story¬ 
book” instead. of! Shirley Temple’s. 

However, the basic story of the 
poor orphan boy who comes to 
London town, makes his fortune 
and. wins the boss’ daughter was 
probably simple enough to enchant 
some _ pre-teeriers. This bit was 
helped by; some fine fnake-believ- 
ing by Jack Dimond as Dick and 
Judi Meredith as the girl. . ’ 

. Songsmiths Jerry Livingston 
and Mack David supplied a couple 
of pleasant songs to help move 
things along and Miss Temple nar¬ 
rated in a quiet and believable 
nianner. : Gros. 

Shower Of Stars 
\ While there Were some fUnsome 
and entertaining: inoments, a show¬ 
er of stars’ blgwn lines marred last 
Thursday night’s “Shower of 
Stars,” giving it a wholly unprofes¬ 
sional appearance at times. On the 
whole, the hour Was a spasmodic 
one With sandpaper edges. 

What should have been the high¬ 
light, a satire on “Little Red Rid¬ 
ing Hood,” began on a hilarious 
note with Zsa Zsa Gabor; as the 
Hood’s mom, waving goodbye to a 
chorus inarching away to the tune 
of the marching sorig from “Bridge 
Ori the River Kwai.” Miss Gabor 
played a sexpot with the custom¬ 
ary aplomb, and Patty McCormack 
(the. Hood) and Van Johnson were 
also good in the skit. But the 
Whole bit fell apart* when Jack 
Benny (as the wolf) and Hermione 
Gingold (grandma) began blowing 
their lines to give it all: an. amateur 
night look. Goofed Gingold at orie 
point; to Benny: “You’re not my 
grandmother,” which- prompted 
both her arid Benny to collapse 
with laughter. If it were the only 
miscue, it would have been furiny, 
but it wasn’t. 

Moppet McCormack and John-; 
son were very good with a duet 
and soft shoe routine; Miss Gin¬ 
gold arid ZZ engaged in some fair-r 
ly amusing repartee; a long skit 
showcasing Miss McCormack as a 
“bad seed” was too silly; Gogi Grant 
socked over a pair of tunes, “Can’t 
Give You Anything But Love’’ and 
“Toujours.” Miss Gabor was, as 
usual, an eyeful—and she knew her 
lines, too. Johnson inadvertently 
summed it up when he said at one 
point: “I wouldn’t have to do this 
if they made more movies.” . 

Benny’s monolog was just so-so, 
and he. seemed to be having a lot 
of trouble with his lines. Material 

by Hugh Wedlock, Howard Snyder, 
Sam Perrin, George Balzer, AL Gor¬ 
don and Hal % Goldman was prob¬ 
ably better than it appeared on 
screen, what with . the rash of 
.blown lines. 

Producer-director was Ralph Nel¬ 
son,. whose, double chores were 
riot distinguished. Lyri Murray’s 
musical direction was good, arid an¬ 
other asset , was art direction of 
Robert T. Lee. Chrysler spon¬ 
sored. Kauf. 

The Great Challenge 
Seven savvy economists, most of 

them up to their graphs in monetary 
lingo, tried to explain the contro¬ 
versial aspects of current economic 
thinking from liberal to conserva¬ 
tive in “The Great Challenge” 
series over CBS-TV (23). Specific 
topic was “How Strong Is Our 
Economy?” arid program came 
from Caspary Auditorium of Rocke¬ 
feller Institute with ..Howard K. 
Smith in role of moderator. 

Five economists sat at speakers’ 
table on stage and two challengers 
threw questions from the floor. 
Economists were Barbara Ward 
(Lady Robert Jackson), British au¬ 
thor and former foreign affairs 
editor of London Economist; Dr: 
Milton Friedman, prof of econom¬ 
ics, U. of Chicago; John Kenneth 
Galbraith, prof of economics. Har¬ 
vard U; Dr. Neil H. Jacoby, dean 
of Graduate. School of Business 
Administration,, UCLA; and Leon 
H. Keyserling, consulting econo¬ 
mist. Challerigers: were Leo Cherne, 
executive director, Research Insti- 
tut of America, and Robert L. Heil- 
broner, economic historian. 

Challengers were particularly in¬ 
vigorating; notably Cheme, and lib¬ 
eral side of economists, particularly 
Galbraith and Keyserling; drew 
Warm hand from audience for their 
appraisal of current situash. Miss 
Ward was effective urging stronger 
democracies to become part of 
human community, and to help less 
privileged countries. Currently re¬ 
siding in Ghana, she spoke .with 
expertness on plight of underde¬ 
veloped communities. 
. Stressed ov»r and over again was 
Russia’s ; economic threat to U.S. 
Recurring question was how can 
We end recession and meet Soviet 
challenge and how can this country 
keep its eye on both targets. Con¬ 
sensus was that Russia was giv¬ 
ing us a tough time, production- 
wise, arid, that this country was riot 
putting forth its best efforts to 
cope with current economic bleak¬ 
ness. Some economists insisted we. 
were tardy, late, shortsighted in 
our relations with Russia but that 
Karl Marx was undeniably wrong. 
Keyserling; for one, maintained 
that Russia was Indeed Catching, up 
with us, that they were doing their 
best while we were not doing our 
best. Furthermore, we have a de¬ 
featist program, not a recovery pro¬ 
gram and that We need leadership 
in current recession. 

“The Great Challenge” is a vital 
hour-long program with much il¬ 
lumination. on; pressing matters. 
Smith is able moderator who knits 
show effectively. Bans. . 

LITTLE MOON OF ALBAN 
(Hallmark Hall of Fame) 
With Julie Harris, Christopher 

Plummer, Barry Jones, Frank 
Conroy, George Peppard, Nora 

. O’Mahony, Elspeth March, Toin 
Clancy, Pauline Flanagan, Mil¬ 
dred Trares, Helena Carroll, 
others 

Producer-Director; George Schae¬ 
fer . 

Executive Producer: Mildred Freed 
Alberg 

Writer: James Costigan 
90 Mins., Mon. (24) 9:30 p.m. . 
HALLMARK 
NBC-TV, from New York (color) 

(FC & B) 
An original 90-minute teleplay 

by James Costigan, “Little Moon of 
Alban,” was presented Monday 
night on NBC-TV’s “Hallmark Hall 
of the Fame,” starring Julie Harris 
and Christopher Plummer. It was 
one of the tv season’s more distinc¬ 
tive dramas. 

Costigan’s play, set in Dublin in 
the time of the Irish Rebellion of 
1916-21, dealt with orie of the 
Daughters of Charity nursing an 
English lieutenant. It portrayed 
her struggle to regain her faith and 
instill in the atheistic Englishman 
a will to live and a belief in God., 

In this iritense drama, Costigan 
captured the deep and complete 
faith. Of the Irish in their religion 
and their fervid and unrestrained 
nationalism without resorting to. 
the ominous and inevitable tragedy 
of the great Irish playwrights of 
the earlier part of the century. 
Instead of an overwhelming deluge 
of emotions Costigan wrote a play 

i that was symbolic of greater hope 
and belief. As a writer, he has a 
beautiful sympathy for words, and 
a sensitivity to their niceness and 
rhythm that at times makes the 
dialog sing like poetry. 

In spite of the fact that Cosli- 
gan’s play treated with a religious 
philosophy or faith, the story was 
warm and beautiful and sustained 
its dramatic intensity throughout. 
No small credit for this belongs to v 
producer-director George Schaefer, 
who translated the mood and the 
meaning fluidly and with complete 
control of the cameras, the actors, 
the lighting and the sets. 

: But it remained for Julie Harris 
in the leading role to provide the 
incandescent spark. The strange 
quality of her voice and the youth¬ 
ful and innocent demeanor of heir 
manner added a glow to the drama¬ 
tic quality of her performance. 
The rasping tinkle -»f her vibrant 
voice and the intensity of her emo¬ 
tions eloquently mingled with the 
story of Brigid Mary in her search 
for real meaning to her belief and 
purpose in life. 

Her own rebellion against 
Church and God in the climactic 
first-act scene after her Irish hus¬ 
band-to-be is shot down by enemy 
bullets achieved a moment of trag¬ 
edy not often seen on the tv 
screens. 

Miss Harris was given ample and 
rewarding support, notably by 
Christopher Plummer as the 
wounded Englishman. . His arro¬ 
gance and cockiness were beautiful¬ 
ly humbled by the fear of death 
and he translated these emotions 
eloquehtly yet simply, Barry Jones, 

j as a doctor arid Frank Conroy as a 
; priest also stood out amongan. ex¬ 
cellent cast. 

Paraphrasing the sponsor, to 
watch “Hallmark Hall of the Fame” 
Monday night was to watch the 
very best. Rose. 

. . High Adventure 
.The narrative accompanying 
Lowell Thomas’ series always has 
been, the weakest part of the “arm 
chair adventurie” travels to remote, 
parts of the world. . 

At his last outing* Monday (24) 
evening on CBS-TV; he made the 
mistake of putting too much ac¬ 
cent on the script rather than ori 

(Continued on page. 52) 

PROFILE bay area 
With Roger. Boas 
Producer: Hale Champion 
Director: Richard Moore 
30 Mins.; Mon., 9:30 p.m. 
KQED, Sari Francisco. 

Smart preparation by producer 
Hale Champion and the smooth, 
penetrating questioning of moder¬ 
ator Roger Boas make this weekly 
half-hour on the Frisco Bay Area’s 
educational channel; an. absorbing 
show. 

Topic last Monday (17) was that 
current bete no;r of the Space 
Age, high school education.. But 
Champion and Boas approached it 
frorna different angle—the angle 

' of the youngsters themselves—and 
what could have been particularly 

: dull material took on a lively glow. 
On .panel with Boas were three 

high school seniors,, whom Boas 
quickly pointed out were bright 
students. 

i Moderator skillfully moved from 
teenager to teenager probing for 
their opinions about the teaching 

‘ they’re getting. Questions were not 
superficial. — Boas obviously in¬ 
tended. to peel off the veneer 

; which afflicts so many panelists 
i and succeeded, thanks in part- to 
thorough warmup interviews con¬ 

ducted by • Champion. 
Dick Moore’s direction was as 

lively as the limitations of a panel 
[show allow, and Robert Nissen’s 
• camera work was (excellent. 
■ Bo as - C ha m pi on teamwork 
i should make show a strong pos- 
' sibility for a commercial channel, 
i: . Stef. 
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The attraction 

VARIETY: . . One of the zaniest and 

funniest radio shows heard in a long 
time.” LOS ANGELES TIMES: *\ /. One 

of the brightest half-hours in Sunday 
listening.” .v. Y. MIRROR: “There’s a 

brand new smash hit in radio... The 

name of the show is ‘Sez Who!’ and 
the gimmick is the resurrection of 

famous voices and sounds from the 

past for the purpose of befuddling a 
panel of wits... judged by the critics 

as the best radio quiz show of 1957.” 

PITTSBURGH PQSTvGAZETTE: “Some¬ 

how or other the panel managed to 
get more than they missed. Consider¬ 

ing all the banter.. .this wasn’t bad. 
It was, in fact, quite remarkable. So 
“was the enter tainment level achieved.” 

Here are two programs at opposite poles. A weekly 

comedy quiz. A headline-making special broadcast on 

international affairs. Yet they have a vital ingredient 

in common. / Both require attention. They are meant 

to! The entire CBS Radio Network program schedule 

is designed that way—drama, comedy, personality 

shows, news in depth. You listen to these programs, 

or you don’t tune in. j And, as reviews attest, there's 

an excitement about them, an unmistakable sense 

of things happening. It occurs, uniquely, in one place 

The CBS Ba< 
Where you reach 50 p* 

in the average c<r 
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of opposites... 

in all radio today: CBS Radio. / This excitement and 

importance—this requiring of attention—has a real 

value for advertisers. It spells the difference between 

just “being in radio” and selling. And today, when 

your advertising dollar must work harder to make 

sales, that’s a most meaningful value. / So it’s not 

surprising that in 1957, of the 50 advertisers who use 

national advertising most, and know it best, more 

bought the CBS Radio Network and more bought 

CBS Radio exclusively than any other radio network. 

N. Y. TIMES (JACK GOULD): “Radio was 

the platform last night for an im¬ 
mensely civilized and fruitful discus¬ 
sion.of international affairs, a trans- 
Atlantic conversation among the 
leaders of the loyal opposition in the 
United States, Great Britain and 
France... Adlai Stevenson. .. Hugh 
Gaitskell... and Pierre Mendes-France 
... on the Columbia Broadcasting 
System’s program called ‘Radio Beat* 
,. . In all respects the program was 
most remarkable and heartening .. . 
It was as if an international confer¬ 
ence were humanized and brought to 
the perspective necessary for easy and 
relaxed comprehension in the living 
room . . . CBS News once again has 
acquitted itself most handsomely.” 

lio Network 
r cent more listeners 
nmerdal minute' 
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BALTIMORE 
i Continued from page 3S • 

Stations: W'BAL, V/JZ, VV^AR. TV Homes: 41.9,900. Survey Dates: Feb; 1-8, 1958. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME ST A. 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 1Q-10:30» . 
Playhouse 90 'Thurs. 9:30-11:00). ) 
Danny Thomas 'Mon: 9-9:30) \ 
Lucy-Desi Show (Mori. 8-9:00 * ' 
Alfred Hitchcock iSun. 9:30-10:00), 
Trackdown i Fri. 8-8:30» 
Wyatt Earp .‘Tues. 8:30-9:00) 
Sugarfoot • Tues. 7:30-8:30) V. 
Climax Thurs. 8:30-9:30> 
G.E. Theatre (Sum .9:30-10:00) ’ : 
Perry Como 'Sat, 8-9:00 
Zane Grey Theatre fFri. 8:30-9:00) 

. .WMAR- 

. .WMAR 
; .WMAR 
..WMAR 
..WMAR 
..WMAR 
.WJZ 
.; WJZ 
,. WMAR. 
..WMAR 
.. W'BAL 
. WMAR 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME STA. 

4Popeye *M-F 4:45-5:00) .. . WJZ 
>Buddy Deane (M-F 2:30-4:4,15) .. WJZ 
•Mickey Mouse Club fM-F 5:30-6:00) WJZ 

Dateline. Misc. <M-F 7:15-7:30) .. WMAR 
TEarlv Show »M-F 6-7:30) .:. WMAR 
•CBS News (M-F 7:15-7:30) ..WMAR 

10:30 News, Misc. (M-F I0:30-10:45» WJZ- 
^7:00 Final, Weather (M-F 7-7:15) . ' WMAR 
•Amos ’n’ Andy fM-F 8-6:30) .. WMAR 
tLate Show JM-F 10:45-S.O.) . . WJZ 

SEATTLE 

RTG. RK. PROGRAMED AY—TIME 

42,8; 1. Brave Eagle: Sat. 6 30 ! : . 

• 2. Popeye *M-F 4:45/ 

393 i ;3* Highway Patrol Sat T OO 
• 33*8 j ,4. Popeye •Sat.; Sun: 530! 

38:8 • 5. Waterfront Mon. 6.30 
38.3 6. City Detective Wed, 6:30 

3^ 0 8* Man Behind the Badge Fri 6 3f 
33.3 7. Ptiblic Defender: Thurs 6 30 
33.3 8. Amos ’n’ Andy < M-F 6:00 
33.3 9, Sheriff of Cochise Sat 

10. Casey Jones :Mnn. 7 30 
RTG. Championship Bowling Sun 

' ---■ 1L Sky Kins' 'Sat, T1:3d 
|®1 12. If Yon Had a Million Sun : 7 02 
25 i 13. Sea Hunt <Wed: 10:30. 

av- 
RTG.11- 

— 1L 
28.6 22 
27.8 
25.1 13- 
:24.2 
22.0 14. 
21.4 15. 
21.4 
21.1 J®' 
20.4 17- 
19.5 i 18. 

Frontier (Sat. 7:00 V 

Martin Kane ‘Sun. 10 30 
Kit Carson -Sat., Sun. 5:09 ..., 
Laurel & Hardy ‘Sum 1000 
Studio 63 (Wed. 10:00'. • ' 

NDICATED SHOWS AV. AV. TOP COMPETITION AV. 
STA.::) DISTRB. RTG. SH. PROGRAM STA. RTG. 

: WMAR ... CBS 28.8 56 Early Show.;.,....... ..WJZ 17.3 

WJZ . AAP 28.6 71 Edge of Night......... ..WMAR 7.4 
WMAR Ziv 23.8 41 Early Show...:.. .. WJZ 17.8 

WJZ . AAP 235 51 To Promote Good Will; .. WBAL 14.3 

WMAR . . MCA 22.8 45 Early Show........... ...WJZ 24.3 

.. ; WMAR . . MCA 21,8 43 Early Show:.. . . ...... .. WJZ 18.8 

WMAR MCA 21.8 42 Early Show)..... ..WJZ 25.0 

... WMAR Interstate 21.3 41 Early Show. ..WJZ 19.3 

, WMAR CBS 20.4 42 Early Show ........... ; .wjz 20.6 

. . WB.AL NT A.. 20.8 33 Holiday in Paris....... .•. WMAR 24.8 

: wjz Screen Gems, 19.3 31 Robin Hood ... ...... . . WMAR 32;8 

■ -WMAR Scbwimmer 17.8 55 Academy Theatre. . .WBAL 7.8 

• w/</:ar . .. Nabisco 17.8 53 Action Triple Feature:. WJZ 8.8 

• WMAR . MCA 17,3 27 Shirley Temple,...... .WBAL 310 

WBAL Ziv 16.8 31 f 10:30 News. 
(Late Show,.:... 

.. WJZ 
;.wjz 

24.0 
22.0 

•.. WB AL . . NBC 16.3 28 Highi.ay Patrol..,..... ,. WMAR 23.8 

. .' WBAL . . . Ziv 16,0 28 What’s My Line........ , . WMAR 28.8 

. . WJZ .MCA 15.8 38 Wide Wide World....... ,. WBAL 20.0 
WBAL . . . Governor 15.7 53 Wild Bill Hickok. . . . . . . WMAR 17.3 

. . WJZ : MCA . 14.8 25 This Is Your Life ... WBAL 29.3 

Stations: KING, KOMO. TV Homes: 233,800. Survey: Dates; Feb. 1-8, 1953. 

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Wyatt Earp (Tues. 9:30-9:00) . 
Sugarfoot ! Tues, 7:30-8:30) 
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30) . .: 
Bob Hope (Thurs. 8:30-9:30).. 
Groucho Marx (Thurs. 8-8:30) 
People Are Funny (Sat. 7:30-8: 
Perry Como (Sat. 8-9:00) 
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9-9:30) 
Ozzie & Harriet (Wed. 9:30-10: 
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00) 
Rin Tin Tin (Fri, 7:30-8:00) 

...... KING 

. . . . .. KING 

...., . KING 

......KOMO 
. ,...KOMO 
00),. ..KOMO 

.KOMO 

.... KTNT 
00). . KING 

. V. . . KING 
...KING 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

1„ tEarly Edition (M-F 6:30-7:00) .KING 
2. •Mickey Mouse Club (M-F 5:30-6:00). KING 
3/ tWorld Today (M-F 10:30-10:45) ... . KING ; 
4. f Our Miss Brooks (M-Th. 6-6:30) . ;. KOMO 
5. * American Bandstand (M-F 4-5:00). .KING 
6. tstan Boreson (M-F 3.30-4:00) ...KING 
3. iCartoon Festival (M-F 8-8:30 a m.) . . KING 
8. *NBC News iM-F 6:45-7:00) . KOMO 
9. TW'unda Wunda (M-F-8:30-9:00 a m.) KING 

10. ^Shell News (M-F 6130-6:45) .: KOMO 

NEW ORLEANS 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

1. Bob Hope (Thurs. 7:30-8:30)........ WI 

2. Perry Como t Sat. 7-8:00/ ........:, WI 

3. Gunsmoke *Sat. 9-9:30) .: .. ./WI 
4. Ernie Ford (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).,..... WI 

5. Groucho Marx (Thurs. 7:7:30) WI 
6. Kraft TV Theatre (Wed. 8-9:00)...... WI 

7. Life of Riley »Fri. 7:30-8:00) . WI 

8. Thin Mari'FrL 8:30-9:00 > .. WI 
3. Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:3.0) . ... . WI 

10. . Father Knows Best.iWed. 7:30-8.00' . , WI 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

L '♦NBC News (M-F 6:15-6:30) WDSt 
2. ‘-Esso, World-Sports i.V f 6-6:15) ... WDSU 
3. v Little Rascals fM-F 5:30-0:Q$: WDSU 
4. yWea, Esso Reporter (M-F 5:45-6:00) WDSU 
5. vMy Little Margie (M-F 4:30-5:00) WDSU 
6. *Price Is Right (M-F 10-10:30 a.m.) WDSU 
7. *Truth, Consequences 'M-F 10:30-11); WDSU 
8. • Queen for a Day (M-F 3-3:45).,.WDSU 
9. tpopeye Pals. (MrF 5:30-6:00) , . ... WWL 

10. •Comedy Time (M-F 4-4:30> . . . : WDSU 

COLUMBUS 
TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS 

Gunsmoke (Sat. 10-10:30) 
Lucy-Desi Show (Mom 8-9:0! 
Danny Thomas /Mori. 9-9:30) 
Perry Como'Sat. 8-9:00> 
G.E. Theatre (Sun. 9-9:30* . 

Gray Ghost *S.un. 6:60). . KING .. . .CBS 28.3 60 Meet the Press. ”.,.. ....KING 10.8 
Sheriff of Cochise >Sat. 7:00 = . KING .. . . NTA 27.8 46 Perry Mason .. ..... ...KTNT 19.3 

I Search for Adventure * Mon, 7:06* . KING . - : Bagnall 26.8 37 Lucy-Desi Show.... i ..;. KTNT 24.8 
Honeymooriers ‘Sun. 6:30» .. KING..: .. CBS 26.3 44 Shirley Temple ,..... . . . KOMO 27.3 

Whfrlybirds (Thurs. 7:00) KING .. . CBS 25.8 38 Highway Patrol. .... KOMO 24.8 
Annie Oakley <Thurs: 6:00*. ........ . KING .. ..CBS 24.8 47 Our MiSs Brooks.... ....KOMO 18.3 
Highway Patrol tThUrs: 7:00* ...... KOMO . .. Ziv 24.8 37 Whirlybirds ... KING 25.8 

Studio 57 ♦Fri. 7:00) . : .. .king: . . . MCA 24.8 38. Boxing . ......... .; . . KOMO 25.3 
Silent Service *Mori. 7:30) ........ .KING... .NBC 23.8 32 Price. Is Right..:.... ....KOMO 26.3 
Frontier. (Sun. 9:30) . KTNT . . . NBC 23.5 35 Roy Rogers:,.....,. ..:.KOMO 23,3 
Last of the Mohicans <Mon. 6:00* ... . KING.. . . ; TPA : . 23.3 44 Our Miss Brooks.... ....KOMO 19.5 
Sky King (Tues: 6:00) ..... .KING.. : .. Nabisco 21.8 41 Our Miss Brpoks -KOMO 19.8 
Kit Carson (Wed: 6:00) KING.. ..MCA 20.3 40 Our Mi§s Brooks.... _KOMO 2Q.3 
Our Miss’ Brooks (M-Th. ’6:00) . . . KOMO . , .CBS 19.4 37 Annie Oakley.:..... ....KING 24.8 
Captain David Grief (Sun. 9:30). . KING .. . /Guild 18.8 28 Frontier:.. . ....KTNT 23.5 
Cowboy G Men (Sat. 5:001 •/. _ king:.. .. Flamingo 18.3 . 53 Cartoon Carnival ... /.. . KTNT 7.3 
Twenty Six Men iMbri. 7:00)...... .KOMO., ..ABC 18.3 26 Lucy-Desi Show ..... .... KTNT 24.8 
Little Rascals (M-F 3:30) ......... .king:,-; .. Interstate 17.4 57 S Dotto . .. .\ V..... ....KTNT 5.9 

1 Captairi Puget:.. . . . .KOMO 6.5 
City Detective (Tues. 10:00)...... . ktnt’. . . .MCA 16 8 29 ( West Point ...... ... KING 19)8 

1 Californians ........ .:..KOMO 19.8 
[Walter Winchell. .. ...KING 26.3 

Championship Bowling (Fri. 10:00). KOMO .. . Schwimmer 14.1 27 |World Today...... ....KING 21.0 
1. King Theatre . ... ...KING 19.5 

Stations: WDSU, WJMR, WWL. TV Homes: 213,900. Survey Dates: Feb. 1-8, 1958. 

Sky King: (Sat. 11:00 a^m.). . .. 
Crusader (Tries. 9:30)...... 

Honeymboners; (Wed: . 9:30).... 
Death; Valley Days (Sat. 10:00). . 
Highway Patrol.)Fri, 10:00) ..... 
State Trooper (Tues. 10:15);.... 

Boots and Saddles (Fri. 7:00).,., 
Men of Annapolis (Thurs, 9:30). 
Our Miss Brooks (Sun,.9:30)...; 
Charlie Chan (Sat. 9:30),... .... 

Whirlybirds. (Mon.. 19:00).:. .. 
Twenty Six Men (Fri. 10:30).... 

Looney Tunes (Sat. 9:00 a.ifl.).. 
(Gray Ghost (Thurs.. 10:06),;_ 
Tracer (Sun. 10:06). . ..:: 
Dr. Christian (Wed.- 10:06)..... 
Frontier Doctor (Tries. . 9:30). . .. 
Mr. arid Mrs. Nbrih (Sat. 3:36).. 
Studio 57 (Mon. 16:36)... .V..'... 

. Nabisco 

.MCA. 
CBS 

. U.S. Borax 

. Ziv 

:mca 

; Guild 
. CBS 
. Minot 
.;Ziv 
. HTS 

.Schubert 

.MCA 

Little Rascals (M-F 5:60) . 

75 Jimmy Dean.. (......... WWL 
47 Frontier Dr.:.......... WWL 

45 Circle Theatre.... . . . . .. WWL 
56 Playbill Bill.:. ; .« .. .WWU 

49 Star Showcase.......... .WWL 
56 S Election Returns... ;.. WWL 

(News, Sports Wea, Elec- WWL 
42 Court of Last Resort,... .WDSU 
46 Playhouse 90.. v. .. (... WWL 
46 What’s My Line .,...:.,. WWL 

42 Your Hit Parade.......: WDSU 
56 Waterfront■ .V.;..: WWL 
56 S News, Sports... . ..,.. ..WWL 

l Weather, Theatre .4..... WWL 
69 Captain Kangaroa....;.. WWL 

49 Decoy ...... .WDSU 
48 Star Performance...... .WWL 
48 Official Detective.;..;,. . WWL . 
36 Crusader , .•....v... WDSU 

49 Irivitation-Educ. ......... . WWL 
52 f News, Sports.....:.... WWL 

1Weather, Theatre 4..... WWL . 
51 f 4 Most Feature,...... . WWL 

I ( Popeye Pals .......... W1VL 

Stations: WBNS, WLW-C, WTVN. TV Homes: 173,600. Survey Dates: Feb. 1-8, 1958. 

Ed Sullivan (Sun. 8-9:00/ WBNS 

TOP TEN MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS 

2. 
... WBNS 45.5 3. 

K . .. .WBNS 40.0 4. 
.WBNS 38.5 5. 
WLW-G 36.7 6. 

. WBNS 34:5 
00*: . .. WBNS .. 34.1 7. 

:00) . .WBNS 31.5 8. 

30* . : WBNS 31.2 8; 

1:00) WBNS 31.0 9. 

. WBNS 31.0 10. 
-• —--’ ’ —: 10. 

I Popeye -T-F 6-6:30) 
• Looking-Long *M-F 7-7:15) .... 
• News-Pepper. Wea (M-F 11-11:15), 

‘:CBS News <M-F 7:15-7:30*. . 

♦Mickey Mouse Club (M-F. 5:30-6:00) 
'•Casper. Capers *M-F 4-5:00) \ 
•Captain Kangaroo (M-F 8-8:45 a.rnj 
•Art. LinkleUer (M-F 2:30-3:00) 
tEarly Show * M-F 5-6:00) 

tNews, Weather (M-F 11-11:15).... 

.WBNS 
WBNS 
WBNS 
WBNS 
WTVN . 
WTVN: 
WBNS 

.WBNS 

.WBNS 

. WLW-C 

23.3 I \l’ 
sis 

21-3 It 

Death Valley Days (Sun: 9:30):... 
Highway Patrol (Tues, 10:30), 

Last of the Mohicans (Sat. 10:30) 
Honeymoonbrs (Sat. 7:00):...:... 

. Popeye (T-F 6:00)-: ....... .. 
Whirlybirds (Thurs; 7^00). 

Our Miss Brooks (Sun. 6:30). ;. . 
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 8:00) :. . . ,. ..... .. 
Sky King (Fri. 6:30)...... 
Soldiers of Fortune (Thurs. 6:30).. 
(Captain David Grief (Thurs. 7:30), 

O. Henry Playhouse (Fri. .7:00).. 

Gray Ghbst (Fri.. 7:30)t.;.-....,.. 

Annie; Oakley (Mon., 6:00) ........ 
Harbor Command (Fri! 9:30).. 
Mama (Wed. 6:30) .. /...; 

Frontier (Tues, 6:30) .. ' ..;.... 
Silent Service (Mon. 7:00) .. ...,.., 

Hopalong Cassidy (Mom 6:00) .... 

Rty Little Margie (Sun. 4:00)... . 
Sheriff of Cochise (Mon. 10:30).... 

. U,S. Borax 

. Ziv 

. TPA 
: CBS 
. AAP 
UBS 

.CBS 

. Ziv 

. Nabisco 
. MCA " 
, Guild 

. Gross Krasne 

59 Studio 57 

56 Brave Eagle. 

30 Zbrro . . 

54 J. Mack Brown. 
50 Martin Karie..... 

(CBS News. . . 
35 Rin Tin Tin . .. 

WTVN.. .. Ziv 19.2 
WBNS.. .CBS .18.4 
WTVN.. .. NBC 17.9 
WTVN.. . NBC 17.9 

WTVN.. .NBC 17.8 

WBNS;. .. Official 17.2 
WTVN.. . NTA 17.2 

38 Wide Wide World .... 

...WLW-C 22.5 
..WLW-C 12.0 
.WTVN 1919 

..WLW-C 15.9 

..WTVN- 14.9 

. . WBNS. 20.3 

.■•.WBNS' . 19.7 

.-WLW-C. 17.2 

. WTVN 26.2 

. .WTVN 11.5 

. .WBNS 14.5 

. .WTVN 245 

. .WBNS 20.7 

. . WBNS 20.0 

..WTVN 2415 

...WTVN 17.5 

..WBNS 27.2 

..WTVN 10.0 

. . WBNS 12.5 
l/WBNS 22.3 
. WBNS 22.0 

WBNS 19.5 
..WBNS 18.5 
. . WLW-C 14.2 
. .WBNS 28.2 
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AFTRA & SAG: l Talent Unions 
With But Single Thought-Tape; 
Everyone Agrees This Could Be War 
Sometime within the next two or 4 

three weeks, American Federation 
of Television & Radio Artists and 
Screen Actors Guild may begin dis¬ 
cussion leading to a “working 
agreement” between themselves on 
the jurisdiction of electronic video 
tape commercials. As yet, no 
agenda has - been prepared, and 
there seems to be ^ reasonable 
chance—even if a list of topics is 
prepared and the meeting actually 
takes place—that nothing will come 
of it, except further hard feelings. 

To put it mildly, both unions are 
after tape much as though their 
lives as federations depended upon 
it. The only thing about the con¬ 
flict, of which anyone is certain, is 
that a “tape war” between these 
two unions will be the biggest and 
most important inter-union con¬ 
flict in the history of show busi¬ 
ness. 

Though, the immediate concern 
is which of the two actors* groups 
will have jurisdiction over vid- 
blurhs made on tape.sonie observ¬ 
ers suspect the outcome will be¬ 
come a precedent for control of 
programs made on. tape. The great¬ 
est irony is that SAG and AFTRA 
are fighting against each other, hut 
for the same ^people. One reliable 
source reported ther other day that 
there is an approximate inter¬ 
changeability (members belonging 
to both unions) of 80%. It is;an as¬ 
sumption that most of the 80% 
work in television; and that only 
the players will suffer because of 
the tape dispute.. 

. Three courses are open to SAG 
and AFTRA in the tape video 
fight: 

(1) They can reach a working 
agreement, which, while it might 
not be the best of all possible so¬ 
lutions, could work for years to 
come. However, it will eventually 
have to be written into their , re¬ 
spective employer contracts in 
order to become binding. In the 
interim, so many different shades 
of gray are suggested that a work¬ 
ing agreement could easily result 
in a bothersome series of arbitra¬ 
tions. . 

NLRB in'the Background 

(2) Discord could lead to action 
by the National Labor. Relations 
Board. Four days before SAG and 
the agencies signed the new two- 
year blurb Code, AFTRA, evident¬ 
ly to protect its legal position; no¬ 
tified one and all that it represent¬ 
ed the majority of performers who 
wprk in: electronic recordings. Si¬ 
multaneously, it filed a petition of 
certification: with NLRB with the 
intent of having the labor board- 
call a vote among the members of 
both unions to decide; which will 
have the right to represent tape 
video players. 

• Since a precedent in tape video 
commercials could conceivably af¬ 
fect program jurisdiction, the un¬ 
ion losing the vote could lose its 
greatest power, tv being the vital 
medium it is. .•/ 

(3) AFTRA and* SAG, because 
of the great interchangeability of 
cardholders, could unite, once and 
for all, as a single guild for tv and 
motion picture actors. 

In 1956, Henry Jaffe, who was 
then AFTRA’s legal counsel, and 
Don. Conaway, AFTRA’s national 
executive secretary, winged to the 
Coast, to confer with SAG adminis¬ 
trative toppers. Purpose was to 
affect a merger or a working agree¬ 
ment, but the attempt was publicly 
repeated by some pretty important 
SAG spokesmen. 

As. politically impossible as the 
third course appears to most ob¬ 
servers, they admit it is the best 
way to prevent the actors from 
suffering. So long as two competi¬ 
tive player unions exist, it is ar¬ 
gued, advertisers and producers 
will turn tp the one with the lower 
rates. Hence, even though an actor 
will be working, whether through 
AFTRA or SAG, he will be work¬ 
ing for the smaller available wage 
and perhaps under the poorer 
working conditions. 

Confusion was created by SAG 
and AFTRA’s counter-challenges in 
the area of taped commercials. SAG 
hopes to sign with advertising agen¬ 
cies and AFTRA is also claiming 
them aS signatories. An agency 
executive-explained his solution by 

(Continued on page 54) 

Postscript 
London, March 25. 

Randolph Churchill, speak¬ 
ing on British tv about his re¬ 
cent experience on a Yank 
program (John Wingate’s 

. “Night Beat”) Which resulted 
in a slanging rilStch, described 
his interviewer as: 

“A particularly caddish low 
type,” and “this son of a 
bachelor.” 

Italo TV Facing 

In Unique Test 
A unique and somewhat expen¬ 

sive test case against the Govern¬ 

ment monopoly on television in 

Italy is being developed by a group 

of independent businessmen there. 

The group, calling itself Televisione 

Libera (TVL), is building a tele¬ 

vision station in Milan (and plans 

to build in Rome and Naples) which 
it intends to operate, commercially 
in order to provoke a court contest 
over its action. } 

TVL fully anticipates a padlock, 
to, be thrown on the station the 
moment it goes on the air. From 
that point, , the group: will he able 
to hail the RAI-TV, the Govern¬ 
ment network, into court on the 
premise it’s being operated as a 
monopoly, in Violation of' law. 
Group figures if it wins the court 
tests, it will have a headstart; in 
commercial operations with three 
stations .already constructed and 
interconnected. 

: TVL approached the’ NBC Inter¬ 
national Division with a bid for a 
deal under which NBC would pro¬ 
vide financial and management as¬ 
sistance . in return for a participa¬ 
tion in the profits. NBC turned it 
down on the basis that while it 
favors free enterprise, and com¬ 
mercial tv, it can’t very well get 
embroiled in a controversy to which 
a foreign government is a party, • 
and moreover, alienate one of its 
good customers, RAI-TV; which 
buj's film ; from NBC, ;. However, 
NBC expressed interest in assum¬ 
ing a. role! dnce the . matter is set¬ 
tled in the Italian courts. ' 

NEWMAN EXITS CBC 
FOR BRITISH TV SLOT 

Toronto, March 25. 

In a swift decision that came as 

a surprise to his colleagues, Syd¬ 

ney Neuman, as of March 31, will 

turn in his badge as chief radio 

and tv drama; producer for . the 

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. jin 
which he bossed eight CBC direc¬ 
tors) and will leave Toronto for 
London to become supervisor of 
drama productions for Associated 
British Corp. Neman’s post Will 
be immediately filled on the trans- 
Canada network by Esse Lyungh, 
CBC radio and tv producer, who 
now becomes top man in that CBC 
classification setup. 

Previously, Newman was in 
charge of the ’‘General Motors 
Presents” series of 60-min. plays 
anp the CBC’s “On Camera” series: 

CBS Pbilluirmoiiic 
Pickups Shift to Sat 

After 28 years, CBS is switching 
its broadcasts of the New York. 
Philharmonic Symphony from Sun¬ 
day afternoons to Saturday nights 
next season. Starting in October, 
the live pickups will air from 8:30 
p.m. to conclusion, covering the en¬ 
tire concert instead, of a single 
Sunday hour as in the past. 

JamOs Fassett, web’s music di¬ 
rector, will continue to do the com¬ 
mentary, next season making his 

110th year on the concerts. 

PfiKikTr RADIO-TELEVISION 43 

Leder’s WOR Ambition: 
A Radio Critics’ Circle 

To Cover Legit Preems 
WOR’S g.m. & v.p. Bob Leder 

has a plan, to incept a Radio Critics’ 

Circle, a la the Drama Critics’ Cir¬ 

cle, teeing off with a WOR-pay- 

rolled drama critic who would 

broadcast a studious appraisal of 

that night’s opening shortly after, 

the final curtain. Origination 

point would be the new Playbill 

Room in the Manhattan (nee Lin¬ 

coln) Hotel next fall, which is be¬ 

ing primed as a show biz centre by 

the Zeckendorf (Webb & Knapp) 
hotel-realty interests as part of the 
“Theatre Square” development 
ballyhoo project to link both the 
Astor and the Manhattan hos- 
telries. 

Apiart from WOR’s commercial 
tie-in with Webb & Knapp, as de- 
tailed heretofore, both on a spot 
plug. basis over the air and: The 
Fitzgeralds originating their new 
show from the Hotel Astor—later 
at the Manhattan—Leder’s posi¬ 
tion . is that radio should be . as 
authoritative and informative on 
the first-nights as the dailies. In 
fact he goes further, stating there’s 
no reason why. the seven- metropoli¬ 
tan dailies “should have a corner” 
on authoritative criticism. He 
thinks he can hook up seven in¬ 
dependent radio stations, with 
WOR as the Gotham origination of 
course,, “and be just as authorita- 
tive.” . • 

Admittedly the radio critic 
Would differ from the occasional 
attempts at similar post-premiere 
broadcasts. It has been tried off 
and over the years by Ethel Coiby 
and Radie Harris, among others; 
currently Byron Bentley of Thea¬ 
tres Arts cuts in on the John Win¬ 
gate “Nightbeat” telecast (Du¬ 
Mont). Station WNEW. (N,. Y.), 
which has a newscast exclusive 
with the N. Y. Daily News, broad¬ 
casts (usually not before 12:30 a.m. 
and more often at the 1:30 a.m. 
slot) , a capsule of News critic John 
.Chapman’s opinion. 

WXYZ Bucks TV Trend 
With Big ‘Sports USA’ 

Detroit, March 25. 

WXYZ-TV is bucking the Satur¬ 

day morning fare of kiddie fayes 

with a two-hour sports shows— 

“Sports USA”—from 10 a. m, to 12 

(noon), featuring, interviews by 

sportscaster Don Watterick and 

film clips. 

“Frankly, .we have no definite 
pattern in mind,” admitted James 
G. Riddell, former WXYZ proxy 
who has just been named executive 
veepee of ABC, “We plan to do a 
lot of experimenting to find out 
what the public likes. If this show 
resembles anything, it might be 
compared to the morning Dave 
Garroway Show.” 

“Sports USA” is in direct com-; 
petish with “Howdy Doody,” “Ruff, 
Reddy,” “Capt. Fury,” and “Andy’s 
Gang,” on WWJ-TV; Capt: Kanga¬ 
roo,” “Mighty Mouse,”. “Heckle, 
Jeckle,” and “Sagebrush Shorty,” 
on WJBK-TV. 

Riddle said:“Who knows, maybe 
it’s time for the trend to shift the 
other way. Besides, adults do de¬ 
serve some* sort of a break.” 

Despite fact Detroit is consid¬ 
ered one of the greatest sports cen¬ 
ters in the U, S., there has been a 
drop in tv sportscasts in the last 
couple of years. Only 25 minutes 
daily now is devoted to regularly 
scheduled sportscasts on the. four 
local channels; Play-by-play tele¬ 
casts are plentiful, with Canadian 
events being beamed here via 
CKLW-TV across the Detroit River 
in ‘Windsor, Ont. There are 21 
radio sports programs, almost all 
of them sponsored. But, on video, 
Wattrick has a 10-minute daily 
spot on: WXYZ-TV at 7 pi m.; Budd 
Lynch has a five-minute sportscast 
on WJBK-TV at; 11:2a p. m. and 
John Parker goes on at the same 
time as Lunch but stays five min¬ 
utes longer on WWJ-TV. 

Slip or Slap? 
• San Francisco, March 25.. 
Was it a. Freudian slip? 
Merv Griffin, recently hand- . 

ed a pink slip by ABC radio 
net, was making a promotional 
pitch bn his afternoon show 
Friday (21) and urged, lis¬ 
teners to send their, postcards 
to “the American Broadcasting 
Nutwork.” 

Pat Weaver and ABC-TV had a 

troubled moment last week, when 

the day before the premiere of 

Weaver’s Uew “Make Me Laugh” 

stanza, sponsor . Herbert Tareyton 

decided not to go through with it. 

Several hours later, however, the 

cig house decided to continue its 

contract for a firm 13 Weeks. 

The half-hour live stanza, front¬ 

ing comedians who face off against 

members of the Studio audience 

in efforts to "make them laugh,” 
launched on Thursday (20), but the 
Wednesday afternoon before—or 
just about that time, according to 
reports—Tareyton. notified pro¬ 
ducer Weaver and ABC that it was 
backing off. Whether it had 
actually;signed its-Contract by then 
Cannot be ascertained, but it is not 
held likely thdt it had, because the 
notification, started a series of 
fresh dickers with ABC'that went 
on until about 3:30 , Thursday 
morning , when Tareyton finally de¬ 
cided to go through with its deal. 

Reason given for Tarey ton’s re¬ 
versal was thaf two or three per¬ 
sons threatened to enter lawsuits 
versus... the show and the sponsor 
for alleged plagiarism of a format. 
However, certain web executives 
consider them as nothing more 
than the “usual run of nuisance 
suits against almost any new show.” 

: Parenthetically; “Laugh” did 
nicely vis-a-vis. the competish dur¬ 
ing the initial telecast. CBS’ 
“Playhouse 90” ran away with the 
segment (10 to 10:30 p.m.) with a 
22.2 Trendex. But “Laugh” gar¬ 
nered an 11.7 against NBC’s bet¬ 
ter-established Rosemary Clooney 
who pulled an 11.9. 

TV’ER IN LEXINGTON 
Cincinnati, March 25. 

. Radio Cincinnati, Inc., is extend¬ 
ing its tv operations by purchasing 
WKXP-TV Lexington, Ky.f for a 
reported $200,000. 

: Hulbert Taft Jr., president, said 
he will file with Federal Communi¬ 
cations. Commission this week for 
assignment of the license.. 

An ultra-high frequency station, 
WKXP-TV is one of two Lexington 
indie, stations and has been on the 
air since last September. It is 80 
miles from Cincy and will receive 
some programs from WKRC-TV 
here. 

Other operations of the company 
are WTVN-TV and radio, Colum¬ 
bus; WBRS radio and tv, Binning-: 
ham, and WBIR, Knoxville, also 
tv and am. 

Dickie Valentine’s 
90-Min. BritishSsec 

London, March 25. 
A 90-minute musical starring pop 

songster Dickie Valentine and spe¬ 
cially commisisoned by BBC-TV 
will be aired on April 5. The book 
has been written by Ray Galton 
with Alan Simpson, and the show, 
entitled “Hit the Headlines” will 
be produced by Francis Essex. 

Also featured in the production, 
will be Terry-Thomas, Jill Day ana 
Jeremy Hawk. Story Is about an 
American who wins a newspaper 
competition and comes to London 
to collect his prize.. : 

t ill IT A U11UI/ 

4 The “new ABC Radio” is getting 
into a groove in the wake of the 
sweeping changes made to pro¬ 
gramming there. It’s considered 
certain , now that the radio web’s 
prexy Robert Eastman is leaving 
to return to the spot selling field, 
although the final details of his de¬ 
parture reportedly haven’t been 
ironed out yet with top brass at 
parent American Broadcasting- 
Paramount Theatres. The new 
topper of the radio network will 
in all likelihood be Edward De- 
Gray, who is currently vicepresi¬ 
dent in charge of radio station re¬ 
lations but. who, for all practical 
purposes, has ..been operating the 
network for the past week. 

Also,, veteran William Hamilton 
is ankling as the national program 
director. A 10-year exec with 
ABC, he. In effect, took over the 
program Chieftancy of the radio 
lineup in January when Stephen 
Labunski quit. He seems to have 
quit for pretty much the same rea¬ 
sons as Labunski (“to protect my¬ 
self, I must resign due to the 
changes and reduced programming 
schedule.”) .. 

Under DeGray, who has always 
been; popular among the affiliates, 
the network is cutting back to 
roughly 35 hours a week tor the 
moment. Effective April- 6, the 
last of the “live, fun” boys, Merv 
Griffin and Jim Backus, will have 
been through for three days, and 
only, the 9 to 10 a.m. Don McNeill 
stanza will, remain. Additionally, 
the radio network will remain as 
heavily, if not slightly more heav¬ 
ily in the near future, in the news¬ 
casting and religioso (weekend) 
biz. In short, only programs to 
remain are the ones which are 
actually turning a buck for ABC. 

Whether the network will re¬ 
tain the title Eastman gave it last 
summer, American Broadcasting 
Network, is in doubt. It might re¬ 
vert to what it i$ mostly still call¬ 
ed in the trade— ABC Radio. East¬ 
man has been approached by sev¬ 
eral station repperies to, enter 
their fold. It’s believed he’s made 
his choice, and only awaits a final 
settlement on. his five-year ABC 
pact. 

Incidentally, it; was the resign¬ 
ing Hamilton who was. primarily 
responsible for the bigtime pres¬ 
entation of “live fun” radio made 
in late November to advertising 
people. It was that night that the 
word of the network’s first re¬ 
trenchments began. The story of 
the “demise of a format” amounts 
to one of the fastest fizzles in 
radio network history. 

Consensus is that the musical; 
strips were the victims of over-op¬ 
timism and a sudden budget 
squeeze brought on by fears about 
other parts of the American Broad¬ 
casting-Paramount Theatres em¬ 
pire. 

In May of 1957, the AB-PT hoard 
of directors hired Eastman as pres¬ 
ident of the radio network. East¬ 
man, who was one of the hottest 
station rep salesmen in the busi¬ 
ness, he coming from Blair, 
brought with him a rough outline 
for his “live,; fun” plan. By Inde¬ 
pendence Day, the major execu¬ 
tives were hired and the plan de¬ 
tailed, and Labor. Day the first of 
the new hourlong strips was on the 
road — Herb Oscar Anderson* 
backed by an orchestra and singers, 
was holding down the 10 to 11 a.m. 
strip, directly after the long-estab¬ 
lished and long-successful Don 
McNeil. And. for the future, 
McNeill, the ABC prototype for a 
live^ orchestral radio program, will 
be the only one remaining, unless 
ultimate plans call for a total 
change from the sale of program¬ 
ming to advertisers. 

When .Eastman was given his 
five-year contract ireportedly at 
$85,000 and $100,000, depending on 
profit, sharing), it came after he 
had soldiithe AB-PT board on the 
feasahiiity df turning ABC into 
What basically would be a “musical 
network,” on the assumption that 
if local stations were so hot on 
canned music and deejays. a net¬ 
work could go them one better- 
still remaining true to the local 
concept—and give them, live music 
and topnotch personalities to do 
the in-between talking. 

Labunski In & Out 
Eastman had hired Stephen La¬ 

bunski away jfrom a miidwestern 
radio station tind named him vice- 

(Continued on page 54) 
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174 stations have made tremendous profits with strip 

programming! Even in its fourth, fifth, sixth — or seventh run, 

“My Little Margie” has topped leading network, syndicated 

and local shows...a top money-maker for every station 

that has bought it. 126 sparkling episodes available. 

Ratings prove “My Little Margie- is still No. 1! 

Houston-Galveston... 6:00 PM... 23.8 A.R.B... . 5th Run 

Against “World At Large”/ “Newsreel” Av. 14.7, 

“TV News” & “ABC News” 11.2 

New Orleans .... 4:30 PM.. . 22.1 A.R.B.... 4th Rim 

Against “American Bandstand” 12;4, “Four Most Features” 8.1 

St Louis... 4:30 PM... 18.2 A.R.B.... 4 th Run 

Against “Gil Newsome” 3.7, “Do You Trust Your Wife?” 3.5 

Birmingham • • . 5:00 PM. • • 18.3 A.R.B... . 3rd Run 

Against “Fun at Five” 12,0 

Buffalo •. • 10:00 AM . • • 13.5 A.R.B.... 4th Run 

Against “Garry Moore” 6.1, “Arlene Francis” .7 

Call the leader 

in strip 
programming 

OFFICIAL FILMS, Inc 
2* West 45 Sl, New York 

PLaza 7 -0100 

representatives: /- 

Atlanta Atwood 9610 
Beverly Hills • Crestview 6-3528 

Chicago • Dearborn 2-5246 
Cincinnati • Cherry 1-4088 

Dallas • Emerson 8-7467 
Fayetteville . • Hillerest 2-5485 

Ft. Lauderdale • Logan 6-1981., 
Minneapolis * Walnut 2-2743 

San Francisco • Jumper 5-3313 
St. Louis Yorktown 5-9231 

45 

X 
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-ARB FEATURE FILM CHART 
Variety's weekly chart, base# on ratings furnished by American Research Bu¬ 

reau's latest reports on feature films and. their competition covers 120 cities,. Each 
week, the 10 top rated features in a particular city will be. rotated. . 

Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in 
determining the effectiveness ofla feature show in a specific market have been' 
included-, in this Variety chart: Lasted below is such pertinent information regarding 
features as their stars, release ypar, original production company and the present 
distributor included wherei'er possible along xcith the title. Attention should be paid 
to such factors as the time and -day, the.-high: and low ratings for- the measured 

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness 
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly 
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that 
time period, . In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi 
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for. the 
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account 
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles pie listed features 
for: the particularly rated theatrical .filmed show are as accurate as. could be ascer¬ 
tained from d multiplicity of station and other data. 

FORT WAYNE 
TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER D At A TIME SLOT RATING 

1. RED RIVER— • 
Montgomery Clift, John Wayne;: 
Juanne Dru; 1948; United Artn.t$; 
United Artists-TV 

Swansons Theatre 
Sat, Feb. 8 

11:00-1:00 a.m. 
WANE ' 

33. i 

2. HIGH NOON— 
Gary Cooper, Grace Kelly; 
1952; United Artists; 
United Artists-TV 

-Award Theatre 
Fri. Feb. 14 

11:00-1:45 a.m. 
WANE ; 

21.6 

3. GOD'S COUNTRY— 
Robert Lowery. Helen 
Gilbert; 1946; Lippert 
Studios; Guild Films ; 

Tw o Gun Playhouse 
Sun. Feb. 9 

12:00-1:00 p.m. 
WKJG 

18.8 

4. STAGE FROM BLUE RIVER—; 
Whip Wilson;. 1951; Allied 
Artists; Interstate 

Two Gun Playhouse 
Sat Feb. 8 

1:00-2:00 p ril; 
WKJG 

, 16.8 

5. MY SISTER EILEEN— 
Rosalind Russell, Brian Aherne,; 
Janet Blair; 1942; $ 
Columbia; Screen Gems ; 

Award Matinee Theatre 
Sun. Feb. 9 

2:00-3:30 p.m. 
WANE 

15 A 

6. ESPIONAGE AGENT— j 
Joel MeCrea. Brenda Marshall; [ 
1939; Warner Brothers; ; 
Associated Artists Productions 

Sunday TV Theatre 
Sun. Feb. 9 

1:00-2:30 p.m. 
"WKJG 

14.8 

7. .BRIGHAM YOUNG— 
Tyrone Power, Linda \ 
Darnell; 1940; 20th j 
Century Fox; NT A : 

Award Theatre 
Tues. Feb: 11, 

11:00-1:00 a.m. 
W ANE 

14,3 

8. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKVO— 
Spencer Tracy, Van Johnson, ; 
Robert Walker; 1944; 
MGM; MGM-TV f 

Armchair Theatre 
Sat . Feb. 8 

11:00-1:30 a.m. 
WKJG 

12.9 

9. ST ALI JON ROAD— 
Ronald Reagon, Alexis Smith; i 
1947; Warner Brothers;. j 
Associated Artists Productions ? 

Sunday TV Theatre 
Sun, Feb. 9 

' 2:30-4:00 p.m, 
WKJG 

12:7 

10. CRY OF THE CITY— 
Victor Mature. Shellev 
Winters; 1948; 20th : 
Century Fox;-NTA 

Award Theatre ; . 
Thurs. Feb. 13 . 
11:00-1:00 a.m. 

WANE 

11 j 

HONOLULU 
1. WAKE OF THE RED WlTCH^-: 

John Way ne, Gail Russell. • 
Gig Young; 1943; Republic; 
Hollywood Television Service 

Night Owl Theatre ' 
Sat. Feb. 8 

9:35t1 1:30 p.m. 
KGMB 

3L7 

1. BLACK TUESDAY— 
Edward G. Robinson. Peter 
Graves; 1955; United Artists; 
United Artists-TV, 

Matson Movie. 
Mon. Feb. 10 

9:00-10:30 p,m. 
FLOS A : 

•25.4 • 

3. THE DARK CORNER— 
Luiiile Bail. Mark Stevens, 
Clifton Webb; 1946; 
2j>th Century !Fox;': NT A 

Hawaiian Electric. Thea, 
Thurs. Feb. 6 

9:00-10:45 p.m. 
KONA 

20.1 

4. AFRICAN QUEEN— \ 
Humphrey Bogan. Katherine 
Hepburn; 1952; United Artists; i 
United Artists-TV l 

Feature Film 
MonJ Feb. 10 
7:30-9:00 p.m; . 

KONA 

17.4 

5. THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO— 
Spencer Tracy. Van $ 
Johnson. Robert Walker; f 
1944. MGM; MGM-TV 1 

Academy. Award Thea. 
Fri; Feb. 7 

9:00-11:30 p.m. 
KHVH 

.15.8 

6. DRACULA’S DAUGHTER— 
Otto Kfuger. Gloria Holden. 
Marguerite Churchill: 1936; 
I'mv ersal. Screen Gems 

Nightmare Theatre 
Fri. Feb. 7 

10:45-12:00 a.m. 
KGMB 

15.3 

7. IROQUOIS TRAIL— 
George Montgomery, Brenda 
Marshall; 1950; United Artists; 
United Artists-TV 

— Early Movie 
Tues. Feb. 11 
5:30-7:00 p.m. 

KONA 

12 8 

8. BEACHHEAD— 
Tony Curtis. Mary; Murphy. 
Frank Lovejby; 1954; United 
Artists, United Artists-TV 

Late Movie . 
Sat. Feb. 8 

11:15-12:45 a an. 
KONA 

12.2 

9. MONEY TO BURN— •; | 
Janies Gleason, Lucille Gleason, l 
Henry Davenport; 1940; Republic;! 
Hollywood Television Service 1 

Sunset Movie 
Thurs. Feb. 6 
5:45^7:00 plm.. 

KGMB 

11-7 

10. STRANGER ON HORSEBACK—? 
Joel MeCrea, Kevin: McCarthy; 
1955. United Artists; United 
Ar:;sts-TV 

Early Show 
Mon. Feb. 10 
5:30-6:45 p.ni- 

KONA 

11.5 

SHARE OF FEBRUARY, 1958 ARB 
HIGH LOW AUDIENCE TOP COMPETING SHOWS RATING 

41:2 10.5 : 65.3 Thirty. Seconds Over Tokyo, 
Armchair Theatre........... WKJG . 

27.7 6.1 65.9 News; Weather - .....;.......: WKJG . .... 
Sports Today; Jack Parr Show.: WKJG .... 
No competing shows telecast 

from 1:00-1:45 a.m. 

... .17.6 
8.8 

19 6 17.2 76.7 Let’s Take a Trip ............. WANE .... 
Action on Sunday........... WANE .;.. 

16.9 16.6 85.7 Western Playhouse.;....... 
Gold Key ..v............ 

WANE . . . 
. WANE .. 

....3.3 

16.2 '• 13.8 55.4 Espionage Agent, Sunday 
TV Theatre.............. 

Stallion Road, Sunday TV 
Theatre .......,....., 

WKJG ... 

. WKJG . .-v;, 

16.2 13.2 64.3 Action on Sunday.___.____ 
Martin Kane........... 
My Sister Eileen, Award 

Matinee Theatre.. .. . ...... 

.WANE .... 

. wane 

.WANE .... 

.... v4.3 

..... 6.4 

...14.2 

15 5 12.2 57.0 News; Weather...... 
Sports Today; Jack Paar Show. 

. WKJG . . . . 
WKJG .. i. .....9.3 

15.5 10.8 29.5 Red River, Swansons Theatre.. . WANE.; •.; ,....33.1 

14 5 11.5 49.2 My Sister Eileen, Award 
Matinee Theatre...... ..... .WANE .... ...15.4 

14.2 4.1 49.1 News; Weather:___;.. .. . 
Sports Theatre* Jack Paar 

ShOW .......... 

.WKJG .... 

. WKJG ... . 

...169 

9.0 

36.9 21.6 72,2 Gisele MacKenzle. ......... 
Cavalcade of Sports......... 
Knockout ...... 
Beachhead. Late Movie......, 

..KONA ..... 

..KONA ..... 

..KONA 

. KONA ...... 

...110 

...5.4 

..; 8.7 

...10.1 

26.1 24,0 477 Gray Ghost ._____ . .KULA .... 15 2 
Studio One in Hollywood 
World News; Sport? Editor.... 

.KGMB ...... 
. yKGMB ..... 

..ilL7 

... 8.4 

21.6 12:9 46.9 Richard Diamond. ..KGMB.. ... 18.7 
Oh! Susanna..;______ 
World News; Sports Editor:.. 

..KGMB ...... 
- KGMB.. 

...19.7 

... 9.6 

18.5 16.0 26.0 Telephone Time -.....  , 
Sugarfoot— 

.KULA ...... 

.KULA .. 1 
.27.8 

340 

2i;6 8.4 32.2 Captain David Grief__ 
Mr. Adams & Eve.. ... 
World News; Sports Editor.... 
Dracula’s Daughter, 

Nightmare Theatre. 

KGMB ...... 
KGMB ...... 

. KGMB . .... 

KGMB 

.28.8 

.23.4 
. .15.0 

v .15.8 
17.1 13,9 55 4 Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo, > 

Academy Award Theatre... 
Late Movie ; 

KHVH ...... 
.KONA ...... 

..13.3 

..4.5 

13.2 12.2 29.8 Sir Lancelot............ T .KULA . .10 5 
Mickey Mouse Club.__... .KULA ...... . .26.8 

13.2 10.1 77.2 Wake of the Red Witch; 
Night Owl Theatre.. . 

No competiting shows telecast 
from 11:30-12:45 am. 

-KGMB ...w.. . .21.6 

12.2 ■ 11.1 22.1 Woody Woodpecker.. 
Mickey Mouse Club.......... 

.KULA ...... 

.KULA ...... 
. .17.8 
..36.4 

12-2 10.5 25.1 Superman ....... 
Mickey Mouse Club...... 

.KULA ...... 

.KULA ...... 
. .15.9 
.34.3 
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Wagon Train is now reaching more than sixteen million homes every 

Wednesday, 7:30-8:30 pm, on the NBC Television Network.. . more homes 

than any other new show this season. 

- Since Its premiere last September this hard-riding new series has more 

than doubled NBC’s audience In its time period against two programs which 

were consistently in the Top Jen less than a year ago. And not only Is Wagon 

Train NBC’s top-rated program on Wednesday evening, it also outrates any 

7:30 or 8:00 pm program on any other network seven nights of the week. 

The key to Wagon Train’s spectacular audience success Is Its appeal 

to the entire family. Its powerful combination of action drama and top star 

names wins a balanced buying audience of 32 million adults: more men 

than any other, weeknight television program except one; more women than 

the average evening television program; plus a bonus audience of children 

that exceeds 13 million per show. 

Wagon Train Is currently sponsored by Edsel, Ford Motor Company, 

Drackett and Lewis-Howe. Your NBC Television Network sales representative 

will give you full information on the few remaining availabilities for this 

season’s biggest hit NBC TELEVISION NETWORK 
•JACK O’BRIAN. NEW YORK JOURNAL-AMERICAM 

SOURCE! NIELSEN TELEVISION INDEX. FEB. II. ’5S AND ARB. FEB. ’» 
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From the Production Centres 
Continued from pas* 34 

ducer-director; all at WXIX, Milwaukee . . . Sander Vanocour in from 

Washington to replace John Chancellor; latter being sent to Vienna by 

NBC as a reward for the job he did oh the Little Rock story . . . WBKB 

will Carry: the Easter- niass conducted by Cardinal Stritch; this will be 

his final service before departing for ibis appointment in Rome , . . Phil 

Bowman, longtime radioitfr, making' his tv. debut doing, commercials' 

on WNBQ. 

JTiV WASHINGTON j 
Michael Ansara, the Cochise, of ABCs “Broken Arrow,” in town this 

week for appearances at Cherry Blossom Festival and to open Glen 

Echo, local amusement park , . . WRC-NBC sportscaster Jim Simpson 

elected v.p. Of ACC Sportwriters ar$d Broadcasters Assn. . . . WTOP 

launching a radio drive, ‘‘Opportunity Knocks Now,” intended to fight 

recession with a “buy now” series oi on-the-air appeals . . ; President 

Eisenhower will be broadcast “live” bn CBS .radio Thursday (27) when 
he speaks on reciprocal trade to a national conference . . - Presidential, 
contender Sen. John Kennedy (D.. Mass.) booked for an appearance on 
CBS' “Face the Nation” next Sunday (30) . . . Chantoosey Betty Madi- 
gan, a local product, making rounds;0f tv stations during.her current 
niterv stint ... Roger Mudd, WTOp newsman, taking over for Don 
Richard's “11 P.M, Report.” > 

IJS PHILADELPHIA . • ! 
Ed McMahon, former WCAU-TV Staffer now free-lancing, subs for' 

Judy Lee on WRCA-TV weather show this week. Miss Lee filling for 

Helen O'Connell on “Today” this Week (24-28) . . .Glnny Stephens, 

WCAU chirper, placed first on Godfrey's "Talent Scouts” (17) . 

Benedict Glmbel Jr., WIP president *jnd general manager, recuping aft¬ 

er surgery , . , Stu .Wayne,, vet broadcaster, emcees a daily four-hour 

session on WFIL and a five-hour stint on Sat. . . . In addition to his 

weatherman chores on'WCAU-TV, Harry K. Smith preems a daily mu¬ 
sic-interview stanza on WFLN . . . ‘tBINGO-at-home,” emceed by Bob 
Marshall, debutem on WVUE-TV (24):. . . Temple U. Journalism School 
honors WFIL-TV news director Gunhar Back at Press Tournament next 
month . . . “American Bandstand” host Dick Clark panelist on "I've Got 
a Secret” (26) ... Shelly Gross, longtime WFIL-TV announcer, ankles 
station, to devote fulltime to duties as co-producer of the Valley Forge 
Music Fair ... j 

iN BOSTON . . . 
WHDH-TV marking first as only ttf station covering every session of 

current House un-American Activities Committee hearings in the Fed¬ 

eral building with sound on film caifiera. Under direction Joe Levine, 

news chief, two man camera crew', using 600-ft. magazines, makes sev¬ 

eral thousand feet of film daily for |:30 and 11 p.m. WHDH-TV news 

shows ... Mary Lou Newton, sec. to Wm. B. McGrath, mng. dir.; WHDH- 

AM-FM-TV, nabbed color Cover roto section Boston Sunday Herald 

(23» captioned “one of . the most beautiful secretaries in Boston”. 

News and public affairs dept. WEEf kicks off “Metropolitan Report,” 
new public service program on major problems facing Hub, at 9:30 
p.m., Tuesday (25) in half-hour show jto continue weekly . . , John Har- 
riman, financial columnist for Boston Globe, started new series of pro¬ 
grams on WEEI Monday (24), 7 to 7:10 p.m., "It's Your Business,” spon¬ 
sored by Second Bank-State Street Trust Co. , . . In-school tv preems 
for first time in N. E. Friday (28) when teachers tune sets to WGBH- 
TV, Channel 2 at 10:30 a.m. ... Connie Francis. MGM recording artist, 
Inked to guest on preem of Bob Clayton’s “Boston-Ballroom,” new 

WHDH-TV show Saturday (29) at 8 p.m. Joining Bill Haley and tha 
Comets, Chofdettes are set for week following on April 5 ... Boy Leon¬ 
ard, former disk jock and program director WKOX, Framingham, joined 
WNAC announcing staff Monday (24), assigned to early portion of "Easy 
Listenin’ " music and news through 9:30 a.m. 

IN LONDON . 
Granada-TV is evolving a scheme to encourage British scripters, both 

known and unknown, to write for ty . . . Gilbert Harding lined^up for 

a further six weekly programs in the “I Know What I Like,” series for 

BBC-TV commencing May 23 . . . Patricia Heneghan, recently signed 

a seven-year contract by ABC-TV, will play her first starring role for 

the programmers in a new play, "Bouquet For Miss Olive,” by David 
Osborn on April 6 : . . Associated Television’s long running domestic 
comedy series, “Joan And Leslie,” is being rested until June 16 . . . A 
cast including Michael ..Denison, Dulcie Gray, Maureen. Swanson and 
Tony Britton will appear iii an Associated-Rediffusion production of 
“The Importance Of Being Earnest,” on Fri. (28) . . . The award win¬ 
ning French picture, “Race For Life,” will be screened by BBC-TV on 
April 4 . ; . Peggy Cummins made a return appearance as a guest pan¬ 
elist on .Associated-Television's “Tell The Truth,” last Mon, (24). 

IN SAN FRANCISCO . 
California Physicians Service will start picking up the tab on tha 

weekly half-hour “Doctors’ News Conference”, (KRON) May 1 . . . 

KCBS beginning a new, weekly quarter-hour out of Lofty O’Doul’a spot 

Saturday nights . KGO-radio moving AI Tiffany Into a 6 a.m. Sat¬ 

urday slot for the California Farm Bureau’s half-hour . . . KPIX took 
delivery on chief engineer Tom Ely’s new baby, Ampex videotape re¬ 
corder . . . Puppeteer Wolo starting a new 13-week series tomorrow 
(26) aboard KQED . ; . KGO-TV starts its Saturday night Billy Graham 
Crusade from, the Cow Palace May 3, will tape and air six hour-long 
ABC net shows from the 16,000-seat arena. KGO-radio will devote a 
daiiy morning spot, starting April 1, to the evangelist ... KCBS Gen¬ 
eral Manager Henry Dntermeyer’s wife, Elaine, in and out of the hos¬ 
pital for minor surgery. 

IN PITTSBURGH 
Barbara Schmidt Scheib, who left WWSW for Canton, with her en¬ 

gineer-husband when he was released from the Army, has landed on 

WAND In that city. She’s chief of the continuity department and also 

doing an hour-long daily woman’s program . . , Bill Steinbaeh, KDKA 

newsman, had to have an eye removed, the result of a detached retina 
v. Ed Conway picked by WIIC to do the 11 o’clock news strip preced¬ 

ing the Jack Paar stanza. Mark Schaefer gets to spiel the beer commer¬ 
cials . . . Jim Schultz, veteran KQV engineer, and 'that* station hava 
parted . . . Mitch Miller’s new' Columbia recording of “Bonnie EloiSt” 
was written by Gay Harris, program director of KDKA radio . . . 
Gladys .Ingles celebrated her 22nd anni at WCAE, where she’s tha re¬ 
ceptionist. ’ 

IN DALLAS ... 
■ George; K. Utley, commercial manager of WFAA, upped to station 
manager^ Mike Shapiro,. ex-commercial manager of WFAA-TV, and 
former v.p.-manaiging director of KtUL-TV, Tulsa, returns as WFAA- 
TV station manager. Utley and Shapiro take over April 15 . . . Ad man 
Charles Meeks and. musician Tom Merrlman plan to o-and-o a new 500- 
watt radio station in suburban Highland Park . . . Wayne Mack Show, 
daily 90-minute live WFAA-TV exposure, folds Friday (28), Besides 
emcee Mack,.noon show’s hut includes announcer Don Norman, singers 
Denise Foster and Bill Kennedy, and Euel Box’s seven-roan band , . « 
Sandra (Honey Bun) Faubion; hostess on KFJZ-TV, Fort Worth, to Dal¬ 
las as fashion commentator at Titche-Goettinger’s “Fashion Bunny 
Hop” Sat. (22). In a bunny suit, ‘‘Honey Bun”.will repeat here at Titche’s 
April 4 fashion show .■'■. . KFJZ-TV’s Ann Alden Monday (24) inter¬ 
viewed Domingo Bascara, general secretary' of the Philippines’ YMCA 
org,' . . -v . . 

•“OPERATION 60,000" WVIP 
; Continued from page 35 ; 

GETS TO THE HEART OF PEOPLE 

Each week 60,000 men, women and children are Interviewed by 

Teen-Age Survey, lhe.> [to learn what THEY want to hear on WABC radio. 

The finding* of this Unique survey wereimtudly released by Martin 

Block on February 1st,-. His Producer, Robert Mott, worked with Teen-Age 

Survey, I he., in the presentation of OPERATION 60,000which itnow Heard 

around-the-clock on W'ABC radio.] 

1n8tveeks we have polled half-a-mUlionpeople in the New York Metro¬ 

politan Area ranging in age from 8 to 94. Their answers prove many 
things including: 

1. T her it it ho such thing at a No. 1 record. 

2. Rock 9n9 roll music it tremendously popular with young 

people BUT they also like other kinds of music. 

3* Many older people like rock 9n? roll music. 

4, ti is possible to program one type of show for 

the ^njay merit of ALL listeners 

regardless of age. 

TEEN-, 
SIDNEY H. ASCHER 

President 

SURVEY, Inc. 
RUTH SCALYER # 
Research Director 

LARRY SOUS AModeto*—Publle ftotatloM 

516 Fifth Avenue, 

New York 36, N. Y. 

* COPYRIGHTED by 
TEEN-AGE SURVEY, INC. 

monitor-type shows with live and 
taped inserts on weather, roads, 
commuter trains, what’s-in-the- 
papers, what’s-playing-at-the-mo- 
vies, editorial comment, etc. - 

Much of station’s fresh news 
handling is work of Richard K. 
Doan, former Variety mugg, ex- 
WCBS-TV program director and 
one-time veepee of C. E. Hooper, 
Inc. WVIP Started to editorialize 
almost, from start taking definite 
position on local affairs (example: 
present rail commuter crisis), Doan 
writes and delivers editorials. Sta¬ 
tion eschews crime and disaster 
news unless of major national or 
local significance. News staff also 
has use . of Volkswagen microbus, 
portable tape recorders and beeper- 
phones. - 

Win Sharpies, Eastern Musical 
director of Paramount Pictures, is 
musical advisor to station. Nick 
Andrews, ex-WNRC, New Rochelle, 
N. V., is general manager, who re¬ 
ports that more than 95% of billing 
is local or regional. Only recently 
did station start making pitch for 
national biz by appointing Eliza¬ 
beth Beck-Jordon its national rep. 
Charter advertisers got specially- 
written and composed jingles with 
top talent performance for free, 
but station now offers spot buyers 
tailored jingle service' at nominal 
cost. 

Station’s on-air promotion is 
via taped station breaks voiced by 
such names as Perry Como, Nat 
Cole, Gabby Hayes, Patti Page, etc. 
It also has an e.t. sales pitch for 
ad agencies voiced by Ben Grauer. 

Architecturally, outlet is con¬ 
sidered broadcaster’s gem, with 
transmitter, studios and all housed 
in soundproofed elliptical-shaped 
building with glassed-in circular 
control room in center, surrounded 
by pie-shaped studios and offices. 
It’s avant garde in numerous re¬ 
spects. 

KASELOW’S WOR 
TV TRADE PAPER’ 

The new half-hour “Ad World’* 
show, featuring Joe Kaselow, ad¬ 
vertising columnist for the New 
York Herald Tribune, which is to 
debut Sunday (30) night on WOR- 
TV, N. Y., has drawn an interesting 
array of spot sponsors. 

They include Screen Gems, Red- 
book, Westinghouse Broadcasting, 
and Parade magazine,: The show, 
telecast from. 9:30 to 10 p.m., is 
being produced by Ward Byron 
who also will be on-the-air editor. 

One of the highlights of the ini¬ 
tial telecast will be a test of sub¬ 
liminal projection, according to the 
producers. Station has received 
an okay from the Federal Commu¬ 
nications Commission. For the 
test, a non-commercial message 
will be utilized. The series has been 
set up as a “tv trade paper” for the 
advertising and selling world, with 
Interviews and panel discussions 
planned. 

Storm Kayoas WVUE 
Philadelphia, March 25. 

WVUE went off the air for two 
days due to the South Jersey pow¬ 
er failure Caused by the worst lo¬ 
cal storm in years. The station’s 
transmitter in Pitman^ N. J., shut, 
down at 9:15 a.m. Thursday (20). 

A 100,000-kilowatt diesel engine 
auxiliary power unit enabled Chan¬ 
nel 12 to resume broadcasting Sat. 
(22). 

What’s KEL-O-LAND? It’s 
people . . . over a million of 
them; it’s counties *.. 89 of 
them in four states; it’s retail 

; sales . . >. $1,220,150,000 an¬ 
nually. Read that Sales figure 
again, please. It’s not a 
misprint. It’s the actual 
proved buying power of a 
market reached completely by 
just one selling force . . . 
KELO-TV and its boosters, 
KDLO-TV and KPLO-TV. 
A good reason to get your 
commercial Into the hands of 
that helluva salesman Jot 
Floyd, and his 105-man crew; 

PUT ALL OF 

KEL-O-LAND 
IN YOUR TV PICTURK 

CBS • ABC • NBC 

KELO tv 11 
, Sl.m Fall* 

and Ite great boosters . .. 

KDLO TV S I KPLO TV « 
Ab«rda*rvBur*«_ I PI»rr* - Winrtw 

WalirtiwH I ChambarMe 

Sion Mia, S, D. 
JOI FLOYD, Presldeat 

E«m NarS, «N. M|r.. LteTV V.P. 

REPWESEMTCB BY H4| 
MImmmIH: Mmt 4 lahMM. In. 
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network TV 

at a 

guarantee* 

maximum 

cost- 

per commercial minute. 

.. and your potential is even better... 

higher ratings will result in 

even lower cost'per thousand! 

As little as *13,4fO p*r Comparative Netwerk 
weak cm buy yw DeoUc Imp*ci. - average alftit'tlaiacoat 

ter 13 week*: 1175,000 
($13,460 per w«*k) 

For 6 week*: $90,000 

Feirlweek: $17,500 

par tttoaaaM (accaidiaf la a 
receat eujor aetwaric Mudy) 

Network“A" $3.6$ 

■ Network “B”. $3.19 

Network “C" $3.07 

of... 

Th#plan: Doubl# Impact 
.giving you two unduplicated audiences In two tested and 

proven time periods—Sunday afternoon and one week night 

Ths dates: March 30th to Juno 22nd 
i., in which advertisers and their agencies may. participate 

. for one week, six weeks, or the entire thirteen-week period. 

The Vital statistics: 63 TV stations 
... reaching 84.4% ef U.S. TV homes, where 81.5% of 

U.S; retail sales are made, with 86.5% of effective 

U.S. buying power, f With even wider coverage, if desired.) 

The program: starring such proven personalities as. 

Fred MacMurray Joan Fontaine 

Tho suggestion: phono, wire or writ# today 

•.. for the greatest assured Vahid; 

. in television network hieloryt s 

#G*araat*t3 n Cm diiittM-wd mAh 

TV ferns, ferwssk) 

1 ^1 1 /^‘NETWORK 
- ... • • • • •. • 

Tks Cetaeyei Tewer, 10 CoKimkua Circle. New York If, N, 1.^ JUtfaon 2-7300 
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Some CBS-NBC Flash Plays 
Continued :frora page 27 \ 

tive plans to install its hourrlong' 
“Pursuit” private eye series in the; 
7:30 to 8:30 period, thus bumping 
“Robin Hoed” and “Burns & Air 
len.” (However, George Bums is 
still going ahead with his projected; 
pilot- in the hopes of recapturing 
the 8-8;30 period, sans Gracie Al-= 
len, who is retiring.) “Father: 
Knows Best” moves into the 8:30-0 
CBS slot now; tenanted by Arthur 
Godfrey. The 9 to 10 Danny 
Thomas December Bride twosome 
stays put and if Westingh.ouse can-; 

’ cels “Studio One,’* which now- 
seems likelv. CBS will install the; 
hour-long Garry Moore Show-. 

At NBC, the. “plot" is to berth' 
“Dragnet” in. the 7:30 p.m. period.: 
In place. ot the 10 to . 11 “S us¬ 
pense.” the network plans to slilftl 
the George Gobel-Kddie Fisher; 
hour musical into the slot, with ai 
completely refurbished format. 

Tuesday: “Cimarron City,” thel 
new Revue Productions hour west¬ 
ern series starring George Mont¬ 
gomery, gets i he nod as the 7:30 to.. 
8:30 attraction, on NBC to fight it 
out with ABC-TV’s' . high-rated' 
“Cheyenne” series, thus bumping; 
“Treasure Hunt” from the 7:30 to- 
8 slot. CBS is shopping around:' 
for a Tuesday at 8 replacement fori] 
“Adams & Eve.” Jan Murray’s; 
“Wingo” goes into 8:30. 

.Wednesday: Plenty action here,; 
too. CBS will bring out its new;] 
full hour western, “Rawhide/' as; 
the 7:30 to 8:30 competition against; 
NBC's “Wagon Train.” The CBS; 
8:30 period goes to Godfrey for 
his “Talent Scouts,” but at last re-; 
ports there was some question; 
about Lipton Tea’s renewal. : Un-:| 
derstood Young & Rubicam literal-; 
ly blew its . top over yanking of- 
Godfrey from his longtime Monday:| 
berth in order to make room for 
NBC’s “Father Knows Best,” CBS 
thus acquiring the Scott Paper, 
billings. 

At NBC, Lever Bros, has ac¬ 
quired the 8:30 period vacated by 
“Father Knows Best,” along with 
the Thursday night at 10 period 
being vacated by Rosemary Cloon¬ 
ey. The two Lever properties will 

be Groucho Marx and “Price Is 
Right.” Initially, the plot was to 
install Groucho on Wednesday and 
“Price” on Thursday, but it’s now 
figured that, since Groucho has a 
loyal following regardless, “Price” 
can probably fare better slugging 
it put with Godfrey on Wednesdays.: 

Oyer at ABC, there’s some con¬ 
cern over the fact that not a single 
one of the “Disneyland” clients 
(Swift, General Foods, Reynolds 
Metals, General Mills, has re¬ 
newed. Option date wras March 
and the network is still waiting. 
Show’s ratings have been hurt by 
“Wagon Train.” 

Thursday: There lias been some 
talk around CBS of shifting the 
full hour “Perry Mason” from 

I Saturday 7:30 to Thursday 7:30, 
i easing the selling problem on 
“Mason,” Which has .been difficult 
because of . its opposite-Perry 

! Como slotting (although the CBS. 
‘ mystcrioso series is now matching 
Como in ratings): Such, a shift 
would bump both “Sergeant Presr 
ton” and “Richard Diamond.” At 
NBC, the shifting of Groucho and 
“Dragnet” leaves the 8 to 9 period 
still open. At 9 “People’s Choice” 

fgets the. heave, with Borden’s and 
American Home Products co-spon¬ 
soring a new' Bob Hope half-hour 
anthology series, with Hope em¬ 
ceeing. 

Friday: Shift of “Leave It To 
Beaver” to Wednesday at 8 on 
CBS leaves the Friday 7:30 period 
open to all. comers. The network’s 
“Schlitz Playhouse” is iffy for 
’58-’59.. 

Saturday; Big news this night 
centers around the NBC “plot." 
This is to install an hour “eastern” 
series, “Tallahassee.” in the 9:30 to 
10:30. period as NBC's answer to 
“Have Gun” and “Gunsmoke.” It’s 
a Screen: Gems property . with 
stories taken~from the; Florida 
Sheriff's Bureau. 

CBS is still shopping around for 
a strong Saturday 8:30 entry. If 
“Perry Mason” shifts to Thursday,; 
it also throws open the 7:30 to. 
8:30 periods. Also, wide open, for 
NBC, CBS and ABC, is the qiies- ] 
tion of next season's sponsors. 

is now re presenting 

KYA 
SAN FRANCISCO 

another of the ° 

o 

ADAM YOUNG INC. 
MEW YORK- (HICMO• ST.LOWS* ATLANTA>10$ ANSftES-SAN FRANCISCO 

British ATV Still 
Paul Robeson Gleam 

London, March 25. 
Despite the refusal by the State 

Department tp grant Paul Robeson 
an exit .permit to appear in Britain, 
hope that the decision will be re¬ 
versed at: a later date is. beihg .held 
out in London, .Associated Tele¬ 
vision. which had. set aside its 
April 6 airing: of “Sunday Night at 
the London Palladium,”; for the 
singer, has now extended its offer 
to run through until June. 

London agent, Harold Davison, 
who negotiated the Robeson visit; 
said that ATV were still eager for 
him to appear. Meantime, the 
April 6 show will headline Pat 
Boone. 

Mufusl 
Continued from pase 28 • ~ 

this point in the “service type" net 
operated by MBS. but says the 
door's always are open to new pro¬ 
gram concepts: acceptable to affili¬ 
ates, including an affiliate pro¬ 
gram which may fate national ex¬ 
posure; ; 

• A new division will: be unveiled 
at Friday’s (28) meeting of the Mu¬ 
tual Affiliates Advisory Commit¬ 
tee in Washington, called the Spe¬ 
cial Services Department. The de- 

. partment will function as an added 
service to. affiliates, putting each 
MBS station, national facilities 
and stringers open to affiliate re¬ 
quests. F’rinstance, an affiliate in 
El Paso, Tex,, wishing to know 
what government spending ipay be 
in the offing for that locality can 
put in a request in Washington for 
a special MBS broadcast. The 
special wilk be put on closed cir¬ 
cuit to the El Paso station, with 
the. affiliate picking up out-of- 
pocket; costs. 

Two other spheres in Mutual’s 
activities—programming and sta¬ 
tion relations—will be expanded 
under, the new management, Vogel 
pointed out. Bob Novak, most re¬ 
cently with Martha. Rountree’s 
production firm as director of 
“Press Conference,” will return to 
the MBS: program department. 
Novak will work with- Hal Wagner, 
MBS programming v.p., in explor¬ 
ing and developing programming 
that fits into Mutual’s added serv- 
ice-to-affiliates concept. 

Gharles Godwin, .: former MBS 
director of station, relations who 
also held a station relations post 
with American Broadcasting; also 
Will be returning: to thd Mutual 
fold. He will replace James Own- 
by, who worked as a:, dual director 
of MBS station relations with 
Charles King. ; King remains in 
his present post, ; Both the Novak 
and Ownby appointments are; ef¬ 
fective next Tuesday. 

WMCA 
Continued from page 29 

and presented it on its regular edi¬ 
torial hour last Friday (21) by sta¬ 
tion owner Nathan Straus. Straus I 
analyzed World Telly’s editorial I 
and closed With a typical WMCA 
jingle: 
Apropos of the word fluoridation 
There was once a sad time in this 

nation ■ 
When smallpox was fife and took 

many a life— 
Until we had [mass vaccination. 
—T-f we waited to note: we’d be 

dead!!! 
Goldstein, who conceived idea of 

“singing editorials,” is one of the 
voices on recorded opening and 
closing of various jingles. 

As in all hotly contested issues, 
station has been getting both fan 
and pan mail; latter variety charg¬ 
ing N. Y. indie with being in em¬ 
ploy of both Satan and chemical 
companies. 

Kudner 
ssss Continued from page 27 

0Q0. The agency claimed no hint 
that the rest of General Motors 
business namely, the. General Mo¬ 
tors Corp. account, the Allison En¬ 
gine, Cleveland Diesel, Detroit 
Diesel or the Fisher Body division* 
will leave the agency although 
trade insiders feel that Kudner’s 
days on these accounts art num¬ 
bered. . 

Kudner had handled the GMC 
Truck & Coach business for the 
past eight years and had worked 
on the Frigidaire account for the 

past three years. Agency had 
served on various GM accounts 
for the past 22 years. . 
.: C. M. Rohrahaugh, president of 
the agency who replaced J. H. S. 
Ellis shortly after the Buick loss, 
was said to be out of town and not 
available for comment. 

Whether the agency would fold 
its doors if it loses the remainder 
of the General Motors business is 
a matter of speculation. Kudner 
still handles General Telephone, 
the • air cargo business of Pan 
American Airlines, as well as Na¬ 
tional Distilleries and Goodyear, 
plus a host of smaller accounts. 

Agency execs, who said no term¬ 
ination dates had been agreed 
upon, intimated the change would 
take place shortly, • 

The . estimated $12,000,000 loss 
represents, approximately $10,000,- 
000 worth of. Frigidaire business 
with the truck account billing in 
the neighborhood of $2,000,000. 

A spokesman for General Mo¬ 
tors stated that the Corp. was al¬ 
ready oii the prowl for a new 
agency. 

^ Continued from page 29 == 

Broadcasters convention on the 
Coast, -since all the webs will prob¬ 
ably show off their new Coast tape 
facilities. Affiliates will likely 
begin hammering away for permis¬ 
sion at that time. They want such 
permission primarily so they can 
take off good network public af¬ 
fairs and public service program¬ 
ming which they can’t clear for on 
a live basis but which they could 
schedule at o t h e r hours. Many 
feel that the use of network pro¬ 
grams was the key factor that led 
them to order tape equipment in 
the first place. 

Networks aren’t too happy about 
the situation and don’t want to 
talk about it either, because of the 
Washington implications. Webs are 
fearful that their ruling on tape 
might be interpreted in D. C. as an 
arbitrary-move against the stations, 
possibly to bulwark the network 
option practice. But they feel 
also that they have an obligation 
to let the affiliates who are con¬ 
sidering purchase of tape equip¬ 
ment know just how they stand 
so that they don’t make the in¬ 
vestment on a “maybe” basis. And 
the lawyers at the webs, who in the 
last analysis have the final say on 
matters of this kind, are adamant 
that no network show will be 
taped by an affiliate, under any 
circumstances. 

Menjou 
__ Continued from page 31 

achieve , a perfection unobtainable 
in live tv. * J 

As to motion pictures, in which 1 
he’s still very much active, Men¬ 
jou feels theatrical production is 
a bigger gamble year by. year, with 
the next few years being the cru-? 
cial ones. He recently .completed 
“I Married a Woman,” in which he 
has a co-starring role with Diana 
Dors and George Gobel. 

As to the benefits of p.a. tours, 
Menjou finds them important. Peo¬ 
ple are celebrity conscious. On his 
last Ziv show “Favorite Story,” he 
had personalized autographs sent 
to virtually every saloon keeper in 
southern Texas. It was a badge, 
like “Kilroy was here.” 

. Arbitron, the instantaneous 
(within 90 seconds) rating device 
for American Research Bureau; 
would already be on the road, ac¬ 
cording to the company, if it were 
not for a delay by American Tele¬ 
phone & Telegraph. AT&T, “two 
or three mouths behind” in meet¬ 
ing the target, is having trouble 
wiring the amplifying setup neces¬ 
sary for picking up Arbitron sig¬ 
nals from viewers. 

James Seiler, ARB prexy, said.: 
that 281 out of the 300 Arbitron 
homes in New York have had the 
basic equipment installed, and the 
other 19 will be fixed up within 
a few days.- There are six other 
cities in the Arbitron national 
sample—Chicago, Baltimore, Wash¬ 
ington, Philadelphia, Cleveland and 
Detroit—which are 85% installed, 
Seiler explained. 

Seiler said. AT&T promised 
everything would be cleaned up in 
another week, but he wasn’t mak¬ 
ing any guarantees of his own. 

Meanwhile, A. C. Nielsen, a rat¬ 
ing competitor of ARB’s, is waiting 
to see the outcome of the AT&T- 
vis-a-vis ARB matter before going 
ahead on its own instantaneous 
rating system. Nielsen says the 
system is prohibitively expensive. 
and the only way for it to pay off 
is to go national, but in order to 
do that it has to grow market by 
market, and Nielsen is wondering 
whether local, stations can afford 
the service. 

On the other hand, ARB saysi 
its Arbitron is relatively inexpen¬ 
sive, with each of the installations 
costing $133 for the basics plus 
phone line costs. 

Fort Worth—Bobby Peters, pro¬ 
gram director, has announced that 
WBAP-FM will program entirely 
separate from WBAP. Saturday 
and Sunday will be devoted to a 
combination of popular and classi¬ 
cal favorites plus works of the mas¬ 
ters in hi-fi. A total of 15 hours of 
fine music is now being aired daily 
on WBAP-FM. 

Costumes, Evening Gowns 
Original Designs, Reasonable Bast 

Fabric*, Quality Workmanship, 
- Prompt Delivery 

EDYTHE KENDALL Inc. 
39 West 32nd St.. New York 

LO 4-8207 

WHATEVER THE SHOW 
HE’S THE GREATEST! 

DOUG. ANDERSON 
Currently: 'The Magic Clown* 
Fnr BONOhIO TURKISH TAFFY on 

Channel 9, Mew York 
Sundays at.lS:0* A. M. 

Phene . . . Pienaar 7-57*1 

I—QUESTION WRITER—, 
For top rated aadieace participa¬ 
tion shew. Submit complete rasamn 
and salary desired. 

BoxV-324-51, VARIETY. 
154 W. 44th St., New York 34 

saAaa wwiwn mgr. 
wA« _JJGM-TV, a service of Loewis Incorporated 
701 7th Ave., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 2-2000 
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THE 

PLAY’S 

THE 

THING 

IN 

BRITAIN 

AND 

ABCTV 

GIVES IT 

TO THEM 

Rehearsals in progress for the recent ”Armchair Theatre” production of Ibsen*s '* The 
Master Builder”, at ABC’s Manchester Studios—one of Britain's largest TV. Studios. 

.... and every week for seventeen months, ABC Television ‘Armchair Theatre’ 

— full length drama productions networked to all ITA stations — has held the 

greatest part of Sunday night’s mammoth audience. First class plays and famous 

stars such as Tyrone Power, Joan Gisenwood, Ann Todd and Hugh Griffith 

spell this kind of success 

NOW LET HIM GO reached 63% of the British homes with a choice of TV 

services; achieved an 88% share of audience among homes switched on. 

World premiere of J. B. Priestley’s play especially written for ABC TV. 

THE SHINING HOUR rated 71%, achieved a 96% share of audience. A 

drama of personal relationship starring Elizabeth Sellars (shown in picture left). 

TRAGEDY IN A TEMPORARY TOWN rated 70%, achieved a 91% share of 

audience. First British TV presentation of Reginald Rose’s tense drama. 

MURDER STORY rated 75%, achieved a 94% share of audience. Ludovio 

Kennedy’s moving play on capital punishment. 

m BRITAIN’S 
\T E L E V! S i 0 P> ABC TELEVISION 

A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED BRITISH PICTURE CORPORATION 
London * Manchester * Birmingham • LEEDS • Film House, Wardour Street, London W.J, England 

THE ABC OF BRITISH TV 

ABC TELEVISION is a subsidiary com¬ 
pany of the Associated British Picture 
Corporation who own the vast Elstree 
Picture Studios, theABC chain of cinemas, 
and the world famous Path6 Newsreel. 

ABC, as a programme company ap¬ 
pointed by the Independent Television 

Authority (ITA), is the only company 
responsible for independent television 
(ITV) programmes in 3 transmitter areas 
—The Midlands, Lancashire and York¬ 
shire (Lancashire and Yorkshire are 
commonly grouped together as the North). 
ABC provides weekend (Saturday and 

Sunday) programmes in these areas. 
The total population of the ABC Net¬ 

work (Midlands and Northern Areas) is 
over 20 millions. Already, only two years 
after our first transmitter went on the air, 

'over 10 millions—half of this population 
—are able to receive ABC programmes. 
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Foreign) TV Reviews 
\ ■ 

. . . AND HUMANITY 
With Flora Robson, Donald Pleas- 

ence, Brian Oulton, John Phil¬ 
lips. Thomas Heathcote, George 
Howe. Richard Warner, Jessica 
Dunning, Ernest Milton, Peter 
Howell, Mairhi Russell, -Ivor 
Dean, Peter MacKriel, Ruth' 
Lodge, Richard Mathews, Clive 
Revill, Roy Wilson 

Writer: Peter Draper 
Producer-Director: Peter Potter 
90 Mins.. Wed., 9 p.m. 
Associated Television from Bir¬ 

mingham 
Flora Robson fulfilled an ambi¬ 

tion in this piece by portraying 
nurse Edith Cavell. The play :was 
specially commissioned for her by 
H. M. Tennent’s Globe Theatre, 
end written by a’newcomer tc) tv, 
Peter Draper, who runs a potjtery 
in Devonshire. What Draper turned 
out was a moving study of a dedi¬ 
cated woman. There were very 
few frills attached to the story, 
which, by its simplicity and deep 
understanding, was taut and ideal. 
Miss Robson gave a beautifully 
subdued performance, full of both 
gentleness and strength, She bad 
strong support from the rest of 
the cast, notably from Donald 
PI essence, as Henri Pincoff. .the 
cold eyed, sinister German inter¬ 
rogator with the deceptively mild 
manner, who brainwashed nurse 
Cavell into confession. 

. . And Humanity” was the 
frank story of s woman who be¬ 
lieved it was her duty to aid Allied 
soldiers to escape from Brussels 
and the Germans until she Was 
caught, tried and finally shot. Hos¬ 
pital scenes, where nurse Cavell 
and her staff nursed both Allied 
and German soldiers with equal 
care, while at the same time carry¬ 
ing out undercover work, were 
vivid, natural and full, of atmos¬ 
phere. It was made clear that 
nurse CaVell did what she did for 
no other reason than that she “felt 
sorry for the boys." The dektb 
cell scene, although in many whys 
tender^ tended to be harrowing 
with Miss Robson squeezing the 
last , ounce of meaning out of her 
lines. George Howe as Mr. Gah'jan, 
nurse Cavell’s priest friend, gave a 
moving, sincere performance as fan 
embarrassed and fhistrated man. 
forced to deliver the last rites to a 
woman whom he admired. . \ 

Paul Mayo's sets were first rate, 
and Peter Potter's production per¬ 
fect. The tv version of nurse 
CaveH's. story, following late in 
the footsteps of film and radio 
stories, presented a new facet; to 
the (*flen told past accounts,. and 
provejd to he an excellent offering. 

! Baryl 

HOTEL IMPERIAL 
With. Vic Oliver, Mary Ellis, Brian 

Oulton. Tom Gill, Ian Macnaugh- 
ton, Robert Crewdson, Nancy 
Nevinson, Robert Rietty, Leslie 
Heritage, Gordon Phillott, Ber¬ 
nard Rebel, George Roderick, 
The British Concert Orch 5 

Writer: Alan Melville 
Director: John Phillips 
30 Mins., Tues., 8:30 p.m. 
Associated - Rediffuslon from Lon¬ 

don 
Scripter Alan Melville’s first en¬ 

try into commercial tv with l a 
weekly 30-minute series entitled 
“Hotel Imperial,” appears, from jits 
first airing to have the foundations 
of a good program. Featuring Vic 
Oliver as the longtime resident 
conductor of a large Palm Court 
Orchestra in a plush London ho¬ 
tel, the series unfolds liis memoirs 
as told to a jpurnallst who is going 
to ghost his autobiography. Natur¬ 
ally enough, most of the 30 minutes 
is devoted to flashbacks about t-5ie 
characters who’ve stayed at the 
"Imperial” with stories worth toll¬ 

ing. Settings by Frederic Pusey 
were convincing enough to create 
atmosphere of a ritzy hotel; and 
smooth production gave the offer¬ 
ing the sort of gloss it needed. . 

First yarn concerned a prima 
donna, played by Mary Ellis, who 
had handed over her wartime lov¬ 
er, a resistance! leader, to the Ges¬ 
tapo. Checking in at the Imperial, 
she was handed a cable apparently 
sent by him and promptly col¬ 
lapsed in. a dead faint. With an 
appearance at the Covent Garden 
Opera House only a few hours 
away, the songstress was in a blue 
funk. It was up to Oliver to find 
her ex-lover and assure her she 
was not destined for an early 
grave. Final twist to the plot was. 
however, oversimplified. 

Miss Ellis, although given no op¬ 
portunity to demonstrate her sing¬ 
ing ability; gave an accomplished 
portrayal as the opera star, while 
Oliver was pleasantly restrained 
and convincing in his role. 

Bary. 

CARROLL LEVIS JUNIOR DIS¬ 
COVERIES 

Producer-Director: Fred Wllby 
Settings: Erie Sheddeh 
30 Mins.; Sum, 4:35 p.m. 
Associated-TeleVision from Lon-, 

don 
Sunday afternoon tv tot’s time 

has gained a more than likely win¬ 
ning entry with the inclusion of the 
“Carroll Levis Junior Discoveries” 
show. Designed as a showcast for 
moppet , talent, the first entry 
abounded . with able youngsters 
eager to perform their routines at 
the drop of a hat. It’s probable 
that the airing, slotted as it is on 
Sunday, will also attract older 
viewers, who’ll no doubt also be 
entertained by the kiddie antics. 
Age limit is between. 12 and 15 
years and the show is prefilmed at 
Associated Television’s London 
studio's before a juye gathering. 
Genial Levis showed the right 
touch in handling the youngsters, 
who aren’t eligible for prizes but 
can win another screening through 
popularity. 

Debut show offered a good cross 
section of entertainment, steering 
well clear of the norm type moppet 
routines and getting down to rock 
’n’ roll, skiffle and gimmick acts; 
First before the cameras was a 
diminutive A1 Jolson impersonator, 
followed by a chic thrush warbling 
“Mister Wonderful,” with as much 
ability as some twice her age. Gim¬ 
mick routine came from a roller 
skating accordionist playing a song 
selection while wheeling around 
and the skiffle entry from a little 
lad beating out the chords on a 
ukelele. A group of schoolgirls reg¬ 
istered hefty yocks with an ambi¬ 
tious comedy routine on “I’m Not 
a Juvenile Delinquent;” Film qual¬ 
ity was good and the program is 
skedded for airing over the entire 
commercial tv grid in the near 
future. If it maintains the standard, 
achieved In the first offering, it 
might hook an outsize audience 
despite its afternoon: slot. Bary. 

THE ONE WHQ CAME BACK 
With Anton Dtffrlng; George Ben¬ 

son, Ewen Solon, Margaret Ty- 
zack, Reginald Heairne, Michael 
Cardla, Edward Bees. George A, 
Cooper; Glyn Houston, Patrick 
Carter, Richard Hayter, Bryan 
Kendrick 

Director: John Nelson Burton 
Writer: Peter Hayes (adapted by 

John Nelson Burton) 
75 Mins., Sun. (16) 
ABC-TV, from Manchester 

Anton Diffring flew to Britain 
from Hollywood specially to take 
the lead in this controversial drama 
and the journey was worth while 
for Diffring for the role was a 

meaty one though the play Itself 
Was patchy, some of Peter Hayes’ 
arguments over whether the Nazis 
should be forgiven for the part 
they, played in World War II being 
somewhat, specious and ill devel¬ 
oped. 

Diffring,.: an ex-Luftwaffe pilot, 
returns to England to oversee the 
building of a German owned fac¬ 
tory.. He discovers that it is the 
village where, during the war, ho 
dropped bombs which killed or 
maimed half the villagers. Problem. 
How Would the villagers react when 
they discovered his identity? In 
the play he has a pretty rough time 
of it but eventually wins out by 
risking his life by defusing one of 
the monster bombs which had lain 
unexploded in the village for all 
those years. 

John . Nelson Burton’s direction 
led up to some very tense atmos¬ 
phere before the climax was 
reached but some ruthless editing 
of a lot of unnecessary gab would 
have benefited the play which 
rarely rose above the level of 
straightforward melodrama. Dif¬ 
fring handled the central role with 
dignity and strength and Margaret 
Tyzack was a standout in the only 
femme' role. Ewen Solon, Glyn 
Houston, George Benson and Mi¬ 
chael Cardla were among the Oth¬ 
ers usefully employed in a play that 
held the, interest- but which occa¬ 
sionally became tangled up in its 
own. rhethoric. Rich. 

Larry marshall show 
With Jack Billings & dancers, John 

Grieve, Charles Sim, others 
Writers: Temple, Marshall 
Director: Rai Purdy 
30 Mins. 
Scottish Television, from Glasgow 

Set round the comedy antics of 
Larry. Marshall, daily funster on 
Scot indie tv’s midday frolic, “The 
One O’Clock Gang,” .this shapes as 
an ambitious offering with lotsa 
emphasis on bright : musical and 
dance numbers. Comedy, also, is 
promising if local dialects and vul¬ 
garizations can be left out! 

Jack, Billings, who has been asso¬ 
ciated with numerous top tv shows 
in London, brings his experienced 
hand to direction of musical and 
dance scenes, mainly with a nauti¬ 
cal flavoring, and all are sufficient¬ 
ly bright. 

In the fuii dept., Marshall, a pop- 
eyed type, is best as Chester Mac- 
Chew, a victim of “This Is Your 
Life” interviewing in an episode 
titled “This Is Who’s Life.” He’s 
picked out from studio audience 
eating fish and chips, and featured 
as a famous pie-eater, with John 
Grieve, locaj legit player, as emcee, 
and Charles Sims. 

Main fault of show is that it tees 
off too slowly. More zip and pace 
would add greatly to impact in ’ini-. 

| tial stages. Choice of glamor gals 
Is good, and they feature s.a. 
strongly. Rai Purdy’s direction is 
always inventive. Show, a tuneup 
tryout for possible future series, 
appears to be on promising lines. 

MYLORD WEISS SICH ZU 
HELFEN 

(Mylord Knows to Help Himself) 
With Boy Gobert, Barbara Span- 

nth, Agnes Wlndeck,: Wolfgang 
Kuehne, Walter Bluhm, Erhard 
Siedel, Franz Nicklisch, Bruno 
Fritz, Olga Limburg, Eduard 
Wandrey, Ernst Stahl-Nachbaur, 
Emmy Burg, others 

Producer: UFA 
Director: Thomas Engel 
55 Mins.: Sat. 8:5Q pjn. 
German TV, from Hamburg 

Since UFA’s initial vidpix were 
of poor quality, the followup was 
awaited with curiosity. “Mylord.” 
UFA’S third time made especially 
for tv, is a pleasant surprise. ItTs 
not only this company’s best vidpic 
so far but above-average video en¬ 
tertainment The story (based on 
a novel by Oscar Wilde) is of such 
quality, that UFA hid little diffi¬ 
culty framing an enjoyable film. 

Thomas Engel did a very efficient 
directorial job. 

Story concerns Lord Arthur Sa- 
vile (Boy Gobert), told by a clair¬ 
voyant that he will commit a mur¬ 
der. The lord believes in that 
prophecy and decides to settle this 
(murder) case before his wedding 
takes place. First, he “buys” a 
murder just committed by a crim¬ 
inal; But the clairvoyant tells him 
that this murder doesn’t count— 
he must commit one-himself. .Then 
he tries to poison his old aunt by 
means of a poisoned chocolate- 
cream, but the old lady dies a nat¬ 
ural death before she even touches 
the praline. Next, he sends a gift 
clock with a built-in infernal ma¬ 
chine to somebody but the bomb 
doesn’t go off the way it should. 
Next, he wants to shoot his Uncle 
while both are hunting but that 
doesn’t work out either. The de¬ 
pressed Savile, who had been post¬ 
poning his wedding from one case 
to the other, finally meets the clair¬ 
voyant on a bridge and after learn¬ 
ing that he can’t swim, throws him 
into the river; at last he has mur¬ 
dered someone. Piece’s last poke, 
however, is that the clairvoyant had 
planned (a letter reveals it) to take 
his life anyway. 

Cast consists of about two dozen 
players of whom most are depend¬ 
able thespians here. The most sub¬ 
stantial performance is turned in 
by Gobert. His portrayal of the 
Mylord- is an amusing acting piece 
mixed with the right doses of irony. 
Gobert is practically through most 
of the 55 minutes, most: of the 

[others being on briefly. Technical¬ 
ly, “Mylord" represents a fine 
standard;' Hans. 

Foreign TV Followup 

Chelsea At Nine 
Eddie Constantine, the American 

singer-actor who went to France to 
make good, and is now described 
as. “the idol of thousands of Conti¬ 
nental teenagers,” made only a 
moderate impact when he appeared 
as headliner and emcee of Grana- 
da-TV’s “Chelsea At Nine” (18). As 
emcee, Constantine was unsure and 
lacked warmth, and in the vocal ! 
stakes, despite his ability to sell a ] 
song, gleaned only polite applause. 
It was his choice of numbers which 
was mainly at fault, with two out 
of three of .the renditions in the : 
French cabaret style, one of which 
appeared to have humorous lyrics 
but meant nothing to a British 
audience,, and offered little melody 
line. The one familiar sons, ‘‘Fun¬ 
ny Valentine ” sung in English, 
had a more favorable result, and 
gave a good indication of Constan¬ 
tine’s artistry. 

Big hit of the offering was sup¬ 
plied by Hermione Baddeley and 
Stanley Baxter in w.k. British 
sketch “Dinner For One.” Baxter, 
portraying an aged butler to an 
eccentric dame entertaining five 
imaginary guests to dinner, earned 
gusty yocks for a fine comedy per¬ 
formance, with Miss Baddeley add¬ 
ing largely to the hilarity. Serious 
note to the show was injected by 
the remarkable piano playing of 
15-year-old Daniel Barenboim who 
performed two classical, pieces in 
brilliant style. . 

Following in the footsteps of sev¬ 
eral other West End shows, the 
entire cast of the musical, "Grab 
Me A Gondola,” dashed from the 
Lyric Theatre to put in an appear¬ 
ance on the-program. The airing 
made a favorable impression with 
several of the show’s numbers fea¬ 
tured, and Joan Heal spotlighted. 

Regular, support supplied by the 
Granadiers song and dance line, 
and the' Peter; Knight orch was 
first class.. Bary. 

Networks hen c 

more money 

behind them aftd the public 

gets a better 

news picture 

Listener's commenijfrom the recent study by Motivation Analysis, Inc. 

which showed that listeyiers distinguish between radio stations and re¬ 

gard the C-O's morefdvorably than the leading Independent cornpetition. 

: CBS-OWNED RADIO STATIONS' 

WEEI, l 
WBBM. Chisago 
KNX, Los Angeles 
WCBS. tow York 
KMOX, St. Louis . 

KCBS, San Francisco 

‘Canon 35’ Spotlights 
Ohio Feasting Meet 

Cleveland, March 25. 
Thorny controversial Canon 33 

of American Bar Assn, will be a 
major topic debated by Chief Jus¬ 
tice O. Otto Moore of Supreme 
Court of^Colorado and. Chicago at¬ 
torney . Wayland B. Cedarquist at. 
annual conference of Ohio Assn, of 
Broadcasters on April 11 here at 
Hotel Carter. 

Hubbard Hood, prexy of OAB 
and .prexy of WKRC, Cincy, says 
many other topics also will be 
thrashed out at the gathering. 
Robert Secrest, former Ohio Con¬ 
gressman and now a member of 
Federal Trade Commission; will 
speak on “The Broadcaster aiid 
the F. T. C.” The Barrow Report 
also will be on the agenda. 

TV Followup Comment 
Continued from page 39 

the camera, with the result that 
the visit to Australia, was one of 
the duUest.in the hourlong series. 

When the camera was allowed to 
roata, picking up the faces and 
customs of the aborigines, the 
wildlife in the hinterland, and 
other facets of life In the “back- 
woods,” the Interest meter perked 
up. Thomas’ Odyssey Productions 
has taken some remarkably fresh 
footage in its world travels, some 
of Which should be of lasting value. 
It’s a pity that Thomas pegs the 
footage With such a poor narrative 
job, as evident in his last-outing. 

Whole motif for the trek to the 
unsettled area of Australia,; called 
by the natives the land “hack of 
the'beyond,” was to solve a “mys¬ 
tery.” The Unsettled question was 
whether a certain. Australian pros¬ 
pector, considered a fraud by- some 
people, had actually died in the 
hinterland 28 years ago. There was 
a lot of posed, stiff questions and 
answers, hardly a substitute for a 
scenario. 

The trek wound up with Thomas 
holding what was claimed to «*e the. 
skull of the missing prosector, 
something of a fitting.postscript to . 
the outing. “Alas, poor Thomas, I 
knew: him well.” Hotq, 

Studio One In Hollywood 
This was certainly far from a 

rib-breaker. This was a frothy 
“Studio: One” job that lollypopped 
its way to sign-roff time. Jerry Da¬ 
vis and Tom August were the au¬ 
thors of this mildly amusing poke, 
in the ribs of cinema life. 

It was labelled “The Award Win¬ 
ner” and telecast over CBS-TV (24) 
with Jack Oakie as the fasttalking. 
HoUywood agent who put liis 
cousin’s name on a script penned 
by another guy marked lousy in 
the film industry. 

Eddie Bracken played the bogus 
script writer who much preferred 
to stay a toy package designer. 
Joanna Moore was the switchboard 
operator with acting ambitions and 
Gale Gordon was the much trou¬ 
bled boss of the toy making estab¬ 
lishment. 

Here and there In “The Award 
Winner” the authors managed to 

[get off a worthy barb or two in 
the direction of. Hollywood’s be¬ 
havior pattern, but mostly it was 
dragging. Bracken did distinguish 
himself in the first act when called 
upon to consume a piece of pastry 
in the Brown Derby Restaurant. He 
ate it with finesse.. Oakie’s takeoff 
of the maneuvering agent was 
amusing at times. William Craig 
Smith’s set was good. Rons. 
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MEMO FR0M BRITAIN (1 ) 

mm 

I I Puzalement 
We plan to print a new memo every month. 

Why? We’re moved by a sense of public 

service - plus the wish once and for all to remove 

that inevitable look of polite puzzlement which 

appears in the eyes of our overseas Mends when¬ 

ever Somebody tries to ‘"explain” I.T.V. 

We’ll be trying to give you a clear picture of 

I.T.V. by using terms you’re familiar with in your 

own shop-talk and tackling subjects which are 

part and parcel of your normal business routines. 

I The first memo will highlight some basic I.TV. 

facts: coverage, the operating companies, net¬ 

working, and programme Output. 

H BIG? 

On February 23rd, 1958, I.T.V, had an estimated 

national coverage of 5,283,000 British tefevision 

homes in the five basic Regions now in service. 

We’ll report this ever-growing figure each month 

so that you can keep comparing our size with 

your own. 

ufuHiB WHO? 

This is the question that seems to baffle our 

foreign Mends most. Who’s who, what’s he re¬ 

sponsible for.and what'shlsrelative importance? 

It has all seemed terribly complicated because 

the Independent Television Authority - roughly 

the British equivalent of the F.C.C. - decided to 

grant broadcasting licences in a jigsaw pattern. 

First they divided Britain into Regions; then 

they also divided some Regions into two separate 

and independent ‘franchises using the Same 

channel- one for weekdays (Mondays through 

Fridays), the other for weekends (Saturdays and 

Sundays); finally-hold your breath- they gave 

some companies (called ‘‘Programme Contrac¬ 

tors”) franchises in more7 than one Region. 

Complex as it sounds, you’d be surprised how' 

smoothly it works. 

Here are the companies now operating*' 

ASSOCISTBD-RIDiPSUSieil UiaiTBO ■ 

(Nickname *A-R "). 

London Region (1,837,0001.T.V. homoe)^ 

MONDAYS THROUGH FRIDAYS 

ASSOCIATBb .TBLB VISION LIMITBD 

(Nlcknama "A.T.V.") 

London Region (1,837,0001.T.y. Hornes) 

SATURDAYS Alp SUNDAYS 

AND 

Midland Region (1,018,000 I.T.V. homes) 

MONDAYS THROUGH FRIDAYS 

ABO TBLBVlSION LIMITSD / 

(Nlcknama ‘’ABC ") 

Midland Region (1,018^000 I.T.V. homes) 

Saturdays and Sundays 

Northern Reg ion(1,887,0OO I.T. V, h0mes) 

SATURDAYS. AND SUNDAYS 

TWORK LIMITSD 

(Nlcknama " Granada”) 

Northern Region (1,867,000 I.T.V. homes) 

MONDAYS: THROUGH FRIDAYS 

SCOTTISH TBLBVlSION LIMITSD 

. (Nickname "Scotland"} 

Scottish Region (376,000 I.T.y. homes) 

SEVEN DAYS PER WEEK 

T.W.W.LIMITBD 

(Nickname" Wales") 

Wales and West of England Region 

(225,000 I.T;V. homes) 

SEVEN DAYS PER WEEK 

(Alt coverage figure* are based on estimates of television 
Audience Measurement Limited-Nickname " TAM"), 

TOC ETHERNESS 

: Almost all major live I.T.V. programmes - the 
greatest part of the weekly schedules - are net¬ 
worked simultaneously throughout the five 

operating Regions. The Programme Contractors 

meet regularly and voluntarily in a Networking 

Committee which plans national schedules and 
agrees the amount and type of programming 

each Regional company will contribute. The 
companies are free to work out their own formula 

: for financial payments among themselves for 
their contributions to networking. The Com-? 

mittee also sets the number and placement of 
‘‘breaks’’ in all netwOrk programmes, when each 

Region puts out its own commercials and plugs, 

rejoining the network on time cues. All I.T.V. 
commercials are spots - no I.T.V. programme 
can be sponsored. The set-up is not unlike 

American Co-ops. 

WHO REEDS WHAT? 

Of the six companies named above> now operat¬ 

ing, foqr provide the bulk of live networked 

shows- A-R, A.T.V., Granada and ABC. Scotland 

and Wales (just opened) have thus far fed very 

little into the I.T.V. network, using their more 

limited production facilities for local Regional 
programmes which appeal to their nationalistic 
audiences. A.T,V. is the only major network 

contributor which sustains a full seven-day 
weekly: national programme output. 

The weekly total of I.T.V. programme hours is 

decided by the Postmaster General through the 
Independent .Television Authority, The per¬ 
mitted amount of transmission time isfully used. 

At present. I.T.V. is on the air with about fifty 
hours of regularly scheduledprogrammesweekly 

but this total is always exceeded by special re- 
motes of sports and public events, and by week¬ 

day afternoon programmes for the schools. A 

few companies transmit midday lunchtime 
shows in their Regions, but the solid schedules 

usually start around 4.30 p.m. and carry through 
until around 11 p.m. - and in some Regions, until 

midnight. Sundays get off to an earlier start, 

about 2.30 p.m. with peak Audiences available In 
the honTsummer months. 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 

We’ll be dealing with programmes in detail in 
later Memos from Britain. We’ll try to give you 
a first impression of the volume of live pro¬ 

gramme production for the I.T.V. network by 
citing figures for the most ambitious and 

popular types of all I.T.V. shows - drama and 
light entertainment programmes running one 
hour or longer. The total number produced 

during 1957 - 313 - was a remarkable achieve¬ 

ment for a relatively young television industry, 

A.T.V,, with its seven-day production and trans¬ 
mitting: week, topped the list with 134, The 

three other neighbourly programme contrac¬ 
tors who substantially feed the network 

produced 73, 70 and 36. And all present signs 

point to a much greater output during 1958; 

if your took of polite puzzlement persists, drop us a line and toe'll do Our best to clear up the dark areas. Ous 

next Memo iciU tackle British Ratings, and lioio to interpret them. Internationally speaking this is... 

AS89CIATED TELEVISION LIMITED TELEVISION HOUSE- KINGSWAY-LONDON .WC 2. ENGLAND 
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Educ’l TV: Study In Intrigue 
; Continued: from page: 35 ; 

of daylight programming hours on 
WOR-TV for in-and-outrof-schooil 
tvcasts. institutions affected couiil 
be MKT A (Metropolitan Educationi¬ 
st Television. Assn.), WNYC, WNYJfc 
(Board of Education outlet) and 
similarly interested groups such as 
NYU, Columbia U and Fordham U, 
to mention a few. 

META, an organization now dor 
- lng a vigorous job Of tv-educatio^i 

in metropolitan area and produc¬ 
ing regular programs for N. Y. Cl 
Board of Education from its owd 
studios via WPIX and also qvei 
WCBS, on occasion, is a sort of 
middleman in current picture, 4 
has been getting no money from 
Board of Education for its world 
living mostly on grants from sorhd 
major foundations. ] 

Where Does WNYC Fit* In? . } 

The role of WNYC, municipal 
outlet, is yet to be decided, it als(| 
broadcasts many educational feaf 
tures and is hoping to launch itsi 
own UHF station on Channel 25i 
if the Mayor and Board of Esti[ 
mate say yes. There’s dough in 
the capital budget for this project* 
Incidentally, The Regents tried td 
buy WATV; ^Channel 13) some? 
time ago, but withdrew applica-? 
tion,' shortly before the WOR-TV, 

’ deal was consummated. Further! 
more, how will WNYE, fm outlel* 
of the Board of Education, fareTi 
Will its role be diminished or wilt 
it continue its present setup where 
tv captures teaching fancy of N. Y.? 
educators? ! 

One of many headaches in this? 
major large-scale undertaking isj 
hyper-thyroid jealousy of upstate- 
pedagogues toward New. York City* 
schoolroom administrators: To* I 
work out educational tv curriculum} 
satisfactory to both unban and: 
rural communities requires the- 
wisdom of a latterday Socrates and! 

‘Horace Mann, not to mention aj 
Judge Landis arid Umpire Klem. i 

Educators have much in com-' 
mon with the acting profession. 
They thrive on credits and it is: 
alleged that a kinescope of an edu-j 
cational program bearing the pro-: 
duction credits of a .metropolitan; 
group could easily be . scuttled in: 
upstate N. Y. on many grounds,: 
but principally on the “whodo-the- 
big - town - educators-think-they- 
are-anyway” beef. 

Tv—the new world in. education 
—will occupy time, and talents of 
educators with far more impact; 
now. that WOR-TV deal appears a: 
certainty. But how it will be 
served up to please all remains a 
perplexing problem to key figures 
on many scholastic beach heads. 
Jacob L. Holtzmann, chairman of 
a special Regents committee on tv, 
and responsible for arranging the 
WOR-TV deal, says that the 

European Newsreel 
Cameraman 
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squawkers . will get 20-20 Vision 
once the project gets under way 
and that it will prove a miracle 
both to teachers arid pupils. '•Sure, 
a million mistakes will be made at 
the beginning,” Holtzmann said, 
“but they’ll all be corrected. All 
the curriculum problems will be 
solved. The Regents..will see to 
it.” 

Dr. James E. Allen Jr., State 
Commissioner . 'of Education, has 
indicated, he will call a meeting of 
leading tv educators soon after 
final legislative actiou has been 
taken. Who’ll be invited to this 
meeting is uncertain at . the mo¬ 
ment but those concerned with de¬ 
veloping educational tv for better¬ 
ment of iri-school teaching on 
closed circuit, in-school teaching 
over air and in horiie prograrris, 
hope they’ll. have a chance to sit 
at the; table and help fashion the 
mechanics of this : major• urider- 
taking. 

Certainly, there’ll be elbowing, 
and some individuals, unfortu¬ 
nately, will be goosed with a 
switch-blade 12-inch ruler,. in the 
scramble to the WOR-tv cameras: 

ABC Radio 
; Corifinued from page 43 

president in charge' of program¬ 
ming. and he also hired Thomas 
Harrison as the man in charge of 
web sales. These were, so .to speak, 
Eastman’s anchor men. 

A few months later, when the 
reversals started and the concept 
already seemed doomed, Labunski, 
sensing by his own admission that 
matters, had become untenable 
since as program boss, he was 
closely associated with the whole 
concept,, quit. 

A month after Anderson, a for¬ 
mer midwest deejay, got launched 
on the. newly-named Airierican 
Broadcasting Network, Eastman & 
Co. began a string of five Other 
shows, similar in makeup and con¬ 
tent Web on Oct, 7 put Jim 
Reeves, from Nashville, and Jim 
Backus back-to-back for two hours 
an afternoon, and, that night, Merv 
Griffin and Bill Kemp began a sim¬ 
ilar time relationship at night be¬ 
tween 7 and 9. 

There were no sales to speak, of 
during any time ,in the first month 
and a half after the shows began* 
except for new McNeill biz, a 
couple of spots iri Anderson and 
the sales qn the news show staples. 
In late. November, after a series 
of intimate meetings with the trade 
press and advertisers* Eastman 
launched a grand slam sales, pitch 
at the Plaza Hotel, in New York, 
to several hundred advertisers. A 
showmanlike job of selling, the ad¬ 
vertisers, even if they didn’t buy, 
were favorably impressed. How¬ 
ever, that night, it was later 
learned, the first rumblings of 
“retrenchment” Were heard and in 
no time at all, on Jan. 3, it’s re¬ 
called, Bill Kemp, who was heard 
between 8 arid 9 p.m., • was axed. 
The following Monday, Merv .Grif¬ 
fin was expanded to eat up Kemp’s 
former time, leaving the network 
with four new weekday shows. 
Johnny Pearson, who has since be¬ 
come a local deejay on WABC, 
New York, was another early Janu¬ 
ary casualty. He had Saturday 
morning live show, which reverted 
to records, . ; 

Anderson, Reeves, Backus and 
Griffin rode along with overt 
smoothness after that, although 
everybody became' afraid the 
squeeze was Teally on. Then, on 
March 3, with the scuttlebutt at 
its height,- the big axe fell.. Babun- 
ski had already quit. Anderson 

was dropped. from the morning 
web slot, with Backus taking his 
place in. tandem with McNeill. 
Reeves’ show was dropped, and 
Griffin moved into the afternoon, 
with Anderson faking over the 
nighttime; -not as a live musical 
show, but a record-spinning affair. 

•• Anderson; evidently, will be the 
only one.. of the original crew re¬ 
maining, after early April, still 
spinning records; His contract, it’s 
reported, still has another 10 
weeks to run from this date. 

So, . within a month and a half 
of starting a fullblown, new sked 
(which, >. incidentally, precluded 
dramatic programming very early 
in the game, thereby driving a lu¬ 
crative morning drama block over 
to NBC); it had started: failing 
apart. 

The reason? Eastman started in 
October spending a reported $85,- 
000 a week on his new operation, 
building in a few Weeks to an over¬ 
all budget of about $125,000 a 
week. Coupled with, problems in 
theatres, the decision, to retrench 
was made by the board of directors. 

. Asked by the decision to cut 
back so soon, two members, of the 
AB-PT board .answered, in effect, 
“ABN was not making money as 
quickly as promised.” These board 
members optimistically figured, 
from the Way the plan Was origi¬ 
nally. presented to them, . that 
there Would he at least, “some” 
billings accruing to the. new pro¬ 
grams almost at once, which was 
obviously .not the case. To one 
board member, it was simply a 
question, of sustaining further 
losses or throwing in the towel 
right away. 

IBEW 

AFTRA & SAG 
Continued from page 43 

saying that, the employers now 
sighed with SAG will have SAG 
members do their tape vide!o work 
and those inked with AFTRA will 
have AFTRA members do the tape 
work.. But this leaves the con¬ 
testants in a position to fight for 
new shops—of which there might 
be several because tape is such an 
appetizing method of production. 
Moreover, it puts the agencies (in¬ 
sofar as blurbs are concerned) in 
the position of being able to give 
its business to the shops whose 
workers represent the lower wage 
and working condition scale. 

Outside AFTRA and SAG there 
are tradesters taking sides on the 
outcome: international Alliances of 
Theatrical; Stage Employees, having 
a long history of association with 
SAG in: the making of flicks, could 
adjust' itself its tape demands on 
a precedent favoring the screen 
players’ guild. National Assn, of 
Broadcast Employees & Techni¬ 
cians and International Brother-: 
Rood of Electrical Workers could 
turn a favorable AFTRA precedent 
to their advantage. 

Sides among the. unions are 
easier to anticipate than, among the 
employers who are; on the other 
side Of the bargaining table. But it. 
is quite generally conceded that 
advertising .agencies would rather 
Work for SAG: For one, AFTRA 
is considered a far more iriilitant 
uriion. It .was AFTRA, for exam¬ 
ple, Which got pension & welfare 
.and AFTRA which conceived rerun 
payments. And, today, it is AFTRA 
which has entered . demands for 
additional payments to actors who 
have done live programs in the 
United States which are later 
shown on kinescope on foreign fv. 

The networks, some feel, will side 
with AFTRA—despite its militancy 
—because.CBS* NBC and ABC are 
fearful that a SAG alliance in tape 
will make room for IATSE on a 
fuller scale and* to. them, IATSE 
spells the toughest; union, yet. 
IATSE is considered “all powerful” 
in motion pictures. 

You get a lot to life with . . 

.. clicks with plenty of action, tricky plot 
situations, good suspense . . 
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mand a.national rank-and-file show¬ 
down. 

Latest CBS proposals do not con¬ 
tain any verbiage on remote light¬ 
ing at CBS* an issue IBEW and In¬ 
ternational Alliance of Theatrical 
& Stage Employees are now con¬ 
testing. CBS has injunctions 
against both IB and IA to prevent 
remote lighting squabbles from 
breaking out into work stoppages 
and so far has authority to assign 
lighting to whichever of the un¬ 
ions it sees fit. IB members here 

Tough on Unions 
In all likelihood, the Na¬ 

tional Assn, of Broadcast Em¬ 
ployees & Technicians and in¬ 
ternational Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers will go 
“out of sync” again, CBS has 
already showed a willingness 
to give IB a two-and-a-half 

: year pact, which would start 
the I960 negotiations six 
months after NBC and ABC 
begin with NABET. 

Although CBS is willing, it 
has been the two unions who 
are almost "completely unhap¬ 
py with the way things are 
working out as the result of 
simultaneous dickers. IB and 
NABET had infinitely more 
difficulty keeping in touch 
with each other and keeping 
their demands in line, thereby 
offering a consolidated front 
against the webs, than did the. 
webs. 

One unionite put it this way: 
“The networks kept in close 
touch with each other. They 
had the complete advantage, 
since they’d taken the trouble 
to get us mad at each other 
so we wouldn’t talk.” 

have adopted the attitude that 
where remote lighting is concerned 
further negotiations should be 
conducted on an “all or nothing” 
basis. 

One N-Y. unionite said the ne¬ 
gotiating committee “held its nose” 
at the new CBS recommendations. 
There is, however, a good chance; 
what with the international office 
behind it, that it will go to a refer¬ 
endum vote of the national rank- 
and-file. When offers were orig¬ 
inally rejected* it was by a quasi¬ 
official voice vote in only two IB 
locals, including 1212 in New York. 

Significant difference between 
this offer and the last is that CBS 
has offered two $5 raises, which, 
within two-and*a-half years would 
hike top minimum to $185. Orig¬ 
inal offer was a single $5 hike (be¬ 
ginning at current $175 a week). 
Second, as hinted above,. CBS is 
Willing to extend the contract for 
two-and-a-half years instead of two 
years, a point which the union 
seems to favor since it would end 
the confusion of concurrent .dick¬ 
ers by National Assn, of Broadcast 
Employees & Technicians. 

If IB’s membership accepts by 
referendum the new CBS offers; 
pact would become retroactive to 
Feb. 1, day after the old contract^ 
ended. 

CBS also.offered IBEW members 
additional week’s vacation after 15 
years service, full payment of a 
life insurance program and half- 
payment of Blue Cross-Blue Shield 
benefits. 

‘Sea Hunt’ 
Continued from page .3# 

port is 18.3, right behind “Highway 
Patrol,” which leads at 20.0. Only 
major markets which did not tele¬ 
cast “Sea Hunt" in the rating peri¬ 
od were Los Angeles, Philadelphia 
and San Francisco. The sea saga 
was well represented iri the other 
22 regular Pulse markets. 

,On the March report; Esso Gol¬ 
den Playhouse, reruns of Four-Star 
Playhouse, the leader in February, 

, took a nosedive arid'did riot make 
the Top 20. Others faiing to make 
the Top 20 in the March Pulse re- 

(port, Which were listed the pre¬ 
vious month, include.'“Men of -An¬ 
napolis," “Crusader," “26 Mem" 
‘‘Decoy," and “Dr. Christian." They 

. were bumped by the following 
skeins, new to the Top 20 list, “Cap- 
tain David Grief,” “New Adven¬ 
tures of Martin Kane,” “Patti 
Page," and “Three Musketeers." 

Complete Top 20 list and the 
relative rating strength of each 
show will be found elsewhere in 
this issue. 

Rate Card Scales 
New rate card, embracing rate 

increases but also a more liberal 
discount policy, goes into effect at 
WCBS-TV, the CBS flagship in 
NevV York, on April 1. Card, No. 
18 and the first major rate change 
for the station since December of 
1956, is designed to correct dis¬ 
count inequities which existed in 
previous cards and to bring rates 
in line with circulation changes; 

Basic changes in the discount 
structure are: (1) to “weight" Class 
AAA spots, iri terms of advertisers* 
eligibility for “12 Plan” weekly 
discounts; (2) to include “The. Late 
Show” and “Early Show” in the 
“12 Plan”: discount pattern; (3) to 
broaden “the “12 Plan’’ pattern on 
a more graduated scale, providing 
for additional discount at the 18- 
spots-a-week,' 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 
marks. 

The “weighted” AAA spots Will 
now enable a heavy nighttime 
spender on the station to get dis¬ 
counted rates on . additional day¬ 
time spots he may buy. Previously, 
he had to pay open rates for ad¬ 
ditional daytime spots because the 
AAA nighttime spot had a. weight 
of one spot iri the overall “12 
Plan.” Now, a 20-second AAA spot 
will have a value of nine daytime 
spots in making the advertiser 
eligible for ‘T2 Plan” discounts, 
while a AAA 10-second, will have 
a weight of five spots. In other 
words, an advertiser With one 
nighttime 20-second now need buy 
only three daytime spots to earn a 
45% - discount on those daytime 
spots, instead of buying 11 such 
spots before the “12 Plan” discount 
of 45% became applicable. 

As to rate increases, station is 
upping its rates -on “Late Show” 
from $1,250 to $1,700 and on 
“Early Show" from $1,000 to $1,500 
per one-minute . spot. However, 
"Late Show” and “Early Show" 
users become eligible for “12 
Plan” discounts, Which compen¬ 
sates for the rate -hikes. "Sev¬ 
en O’clock; Report” has been 
hiked from $2,250 per five-minute 
segment to $2,500, while “Late 
Weather & Sports” is hiked from 
$2,500 to $3,000 per five-minute 
segment. 

The AAA rate is a new classifi¬ 
cation but remains at $2,000 per 
20-second spot. The AA time clas¬ 
sification (7:30 to 11 Monday-Fri- 
day and 6-11 Saturday and Sunday) 
increases from $8,000 to $8,25(1 per 
hour. Station also has installed 
some participation hikes in day¬ 
time along with a couple of rate 
cuts on early morning participa¬ 
tions. 

Scribes’ 750G Reran Coin 
Hollywood, March 25. 

. Television writers are now re¬ 
ceiving rerun coin amounting to 
approximately $750,000 a year, it’s 
reported by the tv-radio branch, 
Writers Guild of America West. 

Between 1953-55 the Guild col¬ 
lected $343,689. Amount is now 
mounting steadily with the . rate 
better than $14,000 a week. 
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WUB as Open Forum 
For Harlem Dissenters 

Of N.Y. Post Series 
WLIB, N.Y., this week offers a 

case history of the use of the radio 

medium to answer a newspaper. 

Situation arose in the wake of 
the N Y. Post’s series of 18 articles 
on Harlem, penned by Stan Opo- 
towsky. Many leaders of the Har¬ 
lem community took exception to 
various portions of the article. 
They conveyed their sentiments to 
the newspaper and were invited to 
express their gripes in letters to 
the editor. This was; felt to be 
inadequate from the viewpoint Of 
the objectors. 

WLIB stepped in and offered 10 
minutes of air time, stripped Mon¬ 
day through Saturday, for the ob¬ 
jectors. Among those taking to 
the WLIB mikes this week are 
Judge Hubert Delany, Edward 
Lewis, prez of the Urban League, 
and George Haynes, professor of 
sociology at City College of New 
York. The series, winding up 
Saturday (28), was kicked off by 
a half-hour a.m. program starting at 
11:30 a.m. last Saturday (21), in 
which Opotowsky answered other 
critics* including George Schuyler, 
editor of the Pittsburgh Courier; 
Vincent Baker, editor of the Age 
Defender; and Russell Crawford, 
director of the N.Y. chapter of the 
National Assn, for the Advance¬ 
ment of Colored People. 

Small Advertisers 
jSSmmm Continued from pace 30 sss 

Haley. E. Kahns Sons Co., Stauffer Re- 
duciuf.Inc.. Allied Chem. 4 Dye Corp.. 
Howard Johnsons,' Peter Hand Brewing 
Co., Adolph Coors Brewing Corp., Home 

.Savings it Loan Ca., Thrift Drug Co., 
Food Mart, Inc., George W, Luft Co., Inc., 
Chanel, Inc., Dubois Brewing Co.. Jackson 
Brewing Co. Dlstrs., Southland Coffee Co., 
Inc., Ward Drug Co.. Nalleys. Inc., Amer¬ 
ican Motors Corp., Kaiser Aluminum It 
ChemicaL, Flex Straw Co.* 

Bu-Tay Products, Inc.,.0. J. Beauty Lo¬ 
tion Co., White Rock Corp./Bottlers, 
Tenilhist Co., Manners Drive-In Restrenls, 
SUver Skillet Brands, Schenley Ind., Inc. Eistr., Texas Electric Service Co., Texas 

umber Mfg. Assn., Ripley Clothes. Jose 
. Escalante it Co.. Malloware Co,. Dairy¬ 
mens Assn., Ltd., Table Talk Pie Co., 

* Burry Biscuit Corp., Fair Stores. Inc., 
American Cyanamld Co., Oil Heat Dealers 
Assn., H. W. Lay it Co., Donovan Coffee 
Co., Rehrlg Mfg.. Co., Metropolis Brewery 

ies, Inc., Color Forms, Inc., Daws Drug 
Co., Arnold Schwinn & Co. . . 

Burlington Mills. Inc., Hudson Pulp it 
Paper Co., Shetland .. Co., Inc., Ohio. Fuel 
Gas Co.. Conn. Milk Producers Assn., 
D. L. Clark Co.,. Eastco, Inc., Swanee 
Tissue Paper Prod.,: Cudahy Packing Co., 
Gluek Brewing Co.,.- American Tel.: it Tel. 
Co., Albert F. Goetze Co., Midwest Fruit 
Flavors, Inc., MFA Mutual Insurance Co. 
Louis Milaiii Foods,. Dale Dance Studios, 
Inc., Zenith Radio .Corp., National Health 
Aids. Southern Biscuit Co., White Cross 
Sleep Prod., .BoWeys, Inc.. Omaha Public 
Power Dist., Busch Jewelers, Illinois Bell 
Telephone, Megowen Educator Food Co., 
Bayuk Cigar. Co., Hood Chemical Co.,. 
Colorado Milling it Elevator, Oklahoma 
Gas & Electric; Lydia E. Pinkham Med. 
Co., Pez-Haas, Inc., Health-A-Teria Co. 
. S. S. S. Co., Wise Potato Chip Co., F. 
S. Royster Guano Co., Red Rose Tea & 
Coffee Co.,. Collins Baking Co., Westing- 
house Elec. Distrs., Monsanto Chemical, 
General Ins. Co. of America, Battle Creek 
Food Co., Tii State Appliance Co., Nes¬ 
bitt Fruit Bottlers. . 

New England Research Labs, Charbon- 
heau Packing Co., Father Johns Medicine 
Co., Terre Haute Brewing Co., Braun 
Baking Co., Kotarides Baking Co., Stroeh- 
niann Brothers. American - Dairy AsSn., 
Earl Scheib, Inc., • Johnston Pie Co., 20th 
Century FOx Film Corp., Kerns Bakery, 
State Line Potato Chip Co., Brondow, 
Inc., Curtis. Publishing Co., Continental 
Can Co., Inc., Wabash Railroad Co, 

. Northeast Airlines, Inc., Standard Oil 
Co. of Texas, Studebaker-Packard Corp., 
Gibson Art Co.. Hiland Potato Chip Co., 
Best Markets, Oklahoma Natural Gas Co., 
Kiwi Polish Co., Hawaii Brewing Co.; 
Sweet-Orr Co„ Inc./Abii Co., Inc.,Siegler 
Corp., Evergreen Mills, Inc., Flynn Dairy. 

Atlanta Gas Light Co., Fehr . Baking Co., 
Hartz Mountain Products. Weston Biscuit 
Co., General Grocer Co., Admiral Toy 
Corp., American Trust Co.. Schaffer Bak¬ 
ing Co.. Washburn Candy Co., Savannah 
Sugar Refining, Appalachian Elec. Power, 
O-Cedar Corp., Gillette Co. Distributor's, 
McDaniels Market, Darling Stores. 

Old Theatricals 
Continued from page 30 5555s 

on a pilot based on a past theatri¬ 

cal hit. In many instances, he 

was traded an unknown, but fresh 

property, for a pre-sold property 

that either just hasn’t jelled, or 

fails to cause excitement because 
a similar treatment has been seen 
in theatres. 

in some cases, too, the agency 
or net exec, instead of reviewing 
the telefilm,, compares it to the 
original theatrical, budgeted at far 
more dough, and finds the telefilm 
wanting.. 

In the past, there have been 
very few telefilms based .on thea¬ 
tricals which have been outstand¬ 
ing network successes—other than 
a few westerns, “Cheyenne,” “Hop- 
along Cassidy,” to name two in that 
category. “Topper” was. a fairly 

successful series, as translated to 
tv by Bernard Schubert and John 
Loveton. “Lassie” and “Adventures; 
of Rin Tin Tin” have proven them¬ 
selves solid, tv fayes. But beyond 
that the pickings are fairly slim. 

That doesn’t mean the situation 
may not alter markedly the com¬ 
ing season, when more “based on 
pix” properties are due for the tv 
screens. These properties include 
“How to Marry A Millionaire,” 
NTA; “Cimmeron City," NBC-TV; 
Metro’s: “Northwest Passage” on 
NBC-TV; “Philip Marlow.” due On 
CBS-TV; and Others. 

At this point, the jury; is out, 
with the verdiat dependent not so 
much on the success of the past 
pic, bUt what has been translated 
in the telefilm. 

‘DaUaI*’ 

Continued from page 30 i 

on a syndicated property. By the 

fall, there should be 13 other non- 

intermixed markets in which four 

or more stations will be operating. 

These outlets could be the base Of 

the producing company, with a dis¬ 

tribution Organization setup'- to 

sell-off properties in the remainder 

of the markets. Such a setup 

would eliminate the middle man 

distribution fee and bring the cost 

of skeins down, as well as supply¬ 

ing the heeded flow of product. 

It's admittedly hard to get a. 
group of stations to agree on prop¬ 
erties, financing, etc., but some 
of the indies feel that the answer 
to their problems lie in film pro¬ 
duction. . 

The NTA Film Network is ac¬ 
knowledged to be one solution to 
their problems, but a partial one. 
Even with NTA Film Network’s 
planned big programming splurge 
this falL “NTA’s Big Night,” there’s 
six other nights of programming 
to be considered. Other avenues 
were opened by Screen Gems and 
Official Films, financial participa¬ 
tion and . rental guarantees in 
properties. But again, many indie 
operators feel that to get proper¬ 
ties in jiumber and in scope and at 
the. right price, the production line 
will have to be crossed. 

BOB LANDERS SHOW 
Producer: Sid Gaby 
120 Mins.* Monday - through - Sun¬ 

day, noon 
Participating 
WNEW, New York 

WNEW, which gave. up the indie 

rating lead in New York (accord¬ 

ing to Pulse) to WINS a few weeks 

back; has also given up a little of 
the individuality that made it a 
leading radio outlet. Not that the 
new Bob Landers session had any¬ 
thing to do with the rating loss, 
since it came Up after the tallies 
were in, but Landers is merely an¬ 
other. disk jockey, hot any better 
or any worse than most of them 
working for the competition. He 
replaced a live music show fronted 
by Bob Haymes which, even if not 
rating-strong, had a sound distinc¬ 
tively WNEW’s—clean and. smooth. 

Landers, who came up from 
WINZ, in Miami, Florida, was 
pleasant when heard Friday (21), a 
couple of weeks since he started 
for WNEW, but he didn’t class 
with some ef the other WNEW 
jocks, such as William B. Williams 
and Art Fofd. He lent his faint 
singsong to the. in-between-disk 
chatter, where it was too apparent 
that he was trying to' establish a 
devil-may-care personality. Music 
on the show was of a wide variety 
-—but all listenable. Art. 

STORY BEHIND THE SONG 
With Paul Taubman, various guests 
Writer-Producer-Director: Taub¬ 

man 
5 Minis., Sat.-Sun. various , times . 
C.I.T. FINANCIAL CORP. 
WRCA, N. Y, 

What, may be referred to as. a 
modern day version of the Old Sig¬ 

mund Spaeth; tune detective series 
is “The. StOry Behind the. Song,” a 

five-minute briefie heard Various 
times weekerids on Monitor, WRCA, 
N. Y. Package was created by 
bandleader-musical director Paul 
Taubman who. introes each: tune 
then interviews the songwriter re¬ 
sponsible for the ditty. 

Format not only tells the inter¬ 
esting stories of how the great 

I songs of America came to be writ- 
j ten but also turntables the tune--- 
i smiths’ favorite recording of the 
number in question. Among writ¬ 
ers; interviewed last weekend (22- 
23) when the package preemed 
were Nick Kenny, Gladys Shelley* 

I Mitchell Parish, Paul Vance and 
Meredith Willson. 

As for “Loveletters iri the Sand,” 
for example, Nick Kenny explained 
that this was no new number but 
was written by himself, his brother 
Charles and J. Fred Coots back in 
1931. Rudy Vallee. he said, was its 
inspiration and it stemmed from a 
romance at Old Orchard Beach, 
Me. A Pat Boone disk, he added, 
seems to catch the spirit in which 
it. was written. 

Withal, “The Story Behind the 
Song” is a clever idea that packs 
a lot of information into five min¬ 
utes. Taubman is an unobtrusive 
conferencier-interviewer who wise¬ 
ly lets the sOngs and their writers 
speak for themselves. Somewhat 
distracting, however, are recorded 
background voices which appar¬ 
ently are used to create an . inti¬ 
mate cafe atmosphere. C.LT. picks 
up the tab on behalf of its car fi¬ 
nancing plan. 

Gill). 

CBS Signs Geo. Kell 
For ‘Baseball Preview’ 

George Kell, ex-Ainerican League 

infielder who retired from base¬ 

ball after last season. Is the latest 

to join the ranks of ex-athlete 
sportscasters.; Kell has been signed 
by CBS-TV to handle the “Base¬ 
ball Preview” series preceding the 
Saturday and Sunday “Baseball 
Game of the Week” on the network. 

Kell; who retired after some 15 
years with the Tigers, Athletics, 
White Sox arid Orioles, will be 
sponsored by Carter Products and 
American Home Products through 
June 1* when General Mills moves 
in on alternate weeks on both Sat¬ 
urdays and Sundays to share the 
Saturday tab with Carter and may¬ 
be Sundays with American Home. 

I’m a lucky dog to have 
so many friends among 

the Academy members! 
thanks a million for the nomination 

LASSIE 

nominated best dramatic series 
with continuing characters 

"my thanks; too." 

JACK WRATHER 
LASSIE PROGRAMS. INC. 
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV 
One of the most vitriolic attacks ever launched by a performer on a 

major critic was penned, last week by Steve. Allen against the New York 
Journal-American’s Jack O’Brian. Running better than six columns 
(tabloid size), Allen’s bitter denunciation of ©’Brian was carried by 
The Village Voice, Greenwich Village weekly, in a frontpage spread. 

Allen called O’Brian virtually every name in the book, stating the 
while that “I am well aware that ©’Brian’s response to this piece will 
more likely be a series of personal attacks on me than a response to 
the charges against him, but I feel that my discomfort is a small price 
to pay in this instance.” Calling O’Brian ‘‘the neighborhood bully,” 
Allen cited a list of performers (Arthur Godfrey, Ed Sullivan, Jackie 
Gleason, Dody Goodman), whom O’Brian has attacked, and then went 
Into a series of incidents involving himself and his ty cast. Attack em¬ 
braced charges ranging from political prejudice to rudeness and dis¬ 
tortion of facts. 

Lillian Roth, whose new book, “Beyond My Worth,” will be published 
by. Frederick Fell on April 14, cancelled out of a Mike Wallace ABC-TV 
show last Saturday. (22) has been rescheduled for an April 5 spot. Fell 
originally announced Miss Roth was bowing out because Wallace sup¬ 
posedly planned to “turn the show into a Randolph Churchill-type cir¬ 
cus” but after some huddles with Wallace, peace was restored and ac¬ 
tress agreed to a new date. 

Meanwhile, she was booked for a John Wingate “Nightbeat” appear-. 
ance on WABD Tuesday, April 1. To capitalize on the Wallace confusion 
WABD took display space in . daily gazettes to implant the positively 

"will” appear line. 

James R. Blackwood, writing in Presbyterian Life on “Show Biz And 
The Censor,” points out that pressure groups, sponsors, producers 

: and censorship czars all decide what the public may not see on tv and 
; movie screens but feels that “with self-censorship supervised by men 
i like Stockton Helffrich at NBC and Herbert Carlborg at CBS, there 
| are good . chances for artistic and commercial growth.” He also ob- 
• serves that Variety “will not begin to thump next week for all-out 

governmental censorship.” 
Blackwood concludes with this observation: “Yet this trade Journal 

will surely go on serving as watchdog for *the industry. Years ago, 
when even the morons were getting fed up with dirt on the stage, 

| Variety helped to clean up the cultural mud-hole with a classic line— 
: 'And the pig got up and slowly walked away,’ ” 

Carnegie Tech Drama School in Pittsburgh was forced to come up 
with a last-minute segment last week on NBC’s “Wide Wide World” in 
that program’s look at “American Theatre ’58.” Tech had done William 
Inge’s “Picnic” a short time before as one of its major campus produc¬ 
tions and WWW figured a bit from the play would be just the ticket In¬ 
asmuch as it had already been well rehearsed. But Columbia Pictures 
proved a fly in the ointment. That studio, which made the movie ver¬ 
sion of “Picnic,” demanded a credit on the show and the network said 
no. So the Tech people had to shift gears at almost the zero hour and 
something, else ready. 

For the first time, a radio and tv outlet teamed up for a test of “ster¬ 
eo sound.” WOR and WOR-TV, N.Y., on Friday (21) participated In a 
demonstration to illustrate two-dimensional sound through the use of 
Audio Fidelity’s stereo disks. Listeners on WOR Radio’s Jim Coy show 
(4:15 to 6 pm.) were directed to tune in their tv sets to WOR-TV for 
proper “stereo” reception. WOR-TV viewers of the “Ted Steele Show” 
were requested to turn their radio dials to WOR. For full benefit of 
the “stereo” effect, radios were to be placed six feet from the tv sets. 

Seabury Press gave a luncheon (20) at Harvard Club for the Rev. 
Malcolm Boyd; author of recently published “Christ and Celebrity 
Gods,” a treatise dealing critically with some of the religious leaders 
Of today and a kudos to specific films and tv programs, for doing a good 
job of presenting religious ideas. Before entering the ministry he wat 
in ad agency work and a partner with Mary Pickford and Buddy Rog¬ 
ers in packaging-production firm P.R.B. Previously be was with Repub¬ 
lic Studios and Samuel Goldwyn Productions. In 1957 Doubleday pub¬ 
lished his “Crisis in Communication: A: Christian Examination of the 
Mass Media.” 

During his stay in Gotham, the preacher will make several guest ap¬ 
pearances on tv programs. His parish is in Indianapolis. 

First Earl Godwin Memorial Award has been made by NBC News to 
William E; Leeds of WDAF and WDAF-TV, Kansas City: The 32-year- 
old newscaster will receive a sixmonth assignment overseas an an NBC 

. hews, correspondent, and has already informed the web he prefers Mos¬ 
cow as his assignment. Basis of Leeds' selection was a series of record¬ 
ed interviews in Leavenworth prison last fall, some of which were used 
by the. network. 

NBC-TV is attempting to arouse agency interest In its new “Dough 
Re Mi” daytimer with a contest limited to some 1,600 agency people 
-throughout the country. Contest is simple—they’ve got to guess the 
April Trendex share of audience for the quizzer. Winners get an RCA 
color set, portable tv and transistor radios. Idea, natch, is to get them 
to become familiar with the show by studying its rating possibilities. 

Because the dickers are taking a great deal of time. Writers Guild 
of America and the three major webs have mutually okayed an exten¬ 
sion of staff contracts and radio and tv freelance agreements until April 
30. All were slated to expire March 31, and if renewals are finalized by 
the new expiration date, all salary and fee increases will be retroactive 
to April 1. 

Guild began its ABC, NBC and CBS talks On Feb. 18. 

Talladiom’TV Show 
In Sommer Layoff 

London, March 23. 

Associated Television’s top rat¬ 

ing “Sunday Night at the London 

Palladium,” li to be rested for 

three months during the summer. In 

Its place will be a 60-minute Ber¬ 

nard Delfont production relayed 
from the Prince of Wales Theatre. 
The new show, which will run from 
late June until September, will be 
built round one of Britain’s head¬ 
liners and will feature American, 
British and Continental guest art¬ 
iste. 

The program will not use an ein- 
cee and the “Beat the Clock” audi¬ 
ence participation spot will be rest¬ 
ed. In the past, the “Palladium” 
•how has been replaced by “Sun¬ 
day Night at Blackpool” during the 
summer months. 

SUMMER RENTAL 
Luxurious, ramblinf country fiouso ti 
Westport, Conn, for summer rent* 
Jtflr anaI August. It rooms, beautifull 
furnished. MaanMcont hill top vie* 
Available olso, la roe aoparato word 
>nf. Sofarancos required. Ex 
J»ll«it bargain for right tenant. On 
<1> hour to Nanr York. 
Call Westport, CA 7-M4I or wrlti 

• Box in, Westport, Conn. 

GORKEN’S STOCK DEAL 
IN HELMING WHIM 

There were some cries by Du¬ 
Mont Broadcasting for fear its. v.p 

i and program-sales topper Richard 
Buckley might have to spend too 
much time working on his pri¬ 
vately-owned radio station in 
Providence, WHIM, so something 
apparently has been done about it. 
Buckley and his partner John B. 
jaeger made Richard Gorken 
president of the Rhode'Island out¬ 
let, and gave him 20% of the stock 
in Buckley.-Jaeger Broadcasting. 

The FCC approved the stock 
transfer to Gorken and also sanc¬ 
tioned Buckley turning the re¬ 
mainder of his stock in WHIM 
over to a trust fund for his chil¬ 
dren (a plan Buckley reportedly 
had in mind at the outset). 

Buckley will continue as a di- 
comes veep and treasurer and con¬ 
tinues as a director also. ' Gorken 
rector of WHIM, while Jaeger be- 
has .been general manager of the 
station since the summer of 1957, 
and, evidently, the stock turnover 
was made as an incentive to keep 
him in management and allow 
Buckley complete time for Du¬ 
Mont, which has four stations of 
its own. 

WBKB’s 
Chicago, March 25. 

WBKB, ABC o&o, picked up a 
Republic Pictures package of films 
which the station claims gives them 
a library of post-48 features larger 
than those of all other Chi stations 
combined.. ' ; 

Included in the purchase are 
140 Republic features of 1948-1957 
vintage, and a 15-film “Imperial” 
package which includes 14 features 
produced after 1951. 

Films will be slotted in the 
nightly 10 p.m. period. 

TV In France Playing It Close 
To The Vest in Budget Trimming 

Paris,; March 25. 

Though the French. nationalized 

video setup, under Radiodiffusion- 

Televisibn Francaise, had to take 

a budget slash this year it has kept 

up its 45 hours-per-week beaming 

time. It has cut down on some 

of the higherpriced shows and 

filled in with: films and cheaper 

shows. The one channel output 
breaks down to 60% live and 40% 
filmed material. 

There are also three hours of 
European exchange programs per 
week with other members of the 
Eurovision network. These are us¬ 
ually; on nightlife or : sporting 
events. French studio space has 
been expanding and technical qual¬ 
ities are improving with an excel¬ 
lent image due to the 819-line 
definition. 

With sets up to 800,000, tv is 
beginning to be felt as a present, 
and definitely future, competition 
to other show biz facets. The pro¬ 
gramming still has a long way to 
go but certain programs, like va¬ 
riety, quiz and the presentation of 
other show aspects, especially 
filmgoing; 

In order of audience preference, 
the most pop shows go from va¬ 
riety through quiz shows to films, 
theatrical and educational entries, 
to three Yank vidpix series now 
running. The following are the lead 
French video shows under their 
type headings. 

Variety: The most popular one 
is . the live, once-every-two-weeks 
“3G Chandelles” run by Jean No- 
hain. This presents the top show 
personalities of the day and is 

geared for lighthearted optimistic 
shenanigans. All the stars of all 
aspects of show biz appear on this. 
It runs one hour and 45 minutes.. 

Music For All" Js a 30-minute, 
biweekly, live entry primarily con¬ 
secrated to little classical music 
groups, but with jazz combos also 
catered too. “Les Grandes Inter- 
preteV’ is a live 30-minute weekly 
opus on which top classical, singers 
and instrumentalists appear and 
who are then analyzed by a music 
critic. 

With “30 Chansons” a once- 
every-two-weeks, 40-minute live 
show, several well known singers 
appear to sing the songs of a 
chosen cleffer, who • is then inter¬ 
viewed. With “Airs De France,” a 
30-minute monthly live show, the 
current musicals and . operettas 
come in to give brief excerpts. 

Other popular shows aire Gilles 
Margaritis’ “Piste Aux Etoiles” and 
“Music Hall Parade,” each an hour 
and alternating live every week, 
which present the top vaude and 
circus performers in Paris, at the 
time, doing their acts. 

. After variety come the quiz 
shows: Topper among these is 
Telematches’ “Les Tetes Et Les 
Jambes” (“Brains and Brawn”) , a 
weekly live show in which sper 
cialized questions, are given to the 
contestant who, if he flubs, can be 
saved by an athletic feat of a 
known sportsman who partners 
him. For example a known runner 
has to do a certain distance in a 
certain time. If the brain misses 
too much he may tire the brawn 
who may not make it consecutively, 
and so they both lose. Jackpot 
comes to about $6,000.. 

fthanks ] 

to everyone who wore this badge«•» 

participation 

and interest 

brought success to the 

First Annual Disc Jockey Convention 

find Programmino Seminar. 

| Iwvitatxow'"| 

to send us comments, * 

suggestions, criticisms 

which will help shape the 

1959 Convention. 

| ADVANCE XOTIOB | 

to all air personalities, broadcast, 

record, music and advertising executives: 

Set aside March 6-6-7-8,1959, for the 2nd 

Annual Disc Jockey Convention, sponsored by. 

THE STORZ STATIONS 

Omaha, Nebraska 

WDGY, Mlnncapolla-St. Paul 
WBfl, Kanaaa City 
WTK, New Orleana 
WQAM, Miami 
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks 
By MIKE GROSS 

Johnny Mathis (Columbia.) 
"TEACHER, TEACHER” (Korwin*) 
has Johnny Mathis in a: happy,' 
swinging groove that will drive him! 
to the top. just as his ballad ap- 

assist from the Cookies. ‘‘YES IN¬ 
DEED" (Embassy.t) gets the Charles 
blues, treatment and a rocking up¬ 
dating by the Cookies. 

Johnny Maddox (Dot). “SYMPA- 
pearances have done for him in the ! THY” (E. H. Morris*) blends Mad- 
past. “ALL THE TIME” (Living-j dox's keyboarding and Pete Con- 
stoh & Evans*) puts the crooner .j doli’s trumpet into a choice deejay 
back in the ballad form with a top- programming bet. "DON'T GET 
rated tune out of the Broadway leg-J AROUND MUCH ANYMORE” 
iter, “Oh Captain.” It. too, will; (Robbins*) will make the spinning 
hit a. strong spinning stride. rounds again because of the musi- 

David Seville Orch (Liberty». { cal craftsmanship that went into it. 
“WITCH DOCTOR'' (Monarch** is j Sammy Salvo (RCA Victor), 
a hot platter project from Ross Bag- . “JULIE DOESN’T LOVE ME 
dasarian’s pen. It. rolls at a wild | ANYMORE” (Atlantic*) has a take- 
pace and is headed for a big pay-; potential because! of Sammy 
off, "DON'T WHISTLE AT ME i Salvo’s fine handling of the teen- 
BABY” (Monarch** hums along :age lyric angle. ."SHE TAKES 
with a beat that makes for good ; SUN BATHS’' (Tanneh*) gets by on 
Juke action. -its driving beat alone. 

Dwayne Hickman (ABC-Para- Mary Small (Coral). "THAT 
mount) "S CHOOL DANCE ; COULD BE LOVE" (Patty Lou*) 
(Planetary*) lias everything the : teams Mary Small with her 12-year 
schoql kids want in pops and it’s = old daughter, Patty, in* a pleasant 
due to race to the top. "PRETTY ] item that could attract deej'ay pro- 
BABY-O” (Westsiderris a variation; grammers. v "ONE . FIVE-SEVEN 
of the “walkin’ home from school” ? SINGLES” (Coliseum** has the 
theme and it still seems to work, f thrush working solo bn a good 

Joe Dodo.& The Groovers (RCA : blues beat. 
Victor*. “GROOVY” (Dominion**! Don Rondo (Jubilee). “SCHOOL 
has the teenage beat down pat and DANCE” (Planetary*) has a happy 
the vocalisties make it a spinning swinging feel but it will be a spin- 
natural. “GQIN* STEADY” (Do-; ning fight vs. Dwayne Hickman’s 
minion; * fits the pop trends and : ABC-Paramount version. : “I’VE 

JOHNNY MATHIS 
(Columbia) . .....:..... .. 

DAVID SEVILLE ORCH ..... 
(Liberty). . .. _ 

DWAYNE HICKMAN 
t ABC-Paramount) ,. .. . .. 

JOE DODO & THE GROOVERS 
{RCA Victor) ... .. .V.:: 

. .TEACHER. TEACHER 
........, .... . All the Time 

WITCH DOCTOR 
Don't Whistle at Me Baby 

.. . : SCHOOL DANCE 
....... - . . . Pretty. Baby-O 

v GROOVY 
........ ..Coin’ Steady 

LAWRENCE WELK 
' . Presents. 

. PETER FOUNTAIN 
arid his clarinet on .Coral's New Hit 
Record . (No.- 6195S),; “When My 
Baby Smiles At Me.” B/W Another 

. All-Time. Hit. “I Want A Girl." 

London, March 18. 
Ron -Goodwin Orch,. (Parlo- 

phone): "LINGERING LOVERS” 
(Bron), as successor to Goodwin’s 
previous hit, "Swinging Sweet¬ 
hearts/’ slower . and less exciting 
orchestraliy. "SWEDISH POLKA,” 
(Lawrence Wright *. is from the pen 
of “Swedish Rhapsody” composer 
Hugo Alfven and is as good, too. 

Ronnie Hilton (HMV): "MOON- 
RAKERS’ SONG” (Peter Maurice) 
is a Stirring pic theme, and gives 
Hilton plenty of chances. A strong 

■ coupling is "THAT’S WHY I WAS 
; BORN” (Janfra), despite-the si.ng- 
j erV. occasionally-nagging vibrato: 
i Eddie Calvert (Columbia): 
“RUMTY; RUMTY TUNE” (Dia¬ 
mond) features trumpeter Calvert 

(Compiled by Sam Goody’s, leading New York disk retailer 
whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national 
market, but internationally ). 

Artist Title Label 
1. Original Cast The Music Man Capitol 
2. Original Cast . West Side Story Columbia. 
3. Original Cast My Fair Lady Columbia 
4. Meredith Willson The Music Man Capitol 
5. Sonnd Track Around World 80 Days Decca 
6. Mantovani Concert Encores London 
7. Johnny Mathis Goodnight Dear Lord Columbia 
8. Lester Lanin At the Tiffany Ball Epic 
9. Eydie Gorme Vamps The Roaring 20’s ABC Paramount 

10. Ella Fitzgerald Sings Rodgers & Hart . Verve 
11. Frank Sinatra Come Fly With Me Capitol 
12. Original Cast Oh Captain! Columbia 
13. Sound Track South Pacific RCA Victor 
14. The Weavers . At Carnegie Hall Vanguard . 
15. Harry Belafonte Calypso RCA Victor 
16. Edmundo Ros . Rhythms of the South London, 
17. Pete Seeger Favorite Ballads Folkways 
18. Mantovani Film Encores London 
19. Original Cast Jamaica RCA Victor 
20. Frank Sinatra Frank Sinatra Story Columbia 

having fun with a wab-wah niute should find favor with the juke GOT BELLS ON MY HEART’ _ _ 
crowd. < Southern*) racks up another in a tempo to match the title "TIP- 

Kenneth Rogers_ (Car 1 t on), standout etching via Don Rondo’s SY TUNE” (Gabriel) has lotsa gim- 
"THAT CRAZY FEELING" (Long¬ 
horn-^ has. newcomer Kenneth 
Rogers working a rocking ballad 

vocalisties: 
Link Wray (Cadence). “RUM- 

. ] micks, not much potential: 
nt v,. lVai4^M a Terry "Sisters.; (Parlophone): 
BLE * \ a land • > has a haunting in- “BROKEN PROMISE” (Cinephom 

!'.'•« in’?..?..IliTke!:;is?v.r; v2s :<<•> Showcases a new British femme 
tial. . WE LL ALWAYS H.WE tention. THE SWAG (Valand-); a.vot.nme' «;ith an'nddlv old-fash- 
EACH OTHER” (Longhorn?) gets.a lot,of spring; into an instru^j]^^^-Jf1 the^ harmony, 
swing.^ at a sprightly pace that’s “vnr'ni' “IT’S THE SAME OLD JAZZ” 
pegged for juke action. DaYidOrr^ ; follows. normal rock pat- 

Russo Mario & The Kingpins THE ONE <HU1 & Range-LeBilL). ferns p;D 
(United Artists*.; “TOM CATTIN”’ • works up a familiar rockabilly beat ’ .. V ■' ; y’ 
(Conley+* purrs along wild rhyth- lor good results. “BE MY BABY” j 
mic and lyric lines that the young- !' BuJ: & Range-LeBiIl ; * rocks ac-j 
sters apparently go for these days cording to rote, but David Orrell's; 
and it should keep the jukes jump-! vocal could pull it through. ?. 
ing, “LAUGHIN'UP MY SLEEVE” ^-John -HOW- 
(Conley** doesn’t seem to work out MA.NV TEAR DROPS”: (Miller*1 
in any direction. ; has a pleasing ballad flavor and! q 

‘Nat King Handy’ Bally 
St. Louis, March 25. 

‘St. Louis Blues,” biopic of W. 

Handy, will have its world 

When; Lester Lanin’s society mu¬ 
sic clicked as. an LP package for 
the Epic label a little more than 
a year ago, the diskeries quickly 
realized that the blue book beat 
had mass appeal and that the ‘‘so¬ 
ciety’' phrase was a marquee lure 
for the mass consumer. Latest to 
join in the “society” binge is Ura¬ 
nia with Milt Shaw’s ‘‘Society 
Dances” and Kapp with A1 Navar¬ 
ro’s “High Society Dance.” The 
repertoire formula on both is vir¬ 
tually the same and the beat is set 
in businessman’s tempo making it 
easy for terpsters at home to fol¬ 
low. In the Milt Shaw package an 
evening at New York’s posh St, 
Regis is simulated via a roundup of 
36 tunes in waltz and foxtrot pat¬ 
terns. Navarro, who’s played for 
the "400” from Bar Harbor to Palm 
Beach, has set a medley of 36 
tunes, too, and makes'em all easy 
to dance to. In a somewhat differ¬ 
ent vein is Ted Straeter’s “Gome 
Dance W’ith Me” on the Columbia 
label. In this one there is an at¬ 
tempt to make an LP replica of the 
doings at New York’s Persian 
Room. Instead of a continuous so¬ 
ciety dance beat, however, Straeter 
breaks it up occasionally with a 
soft, easygoing vocal. At any rate, 
there, are 20 tunes in the package, 
which still leaves plenty of dancing 
time, 

Johnny Mathis: "Good Night, 
Dear Lord” (Columba). Already 
marked as a substantial singer via 
pop single clicks and pop album 
bestsellers, Johnny Mathis will en¬ 
trench himself further with the 
disk aud through this package of 

Bless and Keep You” and the Er¬ 
vin Drake-Jimmy Shirl “One God.” 
Percy Faith’s orch backs hand¬ 
somely. 

Nat King Cole: “St. Louis Blues” 

PfitRIETY on 

Gene Nash (Caoitoli “GOOD- *l°hn Gary takes it along romantic . 
NIGHT. MY SOMEONE” (Frank** lines. "LITTLE ^e“ier-e | ««« ^ 
is the big ballad out of the-Broads ■ , .<^an?Psoh’ gets, off a phil- Ue here April 10 as a benefit for ! religiosongs. He's got a sensitive 
way tuner. “The Music Man,” ahd“?,?®P, *£al ,1<ie^' '.in a. ballad form . the St. Louis Variety Club, Handy land meaningful vocal manner that 
Gene Nash gives it an appealing th^.s ^ard v?i PromoT^ i u'as to have been on hand for a per-! rides well over this all-faith reper- 
quality that prograrnmers will go appearance onstage, but Nat | toire. Among the most impressive 
for. "FIND YOUR LOVE” (DeVor- Lf>° KANGAROO (Time O , hops : King Cole who portrays him in the! efforts are the title son& Meredith 
zann is a Slow, ineffectual ballad, fradf 3 ' Picture. w;ill fulfill previously ! Wnison’s “May The Good Lord 

-“TO - GIVE”^Jobnston-Montei'H* 'at-'-pl^ns,. 
ft(Rpbbms > has enough , plaintive hillbilly wail that always Mayor Raymond R. Tucker has 

manages to find an audience. j proclaimed the day. as William 
njm *ASCAP. ; [ Christopher Handy Day. ; 

(Charles Foley** is an attractive 
workover of a Paganini-Rachman- 
inoff theme. 

Sunny Gale (Decca1. "I DON’T 
WANT YOUR GREENBACK DOL- 5 
LARS” (Pincus & Sons** has a.pay-/ 
off chance because of its attractive ' 
folk-stvled lilt that’s delivered in 
a winning way. "FOR CRYING! 
OUT LOUD” (Roosevelt) is just: 
an average ballad wail. j 

Beverly Ann Gibson (Imperial). 
“THE WAYS OF LOVE” (Zodiac-) • J 
Is in the rocking ballad, idiom and 11, 
the young thrush turns it into a : t 
good spinning possibility*. “HE’S * 
THE LIVIN’ END” (Marquis^ gets •' { 
a shout and a beat that may be ' V 
enough to keep it going on juke ♦ 
levels. -X 

Gee *RCA Victor’. “SOME- I 
THING SPECIAL” (Zodiac-* h::s.a ♦ 
neatly delineated rocking blues ♦ 
line that could pull it out of. left X 
field for a good score. "SADDLE : * 
SHOE POLKA” i Massey* • sets the + 
polka beat in a prom background ♦ 
for teenage appeal. ♦ 

Mindy Carson * Columbia"SEN- ♦ 
TIMENTAL TOUCH" (Oxford** is. ♦ 
a lighthearted, easygoing item that ♦ 
Mindy Carson turns into a Fkeable. 1 
entry for programmers. "I WAS . > 
BORN” (Oxford** gets its drahiat c ; ♦ 
punch from a topflight vocal ?nd T 
a neatly conceived arrangement: X 

Vince Martin <Glory*. “GINNY; ♦ 
MY JOY” (Valiant" • has a cha"m- 

1. TEQUILA (3) ...... .1/.. . r. 

2. CATCH A FALLING STAR (4) ,. .. 

3. IT’S TOO SOON TO KNOW (2) ... 

4. LOLLIPOP Cl) .. .;. 

5. 26 MILES (2) .I .... ;.,... j. . . . 

6. WHO’S SORRY NOW (1) . 

7. SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON (9) 

8. ARE YOU SINCERE (4) 

9. OH OH FALLING IN LOVE (1) .... 

TO. GET A JOB (8) .. 

Second Group 

OH JULIE . . 

SUGARTIME ..... 

DON’T , ; 

BREATHLESS ..... 

billy . Y..v:.; 
WITCHCRAFT ., 

SWEET LITTLE 16 

Champs ... ..; ... Challenge 

Perry Como ... 

Pat Boone ... 

Chordettes _.... .... Cadence 
Four Preps ..... .Capitol 

Connie Francis ... ..MGM 
Billy Vaughn_-, 

Andy Williams . .. ,.. Cadence 
Jimmie Rodgers ., .Roulette 

Silhouettes .V 

Crescendos ..:;. 

McGuire Sisters ....... Coral 
Elvis Presley ,.. 

Jerry Lee Lewis. . 

Kathy Linden ... ..... Felsted 
Frank Sinatra . 

Chuck Berry . . Chess 
Johnny- Cash-.. 

Paul Anka . ...ABOPar 
Pat Boone_____ 

ing folk quality that wi.l appeal to J BALLAD OF A TEEN AGE QUEEN ..:..:. J........ 
many spinners. - "THE MIDNIGHT t vm- vv rkirc'rixrv 
SPECIAL” *Bryden-* is a folk- ♦ YOL AR^ MY DESTINY . . v;, 
blue-s-lvtllad thaUs better off in an; ♦ WONDERFUL TIME UP. THERE . 
LP e\ purine than a pop push. ^ 

Ray Charles. »Atlantic*. "I HAD. > : • . . v . j. . t ^ 
A DREAM” (Progressive-* is a t • iFijpures- »n parentheses indicate/number-*]. weeks..song hais beeri iythe T-op-.lO] 
solid sampling of Ray Charle/ 
blues style. He gets a fine choral *<♦»♦»♦ ♦. t f t $ f # f f 11 >( >t (< t, M , 11| 11-.# j # ^ 

(Capitol). This package is fled in 
with the Paramount pic of the 

same title, which depicts the life of 
W. C. Handy with Cole in the star¬ 
ring part. Aside from the promo¬ 
tional values gained from the pic, 
the set is a natural for bestseller 
slotting. For here’s Cole in solid 
blues form with solid bilies stuffr 
mostly Handy’s, to work with. In 
addition to Handy songs sung in 
the. pic, the set has such other 
Handy classics as "Memphis 
Blues,” “Friendless Blues” and 
“Joe Turner’s Blues.” Nelson Rid¬ 
dle’s arrangements on all are top- 
grade. 

Mary Martin: “Hi-Ho” (Disney¬ 
land). Mary Martin has the right 
impish quality and vocal gaiety to 
make this roundup of tunes from 
Walt Disney’s pix a Complete de¬ 
light With Tutti Camarata’s orch 
backing, Miss Martin sings and 
swings her way through such as 
“Lavender Blue,” "With A Smile 
and a Sbng,” "Whistle While You. 
Work," "Bibbidi-Bbbbidi-Boo,” etc. 

Mitchell Ayres Orch:“Have a 
Wonderful Weekend” (RCA Vic¬ 
tor). Mitchell Ayres has put to¬ 
gether a flock of standards in full 
dress and medley form, for an in¬ 
strumental package that-makes for 
easy listening. Working with ar¬ 
rangements by Jack Andrews and 
Joe Lipman, Ayres accents a highly 
entertaining beat that could even 
get ttie youngsters hopping to the 
old tunes. 

Ray Ellis Orch: “Let’s Get Away 
From It All” (Columbia). Here’s a 
fine followup to “Ellis In Wonder¬ 
land,” Ray Ellis’ previous clicko 
package. Once again he’s swinging . 
delightful through a bunch of 
standards and some comparatively 
new ones like “No Such. Luck,” and 
he gives them all the standard qual¬ 
ity that they deserve. 

Hank Jones: “Swings Songs From 
‘Gigi’ ” (Golden Crest). The Alan 
Jay Lemer-Frederick Loewe score 
for the Metro filrriusical, “Gigi,” 
lends itself nicely to Hank Jones’ 
jazz treatment. With Jones on 
piano, Donald Lamond on drums, 
Arnold Fishkin on bass and Joseph 
B. Galbraith on guitar, the score 
takes on a hip dressing that the 
jazz buffs can’t help but dig. 

Muazy Marcellino-Russ Garcia 
Orch: “Birds of a Feather” (Lib¬ 
erty). Nearly everyone can whistle 
but few can make it an- art like 
Muzzy Marcellino. He’s got some 
made-for-whistling songs like "The 
Whistler,” “Whistler’s Lullaby” and 
"Call of the Birdwatchers,” but 
there are also some standards like 
"Willow Weep for Me,” "Sunrise 
Serenade” and “Pavanne” to make 
the whole package ear-appealing, 
especially the way ■‘Russ Garcia’s 
orch backs throughout. 

Sarah McLawler-Richard Otto: 
“We Bring You Love” (VCe-Jay). 
Here’s a jazz sound that’s due to 
stir up listening excitement. It’s 
a blending of organ (Sarah McLaw- 
ler’si and violin (Richard Otto’s) 
and it works into an invigorating 
musical package. The tunes are out 
of the standard repertoire but the 
treatment is new and fresh, which 
makes ’em all worth hearing again. 

Tony Scott Quartet: “South Pa¬ 
cific Jam” (ABC-Paramount). The 
Richard Rodgers-Oscar Hammer- 
stein 2d score for "South Pacific” 
holds up well under Tony Scott’s 
imaginative jazz interpretation. 
With Scott holding up the reed 
work, Dick Hyman on. organ and 
piano and Grassella . Oliphant and 
Osje Johnson beating the drums, 
such memorable items as “Younger 
Than Springtime,” “Some En¬ 
chanted Evening” and “Bali Ha’i” 
becomes a hipster’s delight. 

Gros. 
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BMI-CLEFFER SUIT’S 1ST TEST 

Hollywood; March 25. 
Current five-week-old AFM 

strike against major studios took 
on greater proportion yesterday 
(Mon.) when prexy James ■ C. 
Petrilio disclosed he has won sup-, 
port of the International Federa¬ 
tion of Musicians, group which 
reps 14 countries.. In a statement: 
to Local 47 prexy Eliot Daniel, 
Petrilio said that following ‘a meet¬ 
ing . of exec committee of IFM in 
Zurich, March 15, it was voted 
Unanimously to support American 
windjammers in their battle with 
Hollywood studios. 

Meanwhile, Cecil F. Head, ousted 
. v.p. of Local 47, has formed a 

splinter union group called Mu¬ 
sicians Guild of America, saying 
the time has come for formation of 
a new org to rep musicians since 
Petrilio "wasn’t working for the 
“best interests of the profession.” 

“We knew if we didn’t move to 
help ourselves, the entire motion 
picture and recording biz in Los 
Angeles would be lost to American 
musicians,” he said; Head is- plan¬ 
ning his guild to cover the fields of 
motion pix, vidpix, recordings, 
transcriptions, tv spots, jingles, but 
not the nitery and dance band 
markets.. He has already filed with 
the National Labor Relations Board 
for okay to hold an election among 
Local 47 musicians as bargaining 
agent. 

Head has also wired all “struck” 
studios of the formation of guild, 
and that upon NLRB’s nod it would 

(Continued on page 64) 

Ky. Court Nixes the Late 
Jimmy Osborne ‘Biodisk’ 

As Per Widow’s Action 
Louisville, March 25. 

Local Circuit Court last week 
issued a permanent injunction pro¬ 
hibiting distribution of a recorded 
song about the life of the late 
country music vocalist Jimmy Os- 
borne. Injunction was issued 
against C. L. McDaniel, owner of 
Mac Recording Co. and Mutual Ad¬ 
vertisers of Kentucky, doing busi¬ 
ness as Mac Recording. 

Mrs. Leora Mae Osborne, the 
singer’s widow, had asked the or¬ 
der on behalf of herself and Os¬ 
borne’s two minor sons.. . She 
claimed release of the song was an 
invasion of privacy. Damages of 

. $10,000 also were asked on the 
grounds the song already had been 
played over some radio, stations. 
In the order issued by the court, 
Mrs. Osborne agreed to withdraw 
the request for damages. 

'At a Jan. 20 hearing when a 
temporary injunction order was is¬ 
sued, the local judge said he was 
convinced the record was made for 
private gain and that it must re- 
-call certain tragic events of the 
singer’s death. Osborne killed him¬ 
self Dec. 26. He was a native of 
Winchester, Ky., and made a num¬ 
ber of records and had aired over 
local radio stations WKLO and 
WjGRC. 

ling’s WB label 
Taps Harris Ashburn 

Hollywood, March 25. 
Harris Ashburn, formerly with 

Universal’s music department, has 
been hired by James R. Conkling, 
prexy of Warner Bros.’ newly 
formed diskery, as coordinator of 
a&r business activities. Addition¬ 
ally, Conkling has payrolled the 
Meggs Studio here to supervise 
the art for. essentially all the 
album covers. 

As- yet no artists have been 
signed by Conkling, who plans to 
develop new talent in addition to 
signing established singers. - 

The new label, according to 
Conkling, will concentrate heavily 
bn both singles.. and LP albums, 
but will not cut any. classical 
records. 

RCA'* Orientation 
The RCA Victor boys . are 

bowing respectfully towards 
the east to two Oriental 
femmes who are hitting a hot 
sales pace. The gals arev Pat 
Suzuki and Moon Kim; 

Miss Suzuki is rolling on the 
bestseller lists with “The 
Many Sides of Pat Suzuki” for 
Vik, Victor’s subsid label, and 
Miss Kim is clicking on a. pop 
single for Victor called“Qri- r 

ental Hop.” Miss Suzuki is an 
American-born Japanese, while 

. Mia Kim is a Korean. 

UAs Indie Deals; 
Casino Label Tie 

United Artists Records has oiled 

up its “independent- artists & rep¬ 

ertoire” apparatus for a roll into 

the pop market 

Diskery’s latest indie air ar¬ 

rangement has been set with Ca¬ 

sino Records., The deal brings to 

UA the newest platter by Lee An¬ 

drews & The Hearts; “Try The Ira- 
possible,” a followup to their click 
“Teardrops.” Also going into mar¬ 
ket this week, is the second disk 
production by Frank Slay Jr. and 
Robert Crewe. It’s an instrumental 
novelty called “Ungaua,” featuring 
the Kingpins; This platter follows 
Slay and Crewe’s first UA release, 
“Tom Cattin’,” which went into 
distrbution last week. 

Also into market this week in 
UA’s pop drive are. such new art¬ 
ists as Hunt Stevens, Ronnie Brent 
and the Hubcaps. 

In all cases, expanded promotion 
campaigns are backing the new 
program. Diskery has enlarged its 
nationwide promotion staff. Slay 
and Crewe are currently on a pro¬ 
motion tour and the Casino Rec¬ 
ords staff is hitting the deejay and 
distributor circuit on "behalf of UA. 

In conjunction with this drive, 
UA’s pic company field force, cov¬ 
ering every key city, is tying in 
with UA’s disk distributors^ and 
promotion to assure maximum ex¬ 
posure for. the new releases. 

CAP’S $1,000,000 PLANT 
IN LA. SET FOR 1959 

Hollywood, March 25. 

Capitol Records is continuing 
its physical expansion kick with 
the purchase of four acres in Los 
Angeles as the site for a new man¬ 
ufacturing plant. Cost of the new 
plant, which is expected to be 
completed in April, 1959, will ex¬ 
ceed $1,000,000. 

The new L. A. plant will aug¬ 
ment the album producing facili¬ 
ties of the Cap plant in Scranton, 
Pa. * Originally Cap’s entire al¬ 
bum output, was handled by Scran¬ 
ton with the L. A. factory pressing 
only 45 and 78 rpra singles. The 
original L. A. plant was opened in 
1945 and was doubled in size 
three years later. The new plant 
will redouble the floor apace real¬ 
ized in 1948. 

‘Lions’ in Decca Lair 
Decca Records continues its 

soundtrack binge with the score for 
the 20th-Fox pic, ‘The Young 
Lions.” Music for the film was com¬ 
posed by Hugo Friedhofer with 
Lionel- Newman conducting the 
20th-Fox Orch. 

Pic, which costars Marlon Bran¬ 
do, Montgomery Clift and Dean 
Martin, is slated to preem in. New 
York April 2. 

: The first court test in the long- 
pending $150,000,000 antitrust of 
the 33 ASCAP songwriters against 
Broadcast Music Inc. and the ma¬ 
jor, networks is due shortly as a 
result of. a motion to dismiss the 
complaint which was filed in N.Y. 
Federal Court Monday (24), The 
suit has been in pre-trial examina¬ 
tion stage for almost four years. 

The defendants’, motion to dis¬ 
miss is based on the allegation that 
the antitrust statutes only protect 
those who are directly injured in 
the practice of their business. 
Since, the motion argues, the song-: 
writers are only indirectly, but 
npt directly, injured even if the 
existence of consp.irarcy were to. 
be established, the piaintiffs have 
no grounds for bringing an action 
against either BMI or the broad¬ 
casters. • • 
. The motion points out that the . 
songwriters are not directly en¬ 
gaged in any activity which could 
be injured by the alleged conspir¬ 
acy since they neither publish nor 
license their own Songs. Publish¬ 
ers and ASCAP, as a licensing 
agency, and hot the songsmiths, 
would be the primary parties in 
such an action. . 

The affidavits in. support of the 
motion cited numerous precedents 
to back their position. One case 
involved the owner of a theatre 
who leased, it to on exhibitor on a 
percentage basis and sued some 
distributors for conspiracy ; to 
withhold suitable pictures. The 
court ruled that'the theatre owner, 
was not a directly injured party 
and hence could not sue. Other 
cases involved o lers of patents 
who licensed th n on a royalty 
basis and sued because their li¬ 
censes were irij 4red by antitrust 
practices. The courts have held, 
according to the defendants’ affi¬ 
davit, that the patent owner was 
not a direct party in such a suit 
and hence can not sue. 

The motion to dismiss must be 
answered by countermotions with¬ 
in 10 days, although it’s likely the 
plaintiffs will ask for an exten¬ 
sion of time; John Schulman, 
counsel for the ASCAP tunesmiths 
stated he was still studying the de¬ 
fendants’ motion which they “saw 
fit to make after four years of liti¬ 
gation.” . 

ASCAP Songsmiths Punch Up Case 
For Smathers’Bill m D.C. Hearings; 
Cuffo ‘BMI Disks,’ DJ. Payola in Focus 

More Gov’t Probes 
Washington, March 25. 

The music, biz, which has 
been a spotlight of Congres-... 
sional investigating committees 
recently, has been and will 
continue to be. probed by vari¬ 
ous Government agencies in 
the. future. At hearings on. the' 

. Smathers Bill, subcommittee 
chairman John Pastore dis¬ 
closed that he was informed by 
the Dept, of Justice that an 
investigation of the broadcast 
and music businesses are under 
“active consideration.” 

Sen. Pastore also stated that 
he planned to turn the record 
of the Smathers Bill hearings 
over to both the Justice Dept, 
and the Federal Communica¬ 
tions Commission. The latter 
agency may be asked to tes¬ 
tify in connection to the bilL 

Warner Firms 

'Los Angeles, March 251 

Harms Inc., mUsic publishing 

firm which recently won a prelim¬ 

inary Federal court ruling against 

Tobs Music Enterprises and Carl 

Moshay for copyright infringe¬ 
ment, is joined with four other 
music companies in a suit against 
more than 500 supermarkets and 
department stores for sale of rec¬ 
ords where copyrights are alleged¬ 
ly infringed; 

Associated: with Harms in new 
suit filed; in Federal District 
Court here, are Wttmark, Remiek, 
New. World and Advance. Statu¬ 
tory damages of 2c per record roy¬ 
alty are asked, plus an injunction 
prohibiting sale of such records 
until royalties . ate paid: All the 
firms are part of MUsic Publishers 
Holding Gorp., Warner Bros, music 
publishing subsid. 

Congressional Election Year a Factor But D.C. Sees 
‘ "Conditioning for ’59 

Washington, March 25. 
The logistics of legislative pro¬ 

cedure indicates that any passage 
of the Smathers’ bill, to compel 
the broadcasters to divorce BMI, Is 
most unlikely this year.. And if it 
doesn’t pass before the 85th Con¬ 
gress adjourns sine die, ASCAP 
and its friends will have to start 
all over again, from scratch, in 
1959. 

This has nothing to do with the 
merits of the case. It is simply a 
matter of timing. Here are the 
facts: 

This is a Congressional election 
year and, in such years. Congress 
bears down to conclude before the 
end of July. It usually manages 
to do so by simple dint of a side¬ 
tracking everything but “must” 
and non-controyersial bills in the 
final two months or so. 

The hearings on the Smathers’ 
bill commenced March 11 and 
ASCAP has put in its story. Hear¬ 
ings resume April 15 when op¬ 
ponents of the bill, principally 
BMI spokesmen, take the stand. 
Among those already slated to. 
testify are Sidney M. Kaye, BMI 
general counsel; James Howe, of 
Fort Pierce, president of the 
Florida Broadcasters Ass’n; Gene 
Autry, Harrison Kerr, of the Uni¬ 
versity of Oklahoma; Milton Mit-i 
ler, president of the. Rhode Island ] 
Broadcasters Assn.; Ben Strouse, 

head of Station WWDC, in Wash¬ 
ington; Gov. Frank. Clements, of 
Tennessee;: Jane . Pickens, Eddy 
Arnold, Ray Block and Peewee 
King. Other disk jockeys and 
broadcasters may also seek to be 
heard. 

Assuming that some of the 
above merely, turn in statements 
and don’t take the stand, this will 
still involve , several days of hear¬ 
ings, spread over one or two 
weeks. 

After the BMI case is in, the 
proponents of the Smathers bill 
will be given reasonable time for 
rebuttal. Then, the opponents will 
receive their opportunity to Tebut. 
Following this, the entire record 
will be sent to the Justice Depart¬ 
ment and Federal Communica¬ 
tions. Commission for review. 
Spokesmen of the fwo agencies 
will then testify and give official 
Government views on the legisla¬ 
tion.- •' 

Senator Gore Frixample 
One. Congressional. expert esti¬ 

mates that if all goes smoothly, 
this phase should be concluded 
late in May. Then, an opportunity 
must be obtained to bring the bill 
to the Senate floor, if it is ap-j 
proved by the Pastore subcommit¬ 
tee and by the full Commerce j 
Committee. Should the bill pro- 
yoke a floor fight—and Senator 

(Continued on page 64) 

Washington, March 25. 

Apparently learning as they 
went along what a Congressional 
committee wants, supporters of 
the Smathers* bill wound up last 
week with a much solider presenta- 
fation . than the kind they had 
opened with, the preceding Week. 

Whereas they had opened with 
a scattered, shotgun style attack on 
hillbilly, rock ’n’ roll and Latino 
music as poor in taste and effect 
upon youth, the later witnesses 
hewed much closer to the line of 
why Congress should amend the 
Communications Act to compel di¬ 
vorcement of Broadcast Mhsic Inc. 
and. music and recording compa¬ 
nies by broadcasters. 

Feeling here was that American 
Society of Composers, Authors and 
Publishers and ; Songwriters Pro¬ 
tective. Association spokesmen had 
recovered a considerable amount of 
the ground lost earlier. 

The Windup was zeroed on the 
point that a conflict of interests ex¬ 
ists due to the broadcasters’ con¬ 
trol of BMI, and that the result is 
detrimental to the public interest 

John Schulman, “cleanup batter” 
for the Smathers’ bill supporters, 
hammered away at the point that 
much of the Communications Act 
consists of rules of ..conduct to be 
followed by broadcasters and that 
what the Smathers’ measure pro¬ 
poses is merely one more such rule 
toward protecting, the public in¬ 
terest—this time to enable the pub- . 
lie to hear music now barred from 
the airwaves by station and net¬ 
work favoritism to BMI. 

While Schulman traveled the high 
road, Seymour M. Lazar, Beverly 
Hills attorney, took the low road, 
charging that BMI has become a 
corrupter of disk jockeys and 

(Continued on page 65) 

Cap’s ‘C’mon-a My Hoase’ 
To Clooney Who Quits Col 
& WiB LP‘Oh’With Jose 
Rosemary Clooney and Columbia 

Records have parted company. 
Thrush had been on Col’s roster as 
a soloist since 1950 and had come , 
up with such1,000,000-plus sellers 
as "Hey There” and “Come on-A 
My House.” 

Miss Clooney’s first move since 
her Col departure was to tie up 
with MGM Records for a one-shot 
album deal on the score from the . 
Broadway tuner, “Oh Captain.” 
She’ll duet on the package with 
husband Jose Ferrer, who directed 
and collaborated with A1 Morgan 
oh the “Oh Captain” book. Score 
for the tuner was written by Jay 
Livingston and Ray Evans. 

It’s understood that Capitol Rec-. 
ords is now negotiating to get Miss 
Clooney under its wing on a per¬ 
manent basis. 

A few years ago Columbia 
teamed Miss Clooney and Ferrer on 

single pop release but its sales 
returns were low. A sidebar to 
the “Oh Captain” stint for MGM by 
the Ferrers is that the original cast 
album has been issued by Colum¬ 
bia and Miss Clooney has been rid-. 
ing. nicely with “Surprise," a pop 
single release from the score. 

Name Scion Gshford As 
Boosey & Hawkes Prexy 

Anthony Gishford has been elect¬ 
ed prexy of Boosey A Hawkes suc¬ 
ceeding Leslie Boosey, who is re¬ 
tiring due to age but wbo’s staying 
on as veepee. David Adams re¬ 
mains exec veepee, 

Boosey is a great-grandson of 
Thomas Boosey, founder of Boosey 
& Co. Gishford is a grandson of 
William Henry Hawkes, founder of 
the London firm of Hawkes & Son 

1 Ltd. The two companies amal- 
jgamated in 1930. 



MUSIC 

15-Nation Newport Jazz Junket 
Rhode Island Festival's Marshall Brown and George 

Weiri End European O.O, for Youth Orchestra 

{?sss?*»56rsi,a- score now into if “se,* "”*> 
choose the participants in the New- j A new departure in the . re- La yjiig Becaud 
port International Youth Orches- cording of background music of (Vbix De Son Maitre) 

. 
“ and *“*-; ^ J"HeCrn^Xred ••adEntyiroPl^ Le Cruz .Ge,„s 

Countries visited were Portugal, minute score, including two songs, .... (Pacific) 
Spain. West Germany. Czechoslo- have been used, in the LP without ■ ■ ’ •. ■■ '■ ' • ■ ' -— 
vakia, Poland. Austria. Denmark, any cuts. Up to now; background i 
Sweden. France, Holland. Belgium, scores on albums have been based Cl|a'A Fllinotnn Rnnlr 
Switzerland. Great Britain. Yugo- on film soundtracks.. EilUl 5 lalllllglUU liUUIl 

slavia and Italy, 'footers from each Duke wrote the orchestrations, I . Ao .ftiiii’c farnofflA RillilKT 
country will make up the orch. plus except for the two song vocals by. } l/UU a Wl uCglC UU1UI5 
the young Yank alto' saxer Andy .Tony Travis and Russell Garcia, I Norman Granz will tie in his 
Marsala who scored with last year's . also is featured, as piano soloist on ; Verve label four-platter package, 

PSsRlETf 
French Disk Bestsellers 

Paris, March 18. 

Only Y011 .......... .Platters 
(Barclay) 

Le Gondolier . .,vV. .Lasso 
(Pathe) ♦ 

Mar jolaine . ,.... Lemarque 
(Philips) 

Julie La Roiisse .... Lafforgue 
(Pathe) 

Buenas Noches . .. .Dalida . 
: (Barclay) 
Cigarettes & Whisky ... Clay 

•• (Philips) 
La Viile .,.. : Becaud 

(Voix De Son Maitre) 
Marches De Provence Becaud 

(VSM) • 
Bon Caractere ... . .Delyle . 

(Pathe) 
Le Santa Criiz ..'..... Genes 

(Pacific) .' . 

Ella’s 'Ellington Book’ 
As Duo’s Carnegie Billing 
Norman Granz will tie in his 

Farmington High School Band. Duo the L. P. Pete Rugolo conducts the ‘‘Ella Fitzgerald Sings the Dulce says, because the kids who are buying records today want the 
auditioned. people in each country orchestra. . Ellington Song Book,” with ah original recording, and also 'it didn’t give me; a chance; to create 
and will reveal their choices soon I —:— Ellington-Fitzgerald^oncert at New anything. 
after they get back.to the L,S. this _ York’s Carnegie Hall April 6. ■ ] ■v . . ' . . ■ ■ • .. ■ . - '■ ■ • 
week. Sherlock Sleuths Tieups - The iarr imnresarin will use the ■ ■ ■ , ■ ■ ■ • ■ . 

Scot’s Rennie Retires | La Salle’s Film Cliores 

sonal idiom in playing. Besides its staff of Capitol Records. Prior to EUingtomcrew at Carnegie wi l: in- composer and Scottish ■ country set by Viscount Films to score 
cultural aspects, the international 'joining the label he. worked on his elude. Harry . Carney, Johnny j danceband leader, has retired, from Korean Attack whichwillbe re- 
infiltrat ibn of jazz will be shown \ own as a disk and artist-promoter. Hodges, Jimmy Hamilton, Ray show biz at 61. leased via American InternationaL 
to be almost as deep as that According to Dick Rising, na- Nance, and Cat Anderson. He has played five times before He’ll compose, conduct and orches- 
achieved by films. tional sales promotion manager The Ellington “song book” is the the British. Royal family at Bal- “a*e’ 

The orch will play from estab-' for Cap,. Sherlock will be assigned third in a series for Verve. She’s moral Castle. In 1949 he formed La Salle will continue with his 
lished arrangements and will give to the coordination of tie-ins be^ already cut albums, of Cole Porter his country danceband quartet, orch at the Beverly Hilton, Beverly 
two concerts at the Newport fest tween motion picture studios,, and Rodgers &. Hart tunes and is and broadcast regularly. Now his Hills, until April 9 when he takes 
and also make recordings before radio and tv networks with Capi- now working on ail Irving Berlin crew has given its final perform- a three-month leave to work on two 

and will reveal their choices soon I 
after they get back, to the U. S. this 
week. . ■ 

Both felt that jazz prowess on 
the Continent was exceedingly high • 
with France holding the edge in ' 

__ ;_Wednesday, March 26, 1958 

Dual Version of '23 Skidoo’ 
Philadelphia, March 25. 

Johnny Desmond, here in “Say, Darling,” glumly reviewed the 
pop music situation in a backstage interview at the Shubert Theatre. 

“If you're over 23 you can’t have a hit record today,the 
Singer said, “it’s the kids and disk jockey dictators who determine 
the nation’s taste in pops.” . 

One of the nation's No. 1 hit-makers, ABC “Bandstand” host 
Dick Clark, countered with a list of current “over 23” top record 
faves: Frank Sinatra, Perry Como, McGuire Sisters, Billy Vaughn, 
Mitch Miller, Doris Day, Patti Page. He also reminded that Patti 
Page was the 1957 “Bandstand” popularity, winner. 

“We hear of a lot of young talent now because of the great 
number of avenues of exploitation,” the deejay declared. 

Desmond said he was ankling his pact with Coral Records and is 
now eyeing the field for a disk tieup which will showcase him in 
the “bigger impact” album field primarily. Desmond doesn’t 
expect to make any deals until he opens in New York next Thurs¬ 
day (3). in “Say Darling,” in which he has a costarring role with 
David; Wayne and Vivian Blaine. 

His first recording job after the preeni will be for RCA Victor. 
on the original cast album of the production.: He’s now being ; 
dickered by Frank Sinatra to groove albums for Sinatra’s Essex 

: Productions to be released through Capitol. No deal has been 
firmed as yet. 

According to Desmond, his ankling Coral after, a three-arid-a- 
half-year association was due to the fact that his main assignments: 
were “covering” rock ’n’ roll hits. It’s a thankless assignment, he . 
says, because the kids who are buying records today want the 
original recording, and also it didn’t give me; a chance; to create 
anything. 

Sherlock Sleuths Tieups 
Hollyvyood, March 25. 

. George Sherlock has been ap- 
Scot’s Rennie Retires 

Perth, Scotland, March 25. 
Adam Rennie, longtime. violinist, 

La Salle’s Film Chores 

to be almost as deep as that 
achieved by films. 

Adam-* Rennie,’ -longtime. violinist, 
imposer and Scottish ■ country been set by Viscount Films to score 
inceband leader, has retired, from . Korean Attack which will be re- 
ow biz at 61 leased via American InternationaL. 
He has played five times before ! Hell compose, conduct and orches- 

heading back to appear at the Bfus- ! tol’s pactees 
sels World’s Fair on the American . 
entertainment agenda. j 

The orch will be in the big band : . 
jazz class a la a Woody Herman! 
or Stan Kenton. Brown and Wein 
felt that all schools of jazz are well 
represented in Europe, but the. 
subtle personal; nuances, since ; 
these are indigenous to . the U - S.. 
will still remain the' American 
forte. All the varying styles will 

-be synthesized via the prepared gt- c.- ~ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
rangeinents.. Most picked up their Six™ 
styles from Yank disks and radio sellers 
programs, plus the widely traveling ino sto 
U. S. jazz groups since the last war. • 
Brown and Wein will also super- ° 
vise the Yank jazz appearances at u■ 
tile Brussels exposition. j .. 

| more pix for the same company. 

BETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLEBS 

—’PRrIETY - ■ 

Survey of retail album best 
sellers based on reports' from lead¬ 
ing stores and showing comparative 
ratings for this iveek and last. "" 

British Decca’s j 
Sterlii^ Pace 

London, March 18. 
R*ding high on the British disk 

boom, the Decca Record Co. an-., 
nounced that its consolidated turn- i 
over , has increased by $11,732,000 
to more than $47,600,000 for the 
year to March 31. In 1947, the com¬ 
parable figure was just oyer $3.- • 
609:000. Net profit for the com¬ 
pany was $1,628,000. compared 
With the previous figure of $1- 
261.000. Balance from Trading Ac¬ 
count amounted to $6,690,000. an 
increase of $1,653,000, the highest -r 
ever achieved: 

E. R. Lewis, chairman Of the 
company, reported that so far as . 
the record business was:, con-; 
cerned, production and sales were 
greater than in any. previous pe¬ 
riod. Production of disks in 
Decca’s two English plants amount¬ 
ed to 30.000.000 out of a total in¬ 
dustry production of 70.000.000 
Speaking of the success of the RCA 
label, launched in Britain by 
Decca in May of last year. Lewis 
added: “From-May this year \ye 
shall liave exclusive manufacturing 
rights to the whole of the RCA 
catalog, containing recordmgs of 
manv of the most famous , names ; 
In both the classical and popular; 
fields.” . ! 

BRITISH DECCA’S PACT ! 
BID FOR ROBT. STOLZ 

London; March 25. j 
Decca (England* has been so im- ; 

pressed -with the two Robert Stolz 
albums he has waxed for the com- ; 
pany in his native Vienna that it ; 
has* offered the composer-conduc-: 
tor an exclusive contract; Idea is ! 
to cement him for a number of VL-; 
ennese and kindred LPs per an-, 
num. 

RCA Victor. American corres¬ 
pondent for. British Decca; would 
be part of the pact. ! 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk. wk. ; Artist, Label, Title ■ ; ■ l.fc j J 1 » 1 <1 I 5 1 O 1 S | Q | a I J | g | S 

. FRANK SINATRA (Caiiitol) 
Come Fly With Me .   2 2 1 3 1 4 3 1 3 .. 7 I 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) - 
Warm (CL 1078).... 5 4 2 4 2 8 1 2 2 1 1 .. 

MUSIC MAN (Capitol) 
Original Cast (WAQ 99Q) . ,... .. 1 8 .,10 6 1 2 4 1 2 . . 9 1 

MY FAIR LADY (Columbia) 
Original Cast (CL 5090» ■ ■:........; • ■.: ■ 6 .. 6 1 9 2 4 . .. 10 4 .. 2 

CARMEN CAVALLARO (DeCca) ' 
Remembers Duchin (DL 8661)..;.... . . 8 . . .. 9 7 8 . . 5 ; . 7 ; 

■^PAL JOEY (Capitol) 
Soundtrack (W 912). . ... .. / 4 10 7 .. 3 .A 3 6 .. 

AROUND THE WORLD (Decca) 
Soundtrack (DL 9046) - •: • •;: - - - -. - - • 7 10 5 8 .. 9 2 .. 3 

PAT BOONE (Dot) • 
Pat’s Great Hits (DLP 3071):... ..:..... .. .. .. ... 5 .. 6 .. 5 .. .. .. 9 

RICKY NELSON (Imperial) 
, Ricky (Imp 9048). 8 .. ,>•; 4 

SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor) 
Soundtrack (LOG 1032). .. 6 3 9 .. .. 

~EYDiE GORME (ABC-Par) 
Vamps the Roaringr20’s (218>,....... v. 1 ; . 5. ..... .. . . . .. . . .: 

“KING & I (Capitol). 
Soundtrack iW 740).... .  .. .: 7 .. / 6 .. .. .. "... .. .. 5 

“TONY BENNETT (Columbia) 
Beat of My Heart (CL 1079).____ _ .. 5 i. .. .. 6 ■ ... ;. .. .. 8 

MANTOVANI (London) 
Film Encores ILL 1700)! v, 9 2 .: :. .. v. .. ... .. .3 ... 

TENNESSEE ERNIE (Capitol) 
Hyinns. iT 756):-. .v... . .. .. .. .. ....... 9 - .. 6. 

PAT SUZUKI (Vik) 
Many Sides of 1LX 1127);:.;............. .. .. ,. .. .^ v. .. .. .. .. .. 

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)* ■ ■■ ~' : ^ ^ 
Good Night Dear Lord (CL 1119*. .. ..... .. .. .. . . .. .. . . :. 5 .. 

. OKLAHOMA (Capitol) ' ••• ■_■■■ ■■■■ ; • ■ : ^ ' " ' ' ~ 
Soundtrack <SAO 595/ ..... .... ... 7 .. .. ,. .. .. .. .. ... 3 ... 

“ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) “ ' ' '' ' ' ■ ' “ “ 
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000) ..... ;, .. .. .. .. .. ■... .. 4 

■ MARIO LANZA (Victor): ; : 7"* ”* : 1 • 
7 Hills of Rome (LM2211) .. . 3 . 6 .. .:   .. ..... 

FOUR ACES (Decca) • .. •• 7 “ ' "7” ' ^ ““ 7 ' 1 ■' ... 
Hits From Hollywood (DL 8693)... . :. ... , ... . .. .. 4 

“WESTLSIDE^TORY (Columbia) “ '■= ■ ■■. .. ; “ : ' ' “ 
Original Cast <CL 5230)... ....10 5 7 .. .. .. .. .. ■, .. 
JONAH JONES^tCapitol) ' ■ “ ' ' : ’ ^ . ‘ ' ' ■" ■. ' —— 
Muted Jazz (T 839) . . .......... .. .. 8 .. ..* 7... .. .. 8 ., 

“r5gER WiLLlAMSlKapp) ! ~ “ ~J— 
Till (KL 1081) .. .. •... .. ...... 4 

• PERCY FAITH (Columbia). ■■■■ ’ : ■' " ~~ 
Viva <CL 1075> .. .....10' 
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Inside Stuff-1 
'i, The poetry end jazz blending, which has been making some headway 
’in the intimate music rooms in New York and San Francisco, is now 

t moving onto wax. Leonard Feather, MGM Records jazz head, has teamed 
' poet Langston Hughes with Charlie Mingus and Henry (Red) Allen for 
ian LP titled “Weary Blues.” Hughes had been doing the poetry & jazz 
hit at Sunday night sessions at New York's Village Vanguard with the 

^Mingus crew. 

1 While the Abe Olmans’ and the L. Wolfe Gilberts’ leisurely Euro- 
s; pean trip, sailing April "2 on the SS Queen Elizabeth, is primarily ava- 
1 cation, the former may get back Into, publishing activity if he picks up 

• some foreign times. He has severed his special deal with the Schirmer 
2 firm which he undertook, in the first place, as a favor toMax Dreyfus 
\ whose Chappell firms handle.the Schirmer catalog overseas. 

Stanley Black received a gold eigaret case from Jack Payne on be- 
; half of his disk company for LP sales exceeding the 1,000,000 mark 
; throughout the eWorld. Presentation was made during Payne’s BBC-TV 

show "Off The Record.” . 

British Disk Bestsellers 

MUSIC 

Aim at Tree Speech’ Test in Court 

Music Integration Panel 
In Appeal to AFL-C10 

Hollywood, March 25. 

A group of musicians from Lo* 
; cal. 47, led by Marl Youngj chair- 
i man of the Musicians Committee 
. for Integration, has appealed to 
: AFL-CIO prexy George Meany for 

aid in ending what they term “dis¬ 
criminatory practices’' on the part 
of Federation prexy James C. 
Petrfllo. 

According to Young, Petrillo has 
failed to take action in ending ra- 

! cial discrimination which current- 
■ ly exists In the union. In certain 

cities, the AFM has restricted lo¬ 
cals for Negro and Caucasian mu¬ 
sicians, which is not the case with 
Local 47. The appeal to Meany 
■aid that previous letters to Pe¬ 
trillo in this regard have been 
Ignored. _ 

Chi Bandleader Brownie 
Guilty of Tax Evasion 

Chicago, March 25. 
Bandleader Lou Brownie plead¬ 

ed guilty here to . charges of in¬ 
come tax evasion. Federal' District 
Court Judge William J. Campbell 
set a pre-sentence hearing for 
April 22. 

Brownie. 47, was indicted March 
12 with his wife, Marjorie, on 
charges of evading taxes of $6,449 
on unreported income of $20,556 
during the period 1951-53. Charges 
against his wife were dismissed. 
An assistant U. S.. Attorney said 
Brownie paid $10,000 of his $24,000 
(which includes interest on ar¬ 
rears) in civil liability and prom¬ 
ised to pay the balance. 

Brownie, a staple for. many <years 
on the banquet and party circuit 
hereabouts, also operates LOU 
Brownie Attractions, . b o o k i n g 
agency. 

London,' March 25. 
Magic Moments ...... 1 Coino 

(RCA) 
Story Of My Life ... .Holliday 

(Columbia) 
Nairobi ............. . Steele 

(Decca) 
Don’t : ■..*......... .Presley . 

(RCA) 
Jailhouse Rock ....... Presley . 

• ' (RCA) 
At The Hop .. Danny & Juniors 

. (HMV) . 
You Are RIy Destiny., .Anka 

(Columbia) 
Good Golly, Miss 

Molly .... .....Richard 
(London) . 

Maybe Baby ....... .Crickets 
(Vogue-Coral) 

Oh! Boy .. . .Crickets 
(Vogue-Coral) 

HOUSTON EXPANDS CONCERTS 

Stokowski Wilt Open Season, Baton 
16 In All 

Houton, March 25. 
Houston Symphony , Orchestra 

under- Leopold Stokowski will In¬ 
crease the number of subscription 
concerts next year to 30, six more.1 
concerts than the present season 
of 24. 

The system of concert pairs will 
prevail again next year and sub-! 
scribers may either order the full 
slate of 15 pairs on Monday or 
Tuesday nights, dr they may select 
a card of any 12 Monday or any 
.12 Tuesday concerts. 

This : system,. bjT which the cus¬ 
tomer can pay his money and take 
his choice,. is an innovation her 
lieved to be original with the Hous¬ 

Ken Myers’ Ad-ditive 
Chicago, March: 25. 

Ken Myers, Mercury Records ad- 

promo topper, is devoting fiill time 

as liaison to label’s advertising 

agency, Henri, Hurst & McDonald. 

New emphasis is regarded • as a 
boost for him, although it involves 
no change of title. 

. Some of Myers’ previous activ¬ 
ity, notably promotion and super¬ 
vision of a :22-man field staff, now 
falls to Tom Schlesinger,. publicity 
chief. 

UA Disks-Pubbery 
Stripes Tamarin 

A1 Tamarin has been upped to 
veepee of United Artists Record 
Corp. and United Artists Music. 
Tamarin had beeh serving, as exec 
assistant to prexy Max E. Young- 
stein since the formation of the rec¬ 
ord and publishing divisions last 
October. 

Tamarin has been with the par¬ 
ent motion picture comaphy for the 
past 10 years hi a number of key 
posts.' He set music , and recording 
ties for pix on UA release before 
the pic company formed its disk 
and publishing divisions. 

Boston, March 25. 
Status pf the case being brought 

by the jukebox ops, in which the 
legality of fees of up to $160 a 
year for jukes, tv sets and radio in 
public places is challenged, was 
reported on by Arthur Sherman, 
counsel, at a session of the Music 
Operators of Massachusetts at the 
Bavarian Hofbrau. 

Both the city and state must 
agree on . stipulations, Sherman 
said, and so far the city has agreed 
but the state has not. Efforts are 
being made to get the state to go 
forward, he said, so that the case 
can come up to the Supreme Court 
before the court’s summer recess. 
License payments for phonos art 
due Oct. 31 j he pointed out, and 
said once the fee is paid there la 
no. way of getting the coin back re¬ 
gardless of whatmight transpire. 

The suit is based on contention; 
that (1) playing of records is a 
form of free speech guaranteed by 
the U-S. and state courts and (2) 
on constitutionality of state law 
which sets forth that fees charged 
should be Commensurate with 
amount of polking necessary. 

The association charges that 
both city and state fees for jukes 
are “out of all proportion.” The 
test case, headed for Supreme 
Court, once the stipulations are 
obtained, is opening move in battle 
undertaken by jukebox ops to can¬ 
cel out the $160 annual fee per ma¬ 
chine for seven-day operation. 
Phono ops pay $50 for a city li¬ 
cense for weekdays; $50 for a city 
Sunday license; $50 for a state 
Sunday license; and $10 Federal 
tax; total of $160. 

Another bill in equity _ charges 
that an attempt to license a phono 
by exacting a fee is a prior re¬ 
straint on free speech. Attorneys 
for the jukebox interests contend 
that simply because an entertain¬ 
ment form is used it does not taka 
it out of jthe category of something 
that should be protected by tho 
guarantee .of free speech. They 
also contend that playing of a rec¬ 
ord is a form of entertainmeid; 
which does not remove the playing 
of it from the protection of tho 
free speech guaranteed by the U.S. 
and state . courts merely because 
a form of expression is used for 
purposes of entertainment. 

A preliminary injunction. asked 
in Suffolk Superior Court was 
denied. 

Meantime, the business of grant¬ 
ing licenses for jukeboxes, pinball . 
machines, beaneries, etc., which 
used to be a parttime job at city 
hall. Is now a fulltime job with the 
increase in licenses. A bill, just 
passed by the House of Represen¬ 
tatives; gives the four top licensing 
officials $1,500 pay raises. Tho 
move to increase salaries for tho 
Boston licensing board heads give* 
chairman Clarence R. Elam $10,- 
500 and Commissioners . Timothy 
F. Tobin, Joseph W; Fitzgerald and 
executive secretary Joel L. Miller. 
$10,000. Miller said the board 
will collect art estimated $1,200,000 
in fees this year. 

At the jukebox ops’ meeting 
David J. Baker, prexy, announced 
a tagging plan of identification of 
members’ phonos on locations. 
Ops received numbered stickers 
for their jukeboxes which will 
readily identify them to other ops. 
The technique was adopted to halt 
"inroading of territories.” 

POWER POTSHOTS KLAC 
ON ’CHART’ MUSIC, QUITS 

Hollywood, March 25. 

Peter Potter, vet L. A. deejay,; 
will bow off. the air locally with 
his "Platter Parade” April 14, date 
of his resignation from KLAC. 
Move is basically a protest against 
•station’s projected entry into 
"pushbutton” programming, which 
ht feels would eliminate the per¬ 
sonality factors now associated 
with a deejay. 

"Conforming strictly to charts 
in airing records is a mistake,” he 
points out, stressing that "the 
taste of America varies.” What's 
on a national chart may hot neces¬ 
sarily be indicative of Hie musical 
tastes of Southern California,” Pot¬ 
ter said. 

Potter* on L.A. airwaves since 
1938, reports that a major tv deal 
involving his Peter Potter Enter¬ 
prises is shaping up for the sum¬ 
mer or fall. 

ton Symphony. 
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Survey of retail disk best 

sellers based on reports ob¬ 
tained from leading stores in 
19 cities and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 
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i 1 
CHAMPS (Challenge) 
Tequila .. 1 i 1 1 8 2 1 1 3 7 ■ 1 1 4 114 

2 7 
CHORDETTES (Cadence) 
Lollipop ........ 2 2 6 4 4 2 1 6 2 3 76 

3 3 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
Catch a Falling Star... 7 6 1 3 5 1 2 ..■ 2 7 65 

4 2 
CHUCK BERRY (Chess) 
Sweet Little 16.. ;................. 1 10 2 2 8 6 .4 9 5 8 ' .7'; 9 61 

5 5 
FOUR PREPS (Capitol) 
26 Miles . . : ... ■T 3 9 8 10 5 8 6 2 ..7 ■7-. 1 51 

6 8 
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) 
Who’s Sorry Now....... . .... 5 8 1 6 2 3 10 8 7'.'' 45 

7 ,-.4'.' 
ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence) 
Are Yon Sincere.. .... 6 7 7 8 1 9 2 37 

8 9 
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) 
Sail Along Silvery Moon.... . ..... 3 8 10 4 10 3 5 34 

A 6 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
It’s Too Soon to Know. 10 ... 5 5 10 8 4 ;.v;.4 31 

10_ 23 
LAURIE LONDON (Capitol) 
World in His Hands- ..... . .... . . . .. . 9 1 3 1 30 

u_ 13 
LOU MONTE (Victor) 
Lazy Mary .. ....... 8 3 7 8 1 28 

12 19 
PAT BOONE (Dot) 
Wonderful Time Up There-.. . 7 7 :T' 3 9 10 8 26 

13 A 11 
McGlURE SISTERS (Coral) 
Sugartime .......... 17 2 9 5 5 23 

13B 22 
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) 
You Are My Destiny,. ....... 3 6 5 7 23 

15A 10 
PERRY COMO (Victor) 
Magic Moments........ 9 3 4 6 6 20 

15B 15 
JIMMY McCRACKLIN (Checker) 
The Walk .. . _. ....:.. ._.. ....... 6 5 2 20 

17 16 
JOHN ZACHERELE (Cameo) 
Dinner With Drac._■>............. 3 5 V. . 7 io 19 

18 14 ' 
LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty) 
Good Golly Miss Molly ... 4 9 3 Y7 

19 18 
CRESCENDOS (Nasco) 
OhJntte . ............ 2 9 6 _16 

20A 21 
CRICKETS (Brunswick) 
Maybe Baby... 9 10 ... 10 8 3 _15 

20B .. 
FRANK BINATRA (CapitoD 
All the Way............................ 4 3 7 : _15 

20C ... 
CHUCK BERRY (Chess) 
Reeling A Rocking.____ _ 4 3 JL5 

23_ 
DON-GIBSON (Victor) 
Oh Lonesome Me. ._ < 2 _14 

24A 25 
BETTY JOHNSON (Atlantic) 
LitUa BIno Man... .................... 7 M B _13 

24B .. 
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp) 
Arriverdeei Roma........ .......... 2 7 13 
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Brit, s 10c Disks j 
Are Real Square 

London, March 25. 

Disks retailing at 10c will be ob¬ 
tainable in Britain within the next 
tew days. The platters are being 
produced by a new process by Rain¬ 
bow Records, which operates under 
license from Rainbow Records of 
America—the company which pror 
duces disks an sheets of film. 

Monty Lewis, topper: of the con¬ 
cern, which is an offshoot of a plas¬ 
tics firm, told Variety that the 
records will be sold via one of the 
biggest mail order outfits in Brit¬ 
ain. First to go out will be an al¬ 
bum of skiffle music made by a 
comparatively unknown group ; 
named the Eden Street Skiffle 
Group.. The album comprises TO 
one-sided disks which will sell at 
$1.40. ; 

He explained that the records are j 
produced by a new process which 
entails pressing in The normal way j 
on sheets of cellulose acetate. Run¬ 
ning time is about two and one half 
minutes on a seven-inch square. ; 
Each square is equipped to be slot- } 
ted into a holder which gives it the \ 
stiffness required for playing. 500,- i 
000 “squares’' have been pressed ■ 
for the first release. : 

The new outfit will not be going 
after headliners until it has some¬ 
thing to offer, but Lewis is con¬ 
fident that the new venture will 
catch on, and that he will be able 
to put lip attractive propositions 
to name talent in the not too dis¬ 
tant future. | 

Diskery Pactings 

Stubby Kaye has joined the • 
Seeco label to wax at least two j 
LP’s a year. Kaye is currently 
appearing on Broadway in the 
tuner, “Li-1 Abner.” | 

Tico Records, Roulette’s latino • ■ 
label, has renewed Rosendo Ruiz j. 
Jr, for another longtermer. Ruiz, 
a pianist-composer, is readying an 
LP under the title “Latin Moon¬ 
light.” 

The low-price Design label 
. ($1.49) has latched on to Jac Car- 
son and Connee Boswell for LP 
releases. Miss Boswell was a long¬ 
time Decca pactee. 

Piero Bellugi has been named 
permanent conductor of the Oak¬ 
land Symphony Orchestra, sue- T 
ceeding the late Orley See. •* 

-i^lllTfOFTHE 
TheJIII' week 5 

. r1-*-*- .-r 

BOB i 
REILY •■!* 

THE MIDNIGHT * 
LINE 1 

and ' 

WANDA 1 
JEAN 1! 
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P^RIETY Scoreboard 
OF 

TOP TALENT AND TUNES 
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution 

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets 

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music 
as Published in the Current Issue 

NOTE: The; current comparative sates strength of the Artisjts and Tunes listed hereunder is 
arrived at tinder a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬ 
merated aboue. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive 
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬ 
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the caseof talent (coin machines, retail 
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail'disks and retail sheet music). 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

TALENT 
ARTIST AND LABEL 

CHAMPS (Challenge). : ;. . 
TUNE 

Tequilaf 

POSITIONS 
This Last 
Week Week 

1 1 

2 2 

PERRY COMO (Victor) . , . ........... ^ Star* 
V : (Magic Moments* 

CHORDETTES (Cadence) ................ Lollipopt 

PAT BOONE (Dot) ... ■... . ._........ JJ*’®' T°° Soon to Know* 
(Wonderful Time Up Theref 

CHUCK BERRY (Chess) ......... J Sweet Little 16f 
(Reeling & Rockingf 

FOUR PREPS. (Capitol) _____ 26 Milesf 

CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM) ;............... Who’s Sorry Now* 

ANDY WILLIAMS (Cadence) ...l.......... Are You Sinceref 

BILLY VAUGHN (Dot) ....... Sail Along Silvery Moon* 

McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral) ................ Sugartimef 

•TUNES ^ : 
TUNE PUBLISHER 

* CATCH A FALLING J5TAR ,... ... Marvin 

f TEQUILA ....'....... .v.         ........ Jat 

*SAIL ALONG SILVERY MOON .... .. Joy 

fLOLLIPOP ................. ......^ .. ........ Marks 

fSUGARTIME ............... Nor-Va-Jak 

*WHO’S SORRY NOW .......;. . ., .,...... Mills 

*rrs TQO SOON TO KNOW . ;........ ... r....,,..... Morris 

. f ARE YOU SINCERE ........................................ Cedarwood 

f 26 MILES . . ....:....--.....----......... . Beechwood 

ISWEET LITTLE 16 ..,v........ .... . ..... Ark 
(*ASCAP fBMI F-Films) 

CamdenBlazes 
Hot Sales Pace 

Camden Records, RCA Victor’s 
j low-price ($1.98) subsid line . has 
| been riding at a hot. sales pace.. 
- According to Frank O’Donnell, la¬ 
bel’s merchandising administrator, 
sales in the first six weeks of 1958 
topped Camden’s total take for the 
entire first half of ’57. O’Donnell 
also' added that February* sales 
were the greatest in any month 
since the label was launched four 
years ago. ^ 

Leader in the Camden drive has 
been Perry Como’s “Dream Along 
With Me.” Issued last November, , 
it already has passed the 250.000 
sales mark. 

Up until a few months ago Cam-* 
den’s product was confined largely 
to classical, pop and jazz albums 
made from masters in Victor’s 
vaults. Recently, however, label 
has gone in for new material that 
has reflected favorably in the. sales 
pattern. Sparking the new mate¬ 
rial is Nancie Malcolm’s “West 
Side of. Broadway.” Camden now 
is ready to debut Bruce Prince-Jo- 
seph. a swinging harpsichordist, in 
a package tagged “Anything Goes.” 

A NEW MAJOR LABEL 
FORMING IN BRITAIN 

London. March 25. 
A new record label will be hit¬ 

ting the British market within the 
next few months. It’s understood 
that backing for the new diskery 
will be supplied by one of the big- . 
gest musical Instrument manufac¬ 
turers and retailers in this coun¬ 
try. An announcement about plans 
for the setting up of the company 
will be made within the next few 
weeks. V 

This development follows close 
on the heels of the news that there 
is a strong possibility of the Rank 
Organization forming a pop label. 

Sam Cooke’s Six Songs 
FYom ‘Nature Boy’ Abez 

Hollywood, March 25. 
Songwriter Eban “Nature Boy** 

Abez has set a sixtune deal with 
Sam Cooke, under pact to the 
Keen label. 

The first of the six songs to be 
waxed is “Lonely Island”. 

Studio Musicians Strike 
; Continued from page 59.; 

'■MiA 

THE 
LONG HOT 
SUMMER 

act as bargaining agent for studio 
musicians. 

An AFM spokesman here stated 
that if any Local 47 member signed 
with new guild of attended a 
meeting, he would subject him- 

! self to immediate expulsion from 
I the Local. 

I At a meeting called by Daniel 
upon his return from Mexico City, 
attended by a record 914, Daniel 
said he had been assured by the 
Mexican musicians union of full¬ 
est cooperation in Local 47’s fight 
with filmeries. 

Majors have already begun ship¬ 
ping pix to Mexico, but under the 
new development they are ex¬ 
pected to be forced to change tac¬ 
tics. . Daniel also said the. Inter¬ 
national Confederation of free 
trade unions, AFL-CIO, which reps 
additional foreign countries, is also 
backing the strike. 

Daniel read Petrillo’s wire de¬ 
nouncing Read as a “traitor," and 
said the AFM will permanently ex¬ 
pel any member “that gives aid 
and comfort to the dual movement 
that styles, itself MGA.” Daniel 
shortly leaves for abroad again to 
seek additional assurances of co- 
operation .with Local 47. .... 

Twenty-seven independent film 
companies have already signed in¬ 
terim agreements with the Ameri¬ 
can Federation of Musicians, ac¬ 
cording to a spokesman for Local 
47. Total includes all but one in¬ 
die Outfit which, currently needs 
scoring for its product or is in the 
midst of production. Indies which 
signed are allowed to use freelance 
musicians until a contract is set 
with the majors. The Interim pact 
will be retroactive to Feb. 19, date 
the footers’ strike against the ma¬ 
jors went into effect. 

Since the musicians called a 

“strike” against the majors, the 
companies have pushed back start¬ 
ing dates, on several films. 20th- 
Fox is sending “Ten North Fred¬ 
erick” to Mexico for scoring this 
weekv . Previously, Paramount at¬ 
tempted to bypass the strike by 
shipping Alfred Hitchcock’s “Ver¬ 
tigo” to England but had to tune 
the film in Vienna when, the British 
Musicians Union took a stand to 
back the AFM. J erry Lewis’ 
“Rocka-Bye-Baby/’ for Par, has al¬ 
ready been shipped to Mexico for 
scoring, y 

Forty musicians are currently 
working on. C. V. Whitney’s “The 
Young Land,” while another 20 
are tuning Harold Odell’s produc¬ 
tion, “Machete:” 

Get Strike Benefits 

Local 47 musicians idled by the 
strike are receiving their “strike 
benefits.”. This amounts to 50% of 
their regular working salary. Stu¬ 
dios being boycotted include 20th- 
Fox, Warners, Metro, Columbia, 
Allied Artists and Walt Disney. 

D.C. Timetable 
Continued from page 59 ^—^ 

Albert Gore (D., Temp has al¬ 
ready indicated his opposition- 
still more time would be eaten lip. 

The bill would -then' go to the: 
House Commerce Committee for 
study. While it is true that the 
House Judiciary Committee made 
an exhaustive study of some 
phases in .1956, this bill is to 
amend the Communications Act, 
hence must be handled by the 
Commerce Committee. 

By now it will be June and the 
Congress will be galloping pellmell 

to complete appropriations, tax 
and other . “must” legislation. 
There doesn’t appear too much 
chance that the House Commerce 
Committee will settle down to its 
own set of hearings and will try to 
bulldoze the bill through before 
adjournment.' 

However, there is always the 
long chance. And, under any con¬ 
dition, the educational value of 
this year's presentation should be 
useful in putting the. next Con¬ 
gress in a more receptive mood for 
such a bill. ' 

Distributor Notes 
Joseph M. Zamoiske & Co. has 

taken over the distributorship of 

Cabot Becords for the Baltimore/ 

Washington and Richmond, areas. 

The line was formerly handled by 

General Distributing. 

Urania Records has set All State 

Distributors in Chicago to handle 
its disks and stereo tape lines in 
Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana. 

Ira L. Moss has been named vice- 
prexy of Top Music Enterprises, 
N.Y. distributors of the low-priced 
Tops LP line. He’ll continue to 
serve as general manager of the 
Tops diskery, a post which he has 
held for the past three years. 

The Commercial Electric Co. will 
take oyer the distribution of - Co^ 
lumbia’s record line in the Toledo, 
and Fort Wayne markets. Outfit is 
presently handling Oofr phono 
product. 

Roulette Records has shifted dis¬ 
tributors In two key areas to bol¬ 
ster label’s sales network. Shifts 
were in Philadelphia and Albany. 
Chips Distributor takes over in 
Fhilly from David Rosen Inc., and 
in Albany, the franchise was trans¬ 
ferred to Leonard Smith from Sea- 
bord Distributors. 

“A VERY 
PRECIOUS LOVE' 
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MMNIECMTAt Dot 
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS 
-PfaftiEfy- 

Survey of retail sheet music 
best sellers based on reports 
obtained , from leading stores in 
II cities and showing com¬ 
parative sales rating for this 
and last week. 

■ ■ * ASCAP t BMI 

National 
Rating 

This Last 
wk/ wk. Title and Publisher 

1. 1 ■*Catch a Falling Star (Marvin).. 3 2 1 4 1 2 3 ; i.; 2 1 6 95 
2 2 ♦Silvery Moon (Joy) 1 7 2 8 2 1 8 2 ■ 4.; 2 73 
3 3 tSugartime (Nor-Va-Jak). ... 2 5 10 10 3 3 3 1 3 3 67 

. . 4 '; .tShepherd Blues (B.-Kahl)... 9 1 4 9 4 1 10 3 6 10 53 
5 6 ♦April Love (Feist).: . __ 1 6 4 7 .26 
6 13 tWonderful Time (Fowler).. 6 10 4 4 24 
7 ;7 tAre You Sincere (Cedarwood).. "4 9 7 1° 2 23 

8 11 ♦Too Soon to Know (Morris).-- 3 7 5 8 21 
9 8 .♦Magic Moments (Famous).. - . 5 9 5 ~5~ 20 

10 9 ♦All the Way (Maraville).....;;... 2 6 8 9 19 

11 14 ♦76 Trombones (Frank)... ........ “1<T —4~ ~2~ 17 
12A tArriverdeci Roma (Hill & Range). 3 ' 8 7 15 
12B ♦Who’s Sorry Now (Mills) 5 B 5 15 

12C 5 tAt the Hor (SMV).. 3 - 4 15 

15; /♦Liechtensteiner Polka (Burl.)- 
^mmm 

7 
■ - 

~6~ nr 
MM 

14 

Smathers Bill Hearings 

New York 
Don Shirley’s first hew LP in 

two years comes out of Cadence 
next week . ... Don Ovens, Capitol 
Records eastern promotion man¬ 
ager, touring the south and mid¬ 
west . . . Steve Clayton currently 
at Hawaiian Cottage, Camden, NX 
. . , Thrush Ann Hathaway held 
over at the Slate Bros. Club, Holly¬ 
wood, for additional three weeks 
. . . Shai K. Ophir, Israeli mime- 
actor, signed to the Williara Mor¬ 
ris Office . . . A1 Castellanos’ latino 
band held Over at Golden Slipper, 
Glen Cove, LX * ‘ ‘ 

Della Reese guests on Ed Sul¬ 
livan's CBS-TV show Sunday <30) 
. .. A1 Hibbler begins his European 
tour at the Empire, London, this 
week . . . The Four Voices begin a 
two-week engagement at Carmi¬ 
chael’s Club, Birmingham, April 7 
. . . Judy Scott set for nine days at 
the Town Casino, Buffalo, begin¬ 
ning April 5... Benny Goodman has 
a piece on modern music trends in 
the April issue of Good House¬ 
keeping under the heading of “All 
This Jazz” . . . Decea Records’ 
accessory division now shipping its 
newly redesigned line of storage 
cabinets. 

Singer Bob English booked for 
eight-day S.S. Nassau tour leaving 
March 28, followed by a two-weeker 
at the Emerald Beach Hotel, Nas- 

I T ’ S 

U 

If 

TIME 

HILL & RANGE SONGS 

sau . . . Decca Records, running 
“Amfile Time” for company’s ac¬ 
cessory division until April 18. 
Salesmen will compete in a con¬ 
test based- on sales on the Am¬ 
file carrying case line . . .. Steve 
Gibson. & Red Caps are due in 
New York for tv guest shots . * , 
MGA - Associates . have launched 
Frank Music Inc. for publishing 
and recording, . 

Holly wood 
Four. Ekkos, Rochester (N.Y.) vo¬ 

cal group under pact. to Rip Rec¬ 
ords, in town plugging their in¬ 
itial disk, “Tohdaloo : Kangaroo” 

. 88er John Williams up for a 
dramatic, role in CBS-TV’s “Play¬ 
house 90” show . . . George Shear¬ 
ing waxed his first LP with a brass 
background supplied by Billy May’s 
orch . 

San Francisco 
Mills Bros, open today (Wed.) at 

the Fairmont’s Venetian Room ; . / 
Lurlean Hunter set to follow Anita 
O’Day into the Blackhawk : .... 
Mary Kaye Trio into Pack’s II Fri¬ 
day (28) . . . Marsh Bros, follow 
Don Adams into the hungry i, with 
Gateway Singers 'remaining and 
Ada Moore added to the bill . , . 
Three Sharps into Ann’s 440 .... 
Lil Greenwood, Dub Johnson, Bun 
Wheeler, Lou Gottlieb and Jimmy 
Shaw played a benefit for polio 
victims in Vallejo, through AFM- 
AGVA cooperation . . . Examiner’s 
Frank Funge carrying on a cam¬ 
paign to knock off the 20% nitery 
tax . . . Harry James, with Julia 
W«bb, billed for a one-nighter Sat¬ 
urday (29) at El Patio Frisco /. . 
The Classics scheduled to do an 
album for Cavalier . . . Walt 
Nobriga’s orch at Pioneer Village, 
Lafayette . . , Mem’ry Midgett 
shifted to the Copper Lantern. 

London 
agent Derek Boulton Band 

negotiating a July stint for the 
Ted Heath orch at the World’s Fair 
in Brussels-. . . George Wein. and' 
Marshall Brown in town on a prowl 
for talent to appear at this ‘year’s 
Newport Jazz Festival in the 
States . . . Ken Mackintosh orch 
will accompany Johnnie Ray 
throughout his British tour which 
opens at the Free Trade Hall, 
Manchester, April 12. 

Philadelphia 
Duke Ellington at the Red Hill 

Inn, March 28-30 . . . Gene Milner, 
WIP deejay, to emcee the NAACP 
concert at Convention HaU, April 
13. Stars include Lionel Hampton, 
Louis Armstrong, Count Basie, 
Chris Connor, Maynard Ferguson 
. . . Toni Arden skedded for the 
Latin Casino, April 7-12, followed 
by Carol Channing, 14-22 * . . 
Chess Records, Chicago, now dis¬ 
tributing the local Singular label 
• . . Alan Freed's “Big Beat” show 
booked into Contention Hall April 
1 ... Glenn Rose plays c one- 
nighter at Sunnybrook March 29 
. . . Georgia Shaw and Dick Lee 
both switching to MGM Records.... 

Deejay** P.C. Denial 
.. Manchester, N. H., March 25. 
Donn Tibbetts, Manchester disk 

jockey, has denied testimony given 
by Kim Gannon, New York song-, 
writer, - before a -U S. Senate sub¬ 
committee investigating charges of 
discrimination in the music pub¬ 
lishing and . broadcasting business. 

Gannon told the investigators 
that Tibbetts, formerly with sta¬ 
tion WFEA here and now program 
manager and deejay for W.GIR, 
was “One of the most important 
people in the east as to the exploi¬ 
tation of a song” in 1953. 

“I’ve never even heard of the 
man dr his songs,” Tibbetts! com¬ 
mented here. < Editor’s note; Gan¬ 
non is an ASCAP writer). 

Bandsman Oscar Dumont severs 
all connections with Sunset Beach 
at the end of the month after 15 
years at the Jersey dance spot . . . 
Cozy Morley and Dave Appell 
slated for Andy’s Log Cabin March 
28. 

Chicago 
Jimmy Jett quintet with Sherry 

Martin has a three-weeker starting: 
April 7 at Moose Club, Champaign, 
Ill . . . Johnny (Scat) Davis band 
(6) is in LaRue’s, Indianapolis, for 
a pair . . . Teddy Wilson Trio cur¬ 
rent at Chi’s London House . . 
Leonard Vahnerson, ex-manager of 
Benny Goodman and Tommy Dor¬ 
sey outfits, now. with: the Willard 
Alexander office here . . . Jerry 
Murad’s Harmonicats have an 
August date in Detroit at the State 
Fair».; Chiclets, rock ’n’ roll five, 
have their first release out on the 
Ember label, “Cool It Baby,” 
backed by “Betty MorettL” 

Pittsburgh 
J. J. Johnson and his combo into 

the Crawford Grill for a week, fol¬ 
lowing the Max Roach Quintet 
Larry Vazques & Los Latinos orch 
booked at Town House Motel for a 
fortnight. Outfit stays there, until 
Gabe D’Amico & Gabe-a-Tones 
take over as house band April 5 
when regular fldorshows start . . . 
Local singer Dakota Staton will be 
backed by George Shearing’s crew 
on her new, Capitol album/ “In the 
Night,” which hits the stands May 
1 .. . . Janet Noel, pianist-organist, 
skedded for return to Ankara 
Lounge April 1 after hiatus of 
three, months . . . Johnny Costa 
winds up four-week stanfi at Em¬ 
bers in New; York Sunday (301 and 
comes back to KDKA-TV as staff 
pianist. Russ Merritt has been 
subbing for him . . / Pittsburgh 
.Symphony, uses baton of William 
Steinberg, recorded another pack¬ 
age for Capitol with Richard Jones 
overseeing the.session... . McGuire 
Sisters into Twin Coaches.-April il 
for 9 days, preceded, by Fisher & 
Marks for a-:week. J 

Philadelphia 
Bin Gerson of Pep’s staging a 

special benefit at Convention Hall 
for the NAACP, April 13. Lineup 
includes Louis Armstrong, Lionel 
Hampton, Count Basie, Maynard 
Ferguson, Chris Conner and Mod¬ 
ern Jas Quartet , . . Toni Arden 
skedded for the Latin Casino April 
7-12 . . . Joe Valfno slated for the 
Ed Sullivan Show April 27 ... 

Continued.from pace 59 

music publishers, buying the first) 

through payola and the latter with | 

heavy subsidies. This, he contend- ) 

ed, w^s definitely contrary to pub¬ 

lic Interest and called for correc-; 

tion. ' ' ' i 
‘The Aberbachs* 

Lazar’s was the roughest testi¬ 
mony to date. He named no d.sk 
jockeys but did spell it out with 
“the Aberbachs,” music publishers. 

Burton Lane, president of Song¬ 
writers . Protective Association, 
spoke from, the experience of his 
own song, “The Happy Heart,” to 
back up his argument that songs 
which don't get on the air seldom 
have a chance! 

; One quietly effective witness was 
Marina, Rouniree, who appeared as 
president of her. radio station, 
WKTF, in Warrenton, Va. She said 
her station is flooded with free 
BMI records, many with off-color 
lyrics, Which WKTF is asked to air. 
She spoke of the difficulties en¬ 
countered by e. broadcaster who 
seeks quality new music for a sta¬ 
tion. v :* 

. Schulman, counsel, for Song¬ 
writers Protective . Assn., said he 
.was/riot seeking to eliminate BMI 
or any other licensing agency, ar¬ 
guing: / ' 

“The public must be given equal 
access to all music which- is being 
Written and composed by every 
person Who has. the: God-given tal¬ 
ent to write it. Whether. the music 
is called symphonic, popular, hill¬ 
billy, or jazz, or by any other name, 
the public is entitled to listen to 
it.”. ' . 

; Songs should not be played on 
the air, he contended, because they 
happened to be controlled by BMI, 
’The sole incentive for playing ahy 
song or musical composition,” he 
continued, “should, be that of pro¬ 
gramming in the public interest. 

“It has been demonstrated in 
these hearings that BMI music is 
controlled by the broadcasting in¬ 
dustry and that the BMI brand of 
music has been vigorously pro¬ 
moted in records and over the air. 
We believe that- legislation is es¬ 
sential to preserve the public’s] 
right to hear other music, particu-1 
larly other new music.. 

“The question before this com-, 
mittee does riot concern monopoly 
in the sense of a violation of the 
anti-trust laws. That question will 
be. heard and: decided elsewhere. 
We urge the approval of S. 2834 
(Smathers bill) as a basic rule of 
conduct and as a statement of pub¬ 
lic policy. Those to whom the use 
of the broadcasting channels is 
now entrusted, should riot only be 
innocent of. any conflict of interest, 
but they should be free from the 
teinptation. to misuse their public 
trust.” •' 

.. Flagrant Payola Charges 
; Lazar, whose law practice is 
largely concerned with the music 
business, cited the “Aberhach con¬ 
trol” of both BMI and ASCAP 
music publishing firiris as a “most 
flagrant misuse of the advance” of 
cash by BMI. The Aberbachs, it 
was charged, made a contract with 
BMI in which they agreed to “sup¬ 
press” songs in their ASCAP firm! 
(Jean and Julieri: Aberbach control 
a number of ASCAP and BMI pub¬ 
lishing houses, which practice is 
not uncommon now, among them 
Hill & Range Songs, Elvis Presley 
Inc:,; Ross Jungriickel and others.) 

Discussing the disk jockey pay¬ 
ola; as nationwide; Lazar declared 

that Los Angeles, especially, has 
become a “payola district,” and. 
said he thought the majority of 
L. A. disk jockeys are on the take 
for plugging records. 

“Southern California,!’ he as¬ 
serted, “is known as a ‘payola dis- 

j trict.’ In order to get your song 
played by the disk jockeys in Los 
Angeles, you must pay cash. I 
know of disk jockeys makirig $300 
to $500 a week above their salaries 
of $25,000 to $50,000 a year. They 
are prostituting themselves. The 
broadcasters know this. 

“This money is being paid to disk 
jockeys every day. In the main, 
it is being paid for BMI songs and 
the actual money is the money that 
BMI handed out as an advance to 
the music publishers and record 
companies . . . no matter who you 
are, you cannot get a song played 
unless you pay money to the disk 
jockey. 

“In Los Angeles, the disk jock¬ 
eys are forming their own publish¬ 
ing firms and they are receiving 
subsidies or advances, even without 
a middle man, from BMI So, what, 
do you think they are playing on 
the air? Their own published BMI 
tunes, published in partnership 
with persons who want those tunes 
played, but always BMI tunes.” 

I.A! DJs Deny Payola 
; Hollywood, March 25. 

A1 Jarvis, deejay at KFWB, L6s 
Angeles, was so aroused by the 
statement made by attorney Sey¬ 
mour Lazar at the Senate hearings 
last week (that Los Angeles dee- 
jays “received more payola than 
any others from BMI .and other 
music publishers”) that he sent 
the following -wire of protest to 
Senator John Pastors: 

“As Ariierica’s first disk jockey 
and a ‘Los Angeles d.j.’ in par¬ 
ticular, 1 very much resent state¬ 
ment made by Seymour Lazar at 
hearings relative to payolas from 
BMI or any other group of pub¬ 
lishers.” 

Chuck Blore. KFWB’s program 
director, also sent a protest wire 
on behalf of his seven KFWB joc¬ 
keys as follows: “I have no way 
of knowing whether or not Sey¬ 
mour Lazar’s statement re payola 
in Los Angeles is true. I do, how¬ 
ever, resent his blatant generaliza¬ 
tion and rise to the defense of the 
dee jays at KFWB. At Los An¬ 
geles’ No/ 1 station there is no 
payola. I repeat, the deejays at 
KFWB, to a man, regard payola 
as a personal affront.” 

ARTHUR GODFREY... 
Thank you/ Thank you// Thank you/// 

for your wonderful tribute to mo 
for. my 75th birthday and my 
50th yoor as a composer of such ' 
songs os 

“BE MY LITTLE BABY BUMBLE BEE" 
and . 

“SOMEBODY’S WRONG" 
; which you did so outstandingly 
on your Fob: 21st coast to coast 
CBS show. 

Sincorely, 

HENRY f. MARSHALL 
Charfw Member ASCAP 

CtnpMtr *f soeh sther hits ** 

“BABY SISTER BLU ES”—“BLESS YOUR 
EVER L0VJN’ LITTLE HEART”—“IF YOU 
EVER GET LONELY” — “I WANT TO 
LINGER” — 'MARY, YOU’RE A LITTLE 
BIT OLD FASHION ED"—“ON THE 5:55” 

**.£'** **-★★*★:*'* *'*-**'★★* *********** ft'**'**’' 

f THE : 

iFOUR TUNES I 
« Currently and CONTINUING Indef. 

* HACIENDA HOTEL, Las Vegas J 
*. • * 

* * ★ + 

« JUBILEE RECORDS * 

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION-! 
JOB CLASER, Proa. 

745 Flftti Ave. 31J N. Wabash Avo. 407 Lincoln Rtf. Mlf Sunsot Blvtf. 
No* York IX N.Y. Ctilca«o, III. Miami Boach. Flo. H'waotf 44, CalH. 
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Hot Springs Trying to Make like 
Vegas Via Casino-Show Biz Parlay 

By GLENN TRUMP 4 

Hot Springs; Ark., March 25. 
A miniature Las Vegas is the best 

way to describe this tourist- 

Jammed-packed spa. Whereas a 

year ago the casinos were pad¬ 

locked while the Oaklawn Park 

hoss races went on, this year 

theyrre running open—and getting 

plenty of play. 
Hot Springs has been noted for 

years as a “wide open” town and 
now the boys who call the shots 
are taking a page from the Vegas 
book by luring customers via show¬ 
biz. Unlike Nevada, gambling of 
course is technically, illegal in 
Arkansas but “tolerated-” 

A few spots are holding out, as 
yet. One is the Belvedere Club, 
always known as the spa’s No. 1 
casino, which still Offers no more 
than an orch (Bill Grassick) and a 
busty blonde vocalist, Betty Mc- 
Hugh. . 

However, just across the Little 
Rock Highway from the Belvedere 
Is the Pines which is nabbing the 
crapshooters by offering a pair of 
nifty floorsiiows.a night. Current 
features are Lenny (Mr. Specs) Col- 
yer, comic, along with Jennifer 
Marshall, singer; the Miriam Sage 
Dancers (5) and Dick Wplever’s 
orch. Coming in this week is 
Hank Cowan. 

Kingpin of the downtown Spots 
is the Southern Club. Popular star 
here is Sonny Fox, a dynamic sing¬ 
er, comedienne, impresh artist and 
who even tosses in a bit of magic. 
Jack Sherwood’s orch, with Dor¬ 
othy Blair singing, is also on tap. 

Turf Club, at the opposite epd 
of Hot Springs from the Belve¬ 
dere, presents the Kurtis Marion¬ 
ettes and George Gray’s band, 
while Phillips Willow Room, has 
Parker Lund orch and a sprinkling 
of novelty acts. 

Tower Club features the Over¬ 
tones (Jeep Jensen. Jimmy Over- 
end. Arne Halo, Curly Williamson), 
while pianist Jimmy Callison is 
the lone attraction at the Blue 
Note. 

Strangest twist to the entire set¬ 
up is that only one nitery, the Key 
West Show-bar, has a. stripper. 
Alida Landi is holder of that dis¬ 
tinction and headlines a floor 
show; of three acts. 

Casinos offer everything from 
slot machines to dice, roulette, etc. 
There’s action for everybody-^and 
mighty few who don’t take advan¬ 
tage of it. 

S. F. Boniface Banducci 
Punch-Drunk With Suits 

Now Totalling $190,000 
San Francisco. March 25. 

The punch that missed brought 

Enrico Banducci, proprietor of the 

lowercase " hungry 1, another law-f 

suit last week, bringing the total 

Sought from the nitery owner to 

$190,000, 

Fortnight ago Banducci took a 

swing at Walter Keane, basement 
bistro’s resident artist, in the bar 
next to the hungry i, and missed. 
Keane subsequently was. hauled 
away as drunk. 

Reason for Banducci’s pique was. 
he said, that Keane was. using ob¬ 
scene language around women. 
Keane denied charge and filed suit 
for $170,000, after forfeiting $10 
bail on drunk citation. 

Punch that missed Keane landed 
on Miss Nadine Ulldich, who at 
the time said she was innocently 
sitting at the bar .minding her own 
business. She said she was only 
bruised at the time of the incident 
and went home. 

... But last w^ek she decided she’d 
been hurt to the extent of $20,000, 
and filed suit for battery. 

Meantime, artist Keane, who has 
removed his two dozen paintings 
from walls of hungry i, decided he 
Wasn’t drunk the night of; the 
missed punch, after all. He ap¬ 
peared before Municipal Judge 
Edward O'Day and asked his for¬ 
feiture of the $10 bail be set aside, 
pleaded not guilty to the drunk 
charge and asked for a jury trial. 
Request was granted and trial date 
will be set later. 

R-B’s 1st Parade in Town, 
For Greater N.Y. Fund 

.The Ringling Bros. and Barnum & 
Bailey Circus will break with cus¬ 
tom by staging its first circus par¬ 
ade in New York, on April 5. This 
event will contain several bands, 
as well as clowns, and several per¬ 
formers on horseback and on ele-: 
phants. It will also be the first 
parade on Third Ave. 

Generally, the circus has trotted 
its animals and rolling stock from, 
the railroad yards to Madison 
Square Garden.: This will be the; 
first time stock as well as produc¬ 
tion will hit the street after .the , 
move into the Garden. 

Parade is being staged at behest 
of the Greater New . York Fund, 
which is marking its 20th anni 
with the parade. Hal Golden, a 
former merchandise publicist, and 
Alan Bader, ex-RKO publicist, are 
promoting the event. 

Boston, March 25. - : 
Last barrier to Prudential Insur¬ 

ance Co. going forward with, its 
multi-million dollar Back Bay 
“Radio City” development was re¬ 
moved here Thursday (20) when 
Hub financial, industrial and other 
business leaders endorsed a tax to 
assist the insurance firm. They 
urged city officials to apply same 
formula to attract more major con¬ 
struction for Boston. 

Prudential will go ahead With 
building a 52-story tower office 
building;; 1,000-room hotel, group 
of apartment houses, stores and 
further development of, 32 acres 
at Huntington Ave. and Boylstoii 
St. The city will build an audi¬ 
torium near the site. Most of the 
acreage formerly was used by Bos-^ 
ton & Albany Railroad for car. 
storage. - • 

- The real estate tax plan, by 
which Prudential guarantees the 
city more than $40,000,000 in taxes 
during a 17-year period of construc¬ 
tion and stabilization—and more if 
its gross revenues frorri the. project 
exceed $15,000,000 a year—was 
termed “fair and reasonable” and 
in the best interest of the city by 
the committee.. 

Security was necessary, Pruden¬ 
tial told the city and its leaders, if 
it were to meet the millions of dol¬ 
lars in additional costs entailed in 
building in the Back Bay, with its 
widespread sub-surface problems, 
and construction of so many non- 
revenue items of improvement to. 
the general area. It stressed that to 
provide a passage for a turnpike 
and mainline tracks of the Boston 
& Albany alone would cost $30,- 
000,000. 

The proposed construction is the 
first major commercial building 
here in many years. It is expected 
to affect show- biz economics as Well 
as hypoing other businesses in the 
Back Bay and downtown areas, 

Johnny Cash C&W Show 
Cracks Regina Aud. Mark 

Regina, Sask., March 25. . 
Honors for the biggest attend¬ 

ance ever racked, up by any tour¬ 
ing show1 to play Exhibition Audi¬ 
torium went to a country & west¬ 
ern unit headed by Johnny Cash 
Friday. 

. Turnout for two performances 
was 3,765 for a gross of $6,700. 
Auditorium, which seats 1,800, had 
1,910 customers on hand for the 
second show. Turnaways were es¬ 
timated at 300. Scale was $1.50 
to $2. 

Date, marked Cash’s, third ap¬ 
pearance in Regina. With him 
Were Homer & Jethro, Carl Per¬ 
kins, Johnhy Six, James Q’Gwynn, 
the Tennessee Two and the Blue 
Suede Shoes Boys. Promoter was 
D’Arcy Scott of Calgary, 

Toronto One-Two’s 6-Wk. 
Foldo for Refinancing 

. Toronto, March 25. 
; Due to rising operating costs, 

the posh Club One-Two shuttered 
Saturday (22) to allow shareholders 
to put the nitery Ob a better footr 
ing. The foldo will also allow the 
partners, Max: Shopsowitz and Mrs. 
Tommy. Holmes; to complete a tei 
financing plan. It’s stressed that 
club is not bankrupt but will be 
dark for six weeks. 

One of . Toronto’s first night 
spots. Club One-Two wras original¬ 
ly opened after the last war as the 
Club Norman and occupied three 
floors of the former canteen for 
the three Canadian services. 

Mefabe Pitt’s James Ball 
Would’ve Been Better Off 
With Phonetic Punctuation 

. Pittsburgh, March 25. 
Victor Borge’s one-nighter last 

week at 3,800-seat Mosqiie not only 
produced a sellout,, with 200 stan¬ 
dees, hut quite a ; tempest as well, 
at .the Pittsburgh Press, Scripps- 
Howard afternoon daily.. It 
stemmed from the review of James 
Bail, the; sheet’s music writer. 

Ball’s tongue-in-cheek notice ap¬ 
parently escaped all but a few of 
the readers, and they stormed the 
Press by telephone, mail and even 
in person threatening everything 
from mayhem to annihilation. 

On the surface, Ball’s piece, 
sounded like a merciless panning Of 
everything Borge; did; between the 
lines, the affection and approba¬ 
tion were obvious.. But most of 
the public apparently missed the 
point because; the outrage was 
overwhelming. 

Ball actually had to go into hid¬ 
ing and turn off his own telephone; 
the lines at the Press were jammed 
for 48 hours with people calling 
in to protest; and the mail to the 
editor was staggering. 

■ ••. Three days later, in self-defense, 
the Press , ran half a page of let- j 
ters, first calling, attention to them 
with a box on the front page, in¬ 
cluding a . coviple from readers 
Who understood what Ball was do¬ 
ing. Most of them, however, de¬ 
manded his hide and his head; 
they felt Borge had been; maligned 
and wanted to hang Ball from the 
nearest larapnost; 
, This is Ball’s first season on mu¬ 
sic for the Press. He replaced the. 
veteran Ralph Lewando who re¬ 
signed several months ago to de¬ 
vote allv of his time, to teaching 
voice, between his Pittsburgh and 
New York studios. Kap Monahan, 
paper’s drama, . and film Critic, 
asked Ball to; review Borge for him 
and prefaced the notice with an 
editor’s note explaining, why Ball 
arid not he was covering the enter¬ 
tainment. 

As a result, the notice appeared 
in Monahan’s customary space and 
a lot of readers, recognizing the 
familiar position but neglecting to 
observe the bylipe, were at the 
drama critic’s. throat. He had to 
quit. taking telephone calls at the 
office, too, after a tiirie, . ; '. 

Ball admits now he’s aware of 
two things (1): a little satire goes 
a much longer way than he cares 
for and (2). there may he a more ] 
fanatic following than Borge has 
but his will do until another one 
comes along. ; M 

Tower Circus to Kick Off 
Blackpool Season Awi! 3 

Blackpool,. Eng., March 25.: 

First 1558 resident live produc¬ 

tion’to be launched at this north-of- 

England Las Vegas will be the 

annual Tower Circus, which tees 

off Aprii 3. 

: Acts booked by Kathleen Wil¬ 

liams, Tower Co. booking manager, 

include clowns Charlie Cairoll & 

PaUl (longtime regulars at this 

house. Ian Braituchin 8c Cossack 

Riders, Flying De Pauls, Samy 

Brothers {French., risley acrobats), 
Riharuso (bicycle balancer), Alma 

Piaia (trapeze);: Three Antares 

(aerialists), Maurice 8c May 
(comedy cyclists), Three Chiesas 
(jugglers), and the Clown Chari¬ 
vari. The Cirkus Krone Wild Ani¬ 
mal Group and the Krone Sea 
Lions are also* pacted. 

The Blackpool Tower Circus 
runs to October. 

Inside Stuff—Vaude 
A prediction that Ringling Bros, and Barnum & Bailey Circus will 

once again operate outdoors was made in Houston by a member of 
the circus family. He is Stuart Lancaster, a theatrical producer and 
director who runs the Palm Tree Play House, a stock company, in. 
Sarasota, Fla. He is a grandson of the late Charles Ringling, one of 
the. founding circus brothers. 

Lancaster, who has instituted a lawsuit against his cousin, John 
Ringling North, prez and chairman of the board of the circus corpora¬ 
tion, charging mismanagement, was in Houston to raise money to 
continue the suit. 

Tubby Boots, the 350-pound young comic who has been playing 
around the Boston and New England clubs, seems to have an affinity 
for blizzards—like himself, of the large size. Two months ago, he 
opened at the Monticello in Framingham—on opening night came 
the worst blizzard of the winter, tying up traffic. On a return date 
last Week (20), the sneak northeaster that blanketed, the area blew 
in; only 40 people made it to the 450rSeater. Boots looks to get out of 
the snowstorm openings, however. He’s inked for 12 weeks of state 
fair dates with Tirza & Her Wine Bath act, opening July 20 in Bangor; 
Me. ——• 

“Very well executed, with a lot of artistry, but still an obscene 
darice” was the appeal-court verdict on Dianne de Lys’ version of “The 
Devil and the Virgin” handed down by Justice Wilfrid Lazure in Mon¬ 
treal (21). Miss De Lys Was fined $40 for it in a. lower court, after 
being charged while dancing at Chez Paree-there, last August. Opinion 
was on the basis of same morality-squad film of the performance as 
used in. the lower court. Film was approved as “a faithful record” by 
both prosecution and' defense. Justice Lazure approved using same 
film for appeal decision ‘‘just as though the charge concerned a book, 
painting or photograph.” Seven other “exotics” were charged with 
Miss De Lys. One was acquitted; other trials are still pending, 

Boston’s Danny White, who cracked open the supermarket parking 
lot circuit with a portable water show; Danny White’s Aquarama, last 
season, is setting a tour of Nova Scotia dates for fraternal organiza¬ 
tions who are buying the show for fund-raising purposes. White is 
setting dates in northern Maine and plans on trucking the 15-person 
outfit of divers, comics, ballet femmes, from date to date. Show is half 
wet and half dry with portable stage and pool.; 

Portia Nelson’s long run at the tiny Gold Key Room of. the Kennil- 
worth Restaurant, Pittsburgh* paid off in another direction. A couple 
of other directions, in fact.. Singer-pianist and composer has been 
eager to get a showcase for some of her material and a lot of it she 
wrote, has been taken by Fred Burleigh, director of Pittsburgh Play¬ 
house, for the community theatre’s annual spring revue, “Tongue in 
Cheek,", which opens April 5. Bud Redding is listed as an author, too; 
In addition. Miss Nelson picked up some valuable radio exposure 
locally, and considerable change as well, doing a number of .shots with 
Cordic & Co. on KDKA. That’s the daily early morning Rege Cordic 
show, a top-rated strip few outsiders ever crash since Cordic has his. 
own stock troupe. 

See Paul Robeson in Slow Troneback* 
Tenor's Recitals Multiply Without Incident—Set For 

Chicago U. Campus—Being ‘Carefully' Booked 

. Chicago, March 25. 
Paul Robeson, back on the con¬ 

cert circuit after years of anathema 
status for his political views; cele¬ 
brates his 60th birthday here next 
month with a speech and two re¬ 
citals.. 

Baritone’s full restoration still 
looks to be a distant objective, but 
it’s accelerating at a pace to sug¬ 
gest that the era of widespread 
overt antipathy toward him is a 
thing of the past Best evidence' 
of this was his Feb. 9 Oakland 
(Calif.) Auditorium concert, a 
click bn all fronts. It not only 
came and went without incident, 
but stirred Bay Area critics to lyr¬ 
ical paeans. 

Robeson’s comeback began shap¬ 
ing late last November, when De¬ 
troit agent Paul Endicott presented 
the singer with an aggressive plan 
of action in the course of a. six- 
hour huddle. . Endicott, who also 
handles folksinger Pete Seeger, 
says he felt the time Was ripe for 
Robeson’s return from exile, al¬ 
though the Negro had, of course, 
made innumerable appearances in 
the interim before sympathetic 
church, ethnic and politically-ori¬ 
ented groups. Such appearances, 
however, were in the broad sense 
sectarian and clandestine. 

In contrast, Robeson’s current 
routing is described as his first 
national singing tour in years. 

Start of his 60th year, April 9. 
has him speaking in a Loop hall 
under aegis of the Chicago Coun¬ 
cil of American-Soviet Friendship. 
He sings April il and 12 at U. of 
Chicago’s Mandel Hall (capacity 
1,066, scaled from $2.50), spon¬ 
sored by a campus student group, 
with the possibility of an added 
performance on the 13th if the tick¬ 
et demand holds up. 

Robeson, according to his agent, 
also had a bite from Norman Ross 
to appear April 6 on latter’s half- 
hour “V.I.P.” interview session via 
WBKB, the ABC-TV o8co, but a 
station* spokesman says Ross had a 
change of heart, although he’s said 
to be interested in the singer for 
some future date. 

Endicott says he hasn’t run into 
booking troubles so far, which isn’t 
to say all the big auditorium* fn 
major cities have wiped the slate 

clean. Agent obviously hasn’t 
tried to precipitate a “scene,” and 
appears to he carefully choosing ' 
his spots, based in part, naturally, 
on a realistic sizeup of the probable 
draw in each locale. Future Robe¬ 
son bookings include Memorial Au¬ 
ditorium in Pittsburgh April 21, 
and two church concerts in Detroit 
April 25 and May 4. Pending dates 
include Cleveland, Grand Rapid* 
and Indianapolis. 

Meanwhile, Endicott hopes the 
day isn’t far off when he can at¬ 
tract a major record company for 
the baritone, and perhaps some 
network tv exposure. 

Albany, March 25. 
Dance instructors are'protesting 

the Wilson Bill introduced in the 
N. Y. State Legislature which seeks 
to control the operations of dance 
studios. Bill, they claim; gives an 
undue advantage to chain opera¬ 
tions arid would'tend to drive the 
indies out of business. They also 
claim that one of the provisions in 
the proposed legislation, limiting 
any contract to $250, is unconstitu¬ 
tional. 

Other objections to the bill stems 
from the indie instructors’ belief 
that indie studios, which ^give les¬ 
sons to adults and children, would 
have to drop adult lessons, thus 
favoring the large operations. 

The Wilson Bill calls for a license 
from the Police Dept, and a fee of 
$100 for each ballroom dance stu¬ 
dio teaching persons over 21 years 
of age; requires a $3,000 bond for 
each license against possible suits'; 
for misrepresentation, fraud. In¬ 
juries, etc.;, requires . personal li¬ 
censes at an annual fee of $5 for 
teachers instructing those over 21; 
outlaws lesson contracts exceeding 
$250 and requires studio record*^, 
premises, books to be available for 
police Dejpt inspection. . 

A delegation of instructorvaloag 
with Donald D^tah* ttaUroOm edi¬ 
tor of Dance mag; went t e Albaay 
last wd to-pretest the measure.- 
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Sinatra LaRonde Figure "Around9101G; 

Throat Cuts Pull, But Still a Fla. Peak 
Miami Beach, March 25. 

Reappraisal of the final grosses 
rolled up by Frank Sinatra in his 
record-breaking week at' the Fon¬ 
tainebleau’s. La Ronde still points 
to the six-figure bracket. The anti¬ 
cipated take was cut when he had 
to bow out of a three-show night 
(16) due to laryngitis which caught 
up with him after a high-paced five 
nights (12 shows) that were virtual 
concert sessions. 

New figure is “around” $101,- 
000 for 14 performances, in a room 
which seated 600, and finally, on 
closing night, in the hotel’s grand 
ballroom before a. total of 2,000 for 
the brace of shows staged. Sum is 
based: on an average tab of $10 
per person, gauged to that bever¬ 
age minimum for non-dipner guests’ 
and a five-buck libations assess¬ 
ment for those partaking of the .a 
la carte menu' that started at 
$4.85. At second shows there was 
a straight $7.50 minimum, for bev¬ 
erages only. Thus, for the nights 
when there were two perform- 

. ances, gross after taxes was an ap¬ 
proximate $12,000; Friday and Sat¬ 
urday three-time showings brought 
$18,000, and finally; for closing 
night, $20,000. There was an ad¬ 
ditional few thousand taken in at 
La Ronde’s bar, which Overlooks 
the main room through a wide ex- 

(Continued on page 68) 

Philly’s C’est La Vie 
Lowers the Boom-Fee 
.. Philadelphia,.March 25. 

C’est La Vie, the quarter- 
million-dollar restaurant Which 
opened last November with top- 
dollar tabs, is about to announce 
a change: in policy. Midtown show- 
place is putting in productions and 
a dance floorl 

Prices will be lowered, accord¬ 
ing to owners Tillie it Harvey 
Lockman, “in line with President 
Eisenhower’s request to . get peo¬ 
ple back into the habit of spend¬ 
ing.” 

‘Room’ Bait 
Pittsburgh, March 285. 

Marian Paige, briite singer 
who spent six years . at the 
Monkey Bar in New York, can 
have a room in Miami Beach 
named after her if she agrees 
to go down there on a year’s 
contract.; Doris & Joe Bianco, 
former operators here of the 
Gold Key Room, where Miss 
Paige was a smash for several . 
months last Summer are open¬ 
ing a new Beach spot around 
June 1. 

They want Miss Paige to 
open it for them and will call. 

. it the Marian Paige Room if 
she’U okay a solid 12-year, no 
options, pact. 

. Entertainer hasn’t yet given 
the Biancos an answer. 

LOU WALTERS TO FLA. 
ON CAFE LITIGATION 

Lou Walters left New York Mon¬ 
day (24) for Miami Beach to com-, 
plete details of the seasonal clos¬ 
ing over the weekend (22) of the 
Cafe de Paris. 

One of the headaches involved 
in the closing is attempt by an 
electrical contractor to throw the 
spot into involuntary bankruptcy. 
Walters is fighting this. The suit 
stems from the boniface’s refusal 
to pay the contractor the amount 
due on the installation of an elec¬ 
trical fixture. This fixture, Wal¬ 
ters said, fell from its mooring arid 
crashed on the stage just after 
the show had been completed, with 
none hurt. Had the crash occurred 
sooner there could have been .seri¬ 
ous consequences. 

Walters said that he refused to 
make payment because of the faul¬ 
ty work involved. 

Meanwhile, Walters hopes to 
preem his N. Y, Cafe de Paris by 
May 2 having pacted Betty Hutton 
for the opener. 

MBtiETr 

Hvoli Loop’s New Board 
New board of directors of the 

Tivoli circuit, Australia, has been 
named. Neil Mavef is to be, the 
managing director; Gordon C. 
Cooper, general , manager; Bruce 
Gordon, business .manager; Lloyd 
Martin, administrative, manager, 
and Ralton R. James, executive 
producer. . 

New elections were held follow¬ 
ing the recent death of David N, 
Martin, who had been managing 
director, while on a talent expedi¬ 
tion in San Fraricisco. 

VAUDEVILLE 

Repudiates 'Blank Page Minutes 

He Signatured for NX Write-In 

Price Quits; 1st 

^V ..—;— -. , ♦ Philadelphia, March 25. 
lf n . | • . I j The authenticity of all branch 

Henry Dunn to Irwin Agcy ‘he, American gum 
J. : . ° J of Variety Artists has been ques- 

Henry Dunn has joined the Lou tioned by. the .Philadelphia mera- 
Irwin Agericy. He’s .the former bership since the incident of the 
national administrative secretary March 12 meeting here. At that 
of. the American Guild of Variety meeting the chairman was re- 
Artists who resigned to go into quested to affix his name to seven 
agency work. blank pages on which, presumably, 

Dunn had- been head of the minutes of the session were to be 
Hollywood office of the Lew & written in New York. 

NowAGVA’sPrez 
Georgie Price has resigned as 

president of the Afnerican Guild 
of Variety Artists, thus .elevating 
the first woman; Penny (Blondie) 
Singleton, to the presidency of that 
union. . Price’s, reason for stepping 
down was health. He also leaves 
the position of chairman and: mem¬ 
ber of the Welfare Trust Fund, 
delegate’ to the Associated Actors 
and Artistes of America, and ail 
other committees. However, he 
retains his post as a national board 
member. . 

Price 1 suffered : a heart attack 
some time ago and has been taking 
it easy, • A recent examination in¬ 
dicated that he should leave all 
activities that tend to aggravate 
him. 

Price also resigned as a member 
of civic committees, Iricluding the 
Mayor’s Committee, which pro¬ 
motes New York City, and a com¬ 
mittee working on behalf of the 
Youth Board, which seeks to com¬ 
bat juvenile delinquency. 

Price’s letter was addressed to 
Jackie Bright, uriion’s national ad¬ 
ministrative secretary,, stating: 
“Will; you please send a copy of 
this letter to the members of the 
national board and present it as 
a communication to the executive. 

(Continued on page 68) 

Leslie Grade Agency Which disr 
j banded American operations, and 

As a result of the clamor raised 
in this city by the affair. Bob 

had been an indie operator as well. 0.Nenf \Vho chairmamW the 

“ ' " — “ Philly meeting, has written a no- 

MOVE CHI $6.60 VAUDE Sefor{,1daTngsat ISS 
TO ERLANGER IN MAY 1U EIYLiUlUEIV, 111 lflfll was sent t0 Jackie Bright, national 

... Chicago, March 18. administrative secretary of the Chicago, March 18. 
Mount Royal Productions’ two- union, 

a-day vaude scheme, . originally O’Neil’s note to Bright says: 
touted, for an April 6 opening at “please be advised that under no 
the Studebaker Theatre, looms now circumstances are you or anyone 
as . a May 9 eritry at the larger else' in AGVA permitted to. use 
Erlanger./ - . my signature to be affixed or at- 

Vaudery is ‘in the process’ of tached to the typewritten minutes 
signing several top names for a of the recessed meeting of the Phil- 
run that may carry well into the adelphia Branch of AGVA which 
summer. Hopes of snaring Harry Was held here in Philadelphia on 
Belafonte for the debut layout (Continued on page 68) 
fell through because of conflicting ' " " _ 
dates. .' Besides, upped capacity 

50-50 Melbourne, Sydney 
vantage, of aifconditioning^ I— D«IL D JL’ CA 117AA1 „ 

Shows are planned for 6 and 111 liOliy liOllS OU W66KS 
9 p.m. with a $6.60 top. French Dianist-comedian Rollv u p,m. wiui a ^o.ou iup. French pianist-comedian Roily/ 

Roils opens for 50 weeks in Mel- 

Belafonte’s Brussels, Etc. 
Harry Belafonte will appear at there and Sydney. David N. Mar- 

the World’s Fair, Brussels, for tm, booking head of the Austral- 
three days starting Sept. 5 with his ian variety chain, was. enroute to 
one-man show. He will play other meet Rolls in Detroit, during the 
dates in Rome, Paris and London. latteris engagement at the Detroit 

“End of the World,” film pro- Athletic Club when he was fatal- 
duced by the singer, will be in re- ^ stricken with a heart attack m 
lease at that time, and he will San Francisco last month, 
make appearances on the Continent Rolls’ last Aussie tour, for the 
in connection with its exploitation, same circuit, was in 1949. 

NOT WITH THE 

KIRBY STONE 
Currently breaking it 
up nightly in a smash 
headline engagement 
at the famous New York 

LATIN QUARTER 
PS&lETr March 5,1958 

“A HIGHLY UPROARIOUS COMEDY ACT, predicated 

on the warbling proclivities of theboys. • • REALLY 

WOWED THEM * , . PRICELESS BUFFOONERY/’ 

Latest 

COLUMBIA RECORDS 
Release: 

Press Relations: 

BETTY LEE HUNT 
Morale: 

MARTIN SHER 

“REALLY BIG SHOW TONIGHT” 
with ED SBLUVAN 

^ b/w"Whispering -Groovin' High" 
Personal Manager! 

ar GEORGE GREIF 
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Vaude, Cafe Dates SKSlISfiL' Comics-The Baseball Kind 

New York 
Trotler Bros, into the Palladium, 

London, May 5 . . . Joey Bishop to 

the Copacabana May 8 , > . Pearl 
Bailey booked to ojpen at the Co- 

coanut Grove, Los Angeles, Nov. 5 
. . . Don Rickels into the Celebrity 
Club. Philadelphia, April 9 . . . 
Wanderers down tor the Deauville, 
Miami Beach, April 10'.. . . Versa- 
tones returned to the Living Room 
Monday •24). 

Eileen Rodgers opens at the 
Copa, Pittsburgh, March 31, fol¬ 
lowed by a stand at the Hilton- 
Shamrock, Houston ... Joan Bran¬ 
don after closing at the Newark 
CN. J.) Boat Show, opened yester¬ 
day (Tues.) at the Lincoln (Neb.) 
Home Show at Pershing Muny 
Aud. . . '. Lucille Cunningham, 
singer, oil' for . a stand 'at the 
Clouds, Honolulu ... Shecky 
Greene replaced Orson Bean at the 
Black Orchid, Chicago / . . George 
Moro to stage the choreography at. 
Bellevue Casino, Montreal . . . 
Laura Sands a newcomer at the 
Golden Thread Cafe of Hotel New 
Yorker . . Martha Kaye cancelled 
out of the Chi Chf, Palm Springs, 
which Was to have started Sunday 
(23 L because of continued illness 
. . . Morey Amsterdam a three- 
week holdover at El Rancho, Las 
Vegas. 

Chicago 
Cutups (3) Into the Cairo Lounge 

next month .,. Bobby Clark, pup¬ 
peteer. set for the Monteleone, 
New Orleans, April 29 for two 
-frames ... Jo Ann Miller is an 
April 30 entry .at the Crescendo, 
Houston, for two rounds. 

Hollywood S 
Singer Ann Hathaway, comic 

Jimmy Ames, and the Gil Bernal 
Quartet hold over till April 3 at 
Slate Bros.. Club ... Dave Burton 
Quartet hold over at Saints & Sin¬ 
ners Room of La Paz,.Palm Springs 
... Mort Jacobs Trio current at 
Villa Frascatti . . . Chirp Annette 
Warrend holds over two weeks at 
Johnny Walsh’s 881 Club . . . Gene 
Norman talking to vet thesps Regi¬ 
nald Gardiner for a Crescendo 
booking. It would mark Gardiner’s 
local nitery bow . . . Bob Crosby 
broke in his solo nitery act at the 
Hesperia Inn last week prior to his 
stand at the Sahara, Las Vegas, 
which debuted yesterday (Tues.). 

Abbey Lincoln opened an Indefi¬ 
nite stand at Marshall Edson and 
Mike Garth's Ye Little Club 
Ruth Olay back at the Avante 

| Garde for another four, weeks . ; . 
[ Jeri Southern opens a three-week 
J stand at the Crescendo April 11 ... 
, Eydie Gorme opens at Chicago’s 
j Palmer House for four weeks. May 
, 8 . . - Chirp Ketty Lester plays four 
i weeks at Las Vegas' ’ Hacienda 
'starting May 6. 

Kansas City' ; 
. Gogi Grant hies to Montreal and 
El Morocco following her current 
fortnight at Eddys’. She opens in 

: the Canadian city April 4 for 10 
• days: She’s set for the Ed Sullivan 
: tv show April 20, and follows with 
‘ the Hotel Americana, Miami. Nor¬ 
man & Dean on the same Eddys’ 
bill Will be billed with her at the 
Americana, opening there April. 23 
. . . Rickey Lane in town for a ciub 
date last. Friday (21). He has a 
date coming up at the Americana 
April 2 ... Roy Cunningham-oreh 

; (9) with Trudie Mann set to play 
I the spring party at Milbura Couri- 
j try Club April 12 . V . Royse held 
[ over in the Zebra. Room, Aladdin 
1 Hotel ... . Bea Vera orch in midst 
of. an eight-week engagement at 
the Kansas City Club . . . Film, di¬ 
rector Charles Vidor came along 
for the ride, from the Coast with 
Jack Benny, in for his benefit, per¬ 
formance with Harry S. Truman 
Saturday (22) for the Philharmonic 
Orchestra. 

Atlanta 
Exdtic Jada and juggler Roy 

Storey joined Terry (Cupcake) 
O’Mason, Suman, Barbara Montal- 
ban at the Harem. Charley Snyder 
Trio plays for show and dancing 
and jack Lester is m.c. . . . Clovis 
Club has Betty Dixon, Betty Raye, 
and four holdover exotics, Paula 
Fox, Jo Turner, Susan Dawn and 
Genie, with. Freddie Bernard as 
m:c. and music by Hal Buice Trio 
. . . Atlanta’s newest Lounge is 
Georgian Terrace Hotel’s Red Cap- 
pet, featuring pianist Eloise Bryant 
. .. . Henry Grady Hotel’s Dogwood 
Lounge has Jim Scott Duo for. 
cocktails and dancing . Vaite de 
Villa opened (20) with his “Dance 
of the Knives” ait Atlanta Biltmore 
Hotel’s Empire Room, joining 
Freddie .Martell and Emile Poisson 
orch . : . The Petticoats (3) and 
comedian Dick Smith are at Henry 
Grady Hotel’s. Paradise Room with- 
Erv Hinkle orch . . . Four Mints 
bowed at Domiino Lounge in Im¬ 
perial Hotel after four weeks and 
were followed Mon, (24) by Yvonne 
Moray, Sis Blanchard, exotic Helen 
Gardner and emcee Jack Mathis. 

Arthur Lesser’s “International 
Soiree’’ scored a losing. $7,851 at 
the Bijou Theatre, Ni Y;, last week, 
ticket vauder stars Patachou and 
Hiram Sherman and features Mar¬ 
cel Cornelis, Caraeolillo & Maria 
Rosa, and George La Faye & Co. 

Show closes Saturday (29). 

cPribe Quits 
Continued, from page 67 — 

committee at its next meeting. 
“I’ve just returned from the 

Lahey Clinic .in Boston where I 
had a thorough medical checkup. 
Everything is fine, except the heart 
condition. Although. I am assured 
that there has been a great im¬ 
provement in the past nine months, 
the-doctors have strongly advised 
me to eliminate all activities that 
tend to, cause tension concern or 
aggravation, 

“It is. with the greatest reluc¬ 
tance, therefore, and a real sense 
of Sadness that I must herein ten¬ 
der my resignation as, your presi¬ 
dent. of AGVA, delegate. to the 
AAA A, chairman and member of 
the. Welfare Trust Fund, and all 
other committees. 

“Please note .that I am not re¬ 
signing as a national board mem¬ 
ber as I hope to keep in touch with 
the organization that I love and all 
of you with whom I have been as¬ 
sociated:. Perhaps the time will 
come when I can becoriie mor^ ac¬ 
tive. . I sincerely hope so. ; 

“I resign with a deep feeling, of 
gratification for what we in AGVA 
have accomplished in so short a 
time for our brother and sister 
artists.’’. 

George A. Hamid, president of 
GAC-Hamid and who has been 
vice-chairman, of the Welfare T-rust 
Fund. is. expected to step up as 
chairman of that body. 

Miss Singleton has .been actively 
interested in AGVA matters for a 
long time.. She\was originally a 
Broadway dancer. Dorothy McNul¬ 
ty, who. went to Hollywood a num¬ 
ber of years ago and becariie noted 
for the series of “Blondie” pix as 
well as radio-tv versions^ She is a 
member of the Hollywood branch. 

Four baseball savants, 3. G.; Taylor Spink, Fred Lieb, Les Bieder- 
man and Bob Burnes, contribute choice material in “Comedians of 
Baseball Down the Years” ($3.00) published by The Sporting News, 

Spink turns in a wisely-compiled glossary of diamond slang; 
Burnes does a batch of hilarious anecdotes and Biederman’s con¬ 
tribution is aptly titled “Lighter Side.” Lieb’s section is slugged 
“Comedians and Pranksters of Baseball.” 

Naturally, the hi-jinks of such, diamond worthies as Nick Altrock, 
A1 Schacht, Arlie Latham, Rube Waddell, Ossie Schreckengost (he 
who nailed tough Steaks , to restaurant. walls) and Casey Stengel 
are recounted in the 111-page paperback. 

The book contains a scholastic guide for decoding Casey Stengel’s 
private lingo and Spink’s, diamond definitions are must background 
for post-graduate bastball fans. 

The term AK as sometimes used in Variety does not imply the 
same in baseball circles. An AK among baseball players is an Ant 
killer, according to Spink, and has reference to particularly large 
baseball shoes. In Variety parlance, it is an antediluvian knight. 

When Stengel speaks of a letter-mailer he’s referring to a stay- 
out-later, a ball player “who says he was out at 3 -o’clock in the 
morning only to mail a letter.” 

With this book in the hip pocket one will never become a two 
o’clock hitter (one wrho hits line drives in batting practice, but pops 
up in the game). Rails. 

Sinatra 

KEN BARRY 

CurronfJy 

FROLICS, REVERE. MASS. 

Thanks TC}M FORAN 

Mgt,: SN ft Will Weber, New York 
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' PROFESSIONAL 

COMEDY MATERIAL 
for all Theatricals 

"We Service the Stars" 
Big Clean-Oat Special on All 

35 Gag Files for Only $15 
Fins $1.00 Postage 

• 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. ... $10 e 
e 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .: $25 • . 
» Minstrel Budget .$25 e 

How to . Master the Ceremonies 
$3 per-Xopy 

No C.O.D's. ’yxiways Open" 

BILLY GLASON 
200 W. 54th St., N.Y.C.,it Circle 7-1130 
(WE TEACH EMCEEIN* arfCOMEDY) 
(Let a Real Professloner Train You) 

Dallas 
Dornan Bros, open two frames 

April 10 at Adolphus Hotel, vice 
comic Dave Barry who's joining the 
Judy Garland troupe. : Bob Melvin 
and Jerri Adams set for same hos¬ 
tel’s Century Room, June 5-18, and 
singer Jndy Scott returns June 19 
for a fortnight , . . Pianist Don 
Neely doubling from DoBbs House 
noon and early evening sessions to 
private Tree. Club for two late 
shows . . . Singer’Allen Case, lo- 
calite who toured as lead in “Damn 
Yankees,” waxed four Columbia 
sides Friday (21) under baton of 
Mitch Miller; after a fortnight’s 
vacation here Case reports to War¬ 
ners in Hollywood for a film stint 
. . . Dave Brubeck’s local date for 

- Community Course switched from 
May 1 to May 17 . . . And Statler- 
Hilton Hotel has switched dates. Of. 
Jose Greco and. Corinne Calvet. 
Latter comes in first. May 1-14, 
with Greco’s troupe due May 15-29. 

; Greco stays 13 nights; Carol Chan- 
| ning bows May 30. 

Puleo’s Palladium Pact 
Johnny Puleo’s Harmonica Ras¬ 

cals have been inked for the Palla¬ 
dium, London, starting TVIay 23, 
and will follow with several other 

: dates in Europe. 

i Deal made by the William Mor- 
1 ris Agency. - 

MICKEY ROONEY 
Currently: 

RIVIERA HOTEL 
In Yips 

Continued from page 67 ^ 

panse of plate glass wall, and in 

which there was a $3:50 minimum.. 

Tips Returned 

The night when Sinatra did not 

appear, Joe E. Lewis, George De 

Witt and Dick Shawn subbed, but 

despite general audience accept¬ 

ance of the substitutions, it was a 

lo^t cause — take-wise—for the 

management, which took off all 

minimum charges, t h e n charged 

only for food or beverage con¬ 
sumed. Even with this, the mob 
complained bitterly; to point Where 
second show; was forgotten. • Even 
maitre d’Andre and his captains 
joined in the “returns’- deal and, 
after asking the more complaining 
of the crowd how much they had 
tipped for tables and reservations, 
handed back the sums quoted. End 
result for Andre and his crew: a 
personal loss of several hundred 
dollars, stemming from the ‘‘hon¬ 
or” system they invoked for their 
return gesture. 

Prexy Beq Novack told Variety 
he had made his first profit of the 
season with the Sinatra engage¬ 
ment, an estimated $30,000. He 
would not confirm the $35,000 fig¬ 
ure Sinatra was reported as getting 
for the week’s stand, but Indicated 
he would be willing to pay that 
weekly sum for him again, and for 
a longer stay next season. 

An Eye on 1959 

[ Sinatra, a h a p p y entertainer 

through thq return to a town w here 

he Couldn't draw enough to pay. his 

freight during an engagement sev¬ 

eral years ago at the old Beach¬ 

comber, is willing, if commitments 

for tv and films cao- be arranged 

to allow for a ’59 stand. 
The reputation of Miami Beach 

as a totigh; star-jaded town took a 
beating; nb matter who the pa¬ 
tron, big name, civic notable, or 
just average resorters out “on-the- 
town,” there was a; unanimity of 
“must-see at any cost,f feeling, 
marking Sinatra as the hottest at¬ 
traction ever to have played the 
area.. .*"■ 

Senor Wences’ Beer Blurb 
Brews Up a Red-Carpet 
(2-a-Nite) Pitt Copa Deal 

Pittsburgh, March 25. , 

Hottest show biz personality in ; 

town right now is ventriloquist ' 

Senor Wences, as a result of a com- i 

mereial he made here recently for i 

Fort Pitt Beer and which is get- ^ 

ting the saturation ’ treatment via , 

tv and radio. The Werices taglinc 

has become a local byword In past 1 

month and Lenny Litraaii, riding 1 

with the rising tide, has booked the. ! 

Senor into his downtown nitery, 

the Copa, for week of April 7. 

Best indication of the Wences : 
boom hereabouts is the fact that ; 
Copa has agreed to only two shows 
a night for the entertainer. It’s 
the first time in the room's 10- 
year history that anybody has been 
able to break down Litman’s three- 
shows policy, and he’s played some 
of the biggest names in the busi- ( 
ness. 

Added promotion break for the : 
Copa is the fact that Wences has a 
booking on the Steve Allen tv hour* 
the night before he plays the Copa : 
and two successive shots on. the 
Jack Paar airing in the .week im¬ 
mediately following. Incidentally, 
the April 7 date had previously 
been reserved for Glnny Simms, 
but she conked out, 

Philly AGVA 
Continued from page 67 a—^ 

Wednesday afternoon, March 12, 
1958, at 3 p.m. at the Broadwood 
Hotel. At approximately 6:45 p.m. 
on this day, this meeting was re¬ 
cessed to be continued on March 
25, 1958, In this city. 

“Immediately after the meeting 
was recessed, Pat Patterson, 
branch manager of Philadelphia, 
ordered me to' affix’ my signature 
individually, to the seven blank 
pages. Since I have not seen the 
typewritten copy, of the minutes of 
March 12, you Can readily under¬ 
stand why I cannot permit my 
signature to be attached in any 
way, shape or form to these min¬ 
utes. ' .: 

“1 would appreciate 4t, Mr, 
Bright, if you would be so kind as 
to return the seven blank pages 
containing my signatures. As you 
know, I. was qhairman of that meet¬ 
ing. I trust you know how I feel.” 

Letter was witnessed by mem¬ 
bers of the Philly branch, Helen ' 
Apostolos and Dick Jones. Latter, ' 
a board member who has been on 
the warpath against the present 
union administration, recently won 
a libel award against Bright, which 
was. settled for $20,000 out of 
AGVA funds. J 

Saranac Lake 
By HAPPY BENWAY 

Saranac Lake, March 25. 

Benton C. Ressler, chairmian of 

“We The Patients” entertainment 

committee, ably assisted by Amelia 
McDonough, Marion Behr, Lucy G. 

Thurman and Max Rosenthal, did 

not overlook a single item in put¬ 

ting over one of the best St. Pat¬ 
rick’s Day parties ever held here. -r 
The Irish led In all departments; 
entertainment and games, were 
played; bingo was the featured 
spot of the evening and at the end 
of the shindig a buffet lunch was 
given with a St. Pat’s green punch 
on the side. 

Patricia Matthews of Chicago 
-and Skippy (IATSE) Miner of N. Y. 
•made it possible for the St. Pat's 
party to be held, via ^ personal 
checks to the chairman of the 
fund. ; 

Murray Weiss, Will Rogers Fund 
executive, in from Boston, to give 
the institution a general inspection 
before planing to England to at¬ 
tend the convention of the Variety 
Clubs international. 

Arthur A. Rose former manager 
for Buena Vista Distribution ,Co. 
(Walt Disney), registered in our 
third floor (non-TBl dept, for the 
regular o.o. and . observation rou¬ 
tine. 

A, B. “Tony” Anderson, manager 
Pontiac Theatre and former mayor 
of Saranac Lake, was elected to 
the village board of trustees for 
the next two years. 

Write to those who are 111. 

GERRI GALE 
CURRENTLY 

BOLERO GLUB 
BARCELONA, SPAIN 

AfgL—MILES INGALLS, NOWARD HOYT 

YVONNE MORAY 
DOMINO LOUNGE 

' ' Atlanta, Go. 
(Thank yoii Rois Rusiell) 

ASSOCIATED ROOKING CORF. 

Joe Glaser, Fret. 

23,000 Comedy Lines 
td-llbs, reutlrie*. bits of busIneM, *l«ht mi, 
ptrodiet, blaitkauti, doUblM, sons titles, dan!- 
fled material. 1700 saiee ef eharp, up-te-the- 
teeend eeihedy! Na Jae Mlllere «r aewepaper 
flllere. Fer frtt cenedy eatelai, write: De¬ 
partment-V, ’■? > 

ORBEN PUBLICATIONS 
lit E. CarpentK'St. Valley Stream. N. Y. 

ANYBODY HERE READ ITALIAN? 
VING MERLIN and LYNDA.. . tmpore^giafajii 
fantasisH • vlrhmi dMIa mmlcfl #Mbdong«• • 

Roflit Italia."* 

•TR'ANSLAtlONi 
Wa»; yau knew' hew 
emotional ttio Itollono Ooll 

Mft.t-Difoctloital. Ent. 

WILUAM MORRIS AGENCY 
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Detroit AGVA Hits I® 
N.Y. Over Firing, 
Urge Protest Meet | 

Detroit, March 25. he! 
Barry Houston* Detroit branch He 

manager of the American Guild of to 
Variety Artists, was fired Friday ’20 
(21) for “insufficiency,” according fal 
to -I nie Fast, regional director. ha 

Detroit board members Patti 
Jerome and Syd Harris, who say de 
they were not notified of the dis- Be 
missal and cannot get details of bh 
Fast’s “insufficiency” charges, are wa 
up in arms over the matter and °f 
have asked the board to call a gen- 101 
eral membership meeting for to- toe 
morrow (Wed.) to demand Hous- ga 
ton’s reinstatement.. i 

Miss Jerome said Fast told her th; 
he . had acted under instructions be 
from Jackie Bright, national ad- of 
ministrative secretary. Both Harr Sh, 
ris and Miss Jerome are protest- ha 
ing what they term, “high-handed an 
tactics” by Bright and Fast in dis- jp( 
missing Houston without . notify? 
ing Detroit members of the charges _( 
against him. Miss Jerome said a 
petition will be circulated demand- 5,. 
ing local autonomy so that the, . 
business of the Detroit chapter 
“will not be handled in New York 
by a board we don’t know and 
which doesn’t know local condi- ,?■ 
tions.” if 

Have Gun, W31 J 
Play Oub Dates | 

The club date field is following pa 
closely the programming trend in pi< 
television. The party committees afi 
are now seeking out the current 
crop of video cowboys who are be- Ei 
ing peddled at fairly high coin on of 
the banquet and convention cir- of 
cult. to 

. Among those getting in on this 
type of business are James Arness ye 
of “Gunsmoke,” Hugh O’Brian who cli 
does the title role ort “Wyatt Earp,”; ba 
and there are an increasing num- tr; 
her of requests for the durables ph 
such as Gene Autry and Roy so 
Rogers. th 

The demand for the oater in- nc 
habitants has been one of the sur- m 
prises of the agency business. Ac- qt 
cording to the percenters, the de* ri* 
xnand for the alfalfa artists in the 
one-nighter field indicates that a te 
good percentage of their television si< 
audience is in the adult fold.. gc 

--—--■ ■ ’ sc 

Liberace^s Resorts (2) th 
Liberace has been signed for a rQ 

pair of resort dates by Music Corp. ar 
of America. . - ? 

He’s slated for the 500 Club, At- rc 
lantic City, July 11 and the Manor 
Wildwood, July 18. y 

PfiftlETY VAUDEVIIXE 

“THE COMEDIAN" 

THE- LATEST — THE GREATEST — 
THE MOST-UF-TO-DATEST 

How In H* *l«t luuo, containing 
0.n.**,ln*r*» Foomo'tos# tons 

titlos, hocklort, audlanco stuff, mono* 
logs, parodist, double gags, bits, 
Ideas, Intros, Improsslons abff im- 
personations, political. Interruptions. 
Thoughts of The Day, Humorous 
Views of the News, etc. fis yearly. 
..DTrs. $3$—Single Issues S3 
RATES 60 OF WITH NEXT ISSUE 

HURRYI No C.O.D.'s 

BILLY GLASQN 
3M W. 54 St., New York It 

Of Sad Sacks & Chemises; 
Trapeze Gladrags Now An 

Anticlimax at Odd-Ball 
The sack and chemise look, also 

known as the trapeze shape, has 
invalidated a lot of ideas on humor, 
according to the Costume collection 
at the Art Students League Ball, 
held Friday (21) at the Roosevelt 
Hotel, N. Y. It is no longer funny 
to see a femme in the finery of the 
’20s, since they can be bought at 
fabulous figures in the salons of 
haut-couture. In past years, there 
was always a number of the vo-do- 
de-o girls and guys of the Stutz 
Bearcat set romping around in 
blazers at the ball. This year* there 
was only one costume reminiscent 
of the flapper era. They are no 
longer funny since they are seen 
too often and for real at almost any 
gathering. 

Such a state of affairs indicates 
that a lot of the Charleston num¬ 
bers and the flaming youth motifs 
of a lot of production in many 
shows, niteries and otherwise, will 
have lost their novelty. Producers 
and choreographers will have to 
look for other fields.; 

The ASL Ball, however, themed 
around Museum Masterpieces, sug¬ 
gested some very green pastures. 
The avante-garde designers seem¬ 
ingly happen to hit on the post- 
impressionist period of Degas, 
Gauguin. and, as one costumer put 
it, Go Van Gogh. The Parisian 
laundresses who came to the 
French night spots to do the can¬ 
can suddenly became alive. Most 
of the girls looked quite fetching. 
Some gave the air of little girls 
gone delinquent; others had a hoy¬ 
den look, but all were interesting 
and very feminine. The male cos¬ 
tumes that predominated depicted 
Toulouse Lautrec. There were a 
lot of Gauguins idling iri Tahitian 
paradises, and there, were some 
picturesque South Sea costumes 
after that artist. 

Another prominent motif was 
Egyptian: and there were examples 
of elaborate garb of the Nile; some 
of. which were sufficiently striking 
to win applause. 

As per the. trend of the past few 
years, nudes were again on the de? 
cline. There was one West Indian 

; babe who came in swathed only in 
transparent plastic who gave the 
photogs a holiday. Another wore 
some pasties in strategic, spots and 
the limp wrist set contributed 
nothing new or daring. Abbe Lane 
made* an eye-filling if not a regal 
queen of the ball as she was car¬ 
ried ' in a palanquin. 
. The bad weather cut down at¬ 
tendance to about 900 with admis-. 
sions starting at $15, all of which 
goes for the benefit of the ASL 
scholarship fund. Mai Braveman 
again publicized the event, and 
the picturesque decor of the ball¬ 
room was. themed after the great 
artists of several periods, lending 
a museum atmosphere to the ball¬ 
room* Jose. 

KY. STATE FAIR SETS 
BOONE, LA ROSA, LASSIE 

. Louisville, March 25. < 
With Kentucky State Fair set for 

Sept. 6-15, a number of tv names 
are set to appear during the fair’s 
run, plus guestings on local 
WHASrTV and WAVE-TV. Among 
those booked are Pat Boone, Pinky 
Lee, Buffalo Bill Jr., Superman, 
Julius La Rosa and Lassie. . 

Local tv shows originating from 
the new fairgrounds will in¬ 
clude WAVE’S “Farm’ Interviews.” 
WHAS!. shows set are Good Living, 
Midday Roundup, T-Bar-V, Cactus 
Corners and Small Talk.. ' : 

Sarasota Roots For Ringling Survival; 
17European & Mexican New Acts 

They Found Gut 
Camden, N. J., March 25. 
The: National Geographic 

Society chapter here called for 
a scholarly discussion on “Are 
Winters Getting Worse” for 
last Thursday (20). 

The event Was called off be¬ 
cause of the heavy snow. 

Tout Vancouver 
As AGVA Branch 

By CLAIRE & TONY CONWAY 

Sarasota, March 25.' Sarasota does, not make quite as 
This is the circus city. This is sensational headlines. But the 

the home town of circus greats. Cristianis are planning by far othe 
Owners, executives, performers, largest show of their career for 
department heads are permanent ’58. New tents, new seating, etc., 
residents here. Here is the Win- are in the works. And in late May * 
terquarters of “The Greatest Show this will be the circus to play the 
on Earth.” Here, too, are the profitable over-Memorial Day dafe 
Quarters of the Cristiani Circus. I in Philadelphia once held by Ring- 
Here is the Museum of the Ameri- jing 

can Circus. *.. H«re is the Circus Yes, this is Sarasota, 1958. Here 
Hall of Fame, j.ou Sce midgets and giants on 

Though the future of the Ring- Main Street every day. Here you 
ling show, is the question uppers find trapeze riggings and cannons 
most in every mind, the circus folk in backyards. This is, and will con- 
will not leave this pleasant Flor- tinue to be America’s Circus City. 

^ ^ ' Meanwhile in the refurbished 
poration be dissolved. This is truiy . - *__ 
their hohie; they like it here. shed ,ndoor arena and “ the «U 1 II UllVII oomc, lacy use y. nere. | nearby outdoor -Little Madison 

But ho one believes the Ringling Square Garden” hundreds of men 
Vancouver, March 25. Circus will disappear. Too many and women are learning their 

Vancouver is ripe as a branch forces are at work. Too much is piaces in “A Thousand And One 
city Of the American Guild of happening every day for that pos- Sigh’s ” the 1958 Ringling Spec; 
Variety Artists, according to Irwin sibility to be really true. Quarters for the aerial ballet or Web; for 
MazzCi, union’s western regional are not closing as the public press the Manage or horsemanship dis- 
director who surveyed the district has said but is merely reverting piay. aqd for the Finale, 
during two days last week. Jack to a long established policy of re- Tn .Mrhv harn<. and training 
McCoy, Portland’s AGVA rep,, maiding closed to visitors during arSasneetenhants horses And cat 

dy*^;.»i«lg^»ttewhenrU.e circus anima,s!,r?totataTaU as usual! 
seer in this area, A L. . ,, Credits for this year’s show will 
. “It’s my opinion that .Vancouver. . And Ringling is going on ’he j read. produced by John Ringling 
has a potential 200 members,” said road in ’58. Already the newspaper Northm staged by Tony Velona. Gen- 
Mazzei, who will make a recom- advertisements have appeared in erflI Director: Pat Valdo. Eques- 
mendation on this to Jackie Bright, Gotham’s dailies* Rehearsals have trian Director z Bob Dover. Aerial 
national ; administrator, and the been ..underway since March 3* Director: Margaret Smith. Chore- 
board at the union’s convention in Assisting newcomer Tony Velona, 0grapher: Chet Tolliver. 
Mexico City June 9. staging the first circus performance Many Ringling veterans will 

AGVA offruals signed the Ma- 1? J11?. C£ree£ ar^Ringiing veterans again be back this coming season, 
jestie vaudfilm house line (8), and ^t.^aloo. Bob Dover and Maggie But 15 new acts win join the show 
their choreographer. Jack Card, fb^th. This frio has the necessary from Europe and two will come up 
Mazzei said that at present there know-how.. General Manager Art from Mexico for the first time, 
are only four or five other AGVA Concello and Manager Tuffy Morale among the show’ folk 
members who are resident in and are also very much in seems high. There is some disap- 
working Vancouver. evidence/ pointment that Quarters is not in 

Citv’c cliihe nnd bookpre werp Still t.hiia is a time of rumbrs. better condition. Yet we have ob- 
Eiven the union Once-over on this And ■^um.°!r bas it that there will served that, the greatest need is 
trip, with Mazzei reminding them be changes from the ’57 method of no more than a fresh coat of paint. 
“Thp law cavn that no art ran niav operation, changes designed to keep Of course a handsome big top bil- 
in CanldaTrom^ a U S. bookhig of, the company a happy and well knit lowing in the breeze would be an 
fide” Union’s west coast toDDer family as R was when an under- even happier.note, but then . . . 
whiits. tii? AGVA-bo&s i^ outfit tcaVetiing on its. own .. .It’s believed that some . horses 
chise” picked up locally and trams*. How this will be carried out and elephants will be sold by the 
solicited applications for considera- remains, to be seen, but it is un- Corporation. But that no menagerie 
tion at the June convention One dersmod several plans are under animals will be disposed of. As of 
established booking .office and two consideration* . # t now .nothing is known of the dis- 
citv orch leaders who frehuentlv Meanwhile the names of John position of wagons, trams and other 
“cast” for industrial shows seek R*ngting North, Arthur M. Concel- equipment used in the former un- 
the AGVA license • lo, Stuart Lancaster, and Jerry der-canvas operation. 

•' ■ •■■■' ‘ ■ Collins figure prominently when! Those who have studied the his- 
Sarasotans read their daily papers lory of the circus industry in the 

Rfa Datac DIqka. or chat about the. Ringling show, U S. can only conclude that it has 
f ire luIZcS wSa DlRuCR These meo all want a part in the always been a business in which 

I D * f o II C future of the Ringling operation. there appears to be constant change 
in J50S10H S dCOllay Sq.; North owns 51% of the Ringling and confusion and that, in that 

n th it it' 4A/i stock and thus controls the circus respect, things are no different 
KeCentllX-liD Lost IZG corporation. Art Concello is the today than in the past. 

: “ operating head of the show. Lan- ———— 
Boston, March 25. caster is the principal representa- T'-oV"''' '5! 

A $30,000 three-alarm fire razed tive of the “49ers” in the organiza- l ' Sc’ v'TWl^tvL. 1 
the Casa Blanca night club in tion. And Collins would like to . 
Scollay Square Saturday (22) night own the whole outfit by buying * ' :i SEEfjV'-'r- 4 
and hospitalized five firemen* The out both stockholder factions. A s ^ 
fire also damaged two other build-: traditional circus is said to be his £:i§ll«£fA \ 
ings in the famed old area. goal. '" ' ’ 

Nitery. occupied the second floor Jerry Collins, Sarasota dog track if | _ ^ B m. 
of a four-story Scollay Square ^operator and executive of the I BOSTON j 
building. Damaged in the blaze Clyde Beatty Circus, has been con- §. . . .... i 
was the world known Scollay stantly in the headlines for the SMASH HIT ? 
Square Tattoo Shop which has em^ past several months. First he pur- I 
bellished gobs in American and chased Ponce de Leon Springs, $;> THE GLAMOROUS NEW p 
foreign navies* near DeLand, Fla., as new winter- fi MOTEL M 

Vito Venuti, owner of the Casa ouarters for the Beatty, show and fa, mumkzmmkma*. SBa 
Blanea. told fire Olficials the club as s‘te for a combination amuse- jJM lMr ia»iEBYT 
was recently renovated at a cost ment p^rk,. too, resort, and tour- W «I 

of $12,000. It was formerly known ^ c^nttu ^^ady be has pur- ^ Show folks are ravine about the U 
as Jack’s Lighthouse. Spot used chased the Texas Jim Mitchell g; all new Hotel Avery All new large ^ 
five arts inrlnHinir twn AVAtiPQ Farm in Sarasota for removal to ail new noiei weiy. «i new, large, ^ 
and chSge?©fm ^ekly^itti the Pbnce' '**■ Leon location. In I beautifully furnished deluxe rooms | 
a permanent emcee and athre? Jddition he has picked uv at auc- <; with private bath and telev.s.on. ^ 
piece combo. . tion the home and grounds, plus *:•;= Many Air Conditioned. 

. Damage- to^^ the building was es- I?™* ^ J“rid?hings, of the late ^ aycDy t WASHINGTON STS =1 
tlm&ted at £10,000 and to the con- Edlt^ C, fttngling. . ^ AVIKI S WAMlINblUN Mb. | 
tents, f20,000. . Also.damaged was .The. other, circus wintering in V. • . 
a phrenologist’s layout on Hanover 
St., a photo studio and shdrt-or-, 

^BOSTON 
SMASH HIT 

THE GLAAftOROUS NEW 
MOTEL 

Show folks are raving about the ^ 
all new Hotel Avery. All new, large, 
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms 
with private bath and television. 
Many Air Conditioned. f| 

AVERY & WASHINGTON STS. I , .; . 

The DEEP RIVER BOYS 
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS 

Vtfi Intffmotiofral Tour 
TtUrlM . 

PARAGON THEATRES 
WEtTERtt CANADA 

KrHti6n: 'WfUlAM MORRIS AGENCY 
ton. MgrID KIRKBY : 

millHllUIU<niiiin^nnmiiui«ii«i»imxm 

TW AiNdf Sewrg al."WHAT’S OH YOUR MIND* 

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS 
. AppawtiW thr—efc'AprillR 

-Th* STATLERwHILTON HOTEL Lm Angde* Mgt.M.CA. 

Sets Vandbk Names 
Glasgow, March 25. 

• The Metropole; downtown vaud- 
ery, controlled by the Frutin broth¬ 
ers,, will again feature leading disk 
names for headline slotting in a 
hew vaude’ season. 

Nancy: Whiskey and the Teetotal¬ 
ers are set to top on March 31.; The 
top act on April 7 will be Colin 
Hicks (younger brother of British 
rock ’n’ roller Tommy Steele) & 
His Cabin Boys: He will be fol¬ 
lowed by Robert Earle April 14 and 
Dorothy Squires April 21, Dhnald 
Peers, English singer whose popu¬ 
larly was at its peak some yean 
ago, will headline May 5. 

A similar season of leading disk- 
ers clicked las>w year. 

Art Everting with 

TONY LAVELLI 
ACT J "CONCERT IN VARIETY" 
ACT II "SONGS, DANCE & COMEDY!" 

(A Oif«-M<n, Two Hour Show) . 
ROORERS. CHAIRMEN. PROMOTERS 

Wrhm for Ttrmt, Dmb* and Fn* Utwratur* 

1$ Eon 55th StriMt. New Yerfc 22 PL 5-7434 



REVIEWS PRitiEXt 
[ Parisian bow.. Kassagi does some 

-- ^ • good magico bits, topped by con- 
Hnnca KAVIAltfC iJuring up birds at will, but a ten- 
fllUlltfC 1\C Y1CIT O dency to overdramatize gives this 

an air of a eafny Svengali which 
! ■ •TiT-ST.v. r ,i.~ ' ——— keeps the aud sitting on its hands. 

«« i-7; ■ mu uw »» j «T Less .pretentiousness, would make 
I e ” Bndge and Love this a good filler, for he is adept. 

lednesday, March 26, 1958 

New Acts 
Music Hall, N. Y. . “Across The Bridge" and “Love gaga^SEior he is adept KEIGO IMPERIAL DANCERS IRENE CHRISTIAN 

“Glory of Easter,” produced by ■M standS? iutfaliiiff’from Maurice Bela Kreino is an adroitjuggler 20* Mins IW'P flMMins 
Leon Leonidoff; Lucille Cummings* Flinch&djiyf who combinl -nifty'. ‘ Mocambo^ HoUywood Bobino, Paris 
soloist; In The.Spring, produced balancing with juggling routines. bavs£-etfc:» are kept aloft . New nitery act is made up of Irene Christian is a mature 
by Russell Markert; sets. James Hollander & Bart keep in the rock makehimTfiSe 18lS'and a mal* prop . woman who. Was- previously a ballet 
Stewart Morcom; costumes, Frank roll strain with guitar playing Verijy ma*f mm, a une xmer ana boy (standard m Jap presentations), . ■/, . „ 
Sp^er; with PtoJ. Maliki, The bpd.t)*’ m*. W M • «* giw,. .«**'. 9?**: 
Great Barton. Cortn«e, Brook Wil- sturdy young comedian, opens with S°^fst,e?sl in a rondZbro Sfed^te^er?i^JaDS"With T to smgmg a^few years a^rbut 
*am Upshaw Corps de Ballet some lusty, country ballads from marble siabs, bells, balloons,! etc.. S tndlavishOriental costumes played mainly fhe resort boites* 
(Margaret Sande, director). Rock- northeast Scotland and segues to make this a neat offbeater with anrf faT Sev Her first Paris stint unveils a.'defl- 
ettes (dances by Marker^. Glee vuth ^stie^of fine international chances, a5thenUV^ nite dramatic song personality and. 
Club, Symphony Orchestra under -All Shook Hp a?d.Romerito is a midget Spanish some funny takeoffs on the Black ^th promise to develop into a 
Raymond Paige; Merry. Andrew WHe snriils^ct4with a flamenco d^cer. Though T8 years Bottom, mambo and cha-cha. The t l belter here Sorigalog is weU 
(M-GK reviewedin Variety March ^kay- tie /Jons act with a ola. he lopks iike a cherub: This is Nipponese music is somewhat off- st*ple beltfr ^ere bongalog is well 
19. 1958. childish ditty pointed for conaedy strictly, for offbeater purposes for beat for most Westerners, but it chosen and underlines her flair for 

ftnS°L!SrGramv' A* A M*-'UitfpeM rules.out .any.fire or isn’t overdone and doesn’t get imparting heart and polgnance to 
The. Radio ..City . Music Kail %$?. Your Graiany ;A« A p^p^ i^ns^tendng. He stags monotonous. _ . \ songs of thwarted love and desire, 

moved to with its spring show just Jeanne A Jon, skillful equilib- chancis eiven to three sineine ama‘ ^5°?? act ,m.°v'is very fast an<J She sheds real tears, but can then 
when one of the heavier snowfalls Pjsts. are reviewed in New^Acts. ^Aud'encekin”’but only could be exploited as an unusual jnto ;. ma„am s„nVon life’s 
of the year refused to concede the showbacking from the *sl&nf:^^tA^^ novelty and, with some buildup, as segue mto a piquant song on life s 
change in seasons. But despite the house orch under Bobbv Dowds’ : 7 -v a class presentation. Girls, are better thing. 
slush surrounding the premiere, baton ' Gord Heddy Arnould is too languid lookers and although voluminous Good bodily control, due to her 
it’s anticipated that the Music : V - and operatic m herattempts at pop robes prescribe more obvious sex, past terping.andadefinite sincer- 
tt.m. i- .i -_a- _... ; ^ • . .’imi'Rip MaPiiv 7.anm in npr trv at tho mneeana nAi, T>n,„a r- ^ . K ?.• . “ w-w. 

mainly the resort boites. 

when one of the heavier snowfalls rists> are reviewed in New Acts, 
of the year refused to concede^ the showbacking from the resident 
change in seasons. But despite the} house orch under . Bobby Dowds’ 
slush surrounding the premiere, baton. ' Gord- 
it’s anticipated that the Music ’ ' .. 

SHOW is accompanied: jg?*™*** SeMS 
by its Easter annual, one of the f4j. Bob HarC Mel Ody & &u}>y make an okay orch siriglr. Danielle ’Mins, tials, and effective voice, Mosk. 
more celebrated events in the va-J \2>. Portola, Majestic Dancers (8), Rouille. ; a 16-year-bld though Bal Tabarta, N.T.. 
riety calendar. It’s ^ must-see for Carl de Santis Orch (6); “Ring gauche’and obviously frightened. Andre Raymond presents a me- I   -:—---— 
so many and one of the reasons Oj fear," ‘Biood Alley’’ (WB>: has a definite dramatic flair and chanical doll turn wherein a male 1. C|,Allf Dai»Ia«i» 
why the line around the Music Ball :"■■■. —-—7 . her two songs about the lonely and female figure are mounted on IbC ijflOW liCYlCW 
during Easter Week is nearly con- . This first: vaudeville differing in lives of. sailors have insight and J}js nack, while a long skirt hides | ■ . . ■ . ■ ... 
stant. It’s a depiction of the Bus- the “new” Majestic runs a rejoic- interpretation. Plenty of work is his own person. Raymond’s dance 
sian Easter Festival with the “Rev: able.60 minutes. Audience turnout in store for voice control and body work has a natural look, he does m|a„i A F.rn«t ReIpp Tor 
Angelus*’ providing an impressive t0 date fulfills Isv Walters’ and handling, but: she looks a good some good . tricks in this respect, _ Itc 
musical background. The rich Charlie Nelson’s hopes of steady possibility. Mosk. and maintains an aura of interest Hallet 
blend of voices and the massive 65^ capacity. - . throughout. (SPORTHALLE, BERLIN). 
church set enhance the illusion of show ic rlaW And thp hill  -. '• • ■■—■-■. -.■... .- ~ However, the mystery has been Berlin March 18 
pageantry. Lucille Cummings solos hefd?nV “ iscS bve* even T«i « • taken out of this kind of turn by ■_ ■ ^ . 
excellently. hfoffir SthanC^^^ FSIntC9 TAIMArrAWC his predecessors on the circuit. Acts ■ ^he Four Seosons, a Maxi & 

The sp« portion is prodiiced by tefv? fortmgh" SoTgaS the ”>™» < OHlOlrOWS of this category have to get along Ernst Boier production «n four 

&mee rM^oliS^fel cl^ == Co.«n.ro ^ 

music, Maguy Zanni, in her try at the message gets across. 
satirical songs on the Paris snob _ ' 
set, is much too precious and lack- 
ing enough voice arid insight for a "NUKfc KAx-JUUND 
major future. She might finally 

ily and feeling look to make her a 
possible topliner in a year or so 
with possibilities for Yank special-. 
ized boites on her versatile poten¬ 
tials, and effective voice.. Mosk. 

Ice Show Review 

Films’tomorrows 

and maintains an aura Of interest 
throughout. 

. However, the mystery has been 
taken out of this kind of turn by 
his predecessors on the circuit. Acts 

Ballet 
(SPORTHALLE, BERLIN). 

Berlin, March 18. 
“The Four Seasons,” a Maxi & 

of this category have to get along Ernst Baier production in four 

Leon Leonidoff, but the sur- same rock ’n” roll and”: blues clef-1 - Continued from page j ■ on the basis of what they can do parts directed by them; choreog- 
rounding layout is the Work of Rus- fingS as the bistro act but ex- m simulating dances. By this stand- raphy, Guenther Lorenz; musical 
sell Markert. It’s a sprightly ef- panded to fnclude more hlfine tv stations are employing to give ard, Raymond will get along as * arrangements, Bemd Kampka; cos- 
fort that comes out well. . The ^d between-stahz^ kibS the impression they have first-run novelty act in most situations. times. Maxi Baier; sets, Werner 
production has at- light touch, the GrouD nulls a Switch with “Some- Jose’ Schachteli; conductor, Hans Huber. 
ballet work has- the feet of the wbere Over the Rainbow/’ voiced Hollywrood, according to Stell- With Ria Baran & Paul Falk, Irene 
new season, and the Rockettes rou- giee-clubbish without orch. It’s a irigs, aDpears to have, conquered its JEANNE A. JOB Braun, Fnedenke Schtopp, Lothar 
tme, mounted with extreme preci- ciassic m0(je they handie well, and 1957 jitters. He added that the re- B*l“cin* Mueller, Leopold Bierer. Hedy Pal- 
anilh nets «nthusiastic applause. cent results of several blockbusters «,a - 7 inkas, Joy Aston, Istvan Szeny, 
nridpr^sors1 f Y f t 1 Bob Hart> who stints also as seems “to have stiffenned Hollv- nnd toenke Jensen* Monika & Felix predecessors. i*‘hm,cp. »-nff .fiir -Thw .Is a novel .and., refresbine. Heininaer: Jack Duncan & Rill 

welty act in most situations. tumes. Maxi Baier; sets, Werner 
Jose. Schachteli; conductor, Hans Huber. 

’ • . /- With Ria Baran * Paul Falk, Irene 
2ANNE St. JOB Braun, Friederike Schtopp, Lothar 
ilaneinf Mueller, Leopold Bierer, Hedy Pdl- 
Mins. inkas, Joy Aston, Istvan Szeny* 
npire, Glasgow . . Soenke Jensent Monika & Felix 
Thw is a novel and. refreshing. Heininger, Jack Duncan & Bill preaecessors ^ “house emcee,” reels / off some t wood’s disCoVery^^ that there still act ^th cood rinbroach toSuili ' H^nin9^r> Jack Duncan : & Bill 

_j The^outside talent comprises bouncy standards and a couple of' are theatres, they can still gross as brium andhkav SEvS stewart> Corps de Ballet. At Sport- 

~ 

sa8r1jshssss»'si , 
his hands, head and other parts of rate^HK)^ H?s cSkoh^ere^ t0 SUch a bad lot after all ,> J^fer intertwine atop the .sticks It’s ice revue time again in 
the body, creates some startling Pnrfnil *thP rinWn ■ Tbe renewed hope; Stellings Berlte. Maxi 8c Ernst Baier’s Ice 
bennies Ballet marks the first local leer of 
novelty * comes * off f well.' The teetering on stacked tables and better unSrindlng ^among the Duo strive (and obtain) a comedy 1958- As usual with German blade 

...m. « similar fumbline follv m the circus °-eu . unaersianaing among me note in various nocifionc For final shows, thic lanVe cmwiUoi. Great Barton starts his act with a similar fueling folly in the circus J^e branchesp'f thAiriduSr? ” i“>rtpus .posittriris. For'ffnal shows,, this lacks the spectacle and 
one-finger stand, and continues ta^lt.1<^Jbrlng_tbf ^QW,nv . _ 1{ , . .. ^ ’ 7* fillip, she lifts .him by the legs and glamor of American freezers Nev- 
with other excellent balancing, all , Mel.-Ody-fc Bvtar.v.tatter ?.****. In light of the^orogress iqade hoiste aloft, winning sohd palming ,rtheless it., ov,v jk.» 
to a huge return femme helper only, is * juggling recently, the TOA chieftain for the trick. Distaffer is blonde erteeiess, it s an okay offering that 

Frnm n,n act that’s fast, varied and Very pledged: that the exhib organlza- and shapely, and no mere stooge in will please those who are not too 
voiresof Torino? Brook wWil funny- Mel °dy- business-suited, tlon “will maintain constant vigil- an act Which exits to commendable fastidious. 

with .hce’Mn the foiiowlng field*-.*' . . Cord. . Part of the success ls alre>dy 

specially ^created. -Albert StiUman Jm|fsh^ arid humorouf footwork its aggressive fight ^ amucrsov guaranteed by the extremely ^opu-. 
’that' CO? plaudits as frequently as ^ toU tv- : So^ ANDERSON, lar Baier name. Both arc best re- 

with his'customaiy proflci^cw d,°vbis antics with balls, Indian Continue to expand and encour-^ ^n membered as this country’s most 
. ^ proiiciency. dubs ropes, plates and a wheel age good relations with distnbu- MonticeUo. Framinshain supre«f„i «kAHn«r rm.ni/ 

Jose* that bowls over and under the sur- tion and, production to make sure Mamie AmSISS _ sfu skating couple of the 
. ‘ " . ■ • face of a spinning parasol. Act the flow Of product continues. stacked sepia songstress with a iS 30s and 40s- They don’t appear 

voicesmof Corhme Broo/^^Wil6 funny* Mel Ody, business-suited, tlon /‘will maintain constant vigil- an act which exits to con 
wiih .oee’Mh the foiiowlhg field* , , 

specially created Albert Stillman manshio and humorous footwork Continue its aggressive fight - • 
lyrics. Raymond. Psige conducts that’eoD: Dl^udits^^freauMtl^0^ against toll-tv.-. MARGIE ANDEBSON 
this comparatively difficult show 
with his customary proficiency. 

Jose, 

£gf lar Baier name. Both arc best re- 
» Mins. membered as this country’s most 
onticello, Framingham successful skating couple of the 

^ and ’40S. They don’t appear • . ■ . • face of a spinning parasol. Act the flow of product continues. stacked sepia Songstress with a iazz y 1 aPP®v 
Empire, Glasgow ■ could be a winner for tv, or any- Continue to keep pressure on beat, former member of Wings iboth ,have, retired) but are ex- 

Glasow, March 20: body s rostrum. . _ , individual film companies to help Over Jordan gospel group, out as sr tremely active behind the scenes. 
Marty Wilde & Wildcats (4), 7 jborf°®ra?“er-ac^ tfieir presidents urithstand pressure uitery single for some time in the The idea for this presentation 

Charles McDevitt Skiffle Group 5aidQ™l\^? from stockholders for the sale of eastern areas but not yet docu- stems from Maxi who also takes 
(5i. with Shirley Douglas; Gitsom hiseight femmes. ^05^43 fiims to tv. mented m Variety, displays an ex- care of the costumes, while the 
Sisters (4), Andy Stexcari, Holland- ia sai?s. bump5 grinds, . - „.r?TI uberance In chirping that warms, artistic management finds them 
er Sc Hart Jeanne Sc Jon Maurice rnd .praclfl0n and rtiarpa °f _ PV^1 . b^p /ror»i the Small Her three-octave range embraces collaborating. The Baiers, who 
Fr/rk i June Taylor’s tv aggregation. Carl. Business Administration to make some fine emoting, especially on often have been Germjm Euro- 
Bobbv Dotcds Orch & J * de Santis orch backstops ably but it easier for theatres to get govern- “Mr. Wonderful,” which she makes pean and world champs, ’set up 
Bobby Douds Orch. seems to need weight in the beat ment loans. a production number of with this show in 1950. HeadduarterpS 

hil; - , department. Films are reissues, • ■; asides to Sammy Davis Jr. in Garmisch (Bavaria). trouDe has 
Bobby Doicds Orch. seems to need weight in the beat 

•-1—: . department. Films are reissues. 
This is one of the weakest lay-. Toms. 

outs to play the key Scot vaudery . __ 

Mart^^'ilde^^rith^his ^wndcaS Bobino^ Paris f raH*"LUII||Un IliniTl generous with the "smiles "and Every second year, it comes“aiong 
' Paris. March 18. ^ coMmuro iiou. p.ge 2 = ,roni hot “Ck S 

us despite shrieks his act garners Les Compagnons. De La Chan- AnrWcnna?rficntavo Ham i«f vKnrff ^ Araster- 

fT.a-T?TsaUeryuf "v:. r Kdt“ate“British*“*■ Sbu^"S Wilde, following in the rock ’n* Kassagi, Irene Christian^ Bela atre ana iv magnate. polates out and around the theme Berlin. 6 
roll tradition, and out of the same Kremo, Sipolos (2 >, Romeriio, I had a busy afternoon, attended in her numbers. She climaxes with Local aDDearanrA At fri* * non 
stable as Tommy Steele, apd Colin Danielle Rouille, Magiiy Zanhi, to four business engagements, a lilting and nostalgic polish job seat Sporthalle^ leld^^^off^ Feb 2<> 
Hicks, is a tall young man (he.’s 18) Neddu Arnould-SI 50 ton : bought a suit, and caught a 6 p.m, on /‘Around World” pulling all anrt ^kPrtHpH -tn- 
with unruly hair and a brand of e™y Arnoul(i’ »1-J° toP- nlane back to Paris; which got me stops for heavy mitting strong in 03 ' ‘ tQ M"Ch 
talking and singing that leaves Tm rnmnhBnnno r, there in time to catch the open- both the looks and piping depart- •, 
most of his words (and the song Compagnons De La Chanr of Arthur Miller’s play “View ments, she Sells her. songs In fine Stars of the show are.Ria Baran 
titles) practically indistinct. He spnA s0™nw material style. With lots to offer, she’s and Paul Falk, one of the world’* 
and his fellow musicians draw tb®y arc not to mv surDrise was Victor^Sam- slated for top vocalist brackets; most-titled skating couples of the n,i.n;nn ~ to ■ deteriorate mto a barbershon mj surprise, was. victor bam- ■ _, ^ Dostwar pm Mh 

de Santis orch backstops ably but it easier for theatres to get govern- 
seems to need weight in the beat ment loans. 
department. Films are reissues, . 

Toms. —-—:-7—; . 

Paris-Lomlon Airlift 
sides to Sammy Davis Jr. in Garmisch (Bavaria),, troupe has 
Sharply clad in black rhinestone been touring all over Germany 

nd beaded, low-cut formal; she’s and many European . countries. 

; Continued: from, page 2 ; 

arid headed, low-cut formal; she’s and many European countries, 
generous with the smiles and Every second year, it comes along 
comes through solid from hot lick with a new program. This pro¬ 
numbers to ballads. gram was premiered In Araster- 

roll tradition, and out of the same Kremo, Sipolos (2 >, Romeriio, I had a busy afternoon, attended in her numbers. She climaxes with Loci aDDearanpp a! trio Ann 
stable as Tommy Steele, apd Golin Danielle Rouille; Magiiy Zanhi, to four business engagements, a lilting and nostalgic polish job seat Sporthalle^ leld^^^off^ |eb 2i 
S Heddy Aniouid; $1.50 ^ 7 «a and is?Ldc^d to mi mitQ Merc? 

palming from the fans, but that’s h1*0™? harberehop 
about the lot. quartet times W'Their siffl-baire IMU became P«Sinm! 

i neat production uce.d .me .to Johri... Osborne, ennte cm art nrnnar nlnk. I and are still tons nn ctulo Mill ala. 1-7 ,r ... . ■ : harmony and neat production mtroduced me to John Osborrie, |DOts smart suddp 
W tide himself, with gyrating hackings to their songs, with defi- the play^vright, both en route to rfass’sDots PP 

movements m . a pseudo-Presley nite life in a slapstick; longhair Paris to sCe some shows and work ■ • ' • 
style, doesn t spare himself as he recital and a circus takeoff. But a out “a deal.” They \vere met at 
i-anges through the various tunes, tendency to repeat . oldfashioned the airport by Harry Saltzman the RALPH MICHELE 
He is accompanied Py four instru- f choral numbers; and an edging producer whose headquarters’ are ?0°™c.dy 

.hln themselves • towards archness, indicate this either/or Paris/Rome At. T.p Bmir- I i? « 
aptly as his Wildcats. 

1 Margo £ John offer opening | upUof^ ^ V^hdpping t/p?antiV^bf^ ” Ralph"Snche^ Is a pleasant ^mfes^B^reer^^rom ^ Rarirtmi 
dance routines. The Gitsom Sister^ j the redhaired, dynamic Albert; S ? AfSipfe/hA^/co™lc throws lines gracefuUy Eolies Bergere. 

s, mdicate this either/or PariS/Ronie. At Le Bout- Bai TahLHn w 
set I bumped into Eddie Albert. **11 rtS 

spots, smart , supper clubs, tv and 311(1 816 still tops on style and ele- 
class spots. Guy7 gance. 

—1-—— Other soloists and title holders 
RALPH MICHELE who score are Irene Braun, Frie- 
Comedy derlike Schropp, Leopold Bierer. 
12 Mins. Soenke Jensen, Istvan Szeny, Hedy 
Bal Tabarin, N.Y. Pallnkas, and Joy Aston, interna* 

a new tell. He has obviously been around exactly a plus when troupe ad* 
for some time,, but hasn’t- been peared here two years ago, is now 

girls, show big improvement on! Rene-Louis Lafforgue eases some actmg for a new tell. He has obviously been around exactly a plus when troupe ad* 
their last appearance heie, and through his songs of work, lowlife Darryl Zanuck picture. , ; for some. time,, but hasn’t^ been peared here two years ago, is now 
have come on apace in groupings, PteaSures .and love. Having a sound Yes sir. It’s a shrinking world. fec°rde<l m New Acts. His material more - substantial. This, in fne 
costuming and poise. They offer arid a solid self-cleffed song- They tell rile that in less than a ^ow.s 311 a^“late roajri. is due to Jack Duncan & 
“Fire Down Below.” “All The al°g. he has still to tone down over- year there will be four or five hour s ^-“,nate abiBty td B1U Stewart, British ice ComedUnJL 
Way.” and, to strong reaction, done miming to turn him into a trips aetoss the ocean, as a regu- ST at Wlde vanety of Both contribute a number ot1E3 
“Saints Go Marching In.” latter on jJjPj®.' ,here a°d a star iar passenger service.Can^^you im- „- Sags and it’s Duncan who gaiS3- 
their four accordions.; : ■■ ^Ae" be fchews his flippancy agi£e whaf thatwi]1;do a0 ygUBX However. Ws lines need consider, most of ttie laughter. The corps dj 

Charles McDevitt fills the 

Vay,” and, to strong reaction, dobe miming to turn him Anto a trips across the ocean. 7 a regu. ^ Variety af BoU> eojtribuV. 
Saints Go Marching In.” lat er bn ShSn : n a?d a star lar passenger service. Can you im- “a*ena1' gags and if* Duitcan whfi ganiMl 

liieir four accordions. : “ha" »ie Sschefs b‘s flippancy agjne wbal that «iUdb to However, his lines need consider- most of the laughter. Tbs corps id 
Charles McDevitt fills, the pre- l^dw^g^^Somo rtttl ^^S^LSSSi 

Interval slotting with Jiis Skiffle thority and feeling in her songs those weekend theatre trips to the biage has §een around and has a and girls. Costumes aft -usd 
Group f4,.and new warbler Shirley and delivery (see New Acts). She strawhat circuit, that he can start familiar ring. At that he holds in- the mmkalaeSomSLnimeSfls wSl 
Douglas. Thrush Is a smiling bru- has played hinterland boites the planning weekend across-theKicean terest for most aural situations. handled by HansPSHuheris nW- 
net who seems to enjoy chirping last few years, this being her show-trips. Wolfe Kaufman Jose,. vlSfeoichF ® 

•; * * : •' ‘ ~ J ^ ; :J i /*? > 71 it ;vJT.; .;31 \ T • • i-. i n4-tc>aV - uiVtl */ . . 
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Town A Country, Bklyn. 
Judy Garland, Bobby Van, Dave 

Barry, Buster Burnell Dancers (10), 
Ned Harvey Orch, Sicaris. Orch; 
$6.50 minimum, 

Judy Garland does not have to 
prove .that she is a top attraction. 
She is, has been, and it’s a well 
known fact; however, her opening 
at Ben Maksik’s Town & Country 
last Thursday (20) in the midst of 
a 24-hour snowstorm Coupled with 
impossible driving c o n d i t i 6 n s* 
should dispel any and all doubts 
about Miss Garland’s pulling pow¬ 
er. Despite the horrible weather 
and many early cancellations the 
huge (1,700 Cap.) T&C was jammed. 
Many had to mush through the 
highways and byways of Brooklyn 
to get there since part of the main 
route, the Belt Parkway, was under 
a couple of feet of Atlantic Ocean 
but mush they did and were more 
than pleased with , what Miss Gar¬ 
land had to oiferJ 

Show kicked off with the Buster 
Burnell Dancers (10) who did their 
usual terping routines with com¬ 
petence if not brilliance. Group 
later returned for an intermission 
stint during Miss . Garland’s cos¬ 
tume change. 

Bobby Van in the second slot 
handled his dancing-singing chores 

. With a general competence and 
savvy that- belied his years. Lead¬ 
ing off with a snappy interpretation 
of “It’s Too Darn Hot” he. then 
keyed the remainder of his act to 
Variety, using the various depart¬ 
ments and overall history of the Eaper as leadins to his later bits of 

usiness. Impersonations of Cag- 
- ney, Stewart, Grant and ‘Walter. 
- Brennan got enthusiastic response 
and lead into his winderupper, a 
Cohan medley that was the best 
part of his turn. 

Next out .was Dave Barry, a co¬ 
median with an Uncommon talent 
for impersonations, who had the 

" homefolks with him from the start. 
His .patter is not the best and could 
use some freshness but hi? person¬ 
alized sound effects and impersona¬ 
tions are topnotch. Liberate, 
Churchill and Godfrey were among 
the imitations and the Godfrey bit 
is among the best to be heard 
today. 

Headliner now came on to do a 
70-minute stint of singing, clown¬ 
ing and terping that was well suit¬ 
ed to the huge Town <& Country 
layout and was enthusiastically re¬ 
ceived by the crowd. Miss Garland 
attractively garbed in a ‘ sequined 
chemise belted out a couple of 
standards,. “Life Is Just A Bowl of 
Cherries” and “You Made Me Love 
You/* to set the mood and each was 
heftily mitted after the first few 
bars as the number was recognized 
and eagerly anticipated.. 

Bobby Van returned to duo with 
Miss Garland on “When You Wore 
A Tulip” and remained onstage 
during most of the remainder of 
the show singing and hoofing, com¬ 
plimenting Miss Garland nicely. 
After a quick change she returned 
in a jacket and long stockings to 
do one of her best numbers, “I’ll 
Go My Way By Myself” and fol¬ 
lowed up with “Mean To Me,” 

. “After You’ve Gone” and “Rocka- 
bye Your ‘Baby;.” . 

The Burnell troupe fills in a 
short intermission With an OK rou¬ 
tine till Miss Garland and Van re¬ 
turn in clown getup for the stand¬ 
ard “Walk Up The Avenue” with 
both the star and the dancer han¬ 
dling the vocal and terping chores 
in standout fashion. 

Singer winds up the proceedings 
with several more standards, is 
forced to a couple of encores, top¬ 
ping them all with “Swanee” and 
still left them clamoring for more. 
It adds up a well-balanced show 
With Miss Garland doing an hour 
and 10 minutes of her tested best 
that should lead to a most success¬ 
ful engagement for Miss Garland 
at the Taj Mahal-on-the-Gowanus. 

The heavily augmented Ned Har¬ 
vey orch backs the show compe¬ 
tently while the Sicaris group han¬ 
dles the Latin ddnsapation effec¬ 
tively. Syd. 

Deauville, Miami Beaeh 
Miami Beach, March 20. 

McGuire Sisters, Jack Durant, 
Los Gatos (3), Bob Regent Orch; 
$3.50-$7.50 minimum. ../.' 

The McGuire sisters, playing 
their first nitery date in the area, 
are. making it big in the Casanova 
Room of the Deauville on the hot- 
heels of Donald O’Connor who 
brought the big spot into hotel-cafe 
contention when he reopened the 
place several weeks ago. Consist¬ 
ent spread of word-of-mouth aided 
in what looks to be a click run for 
the trio. They have themselves a 
cleverly staged stint that brings out 
talent facets not seen on tv screens, 
adding to the basically strong im¬ 
pact on the tablers. 

On the harmonics end, they’re 
always solidly accepted. When they 
hit into “production” bits, such as 
a flapper-era concept; a series of 
impreshes of femme contemporar¬ 

ies; a brief hoofing sesh and the 
big pounding pull item, a show- 
stop vocal blending on “One Fine 
Day”, from “Mme. Butterfly/* they 
keep the reaction of the hep Beach 
cafegoers in constant, high pitch. 
The gal-in-the-middle, Phyllis, is 
the hub for the staging, an inevita¬ 
ble singling put to provide an at¬ 
tention-getter; however, the three¬ 
some are integrated into a smooth 
whole that makes each equally im¬ 
portant to the concepts. Delivery, 
stage deportment and physical at¬ 
traction-are same grade as the fop- 
drawer material, to wind them into 
begoff. 

Jack Durant, a vet on local nit¬ 
ery stages, gathers in a healthy 
amount of laughs with his familiars 
in one-liners. Addition of his flips- 
into-pratfalls —• a trademarked 
piece of biz with him—and working 
in of a . couple of male ringsiders 
as targets for his waggery add to 
build of audience acceptance. 

Los Gatos are a gasp-raising tee- 
off act, their balacing stunts bring¬ 
ing steady mitting. Murray Kane 
is a plus for the McGuires with 
batoneering of his arrangements, 
while Bob Regent’s orch handles 
the showbaek assignments in ace 
style. Next in sight: Dan Dailey & 
Co.. March 28, Lary. 

Windsor Hotel, M’treal 
Montreal, March 20. 

Sandu Scott, Max Chamitov 
Quartet, Sandro Montero; no cover 
or minimum. 

The handsome Embassy Room in 
the! Windsor Hotel comes up with 
a winner this time around in the 
form (and what a form!) of blonde 
Sandu Scott and her clever songs 
of romance both plaintive and 
lusty. Miss. Scott is no stranger 
to these parts, having broken in 
as a chirper in an uptown room 
several years ago. However, the. 
Miss Scott now gracing the Em¬ 
bassy is a vastly improved thrush 
With sophisticated material, a more 
pro attitude on the floor and an 
approach to a song that shows the 
recent experience of engagements 
in London and the Continent. 

Garbed in a sequin affair that 
brings out all the visual attributes 
that do so much to boost overall 
impact; Miss Scott manages to 
combine the world-weary distaffer 
with a touch of the gamine that is 
a cinch to keep attention in all 
corners. / For obvious reasons, this 
is an act that has greater male than 
female appeal; but chirp keeps then 
balance in hand and seldom has ■ 
trouble with , diverting, chattering 
femmes at ringside. 

Her offering has pacing and. va¬ 
riety despite the almost deliberate 
overarranging Of a couple of items, 
particularly the opening bit. Such 
standards as Cole Porter’s “Get Out 
Of Town” are backed with special¬ 
ties concerning men and amour in 
neat fashion and for solid attention. 
The improvement in past few years 
and apparent ability to take and 
absorb direction Should make Miss 
Scott an okay bet for any of the 
top intimeries around the. country. 

As per usual, the performer in 
the: Embassy gets able assistance 
from the Chamitov combo who for 
this engagement adds a bongo 
drummer during shows. Between 
times, Sandro Monterp does his 
guitar-and-song sequences with 
Chamitov and his group playing 
fine dance interludes: : Newt. 

Chase Club, St. Louis 
St. Louis, March 21. 

Four Coins, Jimmy Dorsey Orch 
(17); $1.5d$2 cover. 

Their - first appearance in St. 
LoUis was an auspicious one all 
around for the Four Coins, defi¬ 
nitely not just another vocal 
group. These personable lads come 
equipped with a fine assortment of 
audience-pullers, including some 
high-stepping dancing and a zany 
comedy. routine by headman Mi¬ 
chael James. Although Chase Club 
patrons lean to the cafe society 
type: not Overly fond of rock ’n’ 
roll, the Coins, manage to get un¬ 
divided attention even with the 
rockers. 

They rate special big hands with 
their recording clicks, “Shangri- 
La” and “My Love Loves Me,” but 
the applause is rousing for nearly 
everything, . from a medley of 
standards to a Belafonte calypso. 

The ; Jimmy Dorsey orch, di¬ 
rected . by trumpeter Lee Castle 
and featuring vocalists Tommy 
Mercer and pretty Diane .Wisdom, 
lead off the floorshow session with 
a heady batch of tunes associated 
with the Dorsey, brothers through 
the years, including Jimmy’s last 
big hit, ‘‘So Rare,” The band has 
no trouble at all living up to the 
“fabulous” billing, and both danc¬ 
ing and just-sittin’ ringsiders add 
a few of their own — “great,” 
"marvelous,” “the most.” 

Dorsey orch will hold forth for 
four weeks; with the Diamonds 
due in tomorrow, March, as show 
headliners. Bob. 

Moulin Rouge, L« A. 
Hollywood, March 21. 

Betty Grable & Co., with Art 
Johnson, Flo Walters, Jim Hodge, 
John, Drexel, Ray Baxter, Dean 
Campbell; Toni Dalli, Gautier’s 
Steeplechase, Dick Stabile Orch; 
$5.50 package. 

For those too young' to; remem¬ 
ber,, or those nostalgically eager to 
know, the origin of the term “Betty 
Grable Musical,” the reminder is 
currently available in the living, 
breathing, glowing flesh at the 
Moulin Rouge: Miss Grable, trim j 
and neat as ever, with the cele¬ 
brated legs still worthy of plenty! 
of celebration; is the central figure 
of a lively miniature. revue in 
which she kids herself and her film 
successes and at the same time 
makes clear why they Were sue-; 
cesses. Slick, fresh costuming, fast) 
dance staging and the professional / 
attitude that the audiences deserve ] 
more than just a look at a . “movie; 
star doing the boite beat/’ make j 
this act. a solid one. 

Miss Grable has seven costume 
changes in her 30-minute turn and. 
she was understandably breathy 
toward the close; But it didn’t 
make any difference. She treated 
the whole thing goodnaturedly, 
confided to the audience she 
doesn’t sing very Well anyway, so 
a note lost here or there is no 
calamity; She reprises some of her 
film hits, “Rosie O’Grady” and “Al¬ 
exander’s Ragtime Band” (latter in 
French for pleasant comedy ef¬ 
fect), with assists from singer Art 
Johnson and dancer Flo Walters; 
exchanges vocal banter with her 
introducing quartet, Jim Hodge, 

> John Drexel, Ray Baxter and Dean 
Campbell,, and even tangles with 
the Moulin Rouge chorus line for. a 
mute but funny reminder of her 
high-kicking cinema duties. 

• Held over from previous shows 
are Italian tenor Toni Dalli and 
Gautier’s Steeplechase, horse-and- 
dog act Donn Arden’s “Pariscope” 
revue continues to stand as a 
smartly costumed and expertly- 
choreographed. revue. 

Miss Grable has a limited run. 
through March 30, when Helen 
Kane preeihs a night club act 

Powe. 

Fontainebleau, M. B9ch 
Miami . Beach, March 22. 

Jimmy Durante, with Sonny 
King, Eddie Jackson, . Borden 
Twins, Sally Davis, Jack Roth, 
Jules Buffdno, Line (6); Norton & 
Patricia, Sacasas Orch $3.50-$7.5Q 
minimum. 

J. Durante is back at the La 
Ronde for his annual two-week 
stand, projecting his brand of fast 
and furious wackery in as volatile 
a manner as ever, albeit the basics 
are the same as always utilized for 
pegging his antic material at audi¬ 
ences and his company of sing¬ 
ing, strutting aides. 

Major portion of Durante’s bits 
that hit big are now worked with 
heir-apparent Sonny King. Solo 
spots with the hats, directed at 
Jack Roth and Jules Buffano, are. 
retained; the foolery. with house 
orch leader Sacasas gets a solid set 
of yocks. But it is King to whom; 
he turns for the strut-singing, the 
mauling, the bits of physical biz 
that are pure Durante. King makes 
a fine foil for it all and .on his own 
garners hefty returns with his high- 
pitched vocalistics, worked out in 
mobile manner reminiscent of the 
Durante delivery. 

Eddie Jackson comes on for his’ 
mitts-raising strutaWay turn; with 
the three joining for a new piece 
that is a rousing rock ’n’ roil turn,, 
complete to exaggerated costum¬ 
ing; The line-lookers assembled 
are handsome foils for the Durante 
daffiness in song; this trip he’s 
brought three girthy .gals along to 
Work into a finale that sets the 
note for. a Whingding wind. The 
payoff is in the pandemonium vein 
Set through the some 60 minutes 
the company, are led through their 
paces, by Durante. 

Norton & Patricia are the entr’¬ 
acte and build themselves a show- 
stop with airy lifts and spins 
worked, into inventive patternings. 
They’re one of : the best dance duos 
to have worked this room. Sacasas 
and his crew rate bows for solid 
showbacking. Due April 1: Sarah 
Vaughan. Lary. 

Etidys’9K.C. 
Kansas City, March 21. 

Gogi Grant, Norman & Dean; 
Tony DiPardo Orch (8); $1-$1.50 
cover* 

Songstress Gogi Grant was. due. 
in here for a date more than a year 
ago, but actu&l schedule never got 
worked out. Now she is fulfilling 
that commitment, and fans here 
are getting their first look at the 
gal. Comedy is an ingredient of 
the. bill, with Norman & Dean mak¬ 
ing their first stand here solo. 

Combo ran a full hour, but prob¬ 
ably Will be. trimmed for balance 
of fortnight. . There are some good 
moments of both Vocal arid comedy 
and show sums as a better entry; 

Harvey Norman: & Stanley Dean 
are in their second year as a comic 
team and on the basis of perform¬ 
ance here have to rate as strong 
comers. Their half-hour includes 
some wacky song impressions by 
impish Dean, with Norman gener¬ 
ally, playing it straight, some in¬ 
terviews with mythical ringside rs, 
and a tv spectacular, “Snow 
White,” With, a funny banana-eating 
bit. Midway. Norman sings “The 
Night Is Young” straight in fine 
fashion. 

: Miss Grant’s singing turns out 
to be all that is to be expected 
after hearing her hit recordings, 
although her floor personality is 
quite standard and could do with 
more warmth. Of a. long list of 
songs, she is tops on “All the Way” 
and her recorded hits, “Suddenly 
There’s a Valley’’, and “The Way¬ 
ward Wind.” House seemed weH 
pleased. Bill holds through April 3. 

Quin. 

Statler-Hilton, Dallas 
Dallas, March 21.. 

Three Suns, Bob Cross Orch 
(12); $2-$2.5Q cater. 

Eden Roc, Miami Beach 
Miami Beach, March 23. 

Joe E. Lewis (with Austin Mack) , 
Ella Fitzgerald, Tina & Coco, Mol 
Malkin Orch; $3.50-$7.50 minimuni. 

Eden Roc’s, prexy-booker Harry 
Mufson is again, looking at in-the- 
black ledger? with return of Joe E. 
Lewis who was his only big-click 
moneymaker this winter. Joe E. for 
any spot in this town is money in 
the bank; current engagement’s 
adding up as a record-breaker for 
attendance, with addition of Ella 
Fitzgerald more insurance of a big 
pine days for the puckish laugh- 
maker. 

Lewis. always draws the cream 
for his dates here, and in the cur¬ 
rent stand, attendance took the look 
of the crowds who flocked to see 
Sinatra. 

The wily. Lewis sets his laughs 
with an array of newies on . the 
night-people and the celebs he is 
so well acquainted with,, and who 
are in . constant attendance at his 
shows. He’s added several. new 
parodies to his thick book of broad 
lampoons, with “All the Way” an 
example of a work-in on a hot item,, 
what with the Sinatra showing and 
the songster’s presence opening 
night. Trick of working’ names of 
notables into his patter adds to the 
zesty air he builds. 

Lewis: can do no wrong, re¬ 
sponds to request urgirigs happily 
and keeps rnatters rolling on the 
big howl side throughout. For al¬ 
ways, he has to beg off here. Austin 
Mack cues him in a quietly adroit 
manner to keep the pace steady. 

Miss Fitzgerald is playing her 
first date in this biggery, and it 
won’t be the last, with a book-back 
already in the works. The stylist 
hits from first tune; keeps the 
palming-pot boiling as. she deftly 
works out her compote of stand¬ 
ards, platter clicks and treatments 
of currents. Easy manner and un¬ 
affected delivery, plus some ar-r 
rangements, give zing to the stint. 
Typical was bit at show caught in 
which she followed lead of calls 
for “Who’s Sorry Now” and coined 
new arid clever lyrics for the ever¬ 
green anent not being conversant 
with. the . original wordage. It got 
her a wham payoff; from the 
crowded room, With: requests pour¬ 
ing in for more. 
,Tina & Coco are in tough teeoff 

spot for. their flamenco terps but 
manage to garner fair amount of 
attention. For . usual, Mai Malkin 
and his crew are invaluable musical 
aides to the: acts, Myron Cohen and 
Los Chavales de Espana take over 
March 31. Lary. 

Three Suns, w.k. from airtime 
and Victor platters, are pew here 
as a nitery pet* but hefty opening 

| (20) in the ■ plush Empire Room 
j augurs a comfortable fortnight’s 
.stand. ~ 
j Musical selections are slicky 
\ paced, with opening “Caravan;” 
; Artie Dunn’s organ highlighting 
: on “Peg O’ My Heart,” and “Sweet 
/Georgia Brown,” featuring Johnny 
/Romano on guitar. Latter’s deft 
fretting and deadpan comic relief, 

j abetted by Dunn’s keyboarding, 
! backstop a neat 3R-minute show 
| that utilizes only standard, ever¬ 
green tunes. Tony Lovello, ac- 

I cordionist, displays wizardry in 
} featured bits—such as the exciting 
‘•Malaguena” and “Charmaine,” but. 

[he could drop the unnecessary 
i gymnastics. Distracting leaps and 
| dramatic stances deter apprecia¬ 
tion. of his instrumental artistry. 
I Bob Cross orch lends superb 
! showbacking and packs the floor 
‘with leather-pushers. Bark. 

Ye Little Club, L. A. 
Beverly Hills, March 21. 

Abbey. Lincoln; . 3-drink: mini- 

. Sepia songstress: Abbey. Lincoln 
is making her first return in a year 
to Marshall Edson and Mike 
Garth’s Ye Little Club. Her stay 
should be a welcome one to fre¬ 
quenters of this intimate BevHills 
nitery. 

Chirp bowed Tuesday (18) to a 
capacity crowd that showed plenty 
of enthusiasm with the mitts 
throughout her 20 minutes. Miss 
Lincoln is a saloon singer who dis¬ 
plays many musical moods while 
warbling, even to the extent of- 
manifesting tears when the num¬ 
ber calls for it—and scores. effec¬ 
tively. 

Singer: under pact to Liberty 
Records, pleases with a medley of 
ballads which include “Fools Rush 
In,” “I’ve Got It Bad arid That 
Ain’t Good,” “Old Devil Called 
Love,” “Can’t Get You Out of My 
Mind,” “Bewitched, Bothered and 
Bewildered” and “Mad, Mad, Mad.” 

Roger Nichols on bass and 88er 
Joe Felix Supply, topnotch music 
for both the act and at intermis¬ 
sion* Miss Lincoln is holding ( 
forth here for four weeks. Kafa. j 

Bal Tabarin. N. Y. 
Dolly Dawii, Ralph Michele, An¬ 

dre Raymond, Lou Harold & Johnny 
Burris Orchs, Can Can Girls (5); 
$3.50-$4.50 minimums. 

The Bal Tabarin, one of the old¬ 
est night clubs in the Broadway 
sector, has been the original can¬ 
can spot in this area. Of late, it 
has been adding headliners Amer- 
icaine to the proceedings. In this 
instance, Dolly Dawn, absent from 
the Stem for a number ofi years, Is 
essaying what could be termed a 
comeback, although she hasn’t 
been out of the business for. that 
long. Miss Dawn, formerly the 
vocalist for the George Hall orches¬ 
tra and who took over that organi¬ 
zation at one time, has long been 
a single and has worked some of 
the top spots. 

In her bow at this spot. Miss 
Dawn shows her skill with a tune 
and there’s a pleasant ait about 
her. For the greater part of her 
turn. Miss DaWn relies on the 
standards that have done well by 
her for. many years. A number 
from “The Music Man” is a tune¬ 
ful addition to her catalog. She 
hits a strong return in her stint. 

The other pair of acts on the bill, 
Ralph Michele and Andre Ray¬ 
mond, are under New Acts. The 
Lou Harold orch backstops well 
and the Johnny Burns trio hits a 
good stride for the dance relief. 
There’s an energetic five-girl line 
which does some sprightly routines 
including a lively can-can. Jose. 

Gay 90’s, S. F. 
San Francisco, Mairch 19. 

Ray K., Bee and Ray Goman, 
Aura Cameron, Don Regan, ■ Joy 
Healy Dancers (5), Elliston Ames, 
Walty Rose Orch (4); $1-$1.50 

. Ray K.: Goman, a fast-shooting 
comic, is Standout feature in the 
Gomans’ new Gay 90’s 55-minute 
show. Show is patterned on an old- 
time minstrel production, though 
without blackface, and Ray K. and 
Don Regan are the endmen with 
the gags. Regan is slow pn uptake, 
acts mainly as Goman’s straight. 
Which gives Goman plenty of room 
for swift ad libs* asides and rest of 
the verbal fireworks of a good 
stapdup comic. 

Ray Goman Sr. emcees and puts 
over a couple of dandy banjo solos, 
“Waiting for the Robert R.-Lee” 
and “Nobody’s Sweetheart Now.” 
Bee Goman delivers neat songalog, 
blue but a crowd-pleaser, and 
Regan and Aura Cameron do a pair 
of pleasant duets, “By the. Light of 
the Silvery Moon” and “Make 
Believe,” 

Wally Rose’s splendid dixieland 
orch supplies a trombone number 
arid Joy Healy line sings and dances 
to nice oldies, “Golden Slippers,” 
“Alabamy Bound,” “Toot-Toot- 
Tootsie.” . 

Show is sharply paced, well Cos¬ 
tumed and gets good audience re¬ 
ception, with Ray K. Gomari rating 
big hand. Bill runs through June 19. 

Stef. 

Caterina Valente’s Bates 
Berlin, March 26. 

. Singer Caterina Valente will re-" 
sume touring" around November 
with a date at the Olympia Thea¬ 
tre* .Paris. Possibility also that 
she’ll work the Berns Restaurant, 
Stockholm, as well as dates in 
Greece, Caracas and probably Las 
Vegas. 

Miss Valente expects her first 
baby sometime in July. 
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VARIETY BILLS 
WEEK OF MARCH 29 

Numarali in- connection with bills bolow Indicate epenlngdaYofshow. 

NEW YORK CITY 

Music -Halt 77 Malinl... 
Lucile Cummings 
Itockettes 
Glee Clutv 

AUSTRALIA 
MELBOURNl 

Tivoli 31 
Shirley Bassey ... 
Vic Hyde 
Lili Berde 
Clifford Guest 
Curibas (4> 
George Holmes 
Neal Sc New ton 
Eleanor Gunter 
Joe Martin 
3 Winds. 
Jimmy Jeff 
David Sterie 
Irene Bevans 
Rae Morgan 

Reg Prlestman 
Norman Thorpe 

SYDNEY 
Tivoli 31 

Larry Griswold 
Johnny . Lockwood 
Eagle A Man 
A Robins 
Rayes Sc Faye. 
Anny Berryer 
Mediock Sc Marlowe 
Wlnnetou Sc Squaw 
BAD Stuchberry . 
Jimmy Parkinson 
Edit Juha.sz 
Frank Ward 

BRITAIN 
ASTON. 

Hippodrome 24 . 
Johnny Sliver 
Janei Beryl Gatlin 
George Meaton 
3 Botands 
Margaret West' 
Nat Willis 
Dennis Bros. 

BIRMINGHAM 
Hippodrome 24 

Edmund Hockridge 
Yana 
Renee Dymott 
Smoothey Sc l.ayton 
Sharpe A Iris 
Rene Strange 
Pierre Bel 

BRADFORD 
Alhambra 24 

Willie Harris 
Jerry Harris 
Les Hobeaux 
Most Bros. 
Tony Crombie Co/ 
Hand-Jive Hostesses 

EDINBURGH 
Empire • 24 

Eddie Calvert 
Rey A Roqjy ■ 
Londonaires 
BiUington . 
Garth Meade . 
Dennis Spicer 
Barbara Law 
Tilibs Bros. 
.FINSBURY' PARK 

Empire 24 
Michael Holliday 
Hat Monty 
Peter Crawford 3 
Do Vere Girls 
El Granadas 
Bernle A Barbara 
Jolly Jesters 

GLASGOW 
Empire 24 

Anne Shelton 
JAP Barbour 
Stan Stennett 
Malcolm Mitchell 3 
Richman A Jackson 
Don Hooien 
Del Rinas 
Cooper Twins 
Galantas 

LEEDS 
Empire .24 

Jimmy Young 
Jean A Julie 
Billie Anthony 
Kendor Bros. 
Terry Scott 
Victor Seaforth . 
Taylor A Valerie 

LIVERPOOL 
. - Empire 24 

A1 Hlbblcr 
Horler Twins. 
3 Brittons 
Ron A Rita.- 
Sonny Roy 
Hollander A Hart 
3 Paulo* .. 

LONDON 
Metropolitan 24 

Roxy A Glenda 
Diane D'Orsay 
Alec Pteon 
A A C La Verne. 
Del A Dorxien 
Pauline Mee 
Rosemary Andrew’s 

' Co: 
NEWCASTLE 

. Empire 24 
Jimmy Clitheroe 
Miles Twins 
Duncan's Collies 
Alicia Dells 
Jack- Watson 
Cox Twins 
Maurice French 

NOTTINGHAM 
Empire 24 

Alma Cogan - 
Terry Wayne 
Margo A John 
Baker A Douglas 
Abdulla * Saida 
Matanzas 
Derek Lawrence 

SOUTHAMPTON 
Grand 24 

Alex Munro 
Alan Haynes. 
Eric Lloyd 
Roy Mack 
Bob Gladwin 
Tony Dc-Vos 
Dizzy Trent 
Dick Collins 
Syd Jackson 

NEW YORK CITY 

Blue Angel 
George Lafaye 
Evelyn Knight. 
Shelley Berman. 
Dorothy Loudon 
Bart Howard 
Jimmie Lyon Trio 

Bon Soir 
Sylvia Syms 
Phil Leeds 
Jone Remus 
Three Flames 
Jimmie Daniels 

Casanova 
Donna Dunn 
Margrit A Adrienne 

Chateau Madrtn 
Beatrice. Kraft Dors 
Jose. Duval 
Candl Cortex 
.Ralph Font Ore 
Panchito Ore 

Capacabana 
Vic Damons 
Betty Kean 
Ron Fletcher 
Ted Morrell 
Muni 
DAG Prior 
Michael Durso Ore 
Frank Marti Orr 

Downstairs Room 
Julius Monk - 
Ronny Graham 
Ceil Cabot 
Ellen Hanley 
Jean Arnold 
Gerry Matthews 
Stan Keen 

El Chico 
Marisa Terol_ 
Lucerite Tens 
Carlos A Myma 
Mellitas Del Campo 

No. 1 Fifth Avs. 
Cedrone A MitcheU 
Bob Downey 
Harold Fonvilla 
Joan Blsbop 

Hotel Pierre 
Stanley Melba Ore 
Joe Ricardel Ore 
Betty Benee 

Hotel Plaza 
Jane Mason 
Ted Straeter Ore 
Mark Monte Ore 

Hotel Roosevelt 

Harry Ranch 
Jig Adams- " 
Charlie Boyer 
L A F Maynard 

Riviera... 
Dennis. Day . 
De Castro Sisters 
Novelites. 
Cavanaughs- 
Ray Sinatra- Ore 

Hotel Staffer . 
Xavier Cugat Ore 

Hotel Taft . 
Vincent . Lopez Ore 

Hotel St: Regis 
Ginny Simms 
MUt. Shaw Ore 
Bay Bari’ Ore 

Latin Quarter 
Alan King 
See Hee Family; 
'Dior Dancers 
Chandra Kaly . 
Martha Ann Bentley 
Jamel Twins 
India Adams 
Bob Kennedy. 
Jo Lombardi Ore 
B Harlawe Ore. 

La Cupldon ' 
Juanita Hall 

Old Romanian 
Lenny Kent : 
Eileen Barton.. 
McKenna.Lino ”■ 
Avon Long .. 
Margaret Tynes .. vua^ul 

V^I^^enS!!ilCtUnSOn Anita Boyar 
Jimmy .Roma . Red Smith 3 

LOS ANGELES 
Avanto Garde 

Ruth Olay 
Jackie Kaln. 
Roy Krai 
Lenny BruC'e 

Ben Bi 
Ben Blue 
Kay Cee Jones:. : 
Barbara Heller . 
Sammy Wolf 
Joan Kay no 
Dick Bernie : 
Ivan Lane Ore 

.Coconut Grovi 
Sophie Tucker . 
Frances Brunn 
Freddy Martin Ore 

Crescendo 
Louis Armstrong . 
Dorothy Donegan 

SSI Club 
Annette Warren’ 
Johnny Walsh . 

interlude 
George Shearing 

Quintet/ 
Largo’ 

Frances Faye 
Peter Wood 
Eddie Grady Ore / 

tarry Potter's 
Supper ;Club 

King's Four 
Phyllis Inez 
Sandy Sims 

. Mocambo 
Mlyoshi Yumekl 
Keigo Imperial ■ 

Japanese Dncs 
Frankie Sands Trio 
Paul Hebert Ore - 

Moulin ROuga 
Betty Grable 
Toni. Dalli 
Donn. Arden Lino 
Royal Guards . 
Dick Stabile Oro . 

Slate Bros. 
Jimmy Ames ... 
Ann Hathaway, 
Gil Bernal 4 . 

Statifr Hotel 
Wally Boaf 
Don Dellair 
Ed. Bergman Ore 

The Seville 
Lecuona Cuban . 

Boys 
Steven Peck A Lita 

Ye LIHIo Club 
Abbey Lincoln ’; 

Havana 
Capri 

Margarita Sierra 
Tony Martin 
M. Alverez Mera 
Luisa ChOrens 
Somavilla Ore 
Calvet Ore 

Nacional 
Parislen Dncrs 
Dancing Waters 
W Re.ves Ore 

Rlylara - 
Ted. Lewis 
Eddie Chester 
Cathy Basic 
Beverly Marshall : 
Sol Klein Ore 
Elena Del Cueto 
Manolo Torrents 
Lasker Steinberg 
Mercedes Valdes . 
Armlnda Martinez 
Maria Magdalena . . 

Guzman Singers 
Rivera Ore 

Sans Soucl 
Tony Foster 
Gloria A Rolando 
Victor Alverez 
Miriam Barrens 
Elena Burice 
Raquel Mata 

-Kary Russi 
La Serie Ore- 
Ortega Ore 

Trspicana 
Erlinda Cortes 
Alberto Rochi . 
Blanca Varela 
Gladys - A Freddy. 

Riveros 
Guaracheros 
Monica Cast el 
Tropicana Ballet 
S Suarez Orq : 
4 Ronaeii Orq/ 

LAS VEGAS 
Desert Inn 

"Newcomers. 1928" 
Paul Whiteman . 
Harry Richman 
Rudy Vallee 
Buster Keaton 
Flfl D'Orsay 
Carlton. Hayes Ore 

“Minsky’s Folies 
International-* 

Irv Benson 
Dorian Dennis 
Paul White 
Sid Fields 
Boubouka 
Carol King 
Cee Davidson Ore 

El Cortes: 
Dubonnet Trio 
Dick Saunders 
Marcie Miller 
Deedy A Bill 

El Rapcho Vegas 
Earths Kitt 
Morey- Amsterdam 
Barry Ashton Dncrs. 
Dick Rice Orch 

Flamingo 
Vic Damoiie 
Jackie . Kannon 
Little Buck 
Flamingoettes 
Jack Cathcart Ore 

Fremont Hotel . 
Nltecaps 
Make Believes 
The Victors 
The Castles 

Sabers. 
Dan Dailey . 
Collins Kids 
Camilla Williams 
Louis Basil Ore 
Beachcombers 

Sands 
Nat King Cole 
Allen A DeWood 
Copa Girls. 
Antonio Morelli Or- 

San Soucl . 
■"Midnight In Paris-1 
Bobby Morris 
Pat Moreno - 
RSy Parsons 
Sherry Shons 
Cindy A Alberto. ■ 
Jeanne Masson 
Mile. ZabUda 
Bobby Blue ;Orci 

Showboat 
Hank Penny 
Shirley Scott. 
Garr Nelson 
Showboat Glrli 
Vic Artese Ore 

Silver Slipper 
Hank Henry 
Annie Maloney : 
Peggy Dieterick .. 
Jimmy Cavanaugh. 
Sparky Kaye 
Mac Dennison 
Geo. Redman Ore 

Thunderblrd 
Frank Gusto " 
Joe Fornaro 

Tropicana 
Jayne Mansfield 
Mickey: Hargitay ... 
Seine Dunn 
Cathy Crosby 
Johnny Puleo A 

. Harmonica Gang 
Dante D’Pahlo 
George Chakiris. . 
Lizanne Truex 
Sean Garrison 
Jack Ackerman 
Nat Brandywynne 

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH 
Americana 

Julie Wilson 
Senor Wences 
Bert Michaels 
Jackie Heller 
Lee Martin. Ore. 
Maya Ore 

Avalon 

Balmoral 
■ Charlie Fairell . 
!■ Irving Fields 3 
i Billy Mitchell 
• Mickey Gentile 
{Jose Curbelo Ore 
j Cafe Do Paris 

George Matson 

Guy. Lombardo Ore . Bela Bahai Ore 

CHICAGO 

Town A Country 
Judy Garland 
Bobby Van 
Dave • Barry. 
Burnell Dcrs 
Ned Harvey Ore 
Sicaris Ore . 

. VfwMw Laatora 
Janice Caire 
Virginia Craig i The Sxoiiys . 
Ernest Schoen Ore ■ Wiere Bros. 
Paul Mann j Piroska 

Village Bam : KRy Fellows 
BCly Kelly ; Jet MacDonald 
Mae Sagan . K Dick Estes 
Larry McMahon : } Bona Nagy 
Irving Harris t Chickie James 
Belle Carroll' ? Dong- Scott 
Piute Pete 1 Croft Twins 
Bobby Meyers Ore /Tinker Bell 

Village Vanguard ; Sherry BrittOQ 
Langston Hughes : Kingpins - 
Irwin Corey : Lvda Fairbanks 
Charlie Mingus ; Freddie Bell BeQ- 

WaMeri-Asteria hops 
Varel A BaiDy 
Chanteurs De Paris 
Emil Coleman Ore 

Deauville 
McGuire Sisters 
Jack Durant 

s Los Gatos 
Boh Regent 

’ Tito Puente Ore 
Dahuta Jo 

• Drake Hotel 
. ? Pat O’Day • 

Jimmy Blade Ore 
Goto e5 Horn 

; P Amaya A 
i C. Torres 
? Stan Wilson 
1 London House 
; Teddy Wilson. C5> 

Mister Kellrs 

Eden Roe.. 
-Joe E. Lewis 
ERa Fitzgerald 

/Jonah Jones 
Rascha Bodell 

•Mai Malkin Ore 

Black Orchid 
Shecky Greene 
Dtahann Carroll 
Joe Parnello t3> 
' Blue Angel 
Princess Abilia A 

King Christian 
Lord Christo 
Mighty Dictator 
Antonio Jiminez A _ 

Pepita Martinez i Lee Wiley 
Blue ’ Note. ; Kingston Trie 

Earl Bostic <5* j Marx A Frige 
Cloister inn . filmcr HeosO 

Eddie Higgins Trio Carol Charming 
Beverly Kelly i Ch-.qnita A Johnson , Sacaszs Ore 
Ramsey' Levus Trio > Ben Arden Ore P«pi Canqm OCi 

’ Jimmy Durante 
- Eddie Jackson 
'Sonny King 
: Jack Both 
Jaies Bdffano: - 

| Borden Twine 
^ Sally Davis 
Norton A. Pat riria 

Latin QQartor 
Milton Berle 
Batty George 
Metropolitans 
Dunhuls- 
MltmAft 
Stan Fisher 
Quito Clayero. 
Gina.: Guardi 
Martha Errole 
Walter Nye Ore 

Lucerne 
Havana Mardl Gras 
Diosa CosteDo . 
MRoe Velarde 
Don Casinor . 
Tonia Flores. . 
Tony A Francella 
Juan Rcnnero. - 
David Tyler Ore 
Luis Varona Ore . 

Malayan 
Hawaiian Bevno 

RENO 
Harolds Cluii 

Jodimars . 

Knox A Kdirril 
Wilder Bros. 

Harrsh's . 
King Pins 
Carmen LeFavo 
Lou Styles & 

Stylists • 
Jan Stewart 4 

Holiday 
Barons 
Eddie Bush 

Mopes Sky room 
Kay Martin 
Woo Woo Stevens 
Jack Melick 3 

Riverside 
Mills Bros. 
Starlets 
Bill Clifford Oro 

SAN FRANCISCO 

44# Club: 
3 Sharps 
Patsy Kelly-1 

Backstage 
Joanne Beretta 
Bernard Bragg 

Blackhawk 
LUrlfean Hunter 

Easy Street 
Turk Murphy -Ore 
. . . Crest Lounge 
Pete Dally Ore 

Pack's II 
Vagabonds 
Lord Buckley 

. Fairmont- Hotel 
MUls Bros. 
E. Heckscber ■ Ore 

• Gay M'S : 
Bee, Ray A Ray. K. 

. Goman 
Joy Healy Dncrs B 

I Wally Rose Oro 
' -Hangover 
Earl Fatha Hines 

Ore 
Muggsy Spanier 
Joe Sullivan 

Hungry-I . 
Adi Moore - 
Marsh Bros. 
Gateway Singers 

Jazz. Showcase 
Paul, Bley- 4 

.. Purple Onion 
Lll Greenwood 
Loii Gottlieh 
Jim Shaw’s' Puppets 

Tin Angel 
Marty Marsalla Ore 

365 Club ; 
Jeannie Johnson 
Allen Cole/ 
Alex Duchin Orq 

Continued - from page 2 s 

plained about the lack of Cuban I 
patroniage since the natives are 
playing it safe at night. Yank tour¬ 
ists are riot bothered and the spo¬ 
radic shooting of some of the 
hsaver g r ingo newspapermen 
heard were , said to be cops-and- 
robbers stuff rather than politico 
bing-banging. (One report brought 
back, however, mentioned the 
Reader’s Digest office in the Pan- 
American Bldg. being sabotaged 
and ransacked by employees for 
variously ascribed reasons, none 
verified). 

Vet junketeers—* - ha ve new Hil¬ 
ton. . hotel/ .will travel”—reported 
the opening of the new plushery 
as very smooth with beaucoup 
casinoi action. The Havana Riviera 
casino was. the only other casino 
reported doing well; the new Capri 
and the old Nacional nsg; and the 
Tropicana, with, its lavish floor- 
show, doing the best nitery biz. 

The meandering Americans were 
surprised that in their drives to 
Veradero Beach and lcindred spots 
there was no. police roadblocks, but 
admittedly it ..has scared the tour¬ 
ist trade back to the mainland. The 
weather also was. inordinately 
chilly. 

.The new 30-story, $44,000,000 
-Habana Hilton is owned by the 
Cuban Restaurant Workers Union, 
operated by Hilton. There was a 
palace guard of about 100 armed 
police arid others presumed dis¬ 
guised as waiters, captains arid 
chefs to. prevent any bombing or 
kidnapping of guests* the Holly¬ 
wood personalities included. Some 
of the expected film names failed 
to make the junket for reasons that 
may be real or contrived because 
of the Cuban scare. . 

Nonetheless the Cuban Tourism 
Institute, which says Americans 
left behind $37,000,000 in 1956 and 
$40,000,000 last year, envisions an 
annual $i00,000,000 U. S. spend-1 
thrifting in Cuba in less than five 
years. . Meantime the Florida ho¬ 
tels are booming again, aided by ] 
improved weather. . 

Ctlipw Revue 
, Murray Franklin’s 
Terry :Havei 

Roy Medley 
Linda BU2M9 
Son Lawton 

- HawtfHrs 
Larry K. Nixon 
Holly Warren 
Carlos A Yvonne 
Syd Stanley Ore . 

Geidia Girl Revue 
Ming A Ting 
Toy A Wing 
nonan Aha-' ' 
Tony.Toyada 
Tong Broa. 
Kabonki Dncra. 
RMk Wallis 
Charle* A Fayo 
Henry Levens Ore 

lEarzi A Refh 

__Ore 
Lord Un coil, 

Elvis-m-Creweit 
—^ Contlnned from page 1 ss 

sioris with . the singer whenever ] 
necessary. 

Presley, who started a whole 
, new' pop cycle - with his blend of 
! rock ’n’ roll arid country styles, 
| became the best investment RCA 
Victor ever made. On Stoles* sug- 

] gestion Victor bought Presley’s 
| contract with the indie Sun Rec- 
! ords for $35,000 at a time when 
I be was: an unknown. A couple of 
i months after joining . Victor, . he 
- caught on with the kids and turned 
. the whole disk, industry into a vir- 
> tual one-mari show. At one time, 
‘ over two-thirds -of Victor’s entire 
»disk production was based oh 
j Presley hits. 

As an extension of his disk rage, 
V he was also starred in three films, 
j “Dove Me Tendert’ for 20th Cen- 
' tury-Fox, ‘"Loving You”. for Para- 

I mount and “Jailhouse Rock” for! 
j MGM; all were relatively low-cost! 
! productions but were boffo at the 
I boxoffice. A fourth pic for- Para- 
; mount, “King Creole” is due for 
release shortly. In addition to the, 

, disk* film and personal appearance 
coin*. Presley also cleaned up by 

| licensing the use of, his name and | 
l likeness for assorted juve-slinted 
| merchandise. His business affairs 

are handled by Tom Parker, a 
| Nashville penonal manager who, 

4 before Presley, was ditto for coun¬ 

Boston Not Prudish, Says Censor 
Continued from, pace t 

drew a sarcastic editorial frdm the 
Boston Herald, to which The Pilot, 
official newspaper of the Catholic 
Diocese of Boston, used the term 
“sophmoric:” 

On the question of official cen¬ 
sorship, Milliken argues that Bos¬ 
ton is more adult than some other 
supposedly less strict cities. For 
example, he notes, the Brigitte 
Bardot film, “And God Created 
Woman,” has had censor troubles 
in Philadelphia and several other 
cities, but has riot been bothered 

[here. 
Also, he points out, supposedly 

blase New York does not permit 
burlesque, which Boston allows. 
And although there was an uproar 
when he ordered a bra on the nude 
in “The Entertainer,” similar ac¬ 
tion, plus the. censorship of a line 
of dialog in the same play in New 
York a couple'of weeks later drew 
minimum comment. 

No Pre-Censorship 
Milliken says there is no pre- 

censorship in Boston. He attends 
film showings, and burlesque and 
nitery shows, occasionally suggest¬ 
ing cuts, or changes. But contrary 
to published claims, he declares 
that he has never asked a theatri¬ 
cal producer to submit to re-cen¬ 
sorship. He reveals, however, that 
he has sometimes been asked to 
look at questionable shows in other 
cities before they came to Boston. 

The Hub division chief does not 
arbitrarily, censor, he maintains. 
After viewing the play opening 
night he may “suggest” that de¬ 
letions be made, and will discuss 
them wfth producers, directors 
and actors, if they desire. He says 
he allows a “reasonable” length of 
time for the cuts to be instituted: 

A look at Milliken’s legit record 
for the past two seasons reveals 
that revisions were required in 
seven touring shows and one loc¬ 
al production. The tourers Were 
“Waltz of the Toreadors,”. “Tun¬ 
nel of Love,” “Hatful of Rain," 
“Janus,” “Rope Dancers,” “Cat On 
a Hot Tin Roof”; and “The Enter¬ 
tainer/’ The local show, was “No 
Exit,” at the Charles Street Play¬ 
house. In the last year, Milliken 
discloses, he has inspected 305 
films, 37 plays, 52 variety shows, 
plus Sunday entertainment bills of 
varying types. 

Although a censor usually can 
expect criticism on virtually all 
sides. Milliken is occasionally com¬ 
plimented. He prizes a letter from 
director and co-author Joshua Lo¬ 
gan regarding “Mister Roberts.” 

i Cuts Milliken made in Boston were 
j “so good,” Logan wrote, that he 
retained them permanently/ 

! What are the standards used in 
screening a play for the Boston 
public? Milliken says that he asks 
managements to delete “irreverent 

[use of Deity, obscenity, lewdness 
and indecency in speech and ges¬ 
ture, blasphemy.” In the case of 
such phrases as “son of a bitch/’ 
“bitch” and “God damn,” Milli¬ 
ken usually, asks that they be 
“smothered.” One of the largest 
number of smothering and dele¬ 
tions in any play was in Arthur 
Miller’s “View From the Bridge” 
when it tried out at the Colonial 
two; years ago. 

His Modus Operand! 
Describing his legit operations, 

Milliken explains that after he 
has seen a show opening night he 
sends a letter by messenger to the 
theatre next day, suggesting dele¬ 
tions. “There is no set time limit 
in which the deletions must be 
made,” he notes. “The producers 
or directors or Company managers 
may discuss and go over the sug¬ 
gested deletions with me/’ 

“Suggestions” are usually car¬ 
ried out forthwith. There have, 
however, been cases in which com¬ 
pany managers have delayed put¬ 
ting in the cuts almost up to the 
end of their stay. Such tactics en¬ 
danger the theatre license. 

There has been no test case 
brought by theatres or companies 
against-any of the “suggestions.” 
Refusal to institute “suggested” 
cuts can cost the theatre its li¬ 
cense.. As the show’s coining in 
are booked for only a few weeks 
at most, there is “little purpose,” 
as one producer put it, in contest¬ 
ing these “suggestions.” 

The theatre managements are 
anxious that the cuts go in as sug¬ 
gested, and as soon as possible, 
because the risk of Suspension of 
license. Thus, the theatre man¬ 
agement usually rifles fierd on the 

playing company, seeing to it that 
the cuts are made quickly. 

. Milliken: says that licensing of¬ 
ficials of other cities call him fre¬ 
quently for advice arid informa¬ 
tion regarding legit and film of¬ 
ferings. The standards of other 
cities follow the Boston pattern 
rather closely in the censorship of 
films and stage plays, he adds. 

How Milliken determines What is 
to come out of stage fare, beyond 
the obvious prohibitions cited 
above, could seem confusing. For. 
instance; he holds that outside of 
the four-letter words, he objects 
only to words included arid de¬ 
fined in the dictionary. 

Strange Situations 
That occasionally leads to strange 

situations.: In “Cat On a Hot Tin 
Roof,” for instance, the word “rut” 
was eliminated. It is in the diction¬ 
ary, but “poontang,” which has a 
southern and South Seas, meaning 
familiar to World War. II gobs, re¬ 
mained in. It is -not in the-diction¬ 
ary. '• 

Milliken claims that Boston’s rep¬ 
utation as place where everything 
is banned was earned in the long 
ago when Eugene O’NeiU’S “Mourn¬ 
ing Becomes Electra” was riot al¬ 
lowed to play in Boston and sub¬ 
sequently played “over the bridge” 
in Quincy, arid Maxwell Ander¬ 
son’s “Valley Forge” was also ban¬ 
ned. In both cases, the authors re¬ 
fused to permit cuts. 

Also many years ago there was 
an edict about chorus girl's tights, 
but “all things change arid we 
change with it,” as the Boston 
licensing chief observes. That 
presumably applies to the ban 
on the Lillian Smith novel, 
“Strange Fruit,” which was subse¬ 
quently set aside by the courts. In 
any case, Mflliken’s authority does 
not cover the literary field. 

In regard to the familiar line 
that femmes on stage in Hub have 
to wear stockings, Milliken says it 
ended during World War II. Be¬ 
fore the war, women appearing ‘on .. 
Boston stages had to wear stock¬ 
ings. “It was iust one of those . 
things,” he remarks. With rationing 
arid queues for nylons, bare legs 
won the day on the Boston stage: 
“We could hardly keep bare legged 
girls off the stage when the others 
were walking the streets that way,” 
he notes. 

Milliken, a 44-year-old career 
city official, became “censor” In 
1946. A show fan since youth, he 
boasts of having seen everything 
on Boston stages, since he was In 
kneepants. A baseball career 
loomed for him as a youth, hut it 
ended when he was shot in the 
shoulder by . a holdup man Who 
hit his mother during a robbOry 
at the family’s Roxbury store. 

ASCAP-BMI 
■mb Continued from pac« 1 

remanded the point back to Judge 
Kennedy for decision. ~ 

ASCAP, which is not a party to 
the suit brought by 33 songwriter 
members of the Society, is expect¬ 
ed to oppose the new. Kennedy rul¬ 
ing by going back to N.Y. Federal 
Court for a rehearing. In this 
event, ASCAP attorneys will also 
likely seek to Introduce into the 
record large portions of the pre¬ 
trial examinations to support their 
position that disclosure of the per¬ 
formance records to BMI and the 
broadcasters would disclose confi¬ 
dential information to ASCAP^ 
competitors and customers. 

W: G. Handy 
5S5 Continued front pace j 

his biopic, “St. Louis Blues ” had 
been cancelled by the "film com¬ 
pany. However, it was rescheduled 
yesterday because Handy, as his- 
wife, Irma, related it, “would have 
wanted It.” Film, which has Nat 
King Cole portraying the blind 
composer, as a result will he 
screened as originally planned at 
Brandt’s Yonkers Theatre next 
Wednesday (21. Dinner at Hoi- 
back's 44 Club is to precede the 
showing. With attendees to include 
local Yonkers (Handy’s place of 
residence) dignitaries, about 200 
friends of..the family, and press 
reps. 
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Hammerstein Gets the Exit Line 
Producer-Lyricist Has Last Word in Exchange With 

Equity Over Contribution to Cohan Memorial 

The long-dormant feud between 
Actors Equity and the late George 
M. Cohan was stirred up anew last 
week. The union itself brought 
the situation to light by publishing 
in its Equity magazine a series of 
three letters pertaining to a sug¬ 
gested contribution from the or¬ 
ganization for the erection of a Co¬ 
han statue in Duffy Square, N.Y. 

The letters, which ran in the 
mag under the sub-head, “An Arti¬ 
cle for People Who Like to Read 
Other Peoples’. Mail/’ was picked 
up by several newspapers and mag¬ 
azines. The three-way correspon¬ 
dence involved a request to the un¬ 
ion for a donation fronf producer 
Max Gordon, Equity’s decision to 
contribute $250 as the equivalent 
of the cost of a life membership in 
the union, and the return of the 
union’s donation by producer- 
lyricist-librettist Oscar Hammer- 
stein 2d, head of the Cohen me¬ 
morial committee. 

The Equity-Cohan conflict in¬ 
volved Cohari’s activities in battling 
the formation of the union and his 
continued opposition after it was 
established. After rehashing the 
case, the union’s letter, signed by 
executive secretary Angus Duncan, 
stated, “However; there is no 
doubt that he was a dominant fig¬ 
ure in our theatre and contributed 
immeasurably to it and its tradi¬ 
tions—as an author, director, song¬ 
writer, producer, :as well as actor.” 

In a letter accompanying the re¬ 
turned contribution, Hammerstein 
commented, “It seems' to me that 
a donation in an amount ‘equal, 
to the cost Of a life membership in 
the . Actors Equity Assn.’; carries 
with it an. ironical suggestion that 
a few stray grains of bitterness re¬ 
main.’’ Then after stating, “I do 
not dispute your right to continue; 
a resentment so deep,” Hammer- 
stein asserted, “I must, however, 
refuse to cooperate with you in 
piiipricking George’s ghost.” 

City Center ‘Showcase’ 
An Arts Treasure Chest; 

Wows $50-Top Audience 
The second annual “Showcase” 

at the N. Y. City Center last Mon¬ 
day night (24) was a treasure chest 
of legit, ballet and opera previously 
presented at the house or sched¬ 
uled for the future,: The•; quality 
show kept a $50-top benefit audi¬ 
ence in a state of enthusiasm. 

The. proceedings were dedicated 
to Helen Hayes, who has appeared 
in fOur plays at spot at the $100 
minimum Equity salary, and called 
attention to her public-minded con¬ 
tributions to the. theatre and other 
.ventures. The participants in the 
“Showcase” worked gratis/ . 

There was a suggestion by nar¬ 
rator Hiram Sherman, endorsed by 
the Center’s board chairman New- 
bold Morris, that a burlesque. de¬ 
partment be added to the Center’s 
list of activities. The audience also 
expressed approval of the idea, and 
it seemed in key with a scene by 
Bert Lahr and Betty Bartley from 
the Minsky stages and later incor¬ 
porated in the George . Manker 
Watters-Arthur Hopkins play, 
“Burlesque.” 

The two major principals gave 
the bit its oldtime flavor. Lahir 
leered, and Betty bumped politely, 
ami the audience howled. Also as¬ 
sisting was Jack Rains and three 
unbilled citizens who recreated 
this piece which was a hit on a 
recent “Omnibus” show. 

Another comedy highlight was 
Nancy Walker’s reprise of the 
Conga scene from “Wonderful 
Town,” a gem in the comedy cata- 

(Continued on page 78) 

Man Danbury Tunetent, 
Another on Long Island 

Danbury, Conn., March 25. 
Plans for a season of musical 

stock to begin here about June 15 
have been announced by Hugh G. 
Fordin, formerly of MCA Artists, 
who says he will be associated, with 
two film producers. Fordin, who 
®^s° is planning to operate a 
‘music fair” on Long Island, has 

not yet chosen the site of the Dan- 
operation, hut has two possi¬ 

bilities in mind. 
_ Ben Boyar ran a music tent in 
Danbury about 10 years ago* 

ATP AM Sets New Scales 
For Off-B’way Theatres 

The Assn, of Theatrical Press 
Agents & Managers, has set new 
wage scales and employment re¬ 
quirements for off-Broadway. Only 
one union member is required for 
theatres seating under 200. Ho w- 
ever, the weekly salary varies in 
that category/ according to • the 
seating capacity. -The rates are as 
follows: $100 for houses with un¬ 
der 100 seats, $115 for 101-150 
seaters and $137.50 for 151-200 
seaters. 

Theatres, with a capacity of Over 
200 seats; are required to hire one 
manager at $157.50 and one press- 
agent at $131.25 per week. 

‘Nude’-'kughter’ 
Fold 30G in Red 

The fold in Los Angeles last 
Saturday (22) Of the alternating 
“Nude With Violin” arid “Present 
Laughter” presentation represents: 
a loss of approximately $30,000 On 
an $80,000 investment. .That’s 
based on a March 1 accounting, plus 
estimated profit since them 

The Playwrights Co.-Larice Ham¬ 
ilton & Charles Russell venture 
originally involved a lone produc¬ 
tion of “Nude,” with author 
Noel Coward tripling as star 
arid director. “Laughter,” . an¬ 
other Coward, comedy, was ;added 
for the fir rl two stanzas of a 13- 
week Broadway run and the sub¬ 
sequent six-week Coast tour, cov¬ 
ering four frames in San Francisco 
and two in L. A. 

The production tab, On “Nude” 
was $62,798, while “Laughter” in¬ 
volved a cost of $13,154. At the 
close of its New York rim, the 
deficit on the dual presentation 
was $65,591. Operating profit for 
the first three weeks of the Frisco 
stand, ending March 1, reduced 
that amount to $47,555/ Of the 
$32,445 balance available at that 
time, $30,000 had been repaid to 
the backers 

The operating profit on the New 
York stand was substantially re¬ 
duced by the cancellation of a num¬ 
ber of performances as the result 
of Coward being out 11L One ex¬ 
pense item, however, has caused 
some backer resentment. ..That in¬ 
volved $2,208 for an opening night 
reception. 

SEASON SALE SWAMPS 
L A CIVIC OPERETTAS 

Los Arigeles, March 25. 
With more than $1,000,000 in 

mail order renewal, from regular 
subscribers for its upcoming 1958 
sesaon, the L.A. Civic Light Opera 
Assn, has stopped acceptance of; 
any additional orders, until boxof- 
fice opens April 3. 

Orders came in at rate of $100,- 
000 daily from the time subscribers 
received their blanks. Halt was 
oalled by managing director Edwin 
Lester because requests, for specific 
dates and seats couldn’t be filled. 
Applications amounting to about 
$100,000 are being returned. 

Mary Chase, Ben Segal 
Ready Denver Tunetent 

Denver, March 25. 
Denver will have a musical tent, 

this summer. Mary Chase, author 
of “Harvey,” “Mrs. McThing’’ and 
other plays, is heading the project 
with Ben Segal, who already oper¬ 
ates tunetents at Wallingford, 
Conn., and Warwick, R. I. The 
canyastop . is; scheduled to open 
early in July and run for 12 weeks. 

The setup is to include, besides 
the arena-style tent theatre, a res¬ 
taurant and parking space. Stars 
and principals will be imported 
from Broadway" and. Hollywood, 
With a resident company of singers 
and dancers. Shows will play two 
weeks each, and the boxoffice scale 
will be $3.50-$1.50. 

The idea is to open with “Annie 
Get; Your Gun,” possibly with 
Ethel Merman, a local resident, re¬ 
peating her original role. ( 

Dublin Theatre Fest 
Indefinitely Postponed 

•- Dublin, March 18. 
Dublin’s . International Theatre. 

Fest:, skedded to open May 20, has 
been postponed to an Unspecified 
date; because it has . dropped two of 
its major productions and a third 
has been withdrawn by its author. 
Sean O’Casey’s- new. piece, “The 
Drums of Father Ned,” was 
dropped, two weeks ago when play¬ 
wright refused to permit changes 
to be made. This was followed by 
the Festival Council action in by¬ 
passing Alan McClelland’s adapta¬ 
tion from James Joyce’s “Ulysses/’ 
titled “Bloomsday.” ' . 

This left Fest Director Brendan 
Smith with Samuel Beckett’s three 
new mime plays, but Beckett has 
now withdrawn them from festival, 
presumably because of trouble 
over “Ulysses.” 

Now Yens Shows 
Atlantic City, Mafch 25. 

. There’s $100,000! on deposit in 
two local banks as a guarantee for 
Broadway shows playing Atlantic 
City next fall. Now it’s up to the 
local business men’s committee to 
line up. five likely-seeming shows. 

Michael Fiore, Chamber of Com¬ 
merce president and Off-Season 
Attractions Committee chairman, 
plans to confer in New York next 
week with Theatre Guild officials, 
about lining up legiters. He’ll also 
probably huddle With execs of the 
Independent Booking Office in 
New York for the same purpose, 
and may ditto with representatives 
of Broadway Theatre Alliance, the 
legit booking subsid of Columbia 
Artists Management. 

Fiore was; assured some weeks 
ago by a Shubert representative in 
Philadelphia that, there’d be no 
problem about booking shows here 
for pre-Broadway tryouts, provided 
each production could be guaran¬ 
teed a. $20,000 gross for a single¬ 
week Stand. However, the Chamber 
of Commerce prez subsequently 
learned that, under the terms of a 
Government Consent decree the 
Shuberts are not permitted, to pro¬ 
duce shows or engage in the, book¬ 
ing business. . 

The $100,000 fund was reportedly 
raised by the sale of 5,000 season 
subscriptions at $20 each, .to* coyer 
five shows. The sale opened early 
in January, and reached the goal 
last Friday (21), thereby beating 
the March 31. deadline. The sub¬ 
scription sale was pushed by the 
Off-Season Attractions Committee, 
with the support of the Atlantic 
City Press, its editor, Stanley Fink, 
and reporter Sam Schor, who regu¬ 
larly covers the C. of C. .. 

Season subscribers were permit¬ 
ted to pay through the banks, in $1 
weekly installments. Local hotels 
and business houses also bought up 
season tickets for distribution to 
guests and/employees. It’s hoped 
that if the initial : five: shows get 
across satisfactorily during the 
September-December period, a sec¬ 
ond five-show season can be /pre¬ 
sented next spring, with another 
$100,000 guarantee fund. 

It’s planned to book shows into 
the Warner Theatre, a boardwalk 
film house being renovated for the 
purpose,; with the seating capacity, 
to be reduced from 4,200 to 1,200. 
The spot is operated by George 
Hamid. 

Director Pool for ELT 
' Starting With ‘Cuckoo’ 
The Equity Library Theatre has 

launched a new policy of having its 
productions staged by members of 
its recently-formed directors pool. 
Jack Ragotzy, one of seven mem¬ 
bers currently involved in. the pool, 
has directed the initial, entry to be 
presented under the new system, 
which replaces ; the selection of 
stagers on an individual show 
basis. 

The play staged by Ragotzy. is 
“Time of the Cuckoo,” which opens 
tonight (Wed.) and continues 
through Sunday (30) at the Lenox 
Hill Playhouse, N. Y. Besides Rag¬ 
otzy, others in the directorial group 
are Jerry Adler, Zeke Berlin, Ed¬ 
ward Payson Calk Ella Gerberj 
Adrian Hall and Jed Horner. Miss 
Gerber, Call and Hall will stage 
the remaining three shows of the 
current ELT season at the Play¬ 
house. , 

The play trio comprises “Flight 
Into Egypt,” “Arms and the Man” 
and “The Time of Your Life.” 
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New Equity Scales Aimed to Help 
Sagging Outdoor Music Theatres 

‘Captain’ in Ad Splurge, 

The Broadway production of “Oh 
Captain” is going all. out on ad¬ 
vertising. The musical is getting 
a two-week saturation spot cam¬ 
paign on WRCA-TV in New York 
to test television’s effectiveness as 
an ad medium for legit. The proj¬ 
ect, which takes in 10-second, 20-- 
second and one-minute announce¬ 
ments, was initiated last week. 

Teaser, ads are also. being run 
in the dailies and for a timely note, 
the show observed the St. Patrick’s 
Day spirit by switching its title in 
the ABC ads to “O’ Captain” for 

l that day. Also for the occasion, 
featured Comedienne-singer Susan 
Johnson re-dyed her lavender-tint-. 

, ed hair green. 

For ‘Music Man 
Legit is now selling standing 

room parties; On a recent visit to 
New York, 80 members of the 
Methodist Church Council of Des 
Moines, la., settled for* standing 
room tickets to “The Music Man” 
when they were unable, to acquire 
Seats at the Majestic Theatre . for 
the sellout production. 

Since the Majestic can legally 
accommodate only 40 standees per 
performance, the group had to 
split up, with half attending a mat¬ 
inee and the balance that evening’s 
performance. Publicity given the 
situation in Des Moines and other 
Iowa. cities has. cued . subsequent 
mail order requests for similar 
Standing room , parties. 

Special interest of Iowans in 
“Music Man” stems from the fact 
that the show was written' by 
Meredith Willson, an Iowa-born au¬ 
thor-composer-conductor, and has 
an Iowa locale. 

SERGE UFAR SLAPS 
MARQUIS DE CUEVAS 

Paris, March 25, 
. Differences between Marquis de 
Cuevas and Paris Opera as to 
Whether or not Marquis had right 
to have; his company perform bal¬ 
let, “Noiir et Blanc,” led to dramatic 
scandal when Cuevas Co. bowed at 
its premiere (March 21), at Theatre 
des Champs-Elysees. 
/ Ballet for which Serge Lifar, its 
choreographer, had given permis¬ 
sion for Cuevas staging was for¬ 
bidden at last moment by Opera 
direction. Going before audience— 
half-an-hour after announced cur¬ 
tain time—Marquis announced: 

“I have received word forbid¬ 
ding me to present ‘Noir et Blanc,’ 
one of my best, ballets. However, I 
am ignoring the interdiction in 
your honor. I am American and my 
company is American and I. be¬ 
lieved that France was free. I was 
mistaken. It is not the fault of 
France, but of one Frenchman.’’ 

“Noir et Blanc” was then per¬ 
formed, winning ten curtain calls. 
During first intermission Lifar; 
occupying box next to Marquis, 
sought to explain to press last- 
minute ban, while his neighbor 
eyed him stonily. Second ballet, 
“L’Amour et Son Destin,” also 
choreographed by Lifar, having re-, 
ceived warm-applause led Lifar to 
make move of reconciliation by ap¬ 
proaching Marquis with open arms. 
His advances were met with a slap 
in the face. Lifar has announced 
that his seconds will call on Mar¬ 
quis to arrange duel. 

It seems highly unlikely that 65- 
year-old Marquis and 55-year-old 
dancer-choreographer, one of the 
last links with the original Russian 
ballet of Diagheliev, will meet on 
field of honor, but repercussions of 
scandal may well cause lively court; 
case.. 

The Pasadena Playhouse Asso¬ 
ciates of N. Y. will present “The 
Doctor in Spite of Himself” four 
successive Monday evenings be¬ 
ginning next Monday (31) at the 
Downtown Theatre. Joel Friedman 
is director of the production, which 
has a score by Pauline Girard and 

I costumes by James Brian. 

t Outdoor musical stock theatre# 
have been taking a financial beat¬ 
ing. The situation Is revealed in 
an Actors Equity report on recent 
negotiations for a new two-year 
Contract between the union and. 
the Assn, of Civic Musical Thea¬ 
tres, representing . the al fresco 
groups. These are not the tune¬ 
tent spots which have their own 
organization. 

It was disclosed during the con¬ 
fabs that losses on the outdoor 
operations have been increasing 
each year. The decline is attri- . 
buted partially to the spread of 
air-conditioning units in homes and 

I public establishments. The agree¬ 
ment reached by Equity and ACMT 
indicates that the union took into 
consideration the weakened status 
of the civic showcases. 

The major change in the new 
contract, which replaces a prior 
two-year pact, is in line with 
Equity’s drive to even off rehearsal 
and performance pay for its mem¬ 
bers. On that score, the rehearsal 
minimum has been upped from 
$60 to $70, while the -performance 
minimum remains at $70. The 
scales apply to both principals and 
chorus,. 

Among, the. cities having major 
outdoor musical theatres are St. 
Louis, Karisas City, Pittsburgh, 
Louisville and Indianapolis. Large¬ 
ly to avoid weather uncertainties 
and . take advantage of air-condi¬ 
tioning, Dallas moved its sum¬ 
mer musicals indoors some years 
ago, and now uses thC State Fair 
Music Hall. 

Looks as If Rad Guys 
May Ont-Man Good Gays 

At Victoria Bldg., N.Y. 
The Victoria Theatre' building, 

N.Y., publicized from time to time 
as a hub of legit production activ¬ 
ity, has recently become something 
of a mecca for burglars and now 
holdup men.. Offices in the build¬ 
ing have reportedly been burglar¬ 
ized more than a dozen times in 
the last year or so, but a climax 
occurred Monday (24) with the 
stickup of a commercial firm on 
the premises. 

The amount of loss involved In 
the holdup has not been revealed. 
There has apparently been only 
trifling loss in most of the burglar¬ 
ies, but the office of producer Ker- 
mit Bloomgarden was a shambles 
after it had been ransacked by 
thieves who broke in Monday night, , 
just a few hours after the stickup. 

It’s assumed that most. If not all, 
of the burglaries have been by 
relative amateurs, since, little , of 
value has ever been reported taken, 
and there’s rarely much cash or 
valuables jn the premises to be 
stolen. The loot has generally con¬ 
sisted of petty cash and such arti¬ 
cles as radio sets, typewriters, etc. 
Intruders have; apparently gotten 
into the building in various ways, 
including forcing the front door 
just off the lobby of the Victoria 
Theatre* or from the roofs of ad¬ 
joining, buildings. 

The ease with which , entry has 
been made is indicated by the fact 
that on several occasions on a Sun¬ 
day or early Monday morning, early 
arrivals at offices in the building 
have found bums sleeping in the 
hallways. 

Hollander Wko Helped 
Franks Attends ‘Diary’ 

Toronto, March 25. 
The .Dutch business man who 

harbored the Frank family in the1 
loft of his Amsterdam warehouse 
during the German occupation of 
the Netherlands in World War II 
attended a performance of “The 
Diary of Anne Frank” last week 
at the Royal Alexandra Theatre 
here. -At the. final curtain he \vas 
identified and took a bow. 

The former Holland business 
man, Victor Kugler, has been a To¬ 
ronto resident for three years, hav¬ 
ing survived eight months impris¬ 
onment in a concentration camp 

(after the Franks were discovered 
and also imprisoned. Anne Frank, 
author of the book from which 
“Diary” was adapted by Frances 
Goodrich and Albert Hackett, died 
in a concentration camp, as did 
other members of her family. Her 
father, Otto Frank, survived, how- 
eyer. 
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Shows Abroad 
Duel of Angels 

Glasgow. March 18. 

» |. 1 shopkeeper, exuberantly played by 
H nVAOfl Eddie Golden.; Eileen Crowe plays 
rmlll UHtl the standard Abbey, mother, but 

Philip Flynn gives dimension to 
author breaks the tension with the role of the playwright’s father 
fauHhs Baton its serious side it who ^ slow to rouse but can swing iaugns. mu on its serious side it a Krtltlo -th 4.hpn the 

So They Say 

staged by Jean-Louis. Barrault; decor.. | 
Roger Furse: women's costumes *-om ; 
original sketches by Christian Dior, i.vftrs f 
Vivien Leigh. Claire Bloom. Freda . Jack- * 
sun. At Alhambra. Glasgow. March 17. '58; ] 
SH0 top. .. ' 
Toenn'h nprek Nimmo Little Eyolf 

H. M Tennent Ltd. Sc L.u.r. ±.ta. pres- .! nrha«ioTi warrants 
.entation of three-act drama . by Jean, and the Convenient- compromise "cS.a.;Sion warrants. . 
Giraudoux. adapted by Christopher Fry; solution doesn’t seeni realistic i Mooney s direction is sound 
staged by Jean-Louis Barrauft; decor.. ThhrearP ton«fpwrninRrI and Thomas McCaiin has provided 
Roger lurse; womens costumes '-om liiere are, tOO, a tew minpr incon-. r*ialictir‘-Tnnkinff village living 

'&esm the sWdeveiop.^^. ?0om* !vi age ^ g 

si"oAtlopUhambra‘^:GlasS0T* M-Tch17‘ “M The author, who has directed.his | : f 
Joseph .Derek Nimmo own work with considerable au-. ilUltle Eyoll 
Maneiius .............. Peter Wyngarde thority, is well served by his cast. | London* March 14. 

.Vjvieh Leigh!.Robert Flemyrig’s portrayal of ‘the -itich^.Codrqn.^^^ 
Annund .. BaaTHnsk^j crippled waryictiip is a.subtle mix- 

....•‘vatrii-ni JamVSIn tur? of Sentiment and sincerity. Heather Chasen. staged by David William; 
' Mace-bearer* ^Beau^^MUtpn ! TreHe BroWTie’s interpretation, of j gicor,. Malcolm pride At Lyric Opera 
Barbette .. r Freda Jackson the eccentric aUnt nits a rare note ! Hammersmith, London. March 11. 
'SbiS'.BrRnhinaBailev ai:d her big dramatic confession of Rita Allm^rs.'.'..-..4:.:..-.-./Hiather-Cha'sen 
Surt V5?r • ••* ’v Liwre£?Da5d£n her past makes an impact. .... : .! Asia lAIlm**. Barbara €le« 
Blanchard’s servant ■: John Hart Dyke Paulinfc YateS i$ a conventional ; Evoifd^U^erS * ‘ 
.Cafe g^iy; HLaw I heroine'and' Michael Scott is up to • Rat Wife V.\V.7^V<V.\V:-'Sftiniavvan-Dias 
Jei Davidson. Brian Harrison.' David t average standard aS> her fiance, j Borghejm ..;.* Michael David 
Maxwell, i^iwrence Brooks. Derrick Sherwm, as the musically-\ .■ . • -- 

-— inclined brother, and Edward Cast, ‘, One of Ibsen’s later, lesser- 
Here’s a prime example of the; as an unconventional home help. j known hut powerfuLdramas,“Little 

increasing internationalism! of legit. I seem plausible and there is an , Eyolf; bows ip a . series of three 
This plav by French dramatist Jean ; amusing offbeat cameo by Nanproductions by Michael Godron at 
Giraudoux, adapted by British MUnro as a medical psychologist. Hammersnuth’s Lyric OperaHouse. 
playwright-poet Christopher Fry. ; ' Myro. H an excellent choice for this 
is staged by Parisian actor-director-1 :-— specialized theatre, but would be 
producer Jean-LOuis* Barrault, co-i Simple Spvmcn “f^Kdin-toml " beCaUS6 

' * ' London; March. 21, •. tKe *ino- ! 
Engliai-AmericaS producing corn- ! IJfd e? 
bine for presentation in the West j chaom-m.. st-rx-Brian Rtx. Leo Frankiyn: possessive, jealous wife, and ex- 
Vnrf r,nfr thon nn Rmidwav ■ ■ ] Staged by W Tlace Douglas: decor. Rhoda poses their grief Over the death Of 
End and then on Broadwaj. hVaj ^hitehMif Theatre. London; crippled child as nothing but 

The show should do reasonably | toPRaymond Cooney '. guilty conscience, David Wimam’s 
well, although its somewhat spe-; Lti Fpsgrove. Toby Perkins! staging may lack subtlety but it 
rial in appeal and seeriis confusingr} roi. (iray-Beidin^ ...... Charles* Cameron•{ p)avs on andieiice emotions* and 
a bit artificial and ^weakened by I FrahkhS ! pulls no punches; . 
static passages. The.. .boxoffice.j Percy.pirinste . Brian Rix : . As the futile husband, Robert 
draw of the two top stars, Vivien | Mrs. B.vng Joan Sanderson Edison lacks variation, and is 
Leigh and ^Claire Bloom, obvious- ■[ I almost embarrassingly pompous, 
lv bolster it substantially,- i Mnx. . : .. Peter Aiienby | Heather Chasen gives an im- 

“Duel of Angels” is apparently j crab . ..........—*‘• '• •*'pressive- performance as the 
a sort of parable, involving fe- ,S <'r**bthlck *.. • ‘*- Andrew saths, devouring ^wife| and there is 
mimnet emotions, and purity. With ! ^... Wh£teuall Theatre estab- ' ^XQe’lent -Support in the sensitive 
a locale in the^Aix-en-Provence. - , ™ as the Londo^ horn? of j P^^g of Barbara Clegg as the 
France, m the 1860 s. The scenery j knoCkabout farce is a theatHcal husband’s half-sister and Michael 
and costumes have impressively l [ David as her swain. John Hall in 
elegant flavor, and Barrault’s stag- u has needed onlv twohtshowy '.the title role, and Selma,Van Dias 
ing makes effective use of group- j uiiich have^earned ^omethin^ Uke -in a secondary part complete Ihe 
^ Ef ! SI.400.000. Now a thirdTarce.-Sim- i 

MUnro as a medical psychologist. Hammersmith s Lyric Opera House. 
• - Myro. H is an excellent choice for this 
i _. . ‘ specialized theatre, but would be 
; ' ,, unlikely for the West End because 
• MniplP npym^n of its brooding theme. 

London. March 21. j “Little Eyolf” concerns the emo- 

} Chaom^n. Sr-M-x Brian Rlx. Leo Frankiyn; possessive, jealOUS Wife, and eX- 
]■ Staged by W Tlnce Douglas: decoir. Rhoda | poses their grief Over the death Of 

“Jose Ferrer had never done a musical, and it takes a very 
special kind of know-how to put one on. Besides, they were going 
to work on the script as they went along. That eliminated me.. 
Frankly, I didn’t think Joe could swing it.**—David Wayne, ex¬ 
plaining why he declined an offer from director and co-author 
Jose Ferrer to play the male lead In “Oh Captain,” as quoted by 
Jerry Gaghan, in the Philadelphia Daily News. 

“There’s never been a really good novel about the theatre, you 
know—probably because the men who wrote them knew nothing 
about the theatre. I know the theatre. God, do. I know it: I've spent 
48 years learning it.—Noel Coward, as quoted by Cecil Smithy in the 
Los Angeles Times. \ 

“Hollywood is for young people—or old people; For people who 
like to play in their backyards Or else soak up the sun in them.”— 
Anne Bancroft, featured actress in.“Two for the Seesaw,”, as quoted 
by Douglas Watt, in the N.Y. Daily News. 

“In the play, Schary has me (as Eleanor) say, and very lightly, 
'God gets us into deep water not to drown us but to cleanse, us/ 
I feel that’s the point of this story.”—Mary Fickett, who portrays 
Eleanor Roosevelt in Dore Schary’s play, “Sunrise at Campobello,” 
as quoted by Robert Wahls, in the N.Y. Daily News. 

Off-Broadway Reviews 

first act. set on a restaurant ter- j ^ ^ a sombre, set by Malcolm Pride, lit 
race, has a charming portrait air, j .SuS^obahly Urn ahe • satisried. :- ^i?p^priate glo0ip by Sael 

Miss Leigh gives a skillful per-j yocks of the theatre’s loyal cus- ^°rthen. 
formance as the villainess. repres-; tomers for a long time. j n “ ~ ■ 
enting feminine passion, and Miss | Producer. tVallace Douglas,; actor-.j ' 1 TOCO? a *IOSOS 
Bloom is standout as the heroine.; manager Brian Rix and .author .: . Paris, March 11. 
representing purity. Both stars John Chapman (who wrote the-1 Jajcqu«s-Hebertot .presentation of two- 
have admirabe poise, and their ; house’s last success. “Dry Rot”) ; TWCT^MSiiSer*0 ftaged aSbyd Marceiie 
scenes are highlights. Freda Jack-; have again worked on the formula tTassencourt; settings and .: costumes, 
son is convincing as a red^cheeked i that no pun can be too outrageous. . ,MaiUiier. v Features . Jean-Marie 
brothel-keeper, her key speech at • np situation too ridiculous, no plot/! tpira/’D^a Ddu, ?teJ^Brainviiie^Piarrl 
the tragic ending providing a me- too corny ard no opportunity for a 'Tabard,. Jacques Monod. At Theatre 
morable scene. l4uwh too slight. Rix’s cast of tesi-: ^.?bertot* J*aris' '59: *3 ^p- 

Basil • Hoskins is commendable de^t comics takes it .from there. : Rebecca;;:l':v:::::Jvfar^ne^T^e^odi? 
as the devoted husband of the vil- Th^ present offering has Rix and Sara Franchise Spira 

lainess, Peter Wvngarde is plausi-; Leo Frankiyn as a couple of^ bus-^^ caibhe''*,'***‘"*‘^*****& 
ble as a dissolute lover, and Robin kers who are mistaken for .secret ;.judas,.^iain Mottet 
Bailev «a familiar personalitv in service agents and become involved , Priest . Etienne Bierty 
United Kingdom television as -rn c. j" skuldneeery over an atomic 1 ,>v“ dSSTdoU 
Of the “S64.00Q Question” show, is invention. This predicament allows —_1. = - • 
believal *y bearded as the heroine’s to disguise themselves, lose j Thpre’s apparently a good Paris 
husband. * !e,u trnusers and their digpitj but r||jj store for this unusual coUrt- 

The Roger Furse scenery and nP'*er theirsense of humor, and get j room drama-within-a-drama ’about 
the femme costumes designed by P^p°s,^e]'°uf | the life and death of Christ, with 
the late Christian Dior, enhance !the central figure remaining off- 
th.e show visually, and the. acting t'' cfat?n JufimViv' • 5tage. The pilay involves a Tal- 
seems stronger than the script. In \ tlCpf^dT ' • mudic scholar, his family and a 
,cm« «n..rf nf Alibis” u nrima- Blx. Leo Frankiyn, Charles Cam- > ke.t«r* wha n«i6kn> stun. “Duel of Angels” is: priina- j 
rih an “interesting” play rather j ’ 

i boxoffice smash. 

■ Nobw'J^ Snder' actors. who present the! 
Tob7 ®Gera?d j trial in various European j 

i really g'ood farle hi more subUefy j Kg; i 
! than “Simple.;Spyrnen.” there Is, no : n„rt. irt hi. ..ft ” explain, the^ 

Browne. Ann Beach. Staged by the author; ; ratlin., as a'M. ! Although the-play Is imperfect in 
decor. Carl Toms At Aoollo Theatre, merry music at the boxoffice. fnrm pnH ai timPQ tSSuT S 
London. March 20. *5S; S2.50 top. • Rich: \0rl?v a>; t.l(n^5. to 

Browne. Ann Beach. Staged by the.autbor; : • u 1 ^ ■ . V V 
decor. Carl Toms At Aoollo Theatre, merry mUSIC at. the boxoffice. 
l.ondon. March 20. *5S; S2-50 top. 
Beth Ann Beach : 
I.tdia .:.Pauline A’ates - 

& fhe Looking might.be 
>r«iani ........ ..Irene Browne i v ^i—«« acceptable for off-Broadway pres- 
Jerome   .’. v.. .Michsd Scott } ii|oM ' ' entation 

^ Edward Cag ; Dublin, March 11. /v Jacques :Marillier’s stylized set- 
Jj.rs 1 ................. -Muni« Abbey Theatre Co: presentation of p , -.-t rnnihinitinn nnnrt 

—t—— three-act comedy . by ' Walter Macken. ;.n»' a: s5F; 01. COmDinatlon COUrt- 
“Beth” is bv no means a top- staced uy'Ria-Mooney:-setting, Thomas ! room and lecture. podium, backed 

drauv,- effort On the pan of 
llliams/but still remains an in- At Abbey Theatre. Dublin. March io. *58. ana, Aiarceiie iassencourt s staging 

terestin^ plav. It should prove a ,?e,er Moran . Philip Flynn exploits the theatrical impact, 

modestly:’ .-successful .venture HeSw.F .. .. 

I doctrinaire, it is . interesting and 
j challenging. ICs probably not suit- 
: able for Broadwaj’i but. might be 
[ acceptable for off-Broadway pres- 
! entation, 
' Jacques ; Marillier's stylized set- 
.ting, a, sort of combination court- 

. ... . ■ . . - .■»«<», .. Michael Hennessy : •_ . 
London, but is unlikely to attract Sarah Stevens ........... Brid Lynch { Rntimneern. 
undue interest from Broadway ......... H^y Hroean ? (fP*irnak':Aaw»imii• 
i-nnaoompnt« anH ic a Htihin.ic StoPJW Colhns ...-Eddie Golden,; . tFOIglWni AaVenmreJ Liandgements. and is a dubious Sivfi,n ColliM_Doreen Madden j Paris March 4.- 
proposition for pictures.u . . - . ; Janev .... ........... Joan mHara i- claude Saihval presentation of Wact 

There IS One noteworthy.feature.Connor ,...r... ^T.P. McKenna ffour. scenesl comedy by Jacques Deval. 
in this Stephen Mitchell presents- Ceolaun Maloney ....... >Uchael- O Bnen staged by the^ .author; ^settings and cos- 

tion That is the introduction of a A.ctbr-pk^-riS^oi'efet' Waher®^^^^ 
Mest End r.0WC0mei\ Ann Beach. Afarkpn hS «rltten a blaSle Comedie des Champs-Elysebs., Paris. -Feb. 
in the title ro'e. This 19-vear-old ■ -n «aS^written ^ plausible, 23. *58; ,s2.so top. - . .. . • : ^ 
air- rer r>ntu- nirt nf Hrama crhrvnl amusing and occasionally moving. Rolande ................ 1 Nicole Courcel gin recentr\ out ot drama school. COmefiv “t.nAb. in the Lookinl Priest .Michel piccoli 
IS clearly an actress Of promise..• .fcTarantula Tania Balachova 
with a wide range of talent. She 9KvSSt "'m.1^hPShoUl^Jio ' e11 a^t^e H.uelvJS ciaude_Hichard 
essays a difficult role with con- -Theatre, -.and ,may-. •have. Sjuannd: 
siderable ingenuity and displays a .enough general appealfor produc- Xrchblshop Paul Cambo 
natural flair for impersonation, tion eisewhere The author is not .. ■ 
She .could hardly have been bet- aPpearmg m it. . . . Jacques Deval. already Tepre- 
tered in this very exacting role. . Macken /s ppesumabry writing at sthted this sea$on . with “La Pre- 

Unusual characterizations ard least _to .some extent from expen- tentaine” 'The Golddigger), has 
the author’s gift foi\ striking a f,5,crte ^ 'SS? hlfKic1?!!1 now come up with a scabrous com- 
humorous note at the. right mo- ^ welcomed edy with perhaps enough good mo- 
ment do much to redeem the uh- Ja^ neig^r^ unfH R tui^ out ^ents. for moderate success, but 
believable and unconvincing psy- that he has put them into his lat-. nrosD^ct for wider Uroduc- 
cho’.dyic.il drama, and put it over e5t plav. thereby uneaFthing an old tj It’^ uncomforiablv reminis- 
,purely as entertainment. scandal; Friends turn to enemies 

The piece is set in a Thames-side and there is an offstage ^ riot, but ence &ndoloh-^>mersrtMaiSlSm 
himgrtlow and the prifcipal situa- matters presently calm cown and Kandolph-Somerset Aiaugham, 

She .could hardly have been bet- ■'appearing m it. .; . . ' Jacques Deval. already Tepre-t 
tered in this very exacting role. . Macken is ppesumabry writing at sthted this sea$on . with .“La Pre-j 

Unusual characterizations and least _t0 .^ome extent from expen- tentaine” 'The Golddigger), has 
the author’s gift for striking a ence m this piece about playw-nght now come up with a scabrous com-j 

tion involves a mentally retarded at the curtain the playwright, is ora?“a* . .1 
tcvi-aav 'girl and tteresponsibaity ajata.prjparing.to hold tbe mirror i 
of caring. for her. The characters up to life. 1 
Include the doting mother who is Michael Hennessy is appropriate- dareshim^to sleep with. her.| 
dviiif. an older sister encaged to a )>’ resentful as.the prodigal author Prornises. to reform, if I 
mitl'or.alry an eceentric aunt, a : whose neighbors fail to appreciate a”ie.10 resist her dupng the night. i 
legVets ur.cVe and a younger brother his: work, and Joan O’Hara pJays ^**c ^rchbishopr arnves and finds | 
\\Hh miKical ambitions. the conventional sweetheart who clerical, robes downstairs, but| 

At neatly* spaced intervals thesis underpaid by a “charitable”j (Continued on page 76) 1 

Two Gentlemen of 
Verona 

Phoenix Theatre presentation of The 
Stratford Festival Co. of Canada revival 
of two-act comedy by William Shake¬ 
speare. Staged by Michael Langhanri; set¬ 
ting and costumes. Tanya Moiseiwitsch. 
At Phoenix Theatre* N.Y., March 18, 
•58; 54.60 top, 
Valentine ...... Eric House 
Protheus ....  Lloyd Bochner 
SDeed ........ Douglas Rain 
Julia _ Ann Morrish 
Lucetta . ......._V.. Helen Burns 
Sir Eslamour _    Eric Christmas 
Antonio ..George McCowan 
Panthino .  Powys Thomas 
Silvia ,.. v. Diana Maddox 
Thurto ................... Eric Berry 
Launce . .■■.!.... . Bruno.Gerussi 
Duke of Milan ........ Douglas CampbeU 
Hostess_Amelia Hall 
Ursula ..  Roberta Maxwell 
Artist .... , --..... . BUI Cole 
’Well-Bred Outlaws Pawys Thomas, BiU 

Cole, John Gardiner 
Low-Class Brigands George McCowan, 

Jeremy Kilkin 
Ladies Helen Burns, Amelia HaU. Gladys 

Richards, Lois Shaw 
Officers Powys Thomas. Jeremy Wilkin 
SaUors .. Jeremy Wilkin, John Gardiner, 

Julian Flett 
Flunkeys .. John Gardiner, Julian Flett 

Early in The Stratford Festival 
Co. revival of “Two Gentlemen of 
Verona,” a shaggy black and white 
dog regards the audience soberly 
while the audience as soberly re¬ 
gards him. It is as if on both sides 
of the footlights a certain sedate, 
quizzical expectancy had been set 
up. It is the production’s misfor¬ 
tune that while the dog can shrug 
disinterestedly and slink off into 
the wings, audience-expectancy 
lingers all evening without being 
fulfilled. 

It is a staunch credit to the Cana¬ 
dian company that it can maintain 
the expectancy for the two-and-a- 
quaiter-hour stage traffic, for “Two 
Gentlemen” is hardly vital Shake¬ 
speare. It is an early play-in which 
Win, was tuning up, so to speak, 
when the youthful effort foreshad¬ 
owed some, of the future stature 
of the full-bodied playwright. 

In fact, this play has many hints 
of plays to come. Aniong others, 
“The Merchant of Venice.” “As 
You Like It,” “Romeo and Juliet,” 
“Twelfth Night” are suggested. 
Later familiar contrivances, such 
as a girl disguising herself as a 
man, the exchange of rings and 
later discovery, the maiden on the 
balcony and her young man in the 
garden below, the holy friar, the 
clowns, are all there. Too. many 
devices, perhaps, and too little 
story. 

In. the elegant Regency costumes, 
designed by Tanya Moiseiwitsch, 
the Canadian cousins sweep 
through this tale of love foresworn 
as jf it were of great consequence. 
Thanks to their performance, indi¬ 
vidually and collectively, a visit to 
“Two Gentlemen” at the Phoenix 
Theatre has reward. It is a theatre 
experience of little personal identi¬ 
fication, how’ever, like a pretty. 
Maypole dance on the green. 

As the ardent gentlemaidens, 
Ann Morrish and Diana Maddox 
acquit themselves with coquettish 
charm. Miss Morrish having slight¬ 
ly the better of it as Shakespeare 
has asked more of her than just to 
look radiant as is required of Miss 
Maddox. 

Erie House and Lloyd Bochner, 
as the swains, read their lines gal¬ 
lantly, giving little overt evidence 
of how hard they must work to give 
the two-dimensional suitors a sem¬ 
blance of flesh and blood; 

As an ardent elderly lover, Eric 
Christmas wheezes out pretty 
phrases with agreeable candor. To-: 
gether with Douglas Campbell, 
first-rate as the Duke of Milan, 
Christmas finds ways to establish 
something better than pasteboard 
character. Bruno Gerussi plays 
Launce,- the c’own, with wide¬ 
faced honesty, doing; quite well to 
hold the-stage against the artless, 
non-method performance of his 
dog.' 
. Miss .MoiseKitsclf s arched vine- 
entwined unit, set has gracious 

charm, although it is not easy to 
follow which of the varied locales 
of Verona, Milan, or a forest near 
Mantua is intended. Michael Lang- 
ham has staged for courtliness and 
beauty of visual pattern, but the 
production is largely a stately 
masque, seldom a rollick.. Geor. . 

The Crucible 
Paul Llbin & Word Baker, with Mouzon 

Law & Franchot Productions, revival ot 
two-act drains by Arthur Miller. Features 
Michael Higgins, Barbara Barrie, Ford 
Rainey, Noah Keen, William Larsen, Ann 
Wedgeworth, Barbara Stanton. Staged by 
Baker; costumes. Patricia Zipprodt; as¬ 
sociate producer, Warren Travis. At 
Martinique Theatre. N.Y-.. March 11, *58; 
54.40 top (54.90 opening). 

Cast. Sam Greene. William Larsen, 
Janice Meshkoff. Vinriette' Carroll. Ann 
Wedgeworth. Margaret- DePriest, Mar¬ 
jorie Shaffer. David Metcalf, Mary Gower, 
Barbara Stanton, Michael Higgins, Anne 
Ives.'Burton Mallory. Noah Keen. Bar¬ 
bara Barrie. David Elliott. Russell Bailey, 
John Peters, Wayne Wilson, Ford Rainey. 

Paced by a king-size perform¬ 
ance of John Proctor, a man who 
chose to hang rather than surren¬ 
der his good name, the revival of 
Arthur Miller’s “The Crucible/’ at 
the Martinique Theatre, is marked 
by intelligence, virility and passion. 
This version of the play about the 
Salem witch trials is said to vary 
somewhat from the production that 
opened on Broadway in Jan. '53, 
having been subsequently revised 
by Miller. 

The only readily visible changes 
are the introduction of a scene in 
the woods near Salem between 
Proctor and the girl who was ini¬ 
tially responsible for his destruc¬ 
tion, and the use of. a reader iU 
modern; dress who sets the time 
and place and provides transitional 
comments between scenes. This 
latter device does little to improve 
upon the present production, for 
under Word Baker’s driving direc¬ 
tion, the revival on the arena stage 
of off-Broadway’s latest playhouse 
is : starkly Compelling and illumi- 
natihgly acted. 

The Broadway production took 
on a heightened and perhaps dis- 
tm-ted qaulity by the tenor of that 
time, but it is now possible to 
view “The Crucible” without be¬ 
ing either consciously or sub- 
concOnsciously impelled toward 
conclusions other than those im¬ 
plicit in the script. 

Miller is unquestionably uttering 
a deeply-felt cry on behalf of man’s 
freedom of conscience and thought. 
He is inveighing against passions 
of ignorance; bigotry and hate* 
Herein lies the emphasis of the in¬ 
stant revival, and the thesis is out¬ 
lined with clarity and wholesome 
vigor. 

Backing up Michael Higgins’s in¬ 
cisive performance as Proctor are 
Ford Rainey in an admirably de¬ 
termined portrait of Deputy 
Governor Danforth, most intent 
and powerful of the witchhunters, 
Barbara Stanton as a pathetic 
girl frighteningly tom between 
fear of truth and the threat 
of eternal damnation, Anne Ives as 
dignified and venerable Rebecca 
Nurse, whose courage inspires 
Proctor when he is hardest pressed, 
and Burton Mallory, as the Salem 
ancient who permitted himself to 
be Crushed to death by stones 
rather than yield liis convictions. 

Ip the part of Proctor’s reserved 
and dutiful wife, Barbara Barrie • 
has cool charm and precision, al¬ 
though the iritegritv of her per¬ 
formance occasionally tempts her 
into a lower key than her fellows. 
As is clear from other productions* 
this is a difficult part, but there’s 
no question that it is within Miss 
Barrie’s senpe. 

Noah Keen is extremely impres¬ 
sive as the ReV. Hale, a man who 
seeks the truth wherever it may lie. 
at whatever cost to his peace of 
ndnd, Ann Wedgeworth Is a saucy 
ring-leader of the accusing girls, 

(Continued op page 76) 
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‘OUaboma’ $41310, Garson $40JH 
Capl.’ 56G Ws That Lady?’ ^ 

Broadway dropped last week, 
after climbing the previous frame. 
Business slipped substantially for 
a flock of shows, with the decline 
attributed mainly to the end-of- 
the-week snowstorm. 

There were 25 shows on tap, of 
which seven sold out or played to 

'virtual capacity; They were “Dark 
at the Top of the Stairs,” “The En¬ 
tertainer,” “Look Homeward, An¬ 
gel,” “Music Man,” • “My Fair 
Lady,” “Sunrise at Campobello” 
and “Two for the Seesaw.” 

Estimates for Last Week 
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 

CD (Comedy-Drama)i R (Reime), 
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD ( Musi¬ 
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP. (Op- 
etta). 

Other parenthetic designations 
refer, respectively, to weeks played, 
number of performances through 
hist Saturday, top prices (where 
%wo prices are given, the higher is 
for Friddy-Saturday nights and the 
lower for weeknights), ..number 
of seats, capacity gross and stars^ 
Price includes 10% Federal and 
5% City tax,, but grosses are net 
i.e., exclusive of taxes, 
. Auntie Marne, firoadhurst (C) 
(67th wk; 525 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,- 
500) (Greer. Garson). Previous 
week, $43,300; last week, nearly 
$40,200. 

Bells Are Binging, Shubert (MC) 
(69th wk; 548 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $58 - 
101) (Judy Holliday). Previous 
week, $56,200; last week, over 
$53,000. 

Blue Denim, Playhouse (D) (4th 
wk; 28 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 996; $31,- 
500). Previous week, $21,300; last 
week, nearly $18,700. 

Dark at the. Top of the Stairs, 
Music Box (D) (16th wk; 124 p) 
($5.75-$6.90; 1,010; $33,000). Pre¬ 
vious week, $33,400, with parties; 
last week, over $33,200, with par¬ 
ties. 

Entertainer, Royale (CD) (6th 
wk; 46 p) ($7.50; 1,050; $43,500) 
(Laurence Olivier, George Relph, 
Brenda de Banzie, Joan Plowright). 
Previous week, $43,600; last week, 
same. 

Fair Game, Longacre (C) (20th 
wk; 161 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,101; $32 - 
000) (Sam Levene). Previous week, 
$18,500; last week, almost $17,200, 

Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (21st wk; 
164 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) (Lena 
Horne, Ricardo Montalban). Previ¬ 
ous week, $59,600; last week, nearly 
$52,300. Montalban returned to 
the cast Friday (21) after a 10-day 
illness. Alan Shayne subbed. . 

LIT Abner, St. James (MC) (71st 
Wk; 564 p) ($8.05; 1,614; $58,100). 
Previous week, $27,800; last week, 
about $26,000. 

Long Day's Journey Into Night; 
Hayes (D) (64th wk; 386 p) ($6.90; 
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric . March, 
Florence Eldridge). Previous 
week, $18,900 on twofers; last week, 
nearly $20,600 on twofers. Closes 
next Saturday (29). 

. Look Back In Anger, Golden (D) 
(25th wk; 199 p) ($5,75; 800; $25,- 
152) (Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh). 
Previous week, $14,400 at the Ly¬ 
ceum Theatre; last week, almost 
$12,900. 

Look Homeward, Angel, Barry¬ 
more (D) (17th wk; 132 p) ($6.90; 
1,076; $40,716) (Anthony Perkins, 
Jo Van Fleet, Hugh Griffith). Pre¬ 
vious week, $41,000;. last week, al-. 
most $40,800. 

Music Man, Majestic (MC) (14th 
wk; 108 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $68,658). 
Previous week, $69,000; last week, 
nearly. $69,200. 

My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 
(106th.wk; 843 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $68,- 
210) (Edward Mulhare, Sally Anri 
Howes). Steady at $69,200. Show 
is selling 2fl balcony seats at each 
performance to students at 70 cents 
a ticket 

New Girt In Town. 46th St. (MD) 
(45th wk; 359 p) ($8.06-$9.20; 1,297; 
$59,085) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma 
Ritter). Previous week, $34,000; 
last week, almost $34,100 on two¬ 
fers. Miss Verdon exited her co- 
starring assignment. last Saturday 
(22), with her standby Joan Hollo¬ 
way filling in until Evelyn Ward 
takes over , the part next Monday 
(31). - 

Oh Captain, Alvin (MC) (7th wk; 
55 p) ($8.35-$9.20; 1,331; $60,000) 
(Tony Randall). Previous week, 
$58,200, with parties; last week, 
over $56,000, with parties. 

Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth 
(C) (24th wk; 188 p) ($5.75-$6^5; 
1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov). 
Previous week, $21,900; last week^ 
almost $2l£00. 

Rope Dancei 
Wk; 

850) 

luwsi 

Rope Dancers, Miller's (D) (18th 
k; 141 p) $5~75-$6.90; 944; $27,- 
S0) (Sibbhan McKenna, Ait Car¬ 

ney). Previous week, $11,600 on 
twofers; last week, over $11,700 
on twofers. 

Sunrise it Campobello, Cort (D) 
(8th wk; 60 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $36,- 
000) (Ralph Bellamy). Previous 
week, $36,400; last week, over $35,- 
700. with parties. 

Time Remembered, Morosco (C) 
(19th wk; 151 p) ($9.60; 946; $43,- 
000) (Helen Hayes, Richard Bur¬ 
ton, Susan Strasberg). Previous 
week, $38,800; last week, nearly 
$35,800; Burton exits his costarring 
assignment June 28. 

Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD) 
(10th wk; 76 p) ($6.90; 780; $31,700) 
(Henry Fonda). Previous week, 
$31,900; last. week, , about $31,700, 

Waite of the Toreadors, Coronet 
(C) (3d wk; 23 p) ($6.90; 1,101; $35,- 
040) (Melvyn Douglas, Betty Field, 
Lilli Darvas). Previous week,; $15 - 
900; last week, nearly $17,300. 
Closes next Saturday (29). 

West Side Story, Winter Garden 
(MD) (26th wk; 204 p) ($8.05; 1,404; 
$63,203). Previous week, $52,900; 
last week, over $50,000. 

Who Was That Lady I Saw You 
With? Beck (C) (3d wk; 24 p) 
($6.90; 1,280; $47,000) (Peter Lind 
Hayes, Mary Healy. Ray Walston). 
Previous week, $39,800; last week, 
nearly $37,5Q0. Walston Will with¬ 
draw temporarily from his costar¬ 
ring stint early in April to appear 
in the film version of “Damn Yan¬ 
kees” in the role he originated on 
Broadway. : 

Miscellaneous 
Oklahoma, City Center (MC) (1st 

wk; 8 p) ($3.80; 3.090; $61,812) 
Helen. Galiagher, Gene Nelson, 
Hailey Lembeck, Betty Garde, 
Douglas: F. Rodgers, Michael Maule, 
Gemze de Lappe, George Church, 
Owen Martin, Sheppard Kerman, 
Herbert Banke, Lois O’Brien). 
Opened a limited two-week stand 
last Wednesday (19) to unanimous¬ 
ly affirmative reviews (Aston, 
World-Telegram; Beckley, Herald 
Tribune; Chapman, News; Cole¬ 
man, Mirror; Furike, Times; Mc¬ 
Clain, Journal-American; Watts, 
Post); over $41,300 for first eight 
performances. 

Two Gentlemen of Verona, Phoe¬ 
nix (C) (1st wk; 8 p) ($4.60; 1,150; 
$29,382). Opened March 18 to two 
favorable reviews (Aston, World- 
Telegram; Coleman, Mirror) and 
five unfavorable (Chapman, News; 
Funke, Times; Kerr. Herald Trib¬ 
une; McClain, Journal-American; 
Watts, Post); nearly . $12,000 for 
first eight performances. 

Opening This Week 
Back to Methusaleh, Ambassa¬ 

dor (C) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155; $36,200) 
(Tyrone Power, Faye Emerson, Ar¬ 
thur Treacher). Theatre Guild, in 
association with Arnold Moss, pres¬ 
entation of Moss’s condensation of 
Bernard Shaw’s marathon play; 
begins a limited six-week run to¬ 
night (Wed.). 

Off-Broadway Shows 
Asmodee, Theatre 74 (3-25-58). 
Boy Friend, Downtown (1-25-58). 
Brothers Karamazov, Gate (12- 

6-57). 
Children of Darkness, Circle In 

the Square (2-28-58). 
Clerambard, Rooftop (11-7-57). 
Courageous One, Greenwich 

Mews (1-20-58). 
Crucible, Martinique (3-11-58). 
Dark of the Moon, Carnegie 

Playhouse (2-26-58). 
Endgame, Cherry Lana (1-28-58); 

closes April 20. 
Garden District, York (1-7-58). 
King's Standards, Blackfriars (2- 

12-58); closes next Tuesday (1).. 
Power of Dreams, Sullivan St. 

(3-10-58). 
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-25- 

55). 

Touring Shows 
(March 24-Aprfl 6) 

Auntie Mama (2d Co.) (Constance Ben¬ 
nett)—American, St. Louia (24-29); Shu¬ 
bert, Clncy (31-5). 

Cat on a Hot Tin. Roof (Victor Jory>— 
Memorial Hall, Dayton (24-25); RKO Or* 
pheum. Davenport, la: (26); KRNT, Des 
Moines (27); Victoria, K. C. (28-29); Aud., 
Hutchinson, Kan. (31); Aud.; Wichita (1); 
Municipal Aud., Tulsa (2-3); Municipal 
Aud., Oklahoma City (4-5). 

Damn Yankees—Municipal Aud., Sara¬ 
sota (25); .Municipal Aud., Orlando (26); 
U. Aud., Tallahassee (27); Murphy Aud.. 
Mobile (29); Temple, Birmingham (31-2); 
Aud., Tuscaloosa (3); Municipal Aud., 
New Orleans (4-5). 

. Olary of Anne Frank (Francis Lederer) 
—Her Majesty's Montreal (24-29); Shubert, 
New Haven (31-5). 

Firstborn, (tryout) (Katharine Cornell, 
Anthony Quayle)—Hanna, Cleve. (31-5). 

Happiest Millionaire (Walter Pidgeon) 
—Shubert, New Haven (24-29); Forrest, 
Philly (31-5). 

Long. Day's Journey Into Night' (Fay 
Bainter, Anew .McMaster)—Ford's, Balto 
(24-29); Hartman, Col. (31-2); Aud., Denr 
ver (4-5). 

Love Me Little (tryout) (Donald - Cook, 
Joan Bennett)—Walnut. Philly 424-5) (Re¬ 
viewed in Variety, March 12, ’58), . 

Marcel Marceeu—Aud,, Denver (29); 
Hartford; L. A. (31-5). 
: Middle of the Night (Edward G. Robin¬ 
son)—Curr ah, S. F. (24-29, folds). 

Most Happy . Fella—Blackstone,- Chi 
(24-29); Lyceum, Mpls. (31-5), 

My Fair Lady (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne, 
Anne Rogers)—Erlanger. Chi (24-5). 

No Time for Sergeants <N. Y. .Co.)— 
Municipal Aud., San Angelo,. Tex. (24-25); 
H. S. Aild., Midland, Tex. (26-27); Munici¬ 
pal Aud., Lubbock. Tex. (28-29); Magoffin 
Aud., El Paso, Tex. (31-1); West H. S. 
Aud.. Phoenix (3). 

No Time for Sergeants (Natl Co.)—Na¬ 
tional, Wash. (24-5). 

Say Darling (tryout) (David Wayne, Vi¬ 
vian Blaine, Johnny Desmond)—Shubert, 
Philly (24-29,. moves to N. Y.) (Reviewed 
in Variety, Feb. 26, '56). 

Tunnel ef Lave (Coart Co.) (Russell 
Nype, William Bishop)—-Junior College 
Aud., Sacramento (24-25); Pacific, Stock- 
ton (26-27); Alcazar. S. F. (28-30); Memo-: 
rial: Aud., .Fresno (1-2);. Lobero, Santa 
Barbara (3-5). 

Visit to a Small Planet (Cyril Rltchard) 
—Cass, Det. (24-26); Harris, Chi (31-5). . 

Drop Bard FestPIais 
Toledo, March 25. . 

Plans for a third seaaoh of the 
Shakespeare-Under-tbe-Stars Fes¬ 
tival at the Zoo Amphitheatre here 
this summer have been scrapped. 
The operation lost $42,000 in 1956 
and $34,006 last year. 

Production* at the too were pre¬ 
viously shared with Antioch Col¬ 
lege, Yellow Springs, O., which had 
been running an al fresco Shake¬ 
speare program since 1952. Anti¬ 
och, however, has suspended the 
annual project this year, but plans 
to resume in 1958 with an expanded 
program- Arthur Lithgow, who 
moved here after resigning last 
September as managing director 
of the Antioch festival and asso¬ 
ciate professor of English at the 
college, is contemplating another 
project for th# too. 

British Shows 
(Figures denote opening dates) 

LONDON 
At Drop ef Hat, Fortune (I-24-57X 
tells Ringing, Coliseum Ul-14-57). 
Rath, Apollo (3-20-58). 
Boy Friend, Wyndnam'a 02-1-53). 
Arid* A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-56). 
Cat on Hot Tin Roof, Comedy (1-30.58). 
‘Dear Delinquent, Aldwych (6-5-57). 
Dinner With-Family, New (12-10-57). . 
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket (11-21-57). 
Fraa As Air, Savoy (6-6-57). 
Crab Me a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56). 
Kldders, St. Martin's (3-18-58). 
Lysistrata, York's 42-18-58). 
Mousetrap, Ambassadors. (11-25-52). 
New Crazy Gang; Vic. Pal. (12-1946) 
Paddle Own Canoe, Criterion (12-4-57). 
Plaislrs De Paris, Wales (4-20-57). 
Potting Shed, Globe (2-5-58). 
Rape of Belt; Pieadilly (12-12-57). 
Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57). 
Rear Lika a Dove, Phoenix (9-25-57). 
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54). 
‘Share My Lettuce, Garrick (9-25-57). 
Simple Spyman, Whitehall (3-19-58). - 
Touch It Light, Strand (2r27-58). 
Touch of Sun, SavUle (1-31-58), 
Tunnel ef Love, Majesty's (12-3-57), 
Where's Charley; Palace (2-20-58). 
•Transferred. ... 

SCHEDULED OPENINGS 
Breath ef Spring, Cambridge (3-26-58). 
.Iceman Cometh,. Wint. Gard. (3-28-58). 
Not In the Book, Criterion (4-2-58). - 

CLOSED LAST WEEK 
Happiest Mill., Cambridge (11-15-57). 
Lady at Wheat, Westminster (2-19-58): 

ON TOUR 

Dry Ret 
Duel of.Angels 
House By the Lake 
No Time ter Sergeants 
Reluctant Debutante 
Sailer Beware 
Summer ef the 17th Doll 
Waits of tho Toreadors 

‘Middle’ $29,700, SJ.; Pidgeon Mends 
The road is beginning to taper 

off with the arrival of the spring 
season. Business was spotty last 
week, being hurt by snowstorms in 
the middle-Atiantic states, but reg¬ 
istering modest rises in Chicago 
and on the Coast. 

. Of the tryouts, “Say Darling” 
eased a trifle in its third week in 
Philly, with the weather an appar¬ 
ent factor, while the condensed 
“Back to Methuselah” had'a pass¬ 
able single-week stand in the same 
town and “Love Me Little” had an 
acceptable second week on sub¬ 
scription in Boston, ' 
. Noel Coward’s brace of two com¬ 
edies, “Nude with Violin" and 
“Present Laughter,” folded last 
week in Los Angeles (see separate 
Story for financial details). 

Walter Pidgeon has agreed to an 
extension of his contract as star of 
“Happiest Millioriaire,” So the 
show, will continue its tour five ad¬ 
ditional weeks through May 17. 

Estimates for Last Week 
Parenthetic designations for out-. 

of town shows are the same as for 
Broadway, except that hyphenated 
T with show classification indicates 
Tryout Also, prices on touring 
shows includes 10% Federal tax 
and local tax, if any; but as an 
Broadway, grosses are. net; i.e., ex¬ 
clusive of taxes. 

PHIIADELPHIA 
Back to Methuselah, . Locust 

(CD-T) (single wk) ($4.80; 1,580; 
$43,000) (Tyrone Power, Faye Em¬ 
erson, Arthur Treacher). One fa¬ 
vorable notice (Murdock, inquirer) 
and two so-so (deSchauensee, Bul¬ 
letin; Gaghan, News).' Nearly $3L- 
200. Previous week, $37,100 in 
seven-performance split-week. 

No Time for Sergeants, (2d Co.), 
Forrest (C) (4th wk) ($4.80; 1,700; 
$48,042). Over $31,400. Previous 
week, $35,600. 

Say Darling, Shubert (MC-T) (3d 
wk) ($5.40-$4.80; 1,870; $52,500) 
(David Wayne, Vivian Blaine. John¬ 
ny Desmond). Nearly $40,200. Pre¬ 
vious week, $47,800. 

CHICAGO 
Most Happy Fella, Blackstone 

(MD) (7th wk) ($7; 1,425; $58,700). 
Nearly $21,600. Previous week, 
$20,000. 

My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC) 
<20th wk) ($7; 2,100; $72,979) (Mi¬ 
chael Evans, Anne Rogers). Almost 
$69,800. Previous week, $68,300. 

SAN FRANCISCO 
Middle of the Night, Curran (D) 

(2d wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,758; $47,500) 
(Edward G. Robinson). Nearly $29,- 
700 oh subscription. Previous week, 
$26,700. j 

Marcel Marceau, Geary (Panto.) 
(2d wk) ($4.40; 1,147; $34,000). Al¬ 
most $17,900 in nine performances. 

Current financial returns from New York and touring productions, 
including closed operations on which payment, has recently been . 
made. Investment figures include overcalL if any; <R>. designates 
amount of original investment repaid to the backers. (P) designates 
amount of profit distributed to the backers. Unless otherwise indi¬ 
cated, the backers' share is 50% of the total profit, with, the man¬ 
agement getting all or most of the remaining 50%. 

Show Title Investment 

Auntie Mame (N.Y. Co.) ............$179,307 
Auntie Mame (2d Co.) ............... 130,000 
BeUs Are Ringing ..... * .. .. . .,.... . 360,000 
Damn Yankees ................... 250,000 
Dark; at Top of Stairs . ... . .....;...... 100,000 
Diary of Anne Frank'...;............ 75;000 
Entertainer . 60,000 
Happiest Millionaire ................. 99,000 - 
Jamaica ..,.........................;; 300,000 
Long Day’s Journey Into Night......... 80,000 
Look Homeward, Angel ..............125,000 
Look Back in Anger . ....... 40,000 
Middle of the Night ................ 100,000 
Most Happy Fella ................... 375,000 
Music Man .............. ........... 300,000 
My Fair Lady (2 Cos.)................ 300,000 
New Girt in Town :.... ............; 300,000 
No Time for Sergeants (2 Cos.) ........ 100,000 
Oh Captain i - -.... .............. 300,000 
Romanoff and Juliet 80,000 
Rope Dancers ....................... 70,000 
Sunrise at Camphbellq,......... .... .. 110,000 
Tunnel of Love .;,;..,......... 60,000 
Twn for the Seesaw..... ........ ....... 80,000 
West Side Story 300,000 

CLOSED SHOWS 
Nude with Violin :. •>...y. 80,000 

Note; (a) Backers receive 34.471% of the profits. 
(b) Backers receive 40% qf the profits. 
(c) Figure is estimated. ’ 

Backers' 
Return 

Te Date 
(a) $92,337 (P) 

32.500 (H) 
150,000 (P) 
437.500 (P) 

(b) 4,000 (P) 
117,300 (P) 
30,000 (R) 
63,000 (R) 

180,000 (R) 
45.500 (P) 

112.500 (R) 
8,000 (P) 

87.500 (P) 
176,000 (P) 
135,000 (R) 

(b)(c)680,000 (P) 
45,000 (P) 

545^65 (P) 
■' None 
64,000 (R) 
10.500 (R) 
20,000 (R) 

120,000 (P) 
None 

300,000 (R) 

30,000 (R) 

Previous week, 
performances. 

$14,000 in seven 

i BOSTON 
Lbve Me Little, Wilbur (C-T) (2d 

wk) ($4.95; 1,241; $32,699) (Joan 
Bennett;. Donald Cook). Almost 
$27,500, on subscription. Previous 
week, $23,000. 

WASHINGTON 
Long Day's Journey Into Night 

(2d Co.), National (single wk) 
($4.95; 1,667; $44,000) (Fay Bainter, 
Anew McMaster). Over $37,800. 
Previous week, $18,500, at Locust, 
Philly. 

LOS ANGELES 
Nude with Violin-Present Laugh¬ 

ter, Hartford (C-Rep.) (2d wk) ($6; 
1,024; $34,000) (Noel Coward), 
Nearly $34,000. Previous week, . 
$33,700. Closed last Saturday night 
(22), ending tour. 

ST. LOUIS 
Auntie Mame (2d wk), American 

(C) (1st wk) ($6; 1,513; $47,000) 
(Constance Bennett). Nearly $41,» 
500. Previous week, $41,300, at 
Hartman, Columbus. 

CLEVELAND 
Visit to a Small Planet, Hanna 

(C) (single wk) ($4; 1,515; $28,- 
000) (CyrU Rltchard). Nearly $21,- 
600. Previous* week. $24,700, at 
Ford’s Biltmore. 

TORONTO 
Diary of Anne Frank, Royal Al¬ 

exandra (D) (single wk) ($5; 1,525; 
$38,000) (Francis Lederer). Almost 
$24,200. Previous week, $14,500 in 
eight-performance split-week. 

MONTREAL 
Happiest Millionaire, Her Majes¬ 

ty’s (C) (single wk) ($5; 1,704; $35,- 
000) (Walter Pidgeon). Over $17.- 
800. Previous week, $27,200, at 
Nixon, Pittsburgh. 

MUMI 
Damn Yankees, Dade County 

Aud. (MC) (single, wk). Almost 
$24,400. Previous week, $28,100 in 
seven-performance split-week. ■ 

SPLIT-WEEKS 
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (D) (Vic¬ 

tor . Jory). Totaled nearly $20,000 
in eight performances as follows; 
four, Monday-Wednesday (17-19), 
at Murat, Indianapolis, and four, 
Thursday-Saturday (20-22), at State, 
Toledo. Previous week, $22,000 at 
Pabst, Milwaukee. 

No Time for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.) 
(C). Totaled $39,100 in six per¬ 
formances, as follows: two, Mon- 
day-Tuesday (17-18), at . Munlc. 
Au(j., Oklahoma City, $16,700; sin¬ 
gle, Wednesday (19), at Memorial 
Aud., Wichita Falls, Tex., $3,200; 
single, Thursday (20), at Gregory 
Gymnasium, Austin, $6,500; three, 
Friday-Saturday (21-22), at JdUnic. 
Aud., San Antonio. $12,700“ Pre¬ 
vious week, $40,900 in seven-per¬ 
formance split-week. 

Tunnel of L«ve (Coast Co.) (Rus¬ 
sell Nype, William Bishop). Totaled 
$11,600 in seven performances, as 
follows: single, Monday (17), at 
Civic Aud.. San Jose, $1,900 two, 
Tuesday - Wednesday (18-19), at 
Sunset Aud., Carmel,. Cal.. $2,500; 
four, Thursday-Saturday (^>-22), at 
Alcazar, San Francisco, $7,200. Pre¬ 
vious week. $8,400, at Alcazar; 
Frisco.' 

Shirley Booth to Star 
• In ‘Journey’ in West End 

Shirley Booth will star in the 
London production of “Long Day’s 
Journey Into Night.” Fredric 
March and his wife, Florence Eld¬ 
ridge, the original Broadway stars, 
will not repeat their assignments 
overseas as previously announced. 

The West End presentation is 
scheduled to open Sept 15, follow¬ 
ing a week's run in Newcastle and 
another week in Edinburgh. 

SCHEDULED NX OPENINGS 
BROADWAY 

(Theatres Set) 
Say Darling. ANTA (44-58). 
J«yc» Grenfell, Lyceum (4-7-58). 
Leva M« Llttfe, EUyes (4-9-58). 
Jan# Eyra, Lyceum (wk. 5-4-58). 
Firstborn, Coronet (4-29-58). 
Visit, Lune-Fontanne (5-5-58). 

OFF-BROADWAT 
BlooB Wedding, Actors' (3-31-58). 
Legitimate Steal, 4th St. (3-31-58). 
Bad Tima, Hoyal (4-2-58). 
Fools Passing, Jan Hus (4^2-58). 
Ardala, Cricket (4-858). 
Enchanted, Henata (4-22-58). 
Nomraau Monde; Phoenix (4-29-52). 
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Off-Broadway Reviews 
; Continued from page 74 ; 

The C'rueible ( tainiy doesn’t find a due quota of 
and Sant Greene reads the Com^-l*bc 'script's familiarcomicvalues; 
mentary with poise and clarity, i For 'a . short while, the fault 

The Martinique Theatre, in the ! seems to rest with the casting of 
hotel of that name at 32nd St. & ; the twb principals, Harry Brock, 
B'way. is an intimate arena thea-' the junk giant, and Billie Dawn, 
tre, with four rows of canvas and ; his untutored companion and cor- 
metal director’s chairs surrounding rporate partner As time goes on, 
the stage. “The Crucible” deserves ; however, Pamela Saunders, a kew- 
to keep this comfortable new thea-.* pie doll Billie, gives a very good 
tre alight for a goodly period. 

Georl 
account of herself, her round eyes, 
mincing walk and bland assurance 
blending ultimately : into the ap¬ 
pealing cutie that Kanin drew. 

In the long pull, Lewis fares less 
well, for the predatory Brock can- 

A Power of Dreams 
I>e- Pa t on & Da vid Long (in association 

with .Robert Andrews) presentation of 
three-act fantasy by Peter John Stephens. , •" r”’ - --'"V Tt~ ~ L” 
Staged bv Lawrence Arrick;' music and ;: not be played successfully by bel¬ 
dame, Donald Marsh; setting and Ii“ht- ; },nvjng alone, nor by Stalking stiffs 
lnt». Wend\ Lee: costumes, Greta Rich- . , ^ t ir1 <-tnnlrincr foot T-n T pu# ards & Jerrv Warden: At Sullivan St. ; D about in StOCKlRg leet. in LeVllS- 
Playhouse. \.y... March io. *58; $3.85 top : portrait, the ruthlessness seems 
($415 opening) ^ •''■imposed rather than being innate. 

Cast: Anne Meara. .Gerald Price.. -Ben . .. • . .. 
nani Tr.ne. Conrad Josephs. WaPer B.ll Slout is. amiably convincing 
Beakel, Dari Rubinate. Brvarly Lee, But ,. as the reporter ttho educates the 

MusiHani s’am Mmig'an^Bob Buhrman. i eirl into independence and revolt, 
Frank Fortier. '■'Wiiliarn .E.. Tierney jumps convul- 

—1-^ sively about as Brockls henchman 
More often . than not, contest- brother, Sanford McCauley 'is . a 

winning plays fail the acid test of. smooth Senator, Alfred Hinckley 
commercial production. Peter John seems to eh joy: playing Brock’s 

Stephens’ “A .Power of Breams” is' 3!}'W 
said to have beennamed theout-. ?8: 
standing original play of the year :pfaa ce?as ? a \ ■ 
by California U.r but the scriot .. Stager Zeke Berlin has seen to 
does not manage to seem such in it that the curtains open and close 
its. production at off-Broadway’s quickly in proper farce-comedy 
Sullivan St. Playhouse. , fashion, lie has Jcept the action 

An antir noiut of view can be^ fluid and sharp* and Fn?dVoelpel’s 
o11^,7-Qhn 1 D\..fh8 cipiane ivory and blue setting, is suitable allowed jroun^ author otppnons,■ . ji j > _p coos> riot* 
for he writes in fantasy vein of a r "kSff JS 
dog with silver eyes, a gypsy-like* p h;^ ’ ^ ’,b d. ^ .■ 
lover who mav be half man, half. But there .s laugh potential that 
fox. and a dead man who walks, isi:'t exploited and m as surefire; a 
abroad givipg every'evidence of comedy as “Born Yesterday’ that 
flesh and blood, although his; is disappointing, if not unforgive- 
drowned body lies outside in a able. Geof, 

• cart. There is not. however, a story , • 
urgency strong enough to compel 
attention, an arousing of sufficient; AltPAonl 
emotional interest to make an-. VhOWS nDrUflU 
audience care. , ( 

As the lusty, bibulous coachman 1 . , v ■■ 
who has as much fun haunting as | Romanecro 
lie had in living, Dan Ruhinate r it j^g been an innocent night,, and 
invigorates his scenes j priest converts the prostie by 
eved scorn. Together /performing an apparent miracle in 
\ an Alstyne. as a near-sighted car-; curjng a hunchback girl, 
penter. he enlivens as fuunv a cof- > ]\fiCole Coiircel is persuasively 
Bn-makmg scene as is likely to be garthy ag the prostitute and the 
staged for some time. ! priest is well played by Michel 

Anne Meara and Bryarly Lee. piccoli, while Tania Balaehova - is 
play two. Welsh sisters who. hope i colorful as an old miser: The au¬ 
to wed shortly. Miss Meara’s au-; thor’s staging is' crisp and the pro¬ 
burn-haired, amused-Upped \veneh ; Auction is good. 

Show on B’way 

Oklahoma . 
N, Y, City Center Light Opera Co; 

(Jean Dalrymple. director) ^revival of two- 
act (14 numbers) musical comedy, with 
music by Richard Rodgers and book and 
lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein 2d, based 
on the Lynn.: Riggs: drama;,. "Green Grow 
the ..Lilacs.” ” Staged by John Fearnley; 
Agnes de Mille’s choreography restaged 
by -Gemze: de Lappe; sets. Lemuel Ayers; 
lighting, Peggy Clark; costume supervise?, 
:Florence Klotz; musical director, Frede¬ 
rick Dvonch. Stars Helen Gallagher, Gene 
Nelson, Harvey Lembeck, Betty . Garde. 
Douglas Fletcher Rodgers. Michael Maule, 
Gemze de Lappe, George. .Church, Owen 
Martin, Sheppard Kermsh, Herbert 
Banks, Lois O’Brien. At City Center, N.Y., 
March 19, '53; S3.80 top. 
Aunt ’Eller :. Betty Garde 
Curly __ Herbert Banke 
Laurey .:........ Lois O’Brien 
Will Parker, ........ Gene. Nelson 
Jud Fry . Douglas Fletcher Rodgers 
Ado Annie Carnes  Helen Gallagher 
A!i Hakim . .... Harvey .Lembeck 
Gertie Cummihgs ....... Patricia Finch 
Sylvie ;.---- Gemze de Lappe 
"Andrew Carnes Owen Martin 
Cord Elam . . Sheppard ".Kermm 
/ Singers: Jane Burke, Jan Canada, Naomi 

Collier, Patricia Finch, Bonnie Law-, 
rence, W'endy Martin. Nancy Radcliffe, 
Barbara- S^by. Lois Van Pelt, Lynn 
Wendell, Kenneth Ayers, Ralph Farnr 
worth. Jack Irwin, Barney Johnston, Sam 
Kirkham, Stanley Page, • Edgar Powell. 
Casper Roos, Van Stevens; Ralph Vucci. 

.Dancers: Patricia Birsh, Isabelle Farrell, 
Ruby Herndon, Marilyn Kesslor, Naomi 
Marritt, Ellen Matthews. Elicia Miller, 
Ilona. Mural,. Nana Predenfe,. Evelyn Tay¬ 
lor,- Toodie " Wittmer, Jenny Workman. 
Richard Colacino, Marvin Gordon. Thomas 
W. Hasson. J-rnes Maher, -Gene Neal, 
D^vid - Neuman. WiUiam Ross, • Eddie 
Weston. 

holns enormously to press the play 
forward. Miss Lee’s nprtrait is of 
a tiny-voiced, tremulous girl, less }• - a 

earth - hound . than | Citizens Theatre ofgGlasgow presentar 
biondely. helolessly .susceptible, to . tjyn of three-act. drama by. George Mun- 
the ravages of love. } ro; staged by Peter. Duguid; setting. David 

^ . * . .1 , » Jones. At Citizens (Princesses) Theatre, 
Gerald Price as - Hugh ./of the .Glasgow. Feb. 24. ’58; $1.10 top. . 

"Glen the coachman's Son, IS POST ; Katherine Gascoyne ....Edith Macarthur 
, . rti,, ol Pnnrad ' Anne Gascoyne ....,... Ellen Macintosh 
tltl lneL . b0Uncin-.l> \ ltal. y pnra . Margery Gascoyne ..;..; Irene Sunters 
Josephs uses Sidelong glances ana ,Martha Gascoyne Annette' Crosbie 
lithe 'movement to simulate the ; Margaret Ga*coyne Hilary Paterson 

witedT^anfmal^ niiSase, and!A^hitaij 
Bernard Tone is crustily energetic 
a* the fox-hunting village squire. 

Sheoris Gascoyne. ;_.. . Frank .Wylie 
Rev.- Forbes .. John MacGregor. 
Joseph Savage .:..... John Grieve 

.. t { Alexander Kerr Harry Walker 
Lawrence Arrlck's staging has; Elizabeth Margaret ,—. Annette Crosbie 

Of haunted mood and rLt- Joseph Savage ......... John Grieve contrasts -- -- 
' farce comedy that do not alway 

blend, although this .drawback is 
.also attributable to Stephens’ 
script. .Geor. . 

Horn Yostorday 
Equity Library Theatre. Inc/, revival of 

three-act corned^ by Garsort-Kanin/ Staged 
bv Zeke Berlin: setting. Fred Voelpel. At. 
I.enox Hill. Playhouse. N.Y., March 15. 
J5R: admission bv contribution. 

Cast: Liz Williams. BUI Slout, William 
E. Tiernev. Paul D. Rvza. John Brandon, 
Michael Lewis, Arthur Wenzel. Pamela 
Saunders, Alfred ■ Hincklev. ;Mel Haynes. 
Rubv Andrade, Paul A. O’Rourke. Sanford 
McCauley, Marjorie DeVoe. 

Is it possible to itiiss with “Born 
Yesterdav?” Although this Equity 
Library Theatre revival of Garson 
Kanin’s comedy classic doesn’t 
quite answer the question, it cer- 

THE 

FALMOUTH PLAYHOUSE 
OF CAPE COD 

ANNOUNCES 

THE OPENING OF 
OUR NEW YORK OFFICE 

40 West 45th Street 
New York 36f New York 

YUkon 6 9348 and 
MUrray Hill 2-4390 

Mrs. Sidney Gordon-—Predncer 
Mrs. Anita Bellia—rNow York Office 

This is dour, diffuse, overlong 
but fairly strong drama located in 
a tenement', kitchen in Govan; a 
Clyde shipbuilding ; district near 
Glasgow. It’s intended for locai 
audiences and is scheduled for a 
limited engagement.. 

Scot author George Munro’s 
play is sardonically titled. It deals 
with a proud, stern couple and 
their five individualistic daughters 
Who meet for christenings, funer¬ 
als and such family occasions. One 
daughter is . a social reformer, 
another a preacher’s wife and a 
third an immoral redhead: A tense 
scene involves one daughter’s ad¬ 
mission of intimacy with her. 
brother-in-law. . 

John Grieve is acceptable In the 
dual role of a Iechei* of two gener-- 

i ations. Ellen Macintosh is suitably 
prudish as the minister’s wife, 

. Irene Sunters Is ai bright-eyed 
(sociologist and Hilary Paterson 
scores as the easy-virtue daughter. 

Iain Cuthbertson is authoritative 
as a son with more brawn . than 
bains, and John MacGregor, re¬ 
cently with the . Shakespeare Met 
morial Theatre at Stratford-on-. 
Avon, is cleancut but Dot sancti- 

| monious as a preacher who cOtnes 
‘ to officiate at christenings and 
i funerals. Peter Diiguid’s direction 
| is imaginative and David Jones has 
: provided an atmospheric setting.: 
i • =" Gord. 

AVAILABLE NOW READY TO OPERATE 
2,000 SEAT ARENA TENT THEATRE 

Completely Equipped, Superb Plait, Excellent Terms . 

Write Box V-76H. VARIETY. 154 W. 46th St.. New York 3* 

“Oklahoma” is topping itself in 
its current revival at the N. Y. Gity 
Center. When first produced on 
Broadway . in 1943, the' Richard 
Rodgers-OScar Hammerstein 2d 
musical was merely sensational. It 
has ipng since become a classic, 
and after 15. years is still fresh, vi¬ 
brant : and thoroughly enj oyable. 

The Center production, the last 
in a series of three musical revivals, 
is excellent and, like its predeces¬ 
sors, has a polish usually associated 
with more-rehearsed Main Stem 
entries..The cast; with .12 perform¬ 
ers starring, above the Show’s title, 
registers solidly in. song; dance and 
acting. 

Despite the hangup workover 
being given the R&H classic, it’s 
possible there may be some audi¬ 
ence resistance to the offering on 
the theory that “Oklahoma,” 
through prior legit presentations, 
the film version and extensive re¬ 
cordings of its tunes, has. played 
itself out; Those who feel that way 
and attend the Center production 
are in for a pleasant surprise. 

The musical may be familiar, 
but the brilliance of its song-arid- 
story parlay is still. exciting: High¬ 
lighting the performances is Helen 
Gallagher’s click characterization 
of Ado Annie. The part is right up 
her alley and she runs away with it, 
more than offsetting any loss of 
standing she may have incurred in 
her recent appeararice in the dire 
Broadway flop, “Portofino.” 

Gene Nelson, who appeared as 
Will. Parker in the film version of 
the musical, is repeating the assign¬ 
ment and doing a nifty job. Harvey 
Lembeck is good as Ali Hakim, 
while Douglas: Fletcher ; Rodgers 
skillfully blends sinister and pa¬ 
thetic qualities as Jud Fry. Lois 
O'Brien and Herbert Banke make 
a nice romantic . duo as Laurey and 
Curley. .• 

Betty Garde does a good job 
recreating the Aiint Eller role she 
originated in the Broadway produc¬ 
tion, whiie. Oweh Martin, the only 
member of the original company to 
play the entire Broadway rim of 
five years and two months, is fine 
as Ado: Annie's father. 

Gemze de Lappe has done a satis¬ 
factory job of restaging Agnes de 
Mille’s dances. She, Michael Maule 
and George Church also score as 
terp leads. . . Jess. 

Michael Evans, subbing for the 
vacationing Brian Aherne as costar 
iii the to.uring edition of “My Fair 
Lady,” g^t personal raves and fol¬ 
lowup plaudits fOr the show from 
all four first-stringers in Chicago 
last week. Aherne returns to the 
cast next Monday (31). 

Meyer. Davis, orchestra leader- 
contractor and legit backer, will be 
busy at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, 

Y., early. nei»t month fronting 
bands; for the Actors Studio party 
and. the American Theatre Wing’s 
Tony Awards dinner-dance, April 
2 and April 13, respectively. 

" Walter Fried,. Broadway produc¬ 
er and general-company manager, 
leaves for the Coast tomorrow 
(Thurs.) for a couple of weeks. 

Choreographer James Starbuck 
has been commissioned by the 
Marquis deCuevas to stage an orig¬ 
inal ballet fOr the latter’s ballet 
company now touring Europe. 
Starbuck joins deCuevas in Paris 
in mid-April and will remain with 

/(Continued on page 78) 

Attorneys for Meyer Levin point out that, contrary to a recent 
Variety story, Albert Hackett and Frances Goodrich (Mrs. Hackett) 
did testify in the recent trial of Levin’s damage suit against Kermit 
Bloomgarden, producer of “The Diary of Anne Frank,” and Otto Frank, 
father of the .author of the original book on which the play is based. 
The essential fact of the matter, as noted in the story, was that the 
Hacketts were not made parties to the suit as defendants, although as 
the case worked out in trial. Levin’s accusations that they had used 
material from his prior adaptation of the book became a key issue. 

During trial, N. Y. Supreme Court Judge Samuel C. Coleman threw 
out of the first three counts in Levin’s suit,/charging breach of contract, 
fraud and inducement of breach of contract. On the fourth count, 
charging use of material from Levin’s adaptation, the jury, awarded 
the plaintiff $50,000 damages, but Judge Coleman subsequently set 
aside the verdict and ordered a new trial Levin’S attorneys later in¬ 
dicated the intention of appealing the. case. However, Levin’s publicity 
representatives in New York issued a release-last week quoting the 
novelist by cable from Israel as advocating arbitration. Similar sug¬ 
gestions in the past have been turned down by the defendants. / 

Incidentally, Levin is reportedly going ahead with a defamation suit 
against playwright-scenarist Robert Thom, in connection with state¬ 
ments made by the latter regarding the quality of Levin’s dramatization 
of his own bestseHer. “Compulsion.” Thom who was brought in by 
producer Michael Myerberg to collaborate with Levin on the script, 
recently won a declaratory judgement in a suit to compel Levin to pay .. 
him 20% of the royalties from the show, as contractually agreed. Levin 
has reportedly not yet carried out the judgement, however. 

Connie Bennett’s ’Maine’ 

Meeker to Produce 4 
Dallas, March 25. 

The 17th summer season of the 
State Fair Mnsieals Will again in¬ 
clude six show’s for two weeks 
each, in the air-conditioned State 
Fair Music Hall. Charles R. Meek¬ 
er Jr., managing director who will 
produce four of the six entries, 
goes to New York next Saturday 
(29) to audition talent and sign a 
production staff, except for Dania 
Krupska, who is already set to re¬ 
turn as choreographer. 

The season opens with the tour¬ 
ing company of “Auntie Marne,” 
starring Constance Bennett, June 
9-22. That will be onb of the shows 
not produced by Meeker. Subse¬ 
quent bills will be| “Oklahoma,” 
starring Jane Powell and Rusty 
Draper, June 23-July 6; “Gentle¬ 
men Prefer Blondes,” starring 
Marie Wilson, July 7-20; “Guys 
and Dolls,” starring Johnnie Ray, 
July 21-Aug. 3; the touring “Most 
Happy Fella,” with Robert Weede 
(not locally produced), Aug. 4-7, 
and “King and I,” A.ug. 18-31. 

A Gift of Fury 
San Francisco, March 15. 

Actors WTorkshop presentation of three- 
att (four scenes) drama by Herbert Blau; 
staged by the author; setting, Eric 
Stearhe; lighting,. James McMiUan; cos¬ 
tumes, Craig Hamilton. Stars Tom Ros- 
qui, Beatrice Manley. At Marines Memo¬ 
rial Theatre, San Francisco; March 14, 
'58; $2.50 top. 
Greta Bernstein ............ Neva Fowler 
Paul Krieger -..... Tom Rosqui 
Eithne Krieger .... —... Beatrice Manley 
Morris Bernstein .. Alan Mandell 
Hazel Bernstein (Baba) 

Dushanne Von Loewenfeldt 
Ralph Marcus ......- Maurice Argent 
Sophie Marcus ___ _____ Winifred Mann 
Rhoda Marcus ... Priscilla Pointer 
Teddy Marcus ..Jules Irving 

“A Gift of Fury” is a noisy con¬ 
fusion of borrowings from Clifford 
Odets, Paddy Chayefsky, Existent¬ 
ialism and baggy-pants burlesque. 
Although the theme seems valid, 
it is swamped in a torrent of words; 
meaningless imagery and violence. 

The drama involves a quilt- 
plagued western college professor 
who returns to his Jewish home in 
a poor section of Brooklyn to help 
out In a crisis. The fact that he 
isn’t getting along with his Gentile 
wife is overshadowed by such mat¬ 
ters as insanity, rape and murder 
in the household. 

The author’s message appears to 
be that there is “nothing to be 
done” to atone for past violence, 
that guilt and responsibility must 
be limited, that childhood “fury” 
must be released by mature bal¬ 
ance. But “Gift” bogs down in the 
long, exposition-loaded first act, 
and never recovers. 

Since the author Herbert Blau 
has also directed, he is presumably 
responsible for the unrelieved 
shrillness and rush of the perform¬ 
ance. As the professor’s wife, 
Beatrice - Manley is especially 
guilty of unthinking haste in her 
playing. She hardly lets the other 
actors finish their lines before 
stepping in with her own. Tom 
Rosqui, as the professor, at least 
varies his vocal tone and doesn't 
wave his hands unnecessarily. But 
the others all gives caricatures of 
Brooklyn types, 

Eric Steame’s setting , is suitably 
drab, James McMillan’s lighting is 
effective and Craig Hampton’s cos¬ 
tumes are satisfactory. Stef. 

The KIdders 
(ST. MARTIN'S. LONDON) 

London, March 19 
The only question to whether 

“The Kidders” would transfer from 
the Arts Theatre Club (where it 
was first presented last November) 
for a regular West End run ; was 
Whether a suitable theatre. would 
become available in time. It has 
now’ found a new home at the St. 
Martin’s, following the collapse of 
“Roselarid” which folded after a 
five-performance run. ; 

There, has been a substantial 
change in cast since its first pres¬ 
entation, but Faith Brook and her" 
brother Lyndon Brook remain as 
stars, while Dermot Walsh now es¬ 
says a different role. On. the whole, 
the changes are for the better and 
“The Kidders” remains a thought- 
provoking play loaded with astrin¬ 
gent dialog and with ample light 
touches to relieve - the overall ten¬ 
sion. 

Playwright-scenarist Donald Og¬ 
den Stewart presents a cross-section 
Of the U.S. in which the main char¬ 
acters are involved in an economic 
rat-r$ce arid, to avoid unbearable 
reality, try to meet every situation 
with kidding. It is a searching 
Study, somewhat melodramatic at 
times, and the final curtain scene 
doesn’t achieve the right note of 
conviction. Yet, it remains, on the 
whole, an absorbing entertainment 
and should hold for a profitable . 
run.. 

Iii its new venue, the show is 
presented by Campbell Williams 
for the London Arts Theatre Com¬ 
mittee. The play Is expertly staged 
by Phil BrOwn and, besides strong 
performances by Miss Brook and 
her brother; there are noteworthy 
contributions by Betty McDowall 
as an Unfaithful wife, Richard 
Caldicot as ai New York tycoon and 
Gordon Tanner as an . idealistic: 
schoolteacher. Myro. 

Hildegarde arrived in New York 
last Friday (21) from Palm. Beach 
to begin rehearsals today (Wed.) 
for the upcoming Broadway pro¬ 
duction of ‘‘Packaged in Paris.” 

INCOME TAX 
Prepared'' by tax • ex* 
pert* exclusively for the 
Theatrical Profession- 

Incomes under $5,000... .$10. 

Incomes oyer; $5,000.,. ..$20. 
This fee Is fpr a complete Tax 
Ratvm/. Includlni ell On Tour and 
Professional Schedules. No appoint¬ 
ment necess^nr. For further In-, 
formation call Mr. Robert M. 
Brenner, Pros.;of / 

THE TAX; CENTER. INC. 
507 5th Ave.; (42nd St.) N. Y. 
OXferd 7-7564— (Room 1007) 

HOURS: » a.m. to 9 p.m. 
INCLUDINO. Saturdays 

HISTORIC SUMMER 
THEATRS AVAILABLE 

After highly successful season last 
summer, producer unable to resume 
operations. Seats 47$ — lass than 2 
hr*, from N.Y.C.. Contact D. Stephans, 

HOOD THIATRE, Ine., 
131$ Woodland ■ Lana, ’ Arden, Otla- 
ware. Phone: SYcampre S-244S, 

MODELS WANTED 
JILT or ♦ 

Misses Silt 10 
Permanent; seed salary 

. Appry' MIss Rusty 

J«rry Gilden Specialties 
498 7th New Yarit 
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Literati 
Curtis* MacNeal’s Views 

Curtis Publishing president Rob¬ 
ert E. MacNeal, while reporting a 
downturn in his semi-annual re¬ 
port to stockholders, saw recovery 
near. He had hoped to recommend 
that the common stock dividend be 
put oh a semi-annual basis, the 
exec said, “but general business 
conditions, lineage losses for the 
1958 first-quarter issues and the 
impending postage rate increase 
bill would make such action im¬ 
prudent.” 

The directors recently declared 
a dividend of 35c on the common 
stock payable May 1, the same 
amount paid last year. Curtis; 
earned $6,239,292, or $1.29 a share, 
compared with $6,234,398 or $1.09 
a share, the. previous year, while, 
gross operating income rose to a 
record $202,654,442 from $186,- 
575,869. 

“Although advertising . lineage 
continues to be considerably below 
last year,” MacNeal said, “we are 
fully confident that the time of re¬ 
covery is hot. far distant. To meet 
the needs of our growing circula¬ 
tion and expected advertising im¬ 
provement, we have ordered addi¬ 
tional printing and binding equip¬ 
ment,” 

Celebrity Recipes. 
Helen Dunn, who. now operates 

an East Side (N. Y.) restaurant 
under her own name, in a district 
not far from the Grand St. Play¬ 
house where she matriculated into 
show biz, is dedicating her “1958 
Helen Dunn’s Collection of Celeb- 

. rity Recipes” to Mrs.. Spyros Skou- 
ras. The wife of the 20th Century- 
Fox prexy has been Miss Dunn’s 
patron for some time. 

The. theme of “what’s cooking in 
my celebrity cookbook?” is not 
limited to show biz amateur chefs 
—even the President is . expected 
to have his favorite recipe in time 
for the deadline next week, says 
the compiler, whose Helen Dunn 
Enterprises will publish. 

A ‘Hot Dog’ Saga 
Bylined by S. A. Akinadewo in 

screaming type the Southern Ni¬ 
geria Defender, at Ibadan, Nigeria, 
on March 5 took America and 
American jounalism to task for 
Syndicating a picture of . Miss Fo- 
luke Ademoye, that country’s dele¬ 
gate to the 1958 N. Y. Herald 
Youth Forum, which showed the 
17-year-old girl admiring and 
munching a hot dog. 

After Akinadewo’s tirade against 
the barbarism of eating dog meat, 
etc., including some detours into 
other barbaric food customs, the 
USIS in Nigeria quickly got. out 
“Special Release No, 75-58” to ex- filain, “Hot dog is a term popu- 
arly used in America for a wiener, 

. a frankfurter or, sometimes, a sau¬ 
sage. The term was introduced by 

. Mr. Charles Feltman, a baker at 
the Coney Island resort in New 
York, when he devised a split bun 
(a" small,, long bread loaf) so that. 
the wiener could be served and 
eaten without plates and forks . . 
The Southern Nigeria Defender 
retracted and apologized. 

And thus another international 
incident was averted. 

Hershfield’s Features 
Harry Hershfield now doing a 

Sunday mag feature in. the N. Y. 
Mirror in addition to his weekend 
column, Humorist,, incidentally, is 
amazed at the tall memories of.the 
American public, especially in 
light of the allegation that it’s 
usually fickle, particularly as to 
theatrical tastes. 

Gn his after-dinner speaking 
tours Hershfield has noted that he; 
is best remembered for, his “Can 
You Top This?” radio-tv shows 
than anything else. 

Toronto Star’s Record Bid 
Hawthorn Publishing Co„ To-, 

ronto, has bid $25,555,021 for To¬ 
ronto Star, Star . Weekly, syndi¬ 
cates and Star Bldg. Bid Was based 
on higher of two independent valu¬ 
ations made by American Ap¬ 
praisal Co., Milwaukee, and A. E. 
Ames & Co. Ltd,, Toronto. It would 
be the highest price ever paid for 
any newspaper property. 

Application for Ontario Supreme 
Court , approval of the deal is now 
being heard. Thatfs necessary be¬ 
cause Hawthorn consists of Star 
president Joseph. S. Atkinson, son 
of late founder Joseph E. Atkinson; 
latter’s daughter and son-in-law 
Ruth A. and Harry A. Hindmarsh, 
widow and son of late fdined Harry 
C. Hindmarsh, city editor then 
m.e., then president; W. J. Camp¬ 
bell,' ad manager; Belaud Honde- 
rich, editor-in-chief and a former 
Toronto Newspaper Guild presi¬ 
dent; and Burnett M. Thall. All 
except young Hindmarsh compose 
Star’s present board of directors. 

Entire property is owned by Atkin¬ 
son Charitable Foundation, which 
must, by Ontario law, sell 90%. of 
its holdings by a deadline now 
nearly two years overdue but not 
so far enforced. In short, the Star 

: directors want . to buy the Star 
themselves. 

Hawthorn’s bid is split into $15,- 
450,465 for daily, (circ. nearly 400,- 
000), Weekly (nearly 900,000) and 
syndicates; $4,104,556 for. sUbsid 
Toronto Star Realty Ltd.; and 
about $6,000,000 to assume past- 
service pension and . termination 
liability under present union con¬ 
tracts. Most employees are organ¬ 
ized into unions including ANG, 
but the bid promises to treat the 
others “not less favorably.” It also 
undertakes to offer employment 
to all present employees and to 
offer them ,an: issue of convertible 
preferred stock in the new com¬ 
pany. Daily and weekly total pub¬ 
lic revenue last year was $29,065,- 
582, with expenses of $27,805,603. 

Lee H. Bristol Jr.’s Book 
Lee Hastings Bristol Jr., at 35 a 

composer of ecclesiastic music; 
published in book form, a promi¬ 
nent Episcopal layman; ex-NBC-TV 
production dept., now director of 
public relations of Bristol-Myers 
(Bufferin, Ipana, etc.), has authored 
a book on Bishop Robert Nelson 
Spencer. Little; Brown will bring 
it out this month. 

Grandson of the founder of 
Bristol-Myers, the author has been 
variously assistant to the president 
oi the company, Its ad manager, 
an agency man, and now back with 
B-M. But extra-curricular activities 
have had to do with church work 
and “Seed For A Song,” as the 
S3ga of Bishop of the Episcopal 
Diocese of Western Missouri is 
called, 'is a personal story, about 
Bishop Spencer, of Kansas City, 
Mo. - 

‘Shirley Temple Story Book* 
Random House will publish a 

“Shirley Temple Story Book,” 15 
from her NBC-TV series, in full 
color, at a $3.95 price next fall, 
with a first print order of 75,000. 
Surprising to RH prexy Bennett 
Cerf are the advance trade orders 
in light of no formal trade an¬ 
nouncement; the grapevine was the 
only conveyor. Sears Roebuck 
plans a full page in its catalog. 

There will be two $1 editions 
coincidentally, excerpting four 
Temple, stories in each, for the 
pop-priced trade. 

. Bela - Bartok Blog 
Last five years of Bela Bartok’s 

life will form basis of biography, 
“The Naked Face of Genius,” to be 
published by Houghton Mifflin Co. 

Penned by Agatha Fassett, it is 
reportedly an intimate portrait of 
Hungarian composer. The author, 
who hails from Hungary, is mar¬ 
ried to Stephen B. Fassett who for¬ 
merly did a N.Y. radio music pro¬ 
gram and whose brother, Jim Fas¬ 
sett, does the N.Y; Philharmonic 
broadcasts. 

Staffers Fight Merger 
Employees’ Committee of Every- 

woman’s Magazine has obtained a 
Show cause order in N.Y. Supreme. 
Court to enjoin and restrain the 
publication from transferring any 
of its assets to Family Circle. EVery- 
woman’s is set to merge with Fam¬ 
ily Circle, a competing publication. 

Employees maintain they’ve not 
been, formally, notified of termina¬ 
tion of employment and have not 
been offered satisfactory severance : 
arid vacation pay. Meeting of 
stockholders of Everywoman’s Inc., 
to approve transfer of assets to 
Family Circle, is scheduled for to¬ 
day (Wed.). ! 

Booming Paperbacks 
Signet is now starting fourth big 

printing on its exclusive, un¬ 
abridged paperback edition of “The 
Brothers Karaipazov,” in a tieup 
with Metro. It carries stills of 
Yul Brunner, Maria Schell and 
Claire^ Bloom, on front and back 
covers. 

Signet also reports booming sales 
on its M-G tie-in book, “Don’t Go 
Near the Water.” It has shot up 
to 1,000,000 copies within two 
months of film’s playing. Soirie 
600,000 copies of Diana Barry¬ 
more’s1 “Too Much, Too Soon” are 
now in print, three months before 
release of Warner Bros, version of 
story. 

There’ll be a million and a half 
copies of Irwin'Shaw’s “The Young 
Lions” in print when 20thrFox re¬ 
leases Marlon BFarido, Montgom¬ 
ery; Clift, Dean Martin version of 
novel. 

Signet also has. paperback rights 
to “The Long, Hot Summer,” Book 
3 Of ‘ William Faulkner’s “The 
Hamlet” from Random House for 

release at time oj Jerry Wald- 
20th' Century-Fox film, 

; Mrs. Ken Tynan’s Book 
Jean Kerr and Oriana Atkinson, 

writing wives of drama, critics, will 
now make room for another thea¬ 
tre observer’s frau who wields a 
strong pen. She’s Elaine Dundy, 
Wife of Kenneth Tynan, drama 
critic of London Observer, 

Mrs. Tynan, a former New York¬ 
er, is author of first novel, 
“The Dud Avocado,” now in its 
third printing in England. Dut¬ 
ton’s will publish it here in August. 
Story, deals with art American 
femme in Paris. 

Tyrian, by the way* is one of 
eight contributors to a new book, 

(“Declaration” on Dutton spring 
list. “Declaration” contains per¬ 
sonal credos of such British angry 
young men (there’s a'woman in. the 
lot, too) as John Osborne, John 
Wain, Colin Wilson, Bill Hopkins, 
Lindsay Anderson, Stuart Holroyd, 
Doris Lessing and aforementioned 
Tynart. 

Tynan’s; piece is “Theatre and 
Living” and Osborne’s essay is 
“They Call It Cricket.” Both Mr. 
and Mrs. Tynan are due in N.Y. j 
April 16 ;to catch new Broadway 
productions*. j 

David Dempsey’s Novel 
David Dehapsey, former conduc¬ 

tor of “In And Out of Books” page 
of N.Y. Times Book Review, has 
delivered ah 800-page manuscript 
of his novel* “All That Was Mor¬ 
tal," to Dutton's.: Dempsey, who 
gave up newspaper job to write 
the novel, spent three , years on 
manuscript, 

Dutton’s is scheduling it for 
October publication as its top fall 
book and already touting it. as next 
year’s leading candidate for a Na¬ 
tional Book Award... 

Wolfe Display ! 
Celebrating publication of “Look 

Homeward, Angel,” Ketti Frings’ 
play from the novel by Thomas 
Wolfe, the Scribner bookstore Win¬ 
dows will, feature a week-long dis¬ 
play of Wolfe-iana. Items include 
family photographs lent by the 
William B. Wisdom Collection of 
Thomas Wolfe in the Harvard Col¬ 
lege Library; photos of the set and 
cast of the Broadway hit by Fried- 
man-Abeles; and Hirsch drawings 
of Anthony PerkinS, Jo Van Fleet, 
Hugh Griffith and others in the 
Kermit Blooingarden production at 
the Barrymore. The play is pub¬ 
lished by Scribners, with an intro¬ 
duction by Edward C. Aswell. 

Ed Tyng’s World’s Fair 
Ed Tyng, associate editor of N.Y. 

Journal of Commerce, has au¬ 
thored “Making a World’s Fair” 
(Vantage' Press; $2.95), a com¬ 
pressed account of the vast back¬ 
ground, biz involved in creating the 
Flushing Meadows exposition. Tyng 
based his hook on the 16-voluriie 
minutes of the fair now on file in 
N.Y. Public Librapr. Present tome 
deals with its origin, design and 
theme arid manifold problems of 
selling fair at home and abroad as 
well as methods of booking con¬ 
cessionaires. Grover Whalen, who 
prexied World's Fair, contributes 
an intro to Ting’s book. 

Tyng makes, it plain that virtual¬ 
ly all world's fairs Wind up in the 
red but pay off in national prestige. 

CHATTER 

Florence Fletcher, its: former 
radio editor, has rejoined Cue mag 
as a feature writer. 

Kay Subert heads new literary 
department: of Wiliiaim Schuller 
Agency, Hollywood. 

Harvey Breit, former assistant 
book editor of the N., Y. Times, 
sailing for Paris today (Wed.); on 
the S.S. Liberte. 

Benn Hall, p.r. man whose 
"Careers on Business Papers” is a 
standard work* writing a handbook, 
“ABC’s of Publicity,” for 1959 issu¬ 
ance by Dover Publications. 

Sidney Fields, who conducts 
“Only Human” column in N. Y. 
Daily Mirror, received • Hearst 
Newspapers monthly award for] 
inost distinguished writing for Feb¬ 
ruary in national. Hearst press in 
which. 18 papers compete for cash 
citation.' Fields was tapped for his 
five-installment series on Grace 
Metalious, author of: “Peyton 
Place.”' 

The globetrotting Earl (Rose¬ 
mary) Wilsons who have girdled 
the globe by plane takirig their first 
sea voyage on the SS Liberte May 
1 for a European “grand tour” at 
leisure. 

“Afternoon of an Author,” , to be 
published by Scribners, is a selec¬ 
tion of uncollected stories arid es¬ 
says by F. Scott Fitzgerald with in¬ 
troduction and headnotes by, Ar¬ 
thur Mizener.. Anthology includes 
three “Basil Duke Lee” stories 
which appeared in The Saturday 
Evening Post. 1 

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK 
H-f By Frank Scully 

Having run out of bad boys arid girls;, publishers seem no\V to be do* 
ing just as well-with books by arid about personalities who have never 
beeri clinked as drunks or drug addicts, .' 

The suspicion that such stories .would be pretty dull rewrites dis¬ 
appears when it comes to Bernard M. Baruch and his own story. Con¬ 
sidering how persistently the buck has been kicked in the teeth dur¬ 
ing the last 30 years, this one for $5 is practically a giveaway. Is Holt 
trying to report a capital loss or something? 

. That Central Park bench routine of Baruch’s indicated that at some 
time in .his life Bernie had been an actor but it seems his first try was 
such a failure that if left him shy and tongue-tied, for years. 

The Price Of Retirement 

His mother went in. for some amateur theatrics arid his brother Hart- 
wig was headed for stardom until Barney bought him off with a seat 
on the Stock Exchange; The price at that time for such a seat was 
around 20G. Several actors have sensibly moved down to Wall Street 
but the only one I. knew who bought a seat was Georgie Price. 

: Bernie Baruch was always a sucker for his brother Harty. He looked 
on Harty as a hero who waded into a big, tough city as if it were just 
another big, tough boy. trying to pick a fight with him. 

After the family migrated to New York from Camden, S.C., Harty 
had to fight more than ever. The best Bernie could, do was to win a 
copy of “Oliver Twist” bearing the inscription: "Awarded to Bernard 
Baruch for. gentlemanly deportment and general excellence, June, 
1881.” The teacher's name was Katherine Blake. 

; But Harty upheld family honor by putting the 52d St. gang in its 
place. This gang roamed from its own street up to where the Plaza Ho¬ 
tel now stands. At that trine the. swank hostel was an empty lot occu¬ 
pied by a squatter who owned a mean little dog. 

Slugging With A Southern Accent 

A southern accent was enough to start a fight in New York, but what 
really burned the Baruchs was when some of these tough kids called 
them sheenies; The Baruchs didn’t know what it meant, but when they 
found out Harty ordered Bernie to hunt a wagon spoke hidden in their 
house. With this he laid about him until that particular war was won* 
by the southern, invaders. 

In lime all the Baruch boys seemed to have suffered every anti-semitic 
blast, though ironically Dr. Baruch, their father, had been a member of 
the original KKK after the. Civil War. The author points out, however, 
that the original and its imitator had nothing in common. except the 
letters KKK. . 

. The Baruch boys didn’t head toward Wall Street in the beginning. 
Sail; :g, the youngest, was sent to a military academy. Herman was to 
have been a lawyer, but became a doctor, until some years later when 
he, too, drifted into Wall Street. Harty was to become a two-fisted rab¬ 
bi* but he Wound up. on the stage until . Bernie rescued him and brought 
him. into the financial district. 

A tougri kid, Harty grew to be a handsome six-footer who could have ' 
played Tarzan. He was a good acrobat arid, could throw.a dissenter 
through the swiriging doors of a. bar. 

Like most New York kids, the Baruchs were introduced to the magic 
of show biz via vaude. It cost two bits for a top balcony seat in those 
days and it was a race up the stairs to get a front row seat If Bernie 
didn't get there first, Harty. did. 

: When the family finances iriiproved, the parents of the Baruch boys 
introduced them to Shakespeare, but “The Black Crook” had lines 
which Bernie at least remembered much longer. This was the first play 
he saw of women in tights. 

Bernie, the $5 Angel 

Harty first studied; for the stage under Dion Boucicault. There he 
met .an older actress \vho set his hair on fire. Between , them they soon 
had a surefire show and all they needed was an angel. 

They came to Bernie and gave him the olid promotion routine. At; the 
time Bernie-s wage was $5 a w eek. 

Somehow he raised enough for the pair to open in “East Lynne” in 
Centerville, N.J. But apparently he hadn’t raised enough for them to 
have rehearsals. One of the cast even p^t the bite on him for $10 as 
an advance against salary. i. , 

The curtain rose on an audience that filled , three rows. They had a . 
real live baby in the . show but that wasn’t enough to keep the show 
alive. It expired at the end of the second act. 

Even such a small audience could hoot the unrehearsed hams off 
the stage: Bernie asked the boxoffice to give the people their money 
back (he was always.an honorable fellow) and then Caught a train for 
New York. 

But Harty wasn’t discouraged just because Bernie lost some money 
on a play that usually made plenty. Still studying under Boucicault, 
Harty met. another tyro. That was John Golden whom Mrs. Baruch 
came in time tp call her fifth son. 

After a stretch in the sticks,.Harty made his New York debut in “The 
Corsican Brothers,” Robert Mantell starring. Harty’s name had been 
changed to Nathaniel Hartwig, the Baruch billing1 having been drop¬ 
ped. ' ■ 

Harty, Busses Nethersole 

Harty did ali right after that. He played in “Camille,” “A School for 
Scandal,” and even played opposite Olga Nethersole in “Carmen” 
where he helped make, the Nethersole kiss something to remember her 
by: This was before she played “Sappho” and ran an embraefe into a 
marathon and a police raid: 

When Berhie bought his seat on the Stock Exchange it cost $19,000. 
The night he made the purchase he was playing solitaire with his moth¬ 
er. They just, about finished the game after midnight when Harty came 
in. He arid Miss Nethersole had been engaged in a long hassle about the 
rental of his contract. 

Bernie figured that one way out of the difficulty would be for Harty 
to get out of show biz and into real biz . He offered Harty his seat on 
the Stock Exchange, provided; he would settle down. Harty accepted, 
and that ended his career as an actor. 

The $20,000 Beau Geste. 

Not until he was in bed; trying to sleep did Bernie realize that he had 
bilked himself out of an expensive and hard-won honor. He~ felt as if 
his heart had been taken, out and. laid quivering on the table. After 
tossing in agony most of the night he filially decided how he could off¬ 
set this beau geste to a brother. He would get the dough somehow and 
buy another seat for himself. 

As he was engaged to be married ait the time to Annie Griffin, a seat 
on the Stock Exchange was an important part of holding hjs. social po¬ 
sition. But this time; the seat cost him $39,000, more than double what 
it cost to get an actor on the more profitable side of the footlights. 

That Bernie never quite got show biz people out of his hair is re¬ 
vealed in the guest list at Hobcaw, his winter retreat in South Carolina. 
Robert Sherwood* Hedda Hopper, Hey wood Broun,. Deems Taylor, 
Clare Booth Luce, Walter Huston, John Golden, Max Gordon and Billy 
Rose were sortie of. those, who enjoyed his Southern hospitality. . 

As for Harty, he remained a commanding figure until he was 79 when 
he suffered amputation of ..’one Of his stalwart and handsome legs. He 
lived, thus handicapped, until he was 84. , 

That’s a long life for anybody who had ever been kissed by Olga 
Nethersole. •; 



78 CHATTER 

Broadway 1 
London . music publisher Reg ] 

Connelly due in this week Off busi- j 
ness. ' ! 

Frances Heflin, wife of actor Van. 
Heflin, and their three children 
sailing for Paris today (Wed.) on! 
the S.S. Liberte. . • I 

Lena Horne being cocktail-par-1 
tied by the Morninigside Commu-! 
nitv Centre at the Harwyn next 
inofoth. 

John Scott, legit stage manager, 
sails tomoiTOW iThurs.) for Brus¬ 
sels where he’ll be technical direc¬ 
tor for . the ' U.S. Theatre at the 
World’s Fair. 

For the fifth consecutive, year, 
the Licia Albanese Music Chib,will; 
honor the diva with a testimonial! 
dinner at the Hotel Biltmore next; 
Sunday t30».-. A full concert is ai- | 
ways a feature of the evening. 

Judy Garland was served with a 
N; Y. State tax plaster at Town & 
Country for' $5,590 representing 
$4,678 claimed owed on 1952 in¬ 
come earned here; differential rep¬ 
resent plus interest. 

Pressagents get some unusual; as¬ 
signment but flack Dick Falk, 
thinks he has the topper. He’s be-! 
lng payrolled by the Andrea DOria. 
Salvage Project* Armando Conti,; 
president. Richard Meyer, chief, 
salvage engineer; North American 
headquarters in Trenton, N. J- 

Harcourt. Brace is currently 
reading the mss. of vet Cabaret im¬ 
presario Gil (Gaillard T.) Boag’s 
memoirs. Boag. onetime husband 
and manager of Giida Gray, in the 
1920s heyday of the shimmy- 
shaker, when she-w'as a $5,000-a- 
week attraction, has been in semi- 
retirement. of late. He is now 78; 

Waldorf veep Claude C. Philippe 
gave himself a “hot-face” when 
making with the culinary depart¬ 
ment at his Peekskill (N.Y.) coun¬ 
try retreat which, if it weren’t for 
his glasses, could have caused more 
serious damage than the singed 
eyebrows and burnt hands. He’s 
now got the bandages off and is 
recuping in Nassau until the Easter 
Whirl when Maurice Chevalier 
debuts. 

Las Vegas 
. By Forrest Duke 

(DUdley 2-6100) 
New Stardust sign is the whop¬ 

per of the Strip. 
Marty Goldberg, host in the 

Sands' lounge, asked a listening 
potter how he liked the progres¬ 
sive jazz of Red Norvo. The answer: 
“Man, thatrs healthy!” 

Stan. Irwin, Charlie Kahn and 
Eddie Fox donned judicial robes 
to officiate the Nellis AF base seg¬ 
ment of the annual Air Force talent 
contest, prelim to the national com-, 
petitions. . 

Dorian Dennis, stripper with a , 
college degree, now the exotic \ 
dancing star, of the Dune’s Minsky | 
show. Miss Dennis is well known ; 
here, having played the Silver t 
Slipper and the Showboat in the 
past. • 

Garwood Van, former maestro at 
El Rancho, New Frontier .and the 
Dunes, is reorganizing his band for 
a 12-weeker at the Dallas Statler- 
Hilton. Van is negotiating with Lou 
Irwin for the chirping of; former 
Tropicanary Phyllis Paul. 

Flamingo Hotel farewell-partyed 
Ritz Bros. A few of those on hand: 
Dennis Day; Eartha Kitt, DeCastro 
Sisters. Fifi D’Orsay. Harry Rich- 
man; Dan Dailey. Ray Peterson. 
Camille Williams, Hal Belfer, Barry 
Ashton, and Mitzi McCall. 

Paris 
By Gene Moskowltz 

(28 Rue Hiichette; Odeori 4944V 
Yank, actor Bill Wilson 16 Rome 

for role m“Ben Hur” tM-G). 
Yank pix . Peyton Place” < 20th) 

and “Bonjour Tristesse” (Col) got 
mixed reviews but doing good biz. 

Edith Lorla got critical kudos 
for her fill-ih chores for Pascal 
Audret in Gallic legit version of 
“Anne Fi'ank.” 

Rex Harrison celebrating his 
50th birthday at a party on the set 
of “The Reluctant Debutante" 
(M-G>. Kay Kendall costars and 
Vincente Minelli directs. 

Third Cinerama, “Seven Won¬ 
ders of.- the World,” , getting a 
white-tie preem at the Empire. 
First Cinerama played- to 668.952 
patrons, the second to 323,085.: 

Maurice Cazaneuve, young video 
director, does his first feature 
theatrical. pic Via a suspense item, 
“Les Complices,” with Maurice 
Ronet and Mylene Demongeot. 

Pierre Brasseur has four film 
roles lined up which will keep him 

. busy well into next season. He is 
also preparing a legit entry next 
season with Henri De Monther¬ 
lant’s “Don Juan.” 
. Opera reopening: with Ballet 
entries requiring no sets. Striking 
technicians still want a 10% raise. 
Strike is expected to be settled 
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soon with Opera arid Opera-Com- 
ique to he back iri operation Wit hin 
two weeks. . . 

Highbrow film critics guessing 
what remains of director Robert 
AldriCh’s work in “The Garment 
Jungle” (Coli, Aldrich; was taken 
off the pic by late Harry. Cohn 
with four, shooting days left,, and j 
Vincent. Sherman took over to fin¬ 
ish and did a lot of reshooting. Al¬ 
drich’s, critical popularity brought 
this on here. 

Unifrance Film, governmental 
org to hypo French pix abroad, 
found that one of the leading en¬ 
tries in ’57 was the documentary 
on undersea exploration. “The Si¬ 
lent World.” Others ..were “And 
God Created Woman,” “GerVaise,.\ 
“The Red Balloon,” a 30-minute, 
short: “If All the Guys in the 
World,” “Notre Dame de Paris;” 
“The Witches of Salem,” and vafi-r 
ous lesser Brigitte Bardot .pix,: 

Madrid 
By Ramsay Ames 

*(Castellano. Hilton• 57-22-00) -• 
John Farrow signed Jose Nieto 

for his “John Paul Jones:”. 
Sara-Montiel has recorded, all her 

songs from “La Violetera” for His- 
pavox Records.. 

Legit director Luis Escobar will 
present his “La Celestiria” at the. 
Theatre Festival in Paris this year; 

Frank Lattimore plays opposite. 
Carmen Sevilla in “Secretaria para 
Tode”. (Secretary for .Everything), 
which started shooting here- two 
days ago.', ;• ■ • 

Director Arturo Ruiz-Castillo 
preparing “Gulpable” . (Guilty), 
which will star Zully Moreno, Al¬ 
berto Closas, Juan Jose Menendez, 
and Fernando Rey. 

Bernard Hilda bedded with a 
severe case of grippe. His new 
singer, English Glenda Leigh, a 
smash hit at Hilda’s Rendezvous iri 
the Castellaria Hilton. 

Conrado Sanmartin will star in 
“Nada Menos que un Arcangel” 
(Nothing Less Than an Archangel) 
for director Antonio del Amo and 
Nervion Films y Apolo. 

‘‘The Rose Tattoo," adapted by 
Antonio de Cabo and Luis Saenz, 
and starring Maria Arias and: 
Ramon Carroto, opened two nights 
ago at the Teatro Infanta Bratriz. 

Carmen Sevilla-starrer “Secre¬ 
taria para Todo” (Secretary for 
Everything) is now shooting in 
Madrid. Costars are Antonio Casal, 
Antoriio Garisa, arid Tony Leblanc. 

Some of the “John Paul Jones” 
company already moved into the 
Castellana Hilton.. Director John 
Farrow, wife Maureen O’Sullivan, 
and their, seven offspring Will take 
a house in Aranjuez. 

City Center 
Continued from pace 73 —i. 

log. From the terp field came the. 
American Ballet Theatre Go. pres¬ 
entation of Jerome Bobbin’s “In¬ 
terplay” and Frederick Ashton’s 
“Les Patineurs,” both done with 
verve and excitement- The solo by 
Bill Carter in the former, and the 
work of Scott. Douglas iri “Pati- 
neurs” were highspots. 

One of the surprises of the eve¬ 
ning was the appearance of Tallu¬ 
lah Bankhead as a ballerina in; the 
Strauss “Wiener Blut”: assisted 
nobly by Rod Alexander. It re¬ 
quired two begoff speeches before 
Miss Bankhead could retire. 

The field of solo performance 
showed excellent arias. Brenda 
Lewis excelled in “Away—the Best 
Thing of All,” from “Regina.” 
Beverly Sills did “The Willow 
Song,” from “The Ballad of Baby 
Doe.” Lawrence Winters hit a top 
response With “Thousands of 
Miles” from “Lost in the Stars” 
and Muriel Rahn made an appeal¬ 
ing Carmen in the “Habariera” 
from “Carmen Jones.” 

;.. From musical cpmedy came some 
[fine contributions, such. as the 
quartet “No Business Like Show 
Business” by Betty Jane Watson, 
David Atkinson, Donald Burr arid 
James Rennie. From “Oklahoma,” 
keenly played for comedy values 
was “All of Nothing” by Helen Gal¬ 
lagher and Gene Nelson. ' 

Dramatic duets' included Fran- 
chot Tone and Dolores. Dorn-Heft 
(just revealed- as Mrs. Tone) es¬ 
sayed a touching bit. from “The 
Time of Your Life.” Dorothy Stick- 
ney and Howard Lindsay got a vir¬ 
tual standup reception for their' 
high-keyed playing of the bills 
discussion bit from “Life With 
Father.” Siobhan McKenna and 
Michael Wager, as The Maid and 
the Dauphin registered In a scene 
from “Saint Joan.” 

Aiding were the musical conduct¬ 
ing by Julius Rudell, Frederick 
Dvorich and Samuel Krachmalnick, 
t»HiS the engaging narration by | 

; Sherman. Jose, 

(COVent Garden 013/6/7) . p- 
Paul Anka planed , back to N. Y. 

last; night (Tues.) at the end of his 
4,000-mile tour of Britain. 

Metro tele, producer Samuel 
Marx in, from Hollywood with his 
wife on a vacation. 

Blind. Negro singer Al Hibbler 
arrived from N. Y. over the week¬ 
end and parted a British tour m 
Liverpool last. Monday (24), 

“Bridge on the River Kwai” is 
now in: its third West End season. 
Having started an indefinite run at 
the Ritz, Leicester Square. 

Trevor Howard and Paul Lukas 
playing.. leading male roles in 
Darryl F. Zanuck’s next:, indie, 
"Roots of Heaven,” to be filmed in 
the Belgian Congo. 

Olson and Johnson, due here be¬ 
fore end of the month for a British ■ 
tour under the Bernard Delfont 
banner; will tee off in Birmingham 
on Easter Monday. 

. Ballerina Alicia Markova went to 
Buckingham Palace last week 
where she was invested with the 
CBE (Commander of the British 
Empire) by the Queen. 

Jock McGregor (Motion Picture 
Exhibitor). and Dick Richards 
(Variety). •. named chairman, arid 
Vice-chairman respectively, of the 
film section of the Critics’ Circle. 

Alec Guinness has scribed a 
screenplay based on. the life of the 
Flemish priest. Father Damiens, 
who was known as the Apostle of 
the Lepers. Ronald Neanie will 
do it. 

Associated British Elstree tossed 
a Dorchester cocjctailery to launch 
itsdates pic, “No Trees in Street,” 
which .stars Sylvia Syms, Herbert 
Lorn, Ronald Howard and Stanley 
Holloway., 

Hal E.. Chester arid: Andre de 
Toth off. to Berlin to start on 
Sabre's new British production for 
Columbia release, “Britain’s Two- 
Headed Spy,”. which . stars Jack 
Hawkins. 

Harry Morris, joint mar.agmg 
di’. ector of Rank Film Distributors 
and joint assistant managing direc¬ 
tor of the Rank Organization, joins 
board of Cifesa which will handle 
Rank filriis in Spain, 

Eugene O’Neill’s “The Iceman 
Cometh;” which has beeri running 
at the Arts Theatre Club, transfers 
for, a regular West End run at the 
Winter Garden Theatre next Satur¬ 
day (29). 

U. S. Impresario Donald Black- 
well signed Signe Hasso for the 
star role, iri: “Key of the Door,” 
which operis. a tryout, tour in Edin¬ 
burgh, April. 14, before coming to 
the West End. 

. .Melvin Stewart, John Bouie, 
Charles A. McRae and composer 
David Martin arrived from: N.Y. 
last week for “Simply Heavenly,” 
an all-Negro musical which Jack 
Hylton is to present jointly with 

| Laurence Harvey, 
Comedian : .Tony Hancock, im¬ 

pressionist. Clifford Stanton arid 
vocalist Sheila: Bradley head a com¬ 
pany of seven which left here Mon¬ 
day (24) to entertairi British troops 
in Malta, Salonica arid Tripoli; 

; John Farrowr - planed in from 
Madrid, to cast nine of the major 
roles in “John Paul Jones,” which 
he is to direct in Spain for Samuel 
Bronston as an independerit pro¬ 
duction for; WB release. 

. Montague C. Morton, UA topper 
in London, hosted; a Claridges re¬ 
ception to welcome Rita Haywrorth 
and her husband James Hill. 
Charles Goldsmith, Metro topper, 
did the horiors for Charlton Heston. 

Kenneth. Lomas leaves the Rank 
Organization at the. end of March 
to take up an executive post with a 
tobaCco coiripanyl He had been 
chief public, relations officer. Alex 
Hughes . now moves into the va¬ 
cated post. . 

By Jerry Gaghan 
Mickey Shaughnessy into Latin 

Casino April 7-12. 
Lambertville Music Circus opens 

May 31 with “Most Happy Fella.” 
..Philadelphia Art Alliance medal 

of achievement: awarded Mrs. 
Efrem Zimbalist, founder of the 
Curtis Institute of Music. 

Rod. Alexander replaces Richard 
Barstow as choreographer for Val¬ 
ley Forge, Camden, and Westport 
Music Fairs. Barstow is out- of 
actiqu for the sumirier season be- 
cause of recent heart attack. 

"'.feme-' 
; By Robert F. Hawklns 

(Foreign Press Club; Tel. 65 906) 
Orsori Welles quietly shooting a 

tv series for. ABC-TV on the ItaL 
ian cinema. 

Rossana Podesta signed for 
French pic, “L’lle au boiit_du Mon¬ 
de,”, to be shot in Corsica later 
this year. 

Mel Ferrer. at the .Hrissler after 
flying; in from Caracas, where lie 
checked production dates on his 
upcoming “Green Mansions.” 

• Gina Lollobrigida bought screed 

| rights to Victorien Sardou’s 
1‘Madame Sans-Gene,” says . she’ll 
shoot in Paris sometiriie next year. 

Dawn Addams; follows up her 
current French pic stint with an¬ 
other Gallic production, “Le Roi 
LepreuX,” to be made entirely on 
location in Cambodia, . 

“Buonanotte Bettina,” the Italo 
musical comedy written by Gari- 
riei-Giovannini team, picked up for 
English production by Jack Hylton, 
with preem set for fall. 

Robert Anderson in-and-out'. of 
Rome, where his latest script, 
“Nun’s Story” is shooting. Under¬ 
stood he’s also writing a new play 
with a Rbme-Paris background. 

Grotto del Piccione nitCTy here 
I running two top orchestras,. Van 
Wood and Don Marino Barreto Jr. 

i High - ranking recording; . group, 
Franco and his Gs; spells, both 
combos. . ’ 

Diego Fabbri. will reportedly 
collab with Jules Dassin on latter’s 
screen version of Roger Vailland’s 
novel, “La Loi.” Pic will be shot in 
Italy this year, with Yves Montand' 
in the lead. 

By George Mezocfi 
(Florastrasse 32; 34-70-32) 

' U. S. tenor Bill Miskell set for 
lieder recital, at Tonhalle, 

Louis Prinia disking of “Buoria 
Sera” (Capitol) a top sellef at this 
lakeside. 

Soprano Bifgit Nilsson and tenor 
Helge Rosvaenge will sing iri “Tur- 
andot” at Stadttheatre, 

London Festival Ballet contract¬ 
ed for June Festival at Stadtthea¬ 
tre with Tchaikovsky’s “Nutcracker 
Suite.” 

Screen thesps Heinz- Ruehmann 
and Michel Simon are starring in 
the new Swiss pic, "It Happened 
in Broad Daylight" (PraeSens), a 
meller. 

Stagione d’Opera Italians will 
commemorate Puccini’s 100th 
birthday at Kongresshaus with a 
special performance of "Tosca,” 
using members of La Scala di Mi¬ 
lano. 

Film trade surprise:; Exhibs’ 
Assn, of French Switzerland ad¬ 
vised its members by circular that 
U.A. is selling “80 Days Around 
the World” at 50% throughout the 
territory. 

Schauspielhaus is rehearsing two 
one-acters by Swiss playwright 
Max Frisch, “Biedermann and the 
Incendiaries” and “Philipp Hotz’s 
Big Rage.” Oskar Waelteriin is 
directing. 

French invasion at SChauspiel- 
haus; Galas Karsenty offering Paris 
comedy hit “Monsieur Masure” by 
Claude M a g n i e r; chansonnier 
Georges Brassehs doing his; initial 
Zurich stint; arid Comedie Frari- 
caise guesting with , two classical 
plays by Marivaux and Moliere— 
all within one week. 

Legit Bits 
Continued1 from page 76 

the trQupe for several weeks while 
it tours. 

Producer-director Joshua Logan, 
left New York last Saturday (22) 
for a Jamaica vacation. 

William Saroyan’s “The Cave 
Dwellers,” which had a 97-per¬ 
formance Tun on Broadway last 
fall and winter, will be produced 
in mid-April by the Playgoers Co. 
in Hollywood. 

George Eckert is back in New 
York after staging the Australian 
legit edition of “Damn Yankees.” 

“Bed Time,” by Dutch playwright 
Deric Riegen, is slated to preerii 
April 2 at the Royal Playhouse, 
N, Y„ with the author doubling as 
director. 

“Lavendar,” by Elmer Kline, is 
planned for Broadway production 
next season by 21-year-old Arthur 
Sherman. 

“The Legitimate Steal,” by Jack 
Platt, will be presented April 1 by 
Dramatists’ Stage at the 4th Street 
Theatre. The author will co-dlrect 
the script with^ William Whiting. 

Sets for “Goldilocks” will be de* 
signed by Peter Larkin, while Leh¬ 
man Engel will function as musical 
director. . 

. Stephen M. Mandel and Daniel 
J, Leah have formed The New The¬ 
atre Co. to produce a series of 
plays off-Broadway this summer, A 
theatre hasn’t been set yet, but the 
project is scheduled to get under¬ 
way JUne 24 with a presentation of 
Denis Johnston’s “The Golden 
Cuckoo.” 

The Jazz Poetry Trio, comprised 
of poets Philip Lamantia arid How¬ 
ard Hart and French, horn player 
David Amran, is appearing twice 
weekly at the Circle in the Square. 
N. Y., Fridays at midnight and 
Mondays at 8:40 p.m. Author Jack 
Kerouac is guest reader with the 
group. 

Donald Oenslager will be set de¬ 
signer for “The Marriage-Go- 

(Roynd.” - 

Hollywood 
Sid Blumenstock in from N. Y. 
Milton R. Rackmil arrived from 

Gotham. ..... ' 
Pandro S. Berman returned from 

London. 
Maureen O’Hara back from 

Gotharii. 
Sol A. Schwartz here for RKO 

Theatres talks. 
Jerry Wald, will attend Canries 

Film Festival. : 1 
.. Morgan Hudgins off to Rome to 

flack. “Ben; Hur.”.... 
Republic shuttered studio edito¬ 

rial department. 
Nat “King” Cole to tour nation¬ 

ally to bally. “St. Louis. Blues.” 
Martha Hyer and Universal 

called ft a day after four years. 
Jack; Benny set . to present an 

award at Einmy ceremonies April — 
15. 

American Humane Assn, branches 
out this year to embrace tv for a 
PATSY award. 

Ann B, Davis.appointed an alter-., 
nate for John Howard on Screen 
Actors Guild directorate,. . 

Angela Greene and Stephen Mc¬ 
Nally awarded annual St. Patrick’s • 
Day awards of Catholic Film and... 

1 Radio Guild. 
Walter M. Mirisch chairs Screen 

Producers Guild committee which. 
will' nominate 14 candidates for 
seven new board memberships; 

Berlin 
By Hans Hoehn 
( Tel. .76 02 64) 

Circus Krone due here April 4. 
Mel Allen, here on a two-day 

private visit, 
“River Kw.ai” (Col), .gala- 

preemed at Delphi Palast. 
Maurice Chevalier much cheered 

at Titania Palast one-nighter. 
Rudolf TJllstein, publisher, 

awarded the Great Federal Cross 
of Merit.. 

Jean . C o c t e a u’s “Orphee” 
marked its seventh year at the 
UFA Pavillion. 

Zarah Leander, Swedish song¬ 
stress and former UFA star, cur¬ 
rently on tour-here. 

Twentieth-Fox reissuing Henry 
King’s “Song of Bernadette” in 
several German cities. 

Jeff Chandler, currently filming 
UA’s “The Phoenix,” guested on 
local tv series, “Diced Music.” 

Fritz Lang signed by CCC to 
direct “Tiger of Eschhapur’’ and 
“The Indian Tomb,” both remakes. 

“The Inn in the Spessart” (Glo¬ 
ria) reportedly Germany’s entry at 
the forthcoming Cannes film fes¬ 
tival. 

Barcelona 
By Jpaquina C. Yidal-Gomis 

(Angli, 43; Tel. 30-89-20) 
Charles Aznavour back at Em¬ 

porium nitery for six nights. - 
At Rigat Judy Moscon, comedian 

Verdagiier and Parisian singer Vir¬ 
ginia Reno.;. 

At Bolero nitery. ballet Croix du 
Sud, French, and Spanish ballet by 
Tona Radelly and Paco de Ronda, 

Tina Gasco and Jose Bodalo 
legit company at Barcelona Thea¬ 
tre with “Good Night Patricia,” by 
Aldo Benedetti, Spanish version by 
A. Lozano Borrpy. 

Little theatres flourishing in 
Barcelona. New one is Candilejas, 
200-seater, presenting legit play, 
"Isabel and the Pelican ” by Mar¬ 
cel Franck. Leads are Mercedes 
Prendes and Antonio Prieto. 

American pix very scarce due to 
MPEA boycott, however some have . 
been released by Spanish inde¬ 
pendent distributors. Among new 
product seen this season are: 
“Loves of a Scoundrel,’’ “Beyond 
All Reasonable Doubt” and “The 
Conqueror” (RKO); “The Stran¬ 
gers” (Col); “Great Locomotive 
Chase” and “The Vanishing 
Prairie” (Disney); “Shark-Fight¬ 
ers” (Samuel Goldwyn Jr.); ”12 
Angry Men” and “Nightmare” 
(UA); and “The Star,” (AA). 

(Delaware 74984). 
Agent Harry Greben back at his 

desk following foot surgery, 
Gus Allgauer bought Old Heidel¬ 

berg restaurant on Randolph St. 
Vet p.a. Ralph Kettering in St. 

Luke’s hospital with pneumonia, 
Eddie Seguin, B&K publicity 

chief, appointed to State St. Coun¬ 
cil. 

Shecky Greene replaced Orson 
Bean at the Black Orchid - Friday 
(21) when latter cut short his en¬ 
gagement flue to illness. 

New .intime clubs to open within 
next couple of weeks are the Men’s 
Room at the St. Clair Hotel, arid 
the Blue Medallion Room at the 
Sherry Hotel. 

Celebs in town foF Roblnson- 
Basilio . fight included Rosemary 
Clooney. Lauren Bacall, Frank Sin¬ 
atra, George Raft, Jose Ferrer, 
Maureen O’Hara s a il d -Walter 
Winchell. 
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0BITUA1UKS 
MIKE TODD 

Michael Todd, 49 (born Avrom 
Hirsh Goldbogen), producer of 
ir.idway, Broadway and one. Holly-; 
wood film attraction,. died March 
22, 1958 in an airplane accident 
near Grants, Hew Mexico, while 
en route in his private plane; to a 
banquet in his honor at the Wal¬ 
dorf-Astoria, N. Y.. 

The most spectacular individual 
showman of the last few years 
whose maiden venture in the film 
field, “Around the World in 80 
Days,”, may become the all-time 
champ grosser, Todd’s career is 
detailed in a variety of stories in 
the film section of this issue. 

DON HARTMAN 
.Don Hartman, 57,. film writer- 

producer-director and onetime Par¬ 
amount'- production head, died 
March 23, 1958 in his sleep, appar¬ 
ently of a heart attack, in Palin 
Springs, Cal. 

Details in Films. 

WILLIAM K. HOLLANDER 
‘William K. Hollander. • 74. for¬ 

mer ad-publicity chief of Balabyn 
& Katz Theatres, died March .17 in 
Chicago. \ 

Details in film section. 

ART COHN 
Art Cohn, 47; screen writer and 

former newspaperman, was killed 
in plane accident March 22 in New 
Mexico which also took lives of 
Mike Todd and two pilots of. pro¬ 
ducer’s private craft. He was ac- 

Schwartz- and his biggest boxoffice 
hit, the perennial “Annie Get Your 
Gun,” with Irving Berlin songs. 

He was under contract to Para¬ 
mount Pictures for seven years and. 
did the scenarios for such: films as 
“Love Before Breakfast,” “Fools 
for Scandal,”: "Father Takes a 
Wife,” “Slightly French” and sev¬ 
eral Carole Lombard starrers. 

Although he wrote , the stories 
for numerous legit musicals and 
specialized in comedy. Fields liked 
serious music, especially opera. He 
lived in New York, but at one time 
had a stable of horses at suburban 
Chappaqua, N: Y.. 

Immediate survivors, besides his 
sister and brother, include another 

| sister; Mrs. Frances Friedlander. 

E. K. NADEL 
Onetime big ti m e vaudeville; 

agent, later legit producer, E. K, 
Nadel died March 22, 1958 in Spo¬ 
kane where he had been residing 
the last few years. . While his home 
town was Elkhart, Ind., Spokane is 
the birthplace of Mrs. Nadel, the 
former Marian MacClanahari, one¬ 
time drummer in one of the earlier 
Phil Spitalny all-girl orchestras. 
They had been married about 25 
years. Nadel. reportedly was 
“around 70.” : .' 

Ill for several years (Parkinson’s 
disease), his wife took care of him 
and their devotion was one of: the 
more notable show biz marriages. : 

Even in vaude Nadel specialized 
in playlets and sketches. He was 
the first to introduce Paul Gerard 

JACK KAPP 
March 25, 1949 

Always in the Hearts of 

Irene and Sam Lutz . 

companyihg Todd to-N. Y., presum¬ 
ably to huddle with publishers on 
his recently completed biog of pro¬ 
ducer, ironically-titled “The Nine 
Lives of Mike Todd.” 

Born in N, Y., he was a sports 
columnist on Long Beach Press- 
Telegram, Oakland Tribune and 
N. Y. Daily Mirror from years 1927- 
1948, also a mag writer and war 
correspondent. Among his screen* 
plays were “Stromboli,” starring 
Ingrid Bergman; . “The Joker Is 
Wild,” based on his biog of Joe E. 
Lewis; and most recently “7 Hills 
of Rome” (Mario Lanza - Metro). 

More details iri Films. 

HERBERT FIELDS 
Herbert Fields, 60, librettist of 

some of the major Broadway musi¬ 
cal hits of recent years, died of a 
heart attack March 24 in Lenox 
Hill Hospital, N. Y. He was a son 
of Lew Fields, of the celebrated 
comedy team of Weber & Fields, 

FRANK G. HEARN, JR. 
Mar. 26, 1932 

My Darling Bey 
Forever In My Heart 

Mother Julio Knox. 

.and a brother of Dorothy Fields, 
/with whom he collaborated on 
many shows, and of playwright- 
director Joseph Fields. 

Herbert Fields had recently , com¬ 
pleted " revisions on the original 
book for a new musical, “Red¬ 
head,” in collaboration . with his 
sister and Sidney Sheldon. The 
show is to be produced next season 
by Robert Fryer & Lawrence. Carr, 
with Gwen Verdon as star. Doro¬ 
thy Fields has written the lyrics 
and Albert Hague the music for 
the show, which was previously 
titled “The Works” and was pre¬ 
viously slated for production by 
several different managements. 

As a Columbia U. student, Fields 
collaborated with Richard Rodgers 
and the late Lorfenz Hart on var¬ 
sity shows, and later in the Broad* 
way musicals, “Garrick Gaieties” 
and a second edition of the same 
show. He collaborated with the 
game composer-lyricist team on 
“Dearest Enemy,” “The Girl 
Friend,” “Peggy Ann,” “Connecti¬ 
cut Yankee,” “Present Arms” and 
“America’s Sweetheart” 

Other solo librettist assignments 
included “Hit the Deck,” in col¬ 
laboration with the late Vincent 
Youmans, and “Fifty Million 
Frenchmen,” “The New Yorker,” 
“DuBarry Was a Lady” and “Pana¬ 
ma Hattie,” all with Cole Porter. 

With his sister Dorothy he col¬ 
laborated on “Let’s Face It” 
“Something for the Boys” and 
“Mexican Hay ride,” all with 
Porter; “Up in Central Park,” with 
Sigmund Romberg; “Arms and the 
Girl,” with Morton Gould; “By the 
Beautiful Sea,” with Arthur 

Smith’s material to bigtime Vaude¬ 
ville audiences, and later, as Smith 
graduated into a legit writer, Na¬ 
del also impresarioed his . shows, 
and others. Pioneer vaude sketch* 
es starring James Cagney and Bar¬ 
bara Stanwyck were under the 
E. K. Nadel aegis. “Keep Kool” 
was one of his* legit revue produc¬ 
tions. 

“Erwin’’ stood for the E. K; part 
of Nadel’s name but ever since he 
started as manager and? announcer 
for “Griffith, The Mathematical 
Marvel," a yesteryear headliner, 
that was hot stuff in its day, the 
billing was that way. After Grif¬ 
fith dieChNadel became pressagent 
for the Pat Casey Agency and even¬ 
tually a. franchised booking agent 
both with Keith’s and Loew’s. 

PAUL SPOR 
Paul Spor, 58, Toledo musician 

and booking agent for nearly 30 
years, .died March 21. Of a heart 
attack at his home there. He had 
been in ill health for a year. He 
was head of the Paul Spor Enter¬ 
tainment & Orchestra Agency. 

A native of New York, Spor 
started in show biz as a drummer 
iu St. Louis theaters at age of 16. 
He toured the Publix vaudeville 
circuit before coming to Toledo as 
the first master of ceremonies in 
the 3,400-seat Paramount'Theatre 
when the house Was opened in 
1929. 

Billed as the “Prince of Pep,” 
Spor directed the pit orch as well, 
as the stage band at the Para¬ 
mount where he remained about a 
year. After a. brief lapse, he re¬ 
turned there until stageshoWs were 
stopped in the depression* era. 
After touring for a few years;, he; 
returned to Toledo with his family. 
In 1937 he opened the Paul Spor 
School of Theatrical Art . and 
Music. He also served as booking 
agent for Music Corp. of America, 
Consolidated Radio Artists, and 
General Amusement Corp. .(prede¬ 
cessor of General Artists Corp.). 

In 1950, Spor took over the. old 
Trianon Ballroom ini downtown 
Toledo and renamed it the Tropi- 
cana, in an .effort to promote a 
comeback for ballroom dancing in 
Toledo.; The Tropicana has been 
razed for a parking lot. For several 
years, he was manager of the 
Toledo Sports and Home Show and 
other expositions at the Civic 
Auditorium. For the past several 
summers, he operated the enter¬ 
tainment at Russell’^ Point, Indian 
Lake, with the late Lou Greiner. 

Wife, son, Paul Jr., his business 
associate, daughter, and five grand¬ 
children survive. 

STEPHEN GARAND 
Stephen Giger, 35, legit and tv 

actor known professionally as 
Stephen Garand, died March 19 in 
Brooklyn, New York. His last ap¬ 
pearance was on the “Robert 
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Montgomery Presents” tele show. 
Prior to that be appeared in. nu¬ 
merous tv productions, including 
“Studio One” and “Kraft Thea¬ 
tre.” His legit credits include “My 
Sister Eileen,” “The Fifth Season,” 
“The Male Animal”: and “Happy 
Birthday.” 

His wife, son, mother and 4 
brothers including actor Ronald 
Martin and comedian Corbett 
Monica survive. 

HARRY COOKE 
Harry Cooke; 56, Broadway legit 

actor, died March 21 in. Forest 
l Hills, Queens, after, a long illness. 

Cooke was the son of Thomas 
Coffin Cooke, an actor for 44 years 
before his death in 1939, and Irene: 
Oshier, a Shakespearean1 actress. 
Cooke launched his career when 
he: wasfour years old, returning 
to it again after graduating from 
high school.; 

- He appeared in numerous Thea¬ 
tre Guild productions including 
“The Good Earth;” “The Constant 
Nymph;” “I Myself;” “The Chil¬ 
dren’s Hour” and “Stopover;” 

Cooke stepped into the leading 
role in ‘‘Born Yesterday” when 
Paul Douglas, star of the play, lost 
his voice between the. matinee and 
evening performance one Wednes¬ 
day in May, 1948. He had ap¬ 
peared in a lesser role in the. play 
for two-and-a-Jhalf years prior to 
that. 

His wife and mother survive. 

ARDE BULOVA 
Arde Bulova, 69, chairman of 

hoard of. Bulova Watch Co., died 
March 19 in Encino, Cal. Gne of 
the major figures in watch manu¬ 
facturing, he found time to engage 
in many other endeavors notably 
radio station ownership. During 
the ’30s he was active in acquiring 
a flock of AM outlets in. Eastern 
states but 10 years ago sold his 
interest in most of them. In 1949. 
he and Milton Biow sold thCir 
mpney-making WNEW, N. Y. indie, 
for a sum considerably above 
$2,000,000, 

Among Bulova’s many interests 
was his advocacy of. rehabilitation 
and vocational training of disabled 
World War II vets. This campaign 
of his was fulfilled with the found¬ 
ing of the Joseph Bulova School of 
Watchmaking in Woodside, Queens, 
N.‘ Y., in 1945. School was named 
in honor of his father, founder of 
the company. 

Surviving are his wife and four 
sisters. 

DONAT PAQUIN 
Donat Paquin, 68; pioneer ex¬ 

hibitor of Hull, P. Q., died March 
29 in Hull. When he Was 20.. 
Paquin bought a projector and a if 
assortment of films and showed, the 
first pictures in the Hull: district. 
With financial help from his father, 
he bought the Eldorado Theatre; 
later, with hisbrother, he built the 
Eden Theatre and, in 1923* pur* 
ehasCd the Odeon, which is the 
present Laurier Theatre in. Hull. 

Until 1948 Paquin owned the 
Francais, an Ottawa nabe house, 
now with an intermittent stage 
policy. At the time of his death he 
also owned the Victoria Theatre in 
Ottawa. 

Surviving are his wife and a 
daughter, Mrs. Frank DeVine, who, 
as Pierette Paquin, was w.k. as a 
figure skater, frequently featured 
in the Minto Follies, a Canadian 
ice show. 

HERMAN STARR 
• Herman Starr, 54, president of 

the Picture Films Corp., N. Y., 
died March 24 in New York. He'is 
not to be confused with Herman 
Starr, Warner Bros; vice-president 
and president of the Music Pub¬ 
lishers Holding Corp. 

Starr produced and distributed 
“Van Gogh,” the film short that, 
won the Academy- Award in 1950. 
Picture Films alsb presented the 
documentary, “Leonardo da Vinci,” 
which won awards at the 1952 
Venice and Edinburgh film festi¬ 
vals. 

Before becoming an indie pro¬ 
ducer, he had been an executive 
with the Skburas theatre chain; 
Warner Bros. .Theatres and the old 
Vitagraph Co. 

Wife and two sisters survive. 

EDYTH MORGAN 
Edyth Morgan, 84, actress who 

appeared in a number of plays and 
musicals shortly after the. turn of 
the century, died March . 15 in New 
York. A native of Holden, Mo., she 
nikde her stage debut in 1902 in 
the chorus of Jefferson De Angeles’. 
Toreador.” 

Widow of the late Albert Mor¬ 
gan, theatrical executive, she also 
was seen in the Chauncey Olcott 
company and with Digby Bell in 
the “Education of Mr. Pip.” Her 
last role was in 1910 with William 
Collier in “Lucky- Star.” 

CHARLIE KUNZ 
Charlie Kunz, 61, American-horn 

pianist who became a popular: 

broadcaster and big disk seller in 
Britain, died March .16 in Middle- 
ton-on-Sea, England. A native of 
Allentown, Pa., he went to . London 
in<1922 for an eight-week West End 
engagement and decided to settle 
in Britain. 

Kunz was a regular turn in mu¬ 
sic halls and on the BBC airwaves. 
But in 1953 he underwent a series 
of operations on his hands, which 
were crippled with arthritis. Four 
years later he made a comeback 
with a radio series;: His theme song 
for years was “Clap Hands, Here 
Comes Charlie,” a self composed, 
tune. • 

.Surviving are his wife and two ; 
sons. ' 

KARL LUDWIG DIEHL 
Karl Ludwig Diehl, 61, German 

stage and screen actor, died March i 
7 in his country house in Upper j 
Bavaria after a long, ailment: Diehl; 
was a stage actor‘before he turned | 
to . films. • His1 charm and : correct 
elegance made him the prototype '■ 
of the perfect . gentleman on. the 
screen. . 

He made more than 70 pix. 
including “Love Waltz/’ 1 “Ras¬ 
putin,” “An Ideal Husband,” 
“Episode” and ‘‘By Higher Com¬ 
mand.” His last film was “My 16 
Sons” (1955). AftCr the war, he 
had been mostly dedicating him* j 
self to. the stage again. ... .. 

SALVIFERRARO 
. Salvi Ferraro, 52, onetime band¬ 

leader and more recently proprie¬ 
tor of a music store in Little Falls, 
N. Y., died of a heart attack March j 
15 in that city. He played for years j 
with various theatre orchestras in 
the Utica area and conducted his 
own band for eight seasons of bur¬ 
lesque at the old Colonial Theatre, 
Utica. 

Surviving are his wife; two sons, 
a . daughter; two brothers and two ] 
'sisters. 

DR H; G. THUNDER | 
: Dr. Henry Gordon Thunder. 92, i 
organist, died March 19 in Phila¬ 
delphia. He played at the St. Louis 
Exposition, the Phila. Sesquicen-! 
tehnial, the Buffalo Centennial and 
the Chicago World’s Fair. 

He conducted the 50 - piece 
Thunder Symphony* Orchestra 
from 1897*1900, which became a 
nucleus., for • the Philadelphia 
Orchestra. 

Surviving are two sisters. 

V JOHN L. BLAKE 
; . John L. Blake, 72, one time New 
Yonc actor and San Francisco 
stock-producer, died March 15 in. 
Sa Mateo,. Cal. On Broadway a 
number of years, he appeared in 
sueb shows as “Girl of the Golden 
'We$t,*/and “Trail of the Lonesome 
PM'e.”'He ajso played stock in New 
England arid ’ih the 1930-s. had his 
own stock company operating out 
of San Francisco. 

Wife survives. 

RICHARD WAYNE 
. Richard Wayne, silent screen ac¬ 
tor, died March 15 in Hollywood. 
He appeared as leading man for 
such early stars as Norma Tal- 
madge and Gloria Swanson. 

Retiring in the early 1930s from 
films, he was a realtor in recent 
years, being associated in the de¬ 
velopment of Bel Air. 

OSCAR CZEIJA 
Oscar Czeija, 71, founder of the 

first Austrian Radio company, died 
March 9 in Vienna, After launch¬ 
ing the firm in 1920 he served as its 
general manager until 1938. 

Czeija was called back in 1945 to 
help reconstruct the Radio com- gmy, which at that time was under 

ussian administration, 

BILL PERRY 
William S. Perry, former CBS 

radio singer, known professionally 
as Bill Perry, died March 23 in 
Montgomery, . Alabama. He ap¬ 
peared for 11 years on “Saturday 
Night Serenade,” a nationwide 
broadcast. He also was a guest 
singer, on piany other programs;. 

His wife arid brother survive. 

‘ George w„ young in 
George W. Young III, 37, radio 

and television, account executive 
for Young & Rubicam, was found 
dead March 24 in his Wilton, Conn., 
home. The State Police listed the 
case as a suicide. He had been with 
Y, & R. for about four years. Prior 
to that he was president of his own 
p.r. firm; Crosby, Lloyd & Young. 

He leaves his wife, four daugh¬ 
ters, his father, a "sister and a 
brother. 

Mrs.. Anne w. Armstrong 
’ Mrs. Anne W. Armstrong, 84, 

novelist, magazine writer and play¬ 
wright died March 17 in Abingdon, 
Virginia. She adapted her second 
novel, “This Day . and Time,” into 
a play called; “Some Sweet Day,” 
which was produced at the Barter 
Theatre in Virginia. Her second 
play, “Granny’s Millions;”; was also 
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presented at the Barter Theatre, 
Her sister survives. 

Wilhelm Strecker, 74, managing 
director of B. Schott’s Sohnei 
music publishers of Mainz, Ger¬ 
many, died March 1 at his home, 
in Wiesbaden, West Germany. He 
was also a founder of Associated 
Music Publishers, a. subsidiary of 
Broadcast Music, Inc:, in New 
York. 

_i_L 
Charlotte Walker, 80, legit-film 

actress, died March 24 in Kerville, 
Texas. She appeared in numerous 
David- Belasco shows and a number 
of Famous Players-Lasky films in¬ 
cluding “Trail of Lonesome Pine.” 

Mrs. Josephine. G» Rentchler, 86, 
mother of Mrs. Joseph. Shea, for¬ 
merly with Skouras Theatres, died 
March 10 in Chicago. Mrs. Shea is 
the wife of the legit pressagent. . 

Mother, 93, of comedian Ole 
Olsen, died March 23 in Blooming¬ 
ton, Ind. 

Eqle Gambarelli, 46, opera sing¬ 
er, died March 23 in New York, 
after a long illness. 

Mother of actor Dan Barton died 
iMarch 19 in Hollywood. 

MARRIAGES 
Sylvia June Trueman to William 

ZeiLor, Niagara Falls, N. Y.f March 
! 10. He’s longtime Pittsburgh thea- 
I tre manager now piloting the Cen- 
! tury in Buffalo; she was the cashier 
at J. P. Harris in Pitt, one of the 
houses Zeilor. used to manage. 

Elizebeth Wessely-Hoerbigeri to 
Dr.. Herbert E. Maiwald, Vienna, 

’March 11. Bride is an actress. 
. Gayle Stine to Ron Winston, 
Carmel, Cal., March 7. Bride’s a 

| Broadway producer; he’s associate 
producer on CBS-TV’s “Playhouse 
90.” 

Patricia McLean to Seymour 
Krawitz, N.Y., March 23. Bride is 

[ secretary to Bsjadwaly producer 
Gilbert Miller; groom is publicity 
manager for the Michael Todd Co. 
from which he’s taking a leave oi 
absence. 

Sally Raynor to Philo Higley, 
Greenwich, Conn., March 22. Bride 
is short story writer; he’s a legit 
arid tv playwright. 

Rita Murphy to Ben Coieman, 
Little Falls, N. Y., Feh. 15. He’S 
buyer-booker for Carman Drive-In, 
Guilderlarid, N. Y. Bride was er¬ 
roneously named as Rita. Sullivan . 
in last week’s issue. . 

Cleo Laine to Johnny Dank¬ 
worth, London, March 18. Bride’s 
a vocalist; he’s a. bandleader. 

Dolores Dorn-Heft to Franchot 
Tone, approximately two years 
ago, in Canada, just confirmed. 
Both appeared in the off-Broadway 
production of “Uncle Vanya” at 
that time. 

! BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wilson* 

daughter, Plattsburgh, N. Y., 
March 7- Parents operate the Bor¬ 
der Drive-in at Chazy. 

Mr, and Mrs. Bernie Rich, son, 
Hollywood, March 17. Mother, is 
former actress Margie Duncan; 
father is associate producer on 
NBC-TV’s “Eddie Fisher Show.” 

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Finnell, 
daughter; New York, March - 5. 
Father is a member of the Amer¬ 
ican Theatre Wing’s musical 
faculty. 

Mr- and Mrs. Amram E. Nowak, 
son, Yonkers, N. Y., March 19, Fa¬ 
ther is a producer for the Metro- 
politan Educational Television 
Assn. 

Squadron-Leader D. H. and Mrs. 
Fourie, daughter, Virginia, D. G., 
March 12. Mother is former Scot 
stage soubrette Jacqueline Dunbar, 
daughter of Rank Organization 
exec Jack Dunbar. 

Mr. and Mrs. Bill Healion, son, 
Mineola. L.I., March 13. Father is 
a director on NBC-TV’s “Today” 
show. 

Mr. and Mrs. K. Hess, son, Pitts¬ 
burgh, March 10. Mother’s the 
daughter of Tommy Bello, Nanty- 
GIo, Pa;, theatre owner and banker. 

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Cagan, 
daughter, Mexico City, recently. 
Father is prexy of NBC Interna¬ 
tional de Mexico. 

Mr. and Mrs. Alan V. Iselln, 
daughter, Albany, March 14. Moth¬ 
er is the former Barbara Heilman, 
daughter of theatre-realty owner 
Neil Heilman; father operates the 
AutO-Vision and Turnpike Drive-In 
Theatres in Albany. 

Mr.. and Mrs. Richard Luckey, 
son, Santa Monica, Cal., March 16.. 
Father is a sound editor. 

Mr. arid Mrs, Freddie Btenstock, 
daughter. New York, March 15. 
Mother is Miriam Bienstock, vee- 
pee at Atlantic Records; father is. 

| yeepee with Hill & Range, music 
publishing firm. 

Mr, and Mrs. Joe D’Amico, 
daughter, Hollywood, March 13. 
Mother is a solo dancer at Moulin 
Rouge; father a film actor. 
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